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PREFACE TO VOLUME III., DICTIONARY OF

ARCHITECTURE

The search for accurate definitii.nis for words is one of the most interesting of pursuits ; and

when tlie detinitions sought are of tangilile things, things interesting in themselves and because

of their imjiortance, the search may interest tiie workman as well as the etymologist. What is,

e.xactly speaking, an arch? In close relation to that inquiry, what is not an arch? The reader

may amuse himself with reaiTangiiig or rewording the definitions given in Vol. I. 'What is the

Doric Order in the original and in the derived or .secondary sense of the term ? The definitions

given in their place assume the pree.xistence of the term in the Roman sense, and only its much

later application to the order of the Parthenon. Or, to take a more doubtful case, should the

word Piazza be given in the sense of Veranda? A kind correspondent sends, too late for inser-

tion in its place, a history of that word in English, and refers to his own signed letters in the

Nation (N.Y.), from which it appears that the term Covent Garden Piazza was in use, in London,

as early as 1 6.34 ; that thirty years later the term was applied rather to the covered ambulatories

fronting on the square, of which some still remain ; that the American use of it for the covered

out-of-door extension of a country hovise was a direct borrowing from those arcades built by Inigo

Jones ; that use of the term has been known for two centuries and a half and in all parts of the

English-speaking world. If an Englishman were writing home about the strange things seen in

the United States, he would name Piazzas rather than Verandas, keeping the later word for

India. Piazza used in this sense is a lilot on our technical vocabulary, l)ut it nmst be acknowl-

edged. How, then, concerning Porte C'ochere in the sense of a covered porch fur carriages?

That is a term which ought to be kept out of the language, if possible, and, therefore, either

opposed or ignored. A century hence, if it is in the daily use of English-sjicaking people, it

may be necessary to admit it as we now admit Piazza ; but let every accurate writer and speaker

avoid it till then, and let every dictionary name it with reprehension.

The abuse of traile names threatens the l.)uilding trades, the decorative arts, and all those

human occupations which are seriously modified by the modern race for commercial advantage.

It woiUd be well if the architects and mural i)ainters, the trained artists who are concerned in

decorative art., would refuse to help confound and cornipt our English vocabulary. We of English

speech have to borrow words from the languages of men more versed and more traditionally at

home than we are in the things of fine art ; but we may at least take those foreign words in their

true senses, and we may use our own English words aright. Let us not force Renaissance to

include the Decadence as well ; let us not admit that a Wainscot can be of marble.

In the Preface to Vol. I. there was mention of those contributions to the Dictionary which by

their nature could not well be signed. RefeiTing now to those articles which bear their authors'

names, it seems advisable to classify, roughly, the work represented by those articles and the

character of the information there given. Thus, in the matter of architectural education. Pro-

fessors AVare and Sherman and Mr. Partridge have treated Drawing, Perspective, Projection, and

Shades and Shadows. Mr. Walter Cook has written on the gi'eat School of Art in Paris, and

Mr. Sandier on other French schools (see Architect in France). Messrs. Blackall, Berg, and Wight

vii



PREFACE TO VOLUME III.

must be mentioned in this connection as having written on subjects so nearly akin to education as

Fellowship, Photograpliy, and Societies of Airliitects.

The modern practice of architecture and buihhng has been treated especially by Messrs. Gibson,

Sandier, and Fiske in articles on The Architect in England, France, and Italy ; by Messrs. Brun-

ner, Gil>.son, and Van Brunt in a general way (see Builder, Specification, Superintendent), and by
Mr. Marshall, from the jioint of view of the suggestive reformer of motleni practice, in the articles

Mtnlelling and Tnith in Art.

Ininictliatcly connected with this is the large body of work concerning modern construction in

all its range, from the simple and realistic subject of Mr. Atkinson (Slow-burning Construction)

to the engineering problems treated by Mr. Hutton (Caisson, Centring, Equilibrium of Arches,

Excavation, E.xpansion, Foundation, Iron Construction, Masonrj', Steel, Strength of Materials)

and the wholly modem scientific considerations which are the subjects of Professor Sabine

(Acoustics, Echo, Reflector, Sounding Board, Whispering Gallery, and other kindred terms),

Sir. Gerhard (Bath and cognate subjects. Drain, Drainage and House Drainage, Gas Piping and

Plumbing, Kitchen, Laundry, Market, and Water Supply), and Mr. Purdy (Fireproofing).

Other departments and other manifestations of this gi-eat subject of modern building appli-

ances and building practice are covered by the articles of Mr. Baldwin (Ventilation;, Mr. Gibson

(Bill of Quantities, Builder, Estimating, Surveyor), Mr. Hinchman (Key, Lock, etc.), Mr. Kobb
(Electrical Appliances, Elevator [Electric], Warming by Electricity), Mr. D. X. B. Sturgis (Beam,

Bolt, Brick, Stair, Step, each with many subtitles), and Mr. Wight (Shoring, which includes

house moving and raising). Materials not already mentioned are the special subjects of Mr. De
Morgan (Keramics) and Dr. Merrill (Marble with subtitles, Stone with subtitles).

These subjects are often closely interlinked, and it is ditficidt to classiiy such work as Mr.

Carj'l Coleman's, for instance (see Altar, Ambo, Chancel, Font, Reredos, Stall, and similar articles

on Ecclesiology ; also Symbology), and to say whether it belongs to the history of architecture or

rather to kindred forms of decoration. In the matter of pure decoration, its theory and practice,

the articles of Mr. Blashfield on Mm-al Painting. Mr. Crowninshield on the practical side of the

same great art (Distemper, Encaustic, Fresco, Mosaic, Oil Painting, Water Gla.ss, Wax Paint-

ing), Mr. La Farge on the subject he has made so especiallj' hLs own, the Window of decorative

glass, and Mr. Lethaby on the nature of Design and the difficidties in the way of originality and

significance in the modem industrial epoch, are to be compared with the papers on special topics,

such as Robbia Work by Professor Marquand and Keramics by Mr. De Morgan.

Buildings of the modem world, concerning which there has been much semiscientific thought

and much discussion, have been treated by Messrs. Abbe (Obseriatory), Aiken (Post OflBce),

Branner (Synagogue), Cowles (Hospital), Hardenbergh (Hotel), Hill (Apartment House, Office,

Tenement House), Soide (Librarj-), and Wheelwright (Schoolhouse).

Biography has been the work of j\Ir. Smith, as stated in Vol. I.

Finally, the vast subject of the history of architecture, ancient and modem, Eiu-opean and

Oriental, whether treated geographically or by .subjects, has been handled by Professor Babcock

(Vaults), Mr. Day (the Stoa, the Temple), Mr. Ferree (Chiu-cb, the summan), Jlr. Fiske

(Church, the nature of the building). Professor Frothingham (Memorial Arch, Memorial Col-

umn), Mr. Goodyear (the Leaning Tower), Mr. Longfellow (Bapti.stery, Round Church), ]Mr.

Piatt (the Villa). Again, this has been examined from another point of view by Mr. DeUen-

baugh, who treats American archa?ology in many papers. Professor Frothingham ^vith Pelasgic

and Hittite antiquity. Professor Hamlin with Bj-zantine Art, Mr. Longfellow who handles Greco-

Boman, Latin, Neoelassic, and Romanesque art. Professor Marquand and Mr. Spiers who treat

respectively Grecian and Imperial Roman art. The same great subject, treated geogi-aphicaUy,

has been the business of Mr. Blackall (Belgium, Portugal, and Spain), Mr. Brewer (Austria,

Bohemia, Germany, and Hungary), Mr. Cram (China and Japan), Mr. DeKay (Ireland), Mr.

Dellenbaugh (Mexico, Central America, and the United States as to their pre-Columbian epoch),

ilr. Fiske (Italy, the northwestern provinces). Professor Frothingham (Italy, except the far

northwest), Mr. Graham (North Africa), Professor Hamlin (the Balkan Peninsula, Egypt, India,
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and Scotlaml), Mr. Schopfer (Switzerland), Mr. Schuyler (the United States), Mr. Spiers (Asia

Minor, Etruscan Architecture, Persia, Syria), Mr. R. C. Sturgis (England), Mr. Taylor (Canada),

Mr. Turner (Mexico), Professor Warren (France, tlie southern provinces).

The editor cannot clo.se tliis synopsis ol' the work of several busy years without renewing his

thanks to the contributors who have seconded him so clieerfully. Tiie scheme of the Dictionary

has never been disturbed or made ditficult by any unwillingne.ss on their part to cnnforni to it.

To one who thinks with the ju'esent writer that there is no evidence nf thorough mastery of a

subject more complete than a perfect willingness to present that subject in the form icspiired by

a special occasion, — than the ab.sence of intellectual rigidity and a flexibility of spirit such as

comes only from long-continued mental exercise, — the evidence thus attbrded of the unique merit

of the Dictionary's staff of contributors is most complete and convincing.

R. S.
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DICTIONARY OF ARCHITECTURE

OBEiLISK (in Greek, a spit, d/SeAi'o-KO?, or

a 111 liiited weapon, or the like). ^1. A tall and

slender decorative stnu-ture or piece of mate-

rial, as a pinuacle-like ornament on a neocla.ssic

building. More e.specially, a memorial or deco-

rative piece, square in plan, or nearly so, with

slightly slo])ing sides, and terminated at top

by a pyramid whose side.s slope more rapitUy.

(See Pyraraidion.) The origin of these monu-
ments is to be found in Egyjit, where they

stood commonly one on either side of the en-

trance to a temple or palace, their nearly ver-

tical faces affording an admiral)le opportiuiity

for hieroglyphic inscriptions, easy to read, and

of decorative effect. Obelisks are known to

have been put up as early as the 4th dynasty

of Egyptian kings (3759-3730 b.c.— Flinders

Petrie), but none remain of so early a time.

The largest obelisk existing is that at Heli-

opolis, of red granite, and stated to be 66

feet high ; this also is the oldest known except

some very small ones, as it belongs to the

12th dynasty (2622-2578— Flinders Pe-

trie). It was customary to cover the pyra-

midion with metal, perhaps always gilded

bronze, with the idea of keeping water from

the grain of the stone.

Many obelisks were brought from Egypt to

Rome during the days of the gi'eat Empire, and

some have been carried from Egj'pt to modern

cities, as the obelisk in the Place de la Con-

corde at Paris (1833), that on the Embank-
ment at London (187S), and that in Central

Park, New York (1879).

B. By extension, and with allusion to the

sloping sides of the obelisk in its usual sense,

any stele or similar upright piece, especially if

a monolith. In this sense the term is applied

to those modern tombs which have a central

structure with sloiiing sides ser'sing as a back-

gi'ounil to srulpture, and the like.— R. S.

OBSERVATORY. An establishment erected

for the purpose of recording astronomical, mete-

orological, magnetical, seismological, or tiilal ])he-

nomena, to be distinguishetl from a lalioratory

in which experimental work is the prominent

feat\ire. In the former matters, the exi)eri-

mental features are insignificant in comparison

with the observational arrangements. The five

classes will be con.sidered in detail in the follow-

ing sections.

Anfronomiml Observatories. The progress

of astronomy has from time to time introduced

new instruments and new problems, and corre-

s|)ontling new conditions nuist be realized in the

construction and arrangement of the buildings

in order to secure both the desired (observations

and the necessary accuracy. In general, up to

the seventeenth century, the astronomer desired

only a clear view of the whole sky from the

horizon upward ; the oldest observatory of this

style now in existence is that founded during the

Yuen dynasty, about the year 1300, in Pekin,

China, near the location of the present Impe-

rial Obser\-atory ; the buikling was doubtless, in

many respects, similar to those of the Arabs,

Persians, Greeks, Egyptians, and C^haldeans of

most ancient days. The instruments originally

in use at the Imperial Observatory are still pre-

served there, but have lieen replaced by others

made for the Jesuit astronomers at Pekin, be-

tween 1673 and 1700. These are all exposed

to the heavens, on an elevated granite platform

surrounded by a hea^^y iron railing, ilodera

European observatories begin with that erected

in 1576 for Tycho Brahe, at Uranienborg, on

the island of Huen, by the king of Denmark

;

since then, large instruments have been estab-

lished in the meridian, and the buildings have

been more or less closed in, to protect the as-

tronomer and his apjiaratus, lea^^ng open slits

with movable shutters, or windows, through

which to observe the stars. At first, in order

to obtain a clear horizon, the instruments were

placed in the upper stories of very high build-

ings, but this is not done now. The Royal Ob-

.servatory at Greenwich, built in 1675-1676,

and the Royal Observatory at Paris, built in

1667, even in their own day scarcely repre-

.sented the rapidly advancing condition of as-

tronomy. Each of these buildings is still

occupied, but has undergone many changes in

order to adapt it to modern requirements. At
the present time it is generally recognized that

each astronomical instrument must have a loca-

tion and surroundings approjjriate to its work
;

thus, the iustnunents for observing in the me-

ridian and in the prime vertical should be so

located that fixed marks and collimating tele-

scopes can be placed exactly north, south, east,

and west of each instrument, and at no great

distance therefrom. For all instruments, the

stability of their piers, the permanence of their

ailjustments, the protection from strong wind,



OBSERVATORY
the conformity of temperature within the ob-

oen-ing room relative to that of tiie free air out-

side, tiie freedom from minute vibrations and

jai-s of the ground, and espeiially a steady at-

mosphere, are tlie fundamental conditions for

good work. So tar as tiie buildings themselves

are eoncerned, it is found that these conditions

are best secured by giving each instrument its

own isolated house; hence modern observa-

tories constitute a cluster of buildings contain-

ing offices, residences, and instruments, often

scattered over an area of many acres, in order

that eacii may be located as advantageously as

possible ; it is only in the case of mountain ob-

servatories, where space is not available and

where it is impossible to go out in stormy

weather, that it becomes necessary to crowd

several instrunients into one building. A com-

jilete modern observatory must provide for work

both in the exact meridian and upon objects far

removeil from the meridian. The former is done

by meridian instruments whose use requires sim-

ply a broad slit open from the zenith do\TO to

the opposite sides of the horizon. The extra-

meridional work is done with instmments of

either the altitude and azimuth type, or the

equatorial type ; both these types require to be

mounted in rooms whose walls ami roots re-

volve horizontally, so that the broad slit from

zenith to horizon, which serves as the observ-

ing window, may be brought opjiosite to any

part of the sky that is to he examined through

the telescope. The equatorial telescope in-

vented by Fraunhofer has a perfectly free mo-

tion around an axis parallel to that of the earth,

called the equatorial axis ; this can be moved

by clockwork, so that an objeet once brought

into the centre of the field of view will remain

there permanently. With such apparatus, pho-

tographs of faint stars, comets, and nebuhe can

be obtained by giving several hours of continu-

ous exposure to the sensitive plate. The eye

end of this telescope is near the floor of the

room when the oliserver is looking at the -zenith,

but may be 20 feet above the floor when he is

looking at points near the horizon. In the

older observatories, a complex observing chair

was needed for the convenience of the observer
;

but in all the newest ones the floor itself is

made adjustable, rising and falling at any mo-

ment to suit the needs of the case.

Among the best illustrations of the extent

and manifold character of the works undertaken

by modern observatories and the consequent

necessary expansion of apparatus and buildings,

we quote the Observatory of Harvard Univer-

sity, Cambridge, Mass., which now maintains

several branch observatories and employs in all

about fifty astronomers, physicists, computers,

and clerks. Among the great observatories

built in recent years with a view to work in

some special department in astronomy, we may
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enumerate tlic following; The Imperial Cen-

tral Observatory at Poulkova, near Saint Peters-

burg (183G-1.S39) ; the new Observatory of the

University of "\'ienna ; the Observatory at Nice

(188.5-1890); and, in the United States, the

Lick Observatory on Mount Hamilton ; the

Naval Observatory in Washington, and the Yerkes

Observatorv belonging to the University of Chi-

cago, but located at Williams Bay, Wisconsin.

3[eteoroloyic(d Observatories. The only

building pertaining to meteorology that has

descended to us from classic times is the so-

called " Tower of the Winds " at Athens, which

dates from between fifty and a hundred and

fifty years before Christ. Each side of the

tower bore a sundial, that is to say, a horizon-

tal stylus projected from tlie middle of the upper

edge of each face ;
from it radiated the hour-

marks chiselled into the smooth marble, and,

undoubtedly, at one time filled with red or black

pigments.
"

The interior of the tower still bears

witness to the fact that it formerly contained a

large water clock or clepsydra.

The modern revival of interest in meteorology

dates from Galileo and more especially from his

pupil, Ferdinand II., Grand Duke of Tuscany,

who, in 1653, distributed thermometers to sev-

eral cloisters and organized a system of daily

records, the general oversight of which was com-

mitted to Father Luigi Antinori. During the

past two hundred and fifty years, the con-

ditions under which satisfactory observations

can be made have come to be better under-

stood, and the observatory buildings have

undergone corresi)onding alterations, although

observiitions and records are still made by

thousands of amateiu-s under more or less

unsatisfactory conditions. IMeteovological ob-

servations are frequently combined with scismo-

logieal and magnetical in one establishment, and

in-order to respond to these manifold require-

ments a number of small buildings must be

scattered over an area of several acres. It

magnetic self-registration is undertaken, it is

almost necessarily done in underground or cellar

rooms where the temperature can be controlled

throughout the year. The first story of the

observatory building is devoted to offices and

libraries, while the upper story is usually given

up to self-recording meteorological apparatus

connected with the thermometers, rain gauges,

anemometers, sunshine recorders, etc., on the

roof In order to obtain the temperature and

moisture of the air, it is considered necessary

that the thermometers shall be exposed Ireely

to the wind and yet be perfectly shielded trom

the sun's ravs by day and from their own radia-

tion to the clear sky at night ; they are, there-

fore enclosed in a shelter of open latticework,

which is either elevated high above the roof, or

located near the gi'ound, according to the sub-

ject under investigation.



PLATE I

OBSERVATORY AT WILLIAMS BAY, WISCONSIN
(See the figures in the text and Plate II)

Interior of llie revolving dome. The telescope

revolves on an axis parallel to the earth's axis of

rotation; it is driven by clockwork so that a star is

kept in the centre of the field of vision.

Tlie observin,:; slil is i:! feet wide and extends
from the horizon to a point o feet beyond the

zenith. It is closed by two shutters which work side-

wise on rollers, and which move simultaneonsly.
Canvas curtains are mounted on tracks and can be
adjusted so as to shelter the telescope from the wind.
The floor seen in the tisnre is arranged so as to rise

for a distance of 2;! feet vertically ; thus enabling
the observer to reach the eyepiece of the telescope

at all times.
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Observatory at Williams Bay (see Next Figuke) ; Ground Floor.
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Observatory at Williams Bay, WisroNsi.v, belonging to the University of Chicago; Principal Floor:
AND Upper Floor of Eastern Towers.



OBSERVATORY
The Eitt'el Tower in Paris w as originally de-

signcil by its inventor for utilitarian as well as

arcliitectural imrposes, ami sinir tiie close of

the Paris Ex|iusition in 188!) it has been largely

devoted to pliysioal and nicteorolojtical purposes.

Tlu^ records of pressure, temperature, and wind

taken on it, in mid-air, one thousand feet above

the ground, have given a new aspect to certain

problems in meteorology. This tower is now
known to tlie scientific world as a meteorological

observatory. It responds precisely to a funda-

mental condition that is not fulfilled by any

mountain observatory, namely, that tlie instru-

ments be placed in free air liigh above the ocean

level, so as not to be atfected by the influence of

the ground or building whicli supports them.

The records from the Eiffel Tower are more

valuable even than those obtaineil from instru-

ments susijended in tlie free air by balloons or

kites, because they are cuntinueil uninterruptedly.

In order to satisfy tiie same conditions, the

Weather Bureau of the United States (and, to

a less extent, the bureaus of other countries)

elevates its observing stations to the tops of the

highest accessible buildings ; but in some cases,

from necessity, it takes tlie observations quite

near the surface of the ground.

For climafolcigical studies bearing on vege-

table and animal life, it is, of course, necessary

to keep records of rainfall and temperature near

the surface of the ground, thersfore the central

stations generally have an auxiliary open field

for this purpose. When these stations can be

located in such fields with an ailjacent grove,

the whole constitutes a park, and for economy's

sake other scientific institutions are established

in the same park. Illustrations of this arrange-

ment will be found in the combination of as-

tronomy, meteorology, and magnetism in Green-

wich Park ; of magnetism and meteorology at

Pavlosk ; of geodesy, astronom}', meteorologj',

and magnetism at Potsdam, and the similar

combinations at the observatories at Nice and

Budapest, and at stations for the study of

forestry, agriculture, etc.

In order to explore the upper atmosphere,

meteorological observations are frcquentlj' es-

tablished on the summits of hills and mountains.

The mountain observatory is usually a very

plain structure, and the apparatus is installed

with difficulty on the rocky summit. Observa-

tions at still higher levels are obtained by the

use of balloons and kites. The first of the

modem series of buildings combining the needs

of a meteorological ami magnetic observatory

with those of a central station where an exten-

sive collection of records must be preserved and

students must be provided for, was the Seewarte

at Hamburg, now the Deutsche Seewarte, de-

signed by Professor Xeumayer as scientist, and

G. Kirchenpauer as architect. Next in chrono-

logical order, and rivalling it in importance, was
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the collection of buildings erected in the Im-
perial Park at Pavlosk as the technical adjunct

to the Central Physical Observatory at Saint

Petersburg. The most recent structure of the

kind is the magnetic and meteorological obseiTa-

t(ny at Potsdam, near Berlin, which is estab-

lished in the park at tliat place, near other

buildings devoted to astro-physical and geodetic

research. The Potsdam observatory is the

technical observatory and the school of experi-

mental research for the Central Meteorological

Institute in Berlin, of which Professor W. von

Bezold is director. The meteorological and
magnetical observatories at Pare Saint j\Iaur,

Montsouris, Pavlosk, and Potsdam respond to

the important condition that meteorological ob-

servations for general dimatological purposes

should not be taken in large cities, but in open

regions at a distance therefrom. On the other

hand, there are many problems that demand
special observations made witiiin cities or within

forests, or at some other locality fir which

special stations are needed. The instruments

themselves and the methods of their exposure

constitute special problems that are rather dif-

ferently handled in each observatory. The
central office of the Weather Bureau at Wash-
ington is located on sufficiently high ground to

enable the apparatus on its roof to indicate the

proper temperature and wind for a large mass

of air just above the city. The first floor is 79

feet above sea level, and the anemometer about

60 feet above tliat ; the obser\'er's room, the

self-registers, and the barometer are on the top

floor of the central tower, but an auxiliary ex-

perimental observatory belonging to the Instm-

ment Division is located on an adjoining building.

All Weather Bureau stations for storm studies

are elevated high above the soil in order to

obtain approximately the state of the air at the

cloud level.

Magnetic Observatories. The first mag-

netic observatory, in the modern sense of the

term, was that occupied by Gauss and Weber
at the University of Gottingen, 1833-1850.

The difficulty of carrying on these delicate

measures with sufficient frei|ucncy led 0. Brooke,

in 1844, to dcvi.se the Greenwich and John

Welsh, in 1857, the Kew, system of photo-

graphic apparatus for continuous registration
;

the so-called Kew system is now in use at about

twenty magnetic obsei"vatories. Improvements

in many details were, c. 1885, made by Mas-

cart, whose apparatus is now in use at about

fifteen stations. The latest improvements are

found in the three observatories designed in

1900 by Dr. L. A. Bauer, and to be erected by

the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey.

The conditions to be fulfilled in a magnetic ob-

servatory are primarily two : namely, as great a

freedom as possible from local magnetic disturl)-

ances due to the building, the geological stratii,

8
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and adjacent industrial electric plants ; and as

uuifiirm a temperature as possible within the

building. Tliis latter cundition is now seen to

be so important tliat great ettbris are being made
everywhere to attain it : sell'-a<ljustiiig t'uriiaces

and air driers are provided ; the mums for the

self-registering ajijiaratus are placed either in

the liasements and cellars of large buildings, as

at Potsdam, or in smaller adjacent buildings

that are covered over entirely with a movmd of

earth, as at Pavlosk. The latter method was
ado]ited liy Wild, and his published records

show that there is not a variation of 1° Centi-

grade in his observing room during the year.

In the observatory at Potsdam the cellar and

sul>cellar rooms are arranged within double

walls and with special furnaces and ventilators

in order to secure diy air with a sufficiently

constant temperature. At both places there is

provided at some di.stance an additional light,

wooden building in which absolute measures

may be made as the standard for the correction

of the woik done undei'ground by the self-regis-

ters. The buildings and arrangements adopted

at Pavlosk and at Potsdam are recognized as, at

present, the most comprehensive and the most

approjiriate in the world. The buildings at

both places are quite plain and small as com-

pared with those of the modern astronomical

observatory.

Seismoloc/ical Observatories. The system-

atic observation of earthquake phenomena is

now earned on at many astronomical, meteoro-

logical, and magnetic observatories throughout

the world. As the apparatus nuist be closely

connected with the solid ground, it is often

placed in the cellars of these lai-ger establish-

ments. The most elaborate apparatus has been

devised by the Japanese students of the Seis-

moliigical Society of Japan, and is to be found

at Tokyo ; other styles of apparatus are at

Geneva, Vesuvius, Pare Saint Maur, Jlount

Hamilton, California, Washington, D.C., and
Cleveland, Ohio. The apparatus devised for

Professor Milu's Observatory at Shide, on the

Isle of Wight, is now being widely introduced.

The whole subject may be said to be still in an

experimental stage as regards the instruments

and the interpretation of their records. The
stations of oliservation have not generally re-

quired the erection of special elaborate buildings.

The meteorological observatory founded liy Mel-

loni on Monte Somma, on the north Hank of

Mount Vesuvius, in 1841, has of late years

become so prominent in seismic studies as to be

frequently called the " Seismological Observatory

of Mount Vesuvius." It belongs to the Uni-

versity of Naples, and Professor Luigi Palnderi

was the director from 185+ until his death in

1896. Palnderi early introduced Ids electro-

magnetic seismograph and, subse(jiiently, other

more delicate forms of apparatus, by means of
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which he was able to study the shocks and
tremors and to predict the crujjtions of Vesuvius.

Tidal (Jhsercatorii's. lUcords of the varia-

tions in level of the ocean and the great lakes

are ke))t by means of tidal registers, or niaro-

grajihs. The instruments nuist be located close

to the shore so that a Hoat may rise and fall,

within a protcctcil well, sinudtaneously with the

surface of the free water. In some c;ises an

open tube runs beneath tiie ground out to some
point a few hundred yards from the shore into

deep water, so that the well reproduces the

changes in the deejier water and avoids recording

violent breakers. Such tubes, however, produce

a retardation as to time, and it is preferable to

build up a foundation for the tidal register in

the deep water it.self. The superstructure for

the tidal station is simjile and inexjK'nsive.

— Cleveland Abbe.

OBSIDIAN. A natural glass formed by the

rapid cooling of acid lavas. Colours: gray, red-

brown, to black. — G. P. M.
OBSTAL. iSoe Opstal.)

OCTASTYLE. Having eight columns in

the front or end row ; consisting of a row or

rows of eight columns ; said of certain classic

buildings, and of architectural compositions de-

rived frnm them. (See Columnar Architecture.)

OCULUS (in Latin, an eye ; applied by mod-
ern arcli;eologists to round windows, and the

like, in Roman monuments). A circular mem-
ber, as a window or panel (comjiare CEil de

Bfeuf
) ; especially, the round opening in the sum-

mit of the cupola at the Pantheon, Rome ; or, by
extension, any opening having a similar character.

ODEION. Same as Odeum.
ODEUM (in Greek, 'flSuov, or 'QtSeiov ; used

by Roman writers for a music hall ; Vitruvius,

v., 9). A. A Greco-Roman building in Athens

said to have been of a very early epoch, and
adorned at a later time by Pericles; destroyed

by fire during Sulla's siege of Athens, and re-

built at the exjiense of King Ariobarzanes of

Cappadocia. Herodes Atticus, in the reign of

Marcus Aurelius, built an odeum at Athens,

the ruins of which still remain at the foot of

the Acropolis, and west of the theatre of Diony-

sos. There is no doubt that this building is

nearly, if not exactly, on the site of the older

odeum. Such buildings existed in other cities

of Greece. They were distinguished from the

great theatres in being roofed.

B. In modern times, a music hall or place

of intellectual entertainment, rather as forndng

part of the name of a special building than as a

general term.

OECHSEL, JORG; architect.

He was architect of the cathedral of S.

Stephen, in Vienna, at the beginning of the

sixteenth century, and built the organ over the

Peter and Paul altar.

I'erger, S. Stephan in Wien.
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CECUS

(ECTJS. In Latin, a hall or large room in

a dwelling house ; rare in ancient authors, and
applied by modern areliteologists to a room with

columns, or otherwise decorative, as in some
Pompeian houses. The room so called was
sometimes a diiiiiiir room.

CEIL DE BCBUF. In French, a compara-

tively small round or oval window ; as adopted

in English usage, such a window especially when
treated decoratively, as in a frieze. (See Eye

;

Oculus.)

Salle de TCBil de Boeuf. The antecham-
ber of tlie kings apartment in the palace of

Versailles ; so calleil on account of the oval

wincl. iw in one of the walls.

OFFICE. ^1. A room in which work is

done, especially work of a professional or intel-

lectual sort, as distinguished from a workshop.

Thus, in the house of a jiliysician, tlie room in

which patients are received is the office. In a

hotel, a factory, or other establishment where
many persons are employed, the room especially

reserved for interviews between the proprietor

or his representative and persons having busi-

ness with the concern ; iu a shop or store, the

compartment, whether forming a separate room
or not, in which the clerks and bookkeepers do
their work, as distinguished from the salesmen.

In modern cities, the places of business, even

of professional men, are so often separated from
their residences that offices have come to be

rooms or suites of rooms iu large buildings,

perhaps erected especially for the purpose.

(See Office Building.)

B (in this sense, much more common in the

plural, as, the offices). The kitchens, store-

rooms, service rooms, laundries, etc., taken to-

gether, as in a hotel or large dwelling bouse.

— R. S.

OFFICE BUILDING. One intended for

renting to tenants tor the purpose of trans-

acting clerical or executive business or the prac-

tice of a profession.

Development. Prior to 18.58, except in a
few commercial cities like New York, office

buildings were usually converted dwellings,

the light, air, heat, and height which were
sufficient for living rooms being deemed suffi-

cient also for the office, the plans of new build-

ings closely following those in use for dwellings.

A number of new buildings were erected during
the period 1858 to 1865, at which time the

elevators began to be common, and led to the

use of five- and six-story buildings. About
1880 the speed of the passenger elevator was
increased somewhat, and during the next few
years buildings of eight and nine stories in

height became common ; during the period >ip

to 1890 the elevator speeds were gradually

increased, reaching the practicable limit, and
since 1890 the development of the office build-

ing has been along the lines of the carefully
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braced steel skeleton supporting a masonry
covering, with an increasetl mimber of stories

and a decreased size of the office unit.

Plan. It is required to produce a building

having the gi-eatest practicable number of rooms
of about uniform size, each practically equidis-

tant (in time) from the street, anil each well lit

and \entilated naturally. For a uniform distri-

bution of light during business hours it is de-

sirable that the direct light should be admitted
morning and evening, and diffused light during
the middle of the day, a greater dependence
being placed upon ditfused than upon direct

light. It is also- desirable that each office

should receive a nearly equal portion of light

during the day. It is therefore necessary that

they should all be symmetrically arranged about
an axis. If tliis axis runs east and west, the
offices on the north side of the building receive

diti'used light only during the early morning and
late afternoon in the summer. Those on the

south side have the sun directly on them nearly

the entire year. The direct sunlight on such
offices is too intense to be admitted, and it is

therefore necessary to use awnings or shades,

which darken the rear of the office. If the

axis runs in a nortlierly and southerly direc-

tion, the offices receive the direct sun in the

moniing, and in the afternoon and ihuing the

miildle of the day are protected : shades, there-

fore, are unnecessary, and the ditfused light fills

the entire room during the greater ])art of the

day. In courts, the direct light is only avail-

able dvuing a small portion of tlie day ; the

balance of the time the reflected liglit from the

sides and the difiused liglit must be depended
on. If the long axis of the court is placed in

a northerly and southerly direction, the direct

light can reach farther down than wnuld be

the case if the axis were placed in another di-

rection, and tlie reflected light will be much
better. This follows as a necessary conse-

quence of the laws of reflection, and can be

readily demonstrated by using a candle to rep-

resent the sun and a rectangular box having light-

coloured sides 1x3 inches in ]jlan and b inches

high. By jilacing the long axis of the box iu

various positions with reference to a meridian,

the amount of light can be noted on a piece of

tracing paper held at the bottom. To insure

the even distribution of the light during the

business days, lay off on a full circle the twenty-

four hours which compose the day, draw two
radii, one to 9 a.m. and one to 5 p.m., and bi-

sect the angle formed by the.se two with a third

radius. This radius should be the ajijiroxi-

mate bearing of the court axis. The aim being

to provide an equal number of unit offices of

equal desirability, a unit building is developed

by placing two rows of offices on either side of

a centre corridor, the offices opening to the street

or court. As many unit buildings shoidd be

12
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OFFICE BUILDING
arranged in pariillel rows as th-^ lot permits.

le;ivin<; adenuate eoiirt sjjaoe between tlieni and

joininj; them at tlieir northerly ends, unless

there is some controlling reason due to the po-

sition of the lot or the exceptional length of the

building, by means of a cross building contain-

ing the stairways, elevators, and connecting

corridoi-s. Wider courts are needed for high

buildings. The size of the office unit depends

on local demands and the size of the lot, vary-

ing from 9x15 feet up to 15 X 25 feet. The
corridors should vary from 4 to 6 feet in width,

and the walls from 1 foot to several feet in

thickness. The unit building will vary in width

from 37 to 60 feet or more. The cross corri-

dors should be 25 per cent, and the landing

in front of the elevatore 50 per cent, wider

than the side corridors, with 1 2 feet as a maxi-

mum. The main hall, from tlie street to the

elevators, should be at the street level, 7 feet

wide in small buildings and 12 feet wide in

larger ones. All of them should receive direct

light and air from at least one window. Tiie

courts should be from 18 to 25 feet wide. In

buiHiiigs of an L shape, the elevators can be

placed at the angle of the L.

Height. Present practice ranges from ten

to twenty stories. The limit is fixed structur-

ally by the smallest dimension of tlie lot when
the biulding is free standing or designed to be

entirely independent of its neighbour, and eco-

nomically, b}' reaching the point where the

rent;il value of the additional story is not suf-

ficient to pay the interest on the cost of the

story, for the loss of space due to increase in

the number of elevators in all the stories, for

loss of space in the court, and for increased cost

of service. All of these items are serious in

amount, but cannot yet be definitely deter-

mined. The author believes that the limit is

at about sixteen stories, regardless of the size

of the lot, and that as the lot decreases in size

the height should decrease. The total height

of the building is influenced by tlie height of

each story, which should generally be one-half

of the rlepth of the rooms, but never less than

9 feet for the office floors and 12 to 15 feet for

the first and second floors. If an excessive

height is given to the story, the light is not

materially improved, and the cost of the build-

ing and of the service of the building are both

needlessly increased.

Windows. The windows should occupy

an area of from 30 to 50 per cent of the entire

area of the exterior walls of the office, be-

ing so placed that the top will be no more than

1 foot below the ceiling and practically square-

headed. The usual practice is to hang the

windows on pulleys and weights, dividing the

sash into two parts, with the provision made,

in the best practice, to rotate the sash in the

frame, thus affording double the opening for
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ventilation in the summer, and permitting the

outside of the glass to be cleaned without

danger. Side-i)ivoted and casement sash are

also used to a certain extent. They shoidd be

so arranged as to be easily cleaned. Generally,

about 35 per cent of window surface in the

wall gives a very efficient light. Very large

glass surfaces should be avoided in cold climates

as the glass radiates externally, the heat of the

interior producing the eflect of a draught which
is difficult to neutralize. Bay windows are

used in certain localities and seem to meet the

ajiproval of the tenant, but are objectionable on
the score of cost, additional fire risk, and are

not always efficient in adding to the rentable

area of the office. They are always difficult of

satisfactory architectural treatment. The re-

veals of the windows are generally fixed by
architectural considerations ; any portion ofthem
not required for ettect should be placed inside

of the windows, and the area of the room in-

creased by reducing the thickness of the wall

underneath the window as much as practicable.

Elevators should all be grouped at one

point at the end of a court. Good service

requires that a car shall be in front of a landing

going in each direction every forty seconds.

The height of building and speed of car fixes

the number, and the number of offices per floor

fixes the size. The car should be at least 5x5
feet and should not exceed 7x7 feet. Some
form of automatic indicator operating within 8

feet of a landing must be used in high-speed

service to indicate tlie requirements of passen-

gers on landings. The division of the cars into

way and express, or into sections, one section

serving the lower portion of the building and
the other the upper, is one that on its face

seems to be good ; but practically it is open to

objection as causing delay and congestion at the

bottom landing. In buildings of reasonable

height this question does not arise.

Stairs are used simply for communication

from one floor to another and for emergencies.

They should be made entirely of masonry and
iron without winders, and if more than 4 feet

wide should have a hand rail on each side.

They should be protected by their position so as

to remain free from flames and smoke in case of

fire.

Trimmitir/. The preference seems to be

generally for wood floors in the offices, though

gi-ound cork on plastic asbestos may soon be

in general use ; mosaics or marbles in the halls,

corridors, and toilets ; wood triniiiiing to the

windows and doore on the office side, and in the

best buildings fireproof, or wood covered with

siieet metal on the corridor side. Communi-
cating doors between offices may be fireproof or

not, depending upon the character of tlie build-

ing and funds available. The windows, as

before mentioned, may be double hung, or may
16



OFFICE BUILDING
be made casement wimlows, opening out, there

beins; two sashes in the frames. The doors

shuvdd always have transoms over tiiem for

ventilatiiiu. OfcasJDually tlic entire upix'r half

of the corriiliir ])artition is made with sash and

frames. Tiiis is objci'tionalile on tiie score of

fire risk, and because in many offices tiie space

is required for bookcases, pictures, large majis,

etc. Fireplaces are .sometimes placed in tiie

office, but are olijectionable, occupying valuable

room, tlierel)y decreasing the rental value of tlie

office. In localities wiiere the size of the lot

occupied by the building has resulted in very

deep offices, fireproof vaults have been intro-

duced, simply to use up the room, as safes are

generally ])referred. Generally, conveniences of

this character which are built in the room are

likely to meet with the approval of liut a

restricted number of tenants, and may ijrofitably

be omitted.

Toilets. General toilets for the use of the

buildings should be ]irovidcd on each floor

wiierc the number of nffices served is large, or

where the lot is 100 X 100 feet or larger.

Where the Lit is smaller the toilets should lie

gi'ou])ed on two floors, and a considerable space

devoted to them. All of the closets should be

iu any case open for the general use of the ten-

ants. Hot and cold water slioidd be supplied

to the washbasins, and if the building is of very

high grade, cooled and filtered drinking water

may also be supplied. All toilet eomjiartments

and floors shoidd be of marble, with tlie com-

partment-slal) lifted at least 8 inches above the

general floor level. Tliere should be a marble

wainscot G feet high. Side walls and ceilings

above the marble sliould be finislied in enamelled

paint or thin tiles, so that every portion can be

wasiicd. The toilets must be placed so as to

have one window opening to the outer air and

preferably two. Toilets should be proportioned

on tlie basis of one water-closet for every five

offices, one washbasin anrl one urinal for each

two closets. Every office should also be pro-

vided with a washbasin near the rear, supplied

with cold water. All of the fixtures should be

of the most apjjroveil sanitary form with brass

fittings, entirely open, and should be served

witli plumbing pipe of tlie most approved form.

(See PlumViiiig.) Wiiere toilets are grouped

on two floors, it is necessary to provide at least

one washbasin and closet ibr emergency use on

each floor.

Heating should be direct radiation, low-

pressure steam, with the radiators jilaced in

front of the windows with their tops below the

sills. E.xperience has been had with indirect

hot air heating, direct-indirect heating, and va-

rious modifications of both, on both large and

small scales, and found unsatisfactory. In

some cases the steam [pipes are concealed in

chases in the walls, and in other cases they are
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left exposed. In some cases the supply is by

the usual two-pipe system, and in others by a

one-)jipe system. In the author's e.xperience,

exposed pipes of the one-pipe .system for build-

ings of moderate height are .satisfactory. Where
buildings are very higii the supjily mains be-

come so large as to be unsightly and should be

hidden. (See Engine lloom ; Warming.)
Artljifial liijhliiuj is almost exclusively by

means of incandescent electric lights tlirough-

out the entire building. Gas is sometimes in-

stalled as a reserve for general illumination, and
sometimes installed only in the hallways. The
illumination of the entrance halls and other

portions of the building may be by rows of

small lamps at or above the cornices, lighting

by means of reflected rays principally, or by

clusters of liglit at the ceiling, shaded on the

under side with ground glass. In special places

the enclosed are lanijis ;ire used to advantage.

All of the ceiling outlets in tlie^indilie places

should be controlled by a switch o]icrated by a

key. In buildings operating all night it is

economy to run special circuits for hnll lights, one

for general illumination and the other for the

night lights. The ligliting of tiie office should

be by means of a small ceiling or lighting out-

let, tlio fixture being placed near the ceiling

and controlled liy a switch at the entrance door.

The desk illuminatiim is provided for by means
of a circuit running entirely around the exte-

rior wall of the building in the baseboard or

picture moulding, which should be formed with

wire channels to act as a moulding, permitting

branches to be taken ott' to any of the side

walls desired, bracket fixtures or unsightly cord

pendents being entirely avoided. Each floor

should be jirovided witii a sejiarate riser con-

trolled by an independent switch in the engine

room, placing the lighting of the building un-

der the control of tlie engineer. (See Light-

ing, Electric.)

Telephones. Provision should be made for

the introduction of the telephone and messenger

calls to every office unit, jn'oviding one or more
cable ways through the buikling, from which

telephones can be extended tlirougli the mould-

ings in the base.

Mechaniral Plant. The building should

be entirely self-contained, tlie most economical

operation resulting from the combination of

good boilers, good engines and generators, eco-

nomical pumps, exhaust steam heating, and
above all a competent chief engineer.

—-George Hill.

(For the construction of the high modem
office building see Fireproofing ; Foundation

;

Iron Construction ; Wind Pressure. See also

Legislation.)

OFFSET. Distance or dimension taken per-

pendicularly to a main line or direction ; the

amount of a comparatively slight projection
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O. G.

measured or considered as at right angles to the

main structure or surfaoi^ Heuoe, where such

a projection is caused horizontally by a diuiin\i-

tioii of tiie tiiickncss of a wall, the surface

or piece forming the top of tiie projecting por-

tion. Tiic several diminutions in horizontal

size of a buttress, in (jiotliic architecture, are

projierly olfsets, but are conunonly sjioken of as

weatiierings, which term applies, properly, to

the exposed i)ieces of stone.

O. G. Same as Ogee (adj. and noun) ; a

commnn trade term.

O. G. DOOR. A form of stock door com-

mon in parts of the United States, so called

because made with stock mouldings having an

ogee section.

OGEE. A (Iduble or S curve ; applied espe-

cially tn the iiri>tilc of a moulding.

Reversed Ogee. An ogee when used as an

overliangiug pri)tile convex above and concave

below ; so designated from association with

Cyma Revei-sa, wliich is an ogee so placed.

OGIVAIiE. In French, characterized by

the use of the Ogive ; the term being applied

especially to Gothic architecture, and signifying

often merely pointed in style, or having pointed

arches. By extension, having a form resem-

bling in outline a pointed arch. (See Ogive.)

OGIVE. In French, properly, one of the

diagonal ribs in a Gotlii(- vault. This signifi-

cance has been maintained by Viollet-le-Duc

(Diet. Arcliit., s. v. Ogive), who points out that

the terra croix (Vauc/ives meant in the four-

teenth century a pair of diagonal ribs. As,

however, the term itself carried the idea of

curves meeting one another, and as tlie result-

ing form which struck the eye was always like

that of the pointed arch, it resulteil tliat the

term has been generally applied in French writ-

ing to an arch made up of two circular curves

meeting in a point. Even so accurate and so

recent a writer as Auguste C'hoisy uses the

terms ogive and ogival as applied to a pointed

arch. The term seems to be as well established

as is the adjective Gothic itself, as qualifying

the pointed architecture of the JMiddle Ages.

OGNABENE, ANDREA
; goldsmith and

sculiitor.

Tiie son of Jacopo, a goldsmith of Pistoja.

In 1.316 he made the bas-reliefs from the life

of Christ in the altar of S. Jacopo at Pistoja

signed per me andream iacobi ognabenis
AVEiFiCEM DE piSTORio. This famous altar

was begun in 1287, continued by Ognabene in

1.316, by Giglio in 1353, by Piero of Florence

in 1357, and by Leonardo di Giovanni in 1371.

Marcel Reymond, La Srnlpture Flurenttne

;

Alfred Darcel. Lf.'i Auteh ilr Pislnin et dr Florence.

OHLMULLER, DANIEL JOSEPH ; archi-

tect ; b. Jan. 10, 1791 ; d. April 22, 1839.

A pupil of Karl von Fischer (see Fischer,

Karl von). He assisted Klenze (see Klenze)
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OIL PAINTING
on the Glyptothek in Munich, and built the

brick Gothic church in the Au suburb of the

same city.

Seubcrt, Kiinstler-lexicon.

OHiET. Same as Eyelet.

OIL PAINTING. Tliat painting which "is

dune with cdli.urs mixed with oil— usually

linseed oil, with or without a drier.

Although oil painting is mentioned by the

monk Tlieophilus (eleventh century ?) and Cen-

nino Cennini, who interprets the methods of

the fourteentli and early fifteenth centuries, and
though it may have been employed occasionally

as a medium for mural painting, both in media;-

val and early Renaissance times, certainly its

general use does not antedate the great Vene-

tians. Leonardo da Vinci tried it with disas-

trous results in his " Last Supper," and
Seliastian del Piombo was constantly advocat-

ing its u.se, tliough he failed to convert either

Michelangelo or Raphael, wlio preferred the

fresco process.

Oil paintings invariably darken with age, for

the following reasons : Oil is composed of an

oil acid linked with glycerine ether. Soap is

a compound of an oil acid linked with alkalies

or oxides, such as potash, soda, lime, lead, zinc,

iron, etc. The white lead used by painters is

a strong soap maker ; zinc white and the iron

oxides less so. While it seems to be certain

that soap making, either by the pigment itself

with the linseed oil, or by the addition of a

drier, improves the solidity and durability of

paint, it is equally certain that all soap making
has a tendency to redden or yellow. Oil paint-

ing cannot be used on fresh plaster, because the

caustic lime combines with oil to make an ex-

cess of soap which, if the plaster be very wet,

will run down the wall together with the paint.

But even when the plaster is dry, the wall

should be protected by several coats of paint

(oil being entirely omitted or reduced to a mini-

mum), or other intervening material, such as

canvas (as ex])lained behiw), if it is to receive

oil jiictures ; for dry j)laster (carbonate of lime,

or chalk, with sand) changes some pigments,

especially if these be exjwsed to any dampness,

which is almost inevitable. Chalk with white

lead or zinc wliite easily produces a yellowish

white when mixed with oil. ]\Ioreover, oil is

saponified by wet chalk. The yellowing of oil

is not caused by soap making alone ; it is also

caused by want of light. The less light there

is, the yellower and darker oil-mixed pigments

grow with time. The cure— if there be any—
is smdight. No more oil should be used than is

absolutely necessary— since oil, especially in

combination with white lead, is a darkening

agent. Sometimes it happens that decorative con-

ditions exact rich, low-toned pictures, and under

such circumstances oil would prove an excellent

medium, the lowering of the tone with time
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OKTASTYLOS
being of no import. Frequentlj' the painting

is not executed on tiie wall itself", but ou can-

vas, and afterward transferred to the wall.

Occasionally this canvas is attached to the wall

by means of a stretcher. If the canvas be

large this method is not to be recommended,

owing to the shrinkage and expansion of tiie

canvas. The process called " niaruuHage " is

preferable, the painted canvas being hud in a

bed of white lead, mixed with boiled oil, dam-

mar varnish, and a drier, previously api)lie(l to

the wall. Even to this process there are objec-

tions. The surface of the canvas is never ipiite

60 flat as the painted plaster would be, and fre-

quently there are awkward joints. Nor can the

canvas be applied to concave or convex surfaces.

Moreover, it is probable that the great amount

of oil with which the white lead is mixed will,

sooner or later, darken the sui)erimposed picture.

To obviate this source of danger, oil might lie

omitted and the white lead mixed with some

such medium as dammar varnish. Glue should

not be used, if there be any exposure to damp-

ness.

The surface of the finished oil painting is apt

to shine in spots. To prevent this, turpentine,

or better still, turpentine and wax, should be

freely added to the colours with which the pic-

ture is painted, or a final eoat of wax and tur-

pentine be applied.

— Frederic Crowninshield.
OKTASTYLOS. An octastyle building

(Vitnivius).

OLD COLONIAL ARCHITECTURE. (See

Colonial Architecture; United States, Al'chi-

tecture cif, ^11.)

OLIVIERI, PIETRO PAOLO; architect

and sculptor; b. \bbb ; d. 1599.

During the reign of Clement VIII. (Pope

1592-1605) he built the great altar of the

transept of the church of S. Giovanni in Lat-

erano, Rome. In 1591 he began the church of

S. Andrea della Valle, Rome. The nave was

completed by Carlo Maderna (see Maderna).

The facade is later. He made the monument
of Gregory XI. in the church of S. Francesca

Romana.
Gurlitt, Genrliii-litc ties BarorliStileK in Il/rlirn ;

Ebc, S/itit-It'ilulisr'illiri'.

OMODEO (AMADEO), GIOVANNI AN-
TONIO ; architect and scul|itor ; b. 1447;
d. Aug. 17, 1522.

Antonio was born near the Certosa at Pavia,

and was attached to the works at that building

at the age of nineteen with his brother Protasio.

About 1470-1471 he built the chapel of the

Colleoni at the church of S. Maria Maggiore

in Bergamo. He designed also the monuments
in this chapel to Bartolommeo Colleoni and his

daughter Medea. About 1478 he returned to

Pavia, and in 1490 succeeded Guiniforte Solari

(see Solari, G.) as architect of the Certosa.
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OPPENORT
(For origin of this building, see Bernardo da

Venezia.) The facade of the Certosa was car-

ried out by himself, his associates, Benedetto

Briosco (see Briosco, B.), the Mantegazza (see

Mantegazza), and about thirty others whose
names are known. He was at the .same time

suiiervisiiig architect of the cathedral of Pavia.

From 1499 to 1508, with Giovanni JacoiKj

Dolcebuono, he directed the work on the central

tower of the cathedral of ]\Iilan, which they car-

ried to the sununit of the octagon.

Calvi, Notizie ; Calvi, La Foiidnzione del

Tempio della Certosa; Muntz, lleiiaissance; Per-
kin.s, Tiiscaii iSt'iil/itnrs.

ONOFRIO DI LA CAVA
; architect.

He liuilt the aqueduct of Ragu.sa, Dalmatia,

and ill 1435 began the Palazzo del Rettore.

OOLITE. Oolitic limestone. A limestone

composed mainly of small concretionary granules

of lime carbonate, and resembling the eggs, or

roe, iif fish. Example, Bedford Oolite.

OPAION. A. Ill Gieeo-Ronian areha'ology,

an opening, as in a roof, fur smoke to escajie.

B. In Greek architecture, same as Lacunar,

B. This is the Greek term corresponding to

laciniiirhim in Latin.

OPEN-TindBERED (adj.). Having the

timberwork exposed ; having the wooden frame-

work not concealed by sheathing, plaster, or

other covering. (For open-timbered roofs, see

Wood Construction, Part J.)

OPERA DEL DUOMO. The workshop of

a cathedral : a term common in Italian as de-

scribing a building in which certain neces.?ary

work is or has been done in connection with a

catheilral, and in which important modcl.s, his-

torical documents, and the like are sometimes

prescr\-eil.

OPERA HOUSE. A building intended

primarily for the public performance of operas,

but hardly to be distinguished architecturally

from the Theatre.

OPHITES. Lapiii ophites. (See Serpen-

tine.)

OPISTHODOMOS. In Grecian areha'-

ology, a back or subordinate room or porch : in

two general senses :
—

A. Same as Epinaos.

B. A smaller division of the whole naos or

cella ; the treasury ; the back room of the

temple, .sometimes opening into the larger room,

sometimes opening only upon a back portico,

which is then the cjiinaos.

OPPEN-OORDT. (See Opjienort.)

OPPENORT (OPPEN-OORDT), GILLES
MARIE ; architect, decorator, and engraver

;

b. July 27, 1672 (at Paris) ; d. March 1.3, 1742.

Gilles Marie was the son of Cander Johan

Oppen Oordt from the province of Guildres in

Holland, an ebenistc (worker in fine wootls) who
appears frequently in the accounts of Jules

Hardouin-Mansart (see Hardouin-Mansart. J.)
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OPSTAL
and a pensionnaire of the king at Rome. Op-

penort was directetir iii'iit'nd des biMinteutx et

jariliiis of the Duke of Orleans, then regent.

In 1719 he continued the eonstruetiou of the

church of S. Suljiice, Pari.s, which had been dis-

continued since 1 1)75. He conii)leted tlie church

except the portal, which was addeil by Servan-

doni (see Servandoni). He built the great altar

of S. Sulpice. Oppenort was one of the cliief

decoratore engaged in developing the style asso-

ciated with the reign of Louis X\'. His prin-

cipal collection of engravings, Recueil des

(Bucres, contenant . . . scidptiires sur jiifrre,

sur marbre, . . . fixujmeutti d'architecture,

has been reproduced in facsimile (1 vol. -tto,

Paris. 1888).

Mariette. Ahecetln rio ; Guilinard. LfS mmtres
nrnemii» iste<i ; Guiffrey, Comjitis de Louis SIV.;
Lance, Dictionnaire; Lazare, Dictionnaive des
rues de Paris.

OPSTAL (OBSTAL). GERARD VAN ;

sculptor; b. lOUi (at Antwerp, L!tli;iuni) ; d.

1668.

He began the practice of his profession in

Flanders, and was called to France by Riclielieu

in 1630. He executed decorative sculpture at

the Louvre, Tuileries, Hotel Carnavalet, the

portal of the hospital of La Salpetrit;re, the Palais

Royale, the Palais de Justice, and the Hotel

Lambert, all in Paris. He held the office of

scidpteur ordinaire des bdtiments du roi.

Lami, Dictionnaire des sculpteurs J'ranrais ;
Guiffrey, Comptes de Louis XIV.

OPTICAL CORRECTION. In architec-

ture, an expedient resurted to for the purpose
of coiTccting a disagree;ible appearance of certain

lines or masses ; thus, a perfectly horizontal

beam or girder is apt to look as if it sagged
downward in the middle, and an optical conec-

tion would be the giving to this beam a camber.
Many refinements in design (see Refinements in

Design) in ancient and medi;eval architecture

have been assumed too hastily to be mere at-

tempts at optical correction, but many of them
are of this character.

OPUS. In Latin, Work, in the sense of

labour or the results of labour ; the common
term used in composition in the modern European
languages for masonry, embroidery, and decora-

tive work of different kinds. Some of these

compound terms are taken direct from classical

authors, and are applied without a perfect

knowledge of the subject to pieces of work left

us by antiquity. The piece of work exists, the
name is found in a classical author ; but it is

often uncertain whether our modem application
of the given name to the given piece of work is

accurate. This is peculiarly the case with the
terms borrowed from Vitruvius (II., 8, and
elsewhere), whose extremely cursory and unde-
tailed descriptions leave his precise meaning
uncertain in too many instances. (See the titles
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OPUS TECTORIUM
below ; see also Classic Architecture ; Masonry

;

Mosaic : Roman lni])erial Architecture.)

OPUS ALEXANDRINUM. (See Mosaic.)

OPUS ANTIQUUM, Same as Ojms In-

certuHi.

OPUS GRiECANICUM. Work done in

the (ireek mainier : apparently a pavement, as

of mosaic, or an inlay of marlile, suiijiosed to

resemble in pattern or in worknuuishi]) the work
done liy tlie (Jreeks.

OPUS INCERTUM. Roman masonry, as

that of walls, the surface of which displays ir-

regularl}' ])laced stones of different sizes, or even
bands or other parts of brickwork. The sig-

nification appears to be limited to the facework

of a wall. (See below Opus Reticulatum ; Opus
Spicatiiin : (t|iiis Testareum.)

OPUS INTERRASILE. Incised ornament

;

made eitiier by cutting away the jiattern and
leaving the ground, or by cutting away the

ground and leavin? the pattern in low relief.

OPUS ISODOMUM. Roman masonry
done witli regular cnurse.'^. (See Isndnmum.)
OPUS LATERICIUM (LATERITIUM).

Masonry of tiles, or faced with tiles. (Compare
Opus Testnceuni.)

OPUS LITHOSTRATUM. (See Mosaic.)

OPUS MUSIVUM. Same as Mosaic.

OPUS PSEUDISODOMUM. In Roman
masonry, a kind of stonework or ashlar in

which, while the stones of each course were
alike, they differed from those of other courses

in respect to height, length, or thickness, so that

while continuous horizontal joints were main-

tained, such joints were not necessarily the same
distance apart in the wall. (See Opus Isodo-

mum.)
OPUS RETICULATUM. Roman masonry

faced with squared pieces of stone, usually very

small, and set anglewise so as to cover the face

of a wall, as it were with a net of joints cross-

ing each other at right angles and making an
angle of forty-five degi-ees with the perpendicular.

(Comjiare what is said under Oinis Incertum.)

OPUS SECTILE. (See ilosaic.)

OPUS SIGNINUM. Plaster or stucco

stated to have Ijeen made of fragments of pottery

ground up with lime ; sometimes, as in Pompeii,

used for floor covering, which much resembles

Terrazzo Veneziano. Tlie name appears to be

derived from the town of Signia in Latium.

OPUS SPICATUM. Masonry faced with

stones or tile which are arranged in herringbone

fashion or in a similar pattern, prodiu-ing sharp

points or angles. (See what is said aliove under

Opus Incertum.) The adjective spicatii.^. sig-

nifying having spikes or ears as of wheat, etc.,

is applicable to other surfaces than those of a

wall. Thus, tesfacen spicata is a pavement
laid hervintrliiiiie fasliiuii.

OPUS TECTORIUM In Roman buikhng,

a kind of stucco used to cover walls in three or
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OPUS TESSELATUM
four coats, tlic finishing coat being practically

an artificial marble usuall)' poli.sbctl to a hard

surface to receive paintings. The distiin-tiou

between this and Opus Signinuni is not clear

(MidiUrtnn).

OPUS TESSELATUM. (See Mosaic.)

OPUS TESTACEUM. Masonry faced with

tiles. This teim, Wkv Upus Incertum and others

given above, refers to the face of a wall only,

the mass nr body nf the wall not being considered.

OPUS VERMICULATUM. (See Mosaic.)

ORANGERIB : ORANGERY. A building

of the iiatuie nl' a cnld uri'inhuose (.see (ireen-

house) used for the storage in winter of orna-

mental trees in tubs. The frequent employ of

orange trees in this way in connection with

public and private palaces has caused the use

of the term for permanent houses of the sort,

which are sometimes of considerable architectural

importance. The Luxembourg collection of

paintings and sculpture is now housed in the

orangerie of the palace, which has received some
moditieiitiiins for the purpose.

ORATORY. ^-1. Same as Domestic C'liaiiel

(which .see umler Chapel).

B. A snndl chapel of any sort, more )iar-

ticularly one intended for solitary devotion ; a

place of prayer and not a place for liturgical

celebration of any sort. An oratory was often

erected as a memorial. At places where it was
supposed that a miracle hail taken place, or

ujjon tlie site of the cell or other habitation of a

sainted personage, an oratory was often raised,

and most of these were extremely simple stmc-

tures. Some few were of architectural im-

portance. The eha|)cl of a fortress, or a secondary

or minor chai)el within its walls, is often called

au oratnry. — R. S.

ORBAIS, JEAN D' ; architect.

His name and image were in the Laby-
rinth of the cathedral at Reims (destroyed

1779).

ORBAY. FRANCOIS D' ; architect ; b.

163-t; d. 1697.

Son-in-law anil pupil of Levau. He worked
under the direction of the latter upon the Col-

lege Mazarin, now the Palais de ITnstitut (see

Institut), and later upon the Lou\Te. He built

other important buildings in Paris, and designed

the Porte Peyrou at Montpellier (Herault), a

memorial arch, built 1690-1710, in honour of

Louis XIV., and especially of the Revcjcation

of the Edict of Xaiifes.

ORCAGNA (ANDREA DI CIONE)

;

painter, mosaicist, sculptor, architect, and poet;

b. about 1308 (Va.sari) ; d. about 1369.

The name Orcagna is an abbreviation for Ar-

cagnuolo. Orcagna is, after Giotto (see Giotto),

the greatest Florentine master of the four-

teenth century. He was, according to Vasari,

a pupil of Andrea Pisano (see Andrea da Pisa),

and doubtless came directly under the influence
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of Giotto. In 13()S he ajipears as a member
of the Compagnia di San Luca. In 1357
Orcagna competed unsuccessfully with Fran-
cesco Talenti for the capitals of the piers at the

Duomo, Florence. In the same year he finished

the frescoes, including the jjaradise, of the Strozzi

chapel at S. Maria Novella, Florence. Be-

tween 1349 and 13r)9 he was capomuestro
of Or S. Michele, Florence, anil executed the

only work of architecture and sculpture which
can with certainty be ascribed to him, the

tabernacle constructed to contain a miracle-

working picture ascrilied by Milanesi to Ber-

nardo Daddi. The balustrade was added in

1366 by the goldsnnth Piero di Migliore.

Orcagna was called in 1359 to Orvieto, where
he worked on the mosaics of the facade of the

Duomo until Sept. 12, 1362. Vasari probably

confuses Andrea di Clone with Beiici di Clone
(see Benci di Cione) when he ascribes the

Loggia dei Lanzi to Orcagna. (See Talenti,

Simone.) Orcagna died seven or eight years

before this building was begun.

Karl Frey, Lixjcjia dei Lanzi; CastellazzI, Or
San MirheJf ; Luif;i Funii, /)ho?/io di Orvieto;
Crowe and Cavalcaselle, Paintinei in Italy; \'asari,

Milanesi ed. ; V'iusari, HIashhekl-Hopkins ed.
;

Heyniond, Sculpture Florentine ; Perkins, Tuscan
Sculptors.

ORCHESTRA. A. Originally, in a Greek
theatre, tlic jilace occupied by the dancers and
chorus about the altar of Dionysos, and later

the circular space reserved for that purpose
between the auditorium and the proscenium.

B. In the Roman theatre, a semicircular

level space between the stage and the first

semicircular rows of seats, reserved for senators

and other distinguished spectators.

C. In a modern theatre, music hall, and the

like, the space reserved for the musicians.

D. In the United States, by extension from
the last definition, the main floor of a theatre or

similar place of entertainment. A recent sub-

stitute for Parquet. (Compare definition B
above.)— D. N. B. S.

ORCHYARDE
; architect.

Onliyardc built Magdalen College, Oxford,
which was founded by Waynflete, Bishop of

Winchester, in 14-18.

Ackerman, History of Oxford University.

ORDER. Piiniarily, a row, a course of

stones, a rank of similar olijects. Hence, in

architectural practice, two significations, which,

though apparently very ditt'erent, are akin.

A. In masonrj', a course of stones, one ring

of an arch or the like, considered as part of a

larger structure. Es)iecially, in arcuated build-

ing, such as the Romanesque of the north of

Europe, one ring of an arch which consists

of several rings of different thicknesses, horizon-

tally. In some cases there are three or four

such rings, but the arrangement of two is more
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ORDER
common. A section tlircjiigh tiie completed
arch in such a case is lilvc a double flight of

steps, the intrados being much narrower than
the extrados, and the arch tliickening upward
or outward with the offset from each order to

the one next alxive or outside of it.

B. The coUunns with tiieir entablature of any
building; but especially of Greek, Greco-Roman,
or ueodassic arcliitecture. In this sense, the

term is often limited to a single shaft with its

aiJimrtenances as above ; for the distinction be-

ORDBR
establislied five orders, namety: the three above
named; the Tuscan, whicii to Vitruvius would
have seemed a plain form of Doric and nothing

more ; and the Com])osite, which to the Roman
Imperial builders nnist have seemed merely one
of the many varieties whicli the Corinthian style

had to undergo. Neither the classical nor the

post-Renaissance writers speak of the Grecian
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Order, Fig. 1 : Grecian Doric ; that of the so-called Temple of Xeptuxe at P.ESTrM.

tween one order and another is marked by the

details of one such unit of a colonnade. The
orders known to Vitruvius (the only writer on
architecture of classical times wiiose works have
survived) are three : Doric, by which he means
that Roman style of column and entablature

which is found in a few Italian buildings ; Ionic,

by which he means the Roman Ionic as seen in

buildings of his time, which have now disap-

peared, but which may have been of a style

very similar to that of Greece ; and the Corin-

thian. The writers of the sixteenth centurj'
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Doric, although the buildings at Ptestum must
have been known to the Roman builders, and al-

though it is very ditt'ercnt from the Roman Doric.

Modern designers in some modifications of the

classical styles have made many attempts at de-

signing new orilcrs, and some of these liave been

effective ; but none has been perpetuated or modi-

fied by later designers. (See Columnar Archi-

tecture ; Composite ; Corinthian : Doric : Grecian

Architecture : (Jreco-Roman Architecture ; Ionic ;

Neoclassic Architecture ; Roman Imperial Ar-

chitecture ; Tuscan Architecture.) — R. S.
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ORDER
Colossal Order. One of a height greatly

beyuiiil that ul' uue story of the building

witliiii ;
especially one of nearly the whole

heiglit of the builtling. It has often been

stated that this device, unknown to antiquity,

ORDER
tiers of windows between tlic antique columns
and beneath the original entablature. This is

a hasty conclusion, as e.xamples existed at an
earlier epoch. An early instance is in the two
similar fronts of the museum buildings on the

Order: Grecian Doric; that of thk Parthenon; having the Entablature much less high and
THE Echinus much less spreading, in Proportion, than those at Paestum.

orignated in the modern Dogana (custom

house) of the city of Rome, which was built

late in the seventeenth century on the founda-

tions of an ancient temple, generally called

Temple of Neptune, and which has its tlirce

29

Campidoglio (see C'apitoline Museum, under

Museum ; Palace of the Conservators) ; and the

largest one known, that of S. Peter's church at

Rome, is hardly later (1 550-1.̂ 580). It was
much used in the eighteenth century.
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ORDER
By extension, an order occupying nearly the

whole height of a one-story building, if large

and high.

Persian Order. One distinguished by the

use of ilrapeil male statues in the place of col-

umns. The term is found in Vitruviiis, I., 1,

and the author explains that the ^^ctory of the

ORGAN
proportions en architecture ; Xormand, Xonveau
jhirallele des urdres d'architecture des Orecs, des

Ji'oiaains et des auteurs mudernes ; Maucli (Ger-
man translation of preceding).

ORDER ABOVE ORDER. (See Superim-

positliiii.)

ORGAGNIA. (See Orcagna.)

ORGAN. A musical instru-

ment in whirh sound is produced

by the vibration of the air in

pipes of wood and metal, and
which is played by tlie keys of

a keyboard opening and shutting

valves of these pipes. The sim-

plest form of this is the instru-

ment carried in the hand or on

Order, ly Sexse A: Lower Arches of Two Orders, the Upper
Order heavily moulded; Upper Arches ok Three Orders;
THE Gre.1T Arches carrying the Tower of T^vo Orders;
Jedburgh Abbey, Scotl.\nd.

Lacedemonians over the Persians at Platsea led

to the erection (probably at Sparta) of a build-

ing called the Persian portico, the roof being

supported by richly costumed statues of the

barbarians. (See Atlantes ; Carj'atid ; Tela-

mon.)

Chipiez, Histoire critique des ori'/ines et de la

formation des ordres Grecs; Faurg, Tkeorie des
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Order, ix .Sense A . Arch of
Two Orders, each h.wing rrs
Carved Hood Moi lding, the
VoussiiiRs OF the Siperiok
Order of Two Colours. Pisa
Cathedral.

the left arm, and played on by

the fingers of the right hand,

as often seen in ancient paint-

ings. The church organ, as de-

veloped in modern times, is a

group of instruments rather than

a single one, and eacli group of

pipes and stops is often called

an organ, separately, and usually with some

distinctive epithet, as the swell organ, the solo

organ, and the like, the term "great organ"

being given to the principal one of these gi'oups,

which is generally placed in the middle. The

architectural arrangement of a church organ is

usually made by placing it in a large wooden

case with openings in all its sides and •'
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ORGAN CHAMBER
open at top ; but the attemjit tu fit an organ

into such a case is (it'tcu accuiiipanicd by a great

aniuiuit of unnecessary work, the putting up of

sham pipes to form synunetrical groujjs with

those real ones which are visible, and the com-

pletion of a costly edifice, for the greater part

of which there is no utility. Another plan is

to arrange the different groups in an organ

chamber or organ loft, with strict, or very close,

reference to their musical purpose and their con-

nection with the keyboard, and partially to

conceal the whole by a screen, wliich may be as

decorative as desired and wholly in accordance

with the architecture of the church. This screen,

if low, need not even be pierced or opened ; or

it may fill the whole openings of an archway, or

the like, between the organ chandler and the

church proper with tracery and pierced carved

work. (.See tlic following terms.)— R. S.

ORGAN CHAMBER. That room or space

in which the organ isjilaced ; often, in a church,

a sejiarate structure between the choir and a

traMse]jt, or beside the choir, with a large open

archway between. It is often better, for the

musical eti'ect, that the organ should stand al-

most free under the roof of the church, in which

case the space screened off to hold the actual

instrument is hardly called the organ chamber.

(See Organ : Organ Gallery.)

ORGAN GALLERY. In many cluirches,

where the organ is placed high aljove the floor,

an upper floor with a i)arapet, or screen, front-

ing toward the church, and arranged to receive

the organ. It is often extended so as to attbnl

place for the singers iis well.

ORGANI, ANDREA DEGLI (DA MO-
DENA; ; architect.

The first architect (ingegnere) employed on

the cathedral of Slilan (begun 1386). His
name appears in a memorandum of Jan. 15,

1387. April 13 he is mentioned as ingegnerio

domini (ducal engineer). In October of this

year he was appointed to superintend the la-

bourers at the cathedral. In a letter dated

Jan. 3, 1400, of the Duke Gian Galeazzo Vi.s-

conti, he is mentioned as the father of Filip-

pino degli Organi (see Organi, F. degli).

Boito, Dnomn di Milano ; Aniiali di-l Diirimo.

ORGANI. FILIPPINO DEGLI (DA MO
DENA) ; architect and sculptor ; d. March, U.jU.

Son of Andrea degli Organi (see Organi, A.

degli). He is first mentioned in a letter of the

Duke Gian Galeazzo Visconti, dated Jan. 3,

1-400. He was at this time appointed to a po-

sition on the force eni]iloyed in the construction

of the cathedral of Milan, and Oct. 12, 1404,

became a regidar architect (ingegnere) imder

the direction of IMarco da Carona. Sejit. 16,

1410, he .served on the commission which de-

termined the form of the vaulting and flying

buttresses. The upper part of the cathedral

was built from the drawings which he made
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ORIENTATION
at this time (secuiidam designamentum ma-
gislri Fihppiiii). In 1417 Filijipino liccame

chief architect, and retained that position until

1448. He made tiie monument of Marco C'a-

relli (now in the nave of tlie cathedral), prob-

ably with the assistance of Jacojiino Tradate.

liiiito. Didimij di Milinto ; Aniitili del Dunmo.
ORGAN LOFT. Same as Organ (iallcry.

ORGAN SCREEN. A. In England, rarely,

a Rood Screen ujion which the organ has been

placed.

B. An ornamental screen of any sort sepa-

rating the organ chamber from the body of the

church. (See Organ.)

ORIEL. A bay window ; es]jccially, one in

an upper stoiy, and overhanging ; carried on

brackets or corbels, or u])on an engaged column
or [jicr, from which usually a C(jrbelled struc-

ture is carried up to the floor of the oriel. This

distinction is the one usually made ; but in older

writers the word is used for bay windows even

of the largest and most massive sort. (Cuts,

coLs. 3.3, :5(5.)

ORIENTATION. Primarily, the state of

one who laces, or of a building which is turned,

toward the east ; hence, in architecture :
—

A. The placing of churches so that the jjriest

at the altar may face the east while he is cele-

brating Mass. It is thought that in the early

days of the Gluuxh the jn'iest, in some parts of

the Roman Empire, stood on the other side of

the altar from the worshijjpers, and that there-

fore the body of the church was jjlaced east of

the sanctuary ; but that when the jiricst's posi-

tion was changed so that he turned his back

to the worship))ers, then the church also was
changed, with its main entrance toward the

west and its sanctuary toward the east. (See

Apse ; Chancel ; Chevet ; Choir ; Sanctuary.)

The practice of orientation in churches is by
no means universal ; thus, in Italy, it is much
less observed than in the north of Europe. The
great church of S. Peter's at Rome, built upon
the site of the early basilica, has its narthex at

the east end and its sanctuary at the west.

B. The placing of any building with refer-

ence, or apparent reference, to any special point

of the compass ; thus, the Greek temples have

an orientation which involves tiie placing of the

main entrance toward the east, or approximately

so ; the larger pyramids of Egj'pt have their

entrances carefully placed in a given special di-

rection, and it is thought that in all these cases

the rising point of a certain star, or some as yet

unknown and perhajis misunderstood necessity,

has determined these forms of orientation. In

this sense the term is used very loosely, as when
it is said that the builders of Egyptian temjiles

had little care for exact orientation, i.p. placed

their buildings on axes not parallel with one

another. (See Ajcis, B. ; En Axe, under Axe.)
— R. S.
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^^^H ORIEL. ^^H^H

Oriel at East End of the Chapel, Prudhoe Castle
XoKTHLMBKRLAXD. PlaS.

Okiel, Feoxt of a HonsE in Bruges; c. 1515.
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Okiel formixg Chapel ; Old Tow.n Uall, Phague, Bohemla
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OSILLON
ORIIiLON. Same as Crosset.

ORLE
; ORLET. A narrow band, or series

of siuhII luoiiibers, or units, taking tlie form of

a border, hence a fillet funning an edging

or border. Specifically, a fillet beneath

the ovolo of a capital. (See Cincture.)

ORNAMENT. Tiiat which is added
to a structure of any kind for decorative

purposes alone. The term is distin-

guished from Decoration (see that tei'm

and Decorative Art), because denoting

something wholly ajiart from the neces-

sary structure, which structure may be

highly decorative,

but not orna-

mental.

Sculpture in

the form of Bas-

relief (see that

term ; also Ara-

bescpie ; Diaper
;

Relief), painting

in the form of pat-

terns when useil

as a liorder, dia-

per, frieze, or the like (see those terms),

mouldings and modifications of mould-

ings (see Billet Moulding; Xailhead

Moulding; Dentil; Venetian Dentil), are

all spoken of as ornament, rather in con-

tradistinction to rejiresentative statuaiy

and ])ainting. Thus, tlie statues set upon
the geison and showing against the tym-

panum of a Greek temple, or those upon the

Bernini colonnade at Rome, showing against the

sky, are hardly called ornament ; but the half

figures in an arabesijue, however realistic in treat-

ment, are parts of a piece of ornament.— R. S.

OSSATURB
Giorgio apjiears to have been Iiorn at Zara,

Dalniatia. His family was a branch of tlie

noble Roman house of Orsiui. April 23, 1441,

'tA^^imm '^<r^^^^

Ornament ik Low
Relief. Gothic
Sculpture.

.^MiMMmMm-.
^ ;

1

Ornament: Enolish Romanesque Sculpture;
THE Spaces ok an Arcade killed alternately
WITH A Fif;uuE and a Panel of Scroll-work.

ORSENIGO
da ( Irsenigo.)

ORSINI, GIORGIO
archite<'t and sculptor.
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SIMONE DA. (See Simone

(DA SEBENICO)
;

Okna.ment carved in Relief; Betoursa, Syria;
5th Century.

he superseded Antonio di Pietro Paolo (see

Antonio di Pietro Paolo) as architect of the

great cathedral of Sebenico, Dalniatia (see

Dalmatia and illustration). This building is

an important example of the transition from
the Gothic style to the Renaissance. In 1444
Orsini built a chapel in the church of S. Rai-

nerio at Spahito, Dalmatia, and in 1448 the

Gothic altar of S. Anastasio in the cathedral

of that city. Between 1451 and 1459 he built

the Loggia dei Blcrcanti and the faijade of S.

Francesco della Scala at Ancona in Italy. June,

1 464, he was associated with Michelozzo Michel-

ozzi (sec Michelozzi) in the reconstruction of

the Palazzo del Rettore at Ragusa. In 1470
Giorgio was sent on a special mission to Rome.
In his contract with the catiiedral authorities at

Sebenico he was bound to do some of the carv-

ing with his own hanil. The door of his house
at Selienico, with the bear of the Orsini carved

on the lintel, is still in existence.

Pietro Gianuzzi, Gioriiio da Sebenico; Fosca,
Cattedi-file ili Seheiiiro; Jackson, Dalmatia.

ORTHOSTYLE. Arranged in a straight

row, as columns ; rare, but used in such phrases

as an orthostyle plan, or the like.

OSSATURE. In French, the skeleton or

framework of any structure ; hence, in English;
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OSSUARY OVERHANG
such a framework when of a more ehiborate

kind, as the steel cage construction of modern

Luildiiij^s.

OSSUARY. A ]ihice for the deposit and

pre.ser\ ation of the bones of the (k'ad ; espe-

cially a building for the safe keeping of bones

after tiie desiccation of the flesh, or of such as

are found in excavating new graves iu a ceme-

tery. (See Charucl House.)

HVEKDOOR PAXEL Modern' Parisian \V

Style.

OSTENSORE, LUCIANO. (See Luciano

da Lauraiia.

)

OUBLIETTE. In mediaeval times, a ])it or

shaft coustmcteil or excavated in the masonry

or foundation of a castle, or similar building,

and in which prisonere were confined as in the

most hopeless form of dungeon, or into which

their liodies were thrown.

OUNDY. Wavy, or, by extension, zigzag

;

said of a moulding, a string course, or the

like.
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OURADOU, MAURICE AUGUSTIN
GABRIEL ; architect ; b. July 24, 1822 (at

Paii.s) ; d. June 27, lt^84.

Ouiadou was a ]jupil of VioUet-le-Duc (see

VioUet-le-Duc), whose daughter he married.

He entered the Ecole des Beaux Aiis in 1845.

After leaving the school he was appointed in-

spector of the works at the cathedral of Paris

and of the chateau of Pierrefunds. He was
made architect of the chocese of

Chalons in association with Eu-

gene Millet (see Millet), architecte

des monuments historiqties iu

1865-1870, and architect of the

chateau of Pierrefouds in 1880.

Bauchal. Dictionnaire.

OUTBOND (adj.). Bonded, or

forming a bond, along the face of

a wall ; as in the case of stretch-

ers. Composed largely or entirely

of stretchers.

OUT OF WIND. (See under

AViiid.)

OUTPORCH. A porch or

outer M stibule ; a term having

no special architectural signifi-

cance.

OUTSHOT; OUTSHUT.
Originally a shed or small wing

luiilt against one end of a house,

independently, and, iu construc-

tion, not forming part of the gen-

eral framing of the hou.se. In

British local usage any small ex-

teiisimi.

OUT TO OUT. Same as Over

All.

OUTWINDOW. A project-

ing loggia, or the Uke. (Com-
jiare Bay Window ; Oriel.)

OVE. Same as Ovum.
OVER ALL (adjectival and

adverbial phrase). Between the

edges or boundaries ; from the

extreme limit at one side to the cor-

ii-spoiuling point at the other

;

esjiecially between two imaginary

parallel lines, or planes, so dis-

posed as exactly to include all

projections on two opposite faces

or edges. Said of measurements

and dimensions.

OVERDOOR (adjectival term). Occupying

a space above a doorway, or above a door frame,

even when no doorway is opened within it. The
picture panel or the like which fills such a space

is known as an overdoor picture, etc., the term

being a modification of the French dessus de

parte. (See Overmantel.) (Cuts, cols. 41, 42 :

43.)

OVERHANG. The projection of jiart of a

structure beyond the portion below ; the exten-
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OVERDOOR WINDOW; PALAIS DE JUSTICE, PARIS
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OVERMANTEL
sion of an ineliued structure or member, outside

of its base, or any lower portiou ; the amount
by whicli any part departs from a given vertical

line or plane. (See Leaning Tnwer.)

OvERDOOR Panelling and Feontox, forming an
Attic; 16th Century; Torpa, Sweden.

OVERMANTEL (a<ljectival term). Occupy-

ing tlif .space uliiive a mantelshelf, or the front

of a chimney-breast of any form and above the

open fireplace. Overmantel mirrors, ]iictures,

panels, and the like are spoken of; the term

being imitated from the French dessus de

chemini'e. (See Overdoor.)

OVOLO. A convex rounded moulding, quar-

ter round in section, or approximating that form.

OVUM (pi. ova). The rounded member,

usually known as an egg, between the darts of

an egg and anchor moulding.

OXEYE. A round, or more commonly, an

oval winilciw. (Compare ffiil de Boeiif.)

OYELET. Same as Eyelet.

PACE. A part of a iioor slightly raised

above the general level ; a dais ; a broad step

or slightly raised space, as about a tomb, altar,

or chimney piece, or forming a landing in a

staircase. The last meaning appears to be the

most specific in modem usage, and in this sense

is commonly accepted as sj-nonymous with

space. The latter term would seem to be more
properly applied to the area at the turning-

place of a stair which may be occupied by a

landing,— or pace,— or by winders; and it is

in this sense that the word space is used
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PAGOT
by Mowat. Called also Footpace, although

this appears to be obsolescent. (See Landing.)

Halfpace. ^1. A landing where one flight

of staiis stops and another begins, the two
flights being on the same side of the platform

of the landing. A person going up such a stair

reverses the direction of his horizontal progress

as he reaches and again leaves the landing,

making a turn of 180°. Such a landing is,

therefore, usvuiUy about twice as long as it is

wide, and extends the full width of the stair-

case. (See following subtitles.)

B. A raised ]ilatform (see Hathpace).

Half Quarterpace. A landing correspond-

ing to one of the two triangular spaces formed

by cutting a quarterpace diagonally at 45°,

the other half being commonly filled with

winders, so that the stairs will stdl make a

quarter turn as described below.

Quarterpace. A landing in a staircase be-

tween two flights which make a turn of 90°.

It is, therefore, about one half the size of a half

pace, and commonly about square.

— D. N. B. S.

PACKING. Small stones embedded in

mortar, used to fill up the interstices between

the larger stones in rubble work.

PAD STONE. A stone template such as

is used for supporting, in a wall, the end of a

girder or of a ninf truss.

PADUA. JOHANNES DE. (See John
of P.idua.

)

PiEONIOS OF MENDE (in Thrace)
;

sculptor.

Accorchng to Pausanias, he was sculptor

of the statues of the eastern pediment of the

temple of Zeus at Olymiiia, fragments of

which have been found. His statue of Nike

(Victory), described by Pausanias, has also been

found in place.

Curtius and Adler, Olympia; Pausanias,
Frazer's translation.

PAGNO DI liAPO. (See Portigiani.)

PAGODA. A shrinelike building, often of

great size, in the religious architecture of Hin-

dustan, Ceylon, Burmah, Siam, C'iiina, and

lands occupied by Malays, usually in the form

of a tower as in China, or of a lofty stepjjed,

[jyramidal structure, as, generally, in India.

The term is of disputed etymology. (Compare

Dagoba ; Paoh-Tah ; see, also, India, Arciiitec-

ture of)

PAGOT. FRANCOIS NARCISSE
; archi-

tect ; b. Aug. 31, llf<0; d. Dec. 4, 1844.

A pupil of De la Barre (see Barre), and the

£cole des Beaux Arts. In 1803 he won the

Grand Prix de Rome in architecture. Return-

ing from Rome, he settled at Orleans, became

architect of that city, and professor in the local

school of Architecture. He built at Orleans

the Palais de Justice, the gi-ain market, an

abattoir (18"23), the library, an insane a.sylum
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PLATE III

PAGODA

That of the temple of Horiuji, in Japan. This
and the Hondo are the only early bnililings in tliis

establishment. They are of the twelfth century

A.D. The lowest roof is a modern addition. For
the construction of this building, see cuts under
Japan.





PAILLETTE
(182.^), laid out the liotanical jjanlcii, and fin-

ished the portal of the eatliedral.

Herluison, Artistes Orleanais; Lance, Dicliuit-

nairc.

PAILLETTE. In deeorative work, a bit

of siiining foil used in picking out relief work

to obtain a jewelled etfect in connection with

gilding or other metallic applications. (Com-

pare Paillon.)

PAILLON. Bright metallic foil used in

decoration to show through enamelling or

through a glazing with transparent colour, so

as to modify or emphasize its brilliancy, and

bring it into harmony with the general scheme

of colour. The term is also extended to gild-

ing, or to parcel-gilding on wood, papier-mache,

etc., when the gilding is to be glazed over

with trans])arent colours. (Compare Paillette.)

PAI-LOO. In Chinese arcliitecture, a dec-

orative gateway. The design of the.se gateways

is interesting, because of the general avoidance

of the arch, even when the building is massive

and on a large scale. (Compare Torii.)

PAINT (n.). Any dry colo\iring matter,

material, or pigment, mixed with a liquid

vehicle, so as to be readily applied with a lirush

to any surlace to protect it from the weather or

to give it any desired colour. It differs from a

dye or stain in that while the latter is intended

to sink into the wood or otiier surface to which

it is applied, the former is devised to give it a

superficial non-transparent coating, more or less

impermeable. To this end paint is applied in

several successive coats, put on over a priming

coat, which latter is intended to prevent the

other coats from sinking into the substance of

the material covered.

For woodwork and other parts of a building,

the dry paint is nearly always mixed with lin-

seed oil ; and this mixture may be thinned with

turpentine, which acts on the oil as a solvent.

The more oil there is the more gloss there is in

the finished work : hence it is common to use

almost pure turpentine for flatted or mat work.

White carbonate of lead forms the body of

most paint, pure for white work, mixed with

other powdered pigments as the desired colour

is different from white ; a darker pigment is

sometimes used pure, or a mixture of two.

There are various fireproof paints, waterproof

paints, luminous paints, etc. ; but the essential

function of all of them is, first, practical, to pro-

tect the material covered from the ett'ects of

exposure ; and second, decorative, to give it

colour or colours to enhance its jesthetic value

as an architectural feature. (See Oil Painting

;

Painting.)— H. V. R.

PAINTED GLASS. (See Window.)
PAINTING. The work of covering any

surface with colours as described under Paint,

or with pigments mixed with water and glue,

called water colour, kalsomine, or distemper.
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PALACE
The term frequently includes work done with a

transparent glaze made witii shellac or var-

nish ; the treating of wood with shellac and oil,

or with wax and other materials in successive

coats, rubljed down between with ]Jumi<-c-stone

and oil, to smooth and polisli their siufaces and
bring out their beauty of grain and natural

colour ; and the staining of wood surfaces with-

out concealing the grain, as well as gilding or

otherwise overlaying them with metallic sub-

stances.

Painting should supplement form with

colour, making every part of a building testheti-

cally more fit for its various service of luxury

or u.se. It can, to a great extent, correct errors

of form and proportion by a judicious choice

and comparison of colours. It can appear to

lower a room which is too high, or lieigliten a

room which is too low ; on the other hand, it

can diminish or even destroy an architectural

eftect by want of .sympathy with it. (See

Mural Painting ; Encaustic ; Fresco ; Fresco

Secco ; Gilding ; Intonaco ; KaLsomiiie ; Oil

Painting; Polish; Staining; Water Colour.)

— H. V. B.

PAINTING ROOM. A studio, atelier, or

workshop tur the use of a painter as an aitist.

Experience lias shown tiiat the local conditions

best suited to his work are a room, large and
lofty, to accommodate large canvases, and tc

give ample space for the furnitui'e, models,

draperies, and other equijjnients essential to the

practice of the art ; it should be most abun-

dantly lighted, mainly from the north,— in

north latitude,— so as to give high and low

light, governed by screens and shutters ; it

should have the largest possible extent of clear

wall space, and, if possible, galleries or lofts

overlooking the area of the room.

PAIR (I.). As used of a staircase, a flight

or series of flights from one floor to the next

;

perhaps derived from a former custom of habit-

ually constnicting that portion of a staircase in

a pair of flights, ret\irning on each other.

PAIR (II.). In mechanics, two forces, con-

sidered collectively, which have ditt'erent points

of application and which are equal, parallel, and
act in the same direction. (Compare Couple.)

PATiA. (In Italian, anything flat and thin, as

the blade of an oar. In ecclesiology, a chalice

cover or chalice veil.) An altarpiece. (See

the subtitle.)

PALA D' ORG. Tlie altarpiece, or retable,

of S. Mark's church at Venice ; a magnificent

work in silver gilt, jewelled and enamelled
;

tentli century and later.

PALACE. Primarily, the official residence

of any high dignitary ; hence, frequently the

term is applied to a residence of exceptional

magnificence and extent.

The name comes from the Palatium, the

Palatine Hill at Rome, which term was ex-
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PALACE OP CONSERVATORS
temleU tu the imperial resilience during the

life of Augustus. (For the residences of Italy,

coninionh- called palaces, see Palazzo ; see also

Chateau ; Hotel : Palais.)

PALACE OF THE CONSERVATORS.
At liouic, on the .sijuarc ut' tin- ( ';uii|iidogliii

;

built liy Michelangelo and his successors. (See

C'ani|iidnglio.)

PALACE OF THE SENATOR. At Rome.
(See CariiiiidMi.'lin.

)

PALfflO CHRISTIAN. Belonging to the

early :ii;c.s of the Cliristian church. (See Latin

Architecture.)

PATiffiSTRA. In Greek archfeologj', and
later among the Romans, a public place appro-

PALAIS DE JUSTICE
still remains. It was greatly enlarged at a
later time, and the front, on the Quai d'Orsay,
with pediment and dodecastyle jiortico, was not
finished until 1807. Since 1790 it has been
mostly used for public pm-poses, and for the
greater part of that time the second Chamber
of the ^'ational Legislature (now the Chambre
des De/Diti'a) ha.s occu]iied it.

PALAIS DE JUSTICE. In France, a
building devoted to law courts, judges' cham-
bers, and the like, and usually containing a
large waiting room for the public (see Salle des
Pas-Perdus). The Palais de Justice of Paris
consists of a great mass of buildings^ of many
dates, which occupy that part of the lie de la

Palais de Justice, H.iTRE. Plan.
Three court rooms open out of the great vestibule of entrance. The corridors are lighted from the frreat courts.

priated to athletic exercises or to preparing and
training fur the public games.
PALAIS. In French, a stately building;

used in two general senses :
—

A. A palace ; that is, the oflBcial residence

of a sovereign, or the usual and most important
residence of a prince of the blood or other gi-eat

nobleman.

B. A building for the jiublie service, espe-

cially when of size aud architectural impor-
tance.

PALAIS BOURBON. In Paris, on the

south bank nf the Seine; begun in 1722 as a

private hotel, the entrance gateway of which, on

the Rue de I'Universit^, built by Girardini,
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Cite which is between the Pont Neuf and the

Pont au Change, and on the south bank of the

principal arm of the Seine. Tije ancient Cou-
ciergerie forms a part of it ; the round towers

and the clock tower (Tour de I'Horloge), on the

river, are of the fourteenth centuiy, but they

have been frequently rearranged within. The
Sainte-Chajielle is enclosed in one of the courts.

The main building, having a western front on

the Place Dauphine, and a court and main en-

trance at the east end, was built by the archi-

tect Joseph Louis Due, and was finished in

1869 ; it is one of the most successful pieces

of modern architectuie in Europe, and contains

some important monuments.— R. S.
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PLATE IV

PALAZZO

Palazzo Riccardi, in Florence, originally, and

for two hundred years, the I'alazzo Medici, and

the chief home of the princes of that family. The
buildins is from the design of Michelozzo Miche-

lozzi, and is one of the earliest buildings of the

Renaissance. It mav be compared with the plate

of the Pazzi Chapel "( N'eoclassic Architecture) for

the presence in one case and the absence in the

other of classical details. Three-fifths of the build-

in" is of about 1440, the part on the right is later.



PALAIS DB L'SLYSEB
PALAIS DE L'ELYSEE. (Sou Elyse'e.)

PALAIS ROYAL. A mass of buildings in

Paris, iiuiui'iliately north of the Louvre, front-

ing soutlnvurd on

the Phice du Pal-

ais Royal, anil

bounded on the

east and west by
the Rue de Riche-

lieu and the Rue
(le Valois. The
first structure was
completed in 1625
by the great Car-

dinal de Richelieu,

and it was after-

ward much en-

larged. Since
1672 the build-

ing has always

been the pro]ierty

of the family of

Orleans, except

during the years

when it was lield

by the revolu-

tionary govern-

ment. The build-

PALAZZO
1787, and these I'orm no part of the Palais

Royal.

PALAZZO. In Italian cities, a large sepa-

Palazzo; Plan ok the Palazzo Strozzi, Florence.

ing above described is the palace proper, that

is to say, all that stands southwai-d of the Gal-

erie d'Orleans. The buildings which surround

rate dwelling, a terra nearly correspomling to the

French " hotel." The Italian term signifies, also,

palace, in the strict sense, but as used in Eng-

Palazzo Strozzi, Florence, Italy; about 14S'J. (.See Plan.)

The cornicione and one of the Linterns are given on the right.

the great garden (nearly 800 feet long) were
built for wholly commercial reasons by the Due
d'Orleans, Philippe Egalite, between 1781 and
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lish it has only the meaning above given ; thus,

we speak of the Palazzo Farnese, but not of the

Qnirinal, or the Vatican, or the Lateran, as a
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PALAZZO COMMUNALE
palazzo. Tlie cities of Italy are adorned by so

many noble buildings, private palazzi of the thir-

teenth and following centuries, that it is imprac-

ticable to give the names even of those most
important or most celebrated ; moreover, it is rare

to speak of a i)alazzo by its name without also

naming the city in which it stands.— E. S.

Palladian Ar< hitecture: Palazzo Tiene at Vicenza: about 1556.

PAIiAZZO COMMUNALE. In Italy, the

building containing jjublie offices, and the like,

of a city or town. (See Palazzo Publico.)

PALAZZO PUBLICO. In Italy, a build-

ing containing public offices, as of a municipal-

ity or a larger community. These are known
sometimes as Broletto or Palazzo Signoria, or
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PALLADIAN ARCHITECTURE
Palazzo Comnuniale, and sometimes by special

names, as Palazzo Vecchio.

PALEO CHRISTIAN. Same as Palffio

Christian.

PALESTRA. Same as Palrestra.

PALIMPSEST. A. A parchment from

which one writing has been removed to give

place to another

;

hence, the new
writing or manu-
script upon such

a ];>archment.

B. By e.xten-

sion from the pre-

ceding meaning,

an ancient in-

scribed slab or

mediaeval brass,

which has been

turned and en-

graved with new
inscriptions and
devices on the

other side.

PALING. A
fence funned of

similar stakes or

pickets set verti-

cally, generally

with small e<iual

interspaces, to

rails supported by
posts ; i picket

fence.

PALISADE.
A barrier com-

posed of long

stakes driven in-

to the earth close

together, some-

times connected

by horizontal
beams, or boinid

by osiers inter-

woven, to form a

defence against at-

tack, or for other

piu"poses of se-

cure enclosure.

Palisades have al-

ways been used in

warfare as aiils to

permanent de-

fences, as well as

for temporary de-

onnectiou with fortified camps.fences, as in

and the like.

PALLADIAN ARCHITECTURE. Re-

lating to the art or style of Palladio. This

work belonged to the period of decline in Italian

neoclassic architecture, when classic formality

and the punctilious observance of rules were
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PLATE V

PALLADIAX ARCHITECTURE

The Palazzo Tiene at Vicenza. This is one of

the master works of Amlrea Palladio, its demerits
being merely those attending the wide divergence
between utility and design; for the building is

arranged with almost a single eye to the exterior

effect, and this effect is produced with stucco laid

upon brickwork in close imitation of cut stone. It

is a most powerful abstract design.



PALLADIO
taking the place of tlie grace, freedom, and life

which oliaracti'i'izeil tlie earlier periotl. Tlie

clas.sicisin of Palhulio was noted for a certain

cold and correct piirity of form. A favourite

motive of his, known as the Palladian Motive,

was to use a minor and major older of columns
in the same comp-:sitioii, tlie former being used

to siipiiort tlie arches which occurred between

the latter, as in his two-storied arcade about the

mediioval basilica of Vioenza. His writings had
the good fortune to be considered the most au-

thoritative exposition of the principles of classic

architecture in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries througiiout Europe, and his monu-
ments were models for the classic art of that

period ; the name Palladian, therefore, is descrip-

tive of that variety of neoclassic architecture

distinguished for cold, inelastic, and miimagina-

tive, but correct, elegant, and studied classicism.

It is generally held as true that the English

classical revivalists followed Palladio, while the

French were rather under the influence of Vi-

gnola. There has been some attempt as late as

the last decade of the nineteenth century to

revive in England the study of Palladian ex-

amples. (See England, Architecture of) See

also Inigo Jones and Wren ; or The Jtise and
Decline of ^fodern Architecture in Eni/hinrl,

by W. J. Lottie (New York, 1893). (See Classi-

cismo ; Italy, Architecture of ; Neoclassic Archi-

tecture ; Pseudodassic Architecture.)

— H. V. B.

PALLADIO, ANDREA ; areliitect ; li. about
151S

; (I. August, 1580.

Palladio is suj^iiosed to have been the son

of a carpenter named Pietro, employed by the

.scholar and poet, Gian Giorgio Trissino. He
became the protege of Trissino, who gave him
the name Palladio (from Pallas, goddess of wi.s-

dom), and educated him as an architect. Pal-

ladio's first work was the Palazzo Godi at

Lone lo in 1540. He visited Rome first with

Trissino in 1541, and again in 1544. In 1545
he presented four designs for the reconstniction

of tlie basilica of Vic'enza. Work was begun
from his model in 1549. Palladio built the

Palazzo Pisani at Bagnolo, near Viceuza ; the

Palazzo Porto, now Colleoni, in Viceuza, 1552;
the Palazzo Thieiie (Banca popolare), Vieenza,

1556, dateil ; the Palazzo Foscari on the Brcnta

before 1561 ; the Palazzo Pisani, near Padua,

1565 ; the famous Palazzo Chiericati, Viceuza,

before 1567 ; the Palazzo Valmarana, Vieenza,

after 1566 ; and the Palazzo Porto Barbarano,

Vieenza, after 1570. The famous villa, called

the Rotonda, whicii he built for Paolo Almer-
ico, near Vieenza, was begun before 1570 and
finished about 1591. The facade of the church

of S. Francesco alia Vigna (Venice) was designed

by him in 1562. In 1561 he built the cloister

of the Convento delta CaritJi (now the Accade-

mia, Venice), ou the plan of a Roman house.
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PAMPRE
It was nearly destroyed liy tire in 1650. Pal-

ladio built the refectory of tlie church of S.

Giorgio Maggiore, Venire, about 1560, and iu

1565 tlie church itself with its fine facade. ,In

1570 he designed the cloister of the .same build-

ing. He began the church of the Redentore,

Venice, in 1576 (finished 1592). In the third

book of his Architi'ltnra is given a splendid

design for a bridge supposed to have been in-

tended for the Rialto, Venice. In 1571 the

loggia of the Piazza Maggiore, Vioenza, was
begun from his designs. In February, 1580, he
began the celebrated Teatro Oliuipico, which
was finished after his death by his son Silla

and Vincenzo Scamozzi (see Scamozzi, V.).

Palladio's treatise on architecture was first pub-
lished complete, in Venice, in 1570, with the

title / qiuUtro Libri dell' Archilettara. Many
of his drawings were jnililislied by Lord Bur-
lington (op. cit.) (see Boyle, R.) in 17.'?0, and
those on the Roman baths by Bertotti Scamozzi
(see Scamozzi, 0. B.). A collection of his

buildings was published by Bertotti Scamozzi in

1776 (op. cit.). (See Palladian Architecture.)

Magrini, Menwrie ; Zanella, Vista; Gualdus,
Vita; Tenianza, T7(rj,' Boito, Aniln-a Palladio;
Ferrari, Pallnilin c Vcnczia ; iMcliiiii, Palladia;
Lord 15urliiii;tnn. Fahhrirlic Antirhc ; (). Bertotti
Scamozzi, Fnhhiiclic di Pallailio ; Montenari,
Treatro Olimpico; Higato, O.^aervazioni sopra
Palladio; Hondelet, Pont de liialto.

PALMATE. Having fanlike lobes or leaves,

such as characterized the Greek anthemion or

honeysuckle, and its derivations in conventional

architectiu'al decoration.

PALMETTE. In Greek and Roman archi-

tecture, a coinentional oi'iiament, frequent in

friezes, of which tlie most characteristic feature

is an erect leaf divided into lobes, like a fan or

palm leaf ; a kind of anthemion. It was either

carved or painted. Tlie motive is supposed to

have been developed from Oriental origins.

PALUSTRE, LEON; archieologist and his-

torian of art; b. Feb. 4, 1838; d. 1894.

He succeeded Arcisse de Caumont as director

of the Societe frangaise d'Archmologie, but
abandoned this position to devote himself en-

tirely to the study of the French Renaissance.

His great work, La Renaismnce en France,
was published. Vol. I. in 1879, Vol. II. in 1881,
and Vol. III. in 1885. It was never fi-.iished.

Palustre published many works on archieology

and the history of French art.

Ch. Lucas iu Construction Moderne, Nov. .3,

18! 14.

PAMPRE. A running undercut ornament,

generally in the form of a vine with grapes,

used to fill cavettos and other continuous hol-

lows in a grou]) of mouldings, as in an archi-

volt, in the circumvolutions of a twisted column,

or wherever great luxury of decoration was re-

quired.
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PAN
PAN. A. A wall plate (see Pon).

JJ. A part, larger or smaller, of an exterior

wall ; in lialf-timbcrcil work in England, espe-

cially one of those spaces which are left between

the u|niglit and horizontal timbers, and which

are tilled either with plastering on laths, or by

rough brickwork, or the like. (Compare the

French use of the word I'an de Bois and Pan
de Fcr in the sense of one considerable part of

the framing of vertical walls in wood or iron
;

also Pan de Mttr, by which is meant generally

a piece of any wall from basement to cornice
;

also Pan coopv, which means a piece of wall

forming a cut otf corner of a building or a room.

Conijiare also Bay ; Panel, the general defini-

tion.)

PANACHE (n.). The triangle-like sur-

face of a jicndcntive.

PANDROSEION. Same as Pandrosiura.

PANDROSIUM. A building or enclosure

on the Acropolis of Athens, sacred to the Nymph
Pandrosos. It is generally admitted that this

i¥iG^'l#'*-

P.\jiEL WITH Heraldic Escutcheon : Monument
OF John Langston C-iversfield, Bucking-
HAMSHIEE, A.D. l^ST.

was very near to the Erechtheum (which see).

The name is often applied to the south portico

of the Erechtheum (see Caryatid) ; but there is

not sufficient authority for this attribution.

PANE. Any part or division of the elevation

of a building having a plane surface and more
or le.ss definite or symmetrical outlines or boun-

daries. More especially as follows :
—

A. Same as Panel, but applied to larger

area.s, as to one side or face of a spire or tower.

B. A plate of glass, generally rectangidar,

set in a window, door, or the like.

PANEL. ^1. Primarily, a small plane sur-

face usually sunk below the surrounding surface
;

the term is akin to Pane, and both are derived

from the term for a small piece of cloth, or the

like. The architectural panel is generally rec-

tangular, but in some styles, oval, or circular, or

irregidar panels are used. (Compare Caisson,

II.; Lacunar; Tympanum.) The sunken sur-

face of the panel is often charged with ornament.

(See Raised Panel, below.)
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PANEL
B. In carpentry and joinen,', a thin piece of

board, generally rectangular, held at the edges

by a frame in such a manner that it is free to

Panel with Carved Diaper, and Secondary or
Inner Panel with Gothic Tkaceey ; c. 1500.

shrink or swell, while prevented from warping

by the frame. Such a panel is nearly always

sunk below the surface of the frame but may be

flush with, or project beyond it. — 1>. N. B. S.

Panel: Late Tudor Tracery with Carved
Heraldic Bearings or Cognizances; Layer
Marney Hall; c. 1530.

Fielded Panel. Same as Raised Panel.

Flush Panel. One whose plane surface is

flush, i.e., in the same plane, with the stiles and

rails which frame it, and which are often beaded
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PANEL BACK
with a flush lieatl on the edges next the panel

to mask the joint. Often used in tahle tops,

and the like.

Linen Panel. One carved with the Linen
Pattern.

Lying Panel. One which is phiced with its

greater dimension horizontal.

Raised Panel. One of whieh the faee lias a
rai.sed jiiane jn-ojeeting beyond the edges of the

panel, and sometimes beyond the frame or other

surrounding surfaee.

Sunk Panel. One of which the face is re-

cessed from the frame or other surrounding

surface.— D. X. B. S.

LiXEN Panel : Layer Marney Hall, Essex,
England ; circa 1530.

PANEL BACK. Same as Panelled Back.
PANEL BOARD. A drawing board of the

kinil used by water colour draftsmen, by which
the paper can be held fiat and in place without

the trouble of saturating it with water and so

straining it tiglit. Tlie board is fitted with a

frame which can be removed at pleasure, and
which, when fitted into place, will hold firmly

the edges of the pajjer wliieh covers the panel.

(Called also Frame Board.)

PANELLED BACK. Thie back lining when
panelled ; as uf a window back (which .see; see

also Back, D).

PANELLING. A. The making of a struc-

ture in carjientry or joinery by means of frames

holding panels. (See Panel, A.)
B. The breaking up of a surface by panels.

C. The structure or s\trface resiUting fiom
tlie processes ^4 or B; thus, a room may be
lined with oak panelling, or a plaster or stone

surface may be broken up by panelling. (See

Caisson, II. ; Wainscot.)
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PANTHEON
PANEL STRIP. A narrow piece of metal,

or mouldeil wood, or batten, to cover a joint

betw'eeu two sheathing boards, so that several

will thereby form panels ; or one between a

style and a jianel, fornung a secondarj' or acces-

sory jianel, as in elaliorate ])atterns of panelling.

PANE WORK. The division of the ex-

terior surface of a house into panes or panels, as

coustnictivcly, in a half-timbered house by the

dis])osition of its visible timbers, whether ar-

ranged so as to form rectangular panes, or, by
branching and shaping, to enclose other and
more or less decorative shapes as rjuatrefoils,

circles, etc. Tlie jjaiie work of the half-timbered

manor houses, inns, ho.spital.s, etc., of the Tudor
])erioil, emphasized by the strong contrast be-

tween the wiiite rouglicast of the panes and the

weathered blackness of tlie beams, constitutes

tlieir most distinctive characteristic. (See

Black and Wliite ; Haif-Tiniljcred.)

PANNIER. .Same as Corbeille.

PANOPTICON. A building, especially a
prison, so arranged on a radiating principle that

a single inspector or guard can, from a central,

common point, look through each of the con-

verging halls. Its use was advocated in Eng-
land by Jeremy Bentham at the end of the

eighteenth century ; tlie most conspicuous early

example of the application of tliis principle of

planning is the hou.se of correction at Ghent
(Plate 2.^, Durand's FaniMle d'Edifires).

PANORAMA. In architecture, a building

arranged to contain a large picture with or

without accessories, and of the kind known as

cyclorama, diorama, or panorama ; those three

terms being used witliout clear distinction in

descriljing the representations them.selves. The
buildings are seldcfm of architectural importance,

but that built by Davioud in Pari.s, in 1859,
and called Panorama Xational, is of some
interest.

PAN PIECE. Same as Pan, B.
PANTAGRAPH : PANTOGRAPH. An

instrument for the iiieehaiiiral ni|iyiiig of en-

gravings, plan.s, diagrams, etc., eitlier on the

same scale as the original or on an enlarged or

redui-cd scale.

PANTHEON. In Rome ; a circular build-

ing with an octastyle portico hardly forming part

of the design. The rotunda has walls of im-

mense thickness, in which mass are chambers,

some showing as chapels upon the rotunda

within, and others concealed and intended merely

to diminish the amount of masonry, while allow-

ing of the full spread or depth of the mass to

act as a buttre.ss for the ciiiiola. The cupola is

the largest existing, the dimension being gener-

ally given as 142 feet, which is also almost

exactly the height of the interior from the pave-

ment to the top of tlie dome. The only opening

for the admission of daylight is the oculus, nearly

tliirty feet in diameter. The building is thought
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PANTHEON
to liavc been built in tiie reign of Hadrian, and
perhaps between ll'O and \2l a.d. But it is

not dunbted that the present Imilding represents

au earlier one commonly known as the Pantheon
of Agrippa, and built in the reign of Augustus;

PANTRY
see). It was called by this name when, during
the first French Revolution, it was taken up by
the state to serve as a place of burial and of

memorial to di.stinguisheil citizens, and when
the famous inscription, aux geands hommes

The Pantheon, Rome.
Isabelle's i-estoi-alion, which, however, omits the bronze shutter of the oculus.

and the portico may be a remaining fragment of
that building.

Lanciani, The Hitins and E.rrnvntions of
Ancient Some; for plates, Isabelle, Les Edifices
circnlaires et les domes (185.5) ; ParaUele des
salles rondes de V Italic.

PANTHEON (properly Le Pantheon de
Paris). Same as church of S. Genevieve (which
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LA PATEIE EECONNAISSANTE, was put UJlon the

entablatnre. Under Napoleon III. it was a
church once more ; but under the third Kejniblio

it is once again the Panthdon, and is very elabo-

rately adorned within by memorial paintings of

great importance, and by a few sculptures.

PANTRY. A. A small apartment adjoin-

ing a kitchen, in which provisions and kitchen
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PAOH-TAH
utensils arc kept, kiiivos i-lcaiicil, jiastry nilloil,

etc. By extension, often ajipluMl to a closet,

especially one among the offices of a house or

hotel.

B. A small apartment ailjoinmg a iliiiing

room, ii.sed as a waiting or serx'ing room, where

the courses for a meal are laid out for .serving,

dishes washed, silver, glass, and china kept,

etc. ; in the Unitetl States, s])ecifically, called

a Butler's Pantry. (Compare Service Room.)

PAOH-TAH. In China, a temple, espe-

cially the towerlike structure of the FJuddhists,

always of an uneven number of stories. The
most celebrated was the Porcelain Tower at

Nankin, built in the fifteenth century and

destroyed in the Tai-piug Rebellion, between

IS'i.'i and IS.'iO. (See ('jiina, Architecture of.)

PAOLO DI MARTINO. (See Beccafumi,

Domeiiiid.)

PAOLO ROMANO ; sculptor and architect.

His name appears frequently in the ijontifical

records. Between 1451 and l-tGO he was
employed on the triumphal arch of the Castel

Nuovo at Naples (see Isaie da Pisa). About
1463 he made the .statue of S. Andrea, which

stands in a charming Doric shrine near the

Ponte Molle, Rome.

Miintz, Li'S Arts a la cour den papes ; Muntz,
Senaissanre ; Xluiicri Kiccio, Gli Artis/ide! CasM
Nmii-a; Vasari, Milanesi ed. ; Perkins, Italian

Scvlptors.

PAPAKHU. In an Assyrian or Babylonian

temple, the most sacred place, the holy of holies.

(See Mesiiputamia ; Temple.)

PAPER. (See Building Paper ; Hanging.)

PAPE, SIMON DE : architect ; b. June,

15S.J: il. Sept. 13, l(i;')G.

The Son of a silversmith. One of his earliest

works was the Korcnbuis at Audenarde (Bel-

gium). In 1617 he was appointed Studs
bouicmecster of Audenarde.

PAPIER-MACHE. A eomjiosition of paper

reduced to a Jiul].!, and mixed with glue, size, or

other substances, so that it is readily moulded

or cast in any desired form. It lends itself to

fine and clean modelling, and, when modelled,

is conveniently applied for decorative purposes

in lo.v relief on ceilings and walls. It is often

especially prepared and matle waterjjroof, to

decorate exterior work.

PAPWORTH, GEORGE ; architect ; b.

about IT^Sl ; d. March 14, 18.55.

In 1806 he settled in Dublin, and in 1831
was elected to the Royal Hiliernian Academy.

He built the Museum of Irish Industry at

Dublin.

Palgrave, Dictionary of Artists.

PAPWORTH, JOHN (after 1815, John
Buonarroti) : architect; b. .Jan. 24, 1775; d.

June 16, 1847.

He was apprenticed to Thomas Wapshott,
and had some instruction from Sir William
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Chambers (.see Chambers). He acquired inti-

mate practical knowledge of the details of

construction, and designed a large nund)er of

biuldings in London, and many country resi-

dences. He was nuich eiui)loyed as a landscape

gardener, and wrote many practical works on

architecture.

Wyatt Papwortli, John B. Paptcortli, arcmiect;
Arrli. Ptili. S<ir. Dictionary.

PAPWORTH, JOHN WOODY
; archi-

tect ; b. March 4, 18:J0 ; d. July b, 1870.

Elder son of John Buonarroti Papworth (see

Pajjwovth, J). He entered the Royal Academy
as a student in 1839. Papworth contributed

many articles for the architectural jieriodicals,

and wrote useful books on architectural .subjects.

He was largely employed as a jtractical archi-

tect. He was associated with his brother,Wyatt
Papworth, in the i)re|)aration of the Dictloimry

of the Arvliitfi'tiiral I'libUfatioti Sorictif.

Arrli. Full. Sue. Diciinii.n-ii.

PAPWORTH, WYATT ANGELICUS
VAN SANDAU : architect and anti(piary ; b.

Jan. 23, 181'L'; d. Aug. 19, 1894 (at the

Soane Museum in London).

A younger son of John Buonarroti Papworth

(see Papworth, J.). He studied with his father

and served in the office of Sir John Rennie

(see Rennie, Sir .J.). In 1849 he was awarded

the silver medal of the Institute of British

Arcliitectsforan essay, 77k" Fi'cnliar Cliarticter-

istic.'i of the PaUadiau Srliool of Architecture.

In 1867 he revised and edited the Encyclo-

pn'dia of Architecture of .loseph Gwilt (see

Gwilt, J.). In 1848 he undertook the forma-

tion of the Architectural Publication Society,

and in 1852 became editor of its Dictionary

of Architecture, which was finished in 1892

(8 vols, folio). He published many works on

architectural subjects.

Obituai-y in Jonrnal of Uoyal Inslitutc of Brit-

ish Architects, 18il4. p. Iil8; .Stephen-Lee, Diction-
ary of Xationul Bioijraphy.

PARABEMA. In buildings of the Greek
Church, a roonr or division closely connected

with the bema, differently describeil by diti'erent

authorities. It is probable that tlie significa-

tion of the term varies with ditt'erent epochs

and in different countries. In a regidarly

planned Greek church of the latter time, there

were always two parabemata, one on either side

of the bema. Thus, in the Coptic churches of

Egypt, it is expressly stated hy A. J. Butler

(op. cit., Vol. I.) that a Coptic church has

always three eastern chai)els : the protliesis (see

Prothesis), on the north of the bema, being

the place for the consecration of the elements,

while the diaconicon (see Diaconicon) on the

south side serves as a vestry and sacristy

;

while it .seems to be evident that the prothesis

and the di.aconicon are the parabemata.

Butler, The Ancient Coptic Churches of Egypt.
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PARADISUS
PARADISUS. In iiiediajval architecture,

a court or atrium in front of a cliurch, usually

sunouuileJ by cloistei"s, either in whole or in

part ; sometimes another enclosure ; thus, the

cloister garth of Ciiichester Cathedral is still

called the Paradise. (See Panns.) lu domes-

tic architecture, a small apartment equivalent

approximately to the nnidcrn l«iuiloir.

paraUjElogram of forces, a
graphical lejjresentation of the composition and

Pakai.lelogr.\m of Forces.

resolution of forces. A force may be repre-

sented in magnitude and direction by a Une.

If two or more forces act upon a body, they may
be replaced by a single force called the Result-

ant, a force which, if reversed, would maintain

the body in equilibrium. Suppose two forces

applied to the point O represented in magni-

tude and direction by the lines a h ; draw the

lines a' b' parallel, respectively, to a and h, and

w^e form the parallelogram of forces, the diagonal

of which parallelogram is the resultant, R, and

indicates the force which would produce the same

effect upon the point O as the two forces a and h,

if acting simultaneouslj'. This force, if applied

to in a contrary direction, would balance the

two forces a and b. (See Polygon of Forces.)

Parapet of Solid Slabs, with Roof and Gutter
ALL OF Cut Stone ; Stru. ; 5th Cextukt a.d.

PARAPET. A dwarf wall or barrier bidlt

on the edge of a teiTace, jdatform, bridge, bal-

cony, or other elevated place, as a protection

against falling ; also above the cornice of a

house, whether built with a steep or with a flat

roof. It is characteristically a solid construction,

with a plain, straight coping ; but as a feature

of more or less decorated architecture, it is one
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of the first to be emphasized by panelling and

tracery, often pierced with great richness and

P.iRAPET WFTH PlECED TREFOILS: S. IIaBY'S
Church, 0.\ford; c. 1280.

delicacy of detail ; it is sometimes more or less

broken with crenelations like a battlement, es-

pecially when used as a sky hne, and in some

domestic work it is corbelled out from the sur-

face of the wall which it crowns, and takes the

place of a cornice. (See Blocking Course.)

(Cuts. cnis. r,,-,, f;n,)

PARASCENIUM. In the ancient theatre,

a projecting stmcture or wing flanking the stage

on either side, and with the scena, or back-

ground, enclosing it on three sides. It included

apartments for the actors, and often the passage-

way, Pariidns.

PARASTAS (pi. Parastadw). That part

of the flanking wall of the cella of a Greek tem-

ple which projects beyond its front or rear, en-

closing walls so as to form an open vestibule

;

the ends of these walls were treated with bases

and capitals (see Anta), and the area enclosed

Parapet: Three Venetian Patterns, common
IX Balconies:

No. 1. Byzantine style, llth century.

Xo. 2. Florid Gothic, late 14lh century.

No. 3. 14th or 15th century, with baluster columns.

by them with its open screen of columns became

a j)ortico in antis. The word "parastas" is
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Parapet with Pierced Trackry : S. Mary
Maodalene, Oxford; A.D. 1337.

Parapet cut into Small Crbnellations imi-
tating Battlements ; S. Peter's Church,
Dorchester, England; c. 1450.

SM;^^\mmW}
Parapet, Cathedral of Santiago de Compostella, Stain; 15'.i0 to 1540.

Parapet, Cathedral of Seville, Spain; 17th Century.

H

Parapet: Modern Patterns in Brii kwokk, which must be carefully laid in Strong
Cement Mortar.
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PARATORIUM
often used to signify the anta itself, and Vitru-

vius applies the term to an Isohited square

pillar. The jamb of a doorway, especially when
treated with shaft and capital, is called paras-

tas. (Also written Prostas.)

PARATORIUM ; PARATORY. A place

wlicrc iiwy pn |iuiati(iii is iiiadr ; ]iarticularly, in

early rliun-ln's, a place for the offerings.

PARCLOSE. A screen, or other enclosing

barrier, often richly decorated, to protect a

tomb, as at Fitield, Berks (Oxford Glossar;/,

pi. 184) ; to separate a chapel or chantry from

the main body of the church, as at Winchester,

Wells, Saint Albans, Salisbury, etc. ; to form

the front of a gallery, or for other similar pur-

jjoses. It is either solid or of open work.

PARETTA. Roughcast with pebbles in-

serteil : often left in their original colours so as

to jirnilure chromatic effect.

PARGET. A. Gypsiun, or plaster stone.

B. Plaster ; specifically, a kind of mortar

formed of lime, hair, and cow dung.

C. Coarse plasterwork in general. The

modern facing on rougli brickwork, as in the

lining of flues.

PARGETTING ; PARGET -WORK. Plas-

terwork of various kinds ; specifically, exterior

Pargetting, d.\ted lfi42, but preserving Eliza-
bethan Motive; High Street, O.xford.

plaster facing, stamped wi*h diapers in low re-

lief, or in ornamental patterns raised or indented

;

much used in the interior, and often on the ex-

terior, of English houses of the Tudor period.

In interior work it is often delicately executed

and highly finished. This sort of work is a

marked characteristic in the external enrich-

ment of some Elizabethan half-timbered Louses.

Sometimes incorrectly cnlleil jiarge work.

PARIS, PIERRE ADRIEN ; architect ; b.

1747; d. Aug. 1, 1819.
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PARLOUR
He was a student at the £cole royale d'Ar-

chitectitre and studied in Rome as jiensioiinaire

dii roi. In 1778 he was appointed dessinateur

du cubinvt du roi, and in 1780 was admitted

to the Aaulemie d'Architecture. In I7S7 he

was ajipointcd architect of the cathedral of Or-

leans, and finished the towers of that church in

1790. In 1787 he was commissioned to install

the Assembly of Notables in the palace of Ver-

sailles. He designed the Hotel de Ville at

Ncufchatel, Pas-de-C'alais, France. In 1806 he

was appointed director of tlie French Academy
at Rome. During his administration he bought

the antiques of the Villa Borghese for the Musfe
du Louvre.

Lance, Dictionnaire ; Xouvelle biographie ge-

nerate.

PARK. ^1. A considerable extent of more

or less carefully preserved woodland and jiasture

attached to a residence. A legally enclosed and

privileged domain which is especially defined by

old English law.

B. A public reservation for recreation and

utility, varying in extent from great government

reservations, such as Yellowstone Park, United

States, to a small square, or the like, in a city.

Those in, or near, cities are commonly treated

with great care in some form of landscape gar-

dening. — D. N. B. S.

PARLER, PETER ; architect ; b. about

13.33 ; d. about 13"J7.

Parler came of a stonecutter's family in Co-

logne (Germany). He was architect of the choir

and nave of the cathedral of Prague, in Bohemia,

begun 1392. He was assisted and succeeded

liy his sons, Nicolaus, Johann, and Wenzel.

His bust st;inds in the triforium gallery of the

cathedral of Prague. He is also known as Peter

von Grniind. (See JIathias D'Arras.)

Neuwirtli, ]Vor}ienrcchnnngen desPrager Dom-
bauis.

PARLIAMENT HOUSE. (See Legislature,

House of.)

PARLOUR. *1. A room for conversation.

The term was in use as early as the time of

Chaucer, aiiiiarently, in a general sense, as

meaning any jilace for the intercourse of a few

persons, as distinguished from a large hall.

AVhen the term " drawing-room " came into use

in a special sense, the word " parloirr " in Eng-

land was applied rather to rooms for the family,

as distinguished from rooms for the reception

of visitors. In this .sense we have "dining

parlour " and " eating parlour," and in London

private houses, " the parlours," applied to the

rooms on the ground floor, one of which might

be the dining room and the other the library.

AVhen, in Mrs. Lirripet^s Lodgiiigit, the Ma-

jor takes " the parlours," this must be taken to

be the rooms on the ground or entrance floor,

as distinguished from the drawing-room at the
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PARODOS
head of the first flight of stairs. (Compare Liv-

ing Room; Reception Room ; Sitting Room.)

B. In a moniistery or nunnery, the room in

which the members of the establishment were

allowed to receive visitors. Such a parlour was
often divided by a grating, to one side of which

the inmates of the monastery or convent were

confined, while the guests were received only on

the other side ; iu this sense, an exact equiva-

lent of the French parloir, which has retained

its original signification of a room especially [tro-

vided fur cunversation.— H. S.

PARODOS. In the ancient Greek theatre,

one of tiie two passages separating the stage from

the cavea, or auditurium, through which the

chorus entered the orchestra, and which ser\'ed

also as entrances for the iniblic. The parcjilos

was sometimes a passageway carried through the

parasrciiiiuii, and sometimes distinct from it.

PARQUET. In a modern theatre, the whole

or a part of the principal floor of the auditorium.

In France, the term has been apijropriated to

the part nearer the stage, but this terra has

been superseded by orchestre. In the United

States the sime change has been made in the

naming of parts, though, perhaps, not univer-

sally. (See Orchftstra^ Parterre; Pit.)

PARQUET CIRCLE. In the United States,

the spare at thr rfur uf the Parquet of a theatre

corresponding in extent approximately to the

parterre, but arranged with seats, and considered

inferior only to the parquet or orchestra. (See

Parterre.)

PARQUETERIE ; PARQUETRY. A mo-
saic of wuudwiirk for flours, composed of Iniril

woods of various colours or grains, tongued and
grooveil together in small pieces, finished flush on

the surface, forming ornamental patterns, gene-

rally with borders, and always highly polished. It

is sometimes composed of thin veneers glued to

canvas, so that it can be put down like a eari)et

;

but properly it is of thicker stock glued tiigetlier

and secured to the under flooring, so as to form

a solid and permanent stnicture.

PARSONAGE ; -HOUSE. The residence

of a parson, that is, uf the man holding a living

as a clergyman of a parish. (See Manse
;

Rectory ; Vicarage.)

PARTERRE. A. The part of the floor of

a theatre lieneath the galleries, often raised so as

to overlook the pit or parquet.

B. A formal portion of a garden, set aside

for flower tieds of ornamental shai)es.

PARTHENON. In Athens, Greece, an octo-

style Doric temple tledicated to the goddess

Atliena. (See fJreecc, .\rchiterture of)

PARTHIAN ARCHITECTURE. That of

the peojjles subjected to the Parthian dynasty,

which lasted for nearly five centuries, from 250
B.C. to 226 A.D., and which, during the reign

of its greatest monarch, Mithridates (163-140
B.C.), extended its empire over 450,000 square
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miles. This does not seem to have been a build-

ing race, and were it not for the discoveries made
by W. K. Lottus at Warka (Ereeh), in Mesopo-

tamia, of various decorative featiu'cs, .such asca])-

itals and friezes ; and for tiie dcscriiitions given

of thetem]ik';;iid jialacccif Al-Hadhr, thirtv miles

north of Mosul, first visited by Dr. Ross and

Ainsworth in 1S35, and by Sir Henry Layard

some ten years later, nothing would have been

known of its architectural work.

The remains of the palace at Al-Hadhr con-

sist of a block 350 feet long, 128 feet deep, and

fnmi 50 to 70 feet high, which is .subdivided

into three great recejition halls or aiwaiis (one

of which forms now the vestibule to a temple at

the back), and four sets of smaller rooms, thiee

in number, one behind the other. The aiwans

measure two of theni 49 feet wide, the third 58
feet, and they occupy the whole depth of the

building. All the halls and rooms are vaulted

with semicircular barrel vaults, and over the

smaller chambers was a second story. The prin-

cipal front faces the east, and the aiwans and

the sets of rooms are entered by arched portals,

that of the largest aiwan lieing 40 feet wide and
60 feet high. The palace is built in the brown-

ish grey limestone of the country, in regular

courses with fine joints. The archivolts of the

portals have two fascias and an outer moulding,

and every alternate voussoir is decorated v ith a

mask in high relief The imposts carrjing the

arches are moulded and carved with acanthus

leave.s. On each of the ])iers between the arched

jjortals is a semidetached shaft (the upjjer part

of which is broken away, so that it is not known
how it was terminated) and on either side of

the northern, the largest aiwan, are two shafts.

Over the entrance door to the temi)le at the

end of the south aiwan is a frieze with the heads

of the sun god in the centre, and, on either side,

doves holding the crescent representing the moon,

liulls' heads, and gritfins. Similar carvings were

found liy Loftus at Warka, together with a large

number of Parthian coins, as also small cajiitals

with busts in the centre, similar to those found

on the voussoirs of the archivolts at Al-Hadhr.

Sir Henry Layard and Fergusson attributed the

palace to the Sas.sanian dynasty, but the temple

with its doorway and frieze is known to have

existed in Hadrian's time. The construction of

the palace is also entirely difterent from Sassa-

nian work. The vaults are semicircular and
not elliptical, like those of the latter ; the ma-
sonry is in regular courses with fine joints,

whereas the Sassanian masonry is of the

coarsest kind, with thick mortar joints, and

was always hiilden mider a layer of stucco
;

and in no Sassanian building is there any Greek

or Roman ornament or sculptiu'e of the kind

found at Al-Hadhr.

The two palaces now forming jiart of the

mosque at Diarbekr, and apparently rebuilt
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PARTING LATH
partly with old materials, are decorated ^vith

columiis, the shafts of some of which are

richly can-ed with ornamental diapers similar

to those found at Warka.

Communications by Dr. Ross and Mr. William
Ainswortli in the ninth and eleventh volumes of
the Royal Geosiaphical Society of London ; the de-
scription, with i>lans and drawings, communicated
to the Royal Institute of British Arcliitects in 1846
and published in the R. I. B. A. Transactions, Vol.
VI., New .Serie.s, as a supplement to a paper read
by R. PhenS Spiers, December 2, 18tH), on Sassa-
nian Architecture ; Prof. Rawlinson"s Sixth
Givtit Monarchy nf the Ancient Eastz-rn IKor/d, the
Parthian ; and Tracels and Ilesearches in Chaldea
and Susiana. with an account of excavations at
Warka, the Erech of Xirarod. by Sir William Ken-
neth Loftus (8vo, London, 18-37).

— E. Phese Spiers.

PARTING LATH. Same as Parting Strip.

PARTING SLIP. In a ca.sed frame, a thin

strip of Wood or metal hung from the top be-

tween the weights to separate them and prevent

their mutual interference. (See Cased Frame,
under Frame.)

PARTING STRIP. Any slender, thin piece,— usually of wood,— to separate and maintain

a slight distance apart two adjoining members.
Specifically, a stiip of wood from f inch to ^
inch wiile, set vertically into or against the

pulley stile of a window frame, to separate the

upper from the lower sash by forming runways
in which they can slide past each other.

CaUed also Parting Bead (which see tmder
Bead ; see also Cased Frame,under Frame).
PARTITION. Originally, any dividing wall.

In modern building, specifically, a wall or simi-

lar structure separating the rooms or other di-

visions of a building. In the United States the

term is almost entirely limited to stntctures of

wood, hollow brick, or the like, as distinguished

from soUd masonrj- ; one of the latter being com-
monly designated as a partition wall, especially

when serving also as a bearing wall. (See Wall.)

Folding Partition. A partition arranged in

sections, each closing on the next, so that a large

apartment may ba readily subdivided and again

opened up, at pleasure.

Rolling Partition. One constructed on the

principle of a rolling shutter (see Shutter)

and serving the purpose de.scribed under Fold-

ing Partition.

Stud Partition. A partition of studs ; cov-

ered usually with lath and plaster.

Trussed Partition. A jjartition constructed

wholly or in part on the principle of a tru-ss, so

as to span an interval without intermediate

supports. Used to relieve a floor of its weight.

PARTY WALL. A wall built on the line

between two pieces of land belonging to ditter-

ent proprietors, the purpose of which is to save

room while providing a wall of sufficient thick-

ness and strength. The building of such a wall

is a matter of agreement between the two
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owners : he who first proposes to build erecting

the wall under this agreement, the other owner

agreeing to pay for his share of it when he puts up
his own Ijuilding, and rests his floor timbers and

roof timl)ers upon the party wall. The custom

and the validity of the agreement has been rec-

ognized liy courts nf law since the Middle Ages.

PARVIS ; PARVISE. A. An open space

in front of a church, usually surrounded by a

balustrade or parapet, often shghtly raised,

where reUgious ceremonies were conducted in

the open air. (Compare Paradisus and Peribo-

los.) The term is little used in England or the

United States, but on the Continent of Europe
is extended to signify the whole of a small

square in front of a large church ; and a house

may be built fronting on the parvis of a cathe-

dral, exactly as, in London, it may front on
" St. Paul's churchyard."

JB. A room or porch connected with the

main entrances of a church ; in this sense used

verv- loosely. — Pv. S.

PARVIS TURRET. A small turret btult

over a church porch ; often occupied as a

liljrary or study.

paschal" CANDLESTICK. A ma.ssive

and sometimes fixed and immovable candlestick,

arranged in a cluirch to receive the Paschal

candle, which is often of great size. In some
Italian churches it is placed near the ambo, and
is treateil architecturally in the same style, as

in the well-known instance of the cathedral of

Ravello, and that in the Basilica of S. Clemente

at Rome.
PASSAGE (I.). A gallery or corridor lead-

ing from one apartment, or suite of apartments,

to another ; or from one building to another, as

in a group of hospital pavilions. More usually

a comparatively narrow and subordinate means
of intercommunication convenient in the service

of a household ; or, in large public buildings,

a private footway giving access to remote parts

of the edifice for cleaning or repairs, as the

gallery made in the thickness of the walls of a

churcli under the nave windows.

PASSAGE (II.). In French and pronounced

in the French way even in English speech, an

avenue or alley connecting two thoroughfares

through the intervening block, accessible to

foot-passengers only. Sometimes covered with

glass and lined with shops. (See Arcade (II.)

;

Galleria : ami c^omjiare WjTid.)

PASSAGE AISLE. An aisle made so

narrow as to serve only as a passageway, .as

from one end to another of a church. Such a

pas.sage allows all the width of the nave to be

used for seats, or to have no more than one pas-

sage, as in the middle. (Cut, ri.js. 7^. 74.)

PASTI (or BASTI), MATTED DE' ;

architect, painter, sculptor, and medalist.

Pasti came from Verona (Italy), and was a

pupil of Pisanello, the painter and medalist.
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PASTICCIO PATENT HAMMER
About 1446 he attached him-

self to the court of Sigisinoiulo

MaLatesta at Rimini, Italy.

The remarkable recunstructiuu

of the church of S. Francesco

at Kimini (il Tenipiu Mala-

testiano), undertaken by Sig-

ismondo, was uiuli)ul)ti'dly

executed under the directiun of

Pasti so far as the interior is

concerned. A letter to him

from Leon Battista Albert! (see

Alberti), dated Nov. 18, 14.54,

indicates that the exterior was
built by Pasti from drawings and

directions sent by Alberti from

Rome. (See Nuti IMattco and

Agostino di Duccio.) As medal-

ist he ranks next to Pisanello.

Miintz, lienaissauce ; Yriarte,

Rimini ; GeymiiUer-Stegman,
Die Arch, der Eeiiaissoncp in

Toscana; Heiss, Les Mklail-
lerirs de la Renaissance.

PASTICCIO; PASTI-
CHE. .1. .\ work of art pni-

duced in deliberate imitation

of another or several others, as

of the works of a master taken

together.

B. Especially, in decorative

art, the modification for trans-

ference to another medium, of

any design. Thus, the cover

of a book may be the pasticcio

of a mosaic ]iavemcnt,

PASTORINI, PASTORI-
NO

;
painter, glass painter ; b.

1508; d. 1592.

Pastoriui was a painter of

Siena, a pupil of Guillaume de

JIarcillat (see Marcillat, Guil-

laume de), who, at his death,

bequeathed to him all his

work. After 1531 he painted

glass in the cathedral of Siena,

and in 1536 restored the win-

dows of the Palazzo Petrucci

(Siena). After 1541 he painted

glass at Rome from cartoons

by Perino del Vaga(see Buonac-

corsi. P.).

Muntz, GniUnnme de 3Iar-

cillat.

PASTRY ROOM. A room

in tlie service part of a dwelling

or hotel appropriated especially

to the making of pastry, and

furnished generally with marble

slabs fur the nijlin!:; of ddugh.

PATENT HAMMER. A

a 3

51
w s
a i:
a. -i.

J a

<

hammer used I grooves. Its head consists

to dress stone by cutting series of short parallel
|
together by bolts, and adju
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PATENr LIGHT
;iiiil spac-iii.tr, tlie scries being parallel with the

luuuUr. Ciillrd also Patent Axe.

Patent Hammek.

PATENT LIGHT. Same as Pavement
Light or ^'ault Light (which see under Light).

PATERA. The representation of a flat,

round dish or disk, generally more or less dec-

orated in low relief, to ornament a panel, frieze,

etc. The term is improperly extended to rosettes

and other approximately circular embellishments

beiriiig no rt'seniblaiice to disks or dishes.

PATERNOSTER. An astragal, bagnet, or

any small round mordding cut in the form of

beads, like a rosary or chaplet. A moulding so

cut is also called a pearl moulding or bead
moulding. '

PATIENCE. Same as Miserere.

PATINA. A. The incrustation formed on

bronze by natural or artificial means. Those

found originally on ancient bronzes are so

admired that they have been imitated by vari-

ous processes.

B. By extension, the surface of any work of

fine or decorative art, supposed to be the result

of time, and, therefore, greatly admired by
students. Thus, an ancient carving in wood,

supposed to have its original patina, is worth

many times the value of one which has been

cleaned by potash and repolished.

PATIO. In Spain, and Spanish-American

countries, an open court, partly or wholly sur-

rounded by the house, but appr(5ached directly

from without by a door or gateway which is

frequently under the upper stories of the house.

(See Court ; Porte Cochere.)

PATROL HOUSE. In the United States,

a building for housing the apparatus, horses,

and men constituting a fire i)atrol ; a uniformed

force maintained by insurance companies, whose
business it is to attend conflagrations and pre-

serve the building and contents as far as possi-

ble from damage by fire, or by water, or the

operations of firemen, and from theft.

PATRYNGTON, ROBERT DE ; architect.

January '), 13GS, he was ajijiointed master

mason of York Cathedral (England) and built

a great portion of the present choir. He suc-

ceeded W. de Hoton (see Hoton, W. de) and
was himself succeeded by Hugo Hedou.

Browne, York Cathedral.
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PAULUS
PATTE. PIERRE; architect and engraver;

b. Jan. 3, 1723; d. 1812.

Patte appeared first as a critic, especially

attacking the design of Soufilot (see Soufflot)

for the Pantlieon (Paris), on account of the

weakness of tlie piers supporting the dome.

He erected numerous unimportant buildings,

but is best known Ijy his published works. He
continued the Coins (VArchitecture of Jacques

Francois Blondel (see Blondel, J. F.), and

l)ublished independently Discoin'S siir PArchi-

tecture (Paris, 185-i, 8vo); £tudessur FArchi-

tecture en France et en Italie (Paris, 1755,

20 pis.) ; Essai sur VArchitecture Tliidtrale

(Paris, 1782), etc.

IVouveUe hiographie generate ; hance, Diction-

naire.

PATTEN. A. A stand or movable sup-

jiort, upon a number of which a buikling can

be set witliout other foundation and without

breaking the ground. In English law this was

held to remove the building from the class oi'

realty and, therefore, from the number of im-

provements which remain for the benefit of tlie

owner.— (A. P. S.)

B. A stand, support, or foot ; a term used

loosely and without accurate signification in

English. Thus, one authority uses it for the

stand or foot of a weathercock ; another for the

base course of a wall, or the sill of a timber

frame.

PATTERN. ^1. A model made in some

easily worked nuiterial, like wood or plaster, to

serve as a guide in respect to form and dimen-

sions in the laying out of any piece of work

in building requiring accuracy, or to facilitate

correctness of outline in stonecutting or stucco

work or carpentry ; especially to preserve and se-

cure uniformity in continuous work like mould-

ings ; to serve as a matrix in casting in plaster,

metal, or clay ; or to secure correctness of repe-

tition in all kinds of stamped and stencil work.

The making of patterns for castings and for

stonecutting constitutes a special trade, requir-

ing unusual intelligence and special training.

B. A design, considered as a unit, of which

an idea can be given by a fragment ; as a

diaper pattern, or sprinkled pattern ; or, more

in detail, a fleur-de-lis pattern.

PAULUS : architect and mosaicist.

He made the altars, pavement, and mosaics

of the cathedral of Ferentino, Italy (1106-

1110), and a pavement in the Vatican gardens,

which is supposed to have come from the first

basilica of S. Peter on the Vatican Hill. He
probably built the cathedral of Ferentino, Italy.

An altar in the church of S. Lorenzo at Terra

di Cave, near Rome, bears his name and the

date 1093.

A. L. Frothingham, Jr., Roman Artists in the

Middle Aiits.
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PAUSANIAS PEDESTAL
PAUSANIAS ; traveller and liistorian.

Whatever is known of Pau.sanias is gathered

from his Avritings. He was a contemporary of

Hadrian, wlio died in l.'?.S A.D., and w;is the

author of the famous Dcscnption of Greece,

an itinerary in ten books, which contains a de-

scription of Corinth, Laconia, Messenia, Elis,

Achaia, Arcadia, Bceotia, and Phocis. It is

evident from his works that he travelled widely

beyond the limits of Greece and Ionia. He
itescribes a tomb in Jerusalem, saw the pyra-

mids in Egypt, and visited the cities of Cam-
pania and Rome. Pausanias was writing his

fifth book in 174 a.d.

Introduction to Frazer's Translation of Pansn-
•nias's Dfscriptinn of (rveece ; Smith, Dictionary

of Biography and Mythology.

PAVEMENT. Primarily, a covering of

re:d or artihcial stoue or tile laid over the sur-

face of a street, road, or the like. Hence, by
extension, a floor covering of concrete, marble,

mosaic, tile, or the like. In this sense, applied

•only to large and important floors in public

halls, corridors, etc. Thus, we speak of tlie

mosaic pavement of a church, but the mosaic

floor of a vestibule.

Pebble Pavement. A ]5avement formed of

clo-icly set water-iiiunded ]icbbles, smaller than

cobbles, used for light service as in courtyards

and gardens ; often the natural contrasts of

colour in these pebbles were used to form pat-

terns in a sort of coar.se mosaic. This practice

was common in the forecourts or doorway courts

of mansions of the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries.

Venetiaai Pavement. Same as Terrazzo

Veneziauu.

PAVEMENT LIGHT. Heavy glass set in

.a pavement tn convey light to a cellar room or

vault beneath ; hence, usually, the same as

Vault Light (which .see under Light).

PAVILION. A. Originally, a tent or mova-

ble lialiitation.

B. A building more or less dependent on a

larger or principal building, as a summer house
;

more especially, a dependent residential build-

ing.

C. A central, flanking, or intermediate pro-

jecting subilivision of a monumental building

•or facade, accented architecturally by more elalio-

rate decoration, or by greater height and dis-

tinction of sky line, as in the pavilions of the

Louvre in Paris. In this sense the term is

used for a department, or group of wards, of a

large jmlilir institution, as a hospital.

PAVING. A. The process of laying a pave-

ment.

B. Same as pavement.

C. Paviiii: material in general.

PAVONAZETTO. Same as Pavonazetto

Jklarble, under Marble.
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PAX ROMANA. The Ri.man Peace. The
contra.st between the distracted and devastated

condition of the ancient world and the ])eace

brought to it at the licginning of the reign of

Augustus IimI to identifying j.'cace anil prosperity

with Rome. Hence the term Pa.K Komana,
which was current even after the fall of the

Emjjire. Contemporary with Horace's Carmen
fSceculare, and the first monument by which
this fact is coinmemorateil is the Altar of Peace of

Augustus (Ara Pacis), erected 13-9 b.c:. in Rome
by tlie Senate, and one of the most notable

works of combined .sculpture and architecture of

the reign of Augustus. The altar itself .stood

on a iilatform enclosed by a rectangular ])arapet

about i metres high, formed of slabs carved

on both side.s. The basement and architrave

brought the total height to over 6 metres.

The slabs were arranged in two lines— a lower

one with a decoration of vines and flowers inter-

mingled witii birds, aud an upper one with a

sacrificial processicni iieadeil by Augu.stus and his

family, in evident imitation of the Parthenon

frieze. Both the figures and the bold, yet deli-

cate, ornamentation are among the best products

of Greco-Roman art. The ornamentation of the

Portico of Octavia and the Baths of Agrippa
may be compared with this. In the interior,

groups of jiilasters connected by festoons hang-

ing on bucranes SH]>port an architrave. In a

niche or cvdicitla o]ji)osite the one door apjjar-

ently stood the figure of the Earth (Terra).

Compare this entire idea with the early Pelasgic

idea of out-of-door worship, of which it seems a

survival. Other monumental altars were erected

as centres of national worship under Augustus,

for Gaul at Lyons and for Spain on the north-

west coast.— Arthur L. Frothinoham, .Jii.

PAXTON. SIR JOSEPH ; land.scape gar-

dener and arrhiteet ; b. Aug. 3, 1801 ; d. 1865.

The son of a tanner, in 1823 he entered the

service of the Horticultural Society, which had

leased the gardens at Chiswick (England) from

the Duke of Devonshire. In 1826 he was ap-

pointed by the Duke superintendent of the

Gardens of Chatsworth. In 1836-1840 he built

the gi'eat conservatory at Chatsworth. Paxton

built the Crystal Palace of the great Exhibition

of 18.51, on the principle of a very large green-

house, and deserves the credit of the bold

innovation. He was knighted in 18-31. He
designed several important buildings and ]iub-

lished many works on botany and gardening.

Stephen-Lee, Dictionary of Xational Bimi-
rapliy.

PAZZI CHAPEL. (See Capella dei Pazzi.)

PECKY. Shewing the first symptoms of

decay, said <>( timber

PEDESTAL. A substructure U]ion which a

column, a statue, a memorial shaft, or the like,

is elevated. It consists in Roman architecture

and its derivatives of a base or foot, a die or



PEDIMENT
dado, and a suvbasc, cornice, or cap ; and in

classic architecture is subject to especial canons

of proportion in relation to the coluuui or pilas-

ter which it supports. A continuous pedestal

is called a Podium. The term is commonly ex-

tended to a similar feature interjiosed at long

intervals of a balustrade, even when not sup-

porting a vase or the like.

PEDIMENT. The low triangular gable fol-

lowing the roof slopes over the front and rear of

a classic building. It is coped by a cornice

of the same section as that of the entablature,

and in jiart mitring with it. The triangular

tym]ianuni was the Held in which was displayed

typical sculpture in high relief or detached. In

the neoclassic styles the i)ediment was often

given a segmental or more elaborate form,

instead of triangular. It was also used to

crown subordinate features, such as doors and

windows, and in such cases often called Fronton.

(Compare Coronet.)

PEDIMENTAL. Relating to, or of the

nature of, a pediment ; founil on a pediment

;

designed to be used on a pt'diment ; thus the

Niobe Group in the Uffizi Gallery is pedimental

sculiiture.

PEDIMENTED. Provided with a pedi-

ment ; constructed in the form of a pediment.

A pedimented gable is a gable of which the foot

of the coping or cornice is connected with the

opposite foot by a horizontal string course, thus,

in a measure, recalling the classic original.

PEDRO DE COMA (or CESCOMES) ;

architect.

According to an inscription on the wall of the

presbytery of the cathedral of Lerida, Sjiain,

Pedro was architect of that cathedral in 1 '203.

Viuaza, Adicinnes al Diccioitario historko.

PEEL : PEEL TOWER. (See Pele.)

PEEN CHECK. (See under Check.)

PEEN JOINT. (See under Joint.)

PELA. (See Lamberti, Niccolo di Piero.)

PELASGIC ARCHITECTURE ; BUILD-
ING. In the ancient pre-Hellenic world, a

third style beside the two styles of architecture

current in the valleys of the Nile and Euphrates.

This was less advanced and less differentiated

artistically, but was diffused over a for wider

territory and adopted by a greater variety of

peoples. It ruled the eastern and northern

shores of the Mediterranean and all its islands.

The bvdk of the early population of this region

was called Pelasgian by the Greeks, and a part

of it was termed by the other Eastern nations

Hittite (see Hittite Architecture). Abundant
traces of this people are found even in Egypt.

These Pelasgic tribes occupied Armenia and

northeni Syria, colonized Cyprus, Crete, and

other islands, making their headquarters in

Crete between 2500 and 2000 B.C., and advanc-

ing on the one side through Asia Minor, and on

the other through Greece and Italy, of which
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they occupied the greater part. Their art in-

cluded the styles known as "^Egean," "Pre-

j\Iycen;ean," " Mycenaean, " " Post-Myceniean,"

and "Homeric," as well as "Early Hittite."

The substantial identity everywhere of the cul-

ture of these emigrants, although all were not

of the same blood, is shown by archieological as

well as architectural remains. Even after their

political power had been broken— in Asia by
the Shemites (especially the Assyrians) and
Avians ; in Greek lands by the Dorians ; in Italy

by the Etruscans and Hellenes— their archi-

tectural traditions were so firndy established

that their style was long perpetuated. In Italy

the tribes of Pelasgic blood, such as Sabines and

Latins, retained their autonomy the latest, and

here also did the style continue longest. It is

impressive in its massive gi'andeur and rugged

simplicity, and in the way its monuments are

adapted to the picturesque natural sites and
become a part, almost, of nature.

The Orient. Never having been excavated,

the Pelasgic cities of Asia Minor and Syria are

still almost unknown, excepting Troy, whose
" Sixth " city (see Grecian Architecture) repre-

sents the highest local development of the

Pela.sgic style. At the opposite end of Asia

Minor the ijrovince of Cappadocia has the Hit-

tite capital Boghaz Koi, and other cities which

flourished from about 2.500 B.C., and have been

made better known by Perrot and later by

Chantre. Nearly every province in Asia Minor
shows works of this early architecture. Caria

has them at Assarlik and BIyndus, — the latter

of very jirimitive Cyclopean style, and Assarlik,

remarkable for its tombs with dromos. In

Lycia are the ruins of Pinara and of Pidna, with

interesting series of square towers. In Lydia

are the tombs of Sardes, especially the royal

tomb of Alyattes, which rivalleil the pyramids

in circuit and height. Phrygia has fortresses

at Pishunsli-Kaleh, and a great variety of sacred

and secular ruins of early date and great renown

on and about !Mt. Sii^ylos between Smyrna and

Magnesia. It only requires excavations to make
evident the monumental importance of this

region for the pre-Hellenic age.

Farther east was the Hittite confederacy of

Syria. Hazar, in Galilee, is a fine example of

its architecture previous to the Hebrew occupa-

'tion. Military architecture w-as even more

highly developed than in Asia IMincn-, owing to

the constant danger from Egypt and Meso|io-

tamia.

Islands. Pelasgic architecture was thor-

oughly diffused throughout the islands between

Asia i\Iinor and Syria and Greece, even in the

smallest. It is singular that Cypnis, so soon

colonized and so highly civilized, has furnished

so little early architecture. At Melos the Eng-

lish school has been luiearthing jirimitive private

and sacred architecture. But it is Crete which
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PBLASGIC ARCHITECTURE
furnishes the earliest and most numerous series.

Gortyna and Knossos, its greatest centres,

Prajsos, Goulas-Lato, Itanos, Priansos, Phiestos,

Axos, Eleutherna, and a host more of the luui-

dred walleil cities mentioned by Homer, form

such closely packed and, luitil now, practically

untouched groups, with extensive riiins, as to

show that here more than in any other part of

the Pelasgic workl lies the key to this civiliza-

tion. Already the excavations of 1900 have

begun to prove tliis fact.

Greece. Tradition points to Thessaly and
Arcadia as the great early Pelasgic centres in

Greece; but the primitive ruins of Cyclopean

and polygonal cities, especially numerous in the

north, have been only superficially explored.

The majority of discoveries have been on the

famous sites of Argolis, such as Tiryns, Mycenfe,

Argos, Mideia, Vaphio. In central Gr;ece the

stnictures of Arne (Lake Copais) are the most
monumental ; while Attica is ever growing in

importance as a late Pelasgic centre (Sparta,

IMcnidi, Tlioricos, Athens, and several necropoli).

Itabj. Pelasgic ruins are not found in Pied-

mont, Liguria, Lombardy, Venetia, Emilia, or

Upper Tuscany ; in fact, not north of a line

drawn from Leghorn across to Ancona. But
in most of lower Tuscany, L"fmbria, Latium,

Abnizzi, Campania, Apulia, Basilicata, Calabria,

and Sicily their cities abound, over one hundred

having been located. Of these Sicily and Cam-
pania are least prolific ; Calabria and Basilicata

leiwit explored. South Tuscany and Latium are

best known. We do not know in what relation

these early tribes stood either to the Hellenes

who displaced them on the south or to the

Etruscans who occupied many of tlie important

northern cities. (For separate sites, see Italy,

Architecture of)

Mecjulitliic. The megalithic constructions

of the Balearic Isles, of Sardinia, Malta, Gozo,

Calabria, are to some extent a branch of Pelasgic,

especially of Cyclopean, construction. The simi-

larity between the sacred edifices of Malta and

Crete is especially striking. (See Mediterranean

Islands.)

Classen of Jlon uraents. The kinds of monu-
ments thus far discovered are: (1) citadels

(.see Acropolis)
; (2) city walls with their towers,

bastions, and gates
; (3) palaces of local rulers,

one in each city; (4) temples and shrines,

sometimes as palace chapels, sometimes as sepa-

rate structures
; (.5) private houses, eitlier of

gi-andees (villas) or of modest dimensions

;

(6) subterranean vaulted chambers and passages,

used either as tombs, treasure houses, cisterns,

annexes, or in connection with .sally ports;

(7) forts, bridges, and other works of engineer-

ing
; (8) small detached settlements, farms,

villas.

General Character of Pelasgic Art. While

in architecture there is practical unity of style,
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in other branches of art there is a great diversity.

Cretan discoveries show that there during

both the pre-Mycen;ean Age (12th Egyptian

Dynasty) and the Mycenwan Age (18th

Egyptian Dyiuisty) extraonlinaiy perfection was
reached in decorative work and other accessories

— in fresco painting, stuccoes, sculptures, stone

and terra cotta ware. In realism this art sur-

passed contemporary work in Egypt and Baby-
lonia. While Troy lags far behind, the art of

]\Iycen» and the rest of Argolis almost equals

tiie earlier art of Knossos. Every trace of it

vanished in the later Pelasgic art of Italy, where

only the style of architecture remains unchanged.

Materials. The preference for heavy stone

construction is universal. However, crude

brick was extensively used in Syria, Cappadocia,

and Greece, though apparently not in Italy ; its

use was confined to inside buildings, shrines,

palaces, etc., and its disintegration accounts for

much of the disappearance of architectural de-

tail. Varieties of limestone were preferred by
the builders to the softer stones that required

much tooling. For decorative details it is

probable that wood, at times with metal siieath-

ing, was often used, for example in colunnis.

Architectural Forms. There is a great

variation according to period. Spaces were

covered in two ways ; either by wooden beams
or by stone slabs. The palaces and houses un-

doubtedly used the lighter forms ; even the

lintels of the doors and the window frames were

wooden architraves. The earliest city gates

were spanned by wooden beams. When stone

was used in the gateways four forms occur

:

(1) the plane architrave of a long single stone
;

(2) the triangle, either built up from projecting

courses, or formed by sloping jambs; (3) the

middle form in which the narrower summit is

crossed by an architrave ; and finally (4) the

true arch, seldom found and comparatively late

(Boghaz Koi, Ferentino). These various forms

are also used in subterranean and open galleries

(Tiryns). The true arch, requiring careful

tooling and fitting, was hardly ever used except

with dift'erent materials from those of the Cyclo-

pean or even the polygonal work. For example,

the bridge at Cora (Latium) is entirely polyg-

onal except for the single bold arch, which is of

the same material and opus quadratuni as the

double gateway of Ferentino. The use of vaulted

chambers was common everywhere. They are

used as cisterns, storerooms, and tombs (see

Tholos ; Tomb). The earliest chambers are

both rectangular and circular ; if rectangidar

they are covered by course masonry, each course

projecting and being either left square or cham-

fered ; if circular they are covered with a dome
in the same fashion, which thus takes an ex-

tremely pointed outline. In this way the form

of the pointed arch and vault is reached, though

not the construction. Slultitudes of these struc-
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tures are found in couueetion with all Pelasgic

cities ami iiecropoli. It is in them that we
have, until the present Cretan discoveries, been

best able to study the details of refined Pelasgic

construction and decoratinn. The most lamous

are the " royal " tombs tif Mycense and the tholos

at Orchomenos : the door with its lions and

cohunns at the former and tlic carved ceding of

the latter are thus far unii|iie in their class.

Proto-Doric columns have also been found in

Crete by Dr. E\ans. The type of tiie megaron,

or palace hall, is sometimes witii supporting

columns (<'.;/. Troy), but the use of the column

seems never to have become characteristic or

common.
Cities. Peliisgic cities were usually built on

naturally strong hills (exceptions, at Tiryns,

Boghaz Koi), and were defended by a fortress

or acropolis. In Greece, the fortified city is

much sniaUcr in extent than in Crete or Italy.

The enceintes of Troy, Tiryns, and Myceme
could all be placed within the circuit of Norba's

walls, and two Norbas could find room witiiin

Vetulonia, five miles in circuit. In Asia Minor

and Greece, the main structure inside the aeroi>

olis was the royal palace. In Crete and Italy,

with larger circuits there were usually two
monumental centres— sacred and secular—
placed wherever possible on two hills, like the

Capitoline and Palatine at Rome. The origin

of the city may be found in Crete, where small

separate forts were first grouped together, and

sometimes within a single wall for common
defence. Then, a-s in a great city like Goulas-

Lato or Praesos, there are only three forts within

the common enclosure. There were usually

several encircUng city walls ; sometimes con-

centric, sometimes intersecting, but never more

than three. The walls were defended by pro-

jecting circular or rectangular towers at the

gates or accessible points. The gates tiiem-

selves are often deep and double with a court

and were supplemented by posterns connected

with the interior by long vaulted passages

(Boghaz Koi, Norba, Alatri, Ferentino). Broad,

well-gruled roads, with hea^-y retaining walls,

led up to the gates and connected the network

of cities. They were protected at intervals by

forts. In plan, these cities are an irregular

oval, iliifering essentially from the prehistoric

terremare, and the Etruscan cities which use a

square plan, with two main .streets at right

angles like the Roman camp. In Italy there

is one city where the lines of streets and side-

walks, different classes of buildings, water

supply and drainage, grading system in ter-

races with huge retaining walls, plan of houses

and temples, can be studied : this is Norba in

Latium, recently surveyed by the writer for

the American School of Classical Studies in

Rome. Similar work with excavations is being

commenced in Crete by the English, French,
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and Italian arch;eologists. For northern Syria,

the Germans have uncovered a typical Hittite

city at Sendjirli, which has two circular circuit

walls with a hundred small towers and three

gateways, some of them decorated with monu-
mental sculptures.

In Crete, the city of Goulas-Lato is even
better preserved than Norba and is of far

earlier date. There still remain the great gate,

and its approach and outworks, the entire city

wall with its ramjjs and towers, the retaining

walls of terraces, with stone houses and palaces

often jjreserved to a height of 6 feet, with

pavements and door jambs in place. It is now
being sun-eyed, and will probably be excavated

by the French. Thus far, Knossos has yielded

the best results, although the English explorers,

Evans and Hogarth, have had only one cam-
paign of work. The great Palace of jMinos has

been found to be sacred to Zeus of the Double

Axe (Labrys ; hence Labyrinth, which see) and
to be the famous Cretan Labyrinth. The rela-

tions with Egypt are jiroved by a statuette of

the 12th Egyptian dynasty. There are earlier

stages of the palace below the level now being

excavated, wiiich may date from about 2000
B.C. The stonework of the chambers and

passages is coated with gj'psum, and either

frescoed or decorated with painted reliefs. This

great royal residence of the ruler of the island

was not defended bj' any fortress. It lay, sur-

rounded by the buildings of the city, which

reached up to it from the lower level on terraces
;

some are villas of considerable extent, enclosed

by heavy walls, in jiart even earlier than the

palace (pre-Myeentean).

Styles of Construction. Certain common
traits may have been developed before the emigra-

tions. For example, the so-called "Cyclopean"
construction, before the introduction of metal

tools for quarrying and dressing stone ; also the

use of bricks (especially sun-dried), adopted

from the Babylonians and used in early Hittite,

Trojan, and Myceniean palaces, thougii not for

main outer walls of acropolis, city, etc. The
distincti(jns tliat arose in various countries were

due: (1) to racial differences; (2) to local

material
; (3) to individual development.

The methods of wall constmction can be

roughlj' classified as follows: (1) Cyclopean, of

large unhewn blocks as they come from quarry,

the crevices being filled either with chips or a

smear of mud or cement
; (2) horizontal scales,

also unhewn, in rough courses of small material

;

(3) polygonal blocks dressed only where not

exposed
; (4) squared blocks dressed in same

fashion
; (5) polygonal blocks, and (6) squared

blocks, both dressed on exposed as well as on

other faces. There are many subvarieties.

Roughly speaking, these categories follow in

the chronological order indicated. Still, even

when the Cyclopean blocks were used, there was
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a difference made between the outer and inner

walls : the teiuenos and palace walls being of

stones of medium size, and fairly uniform and
regular shape, thus leading to irregidar horizon-

tal courses. Later, when the wooden wedges,

by which the Cyclopean blocks and horizontal

scales had been quarried and made ready for

use, had been supplemented by metal imple-

ments, which allowed of squaring and facing the

blocks, tlie older and easier rough methods were

continued in the outer walls, while tiie ])alace

walls, sanctuaries, tombs, treasuries, cisterns,

and the like were constructed of tooled stones,

sometimes polygonal, but more often in hori-

zontal courses, because this was the most
convenient in short wall spaces, broken by
openings. It is a mistake to suppose that tlie

use of tooled polygons is earlier than that of

similarly tooled course construction, for polyg-

onal walls continued in use until long after

Pelasgic artistic traditions had be-

come obsolete. The famous polygo-

nal wall at Delphi (sixth century)

is unique for its archaistie use of

sinuous lines, and the polygonal

wall at Eretria is even later. In

Asia ]\Iinor the transition to the

opus isodomiim is siiown in such

course construction with oblique

joints as the walls of Isionda in

Pamphylia. Arcliaistic use of

polygonal above with opus iso-

duninia is shown at Cnidus, in

Lycia and Akarnania, and even

earlier in the fortifications with

curved towers near lasus ; whils

it occurs in Batium as late as the

close of the Roman Rp])nblic. Of
genuine early pulygonal masonry,

the finest exani|)les in Italy are

the citadel of Alatri and the walls

of Segni, Norba, and Ferentino,

dating probably between 1000 and 600 B.C.— Arthur L. Frothingham, Jr.

Schliemann, Ilios, Troja, Mykence, Tiryns

;

Schuchhardt. ScliUi'>iiaiiii.\i Excavations, etc.;

Perrot and Chipiez, Histoire de VArt dans VAn-
tiquite ; Chantre, Ernest, in Xouvelles Archives dcs
Missions scicntirifjucs (Vol. VII., 1897) ; Papers
in Arch8eoloi;ical Periodicals, as the American
Journal of Archa-uluri)/.

PELE : PELE TOWER. Along the Scotch

and Englisii binder, a small fortified tower or

keep, common from the early Miildle Ages to

the seventeenth century. It was the manor
house of those districts, and as such formed a

place of refuge for tenants and neighbours.

PELLEVOISIN (PELLEVOYSIN), GUIL-
LAUME; arciiitcct ; b. IHI.

Dec. 31, 1.506, he was chosen to constmct

the new tower of the cathedral of Bourges,

France, under the direction of Nicholas Byard
and Jean Chesueau, and in 1515 was made
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sole director of the works at tiie cathedral. In

I52"2 he rebuilt the Hotel Dieu at Bourge.s.

Cheiiniviferes, Archives de VArt frani;ais.

PELOURINHO. A monument erected in a

public .square of a Portuguese city as a sign that

the cor])oration has been invested with munici-

pal rights ; it lias usually the form of a decora-

tive eohunn standing on a platform.

PEN. An instrument for drawing or writing

with iidc or other coloiuvd Huid.

Bow Pen. (See Bow t'omjiass, under Com-
pass. )

Compass Pen. A )>en made like a ruling

pen and fitted to a pair of compasses, for de-

scribing circles in ink. (See Compass; Draw-
ing Pen, lielow.)

Dotting Pen. (See Drawing Pen, S, below.)

Drawing Pen. Any pen for use in draw-
ing ; specifically :

—
A. A metal pen of the usual form, Init gen-

Pele Tower, on the Ejjolish anti Scottish Border: Aydon
Hall. Kortul.muekla.\d.

The undefended doorways opened into the base-court, of which the Wv^h wall is

now destroyed.

erally harder, and having a sharper point, for

free-liand drawing. (See Crowquill.)

B. An instrument for ruling lines in me-
chanical drawing when guided by the edge of a
square, curve, or the like. In its most common
form it has two thin, elastic, metal blades, fixed

face to face in a handle, of whicii they form the

prolongation. The Iiladcs are piecisely the same
in shape, and have exactly corre-:])on<liiig roiuided

IJoints, between which the ink is retained by cap-

illary attraction. The distance between the

points can be adjusted by means of a screw,

which thus regulates the thicknes.s of the line

to be dra\vn.

A double drawing pen has two pairs of such
blades, with a thii'd screw, by which the two
pairs may be adjusted, so that two parallel lines

may be drawn at a given distance apart.

A dotting pen has, between the points of the

blades, a small wheel, the circumference of which
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is indented at intervals, so tliat, when travelling

over the pa]ier, it will describe an interrupted,

broken, or dotted line.

Lining Pen. Same as Drawing Pen, £.
Railroad Pen. A double drawing pen for

describing two parallel lines, and used for draw-

ing railroad tracks. (See Drawing Pen, B.)

Right Line Pen ; Ruling Pen. Same as

Drawing Pen (7>i, above.

PENARIA. In Koraan antiipiity, a store-

room ; or, as some modern writers think, a small

and unimportant sleeping room opening on a

court.

PENCIL. A. A small brush for writing or

painting, such as, in European countries, are

made of camel'-s-hair, sable fur, and the like, and,

in the East, of ditierent vegetable fibres.

B. A piece of lead, plumbago, chalk, or other

somewhat hard substance, by which a mark can

Pendant: Window Headcct into Resembl.ince
OF Two Arches, with Pendant instead of
MULLION.

he made, whether set in a wooden case or a metal

holder, or not.

PENCIL (v. t.). A. To produce or describe

(as a line ) with a pencil.

B. To paint, or otherwise embellish, by means
of a pencil ; thus, joints in brickwork are often

pencilled in white.

PEND. In Scotland, an arched roof of ma-
sonr)', not groined ; hence, a vaulted or arched

passage through a block of buildings. In the

latter sense sometimes in the plural, as the

Pends.

PENDANT: PENDENT. A. Anciently,

a pendentive.

B. A fixed hanging ornament, frequently,

richly sculptured ; u-sually the projecting lower

end of a member or a piece of construction, as

the bottom of a newel below a ceiling, or the

PENDENTIVE
bottom of a keystone, or

the end of a post of a

roof truss extended be-

low the tie beam.

C. A hanging orna-

mental object of any
sort; ajjplied loosely to

hanging lamps and lan-

terns (see also Corona),

votive offerings in

churches, and the like.

PENDENTIVE. ^1.

A piece of masonry con-

struction for filling in

the space in the re-

entrant angle of two
walls, beginning with a

point or line at the bot-

tom, and forming a con-

tinuous, more or less

triangidar surface sloping or curving outward

as it rises, until it ends at the top in an arc

Pendant of Fan
Vavlting : Henry
the Seventh's
Chapel, Westmin-
ster : A.D. 1510.

PEND.iNT, 17th Century, at Schloss Kalmar,
Sweden.

of a horizontal circle or a straight line, in order

that a square or polygonal room may be covered

by a cujx/la of circular plan or having more

sides than the room. The simplest and typical

Pendentive, Fig

form is the Byzantine, or spherical, pendentive,

Fig. 1, the surface of which is part of a sphere
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whose diameter is the diagonal of tlie square

to be covered. This half square, or cupola, is

suiijiosed to be intersected

by fijur equal barrel vaults

wliose diameter or cliord is

the side of the square, or liy

four vertical jilanes, and by
a horizontal jdane tangent

to the tops of the resulting

semicircles. What is then

left of the surface of the

spliere makes the surface of

four pendentives, intended to

carry a smaller cupola whose
diameter is that of the square

to be covered, Fig. 2. As
the pendentive is most com-

monly liuilt in tlie spandrels of large arches,

which pierce the walls of the room to be cov-

ered, so it quite conunonly starts at a point

above the springing line of its s\ipporting arches,

in which case its suri^ice is part of a sphere

whose diameter is greater tlian the diagonal of

the square. It may also start from a line or a

small circular arc, instead of a point, the cor-

ners of tlie square being cut oft', as often occurs

in Renaissance buildings, the diameter of the

sphere being then less than the diagonal of the

square.

It is evident that by means of spherical jien-

dentives a dome may cover not only a stjuare,

Pendkntive,
Fig. 2.

PLAN

Pbndentive, Fig. 5.

but a triangle or a polygon of any number of

sides, or a rectangle, and examples of hexago-

nal, octagonal, and sixteen sided occur. There

is a peculiar form. Fig. 5, in the baths of Cara-

calla, Rome, in tlie angles of an octagon, faced

with brick, and doubtless once plastered over or

covered with marble. It starts with two straight

lines, at an angle of 13.5°, which, as they rise to

describe the surface, become curved, obliterate

the angle, and merge into an arc of 4.5° at the

top. In the case of a rectangle which is not

a square there are two methods of forming the

pendentive. In tlie first, Fig. G, the intersect-

ing vaults are in pairs of different diameters,
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and the pendentives are run together above the

ridges of the smaller vaults, and continued so

up to the level of the ridge

of the larger, the diame-

ter of the covering dome
being then that of the

.smaller. In the second,

the side, or narrower,

vaults are stilted so that

their crowns are level with

those of the main, or

larger. The origin of the

pendentive which we call

Byzantine is not clear.

Tliere are apparently one

or two Roman examples

of it, as in the temple of

Minerva Medica, Rome

;

but it is quite certain that its general use occurs

first in the early Christian architecture of the

East, whence it spread to tlie West. It is veiy

rarely found in the Gothic jieriod, but is com-

mon in the Renaissance. For a fuller discus-

sion of the forms see Sir Gilbert Scott's Lec-

tures on Medicnval ^
Architecture, Vol.

II., and Viollet-le-

Duc's Dictionnaire

Kaisonne,

B. Less accurate-

ly, any device for

making tlie transi-

tion, internally, from

the corner of a .square

or polygon to a

Pendentive,
Fig. IJ.

Pendentive, Fig. 7.

straiglit line above across the angle, in order to

cari-y an octagonal vault or a spire, or as pre-

paratory to a cinde which shall carry a dome.

The forms are various, and will lie best under-

stood if arranged as far as practicable in geo-

metrical order.

Pendentive, Fig. 8.

A lintel, or several lintels, laid across the an-

gle. Figs. 7, 8. Common in tombs in India,
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forming an octagon, sui-niimiited by a sixteen-

sided polygon, wliifli carries a cone.

Corbel courses,

rT~'—
I I

—
'—T^-^ Fig. 9. Common in

~~-J—

'

'

' ri - England as the sup-

port of the four non-

cardinal sides of a

square tower which
has to carry a spire.

A solid with a
pkitie surface. Fig.

10, part of an in-

verted pyramid. An
early example occurs

at Latakieh, carrying a dome. (De Vogiii^,

Syrie Centrale, Vol. I, p. 76.)

PENDENTIVB

Pexdentive, Fig. 9. PENDEXTrvE, Fig. 17. Pendextive, Fig. 18.

Fig. 13 is a part of a cone, fan-shaped, spheri-

cal, or spheroidal. Fig. 14, domical, S. Julia,

Pendentive, Fig. 10. Pe.ndentive, Fig. 11. Pexdextite, Fig. 12.

A solid with a ci/Undrical surface, Fig. 11,
Spoleto.

A solid with a conical surface. Fig. 12 shows

Brescia. Fig. 1.5, domical, theoretically a vari-

ation on the preceding made by carrying up
the walls until they intersect the half dome,
but really an earlier form. Fig. 16, with a

pendentivb, fig. 13. "v plan

Pendentive, Fig. 14.

Pendentivk, Fig. 16.

the half of a right cone. Very common in

French Eomanesque, and kno\^^l as a trompe.
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Pendentive, Fig. 15.

segmental dome. Fig. 17, fan-shaped, from
Limburg Abbey. The form, starting from a
point, is common in French Romanesque.
Fig. 18, cell-shaped, developed from Fig. 14.
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Fiy. I'J, :i transitional

fonn, bi'ginnini; at tlie

spring as a itonical,

and passing into a

doniical surface. It is

quite (• om m on in

French Konumesque.

Fig. 20, a barrel vault.

A Byzantine form.

Common in Saracenic

architecture, but the construction i.s obscured

liv stalactites or lioneycomb ornamentation.

Pendentive, Fig. 19.

JZ

/ PLAN

Pendextive, Fici. 20.

t

t^i^;: _1

y • \^
/ ^ V̂

—

J V

Pkndbntive, Fig. 21.

Arches, simple or compound, generally called

squinches. Fig. 21 is a common arch, wiiose

soffit is ci/liiKln'cal. Fig. 22 shows a splayed

arch, whose soffit is a coniccd surface. Fig. 215,

an arch whose soffit has an elliptical curve on one

face and a circular on the other, the ridge being

level, and the surface of soffit conoidnl. Fig. 24,

a series of chamfered or moulded arches. Fig. 25
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Pendex'xive, Fig. 23.

Pendentive, Fig. 2-1. Pendentivb, Fig. 25.

PENDENTIVB, FiG. 26.

is from a tomb at Old Delhi, India. Fig. 26,

segmental arches, with splayed or conical soffits,
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Compoiiiui tonus : Fig. 27 is a conical, fan-

shaped vault, with an arch in front of it. Fig.

^IM
A ^\/1^ V

II II'

SECTION

Pendextive, Fig. 27.

PLAN

SECTION

Pendextive, Fig. 28.

28 is the half of a cloistered vault with an arch

in front of it ; from the abbot's kitchen at
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Stanton Harcourt, England. Fig. 29 is a fan-

shaped form, spheroidal, with a squiuch above

Pendentive, Fig. 29.
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Pendentive, Fig. 30.

it ; Spanish, Gothic. Fig. 30, a combination

of cylindrical, arched, and conical.

— Charles Babcock.

PENDEN-
TIVE BRACK-
ETING ; COR
BELLING.
Corbelling in the

general form of,

and discharging

the office of, a

pendentive. The

term is extended

to include the

apparent con-

struction, com-

mon in Moorish

and other Mo-

h a m m e d a n

styles. (Com- pendentive Bracketing: Con-
pare Honeycomb jectural Restoration of

W.irt- • Rtnlac K"*^*' o*" ^^ Assyrian Cupo-
\i OIK

,
oLdiiii.

LA, the Forms suggested
tite Work.) by Moslem Work.
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PENDICE. Sumo as Pentice.

PENETRAJLIA (pi. n.). The innermost

parts of a builJiMg, as the inner chambers

;

hence, in particuhir, a sanctuary ; especially in

Roman dwellings, the private chapel or sacred

chamber in which the j)enates of a household

were eii^liriiied.

PENITENTIARY. ,1. A place for tile

performance of penance ; a small building in a

monastic or conventual establishment in wiiich

a penitent confined himself or was confined.

That part of a cliureh to which penitents were

conmutted during the service.

B. A ]irison in which convicts are confined

for imnishiucnt or rcforniatinn (sec Prison).

PENNETHORNE, SIR JAMES ; archi-

tect ; b. 1801; d. Sept. 1, 1871.

He was a nephew of Sir John Nash (see

Nash, J.), and studied also with A. Pugin (see

Pugin, Augustus). He visited France and Italy.

In 1832 he was employed by tiie commissioners

of metropolitan improvements (London) to

devise plans for Xew O.xford Street, Kensington

Palace gardens, Victoria, Kennington and Batter-

sea parks, the Chelsea embankment, etc. He
built in London the Jluseum of Economic Geol-

ogy, the Stationery Otiice, Westminster, the west

wing of Somerset House, and made many improve-

ments in Buckingham Palace. His most notable

work is the building for the University of London.

Stephen-Lee. Dictionary rif Xntionai Biotjraphy.

PENNETHORNE, JOHN : architect ; b.

Jan. -4, 1808; d. Jan. I'O, 18S8.

A younger brother of Sir James Pennethorne

(see Pennethorne, James), In 1830 he made a

journey through Europe to Egypt. He was the

first to obsen-e tlie curvature and optical refine-

ments of the Parthenon ; and he also observed

the curvatures of the temple of Medinet Haboo
in Egypt. In I8-44- he published ]n-ivately a

pamphlet entitled The Eleme)its and Mathe-
matical Prinaph's of the Greek Architects

<infl Artists, in which he set forth a theoiy of

optical corrections. Mr. F. C. Penrose contin-

ued the.se investigations in 1846, and published

his Princijjles of Athenian Architecture in

1 85 1 (1 vol. folio). Pennethorne's great work on

The Geometry and Optics of Ancient Archi-

tecture was not published until 1878. He pub-

lished also a paper in the Transactions of the

Royal Institute of British Architects (1878-
1879) on 77(6 Connection between Ancient Art
and the Ancient Geometry.

Stephen-Lee, Diclnonary of National Biography.

PENN PIT. In Great Britain, a primitive

dwelling under ground or nearly so ; the jiit ex-

cavated for the purpose being roofed at the level

of the surface or, later, somewhat above. (Add v.

)

(See Pit Dwelling.)

PENTASTYLB. Consisting of five col-

umns, or having a row of five columns in front

;
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said of a portico or of a building. (See Colum-
nar Architecture.)

PENTASTYLOS. A pentastyle building.

The term is modern, made up to correspond with

hcxastylos, octastylos, etc.

PENTHOUSE. A. Primarily, a roof of

only one slope ; hence, by extension,—
B: A small building or shed with such a

roof. In modern times used attributively, as a

jienthouse roof. Sometimes written Penhouse.

PENTICE. Same as Penthouse; written

also Pendice, Pentise.

PEPERINO. A volcanic conglomerate of

ashes and gravel found in considerable (pianti-

ties in the Allian Hills, near Rome, and much
used in and near Rome in ancient and modern
times. The name is given to other conglomer-

ates found elsewhere in Italy ; as it is suggested

by the resemblance of the black spots to pepper-

corns,

PERAC. (See Duperac, Etienne.)

PERCENTAGE CONTRACT. A contract

in which tlie buililcr binds liimsclf to furnish

material and labour at market rates in the con-

struction of a building according to plans and
specifications, his renuuieration being strictly

confined to a stipulateil percentage on the

value of sucii labour and material. The main
theory of such a contract is to give to the

designer a more complete control over the work
from day to day. (Compare Day's Work.)
PERCIER. CHARLES ; architect ; b. Aug.

22, 17G4; d. Sept, .5, 1S38.

Percier was a pupil of Antoine Francois

Peyre (see Peyre, A. F.), in whose atelier his

a.ssociation with Pierre Fontaine (see Fontaine)

began. He was employed also by Chalgrin

(see Chalgi'in) and Pierre Paris (see Paris, P. A.).

In 1786 he won the Premier Grand Pri.e de
Rome in architecture. He supported himself

during tlie Revolution by designing furniture

and decorations, introducing antique motives

from Rome and Pompeii. This may be thought

tlie beginning of the so-called style empire,

popular throughout Europe in the early years of

tliis century. In 1794 Percier and Fontaine,

acting together, replaced Pierre Paris in the

direction of the decoration of the Opera in Paris.

Between 1802 and 1812 they had cliarge of the

Louvre and Tnileries. They restored the colon-

nade of the Louvre (see Perrault, Claude), and
completed the upper story of the buildings on

the court. At tlie Tuileries they constructed

the chapel and theatre, and the buildings adja-

cent to tlie Pavilion Marsan in the newly
opened Rue de Rivoli, They designed the Arc
de Triomphe du Carrousel, and the great stair-

way of the Museum of the Louvre which was
removed by Napoleon III. They designed

residences in Antwerp, Brussels, Venice, Flor-

ence, and Rome. Percier retired from the

association with Fontaine in 181 -t. He pub-
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lished Bestaiimtiuii de la Coluune Trujane

(17S8), and, in association witli Fontaine,

Palais, Maisoiis et aiitres Edifices de Home
Moderne (Paris, 1802, folio); Recueil de

dfi-omtions execntees dans I'^glise J^otre-

Dame et au C}lampsdl'-.^fals (Paris, 1807,

^

1vol. folio) : ClioixdesplnsceUbresMaisonsde

plaisance de Borne et de ses environs (1809-

1813, grand folio) ; Recueil des decorations

interieurs (P&t\s, ISli) ; etc.

Xourelle hio'jrapliie fjenerale ; Lance, Diction-

naire.

FERCLOSE. Same as Parclose.
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PERISTERIUM
PERGAMENE ARCHITECTURE. That

of Fergamum or Pergamon, a city of Mysia in

Asia Jliuor, au important centre of Greek
civilization and art after tlie time of Alexander.

(See Grecian Arcliitecture.)

PERGOLA; PERGOLO. A sort of arbour,

common in formal Italian gardens or on ter-

races connected with Italian villas ; formed of

a horizontal trellis, vine-covered, and supported

by columns of stone or posts of wood. A plat-

form or balcony so protected. The Latin form,

pergnlu, is sometimes used in English for such

an arbour.

PERGULA. In Latin, a particu-

lar member of a larger building, espe-

«" cially of a house, as to tlie nature of

g which modern writere differ. Man's

Pompeii and Paulys Beol-Encyclo-

pedie, make it an upper and slighter

construction, a balcony, bay window,

or light wooden gallery ; especially

the upper story of a shop, as in Pom-
peii, where the small shops enclosed

within the insuke (see Insula), have

often upper floors connected with

them ; much a.«, in Paris, the shop-

keeper's family live in the Entresol.

By extension, a shop in either sense,

for selling or working ; a Bottega or

Studio.— R. 8.

PERIBOLOS. In Greek archi-

tecture, a wall enclosing consecrated

gi-ounds, generally in connection with

a temple. The area so enclosed. In

the Middle Ages, the wall enclosing

the choir, the atrium, or any other

sacred place ; or the other walls sur-

rounding the precinct about a church,

and forming the outmost bounds al-

lowed for refuge or sanctuary.

PERICOLIC NICCOLO DEI.

(See Triliolo.

)

PERIDROMOS. The nanow
" ~

.2 passage around the exterior of a

5 peripteral building behind the envel-

I oping columns. (See Peripteral.)

1 PERINO DEL VAGA. (^See

2 Buonaccorsi Pierino.)

J PERIPTERAL (adj.). Sur-

i" rounded by a single range of colunms.

E Said of a building, especially a tem-

S pie. (See Cohnnnar Architecture.)
^ PERIPTEROS. A peripteral

building (Vitnn-insV

PERISTALITH. A circle or

cincture of upright stones, surrounding a burial

mound or bairow.

PERISTELE. One of the monolithic up-

right stciin's in a jieristidith.

PERISTERIUM. The inner or second

ciborium ; the Greek term for a hanging taber-

nacle.— C. C.
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PERISTYLAR PERPENDICULAR
PERISTYLAR (;iilj.). Sun-oiiuclpd by col-

uinii-s ; luivini;, or pertaining to, a peristj'le.

PERISTYLE. Aiani;e

or ranges of roof su]ii]ort-

ing columiis enveloping the

exterior of a buililing, as

of a peripteral temple ; or

surrounding an internal

court of a building, as in

the PeristyliuLU of a Greek

or Roman house ; or form-

ing a covered ambulatory

or open screen around any
large open space, partly or

wholly enclosing it. Also,

by extension, the space so

enclosed. (See Columnar
Architectuiv.)

PERISTYLIUM;
PERISTYLUM. Same
as Peristyle : the original

Latin woril taken direi'tly

from the Greek. By famil-

iar extension in Latin writ-

ing, the enclosed garden of

a large Roman house, form-

ing a eoiu-t wholly or partly

surrounded by occupied

\ -.Zl ' I ''u*

PERPEXniniLAR .\RrHITRCTURE: EARLIEST
Tr.\ceuy

; Edinuton, Wiltshire, a.d.
Uiiil.

buildings, and
three sides.

Rhodiaii Peri-

styHum. According

to Vitruvius, one in

which one side is

higher than the

others. This form

is supposed by some

to imply a second

story colonnade on

that side, the upper

story corresponding

to the second story

of rooms.

PERPEND. (Evi-

dently derived from

the French par-

Xiaing.) A. A
throughstone; a

bondstone passing

through the whole

thickness of a wall

and showing on both

sides thereof, espe-

cially in a wall of

squared stones or

ashlar. A perpend

wall is a wall com-

posed entirely of such

stones. Keeping the

perpend is a phrase

formerly used by
mason.s, referring to

having a colonnade on at least
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Perpendicular .AReHiTErTURE: Late Tracery;
King's Colleue Chapel, CAiMBRiDGE.

keeping the vertical joints cjver one another in

the alternate courses. Tiiis use, however, seems

to be derivetl from per-

pendicular.

B. A vertical joint in

masonry ; especially in

brickwork, in whicli, when
ofgood workniansliip, these

joints are su|)i)oseil to make
regular lines per]ieudicular

to tlie lii'ils.

PERPENDICULAR
ARCHITECTURE. Tliat

Englisli .style which is char-

acterized by perpendicular

lines in the connnon use of

that term, more strictly, of

vertical lines. Tiie term
was introduced by Thomas
Rickman for that style of

English Gotliic architec-

ture wliich is characterized

by window tracery having

straight stone mullions,

carried vertically not only

in the lower parts of tiie

window, and dividing the

lights one from the other,

but in the decorated, traceried top itself. The
style may be considered to begin in 1370, and it

never wholly disap-

pears so long as

Gothic influence ap-

pears in English

architecture, which is

until a very late

])eri(id. (See Eng-
land, Architecture

of.) — R. S.

PERPENDICU-
LAR. RESTOR-
ING TO THE. The
act iif correcting a

buililing, or ]iart of a

liuildiiig, which is out

of plundi, as in a wall

or pier, a tower or

spire. This is accom-

plished in various

ways, according to

the peculiar condi-

tions of the case : by
the distributed press-

ure of heavy lialks

of timber api)lied in

the form of jn'ops or

struts against the

affected wall or pier,

and bearing at bot-

tom against immov-
able points and
actuated by jack-
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PERRAULT
screws ; or by i)ulling it into place by the use

of turn-buckles in heavy irou rods or bolts ; or

by the Jri\ing in of steel wedges in the joints of

the masonry ; or by iron rods ])ut in place when

veiy hot and exerting a drawing power by

contraction while cooling ; or by a combination

of these devices.

PERRAULT. CLAUDE ; physician and

architect ; b. IGl:? (at Paris) ; d. Oct. 9, 1688.

(Jlamle Perrault was a matliematiciau, scien-

tist, and practising physician, who acquired a

taste for architecture. In 166-t Louis XIV.

undertook the constmction of the eastern facade

of the quadrangle of the Lou\Te (Paris). The

PBRRONET
PERR^AL, JEAN (JEHAN DE PARIS)

;

b. Uli.'i ; d. about 1529.

As early as 1486 he resided at Lyons, France.

March 25, 1493, he commenced tlie church of

the Cordeliers in that city, and in the same

year was charged with the restoration of the

arches of the Pont du Rlidne at Lyons. In

1494 he accompanied the expedition of Charles

VIII. into Italy. In 1499 he was contro-

lear gineral des bdtiments of the city of

Lyons. For Anne, queen of Louis XII., he

designed the monument of Francjois II.,

Duke of Brittany, for the cathedral of

Xantes, which was executed by Michel Co-

lond^e (see Colombe, M.), 1502-1556. In

1505 he was commissioned b}' IMarguerite

d'Autriche to make the plans of the monas-

tery and church of Brou at Bourg-en-Bresse

(Eure-et-Loire), and in 1510 was made con-

T^P^^

Persian ARcnrrECTURE, Part I. : Platform and Ruins at Persepolis.

View from the east, that is, from a poiut below and to the left of A in the plan. On the left are the winpe.l hiinian-hea.lea bulls

of the propylaea B in plan. The columns are of the so-called hypostyle hall of Xei-.xes E on the second platform.

trdleur of the works. In 1 5 1 3 he was replaced

at Brou by the Flemish architect. Van Boghem.

Charvet, Lyons Arthtiqiie, Xotices Horjraph-

iqups; Ciiarvet, J('«K Perreal ; Dupasquier, Kotre
I)(iinc ih- Broil.

PERRON. A flight of steps, including plat-

form and parapet, forming apjiroach, as to the

entrance door of a house or jiidilic hall ; usu-

ally out of doors, but occasionally in an outer

vestilnile, or the like. (Compare Stoo]).)

PERRONET (PERONET), JEAN RO
DOLPHE ; engineer an<l architei-t ; b. Oct. 8,

1708 (at Suresnes, France) ; d. Feb. 20, 1794.

He was educated as a military engineer, but

abandoned this profession for architecture. In

1745 he rebuilt the choir and spire of the cathe-
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designs made by Levau (see Levau) not being

acceptable, a scheme was elaborated by Bernini

(see Bernini), which was begun Oct. 17,

1665, and soon afterward abandoned. Before

the arrival of Bernini, Perrault had presented a

plan for the building, which was rejected at the

time ; but this was presented again in 1667 and

accepted. This building, forming the eastern

side of the great court, and having on its outer

face the famous colonnade of the Louvtc, was

completed in 1674. The southern facade (the

river facade) was also built by Perrault. These

buildings were not actually roofed over until

1755. (See Gabriel, J. A.)

Lance, Dictionnaire; Bauchal, Dictionnairp

;

Abb6 Lambert, Histoire du Eegne de Louis XIV.
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PLATE VI

PERSIAN ARCHITECTURE

A specimeTi of Moslem architecture in that in richly coloured enamelled earthenware tiles: a
country. Courtyard of the gi'eat Mosque of Te- manufacture in which the Persians have always
heran, wliich dates from tlie sixteenth century of excelled,

the Christian era. The decoration is almost wholly



PERSIAN ARCHITECTURE
Khan, ilo nut alter the uatiuiial charactei of

the Persian jMuhannnechin art. (For these sub-

jects see, in the following onler, Persian Archi-

tcctiiro. Parti.; Parthian Arehiteetnre; Persian

Architei-ture, Part II. ; Persian Architecture,

Part III.)

PERSIAN ARCHITECTURE ; Part I.

The ciri,L;"in cit' the ;inhitLCture ut' Persia nuist

be sought fur in that of the two countries con-

quered by her, viz., Pabylon and Media. From
the former slie derived the raised platform, or

terrace, on which her palaces were built,— the

broad flights of steps which led up to them and
to her palaces,— and the winged bulls which

PERSEPOLITAN ARCHITECTURE
(Iral of Aleni;on (Francej, which had been de-

stroyed by tire in 1744. In 1747 he was made
director of the I-Jcole dcs Punts et Chanasees,

Paris, founded hi that year. In 1748 lie began

with Hippeau the great bridge at Orli'ans,

France. In 170-3 he rei)laced Hijipeau at his

death as premier iii'jenieur dii mi. He de-

signed the bridge at Xantes in 1764, the bridge

at Nogent-sur-Seine in 17G6, the bridge at

Keuilly (Paris) in 1768, and the Pont Louis

XVI. (now Pont de la Concorde) in 1786.

Perronet held the office of inspecteur (jfnerul

et premier ingenieur des jmnts et cJtau.s.sees du
rot/aume. He published Description des pro-

jets de la construc-

tion des p)onts de

XeiiiU;!, de Nantes,

d' Orleans et autres,

etc. (Paris, 178l'-

178.3, 2 vols, folio;

supplement, 1 vol.

folio, Paris, 1789.)

Bauchal, Victioti-

naire.

PERSEPOLITAN
ARCHITECTURE.
(See Persian Archi-

tecture.)

PERSIA, ARCHI-
TECTURE OF. (.See

Persian Architecture.)

PERSIAN AR-
CHITECTURE. That
of the lauds included

in the modern king-

dom of Persia, and

those immediately ad-

joining which have re-

ceived and retaineil Persian Akchitectuke, I'akt I.: Plati-okms and Palaces ai Persepolis.
Persian artistic intlu- The white surface is that of the platforms.

ence. Thus, although a Landlntr of st.iirs from town to platform. jF, C. /7 supposed ro.v.il dwellings (/• generally

flia fiToQf o»i-ii-.ira ni' ^ Propvlaea on the firsl plateau. called House of Darius),ine gieai empire OI ,, cistern. / Gateway
Cyrus reached the ^' stairs leading to second [ilateau. A' Gateway.

Mediterranean, it left

but little impression

jE" So-called hypostyle hall of Xflr.ves. L Unknown ruin.

M Throne room, called hall of luO columns.

upon the architecture of Asia Minor and

Syria ; while within the boundaries of mod-
ern Persia that influence is still ea.sy to

study, and to judge, at least in part. Archi-

tecturally, Persia may be considered under (1)

the rule of Darius, Xerxes, and their succes-

.sors, about .500 to 334 B.C.
; (2) the rule of

Ale.Kander and his successors, beginning 334,

an epoch not identified wth known buildings

of importance in this region
; (3) the Parthian

rule in the second and third centuries a.d.
;

(4) the kingdom of the Sassanians, 226 a.d.

until the ]\Ioslem conquest ; (.5) the Moslem
rule, resulting about the ninth century in an in-

lependent Mohammedan kingdom. The later

wnquests, as by the Seljuks and by Jenghis
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flanked the portals of her Propylon. To the

Medes she owed her porticoes and halls of col-

umns. Media being a country abounding in

timber, the supports of her peristyles and halls

were all in that material, protected and deco-

rated with plates of the precious metals in thin

lamime (Polybius). These columns in Persia

were copietl in stone. The Persian column,

twelve or more diameters in height, is a copy

of a wooden and not a stone support, and the

rich decoration of the campaniform base and
the capitals with their vertical volutes on each

side suggest a metallic origin.' The bracket

1 In his report on the investisations at Assos,
1881, Mr. T. Thacher Clarke observes, p. 120 ;

" The proceeding of the Phoenician artisan was to
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PERSIAN ARCHITECTURE
capital may also have been ilerived from the

Medo.s, hut its further development into the

heads, or, more properly speivkiiig, the torsi of

bulls and gritfius, is probably owing to the in-

riueiioe of Babylonian or Chaldean art, if indeed

the Chaldean sculptor may not be looked upon

as the artist who carved the wingetl bulls of

the i)ropylon and the rich balustrades of the

nights of staire.

The earliest Persian palace is the one built

at Pas;irgad;e, by Cyrus, which consisted, ac-

cording to Flandiu and Coste, of a porticus,

i.e. a building with its roof supported by rows

of colunuis, and, at each angle, a small cham-

ber enclosed with walls whicii formed the ant;e

of the entrance porticoes. This type of build-

ing may have been the "stoa" referred to by

Polybius.

A second Persian work is the Takht-i-Solei-

man (throne of Solomon), also at PasargadiB,

an immense platform with a frontage of 730

feet, evidently built in imitation of Babylonian

work, but executed in stone with an external

wall of fine ashlar masonry with drafted joints.

Portions of the wall still rise to the height of

38 feet, some of the stones being 13 feet long,

and the courses 3 feet high. This platform is

considered to be the terrace on which a palace

was intended to be erected, but of which there

are no traces to suggest that it was even com-

menced. It is the earliest example known of

regular drafted masonry, and mav' have sug-

gested that type of architectural embellishment

which forms the chief characteristic of the sub-

structure of Herod's temple at Jerusalem. (See

SjTia, Architecture of)

From these we pass to tlie more developed

examples at Persepolis and Susa, where, in the

palaces of Darius and Xerxes, and in the apa-

dana, or great reception hall, of the latter

monarch, we find the masterpieces of Persian

architecture. The palaces at Persepolis were

built on an immense jdatfonn at the foot of a

high range of rocky hills, consisting of the natu-

ral rock at the back, but on the west and south

sides built in blocks of stone of various sizes,

not laid in horizontal courses, luit fitted to one

another with the greatest acciu-ac\-, and held to-

gether b}' metal clamps. The approacli to the

platform on the west side is by a double flight

of stairs, 22 feet wide, the stejis hanng a tread

of 1.5 inches with a rise of 4 inches, so that they

could lie ascended by horses. The first buikling

on the platform (originally, probabh', connected

make a model of wood for the relief, or sculpture,

in the full round, as the case might be. upon which
sheets of metal were secured, and finally beaten to

the shape of the carvinp: beneath.'' ft is natu-
ral that the peculiar forms resulting from the
technical properties of beaten sheet metal should
determine a style which is recognizable even in

stone carvings when these were the creation of

sculptors familiar with works of this kind."
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by low walls with tlie parapet of the platform,

now gone) is the Propylon of Xerxes, a square

building with its roof sujjported internally liy

four columns, with winged bulls flanking the

entrance and rear portals and doorways on the

right and probably on the left. The best pre-

served building on the platform is the palace of

Darius, the examination of which wiD facilitate

the inquiry into the restoration of the Hall of

Xerxes, respecting which there is so much dif-

erence of opinion amongst antiquaries.

The palace of Darius was built on a platform

10 feet high, ascended by flights of stairs at

each end. Its principal front faced the south

and consisted of a portico of eight columns, in

two rows of four each, in antis between wings

enclosed with walls. The portico led to a square

hall with its roof carried by sixteen columns in

four rows, the bases of which only remain hi

situ. There were other rooms on each side with

a court and other rooms in the rear, the plan

of which has not been made out. The waU be-

tween the portico and the hall has a central

doorway and two windows on each side ; these

were built in stone, the doorway in three stones,

viz., posts and lintel, and the windows each cut

out of a solid block. These blocks of masonry
were isolated one from the other, but the tooth-

ing left and the mortice holes on each side show
that the walls uniting them were of an ephemeral

nature, such as crude brick, similar to those

found by Mr. Dieulafoy at Susa, and found also

in those stone portals at Karnak in Egypt,

which were originallj' flanked by huge crude

brick pylons. Of the portico the bases of the

columns remain in situ, showing their position

and the stone anta; of the angle wings. The
mortice holes to receive the ends of the epistyle

are in advance of the line of columns, which

woidd be inexplicable were it not for reproduc-

tion of the palace facade in the tomb of Darius

carved in the rock at the rear of the platform.

The capitals there carved are double bracketed

capitals
;

jiarallel with the ejiistyle are the two

bulls' heads, and in between them and at right

angles are other brackets projecting forward to

carry the epistyle. The lower fascia of the

ejiistyle, in fact, projects nearly a diameter of

the column in front of it. To counterbalance

their weight in the portico of the palace, a

similar bracket inside must have carried the

roof beams. It is probable that the.se were all

in timlier, and the three fa.sciie of that epistyle

suggest that it was formed of three separate

horizontal timbers jjrojeeting one in front of the

other : they carried a series of joists, the ends

of which projecting forward give the origin of

the dentil cornice ; the joists not being placed

fjuite contiguous one to the other : these joists

carried a ]jlatform of boards on which the earth

roof was formed.

We may now pass to the great Hall of
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PERSIAN ARCHITECTURE
Xerxes, uuc ut' tlie iiio.st stupeiuluus woik.s of

iiutiquity, and which, thmigli eoiiiposcd only

of the simplest elements, viz., a central hall and

three porti(H)es, covered an area greater than

that of any European cathedral, excepting that

of Jlilan and S. Peter's at Rome.

The remains of the Palace of Xerxes consist

of the ijlatform or terrace, 350 feet east to west,

and 24G feet north to south, raised ten feet

above the northern teiTace, from which it was
ascended by four flights of stairs, and of the

bases of all the columns, viz., thirty-six in the

central group in six rows with six in each, and
of three other groups in two rows of six each.'

In the restoration of this gi'eat hall there are

many serious difterences of opinion among
archieologists.

In the east and west porticoes the capitals

consist only of the doidile bull or gi-iffin ; the

cross corbels on their backs, being in tindier, have

disappeared. In the north (principal entrance)

below the bulls' torsi are two other features, the

upper one consisting of groups of vertical volutes,

the lower a caly.x with iicndent leaves. The
ornament of these two features, as well as that

of the campaniform biises, resembles the forms

taken by thin plates of metal when beaten out

on a wooden core, and is therefore probably de-

rived from the Jlediau work already referred to.

The columns were fluted, having from forty-

eight to fifty-two flutiugs, of elliptical section,

and not semicircular like the Ionic column.

The palace at Susa, first discovered by Loftus

in 18.50, was similar in plan, design, and detail

to that of the great Hall of Xerxes ; it was
rai.sed on a platform on the east, north, and
west sides, with an inclined ascent leading round

up to the higher level. On the south side it

was on the same level as the court in front.

Here Mr. Dieulafoy found negative evidence of

the existence of walls enclosing the central hall,

viz., in the lines where the paving stopped.

The south side he considers was open to the

court ; as, however, its columns were placed

between ant;e, its restoration would be similar

to that of the porticoes and, as usual, the ejiistyle

would project in front of the columns, raising

none of those ditiiculties of design which IMessrs.

Perrot and Chipiez show in their drawings, and
whic'n are in distinct contradiction to the tombs
of Darius and of his successors carved in the

rock behind the jdatform at Persepolis. The
magnificent frieze of Archers in enamelled beton,

now in the Louvre, discovered by Mr. Dieulafoy

(the preservation of which was due to the fact

of the walls tliey decorated having fallen forward

on their face), would seem to have decorated the

' One column of tlie nortli group, four of the
eastern irroup, five of the western, and three of

the central group remain in situ, and four bases or
foundations of walls between the north and the
centre group of columns.
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two walls in front of tlie great Hall or ajjadana.

(Mr. Dieidafoy calls them pylons, but as the

opening between them was 170 feet, it coukl

scarcely be looked upon as part of a doorway.)

The winding ascent referred to w;is probably the

private apjiroach of the king. About L'OO feet

to the south of these two walls j\lr. Dieidafoy

founil the remains of the great staircase, the

steps of which, as that at Persepolis, meastn-ed

15 inches tread and 4 inches rise, the lialustrade

being decorated with enamelled bi'-toii bloi-ks.

Mr. Dieidafoy Ibund also portions of a frieze of

lions in the same material, decorating some parts

of the palace.

One of the most important discoveries made
by Sir. Dieulafoy at Susa lies in the material em-

ployed for the walls of the Persian palaces, viz.,

that of cruile brick, jirotected externally at Susa
liy blocks of enamelled bi'ton, and at Persepolis

by bunit enamelled brick.

The only other monumental works of Persian

architecture are the tombs ; to those cut in the

solid rock we have already referred ; there are

two examples of isolated tombs constructed in

masonry, built in the form of towers, square on

])lan. The example at Persepolis, in fi'ont of

the four royal tombs cut in the rock, measures

'H feet scjuare and is 36 feet in height. It is

built in regidar coursed masonry, with angle

strips in relief, and a dentil cornice between,

with stone roof slightly weathered. The entrance

doorway is placeil halfway up, and was closed

originally by stone doors. Besii les other recesses

in the walls, proliably introduced for decorative

purposes, there are a series of small sinkings or

grooves in the stone, placed at regidar intervals,

the object of which has never been ascertained.

Except for their peculiar vertical position,

there is such a close resemblance between the

volutes of the Persian capital and those of the

Greek Ionic capital, that it is assumed there

may have been some connection between the

two. The Greek Ionic capital, however, was
fully developed elsewhei'e : in the archaic

Temple of Diana at Ephesus, the capital of

which is now in the British Museum. It is

prolialile though that in both cases the features

had a metallic origin. At Neandria, an ancient

Greek city north of Assos, several ca])itals have

been found of a temple ascribed to the se^•enth

century B.C., with vertical semivolutcs, and
underneath a calyx with jiendent leaves, with

much resemlilance to those at Persepolis.

— 11. Phenk Spiers.

PERSIAN ARCHITECTURE ; Part II.,

the Sassauiaii Period. The three principal

monuments attributed to the Sassimian dynasty

are the palaces of Firouzabad, Serljistan, and
Ctesiphon. The approximate dates of the first

and last are known, Firouzabad having been

erected by the King Firoiiz (Phero.ses, .\.d. 460-

494), and Ctesiphon by (Jhosroes Nushirvan
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'531-o7'J)- Ferjo'^-""! places Serbistan before

firouzjibad, but the plan of the former suggests

an advance in its construction, in that, instead

of erecting the enormously thick walls we find

in the latter, probably derived from the e<arly

traditions of Jlesopotamia, its biulders had

learned how to economize their thickness and to

provide for the thrust of the vaidts by canying

them on piers built within the walls.

Firouzaliiul also is the only Sassauian build-

ing in which we find, internally, rejiroductions

of decorative features copied from those in Per-

sian i)alaees. The traditions of Jlesopotamia

are sliown likewise in the external breaking up
of tlie wall surfaces, which are decorated with

a series of semidetached shafts without base

or capital, copied from the ground story of the

Babylonian temple.

Serbistan, on the other hand, shows the

intiucnce of Komau work in its plan ; the side

halls, with their piers carried on stumpy col-

umns, and the recesses between, covered with

semidomes, recall, though on a much smaller

scale, the tepidaria of the Koman baths. The
semidetached shafts are here employed to

emphasize and give importance to the entrance

portals, or aiwans, instead of being distributed

along the side walls.

In the great facade of the palace of Ctesi-

phon, similar shafts are found, apparently

superimposed on three levels, in imitation of

those of the Roman amphitheatres. The shafts,

however, do not stand one on the other, but

are set back and rest on ledges, and the design

includes other features quite foreign to Roman
work, so that it is possible the Greco-Roman
work at Seleucia may have suggested the scheme

of decoration, which is entirely difl'erent to any
other known example.

The plans of Firouzabad and Ctesiphon are

somewhat sLniilar in arrangement, all the recep-

tion halls being in the front, preceded by great

portals, and with an open coiutyard at the back
surrounded with smaller rooms. At Ctesiphon,

there is one great aiwan, or reception hall, with

a series of long parallel vaidted chambers on

each side, so arranged that the thrust of the

vaults should be neutralized. This will account

for the exceptional thickness given to the lower

part of the front wall, viz., 16 feet 6 inches.

At the back, the cross walls of other buildings

resisted the thrust.

The principal interest in Sassanian archi-

tecture lies in its vaulted construction, which,

on the one hand, seems to be a revival of the

traditional method of constructing elliptic domes
as shown in Assyrian bas-reliefs ; and, on the

other, to run on parallel lines with that develop-

ment of domes carried on pendentives, as shown
in S. Sophia and other churches of Justinian's

time.

The chief diflference, however, between the
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Sassanian and Roman or Byzantine vaidted

siuiaces, is that the former adhered always to

the upright elliptical section, a form necessi-

tated by the absence of centring. The value

of the upright elliptical section given to a vault

lies in the fact that the lower part of the ellipse

being of slight ciurature, it can be built with
horizontal courses. Thus, the great barrel vaidt

of the aiwan at Ctesiphon is 83 feet in span ; the

bricks are built up in horizontal courses to nearly

half the height of the ellipse, leaving a span of

only 70 feet. In order to dispense with the

necessity for centring, the vault is built with

bricks laid flatwise in slanting rings. This

.system was adopted by the earl3' Egyptians in

their vaulted gianaries, and is practised down
to the present day throughout Egjpt and Persia.

The domes over the three central halls of

Firouzabad are buUt on pendentives, consisting

of a series of concentric arches, the low one

serving as the centring for the arch above.

At Serbistan, the central dome is carried on
pendentives erected in a veiy haphazard manner,

which suggest that the Sassanian builder trusted

to the excellence of his mortar rather than to

any proper constructional method, luiless the

stone facing has fallen away, exposing onlj* the

filling in at the back. This is just possible,

because the semidomes over the recesses in the

two side halls show considerable knowledge of

dome construction.

It is evident, from the coarse quality of the

masonry, rubble work of an inferior kind, that

it was always intended to cover it over with

stucco ; in the doorways at Firouzabad are the

only remains of stucco which exist in any of

these Sassanian palaces.

Beyond this stucco work, there are only two
decorative features pecidiar to this style : the

first is the zigzag (dents-de-scie) moulding,

a design obtained by placing projecting bricks

edgewise to carry a string course, and this is

foimd throughout Firouzabad and Serbistan.

The second, found at Ctesiphon, is the intro-

duction of angle shafts, without capital or base,

to arched openings and arcades.

Both these features are foun<l in a remarkable

budding at Ammon, in iloab, attributed to

Chosroes, the Sassauian king, and supposed to

have been buUt by him, as well also as in the

palace of 3I:ishita, buUt during his triumphal

march to Jerusalem in 14 a.d.

At Ammon, the zigzag decoration is carried

round the archmoulds, giving the design of the

Norman dogtooth ornament. Both at Ammon
and Mashita, the rich decoration of the carved

stonework is due to Greek artists, in the former

probably the native sculptors, in the latter those

sent from Byzantium for that purpose. (See

Syria, Architecture of.)

In the rock-cut tombs at Tak-i-Bostan, the

Sassanian scidptor shows an acquaintance with
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the capital as a decorative feature, but not as a
constructional one. There are, however, iso-

lated capitals at Bisoutun, illustrated in Flandiu

and Uostc, as also panel sculpture of great

beauty and much originality, which causes us

to regret that more is not knowni of their work.
— R. Phesk Si'ikrs.

PERSIAN ARCHITECTURE ; Part III.,

Moslem Architecture. Tiie i)recisc^ positiun

of Persian art in the history of the Moliamme-
dan styles is still a matter of debate among
scholars. Some writers— notably Aug. Choisy

in his recently published Ilistoire de. VArchitec-
ture— consider it the fountain head of inspira-

tion of all the ]\Io.slem styles. Others refuse it

this preeminence, while conceding its dominant
influence in the Mogul architecture of India and
in Oriental ceramic design. The extent to which

Arabic and Moorish architecture borroweil from

Persia, or it from Bagdad and Cairo, can be

finally determined only by a more thorough ex-

ploration both of Persia itself anil of Persian,

Turkish, and Arabic literary sources, than has

yet been practicable. To restore, with any ap-

proach to completeness, the aspect and details

of the earlier phases of Persian-Moslem archi-

tecture will always be difficult or impossible,

owing to the havoc wrought by the Slongol in-

vaders of the thirteenth and fourteenth centu-

ries. One fact, however, stands nmpiestioned
;

the Persians alone among Mohammedan peojiles

have had from the first an art of their own. In

Persia, as perhaps nowliere else except in China,

the art of arcliitectiu'e has been actively jjrac-

tised by native.s, in their own way, witliout in-

terruption, from tlie sixth century b. a. down to

our own day, borrowing freel}', at times, from

other styles, but never without a pronounced

national character easily recognized. The prob-

abilities are therefore strongly in favour of its

having given to the conquering Arabs in the

West for more than it ever received from them.

The history of Persian-Moslem architecture

naturally falls into three periods. Tlie first ex-

tends from the Arab conquest in 641 to the

Mongol invasion under Jenghis Khan in 1221.

The second covers the long period of commotion
and incessant changes of dynasty from 1221 to

the accession of the Sefi dynasty in 1499. The
third extends to the present time ; for in spite

of the decline in taste and architectural enter-

prise since the extinction of the Sefis by the Af-

ghans in 1694, the more modem works reju-esent

no real changeofstylefrom those of that dynasty.

Of the first of these periods the remains are

too scanty to enable us to reconstruct tlie earlier

phases of the style, and there is hardly an au-

thentic vestige of the period of the Abbasid
khalifs and of the great Haroun-al-Rashid.

The substructions of a few mosques rebuilt in

later years, — as, for example, that of Kazvin,—
a considerable number of tombs of descendants
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(if Ali (the Prophet's son-in-law), known as

iiiM in-zadeh and jireservcd with reverence but
))r(ilialily not without frccpient restorations, ren-

dering their original aspect a matter of uncer-

tainty, and .scattered ruins of other liuildings,

generally mere fragments, arc all tiiat remain of

the first period. Tlie most interesting examples
are a nundier of tond)s near Bagdad, dating per-

haps from the tenth century ; not, it is true, in

Persia, but clearly Persian and not Arabic in

style. They have roofs suggesting pyramidal
piles of beehives, each beehive forming inter-

nally a niche ; and are wholly built of brick,

which has always been the favourite building

material in Persia. Tiiese celhdar ])yramids sug-

gest an origin for the whole Persian and Arabic
system of " stalactite " decoration (see article by
R. Phenfe Spiers in Journal of the 11. 1. B. A.,

Vol. 4, New Series). Two ruined towers at

Rhei, the ancient Rhages, give further evidence

as to tlie character of the style. One, faced with

enamelled tiles and adorned with a Cufie inscrip-

tion, has a species of stalactite cornice ; the

other is faced with rubble, originally plastered

;

both were once roofed with domes, and both
have pointed-arched doors enclosed in rectangu-

lar panels. The triangular flitting of the first

of these towers, resembling that of ancient Per-

sepolitan bases, illustrates the persistent vitality

of style traditions in Persia. At Hamadan, the

ancient Ecbatana, are the ruins of an ancient

mosque displaying many of these same features.

The antiquity of this edifice appears from the

fact of its being stuccoed and painted externally

instead of being veneered witli tiles. The use
(if lirick as the chief building material; the

pointed arch, both of the equilateral and the

four-centred or Persian type ; the enclosing of

each arch or feature in a rectangidar frame-

work; the exaggeration of the entrance portal

;

the exterior decoration by patterns in colour, at

first on stucco, later by enamelled tiles ; the use

of Cufic inscriptions as decoration, and the sta-

lactite cornices,— all these features, so charac.

teristic of the later Persian arcliitecture, are

recognizable in these earlier ruins. Several of

these are clearly tracealile to Sassanian origins,

such as the preference for and skill in the use

of brick, of the dome and other varied forms of

vaulting, the exaggeration of the portal arch,

and tlie general lack of mouldings. It is possible

that the pointed arch was a survival from the

pointed-arched vaults of Mesopotamia, from
which the ancient Persians borrowed many de-

tails. These various considerations point to a
home origin for most of the essentials of the

Persian-Moslem style. The enamelling of tiles

(or in some cases even of bricks of bvton) in

brilliant colours for exterior decoration was an
art handed down in Persia and Mesojiotamia,

with occasional interruptions, from the very

earliest antiquity.
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Tlie sei-oiul jR'iicHi begins witli the overthrow

6f the Si'ljuk ihuasty at the liatuls uf Jeiighis

Khau ill 1-'21. la 1387 Persia was over-

whelnuHl liy a seeoud Mongol wave under the

terrible Tiniiir. During the interval there was

considerable architectural activity ; but upon

the deatli of Timur, who had united all the

Persian jirovinces luuler a firm central govern-

ment, there began a ceuturj' of disorder and

bloodshed, caused by the incessant quarrels of

rival governors. Yet in one and another centre

there were, between these wars, periods of quiet

to wliich we owe most of tlie important examples

of the style of this period remaining to us.

Chief among these is tiie tomb of the Mongol

Sultan Oljaitou Khodabendeh at Sultanieh

(1313), a fine ruin, consisting of an octagonal

chamlier covered by a dome 80 feet in diameter,

rising with an ovoid profile to a jioint 17.5 feet

high, and surrounded by eight slender minarets

springing from the angles of the etlifice. The

sarcophagus is in a smaller chamber behind the

octagonal hall. The whole edifice, admirably

constructed of brick, is revetted externally with

enamelled tiles, and all its details are in excellent

taste. A ruined mosipie at Tabriz is by some

authorities attributed to this period (1313), and

is probably in part as old as this, but its style

is that of the fully developed Seti mosques, and

it was probably given its final form in the six-

teenth century. The Great Mosque (Mesjid-i-

Shah) at Kaz^in was built, or rebuilt and

enlarged, by the Sultans of the Dailamite line

in the tenth century upon earlier foundations
;

to a later part of the period belongs the mosque
and tomb of Hussein in the same city. The
greater part of the extant monuments of this

period are tombs, especially tombs of the de-

scendants of AM. The Persians belong to the

Shiah sect, considered heretical by the orthodox

Sunnis (Turks, Arabs, etc.); they regard the

descendants of Ali, the son-in-law of Mohammed,
as the rightfid successors of the Prophet : hence

the great number of these revered imam-zadek.

Thej^ are of various degrees of elegance and size,

but nearly aU consist of a square or polvgonal

chamber surmounted bv' a lofty roof, either py-

ramidal or bulbous in form, and are decorated ex-

ternally with a revetment of coloured tiles. At
Shtraz the tombs of the poets Sadi and Hafiz

belong to the latter part of the period (fifteenth

century) ; they are both open-air structures of

no great architectural pretensions, but not with-

out elegance ; that of Hafiz is sheltered by a can-

opy on columns, doubtless comparatively modern.

There are probably many mosques and other

edifices of more or less importance originally

erected in this period which would deserve men-

tion in a more extended notice ; but earthquakes,

and the Oriental habit of allowing a building to

go to ruin when once it begins to decay, and of

then using its ruins as a quarrj', have destroyed
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great numbers of liuUdings, and many others

have been rebuilt and altered so many times

tiiat their original form is not recognizable.

The majority, tlierefore, of the extant monuments
of Persia belong to the third period, which te-

gins with the accession of the Sefi (called also

Sufi or Setavean) djniasty wider Shah Ismail,

whose final triumph over his enemies occurred

in 1499. For nearly a humhed years, however,

no important buildings were erected ; but under

the Shah Abbas I., the greatest of Persian-Mos-

lem rulers, a man of great energv' and ability,

and one of the great biiUders of history, there

was an extraordinarj- revival of architectural

activity, in which the accumulated traditions of

the past were developed into a complete and
momunental style, and applied to a great variety

of buildings, often of great size and richness of

detail. Ispahan was restored to its former dig-

nity as capital, and embellished with a remark-

able series of splendid buildings ; and other

cities shared in this renaissance of art. Abbas
called to his court many European artists, to

whom may in part be due the grandiose planning

of some of these great works ; but there is no

trace of Italian or classic detail discoverable in

them. The Shah Hus.?ein was also a great

builder. The Sefi dynasty— the first native

Shiah dynasty in Pereia— was overthrown in

1696 by the Afghans, and it was not until the

accession of the present Khadjar line at the be-

ginning of the nineteenth centurj- that architec-

ture experienced anotiier re\-ival. The Shah
Feti Ali erected a number of palaces, mosques,

and caravanserais, and the art is still practised

with no essential change of style, though with

less splendour and purity of taste than under

the Sefis.

The most important works of the Sefis are at

Ispahan, and include the Great Square (Meidan

Shah), the adjoining Koyal Mosque (ilesjid-i-

Shah), the Djouma JMesjid or " Friday Mosque "

(corresponding to the Jumma or Jami Masjid

of Indian cities, and the Jami of Turkey), a

structure of various perioils enlarged and com-

pleted under the Sefis ; the Medrcss or college

and caravanserai erected by Shah Hussein to

the memory of his mother (!Medresseh-Mader-i-

Shah) ; the C'hehU-Soutun palace by the same
Shah, and the two splentlid bridges across the

Zendeiroud, the Allah-Verdi-Khau bridge of

thirty-three arches, built under Shah Ablias, and

that of Hassan Bey. To the reign of Feti Ali

Shah (cir. 180.5) belong a number of important

palaces, mosques, and tombs : at Ispahan the

celebrated !MiiTor palace (Aineh Klianeh) and

Char Bagh pavilion ; the great mosque at Koum
with its iledress (college) and several tombs :

the Kasr-i-Khadjar palace at Teheniu : the

great caravanserai of ilohammed-Baker at Pas-

saingan, and many bazaare and public baths of

no little splendour.
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Thi'se very vurii'd Imildiiigs are treated with

remarkable uniformity of style. The great

uiDsciues, medresseii, and caraviinserais are built

around large courts, usually s(|Hiire or rectangu-

lar, cntereil by an imposing vaulted portal, and
surrounded by arcades, usually in two stories,

which give access to the various chambers, rooms,

or cells behind them. The centre of each side

of the square is occupied by some especially im-

pcntant feature, such as a portal, in- a prayer

room, or music gallery, invai'iably preceded l)y

a colossal portal or deeply recessed art'h, enclosed

in a square framework of decoration rising high

above the two-storied arcades, and frequently

flanked by tall and slender round minarets,

bearing an arcaded gallery carried on stalactite

corbelling. Opposite the chief entrance is usu-

ally the main prayer room of the mosque, or the

chapel mosipie of the college, with a similar

portal and minarets, l.iut distinguisheil by a lofty

ovoid-pointed dome, often swelling with a bul-

bous outline from a high drum. This e.xterior

dome is wholly distinct from the interior vault,

which is much lower : an arrangement which

may have been introduced by European archi-

tects in the reign of Shah Ablias.

As to details, it should be noted that neither

the horseshoe nor the cusped arch prevails in

Persia. The equilateral pointed arch occurs but

rarely ; the characteristic Persian arch resem-

bles somewhat tlie Tudor arch of the perpen-

dicular English style, being four-centred, or,

more often, having the upper outline formed by

two straight lines meeting at an obtuse angle.

The vaulting, generally executed in brick, is

often treated with great ingenuity of detail,

with complex interpenetrating svu'faces, struc-

turally more scientific than the treatment with

stalactite decoration. E.xcellent exami)les of

this are in the Tailor's Bazaar at Ispahan and
the liazaar and baths at Kashan. Sometimes,

however, stalactite vaults were used, and it is

not improbable that this sort of ornament,

though less lavishly used Ijy tiie Persians than

farther west, was originally invented in Persia,

as already observed.

In the matter of ornament the Persians sm--

passed the Western Moslems as far in ceramic

decoration and in the tiowing grace and free-

dom of their patterns, as they were inferior to

them in variety and splendour of ornament.

Hardly a moulding is to be met with in Per-

sian exterior decoration, which is effected almost

entirely by means of ceramic tiles in beautiful

hues of blue, yellow, red, and green, with in-

scriptions and details often in black. It was
Persian artists who carried the ail of wall

tiling into Turkey, and into Egypt, Sicily, the

Moghreb, and Spain. This art underwent a

revival consequent upon the imjiortation of

Chinese wares and ceramic artists into Persia

under Shah Abbas, and is still practised, though
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less successfully than formerly. Persian deco-

rative ai't makes free use of pictures, of uatu-

ralistic floral an<l aninuil forms, and even of

sculptw'e, differing in this from the more ortho-

dox Moslem art. In the C'har-Kagii jiavilion

at Ispahan, the four slender wooden columns

that supjiort the panelled ceiling stand on

pedestals formed by grouijcd caryatides; and

pictures are an imjiortant element in the deco-

ration of the Hesht-Dcr Behisht, or "Eight
(xates of Paradise." Modern Persian architec-

ture, following, no doubt, an innncmorial tradi-

tion of which the slender colunms of Per.sepolis

were the interi)rctation in stone, makes free use

of wood, both for the supporting colunms and

for the ceilings of its pahu^es and houses, and uses

it with great elegance, as in the Chehil-Soutun

palace at Ispahan, the Kasr-i-Khadjar, the

Throne Pavilion at Teheran, and the famous

Mirror Hall near Ispahan, in which small panels

of looking-glass are inlaid in the mosaic orna-

ment of the colunms and other woodwork, with

an effect somewhat tawdry ]>erha))s, but not

without a certain charm. The Persians are

adept.s in a certain kind of formal gardening,

which adds to the effect of their palaces and

squares, and which was carried to India by

Persian artists in the train of the Mogids in

the sixteenth century.— A. D. F. Ha.aiun.

Tlie bibliography of Persian art is scanty. De-
scriptions by niediseval travellers and tlie writings

of Pietro della Valle and Krusurski of the six-

teenth-seventeenth centuries, the travels of Onscly
<and .\Ialcohn in English, and iu handy and popu-
lar form the Stury of Persia and Persia and the

Persians, by S. (j. W. Benjamin, give compara-
tively little information on the Moslem architec-

ture. For this, dependence is chiefly on French
works: Flandin et Coste, Vinjatje en Perse ; Coste,

3fomtme,nts Mmlernes de la Perse ; Texier, De-
scriptiun de V Armenie, la Perse el la Mesnpotamie

;

Dieulatoy, VArt Maderne de la Perse; Gayet,

VArt Persan. Cf. also in the German Ilnndhurh
der ArchiteJctiir (Darmstadt) the volume Die Ban-
kunst des Islam, by Franz Pasha ; Dieulafoy, L'.lrf

Antique de la Perse, Part V ; Monuments Parthes

et Sassanides ; Perrot and Chipicz, HIstoire de

V Art dans V Antiijuite, Vol. V. /.a Perse ; Loftus,

Travels and Researches in Chaldea and Susiana;
I'ergusson, Palaces of Nineveh and Persepolis.

PERSIENNE. A shutter or window blind

with slats ; either hinged at the side or at-

tached at the top and hanging loosely. (See

Blind, and subtitles; Shutter; also description

of Halles Centralles under Iron (construction.)

PERSPECTIVE. The art of representing

graphically an object as it actually appears to

the eye ; scientifically, a form of projection by

the use of which such a representation may be

obtained, or very closely apjiroximated. Also

the result obtained by cither process.

Perspective as a science is usually luiderstood

as meaning linear perspective ; that is, the

scientific process as distinguished from, for ex-

ample, the free hand methods of representing
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nature, or from aerial perspective as considered

by painters.

Linear i)er.spective is a branch of Applied

Geometry, like Descriptive Geometry, Projee-

tion, and Shades and Shadows. But while

these discuss the re;U dimensions and directions

of lines, and their projection on plane and

curved surfaces by parallel lines, perspective

treats of their ajjiiarent directions and dimen-

sions as viewetl from a certain definite point,

and of their projection upon a plane or curved

surface by lines converging to a point. This

point, called the "station point," is the point

supposed to be occupied by the eye of the specta-

tor. This system is sometimes called conical pro-

jection, as distinguished from orthographic and
isometric projection, because the rays of light;

considered collectively, which pass from the out-

lines of iiu object to the eye approximate the

form of a cone, of which this outline is the

base, and the eye the vertex. If this cone is

cut by any intervening surface, the line of inter-

section is the persjjective of the given outline,

and when viewed from the station point it

covers and coincides with the outline in ques-

tion, and is a picture of it or true representa-

tion of its appearance.

When the intervening surface is a plane, it

is called the plane of the pictiu-e ; it is under-

stood to be vertical unless specified to the con-

trary, and the picture is then said to be drawn

in plane perspective. This is the system in

ordinary use for the study and exhibition of

architectural designs, as in making preliminary

studies. The point in the plane of the picture

opposite and nearest to the station point is

called the centre of the pictiu-e, or point of

sight. It is the orthographic projection of the

station point.

There are two methods of obtaining, in the

plane of the picture, the true conical projections

of lines. In the first method, which is that of

direct conical projection, the aim is to obtain

the projection of the points at the ends of the

given right lines, and of a suflicient number of

points upon the given curved lines. By con-

necting these points the perspective of any fig-

ure can be coustnicted. In practice this method
is commonly used only in the horizontal plane

of projection to determine the position of verti-

cal hues as projected in the picture plane. The
position of horizontal and inclined lines is then

obtained by the second method, the method of

infinite lines. In the first method points are

first determined and then lines are obtained by
connecting the points. In the second method
infinite lines are first determined, and points

and finite lines are obtained by the intersections

of the.se infinite fines.

In practice, it is usual, in making a perspec-

tive drawing of a building, to determine the

horizontal dimensions, that is to say, the posi-
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tion of vertical lines, by the method of conical

projection, using an orthographic plan to repre-

sent the building, drawing a fine through its

nearest comer to represent the plane of the

picture, taking a point at a proper distance

from it to represent the position of the specta-

tor, or station point, and drawing lines from the

different points in the plan to the station point

to represent the visual rays. These lines cut

the plane of the picture at points which give

the position of the vertical fines in perspective.

Vertical dimensions are then laid ofl' on the

nearest corner and transferred to other vertical

fines by drawing the perspectives of horizontal

fines from the points so obtained. By the

same process the perspective of any fine paral-

lel to the picture plane may be found, as it is

obviously parallel to the fine it.self.

To obtain the perspective of a line not paral-

lel to the picture plane, it is necessary to find

the perspective of two points of the line. Usu-
aUy, the two points chosen are the point where
the fine pierces the picture plane and the ex-

tremity of the fine supposed to be prolonged to

infinity beyond the pictiu-e plane. The former

point is its own perspective, and is readily found

by the process above described. The projector

of the latter point, infinitely distant, must neces-

sarily be paraUel to the fine itself : hence, to find

the perspective of the extremity of a line, draw
a projector through the station point parallel to

the given line. The point so found will be the

perspective of the extremity of the given fine as

well as of all lines parallel to it. Such a point

is called a vanishing point ; in it the perspec-

tive fines of any parallel system meet, and ap-

pear to vanish. Architectural designs are largely

composed of, or can be reduced to, systems of

paraUel fines, vertical and horizontal. The
former are drawn in perspective by the process

first described ; the latter by the location of the

vanishing points, which are usually two, for the

two faces of the building meeting in front of

the observer. Furthermore, these two vanish-

ing points serve to obtain the perspective of any

other point by means of imaginary fines drawn

through the points parallel to either system.

Disto'iilons and Corrections. A perspective

drawing looks aU right when seen from the sta-

tion point, but it necessarily appears more or

less distorted when seen from any other point.

For the apparent size of objects is determined

to the eye by their relative angular dimensions,

and their position by their angular distance

from the point opposite the spectator. But in

plane perspective drawing the distance of points

from the centre of the pictiure is determined,

not by this angle, but by its tangent, and the

size of an object is made proportional, not to

its apparent angular dimensions, but to the ifif-

ferences of the tangents of the angles. It fol-

lows that dimensions become more and more
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exaggerated as they are more and more distant

from the eentre. This i.s not very notii-eable

within an angh; of twenty-tive or tliirty degrees.

Beyond that it becomes intolerable. Even witliin

this range the unavoidable distortion of eireular,

cylindrical, and splu'rical objects becomes oH'en-

sive. In fact, as is readily seen, the outline of

objects drawn in plane perspective is exactly

similar to that of their shadows cast ujion a

screen parallel to the plane of the ])icture by
a candle occupying the station point. Such
shadows are notoriously distorted. It is only

at the centre that they are of the same shape

as the objects that cast them.

A iiractical remedy for this distortion is found

by limiting tlie range of perspective drawing to

fifty or sixty degrees, and then " doctoring " the

ditiicult objects, such as spheres, columns, and

round towers.

For similar reasons the human figure is never

put into persjjective, Init is always drawn in or-

thographic jirojection, as if at the centre. This

is sometimes difficult to manage when other ob-

jects, such as chairs, tables, etc., are drawn in

plane perspective.

Another way to avoid these distortions is to

draw things just as they appear, in their ap-

parent angular dimensions. This, of course,

coidd be exactly accomplished only ujjon the

interior surface of a hollow sphere. But for

objects of no great height, so that only hori-

zontal angles liave to be considered, a cylindrical

surfiice answers as well. (See Curvilinear Per-

spective, below.)

Angular Perspective. A method of per-

spective in wiiich a rectangular parallelojjiiied

would be so set that four of its edges are paral-

lel to the plane of the picture, and eight in-

clined, and that four of its faces are inclined,

and two normal.

This is the most common case, buildings

being generally drawn with their corners verti-

cal, and parallel to the plane of the picture,

while their fioor.-i are level and the eaves and

other horizontal lines are directed right and left

to their vani-shing [loints. Such an object has

two vanishing points and has three horizons,

one horizontal and two vertical. The station

point may be anywhere upon a semicircle, of

which the line joining the two vanishing points

is the diameter.

If an object is set so that its sides are very

nearly forty-five degrees with the plane of the

picture, it had better be taken exactly so. A
horizontal square then has one of its diagonals

normal to the plane of the picture, with its

vanishing point at the centre, which is now
halfway between the right- and left hand van-

ishing points. The otiier diagonal will have its

perspective horizontal.

Bird's-Eye Perspective. A method of per-

spective for which the eye is taken at a consid-
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crable height above tlje ground, so as to looK

down upon tiie objects to be reiiresented, thus

having an extended range of vision. It is thus

not a separate branch of the scieiu'e of persjiec-

tive, but may make u.se of any of the .systems

here descril)ed.

CiirviUiiear ; Cylindrical Perspective. A
method of iitTs]icctive in wiuch the surface of

projection is a hollow vertical cylinder, with the

spectator at a point on the axis ; the picture is

then said to be made in cylindrical, panoramic,

or curvilinear perspective.

Panoramas are painted upon such surfaces,

and such a suH"ace is virtually employed in

sketching from nature. But when it is devel-

oped, that is to say, Hattened out, the jierspec-

tives of all the straight lines a])pear curved, as

may be seen in .some of Turner's jiictures, and
in photographs taken with a revolving camera.

In the construction of such drawings the per-

spective of every right line is j)roperly a certain

geometrical curve
;
parallel lines appear as a

group of such curves, all of which have the

same origin, which is their vanishing [joint.

But by substituting their tangents for the

curves themselves, at any place an object can

be drawn, as in plane perspective, without seri-

ous error ; and by a continuous series of such

plane perspectives a very close apjiroximation

to curvilinear may be obtained. Properly, cur-

vilinear perspective should include also spherical

perspective ; that is, a method involving the use

of a si)herical surface as the surface of |jrojcc-

tion. This process is, however, hardly aviiilalile

for practical use, as the surface of a sphere can-

not he developed upon a plane.

Diagonal Perspective. Angular Perspec-

tive in which the principal faces of an object

are shown as if at forty-five degrees to the pic-

ture plane ; one set of diagonals of the square in

plan vanishes then at the centre of vision, half-

way between the right and left chief vanishing

points, and the other is jiarallel to the picture.

Linear Perspective. (See main article, above.)

Oblique Perspective. That in which a rec-

tangular paralleloijiped would be so set tiiat all

its faces and all its edges would be inclined to

the plane of the picture. There are three van-

ishing points and three horizons. The station

point is fixed, and is at the vertex of a trian-

gular pyramid, in front of the picture, of which

the three horizons form the base. The centre

is at the i)oint in the plane of the picture where
the three perpendiculars dropped from the three

vanishing points upon the opposite horizons meet

and cross.

Oblique perspective is used when an object

is not vertical, or when the plane of the [tii'tin-e

is itself inclined, as sometimes happens in plio-

tography, as when a camera is directed upward
at a tall building, the sides of which will then

appear to approach.
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One Point Perspective. 8:iine as Parallel

Pei>|ifi-tivo.

Pcinoramic Perspective. Same as Curvi-

liiuMi- l\i-s|it(tivi'.

Parallel Perspective. A inethixl of per-

siiei-tivf ill wliiiii tiie |inni-iiial jjlaiie face of

the objeet is assuiueil :us parallel to the pieture

plane. When a reetaugular jiaraUelopiped is

so situatal that fovir of its faces and four of its

etlges are normal to the plane of the picture,

anil the others imrallel to it, it is said to be in

parallel perspective, or one point perspective,

since only these four edges have a vanishing

point, this is at the centre of the picture,

which is the vanishing point of all normal

lines.

Parallel perspective is much used for inte-

rioi-s, street fronts, etc., especially if vertical

circles occur in the object, since if these are

parallel to the picture they can be put in with

compasses.

If an object is verj' nearly in parallel per-

spective it had better be drawn exactly so.

Otherwise, both the horizontal vanishing points

may come on the same side of some portion of

it, which is intolerable, as may often be seen in

photographs, es)iecially of interiors.

Plane Perspective. (See main article,

above.

)

Spherical Perspective. (See Curvilinear

Persjjcctivi'.)

Three Point Perspective. Same as Oblique

Pel's] lei-tive.

Two Point Perspective. Same as Angular

Perspective.— W. R. Ware.

A great number of text books on perspective

have been published, which are useful for the

the study of the usual methods of perspective draw-

ing, but "for a full scientific treatment of the subject

in all its branches, consult ^^<K^f)•n Perspective

by Prof. W. R. Ware, 1 vol. text, 1 vol. plates.

See also Herdman, Curvilinear Perspective in

Xature. — R. S.

PERU. ARCHITECTURE OF. (See South

America, Aivhitecture of.)

PERUCCI. (See Perazzi, Baldassare.)

PERUGINO. (See Vanucci, Pietro.)

PERUZZI (PETRUCCI. PERUCCI >, BAL-
DASSARE

;
painter ami architect of Siena,

Italy ; b. Mar. 7, 1481 ; d. Jan. 6, 1556.

Penizzi was probably bom at Volterra, Italy,

the son of a Florentine weaver, and was brought

up in Siena. He went to Rome about 150-3,

and under the patronage of ttie famous Sieuese

banker, Agostino Chigi, devoted several years to

study. One of his earliest buildings was Chi-

gi's villa, now called the Villa Farnesina, fin-

ished about 1510. After the death of Raphael,

Peruzzi was a.ssociated with Antonio (II.) da San

Gallo (see San Gallo, Antonio II.) in the su-

perintendence of the works at S. Peters church,

and held that position intermittently from Aug.
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1, 1520, until his death. During tlie reign of

Adrian VI. (Pope 1522-1523) he was invited

to Bologna by the preskhiiti of the church of

S. Petronio to design a facade for that church.

A drawing in the (iothii- style now in the sac-

risty is attributed to him. Peruzzi in 1525
built the Ossoli jialace in Rome. At Siena he
was twice madi' ((fell itetto del publico on peti-

tion of citizens. The little court of the oratory

of S. Catcrina and the \'illa Belcaro date from

this time; and in 1529 he was made capo-

maestro of the cathedral. He began the famous
Palazzo JIassimi (AUe Colonne) at Rome in

1535, the year before his death. He began also

the palace of Angelo Massimi (now Palazzo Or-

sini).

In painting, Peruzzi was at first a pupil of

Pinturicchio (see Pinturicchiu). He afterward

assisted Raphael in Rome. Aiuong his many
works are the ]iaintiags of the choir of S. Ono-

frio (Rome), much of the decoration of the

Farnesina, and the decoration of the Capella

Pozzetti at S. Maria deUa Pace (Rome, 1516).

He frequently designed fetes and processions,

and painted many fai;a(les. His notes and de-

signs were used by Serlio (see Serlio) in prepar-

ing his books. Peruzzi was buried in the Pan-

theon near Raphael.

Rudolf Redtenbacher. Balilassare Peruzzi und
seine Werke ; Vasiri. Milane.si ed. : Vasari. Blash-
field-Hopkins ed.; Miintz, Penaissance ; Suys et

Haudebourt, Palais Massimi; A. Venturi, Far-
nesina ; Doiiati, ElfKjio ; Gave, Carteyyio.

PEST HOUSE. (See Lazar House.)

PETER OF COLECHURCH
;

priest and

architect ; d. ll'i.i.'i.

London Bridge was destroyed and rebuilt in

1091, 1136, and probably at many other times.

All these early structures were of wood. Accord-

ing to Stow (op. cit.) the last wooflen bridge

was built by Peter, curate of S. Mary Colechurch

(London), in 1163. The first stone bridge was

begun by Peter of Colechurch in 1176 and fin-

ished in 1209. It was constnieted on twenty

arches with nineteen piers, and houses were built

upon it.

Knight, London; KnighuCt/clopedia of London ;

Stow, Survey of London ; Redgrave, Dictionary of
Artists; Thomson, London Bridye.

PETIT. FRANCOIS ; architect.

A sou of Guillauinc Petit, inaUre des auvres

of the city of Beativais. May 3, 1578, he was

chosen to conduct the works at the Pont Xeuf

(Paris) with his brother .lean, Guillaume !Mar-

chand (see Marchand, G.), and others. March

7, 1600, he contracted with others to build the

western portion of the Granule Galerie du

Loticre. (See Chambiges, Pierre, II.)

Berty. Ti'pnnraphie. Louvre et Tuileries.

PETRUS DE MARIA; architect and mo-

saicist.

Petnis de Maria built the cloister at Sassovivo
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PETRUS GULIMARI
near Foligiio, lUily, tiiiislicd in l"JlJ!i. This clois-

ter is similar to tiiat of tlie Liitfran.

Frolliingham, ClninWr af tlic LntiTiin.

PETRUS GULIMARI. (Sec (iuliinari ila

Piponio, Pi'trus.

)

PEW. Ori;,'iiially. an enclosed and slij^htly

elevated place fitted witli a desk and more or less

complete conveniences for writing , tlie place for

a cashier or paymaster, a clerk who had bnsi-

ness with the public, or any one who needed a

certain separation or enclosure, while still re-

maining aeee.ssible. Lawyers formerly received

their client-; in public places where each attor-

ney hail his own pew. L;iter, a box in a theatre
;

and, in the same way of extension, an enclosed

s])ace with one or more seats in a church

held by one person or family, as distinguished

from the open benches, which were free.

The pews of the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries had often seats on three sides of a

space about 5 by 7 feet, enclosed with wooden

partitions 4 feet or more high. The nine-

teenth century pew is generally long anil

narrow, with back and ends 3 feet high or

less, anil fitted with one long bench only, the

PHAROS
M. J.). In ITGli lie won the (imnd I'li.r <h'

Rome in architecture. Keturning to I'aris, he

was appointed ---^
roiitf6li'iif of

the buildings at

the chateau of

S. Germain and
of Fontaine-
bleau. He de-

signed the elec-

toral palace and

chaiiel at C'o-

blentz (Rhenish

Prussia). Under
the Emjiire lie

was architect of

the administra-

tion of the hos-

pitals. He pub-

lished several

works on archi-

tecture.

I'kw IX CHriiru at Elkstonk,
Gloucestkkshire; c. 1280.

Pew: BiNHAM Priory, Norfolkshire; c

occupants of which all face the pulpit or read-

ing-desk. (Cuts coLs. 126, 127, 128.) — R. .S.

PEW CHAIR. A hinged seat, attached to

the end of a church pew, to afford accommoda-

tion iu the aisle when additional seats are re-

quired. (I'nited States.)

PEYRE, ANTOINE FRAN9OIS ; archi

tect and painter; b. April 5, 1739; d. March

7, 1S23.

A brother of Marie Joseph Peyre (see Peyre,
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Quatreinfre ilc Qiiincy, Nntice S7ir A. F. Peyre;
Noiiffi/e liinijr:ipliii' iihii'riilr.

PEYRE, ANTOINE MARIE ; architect
;

b, 1770; d. May 24, 1843.

A son of Marie Jo.seph Peyre (see

Peyre, M. J.). Under the Directoire he

was ajipoiiited architede des bdtinteiUs

civih and took charge of the construc-

tion of the Observatoire and of the in-

stallation of the Musee des Monuments
Francais in the convent of the Petits-

Augustins under the direction of Marie

Alexandre Lenoir (.see Lenoir, ]\I. A.).

In 1809 he was appointed architect of

the Palais de Justice (Paris), and made
extensive additions to that building. In

1800 he built the old Gaite theatre in

Pans (now destroyed). He built also

the theatre at Soissons and a the-

atre at Lille. He published sev-

eral works on architecture.

Xouvelle hiof/raphie generale

;

Bauclial, Diclumnttire.

PEYRE, MARIE JOSEPH ;
architect

;

b. 17.30; d. Aug. 11, 178S.

He won the Grand Frix de Rome in archi-

tecture in 1751. In 1767 he was admitted to

the AccuUmie d^Architecture. In 1772 he w'as

1340, associated with De Wailly (see Wailly) as su-

pervising architect of the chateau of Fontaine-

bleau, and with him built the Odeon theatre in

Pans.

Bauclial. Diitioniiaire.

PHAROS. A. A lighthouse or beacon tower

which anciently stood on the Isle of Pharo.s, at

the entrance of the port of Alexandria. Hence,—
B. Any lighthouse for the direction of sea-

men ; a watch tower or beacon, especially when
of a more or less monumental character.
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PHIDIAS PHEIDIAS)

PHIDIAS (PHEIDIAS) : sc\ilptor anil ar-

oliiti'ct.

Pliiilias liefT'in as ;i painter. He was one of

the tliree great pupils of Agelaiiliis (see Age-

laitlas). His
Ciirliest recorded

work was a

chryselephant-

ine statue of

Athena at Pel-

lene in Achaia,

Greene. About
459 he made a

statue of Atiiena

Areia for a tem-

ple at Plat tea in

Bu'otia. To tills

early period may
be ascribed his

Aphrodite Ou-

rania, the Apollo

Parnopios, the

Hermes Prona-

os, and the Am-
azon at E])he.sos.

Pew is Chukch at KiDLrxcTON, Before the end

of the adminis-

tration of Cimon
(d. 469 B.C.)

Phidias made the bronze statue of Athena Pro-

machus which stood on the Acropolis. The his-

tory of the great chryselephantine statue of Zeus

in the temple of

that god at

Olympia is ob-

scure, but it was
probably dedi-

cated about 448
B c. After this

time Phidias
was attached to

the administra-

tion of Pericles

at Athens, and
Phidias, accord-

ing to Plutarch,

was made super-

intendent of all

the public build-

ings. The colos-

sal chrysele-
phantine statue

of Athena which

stood in the Par-

thenon was con-

Elgin JIarbles

;

Oxfordshire: with .\bbrevia-
TIOX OF THE XAME OF JeSUS
(I-H.C: SEE Article I.H.S.).

Pew: Chcrch at Steeple As-
ton, Oxfordshire; c. 1500.

secrated in 4.38 B.C. (See

Greece, Architecture of: Parthenon.)

CoUignoii, Histoire de la Sculpture Grecqne

;

CoUignon. Phidias; Waldstein, Essays on the Art
of Pheiditts; Story. Phidias and the Elijin

Marbles; Petersen, Die Juinst des Pheidias;
Michaelis, Der Parthenon ; Hamilton,iocd Elgin''s
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Pursuits in Gn-ert- ; Plutarch. Ptricles ; Pazisanias,
(Eraser's Trans.).

PHENGITES. Same as Pheugites Marble

;

luiilrr Marlilc.

PHTLON ; architect.

riiilon was included by Varro among the

seven greatest architects of Greece. His best

known building was the arsenal at the Peira-us

(the port of Athens). This building was erected

between 346 and 328 B.C., and was burned by
the Roman general Sulla. Pinion vrrote books
on proportion and a description of the arsenal.

An inscription has been found giving an accurate

description of this building. (Choisy, op. cit.)

Choisy. Etudes epirjrajthiques ; Thos. \V. Lud-
low, The Athenian Arsenal of Philon in American
Journal of PhUoliKjy.

Pew: Church at Milvertos, Souek-
setshire, a.d. 1540.

The upper panel has the royal escutcheon, with the
Garter. Tudor Rose, and a Pomegranate.

PHOTOGRAPHY. The art and the pro-

cess of making pictures by the action of light

upon chemically prepared surfaces, as of paper,

glass, metal, etc. Tlie application to the study

of architecture dates from about 1S4;I, at wliich

time Pont;, of Venice, was making ]);iper prints

of important buildings in Venice. The piiuts

made at this time, though somewhat taded, are

still useftil. E. D. Baldus, of Paris, was mak-

ing large and very splendid pictures of French

catheilrals as early as 1854, and tliese pictures

are still in excellent condition.

The great majority of architectural photo-

graphs which are purchased by travellers in

Europe are taken with a view to giv inga general

picture of an agreeable sort : carefully taken

pictures giving less visited buildings, and espe-

cially views of iletails on a large scale, are often

difficult to procure. In this respect there is a

very great difference between one town and

another.

Great collections of architectural photographs
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luive not very i-oniUKHily been made, one reason

being the dittieulty attending tiieir aeeunndatioii,

owing to the abseuee of a well-organized trade

with its eatalogues, its advertisements, and its

trade methods. The neeessity of providing

much spaee for the accommodation of jdioto-

graphs and the difficulty of their organization

and cataloguing, and the ('onstantly increasing

number of books illustrated liy i)hotogra|)hy,

have also counted against the making of tliese

collections. It is probable that the formation

of a complete collection of architectural phott)-

graphs would involve the innnediate purcha.se

of 70,000 or S0,000 prints and the taking of

hmidreds of new ones yearly, Ijesides the neces-

sary taking of many pictures for which special

order-s would have to be given. A phc.itograph

of a building or part of a building should be

taken without the slightest reference to the

artistic effect of the picture. The object of the

picture being to convey to the student all

the facts possible, concerning the work of archi-

tectural art, the jjliotograph should l.ie considered

as a faitliful mirror in which those truths are

preserved. On this account many operator.s

prefer an overcast day which, by avoiding strong

shadows with sharp edges, enables the student

to see the details of the building even in its

recesses. On the other hand, there are those

students of architecture who insist upon the in-

tention of the designer to use shadows as the

chief element in his architectural design. It is

to be obsen'ed in relation to this that designing

in shadow is rather an ideal of the theorizer

upon architectural designing than a practical

matter; as is made evident by the fact that the

details of the north Hank of a building, where

the sun seldom strikes, are not often very unlike

those of the south side. The practice, there-

fore, of taking [jhotographs in ckiudy weather

is to be commended, the resulting jjhotographs

being much truer and .softer, and with careful

stopping dovra of the lens and giving a longer

exjjosure, the details, in the shade and high light

as well, will be strong and brilliant. Until

within the last few years the photographs of

interiors have not been successful, owing to the

halation or fog which would appear around

all windows fticing the direct light ; but with

the introduction of the non-iialati(.m plate nuich

of the trouble is obviated. The Hash light is

hardly to be recommended for architectural re-

production, as long exjiosui'e of the jilate will

give best results except in interiors where light

does not penetrate at all.

Photography, as applied to the rendering of

architectural subjects, may be divided into two
divisions, — prints by direct process, and prints

which are photo-mechanical.

Direct process is where the negative is used

for making a positive print by the action of light

on a sensitized surface.
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Photomechanical is wher(^ the negative is a

means only to jirodui'e eitlier another negative

or a positive on some hardeueil siuface, on which

printer's ink can be spread for the purpo.se of

mechanical i)rinting.

Prints by direct jjrocess may be made by di-

rect contact with the negative, thus giving the

same size picture as the negative, or may be

enlarged by .solar or arc light projections on to

the sensitized |)aper ; or a large negative of the

desired size can be made from the small nega-

tive, from which direct i)rinting can be done

witliout tlie further necessity of a jirojecting or

enlarging camera ; where a large number of

prints are to be matle this is the best method.

For direct printing there are many papers, as

silver, aristo, vera, blue j)rint, platinum, car-

bon, bromide, velox, etc. For detail, such as

is re(iuired for architectural subjects, carbon

and bromide give the best results, and espe-

cially are adapted for enlargements.

Mat surface papers are, on the whole, to be

recommended over the glazed papers, as avoid-

ing the aimoying reflecting surlaces, though for

accuracy and clearness of detail the glazed

papers may be prefen'ed.

The various papers above mentioned can be

divided into three classes,— those which iirint

out after exposure to the light, through the

negative, those which print but faintly or where

the image is scarcely discernible, and those

which show no image ; the two latter classes

must be developed after the exposure is made
before the full image appears.

Silver, aristo, vera, and blue print are of the

first class, platinotype of the second class, and
bromide and carbon of the third class.

Of the papers in the two latter classes, ('.e.

those which do not ]n'int out, platinum is to be

recommended both for the results obtained, the

extreme facility for working, and for perma-

nency; it yields a soft gray print, but lacks

brilliancy of detail in the half tones and shad-

ows ; it might be said that it is to ]>hotography

what the impressionist school is to painting.

The platinum print is thoroughly apjjreciated

for jjictorial work where softness and effect are

sought and minute detail is not required.

Of the processes belonging to the second di-

vision, the photomechanical, theie are as nniny

varieties as there are jiapers in the first divi-

sion ; those most in use are the collotype,

photogravure or heliogi'avnre, half tone, or

photo-elcctrotyije.

The collotype process is worked on a film of

bichromated gelatine, which, when exposed un-

der a negative, may, when washed and dried,

be treated in the same manner as a litlnigrajihic

stone ; that is, the parts acted on by the light

ref\ise to absorb water, but take the gi'ea.sy

printer's ink, while the parts not acted on ab-

sorb water and refuse the inks.
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The coUotyiic process is useil largely in all

countries, unil worked under various names.

In Germany ;is Liclitdriick, in France as pho-
toti/jiie, antl in England and America as collo-

type, piiototype, aR>ertyi)c, and various other

fancy names. Tiie iieliotype is a slight modifi-

cation of the collotype process, the principal

feature l)eing that the gelatine film can be hard-

ened with chrome alum, and atterward detached

from the sui>iiort on whidi it was originally pre-

pared. It then forms a tough and flexible skin

of gelatine, wiiich can be used at any time for

printing from by attaching to a zinc plate or to

a cylinder.

For the reproduction of architectural sketches

for illustrative work, eitlier liue drawings or col-

oiu'ed sketches, the photo-electrotype process is

most in vogue, and is one of the earliest pro-

cesses of engraving with the aid of photography.

If a black and white line drawing is to be re-

produced, a sheet of chromotized gelatine is ex-

posed under the negative, the effect being that

the parts most aflected by the light shining

through become insoluble and incapable of ab-

sorbing water, while the parts not aflected be-

come readily soluble when treated with warm
water or an acetic acid bath, so leaving the

insoluble parts to form an image in relief ; from

these, moulds in wax and plaster are made, from

which the copper relief block is made for typo-

graphic printing. If the drawing to be repro-

duced is either in wash or in colour, we have
to deal with what is known as tone work, and
the negative must be made through a fine lined

screen, about two hundred lines to the inch
;

this breaks the light up into little dots and
squares, producing what is generally termed a
" half tone."

If a reproduction is to be made from a photo-

graph, tlie photograph should be made on silver

paper, and not too glossy.

In summing up, as to the most desirable

method for the reproduction of architectural

subjects, it must be stated that it depends en-

tirely on the use or purpose to which the repro-

duction is to serve.

Where a large number of prints are to be
made of the same subject, one of tlie photo-

mechanical processes must be accepted ; while

if time and number of prints or rejirodiictions do
not enter into the question, it is safe to say that

the best residts are from the carbon priiit, its

superiority over other papers being its brilliancy

and softness of detail in high light, shades, and
shadows, also the latitude it aflbrds for render-

ing different tone, to which must be added its

permanency.

Of the photo-mechanical processes, the photo-

gravure is undoubtedly the most satisfactorj- in

every way, giving the most exqmsite detail ; its

range is so great that the softest or hardest ma-
terials will come out in their true value ; the
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stone corbel or the carefully wrought grille will,

at a glance, show in true contrast with the deli-

cately veined polished marble columns and the

soft plush draperies, and it is in this very par-

ticular that the half-tone process is so inferior,

texture being almost absent. In fact, the one
should hardly be compared with the other. The
former is a hand process, where each picture is

pulled from the copper plate, while the latter is

the direct result of the " rapid fire " multiply-

ing printing machine, and naturally the least

expensive.

In enumerating the various methods above,

the American synonym is given in each case.

The Enc'jdopwdk Dirtionanj of Photog-
raphy, by Walter E. Woodbury, is a most
valuable work, capable of furnishing aid to

everj' student of the subject.

— Ch.uiles I. Bekg.
PIANO NOBTTiR In an Italian residence,

the princi]>al story containing the apartments

of ceremony and reception, usually one flight

above the ground, but often situated above an
intermecUate entresole or mezzanine. (Com-
pare Premier Etage, under Etage.)

PIAZZA. A. In Italian cities, an open
S(iuare more or less surrounded by buildings;

the open area made by the intersection of sev-

eral streets.

B. In the United States, same as Ve-

randah.

PICCONI, ANTONIO. (See San Gallo,

Antonio II.. da.)

PICK DRESSING. The first rough dress-

ing, or facing, of granite or other hard-quarried

stone by means of a heavy i)ick or wedge-shaped

hammer. Pick dressing produces a result suit-

able for heavy foundations or underpinnings

where snicinth wmk is not required.

PICKET HUT. A rude dwelling made by
driving stake.s, or "pickets," into the ground,

and roofing them. The Mexican jaeal construc-

tion is a form of picket hut. (See Jacal.)

— F. S. D.

PICTOTJ STONE. An olive-gray, fine-

grained, carboniferous sandstone from Pictou

Harbour, Xova Scotia.— G. P. M.
PICTS HOUSE. In Scotland, a rude

dwelling built often upon the side of a hiU, so

that parts of the hou.se are excavated, while

others are enclosed by walls of unhe^vn stones.

The nide stonework was carried up in a conical

or domical shape until the roof was completed
;

then the earth was heaped above it, or a layer

of turf or peat was used to cover everything.

These buildings were sometimes large, contain-

ing many chambers.

Wilson, Prehistoric Anvals of Scotland.

PICTURE GAIiLERT. A hall planned

and jjrovided with regard to wall spaces, area

of floor, and lighting by day or night, for the
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PICTURE PLANE PIER
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Theory of Piers as Explained by Ruskin.

A is a wall, hardly strong' enough; B contains tlip same cubic contents
^'athered up into (liers, h, aiul curtains, a, Tliis will be so very much
stronger than A that the material f, c can be removed with safety.

This is true of very many conditions.

most convenient exposition of pictures. (See

tJallery, C.)

PICTURE PLANE. In perspective draw-

ing, the ]ilane of ]ii(iicction, generally vertical.

(See Perspective.)

PIECE WORK. Work done and paid for

by measure of ((uantity at a fixed rate, accord-

ing to a previous estimate of value ; i.e. at an

agreed price per tliousanil for a certain quality

of bricks laid in a specified manner, or, in the

case of stonework, at a given price per perch,

etc., in contradistinction to work done and paiil

for by the measure of time, or by iiunp sum.

(See Contract ; Day's Work.)
PIEDROIT. A pier partly engaged in a

Clustered and Band-
ed Pi e r . Choir,
Lincoln Cathe-
dral: c. 1200.

Clcstkred Pier:
ONLY THE
Vaulting
Shafts Banded.

Pier: Nave Arcade: Islip
Church, Oxfordshire; c.

1180.
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wall
;
perhaps to be distinguished from a pilas-

ter, as having no cap and base. A term of

loose application, adapted from the French Ficd-

droit. (Compare Pilaster Mass.)

PIEN ; PIEND. An arras ; a salient angle.

Conipimnd terms result from this meaning; as

pieii hammer, a hammer having a cutting edge
;

liien rafter, in Scotland, a hip rafter. (See

Pieii Check, under Check.)

PIER. ^1. .'\iiy more or less isolated mass

of masonry, generally acting as a support; as

the portion of a

wall lictween two

openings, the
supports— larger

than mere col

uniiis — of vault-

ing in medneval

churches, the pro-

jecting buttresses

or stift'eners along

tlie Hanks of Ro-

manesque and
Cothic churches,

the masonry and

grillage under a column in modern constnic-

tion. (Sec Column ; Clustered Column , Pilas-

ter and following titles.)

B. A structure like a bridge or dyke, pro-

jecting from the land into deep water to allow

of the loading and unloading of vessels, or more

rarely to protect an anchorage or the entrance

to a harbour. (See Embankment ; Fondamenta
;

Jetty . Landing : Molo , Quay , Riva.)

Compound Pier. Any pier composed of

several members grouped together, as distin-

guisheil from one having a simple square, cir-
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Pier: Clustered and Band-
ed PiEiis; Lix( iiLN Cathe-
dral; 13th Century.



PIERCED WORK PIGTAIL AND PERIWIG STYLE

Pier: Clistered Pier;
Old, Xokthamftox-
shire; c. 1450.

Pier : Clustered
Pier of Latest
Type, with One
Capital for the
Whole. Stogcm-
EER, Church of
S. >L\RY, Somer-
set; c. 1500.

cular or polygonal section. The term thus

includes all clustered pillars or piers, and those

having a crucifonn or

stepped cross section.

They constitute a dis-

tinguishing feature of

mediieval church architec-

ture, through almost its en-

tire history from the tenth

to the fifteenth or sixteenth

century.

Recreation Pier. (Se>

under R.

)

PIERCED -WORK
Decoration which consists

mainly or partially of per-

forations. The essential

character of this kind of decoration depends on

whether the perforations are intended to be seen

as accentuated points of Light against dark or

of dark against light.

PIETRA NEPHRinCA ^See Nephrite.)

PIETRASANTA. GIACOMA DA; archi-

tect and sculptor.

JIany of the buildings in Rome, which are

attributed by Vasari to Giuliano da Maiano
(see GiiUiano da Maiano) and Baccio Pontelli

(see Pontelli), were probably built by Pietra-

santa. Among others, the church of S. Agos-

tino, built in the reign of SLxtus IV. (Pope
1471-1484). In 1452 he made several marble

doors for the Capitol, and in the records of Pius

II. (Pope 14.58-1464) he is mentioned as

sujieriiitendent of the constmction of the loggia

of the Benediction, with the title " Superstes

fabrics pulpiti." In 1467 and 1468 he ap-

pears as director of the works at the Vatican

and the Palazzo di S. Marco (Rome).

Mtiutz, Les Arts a la cotir des papes.

PIETRO DA CORTONA. (See Berretini,

Pii-tr., ,

PIETRO DI MINELLA. (See Beccafiimi,

Domeiiico.

)

PIGALLE. JEAN BAPTISTE ; sculptor;

b. Jan. -25, 1714 ; d. Aug. I'O, 176.5.

At the age of eight he was employed in the

atelier of Robert le Lorrain (see Lorrain, R. le),

and at twenty entered the academy of painting

and sculpture in Paris. He studied in Rome, and

on his return made the beautiful statue of

Mercurv, now in the Lou^Te. One of his most

Pierced Work: Sw^TZERLAXD, ITth Centcry.
Fascia below string course in w^Mwlen house ; each piercing bordered

by light coloured paintings.
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L E.MKAL .^ .

important works is the tomb of the Mare'chal

de Saxe in the church of S. Thomas at Stras-

burg (Elsass, Germany).

Gonse, Sci(!ptt(re fraiiraise.

PIGEON HOUSE (See Colombier
;

Dovecote.

)

PIG LUG JOINT Same as Dog Ear

.Joint (whiih sec under .Joint).

PIGTAIL AND PERIW^IG STTLE.
In GeniKUi, Zopf unil }\-ni>:ke StijL the

fantastic late neoclassic of Germany, a term

of ridicule corresponding to Barock (for

which see Barocco Architecture). The

style is more commonly designated Zopf
136



PILA PILE

Sti/l simply, and this abbreviated form is ratiicr

cominoii even in serious writing.

PILA. In Italy, a holy-water font, consist-

ing of a bowl moiuitcd on a shaft or foot, as

distingnished from a font secured to or hanging

from a wall or pier. (Compare Beniticr.)

PILASTER. An engaged pier with a more

or less Hat face, projecting slightly from a wall

surface, and furnished with a cajiital, base, etc.,

as if to correspond with a column ; the shaft

may be in a single piece, or it may be built up
in courses with the masonry of the wall of

which it forms a part. It was a Roman e.\pres-

sion of the Greek Anta, luit, unlike the anta,

its capital was made as nearly as possible like

the capital of the corresponding column, with

which in Roman work it was nearly always

associated as a respond, but rarely used inde-

pendently in Roman work. But in the Renais-

sance, the function of pilasters became greatly

enlarged, and they were often used, without the

detached columns from which they were de-

rived, to express upon a wall face an order of

arcliitecture or a superimposition of orders in

flat relief as it were, taking the place of the

engaged column as used in the (jractice of the

Romans. The engaged piers in Romauesipie

architecture are sometimes, by extension, called

pilasters. — H. V. B.

PILASTER MASS. An engaged pier built

up with the wall : usually without the capital

and base of a pilaster ; an undeveloped buttress,

as in Romanesque work. (Compare Piedroit.)

PILASTER STRIP. Same as Pilaster

Mass, but generally applied to a comparatively

slender pier of slight projection.

PILASTRATA. In Italian, and by adoption

in English, a row, series, or order of pilasters.

(Compare Colonnade.)

PILE. A i)ost, or similar member of wood
or metal sunk or driven into the soil to form a

foundation for a superstnu'ture or to form a

retaining wall or dam. Most commonly used

in series in soft and yielding soil, or in water

as a support for walls, piers, and the like,

whose pressure would be too great for the soil.

When in place, a pile may reach a hard sub-

stratum and thus serve as a column or post

to transmit the pressure of the superstructure

through the softer material to a firm foiuida-

tion ; or it may resist the imposed pressure by

the friction of the material against its sides.

(See Foundation.)

Close Pile. One placed in immediate con-

tact with another, as in the constraction of a

coffer dam.
False Pile. A pile, or similar mendier,

placed on top of a pile or piles, after driving,

to reach a desired level. (See Follower Pile,

below.)

Fender Pile. A pile used at water fronts

to act as a guard or fender between boats and
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a landing. The
most notable ex-

amples are tho.se

of Venice, which

are mentioned here

on account of their

decorative cfi'cct.

They are adorned

with simple painted

decorations, recall-

ing the colours of

some heraldic
achievement.

Filler or Filling

Pile. One (h'iven

between gauge piles
pjqj.on House : Sh.klv

OINIA, U.S.

(Coin]>aro cut.s under Cnlombier.)

have
,
VlR-

after these

been ]ilaced.

FoUowrer Pile.

One used, in driving, as an extension to a pile

which has been driven to its full length without

reaching a hard bottom or meeting with sufficient

resistance. (See ,

False Pile, ^
'

above.)

Gauge or
Gauged Pile.

One of several

carefully placed

by accurate
m'fisnrempiit ^sP"-ASTER: Roman Doric, with
measuiement, as names of the Details.
a gauge for the

rest of a series. The tops of gauge piles are

commonly connected by a horizontal ledge, or

wale, on each side, between which the Filling

Piles are driven.

Auiiuteli

Cnllahno or Neck

Ntck-mouldiB*
Cincture
Apoiibygfl

3

Pilaster i>k Decorativk Interh'I!: I'lristyle,
House of the Faun, Pompeii.
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PILE

PlLASTEK E-VBLY ROMASESQCE FuRMS, 5lH CENTURV :

Barah, Syria.

PILE DWELLING
Scre'w Pile. A pile terminatiug

in a sfiew at its lower end, by which

it is forced into verj- hard material

wlien revolve<l.

Sheet Pile. One of a series of

accurately cut and squared timbers—
generally broad and thin, as planks—
driven in close contact, as for fonning

a temporarj' wall about a deep excava-

tion. In its best form, a sheet pile is

tougued and grooved, and its foot is

bevelled so as to form a point or

sharp edge at the side which is to

come against a pile which is already

in place : in driving, the pile is thus

wedged close. The form known as

the pug pile has a tongue and groove

of dovetail section by which it if

tightly locked to its neighbours.

Sheath PUe. Same as sheet pile ;

a comiption, jiossibly in conftision with

sheathine, niiich such piling resem-

bles. — I). X. B. S.

PUjE driver, a machine by

which a bea^y weight (about 1200

pounds) is raised to a height and then

allowed to fall suddenly. The wind-

lass may be turned by hand, or by a

small steam engine; the weight or

hammer is commonly released by the

automatic action of a hook ^vhich is

thrown out of a ring when it reaches

a certain height.

PHiE DWKiiLING. A house

built upon piles, esijecially when sur-

:j.m

Hollo^wr Pile. A hoUow metal cylinder used

a-s a ]iile and commonly sunk from its interior.

Hydraulic Pile. A form of hollow pile,

inside of which excavating is carried on by

means of a jet of water.

Pneumatic Pile. A form of hollow pile

which is forced into

place by atmospheric

pressure when the air

within is exliausted,

bringing with it the

ilisplaced soil. (See

Caisson I.)

Pug Pile.

Sheet Pile.)

Sand Pile. A
jjreparation for founda-

tion in soft soil— a

substitute for a wooden

pile— by a filling of

sand in a deep round

hole ; usually formed

by driving a wooden

Pilaster: Late Xeo- V^^' withdrawing it,

CLASSIC, WROUGHT ixTo and ramming saud iuto
formofg.une:s(hloss

jijg opening. (See
TORPA ( \\ ESTERGOTT- ''.

. " ^

laxd), Swedes. J< oimdation.)
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(See

rounded by water or swamp, the piles being long

Pilaster in Decora-
tive '^^' oo r>w o RK

:

17th Century; 'Wad-
stesa, Swede.n.

Pilaster Strip : Fous-
TAixs Abbey; c.

1170.
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PILE TOWER
enough to hold the lumse with its plat-

forms and accessories at st)ine distance

above the .surface. Siicii dwellings

were very coniindu in Europe previous

to the develiipnient in each region of

organized society, the isolated position

and the surrounding surface of water

or marsh serving as a ilefence. They
are still in use in trojiical regions, as

in certain of the Pacific islands. A
village composed of such dwellings is

known as a lake village or a swamp
village. Much of our knowledge of

prehistoric arclia-ology is obtained

from the remains found on the lake

bottom or buried in the swamp on the

sites of such villages.

Some of these villages seem to have

been of the nature of comnuuial dwell-

ings ; in others a comjilete street of

rough woodwork or of wattle seems to

have been faced on either side by the

dwellings, each independent of all the

others. — R. S.

PILE TOWER. Same as Pele

Tower.

PILING. The process, and the re-

sult, of driving ])iles.

PILLAR. Properly, any i.solated

vertical mass, whether monolithic or

built up in courses, as an isolated [jier,

or the like. The term is hardly a

technical one, and is very loosely aji-

plied ; thus, the mass of coal left in

a mine to carry the rock above is so

PILLAR OF VICTORY

Pillar: Nave Arpade Piers in the
Form of Simple Pillars ; Foun-
tains Abbey, Yorkshire, England;
c. 1180.
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Pir.LAR: Square and Round Ones (commonly called Ftrrs
AND Columns), Kokanaya, Syria; 5th Century a.d.

I

called ; and the English Bible (Gen. xix. 2G)
I speaks of a jiillar of

salt. In architectvu'e,

the term is ap|ilied to

a vertical supporting

member which is not a

column nor a pier, in

the usual senses of those

words ; also, to large

memorial columns.

Compound Pillar.

Same as Compound
Pier, under Pici'.

Midwall PiUar. (See

JMidwall Column, un-

der Column.)

Pompey's Pillar. A
large memorial column

of red Egyptian gran-

ite, in Alexandria,

Egypt, erected by Pom-
peius, a prefect, in hon-

our of Diocletian, in the

fourth century a.d.

(See ;\Iemorial Column.) Pillar, Octagonal:
PILLAR OF VIC- Church of Orton-on-

ai/-vT3-57- I 11 11 THE-HiLL, LeICESTEB-TORY. A pdlar-hke shire; c. 1350.
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PILLABBT

stnictuie ilevoteii to the commemoration of a

victory, tlic tcnu bcin- sometimes extended to

buildings lilve eastern pagodas, xvlncli are hardly

piUars in any strict sense. The rostral eolunm

fsee Colunuia Kostrata) of the Romans, and all

tliose columns men-

tioned under Memorial

Cokunn as lieing com-

memorative of military

triumjih, as well as

the rude cathstones or

megalithic i)illars of the

North, are included

under this title.

PILLARET. A
small pillar.

PILLOW^ WORK.
The decorative treat-

ment of any surface

with pillow-like projec

PINNACLE

It is most widely used in raortise-and-tenon

framing, and the like. (Compare Bolt.)

PINACOTHECA. In classic architecture,

a building for the preservation or exhibition of

pictures ; in modern use, a gallery of painting.

(See Pinakothek.)

Pin in Visible and Dec-
orative Fu.^MING : A
SWISS Chalet. - » "

• n
The (iiwonai brace is halved tions ; more especially

:;;;;rrtid'wu;j"tr^"; of any member of an

with ornamental heads. order, usually flat, With

a continuous cushion-like swell or bulge. (See

Cushion.)
, ^

PILON (PILLON), GERMAIN; scidptor

and architect; b. 1.53.5 (in the Faubourg Saint-

Jaques, Paris) ; d. Feb. 3, 1590.

In 1558 Pilou received payment lor eight

figures in relief for the vault of the monument

of Francis I., at Saint-Denis

(see De FOrme, Philibert), one

of his earliest and best works.

He superseded Domenique

Florentin and Geronimo della

Robbia (see Robbia, Geronimo

della) as sculptor of the

monument to Henry II., at

Saint-Denis, and made all

the statues of this monument.

The lias reliefs of the liase are

by Laurent Reguauldin (see

Regnauldin) and Fremjii

Roussel. Pilon made the

monument to Guillaume du

Bellay de Langey at the cathe-

dral of Le JNIans (finished in

1557), and the monimient to ,

Birague in the Louvre. One

of his most celebrated works

is the group of Three Graces

which supports a vase in- Pinnacle

tended to contain the heart ^°^\^ cMw
of Francis I. This work,

made for Catherine de' Medici in 1561, is now

in the Louvre.

Lami, Dirtionnaire des sculpteurs fran(;ais

;

Palustre, Benaissance; Gonse, Sculpture, fran-

qaise.

PIN. A cylindrical or slightly conical or

wedge-shaped peg or bolt, generally of wood,

Qsed to connect two or more pieces together.
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Pinnacle: Tower of Coutances
Cathedral. Normandy, about

1130, with fixx.a.cle of unusual

Size.

The roof of the stair turret has also two pinna-

cles closely combined with its mass.

PINAKOTHEK. A building for the exhi-

bition of paintings, the term having been put

to use in Munich to denote the two important

picture galleries known, respectively, as the

New and' the Old Pinakothek. (Compare Pma-

cotheca.)

PINNACLE. A subordinate vertical struc-

ture of masoniy, generally more or less taper-
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PLATE VII

PINNACLE

A part of the chevet of the cathedral at Reims.

Tlie iinijortance of these pinnacli-s is in tlieir colos-

sal size, for each from the level surface at the top

of the gi-eat Inittress rises 80 feet to tlie tiiiial upon

its spire, and includes a solid basement pierced

only by the waterway leading to the gargoyle, an

open n'icheconiaining the great statue on its pedes-

tal, and the spire, wliich itself is accompanied by

fmir minor |)innacles. 'I'lie gargoyles are ruined

in effect by the modern waler-leadei-s.





PINNING IN PIPE

ing, rising above the neiglil muring parts of a

building. It is generally useil to crown a but-

tress, or the like, to which it gives additional

weight ; also, at each of the four corners of a

square tower, to iill the space left by an octag-

onal spire above, and to complete the propor-

tion. In some examples, the pinnacle consists

of an open pavilion su]iporting a spire, the

whole being of great relative size. (See But-

tress : Flying Buttress ; Gothic Architecture.)

PINNING IN. The closure of open joints

in rubble work or rough walliiig by small w'edgcs

or spalls of stone fitted into the interstices and

bedded solidly in mortar, es]]ecially to avoid

hollow- spaces in the interior of a wall ; but it

is customary, in specifying for tiie face work of

such a wall, that there siiall be few spalled joints.

PINNING UP. The operation of securing

the solid horizontal bearing of timbers or lintels

on walls or piers of masonry by the insertion of

thin wedges of stone or layers of slate or metal

;

the operation of driving in metal wedges or

blades to bring the superstructure to bear fairly

upon the substructure, or to restore to the per-

pendicular a wall which is not plumb. (See

Perpendicular, Restoring to the ; Shim.)

PIN STOP. A metal pin

inserted in any turning member
to stop it at a certain jioint, as

in the key of a gas fixture.

PINTkliLI, BACCIO. (See

Pontelli, IJaccio.)

PINTLE. A pin forming an
axis or pivot to secure two parts

or members, while leaving one

or both free to revolve ; espe-

cially, a combination of such a

l)in with another part, by which
it is held more or less at rigiit

angles, forming a sort of linok.

PINTURICCHIO, BER-
NARDO; painter; b. 1459;
d. 1513. Pinturicchio painted

frescoes at the Sistine Chapel

(Rome), which still exist ; the

Borgia apartments at the Vati-

can, recently restoretl ; and tlie

decorations of the library of the Pinnacle

cathedral of Siena.

Pe-
TERBORO C.i-

THEDKAL, A.D.
1238.

Pinnaclr: West End of St. FmNcis. Havia, I'Hth Cen-
tury, WITH Pinnacles of wholly Decorative Pur-
pose, .\ND UNISU.4.LLV HlGH.
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Crowe and Cavalcaselle. His-
torii of Painting in Italy ; G. \V.

Kitchin, Picrnlomini Liljrary ; Volpini, Appartv-
mento Borgia del Vaticano.

PIPE. A long, generally cylindrical,

hollow body, used for the conveyance of a

fluid, as a drain, or a steam, water, or gas

pipe. The material of pipes difl'ers accord-

ing to the service which they have to per-

form. To quote some examples :
—

for soil and waste pipes ; heavy cast iron,

asphalted and galvanized WTought
iron, brass, and heavy lead for

short branches
;

for vent pipes; heavy cast iron, galvan-

ized or lead-lined wrought iron,

heavy lead and brass;

for drain pipes ; earthen, cement, and extra

heavy cast-iron pijjes
;

for supply pipes ; heavy drawn lead, jdain

black, galvanized, enamelled, lead-

lined, tin-lined, and glass lined

wrought iron, tin-lined lead, tinned

brass, and copper

;

for suction pipes from cisterns and wells

;

tin-lined lead and block-tin pi]jes;

for illuminating gas ; black or plain wrought
iron, galvanized wrougiit iron, and
for exposed work, brass pipes

;

for steam
;
plain black wrought-iron pipes

;

for gas and water street mains ; heavy as-

phalted cast-iron pipes, asjihalted

or cement-lined wrought-iron pipes,

for water ; wooden log pipes.

(See Gas Fitting ; House Drainage
;

Joint ; Plumbing.) — W. P. Gerhard.
Supply Pipe. The pipe by which the

public gas, water, or steam service is con-
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PIPE BOARD
nected with private or especial ser\Tlce. In

plumbing, the sui)ply service precedes the ser-

vice of special distribution.

PIPE BOARD. A board secured over a

sink or tiic like, commonly fixed to the wall

;

to wiiicii tlic various plumbing jiipes for supply

Pinn.\cle: Sp.\nish Renalssance; Cathedral
OF Leon ; 1520-1550.

or tell-tale purposes, witli their faucets, are at-

tached.

PIPPI, GIULIO (Giulio Romano)
;
painter

and arcliiteet ; b. 1492; d. 1546.

As the principal assistant of Raphael (see

Santi, R.) he was associated with him in execut-

ing tlie frescoes of tlie Stanze of the Vatican.

He also superintended the execution of the fres-
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coes in the loggia of the Faniesina (finished

about 1518). He assisted in the decoration of

the Loggia of the Vatican, and of the Villa

Madama, near Rome. In 1525 he designed the

Palazzo del Te (abbreviation for Tejetto, a sluice-

way or canal) at Mantua (finished 1528). Giu-

lio built his own ])alazzo, which still stands in

Mantua, and the tomb of Baldassare C'astigli-

one in the church of S. Maria delle Grazie

(Mantua).

Stiller, Palazzo del Te. in Allaemeine Baxizei-

tnnij. Vol. XLIX.: l?ottani. Palazzo del Te ; Carlo
d'Arco. Vita ed opere di Giulio Romano ; Miintz,

Iieiiais.''aiire ; Vasari, Milanesi ed. ; Gaye.Carteg-
rjio ; Grinier, Specimens of Ornamental Art.

PIPPI DANTONIO DA FIRENZE
;

sculptor and arcliiteet.

Aiter 1491 he was associated with Ambrogio

d'Antonio da Milano in the construction of the

portico of the cathedral of Spoleto.

PIRANESI. GIOVANNI BAPTISTA ;

architect and engraver; b. 1720, at Venice;

d. Nov. 9, 1776.

He was the son of a mason and went to Rome
at the age of eighteen to study architecture.

His plates were published under the following

titles ; Anfichilci liomane, 4 vols, folio, first ed.

1756, second ed. 1784 ; Moinimeuti deijU Sci-

pioiii. 1 vol. folio, 1785 ; Sciograjihia ijuatuor

Tcmploniiii Vetertnn, dedicated to Pope Pius

VI., 1 vol. folio, 1776 (Part II. contains the Pan-

theon); Ddla Magnificenza ed Architettvra

de' liomani, 1 vol. folio, dedicated to Clement

XIII.; OpereVarie di Architettura, etc., Rome,

Year VIII. of the Republic ; Lapide.') Capito-

Uni, 1 vol. folio, dedicated to Clement XIV.; II

CamjJO 3Iarzio deU'Antica Roma, I vol. folio,

Rome, 1762 ;
Antichitd d'Albano e di Castel

Garido{fo,\ vol.folio,dedicated to Clement XIV.;

a volume of plates on the column of Trajan, a

volume of plates on the niins of Psstum, vari-

ous engravings of Roman vases, candelabra, etc.

BiotTaphy compiled from a manuscript memoir
of Piranesi by one of his sons in Library of Fine

Arts. 18;n.

PIRCA. A kind of construction found in

Peruvian ruins where round stones are laid in

mortar, forming a sort of rulible.— F. S. D.

PISANO. ANDREA. (See Andrea da Pisa.)

PISANO. GIOVANNI. (See Giovanni da

Pisa.)

PISANO, NICCOLO. (See Niecolo da

Pi.sa.)

PISANO, TOMASO. (See Tomaso di An-

drea Pisano.)

PISAY. Same as Pise'.

PISCINA. A shallow basin or sink, sup-

plied with a drain pi]ie, generally recessed in a

niche, which is often elaborately decorated. In

modern churches, generally situated in a cano-

pied niche in the sanctuary wall, on the Epistle,

or south side of the altar, and east of the Se-
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dilia, used to receive the water in which the

priest waslies his hands at the Mass, and also

that in which the sacred vessels are cleansed.

Mallet, D'Airhenlor/ie lieliijieuse, 2 vols., Paris,

1887. — C. C.

Pis6. A buildini,' material (see Pisd Ma-
sonry, under JIa.sonry.)

This material is much used in jiarts of Cen-

tral and South America. A kind of pise work
was u.seil by some Amerii'an Indians, a good ex-

ample still existing in the noted ruin, Casa
Grande near Florence, Arizona, and also others

in Mexico. Another variety was in use in the Sa-

lado \'allcy, Ai izoiia, where an examination of

PITCH

Tdi
,

If; i; I|iiif '"V h

'^-SiiiJB^ -,. - ... . If "mi .

Piscina : In DwELLixc^-HorsE at Oakham, Rut-
landshire; l^TH Century.

many ruins disclo.ses a method of ramnnng the

chiy between two lines of wicker work bound

together by cross sticks. (See Cajon ; Clay

Walling; Tapia.)— F. S. D.

PISON ; architect.

Pi.sun, Ma'itre cVosuvre, constructed, at the

close of the tenth century, the old cathedral of

Le Puy (Haute Loire), central France, of which

vestiges appear in the present building.

Bourass^, Cathedrales de France.

PIT. In a theatre, or the like, the main

portion of the tloor of the auditorium, situated

at a lower level than the dress circle or boxes

which originally enclosed it on three sides.

Commonly separated from the boxes by a sunken

aisle. The term is now, in Great Britain, aj)-

plied to the inferior seats in whatever part of
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^ :

PiSfiN.A.: Cowr.iNG Church; c. 1200.

the floor of the house, and in the United States

has been supei-seded by the term Orchestra or

Parquet.

PITCH (I.). The amount of slope given to

any memlier, as a roof, or part of a roof; thus,

a pitch may be stated as of 2 to 3 (viz. 2 feet

or inches ujiright to 3 feet or inches horizontal)

or of a given angle (.'50 degrees, 4.") degrees, etc.).

An ingenious instrument is sold, devised for the

easy determination of the jjitch of roof and
much used by carpenters, surveyors, and the like.

It is furnished with a spirit level, and by the use

of this, a glance will determine either the angle of

the pitcli or the number of feet of rise or vertical

height which corresironds with a given length

of .slope, or, at pleasure, with a given horizon-

tal length.

'r^

'"''•'

''";;!; f-"Miiiilliif
'

' '^^^Z^C-'
Piscina : Blytheord Church, Suffolk ; r. 1300.
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The pitch of roofs lias generally been deter-

mined by two considerations taken together

;

one, the amount of rainfall or snowfall which

is to be expected during the jear, or any season

of the year ; the other, the material with which

the roof is covered. A roof made of sheets of

tin plate, zinc, or other metal soldered together,

may be much more Hat than a roof of shingles
;

this, again, somewhat less steep than a slate

roof— all without danger of leakage so long as

the roof is in good repair. Other considerations,

such as those of arciiitcctural effect, have, how-

ever often affected the question ; thus, the six-

teenth century architects of France inherited

from the Gothic church builders a taste for very

steep and high roofs, requiring verj' lofty cliim-

neys, which, together with proportionally large

dormer windows, l)ecame an important feature

of the Renaissance building of France. A
hundred years later this taste had disappeared,

and the influence of classical and pseudo-classi-

cal traditions coming from Italy caused the

adoption of roofs of very low pitch and almost

entirely concealed behind blocking courses, para-

pets, and the like. The flatter roofs may have

required somewhat greater care in their constnic-

tion ; but the change from one to another was

wholly caused by local and temporarj' change

in taste of design.— R. S.

PITCH (II.). The distance from centre to

centre of rivets in iron construction.

PITCH-FACED. In stonework, having the

edges of the face trimmed down to a true arris

or angle all around (see Draft), so that, when

laid up in the wall, the central ]iart of the visible

face of each stone is left projecting and rough as

it came from the quarry, or but slightly dressed

into shape with the pick, while the joints are

narrow, true, and all on the same plane. A
pitch-faced wall, therefore, is a rough wall of

squared stones with fine joints somewhat below

the general surface. (See Rock Faced ; Stone

Dre.ssing.

)

PITCH HOLE. A recess or depression oc-

curring in the surface of a stone which has

otherwise been more or less dressed to a true

face for setting.

PITCHING PIECE. Same as Apron Piece.

PITCH OF AN ARCH. The versed sine,

or height, from the springing line to the high-

est part of the soffit or intrados.

PIT DWELLING. A residence wholly or

in part under ground and formed by an excava-

tion. Records of hoxises which appear to have

been entirely subterranean are not imcommon,
and there exist in the south of England (Addy,

op. cit.), in several parts of Italy, and upon

the sites of different Gaidish cities many pits

which must have been from 4 to 6 feet

deep and from 12 to 14 feet in diameter or

width, all of which were evidently, from the

remains within them, used for human habi-
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tation. The w\all, if any was needed for greatei

height, was built up of rough stones, or by

screens of wattle covered with mud, but the

roof seems to have been in every case a pjTa-

mid or cone of boughs. It has been pointed

out that there still remain many English cot-

tages of which the Hoor (of beaten earth, or of

stones laid ujion the earth) is a foot or more
below the siu-face, and allusions to this will be

found in literature. It is claimed that houses

were warmer in winter if built in this way.

(See Pennpit.)

Add}', 77ic Ei-ohttion of the Enr/Ush Eonse

;

Hamerton, Tlie Mount and Aittun; Helbig, Die
ItalilLer in iJer Poebene.

PIVOT. A pin on which any object is free

to revolve ; it may be stationarj' or attached to

the revolving object. In antiquity, used in the

place of hinges for doors and the like ; fixed

near to the jamb in the sill and lintel ; or fixed

to the door and revolving in sockets. In mod-

em times, heav}' sash with large sheets of plate

glass have sometimes a pivot in the middle of

the top and bottom rail
;
pivots are also used

for hanging fan lights and other sash, being

secured to the middle of the side stiles and hav-

ing their sockets in the jambs, or sides of the

frame.

PIVOT LIGHT. A glazed sash supported

on pivots so that it may be opened and closed

by revolving, either horizontally or vertically

;

a common aiTangement for fan lights.

PLACARD. A. Pargetting; parget work.

B. The decoration of the door of an apart-

ment, consisting of a chambranle crowned with

its frieze or gorge. — (A. P. S.)

C. In Fn-nch use, a small, shallow cupboard.

PLAFOND. A ceiling in the sense of the

under side of a floor. The French term used

in English, especially when such a feature is

made decorative.

PLAIN TILE. (See Tile.)

PLAN. A drawing which geometrically rep-

resents an object in horizontal projection, as

distingtushed from those representing vertical

sections or elevations ; it may represent the

exterior of the object as seen from above, as in

a roof plan, or any part of its interior as shown

by a horizontal section, as a floor plan.

As the horizontal section has the advantage,

over vertical sections and elevations, of being

able to set forth the shapes, dimensions, and

mutual relation of aU the apartments in a

building and the character of its intercom-

munications, the plan is generally considered as

the basis of every architectural composition.

Plaits, in the plural, commoidy, any set of

graphic delineations intended collectively to de-

scribe an object or objects, even including verti-

cal projections and perspective drawings. (See

Planning.)— D. X. B. S.
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Pii;. 1. Fig. 4.
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Fig. 2. Fio. 5.

Fig. 3. Fig. 6.

Plan: A Comparison of the Systems of the Forms of Church Plans of Different Epochs. For those of
THE Basilica Type, of Romanesque, Gothic, Renaissance, and Cinquecento, see under Church and
Subtitles.

T\'i. 1 : Church of S. Hark. Venice, the t.vpionl Byzjintinc Orcek cross with live cupolas with a narthcx carried around the llircc sides of the
western arm ; the southern branch of this cut otfas a'chapei. Fisr. 2: fl. Antonio, Padua, first half of thirteenth century ; a combined Konian-
esque .md Byzantine style, though contenii>oraneous with the earlier Gothic buildlncs of North Italy ; the Oreek cross is lost in the prolongations
to east and west. Fig. '8: S. Andrea, Mantua ; c. 147.5. One of the eai-liest Kenaissance churches of wholly novel i)lan. Tlie piers between the
chapels serve as buttresses. Fig. 4; General scheme of Renaissance church plan in Middle Italy. A. B, C. I), are roofed hv barrel vaults, the
apse by a seniidome, the five eoni[>artnients either by groined vaults or cupolas. Compare Church of S. Fantino (plan under Clinrch : interior

under Renaissance). Fig. 5; Church of S. Maria Xuova, Cortona. 'ruscan\ . the plan resembling Fig. 4 but with the cliaiicel souare-ended. covered
by a cupola with lunettes flanked by sacristies. Fig. (i: S- liiagio, ,Monlep'ulcmrui, Tuscany. The type plan Fig. 4 with the corner compartments
omitted ; therefore reduceil to the simplest terms, a Greek cross enclosed by walls as simple as a bo.v, a single cupola, and four barrel vaults.
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Block Plan. A plan ginng the general

mass «r caitliues without subdivisions : as when

it is desired to exhibit tlie rchitions of a build-

ing, as a whole, to surrounding buildings or

grounds ; or when the general distribution of

rooms is indicated roughly without minor de-

tails, as doors and windows.

Ground Plcin. That one of a set of archi-

tectural drawings which shows the ground story

of a buildmg, or, in some cases, of the basement

story. It is usual to consider the ground plan

as the primarj- drawing to which others must

be made to conform, and this because it is com-

monly the one first laid out and the one in

which the general lines of construction are first

considered and more or less determined.

Planmxg: Church at Kalat SEM'Ay, Stkia;
5th Cextuky.

O, colaniQ of S. Simeon ^tylUes. The circle A, A. A. fixes

the Hypaethral octagon. The circle B. R, fixes the exterior of
the absidioles. The circle D, D. tixes the length of the three
great porches north, south, and west. The circle H, K. S,

fixes the width of the outer narthex to each porch and the
len^h of the nave of the church proper at the east. Lines
drawn through C, C, are the axes of the church and porticoes.

The sides of the naves and aisles being made parallel to these
axes. Lines drawn through R. R, are the axes of the absidioles.

Perspective Plan. A plan drawn in per-

spective ; used as a preliminary process of draw-

ing in perspective, but rare.

PLANCEER. The soffit or underside of

any projecting member as a cornice. Also, a

plank ; a floor of wood : sometimes called plan-

cher, or corrupted into plansheer.

PLANE (v.). To smooth as with a plane,

said of wood more especially, but also of stone

of such qualities as wiU bear fine dressing, and
of forging of iron and steel. In architecture,

as in ship building, even the heaviest timbers

were finished by the hand plane until about

1830 ; at that time the planing miU became
common, and this has received great improve-
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ments. Planks and boartls are said to be mUl-

planed when they are of that smoothness which
is obtained by the planing machine. (See Wood-
working Machinerj'.)

PLANE OP A COLUMN. The surface

of a longitudinal .section made on the axis of

the shaft of a column. In some Greek peri-

styles and porticoes the planes of the columns
incline inward slightly. (See Refinements in

Desisn.)

PLANE TILE. (See Tile.)

FLANK. A piece of timber, the thickness

of which is small as compared with its width.

In the United States it is always more than one

inch in thickness. In construction, only such

pieces as are laid flat or nearly so ; thus a tim-

ber, 3 inches x 10 inches, laid as in flooring, is

called a plank ; but when set on edge would be

a beam or joist. (See Slow-burning Construc-

tion. )

PLANNING. The laying out and develop-

ing the general scheme of a building, referring

especially to its ground plan and floor plans

as the basis of every architectural composition.

This process involves the adjustment of the

building to the site and a consideration of the

grades and their eflect upon the plan ; the .size,

shape, and proper mutual disposition of the

halls, rooms, chambers, corridoi-s, staircases, and
offices of all degrees, having in view, first, the

adaptation of each to its especial use in aU re-

spects of jjractical comfort, convenience, and
accessibility ; second, the best construction com-

patible with proper economy ; third, the recon-

ciliation of the upper stories with the lower, so

that there may tie no unnecessarj-, costly, or

awkward concessions ; fourth, the possible ex-

terior developments, in respect to height, fenes-

tration, division into pavilions and proportions

generally ; and fifth, beauty, harmony, and dis-

tinction of style by proper subordination or

emphasis of each part in accordance with its

just relative importance, so that a complete

unity maj' he established throughout the whole

fabric. In this process the establishment and

observance of axial or centre lines and lines of

vista are often made to play an important part.

(See Plan; also Architecture ; Drawing)
— H. V. B.

PLANT (v.). To attach by glueing, nailing,

or otherwise securing to a surface, particularly

in carpentry ; usually with on. A moulding

when not worked in the solid is said to be

planted on. (See Stick.)

PLAQUE. A tablet or distinctly flat plate,

generally of metal, whether plain or ornamented,

for exterior or interior wall decoration, or to be

inserted or inlaid in a panel. (Compare Pa-

tera. )

PLASTER. In building :
—

•

A. Same as Plaster of Paris.

B. A mixture, either of lime or of lime and
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PLASTERING
plaster, in sense A, with sand and water, and

sometimes witli short cattle hair or veijctable

fibre, in considerable quantity, used while wet

for covering surfaces of walls, or tlie like, where

it hardens with a smootli surt'ace. This is the

only common use of the term in building, as

other preparations serving the same purpose

are rarely called by this name. (See Arriccio
;

Chunam ; Gatch ; Gauge Mortar, under Mor-

tar ; Gauged Work; Intonaco ; Rough Cast;

Staff; Stucco; see also Plastering.)

PLASTERING. The art and tiie practice

of mixing and applying plaster in sen.se B, in-

cluding the occasional use of plaster in sense

A. It is customary to apply plaster in tiu-ee

or in two coats. For tliree-coat work tlie first

coat is generally rather coarse mortar made of

lime and sand with much hair mixed in the jiaste.

This is put on wet, and rul)bed hard with the

trowel or float so as to form a good key upon
the lathing or the masonry, while it is deejily

scratched or scored to allow the second coat to

make a key. The second coat, calleil the brown-

ing or floated coat, is of lime and sand, and is

floated smooth. The third coat, called finish-

ing coat, may be a hard finish, and is then com-

posed of selected lime and fine white sand or

marble dust, and is rubbed very smooth ; or

else it is of sand finish, and is then made like

the second coat, but with selected and washed

sand, and is floated true and smooth. Mould-

ings are made by running nearly pure plaster,

in sense A, along the line to be followed, and

then shaping the soft material by a pattern or

templet, or by easting them in pieces of some
size which are then nailed in place. Raised

ornaments are of this material, sometimes stif-

fened with glue, or of papier niache ; they are

put up while the first or second coat is still

wet, and kej'ed well into it, the finishing coat

being worked around them afterward.

Sand finish is employed when the wall is to

be painted, and when the peculiar deptli and

glow of colour cauised by the rough surface is

desired. Hard finish is much more common in

modern times. Where painting is to be very

elaborate, special treatment of the plastered sur-

face is needed, unless i>laster, in the strict sense,

is replaced by some cement. (See Stucco.)

Plastering was used by the Romans both

separate and in combination with stucco ; it

was used also througiiout the Middle Ages,

though what remains of tliis is generally a fine

and ajiparently pure gypsum (plaster in sense

B). It was in the sixtcentii century that the

use of flat, plastered ceilings began to replace

the visible soffits of the floor beams and gird-

ers ; and as this was nearly contemporaneous

with the classical revival in the north, the

Elizabethan and Jacobean English buildings

offer examples of very elaborate moulded and

patterned ceilings made of plaster. Colour was
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mixed witii the plaster very often, and ditterent

colours used in the same j)iece of work, with

deliberate search for iiolychromatie effect.

— R. S.

PLASTER OF PARIS. A. Gypsum; so

callecl because first discovered in the tertiary of

the Paris basin.

B. Gypsum deprived of its natural moisture

by iieat, which, when ground to ])owder and di-

luted with water into a thin paste, sets rapidly,

and expands at the instant of setting, a pecul-

iarity which causes it to take sharp and delicate

impressions from a mould. (See Plastering.)

PLAT. (See Plot, n. and v.)

PLATBAND. ^1. Any flat or square faced

mouliliiig of slight projection in comparison to

its width, f(jrmiiig a contrast or rest in a group
of mouldings of curvihiiear section, as a fascia

in an architrave.

B. A flat arch (which see, under Arch).

PLATE. A. A member intended to serve

as the immediate support of isolated pressures,

its especial advantage being to distribute those

pressures widely throughout the mass of ma-
sonry or the row of separate uprights of iron

or wood which .sujiport it. (1) A timber, plank,

or piece of scantling used in this way (for which

.see sub-titles. Ground Plate ; Pole Plate ; Wall
Plate). (2) A piece of metal or a block of

stone of even surface and of uniform thickness,

often not very miicii larger than the end of a
beam, girder, or truss which rests upon it.

(See Templet.)

B. A flat slab or piece of material of any
sort intended, not for constructional purposes,

but as an accessory. (See the sub-titles, Hand
Plate ; Push Plate.)

Bearing Plate. A plate in sense A ; espe-

cially one used to carry a great and concen-

trated weight, as one end of a heavy truss.

Deck Plate. A purlin plate in ca.ses where
the upper slujie of the roof is so nearly flat as

to be called a deck.

Ground Plate. Tlie lowest plate in a tim-

ber frame, resting upon the foundation of ma-
sonry or the piers which replace it ; therefore,

usually the same as sill, as in the framing of

houses, and the like.

Hand Plate. A flat piece of hard, and often

glazed and washable, material, intended to be

fastenetl upon a door at the point where it is

apt to be handled in opening and shutting. In

old-fashioned houses its place is sometimes taken

by a black painted parallelogram or other figure

ujion the lighter surface. (See Push Plate,

below.

)

Pin Plate. A form of Bearing Plate ; so

called because, when cast in iron, it is made
with a pin intended to project downward into

the masonry and steady the plate in its place.

Pole Plate. A plate for the support of the

ends of the common rafters ; specifically, such
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a plate laid across, ami resting ui)ou, the tie

bfams. ami ac-tiiij; in phice of a purlin.

Purlin Plate. A purlin in a rouf which

takes a new set of rafters, as where there is a

break in the inclination of the roof, the upper

part being less steep tiian below. (See Curb
;

Ganibrel Itoof, under Roof.)

Push Plate. A thin piece of metal, porce-

lain, or similar hard and washable substance

applied to a door at a point where it is fre-

quently ])ushed liy hand or foot ; especially the

somewluit ornamental piece set below the knub

and keyhole, and, more rarely, above these.

(Sec Hand Plate.)

Raising Plate. In carpentry, any continu-

ous hiinzuntal timber laid upon the top of a

wall or upon a timber framing, to support the

heels of rafters or any other superincumbent

frame work ; a wall plate.

Wall Plate. A plate resting upon the wall

and carryuig the timbers of a floor or roof; more

especially the piece which supports the ends of

the rafters of an ordinary roof, and which is

often spoken of as " the plate," without qualifi-

cation. — R. S.

PLATEA (pi. plate;e). In Latin, an open

space, as a street ; hence, in Roman archa?ology,

a passage m a theatre, amphitheatre, or other

large building.

PLATE BEAM. (See under Beam.)
PLATE GLASS. (See under Glass.)

PLATERESQUE ARCHITECTURE. That
supposed to resemble silversmiths' work in its

ornamental details, viz., a delicate and elaborate

tracery or massing of fine sculptured detad.

This style is peculiar to Spanish architecture

from about 1520. (See Spain, Architecture

of.)

PLATFORM. In architecture :
—

^1. A natural or artificial raised piece of

ground, more or less level and regular in shape
;

especially as prepared for the reception of build-

ings, as the great even surfaces retained by heavy
walls from which rose the palaces of the Assyr-

ians. (See Mesopotamia, Architecture of.)

B. A floor raised above or sunk below the

ground or the general level of the floor of a room
or hall ; as a stair lauding, a dais.

C. A grillage, bed of concrete or similar

con.struction prepared to receive a i)ier.

D. A row of beams on top of a wall to sup-

port the timber work of a roof. (See Wall
Plate.)— D. N. B. S.

PLATFORM RESIDENCE. A house or

group of liouscs of American Indians built on
an artificial platform, or terrace of earth. Such
platforms in Florida were 20 to 50 feet high and
sometimes nearly 2000 feet in circumference,
surmounted by houses of the chief and his fam-
ily. The steep sides were ascended by means
of steps cut in the earth and covered with wood.
It is probable that some of the mounds of the
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so-called Moundbuiklers were of this nature.

(Sec M.iund.)— F. S. D.

PLATING. In stained glass work, the lin-

ing or doubling of one piece of coloured glass by
another piece with the purpose of modifying its

colour or diminishing its intensity. (See Win-
dow.)

PLAZA. In Spanish, an open place in a
town. The term is being gradually adopted
with a similar meaning in parts of the United
States.

PLEASANCE. Anciently a garden or part

of a garden intended for ornament and for enjoy-

ment.

PLEXIFORM (adj.). Having the appear-

ance of network, weaving, or plaiting, as in

Rnnianes(|uc and ('eltic oniamentatimi.

PLINIUS C^CILIUS SECUNDUS,
CAIUS ( Phiiy the Younger) ; writer ; b. 61 or

62 .VD. ;'d. ne A.D.

A nephew of Plinius Secuudus, author of the

Historia Xaturalis (see Plinius Secundus,

Caius). He is best known by the ten books of

his letters {Ej)istol(f). A letter from him to

Gallus (Book II., Ep. XVII.) describes his Lau-
rentine villa sixteen miles from Rome, and a let-

ter to Apollinaris (Book V., Ep. VI.) describes

another villa in Tuscany. Numerous attempts

have been made to reconstruct these villas from

his description. In 106 a.d. he succeeded

Frontinus (see Frontinus) as superintendent of

the Roman aqueducts.

Smith, Dktionnry of Greek and Roman Biog-
raphij ; Areh. Pub Soc. Dictionary ; Castell, I'll-

Ins if the Ancients; Marquez, belle ville di

IVinio.

PLINIUS SECUNDUS. CAIUS (Pliny

the Elder) ; writer, b. 2.'? a.d. ; d. 79 a.d.

The Historia Xaturalis of this famous

Roman writer is one of the chief sources of in-

formation regarding antique art, especially the

thirty-fifth and thirty-sixth books. He was

killed by the eruption of Vesuvius in 79 a.d.

Sniitli, Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biog-
raphy.

PLINTH. A. The plain, continuous sur-

face under the base moulding of any architec-

tural member, and connecting it with the

ground or floor. In the classic orders, the low

square block under the base mouldings of a col-

umn, pilaster, or pedestal. The term is ex-

tended to include a course of stone or brick

in which an oftset is cut, as where a wall di-

minishes in thickness. The Doric abacus has

been called a plinth erroneously and because of

its square and simple form.

B. In joinery, interior finish, and the like,

a flat and plain member at the bottom of any

architrave, dado, or the like ; or the broad and

flat part of a Base Board or Skirting.

Sub Plinth. A plinth placed under the prin-

cipal pliutli and of slightly greater projection.
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PLINTH BLOCK. A plinth used to pre-

vent tlu' luuuMings (jf a (luur or winilow frame

from reaching the Hour. (See Phnth, B ; also

Base Blook.)

PLINTH COURSE. A course of stones,

forniini; a ccjntinuuii.s jiluith. Spccifieally, the

first projecting course of stones above the under-

pitunng, forming the base or part of the base

of a liuilding. (See Base Course ; Water Table.)

PLINY. (See Plinius.)

PLOT (n.). A. A piece of ground, as for

building, generally small.

B. A map or plan as laid out or plotted.

Ground Plot. Same as Ground Plan

;

nearly ob.>ulctc and connected with Plot (v.) in

the 'ii'use of drawing plans.

PLOT (v.). To make a drawing of a plot

or ground plan ; to map ; specifically, to lay out

a map from a surveyor's notes.

PLOUGH. (See Plow.)

PLOW ( \
.
) To cut grooves or channels, as

in d.idning and hmismg.

PLOWED AND TONGUED. <See Tongiied

and Grooved.)

PLUG (n.). A. A wedge or peg of wood
driven into a joint of a wall of brick or stone

and then sawn off Hush to afi'ord a hold for

nails, so that furring strips or other woodwork
may have firm attachment in preparation for

interior finish.

B. Ill |)lumbiiig, a branch from a water-

supply pipe tiireaded at the outlet for coupling

to a hose. It is generally closed by a screw

cap.

PLUG AND FEATHER. A combination

of three pieces, usually of iron, for splitting

stone. It consists of two half-round bars

which are placed in a hole drilled in the stone

for the purpose, and between the flat sides of

which is driven the third piece having a wedge
shape. This last appears to be generally known
as the Plug, although Feather would seem more

appropriate from the general meaning of that

term.

PLUMB (adj.). Vertical, as shown by a

plumb line.

PLUMB (n.). A ))lumraet ; hence, by ex-

tension, the verticality of a line supporting a

plummet. (See the sub title.)

Out of Plumb, not vertical ; said of any

member or face
; and especially of one that

ought to be truly vertical.

PLUMB BOB. The weight used for a

plumb line ; hence, by e.xtension, the plumb line

and weight used together. (See Plumb Line
;

Plumb Rule.)

PLUMBING. Formerly the trade and art

of working in lead ; nowadaj's the trade of

fitting up in buildings the metal pipes, traps,

tanks, and fixtures of different materials used

for water supply, drainage, gas illumination,

and for gas cooking and heating ; also the pipe
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system and apparatus used for the conveyance

of water, sewage, and gas.

As implied by the name, plumbers used at

one time principally lead in their work. .Soil

pipes were made from sheet lead rolled into

cylindrical forms and soldered at the edges.

Cisterns, tanks, and sinks were lined, and roofs

of buildings were covered, with sheet lead.

Handmade traj^s, rain-water heads, gutters,

leaders, and flashings were made of this metal.

Later on, cast lead jiipes came into use, and are

now superseded by drawn lca<l pijjes, bends, and
traps. The tedious work of bending pijies by
hand is done away with : drawn tia|)s have no

sand holes frnm casting and do not open at the

soldered seams.

With progress in manufacturing, better and
stronger materials became available for the

plumbers' work. Cast and wrought iron pipe,

for water, sewage, and gas, and cojiper and brass

pipes, fittings, and traps (or the waste and sup-

ply system of plumbing appliances, have to a

large extent re)jlaced lead and given to plumb-
ing work an entirely difl'erent character. Com-
paratively little lead is used in the modern
American pliiinbing, whereas in England and
France lead soil, water and gas pipes, are still in

use. In the case of very soft waters lead as a

material for supply pipes should be avoided, as

there is some danger of tlie water acting on the

lead and causing, when used for drinking, lead

poisoning. (See Pipe, Water Supply.) The
journeyman plumber of to-day must understand

wiping soldered joints in lead pipe, making
screw joints in wrought-iron pipe, lead-caulked

joints in cast-iron pipes, and the joining of brass,

block tin, and copper pipes.

Plumbers' work comprises the running of soil,

vent and waste pipes and house sewers of various

materials, the tapping of street main.s, bringing

the water service pipes into buildings, and

running supjilies to plumbing fixtures, tanks, and

hot water boilers ; the fitting up of water

metres, and the setting and connecting of hand

lift and force pumps, hot air pumiiing engines,

steam and gas pumps, electric and fire )5umps.

Plumbers fit up cooking ranges for coal or gas

fuel, and make the connections of waterbacks or

pipe coils, and must know" how to obtain perfect

hot water supply and circulation. They provide

fire protection appliances, such as fire pumps,

standpipe.s, valves, and hose, and fit up water

sterilizers and pressure filters. They must know
and understand the setting of the numerous

kinds and types of plumbing fixtures, such as

water-closets, urinals, sinks, basins, and tubs,

and how to connect them with the soil and

waste pipes in such a way as to secure the safe

removal of sewage and perfect exclusion of sewer

air. (See House Drainage.) The plumber also

fits up buildings with gas pipes for lighting,

cooking, heating, and power purposes.
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Tlie most important appliaiu'e from a sanitary

])oiiit of view is the water-closet. Numerous
types have been devised, many of whieii, after

a brief trial, have been abandoned. The pan

closet was the one to hold out the longest, not-

withstanding its universal condemnation. At
the present writing (1900), tlie pan, valve, and

plunger closets are fast disappearing. Cheap
wash-out i^losets and a few of good make are

still in great demand, although not free from

defects. In well-a|)|)ointed bath rooms and
toilet room.s, the all-])orcelain siphon and siphon-

jet closets are ]ireferred. For institutions,

schools, anil servants' closets, pedestal washdown
closets make a thorougiily sanitaiy fixture, in

[larticular tiiose with deep trap seal. In some
situations a dushing-rim hopper closet works

satisfactorily.

Wash basins are made in a variety of ])attenis.

Those witli outlet closed by a plug, and those

with standpipes or with metal plugs operated

by a lever, are much better than bowls with

secret waste valves, or tip-up basins.

Bath tubs are made of wood lined with copper,

of solid copper, of steel lined with copper, and of

enamelled iron and eartiienware. In hospitals

for the insane and in people's baths, overhead

inelineil douches or sprays are substituted for

tub baths, being more economical and sanitary.

A great variety of hand sprays, needle and

shower baths are made, as also foot baths, sitz

baths, and bidets for bathing parts of the body.

Urinals have been improved, and a good

pattern for single stalls is a flushing-rim bowl,

holding water, flushed by a cistern and emptied

by siphonic action. In public places, railroad

stations, etc., and for factories and schools, con-

tinuous troughs of enamelled iron, slate, soap-

stone, or white glazed stoneware, with automatic

intermittent Husli, are u.sed.

Wooden washtubs have been superseded by
soapstone, slate, and artificial cement tubs for

cheaper dwellings, and white or yellow glazed

roU-rim earthenware tubs are used in more ex-

pensive residences.

Slop sinks for emptying chamber slops, and
washing bedpans and other sick-room utensils

for hospitals, are made in strong fire clay, and
have a top flushing rim supplied from a cistern.

Sinks for kitchens, sculleries, and pantries are

obtainable in painted, galvanized, or enamelled

iron, in copper, soapstone, slate, and white or

yellow stoneware. The latter are the best from

a sanitary point of view, and recent improved

metiiods of manufacture at American potteries

have enabled tiie makers to reduce the price

appreciably. In kitchens of large hotels and
institutions, grease from dish washing and cook-

ing operations is intercepted in grease traps, to

prevent stoppages of waste pipes.

While much progress has been made in the

art of fitting up buiklings with plumbing con-
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veniences, the manual work of the plumber has

not advanceil as much. Future improvement
seems to lie in the direction of more accurate and
mechanical workmanship, i.e. idumbing work
should be laid out and fitted in the shop in much
the same way as machinists turn out their work,

thus enabling a more rapid and accurate putting

together of the parts at the building.

Gerliard, Hmise Drainaye and Sanitary Plumb-
ing, 7tU ed. ; F. W. Tower, Plinnhers' Text-
book; Plvmbinrj and House Drainage Problems,
from tlie Sanitary Engineer ; American Plvmbing
Practice, from the Engineering Pecord (formerly
the Sanitary fJngineer) ; Gerhard, Becent Practice
in the Sanitary Drainage of Buildings ; Sanitary
Engineering of Buiklings, ViA. I. published. Vol.

II. hx preparation ; Gerhard, Guide to Sanitary
House Inspection; AVaring, Hon; to Drain a
House; Hellyer, Lecttires on Sanitary Plumbing;
Gerhard, Entwaesserungs-Anlagen amerikanischer
Gebaeude (Part X. of Fortschritte der Architektur
of the Handbuch). — W. P. Gerhard.

PLUMB LINE. The line which supports a

Plumb nr I'lumh B.ih.

PLUMB RULE. An instrument for de-

termining vertiiality, consisting of a narrow

board with straigiit jiarallel edges, having a

plumb line attached to one end and a hole at the

other end large enough to allow the i)lumb to

swing freely. The verticality of its edges is

known when the plumb line coincides with the

centre line of the board, as marked on its face.

PLUMMET. Same as Plumb (n.).

PLUTEUS. In Roman architecture, a dwarf

wall or para)jet ; especially such a wall closing

the lower portion of the space between the

columns of a colonnade.

PNYX. A ]iublie place of assembly in

ancient Athens; known to have had little archi-

tectural character or formal arrangement. It is

generally identified with a bare rocky platform

west of the Acropolis.

POCKET. A hollow or recess, as in a wall

;

generally comparatively small. Specifically :—

-

A. In a window frame for hung sash, an open

space behind a pulley stile to accommodate the

weights, particularly the lower portion of such

a space to which access is had by means of a

movable piece in the jjulley stile.

B. A box made of thin boards, and built into

a partition or wall to receive a sliding iloor when
open.

C. A recess in the interior jamb of a window
to receive a folding shutter or blind when open.

D. That part of a flue which is below the

opening into it of a stovepipe or the like, where

soot may accumulate and may be removed

through a siiecial opening.

POCKET PIECE. A movable part of a

pulley style of a wiuilow frame for sliding sash

;

the purpose of which is to enable the workman
to reach the weight and sash cord within.
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PODnJM. ^1. A coiitiiiuuus pedestiil with

(lie, cap, :iii(l base, such as is used in elevating

ail order of columns or a nionuinent above the

ground, or a dome above the roof. (See Crepi-

doma ; Styhjbate.) A Roman teuiijle was often

set upon a ])odiuni, in contradistinction to the

stepped platform of the Greek temple.

B. A wall, generally com|)osed of concrete

faced with marble, about 12 feet high, sur-

rounding a Roman amphitheatre ; upon the

platform above thi.s wall the seats of the nobles

were placed, while the other spectators occujiied

the ranges of seats rising beliind, to the boun-

dary walls.

PCBCUjB. (Greek WoiKiX-q, parti-coloured

or painted ; applied to a portico in Athens.) A
portico, or by extension any
])ublic building richly adorned

with paintings on its interior

walls. The original structure

in Athens has not been identi-

fied in modern times. It is

known that it was close to the

Agora. It is thought that

there were statues within the

building, but tlie paintings of

the taking of Troy, of the war
with the Amazons, of the battle

of Marathon, are especially

identified with the building,

the pictures being by Polyg-

noto.s, Mikon, and Panainos.

POERLAERT. JOSEPH

;

architect; b. 1816 (in Brus-

sels); d. Nov. 3, 1879.

In 18-19 he won the compe-

tition for the monument of Bel-

gian independence at Brussels.

He restored the Grand TM-
dtre at Brussels, and built the

church of S. Catherine in Brussels and the royal

church at Laeken (Belgium). In 1866 he began

his most important work, the monumental
Palais de .Justice in Brussels, which was finished

after his death, and inaugurated Oct. 1.5, 1883.

Meyer, Kunversations Lexicon; Xecrologie in

VSmuJation, 1880.

POIKLLE. Same as Pcecile.

POINT (n.). Same as Pointing Tool.

POINT (v. t.). (I.) To fill up and finish

carefully, and with more or less elaboration, as

the joints at the face of a piece of masonrj', or

about the edges of slates or tiles of a roof. Such
finishing may be done during the progi-ess of the

work, or— as is more usual in good work, when
greater elaboration is desired— after the com-

pletion of the masonry, or other structure. In

the latter case, the |)rocess is generally under-

stood as including both the operation of raking

and of stopping. The purpose of such work is

better to preserve the masonry from the effects

of weather, — the joints being filled with a
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superior kinil of mortar, — and also to obtain

a certain decorative finish, either by the use of

mortar colour, orl)y the particular form of model-

ling given to the faces of the joints as described

under INiinting (I.).

POINT (v. t.). (n.) To dress stone roughly

with the point, by wliich its faces are brought

to approxinuitely plane surfaces. (See Stone
Dressing.)

POINTED ARCHITECTURi. That which
is distinguished by the use of the pointed arch.

The term seems not to have been used except

in this sense, though steep roofs, spires, and the

like might justify its application to buildings

not furnisiied witli pointed arches. It is not

uncommon to use the term as synonymous with

FnlN II

A building of tlie Ivst (iDthic [lei-iod. but not intended for vaulting, and therefore not
of Gothic Architecture in the strict sense.

Gothic ; and it is also not •uncommon to dis-

criminate between the Gothic style, properly

so called, with its elaliorate system of vaulted

construction, fiying buttresses, etc., and that

which, having jiointcd arches but no Gothic con-

stmction, can only be called Gothic by a rather

liberal extension of the terra : such as the modern
churches and halls which have wooden roofs and
no provision for vaulting. The term is applied

less frequently to Ijuildings of Jloslem styles.

POINTED WORK. .1. The surface finish

of hard stone which has been roughly shaped for

use by the pointing tool or pick, only the coars-

est projections having been removed. (See Pick

Dressing.)

B. Masoniy, the joints of which have been

raked out and pointed with mortar. (See Point-

ing Tool.)

VoiNTEL. (See Poyntell.)

POINTING (I.). The process, and the re-

sult, of finishing a joint or joints, as defined

under Point (I.).
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Bastard Poiiitiiig ; Bastard Tuck Pointing.

Similar Ut, but iuuI'l' simple liuin, Tiiclc IViiiit-

ing ; a portion of tlie stopping being made to

project ill the form of a fillet along the centre of

a thick joint, the section being rectangular.

The mortar joint is sometimes coloured as iu

Tuck Pointing.

Flat Joint Pointing. Tiie simplest form, the

mortar being tini.shcil Ihi.sh with the face of the

masonry. Tiie term is commonly restricted to

mean such pointing when done during the prog-

ress of tiic masonry. (Sec Hirk Jcjint Pointing.)

Flat Joint Jointed Poiiitiiig. P^lat joint

pointing, in whicli the joints are fiu'ther embel-

lished by narrow grooves along their centre lines

;

or by grooves at top and bottom, next to the

bricks ; or by both.

Hick Joint Pointing. Pointing with flush

joints, but with a superior sort of mortar used

as stopping after raking out the joint ; thus dis-

tinguished from Flat Joint Pointing.

High Joint Pointing. Pointing done during

the progress of the work, wiiile the mortar is

still soft, by first trimming the joints flush with

the face of the wall, and then scraping grooves

along the edges of the brick at botli sides of

the joint. Subsequently, the mortar joints are

usually grooved along the centre lines also.

Key Joint Pointing. A form in which the

soft mortar is pressed and worked into shape by

means of a jointer having a rounded convex edge,

so that the face of the joint has the form of a

cavetto.

Mason's V-Joint Pointing. That in which

the mortar is given a projecting profile like a

flattened ^ ;
perhaps having also a flat fillet at

top and bottom.

Tuck Pointing ; Tuck and Pat Pointing.

Pointing in which tlie ordinary pointing mortar

is finished witli narrow grooves along the centre

of the joints, tliis being afterward filled with a

projecting ridge of fine lime, jjutty, or the like,

perhaps coloured. This projecting fillet is sup-

posed to be finished with accurately nded and
trimmed edges and faces; and it is common to

colour the rest of the joint to match the brick,

so that the joints appear to be only of the thick-

ness of the fillet.

POINTING (II.). The process and the re-

sult of dressing stone as defined under Point (11.).

POINTING TOOL. A stonecutter's imple-

ment, having a narrow, wedge-shaped, chisel-like

edge, and this usually worked u]Mn a solid bar

of steel, which is struck directly by the stone

mason's mallet. It is used for rough tracing of

surfiices which may either be left " pointed " or

"dressed with the point," or may be finished

afterward with other tools. It is used also to

cut across the face of the stone, from edge to

edge, incised lines which are brought into the true

plane of the fourarrises, and thus help to determine

the future surface of the stone when dressed.
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POINT OF SIGHT. The position from

which anything is observed, or is represented

as being observed; the position of the eye of the

observer. Also called point of vision, point of

view, centre of projection, centre of vision, etc.

(See Perspective.)

POINT OF SUPPORT. In the plan of a

building, a space of small dimensions where the

superincumbent weight of structure is gathered

together and met. Columns, pillars, and piers

form points of support. In a plan of founda-

tions, those places where, by reason of the con-

ditions of the structure above or of the soil

below, it is necessary to concentrate weight, are

points of support ; and, in order to avoid dislo-

cations in the superstructure through unequal

settlement, the area of such spaces must be ex-

actly adjusted to the weight which each is to

transmit to the soil, according to the ascertained

capacity of the soil to bear weight.

POLAND, ARCHITECTURE OF. The
buildings of the ancient kingdom of Poland, ex-

tending, in the seven-

teenth century, over

those parts of Europe

which stretch from the

river Oder eastward to

witliin a hundred miles

of Moscow. These have

been so little studied

that their treatment as

a national architecture

is as yet impracticable.

The buildings of the

earlier states of Lithu-

ania and Poland proper,

with the work of the

eastern Russians and
German military orders

on the Baltic, woul
have to be studied, an

even tlie fascinat-

ing and picturesque

city of

would form a part

of that field. (For

the principal buildings of this region, see Ger-

many, the Eastern Provinces, and Piussia.)

— R. S.

POLICE STATION. Tlie headquarters, or

district headcpiarter.s, of a police force. It con-

tains, usually, sleejiing accommodations for the

force and for prisoners, anil frequently room for

a patrol wagon and stabling for horses.

POLISH (v. t.). To bring (any surface) to

a state of great smoothness. The term is geii-

eraUy limited to the producing of such smooth-

ness for decorative effect as for bringing out the

colour and veins of marble or wood, or by giving

metallic brilliancy to a surface. A surface may
be polished either by sim])ly scrajiing and rub-

bing without any application, as where in Japan-
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Polychromy: Marbles of Varied Colour; Span-
DRiL OF Doge's Palace, Venice.

PoLYCHROMY
: IxLAY OF Wood of Different
Colours (Tarsia).

Polychromy: Inlay of Marbles and Coloured
and Gilded Glass ; Basilica of S. Clementb,
Rome.
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TREATMENT OF THE HERALDIC AND OTHER CAR\ ING A^D A SOLIDLY 0,lLX.E.u

BOOF; INNSBRUCK, TYROL.
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PLATE VIIl

PULYCllRUMY IN EXTERNAL ARCHITECTURE.
PISTOJA. TUSCANY

CHURCH OF S. PIETRli,



POLLAJUOLO
ese interiors delicate wouds are left with their

natiu-al veiuing sliuwu ; or by means of some

polychromy: painting on a fl.at ceiling of
Stout Plank; Swkdish; ITth Centuuy.

varnish, as where mahogany and rosewood fur-

niture is covered W'ith a transparent coat of

copal varnish ; or Ijy means of a dressing which

is put upon the surface and then rubbed off so

that but little of it remains, and that little fills

up the hollows of the surface merely, without

covering the whole. It is not customary to

speak of jiolishing sandstone, limestone, and the

like, as nothing that can be done to them will

bring them to a lustrous surface, but granite,

marble, and hard wood are polished when it is

intended to show the full beauty of the material.

POLLAJUOLO, ANTONIO. (See Benci,

Antonio lii .lacopo.)

POLLAJUOLO, SIMONE DEL. (See II

Croiiaca.)

POLYCHROMY. Colouring with many
colours ; elaborate decoration in colour. It

seems to have been the uniform practice of

builders in all ages, in Europe previous to the

classical revival in the fifteenth century, and in

non-European lands even to the present time,

to seek for effects of colour as well as those of

form. There is an ap]iarent exception to this

general rule in the jn'actice of the stone-building

races of India, with whom the play of light and

shade secured by deep and strong modifications

of surface exposed to a brilliant sun seem to

have taken the place of chromatic effects pro-

duced by the direct agency of man. Modern
Europe has retained this taste, en- desire, for

colour only for interiors, the ettbrts at external
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coloration having been either connected with

the admitted revival of sonic bygone style of

art, or else siioradic and individual efforts.

Such exterior colour cllc<-ts as are produced

by keraniic ])ainting have been treated luider

that term. (See also Tile.)

The use of natural materials to |iroiluce a

contrast or modification of ecilunr in the exte-

rior of a building is more conunon in mediaeval

art than elsewhere. Several important styles

of architecture— the Romanesque of France,

the Roniancsiiue and Gothic of Italy, and the

Mohanunedan of Egyjit and Syria— employed

for this i)uri)ose the materials with which their

walls were faced. (See France, Pait VIII.
;

Jloorish Arcliitecture ; Moslem Architecture;

Romanesque Architecture.) The Italian build-

ings of Verona have tlie most elaborate and

most eft'ective of coloured brick work cond)ined

with marble : tho.se of Loinbardy the most suc-

cessful terra-eotta enrichments ; those of Tus-

cany the most tasteful combinations of white

marble with marble or other stones of gi'eenish

black, dark gray, and the like. The Moslem
work has this peculiarity, that the forms of the

stones in an arch or a horizontal frieze are often

elaborate, increasing the conqilexity of effect.

In the English Gothic revival, beginning

about IS.'iO, the infiuence of Italian art in this

respect was strongly felt, and some of the ar-

chitects interested in that movement employed

coloured materials with excellent results. It

may be considered one of the characteristics of

Victorian Gothic, properly so called, that ex-

ternal eolovu' is used with some freedom.

Polychromy: Paintinc; on a Plaster Ceiling;
17th Century Northern Work.

But the p.ittern is (K'riverl from the eiKUess -supiily of diapers
and sowintjs in Italian and Si)anish tiles and stencil work.

The most imjiortant fm-ra of polychromy is

that produced by painting with its accessory,
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POLYCLITUS
gilding. This was tlic practice of antiquity in

all those laiuls where keiamic materials were

not constantly used. (See Kgypt, Architecture

of; Grecian Architecture; Greece, Architec-

ture of; and for contrasting use in kerainics,

see Mesopotamia, .\rchitecture of; Persian Ar-

chitecture, Parts I. and III.)

In tlic European Middle Ages painting was

applied with less skill than in European antiq-

uity or in the East, but it was applied con-

tinually. There is very little of it [ireserved.

The famous doorway of Reims eatliedral, which

had been closed, — boarded up for centuries, —
and which had preserved its painting intact,

is the best single instance we have of medi;eval

painting freely applied to an exterior. It is

well known, however, that large numbers of the

Gothic cathedrals were painted elaborately ; the

porches with their sculjiture, and similar ])romi-

neut members of the building ; and this was evi-

dently a survival from a Romanesque practice

of still more general polychromatic treatment.

As regards the colour decoration of interiors,

this has been treated luider JIural Painting.

(For the processes employed, see Encaustic

;

Fresco; Fresco-Secco ; Oil Painting.)— R. S.

POLYCLITUS ; sculptor ; flourished be-

tween 470 and 400 B.C.

A younger contemporary of Phidias (see

Phidias), who was probably born at Sicyone

and settled at Argos, Greece, an<l a pujiil of

Agelaidas (see Agelaidas). His most impor-

tant work was the chryselephantine statue of

Hera, in the Heraion at Argos, which re])laced

the old temple destroyed in 42.3 B.C.

Friederichs, Der Doryphoros des PolyklH

;

Waklstein, Excuvations at Arr/os ; Rayet, ^f<^nu-

ments dp V Avt Antique ; C'ollignon, Hisloire de la

Sculplnre grerque.

POLYCLITUS THE YOUNGER ; sculptor

and architect.

Polyclitus, the son of Patrocles, flourished

between 370 and 336 B.C., and built the Tholos

(round temple) and theatre at Epidauros, in

Greece. He is not to be confounded with the

great sculptor Polyclitus, of Argos.

Defrasse et Lecliat, Epidanrc ; Collignon, His-
toire de la Senlpture yrecque.

POLYFOIL. Same as Multifoil. (See Foil.)

POLYGNOTUS
;

painter.

He was a native of the islanil of Tha.sos, in

the MgeKn Sea, and probably came to Athens

about 463 B.C. He was employed by Cimon
(d. 449 B.C.) to decorate the temple of Theseus,

the Anaceium, and the Poecile at Athens. He
painted the so-called Lesche at Delphi. About
43-5 B.C. he was engaged on the decoration of

the Pinacotheca, on the Acropolis at Athens.

He painted the walls of the temple of Athena
Areia at Platwa. Polygnotns was contempo-

raneous with Phidias. (See Phidias.)
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Brunn, Geschichte der Gricehischen ICnnstler;

Bertrand, La peinlure dans VAiUiquite; Girard,

La piinturi' aiithine.

POLYGONAL BUILDING. Masonry laid

up with irregular jjolygonal-faced stones fitted

together. This construction was employed in

those Mediterranean lands where the earlier

forms of Peliisgic architecture had been pre-

viously current. It was a modification due
mainly to new implements and improved meth-

ods. (See under Pelasgic Arcliitecture where

it follows " Cyclopean " and " Mycemean.")
— A. L. F., Jr.

POLYGON OF FORCES. A graphical

representation of the ruinposition and resolu-

tion of forces when there are more than two
such forces, and when, therefore, the paraUelo-

gram of forces (which see) cannot be used. Let

Polygon of Forces.

be the point acted upon, and the different

forces be denoted by the lines a, b, c, d, e, the

lengths of which lines indicate their intensity.

Draw b' parallel to b, c' in prolongation of c, (V

parallel to (I, e' parallel to e, the line a itself

serving to form the polygon. There is now re-

quired to close and complete the polygon a line

connecting the extremity of e' with the point 0.

Draw this line m. This line is, then, the re-

sultant of all the other forces, and the force

which it rejirescnts woidd maintain the point

in equililjrium if acted upon at once by the

forces «, b, '", d, e.

POLYSTYLB. Composed of many columns.

POMEL ; POMMEL. A knob, knot, or

boss ; especially a ball-shaped terminal used as

a finial for steep conical or pyramidal roofs, pin-

nacles, etc. ; also for the similar decoration of

furniture.

PON. Same as Wall Plate ; a local Eng-

lish term.

Addy, The Evohition of the Emjlish House.

PONCE, JACQUIO; sculptor.

An Italian scidiitor Who was employed on

the monuments of Francois I. and Henri II.

in the church of S. Denis. (See Pilon, Ger-

main.)

Land. Dictionnaire des iSculpteurs franeais.

PONCET, JEAN : sculptor and architect.

Aug. 31, 1450, he contracted to build the
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PONCET
tomb of King Rene, at Angers (France). He
probably designed tlie retable of the eliureh of

S. Pierre at Sauniur.

Lecny lie la .Mai'clic. Cumptes du rot Jicne.

PONCET, PONS ; architect and sculptor.

A son of Jean Puiicet (see Poneet, Jean.)

After the death of his father in 15+2 he was
called to continue the works of the tomb of

King Rene', at Angers (Maine et Loire, France).

June 24, 1459, lie contracted to build the

great altar of the church of the Carmelites at

Angere.

Lecoy de la Marche. Complcs <hi roi liene.

PONS ; monk and architect.

He rebuilt the abbey of Montierneuf at Poi-

tiers (France), which was dedicated Jan. 24,

1096.

BuUetiu Mouiimenktl, Vol. IX., p. 301.

PONT. In French, a bridge ; sometimes, in

combination, forming the proper name of an im-

portant bridge which is not connected with the

geographical name of the place. (See the fol-

lowing titles.)

The bridges which cross the Seine at Paris

are all, or nearly all, of great celebrity and of

importance in French history and French art.

* Tliejf are very numerous ; but the most impor-

tant are, Pont d'Austerlitz ; Pont Sully in two
branches like the Pont Neuf and connecting the

lie Saint Louis with both banks ; Pont de la

Tournelle ; Pont d'Arcole ; Pont Notre Dame
;

Pont S. Michel; Pont au Change (the last four

crossing one arm only of the Seine) ; then the

Pont Neuf (which see below). Below these are,

spanning the whole river, the Pont des Arts, a

footpath only ; Pont du Carrousel, calle<l also

and more frequently, Pont des Saints Peres
;

Pont Royal ; Pont Solfe'rino ; Pont de la Con-

corde; Pont Alexandre IIL (built before 1900

for service during the great e.xhibition of that

year) ; Pont des Invalides ; Pont de I'Alma

;

Pont d'lena.

PONT D'AVIGNON. Same as Pont S.

Benezet, but under the geographical name en-

ters into French jiroverb and song.

PONT DU GARD. An aqueduct bridge

across the river tiard, in the south of France,

and which was built imder the Roman Empire

as part of the aqueduct of Neraausus (Nimes).

A modern roadway has been built along one

side of it.

PONTE. In Italian, a bridge. (See what

is said under title Pout ; see also following

titles.)

PONTE DEI SOSPIRI. Same as Bridge

of Siirlis (which sec).

PONTE DI PAGLIA. In Venice ; the

small bridge spanning the mouth of the Rio,

or small canal, which is also spanned by the

Bridge of Sighs, and which separates the Doge's
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PONT S. BENEZET
palace from the prisons. It foiins a part of the

walk along tlie sea front.

PONTE DI RIALTO. The bridge connect-

ing the two great islands of Venice, one of

which, known as the Rialto, gives its name to

the bridge. This w;is for veiy many ycare the only

bridge spanning the Canalazzo, or Canal Grande
;

a wooden building was removed in the seven-

teenth century and replaced by the present

most i?itercsting stiiirturc. (See Bridge.)

PONTE, GIOVANNI DA. (See Giovanni

Da I'Miite.)

PONTEIiLI (DE PUNTELLIS) or PIN-
TELLI, BACCIO (BARTOLOMEO) ; archi-

tect, engineer, and wood worker (iiitarsiatore)

;

d. after^l492.

Pontelli was a pupil of Francione (see

Franeione). The earliest notice of him is as

intarsiatore at Pisa (Italy), where he was em-
ployed in 1471. 1475-1477 he made the

stalls in the choir of the cathedral of Pisa. In

1479 he went to Urbino, where he came under

the influence of Francesco di Giorgio Martini.

(See Martini, Fr. di G.) After the death of

Federigo da Montefeltro, duke of Urbino, in

1482, he went to Rome. July 27, 148.3, he

was sent to inspect the work of Giovannino dei

Dolei (see Dolei, G.) at CivitJi Vecchia, and in

1484 himself directed the construction of that

citadel. During the reign of Innocent VIII.

(Pope 1484-1492) he was placed in charge of

all the fortresses in the Marches. Nothing is

known of him after 1492.

Miintz, Les Arts h la coiir flea pnpt's. Vol. III.,

p. 00 ; Miintz, Renaissance; C. Rocchi, Baccio Pon-
telli e la Borra tPOstia.

PONTE MOLLE. At Rome ; the ancient

Milvian bridge (Pons Milvius) ; largely rebuilt

in modern times.

PONTE VECCHIO. Literally, the old

bridge, a name given to several important struc-

tures in Italy, the most interesting being that

which crosses the Arno at F'lorence.

PONTIFS, GUILLAUME ; architect.

May 27, 1462, he succeeded Geoft'roy Richier

as ma'ilre iVtrjivre of the cathedral of Rouen.

Between 1463 and 1467 he completed the por-

tail de la Calende and the to^ir Snint Romain.
In 1484 he built the portal of the cow des

Ijihraires and in 1485 commenced the toiir de

Beitrrc, of which he built one story. He built

the screen of the choir and the sacristy.

Deville, Bevue des architeetcs de la cathedrals

de Bdiirn.

PONT NEUF. In Paris ; in two divisions,

eahling from the north bank of the Seine to the

lie de la Cite, and from that island to the south

bank. It was begun \inder Henri III. and fin-

ished under Henri IV. about 1610.

PONT S. BENEZET. At Avignon ; built

in the twelfth century. (See Benezet ; see also
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PONT S. ESPRIT

for the fuller title of the monastic Order of

Briilge Builders, Pont S. Esprit.)

PONT S. ESPRIT. On the Rhone above

AviiXiion, Iniilt lictween 1265 and 1295; five-

eighths of a mile in length witli twenty-two

arches. This, like the Pont S. Benezet, has an

angle or elbow in the wider branch of the river.

This Wiis the hist bridge of importance biiilt by

the Fr&res Hospitallers Pontifes, founded by S.

Bi-nezet.

PONT VALENDRE (VALENTRE). At
Caiiors iu southern France ; built al)out the

middle of the thirteenth century and still re-

taining its curious towere of defence.

POOP. Same as Poppyhead.— (C. D.)

Poppv-HE.i.D : Clifton Campville Chckch, St.^p-
FORnsHiRE ; Ride 14th Cestury Work.

POORHOUSE. A public institution for

the care and support of the helple-ss poor ; espe-

cially in some states of the United States such

an establishment kept up by the township.

(See Almshouse : Workhouse.)

POOR. RICHARD : bishop.

He wxs bishuj) of SaUsbuiy (England) from

1217 to 1228. He removed the cathedral and
its offices from the old fortress of Sarura to a

plot of ground called Merrifield, where, on April

28, 1220, the foundations of the existing

church were begun. On Micliaelmas Day, 1225,

the church was sufficiently advanced for the

celebration of divine service. In 1228 he was
transferred to Durham.

Britten, CallterJi-nl Antiquities. Vol. 11.

POPPELMANN. MATTHAUS DANIEL:
architei-t: b. 1G62 ; d. .Jan. 17, 17.36.

Poppelmann held the offices of Battkonduk-
teur (1696), Landbaumelster {\70o),a.nd Ober-
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landbaumelster ( 1 7 18) in Dresden, Saxony. In
1711 he began the famous baroque palace called

the Zwinger (Dresden). He built also the

Schloss Moritzburq near Dresden (1722-1730)
and the old HoHund-
ische Falast (1715-
1717), which was trans-

formed by Von Bwlt
(see Bodt) and is now
called the Japanische
Palast (Dresden). Piip-

pelmann built numerous
fine residences. M^i-HJ^lXJ^' i^ '^'P

Gurlitt, Bnroque-Stil { '^U 1 tff^^pl'J^
in Dentsridaiul; .Schmidt- ^^^t^^?ft*C5i^
Schildbacl), Der Zirinyer ^-^i Z 1 B^/
in Dresden ; Schuman, ^ ' "r-J^

Barok tind Rocuru.

POPPY: POPPY-
HEAD. An ornament
generally used for the

fiuials of pew or bench

ends and other similar

pieces of furniture in

churches. It is some-

times merely cut into -.: - 'v ;i-,| | f

the form of plain Fleurs- Poppt-head: Axl Soul's

de-lis or in some other

simple decorative shape,

and chamfered, but frequently it is richly carved

with leaves and figures. The name is apparently

derived from the French ponpee, the bunch of

flax on a stafl', not from the flower or plant.

Chapel,
lioO.

Oxford: c.

POPPV-HEAD

:

Christ Chttrch, Oxford;
c. 1520.

PORCH. A covered place of entrance and

exit attached to a building and projecting from

its main mass ; it may, when so projecting, be

in more than one story and may form the lower
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PLATE IX

Jftt^^-CASmgC^-

poiu;n

That of the church of S. Germain TAuxerrois,
opposite the east front of the Louvre, iii Paris. This

porch dates from 1431, and its design is ascribed to
Jean Gaussel.





Porch: Chirch at Barxack, Xorthamp-
toxsuire; c. 125U.

P.JK. l:' II Ai 111 l.Ml.KKS (Calvauii^i; k. 1::oO

^'xi'^^

Porch: Timber Constbuctiox, Aldham, Essex; c. 1350.
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.1 " fgKJ'.v'^;. I

i:i

Porch: American "Old Colonial" or Geor-
gian Architecture ; Litchfield, Conn.

Porch: Wooden Canopy without Pillars; 15th Century.
Hospital at Beaune in Burgundy.
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PORCH CHAMBER
story of a towvr or the like. In Elizabethan

douses in England the projecting poreli is often

extended to the full height of the main l)uilding

forming a pavilion, the upper stories having so-

called poreh ehaniliers, the

poreh i)roper occupying the

lower story.

Historically, the ])orch of

the early Christian churches

and basilicas was a narthex,

ftiruished for religious uses

with piscinas or lavatories and

baptismal fonts, and contained

tombs. It was used as a place

in which the newly converted

were prepareil for entrance into

the church jjroper. Of porches

of this character, that of the

church of Vezelay is perhajis

the most important remaining

to us. A conspicuous exami>le

of the later Gothic porch is

that of S. Germain I'Auxerrois

at Paris. The characteristic

porch of modem times was
foreshadowed in the simpler

constructions, projecting often

from the side doorways of

parish churches, especially in

England, and not unusual in

domestic work. The term
" porch "is somewhat inexactly

applied to an o]ieu arcade or

loggia turniing the first story

of a building and giving shel-

tered entrance to it ; also to a

classic portico with columns.

But the veranda of modern
American houses, where it

serves to give entrance to them
by a principal doorway, is a

true porch.

— Henry Van Bruxt.
PORCH CHAMBER. In

a two storied poii-h or ad-

vanced projecting building, of

which the groiuid story forms

a porch, the room occupying

the whole or the greater part

of an ujipcr story.

PORINOS. "
(See Anti-

states.
)

PORPHYRY. Any igne-

ous rock containing comjiaratiNely large and con-

spicuous crystals lying in a ftne-grained, often

dense and comjjact, ground or base.

— G. P. M.
Green Antique Porphyry ; Marmor Lace-

dfPmohhnn rin'iJe of Pliny. An igneous rock

of the nature of a diabase porphyrite, consist-

ing of a compact, deep greenish black ground,

thickly studded with greenish feldspars in all
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PORTAL
sizes up to an inch in diameter, and which are

often cruciform or oi-tagonal in nutline and siiow

a zonal structure. Much used by tlie Greeks
and Romans for puvements and general inlaid

Porte CochI:re at TouLottSE: c. 1580.

decorative work. The source of the material is

near Levetsova, Laconia, in southern Greece.

— G.P. M.
PORTA, GIACOMO DELLA. (See Gia-

como ])clhi Porta.)

PORTAIL. The .same as Portal.

PORTAL. An entrance or gateway of a

monnniental character ; sjiecifically, an entrance

which is emphasized by a stately architectural
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PORTCULLIS
treatment, such as may make it the principal

motij'iu ail ciitirc t'aij'ade.

PORTCULLIS. A strong door sliding verti-

cally, usually a grating heavily framed of wood
with |)ointcd iron bars at the bottom. It is

arranged so as to be dropped suddenly and thus

protect an entrance in case of a surprise. The
portcullis was a constant feature in mediaeval

fortification, there being sometimes two or three

in the same passageway.

Porte Cunu.i^i;: l,i l Buukdonxais. Pakis ; lijiH Ceniuk
Style of Louis XIV.

PORTUGAL
PORTICO. A porch or vestibule roofed and

partly open on at least one side, as one section

of a peristyle or a cloister ; but specifically and
more exactly, an ambulatorj' or vestibule covered

by a roof sujjported by columns on at least one
side, such as is characteristic in Greek, Roman,
and Neoclassic architecture. It properly in-

cludes the pronaos and epinaos of a temple,

enclosed by a screen of columns between its pro-

jecting side walls (portico in antis) ; any vesti-

bule or pronaos formed by one
'] or more rows of columns stand-

i ing clear of a cellar and in front

of it (see Prostyle ; Amphipro-
style) ; any one side or face of

an ambulatory or pteroma
formed by a single row of col-

umns entirely enveloping the

temple on the sides and ends

(see Peripteral ; Dipteral) ; or

any other form of a columnar
ambulatory or vestibule, whether
connected with a religious or

secular building, or standing

clear (see Columnar Architec-

ture).

PORTICUS. In Latin,

usually, same as Portico, but

employed in a somewhat larger

sense (C(im]iare C'ry]itoportieus).

PORTIGIANI; PAGNO DI
LAPO ; sculptor and architect

of Fiesole, Italy; b. 1406; d.

1470.

Pagno assisted Miehelozzo

at the church of the Annunzi-

ata in Florence. In 1428 he

worked on the front of S.

Giovanni at Siena, and in 1460
made the plans for the Benti-

TOglio palace at Bologna. His

best work is the monument of

Giovanni Cellini, in the church

of S. Jacopo at S. Bliniato al

Tedesco, between Florence and
Pisa.

PORTE COCHERE. In French, a doorway
large enough to accommodate wheeled vehicles.

Such entrances are a common feature of private
houses of France, and generally open into drive-

ways which lead through the building, from the
street to the interior court. From this passage
the entrance to the staircase and that to the
ground story generally open, so that there is

sometimes a footway or sidewalk beside the
carriage road. The doorway itself, and the
woodwork of the door, are often very richly
decorated.

The use of the terra, common in the United
States, to signify a carriage porch, is eiToneous.
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Geymiiller-Stegman, Die Ar-
chitel-tnr tier Benaissance in

Toscana; Vasari. Milanesi ed. (Vita di Miehel-
ozzo), Vol. II., ]). 44.').

PORTLAND STONE. A light-coloured Ju-

rassic limestone from the Isle of Portland, off

the English coast. Used in the construction of

S. Paul's cathedral, Lnndon.— (J. P. M.
PORTUGAL, ARCHITECTURE OF. That

of the modern kingdom, occupying jiart of

the western seacoast of the Iberian peninsula.

Although there are a few buUdings here which
date from the tenth century, it is almost

impossible to trace through them any continu-

ous architectural development, for the numerous
earthquakes and hostile invasions have made
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PORTE COCKfcRE : RUE Ml^NARS, PARIS
; 19th CENTURY.
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PORTUGAL
havoc. At Biagu, iu tlic extreme northern por-

tion of the country, is a eatliedral which is the

most ancient existing edifice in Portugal, dating

from 1112. In plan it consists of a single three-

aislod nave with square termination and sijuare

PORTUGAL
of Portugal, a convent church which was built

in 1222, consisting in plan of a very long nave
with a row of square-ended chapels and a semi-

circular chevet which was added in 1G76. The
church was built from French plans, but in de-

PoRTE CUCHEKE SEEN FKOM WITHIN; KnTKA.\LE3 TU THE HoLSES AT LeFT AND KltiHX , MoDEKN
Paris.

chapels and only veiy slightly marked transepts.

The plan of the cathedral of Oporto is of inter-

est from its square eastern termination, recall-

ing some of the English types, but neither of

these structures offers any noticeable exterior ef-

fect. At Aleobaca, a small village sixty miles

north of Lisbon, is the largest religious edifice
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sign it does not show a very strong French influ-

ence. It is early Gothic in style, carried out

in a very severe, subdued spirit, except in the

chapel in the south transept, where there is a

tomb which is cited as the most beautiful piece

of carving in the kingdom. Twelve miles be-

yond Aleobaca is the hamlet of Batalha, possess-
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PORTUGAL
iiig a monastery and cliiiRii irecteil in 1.388.

In ])lan tlii' chuivli suggests Aloobcai a, but the

design, as tar ;i.s relati-.^ to tlie facade at lea-st,

was inspired by tliat cjf York Cathedral, and is

directly ascrilaed to an Englisii arcliitect, Stephen

Stepiicnson, who went to Tortngal in the suite

of yucen I'liilippa. The west front is in a late

Perpendicular style, well jiroiMirtioned and free

from \-agaries, and a large octagonal chapel on

the south is in appearance not unlike the exte-

rior of Henry the Seventh's Chapel, in West-

minster Abbey. Adjoining the church on the

north is a large cloister, with some most mar-

vellously elaborate stone carving filling the heads

of the arches.

The cathedral of Lisbon was built in 1147,

but has suffered so repeatedly from eartiujuakes

and ha.s been renewed at so many different peri-

ods that its original Gothic ciiaracter has been

quite obliterated, though the same general dis-

position has always been preserved. This is the

Portuguese church wliich in plan most nearly

approaches the perfect Gotliic type as it wa.s un-

derstood in France, and is the only one which

possesses the fully de\'eloped circular apsis witii

radiating cha])els.

Tlie most interesting group of buildings in

Portugal is in tlie suburb of Belem just outside

of Lisbon, comprising an extensive monastery

and a small chapel or church flanked on one side

by cloisters. The church was built in tlie fif-

teenth century to commemorate tlie discovery by

Da Gama of the passage around the Gape of

Good Hope. It is the one building in the coun-

try W'hich in all its details seems to be thor-

oughly Portuguese. In plan it has a three-aisled

nave with square transepts. A small semicircu-

lar apsis is a late Renaissance alteration. The
church is covered by a triple line of vaulting of

very daring construction, somewhat on the lines

of the English fan work, except that the fans

are not cotangent, and tliey make complete cir-

cuits about the slender pier.s, the three aisles

being all of the same height, and the lines of the

fan work connected by a species of flat cloister

vaulting. This work is balanced so cleverly that

during the great earth(]uake, though the church

was violently shaken, not a stone was dislodged.

In exterior appearance the design is Gothic in

general scheme, though early Renaissance in de-

tail. An elaborate side porch, built entirely of

beautiful cream-coloured .sandstone, has a wealth

of excellent detail which is interesting of itself

and forms a part of a very harmonious gi'oup-

ing. The cloisters immediately adjoin the church

at the north ami are in the same .style but with

details more pronouncedly Renaissance in char-

acter.

About three-quarters of a mile west of the

Belem church, on a bit of sandy beach stretch-

ing out into tlie Tagus, is an interesting piece

of Gothic military architecture dating from the
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early part of the sixteenth century, consisting of
a tower and a wide terrace, the wlmle forming
a jiart of the military defences of Lisbon. The
tower of Belem shows in style a crude (iothic,

marked by English influence in some of its de-

tails. It is aliout the only piece of military

architecture existing in the country.

At Thomar, a little town about eighty miles

northeast of Lisbon, is the celebrated Convent
of Christ, considered to be the most remarkable
in Portugal, after that at Batalha. It dates
from 1180, but the interesting part is three

hundred years later in date and is a most elabo-

rate example of the iw.ssibilities of Portuguese
decoration. The apsis of the chajiel attached to

the church has sculjiture of a character which
one can only conqiare to some of the carvings of

the Hiiulus. Indeed, this convent work and
the cloisters of Batalha and Belem have a veiy
strong flavour of the qualities which make the
East Indian work so attractive, though curi-

ously mingled with reminders of late English
Gothic. The Spani.sh element seems to be
strangely lacking in all this work. Another
striking bit of detail is found in the church of

S. Clara at Coimbra, a town about midway be-

tween Lisbon and Oporto, which has a pulpit

carved from a single block of marble built into

the \\alls of the church, with an elaborate pro-

fusion of details, interesting as a composition in

both mass and detail to an extent which enti-

tles this to rank as the chcf-d'ceiivre of Por-

tuguese work.

Eighteen miles to the northwest of Lisbon
is the palace, monastery, and church of Mafra,
the Escorial of Portugal, an immense stnicture

erected by the Braganza family in 1717, in a
severe, restrained variation of the style of Louis
XIV. The entire facade measures over 700 feet

in length, and the whole edifice is planned on a
mo.st magnificent scale.

At Cintra, a few miles to the west of Lisbon,

is an interesting old convent castle picturesquely

grouped on the summit of a steep, rocky hill,

and presenting a mixture of Gothic, Moorish,

and early Renaissance. It is a curious picture

of what a fortified mediieval Portuguese monas-
tery might have been.

There is a decorative feature of Portuguese
architecture which deserves mention, namely,

the extensive use of wall tiling. Kearly all of

the houses in Li.sbon are fiiced on the exterior

with enamelled tile-s, often painted in bright col-

ours, an<l in .some of the older work, nofalily at

Cintra and at Coimbra, this species of decora-

tion is carried to a considerable extent with

interesting results.

The strictly modern architecture of Portugal

presents nothing worthy of study.

— C. H. Bl.\ck.\ll.

POSADA^ In Spain, or Spanish America,
a tavern.
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POST. In general, any stiff, vertical, more

or less isi.)lated upright, whether of timber,

metal, or stone ; whether solid or hollow
;

whether homogeneous or composite. A post

may support a superstructure, as a lintel, or

may atibrd u firm point of lateral attachment,

as for a gate or for fence rails, or may stand

alone for any purpose. Any main vertical mem-

ber in timber framing is especially called a jjost,

as in the subtitles, Prick Post, King Post.

For the specific technical sense of the term,

see Truss.

Broach Post. Same as King Post, below.

Crown Post. A vertical [jost in a roof truss,

whether a king post or a queen post. It is

sometimes a joggle piece. These are both

rare in the United States.

Door Post. One of the uprights which en-

close a doorway ; especially, in framing of wood

or iron, such a piece which forms part of the

structure as distinguished from the jamb piece,

casing, or other covering member. The term

is less often used for stone uprights whicli are

at once a part of the structure and a part of the

e.xteriial architectural composition.

Hanging Post. ^1. In carpentry work, a

tie resembling a post, such as the king post and

queen post. (See also Truss ; Wood Construc-

tion, Part I.)

B. In framing, that post of a door frame

which is to receive the hinges of a door.

Heel Post. A. A post serving as a newel

or the end support of any partition ; as, in a

stable, the stout one set up at the end of each

partition between the stalls.

B. The hanging post, as of a door ; in this

sense, rare and local.

Jamb Post. Same as Door Post or window
post.

King Post, In a truss, as for a roof, a ver-

tical member connecting the tie beam with the

point of meeting of the two principal rafters.

Properly, it is not a post but a tie. The name
probably comes from the early media?val prac-

tice of supporting the ridge piece by a vertical

post resting upon the very heavy transverse tim-

ber below or upon the top of the stone vaulting.

(See Cuts under Roof)

Newel Post. (See under Newel.)

Pendent Post. In decorative open timber

roof trusses, a short post set against the wall,

bearing at bottom on a stone corbel or capital

and supporting, generally with the aid of a

curved brace, the wall end of the tie beam or

hammer beam of the truss.

Prick Post. A secondary or intermediate

post : in a roof truss, a side post.

Purlin Post. In a roof truss, a post in-

serted at the point where a purlin meets a rafter.

Queen Post. In a truss, as for a roof, one

of two vertical members or side posts between

the principals and the lower chord. Properly,
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it is not a post but a tie, the name being derived

from the niediseval English roof constmction,

in whicli the jirincijials were supported by two

queen posts standing on a hea^-y girder which
carried directly the weight of the roof. (See

King Post, above.)

Tree Post. Same as King Post, above.

Trellis Post. A post constructed of trelli-s-

work between slender uprights ; especially in

ironwork, where a stifl" but light structure is

produced by slender angle irons with a trellis of

wirework between ; often used to support the

roofs of verandas, and sometimes on a much
larger scale.

POST, PIETER ; architect ; b. 1608 ; d.

1669 (at Haarlem, Holland).

The architect of Prince Maurice of Orange.

He went with tlie prince to Brazil. He erected

a church and other buildings at Olinda and
rebuilt the fortifications of Pernambuco. Among
his principal works in Holland are the Huis ten

Bosch at The Hague, the Sael van Orunje, the

Swanenburg situated between Amsterdam and

Haarlem, the palace at Rijxdorp, the Stadhuis

at ]\Iaestricht, and the Wcutg (weighing house)

at Gouda. A collection of engi'avings of his

buildings was published at Leyden in 1715.

(See bibliography.)

Galland, HoUandiisclie Batikiinst ; Inmierzeel,

HiAlrniiUche en Vlanmsche Kitnstenaars ; Pieter

Pest, Oiirriuies (VArchitcctiirp.

POST AND LINTEL CONSTRUCTION.
That which is composed of the simplest ele-

ments, namely, uprights carrying horizontals as

distinguished from Arcuate (which see). (Com-

pare Trabeate.)

POSTERN. A subsidiary door or gate ; in

military architecture, such a gate in a part of a

work remote from the main gate ; in domestic

architecture, often a small door near a larger

one, as a door for foot passengers adjoining a

porte-cochere.

POST HOUSE. A wayside inn where relays

of vehicles for a journey may be hired, and

where horses are kept for the convenience of

travellers. Called also Posting House.

POSTICUM ; in Roman archeology : A.

A back door, a postern. B. Same as Epinaos.

C. Same as Opisthodomos, in sense B.

POSTING HOUSE ; POSTING INN.
(See Pdst House.)

POST OFFICE. A building, or sometimes

a room, or set of rooms, devoted to the purposes

of the receipt and delivery of letters, newspapers,

and other mail matter.

The sixteenth centuiT marks the commence-

ment of modern postal systems. The cotiee-

house or tavern, which was the point of departure

and arrival of the stagecoach or post wagon,

was often the post ofKce where private letters

were left and called for ; but public sorting of-

fices date from the close of the seventeenth cen-
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tury in Eiiglaml, and were established at even

an earlier date in Germany.
Tiie first plans of government bnildings had

little to distinguish them ; but gradually there

have been evolved two main types, eaeli with

its own modifications, and which may be called

the European, or Continental, and the American
;

ibr the English post office possesses some of the

characteristics of each of the other two. The
main \mnt of difference between the two types

is in the use of the central court or cortile. In

tiie European or Continental plan the mail

wagons generally enter the court to receive and
deliver mail ; in England and the United States

the mail bags are handled from the mail dock
or platform at the rear of the building, and in

certain otlier respects the cortile is not empha-
sized in England as it is on the Continent. In

Continental cities a great proportion of the cen-

tral court is given to the public, and the sur-

rounding space is divided into a series of offices

for the administration. In the United States

there are exterior corridors for the public, with

an interior working room for tiie employees.

On the Continent the cortile may or may not be

roofed over with glas.s, according to the climate
;

in the United States the fact that the clerical

force occupy this space and that the upjier por-

tion of the building is generally occupied by

other departments of the Federal Government,

requires that this working room shall always be

shut off absolutely from other portions of the

building. In Canada and 5Ie.xico the general

arrangement is more like that of tiie United

States. Throughout Europe, in the English

colonies, and in Japan, the telegraph and tele-

phone sen'ice is under government conti'ol, and

is generally housed in the same building, as is

also the service for the expressage of packages

of merchandise.

In the United States the building is generally

denoted officially as the United States Post

Office and Custom House, or United States Post

Office and Court House, and is occupied jointly

with the departments of the Treasury, of the

Interior, and of Justice, — offices being provided

on the upper floors for the Collectors of Customs
and of Internal Revenue, for the Land Office,

United States and Pension Commissioners ; also

in cities of a certain size and population, for the

District, Circuit, and Appellate Courts, but only

Federal offices are entitled to accommodation in

the building.

Formerly the outline of the average post office

plan was a rectangle ; or a rectangular first story

with a hollow square for the superstnicture,—
in this respect following tiie precedent of Euro-

pean post offices, — but since 189.5 the plan of

the hollow square for stories above the ground

floor has been modified so as to enclose only

three sides of the square, as it affords better

light and air n(jt only for those stories, but more
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satisfactory sky light for the )iost office working
room below. In the basement is situated the

heating and ventilating apparatus, elevator ma-
chinery, and sometimes the electric light plant,

with the necessary coal storage ; also the lava-

tories ami toilet rooms for employees, and a
waiting room, with outside entrance, for the use

of mail carriers when not on duty, as they are

not allowed at that time in the working room.

On the first floor are tiie jmblic corridors, entered

from and next to the streets upon which the

building faces; in the embrasures of tiie win-

dows, or in a lobby, are writing desks for the

use of the imblie ; at one end of a corridor is a

lobby or anteroom giving access to the money
order and registry division.

The postmaster's private office is placed at

or near the end of another corridor, and opens

both into the corridor and into the working
room, and is provided with private lavatorj'.

As he is frequently the custodian of the entire

building, the staircase to the ujiper floors is

near by, but is closed with a grille or gate after

the ces-sation of busine.ss on those floors.

If the business of the office is sucii as to war-

rant the appointment of an assistant jmstmas-

ter, he is usually also the cashier, and has his

room next to the money order and registry divi-

sion, and there are safes or vaults built into the

walls between the rooms ; the stamp clerks are

placed where they may have windows or wick-

ets upon the corridor, not far from a public en-

trance, and are also provided with vaults or

safes.

Between the corridors and working room is

the post-office .screen, the upper part of which
is of glass, and the lower, 7 feet, is subdi-

vided for lock bo.xes (letters above, papers

and periodicals below), with open backs and
metal and gla.ss fronts ; drops are provided to

receive outgoing letters, papers, and packages

;

and wickets are placed at intervals for the gen-

eral delivery of mail, the sale of stamps and
envelopes, and for the transaction of other busi-

ness ; in the most modern buildings the screen

has no door giving access from the corridor di-

rectly into the working room. Within are

tables and cases for sorting lettens, cancelling-

machines, racks (for papers and periodicals),

and frames (for holding bags while the mail is

being made up), and all tiie other necessary fur-

niture of the establishment. Wire screen.s, not

solid jiartitions, are used to separate the \arious

departments.

As the relative importance of each of these

details has been gradually developed by the re-

quirements of the postal service in the United

States, the following facts have been demon-
strated : that the space assigned to the clerical

force should be as com|)act as possilile, and the

space assigned to the public should permit of

direct access from, and egress to, the street, and
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of unimpeilcil ciR'ulatioii within the building;

that tiie most expeilitiuus anil econuniifal han-

dling of the mail is aeeoiuplishcd by aggregat-

ing the various sulxlivisions of the service within,

or in close i)roxiniity to, a central working room
;

and that the public can be served to tlie best

advantage by its use of exterior corridoi-s.

— Wiii.iAM Martin Aikex.

POST RENAISSANCE ARCHITEC-
TURE. Tlie arciiitecture, if classical in char-

acter, of any |)eriod succeeding that of the

Renaissani'e i)roper. Thus, in French practice,

the term " Renaissance " twing strictly limited

to the ejioch lieginning with the reign of Louis

XII. and ending with the wars of religion under

Henry III., all the styles of neoclassic architec-

ture which follow the reign of Henry III., and

which are commonly called in France by the

reigns of the sovereigns, as Louis Treize archi-

tecture, and the like, may properly be called

post-Renaissance architecture. In Italy the

Renaissance (Rinascimento or liisonjimento)

begins nearly a century earlier than in France

;

and in like manner it is considered by Italian

writers that the epoch of it closes, and the clas-

sicismo, or extreme classic, style begins, about the

middle of the sixteenth ceutury. Any neoclassic

style of architecture belonging to a later date

than the limits of the Renais.sance in any coun-

try, as above given, may properly he considered

as a post-Renaissance style. (See Barocco

;

Cinque Cento ; Classi-

cismo ; Decadence ; Deca-

denza ; Lombardesque
;

Lombardic Architecture

;

Renaissance ; Rococo
;

see also articles on the

architectures of France

;

Germanv; Italv.)

— R. S.

„ POT CHIMNEY. APot Chimxey: as ,

BiiLT BY IxDiAxs IX Toot chimucy made ot

THE X.W. OF THE garthcn cooking pots, the

bottoms of which have

been cut out or broken. LTsed in Pueblo vil-

lages of the southwestern United States. (See

Communal Dwelling.)— F. S. D.

POT CONSTRUCTION. A method of Con-

structing vaults and domes with earthen pots

fitted together in a succe.ssion of rings dimin-

ishing in diameter upward to form the concave
;

this expedient was common in Oriental countries

from the earliest times as a substitute for heavier

and more costly materials, such as brick, stone,

and concrete, to diminish the weight upon the

supporting walls. Domes so constructed, though

thin and apparently fragile, have endured the

vicissitudes of centuries, and have proved as

stable and permanent as fabrics much more
massive and monumental. A conspicuous ex-

ample of its use in Romanesque work is in the

dome of S. Vitale at Ravenna.
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POT METAL, lihuss coloured thoughout its

subsiamc w hilc melted. (See Gla.ss ; Window.)
POTSTONE. A soft stone of the nature of

steatite nr sna[istone, used mainly by primitive

peo]ilt' ill iiiaixing ]iiits. — G. P. M.
POULTRY HOUSE. A structure furnished

with accommodations for the protection and rear-

ing of )inultry ; a henhouse or chicken house.

POUNCE. A fine powder of dark or pro-

nounced colour, which is used to transfer a
drawing by being forced through holes pricked

in the original upon the surface which is to

receive the transfer.

POUNCED. A. Decorated with indenta-

tions ur perforations. (See Pounced Work.)

B. JIade as a transfer of a drawing by means
of Pounce.

POUNCED WORK. Ornamentation exe-

cuted by means of a punch, which might have

its point cut into a unit of a pattern, as a cir-

cle, cross, «r the like.

POURTOUR. In French, a circuit ; a gal-

lery ur |)assage allowing of movement around a

central hall or the like ; especially, in churches,

the aisle which nearly surrounds the apse or

chevet, passing along the north and south sides

and curving around the east end. (See Deambu-
latory.)

POWDERING. A. A surfiice enrichment

produced by siirinkling one colour upon another,

as gold or silver upon a tinted background. In

heraldry, a surface adorned with powdering is

said to be seme.

B. By extension fi-om the preceding definition,

the oiTiamentation of a surface by the frequent

repetition thereon of a small figure or pattern,

as a rosette or star, not connected, as in a dia-

jier, but isolated and regularly or irregularly

dispo.sed.

POWDERING ROOM. In the eighteenth

century a chamber or anteroom especially

adapter to powdering perukes, and, later, the hair.

POWER HOUSE. A building in which
steam power, water power, or the like, is gener-

ated, and from which it is conveyed for the

operation of machinery or other purposes, as to

the other buildings of a large factor)", or to the

vehicles on a trolley or calile railway.

POYNTELL; POYNTILL. A pavement,

generally of tiles, formed of small pieces, but

dittering from mosaic in that the pieces form a

set pattern rather than a picture. Also written

pointel or pointal.

POZZO. .1. A well : the Italian term. Not
used in English e.Kcept in combination.

B. In Venice, a cistern ; one of the numer-

ous water-tight structures below the pavements

of courtyards, public and private, in whicli is

stored the water brought from the mainland.

This water is drawn from the natural stream of

the Brenta, on the western shore of the lagoon,

and in other places. (See Vera da Pozzo.)
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POZZO, ANDREA

: )i;tinttM- Jiiiil architect;

h. Hi I -J ; (1. 170'.).

Hi.s I'L'iil name wa.s probably Bruniicii (I'utcus

in Latin, Pozzd in Italian). Hi.^ vork wa.s in

pcrs])ci'tiv(> illusion.'!, and liis cliicf nionunient is

the decoration of S. Ij^nazio at Home.
Its. Drr Mnl.r und Architckt. P. A. rial Pnzzn.

POZZUOLANA. A voleaiiic sand, fir.st

fonnd at I'ozznoli at the foot of Mount Vesu-

vius, whence the name; and also in alnnnlauce

in the neighbourhood of Rome, and extensively

disseminated throughout Europe. When pul-

verized and mixed with slaked lime, the com-

pound will harden under water like the more

energetic hydraulic cements. Before the intro-

duction of the .so-called Itoinan and the Portland

cements, it was extensively used in sea works.

Trass, a similar volcanic |)roduct found in the

valley of the Rhine and in Holland, possesses

the same qualities. Both jiozzuolana and trass

are composed of silica and alumina, the former

largely in excess of tlie latter.

The substances composing these mortars, which

mutually react, being separate, cannot be brought

into contact except by the u.se of a sufficient

ijuantity of water.— W. R. HuTTON.
PR^CINCTIO. In a Roman theatre, a

)ias.sage running parallel with and on a level

with one of the steplike seats of the cavea.

Generally the slope of the lower ranges is broken

at the pnecinctio by a wall, from the top of

which the seats slope upward to the outer wall

of the theatre. This wall of the j)r;ecinctio

contains doors giving access to the vomitoria, or

passages of exit and entrance. In the Flavian

Amphitheatre there was an intermediate zo)iit

or passage, parallel with the seat.s, between the

arena and the praicinctio. It is sometimes called

balteus, and is e(|uivalent to the Greek diuzoma.
PRi5QTORIUM. That pait of a Roman

cami) or garrisoned post in which the quarters

of the general were placed ; the official residence

of the prictor or governor of a Roman i)rovince

;

a hall of justice, jircsidcd over liy the priEtor.

PRAYER CHAMBER; ROOM. In a

mosque, that part of the roofed and enclosed

building which is used for the prayers of the

faithful and for listening to the exhortations

from the mimljar
; (1) in the sense of the whole

large building, ])erhaps .several hundred feet in

every direction, which is distinguished irom the

galleries and ambulatories which connect with

it and surround the court ; and (2) the place

screened oft' by a partition and especially reserved

to those who arc engaged in devotions, and for-

biihlen to others, called Maksoorah, though this

term li;is otlicr significations.

PRECEPTORY. A subordinate religions

establishment of the Order of Knights Templars
;

a place of residence, instruction, and discipline,

])resided over by an officer called a knight ])re-

ceptor, one of the more eminent members of the
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fraternity. The cells in the Temple, or chief

house of the Kniglits in London, weie called

the preci>]itorics. (('ompaic ( 'iimni.'iiiilcry.
)

PRE COLUMBIAN ARCHITECTURE.
That of the United States, Mexico, and neigh-

liouring countries, sonu'times of South America,

of a period assumed to be earlier than 111)2 a.D.

(See United States, Architecture of, ^ I., and the

references given under Prehistoric Architecture.)

PREDELLA. A. The footpace of an altar.

(See Altar.)

B. One of a series of seats or steps raised

one above another ; a gratlin or gradino. (See

Altar; Altar Step ; Footpace under Pace.)

C. An altar ledge ; one of the .series of ledges

or shelves surmounting an altar to accommodate
a crucifix, candlesticks, vases, etc., or a i)aint-

ing. (See Altar Ledge, Retable.)

D. By extension, a jiainting, mosaic, or bas-

relief, forui'nLT the front of ('.

PREHISTORIC ARCHITECTURE. Tluit

of epochs which on account of their relative

antiquity cannot lie determined ; that is to say,

whose apparent date goes back of all certain

records of the country or district in which they

exist. (See Pre-Columbian Architecture ; Com-
munal Dwelling ; and also, for further informa-

tion, Aztec ; Etruscan ; Inca ; Maya ; Mega-
lithic ; Mexico, Architecture of, j^ I.; Toltec

;

United States, Architecture of, g I.)

PRELIMINARY STUDIES. Drawings
anil models made by artists in the way of prepa-

ration for elaborate work. According to the

schedule of charges ajjproved by the American
Institute of Architects, " Drawings, such as

ground jjlan, one upper floor plan, and eleva-

tion or perspective view of exterior," as distin-

guished from " Preliminary drawings, which
include the above, and such additional eleva-

tions, plans, and sections as are necessary to

illustrate the general scheme without working
drawings." (See Drawing.)

Beyond this puiely commercial usage, the

jihrase is employed \-ery generally to describe

the technical method adopted by the architect

in the formulation of his thought, and the forms

which he employs to represent to himself his de-

signs as they are at first crudely conceived, and

to fix them provisionally, .so that his imagina-

tion may have full play in determining the final

arrangements of plan, proportion of paits, etc.

A large part of the.se prelinnnary studies are

made, for convenience, in pencil on paper, by the

employment of plans and elevations and .sec-

tions " in projection " (see Projection). These

are translated in the mind of the artist as he

studies, so that they represent to him the build-

ing which he intends to construct.

As he proceeds with his work he finds it de-

sirable to enlarge his use of the methods thus

introduceil, for the instruction of the artisans

who are emjiloyed under his supervision in con-
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structing the liuilJiiig.s lie designs, geoiiietrieal

projections of ])l;uis and sections and elevations

being invaluable in coTinectiou with the work
of the builder.

Xo one, however, who thinks at all of the

subject will question the fact that the architect

is able to use these geometrical methods only as

ready means of re)jresenting in a practical man-

ner what the drawings do Tiot in any way ex-

press in themselves ; in all cases these drawings

must be translated in the artist's mind into other

terms if he is to gain from them any conception

of the way his building will look when it is fin-

ished ; they must be translated in imagination

into terms of solid form and colour mass, and it

is the constant and serious concern of the thought-

ful and exiierienced architect to assure himself

that he is making this translation correctly ; it

is the constant, and too often the false, assump-

tion of the tyro in architecture that his transla-

tion is perfect and exact. Note, for instance,

the clever designs "in elevation" one sees in

oure.xJiibitions and illustrated architectural jour-

nals — designs which too often make the heart

of the experienced practitioner sink within him,

as he considers how certainly they would prove

unsatisfactory if they were built. One finds often,

for example, the geometrical projection of a dome,

or of some other massive central motif, which,

in the constructed building, could not possibly

be seen together with the facade, used, never-

theless, as a unifying element in the composi-

tion of this faciide as it is presented in elevation.

The architect is wont to assume that these

geometrical projections, so useful to the artisan

who develops the artist's designs, are necessary

tools for himself also ; and although, in fact, it

must be agreed that in all probability they will

always be used because of their convenience, yet

it is evident that architecture, even in this day,

could, on a pinch, get along without them. Tliis

is clearly shown by the work of the architects

of past ages ; for, although we know little of the

methods of design employed by the earliest ar-

chitects, it is reasonably certain that, had they

made as much use of geometrical in-ojections as

we do in our time, more record of this use would
appear than has been discovered by the archie-

ologists. But even if it be assumed that the

ancient masters did employ these geometric tools

exactly as we do, we must note that the matter

of tools and of methods is of insignificant im-

port. The great architects of the past have

been those who have thought and studied in

masses— in colour masses; it is this fact that

has made them great architects, wliatever has

been their method of work, otherwise they would
not be looked upon by us as masters of their

art. A really artistic architect is one who con-

structs well-iiroportioned and properly decorated

masses ; if he fails in realizing this end, he has

failed to do more than build.
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There is nuich reason for believing that the

greatest danger in connection with modern ar-

chitectural |)ractice— the gravest error in mod-
ern architectural teaching, the cause of most of

the modern failures to jiroduce really beautiful

buildings— lies in the tact that so nuich time

is given by the architect to the study of those

geometrical tools of his. He constantly is

tempted to forget the translation into solid form,

and to think only of the thing he .sees on the

paper before him. It requires a touch of real

genius in a man to enable him to make the

translation from the drawing to the solid form

correctly in any event, and men of ordinary tal-

ent and indolent habit soon learn to forget to

make the attempt.

The architect's position in this respect is not

unique, for every artist finds himself subject to

special limitations determined by the character

of the material in which he works— limitations

which compel the invention of methods and

tools, and the adoption in each ease of a special

technique which is highly complex and difficult

of acquirement. Thus, every artist who is in

eannst is compelled to spend a great amount
of time in preliminary training, which consists

in little else than the process of familiarizing

himself with the technique of his chosen art—
the learning how to use his elaborate tools.

Mere technical skill tlius becomes a most im-

portant acquisition for the artist, and, in the

effort to gain it, in proportion as he is in ear-

nest, lie must neces.sarily find him.self deeply in-

terested in mere techniijue per se— in the mere
tools he is to use. The human mind is so con-

stituted that when a man becomes deeply in-

terested in any given subject he is likely to

overestimate its importance, and thus it hap-

pens that all artists are subject to one and the

same danger : they run the risk of becoming so

much interested in their technique — in the

tools of their art— that they are led to over-

look altogether the end they should have in

view, led to forget that their aim should be the

production of works of beauty.

In music we see this danger exemplified in

the triumph of formalism, against which Wag-
ner ]ireached so eloquent a lesson in his masterly

Meistershiger. In literature we see it in the

failure of writers who bend their eftbrts over-

much to the formalism of, or to the perfection

of, style : or of others who aim to express some
doctrine,— realism, for instance,— instead of

endeavouring to produce perfect works of beauty.

In painting we see it in the devotion to partial

ends, in the exclusive attention which the artist

gives ijerhaps to " values," careless of the neces-

sity of composition, and of perfection of drawing,

and of the other elements which go to make the

painter's masterpiece.

Architects are especially prone to err in this

way. Their art products are buildings, and
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these buildings nowadays cannot be erected

without itreliniinary ijrocesses which involve the

construction of the most elaborate of tools.

They must make representative studies, and
constructional drawings, and large scale details,

and then full-size developments of these details.

All of these, however, nni.st be recognized to be

mere tools of tlieir guild, means to an end, that

end lieing the production of a work of beauty

in solid form. But the mere making of these

tools themselves requires so much of their at-

tention that they are all too likely to concentrate

their interest upon them rather than upon the

work for w'hich they are created.

The danger is greatly aggravated by a dis-

covery we have maile, — the discovery that the

same technical geometrical drawings of which

we are speaking, as ajjplied to the representa-

tion of the outside of a building, do actually

give a very fair conception of the building as it

will appear if it can be seen from a very great

distance, and provided the observer can stand

exactly on the middle line drawn perpendicular

to the plane of its facade. Furthermore, we have

devised a scheme of colouring and of technical

shadows, by the use of which we deceive our-

selves with the belief that we can thus ecpially

well conceive tiie ajipearance of the future build-

ing, whether it is to be seen from a great distance

or from a short distance. And, behold, his

method saves the architect a great amount of

time and trouble : no longer is he compelled to

bother himself with attempts to study parts

that are not shown on j^rojeetions, to sketcii

such perverse things as reentrant angles, for in-

stance ; no longer does he have to go through

the tedious process of drawing in perspective
;

no longer is he compelled even to think in per-

spective.

All this carelessness as to the actual effect to

be produce<l is of course unconscious to most

architectural students, but it cannot fail to be a

fact for most of them, when so much time in

their offices and so very large a proijortion of

the study in the architectural schools is devoted

to the consideration of these mere drawings on

plane surfaces. That this habit of thinking in

surfaces rather than in solid form is one which

is veiy apt to be acquired cannot Vie douljted;

for the architect in judging a building naturally

finds himself temi)ted to consider it, not as it

ai)pears at all, but rather as it would appear if

he could translate ^^•hat he sees back into terms

of the working drawings with which he is so

familiar ; he finds himself asking how the build-

ing really appeared in "elevation" in the archi-

tect's studio. He is likely to think, and even

to formulate, the thought in words, " This effect

is not satisfactory as it exists, but it is produced

by such an<l such compo.sitions and proportions

which must have appeared well in elevation;"

and on this ground he all too often condones
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ugliness, or actually conunends a design which

fails of all beauty as it really ajipears. One
hears architects, young and old, constantly ex-

pressing judgments ba.sed u])on such translation
;

and one of the leading architectural joinnals has

lately not oidy acknowledged editorially that

the majority of architects judge buildings in this

way, Init has actually upheld tlie view that on

the whole it is the best way to judge them.

It is self-evident, however, that a building

which is beautiful only to the technically trained

architectural translator, and not to the average

highly cultivated man, is not a work of archi-

tectural art at all ; at most it can claim to be

no more than the means of suggestion of beauti-

ful forms to those who are skilled in this sjiecies

of translation. Similarly, the skilful musician

is able, by casting his eye upon the score of an

opera, to get the greatest delight out of the mere

reading apart from imagineil ]iroduction ; Vmt no

one for a nuiment would think of considering the

printed score as a work of art in itself ; it is

looked upon justly by the musician as a means
to an end, as a mere tool. Modern architects,

however, ha^e become so infatuated with their

tools that they actually treat them as works of

art in themselves. The architects spend a great

amount of time, which might better be given to

the .study of solids, in the perfecting of drawings

in " elevation," which they gather together and
exhibit as though they were proud of them.

But if these drawings have any value as works

of art, it is surely a mo.st ephemeral one. There

is nothing in them that can appeal to the world

at large, nothing that can stimulate permanently

the sense of beauty in men. What is properly

demanded of the architect is that he make a

beautiful building. He, however, seems too

often to overlook altogether the propriety of this

demand, and is content to treat his drawings in

a way in which the jjainter would treat his

brushes did he can'e their handles delicately and

then ask us to admire these carvings as part and

parcel of his work as an artist painter.

All this points a moral to which careful

heed should surely be given. If it is true that

architects tend to overemphasize the importance

of geometrical projections, and thereby tend to

lose the capacity to think in the solid, evidently

it should be the aim of the thoughtful men
amongst them to break down all methods of

instruction which lead to this overemphasis, and

to minimize all habits of practice which en-

courage it.

The exclusive use of drawings " in elevation
"

and the discouragement of studies in perspective,

as this discouragement is .seen in the best of the

schools of architecture to-day, is nothing less

than an artistic scandal. Of course elevations

must be used for preliminary compositional

studies, as well as for working purjioses ; but

surely no great advance in the instruction of
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young men can lie liopecl fur iinilor a system

whicli deliberately iliscourages the lialiit of think-

ing in cubie scale by encmiraging the exclusive

use of studies in su|)erticial scale.

Theoretically this trouble may l)c obviated by

the architect if he will make his preliminary

studies in perspective. (See Perspective.) But

it must be acknowledged that there are diffi-

culties in connection with such use of perspec-

tives, although they are difficulties which are in

all cases instructive to the designer. The work

involved in the construction of a perspective, if

it is to be true to fact, is veiy tedious, and even

when the greatest care is taken the danger of

error in its production is very great. On the

other hand, although the jjerspective draughts-

man may cheat his client, if he wish to do so,

he can scarcely cheat himself if he be a serious

worker, unless he is a loggerhead ; and the great

difficulty with the current method to which ob-

jection is here made is tliat it tends .systematic-

ally to instruct the architect how to cheat

himself.

The great difficulty with the use of perspectives

for preliminary study lies in the fact that few

architects in active practice have time to develop

the perspectives themselves, but must trust to

their assistants to work out the problems for

them ; they are thus liable to fail to detect seri-

ous errors which are easily made by the per-

spective draughtsman. Furthermore, each

perspective gives us but one point of view, and

to gain a proper notion of the appearance of a

future building so large a number of perspectives

would be required that no architect could afford

to give the time or labour necessary for their

construction.

There is, however, a better way to avoid the

dangers which we are discussing than by the use

of perspective drawings, and one which is par-

ticularly adapted to study purpo.ses, viz., sketch

modelling. The architect's artistic product is

to be presented to the world in solid form as

much as is the sculptor's ; why should he not

study in the .solid as the sculptor does? Imagine

the scorn that would lie heaped u|;ion the sculptor

who never modelled in his studio, but who, in-

stead, gave drawings to artisans who, from these

drawings, prepared the finished work. Yet the

architect all too often contents himself with the

preparation of technical geometrical drawings,

and thinks his duty done when he turns these

drawings over to contractors of re|mtation.

Have we any right to expect truly artistic solids

to be constructed so long as this practice is com-

mon? It must make of us a race of common-
place builders ; it cannot make of us a race of

artistic architects.

Sketch models, such as are referred to above,

are verj^ simple to construct. They may be

made in paper or wood or wax or clay ; but

the disadvantages of working in these materials
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are considerable, and this fact doubtless goes

far to account for the little u.se that has been

made of them in daily iiractice. Of late, how-
ever, certain clay jireparations have been dis-

covered in which inexpensive models can be

made which do not easily lose their form, and
which do not need to be kept wet during ]irepa-

ration or afterward. After the)' are fully tormed

they can be given coatings of shellac, and then

painted in oil with the colours which are to be
given to the finished buildings. They can be
placed in the sun from time to time during the

procass of the work upon them, and properly

oriented, so that one can study in them tlie real

shadows to be cast by roofs and projections, and
not merely the forty-five degree shadows of

convention ; and furthermore, they may be

I)hotographed from many points of view, the

photographic prints being used in place of, and
much better than, elaborately " rendered " draw-

ings, to exjjlain to clients the appearance of the

buiWings they propose to erect.

The writer of this article has used such mod-

els in his practice for many years, and with the

greatest satisfaction. He finds them less ex-

pensive than properly prepared perspectives,

and much more useful to himself and to his cli-

ents, because they give an indefinite number of

perspectives as the result of only one jjrocess.

They tend to render self-deception on the part

of the architect impossible. They enalile him
to study his lights and shadows and colour

masses with great accuracy, and to see instantly,

and to alter and amend easily, forms which do

not appear at all upon geometrical projections,

and which few, if any, practitioners have time

to study in perspective drawings.

It is, of course, conceded that it may be best,

and to some extent necessary, to use geometrical

drawings in conjunction with the motlels to aid

in one's study ; but the great advantage of the

model lies in the fact that it keeps the designer

constantly thinking in the solid, whereas draw-

ings in projection keep him constantly thinking

in the flat. The advantage connected with this

use of models in presenting a definite project to

one's client are of course self-evident ; so self-

evident, indeed, that we often see carefully pre-

pared models of proposed buildings made for

the public gaze after they have been studied in

projection, and determined in form by use merely

of the deceptive study " in elevation "
; but it is

the use of models for purposes of preliminary

study which is here urged upon the pro-

fession.

It is a most significant fiict that during the

time of the Renaissance in Italy the great ar-

chitects, to whom we look back with admira-

tion and reverence, are known to have used

sketch models very freely. Geometrical or pic-

torial drawings were not felt to suffice in the

proper study of a projected building. These
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sketch inudels wnv ut'teii made in Wdml, iind

some of them are still extant, c.;/. that of the

Strozzi palace in Florence. JMichclanjjflo is said

to have modelled his hiiildings, in all cases, in

clay. (Miintz, Ilciiaifinuiice, Vol. II., \t. .'ii'O
;

al.so Vol. III., p. ;!01.)

The working drawings of most important
buildings of that age, as we know from many
examples still existing, were often little more
than figured sketches, sufficient to indicate to

the workman what he was to do, but entirely

inadequate for purposes of such study as must
have been given to the designs by the artist-

architects.

But for the difficulties connected with the

use of clay, which have hajipily now been re-

moved, there is no doubt that the u.se of geo-

metrical drawings w'ould never have become as

universal as it is to-day ; could the habit of

their use be overcome, there can be no doubt

that the model would, to a great extent, take

their place.

To be of value to the architect in determin-

ing the forms of his constructions, these sketch

models must of course be made to a definite

scale, so that the different parts may be meas-

ured by (baughtsmen in preparing the neces-

sary geometrical working drawings ; but it will

be perceived that the jirocess suggested is the

reverse of that now usually adopted in practice,

which is to jirepare the geometrical drawings

first, determining the design in connection with

study of them only, and then, after all is deter-

mined. Work out from tliem such peispectives

as are demanded by the client, or such models

as are occasionally made for the fascination of

the public.

For ordinaiy buildings the scale of the mod-
els may be relatively small, as they are espe-

cially valuable to the artist in enabling him to

see clearly and quickly tlie masses of his pro-

posed work. Ordinaiy details can usually be

worked out directl}' in projection, although it

will often be found to be most advantageous to

the architect, economically as well as artisti-

cally, to model these details also on a large scale.

In larger, more monumental buildings, models

on a large scale may well be made, being built

up in the first instance by mere mechanical en-

largement of the smaller model by unskilled

hands. Having been thus enlarged, the whole

scheme can tiien be restudied with ease, and the

important details of architectural ornament and

sculpture decided upon in a manner which is

likely to jn'oduce better results than are usually

obtained liy the methods now* employed. This

process, it will be noted, corresponds accurately

with the practice of the architect's coworker in

the arts of solid form, the scidjitor, who habitu-

ally sketches in pencil, then makes a small

scale model, which, being enlarged, is studied in

greater detail; this enlargement, finally repro-
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duccd almost mechanically in full size, being

again restudied in the clay before being cast in

bronze or cut in marble.

— Hknkv Rutgers Marshall.
PRESBYTERIUM. A. That jjart of a

church in uhich the high altar is ))laced and
which forms the eastern termination of the

choir, above \vhich it is generally raiseil by a

few steps for distinction, and so that it may be

visible from the nave ; it is occupied exclu-

sively by those who minister in the services of

the altar, and its western laoundary is the end
of the choir stalls or choir proper. The use of

the word "choir," as including the piesbyte-

rium, is common but inexact.

7). The dwelling of a clergyman ; rare.

PRESBYTERY. Same as I'resbyterium.

PRESENCE CHAMBER A recejition

room ; especially, in ujihUtu usage, the princi-

pal hall of ceremony or state in a palace, con-

taining the throne ; an apartment for the formal

reception of those entitled to admi.ssion on cer-

tain occasions.

PRESERVATION. In building, the pro-

tection of building materials from such forces

as would tend to destroy them, as wood from rot-

ting, stone from disintegration, ])laster from sejia-

rating from the key and crumbling or falling in

larger ])ieces, and iron from rust. This may be

of two kinds, cither the covering of one mate-

rial by another, which is considered proof against

the destructive force which is feared ; or the fill-

ing, partially filling, or coating a material with

some application which will make it much more
resistant. The preservation of stone and brick

from moisture is generally attempted by coating

the material with a liquid application which per-

meates its substance to a greater or less depth
;

in the latter case a fat of some kind, usually

liquefied by heat, is allowed to soak into the

surface of the finished masonry ; and there are

contractors who undertake the preservation of

finished brick walls and stonework, ajiplying

the fat in a semiliquid condition, and then bring-

ing a high degree of heat to liear immediately

upon the surface so filled with the fat, which in

this way is supjioseil to find its \xay more freely

into the ])ores of the material, and to be more
firmly fixed there. The preservation of wood
by means of chemicals, which are allowed to

soak into the vessels of the wood, is not very

much in use, although many plans have been

proposed, some of which are known to be effica-

cious. It is necessary to dry the wood very

thoroughly, and this fact is in part the cau.se

of the reluctance of builders to use these pre-

pared woods; for it is well known how little

thoroughly seasoned wood is to be obtained, the

constant and constantly increasing demand for

it preventing the storing of large quantities in

advance. If, however, seasoned wood is jilaccd

in contact with hot oil, or the like, it w^ill
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absorb it rapidly ; and if tlie wood is placed in a

receiver and the oil is forced into the receiver

with considerable pressure, the rapidity of the

process is increased. The i)ractical use in build-

ing of wood prejiared in this way is almost lim-

iteil to the fireproof wood which came into use

toward the close of the nineteenth centur)' ; but

even this is, as yet, very unusual in buildings.

Its fireproofness does not reach the degree of

absolutely resisting combustion ; but the com-

bustion is slow, and the wood chars and crum-

bles without bursting into tiame, and therefore

without tending to spread the conflagration.

— R. S.

PRESIDIO. A frontier fort of Spanish

America. Tliis was generally the beginning of

a town. A ditch was dug making a rectangu-

lar enclosure of about 500 or 600 feet on a side.

A rampart was built around within the ditch,

enclosing church, quarters, barracks, dwellings,

storehouses, etc.— F. S. D.

PRESS BED. A bed permanently built in

a rece.s.s ami more or less enclosed by woodwork,

as frequently in the houses of peasants in Hol-

land and Germany ; so called from the outward

resemblance of the structure to a press or cup-

board. (See Bed Place.)

PRESSED CLAY CONSTRUCTION.
(See .\dnlit' : Cajim; Pise, etc.;

PRETORIUM. Same as Prsetorium.

PRICKET. A vertical sjiike or point on

which a caudle is stuck and held upright
;

hence, such a point together with its base or

stan<l ; a caniUestick : often called pricked can-

dlestick. (.See Caudle Beam.)

PRICKING UP. The first coat of plaster

in three-coat work on laths, sometimes called the

rough coat, scratch coat, or scratching, from the

custom of scoriug it in various directions before

it is dry, so as to aftbrd a better hold for the

second coat. (See Hard Finish, under Finish
;

Plasterinc;.)

PRIESTS DOOR. A door by which the

priest entei-s the chaui-el or nave from without,

or the chancel from the robing room or vestry.

Any small, low door in the flank of the church,

especially on the south side, is often called by

this name.

PRIEUR, BARTHKT.EMY ; sculptor; d.

October, 1611.

Prieur was probably a pupil of Germain Pilon

(see Pilon, 6.). He made the monument to the

Constable Anne de Montmorency (d. 1567),
fragments of which are now m the Louvre.

He worked on the chateau of Ecouen and carded

the figures in the spandrels of the arches of the

Petite Galerie dx Louvre. In 1573 he made
the vase containing the heart of Montmor-
enc}', and its supporting column, now in the

Louvre.

Lami, Dirtionnaire des Scnlptetirs ; Berty, 7b-
pographie, Louvre et Tuileries, Vol. II.
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PRIMATICCIO (PRIMATICEi, FRAN-

CESCO: painter, sculptor, and architect; b.

UyO (at Bologna, Italy) ; d. 1570.

Primaticcio was associated with Giulio Ro-

mano (see Pippi Giulio) at Mantua, and in 1531
was called to France by Francois I. and was
employed at Fontainebleau. He was at first

associated with II Rosso (see Rosso), at whose
death he assumed sole charge of the decoration

of the palace. In 1554 he was made abbe of

S. Martin de Tours. Aug. 3, 1559, he re-

placed Philibert de I'Orme (see De I'Orme, Ph.)

as superintendent of the royal buildings.

About 1562 he assumed direction of the con-

struction of the monument of Henri II. at Saint

Denis (see Pilon, Germain). The construction

of portions of the palace of Fontainebleau is

ascribed to him. In 1562 he a.ssumed the title

commissaire general des bdtiments du roi,

and had large power over the artistic produc-

tions of his time in France.

Pfnor, Monographie ilu palaisde Fontainebleau ;
Pfnor, Guide artistique au palais de Fontaine-
bleau; Guilbert, Description de Fontainebleau;
Haynes-Williams, Fontainebleau.

PRIMATICE. Same as Primaticcio; the

Frt-iiih t'lini of his name.

PRIMING. In painting, the first layer or

coat uf jiaiut, size, or other material applied to

any surface as a ground in ])reparation for suc-

ceedinc; coats. (See Painting.)

PRINCESS. (See Slate.)

PRINCrPAI, (the adjective used substan-

tively I. Ill a framework, floor, or the Uke, one

of the main members as distinguished from a

less important and subordinate one ; especially

one forming, wholly or in i>art, a main support

as distinguished from a similar intermediate

l)iece. (;)fteu one truss of several, as in a roof.

PRIORT. A religious house governed by a

prior or prioress. (See Abbey and references.)

Alien Priory. A small monastery dependent

upon a larger one which is in another country.

PRISM LIGHT. Prisms of glass, either

made separately and set collectively in iron

frames for pavement lights, or made connect-

edly in sheets and jilaced vertically or at au an-

gle in or over window openings, or the like.

The angles of the prisms are so adjusted as to

intercept the rays of light from the sky, and to

direct them into rooms otherwise imperfectly

illuminated.

PRISON. A building for the detention of

persons dulj' convicted and ordered by law to

un<lergo this form of punishment. The deten-

tion of persons awaiting trial and of witnesses

is not generally in a ijrison in the proper sense.

Ancient prisons were not commonly built for

the purpose. Even where the imjirisonment

was itself not the punishment inflicted, but a

mere detaining of the jirisoner until his punish-

ment should begin, or until his judgment should
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be declared, the liuililinijs used were unwhole-

some and unfit for habitation. Tlie ihingeons

of antiiinity (.see Maniertine Prison, below) and
those of tile Middle Age.s (see l)ungeiin ; Oubli-

ette) are interesting to the builder only a.s form-

ing part of the strong fortified buildings in

which they arc jjlaced. Motlern prisons hardly

date back of the closing years of the eighteenth

century, and in the nineteenth century very

great changes were made, first in one direction

and then in another, as differing ideas of prison

discipline and pri.son management succeeded one

another. On the whole, the cell system, with

either solitary confinement or separate confine-

ment, the prisoner being in every case Isolated

at hours of meals and of repose and of e.xercise

in the open air, has gaineil acceptance ; and the

pri.son buildings which are of interest are those

in which the arrangement of the cells, the cor-

ridors which connect them, the yai'ds in which

exercise is taken, and the like, are elaborately

arranged according to some definite theory.

Workshops and yards in which work is done by
convicts in each other's presence, but under the

close supervision of foremen, wardens, and senti-

nels, are not very dirt'erent from ordinary yards

and sheds.

That which is desired is easy access to the

cells and a complete supervision of the interior

of each, while the ojiportunities of escape are

reduced to a minimum. With a view to this

the cell itself is commonly a single small room
with a window in the outer wall, and the door

at the other end opening upon a narrow open

balcony. Any number of stories of cells, each

with its own balcony, may be built one upon
another ; but the balconies ail open upon a sin-

gle great corridor the whole height of the build-

ing. In some prisons of the United States the

reverse of this \Aa.n is tried : each cell has a

window and door, side by side, opening upon
the balcony, and the balcony is between the

prisons and the outer wall. This is brouglit

about by building one very lai'ge hall with lofty

windows, and by erecting witiiin this the pile of

cells in any number of stories, thus leaving on

either side of the walls a long open corridor of

the whole height of the building, upon which

corridor the balconies jjroject. The only objec-

tion to this system is that the window of the

cell does not open directly into the open air

;

but this objection seems not serious in view of

the ease with which a perfect system of forced

ventilaticjn may be adopted and of the abundant

light obtainable.

The Pannptikon is much used in prisons in

dirt'erent parts of Europe ; the system is ap-

plied not merely to the long corridors from

which cells are entered on either side, but also

to the yards of exercise. The system is car-

ried even into the chapels and the rooms in

which the persons in authority may address
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the i)risoners ; eai'h prisoner having a separate

enclosed seat .so contrived with a partial roof

that his next neigiil)our in the rear, looking over

the to|i of his <'nclosnre, will be unable to com-
municate with him except by rising entirely out

of his own compartment and of necessity at-

tracting notice ; and these enclosures being so

arranged as to radiate from a point occupied by
the priest at the altar or by the speaker.

The question of washing conveniences, baths,

water-closets, window sashes or casements, and
their fastenings, and of the fitting up of each

cell with Ix'dstead only available at night, table,

chair, shelves, cujiboard, and the like, is of ex-

treme interest, and somewhat complex, so very

many dirt'erent expedients having been tried

under so many dirt'ennt influences and to meet
so manv dirt'erent requirements. (See cut, cols.

215-210.)

HiDidhiich der Architektnr (Darmstadt), Part
IV, Halli-band 7, Kapilel (Chapter) II, anil the
full biljliography appemleil. J^, g_

Mamertine Prison. A very ancient dungeon

in Rome, at the nurthernmo.st corner of the Forum
and near the Capitoline Hill. The name is not

antique ; it appears to have been deriveil from

a .statue of M.-irs near by.

PRISON RUSTIC WORK. Ru.stic work
of which the larger surface is more or less deeply

pitted, with the purpo.se of producing an ett'ect

of rugged strength.

PRI'Vy. A private or secluded place. Spe-

cifically, a water-closet ; a latrine.

PRIZE OF ROME (French, Prix de Rome
or Grand Prix de Rome). The highest prize

given to competing students of the Ecole des

Beaux Arts. (See School of Architecture.)

PRO-CATHEDRAL. A church used as the

catheilral ch\u'cli of a diocese while the proper

church remains tuifinished or is under repair.

PROCOPIUS OF C^SAREA; historian.

He accom])anied the campaigns of Belisarius in

527 A.D., and held high office at Constantinople

under the Emperor Justinian (b. about 483;
d. November, 5G5). He described the wars of

Justinian, and wrote a liook on his architectural

undertakings, the Kli.'tmala or Proropi Cnsari-

ensis de ^dijiciis l)omini Jiistiniani tibri

sex.

PROCURATIE NUOVE. In Venice, on

the South side of the Piazza ili S. Marco. The
two lower stories were built by Scamozzi, and

are a continuation of the Library of S. Mark
(which see). These are now the lower stories

of the Palazzo Reale (see Procuratie Vecchie).

PROCURATIE VECCHIE. In Venice, on

the north side of the Piazza di. S. Marco ; be-

gun in 1496 by Pietro Londiardo ; served as

public offices until the Procuratie Nuove were

built, and arc now private property.

PRODOMOS. A lobby of entrance, a vesti-

bule, usually the same as pronaos.
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PRISON: RLE DE LA SANTE, PARIS ONLY
HERE

4. Waiting room.
6, 6. Guard room for fift_v men.
7. Officer's room.
9. 10. Stairs goin-? down to the prison of those condemned to

death.
11. Search room.
18. Room for the priest.

14. Room forjudges.
15. Office of secretary and resristrar (Greffier).

16. Office of the superintendent.
IT, IS. Rooms for accused and condemned persons arriving at

the prison.

21, 22. Kitchen and dependencies.
2T. Room for bodies of the dead.
23. Room for punishment.
30. Entrance to prison of the accused.
31. Koom for distribution of the meals.
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THE MORE IMPORTANT!?) REFERENCES ARE
GIVEN.

(One in each win?) room for leg^al counsel.

Storehouse for clothinEr.

Parlour with separate cells for prisoners.

Altar at which divine service is held ; 34 and 42 command
\iew of it.

Cells of the accused and corridors.

40. "Watch tower at centre of separate courtyards for e.^ercise

of prisoners.

Hall where condemned prisoners can see divine ser\ice

performed.
Entrance to prison of the condemned.
Halls for Jewish worship.
Protestant oratory.

Library.
(Four larp-e halls) refectories.

66, GG. Sinks with running water.

67. Workshops.
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32.

33.

34.
3,').

36.

49.

51.

55.

56.

58.
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PROFILE
PROFILE. An uutliiie, cspeciiiUj' such as

is i-fvuiikMl by a transverse sectiim. Specifi-

,'ruup of

cally :
-

A. The outline of a nioiililing,

mouldings, or tlie like.

B. Tlie outline of the surface of the ground
as shown liy a \c itical section (see Sky Line).

PROJECTION. A. The salience or. pro-

trusion of a portion of a building from the

general surface, as of a ijavilion, a cornice, or

stringcourse, from the mass of facade.

B. The act, and the result,

of projecting tir throwing
; as

the projection of a shadow
upon a bright surface, the

width, depth, and chiiracter of

the shadow varying with the

object which casts it and the

nature of the surface upon
which it is cast ; hence.

In mechanical drawing, the

graphical representation of

such a process. The projec-

tion of any point on a given

surface is obtained by draw-

ing a straight line through the

point to the surface, the jioint

of intersection so obtained

being the projection of the

given point. Such a line is

called a projector. The pro-

jection of an object upon a

suriace is the figure obtained

by means of straight lines

drawn to the surface, accord-

ing to a fixed law, from points

of the object or from the predetermined points

of an imaginary object. The surface is supposed

to be a plane unless specified to the contrary.

There are three systems of projection in

common architectural use; namely, (1) Perspec-

tive,— sometimes called conical projection,—
where the projectors diverge from a single point,

and in which the surface in question is some-

times curved (see Perspective)
; (2) Parallel

Projection, where the projectors are parallel to

one another (see Shades and Shadows)
; (.3)

Orthographic or Right Line Projection, where

they are parallel to one another and perpendicu-

lar to the plane of projection. The term " pro-

jection " is commonly understood to mean that

system of orthographic projection which makes
use of a vertical and a horizontal plane, forming

a diedral angle, which is turned toward the

observer. It is this system which is treated

here (compare Descriptive Geometry, below).

The complete presentation of a solid object

requires its projection upon two plane.s, since

upon one plane only two of its dimensions can

be shown. In practice, these are taken at right

angles to each other, one being horizontal and

the other vertical. They are denoted by HP
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and VP, respectively. Their intersection is a

straight line called the ground line, denoted by

GL.
Plans; Ehcutiuim. The projection u[)on

IIP is called the horizontal projection, or ])lan

;

that upon VP, the vertical projection, or ele-

vation. The iilan and elevation' of a building

are its projections upon these two planes.

Let a sheet of pajier be folded at right angles

along a line GL as shown in Fig. 1, so that one

part is horizontal (IIP) and the other vertical

Projection: BvzAXTiNK Groined Vault shown in Isometric
Projection.

( VP). Upon HP let any object, .such as a

rectangular block, be placed, and let lines be
drawn through all of its points perpendicular

to IIP, giving its plan, and other lines perpen-

dicular to VP, giving its elevation.

If now the paper be pressed out flat, the plan

and elevation of the block will ajipear, as shown
in Fig. i. This is the conventional method of

representing the planes of projection and the

projections upon them.

The plan of an object is seen by looking at it

verttrall)/ dmnnmrd ; the elevation, by looking

aX it horizontally forKard (Figs. 1 and 2). In

Figs. 3 and 4 are shown the plan and two eleva-

tions of a block house. Fig. .5 shows an oblique

elevation and plan. The dotted lines are the

projectors.

Scrtion. It is often necessary to determine

more than the simple plan and elevation of the

outside surfaces of an object. When, for ex-

ample, it is desired to show the internal

arrangement and constniction of a liuilding,—
walls, doors, staircases, etc.,— several plans and
elevations are needed. These are obtained by
using supplementary planes of projection, parallel

or perpendicular to HP and VP. Figs. 6, 7
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PROJECTION
and 8, show vertical, lioiizontal, anil oblicnie

sections of a cubical liux. Tlic portion of the

box between the snpiilemcntary plane and the

eye is supposed to be removed. The projections

upon these planes are called Sectional Plans and
Elevations, or, briefly, Sections.

Intersections. When two objects intersect,

it is sometimes desirable to know the character

of the line of intersection common to their

surfaces. If any auxiliary plane per|iendicular

to HP or VP he passed through both objects,

it will determine two linear .sections of their

surfaces ; the points where these linear sections

intersect will be points of the reiiuired line of

intersection. Figs. 6, 7, and 8 show the inter-

sections of a solid by a plane ; Figs. 9 and 10

show the intersection of one solid by another.

In every case, it is not the line of intersection

itself that is obtained, but its projections. The
auxiliary planes are generally taken perpendicu-

lar to HP and VP, so as to get the easiest and

simplest sections of the objects. Sometimes

the same result is obtained by revolving the

section until it is parallel to one of the planes

of projection.

Descriptive Geometry. This is a more
elaborate form of projection ; also a branch of

practical geometry in which the shapes and
dimensions of lines, surfaces, and bodies are

determined by means of two planes at right

angles to each oth.sr, one horizontal and the

other vertical. These plane.s, called jilanes of

projection, by their intersection form four right

diedral angles, called the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th

angles. Their line of intersection is called the

ground line.

The process of investigation in descriptive

geometry is an extension of that employed in

the more elementary work of " jirojection." It

employs all four diedral angles, and consequently

four planes of projection, while in projection

only one angle and two planes are used. It

is thus a branch of orthographic projection,

although practically unused in architectural

practice.

Isometric ; Isometrical Projection. A
method of projection based upon the following

principle : If three mutually perpendicular lines,

such as edges of a cube, be equally inclined to a

plane of projection, their projections on this

plane will be three lines making equal angles

with one another ( 1 20°) ; moreover, the lengths

of these projections bear a common ratio to the

given lines (V2 : V3).
Strictly speaking, only such objects as are

rectangular can have isometric projections ; but

since it is always possible to refer an object

bounded by inclined or cuiTed lines to three

mutually perpenilicular lines, any object may be

said to be drawn in isometric. In this case,

the measure of all lines other than those lying

in the three principal directions is obtained by
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referring them to lines in their own planes which
are truly i.sonietric.

The isometric drawing of a building when
taken from abo\-e, as is usual, jiroduces an ett'ect

resembling what is populai'ly known as a bird's-

eye view ; but the representations of parallel

lines do not approach one another, as in per-

spective. As the name imports, equal objects

are shown of the same size in all jiarts of the

drawing.

Farisli, Isometrical Perspective, 8vo., Cam-
bridge, 1820 ;

Jopling, Practice <if Isometrical Per-
spective, l>onilon, 18oo ; Soijwitli, Treatise oil

Isometrical Drawing. Londim, 18.34 ; Church,
Elements of Descriptive tleonietnj ; Jliller, Ele-
ments of Descriptive (reometrij, hondon, 1878

;

Opagne, Cours de yeometrie descriptive et de
(jeometrie, injinitesimale, I'aris, 189(j ; Watson,
Ctiurse in Descriptive Geometrtj for the Use of
Colleges and Scientific Schools, London, 1880;
(lilk'spie, Elements of Perpendicular Projection,
18!»7.

PROJECTOR. (See Projection).

PROJECTURE. The same as Projection, A.
PROJET. The original design or scheme of

a building. In the system of the School of

Fine Arts at Paris, the projet is the first sketch

of a design, portraying its s|iecific character in

outline or general terms, to be after developed

in detail in the final study.

PROMENADE. A place suitable for walk-

ing tor pleasure, as a sidewalk, a terrace, a
portico, or mall, with a more or less elegant or

attractive environment.

PRONAOS. The open vestibule in the

front of the naos or cella of a temple ; usually

opposed to epinaos, but if the treasury or rear

part of the temple is under consideration, the

vestibule leading to this is sometimes called

the pronaos to the treasury, though it remains

the epinaos of the whole structure.

PROPERTY ROOM. The room in a theatre

in which are kept the stage pro])erties, such as

costumes, furniture, or any other accessories of a
dramatic performance.

PROPORTION. In an architectural com-
])osition, the relation of one part to another and
to the whole, especially in respect to size and
position ; the relative dimensions and arrange-

ment of parts, as of a room in regard to its

height, width, and length ; of a i)avilion in re-

gard to the whole facade ; of a capital in regard

to the shaft ; of an entablature in regard to the

column I or of the ditterent members of the

entablature in regard to one another. Good
proi)ortion in a design depends upon the relative

importance given to its sulxlivisions, or the de-

gree of subordination of its parts, not only in

respect to dimensions, Imt in respect to com-
parative emphasis of architectural treatment,

according to the just value of each in the gen-

eral scheme, and upon their mutual disposition,

so as to secure harmony and balance by agree-

able contrasts. Thus, in the proportions of the
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classic column uiul its cntalilature, tlie study of

successive i;enerations of <;rcat artists ii]iiiu the

problem finally brought the Gn^ek orilers to such

perfection of jiniportion that they constituted a

sensitive organism, which could not be varied

in any essential i)articular without a shock to

the wliole system.

With the conviction that correct proportion

in architecture, as in music, shoidd be the result

of some scientific method, rather than of artistic

feeling alone, many attempts have been made to

discover some aritlimetical fonnula or geo-

metrical figure of such properties that, when
applied to an architectural composition, the

])ro])er relative dimensions of its ]iarts, and

their proper harmonic relations to the

whole, might be determined and proved.

Among these attem])ts, those of Viollet-le-

Duc have been pursued with more sympa-

thy for purely artistic conditions than the

rest, and with more diligence and ingenu-

ity. Like Cresy and Hay, he based his

somewhat em-

pirical investi-

gations on a

geometrical fig-

ure ; and, as-

s um i n g the
triangle, or ver-

tical ijyramidal

section, to be

the expression

of stability, he

persuaded himself that in the

equilateral triangle, the isosceles

right-angled triangle, and the tri-

angle of which the base has 4 parts

and the vertical 2^ parts, were

concealed the true generative prin-

ciples of proportion. In his

Entretiens and Dictioinmire Ra>-

sonne, he published diagrams show-

ing the application of these figtu'es

to various monuments of Egypt,

Greece, Rome, and the Middle

Ages, whose ]iroportions had long

challenged the admiration of man-
kind; taking care, however, that these ap-

plications should not be made in a spirit so

mathematical and uncompromising as to prevent

the artistic instinct from correcting the results

in certain details, especially where such correc-

tions were obviously needed, in view of the

phenomena of perspective. These experiments

exhibit many coincidences so remarkable, as to

make it apjiear that the dimensions and details

of each of these monuments have indeed certain

mutual harmonic relations, resulting in general

harmonic unity, dependent on some other laws

than those of statics, and established on some
definite principles which had protected them
from the aberrations of caprice, taste, or accident.
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But while beauty, in line and ma.ss, may some-
times seem to be curiously confirmed by such
tests as these, it may be doubtful whether it

can be created by them ; for elasticity, life, and
freedom seem to be the essential qualities of

true art.— Henry Van Brunt.
PROPOSAL. In building, the offer made

by a contractor to fiu'nish certain material and
laliour at a certain jirice.

PROPYLaiA; PROPYLAIA (nponvXaia;
also occasionally in the singular, IlpoTrvXaLov;

I f I _L -L -L I _l

l'Ki)PYL.\i.i OF Acropolis at Athe.vs.

The dutteil lines show steps whioh were pi'ob.ibIy absent in classical times. The
]>ath throutrh the middle seems to have been kept open for beasts of burden.
The three columns on each side of this [lath are Ionic : all the rest of the build-

is Doric. The little building on the right is the Ionic temple of the Wing-
less Victory.

strictly the space before the gate). The name
used by the Greeks to designate a porch or en-

trance of architectiu'al importance ; such as the

one at Corinth, mentioned by Pausanias (XL, 3),

the one at the sanctuary of jEsculapius at Epi-

daurus, the two leading into the sacred precinct

at Eleusis. By ancient writers, the name is ap-

plied almost exclusively to the building which

marked tlie princijjal entrance to the Acropolis

of Athens. It was a structure of singidar beauty

and originality, built of Pentelic marble at the

time of Pericles, from the designs of the archi-

tect Mnesicles. It was begun 437 B.C., and

was provisionally completed five years later,

although the original intentions of its architect
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were never fully <aniiil out. Its central portion

contained the portal ])roper, a wall ])ierced

by five openings, of wliicii that in the middle
was wi<le enougii to i)erniit the passage of ciiari-

ots, tiie others being fur pedestrians only. Tiiese

openings were proviiled with gates. Facing tlie

open area of the Acro|)olis, to the ea.stward of tiiis

wall, was a Doric hexastyle portico of adniiralile

proportion.s, but with a central intercolunmia-

tion, which, for the same reason as the middle

doorway, was of utuisual width. To the west-

ward of the wall containing the gates, and
therefore before, or outside of it, was a covered

hall, walled on three sides, the marble roof of

which, .so greatly admired by Pausanius (I., 22),

was carried by six Ionic columns of great beauty,

arranged in two rows, between which ran tlie

roadway leading to the central entrance. The

PROSCENIUM
The chief work especially devoted to the buikl-

ins is Bohn's Oi<' I'ropylaen der Akropolis zu
Allien. \HX:i, witli complete drawings and citation
vi earlier autliurities. Dr. Diirpleld's masterly
discussion of the ori,i;inal plan nf Mnesicles, and
of the modifications which it unilerwcnl in execu-
tion, will be found in MiUheUunijen der detUschen
archeoUiijisches Instiluls zu Alhen (ISHo), pp.
;i8-')(> and 1;!I-144. His argument is given in
Miss Harrison's Ancient Athens, and in Frazer's
Pnusaniaa. Vol. II., p. i-IO. The drawings of the
I'ropylsa in Penrose's Principles of Athenian Ar-
chitecture are of great accuracy.. An excellent
account of the structure, with plans and elevations,
may be found in Baumeister's Denkrnaler der klas-
sischen Alterlums, pp. 1414-142L'.— Frank Miles D.^y.

PROPYLON. In ancient Egj'ptian archi-

tecture, a monumental gateway, jireceding the

main gateway (see Pylon) to a temple or sacred

Propylaia at Athens: Perspective Sectio.n Shuwi.no Northern Half Restored (see Plan).

western front of this hall was formed by a por-

tico similar to the one whicli faced eastward on

the Acropolis. To tlie north and south of this

portico, and at right angles with it, were smaller

porticoes, of three columns in antis, the northern

one of which had Ijeliiiid it a nearly square cham-

ber, which was jirobalily tlie room containing

the pictures described by Pausanius (I., 22), and

now frequently called the pinakotheke, or pic-

ture gallerj'.

This building belongs to the highest type of

Athenian architecture. lu ancient time-s, just

as to-day, it was esteemed a work of e(|ual in-

terest and importance with the Partiienon it.self.

The structure seems to have remained nearly as

Mnesicles left it, until about the year 16.5(5,

wiien an explosion of gunpowder caused its j)ar-

tial destruction. Even in sp)ite of such an

accident and the .sub.sequent neglect of almost

two centuries, the greater part of the buikling

is still standing.
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enclo.sure. The isolated masses of masonry
on both sides of the passage were built in the

Egy|)tian manner, with battering faces, so that

the wiiole was of thegetieral form of a truncated

]jyramid, the whole being crowned with a mas-

sive cavetto cornice ; or in some cases, the gate-

way was Hanked by two solid and uupiereed

ma.sses of buildings of that form, as in the

pylon itself. These stood singly, or in a series

of several, before the actual entrance or pylon

of the temple, in order that the approach should

be invested with dignity and ceremony.

PROSCENIUM. The platform or lorjeion

of an ancient (Jreck theatre, upon which the

actors enacted their parts, in front of the rear

wall, which was treated like a facade forming the

hackgroiuid, the xkene. It corresponds with the

modern stage and the Roman piilpitum. In

tiie modern theatre, that part of the house

which lies between the curtain and the orchestra,

including generally the proscenium arch.
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PROSCENIUM ARCH
PROSCENIUM ARCH. ,1. In a thfutre

or similar liulliliiig, the an-li above tlie upt'iiiug

in tlie prusceiiiuiu wall, at the trout of the stage.

la the Uuited States, as usually eonstrueted, the

arch is a relieving arch above a lintel eoniposed

of iron beams ; henee,—
li. The imitation arch formed by means of

furring, or the like, beneath sueli a lintel ; the

opening, of whatever form, which allows the

performicnc-e to In- seen liy the audience.

PROSCENIUM BOX. In a theatre, or

similar Iniilding, a bo.\ in or near the proscenium,

as distinguished from

those more removed from

the sta'.'c.

PROS CENIUM
WALL. In a theatre,

or similar b\iilding, the

wall separating the stagi'

and the auditorium ;

usually of masonry and

very solid. It is in thi^

wall that the proscenium

arch is o])ened.

PROSTAS. An ante-

chamber; a vestibule ; ac-

cording to Vitruvius, the

portion of the front of a

temple included Ix'tween

the antie or parastades

of a portico in antis.

PROSTASIS. That
which is put before .1

place to conceal it ; a

screen.

PROSTOON. Same
as roltirn.

PROSTYLE. In

Greek arcliitecture, having a columnar portico

in front, and not on the sides or reai-. (See

Am]ihi])rostyle : Columnar Architecture.)

PROSTYLOS. A prostyle building (Vitru-

vius).

PROTHESIS. In church buildings of the

Greek Church, a Chapel immediately connected,

generally on the north .side of the bema. (Com-
pare Paraliema.)

PROTHYRID : PROTHYRIS. Same as

Ancnii ( \"itni\ius, IW, (i).

PROTHYRON ; PROTHYRUM. In Greek,

something before the door. It is stated by
Vitruvius (VI., 10) that the Greeks used the

term for a vestibule, but the Latin writers for

a railing, or perhaps for the gate itself, like the

Greek word AidOvpa. Commonly used in the

plural, prothyra.

PROTO-DORIC. Of a style apparently in-

troductory to the Doric style ; said of an)-

building or feature of a building which is con-

sidered to have contributed anything toward its

evolution, as the Proto-Doric columns of the

tomb at Beni-Hassan in Egypt.
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PROUT
PROTO IONIC. Of a style apparently in-

troductory to the Ionic style ; said of any build-

ing or feature ot a building which is considered
to have contril)uteil anything toward its evolu-
tion, as the footings of the columns of Xiueveh
in relation to the Ionic base, the Assyrian helix
to the Ionic volute, the characteristic Oriental
lintel of palm timber to the Greek epistyle, etc.

The capital discovered by tlie American arciise-

ologists at Assos in Asia Minor is an excellent
example of Proto-Ionic style. (See Ionic ; Gre-
cian Architecture.)

tltOloDolK lOMB WIIH ( MM\S \1 BtNlHis^tN NlBI\

PROTRACTOR. A flat, generally semicir-

cidar, piece of metal, paper, celluloid, or the like,

upon whose perimeter are marked the degrees of

the circle, for use in laying off any desired angle at

any given point in a drawing. In some cases a

pivotcil anu is attached for ruling the required line.

PROUT, SAMUEL : water colour painter
;

b. Sept. 17, its;) (at Plymouth, England); d.

Feb. 10, 1832.

He assisted John Britton (see Britton, John)

in his topograjihical work, and was also em-

ployed by the publisher Ackerman. In 1818
went to Normandy ami began the water colour

drawings of picturesque architecture which are

well known. In 1824 he visited Venice and
afterward Germany. Among his published vol-

umes of lithographed drawings of arcliitectural

subjects are sketches made in France and Ger-

many (1833) ; sketches in France, Switzerland,

and Italy (1839) ; all are of singular fidelity to

the general aspect and character of the monu-

ments represented, although the appearance of

])icturesque rudeness is exaggerated.

Redgrave, Dictionary of Artists.
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PROVES
PROVES. (Si'i' IjI-ucWs.)

PRYTANEIUM. In an ancient Greek city,

the hall in which the magistrates took their

meals in state at the i)ublic charge, received

foreign embassies, entcrtaineil strangers of dis-

tini-tioii, honoured citizens of high ]julilic merit,

and in general exercised the rites of official hos-

pitality. It was consecrated to Vesta, and in

her honour a ijcrpctual hrc was maintained in

it, which, in the colonics, was originally brought

from the famous Prytaneiuni of Athens, the

mother city. — H. V. B.

PSEublSODOMUM. In ancient masonry,

eom|iosc(l of layers ur courses alternately thick

and thin (Vitruvius, II., 8). (Sci- Isodoniuui.)

PSEUDOCLASSIC ARCHITECTURE.
That ]iliase of ncocla.ssic archite<-ture which

marked the most stilted period of post Renais-

sance art, when, under the intiuence of Vitruvius'

writings and those of his modern disciples, the

Pseudo-Dipteral Te.mple at Selinus, Sicily: 5th Century b.c.

hitherto excluded from the church.most formal imitation of Roman architecture

prevailed, and it was the aim to revive the whole

art of Rome. (See Neoclassic Architecture.)

— W. P. P. L.

PSEUDO-DIPTERAL. In classical arclii-

tecture, having an arrangement of columns

similar to di])teral, but with tlie essential ditfer-

ence of the omission of the inner row, thus

leaving a wide passage arounil the cella.

PSEUDO-DIPTEROS. A pseudo-dipteral

buililing (Vitruvius).

PSEUDO-PERIPTERAL. In classic archi-

tecture, liaving a portico in front or with j)orti-

coes in front and rear, but with the columns on

the sides engaged in the walls instead of stand-

ing free, as, in the case of Greek temples, that

of Olympian Zeus at Girgenti, ruins of the

ancient Akragas, or the nine-columned edifit'e

at Pa;stuni, or, in the cases of Roman temples,

that of Fortuna Virilis at Rome, or of the Mai.son

Carree at Ninies.

PSEUDO-PROSTYLE. In classic archi-

tecture, i)rostyle, but without a proper pronaos,

the columns of the portico being set less than the
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width of an intcrcolumniation from the front

wall, (jr l)eing actually engaged in it.

PTEROMA. In classic architecture, the

I)as,sagc alung the side of the cella of a temple

or other building, referring generally to the

space behind its screen of columns, or jiteron.

In modern ])raclice, oiten used for this sjiace

on the front and rear as well as at tlie sides.

PTERON. In cla.ssic architecture, that which

forms a side or flank, as tlic row of columns

along the side of a temple, or the side wall

itself.

PUDDLE (H.). Same as Puddling, B.

PUDDLING. .1. The act of filling a cav-

ity with clay nuxed witli water, with or with-

out sand, and rammed or tamped in successive

layers to a certain condition of solidity, espe-

cially to iu'eveiit the infiltration of water, as

behinil sheet piling in a cofferdam, against the

back of a retaining wall, etc.

I>. The material

used in sueli opera-

tions.

P U D S E Y
,

HUGH; bishop.

He was Bishop

of Durham from

1153 to 1194, and

built the unique

cha])el called the

Galilee at the west-

ern end of that

cathedral, an inter-

esting specimen of

late Norman archi-

tecture, erected for

the use of women,
who had been

It was

®

^::] o u

• • • •

altered in the early English and jjerpendicular

[jeriods.

PUEBLO. In Spanish, a town or village
;

especially in the Uniteil States, an Indian vil-

lage (and its inhabitants) of the Southwest,

—

Arizona and New Mexico. Village Indians have

existed in many jjarts of the United States ; in-

deed, except that their communal houses were

of frailer material, and perished as soon as they

were abandoned, the Imlians of the more east-

ern parts of the country and of the northwest

coa.st were as comidetely settled in communities

as tho.se of the so-called Pueblos. (See the fol-

lowing titles.)

PUEBLO ARCHITECTURE. That of

those American Indians who are called Pueblo

Indians, Pueblos, or Puebloans. (See Pueblo

;

Pueblo Hou.sc.)

PUEBLO HOUSE. A communal dwelling

of the village Imlians called Pueblos. (See Pu-

eblo.) These houses were, and still are, built

of stone, adobe, .jacal, etc., sometimes on the

mesas, or tops of clifflike hills ; sometimes in
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clefts or hollows of the elitf fare ; sometimes ex-

cavated in the solid material of the dirt'; some-

times on a plain or in a valley, la this article

it is proposed to treat only those which are

built inile])eiidontly of natural aid, reference

being made under Communal Dwelling to other

types.

The Pueblo dwellings consist of a group of

flat-roofed chamliers combined in a single struc-

ture that resembles a pile of receding packing

cases. Several of these ])iles, with s|iaces and

courts between, form a village. These villages

were not absolutely permanent, but were fre-

quently abandoned, and others built elsewhere,

tiiough in some instances the same site has been

built on for centuries. Ruins of these communal
dwellings extend northward in an ever narrow-

ing regiiin as far as the -tOth parallel, and the

known area dwindles to a mere point along tireen

Kiver. Southward it widens, to embrace nearly

the whole of Arizona and New Mexico, and scat-

teringly vanishes in the uncertain knowledge we
have of northern Mexico. Within this immense

tract permanent communal dwellings were built

almost everywhere, on plain and mountain slope,

in valleys and canons, and even in the bottom of

the Grand Caiion of the Colorado. Single houses

are common, but the majority are buildings of

a semifortress type : lower stories without en-

trance on the ground, and ten'aced u])]ier stories

reached by ladders easily removed. There was

also, sometimes, a defensive wall. Before the

acquisition of horse and gun, assault on one of

these strongholds by predatorj' tribes or by a

neighl)(iuring community was iliffieult.

The inhabited dwellings of to-day consist, as

did the ruins, of numerous rooms built in juxta-

position, or superimposed, the upper opening

on ten-aces formed by the roofs of those below.

Tliere is generally no prearranged plan. The
beginning is in one or two single-room struc-

tures, to which otliers are added as required.

This seems to have been a frequent method,

even in many of the elaViorate buildings of the

Mayas and the Aztecs. Foimerly the ground-

floor rooms in Arizona and Xew Mexico were

entered only by a hatcliway in the roof, a

method still in vogue at Oraibc, which, with

the other towns of the Moki, exiiibits the near-

est approach to pre-Columbian conditions. Fre-

quently the house group formed a barrier around

a court opening to southward, the rear wall in-

surmountable, and without entrance, the houses

being terraced down inside to the court, and

this protected by a defensive wall or a line of

one-stoiT buildings. Fortresses of this kind are

seen in the ruins in Chaco Caiion, in northwest-

ern Xew IMexico, and at other places. The
court was always a feature, and is so still. It

generally has one end closed, or at least entered

through a covered way or passage beneath build-

ings. Where adobe was not used the building
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material was stone slabs, usually sandstone.

The arid nature of the country not only com-

pelled the use of other materials than wood, but
supplied these materials, ready to hand in pro-

fusion in the disintegrating difl's and in the

enormous reaches of argillaceous soil.

Tiie Moki, in building, fixes the four corners

by placing at each a prayer feather under a

stone. A doorway is marked by placing food

on each side of it. Other ceremonies are per-

formed before the dwelling is occuijied. The
walls are of the usual stone slabs, roughly

squared, and raised to a height of 6 to 8 feet.

They are generally plastered inside and out

with adobe mortar, and the inside is further

finished by a coat of whitewash. This wash
is sometimes applied outside as well. At the

pueblo of Zuni, and throughout the Piio Grande
valley, adobe is largely used as Imilding mate-

rial, but at the Moki towns the material is

almost exclusively stone. Doorways were orig-

inally of the notched variety (.see Kotched
Doorway, under Doorway), where tliey ojiened

on a roof, and there were hatcliways through

the roof, as mentioned ; but now, in Zuni and
the Rio Grande pueblos, and even in most of the

Moki towns, there are commonly entrances on
the ground. Formerly blankets or curtains

formed the only doors, but now there are

wooden doors hung to wooden frames, the doors

being usually merely boards roughly nailed to-

gether. The Moki use frequently the old

wooden latch with the string running through

a hole in the door. On one side of the frame

an opening a few inches square is left, through

which the door may be securely prop])ed inside,

and the hole then plastered up till the return

of the owner. Frequently the sill is raised a

foot or more, while over the top is often an

open transom, probably a smoke outlet. Win-
dows were rectangular openings, barely dift'er-

eutiated from doors. No glazed windows

existed until modern times, though mica and

selenite were used early at the suggestion of

the Sjianiards, but only to a very limited ex-

tent. Small windows are now glazed to some

extent in all the pueblos. At Zuni there are

also hatchways in the roof used as skylights.

The masonry work is usually done by women,

though the stones are brought by the men. A
woman will sometimes work singly and alone

in a desultory way that almost escapes observa-

tion, as no tools are used. Plumb line, level,

and square were apparently not known to abo-

riginal America. The hand was the trowel

and the thumb was the rule ; yet some of the

angles and corners are qiiite regular, and appear

to be vertical.

North of the Maya region the roof was always

what may be called tyjncal American construc-

tion, because it was used in principle by ^^idely

difi'erent tribes. The principle was simply a
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support of boughs or jjoles, wliicli were finally

covered with earth. In the Pueblo construc-

tion tree trunks without bark and G or 7 inches

diameter are laid across the tops of the walls.

Outer ends when too long are jjerniitted to pro-

ject beyond the walls, sometimes being finished

into a kind of portico. Smaller poles are laid

across the first, somewhat separated, and then

comes a layer of slender willows or reetls, with

ne.xt a layer of twigs or grass, though in some
old buildings the gra.ss was omitted. In one

of the Chaco ruins thin, narrow, split boards

took the ])lace of the layer of small poles. On
the grass layer a quantity of adobe mortar is

spread, and tiien earth laid on and trodden

down. The final finish is another layer of

adobe mortar. Sutticient slojje is given to carry

oft' water, but not enough to create a current

that would injure the surface. The walls are

built up to the level of the top of the roof, and
freipiently somewhat above it, and a coping of

thin slabs put on with tiieir outer eilges Hush
with the wall face. Through this parajiet out-

lets are made for tiie rain, and drains are jiut

in to carry the water clear of the walls. In the

ordinary storms of the arid region these roofs

answer well, but continued wet weatiier satu-

rates them and causes dripping inside. Floors

are constructed in the same way, the floor of

one chamber being the roof of the one under it.

There are no stairways within, all mounting
being done outside by ladders and by steps

built on end jjrojeetions of walls. The ladders

are easy for the inhabitants, who go up and
down, even with a load, without touching the

sides or the rungs with their hands, and the

dogs find no barrier in them, running over

the roofs at will. The original ladder, used

also by other tribes, was a notched log. There

was, too, another form made of a Y-shaped

tree or branch. Present ladders are similar to

our ordinary kind, except that tiiey have very

long ends rising above, and held together by
crosspieees. Floors are sometimes paved with

irregular slabs of sandstone, and this feature

has been noted in very old ruins. When of

adobe the floor is kept in repair by occasional

applications of very thin adobe mortar, but moc-

casined feet do not injure it much. A hole is

left at one corner or one side of the chamber
for a chimney, which is a modern affair, having

been unknown before tiie appearance of the

Spaniards. The chimney top is stone, adobe,

or broken earthen pots placed one above the

other. Within there is a hood across the

corner built of sticks plastered with adobe,

which begins about 4 feet above the floor where
the hearth is laid. A mat of reeds or a slab

of sandstone forms the covering for the hatch-

way, when necessary, and in cold weather a

sheepskin is frequently ])laced over the top of

the chimney when the fire has died out, and

PUGIN
held there by a large stone. The end of a ter-

race is often roofed over, forming a sort of

porch, where cooking is frecjuently carried on,

a fireplace being built in one corner. At Zuni,

tile dome-shaped oven in u.se is often built on
the roof. The nousc walls vary in thickness

from 16 to 22 inches, but some of the old walls

were much thicker. Tiie rooms are generally

small, some used for baking being no more than

7 X 10 feet; 12 x 1-1 feet would be a fair av-

erage. The interior height is barely 6 feet, and
often less. In going southward rooms increase

in size and in lieight. — F. S. Dellexbaugh.
PUGET, PIERRE ; sculptor, architect, and

painter; b. Oct. 31, 1G22; d. Dee. 1, 1694.

Puget was bom at Marseilles (France). He
was apprenticed to a shipbuilder, and was at

first employed to decorate galleys. He came
esj)ecially under the influence of Pietro da Cor-

tona (see Berretini), Jean Bologne (see Bologne),

Algardi (see Algardi), and Bernini (see Bernini).

In 16.5.5-1657 he made the famous caryatids

of the portal of the Hotel de Ville at Toulon.

In 1660 he settled in Genoa, where, among other

works, he made the colossal statues of S. Sebas-

tienand S. Ambrose in the church of tiieOarignan.

His practice as an architect was considerable.

About 1664 he was occupied with the Arsenal,

the Halle de la Poissonnerie, the Chapelle de
VHospke de la Charite, and the Portail des

Chartreaux at Marseilles, and the H6tel d'Ai-
guilles at Aix, and with the decoration of galleys

at Toulon. Some of these decorations of ships are

in the Louvre. He is best known as a sculptor

of full statues and groups.

Lagrange, Pierre Paget : Gonse, Scidptiire Fran-
gaise; Kiou.x-Maillon, Pierre Pufjet, Decorateur.

PUGGING. A. Coarse mortar, or similar

material, used to fill the spaces between beams,
studs, and similar places, as in partitions and
floors, intended to act as deafening.

B. The operation of filling with clay or

puddle.

PUGIN, AUGUSTUS ; architect and archa;-

ologist ; b. 1762 (in France) ; d. Dec. 18, 1832.
Pugin went to England during the French

Kevolution. He was educated at the Eoyal
Academy and began to exhibit there in 1799.

He was employed for over twenty years in the

oflice of John Nash (.see jS'ash, J.). For Acker-

man the publisher he illustrated Microcosm of
ioHrfoM (1808-1811), Views in Islington and
PentonviUe (1813), etc. He published Siwci-

mens of Gothic Architecture: selected from
Various Ancient Edifice.s in England (Lon-

don, 1821, 2 vols. 4to), Examples of Gothic
Architecture (1831, 2 vols. 4to), Gothic Orna-
ments (London, 1831, I vol. folio); with John
Britton (see Britton, J.), Illustrations of Pub-
lic Buildings in London (182.5-1828, 2 vols.

4to); witli Le Keux, Specimens of the Archi-
tectural Antiquities of Normandy (London,
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1827, 1 vol. -Ito), etc. These works laid the

fouiulation for much that hus been ac('omplishe(l

ill the revival of tlie Gothic .style in Englaml.

Ferrey, Jtirnlleftioiix of A. X. Welhij Pugin and
Atifiustus PiKjin ; Ucdgrave, Diftiunanj of Artists.

PUGIN. AUGUSTUS NORTHMORE
WELBY : an-hitert ami ilcsigiifi- : li. 1812;

il. KS52.

He wa.s tauglit to draw by his father, Augus-

tus Pugiii (see I'ugiu, A.), and was, like him, an

enthusiastic admirer of mediLcval art. At the

age of fifteen he was em]>loyed to make designs

for furniture and goldsmith's work. At the age

of twenty he took up the study of architectiu-e,

and interested himself in stained glass, metal

work, embroidery, and tiie like. He built many
Catholic churches and the cathedral in Saint

George's Fields, Lonilon. At Eam.sgate, Eng-

land, he built much ; and he worked on the

houses of Parliament under Sir Charles Barry

(see Barry, Sir C). He pul)lished Contrasts,

a Parallel between the Xohle Edifices of the

Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries and the

Present Du>i (1836, 1 vol. 4to) ; Tlie Present

State of Ecclesiastical Architecture in Eng-

land (1843, 1 vol. 8vo); Design for Iron and
Brass Work in the Style of the XV. and
XVI. Centuries (1836, 1 vol. ito); Details

of Ancient Timber Houses of the Fifteenth

arid Sixteenth Centuries (1836, 1 vol. 4to);

Tlie True Principles of Pointid or Christian

Architecture (1841, 1vol. 4to); Glossanj of
Ecclesiastical Ornament and Costume (1848,

1 vol. 4to).

Ferrey, Jiecotlections of A. X. ]Vellni PiKjin

;

Redgrave, Dictionary of Artists ; Acery Architcc-

tttrnl Lihrary Catalogue.

PUG PILE. (See under Pile.)

PULL. A fixture to be grasped by the

hand, and to receive the fingers in opening or

shutting a door, shutter, or drawer. Generally

used in composition, as door pull.

PULLEY. In architectural practice, the

simplest f(jrm of wheel with a grooved or hol-

lowed surface ; used especially to receive the

cord or chain which supports at one end the

counterpoise of a vertically sliding sash, and is

secured at the other end to the sash itself.

PULLEY CASE. (See Cased Frame, under

Frame, I.)

PULLEY MORTICE ; STILE. (See under

Mortice ; Stile ; also Ca.sed Frame, under Frame,

I-)

PULPIT. A stand, especially an enclosed

stand, prejjared for a speaker, generally limited

to such a stand in or attached to a church. The

pulpit is especially the place for the preacher of

the sermon, as distinguished from the officiant

who reads the Gospel or the Epistle (see Ambo

;

Lectern; Reading Desk).

Pulpits in the open air are sometimes built

upon the cliurch wall, as in the iiimous example
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of the cathedral of Prato in Tuscany, the beau-

tiful design of Donatello, and sometimes a

separate platform, as was common in England

iv^^

Pulpit: S. Miniato. near Florence; Inlay of
Black and \Vhitk Marble; Design Prob-
ably OF 12th Century.

during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

In the interior of a church the pulpit may be

Pulpit: Entrance from Stairway in the
Wall, Beaulieu, H-\xts ; c. 1200.

on one side, as is most common in Roman
Catholic churches, or at the end directly oppo-

site the audience, and connected in some way
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with the reading desk, as is most common in

Protestant churehes. In the former case the

pulpit is commonly built upon one of the i)il!ars

between the nave and the north aisle, and these

are often of extraordinary ricluiess and beauty,

such as the iK-autifu! marlde one at S. Croce in

Florence, and tiie ricldy carved wooden pulpits

in the churches of Belgium. Wlien such pul-

pits are entirely independent of the structure.

Pulpit: Chur( h hf S. Giovanni at
Tbe sculptures by Xiccol6 Pisano or

and stand on columns as at Siena cathedral,

in the Pisa baptistery, or S. Lorenzo at Florence,

they may be still more magnificent in design

and still richer in sculpture. The pulpit at the

end of the church, and lacing the audience as

they are seated, is often in Great Britain, uutU

recent times, a two-storied structure, the lower

story being occupied a-s reading desk anil the

upper as the pulpit proper ; or it had tliree

stories, the lowermost stoiy being occupied by

the clerk, the second as a reading desk, and the

third as the pulpit proper. In Congregational

PUNCHEON
churches and some others, and especially in the

I'nitcd States in recent times, the pulpit is a

large jjlatfnrm with a solid ])arai)et in front,

combined with a reading desk of .some sort, and

is occuiiied by the clergyman throughout the

.service.

PULVINAR: PULVINATE, -ED (adj.).

Hounded convc.vly, as a Cushiim, or as in Pillow

Work.
PUMP (I.). A

mechanical apjiliance

for lifting liquids.

For raising water for

puriinses of water

sujiply to buildings,

many different forms

of pumps are in use,

such as ordinary

suction, hand lift

and force pumps,
chain pump.s, pumi)s

driven by animal

jjower, hot air ami

gas pumps, windmill

and steam pumps,

electric pumps, h}--

draulie rams, water-

wheels, and turbines.

Steam and electric

pumps are either of

the rotary or the

plunger type. (For

electric pump, see

Electric Appliances.)

— W. P. G.

PUMP (II.). A
large timber set ver-

tically under the wall

or pier of a building

which is to be lifted

or altered in its lower

parts. (See Shore

;

Shoring.)

PUMP ROOM.
In England, in cim-

nectiou with a min-

eral spring, a room
in which the waters

are drunk ; it is

sometimes an open

pavilion, and sometimes, as in the famous ex-

ample at Bath, an assembly room of a more or

less mimiuiient.d rl)arai-ter. (Compare Kursaal.)

PUNCHED WORK. Same a,s Pounced
Wiirk.

PUNCHEON. In carpentrj', a short piece

of timber, especially :
—

A. In framing, a stud, queen post, or the like,

and which is unusually short for its thickness.

B. A piece of split timber, as a slab or hewn
plank roughly dressed as by the adze, such as

is used in the absence of sawed boards.
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;

his pupils.

C. 1270.
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PUNTELLIS
PUNTELLIS, DE. (See Pontelli, Baccio.)

PURFLED. ( triiaiiu'iiteil with a tine ilecora-

tion like lacework or eiiihroidery, esiieeially as

applied to borders or margins. The term is

transferred to any laoelike etiect in stone or

woodwork, as in tabernaeles and slirines, treated

profusely with miniature pinnacles, finials, but-

tresses, and tracery.

PURLIN. In carpentry, a horizontal timber

laid across the principal rafters or trusses to

support the jack rafters.

PURLIN BRACE and other compounds.

(See the special mmiis.)

PUSH BUTTON. (See Electrical Appli-

ances.)

Pulpit of O.ik: Fotheringay Church, North-
amptonshire; A.D. IMO.

PUT LOG. In scaflblding, for building

walls of masonry, one of the horizontal pieces of

timber four or five feet long, set at right angles

with the wall, and bearing on it at one end,

while the other rests upon the ledges or ledger-

boards which form part of the upright temporary

framework of the scatfold or stage ; upon the

put logs are laid the floor planks upon which

the masons work until they have carried the

wall out of reach, when a new line of put logs

is laid at a higher level. (Called also put lock.)

— H. V. B.

PUT LOG HOLE. One of a horizontal

series of holes left by the masons in a wall to

receive the wall ends of put logs. These holes

are supposed to be filled up when the scaffolding

is removed ; but in many brick buildings of Italy

they remain open, and their dark checker adds

to the picturesque eti'ect of the plain, scpiare

campanili.
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PUTTY
PUTTY. A. A plastic composition

of wliitiiig and linseed oil, sometimes nii-xei

made
with

Pulpit: External, Adjoining Doorway of
Baptistery, Pistoia ; c. 1350.

a small amount of white lead, worked together

until it has a tough pasty consistency ; in this

state it is used by glaziers in setting panes of

glass in the frames of windows, and by painters
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PUVIS DE CHAVANNES
in filling ur stupiiiiig ai'ciclfiitiil holes and cracks

in Wdodwork i)icliniinai y to painting it. It has

the quality of growing liarcl by exposure, and of

not shrinking. A composition of this sort is

sometimes u.sed in decoration after it has been

formed in moulds into ornamental shapes fit to

PYCNOSTYLE
painter and decorator; b. Dec. 14, 1824; d.

Oct. 24, 1898.

The greater part of his education as painter

was received from Henri Sciiert'er, a brother of

Ary Scheti'er. He studied Ibr brief pericids with

Delacroix and Thomas Couture. His life was
occupied with a series of mural paintings, the

most important of which are scenes from the

life of S. Genevifeve at the Pantheon of Paris,

the decorations of the. mu.seum at Lyons, of the

nuiseum of Amiens, of the Sorbonne (Paris), and
of the Public Library, Boston.

Gaul, Pttois de Chavannes ; Vaclion. Puvis de

Pyr,\mids of Gizeh: Plan oi- the Modern Condition of the Site.

be glued to the surface of wooden panels or

friezes. Such decorations are called putty or-

nament.

B. A mixture of gypsum and lime, used for

the finishing coat of fine plastering. Usually

calleil lime putty or plaster putty.

PUVIS DE CHAVANNES, PIEHRE

;

2ia

Chavannes; Buisson, Puvis de Chavannrs
;

Kuii^trliniiiil' : Chroniqve des Arts.

PYCNOSTYLE. In classical architecture,

according to the Vitruviau formula;, having an

intercolumniation less than that usually em-

ployed, generally equal to one diameter and a half

of the columns. (See Columnar Architecture.)
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PLATE XII

PYRAMID

(Upper figure.) Tlie three near Gizeh, seen
from the southwest. The third pyrauiitl, that of

Menkiiiira, is in front next the second pyramid, that
of Scliefren, and the Great Pyramid, tliat of Cheops
or Cliufii, is the most di.stant and seems the lowest.

(Lower figure.) Tliat which marks the tomb of

Caius Cestius outside the walls of Rome and close

to the Porta Ostiensis, or gate which leads to Ostia.

Tlie casing is of white marble ; the mass of the

building of solid rubble masonry in which is re-

served a burial chamber once richly decorated.

The height is giveu as 118 feet.



PYLON
PYLON. In aiK'ient Esyptiiin nrrliitectiirr,

tliL' )init;il of ;i tpiiiple. C'iKMiicteristii-iilly, it

w;Ui composed of two lofty wall masses built in

the usual manner of the Egyptians, with batter-

ing wall surfaces profusely covered with coiuiter-

Runk b;w-reliefs and hieroglyphics, the doorway
being a lower structure between these two
masses, TSee Propylon.)

PYRAMID. Primarily, an Egyptian tomb
of the well-known shape, four-square at the ba.se

and tajiering upward nearly to a point ; the term

being Greek and signifying pointed like a flame

of fire. In modern times any object of the sanu!

shape. A very small pyramid, esjiecially when
terminating a structure, is called ])yrauiidion

(see that term and also Obelisk).

The )iyrannds of Egypt are, in the first place,

the tombs of kings. The u.se of this type has

been alleged to cease with the 6th or 7th d\'-

nasty (.3400 or 3200 b.c); but it exists of a

nnich later date and probably this form of royal

tomb remained common until the complete

establishment, for all classes, of the grotto tomb
during the Middle Empire. Even at a still

later time the same form was used on a small

scale for private persons.

The royal jiyramids are numerous : but none

have been made the subject of architectural

study except the larger, which are also the more

ancient liuildings. That of Meduin (probably

tOOO B.C.) seems to have been built upon and

around a mastaba ; but it was sheathed with

masonry and brought to a pyramidal form. The
[lyramids at Gizeh are nine in number, but the

six small ones are so much less important than

the three large ones that they are commonly
disregarded. The great pyramids of Gizeh have

l)een supposed to have gained their great size

from continual enlarging and recasing during a

long reign ; but this is improbable. At tlie

same time it is not clear how a pyramid, begun

on a great scale during the author's life, could

have been finished in case of his early death.

Indeed, the great pyramid of Khufu (Cheops)

can hardly have been laid out at first on a

smaller scale than as completed ; for the in-

clined passages (see below) would not have

reached a proper place of opening to the outer

air had the building been much smaller. More-

over, the care evidently bestowed upon the angle

with the horizon of the sloping exterior points

to a carefully planned result. This slope is very

nearly 14 vertical to 11 horizontal, and when
tiie limestone casing was in place this slope

must have been very exactly maintained through-

out the exterior surface. In the north face, and
about 50 feet vertically above the site level, is

the only known entrance. This was jjrobably

concealed altogether by the casing. The jias-

sage is less than 4 feet high or wide, and goes

dowTi at an angle with the horizon of 20° 41'

for about 300 feet, to an unfinished chandjer
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cut in the rock, but at about 50 feet from the

entrance another jia.s.sage goes ott' from it and
ascends at nearly the same angle. From this

ascending passage a horizontal pa.ssage goes oft'

to another unu.sed chamber, while the iipward

slojjing-pas.sage contiimes to the tonjb chandjer

above. That upward sloping passage increases

suddenly to nearly 28 feet in height, and it

maintains that height until at the very entrance

to the square tomb (handier, which itself is not

so high. It is known, however, that above the

square room arc several chambei-s, divided from

one another vertii'ally by huge stone.s, the whole
series being intended apparently as a discharge

for the superincuud)ent weight. This chamber
contains a sarcophagus which was put into place

before the rooms were loofed. The p;issages

and the three rooms to which they lead are the

oidy oiicn spaces known to exist in the mass of

the pyramid, except two air flues which go oft'

from the tomb chamber very nearly perpendicu-

lar to the sloping sides of the structure. So far

as is known the rest of the building is a solid

pile of limestone blocks roughly squared.

The pyramids are all mainly cairns, i.e. they

are solid masses of stone, or of brick masonry
;

but each has a chamber or several chandlers with

long passages leading to them, which jiassages

were always carefully coni-ealed ; wliile false

passages, intended to deceive plunderei's, are

found in the larger moninnents. The sarcopha-

gus, or mummy case, was ])laced in the tomb
chamber before this was built, and the super-

structure carried on. The ])yramid of Dashur
has a broken slope, that is it consists of a

smaller true pyramid raised upon the frustum

of a much larger one with steeper sides. That
of Sakkara is built up in six huge ste|)s.

The latest of the pyramids which are known
are far in the south, at Napata where they are

of the seventh century B.C., and those at Meroe,

which are thought to be for the most part of the

time of the Ptolemies (306 to 30 B.C.). They
are comparatively high and slender, and they are

also small, the largest of them measuring about

65 feet horizontally on each side. The pyramid
at lUahun (see below) is built upon a mass of

natural rock which had been previously freed

from the surrounding soil of a hill, and stone

walls were built upon the native rock apparently

to support and surround the brick pyramid which
was faced with limestone. The chambers of this

pyramid are excavated in the native rock and
are reached by a well outside of the building and
on the south instead of the north side.

The great pyramids at Gizeh are those of the

Kings Khufu (Cheops or Chufu), Hchefren or

Khafra, and Meukaura (3969-3784 B.C.

—

Flinders Petrie). The latest very large one

known to us is nnich less perfectly preserved

;

it is near the Fayum, at the place called lUahun,
and is described above.
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A still later one, built by Aineuemhat III., iit

Hawara in tiie Kayuni, was of brick, cased with

limestone ; it enclosed a tomb chamber hollowed

in a single block of ijuartzite and roofed by three

blocks of the same material. This brings the

history of the larger pyramids to the 12th

dynasty and about I'GOO n.v., and with this the

now ascertained liistory of the more important

royal tombs ceases.

Tiie pyramid form was used for tombal struc-

tures elsewhere than in Eg}i)t, such as the tomb

of Caius L'estius built into the city wall of

Rome. In moilern times it has been indicated

in tombs built against the walls of churches

(but see Obeli.sk, B.). — R. S.

PYRAMIDION. A small pyramid, espe-

ciallj' wiieii completing a larger form, as the

apex of an obelisk ; it was often sheathed with

metal.

PYTHIUS ; architect and sculptor.

Vitruvius mentions Pythius as architect of

the temple of Pallas Athena at Priene in Ionia,

built about 329 B.C., and as one of the architects

and sculptors employed on the Mausoleum at

Halicamassus in Caria, begun 348 b.c. He
made the four-horse chariot with attendant

figures which crowned the Mausoleum.

Vitruvius, ed. Marini ; Brunn, Geschicltte der
Griechischen Kunstler.

QUAD. In the University of Oxford, a

college court ; one of the large open spaces upon

which front the college buildings, which enclose

it on all four sides with usually one or two gate-

ways of entrance. The term is extended to the

few courts which are not completely enclosed.

The term hardly extends to Cambridge, in which

university the word Court is used.

Tom Quad. A great court of Christ Church
College (which .see under College).

QUADRANGLE. A rectangular or nearly

rectangular court, usually large and surrounded

by buildings of some importance, as in a college,

a rojal palace, or governmental building (see

the abbreviated form, Quad).

QUADREL. A square tile, or the like; a

quarrel.

QUADRIPARTITE. Made up of four;

fourtbld. Quadripartite vaulting is the com-

monest form of groined and also of ribbed

vaulting.

QUANTITIES. (See Bill of Quantities.)

QUARREL. A square or lozenge-shaped

piece of material. Especially a piece of glass

of such a shape, set diagonally, as in a latticed

sash. By extension the opening left or prepared

for such a square, as in a window.
QUARREL PANE. (See Quarrel.)

QUARRY (I.). (See Stone.)

QUARRY (II.). Same as Quarrel.
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QUATRBMERE DE QUINCY
QUARRY BED. (See imder Bed ; see also

Masnuiy
)

QUARRY-FACED. Having a rough face

as if that dlitaiucd by splitting from the quarry;

said I 'I' St .

QUARTER. In British usage, same as

Stud.

QUARTER CUT. Same as Quarter-sawed.

QUARTERED. (See Quarter-sawed.)

QUARTER HOLLOW. A concave mould-

ing or cavetto, of which the transverse section

is an arc o£ about ninety degrees ; the converse

of a quarter roiuid or ovolo.

QUARTER PARTITION. Same as Stud
Partitidii (whicli sec, uniler Partition; see also

Quarter).

QUARTER ROUND. A convex moulding

or ovolo, of which tlie transverse section is a

quadrant, or ajiproaches a quadrant ; the con-

verse of a (piarter hollow or cavetto.

QUARTERS. Places for lodging taken col-

lectively, or any one such place ; especially :
—

A. One of soldiers of any rank ; more often

used with regard to commissioned officers, as in

such phrases as, " You will find the captain in

his quarters."

B. The cabins of the negroes on a Southern

plantation during the time of slavery, and, to a

certain extent, since the emancipation of the

slaves, the term being applied rather to the

whole colony or village of cabins than to any

house or nmnlier of houses taken separately.

(See Cabin.)

QUARTER-SA'WED. In lumber working,

sawTd into (piarters longitudinally ;
— said of a

log so cut in preparation for the subsequent

making of boards which are cut at 45° with the

first cuts, and lience more or less parallel with

the medullary rays. Bj' exteu.sion, boards cut

in such a manner or by any system of approxi-

mately radial cuts. Boards so produced have a

rich grain, especially in oak, when it is called

the silver grain, and are less subject to shrinkage

and warjiiuL'.

QUARTZ. Crystalline silica. A hard,

brittle mineral breaking with a glasslike frac-

ture, and usually transparent to translucent, and

colourless, or of a white, pink, and amethystine

hue. — G. P. 51.

QUATREFOIL. (See Foil.)

QUATREMERE DE QUINCY, AN-
TOINE CHRYSOSTOME: arch:eologist and

writer on art : b. 1755 (at Paris) ; d. 1850.

In 1785 he won the prize of the Acadhnie
des Inscriptions et Belles-lettres (Paris) by
an essay on the influence of Egyptian upon

Greek art. In 1791 he was elected to the

Assemblee legislative. In 1824 he was made
dramatic censor and professor of archaeology at

the Cabinet des Antic/nifes of the Bibliothkjue

Nationale (Paris). He published many works

on archaeology and art. Among the most im-
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QUATTRO CENTO
portant avo Canora et ses Ouvragp.s, etc. (Paris,

18.'54, 8vo) ; De VArdiHcctHri' Eij;n>ticnne con-

si(ler<^e (/(Oi.s non oriijine . . . et coinpar(''e sous

les virtues rapports d I'Architect n re Grecipie

(Paris, 1803, -ttu) ; Dlctiounaire. hist<>ri(pte

d'Architecture, etc., at first forming jiart of

the Encyclopklie Methodique, and published

separately in 1832 (2 vols. 4to) ; Ilistoire de

la vie et des ourrages des jiiiis ceWm's archi-

tectes, OH I'Art de la Scidpture antique con-

sidh'i sous uii iioureau point de cue (Paris,

1815, folio) ; Restitution des deux frontons

du temple de Miner re A Alhi'nes (Pans, 1825,

folio).

Larousse, Dictioiinnire ; Vapereau, Dirtion-
nnire di-x Litl! futures; British Museum, Cala-
loijllf iif t'rin/ril Iinn/,-s.

QUATTRO CENTO. In Italian, the hfteentii

century, or, more strictly, the years wliii'h have

fourteen in their number, viz. from 1400 to

1499. (See Cinque Cento.)

QUAY. ^1. The marginal space around or

along the water front of a dock or still harliour,

a river landing, a caual, or the like, and gener-

ally su])ported by retaining walls, paved, lighted,

drained, and used for the loading, unloading,

storage, and sliijjment of merchandise. The
quay of an inijiortant port generally re(iuires

a large ecpiipment of machines for unloading

and handling cargo, storeliouses for its care,

and generally a system of railway tracks for

the prompt reshipment of inland freights.

In New York the quays are largely replaced

by piers covered with sheds, for the receiiit and

temi)orary storage of good.s, warehouses for local

freights being built otf the immediate water

front.

Quay walls, which must resist the pressure

of the earth behind them, and of the weight of

structures and goods upon them, v;iry with the

conditions of each case. (See Foundation ; Re-

taining Wall.)

B. A jiermaneut landiug place or landing

stage of any sort, as at the side of the tracks

at a railway station.— W. R. Hutton.
QUEEN. (See Slate.)

QUEEN ANNE ARCHITECTURE. The
architecture existing in England during the

short reign of Anne, 1702 to 1714. The more
important structures of the reign were gener-

ally the completion of designs fixed in all of

their parts before her accession, and but little

that was moniimental was begun in her time.

Wren's wm'k upon Greenwich Hospital and

Hampton Court was still going on, and he built

many ehvu-ches in London and elsewhere, of

which S. Bride's, Fleet Street, is a good ex-

ample. The most elaborate single building

begun in Anne's reign was Blenheim, the ))al-

ace by Sir John Vanbrugh, built Ijy the nation

for the Duke of Marllwrough. The buildings

which are especially associated with the style
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are the minor country houses and many houses

in the sid)urbs of London, built frecpicntly of

red brick, and characterized by sculpture in re-

lief, moidded or carved in the same material.

A certain ])icturesqueness of treatment, like a

revival of Elizabethan, or even of mediueval

styles, in mass, in sky line, and in such details

as chimneys, gables, and dormer windows, is

noticeable in these ; and, although all is on the

same moderate scale, and nothing is very mas-

sive or imiiosing, the style has considerable at-

traction when applied to dwelling houses. It

was this character of the buildings of Anne's

reign which caused their a<'ceiitance liy some

architects of the years from 1865 to 1885, in

Enghinil, as types tor ni<idern designing, and

country houses of this character were built in

considerable numbers. A feeble imitation of

these motlern buildings was also attempted in

the LTniteil States, but usually on a very small

scale, and with such inapproiwiate materials as

those used in the ordinary frame constructions.

— R. S.

QUEEN CLOSER. (See Closer.)

QUERCIA, GIACOMO DELLA. (See

Gianiniii llella <,luercia.)

QUESEVEAU. (See Ooysevox.)

QUESNEL, FRANCOIS ; architect and

painter.

With Claude de Chastillon he made the plans

of the hos|)ital of S. Louis (Paris), which was

built in 1G07. Quesnel was the author of the

first geometrical plan of the city of Paris.

Bauchal, Dictionnaire.

QUESNOY. (See Duquesnoy.)

QUINCUNX. An arrangement of five points,

four "f them being at the corners of a square,

and the fifth in the centre. A quincunxial ar-

rangement is a series of quincunxes forming

collectively equally spaced points at the inter-

sections of crossing diagonal lines, used espe-

cially in tree jilanting and gardening.

QUINTEFOIL, Same as Cinciuefoil. (See

Foil.)

QUIRK. ^1. A piece taken out or set aside

for some specific purpose, especially from one

corner of a room or plot of ground. In some
old English houses, and in the Hotel de Cluny,

an enclosed vestibule projecting into the room,

allowing of passage between two other rooms

by cutting oft' a corner.

B. In English provincial \isc, a quarrel or

lozenge of glass.

C A groove in a grou]) of mouldings, as on

either side of a countersunk or Hush bead in

matched and beaded sheathing, or in a beaded

angle or arris. (See also Quirk Moulding, un-

der Moulding.)

QUOIN. A. One stone helping to form the

corner of a wall of masonry, especially when ac-

centuated by a ditterence in the surface treat-
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RABBET
Hunt of the stones forming the corner from that

of the rest of the wall mass ; one of the stones

forming such a corner.

7>. A \\'edgo to siipixirt ami steady a stone
;

a pinner.

Rustic Quoin. A quoin or corner treated

with sunk joints, the face of the ipioins being

generally roughened, and raised aljove the gen-

Quoixs OF Cut 8tone kurmino the Angle of a
W.\LL OF Sjialler JVIatekials.

eral surface of the masonry so as to form a con-

trast with it and give an ajipearance of more or

less rugged strength to the angles, corners, or

reveals so treated.

RABBET. A continuous small recess, gener-

ally understood as having a right angle included

between its sides, especially one whose sides

enclose a relatively restricted area ; one formed

by two planes very narrow as compared with

their length, such as the small recess on a door

frame, into which the edge of a door is made to

fit, the recess of a brick jamb to receive a

windijw frame, and the like.

RABE, MARTIN FRIEDRICH ; architect

;

b. 1775; d. 1S.56 (at Berlin).

From 1801 to 1804 he was employed on the

Schlo.ss at Weimar (Germany). In 1810 he

was appointed professor at the Academy of

Architecture in BerKn, and from 1829 to 1842

was architect of the Schloss in Berlin.

Bormann, Denkmaler von Berlin.

RACQUET COURT. A court or area in

whicli the game of racquet or racquets is played

;

also written raquet and racket. (Compare

Tennis Court, Fives Court.)

RAD AND DAB. In England, a coarse

substitute for l>rick nogging between the studs

or quarters of partitions ; fiirmed of clay and

chopped straw filled in upon a rough lathing.

Also calli'd rab and dal).

RADIATING PRINCIPLE, In planning,

a system used especially in prisons, and, some-
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times, to a certain extent in hospitals, in which,

from a central guard room or administration

l)uilding, galleries ra(Uate in four or more direc-

tions. (Sec ranoiiticon ; Prison.)

RADULPHE (RAOUL) ; abbots and archi-

tects.

The name of several abbots of tlie monastery

of Mont Saint-Michel (France). Radulphe (I.)

built four pillars and the base of the tow'er,

between 1048 and 1060. Radulphe (II.) built

three bays of the nave and the porch, between

1160 and 1184. Radulphe (III.) (d. March 18,

1218), continued the Merveille about 1212.

H^richer-Bouet, Mont finint-Midicl.

RAFFAELLO DA MONTELUPO ; sculp-

tor ; b. 1505 ; d, 1557.

A fragment of Montelupo's Autobiography is

published by Gaye (op. cit.. Vol, III., 581), and

translated by Perkins
(
Tuscan Sculptors, Vol.

II., p. 72). Montelupo is best known as one

of the chief assistants of Blichelangelo Buonar-

roti (see Buonarroti). He made, luider his

direction, the statue of S. Damiano in the new
sacristy of S, Lorenzo in Florence (for the

statue of S. Cosmo, see Giovanni Montorsoli).

Feb. 27, 1542, he contracted to finish three

statues for the tomb of Julius JI., by Michel-

angelo. He made several bas-reliefs for the

Casa Santa at Loreto. Montelupo assisted

Bandinelli in tlie completion of the tomb of

Leo X., at the church of S. Maria Sopra

Minerva in Rome, and designed the monument
of Baldassare Turini at the cathedral of Pescia.

He assisted in defending the Castello di S,

Angelo during the siege of Rome in 1527, He
died at Orvieto while assisting Sanmicheli (see

Sanmicheli, M,), and Simone and Francesco

Mosca in the construction of the altar of the

Magi in the cathedral,

Miintz, Bt'7iaissance ; Vasari, Milanesi ed,
;

Perkins, Tn.tran Sculptors ; Gaye, Carteygio ;

Fnmi, // Diioino di Orricto.

RAFTER, A roof beam ; one of those

which are set sloiiing, the lower entl bearing on

the wall plate, the u]5per end on the ridge piece

or its equivalent.

Angle Rafter. In English usage, strictly the

principal rafter under the hip rafter ; it cames
the purlins, on which rest the jack rafters and

hips.

More commonly, in tiie LTnited States, any

rafter at the angle of a roof, whether principal

or secondary.

Auxiliary Rafter. In a truss, a rafter used

to stiften the principal rafter as by doubling it,

or, as in a queen post truss, to go from the tie

beam to the queen post, thus doubling the

slo]iing chord cif the truss in tiiat place.

Binding Rafter. A timber to support rafters

at a ixiint between the plate and the ridge. It

may be a purlin,
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RAFTER PLATE
Common Rafter. A rafter to whiili tlie

roof slieatliiiig is iiuilfd, as (listiiii;iiislied fnmi

the main rafters or truss rafters, and from hip,

valley, and other speeial rafters. In trussed

roofs they are ordinarily carried l)y the i)urlins,

and spaced 16, '20, or 2t inehes on centres
;

their scantling varies greatly according to the

character of the roof.

Compass Rafter. In an ornamental roof

trii.ss, or the framing of a gable, a rafter cut to

a curve, either at both edges (inner and outer)

or on tlie inside only.

Crook Rafter. Same as Knee Rafter.

Cushion Rafter. Same as Au.xiliary Rafter.

Jack Rafter. One reaching from the angle

rafter to the plate, and therefore short.

Knee Rafter. One taking the place of a

Knee, i.e. nf a brace fitted into the angle

between a principal rafter and the tie lieam or

collar beam.

Kneeling Rafter. Same as Knee Rafter.

Principal Rafter. The diagonal member of

a nmf truss nr principal.

RAFTER PLATE. (See Plate.)

RAG WORK. Rough masonry built with

undressed tlags or flat stones.

RAIL. In carpentry, any horizontal member
mortised or otherwise .secured between or upon
two posts, forming a frame or panel, as, first,

in fencing, whether the closure is made by sev-

eral parallel rails or by only two to give nailing

to (mlings ; second, as a coping to a lialustrade,

when it is called a hand rail ; third, in panelling,

doors, and the like, being the horizontal member
of the frame in which the panels are set, the

vertical members being the stiles. The rails of

massive stone, elaborately sculptured, which form

the ceremonial enclosures of ancient Buddhist

tope.s, temples, etc., in India, are among the

most characteristic and important features of

Buddhist architecture.

Clamp Rail. In carpenter work, a piece re-

ceiving the ends of a nundser of boards in a
piece of ceiling, a ]datfin-m, trapdoor, or the like.

The clamp usually has a groove run along the

edge into which the ends of the boards fit with

tongues or tenons. In the United States, called

more often Cleat or Batten.

Frieze Rail. In a framed door or the like,

that next l«-low a frieze panel.

Hanging Rail. In a door, window sash, or

shutter, hung with hinges at the top or bottom,

that rail to which the iiinges are attached. (See

Hanging Stile, under Stile.)

Lock Rail. In a framed door, that rail which
comes nearest to the place for the lock, and,

therefore, generally about three feet from the

ground.

Meeting Rail. (See under M.)
RAILING. Primarily, any structure or

member composed mainly of rails ; in common
use, a parapet, enclosure or the like made with
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slender bars and of no great size. Such a para-

pet, whether consisting of balusters (see Balus-

ter) or of a trellis of wire or laths, or of iron bars

equal or nearly so in thickness, or parallel or

nearly so, is called a railing, but the term does

not commonly include balustrades or the like of

stone.

RAILWAY BUILDING. Any structure

especially prepared for the business of a railroad

or railway ; especially such a building as is of

peculiar fashion and constmction, as fit for that

service only, or chiefly. (See Baggage Room

;

Uei)ot ; Engine House ; Round House ; Station

;

Waiting Room.) Freight sheds and car sheds

are not peculiar in design.

In addition to these the central offices of rail-

roads require a great number of rooms, which

are contained in very large and costly buililings
;

but these ditt'er in no important respect from

other large office buildings. There are, in some
citie.s, hotels combined with terminal stations,

but these, also, are merely ordinary hotels built

between the ear sheds and the street.

RAIMOND (RAIMONDUS) ; architect.

Kainiond, Dut'itri' d'a nrrc of Carcassoime

( France ), planned the cathedral of Lugo
(Spain), and commenced its construction in

1169.

Bauchal. Dictinnn'iiri'.

RAINALDI, CARLO; architect; b. 1611;
d. 1691.

Carlo was a son of Girolamo Rainaldi (see

Rainaldi, G). He was the leading architect of

the great church of S. Agnese, in the Piazza

Navona, Rome. One of his best buildings, and

a fine example of the baroque style, is the church

of S. Maria, in Campitelli (1665). He also

built the facade of the church of S. Andrea
delle Valle (see Pietro Paolo Olivieri), and the

twin churches of S. Maria de' Miracoli and S.

Maria di Jlonte Santo, in the Piazza del Po-

polo (about 1662). All the works mentioned

are in Rome.

Gnrlitt, Geschichte des Barockstiles in Italien ;

Ebe. Spiit-Bendinsnncp ; Strack, BaiulcnkmaJer
Soms.

RAINALDI, GIROLAMO ; architect ; b.

l.'jTO; d. 16.5.5.

A pupil of Domenico Fontana (see Fontaua,

D). He wiis much employed as engineer, espe-

cially in laying out the harbour of Fano (Italy).

About 1623 he built the church of S. Luca at

Bologna. Rainaldi was one of the many ar-

chitects called upon to make designs for the

facade of the church of S. Petronio (Bologna).

He was also emjjloyed by the Farnese and Este

families, at Parma, Modena, and Piacenza. He
returned to Rome in 1650, and built the Pa-

lazzo Pamfili, in the Piazza Navona.

Gurlitt. Gesrhichte des Barockstiles in Italien;

Ebe, Spat-Renaissance.
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RAINALDUS
RAINALDUS ; architect.

One of the architects of the cathedral of

Pisa: the faraile finished about 1100.

RAINERIUS (RANUCIUS) : arciiitect.

He iiiailc the cintiai window of S. Sil-

vestro in Capite, Rome. Works of his sons

Nicolaus and Petrus are dated 1143 and
11 GO.

RAISER. Same as Riser.

RAISING. A. In the technical sense, the

process of lifting a building, or part of a build-

ing) t)y means of screws, the hydraulic press,

or other mechanical appliances. The subject

is treated at IcMirth under Shoring.

4eJi-4^Hjj;^j

RAMP
RAM. ^1. A large weight for driving piles,

and the like.

B. A machine for raising water. (See Hy-
draulic Ram. below.)

Hydraulic Ram. A mechanical device,

operating automatically, for raising a small
quantity of water by utilizing the force ob-

tained by the fall of a large body of water,

the height to which the water is raised being
often many times greater than the fall. The
water lifted may be either from the same source

which furnishes the power operating the ma-
chine, or from a dift'erent source, and the ram
is called either single or double-acting. The

Rampakt lAnnYixr, an Inner and an Oiter Crknelated Parapet, allowing of Two Lines of
Bowmen, etc. Walls of Pompeii, Ca3IP.\nia, Italy; Probably c. 200 B.C.

B. Same as Rearing.

RAISING PIECE. In carpentry, a piece

of timber like a wall plate. (See Bolster.)

RAKE. Inclination or slope, as of a roof or

of a rtight of steps in a .staircase. (See Pitch.)

RAKE; RAKE OUT (v. t.). In niasonrj'

work to remove, as by scraping, the mortar joints
at the face of tiie work to a slight deptli, in or-

der that they may be finished by pointing. In

masonry intended to receive very heavy press-

ure, such raking is done during, or immedi-

ately after, the completion of the wall or pier,

in order to relieve the outer edges of the stones

or bricks from the subsequent strains which

might otherwise cause the material to spall at

the face. (See Point.)
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raising power is given bj' the elastic reaction

of a confined volume of air, which is compressed

by tlie falling water.

RAMESSEUM. A group of buildings in

Egypt, among tlie ruins of Thebes, believed to

serve as a memorial to Ramses (Rameses) II.,

and including an enormous gateway with pylons,

two great courts surrounded by colonnades, and

one large hypostyle liall, with many smaller

though still important rooms.

RAMP. An inclined plane, as of a floor rising

from a lower to a higher level, taking the place of

steps : specifically, a concave connecting sweep in

a vertical jjlane, as on a coping or hand rail, where

it turns from a sloping to a horizontal direction,

or rises from one level to a higher level.
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RAMPART
RAMPART. A wnll of defeiice. In an-

cient and niediaval tbititioatiun, a wall of

masonrj-, thick and solid enough to resist tlie

ram or the pick for a long time, and to attbni a

broad platform on the top for the defenders;

and high enough to give these a great advan-

tage over the assailants; (see Battlement;

Hoard; Machicolation; Parapet). In modern
fortification, a bank of earth, siiowing gras.sed

slopes to the as-sailaiit, but often faced with

masonry below. The top of tlie rampart is

always fixced with a parapet, which, in this

sense, was crenelated before the use of gun-

powder, tliea broken by embrasures, and finally

left with a unilbrm Imrizontal top.

RANCH ; RANCHE (from the Spanish
Raiicho). In tlie western United States, a

tract of grazing land, including also the house

upon it ; also an ordinary farm not devoted to

stock raising. The forms rancho and ran-

cheria have also been used.— F. S. D.
RANCHERIA. A collection of herdsmen's

huts or an Intlian village of a temporary nature

in the southwestern United States and Spanish

America : not applied to stone or adobe struc-

tures of the Pueblo type, but to clusters of

frailer shelters like those of tiie Gila Pimas.

The term " ranclio " had a similar application.

(See Ranch.)— F. S. D.

RANCHO. (See Ptanch ; Rancheria.)

RANCONVAL or RANGUEVAUX, JE-
HAN; architect.

A son or pupil of Henri Ranconval, mcMre
des veuvres of the city of Metz (Lothringen,

Germany). In 1468 he was architect of the

cathedral, and about 1-173 succeeded his father

&s maltre rfes w(U')-es of the city of Metz. In

1477 he designed the tower of La Muette at

the cathedral. In 1481 he commenced the

church of S. Syniphorien at Metz.

Hauclial. Dictionnairi'.

RANDLE BAR. Au iron bar built into

the jamb of an open fireplace, and projecting

so that pots may be suspended from it for

cooking over the fire. (See Chimney Hook,
under Hook.)

RANDOM COURSED WORK. Masonry
laid in regidar courses, whicii differ one from
the other in height.

RANDOM RANGE WORK. (See under
Ranee.

)

RANDOM TOOLED. Wrougiit to a sur-

face with irregular tonling; said of stone work.

RANDOM WORK. Same as Random
Range Work.
RANGE (I.). In masonry, a row or course,

as of stone. This is an attributive term, used
alone or in composition, to express the amount
of regularity of the face work.

Random Range Work. Masonry of rec-

tangular stones not laiil in regular courses, but
broken up by the use of stones of diiferent
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heights and widths fitted clo.sely ; otherwise

called biiiken ashlar or random work.

Broken Range Work. Masonry of stones

laid in courses, but not continuously, the courses

being of dift'erent heights, and any one course

being broken at intervals into two or so that

three courses correspond with two, or the like.

RANGE (II.). An apparatus by which
cooking is done, having one or more compart-
ments in whicli fire is maintained, one or more
ovens and arrangements for the accommodation
of the various cooking utensils, pots, saucepans,

etc. In their simpler form.s, ranges are hardly

to be distinguished from cooking stoves, except

as being more permanently installed.

RANUCITJS. (See Rainerius.)

RAOUL (See Radnlphe.)

RAPHAEL. (See Santi, Raftaeilo.)

RATH. A primitive fort, of which many
remains exist in Ireland, consisting of a rude

rampart of earth or stone, or both, enclosing,

generally, one or nmre huts.

RATHHAUS. In German}', a building for

government purposes, csjiecially of a municipal-

ity ; a term corresponding nearly with Hotel de
Ville or Mairie, City Hall, Palazzo Communale
(see those terms). Since about 1880 generally

Rathaus.

RATHSHAUS. A building belonging to

the municipality of a city or town, to whatever
purjiose it may be put. Since about 1880
Ratshaus.

RATHSKELLER. Primarily, a cellar of

the Rathliaus <:ir Rathshaus ; hence, as the

term was taken as a name for places of ]3opu-

lar resort, a beer house ; a German restaurant

or Kneipe when occupying a basement.

RAUCH, CHRISTIAN DANIEL ; sculptor

;

b. Jan. 2, 1777 ; d. Dec. 5, 1857.

Ranch was a pupil of J. G. Schadow (.see

Schadow, J. G.), in Berlin, and of Ruhl, at Cas-

sel. In 1811 he made the reclining statue of

the Queen Louise for her monument at Ciiarlot-

tenburg. He made, in 1815, statues of the
Generals Scharnhorst and Biilow, in Berlin, and
in 1826 statues of Bliicher for Breslau and Ber-

lin. He designed also the Diirer monument at

Nuremberg, about 1829. About 1833 Ranch
made six statues of " Victories " for the Wal-
halla, near Ratisbon (see Klenze). His most
important work is the monument to Frederick

the Great in Berlin.

Egsers, Christian Daniel Jlauch ; Cheney, Life
of Christian Haiich.

RAYMOND DU TEMPLE ; architect ; d.

about 1404.

He seems to have been employed on the old

Louvre (Paris) as early as 1364. At that date
he built a stairway on the south side of the

north wing of tliat building. He made exten-

sive additions t(5 the palace in the reign of

Charles V., which included the Tour de la
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RAYMOND
Librairie, where tlie king's inamiscripts were

stored. Within the palace he built the Sidles

dii roi et de la rehie. In 1370 he appears

as maUre mcupn of the cathedral fif Paris,

probably succeeding Jehan le Buuteillier (see

Bouteillior) ; in 1370-1385 he built the chapel

of the ('oU('(je de Beauvais. He was employed,

in 1387, on the royal palace on the He de la

Cite (Paris). In 1401 he made a visit of in-

spection to the cathedral of Troves (France).

Du Temple is undoubtedly the auth(jr of the

chateau and cliapel of Vincennes, near Paris,

which was built for Charles V. about 1379.

Berty, Topogrnphie ; Christine le Pisan, Fails

et bonnes Mamrs du Sarje roi Charles; Bauchal,

Dictionnaire.

RAYMOND, JEAN ARMAND
; archi-

tect ; b. April 9, 1742 (at Toulouse); d. Jan.

29, 1811.

Raymond was a pupil of Jacques Francois

Blondel (see Blondel, J. F.) and Leroy, and in

1766 won the Grand Prix de Rome in archi-

tecture. In 1787-1788 he was appointed ar-

chitect of the province of Languedoc. He went

to Paris after the Revolution, and w'as associ-

ated with Ciialgrin (see Clialgrin) in designing

the Arc de Triomphe de I'Etoile. His design

was accepted at first, but was afterward re-

placed by that of Chalgrin. Raymond retired

from the association with Chalgrin Oct. 31,

1808. He was employed on the Louvre, the

Bibliothfeque Nationale, and the Ope'ra.

Thierry, Arc de Triomphe de I'Stoile ; Lance,
Dietionnnire.

RAYONNANT. Radiating; referring, in

decoration, to any system dependent upon the

radiation of lines from a centre. The term is

specifically applied to a certain character of

tracery prevalent in French Gothic from the

end of the thirteenth century to the end of the

fourteenth.

READING DESK. In ecclftsiology, that

which is used to support in a proper position

the hook of the Gospels or of the Epistles, or,

in some forms of worship, the lectionary, the

autiphonary, and other service books. (See

AniViip : Lectern.)

READING PEW. In Protestant churches,

a pew appropriated to the reading of a part of

the service ; used instead of a lectern. This

term is sometimes e.xtended to the clerk's desk

below tiie pulpit. (See Pulpit.)

READING ROOM. A room in a club,

library, hotel, or public institution, especially

adapted and appropriated to reading. In a li-

brary, often wholly separate from the rooms

used for the storage of books.

READING STATiTi. A chancel pew for

the use of the priest, situated between the

choir stalls and the chancel rail, and from

which the lessons anil notices are read.

— C. C.
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REFECTORY
REARING. The process, now almost obso-

lete, of erecting a building by raising the sepa-

rate frames of the walls, etc., each of which lias

been previously frameil, wholly or in part, in a

hoiizontal position. Formerly, an occasion of

ceremony. Hence, a frame liuihling was com-

monly known as reared, to distinguish it from

those of masonry. In the United States, the

operation and tlic occasion is known as Raising.

REBATE. Saiiir as Rabbet.

RECEPTION ROOM. An apartment espe-

cially adapted for the formal reception of guests.

In a small establisliment, the parlour or draw-

ing-room serves this jnirpose ; but in a club,

large residence, or the like, these apartments

would be distinct, and, frequently, on another

floor.

RECITAL HALL. A hall intended for the

giving of concerts with a few performers, solo-

ists, quartettes, and the like. (See Concert

Hall: .Musi.- Hall.)

RECREATION PIER. A waterside pier

or wliarf, part of whicli is set apart for open

air recreation and entertainment. In the east-

ern United States such piers liave usually two

stories and a roof, the lower storj', level with

the street, being used for wharfage, and the up-

per part open to the public.

RECTORY. In England, the residence of

a rector. (See Manse : Parsonage.)

RED ANTIQUE PORPHYRY. Same as

Ros.so Allticn.

RED BRICK. (See under Brick.)

REDUCT. A small piece, as a quirk, taken

out of a larger piece for the sake of conformity,

symmetry, or balance, as in a room, a corner re-

placed by a diagonal wall to correspond with a

corner fircphice or window.

REED. A. One of the members in reeding.

]i. S.iine as Cable, B.

REEDING. A series of small, similar, con-

vex or beaded mouldings used to decorate a

plane surface, as a panel or frieze, or a curved

surface, as a column ; a surface ornamentation

the reverse of fluting ; cabling. The lower por-

tion of the flutes in a series is frequently occu-

pied by reeding set in the concavities. (See

Cable, B.)

REEL AND BEAD. A bead moulding
broken into short Icngtlis, so that one elon-

gated section or piece of the beading, frcjm two
to five diameters long, alternates with two or

three spherical, nearly spherical, or angular

sections. These pieces are sometimes repre-

sented as strung together by a much more
slender rounded moulding.

REEFER. In the East, a piece split length-

wise from tlie fibrous trunk of a palm tree, u.sed

for building purposes. By extension, a wall or

screen iiiaili' with a succession of such sections.

REFECTORY. An eating room ; specifi-

cally, a hall in a convent, monastery, or pulilic
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REFERENCE LINE
secular institution where tiie uieals are eaten, or

one building of a gi'oup of buiklings appropriated

to tiiis use.

REFERENCE LINE. On a drawing, jjlan,

or the hke, a line used to indicate the direction

and limitation of any measurement or dimension

which m.iy be noted in figures.

REFERENCE POINT. In drawing, a point

showing the Hjiiit of a measurement or dimen-

sion, as indicated by a crowfoot at the end of a

Reference Line.

REFINEMENTS IN DESIGN. Inten-

tional dcviatiiins fiom mechanical exactness in

architectural design.' The.se retinements do not

relate to such general disposition of the masses

nor to such shaping of the details as come
under the head of architectural composition

;

they are elaborate devices, tending to give

subtile artistic variety and interest to the

architecture, by delicate curvatures of appar-

ently straight lines, by slight ditferences in

sizes of corresjionding jiarts otherwise presum-

ably equal, and by a great numlier of variations

and modulations too slight to attract attention

as irregularities and yet sufficient to produce an

agreeable effect.

The engineer's point of view, as it may be

called, is that in a building straight lines should

be mathematically straight and vertical and

horizontal sui-fiices and lines actually vertical

and horizontal ; also that apparently parallel

surfaces and lines sliould be actually parallel

:

in a word, it assumes mechanical or mathe-

matical accuracy of construction as a standard

of excellence. The artist, however, is influ-

enced in his ideals by what he sees in nature.

His is the primordial or natural ideal and is

fundamentally dependent upon free-hand work.

The very irregularities inse])arable from the

most perfect free-hand work become agreeable

to the trained artistic sense, and just so far is

the dull monotony of machine work repellent.

The painter will prefer for a subject an old

house with picturesque variations and delicate

moilulations given by time to a new villa freshly

painted, which is, of course, lacking in such

modulations.

It is interesting to note in Greek ornament

how rarely any form is exactly repeated. The
opposite leaves of an anthemion will not be

duplicates, one turn of a scroll will be almost

invariably a trifle larger than another, and
even in the most perfectly finished scrolls,

breaks in the exact continuity of curves will

occasionally be noticed. Tiie Greeks unques-

tionably designed their buildings as well as

their decorative patterns from the artistic

standpoint, and shaped them with the free

1 The term is capable of other interpretations
;

but the peculiar importance of the recently ob-

served and surprising deviations named in tlie

definition above require special examination.
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hand ; hence their work was full of animation
and interest, their walls, their spacing having a
charm and grace which is utterly lost in the

dull copies of classical porticoes made a genera-,

tion ago in ignorance of the higher qualities of

Greek art.

If, then, these peculiarities are hardly ob-

served in modern architectural practice or in

the instruction given to the modern architect,

it is to be observed that such practice and in-

struction are so largely based upon drawings

tiiat, first, the student is a student not of Greek
building, but of drawings of it, in which the

refinements could not be given, even if the

draughtsman cared for them ; and, second, that

the architect's career is more dependent upon
the agreeable effect of his drawings upon his

employer than upon the efl'ect of his completed

building. The architect to-day does not carry

his free-hand design into execution, but passes

it through the onleal of mechanical draughts-

manship ; whereby, as every practitioner knows,

it loses immediately almost all its charm and
the freshness of the original sketch, and tends

to become hard and uninteresting. This

tendency existed to a great extent in the time

of the Renaissance; and still moie generally

during the Cinque Cento. The fifteenth century

student of art studied and measured the le-

raains of antiquity, and this unquestionably

brought new ideas into architectural design,

but he did not acipiire the age-long traditions

of the earlier art. Neither did he always re-

tain the traditions of his own jiast, of the

mediaeval art in which his masters had worked.

Such traditions would, with the natural de-

cadence of art, become coidused, misunderstood

and overlaid with eccentricities; and it is but

natural that when the rich and alluring vista

of classical art opened before men's eyes, they

shoiUd hasten to discard all hampering tradi-

tions, the good with the bad. In this way,

while the traditions of the Greeks or the Greco-

Roman builders were not to be recovered, those

of the Middle Ages were of coiu'se neglected.

As to those traditions which classical an-

tiquity cherished, it is only since exact meas-

urement has proved the existence of a great

number of refinements in classical work that

the statements of Vitruvius (III., 3) concerning

the iiorizontal curves have been ap]ireciated and

generally "believed. Stuart and Revett meas-

ured the Parthenon in 17.56, but they observed

no refinements, not even the entasis in the col-

umns, which, indeed, was first discovered by

Cockerell in 1810. Lord Elgin did not notice

the curves in the entalilatures when he had the

scidptures removed in 1801. I)onaldson in

1829 discovered that the axes of the columns

were inclined inwards from tlie vertical, and

later measurements of the drums showed that

the slope of 1 in 131 was provided for very
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exactly in the stuiie cuttiii;,'. In ls;j7 Penne-

thorne discovered the convexity of steps and
entablatnies ; and at the same time Hot'er and

Schaubert reached similar couelusioiis inde-

pendently. Penrose, in 1845, 1846, and 1S47,

observed a great number of refinements which,

witii later discoveries, form an imposing series;

thus, of two neighbouring capitals the abaci are

not of the same size, no two adjacent columns

are of equal diameters nor any adjacent metoi)es

equal, and no two adjacent intercolunuiiations

are equal. The faces of the entablatures and

even of small fillets are rarely vertical, the

architrave, frieze, and tympanum lean back

ward, the antefixes and faces of fillets, forward.

The side walls have a slight batter, the door

jambs and the pilasters at the angles lean

forward, the main, ap])arently horizontal lines

are all curved, and tlie four corners of the build-

ing coincide perfectly with the free-hand habit

of work. Jlost of them are too delicate to be

visible at all on the architect's customary scale

drawing, and they would probably never have

been thought of if the Greeks had worked

under the tlisadvantages of the modern methods

of architectural designing.

Most of the Greek buildings, particularly

temples, show analogous refinements. The
temple at P^estum has vertical curves in the

cornice under the pediments, but the cornice on

the side is curved outward on the horizontal

plane. The Maison Carree at Xinies has hori-

zontal curves in the cornice; and the base is

also curved horizontalh', but in a less degree.

In Egypt also the courtyard of the temple of

Medinet Habou has horizontal curves in the

cornices, which curves are undoubtedly of origi-

nal construction.

After the discovery of these refinements in

Greek art and before their existence in later

work was suspected, various attempts were

made to suggest an adequate motive for their

introduction. Perspective illusion, that is to

say, a desire to give an apparently increased

size to the building; the desire to correct that

delusion of human sight which makes a hori-

zontal cornice under a gable seem to sag;

artistic preference; all were suggested, but a

closer examination of the evidence seems to

show that the third is not an accidental Vjut

the principal motive. It would seem that the

theory of perspective illusion has very little to

support it, and the theory of visual correction

even less. If, however, we can give a satisfac-

tory reason why a column should have an

entasis, that same reason wiU suffice to account

for all the other refinements as yet knowTi to

exist, at least in classical work. The only

satisfactory explanation of them is that the

entasis and other such refinements were intro-

duced from artistic preference, from delight in

the abstract beauty which results from their use.
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With regard to mcdiicval buildings, the ex-

istence of apparently deliberate irregularities in

measurement was pointed out by Kuskin in

Tlie Seven Lamps of Architecture, published

in 1849, and in The Stones of .Venice, pub-

lished in 1851; and Viollet-le-Duc in tlie

Dictionnaire de I'Architecture Francuise,

s.v. Trait (Vol. IX., first published 1868),

deals with the same subject. There has been,

however, no sudi comprehensive investigation

as that undertaken by Professor W. H. Gootl-

year, of which the results were published in

part in the Architectural Record (Vols. IV.,

VI., VII., IX. ; New York).

In such investigations great discretion must
be exercised. It is evident that thrust and
settlement may produce unexpected results

;

masonry is, moreover, plastic to a certain ex-

tent, and stone may be appreciably distorted

by long-continued pressure. There is, too, tiie

element of mere carelessness and incapacity for

accurate work to be considered. The case is

further complicated by the fact that these re-

finements are not universal in medi;eval build-

ings. They are usually present in direct ratio

to the amount of Byzantine influence visible in

the work. Where they exist it is generally in

larger and richer churches rather than in the

poorer ones— and this has evidently some
bearing upon the question whether they are the

results of carelessness or of design. W'here

the same irregidarity occurs on both sides of a
church in corresponding jjlaces, where a cornice

has an even and regular curvature, and examina-

tion shows that the stones were originally cut

to fit the cun^e, where a curve in plan is regular

from the base of the walls up, with no opening

of joints, or where a .striking irregidarity of

arrangement is found repeated in a large number
of instances, the conclusion seems irresistible

that these particular deviations were intention-

ally put in. The objection that one feels to

the tselief that the leaning tower of Pisa,

for instance, was intentionally built with so

marked a slant does not hold in the case of in-

conspicuous irregularities, and this idea of incon-

spicuousness is part of the essential character

of refinements in design. It is evident how
inconspicuous tiiey generally are when we con-

sider the surprising fact that irregularities so

large as some which have been pointed out

should have remained unnoticed by thousands
of visitors until revealed by careful measure-

ment.

Mr. Goodyear cites many cases of schematic

variations in spacings of nave arches, of eon-

verging walls or piers, of distorted plans, of

cross arches set at different levels, and of slop-

ing floors ; the instances are to be counted by
scores ; and all this in Italy alone. No indi-

vidual eases in mediieval work are known where
aU the means tending to produce false perspec-
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tivc are used at once. For a church interior,

these means would be, first, placing the choir

on a ditterent axis with that of the nave ; sec-

ond, an upward slope of the floor toward the

choir; third, converging walls or piers; fourth,

a falling line of the capitals and of the nave

arches or of the ceiling; fifth, regularly dimin-

isliing spacing and size of columns in the nave

arcade. All these devices never occur in any
one example; but several are combined in some
cases. Tims, in tlie basilica of S. Pietro at

Assisi, the upward-sloping floor is accompanied

by tiie fairly regular drop of the levels of the

capitals. Many other churches have also

upwaril-sloping floors; such are S. Maria in

Ara C'oeli, S. Saba and S. Sabina at Rome,
and the cathedral of Genoa. Convergence

toward the choir is shown in S. Stefano at

Venice, S. Antonio at Piaceuza, and S. Giorgio

in Velabro, at Rome, wliere the nave narrows

about a foot toward the crossing. Curvature

in plan is seen in tlie fronts of S. Mark's at

Ravenna, where the nave columns are set on

parallel curves six inches oft' the straight line

;

this curve being convex to the nave on the

right hand and concave on the left, and the

curvature extends up through the clearstory

wall upon which are the original mosaics.

The divergences in Pisa cathedral are most
marked and striking; note the last item in

bibliography. Even in the fourteenth century,

and in the elaborate Gothic church of S. Ouen
at Rouen, both walls of the church and both

lines of piers are set on a curving jilan ; and
the lute cathedral of Orvieto has both gallerj'

walls curved concave to the nave. Refinements

in the spacing of nave arcades occasionally take

the form of successive increase of dimension

toward the choir.

It is probable that further research will

show that, throughout the Middle Ages, and
as long as traditional methods prevailed in any
country, such devices were employed by masons
and by roofers, working without direction from
professed architects. Thus, the slater or roof

tiler, who diminishes the size of his tiles or

slates as he approaches the ridge, is evidentlj*

carrying out a simple old device for securing a

proportion or balance between tiie top and the

bottom; just as the scales of a fish diminish

with the girth. So the stone masons who put
up a tall pole in the axis of the spire they are

building, and who diminished the height of this

pole from da)' to day, budding always so that

the slope of the spire was directed toward the

upper end of the pole, were giving the same
entasis to the slope that a Greek artist gave to

his shafts. (See Entasis; Grecian Architec-

ture; Leaning Tower.)

(See Bibliogiaphy under Grecian Architecture
;

especially the works of Cockerell and Penrose.)
Permethome, Geometry and Optics of Ancient Art,
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1878; Hofer, in Wiener Bnnzeilnng for 1838;
Schaubert. Die Akropolis von Athen naeh den
yeuesten Ausyrabungen, 1839 ; TTie Architectural
liecord, as mentioned in the text ; Thiersch, Qp-
tische Tiiufchunyen auf dem Gebiete der Architec-
tur. in Zfitschrift J'lir bauicesen, v. 23. p. 9

;

Boutmy, Le I'arllienon et le Genie Grec, originally
issaed as Philusojihie de I'Architecture en Grece;
Hauk, G., Die subjective perspective und die hori-
zontalen Curren des Dorischen Styls, t^tuttgart,

1879 ; Ruskin, Seven Lamps of Architecture, 1849
;

Stones of Venice, 18.i3 ; Goodyear. A Lost Art, in
Scribner's Monthly, August, 1874 ; the same {The
Field of Art), September, 1898; Smithsonian He-
port foi- 1894 : J. H. Middleton. in The Nineteenth
Century, about 189ti ; C. J. MacCarthy, Some In-
tentional Irregularities in Italian Mediceval Archi-
tecture, in The Irish Builder, Feb. 1, 1899, a
Lecture before the Koyal Institute of the Architects
of Ireland ; George Coffey, in Archaeological
Journal, December. 1900, Lecture before the Royal
Archieological Institute of Great Britain and Ire-

land. A1.SO, soon to be published, Memoirs of the
Museum of the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and
Sciences. „ -. .,,— George Louis Heins.

REFLECTION. (See Lighting.)

REFLECTOR. ^-1. In acoustics, a sound-

ing-board ; a hard surface behind and above the

speaker or orchestra, serving to give an im-

mediate instead of a more distant reflection of

the sound to tlie audience. Its service is two-

fold : that of strengthening the sound, and that

of preventing distinct and disturbing echoes.

It is sometimes flat, as illustrated by the great

reflector over the orchestra in the present

Boston ilusic Hall. When the source of sound

is localized, as in a pulpit, the reflector is gen-

erally concave. However, its exact form,

spherical, ellipsoidal, or parabolic, is a matter

of but little importance, especially for the lower

notes. The extremely high notes, being less

dift'racted, obej' more definitely the ordinary

laws of reflection. (See Music HaU ; Sounding-

board.)— W. C. S.

B. In lighting, a polished surface of metal

or glass arranged to reflect or give any desired

direction to rays of sunlight, as mirrors, or to

rays of artificial light by the use of plane, para-

bolic, elliptical, or other concave or convex sur-

faces.

REFRACTION. (See Lighting.)

REFRIGERATOR. A box or chest,

whether portable or fixed, a chamber or appa-

ratus, designed to keep its contents at a low

temperature, being provided with a compart-

ment for ice (or receiving cold air currents from

an ice or freezing machine) and other compart-

ments readily accessible for the storage of

perishable jirnvisions.

REGISTER (I.). A contrivance connected

with a duct, arranged either to control the in-

ward pa.ssage of warmeil air or fresh air, or to

allow foul air to escape. It is usually a pierced

screen, behind which slats are arranged, rotating

or sliding, and controlled by a handle in front

of the screen.
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PLATE XllI

RENAISSANCE

Interior of S. Lorenzo in Florence ; the tirst

church built by Brunellesco after his declarations
of principles with regard to the revival of classical

architecture. He felt obliged to set an enlablature
upon the capital of each column, although the en-

tablature itself was to carry the abutment of two
arches ; but he reduced the entablature in every

dimension so that it is in fact a secondary or upper
capital. Brunellesco"s connection with the church
dales from 1440.



REGISTER
REGISTER (,11.). Sumo ;is Metre.

REGLE. In b\iililiiig, a groove or fliaiini'l

by which tlie movement of aiiytliiiig, as that of

a sliding or lifting door or sash, i.s guided.

REGLET. In arehitei-ture, any fillet or

small Hat-faced projection, such as is used in a

fret moulding, or to cover the joint between

two boards ; a batten.

REGNAULDIN, LAURENT ; sculptor ; d.

about 1570.

A sculptor of Florentine origin, whose name
figures in the accounts of the chateau of Fon-

tainebleau from 1534 to 1550. In 1541 he

was associated with Pierre Lescot (see Lescot)

and Jean Goujon (see Goujon) in the construc-

tion of the choir screen
(
julie) of the church of

S. Germain I'Au.xerrois in Paris. In 1504 he

was employed on the monument of Henri II. at

S. Denis.

Lami. Si-nljitiiirs de V£cole fraiiraise.

REGRATING. In masonry, re-dressing or

tooling the outer surfeee of an old stone to give

it a new face—-a treatment which when prac-

tised on an ancient architectural monument has

destroyed many a venerable weather stain, and
has ruined the historical significance and value

of many an ancient moulding and bit of carving.

HEGULA. In the Doric entaltlature, one

of the series of short fillets beneatli the ttenia,

each corresponding to a triglyph above. Each

regula has a row of gutt;e on the uniler side.

REIGNIER WORK. Delicate woodwork
of the nature of Mar(iuctry, dating from the

reign of Louis XIV. and named after a cabinet-

maker of the time. It is not dissimilar

to Boule Work (which see).

RELEVE (part.). In French, taken off,

made up from observation ; especially in the

talk of ateliers, obtained from measurements,

as a drawing made from an existing building.

Used substantively, the result in drawings,

with or W'ithout a written treatise, of careful

measurements made from an ancient building

or part of a building. Hundreds of such stud-

ies are preserved by the I-Jroh' des Beanx
Arts; many have been published, as in the

two works called Archives de la Commission
cles ]\[oiiii iiunits Iliistoriijues.

RELIEF. That which is raised or embossed

on a more or less uniform surface ; raised work.

A bold embossing is called high relief, alto

rilievo; a low embossing is called low relief,

or bas-relief, basso rilievo ; a middle or half-

relief is called mezzo rilievo. In high relief

the figures or objects represented project at least

one half their natural rotundity or circumference

from the background, parts of the figures some-

times being undercut and solid like statues, as

in pediment sculpture ; in low relief the pro-

jection of the figures is but .slight, no part be-

ing entirely detached ; a very fiat relief, such as

is seen on some coins, is called stiacciato rilievo.
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An Egyptian foi-m of relief is counter sunk,

i.e. it does not project above the general sur-

face ui)on which it is wrought. This is known
as mvo rilievo or inta/jlio rileeulo ; also hollow

relief or cudanaglyphic sculpture. The out-

lines are incised, and the relief is thus con-

tained in a stuik panel no bigger than itself.

Relief work executed in tiiin metal may be done

by repousse work, or by chasing ; or may be

copied by the electrotyi)e process. Other relief

in metal is done by casting. Relief work of

the best periods did not represent its subject

pictorially, and the surface upon which subject

and action were dcincted was recognized as the

actual background, no attempt having been made
at perspective illusions. But in later art, this

proper condition of relief work was less uni-

forndy respected, and as in tlie panels of the

arch of Titus, and in those of tlie bronze gates

of the Baptisteiy at Pisa, actual jiictorial sub-

jects were attemjjted with distant Ijackgrounds.

RELIEVE (v.). To assist any overloaded

member by any device of construction, as, in

the case of a lintel, by building over it a dis-

charging or relieving arch to transfer the burden

to the piers or beams of iron or steel to receive

the impo-sed weight, or by placing between the

lintel and the supporting pier a bolster or rais-

ing piece, or by the use of a brace, etc. ; or, in

the case of a pier or section of wall, to sjiread

the weight of a girder or beam bearing upon it

over a larger surface by inter]xising a plate of

metal or wood ; or, in the caise of a beam or

girder in wood construction, bearing a wooden
partition or any portion of the frame, to build

in the partition or frame a truss with suspension

rods or suspension timbers to transfer the weight

to the piers or walls ; or, in the case of the soil

under a foundation pier, to ease it from the

great concentration of burden by broad levellers

of stone or concrete, by inverted arches con-

nected witli other ])iers, etc.

REMIGIUS; bishop; d. 1092.

Remigius was a monk of Fecamp in Nor-

mandy who was appointed bishop of Dorchester,

England, in 1067, by William the Concpicror.

After 1075 the see was removed to Lincoln,

where it could be under the protection of the

castle then being constructed. He began at

once to build his cathedral, which was coni])I('tcd

in 1092. Of this original Norman building

almost the entire western front remains and the

lower stories of the western towers.

Wild-Britton, Cathedral Church of Lincoln.

RENAISSANCE. A. A new' birth ; espe-

cially such a change in the state of learning, of

literature, of tine art, or of all these things

together, as is assumed to be a great improve-

ment and advance, carried on according to

principles formerly existing, long neglected, or

su])posedly lost. The term has been ap])lied

for many years almost exclusively to the ad-
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RENAISSANCE ARCHITECTURE
v;iiii-e in chissicjil leaniiiig in Italy and the
conterajioraui'ous changes in forms of fine ait

iluring tiie earlier years of the fifteenth cen-

tury, together with the years immediately fol-

lowing
; and, by extension, to the corresponding

ejjochs in other parts of Eiirojje, which epochs,

however, are later by many years than that of

the Renaissance jirojier in Italy. It is, how-
ever, customary, in the critical writing of our
own time, to speak of the thirteenth-century

Renaissance, of the eleventh-century Renais-
sance, etc., each of these denoting an important
advance in learning, thought, and fine art

in one or another nation of Eurojje. It

is e.Ktended in like manner to non-Euro-

pean nations; thus, an advance in the

art of painting or architecture in China
or Japan is spoken of as the Renaissance

of such and such a century, or of such

and such a reign.

B. (Used adjectively.) Belonging to

the Renaissance ; and, when the term
occurs alone (as in the phrase, the Renais-

sance of Venice shows Byzantine influ-

ence), that absolute use of it is to be
taken as meaning Renaissance Architec-

ture (which see). This is to be discrimi-

nated from Italian Architecture in the

special sense given under that term, and
from the styles described under Barocco

Architecture ; Henri Quatre ; Louis Qua-
torze; Louis Quinze; Louis Seize; Louis

Treize ; Pigtail and Periwig ; Post-Re-

naissance ; Rococo ; Zopf. The nature

of the distinction is described under the

special terms ; but it should be kept in

mind that the term "Renaissance" de-

notes the beginning of a change and that

alone, and that the development into high

perfection can be included only by forcing

its meaning, while all times of degeneracy

are of necessity excluded. (See, besides

the terms given above, Cinque Cento

;

Classicismo ; Decadence ; Decadent

;

Decadenza.)— R. S.

RENAISSANCE ARCHITEC-
TURE. A. That of Italy from Ul'O to

about 1.520 (for which see Neoclassic Architec-

ture; Renaissance; Italy, Architecture of).

B. That of France, of Germany, Spain, and
other nations of the continent of Europe, which
was based upon or suggested by the Italian

Neoclassic style above alluded to, but which
began generally at a much later period. In
Spain, indeed, some buildings with Neoclassic

feeling date back to the second half of the

fifteenth century, but in France and Germany
nothing of the kind appears before 1510, ex-

cept, indeed, in small tombal monuments or simi-

lar pieces of decorative work which are generally

thought to have been made by Italian artists.

(See France, Architecture of; Germany; Spain.)
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RENDER
There can hardly be found a Renaissance

style in England. (See Elizabethan ; Jacobean ;

also England, Architecture of)
The reader should note that in this, and in

other articles of this Dietionaiy, the term "Re-
naissance" is used in the limited sense employed
by the French critical writers for the same
word, and by the Italian WTiters for the corre-

sponding terms Hinascimento and Risorgi-
mento. It is more usual for English writers
to speak of Renaissance architecture as of the
whole epoch from the beginning of Neoclassic

a

Rexaiss.\nce Architecture, Fig. 1 : FAfade of S.
Zaccaria, Venice; c. 1490.

work, at least to the outbreak of the French
Revolution

; but the same writers would hesi-

tate to call these centuries, taken together, the

time of the Renaissance in anything except

architecture. A building is often said to be

of Renaissance architecture even if built in tiie

later years of the nineteenth century, and under

purely classical influences ; but such usage is to

be avoided. In exact writing it is as en-oneous

to call the fi-ont of S. Peter's at Rome (1605 and
later) or S. Paul's Cathedral in London (1675
and later) Renaissance liuildings, as to call Tas-

soni iir Newton Renaissance authors.— R. S.

RENDER. A. In building, to apjjly plas-

ter directly to brickwork, stonework, tiles, or
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RENDERING CEMENT
slate ; said especially uf the first eoat, the

application of the tiiial coat being describe<l by

the term to set, and an iuteruiediate, wlien

used, by to flout (which see). Two coat work
is henoe often called render and set, or render-

set work ; while three coat is known as render

float and set.

B. In drawing, to give to a mechanical

drawing, as an elevation, a more or less coin-

RENNIE
RENNIE, JOHN, F.R.S., F.S.A. ; engi-

neer; b. June 7, 1761 ; cl. Oct. 4, 18i'l.

He was born in Scotland and educated in

Edinburgh. In 1780 he removed to London.

Rennie built in London the Waterloo Bridge,

begiui Oct. 11, 1811, and dedicated on the

second anniversary of the battle of Waterloo,

June 18, 1817; whence its name. He built

the Southwark Bridge, London, begim 1814,

Renaissance Architectuke, Fig. 2: The Maxor House of the Merchant Ango, near Varenge-
viLLE, Seine Inferieure, France; c. 1530.

Early French Renaissance manifested in simple countrj- buildings.

plete indication of shades and shadows, whether

in ink, colour, or other medium.
RENDERING CEMENT. A tough and

strong cement jilaster, taking the place of lime

and hair mortar in the plastering of walls and

ceilings, not liable to crack or swell, capable

of being applied directly to a surface of masonry

or laths, and not needing fini.sh coats ; it has

the property of drying and hardening rapidly.
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and designed the new London Bridge, which

was built after his death by his son Sir John
Rennie (see Rennie, Sir J., and Peter of Cole-

church).

Smiles, Lives of Engineers ; Knight. London ;

Knight, Cyrlopcedia of London ; Cresy, Treatise

on Bridge Buildinr/.

RENNIE, SIR JOHN. F.R.S. ; engineer ; b.

Aug. 30, 1704; d. Sept. 3, 1874.
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Kenaissance Architectike, Fig. H: Chateau Blsst-Kabutix, Aklade u.v Court; c. 15i0.
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Renaissance ARCHirECTUEE, Fig. 4: House at Beauvais; c. 1560.

French Renaissance seen in wood-framed street architecture.
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RBNNIE
Son of .John Renuif. He was associated

with Ills lUtlRT in the construction of AVaterloo

RBRBDOS
in 18'31. Rennie was eiuployeJ in many ini-

j)oitant works.

Rennie, Autobiography; Obituary in Build-

ing News, Vol. XXVII., 1S74.

Renaissance Arih n i . i ri:i., Fig. 5: House at
RllUKN ; c. I08I.

This and Fi?. 6 are of the latest epoch of Renaissance ; the

^lyle Jleuii Qutitre succeeds it immediately.

and Southwark hri(lge.s, London, and Iwilt new
London Bridge from his designs. He was

kniglited on the completion of London Bridge
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REN'WICK, JAMES ; architect ; 1).

1818 in New Vorlv ; d. 1895.

He graduated from Columbia College at

the age of seventeen, and devoted liimself

to engineering and architecture. He was

employed on tlie Erie Railroad and the Croton

Aqueduct, and built the reservoir, Forty-

second Street and F'ittii Avenue, New York

City. He built Grace Churcii in Nen^ York,

and designed tlie Smithsonian Institute and

Corcoran Gallery in Washington. His plans

for a Catholic cathedral in New York City

were accepted, and Aug. 15, 1858, the cor-

ner stone of that building was laid. It was

dedicated May 25, 1879. The spires were

added in 1887. He planned and built

numerous other buildings of importance in

New York.

American Architi'ct, Vol. XLVII., p. 125.

REPOSITORIUM. A place for the ilis-

positiun or storage of anything ; especially,

in a Roman temple, a place of votive offer-

ings and treasure ; in a church, an Ambry.
"repousse work. Relief work in

thin metal wrouglit by being beaten up with

hammers on the reverse side ; tlie art of

modelling and decorating the surface of

plaques or vessels of gold, silver, coitjier, or

otlier thin malleable metals, liy hammering

tlie metal on the underside with special tooLs

so as to bulge it in pattei-ns of any desired

ornamental cliaracter, forming reliefs on the

uijper side. In fine work tlie pattern thus

raised is modified, dressed, and finished Ijy

placing the metal ftice uppermost upon a

yielding bed and beating it back so as more

clearly to define the subject and correct its

outlines, ami by chasing and engi-aving it.

REPTON, HUMPHREY ; landscape

gardener; b. i\lay 2, 175:!; d. March 24,

1818.

He was the first to ailopt the title of

Landscape Gardener, and published numer-

ous works on parks and gardens. A great

part of this material was republished in one

volume by Loudon (see Loudon) in Repton's

JjCunlnrape OarcJeniiig and Lainltcape

Architcrtiu-e, 1 vol. 8vo., 18-tO.

Binttrapliical Notice in Loudon's liepton.

REREDOS. A screen or wall at the back

of an altar, more or less ornamented, either

forming part of the retable or standing by

itself. In the Middle Ages it was sometimes

called a postabula, retrotabularium, and retro-

altar. The reredos was not in use to any great
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REREDOS REREDOS
extent before the clevcntli fciituiy, and wlicn

first iiitrodui'i'd wns a uiuvable objuct ; more-

over, it cuuld not liave been used in connection

with the high altars of cathedrals until after

the change in their orientation, which did not

begin much before the twelfth century, as it

would have hidden the priest from the people

;

nevertheless, there is no reason to suppose that

ciborium. During the later Middle Ages this

hanging reredos was changed with every change

of the sacerdotal vestments, so as to conform to

the colour requirements of the various castes.

When tills form gave way to something more

sulistantial, the reredos was movable, and was

only used on great solemnities and the principal

festivals of the ecclesiastical year. Such is the

':^

Renaissance Akchitectdre, Fig. 6: House at Amiens, W.i'i: see Fig. 5.

it was not employed at a very much earlier pe-

riod with side or secondary altars, and with the

altar of an oratory. The earliest form of the

reredos, outside of those in the catacombs and

crypts, was probably that of the dossal, a hang-

ing of silk, damask, or textile fabric ; this cur-

tain was suspended, above and back of the altar,

from hooks in the wall or ceiling of the sanctu-

ary, and in some cases from the arch rod of the
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Pala d'Oro, the reredos of the high altar in S.

Mark's at Venice ; another, the goldeu reredos

of Bale, now in the Cluny Museum at Paris.

Toward the end of the sixteenth century the

movable reredos went almost entirely out of use,

fixed ones taking its place, even in conjunction

with the high altars of cathedrals. These

reached their finest development in Spain, many

of them extending across the entire east end of
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RESIDENCE
the sanctuary, in some cases tiiUowing the wall

line of the apse, and often attaining a lieiglit of

over fifty feet ; as a rule, they are a mass of the

most intricate, at tlie same time delicate, Gothic

carvings, einllcss in detail, witii numerous fig-

ures of angels and saints, scenes from the life of

Kbredos, Fig. 1: Somerton, Oxfordshire; c. 1400.

In this case, as in Fig. 2, the altar has been moved, but the reredos keeps its ancient place.

Christ, and symbols. The fi.xed reredos in Italy

and France usually formed a frame or setting

for a painting, a bas-relief, or a group of sculp-

ture ; in Germany and the low countries it was
usually in the form of a triptyi-h ; in England
it was largely architectural, made up of niches,

tabernacle work, but-

tresses, crockets, and

pinnacles.

Rohault de Fleury,
La Messe, 8 vols, folio,

Paris, 18S8 ; JIar. Bar-
bier de Montault. Con-
struction de V Ameuhle-
ment H de la Decoration
des iSqlises, 2 vols. 8vo,

Paris," 1878 ; Transac-
tions of the .S'. PauVs
Ecrlesiolo'/ical Society,

Vol. III., Plate IV., Lon-
don, 1884 ; Articles by
Caryl Coleman in the
Architectural Eecord,
New York, 1895.— Caryl Colem.^n.

RESPOND
is called also Dcr KOiiii/shau. So, in Braun-

schweig (Brunswick), in Sdiwerin, and in Neu
Strelitz, the palace of the reigning or formerly

reigning (iraiid Duke is called h'lsidenzschloss.

The city in which one of these jialaces .stands is

called orticially i/fe Hatqit und Residenzstadt.

RESIDUAL
SOUND. The vibra-

tion of the air in a

confined space that

continues after the

source has ceased, un-

til ab.sorbed by the

walls, the furniture,

tlie drapery, and the

clothes of the audi-

ence. (See also Acous-

tics.)— \V. C. S.

RESISTANCE.
The power of any sub-

stance, as building

material, to resist

forces, such as Com-
pression, Cross Break-

ing, Shear, Tension, Torsion. (See Strength of

Materials.)

RESOLUTION OF FORCES. See Paral-

lelogram of Forces.

RESONANCE. The phenomenon that oc-

curs when a periodic force, applied to an elastic

RESIDENCE. A
place of resi<ling or

abode ; a dwelling ; a

habitation. The offi-

cial home of a British

resident at the court of an Indian prince is

called The Residency.

RESIDENZ. In German, a residence, espe-

cially tliat of a sovereign ; applying equally to

a royal or other palace anil to tlie city in which

it is situated. Used also in combination in each

of the above senses. Thus, in Munich, the

royal palace or Kdnigliche Resideraqehnude

consists of two chief parts. Dip alte Residenz,

or old palace, and Die Xeue Residenz, which
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Keredos, Fig. 2: S. Thom.\s's Church, Salisbury; c. 1450.

body, has a frequency agreeing with the natural

rate of vibration of the body. In architectural

acoustics, the increased loudness of a note whose

vibration frequency agrees with one of the natu-

ral rates of vibration of the air contained in the

room. (See Acoustics.)— W. C. S.

RESPOND. A pilaster, anta, or half pier

taking the place of a column in a colonnade, or

of an impost pier in an arcade at the point

where the colonnade or arcade terminates and
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RESPONSIBILITY

is connecte<l with tlie wall, as in a portico, and

at the east an<l west ends of the nave arches in

a chuivli. In Renaissance architecture, every

folunin havin<r relations with a wall has a re-

SjiMiid in thf wall in the toriii of a pilaster.

RESPONSIBIIiITY FOR ACCIDENTS.
(See Lc^islatioM.)

RESSANT. Same as Ressaut.

RESSAUT. In French, a projection, as of

a iiilastcr, a chimney breast, or any other fea-

ture, from a wall, or of one moulding from an-

other. A projecting member is en ressaut.

lu English, especially, a (lecorati\'e device in

Roman and neoda.ssic art : the breaking out of

a certain length of an entablature, with two

returns, with a ]iilaster, a column, oi- a pair of

columns supi)C)rting the projecting part. (See

cuts, S. Fantino under Neoclassic : and Scuola ;

also Plate IV., Vol. I. ; Plates XXVIII. and

XXIX.,Vol. II. The larger projecting pieces of

entablature, as in Plate XXXIL, Vol. I., and

Plate XXVIIL, Vol. II., are not often called

re.ssauts.")

RESTAURANT. A place where meals are

served : an eating room or house. Specifically,

in a hotel, an ajiartment where meals are served,

at any hour to order, in contradistinction to the

dining room, where guests are served with

regular meals at stateil hours.

RESTING PLACE. A landing ; a half- or

quarter-paci' in a staircase.

RESTORATION. A . The process of reno-

vating a building so that it shall wholly or in

part regain its original character. Such work

was never undertaken until the present centmy.

"When admiration for ancient buildings became

common, and their nature and character began

to be studied, there was also manifested a strong

desire to remove fi'om them such additions as

were of a different character from the general

design of the original structure. Thus, it was

natural to remove from a church of the thir-

teenth centun,- an organ loft which had been

put up in the eighteenth century-, and pews of

tlie nineteenth centurj'. It was also natural to

scrape off plaster in hopes of finding painting

underneath ; and when such painting was found,

it was natural to seek to repaint the parts

which had suffered the most grievously, or had

disappeared almost altogether. When works of

fine art of considerable importance were found

in a building of an earlier date, it was often

hanl to deciile what should be done with them
;

thtis, a seventeenth century monument in a

meilifeval church had an individuality of its

own, and a vested right to its place. On the

other hand, singing galleries, altars, and similar

acces.sories of the church itself had a less pow-

erful hold upon the respect of the authorities,

an<l many of them were removed, some hastily

and carelessly, others with some respect, in order

that they might be sold to museums.
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Some of the restorations luulertaken during

the yejtrs following 1 8.50 were very intelligently

managed, with great respect shown to the orig-

inal structure and a strong desire to retain all

its existing parts unimpaired. Other such im-

ilertakings were reckless and destructive, and
consisted in an almost complete rebuilding of the

original structure according to what the archi-

tect in charge, or his bishop, or the municipalitj'

miglit think was the way in which such a build-

ing ought to have been carried out. In either

case, however, this very serious difficulty has

resulted, namely, that there is now no longer a

ready means of distinguishing between the gen-

uine work and its imitation. The most aggra-

vated instance of this is in the west fronts of

Engli.sh cathedrals where statues have been put

up by tlie scores in niches which had been stand-

ing empty fur many years. The new statue

being put in jdace and being found to differ

somewhat from the ancient ones, there has been

too strong a disposition to scrape and clean the

older ones to match the new. It is therefore of

the greatest importance that the documents

should be studied and the memories of archi-

tects and artisans considted before it is too late,

and that a complete account of the restoiations

carried out be compiled and made accessible to

all students of the monuments in question. If

one goes to Wells Cathedral as a student, he

should have a ready means of ascertaining just

which statues, which pew heads, which details

of the sculptured e.\terior and interior, are

wholly modern, which have been scraped and

cleaned, and which remain intact.

The restorations of the great French cathe-

drals have been on the whole judicious, because

the respect felt in France, by every local com-

munity for its own monuments, is so great that

the newly cut stones which are inserted to make
good decaying or broken stones of the old fabric,

are most carefully copied from the originals

;

and such work as cannot be copied, such as the

elaborate sculpture of the porches, is preserved

in its existing state with jiious care. One can

study the cathedral of Chartres or Reims with-

out much fear that those parts which no modem
hand could touch without destroying have been

renovated. There are, however, remarkable ex-

ceptions. One which may be named is the re-

building of the important and exquisite church

of S. Front at Perigueux. This building has

been entirely rebviilt, and it is not unfair to say

that the attempt has been, not to preserve the

old church, but to build a new one according to

the architect's notions of a Romanesque church

of the date of S. Front. This will be found

very completely and carefully described in the

book entitle.1 A Visit to the Domed Chnrches

of CJiarente, published by the London Archi-

tectural Association after 1875; see the pre-

liminarj' chapter, and also the description of the
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RESTORATION
plates of that cluircli. The Koinaiiesiiue church

at Auteuil, iu Paris, has been restoied in a

similar radical way, that is to say, rclniilt from

its basement. The catiiedral at Valence, on the

Rhone, has been rebuilt in a similar fashion.

The famous strong castle of Pierrefonds was
restored by VioUet-le-Duc at the exjiense, it is

understood, of the Emperor Napoleon III., and
here, while the repair of the walls and the forti-

fications, roofs, and the like can be justified ni

every important part, the artist has allowed

hiniself almost a free hand in the decorative

sculptures and jiaintings. The fortress is trust-

worthy as an example for the modern student

of military architecture, but the decorated halls

are mere paatiches.

As regards the restoration of buildings in

towns, it is to be observed that those who reside

in the place have a feeling toward one of their

local monuments somewhat different from that

lielil by visitors. Thus, to the Venetian who
walks e\'ery afternoon on the Place of S. Mark
and takes cott'ee under the arcades, it seems ab-

surd that his ftimiliar Ducal Palace, Church of

S. Mark, Procuratie Vecehie, and the rest

should be left shabby and defaced by time merely

to please travellers. To him it seems important

that the ciiurch should be firm, and s(iuare-set,

and neat-looking ; and that tlie palace should

seem elegant, whole, and free from tiaws and
defacements. He cannot understand that it is

of vital importance to the whole world of

students that every capital that can possibly be

left in the arcades shoulil remain unaltered from

that which time and accident has left it. This

love of local monuments is not to be ignored

merely because of the fact that sometimes fine

old buildings are destroyed to make room for a

wide street ; this also is a part of the local love

of neatness, elegance, spaciousness, and the ap-

pearance of high cost and free expenditure.

There is, however, but one true doctrine, and

that is that buildings should be held together

by iron ties, if necessary ; tliat they should be

stayed uji, fastened together, held in (ilace ; that

it should be clearly understood that no modern
work whatever shall be put u]xin them in the

way of rebuilding, carving, painting, or the like.

It is the most important tiling that a rich man
could do for the study of art that he should

purchase fine old buildings all over the world

and see to it that they are left unaltered by

modern restorers.

The influence of the French Commission des

3lonuments Historic/acs (see Historical Monu-
ments) has been extremely beneficial. A society

was founded in England under the influence of

the late William Morris, who w;xs its first hon-

orary secretary, and this, entitled the Society

for the Protection of Ancient Buildings, has also

been of value. (See Architect ; Architect in

England ; France ; Italy.) The student is also
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referred to the books on William Morris by

Aynicr Vallance ; 77/c Art of Williani Morris,

folio, and William Morris ; His Art, His
WrUimjs, and His Pnhlic Life ; octavo.

B. the iM-ocess of making drawings or

models, or both, showing how, in the opinion of

the designers, a now ruined building might

probably have apyieared wdien perfect ; also the

drawings, etc., so made. Many such restora-

tions have been j)ublished ; and it is to be noted

that all our modern ideas of Greek and Roman
buildings are the results of just such tlrawings

and n'lodels, for none of them is so nearly intact

as to convey any just architectural impression

to the beholder. (Compare Releve'.)

— R. S.

RESURRECTION GATE. A Lich Gate
;

so calleil from the frequent occurrence of rep-

resentations of the Resurrection carved or

painted \i)ion such structures.

RETABLE. A decorative screen set up

above and behind an altar, generally forming an

architectural frame to a picture, bas-relief, or

mosaic, which are included in the term. It is

sometimes a movable feature resting on the back

of the altar, and is often made of precious ma-

terials. The retable sometimes includes a .shelf

or shelves. (See Altar Ledge ; Reredos ; Super-

Altar, under Altar.)

RETAINING WALL. A wall erected at a

place where a difference of level ocevu's in the

soil and intended to retain the higher soil and

pre\ent it from sliding.

Benjamin Baker, C. E., The Lateral Pressure

of Eitrtluoorl- ; Professor William Cain, C. E.,

Prndiral Desicjninfj of Retaining Walls.

RETICULATE. Crossed with a network of

lines ; decorated on a basis of regidarly inter-

secting lines, as on a surface ornamenteil with

an interlacing of fillets or reglets like network,

presenting a meshed appearance. This species

of ornamentation is common in the Byzantine

and Ronianes((ue styles.

RETREAT. A falling back, retirement, or

withdrawal, as of one .surface behind another in

a panel, or of a part of a building, or of a whole

building, behind or to the rear of another.

RETROCHOIR. A projection behind the

choir or east end of a church, forming a separate

division or chapel ; if there is a lady chapel, it is

interposed between the lady chapel and the

choir.

RETURN. A surface turned back from a

principal surface, as the side of a pilaster, the

jamb of a window or door ojiening. A return

forming an oblique angle is called a splayed re-

turn. (S(M> Splay.)

RETURNED MOULDING. A moulding

continued in a diti'erent tlirection from its main

direction, as in media'val architecture, a driji,

hood, or label moulding over an ari'h, when, at

the springing point on either side, it turns and
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REVEAL
assumes a horizontal directiou, either for a short

distance or continuously, as a string course.

(See Ihipstone, and the figures under that term.)

KEVEAIj. Tiiat jjortion of the jamb of an

opening or recess wliieh is visible from the face

of the wall back to the frame or other structure

which may be placed between the jambs. Thus,

the windows of an ordinary brick building have

usually reveals of some four inches ; that being

the width of each brick jamb visible outside of

the window frames.

Rib, 'Fig. 1: E.\RLr Ribbed V.\ultixg with only the
EssENTUL Ribs. viz.. Diagonal Ribs (Ogives) Meeting
AT THE Central Boss : Tr.^^nsverse Ribs separating

, • i i

THE Vaulting S<viares; Wall Ribs (Formerets) on buildings, the story on a level with the

RIB

Athens in 1750. He was associated with

Stuart in the preparation of the Antiquities of
Athens, 4 vols, folio, 1762-1S16. He also

prepared the drawings of Parts I. and II. of the

Anticjiiities of Ionia (1769-1797, folio) pub-

hshetl by the Society of Dilettanti. . He de-

signed and decorated various residences in

England.
Redgrave. Dictionary of Artists.

REYNAUD (REGNAULT) DE COR-
MONT. (See Cormont, Reynaud de. i

REYNAUD, FRANCOIS LE-
ONCE ; engineer and architect ; b. Xov.

1, 18U3, at Lyons; d. Feb. 14, 1880, at

Paris.

He went to Paris in 1818, was a pupil

I

at the L'cole iMlyteclinique and of Du-
rand (see Durand). In 1824 he entered

the Ecole des Beaux Arts as a pupil of

Huyot (see Huyot). He studied in

Italy and in 1835 became an engineer

in the Service des Ponts et Oiaussees.

In 1842 he was appointed professor of

architecture at the £co1e des Ponts et

CItaussees. March 7, 1883 he was as-

sociated with Yaudoyer and VioUet-le

Due as ins})ecteur general des edifices

diocesains. He became inspecteur ghi-

eral des ponts et chaussees in 1867,

and in 1869 director of the JlJcole des

Ponts et Chaussees. He was one of the

founders of the Societe centrale des ar-

ch itectes. He is best known by his

Traite d'Architecture (text 2 vol. 4to,

plates 2 vol. fol., 1850-1858).
Charvet, Architertes Lijonnais.

REZ-DE-CHAUSSEE. In French

Right and Left: the Compartment in the Distance
IS, IN Part, is Sexpartite Vailting; Salisbury Ca-

thedral.

REVERBERATION. The process of reflec-

tion of suund by the walls whereby it is

returned into the room, as distinguished from

transmission or absorption. This results in a

prolongation of the sound, or, if the source con-

tinues to act, in cumulative intensity. It is to

be carefully distinguished from resonance. (See

Acoustics.)— W. C. S.

REVESTRY. Same as Vestry; the old

form.

REVETMENT. In masonrj', a facing in-

tended to atlbrd a better or more fitting surface,

as the facing of a rubble or concrete wall with

thin slabs of marble according to the Roman
manner, or, in interior work, with marble, stone,

wainscoting, or any other material in the service

of decoration.

REVETT, NICHOLAS ; architect ; b. about

1721 ; d. .June 3, 1804.

He visited Rome in 1742 and met James

Stuart (see Stuart, J.), with whom he went to
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gi-ound (see Etage and sub-titles).

RHODONITE. A silicate of man-

gane.<e o{ a ]>iiik or red colour, frequently

streaked and spotted. Hard and tough, and

with a close texture. Little used in America,

but a favourite material with the Russians.

Found in commercial quantities onlv in the

Urals. — G. P. M.
RHOEKOS. (See Theodoros.)

RIALTO. BRIDGE OF THE (Ponte di

Rialto). The ancient bridge which connects

the Rialto with the other large i.sland of

Venice, Isola di San Marco. (See Bridge.)

RTB. A moulding on an arched or flat ceil-

ing : but specifically and more properly, in

mediteval vaulting, an arch, generally moulded,

forming part of the skeleton upon which rest

the intermediate concave surfaces which consti-

tute the shell or closure of the vault. The

cro\vning intersections of these arches or ribs

are adorned with sculptured bosses. In quad-

ripartite vaulting the main diagonal ribs are

called by that name and also arcs ogives

(see Ogive) ; each transverse rib is called arc
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RIB

doubleau, ami each longituilinal rib, arc for-

meret. To this fuinlaiiiental system of ribs

supplementary ami subunlinate ribs

were afterward added, dividing the

concave of the ceiling into many
panels, but in general these had no

function in the construction. (See

Lienie Kib.)

Diagonal Rib. In a ribbed vault,

(inc lit' tilt' two intersecting ribs ex-

tending from line corner of the com-

partment to that diagonally opposite.

In Gothic vaulting, the diagonal ribs

were generally semicircles ; so that

the wall ribs (funnerets) and cross

ribs (arcs donhleaux) were naturally

pointed to avoid the cupola-like form

which would result from too great a

difference in their respective heights.

When the diagonal ribs were thus

pointed, the cross ribs and wall ribs

were naturally given the form of a

more acute pointed arch. (See Ogive.)

Laminated Rib. Same as La-

minated Ari-h (which see under

Arch).

Lieme Rib.

Ridge Rib.

sometimes useil

jeval vaulting.

Wall Rib. That one of the two formerets

which is closely attached to the exterior wall of

RICAMATORI
RIBAND. Same as Kiljbon.

RIBBET. Same as Rebate ; Rabbet.

(See under L.)

A longitudinal rib

at the apex of medi-

RiB, Fig. 3: Roof with Ribs l.^rgelv NuN-fuNSTKurTioNAL;
English Perpendicul.\r Style; Lieene Vault, S. Mary
Redcliffe, Bristol; a.d., 1413.

the vaulting square in question ; therefore, par-

allel with and opposite the other formeret which
is a part of the nave arch or the open arch lead-

ing into some other vaulted compartment.
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Rib. Fid. 2: Vaultino of 12IiO with manv Kins uskd for
orn.ime.nt alone, as thosk at the ridge of the vault,
and all the others not found in fig. 1; westminster
Abbey.

RIBBING. Decorating with ribs; the

results of such treatment, especially as shown in

the later vaulting of the Middle

Ages, when non-constructive ribs

were multiplied for the sake of

decorative effect, and in the ara-

besques formed by intersecting ribs

in the stucco ceilings of the Tudor
])eriiid ill England.

RIBBON. .1. A narrow belt

of decoration in any material or in

colour alone.

B. In carpentry, a thin strip

of bent wood, such as is used in

siiaping convex or concave sur-

faces. In ship carpentry, where
it is more freijuently used, it is

called rib band.

C. A thin grooved stri]) of lead

used in glazing stained glass win-

dows, or in setting the quarrels

or ])anes in leaded sashes. (See

Window, Part II.)

D. In the tialloon frame con-

stniction of the United States, a

light girt or similar piece secured

to the faces of the studs, and
forming a continuous tie around

the building and supimrting the ends of the beams.

RICAMATORI, GIOVANNI DE (Gio-

vanni da Udinej
;

jiainter and decorator ; b.

U87; d. 1564.
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RICCHINI

According to Vasari, he studied with Gior-

gioue in Venice about 1508. He was especially

successful in decorative painting and stucco

work, and was the chief iussistant of Raphael at

the iioggie of the Vatican and in painting ac-

cessories in the Loggia of the Farnesiua, Rome.

The decoration of the Villa Madauia, Rome, is

ascribed to him.

Crowe and Cavalcaselle, Raphael ; Franceschini,

Elogio di (TtDvanni da I'dine ; Maniago, Storia

delle belle arli friulane ; Vasari. Milanesi ed.

RICCHINI (RICCHUnO) FRANCESCO
MARIA ; archil. vt.

From 1 605 to 1 638 he was supervising archi-

tect of the cathedral of Jlilan. He wa.s also

employed at the Osixidale Maggiore where he

built the portal on the Via Ospedale. His

greatest work is the Palazzo di Brera, the court

of which is one of the finest in Italy. He built

also the Palazzo della Canonica and, many other

buildings in Milan.

Gurlitt. Geschichte des Barockstiles in Italien ;

Ebe. Sj'i'it-Rfiiaifi'aiice; Boitn. Dnomo Oi MUano.

RICCIARELLI, DANIELLO DE'
(DANIELO DA VOLTERRA) ; painter and

sculptor: b. 15Uit ; d. 15r,ii.

Rieciarelli was influenced by Sodoraa, Peruzzi

(see Peruzzi), Perino del Vaga (see Buonaccorsi),

and Jlichelangelo (see Buonarroti). He was a

laborious painter and left many pictures in the

Roman churches. The most important is the

Descent from the Cross in the church of S.

Trinitk del Monte, supposed to have been de-

signed by Michelangelo. He assisted Michel-

angelo in much of his work.

Miintz, Henriigsanre.

RICCIO. ANDREA. (See Briosco, Andrea.)

RICCIO. ANTONIO. (See Rizzo, Antonio.)

RICHARD DE GAINSBOROUGH. (See

Gainsborough, Richard de.)

RICHARDSON. CHARLES JAMES;
architect.

A pupil of Sir John Soane (see Soane, Sir J.).

He published numerous architectural works, the

most important of which are : Architectural

Remains of Elizabeth and James I. (1836,

1 vol. folio), and Studiex from Old English

Mansions {i vols, folio 18-il-18-t8).

Redgrave, Dictionary of Artists.

RICHARDSON. HENRT HOBSON;
architect : b. Sept. l!9, 1838 ; d. April 27, 1886.

Richardson was bom in Louisiana. In 1860

he entered the £cole des Beaux Arts under the

direction of L. J. Andre. The outbreak of the

Civil War having destroyed the resources of his

family, he secured through Andr(5 a position as

draughtsman in a government office in Paris.

Returning to America in October, 1865, his first

commis.sion was for a L^nitarian church in Spring-

field, Massachusetts. This was followed by the

construction ofthe oflSces of the Boston and Albany
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RICHIER
railroad in Sjiringfield and a church in Medford,
Ma.ssachusetts. October 1, 1867, he formed a

partnership with Charle.s GambriU. In July,

1870, Kiciiardsun's design for the Brattle Street

Chureli in CdUiuionwealth Avenue, Boston, was
successful. This Romanesque church is noted

for its fine tower, bearing a frieze sculptured

with colossal figures. The best known of his

works is Trinity Church in Boston, begun in 1872
and finished in 1877. In 1876 he was associated

with Leopold Eidlitz and Frederick Law 01m-
stead in the completion of the State Capitol in

Albany. Richardson built the Allegheny Court
House (which see), Sever Hall in Harvard Uni-

versity, and numerous public and business build-

ings. In most of his works he followed a style

of his own based on the Romanesque architect-

ure of southern France.

Van Rensselaer. Henry Hohson Richardson
and His Wurks.

RICHIER. GEOFFROY : architect.

Februan,- 17, 1451, Richier succeeded Jehan
Roussel as niaitre de Vceuvre of the cathedral

of Rouen. About 1458 he began the arch-

bishop's palace at Rouen.

Deville, Heme des architectes de la Ville de
Boiien.

RICHIER, GERARD ; architect and sculptor.

A son of Ligier Richier (see Richier, L.). In

1511 he made the fireplace of the Salle des

Grands Jours at Saint Mihiel (Meuse), France.

In 1580 he went to Nancy, and in 1581 made
the tomb of Pemn Lecuver in that city.

L'Alibc Souhaut. Les Richiers.

RICHIER, JEAN ; architect and sculptor.

Probably a son of Ge'rard Richier (see Rich-

ier, G.). In 1609 he was associated with

ilichel Pierre in constructing the sepulchral

chapel of the dukes of Lorraine for the church

of the Cordeliers at Nancy. In I6I4 he assisted

in the fortification of that city.

L'Abb^ Souhaut. Les Richiers.

RICHIER. LIGIER : architect and sculptor

;

b. probalily in l.'iOG at Saint Mihiel (Meuse),

France; d. April 11, 1567, at Geneva, Switzer-

land.

His first work is the Nativity of Haton-Cha-

tel (1523). In 1532 he executed for the

church of S. Etienne at Saint Mihiel the famous

group of the Sepulchre, his most important

work. In 1541 he made the monument of the

Prince of Orange for the cathedral of Bar-le-

Duc (Meuse), France, and in 1545 that of Ren^

de Chalon for the church of S. Pierre in that

city. In 1547 he made the monument of the

duchess of Philipije de Gueldre for the Corde-

liere at Nancy. In 1549 he made a design for

the chapel of the Collegiate church of S. Ma.xe

at Barde-Duc, and in 1555 decorated this chapel

with sculpture.

Jos de Lisle, Abbaye de Saint Mihiel ; Gonse,
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RICKMAN
ScnljitMre franraisp ; Bauclial, Dirlionnaire;

'rrcinblaye, Solcsines.

RICKMAN, THOMAS, F.S.A. ; architect

;

b. June 8, 177G ; d. January, 1841.

In 1813 he was elected professor of archi-

tecture in the Liverpool Academy. His Ix'st-

kuown work, An Atleiitjit to discriminate the

IStijles ofEnglish Architecture, was fir.st printed

separately in 1817. He built a very large

luunher of churches in England.

Redgrave, Dirtionarij <if Artists.

RIDGE. Tiie line of meeting of two oppo-

site roof slopes, especially the nearly horizontal

edge whieii is seen against the sky anil is often

decdratcil by a Hidi^c Onianient or Cresting.

RIDGE AND FURROW TILING. (See

Pan Tile, under Till'.

)

RIDGE ORNAMENT. A cresting follow-

ing the ridge of a roof often elaborately mouliled

or having floral ornamentation of pottery or of

leatl over an iron skeleton.

RIDGE PIECE;— POLE. The board or

plank at the apex of a roof against the sides of

which the upper end.s of the rafters abut

;

sometimes called ridgeplate. Sometimes a

second plank, called a false ridgepole, is secured

above the ridgejiole so as to form a cre.sting or

a foundation for metal cresting.

RIDGE SPIKE, A finial at the end of a

ridge crest, made of tlie same material as the

crest (cinnjiare hip knob).

RIDING HOUSE. A building specially

fitted up for liding liorseback indoors. The

essential part of the structure is the great hall

which will generally be high in the middle be-

cause of the construction of the roof, and may
be ventilated and also lighted in part from the

centre of the roof. Tiie floor is usually covered

with some soft material easy for the horses' feet,

and preventing noise. There will also be ar-

rangements for bars for practice in leaping, and

places reserved for spectators usually in the

form of raised galleries. Some of these halls

are very large ; one at Moscow is said to be

550 feet long, and one at Darmstadt has a roof

given as 319 feet long by 157 feet broad in a

single span. These buildings seem, however, to

be connected with military training.

RIGGENBOCH, CHRISTOPH ; architect;

b. 1810 at i!a.sel ; d. 1863.

He was a pupil of Moller (see Moller) at

Darmstadt and studied also in Berlin and Mu-
nich. He superintended the restoration of the

minster at Basel, Switzerland, and Iniilt tlie

Elizabeth Kirche in that city.

Seubert, Kiinstler-Iexikon.

RIGHT LINE PEN. (See under Pen.)

RIGHT OF WAY. (See Law ; Legislation.)

RILE, GERARD VON. (See Gerard von

Rile.)

RILIEVO. (See Relief)
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RINK
RINASCIMENTO. In Italian, a rebirth,

especi.dly in the sense of Renaissance, the Ital-

ian movement of the fifteenth century. The

term is used for the rebirth of literature, scien-

tific investigation, and fine art, while Risorgi-

mento (which see) is often the term for the

eiHich liistorically considered.

RINGHIERA. (Connected with Italian

Arrli(<i(i, a ]iublic address.) In Italian art,

any jilacc from which it was customary to sjjcak

in pid)lic ; especially the balcony projecting

from the principal front of the Palazzo Publico,

Palazzo Comnnuiale, Broletto, and the like.

RING STONE. One of the stones of an

arch wliirh show on the face of the wall, or the

end of the arch ; one of the von.ssoirs of the face

forming the archivolt. — W. R. H.

RINK. A building enclosing a large unob-

structed area and used for some form of skating.

The skating floor for ice skating should be at

least 74 feet x 170 feet, insulated with at least

8 inches of cork and then made water tight

either by planking covered with tarred felt or

as]ihalt mastic ; it should be made tight along

the sides so as to have a maximum depth at the

drainage points of 12 inches and at the sides of

7 inches. The top inch should be protected

against cutting by means of a wooden strip.

The refrigerating pipes should be carried by

means of strips placed parallel with the short

axis of the floor with semicircular depressions

in them for the support of the pipes. There

should be at least one drainage point from

which connection should be made to a sewer

controlled by means of a valve. The entire

skating surface should be 4 feet below the level

of the spectators' platform, this in conjunction

with a 2-foot railing aftbrds a depression in

which the cold air lies and makes it easy to

maintain the ice hard and without fog, and to

maintain as well an agreeable temperature for

the spectators.

The artificial ice is made Ijy flooding the floor

and freezing by either the compression or the

absorption system, using either direct ammonia
expansion or cold brine circulation, the latter

being very much safer and very much less

troublesome.

The light must be very brilliant, a skating

floor such as is desi;ribed recjuiring at least five

hundred 16 c.p. lamps.

With a high roof and windows at the sides

no especial provision need be made for ventila-

tion. If the conditions are different, then a fan

should be provided, discharging cold air into the

skating-floor pit near the ice surface through

ducts under the spectators' gallery, at four

points, at least.

The rink for roller skating is arranged in the

same way except that the skating floor should

be made of sugar maple in 2-inch strips, well

nailed and planed smooth. — George Hill.
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RIO. A stream or canal ; the term is an

alil)ri'viatii>ii of the ItaHan Jiiro aud is in use

especially in tlie city of Venice, where it is

applied to all the smaller water streets, that is

to say, to all except the Canalazzo and C'ana-

regsio.

RIOTERRA. (Apparently a Venetian ab-

breviation ot Jiico {riu) terntzzato.) A street

made by the tilling up of a canal ; especially in

Venice, where, during the last forty years, a

number of old canals have been turned into

streets which are generally wider aud straighter

than the olil calli.

RIPLEY, THOMAS; b. about 1685; d.

1758.

In 1705 he obtained the freedom of the Car-

penters' Company. Favoured by Sir Horace

Walpole, he became chief carpenter of the king,

1721, a place previou.sly held by Grinling Gib-

bons. He built Houghton Hall, Xorfolkshire,

from the designs of Colin Campbell, and from

1724 to 1730 Wolterton House in the same

shire. At about the same time he built the

Admiralty, in London, e.xcept the facade.

Stephen-Lee, Dictionary of yational Biography.

RIP RAP. Broken stone more irregular in

shape and size than Rubble ; used in walls and

foundations.

RIP RAP TVALL. A stone wall without

regularity of structure ; as used in deep water.

RISE. ^4. The vertical distance between two

consecutive treads in a stair; sometimes, the

entire height of a flight of stairs from landing to

landing. (See Riser.)

B. The vertical height of the curved part of

an arch, that is the distance measured vertically,

as in an elevation, from the springing hue to

the highest point of the curved intrados.

RISER. ^-1. The upright of one step,

whether the step be in one piece as a block of

stone, or built up. In the former case, the

riser is the surface alone (compare Jamb ; Soffit).

In the latter case, the riser is the board, plate

of cast iron, or similar thin piece which is set

upright between two treads.

B. By extension, the same as Rise. A stair

in which the treads are separate planks, slabs

of slate, plates of iron, or the like, is sometimes

built witliout risers. (See Open Riser below.)

In this case, an incorrect extension of the term

is used, and such a stair is said to have open

risers.

Open Riser. The space between two adjoin-

ing treails in a staii" when such space is not

filled with a suliil riser. (See Riser.)

RISING JOINT HINGE. (See Ri.sing

Hinge, vuiiler Hinge.)

RISING LINE. In plumbing and gas fit-

ting, the main which carries water or gas verti-

caOy or nearly so ; the term often including the

minor pipes and branches attached.

RISORGZMENTO. (See Rinascimento.)
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RIVA. A piece of ground along the edge

of the water ; a quay or terraced road at the

water's edge. The word is used for one of the

larger water-side streets of Venice, especially

the Kirn fh'ijli Schiuvoni.

RIVET. A short bolt or pin of wrought
iron, copper, or other malleable metal, formed

with a head, so that when inserted in a hole

passing through two pieces of metal, the point

or end projecting on tiie other side having been

hammered flat, a second head is formed and the

junction made thus permanent and ett'ectual.

Except when the rivets are small, this hammer-
ing out of a second or inner head is done while

the rivet is hot, .so that by shrinking in the pro-

cess of cooling it may bind more closely the

pieces which it is intended to unite. In this

closer and more effectual bond exists the princi-

pal advantage of rivets over bolts and nuts.

RIVETTING. The process of uniting the

various parts of any structural member or frame-

work of stone or iron by the use of hot or cold

rivets, whether driven and headed by machines

or by hand. (See Iron Construction.)

RIVOLTATURA. (See Jlosaic.)

RIZZO (RICCIO), ANTONIO DI GIO-
VANNI. (The Antonio Bregno of F. Sanso-

viiio) ; sculptor and architect; d. about 1498.

Antonio Rizzo should not be confounded with

Andrea Briosco (see Briosco, Andrea) called

Riccio. Antonio Bregno of C'omo, sculptor of

the monument of the Doge Francesco Foscari

in the church of S. Maria dei Frari, in Venice,

is probably also a different person. The only

work which bears Rizzo's signature is the statue

of Eve on the Arco Foscari, at the Doge's Pal-

ace, Venice, but the Adam and other statues on

the Arco are doubtless by him. Sansovino (op.

cit.) ascribes to him the monument of the Doge
Kiccolo Tron in the Frari. Rizzo's chief work

was the reconstruction of that portion of the

court of the Doge's palace which was destroyed

by fire Sept. 14, 1483. He held the office

of Sojjmstante of this work until 1498. At

the Doge's Palace, Rizzo Iniilt tlie northern half

of the eastern wing (on the Ri^•a), including the

facade upon the court and that upon the canal.

Tlie Giants' Stair (which see, under Stair) was

also built by him.
Bernascoiii. Ln ritn e le operc di Antonio Bizzo ;

Paoletti, Binasciniento ; Muntz, Renaissance;

Perkins, Italian Sculptors; Cicognara, Falibriche

di Venezia ; Meyer. Das Venezianische Grahdi-nk-

mal; Zanotto," Palazzo Dncale ; Sansovino,

Venetia.

ROBBIA, ANDREA DELLA ; scidptor

;

b. Oct. 28, 14:5:» ; cl. Aug. 4, 1525.

A neiihew of Luca della Robbia (see Robbia,

Luca della), and assisted him in developing the

art of colouring terra cotta with staiuiiferous

glazes. The scheme of colour emjiloyed by Luca

was always simple, and Andrea usually confined

himself to blue and white for the figures, re-
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serving polychromatic decoration for the acces-

sories. He is less severe and elevated in style

than Luca. The only work which can with

certainty be ascribed to Andrea is the retable

of the ciiurch of S. Maria delle Orazie at Arezzo

(see Benedetto da Maiano). The works of the

members of t he family can harrlly be distinguished

(see Robbia Work).

(For bibliography, see Robbia, Luca della.)

ROBBIA, GIOVANNI DELLA ; sculptor
;

b. May K, 1 Rly ; d. al«iut 152'.).

One of the seven sons of Andrea della Robbia

(see Robbia, A. della), of whom five appear to

have assisted him in the development of the

family specialty of colouring terra cotta with

stanniferous glazes. (See Robbia, Luca della;

Robbia Work.)

(For bibliography, see Robbia, Taica della.)

ROBBIA, GIROLAMO (JEROME)
DELLA; sculptor and arcliitect; d. Aug. 4,

loGi;.

Girolamo was the youngest son of Andrea

della Robbia (sec Robbia, Andrea della). Noth-

ing is known of him until he went to France,

probably between 1525 and 1528. In a docu-

ment dated Feb. 5, 1529, Jerosme de liohia,

UdJJciir (V ymaf/es et esmaiUeKr is men-

tioned as associated witli Pierre (ladier, ^[ai.stre

il/fn;o/i. in the construction of the Cliateau du
Bois de Boulogne (known as the Chateau de

Madrid, and destroyed in the eighteenth cen-

tury). He appears in the records of the build-

ing until 1553, and he was either its architect

or tlie designer of the terra-cotta decoration,

which was destroyed with the building.

Marquis de Laborde, Le Chateau du Bois de
Bonlni/ne ; Marquis de Laborde, L(i lien'tixsauce

des Arts; Pahistre, La Renaissance en France;
Jacques Androuet du Cerceau, Les plus excellenis

bastiments de France.

ROBBIA, LUCA DELLA ; sculptor ; b.

i:'.'Jll or liUO: d. Feb. 2U, U82.
The principal mendier of a family of sculptors

in Florence in the fifteenth century. He was
apprenticed to a goldsmith. The best known
of his works and tlie earliest which can be dated

with certainty is the marble cantoria which was
formerly in the cathedral of Florence and is now
in the Museo Nazionale (Bargello). It was be-

gun in 1430 and finished about 1440. The
companion piece is by Donatello (see Donatello).

Between 1437 and 1440 Luca made five bas-

reliefs, completing the series begun by Giotto

(.see Giotto) in tlie first .story of the Campanile,

Florence. The bronze doors of the sacristy of

the cathedral of Florence were begun by Luca
with the assistance of Miciielozzi (.see Michel-

ozzi) in 1447, but not i)laced until 1474. In

1455 he began the marble nioiuuncnt of the

bisiiop Bonozzo Federighi in the church of S.

Francesco di Paolo near Florence (finished 1451).
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To Luca is due the ai)plication of the art of

glazed terra cotta to figure sculpture and to

elaborate arcliitcctural decoration. He was as-

sisted and succeeded liy various mcndjcrs of ids

family (see Rolibia Work). Luca's earliest work

in Robbia ware, of whicli tiie date is known,

appears to be tlie bas-relief of the Resurrection

over the door of the sacristy of the cathedral of

Florence (1443). Tlie Ascension also in the

cathedral was made between 1446 and 1450.

A series of medallions on the facades of Or S.

Michele (Florence) are among his earlier works.

The works of Luca are more severe in style and

more simple in colour than those of his successors.

Marcel lieyniond, Les della Jiahhia ; Cavallucci

Molinier. Les delta Uiihliia ; Stci;inanii. Die lUl-

derhaiierfatnitie della Rulihia ; Marciuaiid, Hunting
della lii)lihi<is in Jlalij ; \'asari, Milancsi ed.

ROBBIA "WORK. Glazed terracotta work
of the Delia Robbia family.

This decorative material, though known to

the ancient Egyptians, Babylonians, Assyrians,

and Persians, seems to have been introduced

into Europe by the Saracens and applied by

them only to the minor arts. It assumed

monumental importance in the hands of Luca
ilella Rol)l:iia, a Florentine sculptor of unusual

skill and refinement. Work in this material

Ijecame the exclusive occupation of his nejihew

Andrea, five of whose sons were sculptors.

These sons spread their productions in various

quarters of Italy. Giovanni .sent examples of

his art into many small towns of Tuscany, Fra

Ambrogio to the region about Siena, Fra Mattia

to Umbria and the Marches, Luca the younger

to Riniie, and Girolamo to France. Giovanni

was succeeded by Benedetto Buglioni and by
Santi Buglioni (1494-1576), who continued the

practice of the art until late in the sixteenth

century. A south Italian sculptor. Maestro

Jacopo da Benevento, is represented by a signed

altarpiece of glazed terra cotta, and there are

many monuments of the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries made of this material which cannot be

assigned to any member of the Robbia School.

Some care is sometimes required to distinguish

this cla.ss of Renaissance sculptures from the

similar works and copies made by Bastianini,

Novelli, and Graziani in the early part of this

century or by the Cantigalli or Ginori compa-

nies of the present day.

The glazes used by the different members of

the Robbia School varied in quality. Luca's

glazes were hard and lirilliant, while those of

his successors proved to be in many cases less

durable. Luca's handling of coloured glazes was
masterly, and the results harmonious and re-

fined. Andrea's attenijits at polychromy were

less successful and Giovanni's frequently atro-

cious.

The Robbia family applied glazed terra cotta

to many kinds of architectural decoration.
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ROBBIA WORK
Pavements weiv iiiaile l)_v tlie eKler Luca for the

palace of Piero di Cosimo dei Medici, by Audrea

for the cliapel of S. Lorenzo in the C'oUegiata

at Enipoli and by tlie younger Luca, after

designs l)y Riiphael, for the lof/f/ie of the Vati-

can. Tlie earliest Robbia iiavenients showed

some trace of Saracen iuHuence, which, how-

ever, wiis soon replaced by more distinctivelj'

Italian designs. Glazed terra-cotta ceilings

were made by Luca for the Meilici palace, for

the rotunda of the ]iorch of the Pazzi chapel,

and by Andrea for the porch of the cathedral

at Pistoia. Some of these may be viewed as

substitutes for the marble-cofifered ceilings of

classic architecture, others for the mosaic-

covered vault.s of Byzantine type, but the

designs have in addition the charm which

comes from the naturalism of the early Renais-

sance. Jledallions, not infre(|uently set in

frames representing fruit and tiowers, decorated

the centre ami corners of vaults, as in the

Portogallo chapel at San Miuiato, or the span-

drils of the arches of an arcade as in the

porches of the Innocenti hospital in Florence

or the Ceppo hospital in Pistoia, or were

arranged in horizontal lines, as in the Pazzi

chapel. Medallions, rectangles, and other

simple forms were frequently used for heraldic

emblems.

The minor towns of Tuscany contain on the

walls of their public buildings hundreds of coats-

of-arms in glazed terra cotta by the Robbia

School. Continuous friezes were not commonly

made of this material. Luca attempted them

on a small scale on two baldachinos at Impru-

neta, and Andiea made a terracotta frieze

around the interior of the dome of S. Maria

delle Carceri at Prato. It was reserved for the

pupils of Giovanni to make the very striking

frieze of the Ceppo hospital. Not a few lu-

nettes were made by the Robbias, as, for

example, the pointed-arched lunettes in the

Florence cathedral by Luca, the round-arched

lunette over the entrance of the cathedral at

Prato by Andrea, and the polychromatic lunette

by Giovanni, recently acquired by the Brooklyn

Institute.

Many magnificent altarpieces in glazed terra-

cotta may be credited to this school. Their

pilasters and capitals and friezes and mouldings

are charming exanqjles of Renaissance architec-

tural design. It would be difficult to find a

more exquisite monument of its kind than

Lucas tabernacle, which serves as an altarpiece

in the chapel of the Holy Cross at Impruneta.

Andrea is, however, much more abundantly

represented by beautiful altarpieces in many
Italian towns outside of Florence, especially at

Arezzo and La Verna. Perhaps the most per-

fect of his altarpieces is the Coronation of the

Virgin in the Osservanza near Sicca. A good

example of sach altarpieces is the Assumption
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of the Virgin in the Metropolitan Museum,
New York. Many inferior, highly coloured but

partially glazed altarpieces were made by the

pupils of Giovanni for the smaller villages of

central Italy. The figured composition in these

altar-pieces are in high reUef Sculptures in

the round, like the beautifid group representing

the Visitation, which Luca made for the church

of S. Giovanni at Pistoia, were not common.
Pavements, ceilings, lunettes, friezes, me-

dallions, altarpieces, statues, by no means
exhaust the list of the applications made by
the Delia Robbia family of glazed terra cotta.

The churches of central Italy are abundantly

supplied with Robbia tabernacles, and Robbia

fonts, canilelabra, and vases are not rare. Thus
the new technique was applied systematically

in many directions, where previously more ex-

pensive methods of marble and metal sculpture,

of mosaic and tempera painting had prevailed.

— Allan M.\rijuaxd.

ROBERT DE COUCY ; architect; d. 1311.

Till" architect of Reims cathedral, after the

the fire of 1211, was either Robert de Coucy or

Hue Litergier (see Libergier), who began the

church of S. Nicaise at Reims in 1229. The
Robert de Coucy known to the records became
architect of S. Isicaise at the death of Libergier

in 1263. He was also architect of the cathe-

dral of Reims at this later time.

Gonse, L'Art Gothique ; Cerf. yotre Dame de
Reims; Tarbe. Xotre Dame de Reims; L'Abb6
Tourneur. Description de Xotre Dame de Beims

;

Bauchal, Diclionnaire.

ROBERT DE LUZARCHES. (See Lu-

zarchcs, Roliert dc.

)

ROBIN, PIERRE ; architect.

He uiatle the plans of the church of S.

Maclou at Rouen about 1437 and conducted

the works on that building until 14.50.

Bauchal. Dictioniiaire.

ROBUSTI. JACOPO. (See Tintoretto.)

ROCAILLE (n.). A system of decoration

supposed to be founded upon the forms of rocks,

or upon the artificial rock work of the seven-

teenth-century gardens to which were added

shells sometimes of real, sometimes of imaginary

shapes. The ornament soon passed into a sys-

tem of si>rolls combined with abundant floral

and other carving, with gilding used freely, and

paintings in panels. This system of ornamen-

tation was used equally for the wood-lined

interioi-s of handsome residences and choirs of

churches and for the smallest objects of familiar

ornamentation, such as the little boxes of gold,

ivory, and tortoise shell used for snuft' and bon-

bons, small toilet articles and the like. The

e-ssence of the style is that these curves shall

never be continuous for more than a short dis-

tance, nor make more than one double curve

like the letter S, without breaking oft" to begin
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ROCK-CUT BUILDING
again abniptly. (See Meissonier, and the col-

lective edition nf his works cited.) — R. S.

ROCK CUT BUILDING Excavation in

Rock-cut Building: Tomb at Telmissus, Asia
Minor; Plan.

native rock without the aid of masonry, or

with but little masonry. Tond)s so excavated

are common in Egy])t, Lycia, Petra, Etruria,

and Jeiiisaleni, generally presenting an archi-

tectural front oidy, with dark interior cham-

ROCK WORK
Ellora, they are entirely isolated from the

native rock mass from which they were cut,

presenting within and without all the appear-

1^'

I'TTyfi'

RocK-ruT Building: Tomb at Telmissus; see
Plan.

ance of structural buildings, thougli actually

monolithic. — H. V. B.

ROCK FACED. Same as Quarry Faced.

(See Stone Cutting.)

K fKn-i BuiLDiNo Underground Kitchen \iLLArE of Mondjfbh Syria

bers, of which the sections are supported by
masses of stone left in the form of solid pillars.

Temples so excavated occur in Nubia, as at

Ipsamboul, and in modern India, where, as at
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ROCK TEMPLE. (See Rock-cut Building.)

ROCK WORK. A rough and purposely

irregular combination of stones, broken bricks,

and other hard materials, with cement mortar



ROCOCO ARCHITECTURE
poured over it, and eartli, pelibles, and the like

filling the cavities, sometimes having grass and
small plants growing upon it ; the whole in-

tended as a garden decoration in what was
sni)posed to be a iiatnralistie style. This

device was common in the eigliteenth century,

and its prevalence is snpposed to have had to

do with some of the features and with the

names of the decorative styles of the time.

(See Rocaille ; Rocdcci.)

ROCOCO AHCHITECTURE, The archi-

Eococo Architecture: Earliest Type;
Toulouse, France.

Doorway at

tecture of the century beginning about 1660
A.D. in so far as it is marked by a certain

excess of curvature and a lack of firm lines and
formal distribution. The term is of French

origin, in spite of its Italian appearance, and
was apparently derived from the term Rocaille.

The characteristic decoration of the style is

hardly seen in the exteriors of buildings, or at

least hardly in the walls, porticoes, etc., but

these are characterized by great boldness in

deviation from the classical orders as described
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and drawn by Vignola and other authorities.

The cajntals of columns assume new forms

;

wreaths and festoons adorn the Ionic capital

;

the entalilature is sometimes cut into pieces, or

wholly changed in its proportions to allow of a
stoiy of windows

; there is a tendency toward
setting piers and flanking buttresses, with an
angle projecting in front, so that the jilan of

the buttress is aijproxiraately triangular ; there

is a disposition to use irregularly curved win-
dow heads and door heads, and to open windows

of round and oval shape in unusual

:^ places; the balconies have commonly
-^ -3 WTOught-iron railings, and these are

of fantastic curvature both in plan
and vertically ; sculpture of human
figures, either complete or used as

caryatids and telamones, is very much
diversified in pose and gesture. The
characteristic interior decoration is

composed of scrolls which pass into

each other abrujitly, as described under
Rocaille. There is also in the interiors

a singular indifference to the construc-

tive character of the design, the walls

passing into the flat ceilings through

a very large cove, which is not limited

to horizontal lines either at top or

bottom, but when seen from below is

difficult to determine as to size and
exact location. Tiiese strange coves

are often filled with very elaborate

and highly finished jiainting, a con-

tinuation often of the composition

with which the ceiling is filled.

Openings also fill the wall above doors

and windows. (See Overdoor ; Dessus
de Fenetre ; Dessus de Porte ; also

Churrigueresque.) — R. S.

ROD. A piece or strip of wood,

such as could be cut out of a plank

;

that is to say, about 2 inches square

;

as used by carpenters for setting out

their work. Such a strip of wood,

marked with feet and half feet, and
sometimes with inches and half inches

for a part of its length, is generally cut

exactly 10 feet long, and is then called

by the workmen the Ten-foot Rod.
Lightning Rod. (See under L.)

Picture Rod. A rod serving the

same purpose as a Picture Moulding (which

see under Moulding).

ROESNER, KARL ; architect; b. June 19,

1804; d. 1867.

He was educated at the Academy of Vienna
and in Italy, and was apixiinted Professor of

Perspective at the Academy in Vienna. Pro-

fessor Roesner was especially attracted to early

mediiBval architecture and built many Roman-
esque churches.

Seubert, KViiistler-lexikon.
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ROGER
ROGER (I.) ; Aruhbishop of York.

KugL-r, Aj'chlji.slio|) of York from 1154 to

1181, began in 1171 to Imikl the original

Norman choir of the cathc<h-al of York (Eng-

land), of which the crypt remains.

JiTowne, Metropolitan Church of S. Peter, York.

ROGER (II.), abbot.

The eleventh abbot of Mont Saint-llichel.

He repaired the nave of the chiueh of his

abbey, which had fallen in 1103. After the

conflagration of 1 1 1 2 he repaired the buildings

of the abbey, and erected the constructions to

the north of the nave of the church. The

ROLL
/'tildes iconographiqnvs et urchiolocjiques

(Tours, 1874, i vol. folio). La Messe, etudes

Archeologiques sur les Monuments (Paris),

1883-1889, 8 vols. 4to) ; La Suinte Vierge,

etudes arelieoloqiqnes et iconographiqu.es

(Paris, 2 vols, folio, 1878, etc.).

Bellier tie la Chavignerie, Dictioniiaire ; Bau-
chal. Dictionnaire.

ROHAULT DE FLEURT, HUBERT

;

architect; b. 1777; d. 1840.

A pupil of Diirand (see Durand). He won
the premier grand ])rix de Rome in 1802.

In 1806 he was appointed inspector of the

works at the Arc-de-Trioniphe de I'Etoile.

Rococo architecture: E.\rly and Good Decoration from a Chateau at Bercy, Paris; now
Destroyed.

MerveiUe, usually ascribed to him, was not

erected until the beginning of the thirteenth

centurj'.

Hericher. Mont S'lint-Miclul ; rorroyer, Mont
Saint-Miclii'l.

ROHAULT DE FLEURY. CHARLES;
architect; b. Sept. 22, 18U1 ; d. Aug. 12,

187.5.

A son of Hubert Rohaidt de Fleury (see Ro-

hault de Fleury, below). He was educated at

the Erole Pob/teclmiqiie and the Ecole des

Beaux Arts (Paris). In 1833 he was ap-

pointed arcliitect of the hospitals of Paris, and
about 1837 built important works at the Jar-

din des Plaritps. He was associated with

Hittorff (see Hittorff) in designing the houses

in the Place de I'Etoile (Paris). Charle.s Ro-

haidt de Fleury is best known by his important

works on Christian archfeology : L'Evangile,
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From 1817 to 1833 he was architect of the

hospitals of Paris. He built imjiortaut public

edifices in Paris.

BeUier de la Chavignerie, Dictionnairr ; Lance,
Dictionnaire.

ROLL. A. A nearly cyliudi'ical member,
comparatively small ; especially a rounded

strip of wood fastened to and continuous with

a ridge or hip of a roof; a false ridge pole.

(See Ridge Piece ;
— Pole.)

B. In a roof of lead or other metal, one

of a series of rounded strips of wood .secured

at regular intervals along tlie slope, and extend-

ing from the ridge to the eaves, over which
the ends of the roofing plates are turned

and lapped, thus preventing the crawling of

the metal by alternate expansion and contrac-

tion.

C. A similar rounde<l piece made by the
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ROLL AND FILLET ROMANESQUE ARCHITECTURE
metal sheatliiug alone, nr with the support of a I the Roiiian. The name h:is beeu most com-
wooeleii batten. mouly restiieteil to the distinct and honio<rene-
ROLL AND FILLET. A round moulding,

|
ous style that wa.s evolved in Western Europe

larger than a l>ead, with a tillet on the faee of
!
in the ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth cen-

it— charaeteristie in string courses and labels I turies, leaving the name of Latin (see Latin
of the middle and late me.lianal periods. I Architecture) for the transitional stvle which

'^'. t, ' .» -ry jv.-,'..-'- ;
--^ >«f^

Eococo Architectcke ; Perfected Ixteeiok Decoration- : c. 1700; Bruchsal ox the Rhine.

ROLLED IRON. Iron pres.sed while in a

heated state into sheets or bars of any form by
passing between hea\T steel roDers in a rolling

mill.

ROLLOCK. One ring of a rollock arch
(which see under Arch) ; or one solid of such a
ring.

ROMANESQUE ARCHITECTURE. Gen-
erally the architecture of Europe between the
Eoman period and the Gothic ; a term applied

to it long ago, because this architecture was
recognized as a closely related variation from
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had intervened between the breaking up of the

Roman in the fourth century and this ; but it

may be broadly used to cover the interval from
the fourth century to the appearance of Gothic
in the latter half of the twelfth. The Roman-
esque was emphatically the architecture of the

round arch and the vault, as the Greek had
been that of the order and the lintel, and the

Roman a comjsromise between the two. It

took its start, it has been said, elsewhere (see

Latin Architecture) from the time when the

column was first used as the direct support of
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ROMANESQUE ARCHITECTURE
the arch rather tliaii of the cntabUiture, to

whieh it was inseparably joined in the Classic

styles, the earliest known example being in

Diocletian's palace at Si)alato (see Greco-Ronian

Architcctm-e). But the change remained bar-

ren till the ninth century, and the develop-

ment from the union of the arch and col-

umn, and the use of vaulting in common with

them which gave the new style its character,

did not begin till then. The style has been

calleil Lombard where it apijeared in Italy,

and has been ascrilieil to the builders of

the Lombard kingdom in Italy ;
but its begin-

nings did not a))pear till that kingdom had

been ilestroycd by Charlemagne, and it was
practically worked out simultaneously under

Teutonic influences in Italy, France, and Ger-

riiany, one country being now in tlie lead and

now another, and with considerable local differ-

ences in detail, yet with an all-pervading

unity. In the eleventh century it spread into

England, where it appears as the style often

called Norman, and later into the Scandina-

vian countries.

Up to the ninth century the basilican jtlan,

adopted in Italy and derived from there, was
the typical plan tor churches throughout Europe,

wherever the iiiHuenee of the Byzantine empire

dill not reach, although there were churches of

a different type, round or polygonal, such as

Charlemagne's at Aachen (Aix-la-Chapelle), S.

Vitale at Ravenna, and others of the kind (see

Round Church). These last were exceptional

;

the basilican was the type wliich had been de-

veloped with the ritual of the Western Church,

ROMANESQUE ARCHITECTURE

Rococo Architecture: Stockholm, Sweden.

Ro.M.v.NEsyuE Architecture: VAULTiN<i Comjviun in Ger-
man Romanesque Churches.

M I^, transverse arches; A C, s[)rinjjing liti

vault ; P, crown ol' the smaller arch ; ,V, trianj^le of vaulting which is

curved in the direction O to /* as well as in the opposite way.
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and out of wiiich the architecture of the IMiildle

Ages was evolved. In the ninth century the

storm of invasion, which had lulled for two
centuries, was renewed over a great part of

Europe by the Northmen, the Saracens, and
the Huns, more destructive than the earlier

invaders ; churches were destroyed by hundreds,

and the progress of architecture was
cheeked. The tenth century was a

period of general depression and pov-

erty, of political confusion, of disorder

in the cIuutIi. But before the end of

the century the condition of Europe had

begun to mend, and with the opening

of the eleventh came a great architectural

fervour which was to last for centuries,

and in which new forms of building were

rapidly developed. The steps of transi-

tion are obscure, but from this time the

Romanesiiue tyjie of cliurch, wliich set

the form for the Middle Ages, began to

take shape. This was the cruciform

type, which, being continued on a great

scale through the twelfth century, was
followed in its main lines by the Gothic

of the thirteenth and fourteenth, and so

fixed the type for the whole of the j\Iid-

dle Ages. The basilican plan was not

cruciform, though it is often so called.

In the cniciform the nave and transept

interpenetrated ; the nave, continued

across the transept, made the eastern

of the smaller arch of the arm of a Latin cro.ss, and the square space

m which they met, which we call the
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ROMASESQUE ARCHITECTURE: EaELT ITALIAN TtPE. DIS-
TIXGIISHED FROM LaTIX ArCHITEI TIRE ; C'HAPEL AT
BiELLA, Piedmont; 8th Century a.d.

Romanesque Aechi-
tecture : Early
Freni H : Church of
A'IC.NORT (.NL\rne);
10th Century;
Plan.

Romanesque Architecture: Byzantine Type; Capitals from Venice and Murano.
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ROMANESQUE ARCHITECTURE ROMANESQUE ARCHITECTURE
ill the I'uund cliun'lies. It was done in Koiiian

fashion, witli barrel vaults and groins ; but the

ditticulty of vaulting the irregular obliiiue divi-

sions of the aisles of the octagonal churches led

to dividing the vaults into small conijiartnients

by cross ribs. This system, extended to the aisles

crossing, belonged architecturally to both. In

the basilica the apse was I'ut off from the nave

liy the transept, in which the service was jjer-

fornied ; in the cruciform, when the nave, [iro-

longed through the transept, made the eastern

arm, the ap.se was joined to it, so that the two

together made the clioir, which only

when much space was needed for the

clergy was prolonged across it, or even

down into the western arm. Thus

the nave, by virtue of its contimi-

ity, gained the predominance wiiich

had belonged to the tran.sept. The

two were usually built on the same

system and of the same dimensions

except as to length, so that the cross-

ing became square. The aisles, too,

were sometimes continued across the

tran.sept, Hanking the continuation of

the nave, and in the twelfth century

even round the apse. The orienta-

tion of the l)asilicas was followed, ex-

cept in some parts of Italy, the

churches facing the west, with their

apses to the east, and occasionally

smaller churches were built without

transepts, like the smaller basilicas.

But a difference as marked as the

change in plan from basilican to cruci-

form, anil even more imijortant to the

construction and aspect of churches,

was the change in covering them.

The basilicas were roofed and ceiled

with wood ; their construction was

proportionally slight ; they often fell to pieces,

and great numbers of them were burned. The
desire for more permanent and more monu-

mental buildings grew with wealth and archi-

tectural experience. As early as the eighth or

ninth century vaulted crypts were built under

komanesque architertuke: english, c. 1140

Church at Northampton.

churches at first barrel vaulted, afterward groined

in Roman fashion ; but it was long before the

mediaeval builders got skill to vault the parts

above ground. It is ditiicnlt to trace out the

line of progress in times and places, but it is

clear that the aisle.s, being lower and narrower,

were first vaulted, and that this was first done
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Romanesque Architecture: Church of Vignory;
Plan.

and finally to the naves of the long churches, led

to dividing them throughout into regular bays

which could be built one by one, and greatly

facilitated the construction of vaults. In early

experiments barrel vaults, both longitudinal and

transverse, were freely used, but they were

heavy and uncomely, and soon gave way to

groined vaults, which, by collecting the

thrust at their points of supi)ort, could be

stayed by there increasing the thickness of

the wall and ])ier. In the course of the

eleventh century the haliit of groin vault-

ing the aisles in square bays becaine general

in the north, and probably in that part of

Italy where the Teutonic influence was con-

trolling. The greater difficulty of vaulting

the naves led to various efforts and many
failures. It was necessary to increase

greatly the weight of the clearstory walls, and

elaborately contrabut the thrust of tlie high

vaults. In the middle of France by the end

of the eleventh century a method was devised

of covering the nave with a barrel vault, round

or pointed, and abutting it by half-barrel vaults

over the aisles, whose crowns reached nearly to

the springing of the nave vault. There are

examples in S. Etienne at Nevers, Notre Dame-

du-Port at Clermont-Ferrand, and in the abbey
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of Fimtfiiuv. For the samu purjjose were used
barrel vaults, whose axes are at right angles

with the axes of the aisles. But the thnist of

the main vault along the Avhole dearstoiy wall

was still (littieult to meet ; the clearstory was
darkened <ir wholly closed by the aisle vaults,

tiie interiors were hea\y and ilark, and the sys-

tem did not prevail.

ROMANESQUE ARCHITECTURE
story walls, rising high above tiie aisles witliout

a trace of buttressing, and so thick that an
arcaded gallery is carried through them under
the eaves above the springing of the vaults.

The French builders, more inventive, tried

every means to lighten their construction.

Sometimes they tied the vaults across with
iron, stirt'ening the clearstory walls with tim-

'¥^/^:i''^

Romanesque Architectuke : a Domed Church; S. Front at Periguedx (Dordogne)
;

13th Century.

Here the divergence of the French builders

from the German and Italian is conspicuous.

The Germans and Italians, averse to buttress-

ing, trusted, in Roman fashion, to sheer weight
of masonry, using thick walls, massive piers,

and narrow^ openings, maintaining even to the

thirteenth century the aspect of massive breadth,

dignity, and repose that marked their early

Romanesque. In the cathedral of Speyer the

thick-shelled vaults, a hundred feet high, are

balanced by the mere weight of the clear-
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bers, which in time lotted away. Sometimes
they relied on buttresses applied to the clear-

story, and those, too, at first betrayed them.

At last they invented the tlying buttress, set

across the aisles at the springing of the main
vault above the piers. They built their vaults

on independent ribs, transverse, diagonal, and
longitudinal, which bore them like a permanent

scaffolding. They lightened the shells of their

vaults and the clearstory walls between their

buttresses as much as possible, expanding the
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windiiws, and shdi-tfiiing tlie bays of the iiavus

;

aiul finally, equalizing the height of the ribs

ami levelling the ciowii of the vaulting by the

use of the pointed arch, they led the way to

the wonderful development of Gothic in the

thirteenth century.

This was not achieved without many ftiilures;

the chronicles of the eleventh and twelfth cen-

turies are full of stories of churclies which fell

down soon after they were built, or were soon

destroyed to make way for new experiments.

The cruciform shape and the arrangement of

aisles and transept being presupi)osed, the

church was designed to suit the vaulting com-

partments, so that these became tlie units of

the plan, and it has been said that mediieval

churches were planned from the top downward.

In Roman architecture, wherever an entablature,

an arch, or the pendant of a vault abutted

against a wall, a column or a pilaster was pro-

vided to receive it. This princi])le, carried out

in Byzantine architecture and in the roimd and

polygonal churches of tlie early Romancsijue,

produced the compound pier, and, where arches

met at right angles, the cruciform pier. In

the north, and in Italy when the supply of

columns that could be got from the Roman
buildings was exhausted, piers were the natural

supjiorts of the arcades. The plain square

pier, when a pilaster was added to it on one

side to receive the cross rib of the aisle vault,

took the shape A, and when the main archivolt

was broken into steps by adding a sub arch.

ROMANESQUK ARCHITECTtTRE : PiSCINA, KlRK-
STALL Abbky, Yorkshire; c. IKiO.

the shape B. As the workmen gained skill

half columns were substituted for the pilasters,

and the forms A' and B' resulted. When [li-

lasters or shafts were carried up on the side of

the uave to receive cross arches or vaulting
ribs, or sometimes even the roof trusses, the
piers took the forms C and D, which last may
be taken as a typical form of pier in a devel-

oped Romanesque church. As the style pro-
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grcssed the plan of the jiicrs grew vai'icd and

complicated ; a representative of every sub-

division of the arches and cveiy vaulting rib

was gathered into it. The compound pier came

^ ii r

RoMAXESQfE Ahchitecture: Porch, Kelso
AliUEY, SCUTL.-IND; c. llliO.

to be used even in churclies which were not in-

tended to be vaulteil, as we may see in S. Mini-

ato in Florence. On the other hand, in churches

here and there columns continued in use, in-

creasing in size, and bearing on their cajtitals

the groups of shafts and the stepped archivolts

above them, set either continuously, or oftener

alternately with piers. The chaim of an alter-

nating arrangement of piers and columns, or of

lighter and heavier piers, seems to have early

caught the eye of the German and Italian

builders, though the French made little use of

it. The German system found in this exactly

the provision of supports it needed, for it was
based on equal vaults intersecting in square

compartments, the natural result of the Roman
system. Their naves being twice as wide as

their aisles, the bays of the nave were twice

as large as those of the aisles, and each of

them covered two arches. It followed that

while every pier or column carried a shaft from

a groin of the aisle, every alteniate one carried

also a shaft from the nave vault. Hence every

other pier was a hea-vy one, and the alternate

ones were lighter, or in many cases were re-

placed by columns. This arrangement gives

a peculiar charm to many interiors in the Ger-

man Romanesque or so-called Lombard style,

and to some in England.

The intersection of nave and transept in the

cruciform church gave special architectural im-
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ROMANESQUE ARCHITECTURE
portance to the i-rossiug, whiih before long came
to lie coveretl with a dome, or at least with a
vault higher than tlie rest, perhaps in reminis-

cence of the Byzantine method. Over it a large

tower was often Imilt, a habit which lasted long

ROMANESQUE ARCHITECTURE
a triforium, was in some cases itself vaulted,

and made a second story aisle, like those in

some of the Latin churches and many of the
Byzantine, which served to increase the capacity

of the churches and to divide the worshippers,

C

in the churches of Normandy of a later style.

It early became a habit to carry an interior

gallery above the main arcades and under the

aisle roofs, opening into the nave through an
arcade of smaU arches, usually borne on colon-

nettes, and treated with greater richness than

the principal arches below. This gallery, called
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— men from women or monks and nuns from

the laity,— and answered to the GjTiieceum of

the Eastern churches, from which it was doubt-

less derived. This upper gallery or aisle ap-

pears here and there all over Europe, for

instance, in S. Ambrogio in MUan, in the Ab-

baye aux Hommes at Caen, the cathedral at
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Peterboruugli, and tlic Miiiister at Aaclicii. The
triforiura itself, usually a mere opeu arcade,

became almost universal in churches of impor-

tance, a very eft'ective element of their interior

composition, whose tri])le vertical division, into

two contrasting arcades with the winilowed

clearstory above, was the theme of endless pic-

turescpie variations.

The exteriors of churches developed in corre-

spondence with the interiors. Instead of the

single detached campanile of an Italian churi'h

a characteristic group of towers grew up about

a German ciiurch, all intimate parts of its de-

sign. Usually there was a tower at the cross-

ing with a lantern, often a pair at the west end,

often a ])air flanking the eastern arm, sometimes

a second lantern over the narthex, which in Ger-

man churches was often in two stories, and at

times all these were combined in one building,

as we may see in the abbey of Laach, or the

cathedral of Speyer. The mass-

ive walls needed to stay the

vaults, and hardly reenforced

with buttresses, were divided by

fiat pilaster strips, which often

merged in round-headed panels

enclosing the round-arched win-

dows, or were continued up till

they were lost in the arcaded

and corbelled cornices rumiing

up the gables with which the

fronts of naves and transepts

w'ere finished, and were a marked
characteristic of the style. The
towers, lighted liy small win-

dows which multiplied with the

ascending stories, in groups di-

vided by small colonnettes, were

at first mostly round or octag-

onal ; the later ones more com-

monly square, and in Germany
and Italy they were regularly covered with pointed

roofs, conical or pyramidal. The French build-

ers were more sparing of towers than the Ger-

man, and were apt to employ only a pair, or a

single one which they conmionly placed over the

crossing or the west porch. Upon this they lav-

ished great richness, developing the roof into a

stone spire, decorated with pinnacles and lu-

carnes, which even before the transition to the

Pointed style became a beautiful and elaborate

composition.

The favourite ornamental features of the Ro-

manesque builders were arcades and colonnettes.

Arcades were used in the utmost profusion, esijc-

cially in the north of Italy an<l along the Rhine.

Open or blind, they were carried about the sides

of cloisters, along blank walls, over the fronts

and even the flanks of churches, under eaves,

and up and down the slopes of gables. Colon-

nettes were multiplied unceasingly ; clustered

about doors and windows, and supporting every
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arcade, occasionally set in rows ibr their own
sake alone with no arches to carry, as on the

front of the Pieve at Arezzo. The decorative

instinct of the workmen expressed itself chiefly

in ornamental sculpture, neglecting the early

Christian art of jnctorial mosaic, and making

painting subordinate, as it had been in classic

times. The carving, whi('h was chiefly accumu-

lated upon capitals and string courses and about

doorways, and which at first was based on clas-

sical and Byzantine models, took a new ilirection

under northern influences, abandoning the clas-

sical types, the acanthus and basket work, for a

lavish development of animal forms, human
faces and figures, even narrative scenes, and

florid interlacing foliage. A kind of capital

which is called the cubic or cushion capital, in

its underlying form a cubical block with its

lower corners rounded away to meet the shaft,

and which was originally a Byzantine form, as

Romanesque Architecture: C.\pitals or Porch, St. Peter's
Church, Northampton; c. lltiO.

we may see in S. Sophia at Constantinople and

many other Byzantine churches, was adopted by

the Germans both in the north and in Italy,

probably at first Ijecavise of its simplicity, and

elaborated into a thousand richly decorated

forms. It is a distinct mark of the Lombard
style, in Italy and Germany, antl though ban-

ished from the centre and south of France, is

found aViundantly in Xorman churches both on

the continent and in England. The doorways

were adorned with peculiar richness, their jambs
crowded with shafts, the arches with decorated

mouldings, the tympanums sculptured with Bib-

lical or legendary stories. In Italy elaborate

projecting porches were built over them, carried

by columns which commonly rested on lions or

fiibulous beasts.

It is difficult to trace the transition from

Latin architecture to Romanesque. Though the

two styles were contiiuious in development, they

were the products of different conditions and of
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Romanesque ARCHixECTurE: Abbey Church
Maulbron.

See the ground plan under Monastic Architecture.
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ditifi'c'ut races. Tlie Ijusilicaii was of suuthem
origin ; it is its peculiarity that it scarcely

changed during the five centuries in which

it was practised. Born perhaps in tiie East,

it was developed in Italy ; its monuments are

found there, and have influenced the forms of

many later churches. It was evidently the

work of secidar Iniilders. Itah' was a land of

cities, and well jjrovided with Ijuilders, who weie

formed into guilds or sometiiing like them even

iu the days of the Empire, and were succeeded

by the Lombanl masons, whose reputation was
great through the JMiddle Ages. The churches

in Italy, founded by bishops or secular princes,

or even by colonies of monks, were doubtless

built by these secular workmen. The condition

of Gaul at first was approximately tliat of Italy.

The coasts and the valleys of the Rhone and

the Rhine had a fringe of Roman cities and

civilization ; the invasions of the fifth century

left things here very much as in Italy, and their

early Christian architecture was an echo of the

Italian. But in German}-, between the Rhine

and the Baltic, there were no cities before the

reign of Charlemagne. He and his successors

founded a few towns : but the settlement of

Germany was practically the work of the monks,

whose monasteries, established for the conver-

sion of the natives, became the nuclei of com-

munities from which most of the cities sprang.

The invasions of the ninth century threw back

civilization in Gaul, and left it almost as bare

of churches as Germany. The e\olution of a

new architecture began alike in both countries

and in the Germanized parts of Italy at the

hands of the invaders. To ai^jiortion among
the three countries their shares iu the working

out of the new style is not easy. Up to the

Carlovingian period Italy was the leader ; the

north looked to her both for example and w ork-

men. AVhen, at the end of the tenth centmy,

building revived, it was with an astonishing fer-

vour, which continued all over Europe for three

centuries, and the leaders seem to have been for

a century at least the monastic builders of the

north. The Benedictine Order in its two great

branches, first the Clunisian and afterward the

Cistercian, sjiread its monasteries with great ra-

pidity over Europe, and in the north filled the

vacant districts with its comnuuiities. Xorth

of the Alps and away from the large cities the

monks, and especially the Benedictines, were

the builders of Europe, which was bestrewn

with their churches. Isolated and self-depend-

ent, they gathered about them great companies

of workmen, whom they organized into regular

schools or guilds, and among whom the art of

building progi'essed very fast. There grew up

among them a body of lay brothers, affiliated

but not cloistered, and untonsured, subject to

the Order, who migrated from place to place,

building churches and convents. Through the
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LATEST ROMANESQUE, CONTEMPORARY WITH THE EARLY GOTHIC OF FRANCE.
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eleventh aud twelfth eentuiies the monks were

the chief jniardiaus of literature and the arts

ROMANESQUE ARCHITECTURE
south, until the formation of the communes in

the twelfth ceutun,-, political confusion prevailed,

and naturally the progress of the

arts was slow. It was natural

that with hundreds of thousands

of monks eagerly absorbed in

building their churches, and
with their bands of workmen
carrjdng their experience and
their methods from convent to

convent and from country to

country, monastic architecture

should lead the evolution of the

Romanesque style.

This style as we have de-

scribed it was the work of the

Teutonic races, and in its gen-

eral characteristics is the same
in Lombard Italy, in Germany,

France, England, and in Spain

so far as it existed there. In

the south of Italy and on the

Adriatic shore it was greatly

modified bj" the influence of the

Byzantine Emjiire ami the forms

of its architecture, which indeed

left their traces wherever com-

merce with Constantinople was
habitual, on the Mediterranean

coasts and in the middle of

France, and even in some degree

northward along the course of

the Rhine. In the south of

France, which while it was

Gaul had been pervaded by Ro-

man influence almost as com-

pletely as Italy, the eftects of

the classic style lingered long,

and left conspicuous traces in

the new architecture as late as

the twelfth century. In the

neighbourhood of Rome, which

never forgot the traditions of

the Empire, the Romanesque

style was never implanted. In

the northwest of Italy, in Tus-

cany and Liguria, the Lombard
kingdom was not fairly estab-

lished, and even under the

Frankish, the population never

was thoroughly Gernumized,

nor lost its old instincts. Here

when the cities grew prosperous

in the eleventh ceuturj- a stjde

grew up whicii was isolated and

peculiar to itself, of which the

cathedral of Pisa is the most

conspicuous exami)le. Though

it has been called Romanesque,

it is rather the Latin style

north of the Alps, and building seems to have I modified by the example of the neighbouring

absorbed most of their active energy. In the
|
Lombard. The churches are basiUcan, un-
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vaulted, aud coliuuiiar. Tlii-y slujw a distinct

fondness for classic form in the prevalence of

horizontal lines, the parti-coloured banded walls,

the survival of traces of the classic entablature,

with which are combined tlic multiplied shaft-

ing, the elaborate doorways, the continued ar-

cades of the Lonil)ard Konianes(iue, all carried

out with a peculiar refinement and delicacy of

detail whicli is difficidt to account for, antl winch

is not found in the contemporary Romanesciue.

— W. P. P. Longfellow.
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ROMANESQUE, ENGLISH. English Ro-

manestpie, more conunonly referred to by Eng-

lish authorities as tiie Norman style, was not

wholly an innovation introduced by the Con-

queror. The close relation between England

and Normandy had been increased and strength-

ened by intermarriage. ' Edward saw in his

cousins across the channel far more unity of

interests tlian he could see in the Danisli usurp

ers in England. AVhen, after his exile, he again

held sway, he brought with him Norman ideas

and perhaps Norman workmen.

Notwithstanding the turbulence of the times

and the necessity for fortified castles and towns,

the ecclesiastical buildings were still by far the

most important architecturally. That in Eng-

land they followed very closely on the work

across tlie channel is most natural, but there

was too much native energy to allow the Eng-

lish merely to copy.

The French and English Normans were al-

ways alike in their general aims and ambitions
;

the vault and its support, the development of

the openings, the size and magnificence of their

structures. Therefore we see close parallels in

Caen, Sens, and Canterbury. As the conquer-

ors became more and more at home and united

with the conquered, they became ditferentiated

from the French Norman, and their buildings

took on special characteristics. The proportion

of the plan was altered by giving it unusual

length, and we find among the very early
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churclies lengtlis of 5.50 feet and of 480, re-

spectively, at Wincliester and Peterliorougii.

In proportion to their wiilth the parish churclies

were equally long, often six or eight times tlie

span of the nave. No special andjition was

.shown in the constru('tural problems which in-

terested the Continental builders. The English

were often content with aisle vaults, leaving the

nave to be spanned witli tindjer. The long

vista of nave and choir and the network of tim-

ber carved and decorated in colour almost com-

pensate for the lost beauty of the main vault.

On both sides of the water the recessed orders

were rich in ornament, chiefly of geometrical

character ; but the English used ornament also

with much profusion on plain surfaces, enrich-

ing them with arcades, plain and interlaced, and

with various forms of surface ornament, of which

the towers of Norwich Catiiedral and of the

little church at Castor near Peterborough are

good examples. Finally, tliey laid great stress

on their central towers. The unvaulted nave

was comparatively low, and being also very long

afforded an excellent opiiortimity for contrast in

a tower of even moilerate height. This oppor-

tunity was eagerly seized.

To sum up : the English features are the

great length, the central tower, and the lack of

ambition in scientific construction. (See Eng-

land, Architecture of.)

The introduction of the pointed arch in the

twelfth century marked but a jihase in the de-

velopment of Romanesque. The keynote of

Gothic, the balance of i^arts, the thrust and

counterthrust, had not yet made its impress

on England, and even in France it was as yet

but a blind groping after the Gothic principle.

Tlie aims of the eleventh century remained the

chief aims of the twelfth. This period is

generally spoken of by English writers as

"Transitional."— R. Ci,ii>8Ton STtiRins.

ROMAN IMPERIAL ARCHITECTURE.
That of the Roman dominion in Europe, Asia,

and Africa, ending with the fourth century a.d.

With the exception of fragments of walls and of

a few simple buildings, Roman architecture is

represented by tiiose moimments which were

erected dttriiif/ the Empire, and as the style

was first developed in Rome and then spread

througliout the various countries subjugated,

with such modifications as the materials of the

country and the labour to be obtained required

and as the climate suggested, the term "Roman
Imperial architecture " has been adopted as set-

ting forth more fully the scope of this article.

Under Etruscan Architecture reference has

already been made to the first source of what

may be called the elements of the Roman
Imperial style, and in one sense the most

important. It was mainly through her paved

roads that Rome was able to bring into connec-

tion all the chief cities of the Empire, by the
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solid con.st ruction of her walls to render the

cities siie t'oiinded secure aguinst attack, and by
the emiiloyniciit of arched construction to roof

over her liuildings with an imperishable mate-

rial, to build liridges and aqueducts (the latter of

ROMAN IMP. ARCHIT.
basilica ; the thernue (from the Greek Gym-
nasium, a group of halls for athletic exercises,

would seem to have been the prototype of the
public baths), and lastly the orders of archi-

tecture, Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian.

Roman I.mperial Architecture ; Therm.e of Car.\calla ; c. 215 a.d.

Viollet-le-Duc's restoration of the great hall (tepidarium).

vital importance in all her Eastern possessions),

and lastly to drain off water from marshy
districts.

The second source was that of Greek archi-

tecture, from which were derived the temple

with its peristyle or portico and its outer enclos-

ure ; the portions or stoa of her fora, and the
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These orders, when employed in those struc-

tures which were Greek in their origin, under-

went but little change ; the great scientific

advance however made in the quarrying of

stone and marble, and in the transport of large

masses of stone, enabled the Roman architect to

substitute the monolith for the Greek column
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built in several courses, and the greater display

of richness in the Corinthiau order led to its

almost universal adoption. In those buildings

iiowever in which was carried out the fidl

development of the arch and vault, in the

theatres and amphitheatres, in the thennte and

in palaces raised to great height and of several

stories, the orders were utilized as apparently an

ROMAN IMP. ARCHIT.

away, and probably in provincial towns such as

Pompeii and Herculaneum, the Tuscan order

was never eniployeil. The Doric order also ilid

not meet with nuich favour with the Roman
Imperial architect, and, besides Pompeii and

the exceptional temjjle of Cora near Rome,

which, barring the attenuation of its columns,

may be put down to Greek influence, there are

Roman Impkkial Architectuke: A Hall of the Thersi.e of Uiui lktian; c. c*M a.d.

The groined vault has lost its ornaments, bat the walls and pit-rs are nearly as orifpnally designed.

S. Maria degli Angeli.)

(This is DOW the church of

afterthought, to break up and decorate the wall

surface, and without any connection with their

origin as constructional features.

The so-called Tuscan order, which was derived

from the Etruscans, was of a primitive nature

not far removed from the wooden post ; the

columns also were so widely interspaced that the

e])istyle they carried was in wood. The employ-

ment of this ephemeral material was not in

accordance with Roman Imperial custom, and

except in domestic work which has long passed
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but few examples known. It is found in Asia

Minor at Pergamon, in the agora of Aizani, and

in a few instances in Xorth Africa and Syria,

where probably the want of sculptors to carve

the decorative features of the Ionic or Corin-

thian capitals led to its adoption. (Reference is

now to the use of the Doric order as a detached

constructional feature and not to its application

as a decoration only to a wall surface.)

The Ionic order followed the same fiite, and

is found in only two temples in Rome, the
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temples of Fortuna Virilis ami of Concord.

Two portions of the colonnaded streets of Gerasa

in Syria are flanked by Ionic columns, and also,

but of a very degraded tyi)c, many of tiie smaller

temples in the same country. There is a

modified type of Ionic capital found in Pompeii,

in wliicii tlie volutes are retained at each angle

and consist of fine sjjirals which suggest the

Modem
Arrangement

ROMAN IMP. ARCHIT.

leaves whicli surround the lower jjortion of the

base and to give a greater sense of support to

the abacus by the accentuation of the spiral

tendrils at the four angles. In the carving of

tiie acautlius leaf the section was made flat in

the )jlace of the V-shaped section of each lobe

found in Greek work. This nde applies to all

the principal examples in Rome, with two or

Vitruvian

Arrangement.

Roman Impeki.\l Architecture MPosiTE Order with Names of the Parts.

work of a Greek artist. It is possible also that

the uncertainty wliich prevails in the spacing

out of the triglyph in the Doric frieze and in

the choice between the cushion or the angle

volute of the Ionic capital may have led to

rejection of those orders.

With the Corinthian capital it was otherwise,

and its magnificence appealed much more to the

Roman Imferi.\l Architecture: Ionic Capi-
tal, Temple of Saturn in the Roma>'
Forum.

instincts of the Roman Imperial architect; more-

over, it presented the same design on all four

faces and could be equally well employed in the

rectangidar or circular temple or for the hemi-

cycle peristyle which in Roman Imperial archi-

tecture plays so important a factor in the setting

out of the plan. The Greek Corinthian capital,

though very varied in design and in many cases

of great beauty, was never completely developed

in Greek architecture, and it remained for the

Romans to systematize the double range of
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three exceptions. In Syria, where the Greek
artist would seem to have been mostlj' employed,

the V-shaped section of the leaf is almost uni-

versally adhered to, except where, as in Baalbec

and Palmyra, works of such importance were

being carried out as to call for the employment
of Roman sculptors. Tliere is, however, a
second type found at Pompeii and in the Temple
of Vesta at TivoU, where the treatment of the

leaf resembles more that of the crinkled cab-

bage. In these two cases the capital is only one

diameter high, instead of one and a ipiarter, as

in the portico of the Pantheon and the Temple
of Castor and Pollux. The complete order of

this last example is the finest Roman Imperial

examjjle known. In the entablature of this

temple, the enrichments of the various fasciie,

which in the Greek temples were usually

painted in gold and colours, are here elaborately

carved.

In the Roman Corinthian entablature a very

important addition was nuule by the introduc-

tion of inodillions. These may have had their

origin in the mutules of the Doric cornice ; they

consist of small brackets or corbels which suggest

a better support to tlie corona of the cornice and

break the line of shadow as projected on the

frieze. In the temples of Syria tiiese corbels

are further supported by consoles or ancones

underneath, which rest on the U])per moulding

of the architrave and constitute an original but

overcharged decoration for the frieze.

There is one other order introduced by the

Romans, the composite, which may originally

have been derived from a desire to add leaf
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(lecoratioii to the Ionic capital, or by the sub-

stitution of the Ionic volute for the Corinthian

Volute to give a better support to the angles of

the abacus. It is in fact a nii.xture

of the two ordei-.s witii, however, the

Corinthian entalilature. Tlie earliest

example is found in the Arch of Titus.

In two of the theatres of Asia Minor

it is f lund in the proscenium. (See

C'ompiisite Order.)

The earliest example of the super-

imposition of orders is found in the

Theatre of Marcellus in Rome (44-13
B.C.). Here there are only two orders

superim])osed, the Doric and Ionic,

both much purer in design than any

later examples. In the theatre at

Orange, France, the order is confined

to the lower story only ; the outside

ftice of the stage wall, 340 feet long

and 116 feet high, is one of the finest

masses of masonry in existence.

The conjunction of the arcade with the order

and the sujjerimposition of the orders as decora-

ROMAN IMP. ARCHIT.

order, inasmucli as tlie relative proportion of the

features employed followed a fixed rule. Thus
whilst the proportions of the eohunn an<l entabla-

RojiAN Impeki.\l
WITH iM.iGEKY
Rome.

Ahchitimtire: Corinthian Capital
Preserved in the Lateran Museu.m,

Roman Imperial Architecture : Columns from
THE Temple of Diana, Evora, Portugal.

An illustration of principal and dfclining style.

tive features on a wall surface, as in the Theatre

of Slarcellus, the Coliseum, and other amphi-

theatres, may in a sense be looked upon as a new
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ture and the tapering of the shaft are the same
as in an ordinary peristyle, the intercolumnia-

tion varies from five to six diameters. Again,

the u]i])er diameter of the shaft of the lowest

order becomes the lower diameter of the shaft

of the order superimposed. Thus, given the di-

ameter of the lowest order of columns, the

proportions of the whole of the rest of the

design is governed by the intercolumniation.

As the Roman Imperial style was first

developed in Rome, and then adopted witii

various modifications throughout the Empire,

some brief account of the materials employed
in the city is first necessary. In the time of

Augustus there were three methods of building,

— in cut and squared stone, in compact masonry
of small stones and cement mortar, and in crude

bricks. Though Vitruvius lays gi'eat stress on

the care which should be taken in the prepara-

tion of material for the second method named,
it is doubtful whether, even in his time, it was
much employed (his treatise is said to have
been written in the early part of his career)

;

but his description of ])Ozzuolana (II., 6) shows
that already tlie special value possessed by this

material had been recognized, though not to its

full extent. The fact is, as Dr. Middleton

observes {The Remains of Anrient Home, I.,

7), "This pozzuolana more than any other

material contributed to make Rome the pro-

verbial 'eternal city.' Without it a great

domed building like the Pantheon would have

been impossible, as would also the immen.se

vaulted thermie and a wide-spanned basilica

such as that of Constantine." It is true that

this valuable material is not found in other parts

of the Empire, but the great conceptions of the

Roman Imperial style were evolved in Rome,
and they owe their cliief magnificence to the

immense size of the vaults which spanned the
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halls of the Imperial palaces and thcrma;.

Without the pozzuolana they would have

scarcely been feasible, and this is borne out by
the fact that no vaults approaciiiiig the span of

those iu Kome are found in any other part of

the Empire.

That which first strikes the inquirer in the

development of Imperial Roman architecture,

when compared with the history of more ancient

styles, is the immense variety of buildings of

every type. To describe adequately even a

fraction of these would be impossible in a gen-

eral article of this kind; therefore consideration

is conlined here to the principles which seem to

have guided the architects of Imperial Rome in

the laying out of their cities and towns, and in

the planning of the palaces and thermae which

ROMAN IMP. ARCHIT.

Romans, and in this case the first course was
to run two main streets, lying north and
south and east and west respectively, inter-

secting in the middle of the site and running
from gate to gate in the walls built round the

town. In one of the angles thus formed by the

intersection would l)e placed the forum, with
the princi])al temple at one end and the senate

house, basilica, treasuries, and other public

buildings around. The natural level of the

ground would suggest the best position for the

citadel on an eminence commanding the town,

the side of a hill woidd be \itilized for the posi-

tion of the theatre, and in the lower part of the

town, near the river, if one existed, would be

established the thermae. The next considera-

tion in the Roman Imperial mind would be the

Roman Imperial Architecture; Capitals of Late Epoch used by the Moorish Builders of
THE Mosque at Cordova.

formed the foundation of the style and of its

development.

Just as in the present day the first course

taken to extend civilization is to provide easy

means of communication with settlements at

convenient distances, so in the fii"st three cen-

times of our era the Romans extended their

power and influence b\' the formation of paved

roads, so well selected in their direction, and so

solidly carried out, that they still serve as the

main lines of communication, even in those

countries where the increase of poimlation might

have led, centuries ago, to their being discarded

in favour of new roads, whUst in the more dis-

tant portion of their empire, as in North Africa

and Syria, they form at the present day the

only roads in existence. The direction taken by
their roads in Syria suggests that, when laid

out, they were intended to connect cities or

towns, already existing ; but so far as the actual

existence of any remains prior to the Roman
occupation goes, the evidence is negative. There

are, however, instances in which the towns

would seem to have been founded by the
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supply of water, the very essence of existence in

the East, and even in Rome looked upon as one

of the most important requirements.

The maintenance of a central axis with build-

ings symmetrically arranged on either side,

constituted the leading principle in Roman Im-

perial design, and it was on this princi])le that

the Imperial fora was laid out. Of these the

largest and most important was the Forum of

Trajan, lying to the northwest of the old

Forum, and in the most crowded part of Rome.

To obtain a level area for the immense group

of buildings, a large ridge of tufa rock had to

be cut away at an immense cost of labour.

The forum consisted of three parts : the fonim

proper, to which entrance was obtained through

a magnificent triple archway (from which the

bas-reliefs now on the arch of Constant ine were

taken) which was surrounded with a lofty por-

tions or stoa ; the Ulpian basilica beyond,

with immense apsidal terminations on either

side for the courts of justice ; and at the fiir-

ther end, the Temple of Trajan enclosed in a

court with porticoes around. Between the two
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in an open cuiirt was placeil tlic faiiiou.s column

with the bas-reliefs recording the Uacian victo-

ries carried around in spiral t'orni. The temple

was erected probably on the site of the cliti' which

had been cut away. On either side of the

basilica and the forum, preexisting streets ran

at various angles, their j\nu-tion with the

b;isilica being masked by the two apses referred

to ; a similar expedient was adopted with the

forum, where two immense hemicyles were

built one on each side ; these in their jilay of

light and shade as seen through the open por-

ticus on eacli side must have been of magnifi-

cent effect. Later on when speaking of the

palaces of the Ciesars on the Palatine Hill,

reference will again be made to the adoption of

similar features to mask the junction of blocks

of buildings inclined at slight angles to one

another. There were, of course, instances in

which this symmetry could not always be main-

tained, as in the case of the old Forum, where

the sites of the earlier temples and other build-

ings dating from the first settlements were

necessarily retained.

In the more important temjiles, whetlier in

Eurojie or the East, the Romans adopted the

peristyle of the Greeks ; but they gave greater

importance to the pronaos, and they omitted

the posticuni. In by far the larger number,

however, the cella occupies tlie full width of the

portico, and the order around the temple is

represented only by semidetached columns

against the cella wall. The temples at Nimes

and Vienne in France are the be.st still exi.sting

examples in Europe. Unlike the Greek temple

the temples were rarely orientated in Rome. They

were looked upon as nn.inumental features and

faced the fora or piazza in whidi they were built.

So little regard was paiil to orientation in the

great capital that in one instance the temples

of Venus and of Rome are placed back to

back, both enclosed in the same peristyle ; the

cellas of these temples were covered with barrel

vaults. It is not known for certain whether

the Temple of Jupiter at Baalbee was vaulted
;

there are two small temjjles in the palace of

Diocletian at Spalato which were covereil with

vaults ; in Rome there is the remarkalile

example of the Pantheon built by Hadrian, and

at Nimes in France the so-called Baths of

Diana (see Xymplueum) had barrel vaults with

transverse ribs ; otherwise the timber roofs of

the Greeks seem to have been generally adopted

in all Roman temples ; an advance, however,

having been made by the introduction of the

system of tnissing the principals with tiebeams

and king-posts.

By far the greatest development in Roman
Imperial architecture is that which, in the

therrate and jjalaces, is found in the employment

of the barrel vaults, the intersecting barrel

vault, and the dome. These features led to the
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erection of buildings entirely homogeneous in

the material employed, and of so lasting and

durable a nature that, but for earthquakes and

the destructive action of mankind, they might

all have remained jjerfect to the jn-esent day.

The barrel vaiUt constructed with regular stone

voussoirs had already for six centuries been

employed by the Etruscans, but oidy for pas-

sages of comparatively small width vmderground,

or for gateways of towns where the side walls

served as ample abutment to the thrust, but

the Romans already, in the Baths of Agrijipa

(2i-2a B.C.), had emidoyed it to vault over wide

spans of considerable height, requiring therefore

walls of great thickness to resist the thru.st.

With the barrel vault these walls must have

been continuous throughout the whole length,

and windows or openings could only have been

made below the level of the springing so that

the vault would have been comjiaratively dark.

The Romans introduce<l therefore what is known

as the intersecting barrel vault (see Groined

Vault), in which two vaults running at right

angles to one another intersect and form groins

at the angle of intersection ; along these groins

the thrust of the vault is carried down to the

pier from which it spring.s, thus concentrating

on a series of piers that thrust which in the

ordinary barrel vault necessitated a continuous

wall. The earliest example of this solution of

the problem is found in a tomb at Pergamon in

Asia Minor, built by the Attaliile kings, in 150

B.C. Though not of great dimensions, it is

constructed entirely in stone and shows a con-

sideralile knowledge of stereotomy in its execu-

tion. It is doul)tful, however, whether in the

early years of the Roman Emjiire, the emjdoy-

ment of stone for such great sjians as those in

the Baths of Agri]>pa would have been possible
;

it would certainly have been very costly, involv-

ing the employment of highly skilled workers.

Mr. Choisy, in his work, L'urt de bdtir chez

les Romains, has shown how the Romans
adopted a construction which was not only the

most lasting and solid ever conceived, but which

in its execution was the most economical, both

in labour and material. Centring trusses were

built at intervals and on the cross lines of the

quoins, and ]ilanks laid across from truss to

tru.ss. On these was constructed a shell vault

of Hat bricks or tiles set in pozzuolana mortar,

which added considerably to tiie strength of the

centring. Over the trusses they built arches

of brick which relieved the trusses and acted as

permanent ribs, with horizontal ties of brick at

intervals to connect the brick arches. When
the construction thus formed had set, they filled

up the haunches with rubble masonry built in

horizontal layers until the level of the top of

the brick arches was reached. According to

the width of span, one, two, or three courses of

brick rings were employed for the arches. The
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centring was removed to a seeond section as

soon as the first vault was built. Eventually

the upper surface was sloped down on either

side, and the exterior covered with tiles or metal

plates. The whole vault built with pozzuolana

concrete consolidated into so hard and homo-

geneous a mjiss that it rested like the lid of a

crwkery bowl on tiie walls, and it became only

necessary to liuild ])iers or walls of sufficient

size to carry the weight. Tiie Romans, however,

did not ajiparently realize the sjjlendid nature

of tlie material employed, and built as if it were

also requisite to provide against tlie thrust.

The walls or piers were built in the same
material as tiie vault, and by somewhat similar

means. Thus not only was the wiiule structure

homogeneous, but by the shifting and raising of

the centring and the posts and planking, the

construction was of the most economical kind,

and could be done, under proper supervision, by
unskilled labourers.

From Rome as a centre, the principle of plan

and design e.xtended to all parts of the Empire.

It is true that pozzuolana coidd only be found

in Rome and in the south of Italy, but the fine

quality of the Roman mortar throughout the

Empire is ])roverbial, and the immense fallen

masses which are found in the large temples of

Syria, where sometimes in the core of the wall

the mortar exceeds in bulk the stones it holds

together, testify to the great value the Romans
attached to it. It is true we do not find vaults

there with a span equal to those in Rome, but

the same principles of design obtain in all

Roman Imperial architecture, so that from one

end of the Empire to the other we find similar

monuments, varying only in size, and, outside

Rome, in a somewhat more liberal interpreta-

tion of the Roman Imperial style than would

have been tolerated in the capital, where the

principles of A'itruvius were more rigorously

adhered to.

The thermae of Caracalla may be taken as

the leading type of aU the Roman baths. The
" motif " of the great central block of the baths

proper, which covers a site of about 730 feet

by 380 feet, is to be found in the central hall

known as the Tepidarium. This hall, 170 feet

long by 82 feet wide, was covered by an inter-

secting barrel vault of three bays, carried by

immense piers 30 feet deep, placed at right

angles to the hall and contrived not only to

carry the superstructure but to resist the thrust

of the vault. The windows to light this hall

were placed above the springing of the vault,

so that halls of less height could be provided

around it ; the spaces on either side between

the piers were utilized as exedrse, with baths in

them, and at each end spacious vestibules

divided from the hall by columnar screens, so

that a vista 380 feet in length was obtained.

With the vestibules, the tepidarium covers an
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area of about 380 feet by 150 feet. On the
east and west sides are open courts surrounded
with peristyles. The frigidarium is placed on
the north side with vestibules, dressing rooms,
etc., and the ealdarium on the south side with
a series of halls for exercises opening into the
xystus, all of these, however, derive their axial

lines and setting out from the principal hall,

the tepidarium, which, as we have said, is the
"motif" of the whole structure, and with minor
variations is to be found in all the Roman
thermie. In the palaces on the Palatine a
similar principle is adopted. The tablinum or

throne room, the bibliotheca or libraiy, and the

triclinium or dining room, are lofty halls taking

their light above the roofs of the adjoining

rooms, and they give the key to each group,

which is here varied by the great peristyle court

inside, with temples or circular shrines in their

midst. In speaking of the Forum of Trajan,

we referred to the two hemicycles which seem
to have been introduced to mask the junction of

Hadrian's work with preexisting streets which
joined it at various angles. The palaces of the

Ciesars on the Palatine Hill (see Restoration, by
Mr. Dcglane, Moniteur des Ardiifectes, and
T/ie Builder, Feb. 22, 1890) show numerous
instances of this device. The various blocks

were erected by succeeding emperors on sites

which necessitated their being built at a slight

angle one to the other. Each block appears to

be symmetrically arranged with centre axis, but
this applies only to the leading features, viz.,

the principal halls and the peristylar courts.

The rooms on either side vary in their di-

mensions, but they are always contrived to

balance one another; where the axis of the

block is placed at a slight angle with a second

block, its junction is marked by a semicircular

or segmental niche. This seems to have been

the principle adojited by the Romans, not only

in the setting out of their palaces, but also in

those of all the cities of the Empire.

So far we have dealt only with the main lines

of the plans and the structures. The scheme
of the decoration must have been conceived

from the first, which is evidenced by the numer-

ous recesses left in the walls to receive the

blocks of marble forming the cornices. Owing
to the value of the materials, which has led to

their removal, there are but few instances in

which any of it remains to bear witness to the

magnificence of its design and colour. The rich

marble decoration of the Pantheon is probably

in the main not far removed from the type

which was adopted in the great thermse and
palaces.

The appliqu^ nature of the decoration was a

necessity because of the materials of the struc-

ture of these great Roman baths, and this

becomes the more evident when we compare the

palaces, the temples, and baths in Rome with
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those which are found througliout Syria. Here

quarries of excellent stone e.visted in all parts

of the country, and the core of the walls and

the external tace were homogeneous and con-

structed with the same material. In a few

instances the walls were decorated with |)ihisters

3r semidetached columns, the latter frequently

found in the interior of the cellas, but plain

ashlar masonry in courses of from 2 to 3 feet in

height was used as a general rule. There is

one exceptional feature in Syria to which great

importance was always attached, viz., the

great entrance doorways of the temples, which

were enriched with bands of carving. Some of

these were of immense size, the great door in

the Temple of Jupiter at Baalbec niea.suring 20

feet wide by 41 feet high. The lintel of this

doorway was voussoired, the voussoirs being

carried through both architrave and frieze.

The peristyle of this temple, 9 feet between

columns and wall, is covered over with single

slabs of stone of segmental curve underneath

and enriched with sunk coffera similar to those

which, in the basilica of Maxentius at Rome,

were sunk in the brickwork of the great arches

of the aisles. Although contrary to Roman
custom, the employment of Phojnician labour

of tlie country probably led them to the quarry-

ing and fixing in position of those enormous

blocks which form the substructure of the great

temple of Jupiter Sol. Three of the.se blocks,

known as the " trilithon," mea.sure from 62 to

64 feet, each one 12 feet high and 11 feet

thick, and .so close are the joints that it is im-

possible to insert a sheet of note paper in the

same. As these blocks are raised on a founda-

tion of smaller stones which Mr. Renan attri-

butes to the Seleucidse, he is of opinion that

the large blocks must have been quarried and

placed in their positions by the Romans.

The dome of the Pantheon was originally

covered with tiles of gilt bronze (stripped off in

663), part of which still exists, as also does the

bronze rim of the central vpcning with its en-

riched bronze mouldings. The inner ceiling of

the portico was also in gilt bronze, supported

by a system of bronze tubular girders ; this was

all taken away in 1626 to make the cannon for

the C'astel Sant' Angelo, and the great balda-

chino of S. Peter's.

The frigiilarium of the Baths of Caraealla was

covered over with a lattice-work ceiling formed

of two T-bars, riveted together and then

cased in bronze, showing that the Roman Im-

perial architect was acquainted with a type of

iron construction which it was thought belonged

only to the nineteenth century.

Among the other monuments of Imperial

Rome the basilicas come next in importance,

more, however, owing to their immense size and

the magnificence of the materials employed in

their construction and decoration than for any
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special novelty in their design. They were

evidently copies of the Greek stoa, and from

the e])hemeral nature of their timber roofs

have long since pas.sed away. The basilica

Ulpia, which formed part of Trajan's forum,

covered an area of 30,000 square feet. The

central area, 180 feet by .54 feet wide, was en-

closed with double aisles with galleries above,

and was probably covered with a fiat ceiling

with deep coft'ers between the trussed beams,

and lighted by clearstory windows above the

gallery story.

The great basilica of Constantine commenced
by Maxentius, but left unfinished at his death

in 312 A.D., is a reproduction on a slightly

larger scale of the tepidarium of the Baths of

Caraealla. It was covered with an immense

groincil vault, over 80 feet in width, divided

into three bays; with three deep recesses on

each side which, communicating one with the

other, form the ai.sles.

Although in the palaces of Rome we find a

strict adherence to a.xial lines and symmetrical

disposition, the description given by Pliny of

his Laurentian villa, and the actual remains

of the villa of Hadrian near Tivoli, show that

away from Rome and in the country aspect and

prospect would seem to have been the chief con-

sideration. In the.se instance.s, as in all those

where there were great ditt'erences of level in

the ground, the Roman Imperial architect availed

him.self of natural eminences where he placed

the most important halls, grouping other build-

ings around them, much in the same way as

round the tepidarium of the Bath, though on

different levels.

Under the heads of Syria and Asia Minor,

the colonnaded streets which formed the main
thoroughfare of the chief cities have received

attention. In these features the Romans recog-

nized the customs of the country, and developed

on a larger scale and with greater magnificence

the colonnades of the city of Antioch built by

the Seleucida?, but now known only from

descriptions.

To works of a purely utilitarian character,

such as the great aqueducts which still exist

across the Campagna of Rome, in the north of

Africa, in Syria, and in Asia Minor, the Romans
probably attached but little architectural char-

acter. There are, however, a few instances (and

particularly in Rome where the aqueduct crosses

a thoroughfare) in which the engineer has at-

tempted to make a display by an applique of

the orders, and this as usual is unsatisfactory.

In cases, however, where the Roman engineer

confined himself to his legitimate sphere, viz.,

solid and economical construction, he has pro-

duced residts which, from the aesthetic point

of view, could not be surpassed. The Pont-du-

Gard near Ninies, built across a deep ravine,

with two lower ranges of great arches carrying
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a third range of small arches, aliove which is

the aqueiliu't channel, is not only from a con-

structive but from an artistic point of view one

of the finest conceptitins of Roman Imperial

architecture.

The same can scarcely be said of those favour-

ite exumjiles of Roman Impel ial architecture,

the Arches of Triumph, wliich are found from

one end of the Empire to the otiier, and were

by the Romans ])robably regarded as their most

successful masterpieces. Just so far as they

were dei'orated with bas-reliefs representing the

victories of the Empire, and in their superb

construction, they have a definite object which

they fulfil : but the a.ssemblage of attached and

detacheil cohunns and entablatures becomes

monotonous and displays poverty of design.

It is, however, the one example which,

whether in Europe or eastern countries, remains

very much the same in design, except that in

the latter, owing to want of sculjitors, there are

very seldom any bas-reliefs. In Palmyra and

other eastern towns this was met by an elabo-

ration of ornament which, e.xecuted by Greek

artists, is sometimes of great beauty.

Amongst the mnnerous triumphal arches,

the example of Trajan at Benevento is one of

the most pleasing, as the Corinthian columns

are only semidetached ami serve as a frame to

the bas-reliefs which decorate it. In arches of

a more utilitarian character, such as those form-

ing the entrances of towns, as the two at Autun,

the Gateway of Saintes, or of the bridge at Saint

Chamas in France, and the gateways of Ancona
and Verona in Italy, the architectural result,

though simple, is more satisfactorj'. The great

arch at Palmyra, one of the largest in existence,

is triangular on plan, and is one of those designs

dear to the Roman Imperial mind which was

conceived to mask the angle of two colonnaded

streets, viz., the main thoroughfore of the towni

leading from west to east and the street to the

western projiylon of the great Temple of Jupi-

ter.

More originality and variety is shown in other

examples of Roman Imjierial monuments (see

Memorial Column). Of Hadrian's mausoleum

we have only the kernel in the Castel Saut' Angelo

(which see), but with its several tiers of peri-

styles, it must have been one of the most splen-

did examples of Roman architecture. The tomb
of Cecilia Metella and others of the Via Appia

in the Street of Tombs, which extends four

miles outside Rome, are in too ruinous a condi-

tion to judge of their pristine beauty, and the

same may be said of those in the Street of

Tombs at Pompeii. In France and Germany
they seem to have met with a better fate, and

the tomb of S. Remy near Tarascon and the

Igel tomb near Treves are well-presen-ed exam-

ples of considerable interest.

— R. Phene Spiers.
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ROMANO, GIULIO. (See Pippi, Giulio.)

ROMAN ORDER, The peculiar system
introduced by the Romans of late Republican

or early Imperial times, by which an arched

construction is given some appearance of Greek
post-and-lintel building. In the illustration

under Alette, in each story an engaged column
carrie-s, in appearance, an entablature. The
abutments and the arch which they carry, and
the wall upon this arch, are, however, the real

structure, and the entablature is merelj" an orna-

mental balcony. The structure is really a highly

adorned arcade. (See Roman Imjierial Archi-

tectiue, tenth iparagrapli.)

RONDELET, JEAN BAPTISTE ; archi-

tect ; b, June 4, 174.3; d. Sept. 28, 1829.

In 1763 he came to Paris to study under J.

F. Blondel (see Blondel, J. F.) and later assisted

Soufflot (see Souttlot) as inspector of the works

at the church of S. Gene\ieve, afterward the

Pantheon (Paris). In 1783 he obtained a royal

pension and visited Italy. In 178.5 he superin-

tended the construction of the dome of the Pan-

theon under Brebion (see Brebion), who had suc-

ceeded Soufflot. In 1799 he was appointed

professor at the AVo/e rfe.s Beaux A7is. Ron-

ilelet pvdilished Traite tMorique et de I'art de

bdtir (Puns, 1802, text 5 vols. 4to, pis. 2

vols, folio), Jfemoires historiques sta- le ddme
du PantMoii fran^ais (Paris, 1 vol. 4to,
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ROOF
ROOD STEEPLE. Same as Rood Spire.

ROOD TOWER. A tower built externally
over the entraiiee tu the choir from the nave, or
over the intersection of nave and transepts.

ROOF. That part of the closure of a building
which covers it in from the sky. Upon this

part of a building depends in large measure the
character of its design as a work of architecture.

Roofs are distingiushed : (1) By their form
and method of constniction ; as, the flat roof,

characteristic of dry tropical countries, and much
used in modern commercial buildings in the
United States ; the sloping roof, including gabled,
hijiped, penthouse, mansard, and gambrel-roofs
with their varieties (see Pitch). (2) By the
characterof their covering; as, thatched, shingled,

battened, slated, tiled, metal-covered, tarred,

asphalted, gravelled, etc.

ROOD
1814), Tradxiction des commentaires deFron-
tin sur les aquediics de Borne, etc.

Bellier de la Chavignerie, Dictionnaire ; Lance,
Dirdiitinaire.

ROOD. A cross or crucifix, especially a
large crucifix placed at the entrance of the choir

or chancel in mcdiasval churches, often sup-
ported on the rood beam or rood screen, and, in

later examples, accompanied by images of the
Virgin Mary on one side and of S. John on the
otluT, the (.'rucified being in the midiUe.

ROOD ALTAR. An altar standing against

the nave or outer side of a rood screen.

ROOD ARCH. The central arch in a rood
screen, tlie rood being over it. (See Rood
Screen and Rood.) The term is sometimes ap-
phed to the arch between the nave and chancel,

the rood in that case being under it.

ROOD BEAM. A hori-

zontal beam extending across

the entrance to the choir or

chancel of a church to support

the rood
; generally at the line

of the springing of the choir

or chancel arch.

ROOD LOFT. A galleiy

or elevated platform estal>

lished upon the rood screen,

with pierced parapets, pinna-

cles, and images culminated in

the central rood. From this

loft the Epistles and Gaspels

were sometimes read to the

people assembled in the nave,

and sermons were occasionally

preached.

ROOD SCREEN. A
screen, open or partly closed,

of wood, stone, or wrought
iron, erected in mediasval

churches between the nave
and the choir or chancel sup-

porting the rood in the cen-
^°°'' ^''"- I-^-^«^««^-"<>-. Merionethshire; c. 1500.

._ -4. ,. , -,-> The cross (rooii) i-s no longer in place
; perhaps removed during the Puritan snpremacy.

tre : it was sometnnes double
oi.fi » v

;

with vaulting between and rood loft over, and
frecjuently richly adorned with niches, statues,

tracery, and other architectural details. The
jube of the church of the Madeleine at Troyes
is among the richest of the remaining examples
in wrought stone. (See Choir Screen and refer-

ences : Jube: Rood; Rood Loft.)

ROOD SPIRE. A spire or steeple built

externally over the intersection of nave and
transepts, because that point marks the entrance

to the choir and the position of the rood. It

was generally of wood, as at Amiens and Paris

;

but the term is extended to great central spires,

as at Lichfield.

ROOD STAIRS. Stairs by which the rood
loft was approached. These were placed at the

ends of the rood screen, were often spiral, and
of beautifully sculptured open work and tracer)-.
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In carpentry, the term refers to the timber

framework by which tlie external surface is

supported. This, in sloping roofs, consists

usually of a series of pairs of opposite rafters or

couples, of which the lower ends are tied together

in various ways to prevent spreading ; or, where

the span is too great for such simple construc-

tion and there are no intermediate upright

supports, of a series of rafters supported by
longitudinal horizontal purlins, which are

generally carried on a system of transverse

timber frames or tnisses, spaced from 8 to 20
feet apart. In modern practice, the tj-pical

forms of these trusses are indicated in figures 1

and 2, showing principal rafters or principals,

of which the lower opposite ends are tied

together by tiebeams hung in the centre from

a king-post, as shown in figure 1 ; or, at two
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points, from queen-posts, as shown in figure 2

;

from tiie lower i)art of tliese suspension mem-
bers, braces or struts may be extended to stitten

tlie principals. To suit various conditions of

shape of roof and area to be covered, these tyj)!-

cal and elementary forms are, in modern usage.

subjected to innumerable structural modifica-

tions and extensions, some of which are illus-

trated in the figures of tiiis article and in Wood,
Construction in ; Part I.

One of the most marked distinctions in the

historic styles consists in the pitch or inclina-

tion of the roof. Thus in the Greek temple the

slo])e of the peiliment varied from 15° to 10^°;

ROOF
Traite pratiqm- df la Construction Modcrne et

description du Mutericl employe par les construc-
teurs, I'aris, 1887, 2 vol. folio.

— H. Van Brunt.

Barrel Roof. A. Same as Barrel Vault

(which see under Vault). li. A roof or ceiling

which has within the appearance of a Barrel

Vault ; a ceiling of nearly semicircular section.

Compass Roof ; Compass-headed Roof.

(See L'radle Hoof below; also Compass (II).)

Coupled Roof. A ridged or double pitched,

roof of the simplest construction, often without

Roof: FL.VT,.is used in nearly rainless Regions; Douma, Syria. See First Cut under Syria.

Roman roofs had a slope of from 22° to 23^^°
;

Romanesque roofs followed closely the Roman
slope

; the Gothic pitch was much steeper, some-

times reaching 50° or even 60°. In the Renais-

sance era there was in Italy a revival of the

Roman pitch with tlie other classic features :

but the French builder.s of this era retained

the steepest slopes of the raediieval sky lines,

especially in the conical roofs of their round
towers and in the pyramidal roofs with which
they characteristically covered each separate

division of their buildings. These lofty roofs,

with their high dormers, chimneys, and crest-

ings, constitute a distinctive characteristic of

the French Renaissance, the peculiar steep roof

of double slope, known as the mansard roof,

being a development from these French tradi-

tions. The structural conditions from which
the steep mediaeval pitch was evolved are ex-

plained in Wood, Construction in ; Part I., where
also may be found some notice of the flat ter-

raced roofs of tropical or serai-tropical countries.

Denfer, .T.. Cnnrertnre des Edifices; Ardoises,
Tniles, MHanx, Matieres diverses, Chhianx et

de.scentes, Paris, 18!)3, 1 vol., 4lo ; Lanck, Leopold,
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tiebeam or collar beam, depending upon the

stiffness of the walls for its permanence, and,

therefore, of small span.

Roof or Stone ; Sl.\bs resting on Cross W.^lls
CARRIED ON- ARCHES.

For siiuiUar transversfi arclu-s see cuts Mounstic Architecture;
Pointed Architecture.
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GALLERY RESTS UPON THE TIE BEAMS.
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Cradle Roof. A funii nt' timlier roof much

used in the ilidiUe Ages for eliurelies and hirjje

halls, in which the rafters, collar beams, and

braces of each truss were combined into an a])-

proximately arched form, and sometimes inileed

iiad their soffits cut to the curve of an arch,

l)roducing internallj' the ettect of a series of

arches ; or, when the arched membere were

ceiled, of a cradle vault.

ROOF
kind are the metal-covered roofs of Europe and

America in which the slope is often half an inch

to a foot or one in twenty-four. The plates of

metal in these citses must be soldered together

with care.

French Roof. A curb roof with sides set at

a very steep angle so as sometimes to approach

verticality, while the top above the curb may be

nearly flat or may have a visible slope though

Roof: with Collar Be.^ms \yu Bk.icf.s (Knee K.^fteks;, 13th Cextury; Hall of Stokesay
Castle, Shropshire.

Curb Roof. One in which the slope is broken

on two or four sides ; so called because a hori-

zontal curb is built at the plane where the slope

changes (see Curb, D ; Gambrel Roof; French

Roof ; Mansard Roof ; which are forms of curb

roof).

Flat Roof. A. One whose surface is actually

horizontal or with no perceptible slope, as in the

mud, earth, or cement roofs of tropical countrias

and the roofs of brick or terra cotta sui)ported

by iron beams and covered with water-tight

material which are characteristic of modern fire-

proof buildings.

B. A roof having a slope so slight that one

can walk or sit upon it as upon a floor. Of this

3.J7

much less steep than the lower slope. The
term is of United States origin, and applies

especially to a form of roof which, beginning

about 1865, became very common all over the

country.

Gable ; Gabled Roof. A ridge roof which

terminates at each end in a gable, as distin-

guished from a hipped roof. A gambrel roof

is a form of gable roof.

Gambrel Roof. A curb roof with only the

two opposite sides sloping ; it is therefore a

gabled curb roof. This form is common through-

out New England, New Jersey and eastern

New York, having been adopted by the earlier

colonists of the Northern states, and being much
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more i'lTcnieiitly seen there tliuii in the conutriea

whence the cohmists eaine.

Hip ; Hipped Roof. One having hips by
whirh tlie pruji'i-tinL; angles between twaadjarent

.shii)es are sqiiareil. Tims, a jiyramidal ruut' is

one whieh has four iiips ; and in some eases a

root', as on a buihhng of irregnlar phui, may
have more hips than four and often alternating

with valleys.

ROOF
gables, eaeh of wliieh is truneated halfway up
or thereabout so that the roof is hipped above.

It may be otherwise explained as a hipjjed i-oof,

of whieh the hijis starting from the ridge are too

short to reach the eaves, so that the roof below
becomes a gabled roof of which the gables are

truneated.

Lean-to Roof. One with a single slope ; as

where the aisle of a church is usually roofed

Roof: Early E.vglish ; Solar of House at Charney, Berkshire; r. 1270; with Cambered
Cross Beams supporting Posts and a Purlin Plate by Direct Resistance to Pressure;
13th Century.

Homogeneous Roof. One in which the same
mass uf material furnishes the outer pitch for

shedding rain water and the surface exposed

within
; that is to say, a roof forming a solid

shell either of compact masonry, as often in

Byzantine art, or of slalis of stone, as in Syria

and in a few churches of Europe. (See cut

Sebenico, under Dalniatia.)

Jerkin Head Roof. A ridge roof of which

the ridge is shorter than the eaves, having two
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with a single slope from the wall of the clear-

story outward.

M Roof. One in which two ridges parallel

or nearly so to one another are separated by a

receding or dropping valley, gutter, or the like
;

a device sometimes resorted to for diminishing the

height of the roof, as in supposed necessities of

the architectural style, and sometimes resulting

from the building of an addition when it is not

desired to disturb the earlier roof.
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ROOF ROOF
Mansard Roof. A lurljcJ roof

witli dormer wiiulows of some size
;

that is to say, such a roof as will

best jirovide for liaUitable rooms

witliiii it. This is tiie roof com-

mon in neoclassic and modern

chateaux ami ))ublic buildings in

France, the dei-k or upper slope

being usually small in proporti(ni

to tlie lower slopes, whereas in the

French Roof (see subtitle above)

the reverse may be the case.

Pavilion Roof. A roof hipped

on ail sides so as to have a pyrami-

dal or nearly pyramidal form.

Penthouse Roof. A roof witii

one pitch like tliat of a shed or of

the aisle of a churcli in the ordinary

distribution.

Pyramidal Roof. One in the

form of a ]iyraniid or, by extension,

a hipped roof in which the ridge is

relatively short so that the sloping

sides end nearly in a ]Hiint.

Ridge ; Ridged Roof. A double-

pitched roof, the two slopes of

wliich meet at a horizontal ridge.

Saddleback Roof. A gable

roLif in some peculiar position, as

when a tower is roofed in this way
instead of terminating in a Hat ter-

race or in a spire.

Shed Roof. Same as Penthouse Roof
Single-framed Roof. A roof framed with-

out trusses, the opjwsite rafters being tied to-

gether by the upper tloor frame or by boards

nailed across horizontally to serve as ties or

collars.

Slab Slate Roof. A roof covered with slabs

or Hags of slate, as in cottages built in the

neighbourliood of slate quarries.

Span Roof. A roof composed of two equal

Roof: framed like a Flu HkAVV CiKiss llKAMS (ARRYI>-G PORLISS,
AND STIFFENED BY BliACES CIT TO A CURVE WHICH IS COMPLETED
BY Mouldings planted on; Kiddinqton, Oxon ; c. 1350.
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Roof: with Cambered Cross Beams carrying a Decorative
SYSTE5I OF Braces and Struts.

slopes, as a nave roof, in contradistinction to

one having one slope, as an aisle roof or pent-

house riiof

Terrace Roof. A Hat roof in sense ^-1

;

especially when the roofing is of masonry and
tiie surface allows of free use of the roof as a

place for walking and taking the air.

Trough Roof. Same as M Roof.

Truss Roof. A roof, the rafters of which

are supported on a truss, or a series of trusses,

by means of purlins.

Valley Roof. One which
covers a building so aiTanged

with projecting wings or

]iavilions, nearly on the

same level as the main roof,

that there are valleys at the

junction of the two parts

of the roof The term is

hardly applied to roofs

which have merely the val-

leys of dormers and small

gables.

ROOF COVERING.
The clijsure laid upon a

roof frame, including the

wood sheathing or lioanling,

and the outside protection

or weathering by metal,

slate, tiles, shingles, painted
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ROOF COVERING
canvas, tarred paper, thatcli, by any com-

position of tar, bitumen, asphaltiim, etc.,

with gravel, or any other form of jirotection

ROOF COVERING
pansion and enntraction ; or, in flat roofs, large

slabs of slate or stone are bedded in cement. In
the more usual cases, roofs of any pitch may be

Roof: like that at Charxey, but much liohter as b.;ixg work of a skilled Constructor;
HiGHAM Ferrers, XoRTHAiiPToxsHiRE ; c. 1350.

against the weather. In the few cases of ab-

solutely incombustible constniction (see Fire-

proofing) the slates or tiles are tied by leai.l wire

covered with metal, which is nearly always of

tin plates in the 'United States : tbougli tern

plates are used, and, much more rarely, zinc, as

Roof: of Staiei TH' KNIiiN Al^l;KV, LiXCOLXSHIRE: c. 1.370.

to iron laths ; or, the roof being filled up solid

with brick, terra cotta, or cement blocks, large

sheets of copper, zinc, or lead may be nailed

upon it, lapping over one another like slates,

and left free at the lower end to allow for ex-
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in France, lead, as often in Great Britain, or

copper. The term, The Leads, applied in Eng-
land to a nearly flat roof which may be used as

a floor, is unknown in the United States, where

such a roof would be covered with tin plates or
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ROOF GARDEN
with t:ir iiiul gravel. Stt'ep roofs alone may be

covered with tiles, slate, or shingles, laid in the

usual way, without any filling or cementing of

the joints ; and it is to be noted that rain and

snow may beat in through the

crevices to a slight ilegree

without serious damage. (See

the separate terms : also Flash-

ing.

)

ROOF GARDEN. A gar-

den formed upon a Hat roof,

especially prepared for the

purpose by arranging thereon

growing plants and shrubbery

in pots, tubs, and boxes, anil

occasionally by accumulating

thereon s\ifficient soil to sus-

tain grass and other small

vegetation ; specifically, a place

of public entertainment in the

open air upon a ro(jf, provided

with facilities for vaudeville

performances, partly sheltered

by awnings and adorned with

a few ornamental jdants.

ROOF GUARD. A device

to. prevent snow from sliding

off a roof without interfering

with its watershed ; it is fenc-

ing or openwork of wood or

iron at the foot of the slope,

or of stitf wire bent into the

form of loops, laid in with the

slate or shingles, and forming

projections distributed over

the r(3of surface so as to arrest

the tendency of snow to slide.

ROOFING. The materials of which a roof

is composed ; the art of constructing a roof

(See Roof Covering.)

ROOFING SLATE. (See under Slate.)

ROOF PLATE. A Wall Plate (see under

Plate), whii'h carries roof timbers.

ROOF STAGING. A scaffolding used by

roofers in working on a roof slope. It auto-

matically holds fast to the roof by means of

barbed rods or claw plates.

ROOF TREE. Same as Ridge Piece— Pole.

Sometimes u.sed figuratively, referring to the

wliole roof as a shelter.

ROOF TRUSS. In carpentry, one of the

transver.se timber frames composed of princi])als,

tie.s, stints, and suspension rods, used in i oof's

of wide span to support common ratters by

means nf longitudinal purlins.

ROOM. An enclosure or division of a

house or other structure, separated fiom other

divisions by partitions ; an apartment, a cham-

ber ; as a drawing-room, parlour, dining room,

or chamber in a house, a .stateiooni in a

ship or railroad car, a harne.ss room in a

stable.
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RORITZBR
ROOT, JOHN WELLBORN; architect;

b. 1851; d. 1891.

lie was born in Atlanta (Georgia), and in

186-1: was smuggled through the Federal lines

ELAB.ia.\TF, H.\MMER-BE.iM CONSTRUf'TlON
;

Church, Norwich; c. 14.S0.

S. Stephen's

and sent to England. Returning to America

after the war, he gi'aduated at the College of the

City of New York and entered the office of

James Renwick (see Renwick). He afterward

became an assistant of John B. Snook, and
lunler his direction superintended the construc-

tion of the Grand Central Station in New York
City. In 1872 he entered the office of Drake
& Wight in Chicago, and later formed a partner-

ship with Daniel H. Burnhnm. Root held the

important office of consulting architect of the

World's Fair Commission in Chicago.

Harriet Monroe, John Wellborn Root.

ROPE. A roll moulding decorated with a
twist like the strands of a rope, common in

Romanesque architecture ; a cable moulding.

(See Cabling.)

RORITZER, KONRAD (THOMAS and

WOLFGANG) ; aicliitccts.

Konrad Roritzer was architect of the cathe-

dral of Ratisbon (Regensburg) from 1459 to

1465, and built also the choir of the Lorenz

Kirche at Nuremberg between 1459 and 1477.

Thomas Roritzer was cathedral architect at

Ratisbon (Regensburg) in 1482 and Wolfgang
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ROSACE
Koritzer held that utlice iu ISli, wheu he was
decapituteil ftir sedition.

I'opp. Les Trais A<jes ile V Architecture Goth-

ique ; Seubert, Kiinsllt'r-lexikun.

ROSACE. Same as Rosette (I.).

KOSACE FROM A HoUSE AT BETOURSA, SyEIA
;

5th to (ixH Century.

ROSE. A. A conventional representation

of tlie tiower in its original or wild state, much
used in Gothic sculjiture and especially in late

English Gothic and Elizabethan art. One
form of it is especially suggestive of English

political changes. (See Tudor Rose below.)

B. A circular or nearly circular ornament.

(Compare Rosace, Rosette, Roundel.)

C. A diaphragm of woven wire or of a

plate of metal pierced with holes to stop solid

matters which might clog a pipe.

Tudor Rose. (Originally, in heraldic use

;

hence common in architecture.) A combination

of two or three single wild roses, red and white,

one above another, expressing the marriage of

Henry VII. of England with Elizabetii of York,

and the resulting peace between York and Lan-

caster. In the Deanery at Worcester the

flower is seven-petalled : sometimes it is six-

petalled ; usually it is, as in nature, five-

jietalled. It has always five small, sharp
" rays," representing the leaves of the calyx.

ROSENGARTEN, ALBERT ; architect

:

b. ISO'J.

In 1839 he won a three years' travelling

scholarship and went to Paris to study with

the architect Labrouste (see Labrouste).

After a sojourn of two years in Italy, he estab-

lished a large )iractice in Hamburg, Germany.

He publishetl Die Architektonischeii Stylarten

(1874, 1 vol. 8vo).

Seubert. Ii'dnstler-lexikon.

ROSETTE (I.). A decoration common in

all the historical styles, treated as a flower, a

knot of foliage, or as a patera with conventional

or geometrical detail, generally approaching

circular in form, but sometimes square. In

Roman architecture, it occurred in the centre

of ceiling or soffit panels, and as a central

ornament on the Corinthian abacus. In med-

iaeval architecture, rosettes of square form

were frequent in the decoration of mouldings,

as a knot of foliage in the centre of foliated

panels, etc. In early Italian work, rosettes
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ROSSI

a])peared often as geometrical inlays of coloured

marbles. — H. V. B.

ROSETTE (11.). (See Electrical Appli-

ance.^. )

ROSE WINDOW. A window which is of

ciri'uhir form, es|iecially a large one and filled

with tracery such as tliose of the west and north

and south transept fronts of Gothic cluu'ches.

In these, however, the circular form of the win-

dow, although distinguishable, is sometimes, in

later work, a jiart of the tracery of a still larger

window with pointed head. When a rose win-

dow has the tracery bars arranged in decidedly

radiating order it is often called Wheel Window,

and by a popular extension, Catherine Wheel
Window. (Sec cols. 1093-1098.)

ROSS, LUDW^IG : iihilologist and archae-

ologist ; b. July 22, 180G : d. Aug. 6, 1859.

Ross studied in Kiel, Copenhagen, and Leip-

zig, and in 1832 went to Greece. In 1834 he

was appointed chief conservator of the antiqui-

ties of Greece and in 1837 professor of archae-

ology at the University of Athens. AVith

Sciiaubert (see Schaubert) and Christian Han-
sen (see Hansen, H. C.) he restored the temple

of Nike Apteros on the Acropolis at Athens.

In 1843 he made a journey among the Greek

islands and in Asia Minor. In 1845 he was
appointed professor of archaeology at the LTni-

versity of Halle, Germany. He published Die
AkrojMlis von Allien . . . der Tempel der

Nike Apteros (1839, 1 vol. folio) ; Reisen auf
den Griecliischen Ivseln (1840-1852, 4 vols.)

;

Das Theseion und der Tempel des Ares zu

Atheii (1852).

Brockhaua, Konversations Lexikon.

ROSSELINO. (See Gambarelli.)

ROSSI, DOMENICO ; architect ; d. 1742.

A pupil of Baldassare Longhena (see

Longhena). He built the f;i(;ade of tlie church

of S. Eustachio, the church of S. Maria dei

Gesuiti (1715-1728), the Palazzo Corner della

Regina (1724), and the Palazzo Saudi (1721),

all in Venice.

Ourlitt, Gesrhichte des Barockstiles in Italien.

ROSSI. GIOVANNI BATTISTA DE (il

Coiiimendatore) ; arcli;eologist ; b. 1822 ; d.

1894.

II Commendatore G. B. de Rossi was the

historian of Christian and subterranean Rome,

and published a remarkable series of works on

this subject: Inscriptioiies CJiristiance tirbis

Romce, (1857-1885, 3 vols.); Roma Sotter-

ranea cristiaiia (1864-1877, 3 vols, folio);

.3Iosaici cristiani e Saggi di pavimenti delle

chiese di Roma (1878). He was also editor

of Bnlleliitu d' Arc/ieologia cnstiana (1863).

He assisted Heiizen and Mommsen in the direc-

tion of the Corpus Universale Inscriptionum

Lutinarum.
Necrologie in Construction Moderne, Sept, 29,

1894.
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ROSSO
ROSSO, IL (Giuvaniii Battista di Jacopo ;

calk'il ill France, Maitre Roux)
;

painter and

decorator ; b. 1496 (at Florence, Italy) ; d. 15-11.

Rosso was one of tlie young men who studied

from the cartoons of Jlichelangelo (see Fiuonar-

roti). In 1530 lie went to France and was
employed with Priniaticcio (see Priuiaticcio) in

the decDration of the jialace of Funtainclileau.

He decorated the GixukIp Gnlen'c and the

Chambre de Madame d'Estampes at Fon-

tainebleau.

Vasari, Milanesi ed. ; Palustrc, Renaissance ;

Pfnor, Jlonorinipliie lie FonCainebleau ; Rouyer et

Darcnl. L'Ait Ardiitprtural.

ROSSO ANTICO (Porfido Rosso Atitico).

This is, according to Dclesse, a porphyTite ; i.e.

a basic eruiitive rock, consisting essentially of a

compact re<ldish felsitie base, in wliich crystals

of lionibleiide and rose-coloured plagioclase

feldspar are porphyriticaliy develojied. The
stone was used by the ancient Egj'ptians for

making statues of the deities and for other

ornamental purposes, and later by the Romans.

The original source of the rock was the Dokhan
Jlountains on the west shore of the Red Sea, in

Egypt. —G. P. M.
ROSTRA. (.'>(c Rnstrum, B.)

ROSTRAL COLUMN. (See under Col-

umn ;
alsu see Memorial Column ; Rostrum.)

ROSTRUM (pi. Rostra). A. The beak or

prow of a ship, used as a ram in the naval con-

flicts of the Greeks and Romans ; it consisted

of a beam or beams armed with hea^-y jjointed

irons, the whole being atlixed to the bows of

the war galleys above or below the water line.

Captured rostra were preserved as symbols of

victory.

B. In the plural (Rostra), a platform ele-

vated in the Roman Forum, so called Ijecause

its basement or podium was decorated witli the

rostra of ships captured in the first naval

victoiy of the Reimlilic ; from tiiis platform

orations and pleadings were delivered to the

Roman populace.

C. Any pulpit or platform from which ad-

dresses are made.

ROT. (See Diy Rot.)

ROTUNDA. A circular hall, especially one

covereil by a cupola like the Pantheon or the

central hall of the Capitol at Washington.

The frequent applicatitm of this term to any

large central area in any public building, as

the " ofiice " of a hotel, which is neither circular

in plan nor covered bv a dome, is improjjer.

ROUBILLAC (ROUBHilAC;). LOUIS
FRANCOIS: scul).t..r ; b. 1695 (at Lyons,

France); d. Jan. 11, 17G2.

A pupil of Balthazar, sculptor to the Elector

of Saxony and probably also of Nicolas Cous-

tou (see Coustou, X.). He won the second

Grand Pri.v at the Academic Royale in 1730.

He appears first in England in 1738, when he
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ROUND CHURCH
made a statue ot Handel tor \'auxliall gardens,

London. In 1743 he made the monument of

John Campbell, Duke of Argyll (Westminster
Abbey), in 1753 the monument to Admiral Sir

Peter Warren (Westminster Abbey), in 1758
the .statue of Shakes] icare (British JIuseum),

in 1761 the well-known Nightingale monu-
ment (Westminster Abbey).

Walpole, Anecdotes ; Stephen-Lee, Dictionary
of Xatioiial Biniir'ij'ltii.

ROUGH CAST ; HARD CAST. A kind of

plaster made with strong lime mortar and sand,

mixed with clean gravel until it resembles a

concrete, used for the exterior faces of rough
ma.sonry walls, as of small country houses. In

ditierent parts of Great Britain and the United

States ditierent proce.s.ses are used. Sometimes
the mortar is very hot when the gravel is

mixed with it. Commonly the whole mixture

is thrown or dashed forcibly against the wall

when fre.shly pla.stered. The surface is often

coloured by a wash while still wet.

ROUGHING-IN. Any coaree mechanical
process [neliminary and jireparatoiy to final or

finished work, as the rough coat of mortar
forming a foundation for one or more coats of

fine plaster, or, in. a scheme of decoration, the

neeessaiy mechanical groundwork of colours

or modelling. Specifically, in plumbing, the

establishment of the system of pipes for supply

and waste, done while the house is preparing

for plastering, and before the pipes are con-

nected with tlie fixtures.

ROULETTE. Same as Dotting Pen. (See

Drawing Pen. /i, under Pen.)

ROUND CHURCH. One whose plan is a

circle or is symmetrical about a centre, and not

RoCND Church: S. Costaxza at Rome; Pl.vn.

arranged upon a defined axis. Polygonal

churches, and those which consist of equal arms
radiating from a central point, are included in

this term. Such buildings are apt to ditt'er

radically from longitudinal churches in that

they are centred upon some monument or fea-

ture which is set in the middle, and for whose
protection or accommodation the cluirch is

planned. The baptisteries were buildings of

this kind (see Baptisterj"), being planned to

receive a central font or basin.
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ROUND CHURCH
Tlie rouiul plan tor buikliiigs belongs, with

variations, to most styles and periods of archi-

tecture. It was a favourite among tlie Romans
and common among the Greeks, especially for

mortuary and commemorative structures ; and

from these evidently tlie Christians adopted it.

The circular type prevailed with the Romans
— on a large scale as we see it in the mauso-

leums of Hadrian and Augustus, on a small

scale in many lesser tombs. It was a favourite

form for temijles to lesser divinities and heroes
;

for e.\ample, the temples of Vesta and Her-

ROUND CHURCH
is the same. The niches were continued in

Christian architecture, especially in liaptisteries,

but the round form gradually iirevailed in

them over the rectangular. The Roman tombs,

and rotundas that appear to have been tombs,

were most commonly domed, and are often

ligiited, like the Pantlieon, through a round open-

ing in tlie crown of the dome. This last treat-

ment appealed to the Christian sentiment ; we
are expressly told that the rotundas that Con-

stantine built at Jerusalem, to commemorate
the Holy Sepulchre and the place of Christ's

Round Church: S. Costanza at Rome; ske Plan.

cules at Rome and of Vesta at Tivoli, and still

more for important tombs. This last use

commended it to the Christians for memorial

buildings. The most characteristic Roman
type was a cylinder with a thick wall, in

which niches were cut inside,- most commonly
eight, usually square and semicircular in alter-

nation. We see this type at Rome in the

so-called Torre dei Schiavi and the Mausoleum
of Helena, at Tivoli ; in the Madonna della

Torre, and on the largest scale, with some com-

plication, in the Pantheon. In wliat is known
as the Temple of Jupiter at Sjjalato, the build-

ing is octagonal without and circular within, an

Eastern fashion that became charai-teristic of

Byzantine work, but the arrangement of niches
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ascension, were in the middle left open to the

heavens into which he had ascended. Others

of the earliest Christian buildings seem to have

been built in this way. Some authorities have

believed it of S. Costanza at Rome, S. Maria

Maggiore at Nocera, and the Bajitistery of

Coustantine. The baptistery at Mujelia in

Syria was apparently uncovered in the middle

;

and in the great church or grouji of churches

consecrated to S. Simeon Stylites at Kalat

Siman, the central octagon from which the four

arms radiate, and in which was presei-ved the

pillar on which the saint had stood, was char-

acteristically left unroofed. (See cut under

Planning ; also under Syria.)

Round churches were not naturally adapted
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ROUND CHURCH
to the liturgical worsliip nf the Cluireh ; the

very early custom of setting the clergy roiisi)i<'-

uously aside from the congregation diil not

allow of their officiating in the miildle of the

ehurch, but required them to stand apart

toward the cast. This orientation at once

established a longitudinal axis in the diurch

that wivs at variance with the centralized plan

of the round church. Tiiis tact of the orienta-

tion of the liturgical churches divided the

buildings into two classes, one symmetrical

about a line, the other about a point. The

need of separating the central feature, tomb or

font, from the body of the spectators in the

roun<l building naturally led to dividing the

building into a central nave, as it were, and a

surrounding aisle— which was, in fact, as some

writers have noticed, the infusion of the basili-

cau iilea into the round structure, for the cen-

tral space must neeils be lighted l)y a clearstory.

The separation of this space from the aisle,

whether by a range of columns or by an arcade,

soon almost enjoined the substitution of a

polygonal plan, with piers or columns at the

ROUND CHURCH

Round Church: the Origixai. Chapel of Charlemagne at Adc-la
Chapelle; a. Ground Stort: B, Upper Story.
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Round Church: S. Marh^ at Noceka, South
Italy; 6th Centvuv a.d. ; Plan.

angles, for the round. The difficulty and awk-

wardness of applying arcades to a circular plan

is conspicuous in S. Cos-

tanza and in the baptis-

tery (S. Maria JIaggiore)

at Nocera. Tlie smaller

the building and the

sharper the cun'e, the

greater the difficulty. We
have no chronological

series of securely dated

round Vmildings by which

we can trace their progress

continuously, but it is

clear that there was in the

first Christian centuries

a rapid change from the

circular plan, which the

Romans preferred, to

the polygonal form. By
the time of Justinian, and

even earlier, if we may
judge from the remains

in central Syria, the

straiglit-sided shape had

prevailed for the main

lines, though the round

outline was retained in

niches and apses. We
see both combined in S.

Sofia and SS. Sergius

and Bacchus at Constan-

tinople, and in S. Vitale

at Ravenna, where the

main constructive arches

of the liuilding are set in

the straight walls of a

polyg(inal enclosure, while

the arcades of the apses,

which are merelj' decora-
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ROUND CHURCH
tive, and have little weight tu earry, stand
on a circular plan. The etibrt to reconcile

the arcade, and the jjolygonal plan which
suited it, with the dome, which was the

ROUND CHURCH
space than were covered by any other form of
roofing in masonry. This invention, giving
connuanding importance to the central feature

of the plan, and shown in its greatest develop-

Bil. - ^ .. _;_

Round Church: S. Maria at No^ ki; \ ; see Plan.

favourite covering of the Romans, and to

which the Eastern builders clung tenaciously, led

to the great invention of pendentives, by whieh

ment in S. Sofia, became the leading influence

in shaping Byzantine churches (see Byzantine
Architecture). These, nevertheless, though the

Round Church: Aix-la-Chapellk : see Pl.ins.

the dome could be hung even over a square
plan, leaving the floor under it unobstructed,
except by four piers at the comers of the
square, and opening vaster areas of interior
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square or nearly square plan prevails in them,

with a central dome, are intended for liturgical

worship, and so are built on an axis, and to be

classed, not as round churches, but as longi-
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ROUND CHURCH
tuilinal. Tlie Byzantine c/lmnli was thus iiiter-

nifdiate between the round and the enii-ifdrni.

Round churehes were built here and there

over Europe tiirough the early Christian jieriod

and the Middle Ages, though they were few,

and grew rarer in the later ju'riods, coniiiared

with those of basilican ami cnu-iforni types,

which were almost imperative for tiie needs

of great congregations. Tiie twcj elmn-hes of

S. Costanza at Rome and S. Maria Maggiore at

ROUND CHURCH
of uncertain date, shows the masonry of a cen-

tury or two later. It wa.s doubtless meant

originally for a baptisteiy, for which the unu-

sually large font still oecuines the centre. Both

were evidently converted into churches for

litiu'gical worship some time after their build-

ing, for the apses in both are later additions.

S. Stefano Rotondo, the other gi'cat early

round church of Rome, is of basilican structure,

far slighter than these two, being roofed with

Round Church: S. Gereon's at Cologne; the Older Part now altered into a Gothic Ko-
tunda; its Plan is of unknown antiquity; probably 4th Century a.d.

Nocera, already mentioned, tiie second an obvi-

ous imitation of the first, are of peculiar form.

A circular arcade, in the one case of twelve

arches and in the other of fifteen, whose col-

umns are in pairs set across the wall, and there-

fore radially, encloses a central space some 40
feet wide, which is domed, and surrounded by an

aisle under an annular vault. S. Costanza,

built, we are told, in the fourth century as the

mausoleum of the sister and the daugliter of

Constantine, is of brick and concrete in the

Roman style of that day, but the dome is

raised on a clearstory. The church at Nocera,
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wood, with concentric aisles round a central

rotunda some 70 feet in diameter, wdiich now
at least contains the altar. Essenwein's the-

ory that S. Stefano was built in imitation

of Constantine's church of the Holy Sepulchre,

and that the middle was at first open to the

sky, is at least plausible ; the fact that it was

dedicated to the protomartyr lends some colour

tn it. It is clear that the round form of the

Holy Sepulchre had much influence on the

building of round churches among the early

Christians, and that this influence was revived

in the West during the crusades. The great
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ROUND CHURCH
rotunda whose foumlatiinis lemaiu in the

ehiirch of S. Beuigiie at Dijon was apparently

an imitation of it, built in the eleventh cen-

tin-y ; the form and the name are recalled in the

rliurch called S. Sepolcrn aiiioni: the complex of

chapels known as S. Stefano at Bologna. The
churches built by the Knights Tcnijilars over

Europe, of which the Temple Church in Lou-

ROUND CHURCH
Christians added to the Roman form. SS.
Angeli at Perugia ami the old rotunda of S.

Cereoii at Cologne, rebudt iu the thirteenth
century, both biuldings of uncertain date, are
furtluir instances. S. Vitale of Ravenna,
already notieeil, contemporary of S. Sofia, set

the example of a more complicated structure
radiating from a polygonal centre. It was

KOUM) LHri:cH: >. ueeieon s at Cologm:, h;om the s.i.. , sLk. JPlas.
The smaller accessoiy buildings are not shown.

don is one, are later examples, as is the smaller

one at Cambridge called S. SepiUchre, and that

of Xeuvy-Saint-Sepulcre in France. The Ro-
tonda in Brescia, if it belongs to the eleventh

century, is probably due to the same influence,

and it repeats the same type. S. Michael's at

Fulda was a German example of the same. S.

George of Thessalonica is also a round building

with a surrounding aisle, by some attributed to

the Roman Empire, but probably a Christian

building, and has the clearstory which the
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imitated by Charlemagne in his Miinster at

Aachen (Aix-la-Chapelle), and recopied from
that in similar churches at Essen and Ottmars-
heim. But the practical value of the cruci-

form type for all the uses of the Latin worship

made it prevail through all Western Evirope

;

on it was spent the progressive eftbrt of the

builders of the later ^Middle Ages, au<l Gothic
churches of round form are veiy few. The
architects of the Renais.sance, enamoured of the

dome, under which Bnmellesco introduced the
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new style iu Fluroiu'e, reverted to the round

church. Bramante's faniuvis Temijictto in S.

Round CnuRfH : >L\thias Kai-klle at Koiieun
ON THE Rhine; Plan.

Pietro ill Montorio at Rome led the way ; the

Madonna deUa Consohizioiic at Todi, the In-

, /y/////////V//,/M/M-j,/////,///'

Round Church: M.^.thias Kapellf. : Section
SHOWING Interior only; .see Plan.

coronata at Lodi, both ascribed to Brainante,

were the forerunners of a long line of round

churches, of which the well-known Salute at
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Venice is one of the most picturcsi(ue examples,

and tiie Liebfrauenkirche at Dresden one of the

later. But the great achieveniont of the Re-

naissance architects in cliurdi building was the

union of the central tyjie with the cruciform by

setting over the square crossing the dome built

on pendentives, after the manner of S. Sofia,

wOiich culminated in S. Peter's, and fi.xed the

dominant form for Renaissance architecture, as

the development of the groined vault had for

meili;eval. — W. P. P. LoNGFEU.ow.
ROUNDEL. A. A small circular panel or

wimluw ;
specifically, a circular niche deeply re-

cessed, often decorated with a bust in high

relief, or, in late neoclassic design, filled by a

free standing bust.

B. In glass making, or glazing, a bull's-

eye or circular light, like tlie bottom of a

bottle.

ROUNDHOUSE. ^1. In the United States,

an engine liuuse, in sen.se i>', which, in plan, is

constructed on a circular arc, from which

radial tracks converge toward a turntable near

the centre of the arc. The turntable also con-

nects with one or more branches of the railway,

so that an engine is readily transferred from the

house to the railway line, or vice versa.

B. A police station house or other place of

temporary confinement for persons arrested

;

popular and without e.xact significance.

-(C. D.)

ROUND TOWER. A. In early Christian

architecture, a building of a peculiar type with

few windows and those generally so small that

bells would hardly give out their sound freely
;

very slender, and commonly furnished with coni-

cal stone roofs. Of these there are more than

one hundred in Ireland ; and there are known

to be more than twenty-two in otiier countries

of Europe. Although it is probalile that they

were used rather for defence and for lookout

purposes than for the jjlacing of bells, yet a

tower of this type is commonly called Bell

House. (See Ireland, Architecture of)

B. In the Southwestern United States the

work of American Indians of the Pueblo type.

Some stand alone but

the greater number

are near, or connected

with, other ruins of

rectangular form.

Two or three concen-

tric walls exist in

some, separated liy

from 2 to 6 feet, the g^^,^,^ r^^^^^ jp^j. _g).

outer interval being

divided by transverse walls on radial lines into

small chambers. The diameter of the inner cir-

cle varies from 1 to 20 feet or more. Walls

were of roughly dressed stone. Those near

other ruins are generally classed as kivas ; iso-

lated ones may have been lookouts. (See
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Comuiuuul Dwelling ; Kiva ; ^\'atch Tower,

under Tower.)— F. S. D.

Stiikus, Earbj Christian Art in Inland.

ROUSSEL (ROUXEL I. JEHAN: architect.

He was inu'itre d'umcrv of tlie city uf Rouen.

Sept. L'l, 1447, at the death of Jehan Salvart

(see Salvart), he succeeded him as architect of

the cathedral of Koueu, aud held that office

until U51.
Deville, Revue des architecles de la Cathedrale

de Ii'iiiK II.

ROUX, MAITRE. (See Rosso, II.)

RUDE
RUBBLE. ^1. Rough stones of irregular

shapes and sizes, broken from larger masses,

either naturally by geological action, or artifici-

ally by ([uarrying. The term is used very

loosely, covering all between dimension stone

and cobble stones or gravel. (See definition B
aud sub-titles.)

B. Blasonry built of such stones.

Coursed Rubble. Rubble in sense B, in

which the stones have faces with square comers
and nearly jjarallel sides, and beds nearly hori-

zontal aud vertical.

^^^^-f^»>* ^'^^

'-vr.-^:w^

RorsD TowBR (Def. A) : Ardmore, Ireland.

HOVER. In architecture, any member, as a

moulding, which follows the line of a cun-e.

ROVEZZANO, BENEDETTO DA. (See

Benedetto da Rovczzaim.

)

ROW: RO"WLOCK. (See Rollock.)

ROYERS DE LA VALFENIERE. FRAN-
COIS DES ; architect; b. August, 1575; d.

March -22, 1667.

The chief member of a family of architects

which was employed at Avignon, and at Lyons

in the seventeenth century. In 16.36 he was

appointed architect of the Chartreuse of Ville-

neuve-lez-A-\ignon, which he enlarged and dec-

orated. In 1646 he finished the Palais de

Justice at Cai-pentras, and in 1647 made the

plans of the alabey of the Dames de S. Pierre

(now Palais des Arts) at Lyons.

Charvet, Zps Z,a Valfeniere ; Monfalcon, Bi'sfoire

Monumentale de la cille de Lyon.
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Snecked Rubble. Rubble laid up with

rough or irregular stnnes, but so fitted as to

secure an ert'ective liond.

RUDE, FRANCOIS ; sculptor; b. 1784 (at

Dijon, Cote d'(Jr, France); d. Nov. 3, 1855.

Rude was the son of a coppersmith of Dijon.

He studied art at the excellent school of Devosge

in Dijon. In 1807 he went to Paris and was
employed on the Colonne de la Grande Ai'm^e

(Colonne Vendorae). In 1812 he won the

prenuer grand pri'x, but on account of the

political disturbances of the time did not visit

Rome. He went to Brussels (Belgium) where

he made the Carj-atides of the Theatre Royal,

the pediment of the Hotel des Monnaies, etc.

He returned to Paris in 1827, and in 1828 ex-

hibited his statue of Mercury at the Salon (now

in the Louvre). Rude executed a part of the

frieze of the Arc de Triomphe de I'Etoile (Paris).
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In 1832 Abel Bliiuet (see Blouet) succeeded

Huyot (see Huyot) as arcliiteet of the aivli.

For liira, largely at the suj;'gcstioii of M. Thiers,

Rude made four designs for the seulpture of tiie

piers representing four subjeets illustrative of

war: Lc. I)('part, Le Retoiir, La Di'fvnttv (hi

Sol, and La Paix. These drawings are now

in the Louvre. Le Depart, the only one of

the four whieh was carried out by Rude, is

jirobably the most important monument of

French seulpture. The tiiree other groups

were made by C'ortot and Etex (see Ete.x). In

1836 Rude ma<le his statue of Mareehal de

Saxe, now in the Louvre. In 1852 Rude ojiened

an atelier fir the instruction of pupils, whieh

formed many imjiortant sculptors. Among his

many works are the monument to Napoleon in

a park at Fixin (France), tiie splendid reclining

statue of Godefroy Cavaignac in the cemetery

of Montniartre (finished 1847), and statues of

Jlonge, Bertrand, and Ney.

Fourcauil, Fran<;ois Bude ; Gindriez, Frani^ois

Rude; Gouse, Sculpture franrai-ie.

RUGERUS. (See Thi>(ipiiilus.)

RUGGIERI, FERDINANDO ; architect.

Ruggieri rebuilt (173G) the interior of the

church of S. Felicith, designed tiie facade of the

church of S. Firenze (1715), and assisted Carlo

Fontana (see Fontano, Carlo) in the construc-

tion of the Palazzo C'ap])oni, all in Florence.

He is best known l)y his Studio d'Architeltura

Civile.

(iurlilt, rii-sr/iiiiilr ih-t: IldrorJcutili'S in lUlUen.

RUIJSBROECK, JAN VAN
; architect.

A Belgian architect of the fifteenth century

who made the plans for the Studhuis at Brus-

sels. The first stone of this building was laid

in 1444.

Imraerzeel, Hullandsche en Vlaamsche Kun-
steiiaars.

RULE. A strip of wood or metal with a

straight or true edge, used to assist workmen in

making straight or true work, as in plastering,

to assist in keejiing a surface in plane. When
graduated and correctly marked with foot divi-

sions and subdivided into inch&s, and into halves,

quarters, eighths, and sixteenths of an inch, and

made to fold in two or four sections for con-

venience of carriage, the tool becomes a carpen-

ter's rule.

Dimiuishiiig Rule. A board or the like used

to lay out or determine the curvature of the

swelling of a column ; its edge being cut with a

concave curve.

Foot Rule. Similar in make and form to

Tw(i-fo(it Rule, l)ut half as long, and, therefore,

half as long when folded up.

"Vvroioot Rule. A carpenter's rule as de-

fined above, two feet long, and folding usually

into four six-inch lengths. This is much the

most common form of rule used by mechanics,
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RUSSIA
architects, and all persons engaged in the build-

ing trades. — R. S.

RULER. (See Straight Edge.)

RULING PEN. (See under Pen.)

RUMFORD, COUNT. (See Thomjison,

Benjamin.)

RUN. In the United States, same as Going.

RUNIC KNOT. A form of interlacing com-

mon in tlie ornamentation of jewels, implements,

and in stone and wood carving generally among
the earlv Northern races of Europe.— H. V. B.

RUSKIN, JOHN ; writer on Fine Arts ; b.

1819; d. 1900, Brantwood,Coniston,Lancasliire.

While engaged in the study of jiainting,

especially landscape painting of early Italians

anil modern English, he studied also the med-
iaeval architecture of Europe, and made many
accurate drawings, engravings from some of

which illu.strate his published work.s. In 1849
was jiublished 2'he Sevi'ti Lamps of Architec-

ture, a series of essays ; and, in 1851-53, The
Stones of Venice, one chapter of which, " The
Nature of Gothic," has been reprinted separately.

He published also ler-tures and detached essays.

RUSSIA, ARCHITECTURE OF. That
of so much of tlie modern empire of that name

aAa
.-^. .^

Russi.v, l"'iu. 1: A CiRKKK Byzantine Church-
pl,\n, illustrating the tvpe common in
Russia also; the Cupola is commonly like
TH.VT SHOWN IN FiG. 2.

as lies west of the Ural Mountains. In this

vast region there are many remains of ancient

building showing great capacity for art of a
semibarbaric sort, and much of that picturesque-

ness which comes from massive building of

unusual height and expressive outline, as in

fortification. Tims, the watch towers, which
serve also as places of defence, which exist in

great numbers in the region of the Caucasus,

are as effective as Scottish Pele Towers or the

border towers of tlie Pyrenees, and the wooden
houses and churches of all the forest -covered

parts of the country exhiliit a power of design

not surpassed by the log churches of Norway
(see Scandinavia) or the chalets of Switzerland.

That infiuence which was to change the char-

acter of church architecture throughout the

empire seems to have come into Russia not

earlier than the twelfth century. This was the
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Byzantine inrtuence eouiing partly from the

monasteries of the Greek church in the south,

sucii as tliuse of Mt. Athos, anil partly from Con-

stantinople direct; hut it was largely iutiueuced,

RussIj\. Fig. 2; Chirch of the Intercession of
THE Virgin at Pokrova ; see the Greek
Plan, Fig. 1.

at least in decoration, by a more purely Oriental

spirit which is manifested in earlier Russian

manuscripts, jewellery, and other minor arts of

decoration. The immediate result of this was
that the cities of the empire were filled with

churches built with central cupolas in the

Byzantine taste, but also much smaller than

the churches of Constantinople ; hardly larger

than those in the towns of the Peloponnesus or

of Attica (see Greece, Architecture of), and
taking their essential characteristics largely

from the conventual churclics wiiich were often

small, because of the small size of the religious

communities. Thus, a relatively important

church in a good-sizeil town may be only 20
feet square within the four main piers which

carry the cupola, with a surrounding aisle not

over 6 feet in width, so that the congregation

of 150 people would crowd it.

The constructional features of these build-

ings are: first, a veiy simple and straight-

forward plan of vaulting with either brick or

stone, and a great abundance of mortar, gen-

erally in the Byzantine manner ; second, an

almost universal disposition with a square com-

partment supported by four piers canying a

cylindrical drum which might be finished in a
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bulbous cupola, or an octagonal tower generally

finished with a blunt spire ; third, a marked
dis|)roportion of height to size of plan, a jiecul-

iarity undoubtedly resulting from the convent-

ual church within its crowded enclosure, but
very ettective in cities ; fourth, a disposition to

carry up the central tower or drum unbroken
within, so that mural painting could be carried

out over the whole of the somewhat high
funnel-shaped or cylindrical tower above the

heads of the eongi-egation ; fifth, a tendency to

make much of the entrance, by means of a porch

often crowned by a low tower, an elaborate

flight of steps leading to a second porch com-
municating with the much loftier bell tower,

and a final inner narthex leading directly to the

place of worship. There are many minor pecul-

iarities, but the above which are generally

found in the churches from the twelfth to the

eighteenth centuries are strongly marked and
suttice by themselves to explain the notable in-

dividuality of Russian church architecture.

Above the roof the drum of the cupola was
often raised to an exaggerated height, many
times higher than

the bulb itself, and
pierced by slender

windows. The bulb

might be more or

less prolonged into

an onion-shaped, up-

ward-pointing form,

evidently of Persian

origin, and this bulb

might be covered

with metal or with

brilliant coloured

tiles. The octagonal

tower and spire

which sometimes re-

place this cupola and

drum have the unique

feature of coming

inward from the

sides of the tower to

the starting of the

s))ire by means of a

series of small arches

rising one upon an-

other, like the

squinches of Western

towers but in three

or four horizontal

rings : these arches

showing on the ex-

terior produce an

effect as novel as it

is thoroughly con-

structional and logical. The same system

is applied to larger towers which rest on the

ground, as in the really noble tower of S.

John Chrysostom at Korowniki, a tower which
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Russia, Fig. 3: Tower of
Chcrch of Vasili Klaj-
enoi. jioscow ; reced-
ING -Arches diminishi.vg
Size of Central Open-
ing.



RUSSIA
though only 125 firt liigh lias a most stately

appcaraiuT. The i-luipel of the convent of S.

Nicetas lias a blunt, octagonal spire built in a

more familiar western style, but of equally

good form. The church of the ^'irgin of Kasan

at Markowo, near Moscow, has tlie roof itself

carried up ou a moderate slope by means of

this system of squinch-like arches, these show-

ing on the outside of the roof like blind dormers

with rounded to]is or like eyelirows (see that

term B), of which the window openings are

stopped. In this church, as in those of less

importance, the peculiarity of an elaborate sys-

tem of vaulting, an ert'ective exterior, and a

brilliant mural painting within applied to a

church which could not hold over 200 wor-

shippers is as notable as in still smaller

churches. The church of the Resurrection at

Rostovv has its tower arched up high with a

special cupola reaching a height of 85 feet, and

this is covered with figure painting of generally

cool and dusky tones but with warm colour in

the costumes. The church of the Trinity and
of the Virgin at Moscow has an important

tower over the entrance like the gateway
pagodas in India. In this church the chapels,

of which there are several, are nearly as large

as the church proper. All these buildings of

the .seventeenth and eighteenth centuries are

of the character descril.)ed above, but there are

also churches the plan of which is a marked
Greek cross, which cross is roofed by its cupola,

except the ap.se. A modification of this, again,

shows a plain parallelogram without on three

Russia, Fio. 5: Log Built Housk, Province of
kostruma.

sides, the fourth side broken by three apses, but
the plan within is not so different from the
plans cited above, the piers dividing the church
into a cross.
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The ancient buildings of the Kremlin in

Moscow, tliough inuch altereil externally, re-

tain, within, their halls of curious vaulting of

many types. The willingness of the Russian
builders to close the roofs

even of their very large

rooms with masonry, and
their apparent interest in

the ditt'crent systems within

their reach, jioint to a nat-

ural readiness for architec-

tural achievement which
the existing buildings, in

terestiiig and suggestive as

they are, do not quite verify.

The extremely backward

social conilition of the em-
pire through the ages which
were most fruitful of ar-

chitectural work in Europe
and in the nearer East,

must be held as tlie cause

of this backwardness. An-
cient Russian architecture

is rather a series of curious

comiilex tendencies and ad-

mirably intended results ^
than a triumphantlv sue-

cessftd result. All Europe "^ l^^^,'^
«Js"jo„^

may go to Russia to study, Chrysostom, at
but not to copy. Jakoslaw

; show-
mi , , 1 -1 , INC. Indian influ-
Ilie simple log build- ence.

ings of the peasantry,

including churches as well as large and small
residences and village houses, are extremely at-

tractive because of their successful combination
of some truly architectural treatment with the
simple structure (see Chalet; Loghouse ; Scandi-
navia, Architecture of). The practice followed

in Ru.ssia even to the present day of hollowing
the under surface of each log, that it may more
nearly fit upon the log below and thus be capa-
ble of more perfect chinking, points to a use of
this kind of structure in buildings of some im-
portance and considerable cost.

Beginning with the reign of Peter the Great,
buildings of modern European form have been
imitated in Russia, and palaces for the sovereign
ami for the nobles have followed the neoclassic

style of the epoch, but generally without fortu-

nate result. The taste is often barbarous with-
out being eftective, the exteriors pompous
without being stately. An exception is, how-
ever, the great church of S. Isaac, the cathetlral

of Saint Petersburg, wliich was the hobby of
several succeeding emperors, the plan having
been changed frecjuently, and the present one
dating from 1817. The church is considered
to rank in size, cost, and importance next after

S. Peter's of Rome and S. Paul's of London. It

has four octostyle porticoes, two of them being
much deeper than the others and having inner
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RUSTICATED
columns on the iiriiii-iple ul' the famous portico

of the I'antheon at liuuie, and tlic iiarallclogram

from which these jjorticues i)niject is roofed by

a central cu]i(ila of great size acconii)anied by

four smaller ones at the four i)rincipal angles

of the central square. The cupola is built

entirely of cast ami wrought iron, an admirable

achievement for permanence and successful com-

bination of parts ; but when viewed in the light

of modern engineering, unnecessarily costly, the

material being useil in enormous masses. There

is a great abundance of decorative sculpture in

bronze, altiiough jiart of what seems bronze is

confessedly electrotype. The great doors are

designed in the most exaggerated taste with

human figures in iiigh relief, seeming like

statues in niches, and of a .scale much greater

than life.

L. Rusca, Eectieil des Dessins da differenls

batimens construits a Saint PHershourg et dans
Vinterieur de I'empire de Hiissie ; Fedor HikUter,
JUomiments of Ancient liussiau Architecture,
1850 ; A. Ricard de Montferrand, Eglise ca-

thedrale de Saint-Isaac; A. Wdlmann. Descrip-
tion du nouveau Palais Imperial dn Kremlin de

Moscou, 1851 ; Demidoff, Voyaije pitloresque et

archeologique en Russie ; Souslow, iIi>Hvments

RUSTIC WORK

Rdsticatiox : Palazzo Widman, Venice, Italv
Cextlkv.
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Rustication : Base of Palazzo Steozzi, Flor-
ence; 15th Centi'ry.

deVancienne architecture Russe, 20 PI., St. Peters-
bourg, 1895 ; Alexis Martinow, Anciens Monu-
ments des environs de Moscon, 1889 ; Nohriiig and
Von Lowls, Die Stddtische Profanarchitektur der
Gothik, der I'enaissance iind des Barocco in Riga,
Reral und Xarra, Liibeck, 189ii ; Fabricius, Le
Kremlin de Moscou, 1883 ; Valerieu Kiprianoff,

Hisloire pittoresque de I'ar-

chitecture en Russie, 1864.— R. S.

RUSTICATED. In stone

ma.sonry, distiiiguisiied from

smooth ashhir by rustication.

RUSTICATION. In

stone cutting, that done with

joints sunk in some sort of

channel, the faces of the

stones projecting. The above

is what is meant generallj'

when rustication is spoken

of, but the face of the stones

is usually roughened artifi-

cially to form a contrast with

ordinary dressed ashlar ; and
this roughening may be car-

ried so far as to include ver-

miculation, or may consist

of a regularly cut series of

projections and sinkings.

This is sometimes imitated

in brickwork ; and then

sometimes, and perhaps in

stonework also, in horizontal

grooves without verticals.

RUSTIC WORK. A.
DeroratidH by means of rough

woodwurk, the bark being

left in place, or by means of

uncut stones, artificial rock-

work, or the like, or by such

combination of these materi-

als and devices as will cause

the general appearance of

what is thought to be rural
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SABINE
in cliariu'ter. Where woodwdrk is used it is

custciiiKiry to proviile a contimiuus slieatliiiij;

as of boards, upon whicli are nailed tlie small

logs and liranehes with their bark, moss, etc.,

carefully ]ireserved ; but these strii)s of wood

are often arranged in ornamental patterns, caus-

ing anything but a rural api)earance.

JS. In cut stone ; same as Rusticated Work.

s

S. The abbreviation for saint (English and

French) ; sainte (French, feminine) ;
wHi (i.e.

nanto), santa, santi (Italian and

Spanish). (For the plural form and

the superlative, see SS.)

SABINE. (See Savine.)

SACRAMENT CHAPEL. A
chapel e^^llecially reserved for the pres-

ervation of the host.

SACRAMENT HOUSE. An
ambry ; used especially for the keep-

ing of the sacred wafer.

SACRARIUM. A. In Roman
archieology, a place of deposit for

sacred objects, a chapel or shrine.

U. In Christian ecciesiology, the

sanctuary, the choir, the sacristy, a

piscina, a sacrament house ; the late

Latin word being employed in various

meniiings.

SACRED TENT ; TIPI. A tent

erected by American Indians to shel-

ter some sacred object. Especially,

one of three tents or tipis, of the

Omaha, used for the Sacred Pole, a

stick of Cottonwood eight feet long,

said to be over two hundred years

old, the Sacred White Bufl'alo-cow

Skin, and the Sacred Bag consecrated

to war. These sacred tents and all

they contained are now in the Pea-

body Museum at Cambridge, Massa-

chusetts. See the contributions of

Dorsey to the reports of the United

States Bureau of Ethnology.— F. S. D.

SACRISTY. A place reserved

near the high altar and sanctuary

SADDLE BAR
sacristies there were ovens for baking the bread

intended for consecration ; in others the church

muniments are kei^t in a special press by them-

selves.

SADDLE. A. The cap of a doorsill, or

the bottom piece of a door frame, forming a

slightly raised ridge, upon which the door, when

shut, fits rather closely. Tiie object is to give

the under side of the door siu'h height above the

floor as to prevent its striking (u- binding when

thrown open. Saddles are made of wood, cast-

iron, brass, marble, etc. In England, some

carefully built houses have no saddles for the

of a church, usually a single room,

but sometimes of great proportions. It is

the place where priests and deacons vest

for the service and unvest again, and where

ecclesiastical garments are stored ; and where

much of the business of the church is done, as

the reception and registration of requests for

mas.se.s or prayers. There is of necessity a

lavatory, and there should be a separate piscina

for washing altar vessels and the like ; also

permanent presses and cupboards ; and all these

fittings are commonly made architectural and

are often adorned very richly. In some old
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Sacristy: Cathedral of Le Mans (Sarthk), France.

interior doors, the carpets of two adjoining rooms

meeting under the doors, the theory being that

the floor is so perfectly levelled and built that

saddles are unnecessary.

B. Anything used to interpose a vertical sup-

port and the foundation or the load upon the sup-

port : especially in temporary work, as in Shoring.

SADDLE-BACKED. Sloping equally on

either side from a ridge. (See Saddle-backed

Roof, under Roof)
SADDLE BAR. A horizontal bar of iron

across a window opening, sometimes to stitt'en
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SADDLE STONE
the slender stone mullions ; more often to se-

cure the Icailed glass by means of wires twisted

around it.

SADDLE STONE. The stone set at tlie

apex of a galilo Imilt of masonry, and forming

the eapstone of the toping.

SiEPTA. Same as Septa.

SAFE. A place for tlie safe keeping of

money, plate, papers, and other valuables.

Safes are intended to be fire-proof, Ijurglar-proof,

or both. When built with the buikling as an
integral part of it, they are commonly built

from the foundation with solid masonry to the

first floor, and with brickwork above in double

walls, and are commonly called vaults. When
extended through several stories, the stnieture

is c;illed a stack of vaidts. The floor and ceil-

ings in each story are generally constructed with

light iron beams and railroad bars laid far

enough apart to j)ermit a solid closure of brick

laid upon the flanges with a covering of brick

or cement ; or fewer beams are used, and arches

of brick are laid between them. In each storj'

tiie doorway, or doorwa3's, are of bevelled steel

frames built into the masonry, forming a vesti-

bule closed with outer doors of iron and steel,

and lighter inner doors, all pro\-ided with burg-

lar-proof bolts. In fire-proof buildings these

safes or vaults are not necessarily built from the

foundations, but may be started from the steel

framework of any floor, wherever required.

Safes of this kind, though fire-proof, are not con-

sidered burglar-proof unless lined with steel and
]iro-i-ided with other securities against intrusion.

For banks and other public institutions these

structures are built with greater care and with

ampler interior space, and often with two stories

of safes on each floor. Good safes have outer

and inner doors, both provided with burglar-

proof locks. A patent for fire-proof safes pro-

vides an outer and inner steel lining between

which alum is packed. When exposed to heat

the alum gives ott' its water of crystallization,

which becomes steam at ordinarj- atmospheric

pressure, thus enclosing the contents in an en-

velope of steam at 212 degrees F., which is

maintained until the water is all expelled, and
which thus greatly delays the burning of con-

tents. (See Godown ; Kura.)
— Hexrv Van Brunt.

SAFE-DEPOSIT VATJLT. A vault in

sense B, to provide safe storage for documents,

bullion, jewels, plate, coin, and other valuables.

Public safe-deposit vaults are large ba-sement

rooms or vaults of solid masonry, lineil with

burglar-proof boxes of various sizes, which are

severally accessible only to those who rent them.

Such places are provided with ever)' possible a]>

pliance of safety and protection, and include a

series of small rooms or compartments, wherein

those who rent the boxes can be secluded while ex-

amining their property or consulting their papers.
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SAIL OVER, Any projection or jutting

bevimd tile general wall surface. Also, sale

over, oversale, oversail. A term connected with
salient, (See Overhang,)

SAINTE CHAPELLE. In French, a holy

chapel, that is, cmc nf i.sjjecially sacred charac-

ter ; a term used pecuharly for those wiiich

contain some relic of great .sanctity, as any one
of those which relate especially to the Pa.ssion

of Christ, The structure of a double building,

with a lower and a higher church, is especially

identified with these buildings throughout the

Middle Ages in France, It is found in the

celebrated Sainte Chapelle of Paris, once form-

ing part of the royal palace in the He de la

C'it^ and at Vincennes, but this has no special

significance, its purpose being rather to add to

the height and (lignity of tlu- structure.

SALLE DES PAS PERDUS. A large

haU forming a monumental vestibule or waiting

room to smaller halls or apartments, as in

courts of justice and other public buildings in

France,

SALLY, A projection ; the end of a tim-

ber, as the foot of a rafter, cut with an internal

angle to fit over a jilate or horizontal beam,
SALOMON DE CAUS, (See Caus, Salo-

mon de.

)

SALOON, ^1, A spacious or elegant apart-

ment for the reception and entertainment of

company : a hall of state or ceremony,

B. In the United States, specifically, a bar-

room,

SALT IN BRICK WALLS. (See Efllo-

reseence.

)

SALTPETERING ; SALTPETRING. (See

Efflorescence.)

SALX7TATORIUM. In mediieval build-

ing, a porch or a portion of the sacristry of a
church, where the clergy and the people could

meet and confer.

SALVART, JEHAN : architect,

ilareh 13. I.'3ii8, he replaced Jehan de Ba-

yeux as architect of the cathedral of Rouen
(Seine Infe'rieure, France), In l-t07 he re-

stored the west portal of the cathedral. From
1400 to 1411 he was emplojed on the chateau

of Tancanille (France), In 1430 he enlarged

the windows of the choir of the cathedral of

Rouen. In 1432 Salvart appears as mattre
d'osuvre (city architect) of the city of Rouen.

Deville, Ei>rue des Architects de la Cathedrale
de Iiouen ; Rauclial, Dictionnaire.

SALVI, NICCOLO; architect; b. 1699; d,

1751,

Salvi was a pupil of Antonio Cannevari.

His most, important work is the fountain of

Trfvi (which see) in Rome (1735-1762),

Gurlitt, GeschiclUe des Barockstiles in Italien;
Milizia, Jlemorie.

SALZBURG, ARCHITECTURE OF, (See

Austrian States, Architecture of,j
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SALZENBERG
SALZENBERG, WILHELM ; architect.

He was a \m\\\\ uf Scliinkcl (see Scliiiikel).

During tiie resturatiuu comhicted !>} Fossati

(see Fossiiti) at the ciiurch of S. Sophia in Con-

stantinople, in 1847-1S4S, Salzenlierg was
commissioned by tiie king of Prussia to exam-

ine the construction and decoration of the build-

ing. He published his results in 1854, under

the title, Alt-christUrhe Bcuidenkmale von

Constantinople (1 vol. folio). This won for

SANCTUARY
France). He built the fine western portal of

the church of S. Michel at Dijon. The signa-

ture on the bas-relief of the tympanum is sup-

])osed to l)e modern. Other works at Dijon are

ascribed to him.

Cliabent, Dijtin.

SAMMICHELE. SAMMICHELI. (See

iSanniichcli.

)

SAMPLE ROOM. A. A room where com-

mercial samples are kept and shown, as by a

travelling merchant in a hotel.

B. A place where liiiuor is sold by the glass

;

a barioom

SANCHEZ UNFRO s ulptor

Ht 1 udt till ^t dls )t tht (li u if the eathe-

di d (it Six die (Spun) \n inMii|ition on this

woik bills his nimt ind the date, 1475.

Bermuili z Di n nan >

V^! rw V^ s::i(*i

'

"W ^f i^'^^' "i^'i

S.iiNTE Chapelle: .S. Gek.mer near Beauvais (Oise), France

him the silver medal of the Royal Institute of

British Architects in 1855.

Seubert, Iiiiiistler-!i xikon.

SALZMANN, MAX; architect; b. about
18.50; d. Feb. 7, 1897.

Architect of the cathedral of Bremen, Ger-

many. At the time of his death he had finished

the towers and the decoration of the northern

side of the building.

Nekroldiiie, in Kiuistchronik, Feb. 18, 1897.

SAMBICHE. (See Chambiges.)

SAMBIN. HUGUES ; architect.

Architect of the city of Dijon (Cote d'Or,
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at East End of Church.

SANCTUARY. A ])lace considered sacred,

esjiecially in connection with the idea of .safety

from jmrsuers. Thus the innermost and least

]iulilic part of a temple, or of a Christian

church, the separate shrine of a divinity or

saint, a region within which all the trees, build-

ings, monuments, etc., and the soil itself was
held sacred to a divinity, or an asylum in sense

A is a sanctuary ; and there is no clear distinc-

tion between the ditt'erent uses of the term.

Especially, in a Christian church, the place

where the principal altar is set, distinguished

from the choir (see Choir, A), or from the outer

part of the chancel.
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SANCTUARY SCREEN
SANCTUARY SCREEN. Any partition

wliich sc]ianiti's tlir .s;iiictiiar_v ])rui)el' from tlie

largiT part of tlic elioir. (Sfc C'luincel Screen;

ulso Cliiijr Screen and tlie references.)

SANCTUS BELL. A bell liiiug in an ex-

terior turret or bell cot over or near the chancel

arch, which was formerly rung to fix the atten-

tion of those not in the church to the service

of tiie mass ; this notice is now usually limited

to the ringing of a hand bell in tlie sanctuary.

SAND. Small particles of stone formed

smuetinies by the trituration of stones or rocks

when carried by water, sometimes by the de-

compo.sition of the cementing substance of crys-

talline rocks. Sand for building purposes is

generally found in the beds of streams or in

beds, or pits, in the earth, as well as on the

seashore.

It should 1)6 silicious, gritty, not too fine,

and should be perfectly clean and free from

loam. Sand formed by the trituration of finely

.grained or amorphous rocks, really fine pebbles,

may be used for mortar, if of hard material,

and no other can be obtained. Silicious mate-

rial is to be i.refenvd. — W. R. H.
SANDBY, THOMAS ; architect ; b. 1721 ;

d. June 25, 1798.

He was appointed architect to King George

II. of England in 1754, and in 1755 was one

of the committee which considered the formation

of a public academy. At the formation of the

Royal Academy, in 1768, he was made a mem-
ber, and the first professor of architecture.

William Saiulby. History of the lioyal Academy-

SAND FINISH. (See Plastering.)

SAND FOUNDATION. A platform or

bed of sand, natural or artificial, prepared for

the erection of a building. (See Foundation.)

SANDING. The sprinkling of fine sand

on fresh paint to obtain a granidated surface

resembling sandstone.

SANDSTONE. A stone consisting of con-

solidated silicious sands. (See Stone.)

SAN GALLO. SANGALLO. ANTONIO
(I.) DA (GIAMBERTI); b. U55 ; d. 1534 ;

architect, engineer, and woodcarver.

Antonio Giamberti, brother of Giuliano da
San Gallo, began life as a woodworker. He
w^ent to Rome about 1492, and was employed
by Alexander VI. (Pope 1492-1503) to "re-

model the Castel Sant' Angelo, and build the

gallery connecting it with the Vatican. He
appears in the records as murator. About
1496 he was appointed Capomaestro of all the

works of the Signoria of Florence, Italy, in-

cluding the improvement of the Palazzo Vecchio

and the fortresses of Firenzuola and Poggio Im-
periale. He enjoyed a large practice as military

engineer until about 1518, when he seems to

have settled at Jlontepulciano, where he built

the Cervini, Tarugi, and Bellarmini palaces and
the important church of the Madonna di S.
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Biagio. The palace of the cardinal, Del Monte
(Pahizzo Conununale), and the iof/(/;'o del Mer-
cato, at Monte San Savino, are attributed to

Antonio. He built also the nave of the church
of the Annunziata at Arezzo. (See San Gallo,

Giuliano da.)

Lambert!, Madonna di San Biagio ; Memoiresde
Id Siieii'te des Anliqnnirpn de France. 1S84, p. 222.

SAN GALLO. SANGALLO. ANTONIO
(IL) DA (ANTONIO PICCONI) ; architect;

b. 1485; d. Oct. 3, 154G.

Antonio II. was the son of a sister of Giuli-

ano and Antonio (I.) da San Gallo. His name
was Picconi. He was employed by Bramante
(see Bramante) as a diaughtsman, and assisted

Giuliano da San Gallo at S. Peter's church, and
in 1517 was made Raphael's associate in the

superintendence of that building. May 1, 1518,
he was appointed architect of the church and
the Vatican palace, and retained that office until

his death. The model which he made for S.

Peter's is still in existence. Antonio was for

many years the leading architect in Rome, and
controlled a large military and civil jiraetice.

He had in hand at one time the fortresses of

Florence and Ancona, the completion of the

buildings at Loreto (see Sansovino, Andrea),

the enlargement of the Vatican, and the foun-

tain and aipieduct at Orvieto. The villa Ma-
dama, Rome, is attributed to Raphael by 'N'asari,

but exi.sting drawings by Antonio and his

brother, Battista, indicate that much of the

work was done by them about 1530 (Geymidler,

op. cit., p. 59). About 1542 he built for Paid

III. (Farne.se, Pope 1534-1549), the Pauline

chapel in the Vatican, which was decorated by
J\Iichelangelo (see Buonarroti). For the same
pope, also, he began the famous Farnese palace

in Rome. At about the beginning of the third

story, the work was transferred to ]\Iichelangelo,

whose design for the cornice was preferred. A
long list of Antonio's palaces and churches is

given by Vasari (Vita di A. San Gallo the

Younger). Many of his drawings are in the

gallery of the Uttizi (Florence).

Bertoloiti, Xuori doeumenti ; Ravioli, Notizie

;

Redtenbacher. Baumeister der Benaissance

;

Miintz, Benaissance ; Vasari, Milanese ed. ; Va-
.sari, Bla.slitieki-Hopkms ed.; Geymiiller, Baffaello

Sanzio riitne archititto.

SAN GALLO. SANGALLO, ARISTO-
TELE. (See Sangallo, Bastiann da.)

SAN GALLO, SANGALLO. BASTIANO
DA (ARISTOTLE) ;

painter and architect;

b. 1481 ; d. 1551.

Bastiano was a son of the younger sister of

Giuliano and Antonio (I.) da San Gallo, and a

cousin of Antonio (II.) da San Gallo. He was
apprenticed to the painter Perugino (see Va-

nned, Pietro) in Florence, and studied the great

cartoon of Michelangelo Buonarroti. He earned

the name, Aristotele, by his intelligence and

application. With his brother, Giovanni Fran-
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SAN GALLO
cesno, he was employed to build the Paudolfini

palace, in Florence, from the designs of K.ifiaello

Sauti (see Santi, R.). The building was not

finished until after 1530. He attached him-

self to tlie court of Cosmo I. de" Medici ; San

Gallo, Battista (il Gobbo) ; architect ; b. about

I-IDG, a brotiicr of A. (II.) da San Gallo, assist-

ing in nuich of his work.

SAN GALLO, SANGALLO, FRAN-
CESCO DA ; sculptor and architect ; b. 14'J-t

;

d. I.'j7(i.

Francesco was a son of the great arcliitect,

Giuliano da San Gallo (see San (iallo, Giuliano

da). His best work is tlie recumbent statue

of Bishop Bonafelde, at the Certosa, near Flor-

ence. Between 1531 and 1559, he maile with

Antonio Solesmo the monument to Piero de' Med-

ici at Monte Cassino (Tuscany).

Vasari, Miliincsi i-d. : >[untz. Iien"i^sniici'.

SAN GALLO. SANGALLO, GIULIANO
DA (GIAMBERTI) ; architect, engineer, and

woodcarvcr.

Giuliano was born in Florence ; the oldest

son of Francesco Giamberti, a woodworker who
trained his sons to his own trade. Francione

was also his teacher and associate. Milanesi

derives the name Sau Gallo from his residence

near the Porta di San Gallo in Florence. In

1465 he was in Rome, and was employed by

Paul II. (Pope 1464-1471) on the palace of

S. Marco, the tribuna of S. Peter's, and the

Vatican (Miintz). In 1848 he fortified and de-

fended, unsuccessfully, the city of Castellina

against Ferdinand I. of Naples. For Lorenzo de'

Meilici Giuliano designed the octagonal sacristy

of S. Spirito in Florence (begun 1 489), and the

famous villa of Poggio a Cajano (about 1485-

1489). His chef-cVoeuvre, the church of the

Madonna delle Carceri at Prato, was built be-

tween 1485 and 1491. Dec. 9, 1507, Giuliano

was chosen Cuponuestro (chief architect) of the

Duomo, Florence. The cloister of S. Maddalena

de' Passi, in which he copied an Ionic capital

found at Fiesole, was begun in 1479. The
Palazzo Gondi (Florence) is ascribed to Giuliano

by Vasari. For the Cardinal tlella Rovere,

afterward Julius II., he restored the fortre-ss

of Ostia (1484), and built the palace of Savona

(1494). On one of the sketches of the Barbe-

rini collection is written an account of a journey

to France in 1496. Giuliano built the dome
of the church at Loreto, Italy (1497-1500),
and was employed as civil and military archi-

tect in many Italian cities. During tlie reign

of Leo X. (Pope 1513-1521), he was a.ssoci-

ated witli Raphael as arcliitect of the Vatican

and S. Peter's (see Santi, R). July, 1515, he

returned to Florence. Several of the designs

which he made in competition for the facade

of S. Lorenzo in 1516 are still preserved at

the Uffizi Gallery. A list of his buildings is
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published by Milanesi in his Vxsari. The San
Gallo had a boteija (shop) in Florence for wood-

carving and si-ulpture. The wooden crucifix at

tlie Annunziata, and a part of the liigli altar

at the Duomo (Florence), and other works

at Perugia and elsewhere, are attributed to

Giuliano. Del Badia, in the Fabbriche di

Firenze, has shown that between Se])t. 19,

14S9, and Feb. 6, 1490, Giuliano da San Gallo

was paid 115 lire, 10 soldi for the model,

still in e.vistenee, of the Strozzi Palace (Flor-

ence), of which he was undoubtedly the de-

signer, instead of Benedetto da Maiano (see

Maiano, Benedetto da), as Vasari asserts. There

is an album of iiis sketches in the Barberini

Library (Rome). Another collection is in the

library at Siena. They contain drawings of

monuments in Italy, France, and Greece, which

have disappeareil.

Dr. Hans von Stesinanii in Dii' Architrktur

(Icr lionaissance in Toscniia; liavioH, Nutixie

;

Miintz, Les Arts a la cimr des pnpes ; Miintz,

Renaissance; Vasari, Milanesi ed. ; Mazzanti
del Badia, Fahhrirhe di Firenze ; Miintz, (riitli-

anii da Sdu (rnHo el les monuments du midi de la

France ; De Lauriere, Obsercations snr les des-

sins de (Tiitliann, etc. ,• V. Geymiiller, Documents
inedits snr les Munnscrits, etc.

SANITARY ENGINEERING. A branch

of the science and art of civil engineering, re-

lating to such works of civil engineering as

tend to promote public and individual health,

to remedy unsanitary conditions, and to ])re-

vent e|iidemic diseases. Sanitary engineering,

although a new profession, com])rises a great

many subjects, and much more than is usually

understood by the term. The practice of sani-

tary engineering embraces water supply, sewer-

age, sewage and garbage disposal for cities, the

prevention of river pollution, street paving and
cleaning, laying out cities, municipal sanitation,

sanitary surveys, regulation of noxious trades,

disinfection, cremation, and the sanitation of

buildings.

Tlie requirements of modern buildings are

numerous and complex. They have given rise

to several departments of engineering work, of

which the sanitary is not tlie least important.

The sanitary engineering of buildings comprises

sewerage, removal and disposal of waste matters,

water supply, lighting and ventilation, pluml>

ing work, subsoil drainage, dry foundation walls

and cellars, and sewage disposal for country

houses ; furthermore, sanitation of schools, hos-

pitals, prisons and military barracks, erection of

public baths, fire protection of institutions and

safety measures for theatre audiences ; sanita-

tion of factories, workshops, summer hotels and
resorts, and railway and ship hygiene.

Part of the work of the sanitary engineer

relates to sanitary inspections of old or new
buildings, and building sites ; it includes exjiert

services in court, and special work arising dur-
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ing epidemics, in war time ami after Hiwds or

inundations, etc.

It is not tlie special province of the sanitary

engineer to enter into tlie question of diseases

and tiicir cause, neither does he profess to have

an intimate knowledge of medical science and

biology, yet he must be well aciiuainted with

general health axioms, for upon these all practi-

cal sanitary i)rogress is based.

Quite often the term " sanitary engineer

"

is improperly used, and applied to plumbing

inspectors ; and even tradesmen have mis-

appropriated the name. There is a large and

growing field for the sanitary engineer's ser-

vices, and conscientious, accurate, and intelli-

gent work, coupled with a broad general culture,

is the key to success in this, ;is in other

professions.

Edw. S. Philbrick, American Sanitari/ Emji-
neerinij ; Manstiekl Mcrrinian, Elements of Sani-

tary Enyineerinij ; \Vm. Paul Gerhard, (Sanitary

Engineering. — W. P. Gerhard.

SANMICHELI. MICHELE ; architect and

military engineer; b. 1487; d. 1559.

Sanmicheli was born at Verona (Italy).

About 1500 he went to Rome, where he came
under the influence of Bramante and Raphael.

As early as Nov. 27, 1509, he is mentioned as

cathedral architect at Orvieto, Italy, and ap-

pears in the records of that building until 1528.

Michele built the altar of the Three Kings in

tills cathedral. His earliest independent work

is the church of the Madonna delle Grazie at

Montefia-scone (1519). After the sack of

Rome in 1527, Sanmicheli was employed by
Clement VII. (Pope 1523-1534) to assist

Antonio (II.) da San Gallo (see San Gallo,

Antonio II.) in the fortification of several

Italian cities, notably Parma and Piacenza.

This was a beginning of an immense practice as

military engineer, which included the construction

of the defences of Jlilan, Urbino, and Naples,

and the superintendence of the entire system of

fortifications for the territoiy imder Venetian

rule in Italy, Dalmatia, Crete, and Cypms. He
is said to have invented angular bastions. The
most architecturally important of his military

works are the fort of S. Andrea di Lido, Venice,

the bastions of Verona, and the superb series of

semi-military portals in the walls of Verona
;

the Porta Nuova, the Porta Palio (or Stuppa),

the Porta S. Zenone, and the Porta S. Giorgio.

The most important of his palaces are the Bevi-

lacqua, the Canosa, the Pompeii, Versi, and

Gran-Guardia in Verona, and the Grimani (on

the Grand Canal), and the Cornaro Mocenigo

(in the Campo S. Paolo) at Venice. The archi-

tecture of these palaces is in the main a de-

velopment of the type established by Bramante

in the so-called palace of Raphael (now de-

stroyed) in Rome ; heavy rustication below
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erownied by a single onler above (Sturgis ; op.

cit., p. 453). Sanmicheli designed the domical

church of the Madonna di Campagna, the

famous circular chapel of S. Bernardino, the

facade of the church of S. Maria in Organo,

and portions of the church of S. Giorgio in

Braida, all in Verona. He designed the monu-
ment of Alessandro Contarini in the church of

S. Antonio at Padua.

Camuzzoni, Discorso per V innugiirazione del

monumeHto a Sanmicheli; Salva, Elogio di

Michele Sanmicheli ; Ronzani-Luciolli, Fahhriche
di Sanmicheli; Vasari, Milanesi ed. ; Miintz,

Benaissnnce ; Burckliardt, Eenaissance in Italien ;

Burckhardt, Cicerone ; Sturgis, European Archi-
tecture ; Gsell-Fels, Ober-Italien ; Fumi, Duomo
di Orcieto.

SANSAVINO. (See San.sovino.)

SANSOVINO (SANSAVINO), AN-
DREA (ANDREA CONTUCCI) ; sculptor

and architect ; b. 1460; d. 1529.

According to Vasari, Andrea was the son of

a labourer of Monte San Savino in Tuscany, and

his first teacher was Antonio Pollajuolo (see

Benci, Antonio da J.). His earliest known
work is a terra-cotta altar with figures of S.

Lorenzo, S. Sebastiano, and S. Rocco, now in

the monastery of S. Chiara at jMonte San
Savino, Italy. In 1480, on the recommenda-

tion of Lorenzo de' Medici (b. 1448 ; d. 1492),

he was invited to Portugal by King John II.

A bas-relief and a statue by him are still in the

church of the monastery of S. Marco, near

Coimbra (Portugal). In 1490 he returned to

Florence, and was employed in the decoration

of the church of S. Spirito. In 1500 Andrea

was commissioned to execute the marble stat-

ues of Christ and S. John Baptist over the door

of the Baptistery (Florence). The statues of

the Madonna and S. John Baptist in the ca-

thedral of Genoa were finished by him in 1503

(signed Sansonunts faciebnt). His earliest

work in Rome appears to be the monument of

Pietro da Vicenza (datid 1564) in the church

of Ara Coeli. His chief work, the monument
of the Cardinal Ascanio Sforza, brother of

Ludovieo il Moro, Duke of Milan, at S. ]\Iaria

del Popolo, was finished in 1506. The similar

monument of the Bishoii Hieroniraus Bassus in

the same church was begun in 1507. The

monument of the Cardinal Johannes IMichaelius

and his secretary Antonio Orso in the church of

S. Marcello (Rome) is by Andrea. Among his

works in his native city (San Savino) is the

cloister of S. Agostino, which is especially

interesting on account of optical refinements

introduced to correct the effect of its irregular

plan. He built the great stairway between the

cathedral and the bishop's palace at Arezzo.

SchonfeM. Andrea Sanmn-ino ; H. Semper,

Hervorrageiide liildhaner-Architekten ; Miintz,

Renaissance ; Perkins, Tuscan Sculptors; Facco-

Sacconi, Loreto.
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SANSOVINO
SANSOVINO, GIACOMO. (See Sanso-

viiiii, .laciJiMi.
)

SANSOVINO ( SANSAVINO ) , JACOPO
or GIACOMO (JACOPO TATTI); sculptor

ami an-liitcft ; b. USO; d. Xuv. liT, 1570.

Jaeopo was bum at Caprese, near Florence.

He attached liiniself to the sculptor Andrea

Sansovino, from whom he received his name
and artistic training. About 1467 he went with

Giuliano da San Uallo (see San Gallo, Giulianu

da) to Rome, where he met Bramante and

entered the service of Julius II. Sansovino

made a design for the fai;ade of the church of

S. Lorenzo (Florence), which was not executed

(see Buonarroti). He designed the church of

S. Giovanni dei Fiorentini in Rome, which was

continued by Antonio (II.) da San Gallo. The

facade is by Alessandro Galilei (see Galilei).

After the sack of Rome (1527) Sansovino went

to Venice, where he remaineil the rest of his life.

He had charge of the church, campanile, and

Piazza di S. Marco, and the adjacent public

buildings except the Doge's Palace. The Pa-

lazzo Cornaro della Ca' Grande appears to be

one of his earliest Venetian buildings. In 1535

the Council of Ten (Venice) commissioned him

to build the Zecca, in which he used a fireproof

iron construction. Sansovino's greatest work is

the library of S. Mark. He began the log-

gietta of the Campanile (Venice) about 1540.

Sansovino built also in Venice the church of S.

Francesco della Vigna in 1534, facade by
Palladio (see Palladio), the church of S. Giorgio

dei Greci about 1550, the church of S. Salvatore

(restored), the church of S. Maria Mater Domini
about 1540, and the facade of the Scuola di S.

Giorgio dei Schiavoni about 1551. He made
the monument of tlie Doge Francesco Venier

(d. 1556), with the fine statues of Hope and
Charity, in the church of S. Salvatore (Venice),

and the monument of Livio Podocataro, arch-

bishop of Cypress, in the church of S. Sebastiano

(Venice). He built also the Palazzo Delfini,

now Banca Nationale. anil began the Procuratie

Nuove continued by V. Scaraozzi (see Scamozzi,

v.). Dec. 18, 1.545, the great vault of the

Libreria fell. Sansovino was held responsible

for the loss, imprisoned, and fined. He was
restored to his position Feb. 3, 1548. His

most important works of sculpture at Venice

are the statues of the loggietta, the colossal

figures of ilars and Xejitune which give its

name to the Giant's Stairway at the Doge's

Palace, the evangelists over the choir screen of

S. Marco, and the famous bronze door of the

sacristy of S. Marco (liegun 1546, finished

1569). He made also a bas-relief for the

church of S. Antonio at Padua. He was much
assisted by Alessandro Vittoria (see Vittoria,

Alessandro).

Temanza, Vita di Sansovino ; Hosier. Sanso-
vino u. s. w. ; Miintz, lienaissance ; Vasari, Mi-
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SANTI
lanesi ed. ; Sturgis. Eurupean Architecture;
IVrkins, Tusnin Sniliitnrs.

SANTI I SANCTIUS, SANZIO ), RAFFA-
EIiLO ; called Riqihael ; painter and architect;

b. March L>6 (or 28), 1483; d. April 6, 1520.

Raphael was born at Urbino (Italy), the son

of Giovanni Santi, a painter. About 1499 he

entered the atelier of Perugino (see Vanucci,

Pietro), at Perugia, and proljably assisted in

the decoration of the Cambio at Perugia, which

was ilone at this time. According to Va.sari,

he al.so assisted Pinturicchio (see Pinturicchio)

in decorating the lilirary at Siena, begun in

1502. He visited Florence in 1504, and spent

much time in that city until 1509. Raphael

was called to Rome by Julius II. (Pope 1503-

1513) in 1509, to assist in the decoration in

fresco of a suite of apartments (stanze) in the

Vatican already begun by Sodoma, Perugino,

and others. The first stanza was finished in

1511. The second stanza was painted be-

tween 1511 and 1514; nuich of the execution

was deputed to his assistants. The third .stanza,

still less the work of Raphael, was finished about

1517 by Giulio Romano (see Pippi, Giulio).

The decorations of the loggie of the Vatican

were begun in 1517 (see Loggie of the Vati-

can). In 1514 he painted at the Villa Farne-

sina (Rome) the fresco of "Galatea," and later

made the designs for the " Marriage of Cupid

and Psyche." The splendid sibyls in the Chigi

chapel at the church of S. Maria della Pace

(Rome) were painted at about the same time

as the " Galatea." When Bramante died (March

11, 1514), Raphael .succeeded him as architect

of S. Peter's : with him were as.sociated Fra Gio-

condo (see Giocondo) and others. Raphael's

principal innovation was to substitute a Latin

for the Greek cross of Bramante. His repu-

tation as architect rests mainly upon obscure

statements by Vasari. He may have designed

those portions of the Villa Madama (Rome)
which were built before 1520, although exist-

ing measured drawings for that building are

by Antonio (II.) and Battista da San Gallo.

The Pandolfini palace (Florence) is ascribeil to

Raphael, but was begun after his death. The
Farnesina villa was undoubtedly the work of

Baldassare Peruzzi (.see Peruzzi). Raphael

may have designed the Chigi chapel at the

church of S. JMaria del Pojiolo and the palace

of Giovanni Battista dell' Aijuila (Rome), which

has disappeared.

By a brief dated Aug. 27, 1515, of Leo X.

(Pope, 1513-1521) Raphael was authorized to

inspect and purchase all marbles in the ruins

within ten miles of Rome. This enabled him

to institute an extensive series of important

excavations. He began a work on the to-

piigrajihy of Rome, the text of which, by An-

dreas Fulvius, was published in 1527. The
plates were never completed.
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SANZIO
Crowe and CavakasilK-, liaphael ; Miiiitz,

Riifihael ; I'assavaiit. It'ijiltiDl rr>n Urhina

;

Spriiinfr, Rdphiicl niid MU-hdangelo ; Grayer,
Lfs Fresques lie liaphael ; N'on Geymuller, Ha-
faello come Arcldtetln ; Vasari, Milanesi ed.

;

Vasari. Blashtield-Hopkins ed. ; Bigot, Jiaphael

et la Farnesine ; Poutani. Opere architettoniche

di Haffaello Sanzio; E. Miintz. Mistoire de la

Tapisserie en Italie ; Waagen, Treasures of Art
in Enaland.
SANZIO. (See Santi, Raffaello.)

SAPWOOD. (See Heartwood.)

SARACENIC ARCHITECTURE. The
architecture of tlie Saracen.s, that i.s, of the
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SARRAZIN
Mohammedans ruiisicleied a.s tlie conquering

people whose power gradually extended to the

lantls of the -Mediterranean. It i.s in tiu.s sense

that the word " Saracen " has come into the Eng-

,j.
lish language. The term "Saracen," as

i, ajiplied to the Jlohammedan arts of

5 design is, therefore, much more nearly

C_ accurate than the term Arab, Arabian, or

j Arabic. Thus, it would be obviously

^ erroneous to speak of the Mohamme-
< dan architecture of India as Arabian,
". and the term Saracenic Indian or Indo-

r Saracenic may be used. In this connec-
>- tion see the title of Mr. Stanley Lane-

z Poole's book, Hie Art of the Saracens
> in Eijupt, which is a useful book, but too

^ brief. See also the same author's book,

i Cairo, Sketches of the History, Monu-
- ments, and Social Life. (See also bib-

S li'ographj' under Moslem Architecture.)

"; — R. s.
~ SARCOPHAGUS (pi. Sarcophagi).

^ A stune cnrtiii. The tenu having

:; been originally a Latin adjective, " flesh

2 devouring," and apjilied to a certain stone
'

from Asia Jlinor (Pliny's Xatural His-

^
tory, XXXVI. , 17). It was applied

'f.
substantively in later Latin to any tomb

g or coffin.

< The use of sarcophagi was common in

s Egypt from the time of the builder of

£ the great jiyramid. Greeks and Romans
T seem not to have used them often before

- the time of Trajan : although the famous
5 sarcophagi of Sidon in Syria are thought

H to be of the time of Alexander the Great,

5 and tlie Scipio tomb in the Vatican is

g undoubtedly of the third centurj' B.C.

;

K but afterward they were extremely com-

,^ mon, and the museums of Europe contain
"_: many \evy richly sculptured. In the

5 Middle Ages the Gothic tombs of Italy

2 often included a sarcophagus (see Tomb),

^ and the Renaissance brought back the

use of them in a more nearly antique

way, standing free. Perhaps the most
celebrated are those in the smaller

sacristy or Capella dei Depositi, at the

church of S. Lorenzo, in Florence, having

; ilichelangelo's magnificent recumbent
= statvies on their lids. — R. S.

: SARDINIA. ARCHITECTURE OF.

5 (See Jlediteiranean Islands, Architec-

^ ture of.)

SARKING. In Scotland and the north of

England, thin boards for lining, sheathing, etc.

SARRASINE. A ]Mirtcullis.

SARRAZIN. JAQUES ; sculptor and
painter ; b. 1538 (at Xoyon, Picardie, France)

;

d. 1660.

Sarrazin was a pupil of Nicolas Guillain in

Paris. In 1610 he went to Rome and studied
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SARTO
there for eighteen years. Fur his |),-itron, the

Cardinal Al(lol)ran(liiii, lie made the figures uf

Atlas and Polyplienms at his villa at f^raseati.

Returning to Paris about 1(528, Sarrazin made
the sculptured decoration of tile Tour d'Horloge

at the Louvre (see Lemercier, Ja(iues). The
Caryatides supporting the pediment of this

building are his best work. About 1643 he

made the nionunieut to contain tlic heart of

Louis XIII., the sculpture of which is now in

the Louvre, and about IG4() the monument to

contain the heart of Prince Henri I. of Condc,

now at Ciiantilly. In 1654 he was appointed

recteur of the Academie royale de peiiiture et

de sculpture (Paris).

Lanii, Dictionnaire des sciilpteiirs de Vllcole

franraise ; Gonse, Sculpture frani^aise ; Babeau,
Liiiirre.

SARTO. ANDREA DEL. (See Andrea

del S.irto.)

SASH. A frame to holil the glass of a

window ; especially in Englisii u.sago of a slid-

ing window as distinguislicd from a swinging

window (see Casement). Such a sash is said

to be hniHi, tliat is, by its sash cord or chain
;

and doiible-haiiy when it has a sash cord on

each side. In the United States the term
" sash " is often applied to the movable wood-

work of a casement or glazed door. (See Cased

Frame.)

SASH BAR. One of the cross bars of a

sash, subdividing it for convenience of glazing.

(See .Muntin.)

SASH CHAIN ; SASH CORD. (See Sash

Lille.)

SASH FASTENER. Same as Sash Holder.

SASH FRAME. Tiic window frame in

wliii-ii a sliding sash is luing ; the vertical i)arts

(usually pulley boxes) are made hollow (boxed

or cased) to contain tlie balancing weights. In

the Uniteil States, also, any window frame.

SASH HOLDER. Any contrivance for

holding the sash of a window so that it cannot

be opened from outside, or so that it will not

fall if it is not hung witii weights
; especially

an appenilage like a bolt or revolving latch

whicli holds the meeting rails of two sashes

togetlier, iircventing either from being opened.

SASH LINE. The cord, chain, or metal

ribbon by which the sliding sash is attached to

its balance w'eights.

SASH POCKET. The ujiright side of

a sash frame when made hollow to receive the

balance weights. By extension, a movable sec-

tion in the style enclosing the above, intended

to give access to the sash weights and lines.

SASH RIBBON. (See Sash Line.)

SASH WEIGHT. A cylindrical casting of

iron or lead hung by the sash conl in the pocket

or box of a .sash frame to balance the sliding sash.

SASSANIAN ARCHITECTURE. (See

Persian Architecture, Part II.)
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SCALA CORDONATA
SAW CURF ; SAW IN. (See Kerf.)

SAW MILL. A mill in which lumber is

sjdit or diviilcd by saws run by power machines.

(See WoodwDrking Mai-liincry.)

SAXON ARCHITECTlJRE. A. Archi-

tecture of Saxony ; first, as a larger state, elec-

torate, and kingilom, down to tiie Napoleonic

wars ; second, as a smaller kingdom, since the

Peace of 1815 and the cessions to Prussia;

third, as a province of the kingdom of Prussia,

including the districts annexed liy Prussia iu

1815, and other lands. (For all the above, see

Germany, Architecture of, Part II.)

B. The architecture of England ami southern

Scotland before the Norman Conquest. (For

this see England, Architecture of; Scotland,

Architecture of.) There is much uncertainty

as to the date of the earliest medisevnl build-

ings existing in England and Scotland, and
there is no building of which it is certainly

known that it dates from the period previous

to 1066. —R. S.

SCABBLE. In stone working, to dress a

surface with a broad chisel or hca\'y-pointed

pick after rough pointing or shaping, and pre-

liminary to finer finishing. Also Scapple. (See

Stone Cutting: Stune Dressing.)

SCABELLUM : SCABELLON. In Roman
ami ncoclassic architectiue, a high pedestal for

the sni)i](irt of a bust, often shaped like a Gaiiie.

SCAFFOLD. In building, a temporary

W(ji>den framework, ]nit together with nails

or ropes, to attbrd footing for workmen in

erecting the walls of a building, or in giving

access to ceilings and other parts which cannot

be reached from the floors.

French Scaffold. ^I. A scaftbld built

on the system ijrevalent in France. A double

row of poles or squared timbers is set up
along the whole frontage to be built, and stif-

fened by X-l_iracing, continuous girts are lashed

or bolted to the uprights and support cross

sleepers, on which planks are placed at con-

venient levels ; a species of tower with a pulley

serves for hoisting material, which is trundled

over the scaffold to its destined position.

B. A term apjdied in England to scaffolds

built of squared timbers framed together by

bolts, collars, fish-joints, etc., and capable of

being taken d<iwii and reijrectetl without in-

jury ; called also Jenny Scaftbld.

Jeimy Scaffold. Same as French Scaftbld, B.

SCAGLIOLA. In Italian, an interior sur-

face decoration for columns, walls, and floors,

composed of white plaster and glue, mixed in

various ways with metallic oxides, or with in-

sertions of coloured stucco, generally in imitation

of marbles, the whole being rubbed and finely

polished.

SCALA CORDONATA, or A CORDONI.
A ramp or inclined plane formed intii paved

steps from 18 inches to 3 feet tread, with only
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SCALE
1 to i inches rise, i-acli stej) being thus inclined

somewhat less than the general .slope. The
risers or fronts of tiie steps are of stone, and
constitute the conloiii. Such ramps are used

for animals as well as pech'strians, and are

common in Italy.

— A. D. F. H.

SCABELLUM WITH Dkcorative Vase
;

Fkk.nch.
Modern

SCALE. ^1. A straight line divided into

feet anil inches, or metres and centimetres, or

the like, according to a definite and stated pro-

portion to reality, as one forty-eighth (or four

feet to one inch), one one-thousandth, etc.

Drawings of all kinds when made by mathe-

matical instniments (see Drawing) are made
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SCAMOZZI
to scale; and the scale may be laid down on
the drawing, oi- may be on a separate piece of
paper or wood (see definition B).

B. A ride, generally of metal, ivory, or wood,
marked with a scale in sense A, or several such
scales, to facilitate the making of drawings
and diagrams to any convenient scale.

C. In architectural drawings, the size of the
drawings as compared with the actual size of
the object delineated, as one-quarter of an inch
to the foot.

D. In architectural design, the proportions
of a buililing or its parts, with reference to a
definite I\Iodide or luiit of measurement.
SCALLOP WORK. The cutting of a fas-

cia or edge into a series of similar convex lobes,

as frequently in Romanesque mouldings. (See
Imlirii-.itioii.)

SCAMILLUS. In classic and neoclassic

architecture, — A, the slight bevelling of the

outer edge of a bearing surface of a block of

stone, making the part visible by a slight inci-

sion, as occurs between the necking of a Doric

capital and the ujjper drum of the shaft.

B. A plain block placed under the jilinth of

a column, tiuis forming a double plinth.

SCAMOZZI. GIOVANNI DOMENICO
;

architect; b. abnut l.j.'iU: d. I.")^!'.

From a simiile carpenter he became an ac-

complished arciiitect. He visited Bud?,pest

and Warsaw, where he reconstructed the royal

palace. Giovamii made the index {indice co-

piosissimo) of the edition of Serlio's works,

which was published in Venice in 1584 and
1619. (See Serlio.) In his introduction to

this edition, Ludovico Roncone mentions some
of Giovanni's buildings.

Roncone, Tntroductinnto Serlio edition, 1584;
Zanell;i. Vit^i Ji I'.tlla.lii', p. 102.

SCAMOZZI, OTTAVIO BERTOTTI
;

WTiter and editor.

His most important undertaking was the

publication of Palladio's designs (see Palla-

dio). His II Fareatiere isstrnito clelle Cose

piarU Arvhitcttnra e cli Alciine Pitture della

CiltCi di Vicenza was pidilished at Vicenza in

1761, and L'Orifjine ddP Accademia Olyin-

2)ica di Vicenza in 1790.

Larou.sse. Dii'iinnnjtire.

SCAMOZZI, VICENZO; architect; b. 1.552

(Vicenza); d. 1616 (Venice).

The name Scamozzi is derived from Camoccio
(Camoscio), chamois leather, indicating some

ancestral occupation. Vicenzo was a son of

Giovanni Domenico Scamozzi (see Scamozzi,

Giovanni Dcnnenico), and a pupil and rival of

Andrea Palladio (.see Palladio). He studied

matheniatics under the Padre Clavio, who was

euqiloyed by Gregory XIll. in reforming the

calenilar. Scamozzi made a tliorougli study of

the Roman monuments. In 1382 he went to

Venice to contiiuie the Libreria di S. Marco,
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SCAMOZZI

begun hy Sansoviuo (see Sausovino, J.).

Scaiuozzi aililed the Anti ^^ala. He also con-

tinued the Procuratie Nuove, begun by Sanso-

viuo, adding a third story (see Longhena, B.).

In 1593 Seaniozzi designed and began tlie

fortress of Palmanuova in Friuli (Italy). In

1600 he accompanied a Venetian embassy to

France, Germany, and Hungary. An autograph

account of tlie visit, with drawings, is in the

maseum at Vicenza. He built a ca,sino at

Lonigo, another at Castell'ranco near Treviso,

the Palazzo Trenta at Vicenza, tlie Palazzo

SCANDINAVIA
opera ed. 1838 ; Zanella, Vila di J'dlhidio, p. 103;

Mosler, Saiiscvinti ii. s. w. ; Quatrenifere de Quincy,
Leu plus celehrfs Anhitecti-x ; Milizia, Mimorie.

SCANDINAVIA, ARCHITECTURE OF.
That of tlie great peninsula now occujtied by

the two kingdoms of Sweden and Norway.

The Scandinavian lands are sometimes held to

include Denmark, which is treated separately.

The western half of the peninsula, now the

kingdom of Norway, contain.s a score of very

ancient timber churches, the construction of

which is not unlike that somewhat familiar in

'; ^̂;m^m;m^ î^'^^mi^m^^^^i^

Scandinavia, Fig. 1 : House in which Gustavos Was.^ took Refuge in 1529 ; near Upsala, Sweden.
The structure is of solid timber lilie a log house, or a chalet of type «. Part of upper story and screen of stairs are covered

with large, matched shingles.

Trissino at Vicenza, the Palazzo Verlato at

Villaverla (1.57-i), the Palazzo Raveschieri at

Genoa, and the second story of pjuontalenti's

Palazzo Roberto Strozzi in Florence. About
1604 he designed the cathedral of Salzburg

(Austria) and a part of the Schloss at Prague

(Bohemia). Scamozzi published Discorsi so/ira

rAntichita di Roma (Venice, 1.582), and DcW
Idea dell' Architettura universale (2 vols.,

Venice, 16 L5). There is a modern edition,

Pnhhiicata per cura di S. Tirozzi e L.Masieri

(2 vols 8vo, Milan, 18.38).

Teraanza, Vita ; Ticozzi, Vita, in Scamozzi
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New England in the .seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, viz. a frame filled in with slabs or

thick upright planks (see Wood, Construction

in. Part I.). These churches are peculiar in

plan and general arrangement, but especially

unicjue in their absence of architectural treat-

ment of windows (see Fenestration), this de-

jiending largely upon the severity of the climate,

combined with an apparent absence of window
glass at the time of their construction. They
are generally thought to be of the years between

1 100 and 12.50. They are built, like the semi-

Byzantine churches of Russia, with a central
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SCANDINAVIA
nave and an aisle sniTouiuling it on either side

with lean-to roofs, but the whole surlace above

the aisle roof is not a clearstorj- in the proper

sense, because containing no windows, or at

most small ventilating aj^rtures. There is

often a second and lower aisle surrounding the

whole of tlie building, with a second lean-to

roof; this outer aisle is almost wholly a con-

tinuous narthex or porch, and is in part encloseil

with solid slab walling, in jiart opened in wooden

colonnades with a semblance of arched con-

stmction. Although partly open, its purpose is

mainly additional shelter and warmth.

SCANDINAVIA
One of their characteristics is, however, so

much respected in Norway that they are not

likely to be injured in this way ; the carved

scrollwork, which is called runic scrollwork,

dragon ornament, and the like, and which is

extnionlinarily effective and suited alike for

covering large surfaces and for the ornamenta-

tion of pillars, square or round, is generally in

wood, but there are instances of similar work
in stone, and e\eu the earliest wrought iron-work

is studied from the same sources.

Romanesque stone vaulted churches are not

unknown. There are two very good ones in

,#

ScAXDiNAviA, Fig. HotsE i>F (irsTAvrs Wasa: see Fig. 1.

The exteriors of these churches show very few

and verj" small windows, perhaps two of six

square feet each on each side, and no more. It

is probable that in printer the chief light of the

interior came from the lighting of the altar,

aided, perhaps, by other lamps burned in the

nave or at the entrance.

Of these churches, the large one at Hitterdal

has been illustrated in popular books and is well

known : those of Burgund and Urnes in Bergen,

at Timd in Tellemark near Hitterdal, and at

Ringebu, Gol, Vang. Kaupanger, and at Torpe,

near Nybgaarden, are equally important to

students and are illustrated in books named be-

low. Restoration, destruction, and in one case

the moving of the church to a new site, have in-

terfered greatly with the study of these buildings.
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Norway, at Throndenaes and Ibestad. More-

over, the great cathedral at Trondhjem, though

it has never been completely rebuilt since ruinous

fires, is most interesting in plan and has admi-

rable Romanesque and late Gothic work in all

its parts. A nave with aisles and two western

towers, a transept without aisles, and a choir

with aisles much narrower than those of the

nave lead to a curious octagonal structure

which serves as the chancel, though it is more

like a separate chapel ; and a Romanesque

chapter house of oblong form of great interest

adjoins the choir on the north. The great

arcades of the choir show a marked divergence,

the whole choir widening from the crossing

toward the east end ; the lady chapel, more-

over, is not set on the axis nor yet parallel with
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the iiortli wall ut' the choir (see Refiiieinents iu

De.sigii, where the general subject of these

divergences is ti'eatoil).

Tlie cathedral at Lund is an excellent

Scandinavia, Fig. o : Swedish HorsK, close of
17th Century.

The roofiiif,' h.is bocMi ciiiTicd over the copinj? of the gable, in-

juring,' the outline ; compare Fig. 4.

Romancsciue church apparently eoniiilcted in

the eleventh century, but injured in its original

features by restoration. The cathedral of

Upsala is of the thirteenth centuiy, and of in-

ScANDiXAviA, Fig. 4: 17th Century Doorway,
Castle Tokpa, Westgotland, Sweden.

The lieraldic aeliieveaients are unusually well disposed.

telligent Gothic building, although carried out

in the unusual material of brick, in this

resembling .some admiralile buildings in North

Germany (see Germany, Architecture of, Part

IV.). The cathedral at Linkoping is also a
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Gothic church ; this and the church at Lund
are of stone.

Early wooden houses are not rare, and an

c.vccUent system of log house building has been

u.sed for the.se, sometimes combined in the same
building with the slab construction mentioned

above. Round logs were used even for the roof

timbers, but generally set lengthwise and heavy

enough to carry the whole stretch of roof Most
of those of undoubted anti(|uity are small, one

story high, or with a jiartial upper .story : but a

farmstead at Biolstad contains a seventeenth

century house of considerable size, and Ijarns of

Scandinavia, Fig. 5; Swedish Decoration of
Inlaid Wood; Palace at Kal.mar.

the nineteenth century built carefully in the

ancient manner.

The neoclassie architecture of Scandinavia is

largely a matter of the residences of the noljility,

though there is an admirable brick church at

Christianstad. Some of these residences are of

extraordinary intei'est, containing a character

of bold pseudo-Renaissance design reminding

one of good seventeenth century German work,

but of still greater indepentlence and daring in

the treatment of the .semiclassical details. The
heavy timbered roofs and the plastered walls,

both elaborately jiainted in polychromatic de-

signs, the unusu;dly elaborate wooden dadoes and
door])ieces, make the interiors interesting, and

the exteriors of such buildings as the Crown
Prince's palace at Stockholm and the castle of

Gripsliolm are as ]iicture.s(iue as anything on the

mainland of Europe. The close of the seven-

teenth century and the eighteenth century have
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left civic buililiiigs uf graver ami more sedate

aspect, and the admirable cathedral church at

Kalmar in Sweden has to be studied by all

interested in church architecture.

J. C. C. Dahl, Denkmidi' ciner sehr ausiiel/ildeten

Uolzhaukuiiat (Ills ih'ii frVthestm Juhrhutulerleu

in den iiincrii L<nHli<rlii(fl<'n Xiinrcyens ; Dietrich-

son uiul Muntlie, Die Hiihli<iu/ci(nst XorwKjens
in rer(i(in<icnli)ut iind in'ijenn'iirt, Berlin, 18Uo ; P.

A. Muiu'li and Schirnier, The Cathedra! of
Thrandlieim, published iiy order of the Norwegian
government, Christiania, 18')'.>; H. J. Kumlien,
iSi'enskd Herriiilrdiir orli Vilhir nf Srenskn Arki-

tekter, Stocklmlm ; rpiiiark. Die Airhitektiii- der

lienaiitHiince in Schn-eden; Von Minutoli, Der
Dtimzu Drtintheim und die mittelaUerliehe Vhrist-

liche Baakunst der Scandinavischen Normunnen.— R. S.

SCANTLE. A gauge by which slates are

cut tci thi- ]irn|ier length.

SCANTLING. ^1. In carpenter work, the

measurements of timVier in its breadth and thick-

ness, as in the phrase, a timber of 4 by 10

inches scantling. By extension, the timber

itself; more especially the pieces of common
sizes as commonly obtainable in the market.

Thus, studs 4 by 4, rafters 2 by 8, and the

like are scantling, when very heavy timber

would not be so designated. (See Lumber.)

B. In stone cutting and dressing, the length,

breadth, and thickness. In this sense rare in

the I'nited States.

SCAPE. Same as Apophyge.

SCAPPLE. Same as Scabble.

SCARF. The oblique joint by which the

ends of two pieces of timber are united lnngi-

Z- 2
m u

Scarf, as used ix Joining Timbers, which are
the.v said to be scarfed.

tudinally so as practically to form one piece

;

the two parts being usually cut with projec-

tions and recesses which mtitually fit one

another, and these are sometimes forced to-

gether and tightened by keys or wedges in

various ways, and secured by iron straps

and bolts. Also the part cut away and

wasted from each timber in shaping it to form

this joint.

End Scarf. One formed by the insertion

of one end into the other in a manner approach-

ing a mortise and tenon.

Hook Butt Scarf. One in which the tim-

bers form, in ]iart, liutt joints with one or more

oblique cuts, by which they are hooked to-

gether.

SCARFING. The process of connecting

two pieces of timber by a scarf joint.

SCARPAGNINO. (See Abbondi, An-

tonio.)
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SCHINKBL
SCENOPHYLACIUM. Same as Dia-

conic-iin.

SCHADO"W, ALBERT DIETRICH;
arcliitect ; b. 1797 (in Berhn) ; d. Sept. 7,

ISC'J.

He was trained in Italy, and on his return

in 1835 was made Hofhaumeister in Pots-

dam (Prussia), and in 1839, Scldosshaumeister

in Berlin. With StUler he built the Schloss-

kapele (Berlin).

Seubert, Knnstler-lexiean ; Borrmann, Denk-
miUer von Berlin.

SCHADO"W, JOHANN GOTTFRIED;
.sculptor; b. May liO, 1704; d. Jan. -27, 18.50.

He was a pupil of the Dutch sculptor Tas-

saert in Berlin, and in 178.5 went to Rome.
In 1788 he superseded Tassaert as court sculp-

tor and secretarj' of the Academy in Berlin.

In 1793-1794 he made the marble statue of

Frederick the Great at Stettin (Germany), and

in 1795 began the quadriga and metope reliefs

of the Brandenburyer llwr in Berlin. He
made the statue of Luther in Wittenberg in

1821. Schadow was in 1816 director of the

Academy in Berlin. He published Leliren

von den Knochen -und Muscheln (1830) and
PohjMet Oder von den Maasen des Mencken
(18.33, text 1 vol. 8vo, 1 vol. folio), etc.

Friedlaender, Gottfried Schadoit; Dobbert,
Gottfried Schadoxn in Zeitschrift fur Bauwesen,
1887".

SCHAUBERT. EDWARD ; architect ; b.

1800.

He studied in Breslau and Berlin, and in

1830 went to Greece, where he held several

public offices. He was associated with Lud-

wig Ross (see Ross, L.) and Christian Hansen

(see Hansen, Chr.) in the restoration of the

temple of Jvike A])teros on the Acropolis and

in the publication of Die Acropolis von Athen
. . . der Temple der Xike Apteros (1839,

1 vol. folio).

Seubert, Kunstler-lexicon.

SCHINKEL. KARL FRIEDRICH ; archi-

tect ; b. March 1.3, 1781 ; d. Oct. 9, 1841.

In 1797 he entered the Academy in Berlin

and studied under David and Friedrich Gilly

(see Gilly, F.). In 1820 he was appointed

professor in the Academy at Berlin and in 1839
Oberlandhaudirector. He visited Italy, in-

cluding Istria and Sicily, France and England.

In 1834 he made a design for a royal palace

on the Acropolis at Athens which, fortunately,

was never executed. Among the most impor-

tant of his buildings are the museum in Berlin

(1824-1828), the Royal Theatre in Berlin

(1819-1821), the fine Xicolai Kirche at Pots-

dam, the Kiiiiigs-Wache in Berlin (1818), the

Schlosti- Wache in Dresden, the fine architectural

school in Berlin, the Charlottenhof and Casino at

Potsdam, etc. Schinkel was much interested

in the construction of Protestant churches in
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the Gothic style, the most impcji-tant of these

being the Werder Kirchc in Berlin. He
made a design for the coinpletinn of the cathe-

dral of Cologne, which was never executed.

Wolzogen, Schink-el nis architect. Mater vial

Kiinxtjiltiiosoj'h ; Ziller, Schinkel {/iHimllcr-

Monrifjrapliieii); Kugler, Schinkel (in Kleiiie

Schriften); Waagen. Schinkel (in JOeiiie Schrif-

ten); KxaXscheW. Schinkel, in Seineit VerhiiUniKS

zitr rjothischen Baiikunst.

SCHLOSS. In German, the residence of

the feudal lord of the .soil, a term correspond-

ing closely to " chateau," and containing the sig-

nificance of the two English words, " cjustle " and
" niannr house."

SCHLUTER. ANDREAS ; sculjitor and

architect; b. May L'O, IGO-t (in Hamburg);

d. 1714.

After the death of his father, Gerhard Schlii-

ter, a sculptor, Andreas became a pupil of the

sculptor Sapovius iu Danzig (We.st Prussia).

Between the ages of twenty and thirty he

visited Italy, and in 1691 entered the service of

Johann III. Sobieski, King of Poland, at War-

saw. Here he attracted the notice of Prince

Friedrieh of Pnissia (afterward Elector Fried-

rich III. and in 1700 King Friedrieh I.), who

in 1694 made him court sculptor at Berlin.

After 1696 Schluter built the gi-eater part of

the palace of Charlottenburg in Berlin. In

1697 he made the model of the equestrian

statue of the Elector Friedrieh III. in Konigsberg.

The famous equestrian statue in Berlin of the

Great Elector Friedrieh Wilhelm -was begun

by Schluter about 1698 and placed in position

in 1705. Schliiter superintended the sculp-

tural decoration of the Zeaghaus (Berlin), and

made the series of twenty-one ma.sks of dying

warriors in the inner court of that building.

About 1699 he was made architect of the Schluss

in Berlin, and held that ottice until 1706, when

he was superseded by Eosander (see Eosander).

In 1713 he was chief architect of the Russian

court and died the ne.\t year in Saint Petersljurg.

Seubert, Kiinstler-lexikon ; Adler, Aiix An-
dreas Schliiter^s Lehen ; Jlosler, Schlnter in

Sanstfirino u. s. ic. ; K. Dohme, Die Masken Ster-

bender Krier/er.

SCHMIDT. FREIDRICH FREIHERR
VON; architect; b. Oct. I'l', 18li.j ; d. Jan.

23, 1891 (in Vienna).

He was educated at the Polyteehnische

SchiUe in Stuttgart under Blanch, and made a

special study of stereotomy and stone cutting.

In 1843 he was employed as a stone cutter on

the cathedral of Cologne. In 1856 he passed

the state examination in architecture in Berlin.

Schmidt devoted himself especially to the

Gothic style and built many churches in Ger-

many. In 1859 he won first prize in the

competition for the Rathhaas in Berlin, but

di<l not carry out that work. He was made
professor of architecture at the Academy of
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Milan in 1857, and began tlie restoration of the

church of S. Arabrogio iu Milan, which was

interrupted by the war of 1859. In this year

Schmidt was appninted professor at the Acad-

emy in Vienna, ami in 1862 was made archi-

tect of the cathedral of S. Stephen in that city,

the tower of which ciiurch he finished iu 1864.

He designed the Jiathhaas in Vienna, which

w;is finished in 1883.

Keichensperger, Friedrieh. Freiherr von
Schmidt; Farrow, Jlecent Developments in

Vienna: Meyer, Konversations-Lexicon.

SCHOLARSHIP IN ARCHITECTURAL
TRAINING. (See Fellowship, B.)

SCHOOL, In Architecture, same as School-

house, .1.

SCHOOLHOUSE. ^l. A building devised,

or appropriate lor use as a school.

B. The dwelling house provided for the use

of the schoolmaster or schoolmistress, generally

attached to or adjoining a school (Great

Britain).

The graded class system in the schools of the

United States has been developed essentially

from that of the Teutonic countrie-s of Europe,

rather than from the school systems of England

and France, which, while varjing one from the

other, difler radically from the Teutonic systems.

While in Germany and Austria there are no

rooms, as in the United States, in which the

whole school, or several classes of the school,

are assembletl for general exercises, and for en-

tertainments of various kinds, such assembly

halls, used for the same purpcise, are not an unu-

sual feature of Swiss schools. In Germany and

Austria the " Aula " is used only for the annual

examinations. So far as the disposition of the

plan is concerned, however, these examination

halls are as suggestive as if their use were the

same as that of the American "Assembly Halls."

The German " Aula " is generally given a rich

monumental treatment, as if to express the dig-

nity of the state, while, as a nde, the " Assem-

bly Halls " in the United States have had little

more architectural character than the class

rooms. In Switzerland, the assembly halls are

primarily provided as places for recreation, and

are handsomely finished.

Since in Germany and Austria there are no

collective exercises, each graded class remains in

the class room assigned to it, except when it

passes as a class to the rooms assigned to in-

struction in drawing, music, and other special

studies, or when the class goes, either in a body

or in sections, to its gymnastic exerci.se or to the

shower baths, a.s is required three times a week
of every pupil in Pnissian schools of the lower

grades.

As far as coeducation of the sexes afl'ects the

planning of schools, we find in Switzerland prac-

tically the same conditions as in the United

States ; but in Germany and Austria, as in
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France, no coeilvuatit)n exists, ami consequently

the ])lans show an absolute, ami, as even some

e<lucators of these very countries maintain, an

undesiralilc, division of the sexes. In the United

States, division of the sexes in the primar)- and

grammar grades is mainly confined to the base-

ment : and in many cases is besides only an im-

aginary line in the playground.

In Switzerland, as in the United States, and

more recently in England, the advantage of

providing the pupils with fresh and pure air ap-

pears to be equally well appreciated, and this

consideration brings into school construction

features rarely found in Germany and Austria.

For the past twenty years in Switzerland, and

the jjast fifteen in the United States, the best

schools have been planned so that the pupils'

out-of-door clothing shoidd not only be excluded

fioui the class rooms, but from the corridors.

Sjiecial enclosures with outside light, thoroughly

warmed and specially ventilated, called in the

United States " wardrobes," are buUt immedi-

ately adjoining each cla.ss room.

Until but recentlj' few German schools have

been so planned that especially assigneil alcoves

are provided off the corridors iu which the out-

of-door clothing can be hung
;

previouslj- all

wraps were hung on pegs about the class rooms.

The hanging of clothing iu corridors is an alle-

viation, not a correction, of a poor condition ; for,

as the movement of air is naturally from the

colder corridors to the warmer class rooms, esi)e-

ciaUy where warmed fresh air is artificially sui>-

pMed to the cla.ss rooms, the foul odours from the

clothing must find their way to the class rooms.

In the United States, hat and coat hooks are

set only on the side walls of the wardrobes

;

the top row of hooks is placed, in primary

schools, i feet, in other schools, 5 feet, above

the floor. The minimum hanging space is

30 nmning feet for a class of fift}--six pupils.

Above the upper row of hooks, or immedi-

ately above the baseboard, is set a shelf for

overshoes, etc. ; and umbrella stands are pro-

vided. The width of these enclosures is not

less than 4 feet : they have a door from the

corridor and one from the class room.

Class rooms of Europe and in the United

States are usually 32 feet in length ; those of

high schools in the latter country are some-

times even 8 feet longer. A greater length than

32 feet makes it difliciUt for the teacher's voice

to reach without strain the pupils in the last

row of seats, and at a greater distance the pu-

pils' work on the blackboards at the end of the

room cannot be readily seen from the platform.

On the Continent, as in Germany, for instance,

32 feet is the generally adopted length of a

class room, although 30 feet Ls preferred by

most of the European authorities on school con-

struction. In the German schools analogous to

those of the grammar grades in the United
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States, the chiss ruuins are generally 32 feet

long, 22 feet wide, and 13 feet high, and accom-
modate, upon forms seating four each, fift3--six

pupils, gi\-iug a floor area of 121- square feet

and an air enclosure of 163 cubic feet for each
pupU. In the schools more recently built in

Prussia, as in the Gemindeschiile, Xo. 204, of

Berlin, most of the class rooms are approxi-

mately 32 feet long, 20 feet wide, 1 3 feet high,

and accommodate fortj'-six pupils, gi\ing a floor

area of 14 square feet and an air enclosure of
182 cubic feet for each pupil.

The grammar class rooms built within recent

yeai-s in Boston, Ma-ssaohusetts, and in many
other cities of the United States, are 32 feet

long, 28 feet wide, I3|^ feet high, accommo-
dating fifty-six pupils, seated at single desks,

giving a floor area of 1 6 square feet and an air

enclosure of 216 cubic feet for each pupU.
While the areas above noted are much in ex-

cess of those found in the latest and best Pnis-

sian schools, thej' fall far short of those advised

by Dr. Eisley, the most recent medical writer

upon this subject, who advises a class room 32
feet long, 24 feet wide, 1.5 feet high, to accom-
modate forty-five piipUs of the grammar giade,

seated at single desks, giving a floor area of 19
square feet, and an air enclosiu-e of 2.50 cubic

feet for each pujjil.

The seating of the pupils of American schools

at individual desks, which elsewhere obtains

only in Switzerland, and there, the writer under-

stands, in none except the upper grades, is not

likely to be discarded in America. In the best

practice the minimum floor area and the mini-

mum cubical area of air for each pupil, 16 square

feet and 216 cubic feet respectively, should

be maintained, and, with these factors i!eter-

mined, the question of the satisfactorj' light-

ing of the class rooms remains the principal

consideration.

The code of ndes established by the French
government for the construction of schools fixes

the minimum allowed height of a class room at

1 3 feet, and where the light comes from one side

only, requires that the mininuuu height of the

room shall be two thirds of its width, measured

from the inner wall to the face of the outer wall

of the building, In a brick school fitted with

double sash, a class room lighted from one side

only, 32 feet long, 28 feet wide, accommodating

fifty-six grammar school pupils, woidd reqmre a

height of 19 feet ; a room of the .same length,

24^ feet wide, woidd accommodate forty-eight

pupils, and would require a height of 17 feet

;

a room of the same length, 21 feet wide, would

accommodate forty pupils and woidd require a

height of 14 feet. It wUl be seen that this

French nde requires a greater height of ced-

ing than that recommended by Dr. Risley, i.e.

15 feet in height for a room 32 feet long,

24 feet wide, accommodating forty-five pu-
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pils. It is ])Rili;ible tliat in the clear atmos-

phere of the United States a room would

have on the average throughout the year miieli

better lighting than woulil a room of like di-

mensions in any part of the north of the Conti-

nent of Europe, or in England. Even rooms

28 feet wide are ftiirly well lighted by the four

windows on one side of a room but 13^ feet

high. It is probable, therefore, that if the

class rooms in the American grammar schools

were given a width of 24.\ feet, they wovdd be

well lighted if given a height of 1.3.V feet.

Providing, of course, that adequate lighting can

be given by other means, extreme height of sto-

ries and hence of stairways should be avoideil ;

but it is possible that the standard of 14 feet 3

inches, adopted in the more recently built

schools in the city of New York, may be that

finally adojited in the grammar schools of the

United States, especially in those of several sto-

ries in height. With this coiling height, econ-

omy of space can be gained by placing two tievi!

of toilet rooms in the height of a full story. In

the United States, with ceiling height noted

above, class rooms with windows on one side

only, and 2S feet wide, would ])robalily be fouml

not to be ill lighted ; but American architects

should not be content with the lighting which

can be given a room lighteil from one side

only, 28 feet wide, with 13 feet of ceiling height,

which are the customary dimensions of grammar
grade class rooms in the United States, the ceil-

ings in the primary grades being 1 foot lower.

The dimensions given the best American class

rooms for the grammar grade a.ssure ample light

only for the corner rooms, where, disregarding

theoretical objections, a good diffusion of light

can be gained by taking it from the backs as

well as from the left-hand sides of the pupils.

The inside rooms, even in most of the best de-

signed schoolrooms of the United States, are

planned to accommodate the same number of

pupils as the corner rooms, under conditions of

lighting which are approved by no authority on

the subject. Dr. Cohn says, " There never can

be too much light in a schoolroom," and he has

in this opinion the supjiort of all who have

given practical consideration to the lighting of

selioolhouses.

In writing exercises it is advantageous to have

most, if not all, of the light from one side only,

and that on the left of the pu]iil, but otherwise

the quantity of the light and not the direction

from whence the light comes is the imjjortant

consideration. It is, therefore, better with cor-

ner class rooms 28 feet wide to have four win-

dows in the long wall, and at least two, if not

three, in the other outside wall. A window di-

rectly opposite the teacher's de.sk is objection-

able, and hence, as is often done in France, and
sometimes in the United States, the portion of

the wall directly opposite the teacher's desk
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sliould be blank, and the windows on either side

of this space should be placed as near the corners

of the room as the construction makes possible,

or as may be advisable for the external appear-

ance of the building. In the schools of the

Continent, the class rooms are seldom more than

22 feet wide, and the regulations generally pro-

vide the lighting of class rooms from one side

only ; but this regulation is respected in the ma-

jority of, l)ut not in all, cases.

From the foregoing it would ajipear that, as

far as the lighting of the corner rooms of Ameri-

can schools is concerned, they might retain tiieir

jjresent large dimensions ; but that, if their

height is not increased to 14 or 15 feet, they

should have, in the rooms which have liglit from

one side only, not more than 24^ feet of width,

and in such rooms forty-eight instead of fifty-six

pupils should be accommodated. Class rooms

in primary schools, if given a ceiling height of 1

3

feet, shouhl be 32 feet long by 22 feet wide, and

thus furnish accommodations for fifty-four in-

stead of fifty-six pupils.

In Germany light from the north is permitted

at the Ijacks of the jiupils ; in France additional

windows are permitted in the wall opposite

that through which the main light comes, but

light is shut off from these windows when the

room is occupied. The common-sense view of

the lighting question appears to be that all

possible light should be gained for a class room,

providing that, if from a side of the building

exposed to the sun, the major part of the light

comes from the left-hand side of the pupils, and

that none comes in their faces, and that on a

side of the building exposed to the sun there

should be no windows directly opposite the

teacher's desk. The conditions seldom exist

which permit the construction of a scIukiI with

the orientation which its designer would give

if the choice of location were to be made by

him.

There is by no means a unanimous opinion

in regard to the best method of placing such

buildings so that they may have the most ad-

vantageous exposure to the sun. Most authori-

ties agree that the eastern exposure is that

most desirable for class rooms, but others whose
opinions are also authoritative maintain that

the northern light is preferable for these rooms,

providing the windows are furnished with

double sash, and that the rooms are thoroughly

warmed and ventilated. Probably most would

agree that greater advantages woidd lie gained

in a building whose main facade had a s(juth-

eastern exposure, by which the sun could shine

on three faces of the building for the greatest

part of the year. There is substantial agree-

ment that, on the whole, a westerly is less

desirable than a northerly exposure, providing

the building is well heated and ventilated. An
easterly exposure is the best for class rooms

;
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the question of the relative merits of the north-

erly ami so\itherly exposure for class rooms may
be left to be deeiiled, as the atlvantages of a

steady, clear, northern light, or that of the

healtliful and cheerful light from the south, may
be given the greater importance.

In tlie United States class room windows are,

in the best practice, made i feet wide l)etween

jamlis ; the window stools are usually set 3

feet above the floor. Sometimes in that coun-

try, and generally in (xcrmany, the window

stools are set at a height of about 4 feet to

prevent the ])upils from looking out of the win-

dows, and to that end the lower sash of some

latest German schools are glazed with ribbed

glass ; on the other hand, in some of the Swiss

cantons the stools are set 2 J- feet high, with the

object of making it easy for the pupils to look

out-of-doors.

In all well-designed schoolhouses the top of

the windows is placed as near the ceiling as the

finish will admit. Transom bars should not be

permitted, both because such features cut oft'

too much valuable light, and because opening

of windows by the teacher is thereby facilitated.

In a well-designed and i)ro]jerly regidated warm-

ing and ventilating system the introduction of

outside air by such means is unnecessary, and it

is detrimental to the working of a good system.

Windows evenly distributed in the class room

walls give a better dift'usion of light than that

given by groups of muUioned windows of equal

glass area. Where arched windows are used,

their height, and consequently the height of the

room, should be increased that the glass area

may equal that of the square-headed windows

of height projjortionate to height and width of

such a room. Double runs of sash are desirable

to aid in economizing fuel, to check draughts

from the windows, and to help shut out dust

and noise. Under normal conditions of site,

the basement windows should have a minimum
height between masonry jambs of i feet, and

preferably 4^^ feet. The basement windows

should be stepped down with the grade to give

greater height of window wherever feasible.

In the United States a movable platform

5 or 6 feet by 10 feet is provided for the teacher,

for whom also a wardrobe 1 foot 4 inches in

depth, and a bookcase 10 to 12 inches in depth,

is built, if possible, flush with the wall, and

placed as convenient as is possilile to the plat-

form.

Black slate is the best material for black-

boards. In the United States the blackboards

are usually i^ feet high, and are set upon all

available wall surface of class and recitation

rooms, in primary schools 2 feet 4 inches, and

in other schools 3 feet above the floor, with a

chalk receiver 2| inches wide.

Sheathed dadoes are often found to be infected

with vermin; tho.se of "gauged mortar," with
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wooden chair rail, and plain ogee hospital base-

boards run out of 3-inch plank have been
found cleanly and serviceable. Concaved angles
of plastered walls and of walls and ceilings

facilitate the cleaning of the building. Inacces-

sible dust ledges shoulil be avoided. As little

wood finish as possible should be used, and to

that end Keene's cement for door and window
trims is advi.saMe. In short, it is as fully im-

portant to take precautions against dust lodg-

ment and the use of absorbent surfaces in a
schoolhouse as it is in a hospital.

Rift Georgia or Florida pine or maple are

held in the United States to be the best upper
flooring for schools.

Doors should open toward corridors, and
should have a glass panel set with bottom 4
feet above floor, and transom lights over.

A picture moulding should be set on the

walls of all class rooms, recitation rooms, and
assembly halls.

Light shades of blue-gray or green-gray are

required for the wall painting of class rooms
by some German authorities, and these are

probably the best colours for the purpose. Plas-

tered walls should be painted in oil to the top

of the blackboards ; above this height the walls

and ceilings may be tinted with water colour,

with ceilings a very light buft' or ivory-white

water colour tint. Corridors should have walls

painted in oil colour 5^ feet high.

In the Uniteil States a master's office is

requisite for large schools, and piivate rooms,

with toilet rooms adjoining, for teachers of both

sexes, should be provided in all schools.

It is held by some authorities that no toilet

rooms should be jilaced in the basement, but

that all jilumbing shoidd be in a separate, well-

warmed liuilding. The writer is not alone in

his opinion that tliere is no need of thus

increasing the cost of schoolhouse construction,

providing a strong and certain ventilation to an

ample aspirating shaft through the ])lumbing

fixtures themselves is provided. The toilet

rooms, when placed in the basement, should

immediately adjoin the playrooms for each sex,

anil should always be shut oft" therefrom by fly

doors with sjiring butts. Where space permits,

the basement may well be used for gynmasiums

and for rooms for manual training and cooking

schools. In the German schools portions of the

basement are used for bathing rooms, provided

with shower baths only, each scholar being

required to take such a bath three times a

week. In a very large school, if the size of the

lot permits, the boiler and coal room may be

well assigned to a separate building adjoining

the school. In schools of moilerate size, such

an arrangement has not sufticient advantage to

warrant the increased cost of constiuction.

Except for boiler and coal rooms, where brick

pavement laid on edge should be used, and for
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rooms used for gyiiinasiuiiis ur for school pur-

poses, there is no hotter Hooring for biiseniiMits

than the best braiiils of asjilialt, J im-h tliick,

laid on a concrete bed. Wnoden floors in the

basement should be without air space, laid on

screeds balded in concrete, with waterproof

paper between tlie upper and lower floors. If

the site is damp, a.s, for instance, on " made

land " in Boston, a coat of hot asphalt, or, at

least, of tar concrete, may well be laid on the

concrete before laying the screeds.

In European schools living apartments are

provided for the janitor in the large schools,

and in many cases, and even quite generally in

the smallest rural schools, like provision is made

for the master. There is no advantage apparent

in assigning space in a school building for the

master's housekeeping ; he can rent his habita-

tion elsewhere for much less than the sum

which should be deducted from his salary to

compensate the city or town for tlie interest on

the expenditure on the portion of the school

building he would occupy.

In addition to the main entrance, there should

be outside separate entrances to the basement

for each sex, and there should not be less than

two exits from the first floor, and not less than

two staircases from the top to the first floor of

every school building.

A sheltered porch, or, better, a vestibule of

ample dimensions, should be provided, in which

early comers may find shelter, without being

given admission to the building proper. In

Switzerland such vestibules are required for all

schools. In the United States, basement en-

trances are sometimes arranged so that tlie puytils

may have access to the playroom and toilet

rooms before the hour at which the school exer-

cises begin. All entrance doors should open

outward to guard against disaster in case of

fire or panic. Outer vestibule doors should be

hung with double action swing butts. Ten

feet is the minimum width for a school corri-

dor ; 1 '2 feet is preferable. Corridors should be

given all the light which the conditions of the

plan and of the economical construction of tlie

bounding walls permit. The basement should

be shut off by tinned doors fitted with sjiring

butts or doorcheeks ; the staircases also might

be well shut off on each floor by like protection

from fire.

Staircases should preferably be of masonry,

or metal construction throughout ; but, if the

cost of the building must be kept within strict

limits, and staircases of wooden construction

are used, they should be thoroughly fire-stopped

with brick or with terra-cotta blocks ; as the

minimum precaution against fire danger, the

soffit should be wire-lathed.

The treads of iron stairs should be covered

with rubber mats, or, better, with combined

steel and lead treads, not less than 5j inches
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wide, set into a rebate cast in the metal tread.

In primary schools the height of risers should

be G inches, and in other schools not more than

7ir inches. Posts and balusters siiould be of

the plainest and most readily cleaned design.

Hand rails of 2.V-inch iron pi|)ing have proved

serviceable and of sufficiently good appearance.

Hani] rails on the walls, except at platforms,

are requisite. Some authorities hold that school

staircases should not be wider than 3J- feet, so

that only two files of pujiils, each |n-ovideil with

a hand rail, can pass, and so that the possible

crowding between the files, in case of panic,

should be prevented. The excellent discipline

of American school children, which has been

proved by alarms of fire, justifies, however, the

retention of the more comfortable width of 5

feet, which has generally been adopted in the

schools of the United States. There appears

to be no advantage in a greater width than this.

There should not be more than fifteen and not

less than three risers between landings, and

landings should not be less than 4 feet be-

tween steps.

When structural steel is low in cost, it would

not appear to be extravagant to advise that the

first floor of all schools of more than one story

in height should be built of incombustible ma-

terials ; not even the narrowest appropriation

justifies the construction of such a building

without a wire-lathed basement ceiling. How
much further '"fireproof" construction should

be carried is a matter of judgment in each case.

The main danger from fire in a sciioolhouse is

not from outside, but from the inside, and that

danger again is practically confined to the base-

ment. If the basement ceiling is iirojierly pro-

tected, the staircases thereto shut ofi' by fire

doors, and if the plastering of the walls is di-

rectly on the brickwork, and with the partitions,

if not solid, as is preferable for the exclusion of

vermin as well as for fire protection, at all exits

])roperly fire-stopped, there is little danger from

fire to the inmates of the school. The danger

from ]3anic makes it advisable that schools of

over three stories in height should have their

floors constnicted of incombustible materials, as

the knowledge of such i^recaution increases the

confidence of the inmates.

Twenty years ago the warming and ventilat-

ing system used in the Swiss schools was in ad-

vance of anything to be found in any other

country. The writer does not know whether

Switzerland has retained the same relative supe-

riority in this respect ; but it is probable that

the scientific warming and ventilating of school-

houses has, with the use of the plenum fan in

ventilation, been more perfected in the United

States than elsewhere. Experience shows that

in the United States a school building is best

warmed by direct radiation, without reliance

upon an increased temperature from the air de-
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livered by tho fan, ami that tliis iiiachine sin mid
be employed for the sole pur])ose of supplying

an adecpirtte amount of fresh air warmed to 70°

Fahrenheit. This method of -warming and of

supplying fresh air is advisable, except perhaps

in schools of six or less rooms, and even in such

eases a plenum fan run by a gas engine may be

advantagi'ously used.

With such a system of warming and ventilat-

ing, the direction and velocity of the wind can-

not, from time to time, att'ect the evenness of

result which is the paramount condition of suc-

cess in a warming and ventilating system.

Witli a system of warming and ventilating by

"indirect radiation" a uniform certainty of re-

sult cannot always be attained, and with such a

sj'stem, the first cost of which is less than in

the " direct heat " and " fan " air supply system,

the consumption of fuel to give a satisfactory

result is greater imder even conditions.

In GeniiKthsdiule No. 204, Berlin, the sum-
mer and winter vent outlets in a class room ac-

commodating forty-six pupils have an area of .3.5

metres square, ('.e., about 1.72 square feet.

This building is warmed by direct radiation,

there is no special supply of warmed fresh air

for each room ; such fresh air as is supplied to

the inmates must come from cracks in the win-

dows or from the corridors in which are hung
the pupils' clothing. In a well-warmed and
well-ventilated American class room which ac-

commodates fifty-six pupils, the air inlets and
outlets are 4^ square feet for the lower rooms,

ranging up to 6 square feet in the third story.

Where the plenum fan is used for supplying

warm fresh air, the air outlets remain as above,

but the air inlets are reduced in area ib per

cent to .30 per cent. Air outlets should be

arranged on inner walls wherever found most
convenient.

The upper of the tw-o air outlets is provided

with a register which is opened in the summer
only, and is set as close to the ceiling as possi-

ble, while the lower outlet is fitted with a regis-

ter face and is set as close to the floor a.s the

baseboard will permit. Air inlets are set with

bottom of register face not less than 7 feet

above the floor ; 8 feet is a preferable height

for these openings.

The construction of the Latin and English

High School building in Boston, Massachusetts,

begun in 1877, marks an important period in

the .school architecture of the United States, as it

was the first application in that country of sound
principles of planning adapted to the needs of

graded schools. The construction of this build-

ing was not, however, beneficial in so far as it

affected the system of instruction or the plan

of the high school, at least as those needs had
been up to that time understood in that country.

The plan of this Boston school was avowedly
based upon tliat of the Akddemishe Gynina-
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sinm at Vienna. This tyiie of plan meets well,

in the principal features, the necessities of
American schools of the primary and grammar
grades, but its adoption for a high .school tended
to divert the natural development of the aca-
demic schools of the United States, whose tra-

ditional systems were based ujion that of Eng-
land

;
pupils of several classes being congregated

in large schoolrooms, wherein certain recitations

are heard, while other pupils are bu.sy with their

studies, or jiass from this large room to other
rooms for recitation in special subjects. This
was a system which permitteil somewhat of the
freedom of a collegiate institution, and it would
appear to develop the self-reliance and broaden
the experience of the pupil.

The adoption of the gj'mnasium type for the
Boston high school, from the mere copying of
its features of plan in new high school build-

ings, appears to have changed this system of

academic construction, with the result that the
American high school in most cases exhibits

today in jdan and arrangement an elaborate

development of the graded grammar school.

We generally find in high schools "wardrobes"
adjoining each class room, a feature derived

from the necessities of discipline for pupils of

the primary and grammar grades, and not in

harmony with the freer spirit which had been
characteristic of the academic schools.

In the Cambridge High School, built about
1887, the building which, above all others, most
affected for good the architectural design of

American schools, is a marked example of the

effect of the above-mentioned Boston school

upon the American high school type. This

Cambridge school has no feature of its )ilan

which differs from that of an American grammar
school of the highest type of to-day, except that

the class i-ooms of the former school are 28 by
40 feet, instead of being, as in grammar schools,

28 by 32 feet.

Neither has the Brookline High School, be-

gun in 1894, or the Springfield High School of

about the same date, or the Cambridge Latin

Scliool, begun about 1897, any feature espe-

cially characteristic of an academic school, and
all could as well be used for a large graded

grammar school, except for the greater length

of class rooms, as for the purpose for which

they w-ere designed. It need not be said that

the responsibility for this condition rests entirely

with the several school boards, and not upon the

architects of the several buildings. There has

lately appeared in the United States a tendency

in high schools to revert to the former academic

type. Rooms for the pupils' out-of-door cloth-

ing, fitted with individual lockers, are being

provided wherever found convenient, in place

of the wardrobes immediately adjoining each

schoolroom. There is again a tendency to as-

sign large schoolrooms for the accommodation
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of at least two classes, instead of placing each

graded class in a separate room.

In the Mechanic Arts High School of Boston

the writer believes the first tendency was shown,

in the eastern United States at least, to differ-

entiate the high from the grammar school tj'pe.

This tendency iloes not appear in the introduc-

tion of hand training as complementary to the

usual mental training, but in the building of

large "locker rooms" in place of "wardrobes,"

anil that of schoolrooms seating seventy or more

pupils of two or more grades instead of class

rooms for a more or less number of pupils of

the same grade. This school was begun in

1893. In 1894 the Brighton High School was
begun, and the feature of locker rooms, derived

directly from the Mechanic Arts School, was
introduced, but the class rooms were designed

only for single graded classes. In 1898 the

South Boston High School was begun, which

has also the locker room method, and provides

also four " double class rooms."

It thus seems probable that the American

high schools will graduiilly become again differ-

entiated from the graded grammar schools, and

that the American high school systems will

again follow the academic methods from which

they appear to have been turned, mainly by the

enthusiastic ailmiration of a single superinten-

dent of schools for Teutonic school methods
and school plans.

In the United States the institutions for the

special training of teachers are called Normal

Schools. These schools are modelled essentially

upon the early system of the high schools of

that country,— the academic system. The stu-

dents of the several clas.ses have their desks in

a large general room, and pass thence for recita-

tions to special class rooms for laboratory prac-

tice, or to lectures. For practice in the art of

teaching, " model departments," com|)Osed of

class rooms for pupils in the kindergarten, pri-

mary, and grammar grades, are either placed in

the same or an adjacent building, or in con-

veniently located public schools of the city or

town.

While manual training in its restricted sense

has been much less widely introduced in the

United States than it has in England and on

the Continent of Europe, the most important

and most characteristic development of the

American school system is the " Manual Train-

ing " or " Mechanic Arts " schools. In these

schools manual skill is not taught for its own
sake ; the object is to encourage intellectual

activity through the knowledge of materials, of

natural forces, and of the use of tools as well

as through books. Manual training is but one,

and that not the most important, part of the

instruction which is given in American schools

of this class.

Machineiy for wood and metal working, car-
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pentcrs' lienches, forge shops, and, in scjnie cases,

moulding and modelling rooms are provided, but

there are also draughting rooms, laboratories,

recitation rooms, and schoolrooms ; these latter

rooms are not all arranged tor a single graded

class, but for pupils of different grades of ad-

vancement, thus, as noted above, reverting in a

measure to the academic .system of high school

instruction, which the people of the Unitetl

States inherited with their English tradition.s,

and which is essentially the .system which pre-

vails to-day in all grades of English schools.

— Edmund M. WnKELwuKiHT.
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE. In

modern times, an institution for the professional

training of architects. (See Architect, The, in

England ; France ; Italy.) This article is de-

vote<l to the £cole des Beaux Arta, which is the

principal institution in France for art_ educa-

tion, occupying the buildings of the Erole on

the Qncd Mn!((<jiiaiti and the Hue Brmuparte

in Paris. These buildings are principally the

work of the architect Duban and his successor

C'oipiart, and occujiy the site of the tbrmer

Mnsee des Petits Aiic/nstins. In 1884 the

Hotel de Chimay was accjuired and added to

the school.

The school is divided into three sections,

tho.se of painting, sculpture, and architecture.

The present article is confined to the last-

named of these.

The origin of the School of Fine Arts is

coincident with the foundation, under Mazarin,

of the Acudemie de Peintnre et de Sculpture

in 1648, and of the Aradeiaie d'Airhiteefure

under Colbert in 1671. Instruction in archi-

tecture was given by the n)embers of the latter

until the abolition of all the academies during

the Revolution. After the foundation of the

Acudemie des Beaux Arts (as a section of the

Institut de France) in 1803, instruction was
given by the academicians ; and it was not till

1819 that regular courses in architecture were

established in the school.

The regulations of 1819 have been repeatedly-

modified since then. The most important change

perhaps has been the institution of the official,

or school, ateliers, in 1863, a movement which

met at the time with much opposition. The
school is placed under the direction of the Min-

ister of Fine Arts. Its immediate administra-

tion is now in the hands of a director, appointed

by the minister. This position has been held

since 1878 by the sculptor Paul Dubois.

The organization of the school is strictly that

of a university ; that is, it prescribes the work
to be done in its various courses, provides lec-

tures and instruction in these, institutes and

judges competitions in design, drawing, and
modelling, conducts all examinations, and gives

all awards. It does not, however, compel at-

tendance on its courses, or any but a minimum
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of partifiiiution in its ooiii))etitiuns or examina-

tions. It is sutticient, during a year, to render

two eoin[)etitive designs, or to attend two ex-

aminations in tlie sciences ; or to render one

design and attend one examination, for a stu-

dent's name to remain on the roll. At thirty

the limit of age is reached, and he is dropped.

Accordingly there is no fixed number of years

for the course, and the Bemooste Haiipt of the

German universities is a familiar figure.

To enter the school the student passes ex-

aminations in elementary design, drawing from

the cast, modelling, arithmetic, algebra, ele-

mentary and descriptive georaetrj', and history.

Of late years the great number of applicants

has induced the administration to increase

gradually the difficulty of these entrance ex-

aminations.

The courses of the school are gratuitous, and

foreigners are admitted on the same footing

as Frenchmen. Recently, howe^•er, so many
foreigners have presented themselves that the

number admitted has been limited to a certain

percentage of the entering class.

While the intent of this article is to speak

principally of the study of design as pursued by

the students of the school, it is necessary to

speak briefly of the course in general. The
standing of the student depends on the num-
ber of "vah'urs" which he obtains. A certain

number of points is attached to each recom-

pense given either in design or in examination.

The stutlent on entering the school becomes a

member of the second class. He is obliged

to obtain a certain number of these valetirs

before admission to the first class. There are

at present six in architectural design, one in

arehieology, two in drawing from the cast or

the figure, one in modelling, one each in de-

scriptive geometry, stereotomy, pei-speetive, and

mathematics, and two in construction.

The time requisite for this work varies very

much in ditt'erent cases ; except where the (ire-

Aious preparation has been exceptionally thor-

ough, between two and three years is the

average.

In the first cla.ss the student's time is mostly

given to the study of design, with some archse-

ologj% modelling, and drawing from the figure.

When five " valeurs " in this class have been

obtained, and under certain other conditions,

he may obtain the " Certificat dCEtudes de

I'Ecofe."

The highest honour given is the " Diplome
d'Architecte." To be eligible for this the stu-

dent must have obtained in the first class at

least ten valeirrs in architecture, one in draw-

ing from the figure, and one in modelling. He
must also have passed at least one year in

superintending the construction of a building

under a government architect.

The examination for the diploma itself com-
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prebends the complete working drawings and
specifications of a projected building, the sub-

ject of which the student may select, subject

to approval ; and a searching examination on
the ditt'erent parts of this project, on the ele-

ments of physics and chemistry as applied to

construction, on the history of architecture and
the law relating to building.

Of the total number admitted to the school,

less than half enter the first class, and a small

minority receive the diploma. From 1819 to

1893 the total number of students was about

4000 ; of students of the first class about

1500, and of diplomes somewhat over 300.

The number of foreign students at the school

has been very considerable, Switzerland and the

United States furnishing the greatest number.

The honours and awards of the school are, in

general, 0])en to Frenchmen and foreigners alike,

as are also the special prizes, of which there are

about twenty-five. The exception to this is the

Grand Pri-v de Rome, which is, however, not

properly a school ])rize, although awarded by the

school. Tills greatest honour of the French ar-

chitectural student is open to all Frenchmen
between the ages of fifteen and thirty, whether
members of the school or not, and is given to

the victor in a competition in design only— the

project of a montimental building. Founded
(for the architects) in 1720, it entitles its win-

ner to a stay of three years in Home at the ex-

pense of the government, and the certaintj' of a

position as government architect thereafter.

It has already been said that the organization

of the school was that of a university. Until

the institution of the three school ateliers in

18G3, there was no actual designing done within

its walls, every student being necessarily the

pupil of some outside instructor. At present,

the pupil of one of the three school instnictors

is absolutely on the same footing vrith those be-

longing to the outside ateliers, of which there

are now about a dozen. Each atelier has its

instructor— patron. These jmtrans are prac-

tising architects, of recognized standing, who
give up a portion of their time to this work.

The atelier is thus the important unit of this

federal system ; its members are animated by

the strongest esprit du corps, are bound by the

strong bond of custom to help each other in

their work, and are united in loyalty to the

ideas of the patron. The triumphs are tri-

umphs of the atelier, which cast a lustre on all

its members.

There are six architectural competitions (pro-

jets) a year in each class. On the appointed

morning the students of each class meet in the

court of the school, answer to their names, are

handed a programme prepared by the Professor

of Theory, and are then imprisoned in stalls

(tof/e.s) for twelve hours, or as much less as

they please. During this time each one makes
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a .sketch on a small scale ul' the iiroiiuseil build-

ing, without access to books or advice. This

sketcii is handed in and nunibercd, the student

liimseli' keeping tiie tracing. The ne.\t day he

presents tiiis at his atelier, where it is sulijected

to a severe criticism on the pait of tlie jialron.

The rendered design must agree in ail essentials

with this sketch ; if it is too unimmiising on

examination, the student is counselleil to drop

it and take up other work. More often he is

advised as to its possibilitie.s of development,

referred to e.xaniples, and encouraged to make
what he can out of it.

This system has been found successful in

many respects. It insures a certain individu-

ality in the work, and prevents the possiliilities

of blind copies. It confines the work of the

student also within certain fixed limits,— those

of a certain conformity to ins sketch,— avoid-

ing tiie successive trial of one general scheme

after another. And the.se artificial limitations

imposed by the school take the place of real

limitations which occur in architectural prac-

tice—- those of cost, special conditions, or the

idiosyncrasies of the client.

The usual time given for each projet is two

months. Of this time from one to two weeks

only are given to making the actual drawings,

the remainder being taken u|) with the study

of the problem. The French methods of study

have been so generally imitated in otiier schools,

especially in those of tlie United States, that it

is hardly necessary to describe tliem. Nowhere

is tracing paper held in more honour : beginning

with the smallest scale, a great number of suc-

cessive studies are made, and rougldy rentlered

before the final draw-ings are touclied. These

studies are made with tiie advice and criticism,

not only of the patron, b\it (especially in the

case of the less advanced students) of the better

men of the atelier; and there are often warm
informal discussions in wliich all take part.

The aid of the elder men is given as a matter

of course, and when the final drawings are

made, all hands turn to and belli. The younger

men, especially, pay for the advice tiiey have

received liy working for their elders ; and many
a one in his turn lias had a difficult bit of ren-

dering helped out by more skilled hands than

his own.

The study of the plan is especially insisted

on, and in the awards great weiglit is always

laid upon it. It is, too, an article of faith,

that while the handsome plan is not necessarily

good, the good plan will generally be handsome.

Accordingly, much study is siven to tlie pre-

sentation of the jilans, so that tiiey may be

easily read, and that the results of so much
study may be at once apparent.

It is held that as the actual studies of the

architect must be largely in elevation, the fin-

ished drawings sliould be so presentetl, and that
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an important part of aicliitcctural education

consists in the ability to tran.slate these ele-

vations into their solid forms. It is only ex-

ceptionally that ])crspectives are required in

the rendering of a projet, although in the ate-

liers partial perspectives, as aids to study, are

often made. The conventional shadows are

always used, both in studies and finished draw-

ings, and their correct projection is always

demanded. .

The completed drawings of any given projet

are delivered at the school at the appointed

time, and exhibited. The awards are given by

a jury consisting of the eight architects, mem-
bers of the Institut, twelve other permanent

members, and nine who are renewed from year

to year. Finally, the Professor of Theory de-

livers a lecture on the problem, often contain-

ing criticisms of the iiremiated designs.

The.se exhibitions are occasions of the great-

est interest to the students who have taken

part, and they are fundamentally ditt'erent to

those in other schools. For here are gathered

together, not simply the individual cHbrts of

students, all working under one infiuence, and

seeking the solution of a given prolilem, but those

of some fifteen ditt'erent architectural schools,

eager rivals, representing ditt'erent ideas, and all

lirepared to criticise the successes and failures

of the other ateliers, and to jjrofit hy them.

The awards, too, have a special value and in-

terest, liecause they are given by an indepen-

dent body, in which the patrnmt are in a

minority.

It cannot be too strongly insisted upon, that

in the atelier system lies the essence of the

School of Fine Arts, and that to it is due, in

large measure, its success, and the enthusiasm

felt for its teaching by so many of its old stu-

dents. The atelier, as has been said, really

antedates the school, which accepted them as

it found them ; and to change this feature

would be to change the entire character of the

school. The opposition to the establishment

of the school ateliers in 186.3 only ceasetl when

it was firmly established that these were to

have no precedence or advantage over the

others, and that there was no intention on

the part of the admini.stration to place archi-

tectural education in a few official hands. It is

significant that the student signs himself " Pu-

pil of M. and of the School of Fine Arts."

It may be added to this sketch, necessarily

incomplete, of the training of the school, that it

is common for the student, during a jiortion of

the time that he spends at it, to devote some

time to work in an architect's office, not in-

frequently in that of the patron.

The roll of the pupils of the school includes

the names of nearly all the prominent French

architects of the last seventy-five years, and not

a few well-known names of foreigners. This
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roll, with other int'urmation, js contained in

Les Architectes Elh-es dc I'Ecole des Beaux
Arl.i, by David do Penanrun, Roux-et-Delaiie,

(Paris, 1895), to which the writer acknowl-

edges his indelitediiess. — Walter Cook.

SCHULZ, FRANZ ; arcliitect ; b. 1838
;

d. Oct. liL', 1870.

Ethicated at the Academy of \'ienna under

Friedrich von Schmidt (see Schmidt, F. von),

he devoted iiiinself to the study of medieval art.

He published Profanbaiden des MHteJallers

in Rom tmd uincjegend; Die Baudenkmdler

auf Majorca.

Seubert . Kiiiisller-lcxikon.

SCHWANTHALER, LUDWIG MI-
CHAEL; srulptur; b. Aug. 26, 1802; d.

Nov. 28, 1848.

His tatlier, Franz Schwanthaler, came to

Munich, Bavaria, in 1785, and was made court

sculptor. Ludwig was educated at tlie Municli

Academy. In 1826 he won a travelling stipend,

and visited Italy, where he attracted the atten-

tion of Thorwaldsen. In 1 834 he was appointed

professor at the Academy in ISIunich. Among
his most imi)ortant works are the decoration of

the Glyptuthek, Munich ; the pediment group

on the Walhalla near Regensburg (Ratisbon)

representing tlie Hermann Schlaciit, the decora-

tion of the Propyhea in Munich ; the Mozart

monument in Salzburg, Austria ; the Goethe

monument in Frankfort ; the colossal statue of

Bavaria in IMiuiicli, and other works.

Kaczynski, L^ Art Mmlerne en Allemagne.

SCIALBO. Same as Intonaco.

SCISSOR BEAM. The tie of the Scissor

Beam Truss (whicli see under Truss).

SCKELL, FRIEDRICH LUDWIG; land-

scape gardener ; b. Sept. 13, 1750; d. 1820.

Studied landscape gardening in Paris, and

in 1773 went to England and worked under

the influence of Brown and Chambers (see

Chambers). Returning to Germany, he laid out

many parks and gardens, and in 1804 was made
Hofgartenintendant at Rlunich, Bavaria. He
laid out the park at Nyraphenburg and the

English garden in Munich under the direction

of Count Rumford (see Thomson, B.).

Seubert, Kunstler-Iexikon.

SCOINSON ARCH. An arch carrying a

part only of the tiiickness of a wall, as behind

a window frame ; or one of slight reveal forming

a flat niche or recessed panel.

SCONCE (I.). A. Any construction which

gives shelter by L.creen or roof, as a shed or cov-

ered stall. (Compare Booth ; Cabin ;. Cot ; Hut.

)

B. A seat in an open chimney place

(Scotch).

SCONCE (II.). A candlestick or group of

branches, each forming a candlestick, springing

from an applique, so that the whole shall seem
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to project from tlie wall upon which the ap-

plique is inuig.

SCONCHEON. The part of the side of an

aperture (rum tlie back of the exterior reveal

to the inside face of the wall, usually forming in

the masonry a rebate or internal angle in which

the wooden frame is set. (Compare Scoinson

Arch.)

SCOPAS ; sculptor and architect.

Scopas was born in the Island of Paros in the

.^gean Sea. In 352 B.C. he assisted in the

sculptural decoration of the mausoleum of Hali-

carnassos. He built and decorated also the

temple of Athena Alea at Tegea, which replaced

the old sanctuary destroyed in 395 B.C. Some
of the sculpture of the pediments of this build-

ing was discovered in the excavations made in

1879. A passage in Pliny, which has been

doubted, indicates that he was employed in the

decoration of the columns of the Artemision at

Ephesus. A famous statue by Scopas was a

Bacchante in the great theatre at Athens. The

temple of Apollo on the Palatine in Rome, con-

tained an Apollo Citharoedos by Scopas, which

is probably represented by a statue in the

Vatican.

Urlichs, S/copas, Leben unci Werke ; CoUignon,
HisUiire dc la Sculpture Grecque ; Furtwangler,

Meisterwerke (translated as Masterpieces of Greek
Sculpture).

SCORING. Same as Scratching.

SCOTCH CROWN. The peculiar termina-

tion of the tower of S. Giles's church at Edin-

burgh, consisting of eight pinnacles, from each of

which a sloping bar carried on a half arch and

resembling a flying buttress rises, the whole

eight meeting in the middle and supporting a

central pinnacle. The term is applieti to other

terminations of towers in which only four sloping

bars occur; and this form is not peculiar to

Scotland. It occurs in S. Dunstan's in East

London, and elsewhere.

SCOTCHING. Same as Scutching.

SCOTIA, A hollow moulding ; especially,

such a UKiulding used in the base of a column

in Greco-Roman architecture and its imitations

(called also Trochilus). (See Attic Base, under

Base.)

SCOTLAND, ARCHITECTURE OF. That

of the moilern kingdom, united with England in

1707. This may be considered as a provincial

school or branch of English architecture. At
times it has shown wide depaitures from the

contemporary phases of the English type, both

in spirit and detail ; but these departures hardly

constitute a distinct style. Ditt'erences as great

separate the Gothic schools of the Ile-de-France

and Brittany, or of North and South Germany.

The long-continued political indejiendence of

Scotland oi)erated less eflectively than one would

imagine ; Scotland acknowledged the ecclesiasti-

cal primacy of Canterbury and York, and Scotch
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SCOTLAND
architecture has in gcncrjil been more Enghsh

than it has been anytliing else. But it has been

Eiiglisli witli a ditterence : more rugged and

picturesque, less consistent, less elegant ; and,

owing to scantiness of resources as nuicli as to

any other cause, deficient in grandeur and rich-

ness. Scothuul lias always been less wealthy

than England, and is, tlierefore, not only less

rich in civic and scholastic buildings of impor-

tance, but less opulent and sum|jtuous in the

extent and adornment of its religiou.s and do-

mestic edifices. Frequent invasions by the

English, especially under Edward I., Edward

II., and Richard II., resulting in a terrible de-

SCOTLAND
are a few round towers rcsendjling tiio.se of

Ireland, in one case— at Egilsey on Orkney—
forming an integral part of the church edifice

(Al)ernethy, 865 .\.D. ; Brechin, 1000 ;
Egilsey

cir. 1100). The square towers of Restennet

priory and of S. Reguliis ("S. Rules") at Saint

Andrews mark the transition to tlie Xonuanized

style of the twclftii century.

The reign of David I., who ascended the

throne in 1 124, was marked by an extraordinary

activity in the founding and enhirgement of

monasteries ; an activity which continued

through a large part of the century, and was

.stimulated on the architectural side by Norman

Scotland: Abbey of loN.i, South ,\isi:,e of Choir; divided into Three Compartments by Two
Flvino Buttresses of Pki.mitive Type.

struction both of castles and of monasteries witii

their churches, covered Scotland with ruins,

many of which are now preserved for their pic-

turesqueness and their historic associations.

Previous to the Norman conquest the larger

churches were generally of wood, the convents

mere assemblages of rude cells. While there

are many ruins of stone churches of the seventh-

eleventh centuries, they are too small and rough

to merit the name of architectural works (S.

Ronan's chapel ; Teampull Beannachadh ; Eiiean

Mor ; S. Carmaig ; cliapels in the Orkneys).

The monasticism of these centuries was |)urely

Celtic, and long resisted .ill efibrt to assimilate

it to Roman systems and ideas. More inqwr-

tant as the chief monuments of this Celtic period
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inflnences from the south. Parish churches

were still in.significant, but the conventual

churches were often of imposing size, with

vaulted side aisles and massive square towers

having either flat or " saddleback " roofs. Most

of these churches are in ruins, but the finest of

them all, S. Magnus's cathedral at Kirkwall on

Orkney, is in perfect preservation. It is. how-

ever, a purely Norwegian work of cir. 1137, a

fine example of the Northern Norman style,

vaulted throughout. Dunfermline Abbey (1 125,

nave only extant), with its massive western

towers ; Kelso Abbey in Linlithgowshire, built

at the end of the twelfth century, with a cruci-

form plan, a long clioir, and a tower over the

crossing ; and Jedburgh, near Kelso, a complete
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SCOTLAND
design with vaulted aisles, transe|)ts, wooden-

routed nave and ehoir, jiresliyteiy, and central

tower,— are the must inipui-tant purely Scotch

churches of this jieriud, severe and massive ex-

ternally, with sparing ornament, but vigoruus

and eunsistent in design. As compared with

English churclies the Scutch examples are smaller

and simpler ; the choir, often longer than the

nave, has usually no side aisles ; the details are

less rich, the composition more massive. Some-

times, liowever, the aisle vault ribs and the

arch mouldings are richly carved, and wall ar-

Scotland: Jkdecrgh Abbey; P.\rt of Choik.

cades of interlacing arches are not uncommon
(Dalmeny church, Linlithgowshire ; Leuchare,

near Saint Andrews, etc.). In the Transition,

which followed a little later than in England,

many Norman elements were persistently re-

tained, antl round arches are not uncommon even

in Early Pointed work (C'oldingham priory—
ruins partly embodied in modern parish church ;

Dryburgh Abbey, Berwickshire : and many
others ; the conventual buildings at Dryburgh
are less ruinous than the church itself, which

dates from 1230). To the Early Pointed period

belong a number of fine churches, partly or

wholly mined. Of S. Andrew's cathedral, Fife-

shire (1160-1275, ruined 1559) the west and
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east ends and part of the south side are alone
extant. Arliruath Abbey in Forfarshire (1176-
1233) is in nuich the same condition. Both
show a large admixture of Korman details.

Holyrood Abliey church near Edinburgh, one of
the most elegant and uuportant examjiles of the
style, built in the first half of the thirteenth

century, and of which only the ruined nave has
survived the vandalism of the sixteenth century,

also displays Korman interlacing arcades in cer-

tain parts. Dunblane cathedral, Perthshire,

wa.s the first important church to be completely

built in the Pointed style. Its one-aisled choir

with its Hanking lady chapel is still perfect and
in use. It is not surpassed by any Gothic
church in Scotland except Melrose Abbey and
S. Mungo's catheilral at Glasgow, which is

slightly later in date, with a central tower of
the fifteenth century. This cathedral, commonly
called Glasgow cathedral, is a complete Gothic
design 330 feet long with three aisles in both
nave and choir, but no transepts ; and with a
fine sacristy and an especially beautiful lower

church (usually miscalled the crs-pt) below the

choir (1233-1258). The ribbed vaulting of

this lower church is remarkably fine, and equal

to anything of the kind and period in Great
Britain. The nave and choir of the cathedral

have wooden ceilings ; the aisles are vaulted.

Elgin cathedral (Morayshire), an almost equally

fine church with a beautiful octagtmal chapter

house, is now comijletely ruined, and little is

left of Brechin cathedral but its Celtic tower,

west front, nave arches, and fragments of the

choir. Pluscarden priory is also a notable ruin

of a fine church.

It is to the rebuilding of churches ruined in

the Border Wars that we are chiefly indebted

for examjiles of the Decorated or Middle Pointed

style of the fourteenth and early fifteenth cen-

turies. The most conspicuous and beautiful

example of the style is the ruined abbey of Mel-

rose. No trace remains of its monastic build-

ings, some of which were no doubt very ancient.

The church, whose ruins are of exceptional

beauty, was erected by order of Robert Bnice,

after his death in 1329; ravaged by Richard

II. in 1385, and finally ruined in 1544; the

present ruins date chiefly from the reconstruction

after 1385. It has three aisles, with a southern

row of chapels, transepts, and a short choir.

The traceries of the east window and south aisles

and transepts, the rich buttress pinnacles, niches,

and canopies, the elaborate vaulting of choir and

nave (the latter replaced in 1618 by an ugly

pointed barrel vault) and the elegant details of

almost all its parts, give this church a place

among the most beautiful in Great Britain. Its

style is nearer to that of English late Decorated

churches than is that of any other Scotch edifice

of the period. Although its chief mason, Mor-

row, was born in Paris, he appears to have been
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PLATE XVII

SCOTLAND, ARCIIITFXTURE OF. PLATE 11

Kelso Aljbpy ; the upper figure gives the view
from the northeast, the short northern arm of the
transept ending in a wall with the complete gable
on the right. The other high wall is the southern
wall of the tower seen from within, and the arches

on the left are those of the south wall of the choir.

The lower figure shows what remains of the west
front of the short nave, the western wall of the

tower rising above it, and the south transept on the

right.





SCOTLAND
of Scutch blood, iinil there is little or nothing to

suggest French design in tiie building. Very

different in character is the conteniporaiy church

of S. Giles, Edinlnirgh (l.'?87 ; enlarged in the

fifteenth century), almost Doric in its severity

of detail. Its massive central tower was in

1500 adorned with the famous "Scotch Crown"
(which see). This very elegant feature is

peculiar to Scotch architecture (King's College,

Aberdeen ; S. Nicholas, Newcastle, probably by

Scotch builders ; others formerly at Linlithgow

and Haddington). The most complete e.vaniple

of the style is S. Michael's at Linlithgow, a late

SCOTLAND
Scotland. The fifteenth century seems to have

bro\ight to Scotland, not only a decline in taste,

but a decline in craftsmanship as well. In the

art of vaulting, this retrogression is especially

notable, as shown by the reversion to plain

rounil or pointed barrel vaulting, even for the

middle aisle. So emphatic was the aversion to

groins tiiat the transept vaults were stopped

again.st solid gable walls in the planes of the

nave clearstory walls, in order to avoid the

groined inter.section with the nave vault. Most
of the churches of this ])eriod are jiarish churches

and relatively uninteresting. The cathedrals of

a^sis#

Scotland: Kelso Abbey; Nave and South Transept from N.E.

Decorated church perfectly preserved and in use
;

it shows something of the same conti-ast of

severe and almost rude masses with bits of highly

ornate detail as S. Giles. The ruins of New
or Sweetheart Abbey and of Lincluden College

may also be mentioned.

With the close of the fourteenth century the

Decorated style passed into the Perpendicular,

but in the monuments of this later style there

was, with one or two exceptions, none of that

elaboration of fine detail which characterized

the corresponding English style. The huge
windows filled with Perpendicular tracery, the

rich traceried panelling, and the elegant fan

vaulting of England have no counterpart in
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Paisley (mo.stly 144.5-14.59), Dunkeld (nave,

1406-1464 ; choir mostly modern), and Aber-

deen (S. Machar, nave only extant, 1422-1440)
were the largest churches of this period. The
first two have the characteristic Scotch plan,

with three-aisled nave, short transepts, and long

choir without side aisles ; Paisley is the most

elegant in details, S. Machar the most rugged

and simi)le of the three. At Perth the church

of S. John is a large and well-preserved church,

but uninteresting in design. Far richer than

any of these is the incomplete but perfectly pre-

served collegiate church of Roslyn near Edin-

burgh, built in 1446. The choir, which with

the sacristy was the only portion erected, is 60
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feet long, with side aisles and a double aisle

across the east eud. The whole is barrel vaulted,

the aisle bays having transverse vaults sprung

from straiglit arched transverse lintels, an inar-

tistic and very un-Gutliic- arrangement, only

tolerable in a small edifii'C. The interior,

though profusely carved, hardly merits the

praise it commonly receives ; the execution is

somewhat coarse, and hardly suijjwrts the alle-

gation often made tliat the liuilders were Span-

ish or French.

Of the civil and domestic architecture of the

Celtic period and twelfth and thirteenth centuries

there are no remains, and the history of Scotch

military architecture begins only with the Nor-

man period. Even the most important castles

of this period, such as Diinstatfnage, Bothwell,

Yester, Carlaverock, etc., were of the simplest

character— mere heavily walled enclosures with

angle turrets and a keep. It was not until the

fourteenth century that notable advances were

made in castle building. The majority of the

Scotch castles were small but massive and com-

pact strongholds— a keep or tower, or a simple

L-shaped edifice. In the fourteenth century

there took place a general enlargement of these

into castles with courtyards, and many new
castles were built (Balvaird, Roslyn, Ruthven,

Edinburgh, Linlithgow, Dirleton, Tantallon, and
Stirling). Of these Stirling is the finest, with

its parliament hall, and Linlithgow, long the

favourite royal residence, comes next in archi-

tectural interest ; but they are han.lly compa-

rable with the magnificent contemporary castles

of England and France. In the sixteenth cen-

tury castle building took on a more artistic and
domestic character, in which the idea of the

fortress, no longer impregnable against artillery,

gradually disappeared, a change which became

complete in the seventeenth ceutuiy. Until the

time of Charles L, however, and even later,

many mediieval features were retained; such

were the round corner turrets corbelled out at

the top to a square jjlan, stepped gables, circular

stair towers in the angle of two wings, and a

general severity of mass and detail. Fyvie

castle, in Aberdeenshire, begun in 1400 but

much altered in later centuries ; Glaniis castle

(mostly 1578-1615), and Thirlstaue castle

(middle of seventeenth century) are interest-

ing examples of this treatment. Meanwhile

the fashions of the Renaissance were making
their way in Scotland, coming in from England,

and gradually replacing the corbelled parapets

and stepped gables of the Scotch castles with

the pilasters, pediments, round arches, and cor-

nices of the Anglicized classic style, and, above

all, introducing a new element of regularity and
symmetry into the plans. But the formal classi-

cism of Inigo Jones, and later of Christoiiher

Wren, found little favour in Scotland, and even

in the later castles there is a picturesqueness
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wanting in the English examples. Drumlanrig
castle in Dumfriesshire well illustrates the style.

Its chief later monuments are Holyrood palace
(begun 1528 by James IV., extended by James
v., burned 1G50, finally rebuilt by Charles II.,

1671); Heriot's hospital, Edinburgh (1628-
1659), a quadrangular structure with central

court, very etiective in the massing of its bays,

pavilions, and chimneys, anil adorned with cor-

belled parapets, angle turrets, Gothic details as-

sociated with Elizabethan " strap-work," and a
very rococo portal ; and the now demolished
Glasgow College, a rambling jjile in much the

same style, but less successfully handled. These
buildings are less interesting internally than ex-

ternally, and generally inferior to the great Eng-
lish residences and colleges in grandeur and
elegance of interior disposition and adornment.

There was but little church building done
during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,

and the ecclesiastical work of this period is

almost wholly confined to minor structures, such

as the richly carved gallery fronts of Pitsligo

and Bowden churches (1630 and 1661), and
elaborate canojiied tombs in black, white, and
red marble, e.g. the Montgomery monument at

Largs (1636). The Renaissance in Scotland

was as emphatically provincial as the mediaeval

styles had been ; this is shown in the persistent

retention of old-time and out-of-date details, and
the mixture of incongnious elements long after

the style had in England and elsewhere reached

a harmonious and definite form. Moreover, the

severity of Scotch taste or the poverty of the

Scotch artistic imagination rendered impossible

that sumptuousness of decorative detail which
seems essential to the best results in Renais-

sance design. Until recent years very few

buildings in Italian or classic style had been

erected in Scotland ; by far the best known is

the college of Edinburgh University, by the

brothers Adam (1789), a dignified but rather

uninteresting pile.

Since the beginning of the nineteenth centurj'

Scotland has shared in the general development

of Briti.sh art, and the chief dirt'erence to be noted

between the more recent architecture of the two
countries is seen in the effort to retain the pic-

turesque and semi-medi;eval features of the

Scotch castles of the seventeenth century in

many of the modern Scotch buddings, e.g. In-

verness castle, the municipal buildings of Aber-

deen, and many large country seats. The classic

revival is re|)resented bj^ the works of Sir

Thomas Hamilton ami W. H. Playfair ; among
its most notable jiroductions are the High School

(182.5. Hamilton) and Royal Institution (Play-

fair) at Edinburgh, both remarkably successftd

and elegant designs ; the Royal Exchange and

Justiciary Courts at Glasgow ; and the somewhat

aftected and singular, but interesting efforts of

Alexander Thomson ("Greek Thomson") to
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adapt Greeks details to iiiudi'in Protestant

church design. Most of the churches erected

since then liave been in the revived Gothic style,

and in nowise different from contemporary Eng-

lish work ; c.f/. S. Mary's cathedral, chapter

house, and library, at Edinburgh (Sir G. G.

Scott), S. Andrew's cathedral, Inverness (Alex-

ander Ross), S. Benedict's Monastery at Fort Au-

gustus (P. P. Pugin), an<l many parish churches.

Other examples of the Victorian Gothic are the

Scott monument, Edinburgh (1844, by George

Kemp), and the very ambitious and elaborate

Glasgow University buildings by Sir G. G.

SCOTT
Architecture of Scotland. 0{ a more popular
character are H. C. Butler's ScDllriniVs liuined

Ahhiijs and A. H. Millar's The IlisUincil Otstles

(lull Midisioua iif Scotl'iiid. 'I'lii; larger anil mure
ccK-tirated monuments are described in uiunugraphs

and in the works of Bllliniis {Bdronial dud Errle-

siiisliciil A}iliiiiiities of iicotlaiid), liritton, and
others. — A. D. F. Hamun.

SCOTT, SIR GEORGE GILBERT ; archi-

tect ; b. 1811 ; d. March 27, 1878.

In 18"27 he was articled to James Edme.ston,

and in 1832 entered the office of Henry Roberts.

In 1844 he won first prize in the competition

Screen, Fio. 1: Low Bronze Kaili.ng, Ai.\-la-Chapelle ; Probably 5th Century, and from Italy.
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Scott (1870). This revived Gothic has been

of late years, as in England, largely sup])lanted

by free versions of the Renaissance styles, in-

clining sometimes toward the Italian and some-

times toward the French in general character.

As early as 1 86 1 the Edinburgh Post Office

(Matheson) was erected in the Italian style.

The most elaborate and successful among recent

public buildings in Scotland is perhaps the

Municipal Building of Glasgow (1880, Wm.
Young) in a style based upon the Venetian

Renais.sance. In general it may be said that

architecture as now practised in Scotland is in no

essential different from that of England.

For the earliest Scotch architecture, rude monu-
ments, and stone crosses, see Skene. Celtic .Scot-

land ; Anderson, Scotland in Early Christian
TiniPit ; and Fergusson, Rtide Stone ^fonn1nents.
For the general historv of Scotch architecture,

Macgibbon and Ross. Tlie Ecclesiastical Architec-

ture of Scotland and Castellated and Domestic
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for the church of S. Nicholas at Hamburg, Ger-

many, to replace the building burned in 1842.

This he built in the German Gothic .style of the

fourteenth century, with a tower 475 feet high.

In 1847 he wa.s appointed architect of Ely ca-

thedral, and architect of Westminster Abbey in

1849, where he restored the chapter house,

monuments, and northern portal. His Glean-

iiiij.s from Westminster Abbey was published

in 1862. After competition he was appointed

in 1858 architect of the building of the War
and Foreign offices, London. His first designs

were Gothic, but he was re(iuired by Lord Palm-

er.ston's government to substitute a design in the

style of the Italian Renaissance, according to

which the Iwilding was erected (begun 1861).

He afterward completed this block of Viuildings

by erecting the Home and Colonial Offices.

Between 1863 and 1868 Scott designed and

built the Albert Memorial in Hyde Park, Lon-
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SCRATCHING
dou. Ill 1801) lif was one of the six competitors

for tlie Royal Courts of Justice in London (see

Street, Sir G. E.). He won the gold medal of

the Royal Institute of British Aichiteets in

Screen, Fig OF WHICH THIS IS

PARTIAL ENLARliEMENT.

1859, and was president of that body from 1873

to 1876. He was ajipoiiited professor of archi-

tecture at the Royal Academy in 18G8. His

lectures were published under the title Medi-
aral Architediire (2 vols. 8vo, 1879).

Sir Gilbert Scott, Bi'collections ; Stephen-Lee,
Dictionary nf Xatiimnl Biof/rciphi/.

SCRATCHING. TJie roughening of the

first coat of ijlaster, wiien fresh, by scratching

or scoring its surface witli a ])oiiit so that the

next coat may adhere to it more

firmly. Also called scoring.

SCREED. A narrow strip

of plastering brought to a true

surface and edge, or a strip or

bar of wood, to guide the work-

men in plastering the adjoining

section of tiie wall surface.

SCREEN. Any structure

of any material • having no

essential function of support

and sen'ing merely to separate,

protect, seclude, or conceal. In

churdi architecture, s)iccifically,

a decorated partition of wood,

metal, or stone, close or open,

serving to separate, actually or

in sentiment, a cliapel from the

church, an aisle from the nave

or choir, the chancel from tlie

nave, etc. In tliis sense, a .screen

replaces the .lubt? in small cliurches. In early

houses of some importance, a partition by which

the entrance lobby is separated from the great

hall. An open colonnade or arcade, if serving

to enclose a courtyard, or tiie like, is sometimes

called a screen. (See Chancel Screen ; Choir

Screen; Sanctuary Screen.)
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SCRIPTORIUM
Pardon Screen. .A. screen surrounding or

placed before a confessional, to hide the peni-

tent from public view during the act of confes-

sion.

SCREEN CHAMBER. An apartment
formed by a screen separating it from a

larger area.

SCREEN WALL. A screen of some
solidity as differing from one which is pierced,

(s|iccially in tlie intercolumniations of a

(filniiiiadc.

SCREW. A solid cylinder having a

ridge uound around it in a spiral direction

evenly ; though .sometimes the piece has

rather the look of a threail being cut into

the solid cylinder. In building this is used

in the form of a Bolt (which see, sense ..-1)

and ill the form of a Wood Screw (which see

below).

Wood Screwr. (Often by abbre'sia-

tion siinjjly Screw, which is the term in use

among carjienters. ) A screw used to replace

a nail, usually intended to be driven by a
screwdriver, for wiiich purpose it has a slot

in tlie head, which may be flat or rounded.

Gimlet screws are those wood screws which
have a sharp pointed end so that they can be

driven, at least into soft wood, without the

pre]iaratoiy Vioring of a hole.

SCREW JACK. Same as Jack Screw.

SCRIBBLED ORNAMENT. Decorative

effect produced by lines, curves, and scrolls care-

lessly distriliuted over a surface.

SCRIBE (v.t.). To mark with an incised

Screen of Oak: Xorthfleet CnrRrH, Kext; c. 1.300.

line, as by an awl ; hence, to fit one piece to

another of irregular or uneven form, as a plain

piece against a moulded piece, or as in shaping

the lower edge of a baseboard to fit the irregu-

larities of the Hoor.

SCRIPTORIUM. In mediaeval Latin, a

writing room ; sjiecitically, the room assigneil in
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SCREE.V, FlO. 3: SEE FkjS. 1 AND 13, llilS lil IM. A 1>K1A1I. ui' A IHIKD AND VEKV SIMILAH SfHEEN.

Sc.!;:exs uf Oak : .£. .Shoi>svi-.ll, i i\iM.itDs:iii{E ; c. 13o0. i', Geddington, Northamptoxshike; c. 1360.
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SCROLL

Screen of Oak: Hasdborough Chi ii< h, Oxfordshire: c. 14S0,

a conventual establishment for the copying of the Gothic

manusci'i|>ts.

SCROLL. An ornament composed of cnrveil

lines like vnhites, and sometimes of double tlexure

passing on from one volute to another.

Viljuvian Scroll. A scroll of great simplic-

it}', without leafiige or the like, but

generally having the section of a flat

band.

Wave Scroll. Same as A^itru-

vian Scroll. So called because of a

suggestion of sea waves in regular

succession.

SCULLERY. A room, generally

annexed to a kitchen, where dishes

are wasiied.

Plate Scullery. In Great Britain,

a separate scullery for cleaning plate.

It slioidd connect directly with the

butler's othces.— (Kerr.)

SCULPTURE. The art and the

practice of carving in hard material,

whether in relief or in intaglio. By
extension, the producing of forms in

soft material, as by modelling, but

always with a view to artistic or

seniiartistic results, the cojiying of

natural forms, or the embodying of

design in form. The distinction be-

tween the mere incising of lines on a

smooth surface and sculpture is not

capable of being iixed exactly ; the

enlargement and unequal widening

of the incised lines passes insensibly

into sculpture in low relief, or in

concavo-convex relief In general,
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however, that foi'm of relief which
has a decideiUy rounded and varied

surface apijroaching tliereby some-
what more nearly to the look of

natural form, together with all pro-

duction of form in the round, as it

is called (see Relief), is- considered

sculpture. The Egyptian and most
other concavo-convex relief is of

this character, the figures being as

freely rounded as in ordinary bas-

relief altliough tiiey do not project

beycmd the general surface of the

material.

Relief sculpture of the kind

above named is the most common
form used by the Egyptians. It

lends itself peculiarly to decoration

in polychromy, and is capable of

great excellence in the way of nar-

rative and expression. By means
of it Egyjitian architecture was
more inunediately helped by its

sculpture than was any architec-

ture ])revious to the time of the

later Rouianesque or even that of

styles.

In the As.syrian and other buililings of Meso-

potamia it .seems that tiie sculjiture can hardly

have decorated the exteriors veiy nun-h, nor

even the interiors in the true sense of the term

"to decorate," that is by increasing the general

SCKl > > II 1 -MONK DIVIOING A ChAPEI. : CaTHEDBAL OF.
.Aix-la-Chapelle; 14th Centlrv.
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SCULPTURE
spleiulour of the aiiaitiiieiits

more tlian the presence of

portable objects of beauty

would decorate them. The
chief s))ccimeii.s which have

come down in fair preserva-

tion to modern times are

scidjitiired shibs, the woriv

being in very low relief npon

a soft alaba.sterdike .stone.

In this the work is of e.\-

traonlinary interest and of

e.x'pressional merit. The
well-known winged and

luunan-headed bulls and
similar creatures of religious

significance are really relief

sculpture, a huge block being

worked on at least two of

its sides in such a way that

a view of it taking in the

front and long side would
show the seml)laiice of a
statue in the round.

Persian sculpture of the early kingdom .seems

to have tieen nuich of the same general character.

The artistic ditt'erences are very great, but the

relation which the sculptures bear to the build-

ings is not unlike in kind. The bull-headed

SCULPTURE

Screen sekving .is Choir Screen: Fyeield Church, Berkshire;
c. 1480.

have only relief, and that of no strictly architec-

tural character, and some free statues like those

found in Cyprus. The critical and historical

inferences hitherto draw-n from it are not to be
considered final. It is obvious that the only

SCULlllKK, I'ic,. 1 : A~>vi;jA.N (sKK .Mk>ui-iitami.\) : Ai..\bastkr .Si. .Mi from
Mound of Kouvunjik.

>KNNAfHERIKS I'ALACE,

half ca))itals which mark the architecture of

Persepolis are a nearer approach to sculpture in

the round than anything we have of Assyrian

or Babylonian work used in connection with
buildings.

Of Hittite and other Phreniciau sculpture we
457

works which would remain arc first the very

few separate statues and busts which have been

buried in the ground, and second, those reliefs

which are so large ami are worked upon such

nia.ssive bases of native rock or of walling, that

the centuries have spared them. Our ideas of
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ScuLPTUBE, Fig. 2: RusiAX Fkikze prueablv uf time of Augustus; in the I-ateran .Museum, Rome.

Sculpture, Fig. 4: Italian Romanesque, 12th Century: Church of S. Andrea, Pi.stoja.

Sculpture, Fig. 13: French Gothic; Bourges Cathedral; Window over West Portal.
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SCULPTURE
the power of tlie western Asiatic nations to

decorate buildings by means of elaborate sculp

ture are likely to be changed at any moment by

the making of new discoveries, and even the

Lycian tombs and otiier proto-Grcek works point

to a freer use of sculjjture, at least in the adorn-

SCULPTURB
ViM-y different was the feeling of the Romans

under tlie Empire during that great period

beginning, apparently, with the early days of

Augustus, or even a little before it. and ceasing

with the Great Plague and the ])olitical disturb-

ances of the last Antonine emperor, — a period

^ jlMr- - -.1:^ --.- „J^. -wri.J.^JKJ~...

t^::iy^A:Jty^:l}d^%^''^^Lk^i^^^d£:d^

m-^0;^-'?\:'.><

,^^

SCULPTUHK, F](; :t: Syrian Romanesque, showixi; .mui h Oriental Inflcence;
Lintel over Doorway, Kharbet-el-Beida.

meiit of external walls, than

anything common in the great

days of Grecian or of Greco-

Roman art.

This is true of Greek sculp-

ture as well ; it is one of the

earliest in which relief is

worked freely upon the walls

of buildings, and here with the

culmination of Greek arehi-

~;' tecture, on the one hand, and

of Greek sculpture of the hu-

man form on the other hand,

the student finds an almost complete separa-

tion between that sculpture which is decora-

tive in the usual sense, and that which has

for its chief object the telling of a story or

the expression of a religious or devotional

purpose. The sculpture of Greek temples

is divided sharply into the simplest and

most formal sculpture of mouldings with

conventionalized leaf-form and of Hat sur-

faces of rigid anthemion designs in low re-

lief on the one hand, and on the other

hand, human subject worked to its highest

pitch of artistic perfection. The con.se-

quence must have been tliat the sculpture

in the pediment and even that in the

metopes of a rich temple could hardly

have seemed an essential part of the

structure. Even the resulting use of

polychromatic painting would seem to

have failed of necessity in uniting the

thought of the .sculpture of incident and repre-

sentation and the half-architectural, half-sculp-

turesque forms which we know as anthemions,

egg and dart mouldings, ivy leaf ijattern, mean-

ders, and rosettes. A building without the

sculpture of human figure would have been still

a highly organized, and in a sense completed,

temple or portico, and the sculpture would have

been associated with the same and no greater

feeling for its necessity than we should feel as to

the putting up of a group in a modern city park.
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of just two centuries. During this period the

great memorial arches and other monumental

buildings w-ere adorned with relief sculpture of

great significance, both as matter of record and

in the decoration of the buikliTigs. The most

im])ortant instance of this is the Arch of

Trajan, at Benevento. A comparison of this

building with those arches which are devoid of

sculpture seems to show how completely the

general scheme of the building was connected

in the designer's mind with the free use of

elaborate sculpture. The extreme refinement

of the Greeks as to all the parts of their archi-

tecture, their thought about the minutest details

of curvature and projection, and of ])roportion

carried to tlie smallest subdivisions, was not

imitated by the Romans, wiio were content to

get a fairly happy general res\dt and then to

glorify the whole with sculpture sometimes

Sculpture, Fios. .5 andR: German Romanesque; Church
AT BrAUWEILER on THE RhINK.

elaborately painted in bright colours, sometimes

much less fully adorned in that way. A me-

morial arch, also, is to be considered rather as

the base for a great system of sculpture to be

rested upon its top than as a gateway (see

Memorial Arch) ; and although these sculptures

have in every case disappeared, the representa-

tions given on Roman medals are sufficient to

explain to us the Roman feeling toward them.

Even in the decline of the Empire, and in the

complete collapse of the once great power over
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SCULPTURE
sculpture possessed by the Roman artists, the

Arch of Constaiitiiie is lulorneil witli fragments

taken from tiic previous buililing dedicated to

Trajan, ami they are eoiiibiued in a new me-

morial building in a not unsuecessful way.

Recent discovery and tlie conijiarison of frag-

ments leave no doubt of the existence of a

Sculpture, Fig. 7: (iEmiAN Kom.\nf:sqce; 12th
Ce-vtury; PoRTR.iiT Effigy; .\bbey of Arn-
STEIN ON THE RhIXE.

highly differentiated non-Greek school of sculp-

ture, as ijartly shown by Wickhoff (op. cit.).

Fig. 2 illustrates the kind of leafage character-

istic of this school, which flourished at least

from 25 B.C. until the decline of the Empire in

the second century. In sculpture of human
subject, the extraordinary draped figures in the

iliiliiHiiiiS^

Sculpture, Fig. 8 : French Gothic Cuum' i I ih
Century.

friezes in the Lateran Museum are the best

examples. In many of the best qualities of

sculpture this school is unsurpassed. One

modification of tlie sculjiture of the imperial

school is that which is found so abundant

among the stone-built buildings of SjTia. There

is a Greek and also an Oriental influence to be

found in this, shown especially in Fig. 3, but

there is also a strongly Roman influence shown
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by some of the capitals figured under Syria,

Architecture of.

The architecture of the far East has always

dei)ended very largely upon sculjitured form,

winch often invades what the European world

Sculpture, Fig. 9: French Gothic Cornice;
13th Century.

has thought the architectural province proper

;

and supporting members such as pillars, as well

as tho.se le.ss es.sential to the building's Hfe, are

found carved into extremely spirited and often,

to our eyes, grotescpie forms of conventionalized

humanity and of imagined beast and bird. The
rock-cut buildings of India, and the stone-built

Biuldhist and Jaina stnictures of the same

peninsula, are distinguished by very extraor-

dinary abundance of sculpture, an abimdance

which, to the unaccustomed eye, seems disagree-

ScuLPTURE, Fig. 10: French Gothic: Borgun-
DIAN School; Crockets of a Capital.

able as attbrding no relief— no reserved spaces

to separate part from part of the higldy wrought

representative design. This feeling never fails

to disappear to a great extent as custom

diminishes the strangeness of the dispositions.

It is caused, so far as India is concerned, largely
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SCULPTURE
by the absence of any necessity of slioltering

sculi)ture from the weather. In a uiueli less

degree the same shock of strangeness is proiiiiccil

wiien masonry bnihhngs not higlily decorated

are found in tlie West Indies, standing safely

Sculpture, Fig. 11 : French Uothic ; Burgun-
DiAN School; O.ne Crocket of a Capital.

without copings and similar devices against the

ruinous ett'ect of moisture which will freeze

after percolating the joints and pores of the

structure. The Indian stonemason, free from

any such anxiety, and working in a gentle

climate amid the most generous and ample

forms of plant and animal, has developed a

school of sculpture from which the Western

world can learn a great deal whenever it seeks

new paths.

Of China we know little ; that country must
have possessed an architecture as abundant, as

Sculpture, Fig. 12: French Gothic: Cathe-
dral OF Chartres: Base i.n North Porch.

its few remaining or traditionally known monu-
ments are important and curious (see China,
Architecture of). In Japan, im the other hand,
the ancient art has been wonderfully preserved,

and this has for us the curious lesson that
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sculpture, in what we consider perishable

materials, is practically everlasting if it is cared

for. The temples and jialaces of Japan are

built of wood, and the .sculpture is of panels

carved in relief or often pierced, the carving

showing on both sides relieved partly again.st

Hat background and |)artly against empty space.

The clinuite is not unlike that of the Eastern

United States, varying between the climatic

conditions of Boston and Charleston. The
carved panels are therefore set where rainwater

Sculpture, Vu;. 14: Canopy of the Bishop's
Throne; .Ancient Carved Oak ST.iLLs;
Cathedral of Palermo.

will not reach them easily, and they are, further-

more, protected by different appliances which
the extraordinary skill and patient care of the

Japanese workmen have taught them to use
;

but the sculptures are from one thousand to

some six hundred years old, and apparently as

well preserved in all essential particulars as

could be wished. Indeed, the more elaborately

protected pieces have suffered the most, as we
now see them, because of the gradual peeling

off of the carefully laid coats of gesso or its

equivalent. Where lacquer of the true sort

has been u.sed this nun has, perhaps, not taken
place ; but highly finished pieces of lacquer-
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work are generally kept for interiors. More
recent times in Jajjan have developed a sys-

tem of carved anil pierced panelling for the

decoration of buildings other tlian temples.

There is also a certain tendency toward the use

of the ailmirable pottery of Japan, both glazed

and unglazed, in the jjroduction of friezes and
paijels of this sort, and .specimens of these exist

even in our uuiseunis, their effectiveness greatly

diminished by the indoor light and by the dis-

ajipcarance of their proper surroundings.

In Europe a lung ejioch, from the beginning

of the third to the close of the tenth century
— eight hundred years— is, indeed, not un-

marked by the production of important works
of ilecorative art, but this decoration seldom

r^
fe.

ScuLPTTRE, Fig. 15: L.A.TE iT.^I.I.iN (tOTHIC; CLOSE OF THE UTH CeNTURY
ViTERBii, Italy.

takes the form of sculpture in any true sense,

and still more seldom takes the form of archi-

tectural sculpture following any natural develop-

ment. A few buildings have sculiitures even

of considerable size, in which a certain Roman
Imperial influence, or even an influence from

the Byzantine empire (at the height of its

artistic power during the years previous to the

iconoclastic fury at the besrinning of the eighth

centui-y) survives, as in the church at Cividale

(.see Italy, Architecture of. Part IV.). As
European society refines and strengthens itself,

and what are called the Dark Ages become less

dark, sculpture is the last of the arts to show
any advance. When, however, it does begin to

have life, this is not the old life— the sculpture

is not classical at all. The feeling which was
as modern a thing in the eleventh century as
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landscape painting in its later development was
in the nineteenth, is shown first in Italy ; and
such sculptures as shown in Fig. 4, in their

mingling of clumsy and unreal modelling with
well-developed cttect, are partly expressive of a
vast and widesjiread tendency. At a time
hardly later, the German stonecutters were pro-

ducing capitals like those shown in Figs. 5 and 6,

and the same spirit shows itself throughout the
world of Western Europe, the churches, jiorches,

and cloisters of which were often veiy com-
pletely wrought into carvings of expressional

value. In all of this there is no classical feel-

ing at all. The treatment of the human figure

at this time was not more es.sentially non-

classical than the treatment of animal and leaf

form (see Fig. 7),

ix?^^^ but it is more
easy to recognize

;

and the tendency

toward portraiture,

toward record of

the nature of por-

traiture, though
not including pre-

cise likenesses, and
the abundant sup-

ply of legenilary

detail in the form
of bas-relief, taking

its most perfect de-

velopment in the

middle of the thir-

teenth century, was
carried on without

pause or check and
with constantly de-

veloping skill, if

with less artistic

variety, for two
hundred and fifty

years.

The leaf sculp-

ture of the Gothic

epoch is famous because nothing like it was ever

before achieved by man, and because it oti'ends no

one to see the forms of vegetation treated in a

conventional manner (see Figs. 8 to 1 3) ; but the

use of animal form, and even of the human
form, is equally seen and demonstrably as excel-

lent for its purpose as the use of leaves and

flowers. In every case, the sculptors of the day

were the gi'eatest masters of artistii' abstraction

that we know. Not that the individual merit

of this or that ])iece of work can exceed that of

Egyptian or even of some Assyrian pieces, but

that the amount produced was so incredibly

great, and that this vast amount of delicate art

was produced at a time when Europe was thinly

populated, ill governed, and poor beyond any-

thing that we can now imagine.

The use of Gothic sculpture by the Italians

4(!8
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SeCLl'TriiK. Fi.;. IT : PlSi IN \ AND NICHE; EARLY llJTH CENTURY; CHURCH OF LA FERT6 BERNARD

Fiff 1 Front elevation. Fie. •>. tiecti.in throvigh wall and side elevation of piscinfi and canopy. Fig. 3. Plan ahme piscina.

Fis. 4. Plan below piscina showing consoles of base. Figs. 5, 6, T. Small details. Fig. 3. Plan above large niche showing the

Open labernacles set diagonally.
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ScrLPTURE. Fiii. lii: French Rexaissaxce:
Earliest Period: Tomb of Philippe de
comlnes; about 1510.
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was never so thoroughly combined with archi-

tectural design as in the North, hut in itself,

this sculpture, as it remains to us, is of sur-

prising ))eauty. The presence of many and rich

sculptured details is that which makes attractive

and even irresistibly charming many a building
whose constructional merit is slight, and whose
value as a piece of proportion, of composition,

from whatever point of view it is considered, is

but slight. Figure 15 gives a single instance of
the way in which figure sculpture is combined
with leafage and both with the architecture of
an elaborate fifteenth centurj' portal, and the
presence of the painting in the tympanum of
the doorway exemplifies further the combination
of these representative arts with the construc-

tionid art of building in the truly characteristic

Italian way.

The sculpture of the Kenaissance in Italy

assumed at once entirely new form. The deli-

cate scrollwork which invests the faces of

pilasters, the belt courses, and the encmsted
panels, is the study of Roman painted originals;

and it is evident that the Renaissance builders,

when they l)egan to build somewhat in the

Roman taste, had ready at hand a school of

sculpture which had taken form previously (see

Ftenaissance). The art of the sculptor took its

new form before the " revival of art " had its

say in architecture. It was long indeed before

any serious attempt was made to reproduce

Roman forms with any completeness, and at no
time was the secret of Roman decorative sculp-

ture learned or even gne.ssed, as far as their

works can show it, by the neodassic architects.

In the North the Renaissance, beginning nearly

a century later than in Italy, retains traces of

the medioeval feeling of the builders in sculpture

as well as in plan and the arrangement of in-

teriors. Figure 16 shows a piece of work which

is certainly not Gothic, and yet which would
never have e.xisted in its actual form but for the

influence of the Gothic scidpture. This ten-

dency is shown curiously in Fig. 17, where the

delicate architectural carving of a niche and its

very complex series of canopies is so combined

with actual representative sculpture that no one

can say where the architectural limit is over-

passed. Here the forms are entirely neoclassic

and the details of the sculpture are so equally,

but the dash and abundant freedom of the whole

is far enough from anything which classical

infiuence would have inspired in the Northern

mind. It is not until the century is well

rounded, since the beginning of the classical

revival in Italy, that anything in the North

becomes classical in its disposition. Figure 18

gives one of the earliest instances of such classi-

cal feeling, for in this, though the action of the

figures, especially of the S. Martin in the niche,

is partly mediaeval, the disposition of the archi-

tectural parts and even the grouping of the
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SCULPTURE, Fig. 18: FLEMISH, ISffl; KETABLE IN CHURCH OF NOTRE DAME, HAL, BELGIUM.
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SCULPTURE
figures in the rondels sliow Southern feeling at

least — a strong intiuence from Italy which is,

at one remove only, a Greeo-Roman iutlueuoe.

The teiuleney away from truly deeorative i)ro-

cesses, which is characteristii' of European

peojjles since 1780 or thereabout, shows itself

in architecture at a souiewhat earlier day. Even
the buildings of the earlier years of the eigh-

teenth century show a tendency to very slight

and thin architectural sculjitnre [iroperly so

callecl ; decorative enough in the somewhat fan-

tastic way of the Rococo style, but limited to

few ])arts, to low relief, and to thin and bare

designs. This was helped out liy the use of

almost free standing statues modelled with ex-

traordinary skill for their jilaces on the front or

intern MS of buildings, but these figures have no

minor sculpture leading up to them, they are

set u]ion tlie buildings as if with the builders of

Greek tcmides the eighteenth century artists had

decided that a building had no use for scidpture

except to hold it up in a favourable point of

view. Since the return of prosperity and tran-

quillity after the Napoleonic wars there has been

no real progress in the way of architectural

scidpture. The really surprising work of the

French si-ulptors has been almost wholly con-

fined to the putting up of statues on pedestals,

on brackets, or in niches. And when a building

is unilertaken in a style such that surface deco-

ration in scrollwork and jiatterns can hardly be

omitted, the copying from ancient work of the

same style is hardly disguised and is never to be

ignored. The English more than other nations

ha\'e produced sculpture that had newly imagined

forms combined closely with the building in it.s

structure ; but as there is but a comparatively

feeble school of representative and expre.ssional

scidpture in England, this excellent work of their

arcliitectural sculptors h;i.s not obtained that

inrtuence over other nations that might well be

desired. If the French would for a while build

frankly in the style of their own Renaissance,

accepting the necessity of covering large parts

of their buildings with delicately wrought sculp-

ture, great things might ensue ; but the ditficulty

caused by the very high price of trained manual
labour in the twentieth century seems likely to

make that impossible. Something, however,

may result from the freer use of terra cotta.

— R. S.

CoUicrnnn. Histnire (Je la Scidpture (frprqni', 2
vols.. Paris. 1802 ; Furtwaiiffler. Mastrrpii'ci's of
Otrrek Sriilptnre. New York. ISO.'); Gardner.
Srulptnrcd Tnmhs nf HpUris. 189(1; Onnsp. La
Sciilptiirp Frntirnise (h'tmis lo XIV. Siecle. Paris,

1 "!'")
; H. S. Jones, Select P'lssfKie.i from Ancient

Writers, ilhuttratire of the Historii of Greek
Sciitptnre, 180-i: Mitclipll. A History of Ancient
Sculpture ; Overbck. r^crhichte der tiriecliisclien

Plastik, Leipziff. 1881 ; W. C. Perry.' ffreek- and
Roman Sculpture, 1882 ; Wickhog, Roman Art,
1900.
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SEABROOKB
SCULPTURE GALLERY. A room espe-

cially iiro\ii|,-d tor the ixliilntinn of sculpture

(see Gallery, C ). It is generally found that

sculpture is best .seen by a well-ditiu.sed light,

as even that modelled under the '•.studio light"

of the artist's workroom is hantlled as if with a
view to being put out of doors,— this being
traditionally and properly so. IDifiused light,

however, is hard to get by means of a skylight,

and even the light of a lantern or of a clearstory,

though partaking of the nature of window light,

cijines generally fiom a jioint too high aliove the
piece and falls ujion it in too strongly marked a
beam to .show sculpture to the best advantage.

This apiilies especially to sculpture in the round :

relief sculpture may be fairly well seen in a
picture gallery of the usual sort unless the relief

is very high.

The old halls of the central museum at Athens,

plain, bare rooms with windows on one side and
high up, afibid the best possible light for the

pieces set near the wall opposite the windows.

Similar dispositions are used in the Najiles

museum. In some of the rooms of the Munich
Glyi>tothek (which see) the same thing is done
for lioth sides and with fair success, but this

building is so elabmately v.rought or.t with a
view to its architectural efcct that the most was
not made of its caijacity as a sculpture gallery.

The ideal arrangement senns to be to build a

large and higli room with windows high in the

wall on the two opposite sides, and to shelter

the pieces backed again.'-t each wall from such

rays of light as might filter upon them directly

from above— a thing which can be done by
simple architectural de'sdees.— R. S.

SCUNCHEON. Same as Sconcheon.

SCUTCHEON. Same as Epciitckeon.

SfTTI HFON 1

Uni; I'FMiH.VMP (HAIKL,

SCUTCHING. A method of finely dressing

.stone with a liammer, the head of which is com-

posed of a bundle of steel points. Also scotch-

ing. (See Dress, the \erb ; Stone Cutting; Stone

Pressinrf 1

SEABROOKE. THOMAS ; abbot.

Elected Feb. IG, U."iU, abbot of the catliubal
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SEALING
of Gloucester, EiiglanJ, he began tlic beautiful

tuweruf tliat ehurrii whieli was tiiiislieil after iiis

death by Robert Tully. Seabrcmke repaveil the

choir of his cathedral.

Britton, CulJudrai Antiquities.

ScuTCHEux OF Sheet Ikon with Wrought Iron
Drop Handle; c. 1480; Kyarsh Church,
Kent.

SEALING. A. Fixing, as a piece of wood
or iron in a wall, with cement, plaster, or other

building material, or with melted lead or sulphur

;

for staples, hinges, etc.

B. Closing the chinks, as of a log house, with

plaster or clay.

SEAR. Same as Saw Curf (See Kerf.)

SEASONING- TIMBER. The proces.s of

drying or liardening timlier by removing its

natural sap by exposure to the sun and air, or

by placing it in a kiln. Kiln-dried wood is the

only wood tit for interior finish.

SEAT. ^1. A place of abode, a residence.

Barely used in modern times except in combina-

tion (see the sub-titles) ; thougli .such phrases

as " seat of the Marquis of Blank " are conunon

in England.

B. Any structure affording a place for a

person to sit. Especially, in architectural usage,

such a stnicture when much larger than a ciiair

or stool, so as to accommodate two or more
persons ; and commonly fixeil.

C. A bed, surface, or piece of material ar-

ranged to support any member of a structiu'e
;

as the bearing of a beam, the foot of a ci.ihunn,

or the like.

Country Seat. In Great Britain, a rural

residence of some importance. The u.se of the

term generally implies a complete establishment

with offices, staliles, kennels, and an enclosed

park in addition to the family house proper. In

the United States the term is more loosely used

of any country house or villa of some pretensions.

(See Chateau: Villa.)

Huntiiig Seat. (See under H.)

SEATING. A. Seats, in sense of Seat, B,
taken collectively ; especially, a qviantity of seats

more or less carefully arranged, as for an audience.

(See Seating Capacity.)
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SECTION

B. Same as Seat, C ; especially the flat Vied

of that part of a sill which is cut with a lug so

as to leave a horizontal space at each end to

receive the jamb stone or brick jamb.

C. The process of securing a proper seat or

bearing ; as for the foot of an iron column by

planing oti' the bearing surface so that every

point may do its equal share of work in sustain-

ing the superincumbent load. An iron plate or

shoe arranged to provide against lateral mox'c-

mcnt, anil to enlarge the beai'ing area, is genei'ally

interposed between the foot of the column and

the foundation ])ii'cc on wliich it rests.

SEATING CAPACITY. The fitness of

a building or a room to accommodate an audi-

ence properly placed on benches or chairs, or in

boxes, stalls, or the like, perhaps also in differ-

ent divisions, according to the classes of the

audience. In ordinary calculations, to determine

the seating capacity of a room, it is customary

to consider a width from elbow to elbow of each

person's seat and the distance from back to back

of the chairs or benches ; thus, 2 feet 6 inches

by 3 feet is liberal, and a more common arrange-

ment would allow '2 feet 2 inches of width with

2 feet 9 inches from back to back of seats.

If, now, to this space of 6 square feet for each

])erson be added the necessary lobbies and the

like, it may be safe to allow TA^ square feet for

each person to be acconnnodated on the floor.

This, at least, is the way such calculations are

made.

When private boxes are to be arranged in a

theatre the question of seating capacity disap-

jjears, as each box is treated as a private room,

with or without a lobby, and with weight given

to other considerations.

SEA WALL. A retaining wall set where

the lanil has to be protected against the waves

of the sea.

SEBASTIANO DI GIACOMO ; of Lu
gano ; architect.

In 1.504 Sebastiano undertook the completion

of the church of S. Giovanni Grisostomo. In

1505 he contracted to build the choir of the

church of S. Antonio di Ca.stello, and in 1507,

in association with Leopardi (see Leopardi),

[jresented a model for the Scuola della iliseri-

cordia, all in Venice.

raolclti, nith'sriiifnt'). Vol. IT.

SEBENICO, GIORGIO DA. (See Orsini,

Giorgio.)

SECOS. Same as Sekos.

SECTION. .1. The surfice or portion ob-

taineil by a cut made through a structure or

any part of one, in such a manner as to reveal

its structure and interior detail when the part

intervening between the cut and the eye of the

observer is removed.

B. The delineation of a section as above

defined. In general scale drawings, sections

usually represent cuts made through a structure
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SEDILIA

on vertical plaiie.s, in oontiiulistinction to cuts

maile on horizontal planes, which are Plans.

SEDHJA. A li)\v-backetl seat or bench,

witliin the sanctuary, to tiie south of the altar,

tor the use of the otticiating clergyman at the

Eucharistic celebration : wide enough not only

for the celebrant to be seated, but also for tlie

deacon and subileacon. The back is made low-

in order to allow the vestments to hang over,

Sedilia with Piscina; c. 12(10, Rcshdex Chcrch,
Northamptonshire.

SO that the clergymen will not injure them by

sittinf.' niion them. — C. C.

SEFFRID ; bishop.

Setfrid, second of that name, was bishop of

Chichester. England, from 1180 to 1-204. In

1186 the churcli was greiitly injured by fire.

The repairs, which extended through eleven

years, were so considerable that the church was

rededicated in 1199.

Winkles, Cathedral Churches of Enyhind and

Wales.
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SEMPER
SEGGIO. In Italian a chair ; a seat in

sensf B.

SEICENTO. Belonging to those years

muubered from I GOO to 1699; that is, in gen-

eral, of the seventeenth centurj*. (Compare

Cinque Cento
;
Quattro Cento ; Tre Cento.)

SEKOS. A. In Greek archieology, the

sanctuary ; a place more or less forbidden to

the )niblic. The term is sometimes used for

tlie whole enclosure of the uaos, sometimes for

a part of it, this depending upon the opinion

held by modern scholars as to the usage in the

case of any temple or sacred enclosure.

B. By extension, a sanctuary, shrine, holy

place, or resened chamber, as in Egyptian

temples or in early Christian churches. (Also

written Secos.)

SELLYNGE, WILLIAM; jirior.

Prior (if Canterbur)', England.

Began the central tower of the

catliedral of that city in 1472.

Wharton, Anqlia Sacra. Vol. I., p.

145.

SEMICOLUMN. A column

half engaged in a wall. (See En-

gaged Column.)

SEMIDOME. A half dome or

Concli, such as occurs over a semi-

cin-\d:ir a]ise.

SEMINAR ROOM. A room

for study ; especially, in a college

lilirar\', a room provided for the pur-

suit of a particular line of investiga-

tion by students, under the direction

of a ]llofe^sll^.

SEMPER, GOTTFRIED ; archi-

tect ; b. Isov. 29, 1803 ; d. May 15,

1879.

He went to Paris to study archi-

tecture, and was later associated

with Gartner in Munich and Gau in

Cologne. In 1830 he visited south-

ern Italy, Sicily, and Greece, study-

ing the use of colour in architecture,

which he published in Bemerkiin-

(jeii iiber bemalte An-hitektKr utid

Plastik bei den Alien (Altona,

1834). In 1834 he was appointed

professor of architecture in the

academy at Dresden. He built the

Synagogue in Dresden (1838-1840),

and the Hoftheater (1838-1841). Other build-

ings in Dresden by Semper are the Gothic

fountain in the Post-platz (1843-1844), and

the Villa Rosa (1839). In 1847 he began

the new museum at Dresden. Semper left

Dre-sden during the political disturbances of

1848-1849 and settled in Loudon, wliere he

sujiported himself as a designer for metal

woik and decoration, and wrote some of his

smaller essays on art ami architecture. In

1855 he was appointed director of the archi-
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SENATE CHAMBER
tectural scc-tioii of the J'ul)/techiiiticlie Schiile

ill Zurich, Switzerlaml. In Zurich lie built

the l*()lyteehiiicuiii (1858), the observatory

(1801), the city hospital, and other buihlings.

He built also tlie Rathhaus in Winterthur.

Duriiij^ this period he wrote his important work,

Ber Stll (2d ed. Munich, 1878-1879, 2 vols.,

8vo). lu 1871 Semper was made architect of

the new Museums and tiie Hofburj^tlieater in

Vienna. He made the plans for these build-

ing.s, wiiich were, however, executed by Baron

von Hasenauer (see Ha.senauer), who changed

thein considerably. The exterior of tiie two
museums is probably much as Semper designed

them.

Sonimer, Gottfried Semper hi ZeiC-

schrift jTir Bamoesen, Vol. 30, pp. 305-
402; Die Sohne Sempers; Die K. K.
Hiifinnseen. in Wie.n ; Farrow, The
Herent Development of Vienna; Har-
vey, Seinper's Theory of Eoolution in

Arehiteeture.

SENATE CHAMBER. A hall

for the accomniudation of a legislative

body; specifically, in the United

States, a hall for the sittings of the

higher branch of a legislature. (See

Legislature, House of)

SENATE HOUSE. A building

in which a legislature holds its ses-

sions. (See Senate Chamber ; also,

for the Roman Senate, Curia and fol-

lowing titles.)

SENAULT, GUILLAUME; ar-

chitect.

City architect (maltre d'ceuvre) of

the city of Rouen, France. March 1 2,

1500, he took part in the deliberations

concerning the construction of the

Pont Notre Dame in Paris. He
appears for the first time in the records of

the chateau of Gaillon, near Rouen, in 1.502,

and worked on that building until December,

1507. The part of the chateau called the
" Grant Maison " which he built is still in ex-

istence without its decoration. In 1506 he

was consulted concerning the construction of the

Tour de Beurre at tile cathedral of Rouen.

Deville, Comptes de Gaillon ; Revue des Archi-
tectes de la Cathedrale de JRouen.

SENS, WILLIAM OF. (See William of

Sens.)

SEPARATOR. In iron framing, a small
casting plareil between two beams which are

connected by bolts passing through the casting

to maintain them at a fixed distance apart.

— W. R. H.
SEPTA. (Latin, Septum; an enclosure or

bounding wall.) A large enclosed and covered
area or porticus, serving for a bazaar or ex-

change ; especially, the Septa Julia near the

Campus Martius, which was a magnificent
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SEPULCHRAL ARCHITECTURE
buililing decorated with many statues and
iHvided into seven aisles by rows of columns,

with rostra for pnblii' orations, booths for shops,

etc. Its remains lie uiuh'r the Palazzo di

V'enezia, and thence northward for 1100 feet.

(Also Sicpta.)

SEPTIZONIUM. A building in Rome
built by Septimius Severus, and known to form
that part of the imperial ]jalaee on the Palatine

Hill which rose above the Forum at its north-

western extremity. The word "septizonium"
indicates a building with seven bands, but there

is no evidence that there were really seven

orders of columns, one above another, as is often

assumed. The earliest modern records of the

i|!|ilfSi!!*w:ii:::i:i|,i;;r-:i..

Sedilia: c. 1250; Uffington Church, Berkshire.

building are drawings by sixteenth century

artists, and these show only three superimposed
orders. The building was wholly destroyed in

1588-1589. — (Lauciani.)

SEPTUM. (See Septa.)

SEPULCHRAL. Having to do with a
tomb (jr other burial plai-e, or with a cenotaph.

SEPULCHRAL ARCHITECTURE. That
whose purpose is to give niagnificence or beauty
to tombs upon which large sums are to be ex-

jiended, and to give fitness and good taste to

the smallest tombs, and, by extension, to head-

stones or slabs. Some architectural styles have
been especially rich in splendid tombs, but ac-

cording as these are inilejiendent structures

standing in the open and visible from all sides,

or as they are placed within large buililiiigs such
as churches, do they assume, in the one case, an
effect of ponderous solidity, of -which much the

most striking example is given by the pyramids
of Egypt, and, in the other case, do they appear
rather as decorative appendages most commonly
attached to the inner face of the wall, and more
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SEPULCHRE
rarelj' staiuliiig free upou tlie pavement. The

largest and most sumptuous sepulchral monu-

ments are rarely spoken of as tombs. Thus,

neither the pyramids, nor the Taj Mahal, nor

the wonderful liuildings erected in memory of

the Mohammedan rulere in northern India (see

India, Architecture of, and Mo.slem Architec-

ture), nor the Mausoleum at Halicarnassus are

generally called tombs, and the memorial church

built essentially for the purpose of covering a

monument or several monuments, such as the

church of Brou at Bourg-en-Bresse in south-

eastern France, could not properly be considered

a tomb. All these buildings, however, come

under the head of sepulchral architecture, and

it will be noted by a comparison of their de-

signs with the other buildings of their times,

that no pecidiar manner of building or of deco-

rative treatment, nor even of sculpture and

inlaid detail, has ever been appropriated to se-

pidchral as distinguished from ecclesiastical or

eiric architecture. In fact, sepulchral architec-

ture on a large scale, and treated with great

splendour, can only differ from other buildings

of the same epoch in the comparative freedom

of its plan and arrangement. As its chief ob-

ject is splendour, and as it rarely needs to be

appropriated to practical uses in any way, there

is, on the one hand, a great freedom allowed the

designer, which, if he is verj- able, and is of an

epoch of growth and of intelligence, may re-sidt

in a bmldiug of great magnitieence. On the

other hand, there is no suggestion in the plan

itself, the result of which may well be, especially

in times not of the most prosperous and vigour-

ous artistic life, that the designer will be de-

prived of that suggestion which the necessary

plan and structure of the building afford, and

will produce a meaningless work. It is from

this reason that modern large tombs and other

memorial builchngs are seldom of much artistic

intercut. — R. S.

SEPULCHRE. ,1. A tomb ; a cave or

structure for purposes of interment.

B. A receptacle for relics, especially, in a

Christian altar.

C. Same as Easter Sepulchre, below.

Easter Sepulcltre. A shallow arched recess

or niche in the north side of the chancel, for the

reception of the sacred elements between their

consecration on Maimdy Thursday and the

Easter High Mass.

Holy Sepulchre. The sepulchre in which

the body of Christ lay between his burial and

resurrection. Its supposed site is marked by a

church at .Jeni.sideni.

SEPULCHRE LIGHT. A special lamp

suspended in the Holy Sepulchre, and in all

churches built to recall that sacred place.

SERAGLIO. A. An enclosed or protected

plare ; hence, a Harem.

B. A palace ; The Seraglio, used as a
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SERLIO
proper name, the great palace at Constanti-

nople.

Several diflerent etymologies are given, and

this term, as well as Serai and Serail, is used

indifferently in many senses. Sir Richard Bur-

ton, deriving the word from the Portuguese cer-

rar, writes it SeiTaglio,

SERAI; SERAIL. Same as Seraglio in both

senses. In sense A it has been applied to a
Caravanserai or Khan.

SERDAB. A small chamber connected with

an ainiciit Egyjitian tomb. (See Mastaba.)

SERLIO. SEBASTIANO : architect and

writer on architecture; b. Sept. 6, 1475 (at

Bologna, Italy) : d. before 1555 (at Fontaine-

bleau, France).

The date of Serlio's birth is established by the

records of the church of Tommaso della Braina

in Bologna. About 1515 he went to Rome and

was intimately associated with Baldassare

Penizzi (see Penizzi), who, at his death in

1536, l^equeathed to him his notes and draw-

ings, which were afterward used by SerUo in

the composition of his books. He seems to

have gone to Venice about 1532. He measured

the ancient monuments of Verona, and was the

first to draw the ruins at Pola in Istria. In

1541 he was established in France by Francis I.

as consulting architect at Fontainebleau. Nei-

ther in Italy nor in France is there any build-

ing of importance which can with certainty be

ascribed to him.— (Miintz, Beuaitisance, \ol.

III., p. 298.)

Serlio commenced the publication of his

works with the fourth book, entitled. Regale

generali di Architettum di Sebastiano Ser-

lio Bolognese, sohra le cinque mmtiere degli

edifici . . . Venezia, 1537. The third book

appeared next with the title, II teno libro di

Sebastiano Bolognese nel quale si figurano e

si descrivono le antichitd di Bo7na . . . Vetxe-

zia, loJfl. The first book followed : Le pre-

mier Here d'An-hitecture de Sebastien Serlio

Bolognois, mis en langue francaise par Jehan

Martin . . . lo4o, Paris. The second book

was published with the first, Le Second livre

de Perspective de Sebastien Serlio Bolognois,

mis en langue frun<:aise pior Jehan Martin.

The fifth book was published next : Quinto li-

bro di Architettura di Sebastiano Serlio nel

quale sitratta di diverse forme di Tempj . . .

d Paris, 15^7. The sixth book was pubMshed

at Lyons : E.vtraordinario libro di Arch itet-

tura di Sebastiano Serlio . . . trenta parte di

opera Bu.'itica 7nista con diversi ordini . . . in

Lione. 1551. The seventh book was bought

by Strada the Antiquarj-, and was published

after Serlio's death : II settiuto libro d'Archi-

tettura di Seba.'itiauo Serlio Bolognese, nel

quale si tratta di molti accidentia etc

Francofurti ad Moenum, 1575. An eighth

book, on military architecture, was also bought
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SERPENTINE
by Stnula with Serlio's collection of drawings,

but appears not to have been published. The
first complete editions of his works was printed

at Venice in 1584. (See Scainozzi, Giovanni

Donienico.)

Cliarvet, iSehnstii'ii Scrlio ; I.,6on I'alustre, La
Mi'iKtisaancp m Fraivc ; Muntz, HcnitissinKi-

;

Amoriiii, E/iii/ii) di, Schiistidiui Si-rlio ; rrmnis,
In(j''ijni'ri (' Sfrillare miliUiri Bdh^jiicxi ; Kcdtcn-
baclicr, Arcliilikliir drr Itdlicnisclicii Ji'rnaisxdncc

Do Lab'irilr, Cumplis ilrn BnHinciitt: du liaij.

SERPENTINE. An altered rock consisting

essentially of a hydrous silicate of magnesia.

Used to some extent for building i)urposes and
the finer grades as marbles. (See Verdantique

Marble, under -Marble.) — 0. P. M.
SERVANDONI, JEAN NICOLAS ; archi-

tect and painter ; 1). May 'I'l, IG'Ju (at Florence)

;

d. Jan. 19, 17 66 (at Paris).

Servandoni studied painting under Penini and
architecture under Uiovanni Ro.ssi, and later was
established in Paris as director of decorations at

the opera. In 1732 he won the first prize in

the competition for the construction of the

facade of the church of S. Sulpice in Paris.

(See MacLaurin and Chalgrin.) At S. Stdpice

also he built the organ loft and decorated the

chapel of the Virgin. In 17-42 he built the

great altar of the cathedral of Sens (Yonne,

France), and in 174.5 that of the cathedral of

Reims, and about the same time that of the

church of the Chartrenx at Lyons. In 1752 he

touk p irt in tiic competition for the creation of

the Place Louis XV., now Place de la Concorde,

in Paris (see Gabriel, J. A.). In 1755 Servan-

doni was made court architect of King Augustus
at Dresden, Saxony. He built the great stair-

ease of the new palace at Madrid, Spain, and
was employed at Brussels. Servandoni was
especially successful in organizing fetes, proces-

sions, and the like.

Chennevieres, Servandoni in Bertie des Arts de-

corallfi ; Mariette, Ahecedario ; Lance, Diclmn-
naire.

SERVANTS' HALL A room where the

servants of an establishment take their meals

an I may meet socially.

SERVICE PIPE. The pipe by means of

which watc:, ga-i, steam, or other rtuid is carried

from a strest main into a building. (See Water
Supply.) — W. P. G.

SERVICE ROOM. A room used for the

service of the table, usually in immediate con-

nection with a dining room, as in a large liouse.

Called also sideljoard room. It should be easy

of access from the dining room and from the

kitchen, and is commonly fitted up with closets

or dr&ssers for crockery, glass, table linen, etc.,

and with tables for carving, and also for the

adorning and arranging of dishes. In the

United States, the room used in this way is

generally calleil Butler's Pantry.

SERVING ROOM. Same as Service Room.
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SET (v, t.). To set in jiosition, as stones in a

wall.

SET (v. i.). To become hardened or permi-

ncntly fixed, as plaster.

SET. The form as.sunied by any piece of

material or simple structun! wlien it has yielded

to pressure so as to have lost in part its original

form. Commonly used only in the sense of

Permanent Set (which see below).

Permanent Set. The j)ernianent form as-

sumed by a, piece of material whose elasticity

has been overcome by long continued pressure

or by a simple structure, as a truss or built beam
under the same conditions.

SET-OFF. Same as Offset.

SET SQUARE. A draughtsman's tool, used

with a T scjuare, for drawing lines at right angles.

(See Triangle.)

SETT. Same as Set (n.).

SETTIGNANO, DESIDERIO DA. (See

Desidcrio da Settignauo.)

SETTING COAT. The .second or third

coat, i.e., generally the final coat, in painting.

SETTING-OUT. The work of correctly

locating a building upon the site which it is

to occupy, according to the actual shape and
dimensions of its ground plan, or of laying out
any part of the work on a building.

SETTING-OUT ROD. (See Rod.)

SETTLE. A. A seat or bench ; speci-

fically, a wooden bench with high back and
arms for two or more people, placed near the

chinmey or at the foot of a bed, and often pro-

vided with a chest or coH'er underneath.

B. A part of a platform lower than aiuither

part, as one of the successive stages of ascent

to the groat altar of the Jewish Teniiile.

SETTLEMENT. A gradual sinking of any
part of a buihliiig, whether by the yielding of

the foundation, the rotting of timber, or other

imitorfection. (See Leaning Tower.)

SETTLING. Same as Settlement.

SETT -OFF. Same as Set-ott' (.see Off"set).

SEVERY. One bay of a vaulted structure,

that is, the space within two of the principal

arches (see Transverse Arch, under Arch, and
Arc Doubleau). The term is eviiiently derived

from the Latin cibrjrinm, wliich term, from its

original meaning of a covered receptacle, took

first the significance of a rounded canopy (see

Ciborium), then of a covered vessel or clo.sct to

hold the Host (see Ciborio), and also of a dome-
shaped structure of any kind, whence comes the

present meaning of a compartment of vaulting,

whether dome-shaped or not. (Written also

eibory and civery.)

SE'WER. A ciinduit of brickwork, or a
vitrified cement or iron pijie chaimel, intended

for the removal of the liquid or serailiquid

wastes from habitations, including in some
cases the rain water falling upon roofs, yards,

areas, and courts. We may distinguish street
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sewers and house sewers, the former being laid

in the pubUe streets, and intended for all the

houses and lots composing a city block or

blocks, the latter being the lateral branches for

each building. The New York Building De-

partment detines the house sewer as " that part

of tiie main sewer of a building extending from

a point two feet outside of the outer face of the

outer front vault or area wall to its connection

witii a i)ublic or private sewer or cesspool."

(See House Drainage.)— W. P. G.

SEWERAGE. A system of sewers for vil-

lages, cities, and towns. Where sewers receive

household wastes only, the system is called a

"separate system," and where rainfall and sew-

age are removed in the same channels the system

is called the "combined system."— W. P. G.

SEWER GAS. More properly Sewer Air.

The contaminated air of sewers, house drains,

soil, waste, and vent pipes. It is a mechanical,

ever-varying mixture with common air of a

number of gases due to the decomposition of

animal and vegetable matter, such as carbonic

dioxide, cartionic oxide, ammonia, carbonate and

sulphide of ammonia, sulphuretted hydrogen,

an(l marsh gas. Sewer air also contains organic

vapours, and some microscopic germs or bacteria.

— W. P. G.

SEXFOIL. (See Foil.)

SGRAFFITO. The scratching or scoring

of a surface, as of fresh plaster, with a point to

produce decorative effects. Sometimes, in plas-

ter work or pottery, the scoring is done so as to

reveal a surface of ditt'erent colour beneath. The

process is sometimes carried far, even to the dec-

oration of large wall surfaces. (See Graffito.)

SHACK. A rude hut erected for camping.

Also applied to more substantial though still

rude structures of logs, boards, or even stone,

frequently roofed with earth. — F. S. D.

SHADE. Same as Blind (n.\ B.

SHADES AND SHADOWS. That branch

of descriptive geometry wliirh has to do with

the laying out and representation, on a drawing

of any object, of the shadows and the resulting

shades formed by or on the object ; the position

of the source of light being assumed at pleas-

ure.

When an opaque object is exposed to the

sunlight, a portion of its surface is illuminated,

and is said to be in light. The portion turned

away from the light is dark, and is said to be

in shade. The line upon the surface which sep-

arates the light side from the dark side is called

the line of shade.

The dark space beyond, from which the light

is cut off, is called the object's shadow in space,

or invisible shadow. Tiie invisible shadow of a

solid or of a plane figure is taken as a prism or

cylinder ; of a right line, a plane ; and of a

curved line, a cylindrical surface. The invisible

shadow of a point is a right line, a line of
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shadow wliich has the same direction as the

rays of light.

If a second solid object intercepts this shadow
in space, a portion of its surface is darkened.

This is called the cast shadow or visible shadow.

The cast shadow of a solid object, or of a sur-

fece cast upon a surface, is a surface ; of a line,

a line ; of a point, a point. If the surface that

receives the shadow is a plane, then the cast

shadow, if a right line, is a right line, being the

line of intersection of two planes. No surface

which is in shade or in shadow can receive a

cast shadow.

The shadow cast by one object upon the sur-

face of another is its projection upon that sur-

face, the rays of light being the projectors

(see Projection). AVhen the .source of light is

at a finite di.stance, the shadow is a radial pro-

jection, or perspective (see Perspective). When
it is at an infinite distance, the shadow is a

parallel projection. Shadows cast by the sun

are, practically, parallel projections ; all others

are radial projections.

It is obvious that the line of shade upon the

surface of an object determines the shape of its

shadow in space, which is bounded by the in-

visible shallow of the line of shade ; and also

the shape of the cast sliadow, which is bounded
l\y the visible shadow of the line of shade. To
find tlie cast shadow of a body it is sufficient,

therefore, first to find its line of shade, and

then to find the shadow of this line.

The rays of light are commonly assumed to

be parallel, as if coming from the sun, and

their direction to be such that they make the

same angles with the planes of projections that

the diagonal of a cube makes with its sides

(3.5° 15' 50"). The projections of such rays

upon tiie planes of projection are at 45° with

the ground line. The advantage of this is that

where one portion of an object projects in front

of another portion, tlie width of the shadow

shows exactly the amount of projection, thus

giving information as to the third dimension.

Tlie shadow of a point upon either plane of

projection is found by drawing the projections

of its line of invisible shadow and finding the

point where it pierces that plane. The shadow

of a line is found by determining the shadow of

a sufficient number of points in it. For the

shallow of a right line cast upon a plane surface,

it is sufficient to find the shadows of its terminal

points. The shadow wiU be the right Une that

connects them.

The shadow of a surface is bounded by the

shadow of the line that encloses it, and that of

a solid by the shadow of its shade-bne. When
the solid is bounded by planes, the shade line is

made up of right Unes, and its shadow is easily

found. When the solid is bounded by curved

surfaces, a special device is used to find the line

of shade and its shadow. Auxiliary planes are
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passed tlirough tlie objoct, parallel tu the direc-

tion of the light and perpendicular to the hori-

zontal plane of projection. Each of these planes

cuts the horizontal plane in a line at 45°, and

cuts the vertical plane in a vertical line. The

section of the object itself is an oval, or other

elo.sed figure, set edgewise to the light. The

shadow in space of this section is a iilaiie figure

lying wholly in the auxiliary plane, and lioundcd

by the lines of invisible shadow cast by the

extreme points of the section, those, namely, at

which the rays are tangent to the section.

These are two points in the reijuired shade-line

upon the surface of the object.

The projections of these two tangent rays, in

the vertical plane of projection, are lines at 45°,

tangent to the projection of the section. j.'he

cast shadow of the section lies wholly in the

vertical line in which the auxiliary [ilane cuts

the vertical plane of projection, and occupies

so much of this line as is included between

the.se two rays. The points in which they j)ierce

this plane are two points in the ca.st shadow of

the shade-line.

The shadow cast upon tlie horizontal plane

of projections may be found in the same way,

and the auxiliary planes taken ])arallel to the

rays of light niay, if more convenient, be taken

normal to the vertical plane instead of to the

horizontal one.

When the shadow cast by an object falls, not

upon one of the planes of projection, but uijon

another object, each auxiliary plane is made to

cut tliem both. As both sections lie in the

same vertical plane, and stand edgewise to the

light, the shadow of the first will fall exactly

upon the edge of the second, and the shadow
cast by the two extreme points in the shad(i-

Hne of the first object will give the extreme

points of the shadow cast by it ui)on the sec-

ond. All four points can be determined in the

vertical plane of projection, by drawing tangent

rays at 45° from the projection of the first

section to that of the second. If the object is

of such shape that one part of it throws a

shadow upon another part, the two parts are

treated as separate objects.

When a right line and a cylindrical surface

are both ]3arallel to one plane of projection, and

one is normal and the other is ]iarallcl to the

other plane, the projection, upon the first plane,

of the shadow cast by the line upon the cylin-

drical surface is a tme section of that surface.

When a right line is normal to either plane

of projection, the projection of its shadow on

that plane is a right line at 45°, irrespective of

the form of the surface upon which it falls.

In the case of curves, mouldings, rings, etc.,

it is convenient to use auxiliary plans ]ierpen-

dit'ular t(i the one plane, and at 45° to the

other, and either by the use of a supplementary

plane of projection, or by the process of revo-
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Intion (.see Projection) to find the true sections

made by each of these jilanes. The tangent

rays which determine these jjlanes of shade and

sliadow are drawn upon these sections at an

angle of 35° 15' 50".

In architecture the objects are for the most

part made up of parallelojiiiieds, cylinders,

cone.s, and spheres, and their .shadows arc mostly

cast upon plane surfa(-es, parallel to the jilanes

of projection. The shapes of their shadows

present, accordingly, Vmt little variety, and can

easily be learned by heart, so that they can be

drawn from memory. — F. D. SHEiiM.\N.

SHAFT. A. An upright object, high and

comparatively small in horizontal dimensions.

The term is applied to
^^,^ \ /*

a building, as when a A^'i'f5p'ia\ "i/aid,, ,

tower is said to be a

plain shaft ; to an archi-

tectural member, as when
a high building is said to

present a more elaborate

basement and a less

adorned shaft above ; or

to a single stone, an obe-

lisk, menhir, cathstone,

or the like. Even a

classical column like

"Pompey's Pillar," made
up of capital, shaft, and

base, is called in popular

writing "a tall shaft."

In modern usage, often,

a straight enclosed space,

as a well extending

through the height of a

l)uilding, or through sev-

eral stories, for the pas-

sage of an elevator, to

give light to interior

rooms, or the like.

Commonly, in combina-

tion, as elevator shaft

;

light shaft.

B. Specifically, the

principal part of a col-

umn ; that which makes
up from two thirds to

nine tenths of its height,

and which is compara-

tively sim])le and uniform

in treatment from end to

end. The shaft of an

Egyptian column was
often diminished in size

at the bottom, like the

under side of a cup, and

set without a base ; then

tapering to the neck.

In Myceniean art the

shaft was often smallest

at bottom, increasing
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ill size upwiiril by an even taper ; and tliis

form, tlmugii often spoken of as whimsical and

sure to be abandoned, has its prototype in the

trunks of certain palm trees, which, when used

MiDWALL Shaft : Window is Church of
Gerxrode, Germany.

as veranda posts and the like, are of very

happy effect. The shafts of Doric columns of

the sixth century B.C. are about six times as

high as they are in greatest diameter ; and these

have an entasis showing a very visible curve.

(For the shafts of the developed Grecian and

Greco-Roman columns, see tliose terms,

and references imder them.) In the

earlier Jliddle Ages, classical columns

were so often taken for the new build-

ings, that their forms were ine-sitably

copied in new work; but the result of

Romanesque work, in making common
the semi-i-ylindrical buttress piers within

and without brought in a change, and free

cohunns also were made cylindrical, with-

out taper or swell. This custom pre-

vaileil without chauge throughout the

epoch of Gothic architecture ; and was

only replaced, not modified. liy the rein-

troduction of classical forms in the fif-

teenth and sixteenth centuries.— R. S.

(For the proportions of neoclassic archi-

tecture determined by the diameter of the

shaft, see Intercolumniation ; also Colum-

nar Architectin-e and references.)

Angle Shaft. (See under A.)

Elevator Shaft. (See Shaft above, defini-

tion, .1.

)

Jamb Shaft. One of several slender col

umns, serving for the adornment of a deep jamb,
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as of a Gothic or Romanesque portal. Less

often a single column, set at the angle between

the jamb and the face of the wall.

Midwall Shaft. (See Midwall Column, un-

der Ciilunm.

)

SHAFTED IMPOST. In mediDeval archi-

tecture, an arrangement of shafts, wrought in

the mass of a pier or jamb, so that correspond-

ing groupings of archivolt mouldings may start

from their caps at the impost line.

SHAFTING. In medi.eval architecture,

the .system of grouping shafts in a clustered

pier, iir in the jamVi of an aperture.

SHAFT RING. In mediieval architecture,

a moulded Viand encircling a shaft ; common in

early English work. (See Annnlated.)

SHAKE (I.). A rough split shingle about

3 feet long, usually of ash. Used on the roofs

of log cabins, especially in New York. — F. S. D.

SHAKE (II.). A crack due to natural

causes, occurring in the interior of a tree or log.

The term is commonly but erroneously used

also as synonymous ^^^th check.

Cup Shake. One occurring between two

annual rings.

Heart Shake : Star Shake. One radiating

from the centre of the trunk.

SHAIiE. A fine-grained, thinly bediled

arenaceous rock.— G. P. M.
SHAMBLES. A slaughter house ; by

extension, the stalls on or in which butchers

expose meat for sale.

SHANK (I.). One of the plain spaces

between the channels of a triglyph in a Doric

frieze. C-dlled femor by Yitmvius.

SHANK (II.). The shaft of a column;

obsolete.— (C. D.

)

MlIAVALL :^HA1 1 \i.i:et of Munstermaifeld, Rhenish
Prussia.

SHANTY. A hut ; a small temporaiy

building of a rough character.

SHARPE, EDMUND. M. A.. F. R. I. B A.

;

architect; b. Oct. 31, 1809; d. May 8, 1877.
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Receiveil tlic degree of B. A. at S. John's

College, Ciiinbriilge, in 1833, and M. A. in

1836. In 1832 he was elected travelling

Bachelor of Arts for the University, and spent

three yeare in the study of architecture in

France and Germany. He became a pupil of

John Ricknian (see Rickman), and in 1836

established himself at Lancaster, England. He
was a profound student of mediaeval architec-

ture, and publisiieil many imjiortant works on

that subject: AirhitoHund FuruUeh (1848,

1 vol. folio with supplement) ; Demruted Win-

doios (1 vol. Bvo, 1849) ; Tlie Seven Periods

of Englixh Architecture (1 vol. 4to, 18.51),

and numerous articles in architectural

periodicals.

Stephen-Lee, Dictionary of Xational Biog-
raphy.

SHAW. HENRY, F. S. A. ; architectural

draftsman ; li. July 4, 1800 ; d. June 12, 1873.

Employed by .John Britton (.see Britton) to

illustrate his Cutlicdnd ^Intiqitities of Great

Britain, making especially the plates for Wells

and Gloucester. He published Dresses and
Decorations of the Middle Ages (1843, 2

vols.) ; Decorative Arts of the Middle Ages

(18.51, 4to); Details of Elizabethan Architec-

ture (1839, 4to) ; Encyclopaedia of Ornament

(1842, folio); SjKcimens of Ancient Furni-

ture (1836, 4to).

Redgrave, Dictionary of Artists ; Avery Archi-

tectural Library, Catalogue.

SHEAIjING. Same as Shelling.

SHEARING FORCE ; SHEARING
LOAD. Same as Shearing Weight.

SHEARING STRENGTH. (See Strength

of >l:iterials.)

SHEARING WEIGHT. That kind

of breaking weight or force which acts

by shearing ; i.e. by pusiiing one portion

of a member or material past the adjoin-

ing part, as by a pair of shears. (See

Strength of Materials.)

SHEATHING. In carpentry, a cov-

ering or lining to conceal a rough surftice

or to cover a timber frame. In general,

any material, such as tin, copper, slate,

tiles, etc., i)repared for application to a

structure, as covering.

SHEATHING BOARD. A board

prej.iared fur sheathing purposes, often

with tongue and groove for jointing.

SHEATHING PAPER. A coarse

paper sjjecially [jrepared in various grades

and laid with a lap under clapboards,

shingles, slates, etc., to exclude weather,

or between the upper and under flooring,

for deafening. When made with asbestos '

or with nn(Tneso-calcite it is used for Sheathino. Diagonal and Vektical, as with Rough
01 \Mtn niagneso calcite it is usea lor Boards on a Frame of Studs and Ties; the scheme

SHINTO
SHED. A roofed structure, usually open

on one or more sides, for storage and for shel-

ter of workmen and material ; especially one

with a lean-to nuif

SHED LINE. The summit line of high

ground, as being that at which the watershed

begins : hence tlie ridge of a roof.

SHED ROOF. Same as Penthouse, Def. A.
SHEETING ; SHEET PILING. (See Ex-

cavation ; I'llc.

)

SHEILING. A hut for temporary shelter.

Es])ecially, a rough shelter for shepherds and

shecj) in Scotland. (Also Shealing.

)

SHELF. Any ledge, wide or narrow, made
of a board or other thin material, set edgewise

and horizontally, for supporting small objects

;

as in closets for house linen, china, gla.ss, etc.

In general, a flat ledge, wherever or however

occurring.

SHIM ; -ING. A piece of wood or thin

iron used sometimes to raise a part to the

proper level, sometimes to fill up a bad joint.

SHINGLE. Originally, a thin parallelo-

gram of wood (in the United States generally

6 inches by 18 to 24 inches), split and shaved,

and more recently sawn, thicker at one end

than the other ; used for covering sides or roofs

of hou.ses, about 4 or 5 inches of its length

being exposed. Shingles are now sometimes

made of metal in the form of tiles.

SHINGLE-ROOFED. Roofed with shin-

gles.

SHINTO: SHINTOO. The moral code

or system of Ja|ian. Shinto shrines are plain

wooden structures, without images, thatched,

and approached by passing under one or more

torii, or porches composed of two posts bearing

one or more cross beams, generally carved.

The latter are accepted as symbols of Shinto.

Hill
//^:

.v.:

:'.

mM
fireproofing. SHOWN IS German.
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SHIPPBN
SHIPPEN ; SHIPPON. In local British

usaj;e, ;i stable foi' cattle.

SHOE. A ]iici« of stone, timber, or, more

commonly, of iron, sliai)eil to receive the lower

end of any member ; either to protect the end,

as in the case of a pile which is to be driven

into hard groun<l, or to secure the member at

its junction witii another. In this case, com-

monly adapted to ])revent the penetration or

rupture of one member by the other, as in the

case of a jilate under the end of a post or under

the nut of a tie rod.

SHOOT (n.). A. The thrust of an arch.

B. Same a.s Chute.

SHOOT (v.). In carpentry, to dress an

edge ; esjjeeially to trim two adjoiTiing edges

with great care, so as to make a close joint.

(Compare List, v.)

SHOOTING BOARD. A. A slab of

wooil or metal used by carpenters, and pro-

vided with a device for holding an object while

it is being shaped for use.

B. An inclined board fitted to slide material

from one level to an<itlier.

SHOOTING BOX. A building intended

as a dwelling for persons engaged in the pur-

suit of deer, wild birds, or the like. The term

includes the necessary outbuildings. (See

Hunting Box.)

SHOOTING GALLERY. A long room

with a target at one end, aiTanged for practice

with firearms.

SHOP. A. A place where goods are

offered for sale ; in this sense, employed in

Great Britain for large and elegant as well

as small establishments ; rare in the United

States, but perhaps increasing in frequency in

the Eastern cities. In the British colonies the

tendency seems to be, as in the United States,

toward the use of the word Store. The term

Shop Front is in common use in America for the

glass door, show windows, etc., of what is other-

wise called a store. This has become an im-

portant part of street architecture in modern

cities, although it cannot be thought to have

been treated successfully except in a very few

cases. The interior and exterior of modern

shops are often costly and treated with a good

deal of architectural pretension, but the conili-

tions are against the introduction of anything

of permanent value into the constnictive archi-

tecture or the added decoratifin.

B. A place in whicli work is done ;
usually

distinguished from a factory by the smaller

number of workmen employed or the less

exten.sive use of machinery. Thus, a carpenter

shop is supposed to be a place where much
work is done by hand or by the aid of the sim-

plest machines. In this sense, often used in

combination, as machine shop, workshop, repair

shop, and the like.

C. By extension of the usage B, the work-
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men employed iu a shop, including foreman

and master ; as when a ceitain estalilishment is

spoken of, or a principal is said to have estab-

lished an excellent shop.

SHOP FRONT. That portion of the front

of a building which is especially arranged to

afford extensive show windows for a shop or

store ; characteristically, it is a screen of win-

dows, glazed with large sheets of plate glass,

the door being in a recessed vestibule, and the

structural sujiports being reduced to a mini-

numi, so as to give the greatest possible space

for disjilay of goods.

SHORE. A piece of timber to support a

wall, usually set in a diagonal or oliliiiue posi-

tion, to hold the wall in place while the under

part of it is taken out for repairs, or for the

cutting of larger window openings, or the like.

(See Slioring.)— R. S.

SHORE UP. To hold or support by means

of Shores. (See Shoring.)

SHORING. The process of supporting a

building or part of one upon Shores.

Fig. 1.

Under this head will be included the process

of raising buildings, and the process of moving

buildings from place to place.

The ordinary method by which buildings are

shored is shown in Fig. 1, which is a cross

section of a wall held by needles through the

medium of jack screws resting upon tempo-

rary wooden blocking. In supporting a small

weight,— as in the case of removing a single

pier between two windows,— one or two up-

right timbers may take the place of the crib

work shown. Many other methods of shoring

parts of buildings are used, such as by pumps,

or large square timbers having jack screws in-

serted in the lower end, which bear on tempo-

rary foundations of timber, their upper ends

being inserted either under the walls, or in

notches cut in them. It is also customary to

hold isolated piers or iron columns by cramping

them with timbers and belts, depending upon

friction and utilizing any convenient indenta-

tion, or bars passing through holes that have

been drilled.

A part of a building raised to position with
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the screws removeil is shown in Fig. 2. If the

wall is only to be underpinned, the new sub-

structure is built up between tlie neeiUes, which

are about four feet apart, according to circum-

SaAdlas

Fig. i;.

stances ; then wedged with iron or slate and

left for the mortar to harden until the needles

can be removed. The holes thus left are then

filled in with masonry.

If the building is to be removed, long inter-

mediate needles are introdueeil, running from

wall to wall so as to hold the buililing to-

gether. These are supported on very heavy

string timbers, shod with hardwood saddles on

the under side. Rollers of beach or maple are

inserted, resting on the teiuporary platform or

wooden cribbing, and then the screws and shm-t

needles are removed. If there is room enough

to get them in, the long needles are inserted

first, and the raising is done by screws under

them until the proper height is reached for in-

serting the stringers and rollers. These expe-

dients have to be varied constantly according to

circumstances, ami it is necessary always to

bring the whole weight upon the long stringers,

so that when the power is applied to them they

will carry the building along without strauung.

Allowances are always made for settlement in

the foundation platform over which the build-

ing is to be moved, so that it is always going

sligiitly up hill. The apparatus generally used

for mov^ing is a capstan or windlass operated

by one or two horses, and sometimes two cap-

stans are used. The chain, which is given a

good hitch around the windlass, is a long one,

ruiuiing through many pulleys attached to the

stringers, and other pulleys fastened to iron

bars which are driven in the ground. This

equalizes the .strain on all parts of the buililing

and furnishes the multiplication of power that

is necessary.

Shoring is oftener required for making re-

pairs or alterations to buildings than as a pre-

liminary step to movinsf them. The alterations

may involve a considerable raising of the whole

superstmcture. The trussed roof of a beer

storage house in Milwaukee was raised 30 feet,
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the masons following the lion.se raisers until the

desired height was reached. Some e.\traordiuary

alterations have been made in buildings that

have lieen shored up. The entire original

Chamber of Connnerce Building at Chicago

was held on temporary foundations and steel

neeiUes until the steel and concrete foundation

of the present fourteen-story building were put

in. In the Chicago Opera House block, which

is a comparatively new twelve-story building,

but was built with coursed fovuidations of con-

crete and stone under the interior columns, a

tier of iron columns was held up and new

foundations of concrete and steel built under

them, so as to insert basement columns and

provide a clear open cellar, without disturbing

the business of the first story.

For the shoring and raising of wooden build-

ings, wooden screws were first used about 1840
;

the method in which these were employed is

shown in Fig. 3. The i)OSt shown performed

the oflice of the modern pumii, and was placed

under any part of the building re<iuiring tem-

porary support. This primitive a|)paratus was

supplanted by the use of wrought-iron screws

ab(jut the year 1850. It was soon found that,

by reason of the softness of the metal and the

knocking about and rough handling to which

they were subjected when not in use, the

threads became injured and would not work in

the nuts or sleeves, and they were abandoned.

Next, cast-iron screws came into u.se, and as

they were rough and the joining of the mould

had to be obliterated to make them work, their

threads were cut by machinery. But this was

too expensive, and some one inventetl a way of

casting seamless screws which were so smooth

and perfect that they could be used just as they

.3X12.INCH BEARH^C BLOCK.

Fic:. :>.

came from the sand. These screws are still

the standard for all ordinary work. An illustra-

tion is given in Fig. 4. They are 2 J inches in

diameter and 2 feet long ; the pitch is f inch,
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and they have a niising distance of 14 inches

without shifting. Their lifting power is five

tons to one man with a 4-foot lever, which is an
ordinary iron bar with one end slightly bent to

regulate tlie distance tliat it enters the head.

It is only in exceptional cases that steel screws

with cut thrciids are used for lifting ; but long

steel screws 2| inches in diameter have been

useil witii punijis during the last ten years for

pushing iiorizontally, in cases where buildings

have to lie turned on a pivot, or pushed into

places where a windlass cannot be used.

Hydraulic jacks are used only in connection

with screws at extra heavy points. The most

expert house raisers will not use them unless

they can catch the weight on screws in case of

accident to the jacks. Tliey were employed

many years ago at San Francisco for raising

entire buildings. In 1862 the Franklin House
at Chicago was raised with hydraulic power.

One pump was used for all the jacks, which

were set in the walls. This metliod has gone

entirely out of use.

The moving of frame houses through the

streets has been a matter of very common oc-

24z3i^i.iQCh Pitch.

Fig. 4.

currence, especially in tlie large cities of the

we.stern part of the United States which have

grown so rapidly during tlie last forty years.

Where property increased so rajjidly in value

and there was always a demand for cheap build-

ings in outlying districts, it was very economical

to move the light balloon fi'ame buildings oc-

cupying central lots which demanded improve-

ments. The construction of elevated viaducts

for railroads has been the cause for moving great

numbers of buildings of a heavier character.

The new foundations of the Chamber of Com-
merce Building, at Ciiicago, were put in in the

winter of 1890 and 1891, and this is the fir.st

time that steel beams were used for needles.

They were 27 feet long between bearing points

and the following sizes were used : 15-inch, 50

lbs. per foot, regular pattern ; 8-inch, 60 lbs.

per foot, special pattern ; 1 2-inch, 60 lbs. per

foot, special pattern ; and 1 5-inch, 80 lbs. per

foot, special pattern. Iron beams had been

used for this purpose as long ago as 1875, the

contractors preferring Belgian beams rolled to

extra thickness so as to provide against the pos-

sibility of their breaking down in the web.

One of the most imjiortant uses of .shoring is

in preventing the .settlement of old buildings
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caused by the erection of new ones on adjoining

lots where the soil is compressible. When this

is done a new foundation is built for both build-

ings, after shoring up the old one in the usual

way : Fig. 5. The weight of the old building

is then transferred to the new foundation by
placing a row of short pumps and screws on it,

directly under the wall and as the new building

settles the screws are turned upward from time

fc- Steel Wedges.

'^Section

'•F^'-^ti'isvJ/.^^, '^'*^*"-'''" -i r^-/J^5*;^'^ '

"Elevation

to time until all the settlement has ceased.

Then the pumps are gradually removed and the

wall underpinned : Fig. 6.

It is believed that brick buildings were first

moved in ISoO at Boston, Massachusetts, in

the widening of Tremont, Washington, and

Hanover streets. This work was done by

James Browni. He afterward took into part-

nership James HoUingsworth. Together they

first devised the method now in use for turning
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buildings on pivots. Buildings are not sup-

ported entirely on pivots for this process, hut

the pivot is used for keeping them in position,

the main weight being on the rollors. The

Ijowerused is mainly ai)plied by hiiigstcel screws,

set at various points about the l>uildiiig. Krciwn

and Hollingswortli moveil to I'hii-ago in 1857,

and the first briok l)uildiMg raised in Chicago

was the Thayer Ijuilding in Randolph Street,

between State antl Dearljorn, in that year. The
second was at the corner of JMadison and Mar-

ket Streets, raised in the spring of 18.58. The
third brick building raisetl and underpiinied in

Chicago was the Commercial College building.

State and Randolph Streets, in the spring of

1859, and was done umler the direction of the

writer of this article. The Tremont House, the

largest hotel in that city, was raiseil 9 feet in

1861 ; and this was the largest undertaking of

the kind up to that time. This feat was de-

.scribed and published all over the civilized

world. After that nearly all of the brick and

stone buildings then standing in the business

section of Chicago were raised to the new grade

of the city, which was established to admit of

effective sewerage.

Many buildings have been moved over water.

Frame buildings at Chicago are moved on floats

across the rivers that intersect the

city and to considerable distances

on the same. At Eureka, California,

also, many buildings have been

moved across the water. Many
of the state buildings at the

World's Columbian Exposition

were moved away entire, and the

Delaware state building was moved
across Lake Michigan on floats.

The following are among the most remarkable

instances of house moving :
—

In the winter of 1887-1888, the Brighton

Beacli Hotel at Coney Island, near New York,

which was gradually being vuidermined by the

sea, was moved back from the beach 595 feet.

This building was of wo(jd heavily framed, three

and four stories high, having live large towers six

and seven stories high, and weighed 5000 tons.

It was +60 feet long and 210 feet dee]), anil was

broadside to the sea. It was first raised by screws

and then lowered upon 112 flat cars standing

on 24r parallel railroad tracks which were built

between the blocking. To each of these cars

was given a nearly equal weight of 44 tons.

The 24 trains of cars were coupled together

rigidly. The transfer of the weight to the cars

was made by hydraulic jacks. The building

was moved by an arrangement of falls and
sheave blocks, there being .34 of the latter and
12 sixfold purchases, the main block of each

jjurchase being attached to the cars, while the

opposite block was fastened by chain slings to

the track on which the car rested about 100
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feet distant from the building ; the power em-

l)loyed was from six locomotives standing on two

tracks in trains of three each. Six ropes were

attached to each train. The building was

moved 117 feet on the first day, and on other

days at about the same rate. The whole was

planned and executed by Benjamin C. Miller,

of Brooklyn, New York.

In October, November, and December, 1895,

the Emmanuel Baptist Church on Michigan

Boulevard, Chicago, was moved 50 feet south.

It was built of stone, covering 93 by IGl feet,

the greatest height of the roof being about 100

feet. The stone tower with slated wooden sjiire

was 24 by 24 feet and 225 feet high, weighing

1430 tons, the whole weight being 6652 tons.

It was first raised by 175 30-tou steel screws

|-Ne.uj Footing.

Fig. 6.

under the tower and 1 100 5-ton cast-iron screws

uudei' the rest. The bed on which it was
moved was formed of 60-lb. steel rails on a

hea\'y grillage of timber. The rails were

l)imched in thi'ees, fours, and fives. Sixteen

hundred steel rollers were used, and this was
the first use made of them for the purjiose, as

hard wood rollers would have been crushed.

Tliey were 25 inches long and 2 inches in diam-

eter, being tempered to correspond with the

rails. The weight of the building was carried

on 15-inch I beams, in bunches of two and three

res])ectively, but the rollers were not in contact

with the under side of these beams. They were

separated from them by linings of Bessemer

steel ^ inch thick by 12 inches wide and 2 feet

long. These linings were forged with a bevel

of 2 inches at each end so as to permit the fceil-

ing of the rollers, and were cushioned to the

I beams with hea^'y carwheel jiaper. The illus-

tration (Fig. 7), which sliows two sections of the

work under the tower, will serve to show these

dispositions, as well as the method of apjjlying

the motive power. The steel rail runners had
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a rise of 1 to 360 to allow for settlement. Ex-

tra iieavy tiiiibei-s were lasteneil parallel to the

north wall of t!ie church to serve as a resting

base to moving force. Heavy iron chains at 10

feet intervals helil these to the ground sills,

tninsferriug the moving force to the compressed

ground luuier the building. Sixty long steel

screws, in pumps, with capacity of 5 tons each,

were used to apply the moving force, with one

man to e;ich screw. They were placed between

the abutting timbers and the upper timbere of

the sui)crstructuie. Tiie JiO feet of movement
was covered in 6 days with 00 men. After

moving, all tiie parts of the church which were

out of plumb before anything hail been done

were straightened and the whole left better than

ever before. The contract was taken by H.
Sheeler, and the calcidations and supervision

were by Charles H. Rector.

In 1893 the Kormandy apartment building, a

three-storj' brick and stone structure at 116 to

122 Lafiin Street, Chicago, which happened to

SHORING
of each with one hundred tons of sand to bal-

ance them. They were successfully put together

on the new foundation, anchored, and finished

oft' as a new building which has never shown
any effects of tiie operation. The necessity for

preserving the proper level of tiie platform and
providing against its gi-adual settlement in this

case will be readily appreciated, but the whole
operation was conducted without failure or acci-

dent. This is the first time that a brick build-

ing has beeu cut in two and luiited again. This
work was done by L. P. Friestedt under the
direction of the nTiter.

There are two remarkable facts connected with
the art of house shoring and moving. One is

that it is purely an empirical art. Those who
have practised it most and brought it to its

pre.sent condition are not what are considered

scientific men, or men of mathematical or theo-

retical training. The most of mathematics that

is employed is in estimating the weight to be
lifted and the necessary area of the temporary

Fig.

be on the right of way of the Metropolitan Ele-

vated R. R. Co., was moved backward, tunied

90 degrees, and made to face on Van Buren
Street, which is at right angles to the street on

which it had stood. The building was 94 by
8-4 feet and estimated to weigh 8000 tons.

The work was successfully done by L. P. Frie-

stedt.

One of the most remarkable instances of

house moving was in the case of the three-story

apartment building at Chicago, moved from

UT and 149 Centre Street, to 171 and 173
Sheffield Avenue. It was on the right of way
of the Northwestern Elevated R. R. Co. There

was no possible direction in which tlie building

could be moved as a w-liole on account of ob-

structions, for it was 49 by 72 feet in size, so

the building, which was a com]iaratively new
one, was cut into two verticall}' through its

greatest axis, and moved in two sections, one

following the other, on the same platform ; the

aggregate distance travelled was nearly 800 feet

and three corners had to be turned bj' each sec-

tion. The sections had brick walls only on

one side, and it was necessary to load the floors
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foundations required. Everything else is the

result of repeated experiment. Another fact is

that there are no records of any disasters that

have followed attempts to move or raise heavy
structures. One reason for this is that the

system followed is such that, if any piece of

material used fails, there is always another to

take the strain, and it is one that necessarily

requires the constant shifting of loads from one

point to another in order to carry on the work.

When it is understood that a large part of the

work of house shorers is to make safe buildings

which give evidence of insufficient .supports or

foundations, it will be realized tiiat the house

raiser is constantly obliged to face dangers caused

by the mistakes of others, and caution is almost

an instinct with him.

Very little work of this kind has been done

in European coimtries, though the greatest

interest in what has beeu done in the United

States has been excited abroad, and the most
reliable accounts of them can be found in foreign

journals. Notwithstanding many instances in

which American contractors have been consulted

in other countries, where their services might
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have prevented much destruftion of property,

there is no record of any of thcni havinf; been

thus employed.' Tlie reason is tliat such mat-

ters are first referred to engineers, wlio cannot

understand, without mathematical deductions,

how the American operations have been carried

on, and consequently cannot be convinced that

they are safe.

Furthermore there are no publi-shed treatises

on this subject to which reference can be made.

(For work done in Em-ope in the way of sup-

porting buildings while they are in course of

alteiation or repair, see footnote and Under-

pinning. See also Shore ; Needle.

)

— Peter B. Wight.

SHOT. Having its edges straight and true,

said of a board or plank.

Riley, Buihlinrj Construrtion.

SHOT TOWER. A liigli liuililing for the

manufacture of shot, which are formed l.iy drop-

ping molten lead from an upjjer story or plat-

form into a cistern of water at the bottom.

Tiie mass of lead subdivides into drops during

the descent, and the size of the shot is frequently

regidated by perforated screens or sieves, having

openings of various sizes, through which the

lead is poureil.

SHOT WINDOW. In Scotland, an un-

glazed window, generally circular.

SHOULDER. The projection or break made
on a piece of shaped wood, metal, or stone, where

its width or thickness is suddenly changed, as

at a tenon or rebate, the break being usually

at right angles.

SHOULDERING. The raising of the upper

edge of a slate with mortar so that at the lower

edge it may make a clo.ser joint with the .slate

which it overlaps.

SHOULDER PIECE. A piece of material

seciu'od tu another part or parts st> as to form a

shouhliT.

SHOAV ROOM. A room especially adapted

to the clfcctivc ilisphiy of objects on sale.

SHOW WINDOW. A Shop Window,
arranged for the display of goods to persons in

the street.

SHREAD HEAD. Same as Jerkin

Head.

1 Since this was written inforination has been
received that in carrying out the extensive munici-
pal improvements lately instituted in Builapeslh,
Hungary, there has been secured the assistance of

L. P. Friestedt, of Chicago, who performed the
remarkable teat of moving a large brick buildinc;,

in two sections, and reuniting the same. The
changes in street lines included the ground occu-
pied by several important buildings, some of them
monuments of mediaeval art. These have been suc-
ce.ssfuUy saved by moving them, while others at

this writing are being moved and reconstructed.
The authorities would not allow the work to be
done until very heavy surety bonds were siven.

— P. B. W.
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SHUTTING SHOE
SHREADING; SHREDDING. Light fur-

ring strips of wood secured to the under side of

rafti'rs to give nailing to siieathing or laths.

SHRINE. In ar.cliitecture, a receptacle for

sacre<l relics, most often the body of a saint.

The shrine is then a tond) in a Choir, Chapel,

or Crypt, such as that of S. Edward " the

Confessor" in Westminster Abbey. Portable

shrines are made for smaller relics, often of

very rich material and splendidly adorned.

SHRINKAGE. The contraction of ma-

terials by cooling, as metal, or by drying,, as

timber. In tlie latter case, shrinking is at right

angles with the direction of the grain. (See

Seasoning Timber; Wood Construction.)

SHRIVING PEW
;
SHRIVING SEAT.

(See Confe.s.sional.)

SHROUDE. Same as Crowde.

SHUTE. Same as Chute.

SHUTTER. A movable screen, cover, or

similar contrivance to close an opening, espe-

cially a window. In tiie United States the term

is commonly made to include all varieties of

hinged and swinging Blinds, as well as any solid

or nearly solid structure to close an opening

tightly at tiie outside. These latter would not

be siioken of as blinds.

Box Shutter. All inside folding shutter, so

contrived that when not in use it can be folded

back into a recess jirovided for it in the deep

window jamb. Usually the upper and lower

sections are separate, for independent opening

and closing.

Louver Shutter. One fitted with louver

boards, i.e. with slats set diagonally and im-

movable, as distinguished from adjustable slats.

(See Rolling Blind, B, under Blind; Rolling

Slat, under Slat.)

Rolling Shutter. A shutter made of thin,

slender stri))s secured edge to edge by hinge-like

joints, so that the whole combination results in

a flexible structure which can be rolled and un-

rolled, usually at the top of the opening.

These may be of wood, but are most often of iron

or steel, and used to protect openings from fire,

burglars, etc. Rolling shutters, an invention

of the second half of the nineteenth century,

are wholly distinct from shutters with rolling

slats.

Venetian Shutter. One with slats ; either

with rolling slats held together by a strip which

causes them all to move or to "roll" simultane-

ously, or a Louver Shutter.

SHUTTER BAR. A bar for locking a pair

of window shutters on the inside, generally

pivoted on one leaf and droiiiiing into a socket

on the other.

SHUTTER LIFT. A small shutter bar

with a handle for convenience in opening or

closing and locking shutters.

SHUTTING SHOE. A device of iron or

stone with a shoulder, sunk in the middle of a
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gateway, as in a carriage drive, against which

the gate is shut and secured.

SIAM, ARCHITECTURE OP. (See Far-

ther liidi:i, .A.n-liitiTtiirr ni.)

SICARD VON SICARDSBURG. AU-
GUST; architect ; li. Dec. li, lsl;l ; ,\. .June 1 1,

1608. A pupil of Edward Van der Xull (see

Null), and wiis as.sociated with him in all his

principal undertakings, especially the Hofopera-
halts in Vienna.

AUijemcinf D'lilsrhi- I!i','ir'ii'hie.

SICILY, ARCHITECTURE OF. .Aithough

Sicilian niunuments are very distinctive, they

have a great deal in common with those of the

nearer provinces of the mainland. Of the pre-

historic people.s the remains are mainly not

architectural. Phceniciansand Siculi left polygo-

nal and other primitive constnictions at Cefalu,

Mt. Ery.x, and Motye, or Motya. The series of

pure Hellenic monuments begins earlier here

than in other jsarts of the Hellenic world, and

comprises the largest groups of Greek teniple-s.

The Doric order is used consistently, no example

of Ionic being known previous to the Roman
period. Through Sicilian temples and those of

the southern mainland at Tarentum, Psestum,

Metapontum, and Croton, a consecutive idea of

the development of the Doric style is obtained,

from its beginnings c. 600 B.C. to its close in

the second centurj' B.C. This region is the real

home of Doric. The existing monuments in

Greece proper are less niunerous and consecu-

tive. After the proto-Doric of the early Jlegaron

of Demeter, near Selinas (c. 600), the ear-

liest examples of the colossal monumental style

are two temples at Syracuse— the OljTnpieion

and the Appolonion— with their contemporary'

at Tarentum. They are of the peripteral hexa-

style type that ever after nded in Sicily and on

the mainland, with but few exceptions. Selinus

furuishes in temple C of the Guidebook an

almost contemporary example (c. 600—57-5), the

oldest of a series of nine temples on this site,

which, although badly preserved, are historically

of the greatest value. The next in date at

Selinus is temple D ; then temple F ; both prol>

ably earlier than .5.50. With them should be

classed the finely preserved temple at Piestum

called the " Basilica," and the fragment of the

old temple at Pompeii. A trifle later are the

temple of " Ceres "' at Piestum and the two
temples at ^Metapontum. These latter presage

the adoption of new forms : but the transition

from the archaic into tlie developed or canonical

Doric is best exemplified by the colossal temple

G at Selinus (cf. temple of Hercules, Akragas),

and the equally colossal and unusual temple of

Zeus, or Olympieion, at Akragas (Girgenti), —
works of the close of the sixth and beginning

of the fifth centuries. Up to this time no real

standard prevailed for proportions and forms,

but a growing tendency toward uniformity and
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harmony shows itself in these transitional build-

ings. Then commenced the style aptly termed
" canonical," because henceforth certain canons
were to obtain. The earliest examples are three

of the temples at Selinus, A, 0, and E, the
temple near Himera, three temples at Akragas
(Athena, Hera, and Ceres), and the later parts— especially the west front— of the temple G
at Selinus. (Cf. Temple of Gela.) These are all

anterior to c. 4.50. Then comes, in the latter

half of the fifth century, the last important
group— the temples of Segesta, of Concord at

Akragas, that upon which the cathedral of Syra-

cuse is built, and that of Poseidon at P;estum— all pasterior to the Parthenon. After this

there are straggling monuments, such as the

propylon to the Slegaron at Selinus, three

temples at Akragas (Dioscuri, Vulcan, and As-
klepios), and even later, a few that conform to

the Hellenistic style of the third and second cen-

turies, such as the little prostyle temple B at

Selinus, the prostyle at Taormina, the Corinthian-

Doric temple at Pfestum, and the Ionic-Doric

orator}' of Phalaris at Akragas.

For unity's sake temples of the mainland are

enumerated and characterized with the Sicilian.

Certain general facts emerge from the series.

The earliest temples had a single facade to their

cellas, the " canonical" had two by the addition

of the opisthodomos. The earliest allowed the

irregularity of a wider metope at the corners;
" canonical " counteracted it by narrowing the

corner intereolumniation. The disposition to

regularity in the later style is shown, for in-

stance, in placing the columns of the peristyle

on the axis of the cella walls, and the tendency

to lightness is shown in the increasing height of

the colunms in relation to their diameter and the

change in the shape of the capitals. Certain

local distinctions must also be recognized. All

the temples of Selinus had an adyton, or holy of

holies, behind the main cella, perhaps of early

Greco-Oriental origin. It was also used in some
verj- early temjiles elsewhere (e.cj. "Basilica" at

Picstuni), but soon abandoned, except at Seli-

nus, which appears to have been conserv'ative.

As mentioned above, the rule was to have 6

columns on the ends, and 1 .3 or 1 -1 on the sides,

but the earliest temples were more oblong, hav-

ing sometimes 1.5-17 columns (e.g. Apollo and

the Olympieion, Syracuse; Hercules, Akragas;

C and E, Selinus). In the whole group three

temples alone have more than 6 columns on the

ends, the "Basilica" at PiCstum (9-18), temple

G at Selinus (8-17), and the temple of the

Olympian Zeus at Akragas (7-14). These

temples also are the most colossal known in the

Doric order, anil have other revolutionarj- pecul-

iarities. Already in temple C, and the Mega-

ron at SeliinH, the mysterious nature of the

worship was accentuated by the closing of the

j

pronaos, and afterward at temple F, Selinus,
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SICILY

this was made more prominent by the unique

expedient of closing up the intercolumniations

by a liigh screen of stone slabs, thus creating

a closed deambulatory. But the climax was

reached in the temple of Zeus at Akragas.

Here the peristyle is changed into a pseudo-

peristyle by a solid wall with engaged half

colunuis, between which stands the famous co-

lossal Atlantes, while the interior thus formed

is divided into three aisles by two rows of

square piers, which stand where the cella walls

usually were. This interior, so different from

the regidar small cella, is the closest approach

to a colossal sacred hall that Greek antiquity

has given us. Two other temples have cellas

of a size larger than the custoraar)', also divided

into nave and aisles, namely, temple G at Seli-

nus, which has the clumsiness of a first attempt

at such an innovation, with aisles of the same

width, an adyton inside the cella, and a rich

pronaos with independent columns; and the

temple of Poseidon, at Piestura, where the

theme is treated far more harmoniously. Before

this three-aisled scheme had been developed the

division of the cella into two aisles by a single

line of supports had been attempted at the
" Basilica " at Piestum, and at Metapontuni,

but never appears to have reached Sicily, and

was soon abandoned. Of all Sicilian temples

the best preserved are those of .Juno and Con-

cord at Akragas, and the unfinisheil temjile at

Segesta, which rival in condition those of Posei-

don, Ceres, and the basilica at Piestum. At
Syracuse the temple at the cathedral is in fair

condition. Nearly all the rest are extremely

ruinous. The quarries for the stone with which

all these temples were built are in several cases

known. That near Selinus still has lying in it

some shafts cut out of the mass for temple G,

and the methods used are clearly exemplified.

The other Greek remains in Sicily, though

not without iinportance, may be dismissed

briefly. They are mainly of two classes: (1)

fortifications
; (2) theatres. Of military archi-

tecture two works of primary importance re-

main, both of the fifth century, at Syracuse

and at Selinus. Fort Euryelus at Syracuse

defended the west end of the city, where the

north and south walls converged, and comprised

four massive towers defending a great court, with

outlets for cavalry and infantry ; connected with

it was the great circuit wall of EjMpoUe At
Selin\is the north end of the city was strongly

fortified, especially just after the disaster of 409.

It was here that were recently discovered some
interesting round arches of c. 407 B.C. The im-

mense bastion in the form of a demilune that

formed the avant corps of the defensive system,

with its round towers, and that has been mis-

takenly dubbed a theatre, is the most remark-

able feature. Cf. walls at Himera, Tyndaris,

Eryx.
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Sicily was tlie favourite home of Greek plays;

the love for them wa.s almost a mania, and found

expression in sui)erb theatres. The largest was

that of Syracu.se, with a diameter of about

500 feet, and some GO tiers of seats with 9

cunei and one broad and one narrow pra^cinctio.

It was Ijuilt by Demoko]]os under Hiero I.

(478-467), and restored by Hiero 11. (27G-21.5).

In far better preservation is that of Taormina

(Tauromenion), with a diameter of 357 feet. Its

stage, one of the finest known, was entirely re-

modelled by the Romans, as the stages of nearly

all Greek theatres were, in order to suit the new
customs of presenting dramas. The retaining

walls also are a Roman reconstruction. Even
less that is Greek remains in the theatres of

Catania (diameter, .318 feet, 9 cunei, 2 prie-

cinctiones) ; Tyndaris (diameter, "212 feet, 9

cunei, 27 tiers) ; Segesta (diameter, 205 feet,

7 cunei, 1 prtecinctio), and the smallest of all

at Acrse.

The Romans did very little but plunder Sicily,

and left there hardly any monuments of interest.

They occasionally erected an odeon next to the

theatre, as at Acne and Catania ; an amphi-

theatre (Termini, Catania, Syracu.se) ; an aque-

duct (Catania, Termini, Aderno) ; baths (Acireale,

Catania, Taormina) ; or even an entire town
(Soluntum). But their constructions are now
in far poorer preservation than the Greek, and

present no special features.

Of the early Christian churclies for which

Sicily was famous nothing remains ; the Mo-

hammedan invaders destroyed them all. The
only pre-Norman church is the little Byzantine

structure at Malvagna. The superb works

of Arabic architecture, glowingly described by

WTiters, have also perished. The second great

group of Sicilian monuments commences with

the Norman conquast. Its characteristics are

derived from various sources. The pointed

arch universally u.se(l, one form of the dome,

the high plain outer walls, some forms of the

mosaic and marble decoration, are Mohamme-
dan, presumably Cairene-Sicilian. The figured

mosaics, heavy apsidal gi'ouping, domical ar-

rangement, narthex, are Byzantine. The plan

of nave and aisles with columns, carved decora-

tions and mouldings, occasional use of porches

and towers, are mostly Norman-Lombard. Tiie

school is unique in architectural history for its

combination of elements from so many diveree

styles. There appears not to be a single nor-

mal Romanesque structure in Sicily of either

the vaulted or roofed types. Beside the Cister-

cian church of S. Spirito at Palermo, c. 1170,

a mere importation, the nearest approach to

pure Romanesque is the first large church built

by the Normans after the conquest, the cathe-

dral at Troina (1078), showing the hand of

Lombard architects from the mainland trained

in the simplest style of Benedictine architecture
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— square piers, square apses, wooden roof. At

about the same time S. Giovanni dei Lebbrosi

(Palermo) was built on a pure Byzantine scheme,

but witliout decoration. The use here of the

pointed arch indicates its prevalence in previous

Saracenic monuments. In several earliest Nor-

man works round and pointed arches were used

together, hut in the twelfth centurj' the round

arch was abandoned. In the cathedral of Catania

(107-5-1094) and other of the earliest churches

Lombard forms still prevail (ef cathedral at

S. Agostino, Messina). The Byzantine plan,

with central dome on four columns, is used at

the same time, as at La Nunziatella dei Cata-

lani at Messina, but even here the details of

arcailes ami decoration are mostly Northern.

During this same period (1071-1110) a great

mass of civil and military constructions arose,

less important for art than for engineering, as

at Mazzara, Aderuo, Patenio, and Alcamo, the

Litter with Arabic elements. A new period

began with Roger II., who frankly subordinated

Northern to Arabic and Byzantine influences.

Now begins the series of reaUy important monu-

ments. The earliest were the palaces, in which

the Moslem type of palace of the Mohammedan
emirs was followed. Palermo was encircled by

them ; parts of a few remain in Palermo itself,

at Altarello di Baida (called Minenio), and at

Favara. Rows of long, slender, pointed windows

form the principal exterior decoration. Each

has a beautiful eliapel and a court. Saracenic

vaulting and Cufic decorative inscriptions are

used. In the churches built soon after these

palaces, there is still a mixture of styles. The

most considerable is the cathedral of Cefalh,

which represents the highest point of achieve-

ment (1131-1148). It shows that in this part

of the island the Norman and Lombard element

stiU predominated, even though the pointed arch

and Arab false arcade were used. In the facade

the two heavy towers remind of Normandy ; the

three-arched porch between them is borrowed

especially from Benedictine churches of the

middle South (e.f/. Cathedral Pipemo, S. Cle-

mente in C'a.'viuria, S. Angelo in Formis) : the

plan is a Latin cross, with almost no projection

of the transept, a scheme that became popular

in Sicily. The arches of the nave are low-

pointed, supported on sixteen columns. The

adjoining cloisters are beautiful, and give the

type soon followed everywhere in Sicily (S.

Carcere at Catania, Eremitani at Palermo, Mon-

reale). The mosaics of this church are the most

beautiful in Sicily, and evidently executed by

Greek artists.

In and around Palermo the Oriental element

was stronger. Here the gem of art was the

chapel of the palace (CappeUa Palatina) : stilted

pointed arches with capitals part antique, part

Lombard, part Saracenic ; an elaborately deco-

rated and painted stalactite ceiling by Moslem
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artists ; a series of figured wall mosaics by
Greek Byzantine artists ; decorative mosaics

and marble slabs in dadoes and furnishings,

such as throne and ambone, perhaps by Cairene

artists ; a central dome and tunnel vaidts over

the transepts. Such are the heterogeneous

elements in this typical structure. The in-

teresting church of S. Giovanni degli Eremiti,

suppo.sed to be contemporary (1132-1148), has

a nave formed of two square bays, each covered

by a horseshoe dome on pendentivcs, crossed

by a transept with three smaller domes. Here
the style is so thoroughly Cairene, devoid even

of Byzantine decoration, that it seems as if it

might be a remodelled mosque. The cloister,

however, is of the regular Norman type (cf.

Cefalii). A thoroughly Byzantine church, on

the other hand, is S. Maria deU' Ammiraglio,

called La Martorana (1128-1143), also at Pa-

lermo, with the usual dome on four columns,

with both tunnel and cross vaults over aisles,

and a typical atrium. Though most of the

SieiMan churches of this period have one or

more towers at the facade or transept, they

are mainly of Jloorish or Byzantine types,

and that of the Martorana is the first to show

rich Norman decorative details. There is here

also progress in the dome, and in general a

tendency to harmonize the various elements of

Sicilian architecture. S. Cataldo combines

Byzantine and Apidian styles (1161). The

civil architecture of this generation was in-

teresting : some fine bridges ^ith pointed

arches (e.g. Ponte dell' Ammiragho), large

baths (Termini, Cefalii), palaces, and castles.

Perhaps the climax in palace architecture was

reached under William I. (1151-1166), who
buUt the famous " La ZLza." Its facade was

90 X 63 feet, with a main pointed portal 30 X
15 feet, flanked by two smaDer portals. Above

were two stories of blind pointed arcades in

narrow windows, both single and double, which

are opened. The interior has a symmetrical

grouping of halls on two main floors all

vaiUted with domes, tunnel vaults, and

especially domical cross vaidts, with abundant

use of the Jkloorish stalactite niche ornament.

This is the best-preserved t\-pe of the Arabo-

Nornian palace, of which " La Cuba ''
is a later

and smaller example, under William II. (1166-

1189), who also favoured Mohammedan art.

The state of church architecture under the latter

is best shown by the cathedral of Monreale

(1173-1182), which, while it lacks in the treat-

ment of details the perfection of the earlier

Cappella Palatina and the cathedral of Cefalii,

is richer in its architecture and shows a final

harmonious welding of styles. This is prob-

ably due to the existence toward the close of

the twelfth century of a national school of

Sicilian artists educated by Mohammedan,

Greek, and Italian masters. The plan com-
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SICILY, AKCHITECTURE OF. PLATE II

Monroale
; nave of the cathedral, .feen from the which is but of slight projection. Tliere are eight

nortliwest. The choir includes tlie crossing of the free columns on each side of the nave beside the
transept, which is very short, and the central apse, two responds.
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bines the wooden-ruot'ed, tliiu-walk'J basilica iu

the nave aud aisles, witli the Greek church iu

the heavy transept and choir. The columns

are antique ; capitals antique or classic imita-

tions ; arcades pointed everywhere ; Norman
zigzag combined with Cairene battlement

design and Byzantine-Moorish geometric tie-

signs in stone inlay and relief. The fashion

of inlaying the smaller colunms with mosaics

was now introduced, as shown in the cloister at

Slonreale— most interesting, perhaps, of Italian

cloisters — and the tombs of the kings (e.g.

crypt cathedral, Palermo). Had it remained

unruined by the barbarous Fuga (1781-1801),
the cathedral of Palermo would have exhibited

the same style as Monreale, with later parts

showing transition to Gothic. The Normano-
Byzantino-Arab style thus constituted reacted

upon the mainland in Campania and other

southern provinces. Even after the German
dynasty under Henry VI. succeeded the Nor-

man, the style continued unati'erted, though for

a wliile (11 89-1:; 15) political disonlers hindered

art production. Tlie Badiazza at Messina shows
the continued strength of the Byzantine dome
and plan, with Norman profiles and ornament.

But parts also, of c. 122.5-1235, especially the

side portals, show the transition to Northern

Gothic. To help the change in style came
the Cistercians, Dominicans, and Franciscans,

though these orders were less prominent here

than in any part of Italy. The era of great

religious structures is past ; only small churches

are built henceforth under the German and
Spanish princes. Under these dynasties, archi-

tecture lost some of its insular characteristics,

gradually eliminating most Byzantine and Sar-

acenic elements during the first half of the

thirteenth century (e.g. stilted arches and
domes), and retaining the Norman elements.

The proto-Renaissanee style of Frederick II.

found temporary lodgment, especially iu civil

and military architecture {e.g. SjTacuse, Catania,

Rocca Orsino).

The Gothic forms did not eject the Norman
until the fourteenth century, and then found

their finest expression in civil architecture

throughout the island. Sicily has a superb
mass of little-known houses, palaces, fortresses,

castles of the Middle Ages, illustrating eveiy

phase from the early Norman to decadent
Gothic. Entire towns, such as Randazzo, are

mediieval. Middle Gothic palace architecture

is best represented by two rival palaces in

Palermo, — Chiaramonte (1307-1380) and
Sclafiini (1330),— with fine arcaded courts and
lines of three and four light windows. The
cathedral of Taormina shows the Gothic
supremacy to be complete at c. 1 330 : com-
pare the contemporary palaces of S. Stefano

and Corvaja at Taormina and the later parts

of the cathedral, Messina. Throughout the
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fifteenth century Gothic continued to reign,

with scarcely a trace of earlier local styles,

but with strong elements both of French

(House of Anjou) and German and even Eng-

lish Gothic. Its details were more elegant and

clean-cut than in most of tlie mainland schools.

As the style was late iu ari'iving, so it was very

late iu departing. The two rival palaces iu

Palermo— Aiutanncristo (1485) and Abatelli

(1495)— are fine in.stances of late Gothic.

The richly sculptiu-ed ruins of S. Maria at

Militello (1501) show some traces of Renais-

sance forms. But throughout tlie island Gothic

was used universally as late as c. 1525, and

sporadically much later. In the latest Gothic

churches the hall type was used, either in three

aisles of equal height (S. Maria della Catena,

Palermo) or in a single nave.

Not becoming pojjular in Sicily until after

1550, neoclassic architecture produced very

little before the barocco period. Palermo was
its centre, with some examples at Catania and

Messina. The " Porta Felice " at Palermo

shows barocco in 1582. At Palermo, S. Eulalia

dei Catalani has a good facade ; S. Giorgio del

Genovesi (1591) has a remarkable interior,

with each arch supported by foiu' columns. With
the development of a particularly florid barocco

throughout the seventeenth century a number
of interesting buildings were erected. At
Palermo, S. Salvatore (1628), by Amato, has

an oval interior with three niches, and its rich

marble decoration is paralleled at S. Giuseppe

dei Teatini. The aim at the colossal is best

exemplified by S. Domenico (1640) at Palermo,

and by the Benedictine monastery of S. Nicola

at Catania (1693), supposed to be next to the

most colossal monastery in Eurojie.

A. L. Frothinoham, Jr.

SICULO-ARABIAN. Having the charac-

teristics of the Moslem conquerors of Sicily,

who subdued the island during the ninth

century, and occupied it without much inter-

ruiition for a hundred years. The term is in-

accurate in so far as anything Arabian in a

national sense is assumed to exist in the artis-

tic work of Sicily (see Arabian Architecture).

Siculo-Moslem would be a more accurate term,

but has not as yet found currencj'.

SIDEBOARD. A serving table in a dining

room, often permanently fixed, provided with
lockers and drawers beneath, and with shelves

above, sometimes partly closed, the whole being

treated as a consjiicuous decorative feature.

SIDE TIMBER ; SIDE WAVER. (See

Purlin.)

SIDING. The covering, or material for cov-

ering, the exterior walls of a frame building, and
forming the final finished .surface, as distin-

guished from the slieatliing, on which, when
uscil, the siding is nailed.

Novelty Siding. In the United States,
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SIGNORELLI
wooden siding of which the boards liave rab-

bets, or grooves, at the lower edges to lap over

corresponding tongues along the upper edges,

thus permitting all the boards to be nailed flat

against the frame, ((/mnpare Clapboard.)

SIGNORELLI, LUCA
;

painter ; b. about

14il; d. ir>2:>>.

A great mural painter.

Vasari, Blaslitielil-Ilopkins etl. ; Miintz, Ee-
naissancc ; and in tlii' tjeneral bibliography, Bryan,
Crowt' anil Cavalcaselle, Nagler, Scribner's Cydo-
juvdia, Seubert, Vasari.

SIKRA. A jjceuliar form of tower in north-

ern India. (See India, Architecture of, col.

il ',.)

STLE. Same as Syle.

SILL. The lowest member of a frame,

usually a hdrizontnl, uniting two or more verti-

SiLL FOR A Window Opknino: of Stone cut
WITH A Wash, with Lugs under the Jamb
Stones and Saddle Joints.

cals, and, in a large stnicture, often forming a

level base on which the uprights are erected

;

also a similar member, of any material, forming

the lower side of an opening whether part of a

frame or not.

In the former sense a sill is an integral part

of the construction, and the term applies equally

to the series of long horizontal timbers laid on

a foundation wall to receive the uprights of a

wooden hijuse, and to a similar member beneath

a window opening, uniting the jamb pieces and

corresponding to the head above. In the latter,

and more restricted, sense, tlie term designates

any horizontal member making a finish to the

bottom of an opening, and in tliis sense is u.sed

in connection with ma.sonry as well as framing.

The doorsill of interior doors is covered l)y

the saddle, or is shaijcd into a form of a saddle.

The doorsill of a dour at the head of a flight of

steps, or one which gives entrance to a story

raised above the outside surface, is practically

the same thing as tlie top step. Thus, in an

ordinary porch, or stoop, to a city house, there

are said to be so many steps beside the sill.

Door and window sills alike, when of stone or
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terra cotta, arc usually cut or moulded with a

slight slojie or wash on the upper surface, and
this slope sliould be stopped at each end against

a lug (see Seating). In cheap and hasty build-

ings the lug is often omitted, and the brick wall

is rested upon this sloping surface, the crevice

being made gi.jod with mortar or spawls of stone.

Groundsill. That sill of a framed struc-

ture which is nearest the ground ; as, usually,

the principal sill of a framed house, which is

laid on the foundation wall two or three feet

above the level of the ground.

Mudsill. A sill laid on the ground for the

sup])nrt of the structure above ; as in very

slight sheds and outliouses.

SILL COURSE. ..1. A string course or

belt course which is placed so as to include and

extend the sills of a window, or row of win-

dows ; or rarely of both doors and windows.

The sills may be of the same height as the

whole sill course, but the wash or slope and

the mouldings by which the sill projects from

the face of the wall and drips the rain water

are not continued throughout the course.

B. A belt course set immediately below the

window sills, and upon which these latter seem

to rest.

SILOE, DIEGO DE
; sculptor and architect.

A Sun of Gil iJe Siloe. He erected, partly

from his father's designs, the cathedral of

Granada (Spain), at the beginning of the six-

teenth century.

Stirling-Maxwell, Annals of the Artists of
Spain ; Bermudez, Diccianario.

STLVA. JOAQUIM POSSENDONIO
NARCISSO DA; b. May 17, 180G ; d. 1896.

Da Silva sjient his childhood in Brazil, and

returned to Lisbon in 1821. In 1827 he en-

tered the AcacUmie des Beaux Arts in Paris.

In 1833 he was appointed court architect at

Lisbon. He transformed the convent of La
Pena into the residence of the king, Dom Fer-

dinand, and restored the palace of the Duke of

Palmella.

Construction Moderne, April 18, 1896.

SILVE, GIL DE ; architect and sculptor.

Originally from Burgos (Spain). Gil is

known by the fine tombs of King Juan II.

and the Infante Don Alonso, which were placed

in the presbytery of the Chartreuse of Mira-

flores (Spain) by Queen Isabella. They were

begun in 1489 and finished in 1493, and are

among the latest and finest of the Gothic monu-

ments of Spain.

Stirling-Maxwell, Annnls of the Artists of

Spain ,• iiermudez, Dirrionario.

SILVER GRAIN. In certain woods a pe-

culiarly brilliant grain and very decorative in

eftect, obtained by cutting in the direction of

the medullary rays ; that is, by sawing the

boards or planks in the direction of the radius
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SIMA
of the section of the log. It is iieculiarly at-

tractive iu oak, partly because of the upcimess

of the otiier grain, with whicli the bruad and

smooth strijjes of the silver grain contrast.

(See Quarter ; Wood.)
SIMA. Same as Cyraa.

SIMONE DA ORSENIGO ; architect.

Simnne i-ami' to thccon-stniction of the cathe-

dral of Milan March 1, 1387. In a memoran-
dum of October in the same year he is called

inzignerio fahricae. He seems to have been

the tirst supervising architect of the catliedral.

It is possible that the building was designed by

him.

Boito, Diiomo di Milano : Annali del Dnomo.

SIMONI. (See Buonarroti-Simoni, Michel-

angeln.

)

SINAN, ABDULLAH, PACHA; archi-

tect.

The most imjiortant Turki.sh architect. He
is credited with a large number of moscjues,

minarets, schools, palaces, etc. His three prin-

cipal works are the mosque of Sultan Selim I.

(built 1521-1527), the mosque of Sultan Sulei-

man I. (built about 1 550), and the mosque of the

Sultana Valideh, built for the mother of Sultan

Murad III. ; all at Constantinople.

Edhem Pacha, L' Architecture Ottomane ; Evlya,
Xarrntire.

SINGING GALLERY. A gallery for sing-

ers, often, in churches of the Italian Renais-

sance, richly decorated with carving ; also cau-

toria. (See Gallery, B.)

SINGLE FRAMED FLOOR : ROOF.
One having only a single tier of beams, or joists,

or rafters ; that is, a floor without girders or

binding beams, or a roof without principals,

having only common rafters. It follows from

the simplicity of construction that in large

spans the beams or rafters have to be trussed

or in some way strengthened ; hence the com-

mon use of the term to denote a I'oof iu which

the rafters are separately braced as with tie

rods and a central pin or po.st to each.

SINGLE HUNG. (See Hung.)
SINGLE MEASURE. In England, hav-

ing no mouMiiigs on either side ; said of a

door. When moulded on one side only it is

accounted a measure and a half. When
moulded on both sides it is a Double ^Measure.

SINK. A receptacle for waste water, often

set under a faucet or tap. In modern plumb-

ing, a fLxture, usually rectangular, and con-

nected by a trapped waste pipe with a soil or

drain pipe. Sinks are fitted uji in kitchens,

sculleries, pantries, and housemaids' closets.

Sinks for the emptying of slop water are deeper

than ordinary sinks, and are known as slop

sinks. (See Plumbing. )— W. P. G.

SINKING. Same as Settlement.

SINKROOM. In the United States, a

room in which a sink is placed; often having
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the water of a jieighbouring spring brought in

by pipes or bored-out scantling.

SINK TRAP. A trap for a sink arranged

to permit the discliarge of water withcmt allow-

ing .'icwer gases tn csi-apc into the room.

SITTING ROOM. A room arranged for

the use of a family or an association of friends

for private and sociable gatherings, distingnislied

from a room reserved for the receiving of com-

pany in a more formal way.

SIZE. An important element in architec-

tural design. Dimensions, as quoted in a table,

are frequently misleailing, because a low or a
slightly built building may be nuich longer than
one of many times its mass, its constructive im-

portance, or its architectural beauty. At the

same time statistics of dimension are of value

if properly understood ; for design in a very

large building caiuiot be compared with design

in a small one imless the comparison of size be
also made with care. The buildings of antiq-

uity had rarely great comparati\'e height, but the

two great Pyramids of Gizeh and some tem-
ples of Mesopotamia were remarkable in this

re.spect ; and in any comparison of interior

heights the Roman imperial vaulted halls are

important. Horizontal dimensions, however,

were sometimes verj' great among the Egj'p-

tians, and also among the Romans.
The Great Pyramid of Gizeh in Egypt covers

a square surtiice of about 754: feet on each side,

but was about 770 feet square when the outside

she^ithing was complete. The second pyramid
is about 700 feet square on the plan. These
measurements are not to be compared with the

horizontal measurements of most great buildings,

because these pyramids are almost solid ma.sses

of stone, probably built aroiuid and upon a na-

tive rock, but in the main a cairn of piled blocks

of limestone. The tiiirteen acres or more thus

covered with a single mound of stone is to be
compared with the six acres occupied by the

Coliseum, itself considered a very massive build-

ing, although ojien to the sky and composed of

an elliptical ring of seats supported on vaulting.

The gi'eat tombs and temples of the jilains

on the Euphrates and Tigris (see ilesopotaniia,

Architecture of) do not seem to have rivalled

the Egyptian buildings in size, and their mass
was evidently of uuburnt brick, with a facing

of hard brick, and only a sul)Structiu-e of stone.

The restoration by Chipiez of the Chaldean tem-

ple in successive stages gives a base of 330 feet

square for the actual nearly pyramidal mass.

Although the above-named solid piles of ma-
terial aftect no special architectural interest as

towerlike ma.s.ses, imposing by their easily felt

height, their actual vertical dimensions are very

great. The Great Pyramid of Gizeh may be
described as 485 feet high to the apex of the

sheathing, its present lieight to the irregidar

platform of the top being 451 feet. This is
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higher than the magiiitifoiit spire of Strasburg

cathedral, of the luoderii t-liiircli of S. Xicho-

las at Hamburg, of S. Stei)heii's at A'ienua, or

of the Landshut chureh in South Germany

;

and only two masonry buihUngs are known
to reach a greater height. (See the table of

heights below.)

The Roman therma; covered vast tracts of

ground ; and although this was partly open, in

race grounds and promenades, and partly cov-

ered by low porticoes and otlier one-story build-

ings of no great jiretensions, there were also

magnificent vaulteil halls whose interior dimen-

sions are unsurpassed. The therm;e of Diocle-

tian have been described under Thernue. The
therm;ie of Caracalla have a great central m;iss

390 feet broad by 740 feet long, without in-

cluding the apselike projection of the circular

caldarium. Much of this central mass was at

least two stories in height, the ground story

itself being of very great dimensions. The
largest vaulted room was the tepidarium, 82

feet by 170 feet in its general dimensions, and

with projecting transepts and apses. As for its

height, the estimates differ; it may best be

judged by eompari.son with the building next

mentioned. Thus, the basilica of ilaxentius

and Coustantine can be rather closely estimated

as to its size. The span of its great hall be-

tween the walls was 82^ feet, but the project-

ing columns with the ressauts above them
diminish the span of the actual vault to 76

feet. This vault gave to the hall an interior

height of 125 feet and some inches, which is

somewhat less than the height of the nave of

Cologne cathedral, witli this consideration, tiiat

Cologne cathedral is, like all Gothic buildings,

light and slender, built of small separate stonas,

a somewhat elastic coustniction, the vaults iield

in place by the counter pressure of other vaults

or of flying buttre.sses ; while the Roman build-

ing is of prodigious massiveness and built so as

to form a solid shell hardly capable of exercis-

ing a thnist upon its ponderous buttress piers.

The largest cupola in existence is that of the

Pantheon in Rome, 143 feet span, and having

a height from the pavement within to the ocu-

lus very nearly equal to the horizontal dimen-

sion.

The interior width of some large buildings

in Europe should be compared with that of the

basilica of ilaxentius above. The naves of

great chiu-ches are nearly as given below. The
widths are in the clear between the piers

:

Beauvais cathedral, the nave, 42 feet 6 inches.

Albi cathedral in the south of France, 62 feet.

Gerona in northeastern Spain, 73 feet (much
the largest Gothic nave. It was built long

after the great French cathedrals, and was the

special eftbrt of a great builder, comparable

for originality with the cupola of Florence

cathedral).
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S. Paul's cathedral, London, 49 feet.

S. Peter's chunh, Rome, 88 feet. (The
style of these ueoclassic churches excludes all

attempts at great spans of vaulting ; massive-

ness and a large proportion of supports to clear

spaces is rather their purpose. The great width
of the nave of S. Peter's is a part of its un-

approached greatness of scale.)

It is curious how nearly the proportions of

great classical, Gothic, and recent neoclassic

buildings, when their transverse dimensions are

considered, seem to have been inspired by the

same idea of proportion. Thus the nave of the

basilica of Constantine, given above, should be
compared with S. Peter's church at Rome, 88
feet wide by 148 feet 6 inches high, and this

with the loftiest of all Gothic naves, Beauvais,

42 feet 6 inches wide, 153 feet 6 inches high.

These are the extremes ; most Gtothic churches

would show greater width in proportion to their

height.

Table of heights :
—

AVashington Monument, Wash-
ington, a plain obelisk . . 555 ft.

Cologne cathedral, two equal

steeples to top of cross . . 511 ft.

Philadelphia " Public Buildings,"

or City Hall, to be . . 510 ft.

Hamburg, Germany, church of

S. Nicholas . . . 475 ft. 6 in.

Strasburg Catheilral . . 465 ft.

Landshut, South Germany,
church of S. Martin . '.462 ft.

Chimney of furnace on the River

Midde, opposite Freiburg, Sax-

ony 453 ft.

Great Pyramid to top of existing

platform . . . . 451 ft.

Vienna, church of S. Stephen,

south tower . . . 450 ft.

Rome, S. Peter's church, includ-

ing cross .... 435 ft.

Antwerp cathedral, north tower . 407 ft. 6 in.

Salisbury cathedral, central tower 400 ft.

Florence cathedral to top of lan-

tern of cupola . . . 352 ft.

Chartres cathedral, south tower,

completed in the thirteenth

centuiy .... 340 ft.

Buildings entirely of metal are not to be

compared with those of masonry. Thus, the

central tower of the cathedral of Rouen, of

cast iron, is given as 488 feet, and the Tour

Eiffel, commonly called La Tour de trois cent

metres, is commonly rated at 1000 feet.

Of modern American business buildings it is

to be noted that they resemble in external ap-

pearance the massive fortress towers of the past,

of which the famous one of Coucy is 180 feet

5 inches in height from the bottom of the paved

ditch, while the modern buildings are light of

structure, their real framework being of metal.
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New York, the Park Row liuilJing

to top of angle towers . . .39"2 ft.

Same to top of level cornice . . 338 ft.

New York, The American Surety

Co.'s building to top of level

cornice ..... 308 ft.

Chicago, the Masonic Temple . 265 ft.

(It does not appear to which cornice this

measurement is made.)

Finally, the aggregate dimensions of some

very large groups of buildings, such as palaces,

shoukl be given. Thus, the palace of the Vati-

can, at Rome, has an e.xtreme lengtli from north

to south of 1392 feet. This includes the whole

facade on the Vialone di Belve(lere, alotig

which visitors pass to enter the mu.seum. Ex-

treme width from east to west, including the

high buildings about the court of S. Damaso,

670 feet, the southernmost of the two great

courts, 211 by 488 in the clear. It is impossi-

ble to measure along any axis because of tlie

irregularity of the plan ; the perimeter may be

estimated at -1292 feet.

The Louvre at Paris : the front on the Seine,

east and west iu general direction, 1891 feet,

and that on the Rue de Rivoli about the same.

Perimeter, as if the Tuileries were still in place

between the Pavilion Jlarsan and the Pavilion

de Flore, i9H feet. The length along the axis

of the great galleries and througli the ditterent

pavilions, as if the whole building were extended

iu a single line, 8-i7.5 feet, or much more than

a mile and a half The length of the colonnade

of the east front, 540 feet ; the Great Court as

fixed in the sixteenth century, about 400 feet

square, inside dimensions.

Windsor Castle : length in one line from the

Curfew Tower to the angle at the east terrace,

nearly east and west, about 1460 feet; perime-

ter, 3670 feet.

The Trocad^ro Palace at Paris, opposite the

Champ de Mars : measured in a straight line

northeast and soutliwest, from out to out of the

curving wings, 1452 feet. Measured along the

convex curve of the northwestern wall, 1782

feet.

The Capitol at Washington : length north

and south, 751 feet. The building covers about

three acres, or less than a quarter of the surface

covered by the Great Pyramid.

S. Peter's Church at Rome : from outside the

narthex, nearly westward, to outside the princi-

pal apse, 712 feet.

Westminster Palace, London, including House

of Parliament and Westminster Hall : total

length on the river, including the Speaker's resi-

dence and Blackrod's residence, 885 feet. There

are eight courts surroiuided by buildings wliich

are generally five or six stories high.— R. S.

SIZE (v.). To apply size or sizing, as in

preparation for painting and gilding.

SIZE (n.). Any glutinous covering matter
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applied to the surftice of plaster and sometimes

to wood as a preparation for painting, or more

especially for gilding with gold leaf The jiur-

poso of it is to provide ;i perfectly uniform sur-

face ainl line as little porous as jiossible.

Gold Size. Such a glutinous application

(see Size ; Sizing) as is found convenient for the

subsequent application ol' gold leaf in gilding.

This is applied to the plaster or wood, and

allowed to dry, partly, before the leaf is put

on.

SIZE DOWN. To diminish, continually

and regularly, the size of mend3ers of a series.

Thus, slates are sized down from the eaves to

the ridge, in order to increase the apparent

extent of the sloping roof, and to add a pictu-

resque charm to it.

SIZING. .1. The same as Size (n.).

B. The a]5]ilication of such sizing in sense A.

SKELETON, A frame of wood or iron

without tlir covering.

SKELETON CONSTRUCTION. Tliat

whicli depends for its strength upon a .skeleton;

especially, in modern building beginning about

1885, a manner of building in which, while the

exterior is of masonry, the whole structure is of

iron or steel which supports the exterior walls

as well as the roof It is common to carry

these exterior walls bj" means of cantilevers

upon which one story or two stories of such

walls are built up at a time ; so that the struc-

ture may be completed and the roof jnit on

before any part of the walls are in place. The

walls may even be built in the tenth story before

those of the eighth and ninth stories are com-

pleted, and so on. (See Iron Construction;

Office Building.)

Skew Vault or Arch: the Triangle in the
Plan corresponds to the Elaborate Hor-
izontal Mouldings in the View, which are
THK Corbelling to carry the Wall above.

SKEW (adj.). Set sloping ; inclined in

any direction, but most commonly in a hori-
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zontal plane. A Skew Arch or Skew Vault is

ail arclu'il opening or passage tlie axis of which

makes an ol_ili(iue angle with the face of the

wall (see Skew Arch, under Arch). The terra

Skew Back, below, is made uj) in the same

•way from the obsolete term "back."

SKEW. Any member cut or set so as to

present a sloping surface ; especially for other

necessary parts of a structure to butt against,

us ill a gable ur the abutment of an arch.

SKEW BACK. That portion of an abut-

ment which is arranged to receive the thnist of

1 1 l<'\
1 1 w\\

>r\\\ \

SYoftfc Vo

1 1 1 1III 1 1

'
'

1

Skewback of Stone in One Block, for a
Brick Arch in Three Rollocks.

a segmental or flat arch, having an inclined

face corresponding with the adjoining voussoir.

SKEW CORBEL. Same as Kneeler, A
;

but esjiecially uiic which projects considerably

beyond the side wall. Two such stones, one

on each side, widen the gable ett'ectively at its

base ; and the corbel-like projections serve as

stojis fur the cave gutters or wall cornices.

SKEW PUTT. Same as Skew Corbel.

SKIFFLING. (See Knobbing.)

SKIM COAT. (See Skimming.)

SKIMMING. The process of finishing the

surface nf plastering witii a thin coat of lime

and sand ])utty, or plaster of Paris. Also the

coat so produced.

SKIRREH. In surveyors' work, a cord

wound upiiu a reel or prepared in another way,

for convenient delivery and recovery, used in

laj'ing out foundations, trenches, and the like.

(See Surveying.)

SKIRT. An apron-piece or border, as the

moulded piece under a window stool, or the

plinth board or mopboard of a room or pas-

sage, which last is in the United States called

base or baseboard.

SKIRTING ; SKIRTING BOARD. Same
as Base. C. (See also Skirt.)

SKYLIGHT. A glazed aperture in a roof,

whether a simple glazed frame set in the plane

of a roof, or a stnicture surmounting a roof

with upright or sloping sides and perhaps an

independent roof; the entire structure consist-

ing wholly, or in large part, of glazed frames.

In its more elaborate forms, a skylight may be

constnicted as a Lantern (which see), or may
have the semblance of a dormer window from
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which it is .sometimes hardly to be distin-

guished. The term is, however, only applicable

to such ligiits when overhead, i.e. located

decidedly above, rather than at the sides of,

the space immeiliately covered by the roof,

although, perhaps, extending considerably down
the lateral slopes of the roof. The frame is

either of wood, or, jireferably, of metal, braced

or tied with iron rods, if of large size, the metal

sash bars being shaped with gutters to carry

off the water of condensation, anil glazed with

sheets of fluted or rough plate glass, varying

from 12 X 48 inches and -A of an inch thick

to 20 X 100 inches and y^ of an inch thick
;

if ordinary double thick glass is used, the sheets

are from 9 to 15 inches wide, and from 16 to

30 inches long. In metal sash bars or muntins

these sheets are set without putty. Skylights

are often provided with ventilators arranged to

be opened or closed by cords from below, and a

flat decorated inner sk3light is frequently

placed beneath the outer skylight in a ceiling

panel, when it is desired to make this feature

an element in an architectural composition as

seen from beneath. Sometimes, as in the cover-

ing of interior courts, winter gardens, exposition

buildings, conservatories, maniuises or canopies,

and horticultural buildings, the entire roof is

a skylight, and is ein]dmsized as an especial

architectural feature, the frame in such cases

being of iron or wood. (See Greenhouse.)

Occasionally smaller skylights are in the form

of glazed scuttles arranged to be opened for

access to the roof •— H. Van Brunt.
Double Skylight. One in which a lower

and usually horizontal glazed frame completes

the ceiling of a room or gallery, while the space

between this and the skylight proper serves for

ventilation.

Raised Skylight. One in which a curb or

coaiuiiig of some height raises the skyhght

pid]ier above the level of the roof

SKY LINE. The upper outline or silhouette

of a liuilding as seen against the sky.

SKY SCRAPER. A name derisively ap-

plied, but generally accejjted, refeiTiug to one

of the tall many-storied oflice buildings which

have become characteristic in the large cities of

the T'nited States.

SLAB. Any piece of material of consider-

able breadth and little tliickness as compared

to its length; more specifically, an outside plank

as sawn from a log, having one rounded side

and consequently of very unequal thickness.

Exceiit in the last sense the term is more

frequently applied to stone than to other ma-

terials. (See the following titles.)

SLAB BOARDING. A rough covering

with slalis as in some rural sheds.

SLAB DASHING. Rough casting a wall

with coarse mortar and pebbles. (Also written

Slap Dashing.)
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SLAB HOUSE. A house built of wooden

slalw ur rough-hewn planks. Especially applied

to houses so made by the Indian.s of noithern

California and the Northwest coa.st. Planks

were split out of cedar or other wood with

elk-horn and wooden wedges driven by stone

mallets. They were reduced to any recjuired

thickness by adzing. In size the planks were

something extraordinan,' at times, rea<-hing such

dimensions as 4.V by 24 feet. Some tribes

built hou.se.s with a roof of one slope while

others put up a ridge or double ridge and made
two or more slopes. Several families lived

under one roof, and often a whole community

had but a single house. The dimensions were

sometimes as great as 7-5 feet long by 40 wide

and 15 high. The rafters were supported by

heavy posts set in the ground, and the jilauks

were tied horizontally on the sides between

upright posts, while those on the roof ran with

the slope and were grooved and overlapping.

The family apartments were separated by parti-

tions about 2 or 3 feet high and often higher.

North of the Strait of S. Juan de Fuca the

slab houses become even more massive, with

carvnng on the posts in front and sometimes

within. The totem posts set up in front are

elaborately carved. (See Assembly House

;

Communal Dwelling ; Totem Post.)

— F. S. Dellexb.\ugh.
SLAB PLASTERING. Coarse plastering

such as was used in tilling between the beams
on the exterior of half-timbered houses in Eng-

land. .\lsii Slap Plastering.

SLAG ROOFING. A plastic material made
by luL^dug coal tar, asphalt, or a similar material

with finely divideil slag and sometimes other

hard material. This, when properly applied,

serves well for roofs of very low pitch.

SLAG WOOL. Same as Mineral Wool.

SLAP DASHING. Same as Slab Dash-

ing.

SLAP PLASTERING. Same as Slab

Plastering.

SLAT. A flat and thin board or strip,

especially if relatively narrow, usually of wood.

Rolling Slat. A slat in a Shutter, or a

Blind in sense *1, which with the others in the

same panel is fitted into the frame by pivots,

and secured loo.sely to a rod, so that all the

.slats are ailjustable together.

SLATE. In building. Roofing Slate; that

is to say, a fissile variety of argillite used

mainly for roofing and, in more solid masses,

for .sinks, floor tiles, mantels, and the like.

— G. P. M.
Roofing Slate is obtained by splitting the

larger masses into thin slabs, which are then

trimmed to certain standard dimensions. It

was formerly divideil in Great Britain into

regular sizes known by arbitrary names. The
sizes most often used are Countess, 10" x 20",
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and Duches.s, 12" X 24". Other sizes are

given as follows :
—

Double, 7" X 13". Empress, IG" x 26".

Ladv, S" X 16". Imperial, 24" x 30".

Viscountess, 9" x 18". Rag, 24" x 36".

JMarchioness, 11" x 22". Queen, 24" x 30".

Princess, 14" x 24".

It does not apjjcar that these terms have

ever been common in the United States. It is

more usual to specify the sizes, which do not

vary greatly. Thu.s, 8" X IG" is a good size

for smaller surfaces, and 10" X 20" for large

sloijes of a roof. The varieties of slate are very

great, and the preference for this or that quarry

has varied from time to time, partly according

to the colour in vogue or called for by the

building in question, and partly by the favour

shown to a particular surface with or without

gloss and the like. Purjile, green, and red are

the common colours, and each of these colours is

often very agreeable; moreover, it has been

found easy to make somewhat ett'ective patterns

of their combination. On the other hand, the

very darkest slate, that which approaches black,

is preferred by many architects, and some of

the best qualities of slate are of this colour.

— R. S.

Riley. Bxiihluni C'lnstrtu-tion for Beginners,
1899.

SLATE BOARDING. The covering of

walls with slate, as if with boards or shingles.

SLATING. The applying of roofing slate

to tlie sheathing boards or battens or strips

which are nailed to the rafters. As the slating

must overlaj) for a definite proportion of its

length, the distance apart of the places for nail-

ing can be determined beforehand. Thus, if

slates 24 inches long are used, and if it be re-

quired that each slate overlap the one below

it for 14 inches (leaving 10 inches "to the

weather " in each coiu-se) then the rows of nails

will be 10 inches apart. Nails may be driven

near the centre of each slate or near the head

;

it is rare that both methods are used, as two
nails to a slate of ordinary size is considered

suftioient. Nails should lie of cojiper or be in

some way protected liy a non-corrosive metal

com))ositiou, and the holes through which they

are driven must he made in advance, which is

done usually by the shar]) jioiiit of the slater's

hammer.
SLAUGHTER HOUSE. A place, building,

or group of buiklings intended for the slaughter

of domestic animals used for food.

The object of the public abattoir, or highly

organized slaughter house, is to do away with

the nuisance and evils of scattered private

slaughtering places. In ancient Rome, under

the emperors, a guild of butchers existed who
were privileged to do slaughtering in special

buildings. In modern times, the organized pub-

lic abattoir originated in the beginning of the
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nineteenth century. Napoleon I., recognizing

the sanit;in-, connnercial, and economical advan-

tages of centralized public abattoire, authorized

in 1810 their construction in the suburbs of

Paris, and decreed that private slaugiiter houses

be forbidden. In 1815 five public slaughter

houses were openetl, covering thirty-eight acres

of ground. Since then large cities and many of

the smaller ones have followed the example of

Paris. In the United States large abattoirs

exist, particularly in the large AVestem cities,

which are centres of the cattle market. Some
of these are immense establishments, fitted up
with elaborate machinery for rapid and humane
killing of a large number of animals, and with

well arranged auxiliary buildings intended for

the sanitary and commercial disposal of the ottal

incident to slaughtering.

In Europe municipal abattoirs are the rule

;

in the United States many abattoirs are built

by butchers' associations. Public abattoirs,

erected by a eitj', ofier the best solution of the

problem of the sanitary control of the meat

supply ; cleanliness and sanitation can be en-

forced, and the slaughter stands or compartments

rented to butchers form a source of revenue to

the city. Abattoirs must be located in the out-

skirts of a city : good facilities for the transpor-

tation of the cattle, by rail or by water, and by

the country roads, where the adjoining rural dis-

tricts are devoted to cattle raising, are required.

For the conglomeration of buildings a large area

of suitable ground is required, and future exten-

sion must be considered in the original lay-out.

Markets for cattle to be slaughtered are best

placed adjacent to abattoirs, for by combining

the cattle market with the slaughter house, the

sanitary inspection of the meat supply of a city

is rendered more concentrated and etficient.

A public abattoir consists of many buildings,

namely stables, large sheds and pens for the

animals to be slaughtered, suhdi\"ided again into

stables for oxen, calves, sheep, and pigs ; sepa-

rate slaughtering houses for each of the animals

named ; covered yards for dressing of carcasses
;

buildings for diseased or suspected animals,

for storage of fodder for the animals, for cold

storage of meat, for the cleaning of entrails,

and for the commercial utilization of the offal

(fat-rendering and bone-boUing establishments)

;

an administration building, with oiBces, rooms

for the butchers, for the sanitiiry inspectors and

veterinary surgeons, laboratories for the micro-

scopical examination of the pork ; toilet rooms,

bath houses, restaurants, etc. ; finally, a boiler

and engine house, with pumps, dynamos, and

refrigerating plant. To this is sometimes added

a wholesale meat market (see ^Market). The
generally low-roofed one-story stable structures

present no features differing from rural cattle

stables (see Stable). The roadways between

the sheds and all open yards must be well
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paved with durable pavement (like the Belgian

block pavement) and must have good surface

water drainage.

There arc two types of arrangenient of the

halls for slaughtering : in one there is only a
large conuuon slaughtering hall : in the other

two rows of smaller compartments are arranged,

one on each side of a central aisle, each compart-

ment being rented to one or several butchers.

The first-named typo facilitates official inspec-

tion. The outer walls of the slaughter houses

may be of brick, or of iron with glass roofs and

sides. It is essential that the inside walls, to

a height of at least five feet, should be made
impervious, so that dried blood and scraps of

flesh adhering to them can be removed by means
of warm water. Walls may be faced with glazed

brick, or be of brick coated with asphalted

varnish : the woodwork, if there is any, is

treated in a similar manner. Floors should

also be impervious, hard, durable, and not too

smooth or slippery. Asphalted and concrete

floors have proved to be but partly successiul,

for asphalt is apt to become soft in summer
time, and cement floors crack, or become chipped

or broken by the axe of the butcher. A good

pavement is formed of two layers of hard-biunt

brick laid on edge in cement or concrete. Many
butchers prefer a wooden floor, of heavy planks,

of Georgia pine, thoroughly calked at the joints

in the manner of a ship's deck ; but as this be-

comes splintered by the blows of the ase in

slaughtering or dividing up the killed animals,

it is necessarj' to put down two layers of plank.

The upper parts of the walls and the ceOings

should be frequently whitewashed. The sanitary

features of a slaughtering house include a very

ample and liberal supply of cold water, for the

watering and washing of the cattle, for floor

washing, fire protection, etc. ; a supply of hot

water
;

proper sewerage and floor drainage

;

sometimes a chemical piu-ification of the sewage,

slaughtering waste, and blood : plent}' of venti-

lation
;
good lighting and special arrangements

for removal of ofial, animal manure, blood, fat,

entrails ; weU-paved yards and streets, etc.

;

modem German abattoirs are frequently provided

with a rain bath (which see under Bath) for the

butchers' employees. The interior equipment of

slaughter houses comprises hoisting machinery,

cranes, truck, and iron tanks on wheels for the

manure and hides ; barrels for the blood : weigh-

ing scales ; hydrants for watering and flushing

;

also a refrigerating plant. The noxious vapours

and gases arising from the pans and kettles

should be pas.sed through condensing tanks and

then under the fires of the boiler, and discharged

through the main chimney stack of the boiler

house. The disposal of the manure from stable

yards, cattle pens, hog pens, etc., should be

carried out with regularity; the streets and

boulevards of the abattoir must be swept and
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•washed, and buildings in wliich diseased animals

arc kept recjuire ilisint'ci-tion.

Oscar Schwarz, M.l)., lian, Einrirhtnnci und
Bftrich dffentUcher Schlcirlillidnin-r iiiiil Vii'hhofe,

Seijond Eilition, Berlin, 18!)H; Ilandhiirhder Archi-

tektiir. Part IV., Vol. ill., 2 ;
GeUiudi- f»r Lebens-

mittel-Vcrsoryniif/, Si'rund Eiiition ; Dr. Tlieo.

Weyl, llandhiicli. (h'f Jli/ijifni', Vol. VI., Part U;
G. Osthoff, MurklhidlcH und iSclilarlilliduser

;

Stevenson and iMuri>liy, Trcdlise on Hygiene and
Ptiblic Ucallh; article on Slaunliter Houses, by

E. \V. Hope, Vol. I., 18y2, Fifth and Sixth Annual
Reports of Massachusetts State Board of Health.

Also the following papers contained in the Trans-

actions American'Public Health A.ssociation, viz.

:

Vol. II., 1870, Dr. .lanes, on Abattoirs, H. (i.

Crowell, on Abattoirs ; Vol. VI., 1880, Dr. James,
^•Abattoirs." Dr. G. Devron, "Abattoirs" ; Vol.

XV., 188il, Dr. Salmon, ''Meat Inspection" ; Vol.

XXII., 18'J(), Dr. Bryce, "Municipal Meat Inspec-

tion" ; Vol. XXIII., 1897, Dr. Pearson, "Meat
Inspection." Also Zi'itsrhrift des iisterr. In-

(jenii'ur und Architekten-Vereins, Vol. LII., No.

28, article by G. Witz on " Municipal Abattoirs."

W. p. Gerhard.

SLEEPER. A piece of timber laid directly

on tlic ground as a base or support for a super-

stnicture, es])ecially to carry the flooring of a

cellar or ground story. Sleepers are taken from

timber which resists decay : in the Uniteil States,

locust or chestnut.

SLEEPING ROOM. A bedroom.

SLIDING POLE. (See Engine House.)

SLIP (I.). ^1. A narrow passage, as between

two buildings.

B. A bench or open pew in a church.

SLIP (II.). A small and slender strip, as of

wood. The more usual term in the United

States is strip ; thus Parting Slip (A. P. S.
;

Riley) is always called in the United States

Parting Strip. (Compare Lath.)

SLIP PIECE. A strip of wood attached to

a sliding memljcr to serve as a wearing surfat'e
;

specifically, a strip playing in a dovetailed

groove to hold the object in place.

SLIP SILL. A sill no longer than the

distance between the jambs of an opening, so

tliat it r-an be set in the aperture after the walls

are built, instead of extending into the wall on

each side beneath the jamb.

SLODTZ, ANTOINE SEBASTIEN. (See

Slodtz, .Michel.)

SLODTZ, MICHEL (MICHEL ANGE)
;

sculptor; b. 1705; d. 176-4.

He was a son of Sebastien Slodtz, sculptor, and

was of Flemish origin. He studied long in Rome.

There is a statue of S. Bruno by him at S. Peter's,

and a monument to the Marquis Capjioni in the

church of S. Giovanni dei Fiorentini (Rome).

Returning to France, he made the two monu-
ments of the cardinals of Auvergne, at Vienne

(Isfere). In 1747 he returned to Paris, and in

1750 made the monument to the Abbe Lanquet

de Gerzy at the church of S. Sulpice, Paris, his

chief work, and decorated the ChapoUe de la
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Vierge. He was assisted in much of liis work

by his brotiier, Antoine Sebastien Slodtz.

Gonse, Sculpture frani;iiise ; Senbert, li'dnstler-

lexicon.

SLODTZ, SEBASTIEN. (See Slodtz,

Micliel.)

SLOPE OF A ROOF. (See Pitch.)

SLOW BURNING CONSTRUCTION.
Any construction designed to diminish as far as

possible the facility of ignition, and to hinder the

spread of fire, while consisting entirely ot in

large jjart of combustible nniterial.

This system, sometimes called Mill Construc-

tion, has been developed by the Factory JMutual

Fire Insurance Companies of New England, with

a view to bringing the construction of cotton

and woollen factories, paper mills, and metal-

working establishments to the safest conditions

which can be made consistent with the use of

wood ; also to give stability and strength

coupled with adequate light, air, and ventilation;

and finally, at the least cost by the unit of the

square foot of occupied floor, giving due regard

to the respective uses to which the building is

to be put. It has been a gradual development

of many years, proceeding wholly from the

interior motive or use of the property, without

regard to arcliitectural display. The customary

method of construction at the present day is as

follows :
—

The basement floor is laid on well-drained

ground covered with a tar or asphalt concrete

in which heavy timbers may be jilaced, overlaid

witii plank and board floors without danger of

decay. Cement concrete, being hygroscopic, does

not serve the jjurpose, but permits or promotes

the rapid decay of the wood laid in or upon it.

Asphalt concrete is also a non-conductor of

heat and is warm to the feet ; cement or stone

floors keep the feet cold, hence the common use

of wooden clogs or soles in the stone-floored

weaving sheds of foreign countries.

The superstructure may be of one or more

stories in height. The modern textile mill

seldom exceeds three stories for the preparation

and the spinning of the stock, one story for

weaving. The modern machine shop is more

often one story in height than in excess. There

is a moderate relative difference in the cost by

the unit of the scpiare foot of floor lietween the

one-story or many-storied building, a building of

two or three stories in height being on the whole

cheapest.

The structure consists preferably of brick

walls with the maximum of window space, the

top of the window being carried between the

timbers flush with the underside of the floor or

roof so as to give the maximum of top light.

Within these walls heavy timbers are carried

8 feet or 10 feet 4 inches or rarely II feet on

centres, preferably 22 feet span from wall to

post and from post to post ; the sizes of timber
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vary accunliiig to the proiiosed weight of

luadiinery and stock to be placed >ipou them,

the weights in a textile factory rarely exceeding

seventy jiounds to the square foot at any point.

Upon these timbers are laid ]ilanks grooved and
splined, of not less than 3 inches in thickness,

on 8-lbot sj)ans, — 4 inches or more on the wider

spans,— covered first with rosin-sized paper or

a fire retardent or waterproof material, tlien a

top fioor, now in the North customarily of birch

or maple.

The spaces between the timbers may be

sheathed solid or close upon the ])Ianks, or may
be in some instances protected by sheet metal.

Air Cell Asbestos Board, or Sackett ^\'all Boartl,

which retaril ignition ; or it may be covered

with a iwrous wash or water paint. Beams
should never be oil painted under less than three

years, lest they should be exposed to dry rot.

The roof, of one-half inch pitch, is constructed

in the same manner, covered usually with com-

position roofing of the best kind. In certain

cases, like the roofs over the Fourdrinier machines

in paper mills, where there is a very great con-

densation of moisture, a coating of I -inch mortar

is sometimes placed between the plank and the

outer boarding of the roof, and the ceiling is

sheathed solid witliin, making a roof of at least

6 inches in thickness, which is sufficiently proof

against cold when properly ventilated to be

free from condensation. Varnish of the common
kinds is never useil on any part of these wooden
surfaces, on account of the extreme hazard of a

fire passing rapidly over it.

It is not held that this construction of timber

and plank is free from the danger of fire, unless

suitably guarded according to the degree of

hazard of the contents within. This solid

method of construction is, however, free of the

customary danger which atfects hollow walls,

hollow floors, and hollow roofs, since in the

wooden flues of what is sometimes called " com-
inistible architecture " fire may pass from cellar

to attic fully protected from water.

In the mill of slow-burning construction auto-

matic sprinklers placed between the timbers

sweep the ceiling with water on both sides of

the timbers whenever called upon by the occur-

rence of a fire. Hose streams thrown from

either siile may also sweep the fire completely

from the ceilings between the timbers.

The next most important point in slow-burning

construction in a building of many stories is

that each floor shall be absolutely cut off from

every other floor by avoiding all open ways.

Staircases are placed in towers, preferably out-

side the main liuilding ; if within, cut ofl' by fire

walls, the doorways being protected by suitable

fire doors made of wood encased in tin, with lock

joints, the nail heads being covered. Belts or

ropes for driving the machinery are also carried

in separate towers without openings into the
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main mill. The sanitary and other appliances

are also constructed in separate towers without
any open way from floor to floor ; adequate fire

escapes being attached at suitable points outside

the mill.

This factory fioor has never been burned
through by any fire occurring in tlie working
department of the factory. All fires that have
passed from one story to another have either

passed through belt holes or by open passage-

ways. In two instances of storage in large

quantity, where stock has taken fire at the
bottom of the pile, the heavy floor has been
burned through.

The tendency in modern days has been, espe-

cially in cotton mills, to adjust the size of the

floor to certain elements of the mechanism. The
modern cotton factory is usually 126 to 128 feet

in width by any suitable length, that width
giving free play to the mule spinning machine
of the size that will give full employment with-

out overwork to one spinner. In other words,

the plans for placing the machinery are made
before the floor spaces are laid out.

Another methoti of construction is to put up
a self-sustaining timber frame, the outer post

being recessed in a pilastered wall wholly free

of any fixed connection with the wall itself, a
band or tie being placed across the recess in the

pilaster and across the post but not attached to

the post itself. Every jjost is given its own
support on its ow'n separate pier, the foundation

of the w^all, which may be very light, being

separated. In this way, if there is any shrinkage

or settling of the wall, which is apt to occur,

especially in high buildings, it does not throw
the alignment of the timbers out of level. The
adjustment of shafting therefore takes much less

time and is nuich more certain. In this method
of construction the substance of the wall may be

almost veneer, the greater part consisting of

windows.

It is now customary to glaze these windows
with fine ribbed glass in true curves, inverse and

obverse, twenty-one ribs to the inch, ribs set

vertically. This type of glass difl'uses the light

throughout a very wide building, giving daylight

free of shadows— a most imjiortant factor,

especially in weaving. When the inside work
is dusty, the ribs are placed outside. Where the

outer side of the w'indow is exiwsed to smoke or

soot, the ribs are placed inwardly. In special

jjlaces prismatic glass is used in place of the

factory ribbeil glass.

After this building is constructed, the great-

est care is taken not to fill it up with com-

bustible shelves, wooden partitions, or other

dangerous elements in construction. Incom-

bustible material is chosen as far as possible for

these purposes. Closets, cupboards, and con-

cealed spaces are avoided to the utmost, the

purpose being that there be no place either
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in roof, floor, or wall, or within the building, in

which tire may be protectetl from water, or in

whieh vermin of any kind ean lurk.

What is called slow-bni-ning construction

shoulil never be adopted without due_ regard

being given to all the principles of mill con-

struction : the separation of each floor from

every other, the avoiilance of ojien ways, the

avoidance of varnish upon inside finish, of com-

bustible shelving, and yet more without giving

full regard to adequate apparatus for the extinc-

tion of fires. Wood will furnish material for

(ire, however disposed. All that is claimed for

slow-burning construction of wood is that its

adojition gives readier opijortunity to extinguish

a tire than any other at a low cost.

Whether or not this method of construction

is better or worse than the modern steel con-

struction, depends upon many comlitions which

cannot be dealt with in this treatise. Unless

the steel is ))rotected adequately from the heat

generated in the ignition of the contents of the

building, the complete destruction of the steel

frame building may not follow, but so long as it

stands, it serves to hold the contents under con-

ditions which will assure their complete, or

nearly complete, destruction by fire. Slow-

burning mill construction in its place and for

the purposes for which it has been developed,

has proved to be cheaper, safer, and better than

any form of so-called fireproof mill yet invented.

The losses by tire on many hundred million

dollars' worth of factories constructed on these

rules, and fully protected with apparatus for

extinguishing fires, have, for five years, October,

1895, to November, 1900, inclusive, been less

tlian four cents per annum on each hundred

dollars of risks carried by the Senior Factory

Mutual Fire Insurance Companies, or less than

twenty cents per one hundred dollars— for five

years' msurance on over 8600,000,000 worth

of so-called "special hazards."

— Edward Atkinson.
SLUSH (v.). In masonry, to throw mortar

on top of a course to form a bed for the next

course. Slushed work permits bricks to be laid

dry on such a bed in the interior of a wall, and
makes inferior work. Shoved work requires

each brick in the interior of a wall to be sur-

rounded with mortar so as to avoid any dry or

open joints. (See Shove Joint, under Joint.)

SLUTER, CLAUX (NICOLAS); sculptor

(nii'ii/ier); d. UO-l or UO.j.

Philippe le Hanli, Duke of Burgundy, founded
the Chartreuse of Cham|)mol at the gates of

Dijon (Cote-d'Or, France), in 1.383. To build

and decorate this monastery, with its church and
his own momiment, he called together many of

the be.st architects and sculptors of his time,

chief of whom were Andre de Dammartin (see

Dannnartin, A. de), Jean de Marville (see

Marville, J. de), and Claux Sluter. Jean de
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Marville directed the sculptors until his death

in l.'i89, when Claux Sluter of the Comte
d'Hollaiide took control. The earliest of the

sculptures of the Chartreuse are the figures on
the portal of the church. Of these the Madonna
is probably by de Marville, but the splendid

statues of Philippe le Hardi, his Duchess
Marguerite de Flandre, S. Jean and S. Marguerite

are by Sluter. Sinter's most characteristic work
is the so-called Piiits de M(yise (Well of Moses).

This was intended to be the base of a Calvary

(crucifixion group) which stood in the cloister of

the Chartreuse. The design of this work is by

Sluter. He was assisted by his nephew, Claux
de Werwe (see Claux de Werwe), who in 1398
began to take control of the work. The great

monument of Phili|)pe le Hardi in the nuiseum

at Dijon was undoubtedly designed and begun
by Sluter, but the sculpture it.self, especially the

famous plenrants (mourners) about the base, is

the work of Claux de Werwe. In 1404 Sluter

retired to the Abbey of S. Etienne at Dijon,

where he died.

Gonse, Sailplure franqaise ; Gonse, V Art
gothique ; Chabeuf, Dijon Monuments et Sou-
venirs; Brownell. French Art; Marquis L. De
Labunle. Les Dues de Bourgo(/ne.

SLYPE. Same as Slip (I., A); written in

this form, which it retains from the fifteenth

century, it is used in ecclesiolotrical writing.

SMTDS, MICHAEL MATTHIAS ; archi

tect ;
b. Julv 11, liil'Chn Kotteidaui) ; d. Julv

24, H]'.}-2 (in Berlin).

He was court architect of the great Elector

Friedrich Wilhelm, and rebuilt the Marstall-

gebaude (Berlin) about 1666.

Bornnann. Denkmiiler von Berlin.

SMTTiTS ; sculptor and architect.

Smilis was prol)al)ly from ^Egina, Greece.

He Hourished in the sixth century B.C., and
was associated with Theodoras (see Theodorus)

and Rhoecuss in the construction of the laby-

rinth at Lemnos and the Temple of Hera at

Samos. He made the statue of Hera in that

temple, and a group of the Hours, which was
preserved in the Hcraion at Olympia.

Collignnn, Ilistoire th- In Sculpture greeque.

SMIRKE. SIR ROBERT : architect ; b.

1781 ; d. April 18, 18G7.

In 1796 he entered the office of Sir John Soane
(.see Soane, Sir J.), then occupied with the build-

ing of the Bank of England, and in the same
year became a student of the Royal Academy.
In 1799 he won the gold medal for design. He
visited Athens in 1803, while Lord Elgin was
removing the scul])ture from the Parthenon.

He also visited Sicily and made ilrawings of the

architectural remains there. Smirke was cm-

ployed on the Mint, London, in 1809 ; and in

1845 was placed by Sir Robert Peel on the

commission for London improvements. He built
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Lowther Castle and Eastuur Castle, and in

1808 rebuilt Covent Garden Theatre (burned

in 1858). One of his most important works is

the main I'arade of the British Museum
(London).

I'Mwartl Smii-kc, Memoirs of Sir liohvrt Smirke;
Arch. I'lih. .Soc. Dirtioitary.

SMIRKE. SYDNEY; architect; b. 1799;
d. Dec. 8, 1877.

A brother of Sir Robert Sniirke (see Smirke,

Sir R.). In 18:^8 he was clerk of the works

at S. James's Palace (London). At the British

Museum, about 1855-1857, he designed and

built the great circular reading room.

Arch. Piih. Sue. Dirtiiniitni.

SMOKE EXTRACTOR. Any device, as a

hood or ventilator at the top of a chimney, by
which an upward draught is maintained or

accelerated.

SMOKE TOWER. Any high construction,

more important than a chinuiey stack, used to

convey smoke from a building to the outer air,

as in siiuic churches.

SMOKE VENT. An opening in a roof,

generally of some primitive dwelling or hut, by
which smoke may escape.

SMOKING ROOM. An apartment set

aside t'lir the use of smokers.

SNACKET. In Scotland, a latch, hasp, or

catch I'lir a door.

SNECK. A latch ; local British ; the terra

applied es])ecially to one of several ancient

forms of thumb latch.

SNECK (v., I.). To fasten with a sneck.

SNECK (v., II.). To dress stone roughly.

(See Snecked Rubble, under Rubble.)

SNOW BOARD. A continuous board

secured at the foot of a roof slope to serve as a

snow guard.

SNOW GUARD. Any device intended to

prevent snow from sliding off a sloping roof;

especially, in the United States, one of several

patented contrivances intended to be arranged

in successive regular rows across the slope,

comnKinly funned of a loop of wire.

SNOW HOUSE. A habitation built of

snow. (See Iglugeak.)— F. S. D.

SOAKER. In Great Britain, a piece of

metal used in flashing, each piece being of the

size of one of the slates or tiles of the roofing,

and the soaker being laid with the slates or

tiles in their courses. In the United States,

called step flashing.

SOANE, SIR JOHN ; architect ; b. Sept.

10, 1753; d. Jan. 20, 1837.

His name was originally Swan. He changed

it to Soan, and afterward to Soane. He was
the son of a bricklayer, and in 1768 entered

the service of the younger George Dance (see

Dance, G., II.). He afterward studied with

Henry Holland (see Holland), and at the schools
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of the Royal Academy. In 1776 he won the
gold medal of the Academy, and a travelling

stipend which enabled him to spend three years

in Italy. From 1788 to 1833 he held the
office of architect and surveyor to the Bank of
England. The facade of this building is one
of the best of his works. Between 1791 and
1794 he was clerk of the works at S. James's
palace, the Houses of Parliament, and other

public buildings in Westminster, and in 1807,
clerk of the works at the Royal Hospital, Chel-

sea. In 1802, Soane was made Royal Academi-
cian, and in 1806, professor of architecture at

the Royal Academy. In 1836 he built the

State Paper Otfice, destroyed in 18G2. His
house in Lincoln's Inn Fields and his large

(•ollection of art treasures were left to the

nation, and constituted by act of parliament

the Soane Museum.

Fergusson, History of the Modern Styles of
Arvhitei'tnre ; Stephen-Lee, Dictionary of Na-
t ill iial Bioijr'iph y.

SOAPSTONE. A soft stone having a soapy
feeling, composed largely of foliated talc, or

steatite, and used in making sinks, stationary

washtubs, etc. (See, also, Potstone.)

— G. P. M.
SOCIETIES OF ARCHITECTS. (That is,

composed wholly or in part of architects.)

Tlie Academies of Europe, which have existed

in great numbers for three hundred years, were
known under various names signifying devotion

to ditt'erent departments of fine arts, many of

them including architecture. These Academies
of Fine Art were sometimes organized only to

afford instruction, while others were associations

of professional artists of different classes. It

will be endeavoured in this list to include only

those in which professional architects were
associated. Many societies are composed of

architects and engineers, like most of those in

Germany and Austria-Hungary, and others are

societies of architects and archieologists. There

are also many societies of archteologj', composed
mostly of architects ; but in most archaeological

societies, such as exist in nearly every Eurojiean

city of any consequence, and a few in America,

the influence of architects does not predominate.

As compared with them, the number of purely

architectural societies is very limited. The fine

art societies, first referred to herein in each

country, are those in which professional archi-

tects are believed to have had administrative

functions. Then will follow, more specifically,

architectural societies in each, most of which

are of comparatively modern origin.

Aiistrla-Hvngar}/. An Academy of Paint-

ing, Sculpture, and Architecture was founded in

Vienna in 1705. There are also Societies of

Architects and Engineers in Vienna and Prague,

and in Budapest, where there has recently

been a great revival of architecture.
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Bd'jium. The Central Suriety uf Aifhi-

tectifl'e of Belgium was fouuded at Brussels

iu 187:!. Its monthly publication is called

Ij Emithltion. It has a defensive league like

that of the Central Society of Architects of

France.

Canada, Dominion of. There is a Quebec

Institute of Architects, which has recently been

instrumental in lia\ing a law passed by the

Parliament of the Province of Quebec requiring

the official registration of architects, somewhat
similar to that now in force for examining and

licensing architects in the state of Illinois.

The headquarters of the Institute is at Mon-
treal. There is also an Institute of Arciiitects

in the Province of Ontario, with headquarters

at Toronto.

France. The Academy of Architecture

was founded in 1671, and existed down to the

breaking out of the revolution of 1789. In

1819 the now existing Academy of Fine Arts

was definitely fouuded. Tiiis is one of the five

great divisions of the Institute of France ; it

consists of the five sections : painting, sculpture,

architecture, engraving, and music, and is com-

posed of forty members. Its chief duty toward

the art or profession of architecture is in direct-

ing certain competitions, giving the prizes, in-

cluding the great Prize of Rome (which see),

and nominating candidates for professorships

and the like. The Academy of France at Rome,
which also was fouuded in the seventeenth

century, still continues to occupy the Villa

Medicis, which it has held ever since the be-

ginning of the present century ; but this is

rather a school than a society.

Of distinctively architectural societies in

France, the Central Society of Architects,

founded in 1840, takes the lead. It not only

holds regular meetings, but periodical con-

gresses, to which all the Architects of France

and visitors from other countries are invited.

Its first bulletin was i.ssued in 18.51, and its

Annales in 1875, since which time it has con-

ducted tiie congresses .just mentioned. It now
has .500 members. The congresses have been

held annually since 187.3. Its publications

are: Manual of the Lavs of Buildings

(Paris, 1878-1881), and Price Lists Applica-

ble to Buildings (1883-1893). Under its

auspices was established in 1884 the Architects'

Mutual Defense Association, of which there

are 340 members, a sort of mutual assurance

against the rigorous provisions of tlie French

laws concerning the personal responsibilities of

architects. The National Society of Architects

of France was foumled in 1872, and in 1891 it

was changed to the Professional Union of the

Architects of the Department of the Seine,

with 150 members. It publishes a fortnightly

journal called T/ie Architect. A society was
organized in 1877 called the Friendly Associ-
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ation of Arciiitects Honoured by the (jovern-

ment, comprLsing those who had obtained the

diploma of " Architect " from the National

School and tho.se who had obtained the Grand
Prize. There are 230 members. It is a sort of

Corps d'Elite of French architects, and pub-

lishes an annual liuUetin. The Union Syndi-

cate of French architects was formed in 1890,

composed of architects, inspectors, designers,

decorators, and the better class of operatives,

comprising the independents or free lances of

the profession. There are thirty-two local

societies in France, among which is the

Academic Society of Architecture of Lyons,

the oldest of all existing French Societies, and

whicii stands first in imjiortance, founded Dec.

18, 1829. Connected with it is a society of

assistants and students called the Architectural

Union of Lyons. Of otiier departmental socie-

ties are the Provincial Society of Architects of

the North of France, The Provincial Society

of Architects of tiie Southeast of France, and a

jjrovincial society with headijuarters at Lyons,

which eomjirises the members of twenty local

societies. (See Architect, The, in France, for

the laws regulating the practice of the profes-

sion, and col. 140 for French societies.)

Germany. The Royal Academy of Arts

was founded in Berlin by Frederick I. of Prus-

sia in 1699. After the failure of the acade-

mies that had been established in Munich in

1759 and 1770, the present Royal Munich
Academy was estabhshed by Joseph I. of

Bavaria in 1808. The following German
cities have mixed societies : Berlin, Architects

and Engineers, founded 1857 ; Constance,

Architects and Builders, founded 1881 ; Dres-

den, Architects and Engineers ; Hanover,

Architects and Engineers ; Munich, Architects

and Engineers. German architects have held

congresses since 1853.

Great Britain. In England the Royal

Academy is supposed to deal with all the arts,

and has always included architects in its mem-
bership. The committee which petitioned the

King (George III.) had for its chairman Sir

William Chambers, architect. Dance, architect

of the Mansion House, also being a mendier.

Sir .loshua Reynolds was the first president,

and Sir William Chambers, treasurer. Archi-

tectural drawings are shown at its annua?

exhibitions.

There io in Edinburgh a Royal Scottish

Academy of Painting, Sculpture, and Archi-

tecture, founded in 1825 and incorporated

under royal charter iu 1838.

Of distinctively architectural societies the

Royal Institute of Briti.'ih Architects (caUed

R. I. B. A.) stands fir.st. It was organized in

1834 as the Institute of British Architects,

and cliartered by William IV. in 1837, and

subsequently, through the influence of the late
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Priiu'e AUiert, the yiit'iMi iieniiitte<l it to prefix

the word " Royal " to its iiaiiie, and instituted

tlie " Royal Gold Medal for tlie Promotion of

Areiiiteetiire." A new ehartor was granted in

tlie fiftieth year of the reign of Victoria (JMareh

28, 1889), under wliieli it is now conducted.

Under the existing by-laws " Any non-metro-

politan architectural society in the United

Kingdom, or in any colony or dependency of

the United Kingdom, consisting in whole or in

part of professional members, may, subject to

such regulations, limitations, and restrictions

as may from time to time be prescribed by

resolution of the Royal Institute, be allied

with the Roj'al Institute." The Institute in

1899 had 618 Fellow members, 993 Associate

members, 4(3 Honorary Associates, comprising

a total subscribing mcmbei'ship of 16-57.

The Architect nr(d Aafsociution (London) is

incorporated wider the authoiity of the Liter-

ary and Scientific Institutions Act, 18.54.

The objects of the Association are, " to provide

and attbrd facilities for the study of architec-

ture, and to serve as a medium of friendly com-

munication between the members and others

interested in the study and progress of archi-

tecture." Tiie president is ipso facto a mem-
ber of the Council of the R. I. B. A. Many
of its members are Fellows or Associates of the

R. I. B. A. Its membership, like that of the

Institute, is not confined to London, but com-

prises also architects from other parts of tlie

United Kingdom. (See Architect, The, iu

England.)

Of local societies not affiliated with the R. I.

B. A. are those at Oxford, 1837, and Edinburgh,

1850. The Cambridge-Camden Society was

once a great power in connection with the Gothic

revival during the middle of the century. It

was composed of High Church clerg}'men and

architects, and issued many valuable publica-

tions. It was mainly instrumental in reviving

the ancient forms of worslii]! in the churches of

the establishment, vestments, church furniture,

and fittings, and decorative work allied to Gothic

arcliitecture.

The Society of Architects, London, is inde-

pendent of the R. I. B. A. It was founded in

1884, and incorporated under the same authority

as the Architectural Association in 1 893. Its

objects are similar to those of the Architectural

Association, but have a more practical turn and

concern more the practice of architecture. It

also has a very tliorough educational department,

and requires an educational test for membership.

In 1899 it had .509 iiiembers, 17 honorary

members, 10 associates, and 15 students. It

publishes a monthly journal.

There is also in London a Society of Anti-

quaries, famous for its periodical ArclmoJiirjia,

which was incorporated as early as 1751. This

society is still in existence, and commenced a
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niovcm 'lit in ]S'oveniber, 1S88, to biing about

the union of all tlie archaeological societies of

the United Kingdom. A consultative central

body was formed by it in 1890, composed of

re]jre.sentatives of all the county societies. Tlie

Socictif uf the Dilettanti was founded in 1734.

In 1769 it jiublished a folio volume on Ionian

antiquities, and later, in 1797, supplemented

the investigations of Stuart and Eevett (to

which it had contributed material support) by
another volume ewixtlal Antiquities of Ionia.

In 1817 it published a still later volume en-

titled Unedited Anticjtiities of Attica. There

is also a society for the preservation of ancient

buildings. (See Restoration.)

There is also the Royal Archa?ological Insti-

tute of Great Britain and Ireland, and the

society which publishes the Arclnxologiccd

Joiirmd, and the British Archjeological As.so-

ciation, which publishes its own journal.

There is an Architectural Institute of Scot-

land located in Edinburgh, which publishes

transactions, and a Society of Antiquaries of

Scotland.

In Ireland are similar associations ; The
Royal Institute of the Architects of Ireland, and

the Historical and Archaeological As.sociation of

Irelanil.

Itab/. An Academy of Architecture was es-

tablished as early as 1380, in Milan, by Gale-

azzo Visconti. The Society of S. Luke, of

Florence, is also one of the oldest art societies

in the world and is still in existence. It was

founded by one of the Medici family in 1350.

There was an earlier Academy of the Fine Arts

established in Venice in 1345 also named S.

Luke. The Academy of S. Luke at Rome was

founded in 1595, and is still in existence. The

French academy is somewhat related to it by

tutelage and descent. Of modern societies the

Inxtitid de Corrispondenze Archa'ologica, of

Rome, was established in 1830 for tlie investi-

gation of the ancient monuments of Italy, and

has been mainly sup|iorted by the Prussian gov-

ernment. It has issued many valuable publica-

tions. (See Architect, The, in Italy.)

Japan. There is an Institute of Japanese

Architects, with headquarters at Tokio, which

has a large membership.

Netherlands. The Society for the Encour-

agement of Architecture was founded at Amster-

dam in 1819, and reorganized in 1830, after the

separation of Belgium from the monarchy of the

Ketherlands. It has about a thousand members.

Jiussia. In 1674 Peter the Great founded

and endowed an Academy of Sciences, in which

the Empress Elizabeth (r. 1741-1762), at the

suggestion of Count Shuvaloft', established an

Imperial Academy of Fine Arts at Saint Peters-

burg. Catherine II. increased its revenues and

built the iiresent academy, which educates archi-

tects as w^ell as other artists. It is an immense
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establishment, and supports its students from

childhood until they graduate. The Moscow

ArchiBological Society recently opened a museum.

An Archieologieal Congress has also been insti-

tuted in the same city.

Sj)aiii. Ill Madrid an Academy of Painting,

Sculpture, and Architecture was founded in

175:.' by Philip V., and is still in e.xistence.

Madrid also has a Central Society of Ai-chitects.

SiredeH. There is a Royal Academy in

Stockholm founded by Linnanis in 1739, under

royal charter.

Switzerland. In Switzerland there are so-

cieties of architects and engineers at Basel, Lau-

sanne, anil Zurich.

United States. The Xational Academy
of Design, located in New York, was founded

January 15, 1826. Three architects were

among its founders, and it set out to encourage

arehitei'ture as well as the other fine arts. It

long since ceased to give recognition to it, and

there are now no architects in its membership.

The first specifically architectural society in

tiie United States was known as the American
Institution of Architect.'i. It was organized

in Philadelphia, Dec. 7, 1836, and com-

prised twenty-three professional, two associate,

and twenty-five honorary members. It had a

desultory existence for twenty years.

Tlie American Institute of Architects was
organized in New York, Feb. 23, 1857,

and held regular meetings at New York uji to

the breaking out of the Civil War in 1861.

The meetings were resumed in 1864, and con-

tinued up to the time of the reorganization of

the Institute into a federal body, composed of

local chapters in the several cities. The first

chapter, that at New York, was organized

March 19, 1867, with thirty-two Fellows and

four Assiiciates. Since then the Institute has

only met in annual convention, the first conven-

tion having been held Oct. 22 and 23,

1867. Up to October, 1897, there had been

thirty-one conventions. There is, since Novem-
ber, 1898, a house in Washington, D. C, called

" The Octagon," which is occupied by the Insti-

tute, and in which is the ottice of its secretary

and treasurer. In 1889 an important event in

the history of the A. I. A. was the consolidation

with it of tlie We.-itern A.'i.wciation of Archi-

tects, which was accomplished at the annual

convention in Cincinnati. The Institute now
has (1899) 22 local chapters, 418 fellow men:-

bers, and 60 associate members, besides honorary

and corre.sponding members. Each chapter may
have members, associate or junior, who are not

fellows or associates of the Institute.

The Western .dissociation of Architects was
organized at Chicago in 1884, and has a large

membership. In 18S9 it was consolidated with

the American In.'^titute of Architects, us above

stated.
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The Ardiitectural League of ^Imerica was

organized at Cleveland, Ohio, June 2, 1899,

by a convention of representatives delegated by
nearly all the architectural clubs in the United

States and one in Canad:u It holds annual

conventions in ditt'erent cities, to which dele-

gates are regidarly accredited by the clubs com-

posing the league. Its main work is the

regulating of exiiibitions of architecture and the

allied arts, which take i)lace successively at

the seats of the several clubs. The architec-

tural clubs of Pittsburg, Washington (D. C),
Toronto (Canada), Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago,

and Saint Louis, the Architectural League of

New York, the T-Squarc Club of Philadelphia,

the Chapters of the Institute at Pittsburg and

Cincinnati, and the Architects' Club of the

University of Illinois are in the League.

The Archceological In.stitute of America
was organized in Boston in 1879, and has made
much progress in architectural research in

classic lands as well as in America. Arclue-

ological societies in the different cities are affili-

ated with this body. The American .schools at

Rome and Athens are supjiorted by associations

organized for that purpose, which are closely

connected with the Archa-oJogicaJ Institute of
America. It publishes quarterly The Ameri-
can Journal of Archieolog;/.

The Art Institute of Chicago supports a

school of architecture in conjunction with the

Arn\our Institute.

The Boston Society of Architects, founded

a few years earlier, was affiliated with the

.ilmencan Institute of Architects as a chap-

ter in 1868, but still retains its separate

name.

Tlie Architectural League of Neic York is

a strong body of architects, mural painters,

sculptors, and decorative workers who have to

do with building. It was organized in 1881

and reorganized in 1886. It is both profes-

sional and social, and ha.s annual exhibitions.

Boston, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Detroit,

Chicago, Cincinnati, Denver, San Francisco,

A\'ashington (D. C), Pittsburg, Toronto (On-

tario), and Saint Louis also have architectural

clubs composed mostly of the younger members

of the profession, and to which draughtsmen

are admitted. Many of them hold annual

exhibitions.

The Chicago ^Irchitects^ Business Associa-

tion, now three years old, is the first of the kind

ever organized
;
(but see aliove the Union Syn-

dicate in France, and the Society of Architects

in Great Britain). It was instituted for the

purpose of regulating the business affairs of

architects and their relation to various parties

with whom they are brought into contact, to

watch legislation affecting architects, and to

enforce professional morality. It has (1900)

151 members and is rapiiUy increasing.
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Encyclopedia Brlttiiiiiira, s.v. Academy (^Socie-

ties) ; also American Supplement of same, s.v.

ArchiBology ; Encyclopedic de VAirhitectiire et de
la Construction. P. I'lanat ; Paris, Diijardin et Cie.,

1888-1890 ; Cumminys, Historic Annals, N. A. D.
address of S. F. B. ilorse, p. 37, George W. Childs,
Philadelphia, 18('i.); Transactions of the American
Institute of Architects, 18(i'J, The Architectural
and other Art Societies of Europe, by A. J. Uloor

;

Proceedings of the A. I." A., 18!)0, Paper by A. J.
Bloor ; The li. I. B. A. Kalendar. publislied an-
nually at Conduit St.. Hanover Square, London,
W. ; Year limik of the Society of Architects, pub-
lished annually at S. James's Hall, Piccadilly,
London, \V. _ _

Peter B. Wight.

SOCKET. A depression or cavity, shaped
to receive and hold in place the foot of a column
or beam, or the end of a bolt ; or, in the case of
heavy doors or the like, a revolving pivot.

SOD. The thin layer of soil matted together

by the roots of grass and other small herbs which
forms the surface of a lawn or gras.sy field ; also,

with the article, a small piece of this layer.

Turning the First Sod. A ceremony akin
to laying the corner stone. (See Break Ground,
under Brrak. and Corner Stone.)

SOD HOUSE. A habitation of sod or of

earth,— stones and sod together. The roof is

generally of poles or logs, covered with earth

and sod. For that used by the Eskimo, see

Turner, Eleventh Annual Report United States

Bureau Ethnology. (See also Dugout.)
— F. S. D.

SOFFIT. The under side of a structure, es-

pecially of comparatively limited extent. Thus
the under side of an arch or lintel and the slo]>

ing surface beneath a stair woidd be called

soffits. — W. R. H.
SOIL PIPE. A vertical pipe which receives

the discharge from water-closets with or with-

out wastes from other plumbing fixtures. (See

House Drainage.)— G. P. M.
SOISSONS, BERNARD DE. (See Ber-

nard lie Soissiins.

)

SOISSONS, JEAN DE. (See Jean de
Soissons.

)

SOLAR. An upper story ; hence a separate

or private room, as in an early English dwelling

house. (See Solarium.)

SOLARI, CRISTOFORO (U Gobbo) ; sciUp-

tor and architect.

An architect of the school of Bramante (see

Bramante) in Milan. His most important build-

ing is the church of S. Maria della Passione
(Milan). He is supposed to have worked on
the facade of the Certosa at Pavia and the
tombs of the Visconti and Sforza in that mon-
astery. In 1-195 he entered the senice of
Lodo\-ico Sforza (il Jloro), Duke of Milan, and
made the monument to his duchess, Beatrice

d'Este, which was originally placed in the church
of S. Maria delle Grazie (Milan). He was em-
ployed upon the sculpture of the cathedral of

Milan until 1519, when he was appointed super-
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vising architect of the cathedral. Solan was
probably related to Pietro Lombardo (see Lom-
bardo, Pietro).

Jliintz, Benaissance ; Perkins, Italian Sctilp-
tors ; Boito, II Duomo di Milano ; Paoletti, Binas-
cintcnto in Venezia.

SOLARI, GUINIFORTE; architect and
sculptor; d. about 14S1.

One of the Milanese family (see Solari, C).
He succeeiled Filarete (see Filarete) as architect

of the Ospedale Slaggiore in Milan, Italy, and
was at one time architect of the Certosa of Pavia.

Miintz, Benaissance ; Boito, B Duomo di Mi-
Inno.

SOLARIUM. In Roman archaeology, a part

of a house exposed to the sun, generally taken

to be the roof of a portico or other place serving

the purpose of a modern balcony, and easy of

access from the upper stories. Hence, in med-
iasval Latin, the second-story room or rooms.

From this is derived the English solar.

SOLARO. (See Lombardo.)
SOLDER. An alloy of varying composition,

but always easily flisible, emiiloyed in joining

pipes or surfaces. Solder for making wijied

joints in lead pipe consists of three parts lead

and two parts tin. — W. P. G.
SOLDERING. The process of uniting me-

tallic substances, as in tinware, by solder,

dropped when molten on the parts to be joined,

and then run together with a hot iron which
keeps it fused.

SOLLAR ; SOLLER. Same as Solar.

SOMER. (Sec Summer.)
SOMERSET HOUSE. In London. A

building for public ottices on the site of the

old palace of the Protector Somerset. The
present .structure is of 1776-1786, the work
of Sir William ( 'liambers.

SOMER STONE. Same as Summer (II.).

SORBONNE ( LA). In Paris, a great educa-

tional and religious institution, named from
Robert de Sorbou, who foimded an institution

for poor students of theology in the thirteenth

centurj'. The buildings have been frequently

rebuilt, and quite recently have been greatly

enlarged, enclosing several courts, an<l including

many rooms, large and suutll, in addition to a

very well-designed lecture hall, where is a great

painting by Puvis de Chavannes. The church

of the Sorbonne was built before 1659, and is,

though small, one of the most interesting neo-

classic buildings in Europe.

SOSTRATOS ; architect.

He built tlie Pharos (lighthouse) at Alexan-

dria about 3:^0 B.C.

Brunn. Oeschichte der r/riechischen Kiinstler.

SOTTO PORTICO. In Italy, a public way
beneath the overhanging upper story and behind

the columns of a building or a series of build-

ings. There are many such covered streetways

in Venice, especially along the water fronts.
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SOUFFLOT
SOUFFLOT, JACQUES GERMAIN; ar-

chitect; h. 17U'J; <l. Aufc'. 1"J, 17S0.

After a journey tn Asia Winur he returned to

Lyons (France) ahuut 1737, where he built the

church of tlie Chartreux, anil enlarged the Hotel

Dieu. In 1752 he took part in the competition

for the creation of the Place Louis XV., now
Place de la Concorde, in Paris (see Gabriel,

J. A.). In 1754 he was cliargeil with the recon-

struction of the cathedral of Kennes, and in the

SOUND
and (Euvres ou Meciieils de plusieurs parties

d'architecture (Paris, 1767).

Lance, Diftionnaire ; Jal, Dictionnaire cri-

tiqiii' ; Charvet, An-lutortps Lyonnais.

SOULAS (SOLAS) JEAN ; sculptor.

Tiiere is a contract between .lean Soulas,

sculptor in Paris, and one Jean Tronsson for

an Entombment and a Resurrection in the

chapel of Notre Dame at the church of S.

Germain I'Auxerrois (Paris). He appears also

Somerset House, London: Vestibule; after 1776 a.d.

same year the theatre of Lyons was begun from

his plans. In 1755 he designed the Hotel de

Ville at Bordeaux, and in that year replaced

Cailleteau as contruleur of the works at the

chateau of Marly. In 1756 he designed the

Ecole de Droit (Paris). Soufflot made the plans

for the church of S. Genevi^-e, afterward called

the Panthfon, in Paris, in 17G-1, and carried the

building to the spring of the cupola. In 1772
he was ajipointed contrdlciir ge'ne'ral of the

embellishments of the city of Lyons. Soufflot

published Suite de plana, coupes, etc., de trois

temples antiques . . . a Pestitm (Paris, 1764),
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in a contract of Jan. 2, 1519, for the execution

of certain figures of the screen which surrounds

the choir of the cathedral of Chartres (see

Texier, Jean le).

Lami. Dictionnnirf des Scnlptenrs Fra)t<;<us.

SOUND. Audible vibration communicated
to the air or other surrounding media by the

sounding body. It consists of a train of waves,

alternately of condensation and rarefaction, prop-

agated with a velocity dependent on the elas-

ticity and density of tiie medium. Any jiortion

of the air moves to and fro over a very minute

path in the direction in which the sound is being
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propagated, its inoticm lieing, therefore, what
is known as longitudinal vibration. (See

Acoustics.) — W. C S.

SOUND BOARD ; BOARDING. Pieces

of board ))ut in between joist.s of a floor to

form a horizontal surface to receive deafening.

SOUNDING BOARD. ^1. A large sur-

face of wood or other resonant material, by

means of which a vibrating string or other

small source of sound communicates its motion

to the air. Very little sound is produced by

the string of a violin or piano directly ; for the

air, instead of being compressed liy the forward

motion of the string, flows around it. The
string cuts the air without compressing it, and

SOUTH AMERICA
board. It does not itself vibrate, or rather in

so far as it does vibrate it is inefficient. (See

Reflector.)— W. C. S.

SOUND, PROPAGATION OF ; REFLEC-
TION OF ; RESONANCE OF ; VIBRATION
OF. (f^ce Acoustics.)

SOUTH AMERICA, ARCHITECTURE
OF. Ancient Architect n re. The most inter-

esting architectural development of the conti-

nent of South America was achieved in the

period previous to the conquest of Peru by the

Spaniards under Francisco Pizarro in 1532.

The extent of this period and the time of its

beginning are not known. At the time of the

Spanish invasion, the entire western territory

Sounding Board in Sense B (more properly Reflector) : as described under Music Hall (5)

;

THE Dimensions are given in Feet and Inches.

therefore without producing soimd. If, how-

ever, the string is properly attached, as in a

harp, or, as in a violin, made to press by means

of a bridge or sounding post against a board or

other elastic surface of sufliciently large extent,

a portion of its motion is communicated to this,

and by this in turn to the air. While the ulti-

mate source of sound is the vibrating string,

the immediate source is the sounding board,

and this is, therefore, of very great importance

in determining the musical quality of the in-

strument.

B. A reflector placed behind and above the

speaker or orchestra, for the purpose of strength-

ening the .sound to the audience. It is unfortu-

nate that the term " sounding board " has also

been applied to this, for the action of a reflector

is very diflerent from that of a true sounding
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of South America was in possession of the Inea

dynasty. Many writers su]ipose that there was

an extensive civilization in the Peruvian high-

lands before the rise of the Incas, and ascribe

several monuments of great importance to that

civilization which Markhani (o]). cit.) calls the

Megalithic. Blany of the monuments men-

tioned by him cannot, however, be very clearly

differentiated from tnie Inca work. Those of

Tiahuanaco, however, south of Lake Titicaca,

in the great plateau between the Andes and the

Cordilleras, in northern Bolivia, are quite dif-

ferent in style from the recognized Inca work.

The mommients of Tiahuanaco are fully de-

scribed and drawn in detail by Strubel and

Uhle (op. cit.). The ruins are grouped about

the village of Tiahuanaco, which lies in an arid

and desolate plain south of Lake Titicaca, and
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1 3,000 feet above the sea. They do not appear

to have eonstitutetl a city, or even a group of

residential palaces, but rather a series of struc-

tures erected for jjublic or ritualistic purposes.

Tlie ruins cover a large area, and have been

used as a quarry for tlirce centuries. Beauti-

fully cut stones are found built into the rude

houses of the village. Tlie jjicturesque Jesuit

churcli of Tiahuanaco contains many. The

materials for the cathedral of La Paz, in Bo-

livia, were derived from this source. There

are, however, still scattered over the area of

nearly a square mile vast masses of splendidly

worked sandstone, trachyte, and basalt. The

names given to the different ruins by the Span-

ish historians are still used in describing them.

The " Fortress " is an immense rectangular

mound of earth, G'JO feet long by 450 feet wide

and 50 feet high, which was originally composed

of terraces, each terrace supported by massive

walls of cut stone. More interesting than the

" Fortress " is the " Temple," an area 388 by

445 feet, defined by lines of erect stones, some-

what irregular in shape and size, from 8 to 10

feet high, 2 to 4 feet broad, and 20 to 30

inches thick, placed about 15 feet apart from

centre to centre. They were connected by slabs

of stone laid on their edges. The terre pleine

supported by these walls had on its western

side an apron or lower terrace 18 feet broad.

Along the central jiart of the outer border of

this lower terrace are ten great stone posts, the

largest of which is 14 feet high by 4 feet 2

inch&s wide by 2 feet 8 inches thick. West of

the " Temple " is the " Palace," a rectangle, 280

feet long by 190 feet wide, enclosed, like the

other monuments, by blocks of finely cut tra-

chyte. Another niin described by D'Orbiquy

(op. cit.) as the Hall of Justice has nearly dis-

appeared. One of the monolithic doorways now
forms the entrance of tlie cemetery of Tiahua-

naco. Tiie most important of all the remains

of Tiahuanaco is tlie great monolithic doorway

which stands witiiin the enclosure called the

" Temple." The block stands seven feet above

ground, and is 13 feet long and \\ foot thick.

The surfaces of one side of the stone above the

lintel are covered with sculpture, the centre

being formed by a figure boldly cut in high

relief. On either side three tiers of kneeling

figures in very low relief, forty-eight in all, face

toward the centre of the composition. A great

part of this work at Tiahuanaco is characterized

by extreme precision and complexity of stone-

cutting.

With the ruins of Tiahuanaco, Markham
classes other colossal monuments, notaljly the

fortresses of Sacsahuaman and OUantay tombs.

These are, however, strictly within the territory

covered by the early Inca civilization, and will

be described with the Inca remains.

The djmasty of the Inca, that being the
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name by wliicii so\creigns of the Quichrea

tribes of Peruvian Indians were known, had
its origin, according to tradition, in the basin

of Lake Titicaca, but established its capital

very early at t'uzco, in the jjlatcau adjacent to

that of Titicaca, on the north. Inca architec-

ture is characterized by distinctively stone con-

struction. There is no suggestion of wooden
types as in Greece and Egypt. Everywhere
are found low walls of porphyry, granite,

basalt, and brick, the bricks being works usu-

ally of large size. The jandis of the doors

incline as in Egypt. Long walls are frequently

decorated with niches constructed like the doors.

Buildings are sometimes of two or three stories,

but there appear to have been no stairways or

other internal communication between them.

The apartments of a large building usually open

directly into a central court. The most impor-

tant moniunents are characterized by a high

degree of finish and precision in the treatment

of the stone. The roofs were high and pointed,

and made of thatch. One of these thatched

roofs, near the village of Azangaro, north of

Lake Titicaca, is still intact. The houses of

the common people were built of rough stones

laid in clay. They were probably stuccoed and
painted yellow and red. There was little sculp-

ture in Peru, only an occasional carved lintel.

The mountainous country of the Incas was ter-

raced to the limits of cultivation. Every foot

of ground reclaimed in this way was carefully

irrigated and cultivated. The splendid retain-

ing walls of the terraces are still intact, the

water courses made by the Incas are still in

use, and the terraces are still under cultivation.

To connect the extremes of their enormous ter-

ritory, they built a splendid system of military

roads, usually constnicted of large stones, care-

fully fitted, and lined on either side with larger

stones placed on edge.

The mo.st interesting remain.s of the civiliza-

tion of the Incas are in the city of Cuzco. Wlien
Francisco Pizarro entered that city, Nov. 15,

1533, he found it com])osed of long, straight

streets, forming right angles with each otlicr,

and finely paved. A great central, open sijuare,

calletl Huacapata, was surrounded by enormous
teni])les and palaces. The three small streams

which pass through the city were confined be-

tween walls of fine masonry, and covered by
bridges built of large slabs of stone laid hori-

zontally, which are still in use. Enormous
masses of the old masonry, cut and fitted with

extreme precision, but with extremely little

sculptured decoration, still line the narrow
streets of Cuzco. The Inca ruins of Cuzco
are all of large palaces or public buildings, the

houses of the people having disappeared entirely.

The palaces and temi)les are built around courts.

The entrances are high, covered by stone lin-

tels, which, in a few instances, are elaborately
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carved. Tlic stones are hiiil for tlie most part

in regular courses, fitted witli the utmost pre-

cision. Occasionally tliey are cut away at the

joints so as to form a rustication similar to that

of the Italian (lalaces. In tlie circular wall of

the temple of the tSun, tlie lines of contact of

the stones are true radii of the circle of the

plan. The walls are sometimes 35 or 40 feet

high. Tiie great ten\ple of the Sun, at Cuzco,

was the finest building in the territory of the

Incas. It stood on the bank of the little in-

tramural stream called Huatenay. The garden

whieli lay between the temple and the river

was composed of a series of terraces with care-

fully built retaining walls. The temple proper,

whi(!h was 296 feet long by 52 feet wide, occu-

pied one side of an inunense court. It had a

flat woollen ceiling, but its roof of thatch was

high and pointeil. According to the Spanish

chroniclers, large portions of this building were

decorated with plates of gold. Specimens of

these plates as thin as note paper are still to be

seen in museums. The site and ruins of the

temple of the Sun are now occupied by the

church and convent of S. Domingo. Next in

importance to the temple of the Sun is the

palace of the Virgins of the Sun, the ruins of

which are occupied by the convent of S. Cata-

lina. The outside wall of the enclosure, still

standing, is 750 feet long and 20 or 25 feet high,

the end wall is 180 feet. The palace of Huayna
Capac lay between the palace of the Virgins

of the Sun and the great square called Huaca-

pata. It was an immense enclosure, 800 feet

long. It is now occupied by the convent of the

Jesuits, the barracks, and the prison. The re-

mains of fourteen of these immense palaces are

to be found in Cuzco. On the site of the ca-

thedral of Cuzco stood an immense covered hall

or basilica.

The great fortress of Sacsahuaman stands on

a rocky bluff near Cuzco on the north, the face

of which is precipitous anil impassable. The

farther side descends gradually to a platean

which is accessible from the valleys on eitlier

side. Across the end of this plateau, near the

bluff, are built three enormous walls 1800 feet

iong and parallel. These walls are built in

zigzag, with projecting and entering angles,

always exposing their faces to a parallel fire.

The outer wall is 27 feet high and supports a

terrace 35 feet wide. Above this terrace rises

the second wall, 18 feet high. This, in turn,

supports a terrace 18 feet wide, above which

rises the tliird wall, 14 feet high. The total

elevation of the entire f irtification is 59 feet.

The stones used in the outer wall are of great

size, one of the largest being 27 feet high,

12 feet wide and 10 feet thick. The stones

are levelled at the joints. All this material

is taken from a quarry of blue limestone

at the farther end of the plateau. There
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are entrances at either end of this line of

defence, and a narrow passage in the middle.

There was a higli wall along the face of the

rock toward the city which has been nearly

destroyed. Traces of building within the

enclosure are also to be seen. Water was car-

ried into the fortress by subterranean channels.

The island of Titicaca in the lake of that

name was the reputed cradle of the Inca dy-

nasty and was always held sacred. There

were important buildings upon the island, ruins

of which are stiU to be seen. The so-called

palace of the Inca is surrounded by terraces

which originally supported beautiful gardens.

Tlie buikling forms a rectangle 51 by 44 feet.

The front, facing the lake, has two doors and
two niches. Abcave these, on the second floor, is

an esplanade or terrace from which is a superb

view of the lake. The palace has twelve small

rooms 13 feet high. The walls were covered

with a kind of stucco which was painted yellow

on the outside of the building and red on the

inside. The second story does not correspond

in plan with the first, and has no connection

with it. The " Temple of the Sun " stands on

the crest of a ridge on the eastern side of the

island. It is a rectangle 105 feet long and

30 feet wide, and has five doors with two win-

dows between each pair of doors. It is built

of rough stones laid in clay, stuccoed and

painted inside antl out. The sacred rock at

Manco Capac and the fountain of the Incas at

Titicaca are also interesting. The island of

Coati ill Lake Titicaca which was sacred to the

Moon contains an important ruin called the

palace of the Virgins of the Sun. It stands on

the up]3erniost of a series of seven terraces sup-

ported by retaining walls of cut and uncut

stones. The building occupies three sides of

an oblong court. It is 180 feet long and 80
feet wide, built of rough stones laid in clay and

carefully stuccoed. The courtyard is surrounded

by a series of interesting niches and doorways

leading into various apartments. The outside

was painted yellow except the niches and cor-

nice, which were red. There was a second

story and a sharply pitched roof The temple

of Viracocha, situated in the southern part of

the same plateau as the city of Cuzco, is

remarkable for a wall of adobe 40 feet high,

which appears to have been the central wall of

a building 300 feet long and 87 feet high.

Near this temple is a series of small Inca houses

in good preservation. Along the valley of the

river Vilcanota, which is the beginning of the

Amazon, and in the passes leading into it, are

numerous interesting ruins. The mountains

also on either side of the valley are terraced in

the usual skilful Inca fiishion to the height of

about 2000 feet. The most important monu-

ments of this region are the three great for-

tresses of OUantay Tambo, which lie outside
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the pass wliicli sei)arates the tenitorj' of the

Ineas from tlie savage tribes of the Amazon
Valley. Tlie walls of the chief fortress are

about io feet high, built of rough stones stuc-

coed inside anti out. Within the walls is a

confusion of buildings, among which are a series

of immense blocks of porphyry perfectly cut

and finely polished. One of these blocks is 18

feet high, 5 feet wide, and 2 feet thick. These

stones are brougiit from a (juarry more than

two leagues distant and 3000 feet above the

valley. The work at Ollantay Tambo shows

some resemblance to that at Tiahuanaco and is

ascribed by Jlarkham (op. cit.) to his Megalithic

period. A ty|)ical Inca house well preserved

and in use is to be seen at Ollantay Tambo.

Numerous remains in the Titicaca liasin have

no resemblance to luca work, and appear to

have belonged to a contemporary civilization of

the Aymara tribes who were later conquered

by the Quichrea followers of the Incas.

The Inca dynasty which originated in the

Titicaca basin at first governed only the

Quichrea Indians of the ])lateau about C'uzco.

As they grew more powerful they increased

their dominion until, just before the advent of

the Spaniards, they had acquired control of the

entire continent of South America west of the

Andes.

The last to yield to the Inca domination

were the tribes governed by the great Chimu,

a name which probably stands for an Indian

dynasty w'hich had its seat on the northern

coast of Peru, near the Spanish city of Truxillo

in the valley of the river Moche. The ruins

at this place cover an area about fifteen miles

long and five miles wide. There appears to

have been a surrounding wall, several miles of

which still stand. From this wall others extend

into the city, apparently dividing it into dis-

tricts. IMucli of the area thus enclosed has

never been built upon. It was, however, care-

fully cleared of stones and irrigated, and was
undoubtedly used for parks and gardens.

Within and without the walls is an interesting

series of enormous mounds called Jiuacus. Of
these the most important is the huaca of

Obispo, which is built of rough stones and

adobe. It covers an area .550 feet square or

about eight acres, and is 1.50 feet high. An-

other immense mound is called the huaca of

Toledo, from Don Garcia de Toledo, who ex-

tracted an immense treasure from it. It is now
very much in ruins. The great pyramid of

Moche at Chinui is a rectangidar structure

about 800 feet long ami 470 feet wide, forming

a plateau about 100 feet high, above which

rises a square pyramid to the extreme height

of 200 feet. Other smaller huacas resemble

those described. The most important of these

ruins is the so-ealled palace of the great Chimu.

It covers a large area divided into courts and
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chambers. The most imiiortant feature of the

palace is the Hall of the Araliescjues, about 62

feet wide and probably twice as long. The
walls are covered with ett'ective and intricate

patterns in stucco relief.

The Indian tribes along the coast of Peru,

which were all finally conquered by the Incas,

had considerable civilization and left many im-

I)ortant monuments which resemble very much
those of Moche. The most important of these

ruins are at Pachacamac, twenty miles south of

Lima. The Incas also ere('ted a temple of the

Sun at Pachacamac.

Modern Architecture. The most interest-

ing monuments of modern architecture in South

America are situated in Peru, and were built

soon after the conquest of that country by the

Spaniards. The city of Lima was founded by

the conqueror, Francisco Pizarro, Jan. 6, 1535.

The feast of Epiphany falling on this day, the

new city was named Ciud de los Reyes, or City

of the Kings. Lima, which is a corruption of

Rimac, the name of the river on which the

city is situated, has taken the place of the

original name. The first stone of the cathedral

in the Plaza Mayor at Lima was laid by Pizarro

Jan. 18, 1535. It was consecrated ninety years

later. The cathedral was nearly destroyed by

the great earthipiake of 1746, but was after-

ward rebuilt. The building is of stone, except

the towers, which are of stucco. The interior

has five aisles and is much decorated, but is

poorly lighted. The old palace of Pizarro, on

the south side of the Plaza Mayor, has also been

much rebuilt. The episcopal palace was built

by the order of Francisco Pizan'o near the cathe-

dral. The University of S. Marcos was founded

by royal decree in 1551, and finished in 1576.

The Chamber of Dejiuties now occupies the

great hall, formerly chapel, of the University.

The old hall of the Imiuisition, in the Plaza de

la Constitution, is now the Senate House. It

has a famous ceiling imported from Spain in

1560. The convent and church of S. Francisco,

founded in the same year as the city, 1535, are

very extensive. Immense areas of the interior

are covered with tiles beautifully designed. The
building of the International Exhil)ition at

Lima was designed in 1870 liy Dr. Don Manuel

a Fuentes. There is a fine old bridge across the

Riniae at Lima.

One of the most interesting Spanish buildings

in Peru was the cathedral of Arequipa, which

was designed by an architect named Andrea

Espinosa, and finished in 1656. This church

was burned, but rebuilt. It was destroyed

again by the gi'eat earthquake of 1868, which

nearly obliterated the city of Arequipa. The
fine church of the Jesuits at Arequipa was de-

stroyed at the same time. At Callao, the port

of Lima, the ol<l fortress of Real Telipe, which

was built in 1770, is very interesting.
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At Cuzco, the old oiipital of the Incas, the

convent of S. Domingo was built on the ruins

of the temple of the 8iin. The palace of the

Virgins of the Sun became the convent of S.

Catalina. The church of the Jesuits, one of

the finest buildings in South America, occupies

the ruined palace of Hna3'na Capac, and the

cathedral was built on the site of an immense

hall constructed by the Inea Viracocha for the

festivals of the people. The church of La Me-

rera at Cuzco has a fine tower and a cloister of

white stone. The city of Truxillo, in northern

Peru, was founded in the same year as Lima,

1535 ; the cathedral and churches are pictu-

resque, but it has no public buildings of im-

portance. In the early days of their prosperity,

the Jesuits built many small churches of good

architectural design in the valley of Lake Titi-

caca ; one of the best of these is the church

and shrine of Unesti-a Senora at Copacabana, on

the shore of Lake Titicaca. A dominical shrine

in the fore court of this church is especially

interesting.

Sp.iiN, Architecture of; Plan of the Alcazar,
Seville. Moorish in Origin, illustrating
THE Use of the Patio from which Large
Rooms are entered and take Daylight.

The architecture of Brazil is quite recent, and

includes few monuments of importance. The

larger buildings in the cities of Rio de Janeiro,

Bahia, Pernarabuco, have frequently been de-

signed by European architects of note (see Silva,

and Grandjean de Montigny). The buildings

are mainly of brick, the splendid woods of the

country being used in the interior. An ex-

haustive discussion of the domestic architecture

of Brazil is to be found in Vol. XL of Revue
de I'Architecture (1853). The most imposing

structure in Rio is the great aqueduct leading

from the Morro de Santa Theresa to the Morro

de Sant' Antonio. Like the cities of Brazil,

those of Venezuela, Colombia, Chili, the Argen-

tine Republic, and other South American coun-

ts

(See Pace and sub-

titles.)

SPAIN
tries are quite modern and Ijuilt in the current

European fashion. — R. S.

Squier, Peru ; Prescott, Conqui'st of Peru

;

Markham, Ilisstonj of Peru ; Nadaillac, Prehistoric

America; Hutchinson, Two Years in Peru;
Stiilii'l and Ulile, Die Ruinenstiitte von Tiolnianaco
im Iloclilande des alten Peru; Brelini, Das Inka-
reich ; Angrand, Article in Bev. de l^ Architecture,

Vol. XXIV.; n'Orbigny, Voyage dans VAmerique
Meridionnle ; Bemte generate de VArchitecture,"Vo\.

XI., Vol. XXIV. ; . . . Manuel A. Fuentes. ^;?/ia

de Lima; Curtis, Capitals of Spanisli America.

SOYNERE (SUNERE), HEINRICH ; ar-

chitect.

The first architect of the cathedral of Cologne,

Germany. The first stone of the choir was

laid Aug. 15, 1248.

Faline, Baumeister des KoJner Domes.

SPACE. The area at the corner of a turn-

ing st;iir, limited approximately by lines drawn

thi-ough tlie newel or angle perpendicular to each

of the two strings, or by such a line and one

drawn in prolongation of the string. Commonly
used as synonymous \\\t\\ Pace (which see for

the probable distinction).

Foot Space.

Half Quarter Space.

Half Space.

Quarter Space.
I

SPAIN, ARCHITECTURE OF. The Iberi-

ans, or ))rc-lloman inhabitants of Spain, left no

surviving monuments beyond a few slightly

known structures in the northern Basque

provinces. Of the constructions of the Roman
period, there is an aqueduct at Segovia carried

across a valley in a double tier of stone arches

;

at Merida, in the province of Badajoz, there are

some remains of a temple of Mars, together

with fragments of an aqueduct, a so-called Arch

of Triumph and a temple of Diana ; at Tarra-

gona, on the Mediterranean, there is a fragment

of Roman wall superimposed upon a construction

of cyclojiean masonry, the latter being ascribed

to the Iberian period ; and at Italica, near

Seville, there are the remains of an amphi-

theatre. All of this work, however, is in veiy

fragmentary condition, and the invasion of the

Visigoths or Vandals in the fifth century ap-

pears to have swept away nearly all the archi-

tecture then existing, while the coiKpiest by the

Moors, in the early part of the eighth century,

in its turn obliterated most of the remains of

the Visigothic work. There are some excep-

tions, however ; and the few scattered remains

of the medieval buildings, dating from any-

where between the second and the eighth cen-

tury, present a curious analogy, in style, plan,

and arrangement, to some of the Roman or

early Christian work of Syria. The slight

remnant of national life which was left in the

northern jirovinces after the Moorish invasion

developed by growth, conquests of the invaders,

and amalgamation of the rival interests, into
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the mediii'val kiiigilijin of Spain, culminating

ill the caiiture uf Granada in 1492. The seat

of government lieiiig fixeil abunt Madrid, the

Eenaissanee style, whieh was imported from

Italy and fostered by constant intercourse with

foreign artists, was naturally at its best on the

central plateau. Tlie north was not a fashion-

able part of the kingdom, conseijuently the

Gothic remains which had grown up there during

the early centuries of the monarchy were little

disturbed, while in the central portion most of

the medi;eval work disappeared to make room

for the Kenaissance palaces. In the south the

SPAIN
There does not api^ear to be in Spain a very

well-defined develojinient or consecutive growth

from the mediteval to the modem styles.

Rather, each style appears to be broadly and

frankly borrowed outright, the only essentially

Sjianish factors being dis]>layeil in a few pecu-

liarities of plan and in the spirit of the detail,

the noticeable lack being in inventive progres-

sion rather than in ability to adapt. Of the

mediieval work there are a few examples in

the pro\'ince of Catalonia, such as the very

interesting convent of San Pablo at Barcelona,

in the style of the Romanesque of the south of

Spain, Architecture of: Choir and Aisles of Toledo Cathedral; beginning of the 14th Cen-
tury. The Alternation of Squares and Tkiani;lks in the Vaulting of Deajibulatory is vert
rare; it occurs also in the Cathedral of Le Mans in France.

Moors found little to preserve when they first

entered the kingdom, and the architectural work

that they did was of such manifest value as to

strongly impress the Christian conquerors, so

that as the Moslems were driven out and the

Christian influence gained the ascendence, the

Moorish work in the south was, on the whole,

very little disturbed, resulting in our finding it

in its present condition to-day, with but a slight

admixture of the Renaissance. The existing

architectural remains of S]iain, therefore, pre-

sent, in their geographical distribution, a curious

analogy to the conditions of the soil and climate,

the Gothic and Romanesque being chiefly found

in the north, the Moorish in the south, and the

neoclassic along the central jjlateau.

France. There is also a striking interior ar-

rangement in the cathedral and in the church

of S. M. del Mar at Barcelona. The best of

the Romanesque work, however, is found at

Salamanca, Zamora, and the neighboring cities

in the west of Spain, and in the old prov-

ince of Leon. There are three buildings in

this locality which exhiliit a certain progression,

and were undouVjtedly successive improvements

upon an original moti\e. The dome of the

Zamora cathedral comes first, a low cupola

resting upon a continuous arcade, with gabled

pavilions at the four faces, and circular conical

roofed turrets at the angles. The old cathedral

at Salamanca is a second step. In this in-

stance the cupola is raised considerably, there
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is more elaboratiun in the detail, and the style of

the work approximates closely to that of the

Romanesque of A(iuitania, without, however,

losing its decidedly Spanish decorative treat-

ment. The third structure is the Collegiata at

Torn, a few miles east of Zamora, ])resenting

little architectural interest except fur the large

tower over the intersection, which is sixteen-sided

in plan, witli a double row of arched windows,

with round turrets at the corners, the whole

crowned in its ])resent condition by a flat tiled

roof, though there is every evidence that the

intention was to superimpose a stone cupola or

roof in the style of the Salamanca cathedral.

t.

T^'^Ci^

Spain, Architecture of; Ak.al.es on Patio;
Guadalajara; about 1465 a.d.

These churches show a development of Roman-
esque architecture which is manifestly French

in its origin. Indeed, there is evidence, more
or less vague, that the cathedral at Zamora
was built by a French architect, the character

of the detail and the arrangement of tlie cupola

all suggesting French work, while the north

transept has a hold, well-proportioned portal

which is thoroughly in the style of the southern

French Romanesque. This building is believed

to be one of the earliest purely Romanesque
structures existing in Spain. The motives of

the Spanish Romanesque were very few and
exceedingly simple, but the decorative sense of

getting the very utmost out of the play of light

and shadow over a plain wall surface, empha-

sized by a few sharp bits of detail, is a pecu-
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liarity which runs through nearly all the Spanish
work. The church of the Magdalena at Zamora
is another early Romanesque work, which, how-
ever, is less distinctively Spanish.

At Avila, a short distance from Salamanca,
in the province of Old Castile, are several note-

worthy Romanesque structures, especially the

church of S. Vincento, the |irinciiial portal of

which is undoubtedly the richest and most
fully developed specimen of the style in Spain.

It is, however, so completely in the spirit of

the work at Aries, in Provence, that it has

less jiurely Spanish significance. In the little

church of S. Pedro at Avila there is a more
perfect development of the Spanish

tendencies, as manifested liy the treat-

ment of the west front and by the

brilliant decorative character of the

details.

A somewhat isolated example of the

Romanesque is found near the ex-

treme northwest jjoint of Spain, in

the cathedral at Santiago de C'om-

postella, dating from 1082, which

forms one of the earliest examples

of a complete Spanish cathedral. It

is modelled quite closely after S. Ser-

nin, of Toulouse. The western portal,

known as La Gloria, has been consid-

ered one of the greatest achievements

of Christian art, fairly ranking with

the north porch of Chartres.

Of the strictly Gothic work the best

is found farther north, at Burgos, in

Old Castile, and at Leon, in the prov-

ince of that name, the two cities lying

near the northern seacoast. The
Burgos cathedral is three-aisled, with

transepts and chevet, and the inter-

section is crowned by a high dome.

The exterior of the church has a

rather simple west front, with two
towers with openwork spires, strongly

suggestive of the spire of Freiburg,

in Breisgau (Wiirtemburg). The

interior presents one of the noblest ettbrts

of Gothic architecture, with combinations

of decorative effects in the carving, and

truly scenic dispositions of light from the tall

central cupola such as have seldom been sur-

passed, and which, together with the elaborate

enclosure of the choir, the theatrical effect of

the altars, and the richness of the side chapels,

combine to make this one of the great cathe-

drals of the world. The effect of the interior,

however, does not bear analysis. In an archi-

tectural sense it is illogical, and where it fol-

lows precedent it goes astray, but as a work of

art, as a combination of motives and details

which were used with only indifferent ajiprecia-

tion, it is remarkably successful, though en-

tirely an unaeademic creation. The cathedral
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at Leon is much more rigid in its adlierence to

the canons of northern Gothic architecture.

The details are correct, the proportions are on

the whole pleasing, and isolated ])ortions of the

architecture seem like a page from the lie de

France. The interior, however, shows more

Spanish feeling in arrangement of the iilan and

in the disposition of the choir. All of the

Spanish Gothic work is imitative, having less

distinctive character than the Romanesque

;

SPAIN

elaborate stonework, scjnietimes merely a high

metal railing or grille. In the design and in

the elaboration of this choir euclo.sure the

Spanish architects developed a remarkable abil-

ity, and in nearly all of the large churches

these are worthy of careful study.

The cathedral of Oviedo, near the north

coa.st, has a very interesting tower in the late

Gothic style. The cathedral of Pamplona, in

Navarre, among the spurs of the Pyrenees, has

Spaix, Akchitectcre of: Palace of Charles V.. Granada; begun about 15:30 a.d. ; never
FINISHED.

and, indeed, the only peculiarly Spanish fea-

ture about the Gothic churches is in the plan.

In Spain the church is built primarily for the

clergy, consequently the space oceupieil by the

priests includes, not only the portion to the east

of the intersection, which is specifically desig-

nated as the choir, but also a large space reach-

ing out into the nave of the church, and often

including a good deal more than half of the

total area (see Traseoro). This space is

furthermore usually separated from the rest

of the building by a high screen, sometimes of
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a successful interior arrangement, and there are

quite a number of smaller Gothic churches

which present many points of interest. At
Saragossa, in Aragon, the cathedral of Lo Seo

has some of the best vaidting in Spain, some-

what on the style of the German hall churches.

Architecturally the interior is chiefly notewor-

thy, how-ever, for its magnificent carved choir

enclosure in the style of the Renaissance.

In the central region the most interesting

example of Gothic work is afforded by the

cathedral of Toledo, in New Castile, a short
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distance south of Jladritl, which, in some re-

spects, is quite as remarkable as the cathedral

of Burgos. The western towers recall quite

strongly some of the perpendicular English

Grothic work in its treatment of the wall sur-

faces, though the design of the spire \nth its

triple crown of thorns in tlie form of huge rays

is uniijue and peculiarly Spanish in its etfect.

The interior of Toledo cathedral is one mass of

richness. Tiie grille work enclosing the choir

is a marvel of elaborate wTought work, and the

contents of the chapels, the sacristy, and the

choir are of the fervid theatrical type which

lends such a character to so many of the Span-

ish churches, rich in gilding and elaborate

carving, full of colour, and, though often inco-

herent in design, certainly vei-y splendid in

SPAIN
and was built as the chosen residence of the

Moorish kings. The Moorish architecture was
pecuUarly a matter of decoration. The exte-

riors of all the structures of the Alhambra are

mere huge unformed masses of masonry, wliOe

the interiors were most elaborately decorated

with stucco and tiling, the rooms being ar-

ranged around open courts and connected by
colonnades, which let the light and air in every-

where. Only a small portion of the original

structures is at present in repair, but enough

remains to give one a very fair realization

of the decorative motives and the general

arrangement.

The mosque at Cordova is a structure which

was erected, in 770, on the general plan which

characterizes the mosques of Northern Africa, a

Spais, .AKrHrrECTURE of: Cathedral of .Jaex. begun 1532. The West Frost and Towers,
Thirty Yk.aes later ; OXE of the finest Neoclassic Designs.

effect. The Spanish idea of these churches

seems to have been to get the rich effect, no

matter how it was obtained, and, as the addi-

tions made to these cathedrals during the Re-

naissance period were always carried out with

a lavish hand and no lack of resources, the

residts, while ratlically different from the grand,

dignified treatment of the northern Gothic

churches, is fascinating by its bewildering

richness.

At Seville, in Andalusia, in the far south, the

cathedral is of architectural interest chiefly for

the elaborate grille work about the choir and

in front of some of the chapels. The archi-

tecture, per se, has little distinctive charm.

Of the Moorish remains, the Alhambra is a

collection of semi-detached structures disposed

irregularly along the summit of a hill jutting

out into the vaUey above the city of Granada,
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huge rectangle divided by interior columns into

small bays, each crowned by a brick vault, and

the whole precedetl by a large garden. The

columns which support the vaulting, together

with their capitals, are mostly spoils from

Roman or early Christian buildings, and were

put in place apparently without much attention

to special fitness, vaiying in material and some-

what in size. The vaiUting is in red and

white brick, or red brick and stucco, and is

one of the few examples remaining in Spain

of Moorish masonry vaulting. All the ceiling

effects in the other Moorish buildings are ob-

tained with plaster or wood. In the very

centre of the mosque h;is been buUt a late

Gothic or early Renaissance cathedral, which is

sufliciently uninteresting by comparison with

the Moorish work. The old Moorish sanctuary

has been preserved and restored, and the deco-
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Bursos ; the cathedral seen from the southwest.

The we.steru towers are copies of nortlieni work
of tlie .same character and epoch, but the great

lantern (chnborio) which covers the crossing,

though very late in epoch (Ibljl), is extremely in-

teresting in its mass and general treatment in con-

nection with the cathedral ro(}f, and even its detail

is fine. The flat roofs of nave and transept are

characteristic of Spanish work of the time: they

are covered with heavy stone flags.
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rations put, as nearly as possible, in their

original shape, so that this jiart of the mosciue

presents an extremely brilliant efieet of the

Moorish decoration applied to the architectural

forms.

There are several examples of Moorish construc-

tion atforded by some of the Toledo churclies.

S. Cristo la Luz is a part of an earlier Moorish

structure, and contains a considerable portion

of the original brickwork, while the interior of

the church of S. M. la Blanca is a part of an

old mosipie iu which the Moorish construction

and the decoration have been on the whole

pretty carefully preserved.

The third most important of the Moorish re-

mains is the Alcazar at Seville, a structure

which was erected under the direction of tlie

SPAIN
all carried out in plain brick, the upper part

blooming into an elaboration of arched forms,

and crowned at jircsent by a later Renaissance

cupola and balustrades, wiiile a weather vane iu

the form of a gigantic figure of victory caps the

whole. However nuich tliis tower may have

sutfered by recent changes, it still ])reseuts the

efl'ect of l\Ioorish work. The Renaissance work

at the top has not sufficed to destroy its charac-

ter, and it is quite probable that all of the lower

part is in essentially the condition it was before

the Christian conquest.

There are a number of other examples of the

Moorish construction in brick and stone which

have survived to our days. The Puerta del Sol

at Toledo is a part of the old Moorish fortifica-

tions, and an interesting combination of brick

Spain, Architecture of: S.\xtiago de Cumiusti.lla: Cathedral, West Facade, 1U80.

Christian conquerors after the Moorish kingdom

had been destroyed ; but the work, the design,

the decoration, were all intrusted to Moorish

captives, and though it is not as pure in style

as the Alhambra, it is on the whole in better

preseri'ation, and is of very considerable interest.

The only strictly Moorish portions are the en-

trance iKivilion adjoining the garden, and the

interior work. Tiie gardens also are believed

to be of Moorish origin, though they have lieen

modified in the Renaissance period so as to lose

their original character.

The Giralda tower of the cathedral of Seville

is another of the peculiarly Moslem remains,

and though forming a part of the cathedral it

was, originally at least, begun as a feature of

the mosque which stood upon this site. It is a

magnificent stnicture, almost entirely of brick,

combining a perfectly plain wall surface in the

lower part with a species of encrusted tracery
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and stone. Then in the Leaning Tower of Sara-

gossa there is an example of the sort of brick-

work which the Moors used, though this structure

was built in 1504. The tower is a little over

40 feet square at the base, constructed en-

tirely of brick, but with a variety of forms,

oniaraents, and details recalling both the Gothic

and the IMoorish styles. There are also several

other smaller towers in Saragossa which show

the character of tiie Moorish brickwork, such as

that of the churches of S. Pablo, of S. Gil, and

S. Miguel.

There is a little structure in Seville, known
as the Casa de Pilatos, which was erected during

the Renaissance period, in the interior of which

the Moorish workmen were evidently given a

pretty free hand, with the result of producing

an interior decorated almost entirely in glazed

tiles and elaborate stucco work.

The influence of the Moorish art made itself
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felt through all tlu' siK'fftxiiiif; Sjianish work.

The so-calk'tl Mmk'jar style, which was a couibi-

nation of Gothic and Moorisli motives and enn-

stnietion, oontimied down well into the period

of the sixteenth century, and in later examples

tliere is often an added mixture of Renaissance

flavor which produced most charming combina-

tions. Examples of JIutlejar work are scattered

all through the southern ])rovinces and in Toledo.

The convent of S. Paula at Seville illustrates

the latter phase of this style, wherein glazed

tile, enamelled terra cotta, and moulded brick

are used as Moorish details in combination witli

Spain, Architecture of:
AT JLlDRID;

Court of the Royal Palace
ABOUT 1730 a.d.

faience work, which is almost Delia Robbia in

style, the whole added to a constmction, espe-

cially about the doorway, which is essentially

Gothic. This type of work it is, by the way,

which was carried from Spain by the conquerors

into Mexico and Central America, though in the

cisatlantic work the Renaissance element is

more predominant in the details. To the Mu-
dejar style also belongs the church of S. Marco
at Seville. This style may be said to have

begun in the eleventh century, and to have

reached its highest development in the fifteenth,

and it, together with the Plateresque style, of

which a description will be given later, are two
most peculiarly Spanish developments, which

seem less influenced by external direct impor-
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tations than the Gothic, Romanesque, or the

Renaissance.

During the sixteenth century Spain was at

the height of her power. Her king ruled, iis

Emjjeror of Germany, over the greater portion

of civilized Europe. Within her borders there

was jieace from one end of the land to the other,

while the discoveries made by her voyagers in

the west opened the way for a flood tide of

wealth which was as lavishly expended upon
internal improvements, palaces, magnificent

churches, ami convents, as it was jjlentifully

received. By her possessions in southern Italy,

Spain was in touch with the dominant

artistic race of Europe, and her constant

intercourse with Italian art made the in-

troduction of the Italian Renaissance a

natural sequence, while the lavish jiro-

fusion with which the Spanish nobles

dispensed their easily accjuired gains

brought to Spain some of the most skil-

ful artificers and the most able designers.

That the Renaissance in Spain falls short

of the artistic excellence of the work of

the corresponding period in Italy was due

to the spirit of the Spanish "themselves,

who were not content with merely im-

porting their art of architecture, but

endeavoured to extend and perfect it to

their own taste, and under the hothouse

influences of the Spanish temperament

the Renaissance bloomed in Spain into a

style which, while owing all its anteced-

ents and traditions to foreign influences,

and while far from Italian perfection,

was at its best thoroughly Spanish in

feeUng, and showed many of the better

qualities which had characterized the

earlier Romanesque and the later ISIudejar

styles. As a style it deserves special

study, because of the intensely decorative

qualities of the work, the manner in

which the detail is treated in mass

rather than as mere detail, and the ex-

tremely eti'ective chsposition of masses

of light and shade. AH of these

qualities are made conspicuously manifest in

the hospital of S. Cruz at Toledo, a stnicture

dating from about 1500, and in some respects

one of the most unique and characteristic pro-

ductions of Spanish art. The lingering influ-

ence of Gothic or Mudejar art is .shown in the

mouldings each side of the entrance, the dispo-

sition of the arch, and the concentration of

ornament. The details themselves will bear

pretty close inspection ; they are well executed,

strongly accentuated throughout, and answer

their decorative purpose admirably ; while the

scheme of the facade, with its elaborate en-

trance, its less elaborate upper windows, simple

cornice, and absolutely plain wall surface, form

a kind of combination which can be tyjiified as
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Spanish. The interior of tlie hospital lias some
excellent work of its kind, though less striking

than the exterior. There is a stairway with

details strongly recalling some jiortions of the

pulpit in the Siena cathedral.

The Spanish Renaissance did not, however,

arrive at one bound at work such as the S. Cruz

ho.spital. The line between the late Mudejar

and the Renaissance was an irregidar one, and

is occupied by buildings such as the Casa de las

Conchas in Salamanca, which derives its name
from the pilgrim cockle shells disposed at regu-

lar intervals as projecting bosses over the other-

wise plain surface of the wall, a clever decorative

treatment which has seldom been so successfully

carried out as in this in.stance. The doorway of

this house is essentially Gothic in sjiirit and

mass, though the details are strongly Renais-

sance. The co\irtyard of S. Georgio at Vallado-

liil is another of the early Renaissance structures

wherein the Gothic influence is even more pro-

nounced, the columns being fluted spirally, and

the capitals of the supcrimi>osed work a bizarre

mixture of the old and the new. There are a

number of private iiouses of the transition style

which are of great interest, such as the Casa de

los Momos at Zamora, the so-called House of

Maria la Brava at Salamanca, and the street

front of the Casa de Pilatos at Seville, the latter

being interesting in showing how ett'ectively

a plain wall and little ornament will set oti'

each other. Of the more pretentious public

buildings the Lonja, or Exchange, at Valencia

shows a persistence of the Moresco-Gothic mo-
tives with an adornment of the Renaissance

forms. The exchange at Saragossa is a design

of a very different type, in which the only influ-

ence of the early work is manifest in the details

of the main cornice. As regards proportion,

dis])o.><ition of opening.?, and general mas.s, this

building has caught very thoroughly the style

of the Roman Renaissance, and is one of the

most dignified, restrained public buildings in

Spain. The interior, however, which contains

a large hall, reverts to the Gothic tyjie, the

vaulting being supported on isolated columns,

which, though rudely Renaissance in character,

are essentially Gothic in construction.

The palaces of the Renaissance jieriod natu-

rally afford an opportunity for all the lavish

display which was so peculiarly Spanish. At
Guailalajara, about fifty miles northeast of

Madrid, is the palace of the Infantados, one of

many which can be found in out-of-the-way

towns, set in the midst of the most sciualid

surroundings now, and generally in a more or

less dila])idated condition. The motive of the

exterior of this palace recalls the Palazzo Bevil-

acqua in Bologna, in its rustications and ar-

rangement of the openings. Another interesting

palace, purer in type and of more merit in mass,

is the palace of the Counts of Monterey at Sal-
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amanca ; and in Saragossa there is the palace of

tiie Infanta, or more popularly Casa Jajiorta,

with a simjile exterior crowned by a cornice,

recalling that of the Bigallo at Florence, and
with a richly elaborated interior courtyard and
stairway.

There are a few buildings in wliich the Ital-

ian influence is predominant, while the Spanish
taste is only niaiufest in a certain portion of

the detail, of which the Ayuntamiento of Se-

ville is a type. This is a perfectly straightfor-

ward Italian design, both in mass and in dispo-

sition of openings, recalling some of tlie best of

the northern Italian work ; but the Si)anish ex-

uberance crops out in the treatment of the

arabesques which fill the pilaster jianels, and in

the detail of the oinanient throughout.

The name Plateresque, or the style of the

silversmith.s, has been used specially to desig-

nate the superabundant o^er decorated work of

the middle Renai.s.sance in Sjiain. The name
is a perfectly fitting one. The work shows a

sense of light and shade, a feeling of chiselled

elaborati(.in, w hich is eminently characteristic of

the work which we assume to be peculiarly

adapted to silversmiths' designs. That a great

deal of it is overdone and thoroughly bad goes

without saying, but the best of the Plateresque

work is certainly veiy ett'ective ; and if we can
forget for a moment the manifest incongruities

of the detail in a historical sense, and think of

it only as a Sjianish production, it must be given

a very creditable place in judging of its worth.

There is a bit of grille work in the sacristy of

the Salamanca cathedral which is wrought in

iron in the most i)erfect manner, and certainly

merits the appellation of being precnunently
Platerescjue. It is a mere enclosure around a

sanctuary, but it is one of the richest pieces of

metal work in the peninsula. Also, in a ]irivate

house in the centre of the commercial district

of Barcelona, there is a perfectly charming stair-

way leading up two sides of an open court,

which is visited by every artist who knows
where to find it, and is a most typical and per-

fect exam]ile of the Plateresque, with the added
merit of the details of the carving being very

jnu-ely designed and admirably executed, and
quite free from the grotescpie distortion which
is manifest in so much of the Spanish work.

There is also a most marvellous grille about the

royal chapel in Granada cathedral, and some of

the most interesting work in Seville and Toledo
cathedrals is in the elaljorate Renaissance

wrought grilles about the chapels and the choir.

It will be remembered that during the

Renaissance period Spain was note<l for its

universities. At Alcala de Henares, Cardinal

Ximenes caused to be built, about 1497, a

group of buildings for the university, which are

of considerable architei-tural interest, both by
their arrangement and design. Of about the
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same time is the work iu the University of

Sahiiuanca, the priiu-ipal entrance to which

shows, consiiiereil in detail, some of the choicest

carvings of the jjeriod. Tlioiigh this work was
executed over four hundred years ago, the soft,

yeUowish smdstone has presertxd all its sharp-

ness and character, and the details seem as clear

and crisp-cut as though executed yesterday.

The merit of this work is in the decorative

quality of its carving. As a design, the whole

lacks coherence and purpose. The Irish College

in Salamanca is a much more sober and a later

example, the chief interest centring in a

splendid arcaded courtyard, around which are

grouped the buildings. At Leon, the city which

also possesses the magnificent Gothic cathedral,

there is a very remarkable group of buildings,

forming a part of the convent of S. Marcos.

The main front of the buOdings forms a most
interesting composition, with a succession of

very elalx)rate arched openings along the central

portion, flanked on the right by the unfinished

facade of the convent church, while on the ex-

treme left the lines of the stnictiu-e are carried

out by a low bridge. The elaboration of detail

about the central portion of this stnicture is

most remarkable. Carvings, statuettes, bas-

reliefs, abound at every conceivable point, and
the mechanical execution is so excellent one can

almost forget the absence of any real architec-

tural feeling in nia.ss.

Of the Renaissance churches of the middle

period the two which are most worthy of interest

are the new portions of the cathedral at Sala-

manca, which, though retaining very strong

traces of the Mudejar, are most elaborately

carv-ed in Renaissance motives and details, and

the Church of S. Domingo or S. Estaban at

Salamanca, the entrance to which is simply a

tremendous display of fine carvings and figure

work crowded about a single central doorway,

the carvings being, as is so often the case in

Spanish work, excellently wrought, beautifid of

themselves, but lacking in appropriateness and

not forming a part of a comprehensive scheme.

The cloisters of S. Estaban are of more posi-

tive architectural merit, without being so rich

or so essentially Spanish. The arcades of the

cloister are in the style of the early Renaissance

of ToiUouse, while the vaulting is a species of

fanwork which is seldom found in Spain.

The military architectiu-e of Spain is not

without considerable interest. It is not easy to

make any exact classification of it as to archi-

tectural style. Of the early Gothic period there

are some interesting brick constructions, such

as the old castles at Coca, near Sego^^a, and at

Medina del Campo, in Leon, a few miles south of

VaUadolid, both of which are constructed entirely

of brick and recall the effect of some of the

work about Albi in southern France. Of the

early period, also, are the fortifications about
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Avila, which are pictures((ue in the extreme and
are still in use as an enclosure, though the city

has grown somewhat beyond them. Of a later

period is the picturesque Alcazar at Segovia,

and still later is the Alcazar at Toledo, which
has a courtyard with interesting details and a
simple but quite eftective treatment of a plain

exterior wall, while the arch of Gonzales at

Burgos, dating from 1.539, is one of the latest

semimilitary city fortifications still existing.

There are also scattered through various parts

of Spain very interesting bridge constructions,

most of which show the lingering influence of

the Roman domination, or perhaps more truly

the ]Moorish interpretation of Roman con-

structions, notably the Alcala bridge at Toledo,

and the long structure which crosses the river

just beyond the Mosque, at Cordova.

The palace of the Escorial, which was built

by Philip II. in the mountains to the north of

Madrid, is in a class by itself Its architectural

value is often ignored, but some of the interior

work, though unquestionably copied outright

from Italian models and with a notable lack of

any paiticidarly Spanish feeUng, is quite effective.

The librarj', in the style of the library of the

Vatican, is interesting and effective, and the

interior of the church, which forms a part of

the palace, is imjiressive with a sombre grandeur

which faUs but little short of being good archi-

tecture.

It is but natural that, given the love of

ostentatious display, the desire to keep up the

appearance of one's ancestors, and the artificial

life of the Spanish courts, the late Renais-sance

should degenerate into the most meaningless

abnormal growths. As the work of the middle

Renaissance is designated as the Plateresque, so

the developed exuberance of the later neoclassic,

the riot of form, is characterized by the name
of an architect who is perhaps unjustly credite<l

with most of the late abominations, Josef

Churriguera, who died in 1725. Xotwith-

standing the utter abandonment of good taste

which marks the very late work, and the lack

of any attempt at coherent design, as is shown

in the front of S. Pablo at Valladolid, in the

Cartuja of Miraflores at Burgos, or the similar

interior at Granada, there still lingered in the

late work some traces of the grandiose, pompous,

theatrical effects which are so interesting in the

best of the Plateresque. The cathedral at Jaen,

in Andalusia, north of Granada, is not without

some of the gocxl qualities which, transplanted

across the ocean, bore fruit in Mexico in the

cathedral of Chihuahua and the church at

Lagos, though it nuist be confessed the Ameri-

can examples on the whole are rather more

satisfactory. And the homely, uninteresting

exterior of Cadiz cathedral encloses an interior

which, for theatrical eflect and pomp, is hardly

equalled throughout Spain. The Spanish archi-
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Convent of Mii'afidi't's, near Burgos; interior
of the clnirch, witli tombs. The clioir with its

carved vvoorlen stalls is in the middle of the iiic-

ture. The double tomb is that of King Juan II.

and his (|ueen, I.sabelle of Portugal. The wall tomb

on the extreme right is that of their son. Alonzo,
who died in youth. These monuments are a.scribed

to (iil de Silo^, and tlieir epoch is about 1-400. The
iron railings are entirely modern ; they destroy the

intended effect of the sculptured surfaces.
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tects never quite lost the original traditions.

To the present day they will occasionally show

the appreciation of the decorative ijiialities of

ornament, and aie alile to eatcii tiie light and

shade on their wurk in a manner whicii recalls

tiieir ancient triunipiis.

Of the eighteentli century work, the oidy

structure of any value is the Royal Palace at

Madrid, which is a dignified, well-ljalaneed

composition, free, on the exterior at least, from

any of the exuberation of the mediaeval work,

ami quite equal in design to much of the best

of the seventeenth century work of Northern

Europe.— C. H. Blaiikall.

Carderera y Solano, Iconoiinijia Espnhola,
1860-1804 ; Ford, llrnidbook, Sd'ed.", 18.'io ; Girault

de Prangey, Essai aur rArcliitcriiire dcs Arahi'x,

1842 ;
Urangaret ile Lagranyc, Li's Arahe.i en

EsjiiKjiie. 8vo., Paris, 1824 ; Murphy, Arali. Anli(i.,

fob", 181S
;
Parcerisa, Rceuerdos y BvUexas dc Es-

paTiii, 1839 ; Spanish Government, 3Iiinnmentos

Arqnitectonicos dc Espam. 185!l-188() ; Stirhng
Maxwell, Annala <if the Artists of iSpain, 1848;
Street, Gtilhic Arrhiteclnre in Spain, London,
1865; Taylor, Voyage Pittoresque en Espaijne,
182(;-18:'.2 ; Villa-amil et Escosura. L' Espai/ne
Arlistiqne el MoHumcntalc. ParLs, 1S42 ; Villa-ainil

y Castro, Ant. pivhistoricas de Qnlicin, Madrid,
1868 ; Waring and Macr|uoid. Architectural Art,

1850 ; Wyatt, Architect's Note-book in Spain,
1872.

SPALL (n.). A splinter of stone either

accidentally removed by irregular pressure as

of superincumbent masonry, or by a blow of

the hammer. Spalls are used to fill interstices

in wall building ; or may be used to make,

with abundance of mortar, a kind of rubble

masonry, which is called also Spjauled and
Spawli'il Uiibble.

SPAN. The interval between two ter-

minals of any construction ; the distance apart

of two consecutive supports, esjjecially as

applied to the opening of an arch or the width

of a space covered by an unsupported length

of a joist or rafter or truss. As ordinarily

luiderstood, the terra applies to the clear ojien-

ing ; but it is frequently used of the distance

between tlie centres of the supports.

SPANDREL. A. The quasi-triangular

space included between the extradoses of two
adjoining arches and a line approximately con-

necting their crowns,— or the space equal to

about half of thi.s, in the case of a single arch,

—

with whatever ])ieee of masonry or other mate-

rial fills that space. In decorative styles of

architecture this is a favourite place for sculpture

or inlaid ornament.

B. In steel skeleton constniction, the space

between the top of tlie window in one story

and the sill of the window in the story above.

(('i.ni|«rc All^ge,) — W. R. H.
SPANDREL WALL. A wall or partition

erecte<l on the extrados of an arch filling in the

spandrels.
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SPANNER. A horizontal cross brace or

collar beam.

SPAR. ^1. A bar used for fastening a door

or gate.

/>'. Same as Common Rafter. From the

usi' of unhewn timber in primitive or rough

building.

SPARE ROOM. In the United States, a

Guest ('h;ind.ier.

SPARK ARRESTER. (See Electrical

Appliances.)

SPAUL. Same as Spall.

SPAVENTO, GIORGIO DI PIETRO
;

architect; d. 1509.

Spavento succeeded Antonio Celega as inze-

gnerius 2^^'othus domiiioruni pivciiratorHm
Sancti Marci. He built tiie new sacristy of S.

Marco in Venice (begun August, 1 486), and at

the same time the church of S. Teodoro and
that of SS. Filippo e Giacomo in Venice. About
1498 he restored tlie Sala del Gran Consiglio

at the Doges' Palace. He assisted in the con-

struction of tlie Palazzo della Ragione at

Vicenza in 1500, and at the Ponte delle Nave
at Verona in 1502. At the same time he built

the Capella di S. Niccolo at the Doges' Palace.

In 1506 he made the model for, and began the

construction of, the church of S. Salvatore in

Venice, but was superseded the next year by
Pietro and Tnllio Lombardo (see Lombardo, P.

and T.). In 1507 he was again employed at

the Doges' Palace.

Paoletti, IHnancimento

;

Ongania, San Marco.
Lorenzl, Mommienti

;

SPAWL. Same as Spall.

SPEAKING TUBE. A tube, generally of

metal, extending from one part of a building to

another, to facilitate intercommunication by the

voice.

SPECCHI, ALESSANDRO; aichitect.

In coiiperation with Francesco de' Sancti he

built in Rome between 1721 and 1725 the

immense stairway leading from the Piazza di

Spagna to the church of S. Trinita de' Monti,

the fa(;ade of which was built by Domenico
Fontana. He built the stalls of the Palazzo

Quirinale, Rome.

Gurlitt, Gcschichte des Barockstiles in Italien.

SPECIFICATION. A. A formulation in

words of all those items of information regard-

ing a jiroposed building which cannot be graphi-

cally set forth in the drawings. It is conse-

quently supplementary to the drawings and is

necessary to define the especial conditions,

limitations, and requirements to be observed by
the contracting parties in carrying them into

execution, and, specifically, the character and
quality of the material and workmanship to be

employed.

Specifications generally open with the state-
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iiient of certain general propusitioiis common to

most building-contracts, inchuling the require-

ment that the party of the second part, gener-

ally called "the contractor," is to furnish all

ai)])aratus and utensils necessary to the carry-

ing on of the work ; that all materials are to be

the best of their several kinds unless expressly

set forth to the contrary ; that the work is to

be carried on promptly, in order, and without

unnecessary delays ; that it is to be completed

and ready for use at a certain date ; that the

drawings are to be followed exactly according

to their true intent, not only the general draw-

ings which have been signed as a part of the

contract, but those detail and full-size drawings

which are to be subsequently furnished in fur-

ther explanation of the original drawings.

After a page or two of preliminaries of this

general kind, the more specific items of work

and material are briefly recited as far as pos-

sible in the order of execution, and each in a

separate paragraph with a distinctive title.

These include, for examijle, the special require-

ments as to excavation, drainage, and grading
;

the character of footings, foundations, and

imderpinnings ; of all cut stonework, brickwork

or terra cotta ; of chimney stacks and all other

special constructions in masonry : of all fram-

ing, whether of timber, iron, or steel ; of all

partitions and furrings, whether fireproof or

otherwise ; of all boarding, flooring, and roofing;

of plastering and stucco work ; of interior finish

in all departments ; of doors and windows,

stairs, wainscottings, and tiling, marble and

metal work ; electric wiring and electric con-

nections of all kinds
;
gas piping, plumbing, and

plumbing fixtures ; heating and sanitary pro-

visions ; elevator service
;

painting, polLshing,

and decorating of all degrees and kinds

;

builders' hardware and all the devices of con-

struction and equipment necessary to the per-

fecting of the scheme.

As, with the progress of civilization, the

requirements of convenience, comfort, use, and

economy or luxury of every degree have become

more exacting, and as the appliances to meet

these exactions have become more complicated

and scientific, the function of the specification

in building contracts has greatly increased in

importance. The modest instrument of a

dozen or twenty pages, which amply sufiiced

our fathers to secure good work and material

according to their standard, has expanded into

a formidable document often of more than a

hundred. The progress of invention is so

active, and methods and material of building

are so constantly changing and enlarging, that

the architect cannot properly develop his

specification upon established formulas or com-

fortable routine, but is constrained to a constant

vigilance lest in his latest work he should fail

to avail himself of the best which science and
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invention is constantly lavishing upon the art

of building.

In order to avoid the danger of omissions

and to facilitate the work of the architect in

the important department which we are now
considering, model blank specifications have

been prepared by skilful hands with the inten-

tion of including every item necessary to the

modern building in construction, material, and
appliance ; but these, though in some cases and

to some practitioners useful, are generally found

cumbersome in practice, and rather to complicate

than to simplify the task of the architect.

The architect of active practice finds it on

the whole safer and more convenient to perfect

his specification out of the fidness of his own
experience and observation, using perhaps, as a

guide and monitor, his specification for some
previous structure which has producetl the best

results with the least conflict of interpretation.

Under these conditions, the greatest virtues

of the modern specification are comprehensive-

ness, order, clearness and compactness of defini-

tion, and the utmost brevity consistent with

these qualities ; avoiding unnecessary enlarge-

ments, repetitions, and all that sort of general-

ization which may mean much or little according

to the point of view, which rather confuses

than instructs the builder, and is therefore

fruitful in disputes. Moreover, the overbur-

dened specification may be and often is greatly

relieved, without in any way impairing the force

and intelligibility of the contract, by omitting

such items as can be inscribed upon the draw-

ings themselves and in immediate connection

with the delineation of the details which they

are intended to explain.—Henry Van Brunt.
B. In law, the whole body of description

and direction under which a building is erected
;

in this sense including the drawings as well as

the specification in sense A, including also such

orders or decisions of the architect or other

superintenilent as may have controlled in part

the character of the work. (See Law Concern-

ing Building, C, 8.)— R. S.

Bower, Specljicattons ; a Practical System for

vritinn Spfcijicatlons for Buildings, New Yurk,

W. T.'Conistock.

SPECUS. In Roman architecture, the

channel of an aqueduct elevated above the

ground, and covered by an arch, or slabs.

Sometimes the same arcade carried several of

these channels, one above another.

SPEER. Same as Spier.

SPEISET. FRIEDRICH. (See Egl., An-

dreas. )

SPEOS. In Greek, a cave, especially a

large or deep one ; hence in archaeology, a cave-

temple or a large tomb ; a large and architec-

tural chamber, excavated in the rock. (Cut,

cols. 577 and 578.)
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SPH^RISTERIUM
SPH^RISTERIUM. In Roman archi-

tecture, ail enclosed ])lace adai)tcil to ball iilay-

ing. The sphceristcria were often adjuncts of

baths, gj-mnasirt, and important villas. (Com-
pare Fives Court; Tennis Court.)

SPHINX. A creature made up of parts of

a liun (^but see below) and of another natural

animal, though the artistic conception may be

thought rather to include the whole nature of

eadi. In Egyptian anticiuity, the human-
headed sphinx is always male ; and of this

nature is the Great .Sjjhinx, which is one of the

very earliest of existing moiniments. It is

near tiie great pyramids of Gizeh, partly cut

from the rock, partly liiiilt up of masonrj', with

a temple or shrine bviilt against the breast, the

path to which leads between the fore paws.

The height to the top of the head is 66 feet.

SPINTHAROS
forming a Quirk. In each sense obsolescent.

AImi .Specr, Sper ; called also Enterelo.se.

SPIGOT. A i)lug to close the aperture of a

faucet and control the flow of liquid. The
spigot itself may be perforated for the passage

of the liijuid. A mere perforated, cork or stop-

per fitted with a peg is a ftiucet and spigot.

By extension, these terms are applied, in tlie

phnubing and kindred trade.s, to various con-

trivances and parts intended respectively for the

reception of, or the insertion into, another ]jart.

Thus, each length of ordinary iron drain jiipe is

made with one end abruptly enlarged to form a
socket for the reception of the small end of the

connecting length, the small end being known
as tlie spigot end, tiie larger as the faucet end.

SPIGOT AND FAUCET JOINT. A joint

between two lengths of pipe, made by the

insertion of the spigot end of one into the

faucet end of the other, as explained under
Spigot ; called also Spigot Joint.

SPIKE. A ]iointed bar or strip, commonly
of iron, as in a grille or the cresting of a wall.

In the United States, more commonly a very
large nail.

SPILE. ^1. A peg or plug used to fill a
nailhiilc, as a spigot.

B. Same as Pile.

SPILLWAY. A channel for superfluous

water, as from an oveiHow of a dammed and
walled lake, reservoir, or tank. In some in-

Jl' ILlMSES II. .A.T .A.Iil- SlMBEL, UPPER Ec.YPT.

The name given to this image is tran.sliterated

Hu, or more fullj-, Horemkhu, a word having

connection with the god Horns, and other

androsphinxes seem to have received the same
name. Such images cut out of single blocks

of granite and of all sizes up to 8 feet in

length, were sometimes arranged along a road-

way or approach to a temple, forming a double

avenue. (See Androsphinx ; Criosphinx
;

Hieracosphinx.)

In Greek and Greco-Roman antiquity the

sphinx is always female, with human head and
breast. In some coins, etc., the forms are of

the dog rather than of the lion.

SPIER. A permanent screen ; especially in

a hall, as of a manor house, or English college,

or London Company, the architecturally treated

partition cutting ott' a part, as described in Vol.

I., col. 346. Apparently, also, a partition
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stances this takes the shape of an aqueduct of

architectural character.

SPINA. The wall or other barrier extend-

ing along the ndddle of a Roman circu.s, ami
aliiait the ends of which the contestants turned.

SPINDLE. A memljer round in one direc-

tion, as if revolved upon one axis. The term
fusiform, which means spindle-shaped, implies a

form larger in the middle and approaching a point

at each end ,' but the word spindle is applied

more loosely, as to the small pieces of turned

wood which make up the grating of the Meshre-

beeyeh, and equally to the turned part of a post,

baluster, or other ]iiece fashioned in the lathe.

SPINTHAROS
; architect.

He built the latest temjile of Apollo at

Delphi, in Greece. This building was not be-

gun before 536 b.c.

Pausanias, ed. Frazer ; Brunn, Geschichte.
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Spire of CHURrH : Bermkres
(CalvadosJ ; laiH Century.

Spire of Soith Tuwek, Chartres Cathedrai,: c. 1175;
Height about 350 Feet.
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SPIRA

SPIRA. The mouldings at the base of a

cohiinii.

SPIRE. In general, any slender, jiointed

ercctidii, surniminting a building. Its distinc-

tive tbriu was generated from the steep tower

roofs charaeteristie, especially, of the secular

buildings of tiie Middle Ages in France and

Germany ; but when the roofs were transfei'red

to churches, they gradually subnnttcd to archi-

tectural modifications, so important, that a new

type of form was finally develo]jed, even as

early as the twelfth century, to which the name
of spire has been specifically attached. In fiict,

the feature became the natural termination of

every church tower from the thirteenth to the

sixteenth century, and, whether built or not, it

was provided for in the tlesign and construction

of every such tower. Tliese modifications of the

original steep roof incluiled an increa.se in the

height so considerable that it was often equal

to the whole height of the sup]>orting .structure,

and was rarely less than two-thirds of it.

Spires in their most common and simplest

form, as in parish churches, arose from the

tower cornice, where they could obtain direct

support, and, as they were octagonal in plan,

the diagonal sides were built up from corbels

or sqirinches, which were developed from the

interior corners of the towers ; on the outside

these corners were occujiied by steep pyramidal

constructions of triangular plan, rising from the

tower cornice and sloping back to the diagonal

or canted faces of the spire. The variations of,

and departures from, these simjile and beautiful

types are very numerous, and were entirely in-

fluenced by the desire to obtain variety and

eiu-ichment of sky line, and by the desire to

reconcile the tower with the spire, so that to-

gether they might form one harmonious compo-

sition with no visible line of demarcation, as

in the south tower of Chartres, and in those of

Senlis, Reims, Laon, etc. To this end the s])ire

ribs were broken into rich crockets, tall galiled

spire lights grew up on the faces, in emulation

of the pinnacles crowded around the base of the

spire ; often an octagonal open lantern was in-

terpo.sed between tower and spire, and pinnacles

were built on the ruioccupied corners of the

tower, flanking the lantern as at Fi'eiburg in

the Breisgau. The sides of the spire were often

pierced by foliated openings, and sometimes, as

in Freiburg in the Breisgau, Burgos in Spain,

etc., the whole structure became a mere open-

W'Ork of tracery. In these enrichments of the

jjrimitive type, every device of design was used

to obliterate the line of demarcation between

tower and spire, and the general pyramidal ef-

fect of the combined structure was secured liy the

successive oflsets of the tower buttresses, so that

the tapering eft'ect, as especially at S. Stephen's

at Vienna, began at the ground, and one feature

melted into the other by insensible transition.
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Spire of North Tower, Chartres C.\thei)K.vl:
Fi.NisHBD 1513: Heioht about 380 feet.
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SPIRELET

In other and later varieties, especially in

England, the spire arose from the roof of the

tower behind a mask of ornamental battlements

and pinnacles, confessing itself as a separate

structure. In these cases the spire was often

of wood. In some of the later niediteval spires

in the sixteenth century, the ambitious buildera

lost sight of the primitive type, and a general

pyramidal effect w;us obtained by the superim-

position, as at Strasburg, of a diminishing suc-

cession of highly enriched vertical steps. AVhen,

in the Renaissance period, the church towers

climbed in this way to their final consummation

with classic detail ingeniously disposetl, as in

the famous churches of Sir Christopher Wren
in England, the constnictions ceased properly to

be spires and became steeples, though the lat-

ter term is sometimes loosely applied, even to

examples so pure as that of Salisbury.— Henry Tax Brunt.
SPIRELET. A small spire, as of a pinna-

cle or tunet.

SQUARE
B. Re-silience, as of a floor; its elasticity

when coraiiressed.

SPRING (v.). To leave its impost by
rounding upward and outward, said of an arch

or vault. In making elevation drawings and
section drawings, the horizontal plane at which
this takes place is represented by a horizontal

line ; hence, the common term, Springing Line,

which is used even when the building itself is

under consideration, as when it is said by a
person looking at a vault : The springing line

is about nine feet above the pavement.

SPRINGER. A stone or other solid which

is laid at the impost of an arch. (See Skew and
following title?; ; also Spring, v.)

SPRING HOUSE. A building erected

over a natural spring to protect it from injury

or impurities ; sometimes decorative, or large

enough to contain fixed seats ; or used as a
place for cooling milk, or the like, in the cold

water, as frequently on American farms, where
the house is roughly built of wood.

^PCK: EsiiLisH RoMAXEsyL'E; Rochester Cathedral; c. 1120.

SPIRE LIGHT. A window in a spire, gen-

erally in the form of an attenuated dormer,

with a steep roof or gable, used less to give

light to the interior than in conjunction with

pinnacles to enrich its outlines. (See Spire.)

SPLAY. Any surface, larger than a Cham-
fer or a Bevel, making an oblique angle with

another surface ; specifically said of the oblique

jamb of an opening, as in a window or doorway.

SPLINE. A. A thin, narrow board, corre-

sponding generally to boards used for ceiling,

and the like.

B. Same as Loose Tongue (which see under

Tongue).

C. In drawing, a thin strip of some elastic,

flexible material, used as a guide in drawing

curves, by being bent to the desired form and

held in place by weights or pins.

Feather Tongue Spline. A spline in sense

A, but rut to a bevel. (See Clapboard.)

SPLIT PIN. A pin, as a spike, split at

the point, so as to spread when it is driven in,

giving somewhat the form of a dovetail, and

making it diflicult to extract.

SPRING. A. The line or plane at which

the curve of an arch or vault leaves the up-

right or impost.
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SPRINGING COURSE. (See Spring, v.;

SpriiiL:i-r.

)

SPRINGING LINE. The line marking the

level from which an arch springs. (See Spring,

SPRINKLER. A system of perforated

pipes extending through a building, and at fre-

quent points connected with a water supply,

controlled by fusible plugs, which, when melted

by an accidental fire in their neighborhood, au-

tomatically turn on the water and start the

sprinklers to extinguish the flames.

SPUDD AND RING. A metal ring or

ferrule combined with a projecting pin, and

applied to the foot of a wooden post, or the

like, to secure it to a stone base or sUl, the pin

being inserted into the stone.— (A. P. S.)

SPUR. A. In timber framing, a diagonal

brace between a post and a tie beam or rafter.

B. A buttress or similar projecting piece of

waUing.

C. In mediieval architecture, specifically, the

carved claw or grifl'e projecting from the lower

torus of a column, so as to cover one of the

projecting corners of the square plinth beneath.

SPUR BRACE. Same as Spur, A.

I
SQUARE, ^1. All open space, generally
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SQUARE
more or less rcctanguliir, in a town, fornieil at

the junction of two or more streets, or by the

enlargement of one for a short distance ; espe-

cially, sHch a place provided with a i)avk or

parks.

.-I

Sphe: English Gothic, Earliest Type;
Cross, Winchester.

B. Same as Block, E.

C. An instrument intended primarily for

laying out rigiit angle.s, consisting usually of

two arms ti.xed, or capable of being accurately

adjusted, ])erpenilicularly to each otiier.

Carpenters' Square. A steel implement

forming a right angle with a shorter and a

SQUARE-HEADED
sense C, having a long blade attached at about

the centre of a shorter crosspiece. In use, the

latter i.s moved along the edge of a drawing

boanl, liiilding the long blade in successive par-

allel piisiticius. Home T squares have adjustable

blades, which can be set at different angles with

the iiead.

SQUARE (v.). To provide by an instru-

ment, or otherwise, that the angles of a piece

Spur: English Gothic ; 1.3th Oenturv
;

BuJlY, Kent.
Stock-

of work or material are right angles ; or to

ascertain the amount of their deviation from

right angles.

SQUARE END. The end of a [jiece of

timber when cut off scjuare, in contradistinction

to an end prepared for framing with a tenon or

otherwise.

Squinch: Oxford Cathedral; c. 12i0.

longer arm, each divided into feet and inches or

other measurements.

Set Square. In drawing, same as Tri-

angle.

T Square. A draughtsman's square, in
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SQUARE-FRAMED. In joinery, framed
with s(|uare and nut iiKiidded pieces.

SQUARE-HEADED. Having a straight

iiurizdntal lintel or a Hat arch, said of a door-

way, or window opening.
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SQUARE STAFF
SQUARE STAFF. A woDilen rod, square

iu seitiuu, set tlusli in an external angle of plas-

tered surfaces to secure the corner from injury.

Wheu moulded it is called a staff bead. (See

Shaft ; Staft', B. : also subtitles Angle Bar

;

Bead.)

SS.

of the high altar from a point where it would
otherwise be invisible. (See Hagioscope.)

SS. ^4. The abbreviation for saittissimo,

-ma, -mi (Italian), or sanctissimiis, -ma, -m,i

(Latin). The most holy ; a title generally re-

served for the Trinity or the persons of the

.RP'-^

.Mjri.NCH: Salisbury Cathedral; c. KJOO.

SQUINCH. An arch, a lintel, corbelling, or

system of such members, built across the inte-

rior corner of two walls, as at the top of a tower,

to serve as foundation for the diagonal or canted

side of a superimposed octagonal s]jire or lan-

tern. The squinch performs the functions of a
Pendentive (which see).

Squi.nt: Crawley Church, Hampshire; 1.3th
Century; the Sill serves as a Piscina.

SQUINT. An aperture pierced askew
throu^^'h the interior walls of a church, often on

the side of a chancel arch, so as to give a view
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Trinity and their attributes, including the Host,

the Assumption, the Cross. Used even in Eng-
lish writing in the same sense.

B. The abbreviation of santi, i.e., saints, in

cases where a church is dedicated to two saints
;

Squint: S. Mary Magdalen, Taunton; 14th
Century.

as (in Italian) SS. Giovanni e Paolo. In the

same sense (in English), used to replace the

word "Saints," though rarely.
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STAB
STAB (v.). To roughen the surface of a

brick wall by light blows with a point, so as to

make a hold for plastering. (See Key, C.)

STABLE
resistances, or stresses, exerteil at the joints of

the piece.

3. That the forces exerted upon each of the

parts into which the pieces of a structure can

be conceived to be divided shall balance each

other. That is the stress exerted at the ideal

surface of division between the part in question

and the other parts of the piece.

Stability consists in the fultihnent of the first

and second conditions of equilibrium under all

variations of load within given limits. Strength

St.\I!LI M \( ox (S.iONE-ET-LoiRE) , FRANCE

STABILITY. As applied to structures, the

property of remaining in equilibrium without

change of position, although the externally a,p-

plied force may deviate to a certain extent its

mean amount or position. The conditions of

equilibrium of a structure are these :
—

1. That the forces exerted on the whole

structure by external bodies shall balance eacli

other. The external forces are the force of

gravity, causing the weight of the structure, the

pre-ssures exerted against it by bodies not form-

ing part of it, and the supporting forces, or re-

sistances of the foundations.

2. That the forces exerted on each piece of

consists in the fulfilment of the third.

—W. R. H.

STABLE, A place where horses are housed,

?.-•*'

0-

Ground Story: A, CARRIAGE HonsE

;

Room.

a structure shall balance each other. These

forces are the weight, the external load, and the
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Upper Stoky : D, Landing ; E, F, H, Bed
Rooms; G, Fodder Loft.

fed, and cared for, and, incidentally, where ve-

hicks, horses' equipments, and feed are kept for

use, and sometimes where coach-

men or grooms have their lodg-

ings ; also, in composition, a

)ilace provided for other domes-

tic animals, as cow stable.

Stables fi)r horses may be dis-

tinguLshcd as ])rivate, club, liv-

ery, breeders' or trainers', farm,

sale, delivery, and racing sta-

bles.

The principal features in the

plan of a private stable are ( 1

)

the stable pro])er, allowing an

area about 10 by 10 feet each

for box or loose stalls, and about

5 by 9 feet each for common
stalls, with a sutficient common space for stable

service in grooming and tackling, ventilation in
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B, Stable ; C, Harness



STABLE
the ceiling, connecting by a tmnk tlirough the

loft above with a ventilator on the roof, drain-

age for each stall, high windows, a watering

trough, and feed ducts of various sorts from the

loft above for grain and hay
; (2) the carriage

or coach room, allowing about 100 square feet

for each vehicle, and a suthcieut clear space for

entrance anil exit and for harnessing and unhar-

nessing, the carriage room being generally the

vestibule of the &stablishment
; (3) the wash

stand for wasliing carriages, which is either an

annex to the caiTiage liouse, occupying 350 to

400 square feet, with floors shedding the water

to a single drainage point, or a depression in

the floor of tiie carriage house with similar

drainage facilities and covered by a grating;

(4) a harness room, opening generally from the

stable directly or indirectly, and containing va-

rious hanging devices for harness, together with

some means for heating; (5) an enclosed yard

connected with the stable; (6) a dung pit, gen-

erally in the yard ; and (7) an open shed for

the temporary shelter of carriages. The second

story is connected with tlie first by an enclosed

stairway, and contains over tlie stable a grain

and hay loft with an exterior door for taking in

feed of all sorts, provision for ventilation by

the vent trunk before mentioned, and often lodg-

ing rooms for coachmen or grooms. A cow stable

and tool house often form a part of this group.

The stable proper contains the stalls, of which

the partitions are of plank about four feet high,

surmounted by a ramp, generally of open iron-

work. The stable floor is of wood, clay, asphal-

tum, vitrified brick, or artificial stone, sloping

to drainage gutters and extending into the stalls

;

sometimes the stall floors are of compact clay or

earth, and a stout wood grating is often placed

over the stall paving. In the country, the

various i)arts of the stable are often in sepa-

rate but connected buildings, or in distinct wings

of one long, low building ; but in the city,

where space is valuable, there is a far greater

compactness of plan than is necessary or de-

sirable elsewhere.

Club stables, as they are generally built in

crowded localities, are jompact forms of large

private establishments, but with more ample

accommodations, the washing place being often

in a covered courtyard, placed between the

coach house and the stables.

Livery stables are generally an enlarged but

inexpensive form of club stables, without their

luxury or completeness of appointment and

finish, and often without adequate ventilation.

The stalls are generally narrower, and are often

placed either in a basement or in a second story,

with access by inclined planes ; and, in general,

every device of economy is used in their con-

struction and equipment consistent with the

decent keeping of horses and vehicles, and
prompt service.
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In breeders' and trainers' stables, convenience

and economy of service are obtained in large,

well-built, barn-like structures, generally pro-

vided with a broad central passage like a nave,

the stalls being ranged on either side, generally

facing inward with passages behind, and the

hay and other feed stored in lofts of half stories

above. Special provisions are made for ventila-

tion by lou^Tcs, clearstories, or lanterns, and for

cleanliness ; and separate accommodations are

provided in loose boxes for breeding mares and
colts. In those parts of the United States, es-

pecially in Kentucky and the southwestern

states, where the breeding and training of high-

bred horses form an active industry, this great

barn, \rtth its offices, is often the principal

building in a group of subordinate structures

for hospital seivice, farrierj-, etc., with ample
stable yards for airing, well-watered pastures,

and often a private track for the training of

racers and roadsters.

In sales stables, where provision must be

made for several hiuidred animals constantly

changing, the stalls are dis|:iosed in a series of

long ranges, heacl to liead, ^^ith broad passages

between. A counting room, and generally a

salesroom witli seats in successive grades on

one side, a pulpit for the auctioneer on the

other, and an area between for the display of

the stock under sale, form an essential part of

such an establishment ; and the whole is con-

tained under a wide roof sloping on two sides,

supported on posts between the stalls, with a

louvre or clearstory at the top provided with

numerous windows for ventilation and light.

On the Continent of Europe the chateau or

Schloss in the country, or the hotel in the city,

generally has its stable in the buildings sur-

rounding tlie quadrangle, to which access is ob-

tained bj- a gateway in the enclosing wall.

Cattle stables are rarely provided on a large

scale in the great cattle-raising regions of the

United States, except for the protection of high

grade stock. In the neighborhood of gieat

abattoirs and packing houses, immense feeding

stables are sometimes established, in which the

henls, which have been reared on the open

ranges, may lie fattened for the market more

readily and conveniently than in the pastures.

These slieds occur not infrequently as part of

the plant of large breweries, the giain, after

baring been dejjrived of its alcoholic properties,

being transmitted hot through trunks to long

feeding troughs, which have ranges of covered

stalls on either side. Stables for blooded stock

do not differ materially from those provided for

the breeding of horses. ' The rural farm stable

for milk cattle is a long and often rough stnic-

ture, without much distinctive character. The

farm stock is often housed in a part of the hay

barn, on the main floor or in a basement with

access from the rear.— Henry ^'an Bruxt.
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STACK
STACK, vl. Of a cliiniiiey. (Sec Chim-

ney Stai-k.)

li. Vox the storage of books in a library.

(See Boiikstai-k : Ijibrary : Stackroom.)

STACKELBERG, MAGNUS. FREl-
HERR VON; architect; b. 17b7; J. i^'-il

.

Educated in Dresilen, and from Dresden

went to Rome, and in 1810 to Greece, where

he assisted in the excavation of the temple of

Athena at yEgina and the tem|)le of Ajiollo

at BassLe (see Coekerell, C. R.). He pub-

lished Der Apollo tempd zu Bassce in Arca-

dien (Rome, 1826, folio), and La Gr6ve, vues

pitloresques et topoyraphiques (Paris, 18.34,

folio).

Seubert, K'nnsth r-lexicon.

STACKROOM. A room in a lilsrary pro-

vided for the bookstacks. Usually, in public

libraries, such rooms are not open to the pub-

lic, the books being served from the room by

the attendants.

STACKSTAND. A structure intended

to receive a liaystack, usually consisting of a

circular frame with upriglits which lift it 2

feet or more above the ground, for the purpose

of keeping oft' dampness and vermin.

STADDEL. STADDLE. .1. A prop or

post, sucli as may lie used for temporary pur-

pose, as in scatiblding.

B. Same as Stackstand.

STADHUIS. In the Netherlands, a town
house or city iiall.

STADIUM. In Roman archaeology, an

open area for tlie foot race and for the exercises

of athletes ; often made architectural by its

association with Thernue or the like.

STAFF (I.). A. A piece used to close the

joint between a wooden frame, as a window or

door frame, and tlie masonry in whicli it is set.

B. A piece used to strengthen or protect an

external angle in plastering ; often called Angle

St.'iff.

STAFF (II.). A kind of stiff plastering

held together with any fibrous material, and
generally used for exterior surtacings and
mouldings, as in temporary buildings.

STAFF BEAD. Same as Angle Staff (see

Staff, B).

STAGE. A platform in a theatre, audito-

rium, or similar place, on which the perform-

ance is carried on.

STAGE DOOR. A door giving access to

the stage and to that portion of a theatre

which is for the use of the actors and otlier

employees.

STAGGER (v.). To arrange in alternate

order, as bolts connecting two members of a

frame which are often set zigzag ; or as beams
resting upon a wall, where there are two sets,

one on each side, and those on one side are set

halfway between those on the other side. By
extension, to dispose floors so that each one
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is not continuous throughout the building, but

so that they are arranged in two or more verti-

cal series, eacii with its own independent system

of heights.

STAGING. Same as Scaffolding.

STAIN. ^1. A colouring licpiid or dye for

application to any material— most often wood.

It differs from paint as being thinner and read-

ily absorbeil by the pores of the material, in-

stead of forming a coating on tlie surl'ace,

so tliat the texture and grain of the material

is not concealed. In America stain lias been

used for exteriors of frame houses, the sii ingles

and clapboards taking on a rougher and far

mor(! picturesque look than if painted.

B. Any ingredient wliich is used to change

the colour of a material by chemical action, as

in the case of glass, in which a deep blue

is got by means of proto.xide of cobalt, and a

Stairs in a Hoi'se at WoLFE.NSfHiEssKN, Switz-
ERI..V.VD. Ea< H Step is a Solid Timber: its
Ends framed into the String Pieces.

green by copper and by iron, as in the produc-

tion of pot metal (see Glass). Silver Stain

(see subtitle) is more properly an enamel ap-

plied to the surface without changing the

colour of the mass.

Silver Stain. In decorative glasswork, a

yellow enamel introduced into Europe in the

fifteenth century and immediately accepted

by the makers of decorative windows. (See

Window, Part III.)

STAINED GLASS. (See Glass; Window.)
STAINING. (See Stain.)

STAIR. A series of step.s, or of flights of

steps, connected by landings, for passing from

one floor or other principal level to another, or

to several other successive floors or levels.

Thus, a series of steps from one floor to an-

other in a house would be called a stair, as

well as the entire series connecting the succes-

sive floors from the lowest to the uppermost.

The term Flight is often used as synonymous
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with stair in designating tlie structure con-

tained Ix'tween two tioors ; this use is only

correct, htuvever, wiien no laiidiugs inteiTene.

No absohite distinction can he made between

stairs and hidders ; a simpler form of construc-

tion or a steeper jjitch being often the only

feature of a flight of steps which would cause

it to be designated as a ladder, as in ships.

As regards their construction, stairs may be

classified as Newel Stairs and Geometrical Stairs

Cathedbal of Sens (Yonxk). Staiki ase tj
Transition; l:iTH Ce.ntlry.

(see subtitles) ; as regards their general plan,

they are designated as quarter-turn, half-turn,

three-quarter-turn, and one-turn, implying that,

in their progress from top to bottom, they pass

through one, two, three, or four right angles.

Such turns may be made by a continuous series

of winders, or by straight flights and winders,

or bj' straight flights and paces or landings.

Thus, a quarter-turn stair may accomphsh the

turn by a plan constnicted on a quarter circle

with risers radiating from its centre ; or it may
be composed of two straight flights at right
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angles with a pace or with winders in the

quarter space ; or again, it may be a single

straight flight terminating with two or three

winders at top or at bottom.

The stair has undergone a marked change
from early times to the present in location and
disposition as weU as in construction ; and in

no class of building so much as in the residence.

It is quite a modern idea, that of providing but

one staircase for the chief ajjartments, and of

treating this one as an all impor-

tant and prominent feature. A
Uback stair, or two, there may be

for domestic service ; but, except

for these, there is rarely more than

the one flight or series of flights

for communication between floors.

And this disposition and treat-

ment marks strongly the flifter-

ence in the modern stair and that

of the Middle Ages and earlier

part of the Eenaissance. A me-

diaeval castle, of even a small and
unpretentioiLS sort, would have

a number of staircases at frequent

intervals, and these comparatively

small and placed in a rather re-

tired situatiim, in small towers,

corner turret.s, or in the thickness

of a wall or buttress, so that the

dwelling was divided vertically

into suites of rooms. The motive

for such a disposition was, of

course, primarily security and the

facility of defence, the building

being divided vertically into

towerlike compartments by more
or less massive walls, two adjoin-

ing compartments having little or

no lateral communication. Large

and important stairs there were,

but not for very general commu-
nication : rather in the way of

outside perrons or their equiva-

lent in a vestibide or somewhat
isolated tower.

^ This general arrangement of

S; many isolated stairs continued in

'
i">Tv vogue long after the abandonment

of the original reiison for such a

provision in the way of vertical communication,

and was even retained when tiie more modem
practice began of lateral intercommunication by

means of passages on each floor. (See House,

Figs. 5 and 6.) This is to be seen in such

buildings as the late chateaux of France and

the great Elizabethan houses ; although here,

alre^idy, the modern idea of one " main stair-

way " began to find expression, but stUl not to

the exclusion of several other subordinate ones.

Such " grand staircases " were at first rather

a part of the state apartments— to be used
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In the north tvansept of Burgos cathedral, Spain,
leading to tlie external doorway called the Puerta
Alta (" high portal"), this height being made nec-

essary by the slope of the ground. This work
dates from the sixteenth century, and is ascribed

to Diego de Silo6.
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on occasions of ceieuioiiy— tlian a means of

general conniuiiiicatiun. In recent times the

restricted size of building lots in cities makes

the [trovision of several staircases impossible,

beyond the putting in of a service stair near

the (lining room or i)antry ; but tliis feature

does not appear to be generally adojited even

in the spacious and costly country residences of

late years, or in the large city houses, where

economy of space is not of first imjjortauce.

As regards this last necessity, — economy of

STAIR

not always have when opeiung only on the

general jiassages and main stairway.

In its modern construction, the stair of com-

mon u.sage in Great Britain and the United

States has become less an integnd i)art of the

general construction, and more of a sejiarate

piece of light framing set up after the cumple-

tion of the main structure— often in large ]iart

completed before being biought to the site.

This requires, in its construction, great skill

in joiuerj', built, as it usually is, of light and

Staircase at Pi-'rigueux (Dordogne) : NEOCLA.ssir or 17th Centcry, with Local Pkccliakities
OK Detail.

space,—-much is to be said in favour of the spiral

stair,— or some modification of a turning stair,

— when not too restricted in its dimensions. This

again was an early feature retained until quite

recent times, its great advantage lying in the fact

that comparatively little space was required hoii-

zontally ; a landing in the nm of the stair would

answer the purjjose of the elongated passage as

now usually provided to connect two flights.

On the whole, then, it is perhaps a question

whether the modern practice of |)roviding one

central .stair has not caused the abandonment

of a valuable feature. An additional retired

stair might often give a certain privacy and re-

tirement to a set of rooms which they would
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slender parts, secured together with systems of

slight concealed bracing and blocking and with

much use of glue. The necessity for such

highly trained labour has indeed developed a

special class of joiners, and a wooden stair

of some elaboration is now almost invariably

supplied by a stair-builder, who makes such

constniction his only business. This is the

more necessary in the case of curveil and wind-

ing stairs, where great .skill is required in

building up and shaping the wreaths and other

curved portions, and in so securing the various

members together to make the stair, as a

whole, self-supporting, at least between its

terminal bearings. In the greater part of the
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Continent of Europe the old traditions obtain

of erecting solid stairs of stone at the same

time with the surrounding masonry, wood not

being very generally used except in those locali-

ties where it abounds and where construction

STAIR

Perhaps the most imiiortant point in consid-

ering the planning of a stair is the pitch, or,

in other words, the relation between the riser

and tread. In buildings of an unpretentious

sort the pitch is often restricted, owing to other

Palais de Jisth k. I'akis. Tuh, i \,,i is Cii.im.kh ai.. anii riKi;i i > i

ABOVE. The Ironwork is intk.ndkd to skpauaik the Stairway
dors; there is a Gate at Every Landing.

1 1 Vaulted Floor below and
completely from the corri-

in that material is traditional. Even then it

is commonly treated in a massive and substan-

tial way, with larger and solid parts put to-

gether by methods of more genuine framing :

even the solid step is not altogether unknown,

cut from one piece after the manner of a stone

step so as to form both tread and riser.
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exigencies in the floor plan ; but, under ordi-

naiy circumstances, the requirements of the

surrounding features should yield so far as to

allow of ample horizontal space for the stair

in order to avoid a steep ascent. Several niles

are prescribed for determining the relation of

the riser and tread. In the United States
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their sum is generally taken as between 17

and 18 inches, and the riser rnade as little

over 7^5- indies as possible, in the ordinary

stairs for dwellings.

Another rule gives the (juiitient of tread and

riser as between 70 and 75 inches. In Great

Britain this (|uiitient is eoinuionly prescribed as

GG inches, baseil on the a.ssuniption that a step

5.', inches high by \'2 inches wide is a proper

average ste|). Another British method of pro-

portion is based on the same assumed standard,

and provides that, for every inch of tread added

to or subtracted from 12 inches, the 5^
inch riser should be decreased or increased

by }f inch, or vice versa. Thus we should

have

:

For a 13 inch tread a 5 inch riser

(tin '* *' 7' *' *'

It is worthy of note that, from the above

rules, the total length of step assumed as cor-

rect for British usage is noticeably less than

the standard assumed in the United States.

For instance, by the first British rule cited

above, a riser of 7^ inches would require a

tread of 66 -e- 7?,^ = 84 inches, whereas this

would rarely be less than 10 inches in the

United States, except for a back stair or the

like. A rule adopted from the French gi^•es

results more nearly equivalent to tlie American

custom— twice the riser, added to the width

of tread, should be between 24 and 25 inches.

The German rule for stairs of ordinary pitch

is substantially the same, but is not considered

altogether practical when applied to a riser of

less than 14- em. or more than 19 era. (5|- and

7^ inches respectively). In the former case,

the product of tread and riser is taken as 47

em. (18 J inches); in the latter case, the width

of tread is obtained by di^'iding the coefficient

500 by the given riser. This coefficient being

prescribed for centimetres, its equivalent for

inches would be 77-^-. These formula; are as

given in the Darmstadt Hcuidhuch, and give

results substantially equivalent to the dimen-

sions of American practice.

The foregoing dimensions for treads do not,

of course, include the nosing, which is not con-

sidered in determining the size of steps. For

ordinary purposes a riser of 7 to 1\ inches with

a tread of 10 inches makes a very comfortable

ascent. If, however, the stair is long, it will

be desirable to make the riser much less in

proportion to the tread, thus lessening the

pitch of the stair. It is also well, in the case

of a long stair, to introduce one or more land-

ings. It should be noted, however, that for

stairs out of doors a nuich longer step is prac-

tical, and even quite desirable, especially as

where a short flight is introduced in the course

of a footpath or at the break of a terrace. In

such cases the longer step, especially with a
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low riser, accommodates itself more pleasantly

to the impetus and longer stride naturally

gained by a person walking a distance out of

doors.

The ])itch of the stair being assumed, it is

ilesirable that it be altered as little as possible

during the ascent. The riser, of course, once

determined, remains unchanged : the tread

also shoulil be as nearly constant as possible.

That is, if winders become necessary, they

should be introiUiced as Balanced Steps (see

luider Step) ; and this change of plan should

be as gradual as possible, as described under

Winder. It is, of course, a modern axiom that

winders are to be avoided in a stair of any
pretension, except in a case of circular stairs of

long radius, or similar stairs laid out on a very

extended sweep, as is typical of the stone stair-

eases of the more recent French chateaux. It

is to be observed, however, that the prejudice,

where such exists, against a winding stair of a

smaller and less spacious sort, is of quite mod-
ern origin ; as the circular staircase was the

common form in mediaeval and later architec-

ture, as has been pointed out above. A wind-

ing stair offers one advantage which, although

of no great im]jortance, is, perhaps, worth con-

sideration : by the triangular form of the tread

the step accommodates itself to different lengths

of stride, according to the ilistance of a peiles-

trian from the axis. The width of landings,

where these occur in a straight stair, is almost

equal in importance to the width of tread, and
should be desifned to conform to an average

length of step ; say, the width of the tread

plus 24 inches, or a multiple of 24. (See

Scala.)

In addition to the following terms, various

specific names are applied to stairs derived from

the construction of certain parts, their mean-

ing being self-evident from the use of the

attributive term, as in Open Eiser Stair, Closed

String Stair. (See Landing ; Newel ; Pace
;

Ri-ser : Step ; String.) —D. N. B. S.

Back Stair. Any stair situated at the rear,

that i.s, at the back, of a building, as for

domestic service or other subordinate purpose.

Hence, any retired and uninii)ortaut stair for a

similar use, wherever situated.

Box Stair. (Jne made with two closed

strings, so that it has a boxlike form of con-

struction, and may be more or less completely

finished before being set up on the site.

Close String Stair. (See Close String,

under String.)

Cocklestair. From Cochlea ; a helical or

corkscrew stair.

Cut String Stair. (See Cut String, under

String.)

Dog-leg: Dog-legged Stair. A half-turn

stair consisting of two parallel flights, their

strings and hand rails being in the same verti-
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cal jilane. The hand rail of the lower flight

coiniiionly hiitts against the under side of the

string of the ui)iier flight, there being no well

hole.

Geometrical Stair. OTie which is con-

strueted withcnit the \ise of newels at the

angles or turning points. The intersecting

strings and hand rails are, therefore, usually

joineil by mean-! of short curved portions called

wreaths.

Giants' Stair {Sccda (lei Glganti). A
perron or out-of-door stairway in the court

of the Doges' Palace at Venice. The name is

derived from the two statues, Mars and Nep-

tune, which stand on ])edestals at the head of

the stair, and are the work of Jacopo Sanso-

vino. It consists of thirty steps, and a plat-

biALACTiTE Work in Wood and Plaster: the
Alhambra, Granada, Spain.

form divides these into two flights. It was

designed by Antonio Rizzo, and built during

the last few years of the fifteenth century.

Halfpace Stair. (See Halfpace, under

Pace.)
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Half-turn Stair. (See main article above.)

Hollow Newel Stair. (See Hollow Newel,

under Newel.)

Newel Stair ; Newelled Stair. One con-

struc-teil with newels ;it the angles to receive

the ends of the strings, as distiuguisheil from

Stair Tvcret: (.'hurch of S. Wulfran, Abbe-
ville (Somme).

a geometrical stair. The term is sometimes,

with no ajiparent reason, limited to a dog-

legged stair.

One-turn Stair. (See main article above.)

Open Newelled Stair. A newelled stair

which is built aroiuid a well ; apparently, a

term adapted to distinguish such a stair, which

is " open " as regards tlie existence of a well,

from a dog-legged stair, which has no well.

Each are newelled.

Open Riser Stair. One in which there is no

riser in the sense of a solid board, metal cast-

ing, or the like, but the whole rise between

tread and tread is left open. When this ar-

rangement is followed in costly staircases of

elaborate buildings, it is usually to allow light

to pass, as from a window.

Open String Stair. (See Open String,

under String.)

Quarterpace Stair. (See Quarterpace,

under Pace.)

Quarter turn Stair. (See main article above.)
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Screw Stair. A circular stair ; especially,

oue iu which the steps radiate from a vertical

post or newel.

Straight Stair. One which rises in one
direction only, without turns.

Three-quarter-turu Stair. (See main arti-

cle above.)

STAIR TURRET
cles Escalier. Perron ; W. and A. Mowat, Treatise
(lit Slairhuihlinri, etc. — D. N. B. S.

STAIRCASE. A. Properly, the structure
containing a stair; a stair together with its

enclosing walls.

B. Iminoperly, but in common usage, a
stair or series of stairs ; i.e., the complete me-

:-r^"^W.

Stalls of S. Gereos, Colocxe: 14th Century; Typical Gothic ARRAXGEMiiM and Design; the
HE.iVY Seat in E.\ch Stall is a Miserere.

Water Stair. Stairs or steps communicat-
ing between any water level, as of a river, lake,

or harbour, and the land, for convenience of

embarkation or debarkation.

Winding Stair. Any stair constructed wholly
or chiefly with winders. (See Screw Stair.)

O. Schmidt and E. Schmidt in Handhurh. Part
III., Vol. III.; VioUet-le-Duc, Dictionnaire, arti-
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chanical stnicture of a stair or set of stairs

with its sujiiMirts, hand rails, and other parts.

STAIR TURRET. ^1. A building used to

contain a winding stair which usually fills it

entirely. Such a turret is often added to a

larger tower, as of a church, and this is fre-

quently at one angle of a large tower, making
a picturesque addition to its mass.
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Sl'AIUC'ASK

Venice ; a tower with open arcades connecting visitors seldom reacli. The arcaded front formed
with otlier arcades, which connect witli tlie rooms jiart of the ancient Palazzo Minelli. in the Corte
beyond ; the whole a fifteenth-century Venetian del Maltese, south of the new Piazza Manin.
building, fronting on an out-of-the-way court which
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Stall in the Cathedral of
Amiens: One of the Four Cor-
ner Pieces which rise high
above the Rest. There are 110

Stalls. The Whole Work is

OF CARVEn Oak, with Hundreds
OF Human Figures; l.T08-15iO.

009

Stall; Detail of those of Amiens; see Previous
Cut.
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B. A domical or lioodlike [iiotection for the

top of a stair which is carried tlirough the plat-

form or flat roof of a tower, or the like. Such

Stalls: S. JIaroarrt's Church, Leicestekshire
c. I4ri0.

small structures rise above the large mass of a

building and are freciuently great additions to

its beauty.

STALL
STALACTITE. One of the pendent cones

of lime carl innate found attached to the roofs

of caves. — (J. 1'. 'SI.

STALACTITE WORK. A system

of corbelling of peculiar form or the imi-

tation of such corbelling in wood and plas-

ter. So called from a fancied resemblance

of its form to tiiose of natural stalactites.

(See Honeycomb Work.) (Cut, col. 60.5.)

STALAGMITE. One of the deposits

of lime rail II mate on the floor of caves,

and which may or may not be in the

form of ujjright pillars corresponding to

pendent stalactites.— G. P. M.
STALK. In the Corinthian capital,

the representation of the stem of a plant,

sometimes fluted, from which the volutes

spring. (See Caidiculus.)

STALL. A. In an ecclesiological

sense, a fixed seat, enclosed at the back

and sides. Rows of such stalls for the

use of the clergy, acolytes, and choristers are

usually arranged on the north and south .side of

the choir ; they are separated from each other

Stalls, Carved Oak: Montreal (Yonxe), Birguxdy; Early Renaissance; c. 1520.

STAKE OUT (v.). To designate or mark

with .stakes the phm and position of a future

building upon its site.
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by high projecting arms, and have their seats

hinged so as to fold against the back when the

occupant wishes to stand in the stall. On the
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under side of c;u-li sent there is a bracket upon

wliieli tiie oeeiipaiit eau rest wlien standing (see

Miserere). In tiie larger eliurelies the stalls are

often surmounted liy ranopies ; and in the mon-

astic and some other churches the choir stalls

return at the west end of each row.

B. In a stable, one of the divisions, <averag-

ing 4 to 5 feet wide and 9 feet deep, separated

by partitions, open in the rear, and provided

with appliances for feeding and drainage, for

the accommodation of horses and cattle. (For

the larger stall, called loose stall, or loose box,

see Bo.K, C.)

C. In a tlieatre, originally, a seat separated

from others by arms or rails ; now, usually, one

of the seats in the front division of the parquet

(sometimes called orchestra stalls) ; but the

application of the terra is varialile. (Cuts, cols.

607, 608, 609, GIO, 611, 61l', 614.)

Loose Stall. Same as Loo.se Box. (See

Box, ('.)

STALL BOARD. One of a serie.s of boards

or shelves upon which soil is pitched successively

m excavating. (See Bench, C.)

STALL POST. The post at the foot of the

partition lietween stalls in a stable, used to hold

and protect the ends of the partition boarding.

STAMBA. A pillar standing alone and

serving as a memorial or a votive oti'ering.

There are many of these in India, and it is

found that they have been erected at all epoch.?

from the tliinl or fourth century B.C. down to

the commencement of tlie European conquest

and settlement of the peninsula. Some of these

are elaborately built up of many courses of stone

and arranged with a spreading capital to sup-

port some larger culminating structure, as a

table or roofed rece.ss for holding a lamp. The
Lantern of the Dead shoukl be compared with

these. (See Lat ; Minar.) Spelled also sthamba.

STANCHION. An upright prop or sup-

])ort ; a I'luicheon ; a Mullion.

STAND. A structure, usually temporary,

or at least slight and unarchitectural, as (1) a

booth for a shopkeeper; (2) a platform for

speakers
; (3) an arrangement of seats for an

out-of-door exhibition of some kind, as a race

or a liall game. (See Grand Stand.)

STANDPIPE. A pipe, usually vertical, in-

tended to facilitate the supply of water to

elevated points. Thus, at certain points along

an aqueduct, a standpipe may be used into

which water is forced by mechanical means,

thus providing a pressure sufficient to raise the

water supply higher than the normal level. In

architectural practice, chiefly, a pipe intended to

facilitate the extinction of fires. It is sometimes

on the exterior of a building, and sometimes

within, with branches in the different stories
;

but always with a mouth near the street and
outside, and a coupling to which the hose of the

fire engine can be attached. — W. P. G.
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STANZA (plural Staaze). In Italian, a

room iir ilKuuber; as the skiiize of Raphael in

the \'atiran palace.

STAR ANCHOR. (See under Anchor.)

STARLING. A. A breakwater fornuid of

]iiles dri\cii clusi'ly side by side as a protection

in hydraulic constructions.

B. One of the piles so used. (Also written

sterling.)

•'""•v^nr
irpri^ TnrJrrT'rrr'.'^.gjJf)̂

Stalls is thk Church oi- Noi
17th Ck.n'TLirv.

K.VMK, I'AKis;

STAROFF, IWAN IGOROWICH ; archi-

tect.

A Russian architect who built about 1790
the Alexander Newski church in Saint Peters-

burg, also called the Pantheon. He built,

according to the designs of Guadagni, the

church of S. Sophia in Saint Petersburg.

Senbert. Kiiiistler-lexiron.

STATE HOUSE. In the United Sfate.s, a
building ap]irij|iriated to the government and
legislation of one of the states. (See Capitol.)

STATICS. Force acting by balancing other

forces. — W. R. H.

STATION. (See Railway Building.)
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STATION HOUSE. .1. The headquar-

ters (ir iiltict' (if the jiulicL' force of a district.

(See Polii-e Station.)

B. In the life-saving service, a liouse on tiie

seacoast, fuinislied witii l)oats and other appli-

ance.s for the .-jervice.

STATUARY. That form of sculpture

whieh deals with tigurcs in the round as distin-

guished from figures in relief, especially with

figures of the human body complete, either

singly or in groups. Such figures are u.sed in

architecture in two general ways. (1) In im-

mediate connei-tion with the building, as in

cathedral jxirches of the thirteenth century,

and commonly in niches and under canopies

(see Vol. I., pi. VII.). (2) Set upon a build-

ing, but without apparent connection with its

architectural design. Thu.s, in the pediment

of a Greek temple the statues were designed

for tlieir place as so far above the eye and

likely to be seen from so great a horizontal

distance; but the tympanum of the pediment

IS used merely as a convenient background and
the geison as a convenient shelf to support

them. A similar arrangement seems to have

existed in Roman theatres and amphitheatres,

\\here the great open arches of the structure

which supported the rising tiers of seats were

often occupied by statues and groups well seen

against the comparatively dark interior. In

memorial arches, statues are set upon ressauts

of the main order, and thus relieved against the

attic. In the Renaissance and post-Renaissance

styles statues appear against the sky ranged

upon the pedestals of the parapet, as in the

library of S. Slark in Venice, and the great

colonnade by Bernini in the Piazza S. Pietro at

Rome. This last-named arrangement involves

the ditficulty that the light of the sky eats into

the outline of the statue, which can hardly be

seen aright unless illuminated by the sun from

behind the spectator, or unless seen against a

very sombre background of clouds. It is (lartly

to avoid this that there has been a partial re-

turn, as in highly decorated buildings in the

United States, to the front of the attic as a

place for statues ; and other buildings have

porticoes of slight projection chiefly to aflbrd

the same opportunity.

STATZ, VINCENZ; architect; b. 1819 (in

Cologne).

About 1841 he was associated with Zwirner
on the works of the cathedral at Cologne. He
became diocesan architect in 1863, and in

twenty years built about sixty churches in the

Gothic style, most of them in the archbishopric

of Cologne. He published Gothiscke Einzel-

heiten (eight parts, folio, 1871), and with Unge-
witter, Gothisches Musterbuch (Leipzig, 1856).

Seubert, Kiinstler-lexkon.

STAY. Anything that stiSens or helps to
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maintain a frame or other structure, as a piece

of timber or iron acting as a strut or brace; or

a tie of any material.

STEAM HEATING. (See Ventilation;
Warming.)
STEE. In local British usage, a ladder or

steep stair of simple form.

STEEL. A compound of iron with from
.01 to 1.5 per cent of carbon. It also contains

niiiuite quantities of silicon, sulphur, phos-
phorus, etc. The processes of making steel

may be classed under two heads, — by adding
carbon to wrought iron, and by abstracting

carbon from east iron. The former is used for

making steel for cutting tools and other fine

purposes. The latter class of processes is

adapted to making large masses of steel rapidly

and cheaply.

Blister steel is made by packing bars of

WTought iron in layers, each surrounded by char-

coal, hermetically sealed, and subjecting them
to intense heat for two or three days. The
bars absorb carbon and are converted into highly

crystalline steel.

Shear steel is made by breaking the bars of

blister steel into lengths, hammering or rolling

them at a welding heat. If the process is re-

peated the metal becomes " double shear " steel.

Crucible cast steel is produced by melting

bars of blister steel in a crucible with a small

quantity of oxide of manganese and of fen-o-

manganese. The carbon is sometimes varied

by mi.xing wrought iron with the blister steel.

Bessemer steel is made by pouring molten
iron into a bottle-shaped vessel lined with re-

fractory material, and blowing air through the

iron until the carbon and silicon are burned out.

The combustion of the carbon and silicon pro-

duces suflicient heat to keep the mass thoroughly

melted. If the lining of the vessel is silicious

or acid, all the phosphorus and sulphur remain
in the steel. By the Thomas Gilchrist method
a basic lining is used, and the steel is made free

from phosphonis.

Open hearth or Siemens-^fartiit steel.

After the invention of the Siemens gas furnace,

it was utilized by Martin to melt steel in bulk

upon a sand bottom. It was found that the

sulphur and phosphorus remained in the steel.

A basic bottom of dolomite or maguesite was
substituted for the acid (silicious) sand bottom,

and phosphorus was eliminated better than by
the basic Bessemer, and a better steel was made.

W. R. HUTTOX.
STEEL CAGE. The frame of the modern

building of "steel skeleton" construction, as

described under Iron Construction, Vol. 11.,

col 515.

STEEL CONSTRUCTION. (See Iron Con-
strui-tion.)

STEENING. The brick or stone lining,

often laid dry, of a well, cistern, or cesspool.
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STEEPLE
STEEPLE. A. A tall oriKimental con-

struetiun siiniioimtiiig a tower and composed

usually of a series of features superimposed and

diminishing upward, as the steeples of Sir

Christopher Wren's churches, in contradis-

tinction to a Spire, which is properly a tall

pyramid uniuterruiited by stories or stages.

B. A tower terminated by a steeple in sense

A, or by a spire, the term covering the whole

structure, from the ground uji.

STEINBACH, ERWIN VON. (See Erwin
von Steinbach.)

Steeple of a Church near C.^en in Nor-
mandy: c. 1160.

STELE. In Greek and Greco-Roman art, a

pillar or upright monument composed of one or

two stones and simple in its outline and general

character, although it may be adorned with very

elaborate carving. The more common forms

were a slender cylinder, and a flat slab, higher

and more narrow than a modern gravestone.

These were set up as boundary stones ; thus a

law, or edict, or a treaty between two nations,

would be recorded in an inscription upon a stele

set up in an appropriate ))lace. In some cases

a sunken panel is filled by a bas-relief of a few
figures, such a.s some in the Acropolis at Athens.

The largest stelai knoxni were erected on the

graves of individuals, and these were sometimes
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sculptured with superb bas-reliefs, like those

found in the graveyard at the Dipylon at

Athens, and now in the Central Museum there.

(Also written stela.)— R. S.

Steeple of S. Stephen's Cathedral, Vienna,
Austria.

STENCH TRAP. In plumbing, any form

of traj) which, by means of a water seal, is in-

tended to prevent the passage of noxious gases

from the sewers into a liouse.

STENCIL; STENCIL PLATE. A thin

plate of metal, or sheet of paper, perforated
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with any desired pattern or device, so that,

when lield against the wall and scumbled with

a bnish of colour, the pattern is transferred

through the perforations to the surface to be

decorated.

STEP. A vertical break formed by a sudden

change of level between two more or less hori-

zontal surtaces. Especially, in architecture,

such a break when only a few inches in height,

ami disposed (singly or in series) for the con-

venient ascending or descending of persons

pa.ssing from one level to another. Hence, a

small stnicture or block of material with a flat

upper surface,— a platform of verj- limitetl

extent,— placed at such a change of level. In

the broad general sense, the change in level

produced by the retaining wall of a terrace

may be spoken of as a step, especiallj' when it

is one of a series of such breaks by which an

inconvenient slope of ground may be modified.

The term may be used in connection with any

structure formed into a series of breaks (see

Crow Step, Stepped Gable), or a masonry found-

ation wall which is enlarged toward its base by
successively projecting courses. In the more

especial sense, a rough, approximately flat, stone

forming the siU of a doorway which is somewhat
above the level of the ground adjoining would

properly be called a step; as also one of a

number of horizontal boards suppoi-ted in a ver-

tical or inclined series.

A series of steps de.signed for the accommo-

dation of persons passing from one level to

another is called a Flight or a Stair. (See the

terms.) The flat upper surface of such a step

is the tread ; the vertical surface, the riser;

these terms designating also the pieces of

material which form those respective surfaces

where the step does not consist of a solid block.

A step included between two parallel risers,

which are also peq)endicular to the general

direction of a flight, is a Flier : where a flight

makes a turn, risers must nece-ssarily approach

each other at one side and diverge at their

opposite ends, and eacfi step, therefore, receives

a somewhat triangular shape and is then known
as a Winder. (See Balanced Step below ; also

Fher: Stair: Winder.)— D. N. B. S.

Balanced Step. A winder included between

two risir.* which are not normal to the curve.

Thus, in a stair of ordinary constmction, a

quarter-turn is brought about by three or four

winders with risers radiating from a common
centre ; but in a stair of superior plan the

change of ninety degrees is accomplished more

gradually by a series of balanced steps formed

by slightly decreasing the regular width at the

inside of the curve and a corresponding increase

on the outside, and this disposition begins before

reaching the actual turn, and is continued be-

yond the curve.

BuUnose Step. A step— usually at the
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foot of a flight— of which one or each end is

shaped to a semi-circle projecting beyond the

string, and, perhaps, suiTounding the newel.

Sometimes, a step having one or each end
shaped to a quarter round, the curve termi-

nating against tlie newel or the riser above.

(Compare Curtail Step.)

Commode Step. One of a combination of

two or more steps at the foot of a flight, which
have curved ends projecting beyond the string

and surrounding the newel, which apparently

stands on the upper or uppermost step of the

group.

Curtail Step. A step, usually at the foot of

a fli^'ht, nf which one or each end is given a

scroll or spiral shape, this portion projecting

bej'ond the string. This projecting scroll com-

monly supports a newel composed of a curved

row of balusters following the outline of the

step and continuing the line of balusters above.

(Compare BuUiiose Step.)

Dancing Step. Same as Balanced Step.

Hanging Step. One of a flight of stone

stejis whicli is built into a wall at one end and
has no other support except what it may derive

by slightly overlapping the stone step next

below.

Scroll Step. Same as Curtail Step.

Spandrel Step. A solid step— as one

worked tVi mi one ])iece of stone— having more
or less the section of a right-angled triangle, tlie

hypothenuse forming part of the sloping soflBt

of the flight. (Compare Square Step.)

Square Step. A solid step— as one worked
from a single piece of stone— of which the

section is more or less rectangular, so that the •

soffit of the flight is formed into steps similar

to the upper surface. (Compare Spandrel Step.)

^ D. ^^ B. s.

STEP LOG. A kind of ladder made by

cutting notches into the side of a log. The
first ladder of the American Indians.

— F. S. D.
STEREOBATE. The top of a foundation

or suli.^tiuctiire, lurming a solid platform upon
which the columns of a classical building are

set. That part of it which comes immediately

beneath the columns is distinguished as the

Stylnl.at.-.

STEREOCHROMY. Painting by means of,

or secureii bv, water glass (which see under

Gla.<s).

STEREOTOMY. In architecture, the sci-

ence and nn uf .-tonecutting. Scientifically,

that branch of Descriptive Geometry which has

to do vnth the graphical representation of the

forms and dimensions of stones which are to be

prfjiared f'T building pur|50.se.s.

STERLING. Same as Starling.

STEVENS. ALFRED; sculptor, architect,

painter, and decorator; b. 1818; d. May 1,

1875.
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He spent nine yeius in Italy studying the

entire field of art, painting, senlpture, architec-

ture, and decorative design. In 18-H-1842 he

was associated with Tiiurwaklsen in Rome. In

18.50 he became cliief designer to the firm of

Hoole and Company, metal workers, at Shef-

field, England. A very large part of his finest

Stilted Arch: L'hir<h ok S. Fosc.\, Tukcello.

work was done in the decoration of silverware,

bronzes, cutlery, stoves, and otlier objects of

utility. In 18.56 he entered the competition

for the proposed monument to the Duke of

Wellington in S. Paul's cathedral. He re-

ceived the commi.ssion for this work in 1858,

and was occupied with it during tlie remainder

of his life. This monument was placed in the

cathedral in 1892. The original model is in

the Soutli Kensington Museum, and is impor-

tant because of changes made in tlie finished

work. Among the best of his decorative works

are those of Dorchester House, London, includ-

ing the splendid chimney piece of the

dining-room, with its famous crouching

caryatides.

Stannus, Alfred Stevens and his Wnrl:'

;

Armstrong, Alfred Stevens, a Biof/raplucnl

Study.

STEW. A heated room, as in a

Turkish liath ; a liothouse ; a stove.

STIACCIATO. In Italian decora-

tive art, very fiat ; said of relief sculp-

ture.

STICK (v.). To run, strike, or shaiie

with a moulding plane ; by extension, to

shape, as longitudinal mouldings, splays,

and the like, by the moulding mill.

(See Plant, v.)

STILE. Any plane surface forming a bor-

der. Specifically, in car|)entcr work and in

joinery, one of the plane members of a i)iece

of framing, into which the secondary members

or rails are fitted by mortise and tenon, as in

panelling. In framed doors, and the hke, it is

nearly always a vertical member.
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Diminished StUe ; Diniimshiiig Stile. In

a glazed door, a stile whose upper |)art above

the middle rail is narrower than the lower jjart,

in order to admit of a sash wider than the pan-

elling Vh'Iow.

Falling Stile. Same as Shutting Stile, below.

Gmistock Stile. A diminished stile in

which the reduction in width is made by

a long slope, usually of the whole width

of the lock rail.

Hanging Stile. ^1. In the framing

of a iliiiir, a hinged casement window, or

the like, that stile to which the hinges

are secured, and by which, therefore, the

door, etc., is hung to the jamb or door-

]iost. B. Same as Pulley Stile.

Hinge Stile. (See Hanging Stile,

ab(jvc.

)

Meeting StUe. (See Meeting Rail.)

PiiUey StUe. That surface of the box

frame nf a window, against which the

sashes slide up and down ; it receives its

name from the sash ])ulleys which are

set into it near the to]), ami through

which the sash cords or chains are

passed.

Shutting Stile. In a hinged door, tlie stile

opposite the hanging stile, being that one which

strikes the rebate of the jamb when the door is

shut.

STILL ROOM. Originally, a room in which

distilling can lie carried on, as in a country

house ; hence, in a large establishnient, an ap-

pendage to the kitchen, usually for making tea,

cott'ee, and chocolate and prejiaring the more

delicate dishes.

STILTED. Raised higher than is normal,

or usual, ur seeming to be so raised, a term

almost wholly limited to the arch, which is

iAif

Stilted Arches in Venice; a. Callf. del Pistor;
S.\LIZZADA S. LlO.

said to be stilted when the curve does not

spring at or close to the top of the capital or

of the moulded or otherwise strongly marked

impost. The term is extremely vague, as many
arches have no architecturally marked impost,

and as it is considered an error to start the

cun'e immediately upon such an impost in any
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STINASH
case ; but those arclies are called stilted which
have a vertieal jamb or iutrados below the curve

more than about one quarter of their total rise.

Thus, Fii;. 1 shows an arch whose rise is one

half its s|)an ; its springing line is raised above

the mouldings of the impost by uearlj' 1 J^ times

its span, and hence it is said to be much stilted.

STINASH. The Modoc term for house

lodge. In Klamath it means a willow-framed

lodge (see Latchash).

STIPPLING. lu painting, the production

of ertects of gradation by tine dotting with

brush-point or other implement ; a process imi-

tated in engraving by the sti]iiile graver.

STIRRUP ; STIRRUP IRON. A piece of

iron forged or t-ast in the shape of a looji or

shoe, which, when hung to a timber, as a header,

atibrds resting for the end of a joist framed at

right angles to the timber, or when secured to the

top of a tie or plate, forms a resting for the

lower end of a brace or rafter. It is a substi-

tute for a mortise and tenon joint of an}' sort,

and preserves the full strength of the timbers.

STOA. A portico used by the ancient

Greeks as a shady promenade or meeting place,

where conversation might be held or speakers

heard. The stoa took the form of a roofed

structure, the length of which was great as

compared with its depth. Ordinarily, there

was at the back an enclosing wall, and in front,

facing the street or public square, a colonnade.

The floor of the stoa was generally raised a few

steps above the street.

In early examples the depth was so slight

that the space between the wall and the colon-

nade was covered by a single span, and the

roof sloped in one direction only ; but later,

with greater depths, one or more lines of sup-

ports had to be introduced between the wall

and the outer colomiade, to assist in cariTing

the roof, which then frequently hail a double

slope. Pausanias describes a deviation from

the more usual forms in the case of the Corcy-

risan colonnade at Elis, of which he says (Bk.

VI., Ch. XXIV.): "The colonnade ."
. . is

double, for it has columns both on the side of

the market place and on the side away from the

market place. In the middle the roof of the

colonnade is supported, not by columns, but by
a wall ; and there are statues beside the wall on
either side." Sometimes such porticoes were
divided by two rows of columns into three

aisles, or in one case by four rows into five

aisles.

The stoa of Attalos at Athens was, accord-

ing to Vitnnius, two stories in height, the col-

umns of the lower story being of the Doric

order, those in the upper Ionic (see Adler, Die
Stoa des Konigs Attalos II.) ; nor was this the

only example of the two-story stoa, as witness

those at Pergamon and Epidauros. Stoas were
frequently adorned by statues of celebrated per-
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sons, and in certain cases the rear wall was dec-

orated with paintings.

For descriptions of the more important build-

ings of this character, and for references to the
literature of the subject, see Durm's Die Bau-
kiinst der Griechen, p. 340.

— Frank Miles Day.
STOCKADE. A. Same as Palisade.

B. An enclosed space surrounded by a pali-

sade. In this sense, the term carries with it

the idea of a complete defensible work, however
small and simple, the term " palisade " being
limited to the line of stakes itself.

STONE. .1. The material of which rocks
are composed.

B (used with the article). A fragment of
a rock.

C. Any aggregate of mineral matter, natural
or artificial, as in the terms "precious stone,"
" artificial stone."

The kinds of stone utilized for purposes of
construction or for general interior, decorative,

monumental, or art work, may be roughly grouped
imder five general heads : granites, sandstones,

marbles, limestones, and slates.

Granitic and Allied Bocks. The term "gran-
ite," in its strict scientific sense, is made to in-

clude only a class of eruptive rocks, consisting

essentially of quartz and feldsjjar, with usually

minerals of the hornblende or mica group, and
which are consequently known as hornblende or

mica granites. They are tough, hard rocks,

massive and strong, of a pronounced gramdar
structure, and vaiy in colour through all shades
of gray

;
pink and red colours are, however, not

uncommon. Until a comparatively recent pe-

riod, rocks of this type had been used almost
wholly in the more massive forms of construc-

tion. The introduction of steam power into

stone working has, however, brought them into

veri,' general use.

Granites, of a type suitable for general pur-

poses of construction, occur in nearly every

state bordering along the Appalachian chain,

but have been most fully developed in Xew
England, owing to the fact that abundant quarry

sites are found within easy reach of tide water,

thus enabling the material to be shipped com-

paratively cheaply, even to the most remote

points. Maryland, Virginia, the Carolinas, and
Georgia have, of late years, furnished no incon-

siderable amount. The region of Jlinnesota

and Wisconsin is supplied from granitic rocks

within the glaciated areas of those states. Chi-

cago, St. Louis, and neighbouring cities derive

an abundant suppl}- of a coarse red granite,

suitable for general building, from isolated areas

of igneous rocks in Iron and St. Fran(,'ois coun-

ties, Missouri. Small areas of syenitic rocks in

the -sicinity of Little Rock and Magnet Cove,

Arkansas, are also becoming important sources

of supply.
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Light gray granite from ('uncord, New Hamp-

shire, was used in the eonstruetion of the new
National Librarj' building at Washington, D.C.

;

similar stone from Halluweli, Maine, in the

State Capitol at Albany, New York ; dark

Quincy (Massachusetts) granite in King's

Chapel, the United States Court and Custom
Houses, Masonic Tem])le, and many other buikl-

ings in Boston; a pink epidotic granite from

Dedham, Massachusetts, in the Trinity Church

building, Boston
;
gray granite from Vinalhaven

in the Masonic Temple, Philadelphia ; tine gray

granite from near Richmond, Virginia, in the

State, War, and Navy Department buildings

in Washington, etc. Red ami pink granites

are quarried at Red Beach and Jonesboro,

Maine ; Grindstone Islands, New York ; West-

erly, Rhode Island ; Leetes Island, Connecticut

;

and in Missouri and Texas, as already noted.

The Grindstone Islands' granite is represented

by two magnifloent columns in the senate

chamber of the State Capitol building at Al-

bany, New York. A beautiful coar.sely crystal-

line deep red granite from Lyme, Connecticut,

was used in the Chaney Memorial Church at

Newport, Rhode Island, but the material is not

regularly quarried.

Gray granites of tlie ordinary type occur in

many parts of British North America, but

reference need here be made only to the pink

and red stone from the vicinity of St. George,

Kings County, in New Brunswick. This is the

stone used in the large granite vase east of the

Capitol in Washington and in the additions

made in 1897 to the Natural History Museum
in New York City.

Among the more noted of foreign granites

are the gray and red so-called Scotch granites

from near Aberdeen in Scotland, and the gray

coarsely porphyritic Shap granite from Cumber-
land in northern England. The coarse red

varieties from near Peterhead have been used

in London, for the interior columns of S.

George's Hall in Liverpool, and thijse of the

provincial Bank of Ireland, in Dublin. Their

use in America is limited mainly to polished

columns and monumental work. It was from
the gray granite of Aberdeen that were so

largely constructed the biuldings of the city of

Aberdeen proper, described by Hull as perhaps

the cleanest and freshest looking city in the

British Isles. Other granites of local impor-

tance occur in Kirkcudbriglitshire, Argyleshire,

and the Isle of Arran. The principal English

granite quarries are situated in Cornwall and
Devon, the majority of tiie material being

coarse-grained and of a gray colour. The so-

called Shap granite is stated to vary in colour

from light to deep gray, pink, red, and purple.

The so-called LuxuUianite, from which was made
the sarcophagus of the Duke of Wellington, is

a coarse red and black stone composed of red
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orthoclase, gray ijnartz, and black tourmaline.

It is found oidy in boulders. What is prob-

ably the most extensive granite district in the

British Isles stretches from Dublin, Ireland,

southward through Wicklow and Carlow coun-

ties into Kilkenny and Wexford. None of the

Irish granites seem, however, to have been fully

developed, though many of the large buildings

in Dublin are made from Wicklow materials.

Stone from the Bessbrook quarries in Newry
was used in the new Town Hall in Man-
chester.

The granite used by the Egyptians in the

construction of so many columns, obelisks,

sarcophagi, etc., is a coarse, red, hornblende-

mica variety, found in large (juantities in Upper
Egypt, near Ancient Syene ; hence tlie name
syenite, first given it. This is historically one

of the most interesting of granitic rocks, the

huge size of the blocks obtained, their sculp-

tured hieroglyjihics, and the great distances they

have been transported having excited the won-

der of people in all subsequent ages. Pom-
pey's Pillar in Alexandria, and Cleopatra's

Needle, now in Central Park, New York, as

well as the companion obelisk, now in London,

are of this material. The same stone was used

in the linings of the interior of the great pyra-

mid of Gizeh, and in the obelisk of Luxor, in

the Place de la Concorde, in Paris.

The principal granite u.sed in Saint Peters-

burg is the coarse, red, so-called Rapakivi stone

from tiie Finnish coast, between Wibovg and
Lovisa. This is the material used in the

Alexander column in Saint Petersburg, and also

in the magnificent monolithic columns in the

cathedral of S. Isaac, in that city. It is a
beautiful coarse red stone ; the large orthoclase

crystals, sometimes three or four inches in

diameter, being of an oval outline and sur-

rounded by a darker translucent border of

oligoclase. This stone leaves little to be de-

sired, so far as colour and structure are con-

cerned ; but its durability, when exposed to the

atmosphere, is a matter of v^ry grave doubt.

In the basement extension of the cathedral of

the Saviour, in Moscow, there was used a

beautifully complex granite-gneissoid rock, of a

prevailing reddish colour, with black streaks,

and often a fine faulted and brecciated strac-

ture. This is also from Finland.

The granite so largely employed in Italy, par-

ticularly in the cities of Milan, Turin, and
Florence, is stated to be mainly from near

Baveno, on the western bank of Lago Mag-
giore. It is fine-grained and of a warm, pink-

ish tinge, and is seen to good advantage in the

columns of the restored basilica of S. Paolo

fuori le Mura in Rome ; there are also columns

of the stone on either side of the main porch

of the cathedral, and supporting the dome of

the church of S. Carlo Borromeo, Milan.
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Granites from Elba and Sardinia have also

found a limited use in Italian cities. The eight

columns supporting the dome of the baptistery

of Pisa are stateil by Hull to be of piuk

granite from Elba.

Granitic rocks from the vicinity of Fing-

spong, Sweden, in the form of monuments an<l

turned columns, find their way to tlie American

and other markets in considerable quantities.

The most striking and desiralile of these is a

red granite with peculiar amethystine opal-

escent quartz.

Igneous rocks of the nature of diorite, dia-

base gabbro, and basalt have been but little

utilized for constructive purposes, owing in part

to their sombre colours and in part to poor

working (jualities. In the United States very

dark diabasic rocks are used to some extent for

monumental work. The coarse gabbro of Kees-

ville, New York, a dark gray rock with irides-

cent feldspars, has been utilized for monumental
work, and to some extent for polished interior

work, with good ertect. A coarser variety, with

larger, purplish iridescences, is exported from

quarries near Fingspong, Sweden. A stone

similar to this, from near Kiev, has been u.sed

with fine effect in panelling the lower interior

walls of the church of the Saviour in BIoscow.

Other igneous rocks, of lighter, somewhat in-

ferior colours, are used for general building,

though most of the material of this nature is

utilized for Belgian blocks in street ]iavements.

A mica diorite (kersantite) from the Brest

roads has been quarried and utilized for build-

ing for many years, and many of the Gothic

churches in Brittany have been constructed

from it.

There are yet other types of eruptive rocks

which need mention in this connection, though

they are but little used. Under the name of

Porplqiry is included a class of rocks varying

widely in chemical composition, but having in

common what is known technically as a por-

phyritie structure, that is, tliey show cry.stals

of quartz or feldspar, porphyritically developed

in a fine-grain ground mass. When, as is fre-

(juently the ease, the porphyritic crystals are

of a ilifferent colour from the ground mass, the

effect is striking and often very pleasing. The
so-called Marmor Lacedcemonuim viride, or

green antique porphyry, is a porphyritic dia-

base from Laconia, in southern Greece, while

the red antique ])orphyry, or rosso antico of the

modern Italians, is a jjorphyritic diorite occur-

ring in the Dokhan mountains. Rocks of

similar grain, but varying colours, occur in many
parts of the world, but are little used, owing to

their great hardness. Nevertheles.s, they ac-

quire often a fine poli.sh, and their colours are

such as to make them eminently desirable for

turned columns and works of art. Materials

of a high grade of this nature occur in various
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parts of America, and the red varieties found
near Hingham, Mas.sachusetts, and in the

Franconia Mountains of New Hampshire, are

well worthy of consideration. In spite of the

refractory nature of the material, rocks of this

type were used by the ancient Egjqjtians,

Greeks, and Romans much more extensively

than to-day, and modern museums contain

abundant illustrations of the patience and .skill

of the people in fashioning from it statues and
other works of art.

In the western portion of the United States,

and in other volcanic regions, a considerable

variety of the younger eniptive rocks, called

Lavas, are locally utilized, but mainly for pur-

jjoses of rough construction.

Mention should also be made of certain

altered forms of igneous rocks, like the impure
Serpentines of southern Pennsylvania and
northern Maryland. These are of a duU
greenish colour, soft, and somewhat porous, but

fairly durable. These have been used exten-

sively in New York, Philadelphia, and Balti-

more, mainly in coursed rubble work.

The Sandstones and Qnartzites. Under
this head are grouped a widely vatying series

of rocks, having only in common the one prop-

ertj- of being composed of more or less con-

solidated sands. They are made up of the

silicious fragments derived from the disintegra-

tion of older crystalline rocks \\hich have been

rearranged through the mechanical action of

water. The material by which the individual

particles of a sandstone are bound together is,

as a rule, of a calcareous, ferruginous, or sili-

cious nature, though sometimes argillaceous.

The substance, whichever it may be, has been

deposited between the granules by percolating

water, or during the process of original sedi-

mentation, and forms a natural cement.

Upon the character of this cement is de-

pendent quite largely the colour of the stone,

and its working and lasting qualities, as will

be noted later. Stones containing any con-

siderable amount of ferruginous cement are

nearly always of a yellow, brown, or red colour.

Several varieties of sandstones are jxipularly

recognizeil, the distinctions being founded upon

colour or working qualities. Thus the name
" brownstone " is applied to a sandstone con-

taining so large a proportion of ferruginous

cement as to be of a brown or red colour, like

those of Connecticut and New Jersey. The

term " freestone " is ajiplied to any sand or lime-

stone of sufficient iniiformity of texture to work

freely in any direction. The terms "calcareous,"

"ferruginous," "silicious," and "argillaceous"

are often ajiphed to sandstones in which these

constituents ])lay the role of cementing materials.

Many sandstones contain scarcely an ajiiire-

ciable amount of cement, but owe their con-

sistency wholly to the pressure to which they
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have been subjected. Silicious sandstones which

have undergone nietaniorphisni, like tiiose of

Potsdam, New York, and Sioux Falls, South

Dakota, are known as quartzites. From a geo-

logical standpoint the sandstones are known
as Triassic, Carboniferous, or Silurian, etc.,

according to tiie period during which they were

formed. According to the size and shape of

their constituent particles they are known as

sandstones |)roper, or if the grains are large

and rounded like a consolidated gravel, as con-

glomerate. When tiiese large granules are an-

gular, instead of rounded, the stone is known
as breccia.

Sandstones and limestones are to be found in any

and ail of the states of the American Union, but

naturally in not all are they of such quality and

colour as to make them desirable for constructive

purposes. Throughout the triassic areas of the

Eastern states are found important beds of

brown red sandstone, or so-called " brownstone,"

which has been used from a very early period

in American history for general constructive

purposes, as is well exemplified in the monot-

onous rows of brownstone fronts in New York
City.

Connecticut, Jlassachusetts, New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, and JIaryland have been thus

far the chief producers of this class of material,

though somewhat similar stones are now brought

from near Flagstaff, Arizona, Verte Island in

Lake Superior, and from near L'Anse in Michi-

gan. Fine blue-gray and buff sandstones of the

carboniferous age occur throughout many regions

in the Mississippi Valley, as near Berea and

Amherst, Ohio, and have furnished and still

may furnish an almost imlimited quantity of

these materials for general iiurposes of construc-

tion. Thin-bedded blue-gray Devonian sand-

stones from New York and Pennsylvania, known
commercially as Hudson or North River Blue-

stone-i, Wyoming Valley stone, or sinjply Blue-

stone (which see), are largely utilized for flagging,

and the better varieties for steps, sills, and lintels.

Owing to their abundance, variety, and rela-

tive cheapness in the United States, sandstones

of any kind are brought from abroad to a very

limited extent. The so-called Dorchester stone,

from Shejiody Jlountain, New Brunswick, finds

a limited application in the Eastern cities. It

is of an olive-gray colour and tine texture.

Scotch sandstone of gray and red-brown colours

from near Craigleith, Scotland, used in many of

the public and private buildings of Edinburgh,

and to a less extent in London, was formerly

imported into New York.

In England carboniferous sandstones of a

light brown colour, from near Yorkshire, have,

ill connection with Jurassic stones of a similar

colour, been utilized in the construction of

Whitby Abbey, the new library building at

Cambridge, and many other buildings of less
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importance. Triassic (Lower Kenper) sand-

stones of gray to red-brown colour iiave like-

wise, according to Hull, been largely enqiloyed

in the construction of cinirchcs and private

dwellings in the midland counties.

In France the most important quarries of

sandstone are jjresuinably those of Villerz, which

have furnished the stone used almost exclusively

in Carcassonne. The castle of Heidelberg, Ger-

many, is of a reihlish sandstone corresponding

to the triassic ; the cathedral of (Jologne, of

bunter sandstone from the Black Forest.

In this connection mention siiould be made
of a series of elastic rocks composed of the re-

consolidated fragmental matter ejected from

volcanoes, and technically known as tuffs.

The.se as a rule are soft, light, and porous, and,

though enduring in Mexico or Italy, are totally

unfit for exposure in cold and wet climates.

Soft, light gray volcanic tuB's, known as pepe-

rino, or ])iperno, were anciently u.sed in Rome,

and those from the near vicinity are used almost

exclusively for building materials in Naples now
as in the past. Similar tutt's were largely used

in Herculaneum, Pompeii, and ancient Rome.'

The volcanic tutt's of Douglas County, Colo-

rado, have Ijeen utilized to some extent in Den-

ver. The stone is light and foirly strong, but

its durability, even in a dry climate, is yet to be

demonstrated.

The Calcareous Rocks: Limestones and
Marbles. Under this head is included a series

of rocks composed essentially of carbonate of

lime alone, or of carbonate of lime and magne-

sia, though frequently rendered quite impure
through the presence of clayey matter, iron

oxides, free silica, and silicate minerals. They
have originated through the induration, and, in

some cases, metamor]ihism of beds of calcareous

nuid, shell, and coral remains, formed on ancient

sea bottoms.

Many varietal names are given to these rocks,

according as they vary in composition, colour,

stnicture, or even uses to which they are put.

The terms " argillaceous," " silicious," and
" ferruginous " are applied to such as carry an

appreciable quantity of those substances. Hy-
draulic limestone is an impure silicious and
argillaceous variety used for making hydraulic

lime. Often a part of the lime is replaced by
magnesia, giving rise to magnesian lime.stones,

or if the magnesia occurs to the amount of 45

])er cent the stone is called a dolondte. An
Oolitic limestone is one in which the individual

particles are of rounded, nearly spherical shape,

like the roe of a fish. The so-called Bedford

(Indiana) stone is of this type. A fossiliferous"

limestone is one carrying fossils ; a coral or shell

^ Tliis tuff must not beoonff)undpd with the calca-
reous tufa nr travertine of TivoIi,use<l in Ihe construc-
tion of tlie Coliseum, the exterior walls of S. Peter's,

and other public and private buildings in Rome.
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yellows of Vproiia. Perluips the most prized

(if these for other than statuary purjioses is that

of Siena. This is a very eunipac-t stone of

almost waxlike appearance, souietinies hrecei-

ateil, ami, as noted, of a beautiful yellow colour,

varying to drab. The yellow is the kind most

souifht, but as the colour is not uniforndy

distributed throughout the mass, it becomes

necessary, in high grade work, to select carefully

blocks or sawed slabs of the desired hue from a

considerable amount of poorer material. Ex-

amples of this stone in American buildings are

to be found in the vestibule of the new Public

Library building in Boston and the rotunda of

the National Lilirary building in Washington.

Japan has crystalline granular white and

variegated marbles, some of whicli, from Hitachi

province, are blue-veined like the Italian

bunliijUo. Others from ftlino province are

breccias composed of black fragments in a

white ground.

Porlngal. (See Spain below.)

Russia. No marbles of more , than local

interest have thus far been reported from Rus-

sia proper, though the white and clouded varie-

ties used in the cathedral of the Saviour, in

Moscow, are said to have been brought from

somewhere in the Urals.

>iji((iii and Fortiir/aL The best-known of

the Portuguese marbles is the so-called Lisbon

yellow, from Estremoz, which compares fairly

well with the Italian siena, though lacking its

waxy, almost translucent appearance. Mottled

white and pink to red marbles, close-grained

and compact, are found in Beira province. A
variegated conglomerate marble, resembling in a

general way the " Calico " marble from Mary-

land, occurs in the Sierra de Arrabida. Fine

compact marbles of a dull reddish hue, veined

with drab, are found in Saragossa ]3rovince

;

red and yellow mottled stones in Murcia prov-

ince, and black iu Alicante. Few if any of

these now find their way into the American
markets.

Vcrd Antique Marbles. Under the name of

"verd antique marble" is included a class of

rocks consisting essentially of serpentine, but

often variegated with veins of calcite and mag-
nesian carbonates, iron oxides, etc. Such are

metamorphic rocks resulting, for the most jjart,

from the alteration of magnesian eruptives.

The prevailing colours are green, Init sometimes
oil-yellow, red, and nearly black, variegated as

noted above. Tlie lines of veination are almost

invariably lines of weakness, and the stone, as a

rule, is fragile in the extreme. Marbles of this

type, from Prato and Genoa, Italy, came into

early use during Grecian and Roman civilization,

and material from the same source under the

name of Verde di Pec/li, Verde di Genoa, and
Verde di Prato is still to be found in American
markets. Other noted serpentines, or verdan-
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tiques, are the so-called " Irish Green " or
" Connemara marble " from West Galw'ay, Ire-

land, and from Cornwall, England, the latter

being often of a red colour, and very beautiful.

In America, high grade material is found in

Roxbury and Cavendish, Vermont; Westfield,

Massachusetts; Milford, Connecticut; Harford
County, Maryland, and the adjacent portions

of Pennsylvania ; near Marietta, Georgia ; San
Bernardino County, California ; and a beautiful,

evenly ban<led variety on the Middle Gila
River, New Mexico.

Tlie ^Irgillites, or Clay Slates. The rocks

here included may be best briefly described as

indurated clays. But, inasmuch as the clays

vary greatly in composition, so, too, do the

slates. The most pronounced characteristics

of the argillites, as a whole, are their fineness

of grain, smooth, almost gritless feeling, and
argillaceous or claylike feeling when wet, or

breathed upon. The prevailing colours are

some shade of gray, blue gray, or nearly black,

though sometimes greenish, purplish, or even
red. Through a process of dynamic metamor-
phism, a squeezing and shearing such as often

accompanies the uplifting of mountain chains,

many of the argillites have become converted

into finely fissile slate, which s))lit readily and
evenly along certain definite, parallel lines, into

thin sheets, suitable for roofing and other pur-

poses. The less fissile varieties are utilized

for flagging, billiard tables, sinks, etc. The
production of roofing slates has, up to date,

been limited in America almost wholly to the

states in the Appalachian area. In fact, no
beds of more than local importance have thus

far been exjiloited outside of this area, although

it is possible that such may exist. Roofing

slate of a blue-black colour is quarried exten-

sively in Piscataquis County, Jlaine : of a blue-

black, greenish, and purplish colour in Rutland
and Bennington counties, Vermont ; red and
greenish slates in Washington County, New
York ; deep blue-black in Northampton and

Lehigh and York counties, Pennsylvania, and
in Harford County, IMaryland, the last-named

furnishing the well-known Peach Bottom slate.

Slate quarries have also been worked to some
extent in Buckingham County, Virginia

;

Polk County, Georgia ; near Huron Bay' in

Michigan ; and in Carlton County, Minnesota.

Excellent .slates in large quantities have been

produced in Richmond County, Province of

Quebec, Canada. The importation of Welsh
slates, from Wales, has now almost entirely

ceased, while at the same time there has been

built up a very considerable export trade in

American materials.

The Es.'ieDtial Qualities of Buildiiig Stone.

The suitability of any stone for structural pur-

poses is dependent mainly upon the four essen-

tial qualities here mentioned in the order of
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their importance : first, durability ; second,

perniaiicni.-y "f colour ; third, crushing strength

and elasticity ; and fourth, cheapness.

Tiie durability of any stone depends to a

very large extent upon its ability to withstand,

vudianned, the constant expansion and contrac-

tion due to temperature variations, and the

expansive force of water iu passing from the

lii|uid to the solid state. A stone is a complex

body made up of a large number of particles,

which may or may not be of the same mineral

nature, and which are essentially in actual con-

tact with one another. Constant expansion

and contraction of these particles, througli

diurnal and annual temi)erature variation.s, is

sure to bring aliout, in time, a weakening and

conse(iuent disintegration. How great this dis-

integration may be is dependent upon the

natural tenacity of the rock, its absorptive

properties, and the extremes of temperature

variation. In addition to this mechanical disin-

tegration, stones in the walls of buildings are

subjected to the corrosive action of more or

less acid rains. Amongst the purely silicious

rocks this corrosive action amounts to very

little, but with the calcareous rocks it is often

a matter of very serious importance, particularly

in large cities, where the natural acidity of the

rain is augmented by the acid gases from the

furnaces of manufacturing establishments and

dwellings.

The permanency of colour of a stone is

depeuilent upon physical as well as chemical

processes.

Provided there are no chemical changes tak-

ing place, nearly any stone is likely to become

slightly bleached on the outer surface by
exposure, merely owing to physical changes,

such as the opening up of cleavage planes and

minute rifts, though this change is often so

slight as to be quite inconspicuous. Stones

containing pjTite or iron bisulphide are likely

to become discoloured through the oxidation of

this mineral. Stones taken from below the

water level nearly always undergo mellowing in

tint, due to the change in the condition of the

combined iron, which may be either a sulphide

or carbonate, and which gradually passes into

the sesquioxide. Where the colouring constituent

is finely disseminated, such a change is by no

means injurious, in fact, if anything, is often

beneficial ; but where the material is segregated

in .spots and veins, the matter is nuich more
serious, and whole fronts may be sadly dis-

figured through such causes.

The matter of the crushing strength of stone

is one which has received a very great amount
of attention on the part of architects and engi-

neers, but the importance of which, as the

present writer has often asserted, is greatly

overestimated. There are few stones in the

market which will not be found by actual test
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to bear tenftild more than is likely ever to be

required ; and, excepting so far as indicating

tenacity and hence power to withstand the

action of the frosts, a strength of over fifteen

thousand jiounds to the square inch is of very

little inqjortance. The matter of elasticity is

of much greater inqiort, since this property

has a direct bearing upon the power of a

stone to resist the expansions and contrac-

tions of ordinary temperatures. The figures

given below, which are the averages of a large

number of tests made by engineers of the United

States army and others, will serve to show the

strength and weight in pounds, of the ordinary

type of stone used for constructive pur-

poses:

—

Strength in Weight in

DEsruii'TlON. Pdunds, perScjujire Pounds, per

Incli of Surface. Cubic Foot.

Granite 15,000 to 2.1,000 1G5 to 170
Trap (diabase) . . 20,000 " ;i0,000 175 " 1S5
Marljle {crvstalline

limestone) . , . 0,000 " 12,000 105 " 170
Marble (crystalline
dokimite) . . . 8,000 " i:l,000 1G8 " 175

Limestone .... 5,000 " 14,000 145 " 170

Sandstone .... 5,000 " 17,000 l:iO " 100

The adaptability of a stone for structural

jHir] loses depends in no small degree upon its

weathering qualities, that is to say upon its

power to withstand, for centuries even, ex-

posures in the w'alls of a building, without seri-

ous discoloration, disintegration, or solution,

through the causes noted above. It will be

well then to consider briefly the weathering

qualities as displayed by tiie various types of

rocks. A more complete discussion of the sub-

ject by the present writer may be found else-

where.'

trranites and gneisses, possessing very low

ratios of absorption, and being made up so

largely of silica and silicate minerals, are very

little affected by freezing and solution. The
chief causes of disintegration with rocks of this

class are temperature changes, such as produce

gi-anulation. Aside from a weakening of the

cohesive power between the individual constitu-

ents, the feldspars may split up along cleavage

lines, and a disintegration follows which may lie

sufficiently evident to cause small spawls to fall

oft' along the joints between the blocks, or per-

haps to ruin fine carvings. In some instances

deleterious minerals like pyrite are present in

sufficient quantity to cause unsightly discolor-

ation.

'See Rocks, Rock-Weutherinc/ and Soils, The
M.tcmillan Company. New York: and Stones for

Building and Decoration, Wiley and Sons, New
York.
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All things considered, a fine-grained, homo-

geneous rock will be found more durable than

one that is of coarser grain. Also a rock in

which tiie individual particles are closely inter-

knit, dovetailed together, as it were, will resist

tlisintegration longer than one that is of a

granular structiu-e at the start. The same re-

marks hold good for the basic eruptive rocks,

though such are, as a nile, less durable than

those of the granite type possessing the same
structure.

Serpentines are likewise only slightly absorp-

tive, and, where homogeneous, little affected by

solution. Nearly all serpentines, of such quality

as to be used as verd antique marble, contain,

however, veins and spots of calcite, dolomite,

or magnesite, and many dry seams. Such rocks

therefore weather luievenly, lose their polish, and
shortly crack and split along these dry seams

when exposed to the weather. These marbles

should then be used only in protected situations.

Crystalline limestones and dolomites (marbles)

are extremely variable in their weathering quali-

ties, are likely to carry pyrite, and great care

needs always to be exercised in their selection. A
limestone marble, i.e. one composed essentially

of lime carbonate, is likely in time to suffer

from solution, whereby corners become rounded,

surfaces roughened, and perhajis inscriptions

obliterated. The mechanical agencies are here

also operative as in granites, so that as a rule a

stone of this class is less durable than a good

granite. The pure white stones are generally

more granular and weaker than the gray and
blue-gray varieties. Dolomites, being less solu-

ble than limestones, might at first thought seem
to promise greater durability than the lime-

stones. Unfortunately this is not altogether the

case, since sudi stones as a rule possess a more
granular structure than do limestones, and hence

suffer more from disintegi'atidn. This nde is

not without imjjortant exceptions. The light

colours characteristic of most marbles render

iron stains peculiarly objectionable, and as

P3rrite is a verj' common constituent of such

rocks, much care is necessitated in their selection.

The ordinary, unmetamorphosed limestones, like

the deep blue-gray varieties from the Trenton

formations, are scarcely at all absorptive and
weather fairly well, but their sombre coloius are

a drawback.

Sandstones, on account of the widely differ-

ing character of the materials of which they

are made up, variation in texture, degrees of

porosity, etc., are perhaps, as a whole, more
imreliable in their weathering qualities than any
other class of rocks. In order fuUy to appre-

ciate this, one has but to remember that we
have to do here with what are but beds of in-

durated sand ; that they are made up of sand

particles held together by simply being closely

compacted by finer materials, or by means of a
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cement composed of lime carbonate, iron oxides,

or silica. Where the sand is loosely compacted,
or the sand granules are interspersed with much
finer clayey matter, the stone will absorb com-
paratively large amounts of water and is likely

to become injured on freezing. Where the
cementing matter is carbonate of lime, rain

water trickling over the surface will in time
remove it in solution, leaving the stone to fall

. awa)', superficially, to the condition of sand
once more. Feniiginous cements are likewise

slightly affected, though in a nuich less degree.

The sihcious cement is least attected of all, and,

provided the amount of induration be the same,
a purely silicious sandstone, cemented by a
silicious cement, is one of the most indestruc-

tible of natural building materials.

Methods of Testing Stone. It is evident

from what has been said under the head of
essential qualities of building stone, that some
system of testing stone, for the purpose of ascer-

taining how far it may possess such qualities,

is eminently desirable. The following is an
outline of the metiiods ordinarily employed :

—
( 1 ) Tests to ascertain permanency of colour.

But two tests are commonly emjjloyed : the

one, the chemical test for sulphur (indicating

the presence of pjTite), and the other, made
with a view of accelerating the ordinarily slow
processes of oxidation by means of artificial

atmospheres. In this last-named test, prepared
samples are placed under bell glasses, where they

are subjected to fumes of nitric acid and chlorine.

Pyrite or ferruginous carbonates are quickly at-

tacked, and their presence made known by fer-

ruginous chscolorations and efflorescences.

(2) Test to ascertain resistance to corrosion.

This is necessary only on calcareous rocks, or

on sandstones containing a calcareous cement.

Prepared samples, carefully weighed, are sus-

pended in a glass vessel of water, through
wliich carbonic acid is kept constantly bubbling,

the water being changed occasionally. The ex-

tent of corrosion is indicated by the loss in

weight during the time of testing.

(3) Test to ascertain resistance to abrasion.

This is necessary only in cases where, as in

steps and walks, the stone is to be subjected to

the friction of feet, and in dams and break-

waters. In certain exposed places the action

of wind-blown sand may be an important con-

sideration. The ordinary method pursued con-

sists merely in subjecting a block of stone,

under constant pressure, to wear on a grindstone

or horizontally revolving iron bed such as is used

by stone workers.

(4) Tests to ascertain absorptive powers.

Rectangular specimens, with smoothly ground

faces, thoroughly dried and weighed, are im-

mersed in water for a period of three or four days— preferably in a porcelain dish. They are

then removed, dried by lilotting paper, and
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weighed iininciliately. The iiiiTca.sc in weight

iiiilicates the amount of water absorbed.

(5) Tests to ascertain resistance to freezing.

The preHiuinary proceedings are the same as

in the hxst case, the cubes being repeatedly

frozen and thawed while saturated witii water.

After the freezing and thawing, the specimens

are dried and reweighed. Tiie loss iu weight

indicates the amount of material disintegrated

through the exjjansive action of tiie freezing

water. Attempts at substituting solutions of

salts, which by crystallizing in the pores of a

stone shall simulate the action of freezing water,

have not proven satisfactory.

(G) Test to ascertain ratio of expansion and

contraction.

Carefully measured bars of stone are immersed

in water at 32° Fahr., which is then raised to

212°, and then gradually lowered once more to

32°. The total e.Kpaiision at the highest tem-

perature is noted. Tlie oljject of lowering the

temperature once more to 32° is to ascertain

the amount of permanent expansion whicli has

taken place, it having been found tliat tlie stone,

on such lowering, did not at once regain its

former iliraensioiis, but showed a slight (jer-

mauent swelling or set. Tests of tiiis nature

seem, at first sight, of the greatest importance

;

but in attempting to judge of their value, one

should not lose sight of tiie fact that a loose-

te.xtured stone, like a friable sandstone, would

probably show less actual expansion than one

of closer grain, owing to the interspaces of the

particles ; hence the poorer stone might give

apparently the better results.

(7) Test to ascertain resistance to crush-

ing.

This is made on carefully prepared cubes with

smooth, parallel surfaces, crushed between steel

plates. The size of cubes operated upon is

variable, but, all things considered, one 2

inches on a side seems most desirable. The

results, as tabulated above, are given per square

inch of crushing surface.

(8) Test to ascertain elasticity.

This is best made upon prisms some 4 inches

by 6 inches by 24 inches, the loads for com-

pressibility being applied parallel to the direc-

tion of the long side. The transverse tests are

made on similar bars supported at the ends and

the load applied in the middle.'

(9) Test to ascertain resistance to shearing.

This is made by supporting a jjrepared prism,

at each end, by blocks, and ap])lying pressure

in tiie centre by means of a plunger of such

dimensions as to leave a clearance space of half

an inch between the sides of the plunger and

the blocks at the ends.

1 For details of these processes, see Reports of

the " Tests of Metals and Other Materials," made at

Watertown Arsenal, 1S!«, 18;i4, and 1895, Washing-
ton Government Printing Otiice.
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(10) Test to ascertain fireproof qualities.

This is made by heating the stone in a fur-

nace and noting its condition on cooling, and

also, in extreme cases, after the licatcd stone

has been plunged into cold water.

(11) Test to ascertain specific gravity.

The prepared specimen is first weiglied in

the air, and then iu the water, the air from the

pores of the stone being removed by boiling or

by means of an air pump. The weight in air,

divided by the less of weight in water, gives

tlie specific gravity. The weight per cubic

foot, if desired, can be obtained by multijily-

ing the figures denoting tiie specific gravity

by 62. .5, which represents, in pounds, the

weight of a cubic foot of water.

— George P. Merrill.

Artificial Stone. Any hard material made

in imitation of stone, usually by mixing strong

cement mortar with sand as for a very fine con-

crete, but without the chips or larger fragments

of stone or granite. Blocks of concrete in its

different forms are u.sed freely for building and

more especially for under-water foundations and

the like, but tlie terra " artificial stone " is com-

monly used lor such material as is prepared

as a substitute for flagging. Thus, the side-

walk or footway of a street or the broader

walks in a park or garden are, since 1870,

very commonly covered with this material,

which is often scored with deej) lines to

imitate the joints between flags. The basins

of fountains, heavy curbstones, and copings, as

of retaining walls, are also modelled in this

material.

Semi-Precious Stone. That which is of

value for decorative and art work, but which,

owing to rarity or high cost of working, is not

used for ordinary building. Of these only the

more important are described in detail.

The onyx marbles, owing to their variegated

colours, banding, and traiislucency, as well as

easy working qualities, have lougbeen fiivourites

and have been iu use for interior work and house-

hold utensils since a very early period. As
early as the second Egyptian dynasty we find

the Egyptians using the translucent, light straw-

yellow or amber material from rifts and caves

in tlie eocene limestones of tlie Nile Valley for

making canopic vases, urns, and amphoraj for

holding oft'erings to the gods, ashes of the dead,

ointments, cosmetics, etc. Tombs and shrines

were built from it, the sarcojiliagus of Seti I.,

the fiither of Rameses II., being hollowed from

a single block. The exterior walls of the cele-

brated alabaster mosque at Cairo are of the

same material.

Since these days down to the present the

stone has continued a favourite for the finer

grades of decorative work, as well as for table

tops, small columns, etc. The present sources

are : (1) The region about Pueblo, in Mexico ;
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(2) Sail Luis Obispo, California ; (3) Yavapai

Comity, Arizona; and (4) Khid Keoam, in

Algeria.'

The Mexican varieties are of a white, amber-

yellow, green, and red colour, as are also those

of Arizona. Those of California are mainly

white, and those of Algeria white and amber.

The stalaginitic forms are never green or red,

but usually ambei' and white. At the present

time the latter are not regularly worked, nor

have they any constant \alue, although properly

trcatcil they might be made very eti'ective.

Cj)uartz and the cryptocrystalline varieties

of silica grouped under the general name of

chalcedony are, in America, in very little de-

mand e.xcept for the cheaper forms of jewellery

and for making small oniaments, as paper

weights, etc. The clear glassy form is utilized

by the Japanese in making the quartz spheres

and small objects of art for which Japanese col-

lections are noted. Quartz traversed by thread-

like needles of rutile or amphibole, and known as

Thetis hair stone, is used for similar purposes.

The cryptoci-j'stalline and amorphous forms are

used for a great variety of purpose.?, from the

making of jewellery, as with opal and agate, to

the manufacture of pottery and gun flints, as

is the case with flint commonly so called.

The principal varieties of the.se cryptocrys-

talline forms are defined below. It may be

well to premise their description, however,

with the statement that as a rule none of the

varieties is to be had in pieces of more than

very moderate dimensions, while the great hard-

ness and toughness of the mineral renders it

very difficult, and consecpiently expensive, to

work. Nearly all the systematic work of this

nature now carrieil on is done in German,
Japanese, and Russian workshops.

The most important source of chalcedony or

jasper, for commercial purposes, within the

limits of North America, has been the so-called

fossil forest near Holbrook, Arizona. Here are

found numerous fallen tree trunks in which all

organic matter has been replaced by silica,

sometimes with and sometimes without the

preservation of the original wood structure.

The prevailing colours are red and yellow

variegated with white and gray. The ma-
terial takes a beautiful surface and polish, and
has been used to some extent in the manufac-

ture of small ornamental columns, tops of

stands, etc., as well as for paper weights and
other small objects.

Of all modern people the Russians have
shown most skill and enterprise in working the

refractory materials on a large scale. In the

museum of the Hermitage in St. Petersburg is

an enormous shallow oval vase of green gray

polished chalcedony some 12 feet by 8 feet in

1 See Stonex for Buililiny and Decoration, by
George P. Merrill, 2d ed., pp. 120-175.
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diameter and 3 feet in depth, supported upon
a base some 4 feet high and this resting on a
rectangular block of the same material 6 by 5
by 2 feet.

It is to be regretted that a more extended
use cannot be made of materials of this class.

At ])resent our manufacturers and dealers de-

chne to handle any stone the supply of which
cannot be consideied as constant, or the indi-

vidual jjceuliarities of which are such that
special care and taste must be exercised in its

preparation. For this reason, many a fine

piece which in pro]>er hands miglit be worked
up into something really unique and artistic is

allowed to go to wa.ste. Beautiful masses of
clear or rose quartz go to the making of road
materials or abrasives. Occasional blocks of

stalagmite from the limestone caves of the
South might be made to yield beautiful col-

umns, urns, or vases. In reality such are

neglected simply because the material cannot

be quarried by the ton, sawed into slabs like so

many mill logs, and used for wall linings. In
ancient times, before the advent of the labour

unions, stones of these types were used much
more extensively in proportion to wealth and
population than to-day. While the present

high valuation set upon labour might be a draw-
back to their extensive use under the old hand
methods, the introduction of machinery would
seemingly have equalized matters, and one can

but feel that it is the artistic sense that is

lacking.

It is a little singular that tlie art of working
these refractory materials, if indeed they are

worked at all, shoidd be limited, to-day, so

largely to peojjle whom we do not regard as

representatives of the highest types of civiliza-

tion. The best woi'k in nephrite that has ever

been done is Chinese ; the best now being done
in chalcedony, rhodonite, and malachite is Rus-

sian; and the best in stalagmite, Egjptian.

The art as practised by the French and Ger-

mans during the fourteenth centuiy and the

Italians during the sixteenth seems almost

wholly lost. Since the decay of Roman civil-

ization there has been nothing done with the

beautiful antique green and red porphjTies, and

the use of jasper by any peojile has long since

practically cea.scd. — George P. Merrill.
STONE, NICHOLAS ; sculjitor, architect,

and master mason ; b. 1 586 ; d. Aug. 24,

1644.

Stone was a pupil of Isaac James, a mason,

and assisted Hendrick van Keyser (see Keyser,

H. van) at Amsterdam. In 1614 he returned

to England and executed many works from the

designs of Inigo Jones (see Jones, I.), such as

the Banqueting House, Whitehall (1619-1622),
the portico of old S. Paul's ; the water-gate at

York Stair.s, and the fine portal of S. Mary's,

Oxford. He was ajipointed master mason at
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AVindsor by Charlos I., and was employed in

the execution of a vast number of monuments.

He was assisted and sueeeeded by his sons

Henry, Nicholas, and John.

Stephen-Lee, Diclinnary of National Bioy-
raphij ; Rymer, Fcedera ; Blomfield, Senaissance
ill Eii'iliiiiiL

STONE CUTTING. The art and ijractice

of preparing stone for its place in a liuilding,

Stone Cutting, Fig. 1: With Joggled .Joints,

GIVING Great Solidity to the Work ; Syri.\,

4th Century.

including in the largest sense the rough shaping

of Rubble and the like, and also the finishing of

the faces as well as tiie beds and joints of stones

for building. The scientific part of it, as the

drafting and calculation, is called Stereotomy.

The finer tooling of the faces, be<ls, etc., is

also called Stone Dressing (which see) ; and

the term " stone cutting " is often limited to the

work of shaping Cut Stone (which see) as dis-

tinguished from nibble and the like. Under

Stone Cltti.sg, Fig. 2: Detail oi a Te.mI'le at
Thebes.

Masonry the dift'erent processes are described.

It is proposed to give here a brief historical

account of building by means of stone, and,
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therefore. Stone Setting (which see) must be

considered together with stone cutting, because

the practice of the two arts is very closely

connected.

Thus, in Fig. 1, the stones are so fitted to-

gether that great solidity may be given to the

wall in a country where earthquakes are fre-

quent. The stones are cut with Joggles as

l-\

-^-i.

Stone Cltting, Fig. :;: Th.it ok the pre-Hel-
lenic Epoch. A Tholos at Mycen.e; a very
Large Tombal Chamber, with Dromos, all
FACED with Stone.

.shown, with the immediate intention of fitting

each stone carefully tti the neighbouring stones

above or below, and such work is usually done

on the spot, a common superintendence of the

cutters and the setters insuring accurate work.

Figure 2 shows such stone cutting as was
done by the Egj-ptians, the building repre-

sented being of the 18th dynasty ; but buildings

of much earlier times show a similar skill in

sha])ing and dressing and setting the stone.

The separate stones are in Egj'ptian work not

often of very great size, except when they are

useil as obelisks or in similar monolithic work
;

but in the temples and palaces the luimber of

rather large stones is very great, and the skill

in jointing, .shajiing, and surfacing the stones is

equal to anything tliat is known to exist. It

is to be observed that the public buildings of

Egypt, though generally built of stone only, are

yet thought to have taken some part of their

form and many of their details from an earlier

stnu'ture of reeds and light woodwork covered

with coatings of Nile mud. (See Egypt, Archi-

tecture of.)

Tiie pre-Hellenic work of Greece is very in-

ferior to the Egj'ptian work in finish and in
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STONE CUTTING
architectural character, though imicli less aii-

cieut than the latter, but it is peculiar iu this,

that it has no reference in its forms to other

material than stone. Thus, the tomb at My-
eena3, illustratetl in Figs. 3 and 4 (see Treas-

ury of AtreusV is built as men would build who
tliought of no other material than stone ; and

in tills respect it resembles niegalithic and other

prehistoric work (see Cyclopean ; Pehisgic Ar-

eliitecture) ; the st(.)nes are as large as a man
can handle conveniently, they are rudely cut

STONE CUTTING
again more simple. The Greek temple, as illus-

trated by that at Segesta, shown in Fig. 5,

is built entirely of stones laid one u])on another,

and keeping their place by dead weight, unless

aided by metal clamps within, as a jjartial de-

I'cnce against the vibrations caused by earth-

quakes. The temple at Segesta was never

completed by its builders, and hence it has been

a \'aluable study to modern archieologists. It

does not follow, from the refusal of the Greeks

of the tiftii and the fourth centuries li.c. to use

Stone Cutting, Fig. (i

;

Barrel Vault of Peculiar Construction ; Nymph^um at Nimes, South
OF France; Roman Imperlal Work.

to an approximately uniform size, and are se-

lected so that the stones of one course shall be

of the same size throughout, constituting what
is known as coursed work. Each successive

course is then set somewhat in advance of the

next lower cour.se, all the work being corbelled

inward in such a way that gradually the size

of the rotunda diminishes until a single stone

caps it at the top, the resistance of the very

stones of the ring or course preventing one stone

from falling inward, on tlie principle of an arch

laid horizontally. The Dromos, or passageway,

leading to the tomb is built of larger stones,

generally set on their smaller faces, and the

whole is covered with earth, much on the prin-

ciple of the tumulus. It is to be noticed then

how much more elaborate this work is, consid-

ered as stone cutting and as stone setting, than

the more magnificent work of Egypt, confined

to plain trabeated construction.

With the classical epoch of Grecian architec-

ture, the character of stone cutting becomes
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Stone Cutting, Fig. 7: Detail of Nympiljsum,
NiMEs. See Cut abuvk.

the arch in any form, that they were wholly

unacquainted with its nature and jjossible uses.

They, with the Egyptians and the Indians of the

early time, seem to have thought the arch too

dangerous and untrustworthy to form a part of

dignified architecture, of which architecture re-

pose should be an essential character. The
constant tendency of an arch to thrust out its

abutments and to destroy the work of which it

forms a part was enough to account for this

refusal, at a time when the value and interest

of interior architecture had not been studied.

To the Romans of the Em])ire, liowever, the

interior seemed of equal importance with the
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exterior, and the arcli is in continual use, both

singly, as in a wall, and as extended to tlie

vaidt over a large ajiartnicnt. Figure 6 shows

one of the few Hoinau vaidts wliich, out of

Syria, are known to have been built of cut

stone throughout, for the Roman practice was

usually to build these roofs with small stones

laid in a bath of mortar. Figure 7 shows the

detail of the construction of this verj' curious

Mt.iAL 1,1 ITIXG, Fig. S: Frexch Gothic Work ok
Period; Church of S. Euskee, Auxerre: 13th C

Toof, in which the thicker bands of stone form-

ing parallel arches have served no purpose

except to enable the planner of the work to sitn-

plify it by giving his workmen one arch or ring

of voussoirs at a time. These being cut and

set, the other slabs could be filled in between,

witli some unusual expenditure of labour, but

with some facility for the work of ignorant

workmen. JMany examples of the cut stone

work of the later Empire can be found in the

illustrations under Syria.

In the mediteval epoch, stone was the ma-

terial most convenient to the workmen, because
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it could be handled easily, two or three men at

a time cutting a certain number of pieces out

of a quarry and dressing them at once, prepara-

tory to transporting them a short distance and
to placing them immediately in the work. To
have built on a large scale with brick or rubble

and abundance of mortar would liave involved

a long term of preparation and more abundant
resources ; but any bishop, abbot, or baron who

could command the services of two
or three stonecutters and of twenty

labourers, could find a quarry in his

neighbourhood from which sutficient

material could be got to carry liis

building a few couraes higher, or to

turn one more arch of the nave. It

is noticeable that throughout the

JMiddle Ages the stones used are of

raoilerate size in all parts of the

buililiug, tliere being but few which

can have needed any elaborate ma-

chinery for hoisting them into place,

and the gi'eater number being so

small that each one could he carried

on a man's shoulder up a ladder and
along a seaftbld. Figure 8 shows an

instance of such mediaeval work, and

it is evident that whether the large

stones of the arch on the riglit and

of the wall above it are, as here

shown, too heavy to be handled as

above described, there would be noth-

ing to prevent the building of all parts

of the structure by stones of forty

jiounds weight and under. The lin-

tels which stretch across the triforium

galleiy are the only pieces requiring

larger size, and these might be re-

placed by other devices. Figure 9 is

a piece of the French interior decora-

tive work of the sixteenth century,

in which the extraordiuaiy skill

gained during the long epoch of

Gothic art was applied by the build-

ers in a diti'erent way. Simplicity of

construction having succeeded, under

tlie Renaissance, to great complexity,

the ingenuity of the stonecutters was

then shown in their details, the nidies,

colonnades, and friezes of this tomb having

been evidently intended by the workmen as a

rare masterpiece, challenging comparison with

any other work known to the artists ; while the

intimate relation maintained between the figure

sculpture and that which is purely decorative

carries still further the Gothic scheme, in which

there was no sliarp line of distinction between

the religious portrait statue and the ornaments

comjiosed of mere zigzags and naillieails.

The later stone cutting, as tliat of the jiost-

Renaissance styles in Europe, atlected a solid-

ity and simplicity fully equal to that of the
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STONE DRESSING
Rcimaii Imperial builders, and iiieludcd even some

metluMls lit' wui'k nut tamiliur to them, so tar as

we know from the ruins. The groin vaidting of

the seventeenth eentiiry, especially in Italy and

Spain, is far in excess of anything left us liy

the Romans, liotli in elaborateness and in the

stone cutting skill displayed. In fact, it is only

with the later years of European work, begun

about 1450, and then only in the south of

Eurojje, that stone cutting is attempted which

STONE DRESSING
blocks ; in that case, the stone is dres.sed with a

slightly receding or hollowed bed, and the edges

of the faces of the stones may ahnu.st touch, no

mortar being visilile. Sucli joints as the.se reijuire

cutting as careful as that of the faces, but the ac-

tual surface should always lie more or less rough,

in order to afford a good hold for the mortar.

A.S for the fiice, the simplest way of work,

compatible with a uniforndy vertical or uui-

formly sloping wall, is what is known as rock-

Stone Cutting, Fig FINELY Finished Work of the French Renaissance.

•can be called elaborate in our modern sense of

the word. — R. S.

STONE DRESSING. That jiart of stone

cutting which rel.iti-s to the surface of stone.s

prepared for building. Thus, the beds and

joints of the stone may be hammer dressed,

or where finer work is required and the joints

are to be made as thin as possible, they may be

worked with the point, for it is rare to carry

them farther. Sometimes the actual thickness

of the mortar joint is required to be greater than

the external and visible joint between the two
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faced or pitch-faced work, in which the joints

being first determined and the external edges

of the stone established (see Out of Wind under
Wind), a drove chisel, or a pitching chisel of

stouter make, is set with its edge upon this de-

termineil angle of the stone, and with a blow a

rough splinter is broken off, the operation being

repeated until the face of the stone is at its

edges true and vertical, whatever rough projec-

tions there may be on the face beyond the joints.

The finish may then be carried farther by es-

tablishing a draft on all four edges of the stone,
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or at pleasure along the horizontal edges only,

this process emphasizing the coursed look of the

whole. In the case of drafted work, however,

it is less usual to use a wholly rock-faced finish,

the larger projection being then commonly
knocked off, so as to bring the stone to approxi-

mate uniformity of surface. When chisel work

is to be used, the workman begins with the

Point or Pointing Tool (see those terms), a

straight bar of steel, square or octagonal, with

a four-sided pyramidal point, or sometimes a

very short edge. With this point the work-

man cuts channels across the face of the stone

diagonally, and across each other, all these chan-

nels being carefully kept in the same plane by

reference to the edges and the use of the wooden

straightedge. The spaces between, where the

rugged stone still projects, are then gone over

with the point until the whole has an approxi-

mately uniform surface. This can be carrieil so

STONEHBNGB
entering the groove on one side and leaving it

on the opposite side. The toothed chisel can
be used with great effect on soft stone, if appUed
much as the lines of cross hatching are applied

in ordinary drawing ; the edge blow of the tool

gives seven or eight short parallel lines ; if the

successive blows are at different angles, a sur-

face is procured generally uniform and suffi-

ciently smooth, but without a regular tool mark
which can be counted, and with a very happy
result. Hammer-finished work is done by blows
directly upon the surfiice, which bring a uni-

formly lined or finely gi-ained surface, but these

implements are hardly applicable to soft stone.

The steps and platforms for stairs of marble or

granite are nearly always hammer-dressed, and for

this the coarsest hammer, or that which has the

fewest blade.s, is used. A hammer with six blades

gives what is called six-cut work, and from six

to twelve-cut work is the limit. Other varieties

SxoNEHEXtjK, NiiAK SaLISBUKV, \ViLTSHIKE, LXoLAND.

far, and the lines cut by the point made so regular

and fine, that the stone is considered presentable

for face work. It is then said to be Broached,

the rough projections between the lines made

by the point being never more than three-quar-

ters of an inch wide, nor projecting more than

one-quarter of an inch. Instead of cutting par-

allel lines by the point, short and irregularly

spaced, lines may be cut, producing what is

called pointed work, and sometimes rough

pointed work, a surface very effective in granite,

especially if having many party-coloured ingredi-

ents in its mass. If, however, it is intended to

use the chisel of any form, the point is laid

aside after the first evenness of surface is ob-

tained, and then, according to the quality of

the stone— hard, soft, fine, or coarse in grain

— there may be used either the Toothed Chisel,

the edge of which is cut into blunt teeth, having

about eight in an edge of three inches, or the

Drove Chisel, which has a uniform straight edge,

or the Patent Hammer, or Bush Hammer, the two

last being used for harder rock, the two former

for the softer sandstones and limestones. Drove

work is done by the drove chisel, which cuts

shallow grooves sidewise, the edge of the tool
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of dressing are known ; thus. Picked, or Sparrow-

biUedj "Work has a somewhat uniform surface

produced by the blows of a shaqj point, so that

it resembles pointed work of considerable regu-

larity. A similar effect is produced with less

labour by means of the Crandall. Vermiculated

work is that sometimes seen in neoclassic build-

ings, in which the surface looks a,s if worms had

eaten their way about the surface without going

below a certain fixed depth ; it is an awkward
way of expressing the effect of rough stone,

which could be better done by some form of

rock-faced work. Kusticated work is merely

the sinking of the joints, or, more properly, the

raising of the larger part of the face of each

stone be3'ond the joint.— R. S.

(See Axe, II.; Boast; Chase; Dab; Draft;

Hammer-dressed ; Nig ; Nobble ;
Quarry-

faced ; Rock-faced ; Scabble ; Scutching

;

Skiffling.)

STONEHENGE. A prehistoric and mega-

lithic monument in Wiltshire, England, not far

from Salisbury. It is the most imposing mega-

lithic monument in existence, though not cover-

ing as much ground as those at Carnac, in

Brittany.
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STONE LIME. Lime made by calcining

limestimc or marble in a jiroper kiln. The

quality of the lime varies with the amount of

sand, t'lay, or silicate.s mixed witii the pure cal-

careovis clcnient of the stone.

STONE SETTING. The art and practice

of putting into |)ermanent jjlaoe the stones pi"e-

pared for building, including the preparation

and spreading of mortar, if used, the laying of

lead joints where needed (as between bases and

shafts, or shafts and capitals), and the exact

turning of arciies made up of wedge-shaped

solids (see Voussoir), and similar work. (See

Stone Cutting.)

STONE'WARE. Potter's ware made of

very silicious clay, or of clay and flint, which,

when properly mixed, moulded, and fired,

becomes vitrified throughout. It is often

moulded to form copings, chimney tops, etc.

STOOL. A. Same as Seating.

B. Tiie small moulded shelf under the sash

of a winilow, serving as an interior sill.

STOOP. A. In New York and in those

cities which have followed New York in this

respect, an out-of-door flight of stairs with a

platform at the top, tiie whole constituting the

means of approacli to the front door.

B. By extension, in parts of the northeast

United States, a porch, veranda, platform, or

terrace of any sort. Tims, the inhabitants

of a small frame house in a village speak of the

front stoop and the back stoop, meaning any-

thing from a flight of three steps and a small

platform to a veranda covering the whole side

or end of the house. (Also written Stoup.)

— R. S.

Box Stoop. In New York, since 1880, a

stoop making a quarter turn, having a plat-

form, and presenting the side of the lower

flight to the street. Tliis structure requires a

vertical wall and parapet on the outer side,

whence tlie name.

STOP (n.). Anything serving to keep a

door or casement from swinging past its proper

plane when shut or open ; or to keep a sliding

sash, shutter, or door in its proper grooves ; or

to stop a door or drawer from going too far

into the frame in which it slides. Stops may
be permanent or temporary, and the permanent

ones may form a part of tlie structure or be

inserted afterward at pleasure.

STOP BEAD. A continuous strip or

moulding, usually shaped into a iialf round
on one edge, whence its name, bead, and serv-

ing to keep a sliding sash or similar member
in its place. When such a sash has to be

taken out for repairs, or the like, the stop bead

is usually removed ; it is therefore in good

work often held by screws only.

STOPCOCK. (See Cock.)

STORAGE BATTERY. (See Electrical

Appliances,
j
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STORM CELLAR
STORAGE BUILDING

;

"WARE-
HOUSE. (See Warehouse.)

STORE. A. A place for the storing of

goods of any kind ; in this sense, nearly equiva-

lent to Storehouse. (Compare also Ware-

house.) Stores in this sense are not usually

the subject of careful architectural treatment

;

they are apt to be extremely plain and bare

buildings of greater or less strength in the

floors and walls, according to the material ex-

pected to be deposited in them.

B. A place for the exhibition and sale of

goods ; a shop. In tlus sen.se, common in the

United States and in many of the British

colonies. Buildings designed for stores in this

sense have been erected during the second half

of tlie nineteenth century in the great cities

of Europe and the United States, and some of

these buildings are of very great size and cost.

Buildings for Departmental Stores (see below)

have been erected covering 100,000 square

feet of ground and six or seven stories high
;

the whole being occupied by salesrooms and

the workrooms for persons who receive and de-

liver goods, unpack, pack, and repair them,

and in other ways serve the salesrooms to

W'hich the public has access. It does not

appear, however, that as yet careful architec-

tural thought has been given to the problem

of the planning and construction of these bilild-

ings. In the plural, Stores, see Cooperative

Store below. — R. S.

Cooperative Store. A store in sen.se B,

kept up by a cooperative society, to enable its

members to procure goods cheaply by eliminating

profits. In Great Britain, often called the

Stores, in ordinary conversation.

Departmental Store. An establisliment

for the sale of goods of many varieties. The
staff' of employees being very great, and the

goods offered for sale being of many widely

tlifferent sorts, there have to be established

departments almost whoUy independent of the

others, and eacli having a superintendent.

— R. S.

STORE FRONT. Same as Shop front.

STOREHOUSE. A building used for the

storage of goods ; the general term. (See Stor-

age Warehouse, under Warehouse.)

STOREROOM. A room for the conven-

ient storage of goods or reserved stock, not

exposed for sale, in connection with a shop or

store ; or of domestic supplies in a dwelling

house.

STORM CELLAR. In countries where

tornadoes are to be feared, a structure partly

or wliolly underground, intended for shelter and

safety when a tornado threatens to pass over

the spot. In the middle west of the United

States the tornadoes travel eastward or north-

eastward, and the rule is, when you see the

black cloud approaching, to run northwesterly
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from what appears to be its course. As, then,

the tornado ajiproaches from the west or south-

west, it is usual to place the storm cellar

northwest of the house, and connected with the

cellar iiihlcr the liouse by a tunnel.

STORM DOOR. Same as Weather Door,

(which see, under Door).

STORY. .,1. The space in a building com-

prised between the top of a floor and the top

of the floor next above ; hence, one of the

structural subdivisions in the height of a house.

(See Attic ; Entresol ; Etage ; Mezzanine

;

Piano XobUe ; Rez-de-Chauss^e.)

B. A tier, a horizontal row of windows, or

the like, forming a large architectural detail,

and making up one of several successive stages,

even where no floors exist.

STORY POST. In stories open to the

street, as in some shops or sheds, one of the

posts under the beam which supports the exte-

rior wall.

STORY ROD. A rod cut to the exact

height of a story, from top of floor to top of

floor, used to ascertain the proper height for the

risers of the staircjise by dividing the rod into

as many equal subdivisions as there are steps.

STOSS, VEIT ; sculptor and engraver ; b.

about 1447 Cm Krakau, Poland); d. 1.533.

He was a well-known master as earl}' as

1472, in which year he finished the great altar

of the King Kasimir in the cathedral of Kra-

kau. In 1496 he made the first model for the

shrine of S. Sebaldus in the church of that

saint in Nuremberg, which was carried out by

Peter Vischer (see Vischer).

Fiih. fieschichU der Bildende Kiinste.

STOtrP. A. A basin for holy water,

placed in a niche or against a wall or pillar

near the entrance of a Roman Catholic church.

B. Same as Stoop.

STOVE. A. A heated room of any sort,

as a greenhouse, in which an especially high

temperature is maintained for tropical plants

;

a drying chamber used in various manufactures

;

a Laconicum, or sweat room.

B. A warming or cooking apparatus, gen-

erally of iron, and portable. In Germanic and
other cold countries the stove is often a more

important and permanent structure, built of

glazed tiles, more or less decorative in charac-

ter, and so situated, generally, as to warm
contiguous rooms. (See Kang.)

STOWT!, RICHARD DE ; architect.

He biiilt the Eleanor Cross (see Cross of

Queen Eleanor) at Lincoln (England), and

about 1306-1310 was employed as cementOr

rius at Lincoln Cathedral. He contracted to

continue the central tower.

Hunter, On the Death of Queen Eleanor of
CastW".

STRACK. JOHANN HETNRICH ; archi-

tect; b. July 24, l^O.'j; d. June 13, 1880.
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He studied architecture with Schinkel (see

Schinkel), and in 1834 went to Italy. After

his return he was made professor in the Acad-
emy of BerUn. In 1862 Strack went to

Athens and superintended the excavation of the

theater of Dionysos. He pubUshed Das alt-

griechische TJieatergebiiude (1843, folio);

Zeujel Bauwei-ke des ilitteUdters und der
Renaissance in Italien (Berhn, 1889, folio)

;

Baiidenkmdler Boms des XV.-XVI. Jahr-
hunderts: ergdnzung zu Letarouilly (Berlin,

1891, folio) etc.

Allyemeine deutsche Biographie.

STRAIGHTEDGE. A. A nder use<l by
draughtsmen for ruling long hues for which the

T square cannot be convenientlj' employed;
e.g. the converging lines of a large perspective

drawing. It is usually of light, hard wood,

but hard rubber and cellidoid are also used.

B. An implement used in building, for

various purposes. For laying oft" long lines

and for testing the evenness of a plane surface

of plaster or stone, a thoroughly seasoned

board with an edge planed perfectly true is

employed. For testing levels a long, wide

board is used, having the lower edge perfectly

true and the middle part of the back or upper

edge parallel to it ; from this part the back
tapers somewhat to either end. It is used by
setting the lower edge on the surface or sur-

faces to be tested, and applying the spirit-level

to the middle of the back.

—A. D. F. Hamlix.
STRAIGHT IjINE PEN. Same as Draw-

ing Pen. B I which see under Pen).

STRAIN. The deformation or change of

shajie of a body as the residt of a Stress (which

see).

Breaking Sliain. A strain so great that

the bdtly subjeoteil ti' it is niptun'(l.

STRAIN DIAGRAM : POLYGON. A geo-

metrical diagram used in the gra]jhieal method

of determining the strains in a framed stnicture,

such as a truss. The given loads or other outer

forces are repre-sented in amount and direction

by a series of lines; other lines are plotted to

the same scale corresponding in direction to the

respective members of the structure. On com-

pletion of the polygon, these latter may be

directly measured by scale on the drawing.

The process is similar to that employed in the

Polygon, and the Parallelogram, of Forces.

STRAINING ARCH. (See under Arch.)

STRAINING BEAM (See under Beam.)

STRAINING PIECE. Same as Straining

Beam (which .see under Beam).

STRAP ORNAMENT : WORK. A method

of ornamentation, especially characteristic of

the time of Elizabeth in England, composed

of a capricious interlacing, folding, and inter-

penetration of bands or fillets, sometimes rep-

resented as cut with foliations.
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PLATE XXVI

.s IH 1;ET AKCPIITEC'TUKE

At Rouen, in Normandy. Two fronts of private

houses dating from tlie sixteentli century. The
ground story with the shop-fronts has been too
mucli modified to be of interest, but the rest of the

facade is in each case fairly well preserved. The

strongly marked central feature carried through
the whole front, from the lowest story to the dormer,
is remarkable as showing the indifference the de-

signer felt with regard to the relative narrowness
of his facade.



STRAW HOUSE
STRAW HOUSE. (.See Grass House.)

STREET. A pulilic way in a village, town,

or city ; the (.-untiiiuation of a road through a

district thickly covered with houses and upon

which the houses face. The term may be con-

sidered as incluiling the actual surface of the

gromid with the pavements, or other covering

antl preparation of the ground to bear travel,

together with the gutters and similar con-

veniences ; or it m<ay include the soil below and

the air space above, as when an exercise of the

legal right of a community to carry out repairs

or the like is in ciuestion ; or, finally, it may
even be considered as including the houses fiicing

upon the roadway, an<l their gardens and ap-

proaches. (See Alley ; C'alle ; Fondamenta
;

(ialleria ; Gallery in setises F and G ; Mews
;

Passage (II), pronounced as in French ; Rio

Terrii ; Riva ; Wynd.) Also under tlie general

head come siich terms as areniie ; plitce, in the

sense of a limited part of longer street ; road,

in the sense used in London for long streets, until

lately suburban ; terrace, in nearly the same
sense as place, above ; and local terms such as

chausxee, circle, cite, court, crescent, gasse,

each of which is capable of distinct explana-

tion.

STREET. GEORGE EDMUND, II. X., F.

S.A. ; architect; b. June I'U, l!!>l'4 ; d Dec.

18, 1881.

In 184-t he entered the atelier of Sir George

Gilbert Scott (see Scott, G. G.). In 1852 he

was appointed diocesan architect at Oxford,

England, and afterward held the same office

for the dioceses of York, Ripon, and Winchester.

In 1856 he established his office in London.

He restored a large number of raediajval monu-
ments, the cathedrals of York, Carlisle, Bristol,

and Dublin, the church of S. Peter Mancroft

at Norwich, the church at Hythe, etc. He
built a very large number of new churches in

the Gothic styles, being especially successful in

the smaller designs. In 1867 he entered the

memorable competiticin for the new Courts of

Justice in London, and in 1868 was appointed

architect of that work. A list of his works is

given in the Builder, Vol. XLI. (1881), p. 779.

Street was made a member of the Royal Academy
in 1871, and was afterward elected president

of the Royal Institute of British Architects.

He published Brick and Marble Architecture

in Xorthern Itahj (1855, I vol. 8vo), Gothic

Architecture in Spain (1865, 1 vol. 8vo),

and numerous contributions to periodicals,

especially the Ecclesiolorjist and the Transac-
tions of the Roi/al Inatitnte of British Archi-

tects. His notes on the .sepulchral monuments
of Italy were published by the Arundel Society

(1 vol. folio, 1883).

A. E. Street. Memnir of fienrnf Eihn tind Street

;

Obituary in Buililn: l^Sl, V^l'. .\LI.. p. 777.

STREET ARCHITECTURE. That pre-
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pared to face the street, and, in a more general

sense, city architecture generally.

The cities of antiquity seem to have had a

street architecture of which the moderns can

form but little conception. This is the arrange-

ment of numerous covered galleries, porticoes,

and buildings open to all comers, which, in the

more sumptuous towns, occupied a great deal of

space. Antioch, Palmyra. Gerasa, and other

cities of Syria were remarkable for their long

and straight avenues flanked by double colon-

nades supporting roofs, so that for considerable

distances the footway was roofed and formed a

continuous portico. What the city of Rome
possessed were the splendid Imperial Fora,

which were added to the Roman Forum, by

difterent emperors, on the north and also east-

ward of the Capitol. Meanwhile, the exteriors

of private houses were probably of minor im-

portance, and even great public monuments were

more commonly low and plain in their outsiile

appearance, temples only having an eti'ecti\e

external architecture. For the modern city,

then, the consideration of ' street architecture

begins with the Middle Ages, going back to

antiquity only for lessons in landscajje architec-

ture. It is with the improvement of those

crowded mediieval cities, too, that the legal

aspect of street architecture demands attention.

Overhanging upjjcr stories had to be forliiddeu
;

private owners had to be checked when their

fronts encroached n))on the roadway ; dangerous

cellar steps had to be guarded ; narrow and
dark alleys had to be closed with gates: and

little by little the modern city has grown up,

sacrificing picturesqueness and often seemliness

to sanitary conditions and the appearance of

unifiinn nrdonnance. — R. S.

STRENGTH. In building, commonly in the

phrase STRENGTH OF MATERIALS. The
power of Solid bmlics to resi.st forces wliirh tend

to change their shape, position, or consistency.

This power is developed in their resistance to

the various stresses to which they are sub-

jected, viz., stresses of compression, of tension,

of shear, of torsion, and transverse stresses.

The science of the resistance of materials has

for its object to determine the internal stresses

developed in the difiereut parts of a structure,

and to enable its parts to be pro])ortioned with

economy. It is in part theoretical and partly

experimental.

Nearly all the solid materials used in con-

struction possess a gieater or less degree of

elasticity, a property which tends to cause a

body to return to its original sha[ie upon the

removal of the external force by which it has

been deformed. If by reason of the application

of an excessive force the body does not resume
its original shape, its elasticity has been im-

paired, the elastic limit has been exceeded.

Within the elastic limit the deformations are
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proportional to the applied forces. The elonga-

tion or shortening of a bar under tension or

comi)ressioii (0 is proportional to the applied

force (P), and to the length of the bar (L), and

inversely to its cross-sectional area (A), and to

a specific constant called the "Modulus of

Elasticity " of the material, represented by the

letter (E) ; we have therefore the relations :

P=^^^nd^=:^.
L EA

As the ratio — is very small, E is generally a

very large number. If A is made = 1, and

—^=1, then E = P. E therefore is the imagi-
L '

nary force which would double the length of

the rod under tension, or reduce it to zero under

compression. The.se forces are imaginary be-

cause the formula assumes them applicable to

all elongations and compressions, whereas this

is only true within the elastic limit of the

material.

Compression tends to reduce the length of

the body subjected to it, and is accompanied by
lateral expansion. If carried to the limit, it de-

stroys the body by crushing it. This, however,

applies to short blocks three or four diameters

in height. When the length is twelve times

the thickness or more, the tendency to bend

modifies the distribution of the compression on

the section, and in very long columns pro-

duces nipture by bending. Short bodies when
crushed act differently according to their struc-

ture. Granidar bodies, as brick, stone, cast

iron, fail bj^ the separation of cones or pyramids

which slide down along the slopes of a central

cone or pyramid. If the body is four or five

times as long as its thickness, two cones remain

upon the upper and lower bases, and the sides

flake off between them. If fibrous, as wood, the

fibres will buckle and the block will split end-

wise under pressure ; if the fibres cohere strongly

as in wrought iron and steel, the body will

bulge, in the shape of a barrel. This bulging

varies with the hardness of the material. In a

recent experiment with steel from the head of

a rail, the side next to the surface, which had
been hardened by the hammering of the wheels,

bulged very little ; most of the deformation was
on the side of the specimen most remote from

the head of the rail. Under tension a body
elongates and contracts laterally, a feature

which becomes very marked as the specimen

approaches rupture.

Shear is a stress acting upon any section of

a body parallel to the plane of section, tending

to make the parts slide upon each other. Re-

sistance to the shearing stress is the molecidar

force developed in the section equal and con-

trary to the shear. In a beam loaded with

detached weights, the reaction of the supports
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being forces acting upward, the shear at any
point is equal to the reaction at one end less

the sum of all weights between tiie point and
the support considered, and is uniform from one
weight to the next. It becomes zero at the

point where the sum of the weights is equal to

the reaction on the same side of the section.

If the load is continuous, the shear will diminish

gradually from either support to its zero point.

In a system of detached weights, the shear at

any point by its distance from the next weight

between it and the support, is the increase in

bending moment, to be added to the bending

moment at the weight considered.

Transverse Stress. Assume a prismatic

bar or beam resting upon two supports and
loaded with a weight. The reactions of the

supports are forces acting upward. Consider

a section between the weight and one support.

This portion is acted upon by the force P,
which tends to cause it to slide upward at the

plane of section. This is the shearing stress.

The resistance to shear is a molecular force de-

veloped in the section equal and opposite to

the shearing stress. Under the same condi-

tions the force P, multii:ilied by its distance

from the section, is the bending moment about

that section. It tends to bend that portion of

the beam upward, compressing the fibres in the

upper half of the beam, and extending those in

the lower half. If we had considered the other

portion of the beam, the part carrjnng the

weight, the treatment would have been the

same, only the shear from the reaction of

the support woidd be reduced at the position

of the weight, which acts downward, making
the shear between the weight and the section

equal to the difference between the weight and
the reaction. The bending moment also would

be reduced by the moment of the weight, that

is, the weight multiplied by its distance from

the section considered. The moment of resist-

ance of the fibres to compression and extension,

that is, the sum of the resistance of all the

fibres, each by its distance from the centre line

which is neither extended nor compressed, must
be equal and contrary to the bending caused by

the external forces. The stresses upon the

fibres are proportional to their distance from

the centre line (the neutral axis), the outermost

fibres are therefore the most strained, and
rupture begins with them. By a principle of

mechanics a shearing stress in one plane is ac-

companied by a shearing stress of equal intensity

in a plane at right angles to the first. The ver-

tical shearing force therefore at any section

causes an equal horizontal shearing force dis-

tributed over the section and greatest at the

neutral axis. This horizontal shear is familiarly

shown by the fact that two equal beams placed

one on top of the other ^vill bear only half as

great a load as a single beam of the joint depth
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of the two, unless these be prevented from

sLiiling upon each other l)y means of keys and

bolts. Tiie two resist bending as 2 /r, h being

the depth of each ; the single (or the compound)
beam resists as (2h)-= 4/r.

Torsion is produced when a bar fixed at

one end is sulijected to forces forming a couple

in a plane jjcrpendicular to the axis of the bar.

It tends to revolve in their own plane the trans-

verse sections of the bar, and to change the

straiglit fibres into spirals.

Of the materials commonly used in building,

cast iron is generally the least reliable, where

exposed to bending stresses. Its resistance to

compression is four or five times as great as its

tensile strength. Wrought iron and mikl steel

have about the same strength to resist tension

and compression, their resistance to shear is

about two-thirds of their tensile strength.

Wood varies greatly in strength. Its resist-

ance to tension is, as a rule, considerably

greater than its resistance to compression. Its

resistance to shear across the grain is also

slight, though very much greater than its re-

sistance to horizontal shear (shear along the

grain) which is very sniall, varying from 200
to 300 pountls to the square inch for the softer

wooils, to 600 or even 1000 for the harder and
touglier kinds. It is diflicult to develop the

full tensile strength of timber because to con-

nect it in such manner as to apply tension,

notches or gains must be cut into it which
weaken the stick.

The liorizontal shear from the key to the end

of the timber must be equal to the compression

of the key upon the fibre of the beam. Conse-

quently the deeper the key seat the greater

must lie its ilistance from the end. The deptli

of the key seat also diminishes the section of

the timber. This may be made less if long

timbers are to be connected by not placing the

keys opposite to each other.

Breaking Strength ; Crushing Strength

;

Shearing Strength ; Tensile Strength ; Tor-

sional Strength ; Transverse Strength ; same
as Ultimate (Strength in resistance to a force

tending to cause rupture ; crushing ; shearing

(see Shearing Weight) ; tension ; twisting

;

cross breakage,— respectively. This use of

the term strength is familiar, but erroneous.

Ultimate Strength. The last and greatest

strength in a piece of material as noted by test-

ing in it the extreme power of resistance ob-

served just Ijcfore it gives way.

Working Strength. The strength which
in practice it is considered safe to depend on, in

any given material or member. It was formeily

determined by dividing the ultimate strength

of the material (the Breaking Load) by a
" factor of safety " which expressed a ratio

determined by experience to provide for unseen

contingencies. At this day, however, it is
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usual to refer the working stress to the elastic

limit of the material, — the stress at which
permanent deformation takes place. This can-

not be exceeded ; and the allowed stress is gen-

erally limited to one-third or one-half of the

elastic limit, or in extreme cases to two-thirds.

Allowance is made for impact if the structure

is exposed to shock, and for variable stresses

according to the conditions of the case.

Midilleton, iStraiiis in structures, a tf-xt-honk

fur stiKlfiits, London, 1887, 1 vol. 12mo. ; Kent,
'The Strength of Materials, New York, 1890,

1 vol. 12mo.; Tarn, Tlic Mechanics of Architec-
ture, London, 1892, 1 vol. 12nio. ; Philbrick,

Beams and (finlers: Practical Furmulas for
their llesislance, New York. Van Nostrand, 1886,
1 vol. lOmo.

— W. R. HUTTON.
STRESS. The nuitual action cau.sed at the

surface of contact between two bodies, whereby
each exerts a force upon the other. Also the

similar force between two imaginary parts of a

body, as on the opposite sides of an imaginary

section taken at any point of the body under

consideration. Thus, a column exerts by its

weight a downward force on its foundation,

which reacts upward on the colunui : each of

these bodies is said to be in a state of stress.

And, in like manner, at any part of the column,

the parts on each siile of an imaginary plane

passed through the column react upon one an-

other, and are in a state of stress.

The effect of a stress on a body is to pro-

duce a change of shape, which deformation is

called strain. Thus, in the above case, each

of the two bodies is compressed or shortened

vertically. The.se definitions are those main-

tained by Rankine' and other scientific men,

although the distinction made has not yet re-

ceived universal acceptance, and the terms are

in common usage confused and often taken as

synonymous, — D. N. B. S.

STRESS DIAGRAM. (See Strain Dia-

gram.)

STRETCHER. In ma.sonry, a solid, as a

brick or stone laid lengthwise in the wall.

(Com]iare Binder ; Header ; Through Stone.)

STRETCHING, Laying lengthwise, as

bricks in a wall.

STRETCHING COURSE. In ma.sonry,

a course of stretchers, in contradistinction to

one of headers, which would be a Bond Course.

STRETCHING PIECE. Properly, a tie;

frequently a strut or brace, a term more com-
mon in furniture making tlian in liuilding.

STRIGIL ORNAMENT. In Roman archi-

tecture, a decoration of a flat member, as a

fascia, with a repetition of slightly curved ver-

tical flutings or recdings, supposed to resemble

the strigil or scraper used after anointing.

1 Rankine, William John Macquorn (1820-
1872), civil engineer and discoverer in physical
science.
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STRIKE. .1. To dross and smooth, as

the outer edge of a joint of mortar between
two bricks or stones. Jstruek joints are those

wiiicii have been shaped either with a trowel or

A B
Strike: Struck Joints in Brkk or Stone

Facing, .-i is easy tu make but leaves
A Shoulder to hold Water. B Sheds
Watkr «ei.l. the Mortah protects the
Brkk belhw and is also less visible, so
that the Wall remains of a more uni-
form Colour.

a special instrument, and the striking of the

joints is usually called for in the specifications

of the mason work.

B. To take down and remove, as a tempo-

rary structure, especially of a centre, as of an

arch or vault.

STRIKER. A slightly bevelled metal

plate set in the jamb of a door to receive and

guide the <loor latch to its socket in closing.

STRING. One of the sloping members of

a stair, usually a thick plank, which supports

the steps and landings. Hence, by extension,

the Ramp or side jiiece of a stone or other solid-

built stair, if imt so liigh as to be a parapet.

Bracketed String. An Open String hav-

ing bracket-shajied jiieces secured to its face in

the angle between each tread and the riser be-

low ; the bracket mitreing with the end of the

riser and seeming to support the end of the tread.

Close or Closed String. A string having

its upper edge straight, and in general parallel

with the lower edge, so that the outer ends of

the treads and risers butt against it and are con-

cealed. (Compare Open String.)

Curb String. Same as Close String.

Cut String. When of wood, the same as

Open String ; the upper edge being cut into

notches to receive the treads and risers.

Cut and Mitred String. A Cut String of

which tlie vertical edges of the notches are

made to mitre witli the ends of the risers.

Face String. The string at the outer and
exposed edge of a stair as distinguished from

the wall and the rough strings. It may be a

part of the actual construction, or merely a

piece of better material or finish applied to the

face of the supporting member.
Horsed-out String. (See Horse, v.)

Housed String. (See House, v.)

Open String. A String which has its upper

edge notched, or otherwise worked to the shape
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of the steps, so that the treads and risers are

supported by and overlap the step-shaped edge.

(Coini)an' C'lo.se String.)

Rough String. In a wooden stair, any one
of the strings beliind and concealed by the Face
String, and which is intended to be covered by
the plaster or other finish apiJied to the soffit

of the stairs.

Wreathed String. (See Wreath.)

— D. K. B. S.

STRING BOARD. Any board or plank,

or lacing ot thiu pieces glued together, serving

in a building to cover the ends of steps in a
stair, as when hiding the true string, or to

cover the edge of a fioor where a wellhole is

cut througli it. Often called Bridge Board.

STRING COURSE. A horizontal course

on the face of a building. When continuous
with a row of window sills or lintels, it is

called a Sill Course or Lintel Course.

STRINGER. A. Same as String, as in a
stair.

B. Same as Stringpiece.

STRINGPIECE. Any long, continuous,

and Solid loeiiiber— usually horizontal— of a
frame, as in a pier or bridge. Also a smaller

piece not forming part of the frame, but used

temporarily, as in moving or raising a building.

(See description of such work under Shoring.)

Stringpieces are almost always of heavy timber.

STROKED WORK. The tooling of stone

so as to produce a finely fluted surface, often

produced by the Drove Chisel. (See Stone

Dressing.)

STRUT (n.). In a truss or other frame, a
rigid piece acting as a brace or supporter, but
dififering from a post in being commonly set in

a diagonal position.

STRUTTING PIECE. A. Same as Strain-

ing Beam (wljii-h see under Beam).
B. Same as Strut.

STUART, JAMES. F. R. S., F. S. A.
;

painter and architect ; b. 1 7 1 3 ; d. February,

1788.

He studied painting, and in 1742 visited

Italy. His De Obelisco Ccesaris Avgusti
was published at the expense of Pope Benedict

XIV. (1 vol. folio, 1750). January, 1751,

with Nicholas Revett (see Revett) and W.
Pars, a painter, he visited Greece and made a
careful examination and measurements of the

ruins at Athens. He returned to England in

1752. The first volume of Stuart and Revett's

monumental Antiquities of Athens (folio) was
published in 1762, the second in 1788 (the

year of his death), the third, edited by W.
Reveley, appeared in 1794, and the fourth,

edited by J. Woods, in 1816. A supplementary

volume, Anti(/iiities of Athens and Other
Places in Greece, Sicily, etc., was published

by C. R. Cockerell (see " Cockerell, C. R.), W.
Kinnard, T. L. Donaldson (see Donaldson), and
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W. Railton (1830). From 1758 until his

deatli Stiuirt lield the office of surveyor at

Greenwicli Hospital.

J. Woods, Meuioh' in Anliqtdtk'S of Athens,

Vol. IV., 1810.

STUCCO. Any material usetl as a covering

for walls and the like, put on wet and drying

hard and durable. Plaster when applied to

walls in the usual way (see Plastering) is a

kind of stucco, and the hard finish is almost

exactly like fine Roman stucco except that it is

applied in only one thin coat instead of many.

Vitruvius (VII., 3) speaks of three coats

mixed with sand anil three coats mixed witii

marble dust, but does not give the thickness of

the coats, nor, what would answer the same

purpose, how wet the mixture was made. He
speaks of well-finished stucco shining so as to

refiect the images falling upon it, and states

that persons used to get slabs of plaster from

ancient walls and useil them for tables, the

material being so beautiful in itself.

The term is generally applied to out-of-door

work. Even in moilern fireproof buildings the

decorative use of fine plastering to replace

woodwork, as for dadoes and the like, is not in

the United States called stucco, but takes the

name of the material used, generally a proprie-

tary name.

The term is used commonly for rough finish

of outer walls (see Rough Cast). The practi-

cal value of stucco is very great as being so

nearly impervious to water ; thus, an excellent

wall three stories high, or even higher, may be

built with 8 inches of brick on the inner side,

4 inches of brick on tlie outer side, an air space

of 2 or 4 inches across which the outer and the

inner walls are well tied, and two coats of well-

mixed and well-laid stucco on the exterior, this

being finally painted with oil paint.— R. S.

Bastard Stucco. Plastering applied to walls

acconling to a process considered inferior. A
term probably not used in the United States.

STUD (I.). A relatively small projecting

member as a boss, a small knob, a salient nail-

head ; either for gruamental or mechanical pur-

pose.

STUD (II.). A small slender post used in

the framing of partitions and the lighter por-

tions of wooden houses. Usually about 2 or 3

inches by 4 or 5 inches in lateral dimensions.

(Coui|iin' .Jciist, n.)

STUD AND MUD. Same as Wattle and
Dab.

STUDIO. ^4. The working room of an
artist, ]»referably arranged— in north latitude,— to receive north light and especially free

from ci'oss lights.

B. By extension from the above, any large

apartment fitted as a working room, especially

for more or less artistic employments, as photog-

raphy and designing of all sorts.
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STUDY. In a household, a room preferably

a))art and remote, for reading, writing, or any

similar u.se.

STUDY OF ARCHITECTURE, A. That
which is rei|uirc(l liy the architect, either in

preparation for the practice of liis profe.ssion, or

as recpiired to keep his intelligence fresh and

his ability at the highest point.

i>. That necessary for the proper under-

standing and enjoyment of works of arciiitec-

tural art, on the part of those who are not

expecting to practice the art or the profession.

The course of study pursued by architectural

students in ditterent parts of the European

world is considered under the headings Aivhi-

tect ; Architect, The, in England ;
— France ;— Italy ; Scliool of Architectuie ; Societies of

Architects. It may be noted here, however,

that the art of free-hand drawing, in the

sense of accurate delineation and of accurate

setting down of visible forms, is not tauglit or

insisted on with sutficient emphasis, even in the

great Paris school, while it is still less a matter

of careful consideration in the great majority of

the architectural scliools existing. If, however,

anything serious is to be gained by the study

of the ijast, it can only be had by one who has

the habit of continual drawing from the ancient

buildings. If it were possilile fiir every jiractis-

ing architect to sijcnd some weeks of every

year among the monuments of art whicli most

interest him, and most closely appeal to his

sense of what should be done in the present, his

work would be kejjt from the otherwise almost

inevitable lapse into commonplace, and his

practice from becoming an inartistic professional

service, giving to clients that which they asked

for, but nothing further or more exalted than

that.

STUFF. Carpenters' and plasterers' materials

taken in the mass ; thus clear stuff means

boards free from such imperfections as knots,

shakes, etc. ; inch stuff, boards of that thick-

ness ; merchantable stuff, boards, and the like,

inferior to clear stufl', but still fit for use.

STUNNING. ^1. The deep scoring of mar-

ble surfaces, caused in cutting slabs by coarse

particles of sand getting between the saw blade

and the saw-kerf.

B. The injuring of the surface of stone by

a bruise, which is often caused by careless cut-

ting, esp(-cially in marble.

STUPA. In Indian architecture, a building

erected to contain a Chaitya (see Chaitya Cave),

and usually of a towerlike form, with no more

interior subdivisions than are sufiicient to afford

an ailequate shrine ; dejiending entirely upon

its exterior effect. (See India, Architecture of;

Tope.)

STURM, LEONHARD CHRISTOPE ; ar-

chitect ; b. about IGGU ; d. ITl'J.

A mathematician and architect who was pro-
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fessor in the Ritter Academy at Wolfenbiittel,

and afterward at the University of Frankfort

an der Oder, Germany. He was later niaile

OherbainUri'ctor in Sehwerin, and was Bmtdi-
reclor in lirannscliweig wlien lie dietl. Sturm
is best known by ins many important works on
civil and military architecture, published at

Augsburg between 1714 and 1720.

Fii.ssli, Allijcincines Iiuiistler-lexicon.

STY ; STYE. A pen for hogs ; applied

only to small sheltons of the kind, as on ordi-

nary farms.

STYLE (I.). Character
; the sum of many

pecidi all ties, as when it is said that a certain

building is in a spirited style. By extension,

signiticance, inilividuality ; especially in a good

sense and imputed as a merit, as in the expres-

sion, " Such a l)uil(ling has style."

STYLE (II.). A peculiar type of building,

of ornament, or the like, and constituting a

strongly marked and easily distinguished group
or epoch in the history of art ; thus we say

that in Europe the Romanesque style prevailed

from the fall of the Western Empire until the

rise of the Gothic style ; but we also say that

during that Romanesque period such minor
styles as the Latin style, the Rhenish or ^^'est

German style, the Norman Romanesque style,

more vigorous in England than even in the

countiy of its origin, and the Tuscan round-

arc'hed style, as in the church of Samminiato al

Monte, weie all in existence successively, or at

the same time. So it is an open question

whetiier the Byzantine style is properly one

form of the Romanesque style. Moreover, it

is often said that there are but two styles of

architecture, the Trabeated and the Arcuated

(see those terms) ; but this is forcing the word
" style " out of its usual meaning, and we should

ratlier say there are but two principal Ways of

Building. For a style to exist, there must be

a recognized artistic treatment common to all

tiie buildings of an epoch, or of a group, while

those liuildings have also their individual pecu-

liarities.

Going back now to the earliest buildings

known to us, we find that the Egyptian style

is characterized by an absolute rejection of

arched forms for all ornamental and decorative

building, although it appears that the arch was
known ; by the absence of any visible roof; by
the character of great permanence, although

this is not quite as essential to the style as has

been often assumed, for many of the features

of the work contradict it, as where columns
have the lower part of the shaft rounded, thus

standing upon a base much smaller than they

might easily have received ; by a very free use of

stirface sculpture, usually in concavo-convex re-

lief (see Relief) ; by a free use of polychromy
applied to stich reliefs, and also to flat surfaces,

the latter taking the two shapes of purely dec-
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orative eflfect, and of elaborate representative

painting with landscapes, figures, legends, histo-

ries of battle, of siege, and of ceremonies of

peace.

The Chaldean and the Assyrian styles (see

Mesopotamia, Architecture of) are hard for us
to realize perfectly. Until it is absolutely set-

tled whether the palace halls were vaulted, or

finished with flat roofs, and a modification of

columnar architecture, we cannot be said to

know what any of the styles of Mesopotamia
and the neighbourhood really were. The Per-

sian style of the early times is better under-

stood (.see Persian Architecture, Part I.). The
numerous styles of India are to he discrim-

inated one from another as Buddhist, Jaina,

Hindu, and the like (see India, Architecture of)

;

but there cannot be said to be an Indian style.

On the other hand, the architecture of Japan
is a national architecture, which has endured

through many centuries, and in a single style

;

for the luichanging life of a people without the

invasion of foreign influence, and renewing their

impressions at the same source where they re-

ceived their original civilization, has allowed

the beautiful post-and-bcam architecture of the

ninth century a.d. to continue down to the lat-

ter half of the nineteenth century, when Euro-

pean ideas invaded the land. (See Japan,

Architecture of)

In Europe there have been the following im-

portant styles : The classical Grecian is marked
by an absence of arcuation as complete as that

of the Egyptian ; by an extreme simplicity of

structure ; by the absence of a general interest

in large and monumental interiors •— the one or

two instances of such interiors, which we know
something of, being local and caused by special

conditions (see Greece ; Grecian Architecture

;

Sicily ; Thersilium) ; by a use of highly real-

ized and jjerfected sculjjture of human subject,

contrasting boldly witli other sculjiture of the

most severe and conventional sort, with hardly

any representative meaning ; and, finally, by a

free use of polychromatic painting, ajiplied not

in the way of story and representation, but in

the way of coloured adornment of the architec-

ture. There was, of course, mural painting,

but, so far as we are informed, it iiardly told

upon the architecture, except as certain interiors

were especially arranged for the reception of

such painting. An extreme solicitude about

details, extending to the jnofiles of simple

mouldings, and the almost invisible curves of

the entasis, marks all the finer work.

The Greco-Roman style is the style built up

under the Roman Empire by the Italian struc-

ture of arch and vault, especially when made
of solid mortar masonry, invested with the

Greek orders or modifications of them, these

orders being used sometimes as a mere decora-

tion, but sometimes for screens, colonnades,
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porticoes, aud tlie like, su that a large buililing

might be partly an-uateJ and partly altcigetiier

columnar. In Syria, and to a large extent in

northern Afriea, tlie stone-built and stone-

vaidted building.s, both of imperial civic pur-

pose and of the early centuries of the Christian

church, form a style by themselves, neither

Greco-Roman on one side, nor Byzantine on tlie

other, and as their interesting remains are more

carefully studied, a name especially fitted to

them will be brought into use.

In the East, the Byzantine style succeeded

the Roman Imperial way of building, and in

the West, what we call the Latin style was in-

troduced into Italy. (See Latin Arehiteeture.)

But the term Romanesque must of necessity be

used to include the Latin (even if not the By-

zantine) ; and must be held to describe all those

buildings of as yet immature artistic quality

which were erected during seven centiu'ies. In

France, in the twelfth century, and at a still

later time in CTermany, a highly developed and
richly ornamented style had taken shape, and

this undoubtedly would have received a nanxe

separating it fiom the other Romanesque work,

except for the sudden appearance of the Gothic

system of vaulting with its necessary results,

which grew out of this later Romanesque.

The Gothic style is that of rilibed vaulting,

with the pointed arch as an almost inevitable

result, and witli an elaborate system of decora-

tion based partly upon the pointed arch, with

its cusps and resulting tracery, and partly upon

a very free study of leafage, with a constantly

growing introdviction of animal and human
form.

Romanesque and Gothic in all their forms

and at all epochs, as well as the Byzantine of

the Eastern Empire, with its resulting more re-

cent styles in Russia, Moldavia, and Ai'menia,

are all arcuate styles of the most marked char-

acter. Nothing in antiquity is so wholly de-

pendent upon the arch, and its extension, the

vaidt, as are the Byzantine buildings and those

of the whole of Western Europe. In the East,

brick and abundant mortar is more used ; in

the West, stone from the nearest quan-y, in

relatively small pieces, cut with a constantly

growing skill, and always with a great sense of

the best method to follow for lightness and du-

rability, is the one material used; except that

timber, in the forest-covered regions, gives rise

to a style of framed building obviously very

different from the Gothic structure, which is

absolutely a masonry style, but jiartaking of its

decoration and echoing its general forms.

The most noticeable thing about architectural

styles is the spontaneity of their growth, devel-

oping from the obvious conditions of building,

and also developing one out of another, accord-

ing to what we now see to have been an inevi-

table succession of processes and resulting forms.
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There is, indeed, the self-conscious element in

areliitectural work, and a certain amount of

delilierate imitation of previous styles, these

recurring at intervals wiien a conauunity is

comparatively learned and literary, and begins

to study and consider the works of other epochs.

Thus, tiiere can be no doubt that the forms of

Roman Imperial architecture were modified by
deliberate imitation of Greek art, and in like

manner the domed buildings of western France

were imitated from the far distant Byzantine

models, imitated in shape and design, if not in

the system of building adopted. In general,

however, the growth of important areliitectural

styles is found to be as natural as that of a

plant. When the cla.ssical Renaissance of tiie

fifteenth century began in Italy, although tiie

purpose of tiie first architectural artists was a

return to Ronum forms anil Roman princi])les

of design, they were by no means consistent in

that resoh'e, or else there were but few of them
who were so determined, while others adopted

only a certain amount of anti-mediajval feeling

derived from a study of the Roman moiuiments,

but wholly without care for the Roman details.

In this way a style took shape in Italy, which
developed itself in as natural a growth, from

1430 to 1.500, as if it had not originated in a

deliberate imitation of classical antiquity. This

succession was stopjied by the classical study,

first of tlie Renaissance artists, and then of the

later men : and it is for this reason that the

Italian writers, and we, following them, stop

the Italian Renaissance with the beginning

of the cinque cento, and speak of all tlie work of

the sixteenth century, the seventeenth century,

and even a later epoch, together as of the

Classicismo, or of the Decadenza (see these

terms). At almost the same time, however,

that tiie Italian Renaissance stopped, the French

Renaissance, the German Renaissance, and the

Flemish Renaissance took their rise, beginning

about eighty-five years after the first appear-

ance of the classical Renaissance in Italy ; and
each of these styles began its own evolution

much as had been the case under the Italian

Renai.ssauce, each retaining much of the spirit

of inedi;eval work while abandoning its forms.

Here, again, in the North, the growth of style

was interfered with by deliberately renewed

study of Roman Inijierial building ; and there

was also a deliberate imitation of Italy. At
this period, intercourse between the nations of

Europe was freer than it had been, and it was
possible for learned men and artists to visit Italy,

and remain there in safety and comfort, pur-

suing their studies. The result is seen in the

fact that soon after the beginning of the seven-

teenth century, the architecture of Western
Europe is more alike in all the dirt'erent nations

than it had been at any previous time. There

are often found existing, side by side, a formal
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classical style, eiu-duraged by the nobles of the

court, and a simpler style existing in the coun-

tly ; but it is the stately manner of building

based upon that of Italy which generally pre-

vails. So tliat, although we are now consider-

ing the epoch recognized as studious, schol-

arly, self-conscious, deliberate, rather than spon-

taneous, we have yet a consistent and uniform

growth from tiie seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies as olivious as that in the Gothic style itself

The feeling of students of the second half of

the nincteentli century has been generally hos-

tile to these later neodassic styles, as being

founded upon bail taste, without harmony or

cliarni, but this feeling is gradually giving way
to a perception of the greater relative value of

these late styles, and especiaOy of their inevita-

bleness, coming as they do from the efforts of

men determined to be classical, and yet seeking

something fresh and original, at least in detail.

(See Byzantine Architecture ; Cinque Cento;

Classicismo ; Decadenza ; Dravidian Architec-

ture ; Grecian Architecture ; Greco-Roman ;

Henri Deux ; Henri Quatre ; Latin Architec-

ture : Louis Quatorze ; Louis Quinze ; Louis

Seize ; Louis Treize ; Pig Tail and Periwig

;

Quattro Cento ; Eenais.sance ; Rococo ; Roman-
e=ique ; Roman Imperial ; Sei Cento ; Style

Empire ; Tre Cento ; Zopf ; also geographical

terms.) — R. S.

STYLE EMPIRE. In French, and always

pronounced as in French, the style of the

Napoleonic empire ; an elaboration of the

style of the later part of the reign of Louis

XVI. in which the severe and classicall_y in-

spired design of about 1780 is overlaid by

rather incongruous ornamentation, and loses

much of its charm. Tliis style had, however,

so brief a reign, that it is impossible to judge

of what its develoimient might have been. It

is the last of the naturally developed styles of

AVestern Europe, and has been succeeded by the

chaos nf modern times.

STYLOBATE. In Greek architecture, that

part uf the Stereobate upon which the peristyle

stands ; by extension, any continuous base,

plinth, or pedestal, upon which a row of col-

umns are set.

SUASIAN ARCHITECTURE. That car-

ried on or ins]iii\'(l Ijy the huusc vt' Suabia, es-

pecially in other lands than in the German
kingdom (Holy Roman Empire) immediately

luider its control. Thus, the Suabian architec-

ture of southern Italy is a style of recognized

peculiarities, but the architecture of the Sua-

bian emperors in Germany, in the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries, is hardly to be distin-

guished from the general current of medioeval

architecture in that country.

SUARDI BARTOLOMMEO (BRAMAN
TINO) ; ^Milanese painter and architect; b.

about 14.5.5; d. after 15.36.
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He was practising painting in Milan when

Bramante came there about 1472 (see Bra-

mante), and seems to have become his pujiil

and assistant. Sept. 28, 1513, he was in Mi-
lan, and made a contract for pictures witli the

monks of the Certosa of Chiaravalle, in which
he is mentioned as domino BarthoJomeo dicto

Bramantino de Suurdis Jilio Alberti. A vol-

ume of drawings in the Bibliotheca Ambrosiana
at ]Milan is ascribed to him, and has been pub-
lished in focsimOe by Giuseppe Mongeri ; Le
Bovine di liomual principio del Secolo XVI.,
Studi del Bramuntino (ililan, 1880).

Giuseppe Mon,£reri, 7? Bramantino, in his edi-

tion of Bovine di Boma. Milan. 1880 ; Seidlitz,

Briimtnite in ilailaml; Crowe and Cavalcaselle,
Hiatnrij (if Painting in Xorth Italy.

StJBSELLIUM. Same as :\Iisercn\

SUBSTRUCTION; SUBSTRUCTURE. A
mass of building below and supporting another;

especially referring to foundations, and plainer

and heavier work, such as the retaining walls

of a ]ilatfiinn and the like.

SUBSURFACE IRRIGATION. A sys-

tem of sewage disposal adapted for isolated

country houses and institutions not within reach

of sewers, in which the sewage is distriljuted

under the top soil by means of a flush tank and

tile or absorption drains. (See Drainage ; Irri-

gation.)— W. P. G.

SUBWAY. An accessible underground

passage, especially in cities, for street cars and

other public conveyances, to relieve congestion

of surface traffic in the street above, also to

contain gas and water mains, telegraph wires,

etc.

SUDATIO. An apartment in the Roman
bath or gynuuisium between the laconicum,

sudatorium, or stove, and the caldarium or

warm bath, where atldetes retired to remove

the swe;it from their bodies.

SUDATORY. A chamber used for the

sweat l>;itli. (For the structure built by the

American Imlians, see Sweat Lodge imder

Lodge.)— F. S. D.

SUGER (SUGGER); abbot and builder.

Suger, aliliot of 8. Denis, near Paris, rebuilt

the church of his abbey about 1137-1140.

This contains much of the earliest existing

proto-Gothic work in France. Suger was also

minister to Charles YI. of France.

Bauchal. Dictionnaire ; Moore, Gothic Architec-

tiiri'.

SUITE. A succession of connected rooms,

generally on one floor. The term carries with

it the double meaning of a common purpose

being served by these rooms, and of their form-

ing a sort of continuous gallery by opening into

one another freely.

En Suite. In French, forming a series ; in

English, especially said of rooms opening into

one another with doors carefully placed opposite
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SUMMER
one another. (See En Axe ; En Enfilade, under
the jirinripal terms.)

SUMMER ( I.). A principal beam ; the first

or i)niuiii:il member in a piece of framing, as

a floor. The term "girder" is now used for such

primary pieces, especially in the United States ;

but in old English practice the girder was a

secondary piece which rested upon or was more
commonly framed into the summer. Spelled

aUo SciiHi r. (See Breast Summer.)
SUMMER (II.). (Probably the French som-

mier.) A stone fonuing the top of a pier, or

of that part of a wall at the jamb of an open-

ing which supports a lintel, arch, or corbel.

Called also summer stone. Where the barge

stones of a gable start from the summer it is

sometimes called Skew Table.

SUMMERHOUSE. An open ornamental

pavilion in a park or garden for out-of-door rest

or retirement. (See Casino, A ; Kiosk ; Pa-

vUi'in, />'.

)

SUMMER TREE. Same as summer, espe-

cially in the sense of a wooden lintel over an
aperture : also called Breast Summer, Bres-

summer, Dormant Tree.

SUNDIAL. A device for indicating the

time of day by means of the shadow east by
the sloping edge of a projecting point, or gno-

mon, set in a surface upon which the hours of

the day are set forth on points ratUating from

the gnomon. It is sometimes in the form of a

table in a garden, and sometimes it is placed

conspicuously as an ornament on a wall or

gable.

SUNK. Having the surface lowered or cut

away, as a panel in sense A. A sunk square

is usually an ornamental feature (see Caisson,

II. ; Lacunar). Sunk work is usually deco-

ration in relief upon a sunken panel, but maj- he

incised or impressed.

Double Sunk. Recessed or lowered in two
degrees or step.s, as when a panel is sunk below

the .s\irfai-f nf a larcrer jianel.

SUNLIGHT BURNER. In artificial light-

ing by gas or electricity, the concentration of

many lights or burners around a powerful cir-

cular reflector placed in or against the ceiling,

often in connection with a ventilator, and covered

by an inverted half globe of glass. (Called

also Snnbumer.)

SUN POLE. A sacred pole made from the
" mysterj' tree "' with much ceremony, for use

in the " mystery " lodge during the svm dance of

the Sioux Indians. The devote&s are attached

to the sun pole by thongs fastened to skewers

which are passed through their flesh.

— F. S. D.
SUN PRINT. In photography, a print

made by mnwe chemical process and by a direct

exposure of a chemically prepared surface to

the light : especially a reproduction of a me-
chanical drawing in the work of architects and
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engineers. Cyanotypes or " blue prints " are

the most common, but there is also a process

which gives blue lines on white ground, and
those which give black or brown lines on a white
or light gray ground.

SUN ROOM. An exposed room or gaUerj'

enclosed tuward the sun by a glass ]jartition or

continuous window, generally for the use of

invalids in a hospital : sometimes called Solar

and sun bath.

SUOVETAURILIA. In Human antiquity,

a sacrifice consisting of a swine, a sheep, and a

buU ; the word being compounded of the Latin

names of the three beasts. Hence, in modem
archaeology, a representation, as in reUef sculp-

ture, of the three creatures together.

SUPERCAPITAL. (Called also Impost.)

A piece of stone above the capital proper of a
column, perhaps recalling the ancient use of the

entablature, as in Roman Imperial practice, even

above isolated columns ; perhaps intended rather

as a constnictional device to enable the capital

to receive a stiU larger superimposed mass.

The use of supercapitaLs is characteristic of

Byzantine art and all its imitations.

SUPERCILIUM. In Roman architectirre,

the fillet aljove the C^Tnatium, forming the toi>

most member of the cornice. Also, sometimes,

referring to the fiUets above and below the

Scotia (if an attic bast-.

SUPERCOLUMNIATION. Superimposi-

tion in cohmmar architecture, with special

reference to the disposition of the orders. The
more elaborate orders are at the top ; but where

there are four or five stories the Composite
in some form is commonly placed above the

Corintliian. ('See Superimposition.)

SUPERIMPOSITION. In building, the

])lacing of solids, a.s piers or pillars, in cer-

tain relations to one another vertically. Thus,

the main constnictional uprights of a Gothic

bmlding were continued through from foundation

to spring of vault, and that because of the

necessity of securing the most perfect verticaUty

or continuity in supports, whicli were by the

xery nature of the structure light and slender

in comparison with the work they had to do.

On the other hand, many buildings in which

the strength of the stnicture is sutficient are

naturally arranged on a diflerent plan. The
fenestration of the front having two or three

large openings below and perhaps twice as many
in each story above, is often more effective if

the openings, whether arched or closed with

lintels, are arranged without reference to the

axes of the openings and solids Mow ; and
this in many different styles of architecture.

Artistically, the propriety of such arrange-

ments depends entirely upon the style employed,

and the effect proposed, and the general harmony
and charm of proportion which the designer

finds within his reach. Constructionally, it is
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entirely :i matter of the strength and perfeet-

ness (it tlie work. — U. S.

SUPERINTENDENCE. The act or proeess

of examining the materials and watching the

work of a building ; especially such services

when rendered by the architect or his repre-

sentative. As nearly all building is now done

by contract, it is as carrying out of a part of

the contract that superintendence demands

special notice.

In contract work, the architect, acting as

superintendent, has large jjowers given him by

the terms of the contract. His remuneration

for the work involved in superintending is

usually one and one-half per cent, or three-tenths

of the whole Commission. (See that term
;

also Superintendent ; Surveyor.)

The person who watches a piece of day's

work or piece work is not conducting super-

intendence in the above sense. Thus, if, in

his absence, a pier or arch is built not in accord-

ance with drawings furnished, tlie expense of

taking down and rebuilding, in most cases, will

fall upon the employer— the owner of the

building. On the other hand, in sviperintend-

ence properly so-called (i.e. in contract work)

the architect coming to the building has the

power to order such errors repaired at the

builder's expense. On this account a day's

work job will be watched hour by hour by some

competent person, while the contract work need

not be visited more than perhaps once a week

;

and the last-named kind of supervision is super-

intendence in the technical sen.se.

Several attempts have been made to introduce

distinctive terms for the two kinds of care and

watching described above, but none has been

accepted as yet (see Suijcrvision). It will be

found necessary to agree upon such definite

words or phrases, because there is a certain

tendency towards day's work in the most im-

portant buildings. When a very costly struc-

ture is to be hurried to completion, as when
a steel-cage building is to be finished in ten

months, contract work is founil hardly available.

SUPERINTENDENT. The person who
examines officially, as required by the contract

or agreement, the work and materials of a

building. This is usually tlie architect or his

representative. (See Superintendence.)

The requirements of the superintendent are

extremely numerous and varied. His personal

characteristics are of much importance, and his

usefulness increases in proportion to his power

of controlling men. Unfailing good temper,

combined with firmne.ss, based upon an accurate

knowledge of the subject at hand and wide ex-

perience, are qualities that make the ideal

superintendent. He must keej) himself per-

fectly familiar with the plans and specifications

of the buihling under his charge by frequently

comparing the work in progress with the draw-
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ings, and he must constantly check all nieasuic-

ments to avoid errors. He must carefully note

the adjoining buildings and their condition, also

the grades, levels, sewers, and water courses.

After the excavation is finished, he should

examine minutely all the ground before any

foundations are laid, as unexpected qualities of

the soil require spec'ial provision in the founda-

tions. Many problems present themselves in

this connection, and additional spread of concrete

or stone footings may be needed ; and the dis-

coveiy of quicksand, springs, or water courses

will necessitate arching, piling, or grillage.

Where buildings come in contact with each

other, as they do in o\-ercrowded cities, ques-

tions of party walls, neighbours' rights or en-

croachments, errors in surveyors' measurements,

etc., must be considered, and conditions arise

not to be reasonably expected, and which

severely tax the ingenuity of the superintend-

ent.

The various materials used must be carefully

examined as they are delivered, and their quality

and condition scmtinized. The sand must be

clean and sharp, the broken stone also clean

and of proper size, the cement of the brand

specified and unspoiled by air or water. The
bricks must be of good form, well baked, and
hard enough to ring when sharply struck to-

gether. 'Terra cotta should be hard burnt,

straight, and not warped or discoloured. The
composition of the mortar, concrete, and plaster

is of much importance, and the proportion

of the ingredients and manner of nii.xing

must be exactly as specified. The mixing must
always be done in a trough, never on the bare

ground. No plastering should be done and no

masonry laid when the temperature is below

freezing point, and in winter all walls should be

protected at night during construction.

The tooling of stonework must be according

to specifications and the arrises true and straight,

and all stone free from oil or iron stains, sand

holes, and quarry marks.

Iron castings must be of full thickness,

and all columns should be bored as a test.

Columns should have level beds, and bearings

of beams must be as specified and always on

iron jilates or capstones. Tie-rods for arches,

anchors, and shutter eyes must be built in the

masonry as required. All iron must be ilelivered

at the building, and inspected before being

painted. Loose rivets must not be permitted,

and all connections must be carefully made.

There must be no large or loose knots in the

lumber. Framing must be compared continually

with the ground plans. All headers over 4

feet in length should be hung in bridle irons.

Woodwork for interiors, trims, etc. (see Inside

Finish, under Finish), must be painted on the

back. Gutters and roofs should be tested by
water to ascertain their pitch. Tin flashing
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must be pjiiiiteil on both .sidi's. All woodwork
not to be varnished should be primed or have a

coat of oil as soon as? it is delivered at the

building. It is important to insist on sufficient

nailing for cross-bridging antl for clapboards and
shingles.

iJas pipes must grade to the rising lines, and
must be tested without tlie use of water, which
rusts the joints. Drain pipes in cellar must
have ])ropt'r fall and the main trap be accessible.

All the i)liimbing fixtures must be trapped and
vent pipes run to roof. The hot and cold

water supply pipes nnist Ije seiiarated or lie

covered with nou-condueting material. Steam
pipes must have proper fall, and metal shields

not omitted where they pass through floors or

partitions.

These items, selected at random from tlie

great mass of instructions necessary for the

various contractors, will serve to indicate a few

of the innumerable considerations that demand
the attention of the superintendent, and the

nature of his services. (For more detailed in-

formation, see Iron Construction ; Masonry

;

Wood, Construction in.)

The materials that enter into the construc-

tion of a building are so varied, and the

branches of work so diverse, that it is difficult

to insist upon a uniform standard of excellence,

but this must be the superintendent's en-

deavour, and his duty is to supplement and
interpret the specifications. He must also

strive to make the work of these different

trades harmonize with each otlier, and fore-

sight and watchfulness will prevent many
future annoyances. He must see that open-

ings in the walls for pipes and sewers are not

forgotten, and that chases and recesses, which

even if shown on the plans are often overlooked,

are provided for jjlumbing and steam pipes and
heating flues. Framing in floors for plumbing
fixtures, and spaces in partitions for ventilation

flues and hot air ducts, accommodation for

electric and mechanical appliances, require pro-

vision made for them long before their special

work is to be performed.

The position of gas and electric outlets, and
the location of radiators, registers, bells, and
speaking tubes, must be verified, and similar

matters which seem of lesser importance re-

quire careful attention. The success of a

building depends largely upon the care with

which these details are arranged.

Workmen must be prevented from recklessly

cutting wooden beams and masonry, and from
injuring each other's work. As a rule, me-
chanics employed in a building exhibit no

interest whatever in anything beyond their

immediate tasks, the general result being a

matter of no moment to them. It is even

difficult to induce them to protect properly

their own work from injury by taking the most
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obvious and simple precautions against acci-

dental defacement.

The rubbish that accumulates in a building
and all rejected material should be properly
removed to prevent finished work being dam-
aged, and to reduce the risk of fire.

Constant tests of materials are advisable, and
the knowledge that these tests will be made do
much to induce the builder to maintain a high
standard of excellence.

It would seem that plans and s])ecifications

made by a coniiietent architect would ordinarily

be correct, antl the superintendent's duty would
be limited to interpreting them and insisting

upon their faithful performance ; but errors

will creep in, and unexpected emergencies arise

which nuist be met and promjitly decided.

There are many points which are perforce left

unstudied in the plans for a comiilicated build-

ing, and these must be determined on the spot.

This is es])ecially a])t to be true where buildings

are altered or additions arc made to them, when
the most careful written specifications will fail

to cover all the work required. It is, in fact,

impo.ssible to specify exactly in these case.?, as

so much depends upon conditions not known
until the building operations are actually in

progress; and faulty construction which must be

remedied, weak spots in walls, defective fram-

ing, and other unwelcome discoveries only come
to light after the work has reached a certain

stage.

Delinquencies of contractors and the failure

of supplies, which necessitate the adoption of

other materials, and even the deterioration of

well-known materials, are matters that require

immediate adjustment. The failure of con-

tractors to provide the work and materials

demanded by the specifications is the principal

difficulty that the superintendent is obUged to

meet, but when this neglect is wilful he has no

option but to enforce the stipulations of the

contract as far as lies in his power. The possi-

bility of delay often forces the superintendent

to accept an inferior material or a poorer

method of construction. The speed with which

a buililing can be erected is now nearly always

an important factor, and demands for con-

cessions or changes in the method of carrying

on the work are most frequently based on the

plea of delay. These demands nuist be care-

fully weighed, and it is often the wisest course

to permit modifications in the construction

:

the superintendent, therefore, must have a cer-

tain discretion allowed him. Where there is

telephonic communication difficult questions

may be referred back to the hrchitect's office

for settlement, but emergencies arise where

this is not jiossible, and a decision must be

made on the spot to avoid delay.

It must always be borne in mind that no

amount of superintendence will insure good
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wurk tVoin a poor bulkier. It' :i li\iililcr is not

ciluipijeJ for good work and in tlie habit of

coiistruotiiig first-olass buildings, mere desire on

his part is not suttieient, and neither persuasion,

threats, nor promises will make him raise his

standard. This is generally understood where

the element of art is involved, and no one sup-

poses that entreaties or advice will make a poor

carver, modeller, or decorator produce artistic

results. The same is true of masonry, car-

pentry, and of all mechanical work. The

s\iperintendent may reject bad workmanship,

and repeatedly refuse to accept it ; but he is

powerless to compel the contractor to furnish

the quality desired if he is unfamiliar with it

and unwilling to furnish it.

A merely careless builder, or one whose busi-

ness is not well organized, may to a certain

e.xtent be kept up to a foir standard by faith-

ful superintendence ; but watching a dishonest

or incompetent contractor is a fruitless task,

and for the former, nothing short of a complete

detective system will insure even an approxi-

mate adherence to the plans and specifications.

The superintendence given by architects or

their representatives to the buildings in their

charge should not be understooil to mean con-

stant supervision. This can only be obtained

by the employment of a clerk of the works,

who will be in attendance at the building at

all times. Accordingh', it is important for the

superintendent to time his visits so that they

will be of the greatest value.

— Arnold W. Brunner.
SUPERSTRUCTURE. A structure raised

upon another structure, as a building upon a

fouiiilatiiin, basement, or substructure.

SUPERVISION. Same as Superintendence.

The schedule of charges of the American Insti-

tute of Architect-s, 1901, contains the following

clause, " The supervision or superintendence of

an architect (as distinguished from the con-

tinuous personal superintendence which may be

secured by the employment of a clerk of the

works) mean^,'' etc.

SUPPLY TANK. (See Supply Cistern,

uniler Cistern.)

SURBASE. The moulding or group of

moiddings forming the crowning member of' a

basement story, a plinth, dado, base course, or

the like.

SURVEY. A. plan, map, or ]ilotting, 7iiiido

frniii UK'asurements and angles taken, and lines

run, as described under Surveying ; also the

whole operation of surveying a piece of ground

or the like, ami recording the results in such a

map.
SURVEYING. That branch of engineering

whicli lias iur its object the location and meas-

urement of the lines surrounding any portion of

the earth's surface, and from which the area of

any such portion can be determined, and sub-
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sequently plotted ui the form of a map ; also,

more particularly, the locating of points on the

earth's surface relatively to one another.

Broadly, the measurements of surveying con-

sist in determining the horizontal angle included

between any two intereecting courses, and in

measuring the lengths of these courses,—

a

course being a line as " run " (determined or

laid out). By continuing in this way along the

entire perimeter of any piece of ground, how-

ever irregular in shape It be, sufficient data may
be obtained for the computation of the area of

this piece of ground. Also from these data,

obtained In the field, the survey can be accu-

rately plotted on paper, to any convenient

scale, the horizontal angles being laid ott' with

the aid of a protractor. However, In case

greater accuracy Is desired, the difterent corners

of the survey may be referred, by means of

i-ectangular coordinates, to a common point of

origin,— the horizontal angles and the lengths

of courses being necessary In the computation

of these coordinates.

In most cases it is also necessary to deter-

mine the true bearings of each and every course,

as distinguished from the magnetic hearings, in

order that the survey shall be completely lo-

cated. If the true bearing of any one course

Is known, the bearings of the other courses can

easily be calculated with the aid of the hori-

zontal angles already determined ; but when
this is not the ca.se, and when reference to prior

surveys is not possible. It will be necessary to

establish a line of true Meridian, and to deter-

mine the angle which some one course makes

with this line. When, however, a surveyor's

compass Is employed, the magnetic bearings of

the different courses are read direct, and from

them, the variation between the magnetic and

true meridians being known or determined, the

true bearings may be computed with only a

small remaining error of angle. This correc-

tion does not, however, Include errors of angle

due to local magnetic attraction, such as is

found In ferruginous districts.

The foregoing is an outlined description of

the art of surveying ; in addition, however,

there is much important detail, some of which

will be mentioned In connection with the de-

scription of Instruments included below.

The engineers transit is the instrument

now commonly used for the measurement of

angles In the best engineering practice In the

United States ; It appears to be the same In-

strument as the transit theodolite In Great

Britain. It Is the most Important of .surveying

instruments, and the one by which the most

accurate work can be done. For these reasons

the transit Is the instrument best adapted for

those surveys necessary to the architect or the

builder. In the surveying of city or town lots,

and especially in those cities in which real
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estate has a high market value, the very great-

est accuracy is required, as a conflict or error in

the hues bounding adjoining properties might

be the source of considerable litigation and

heavy damages. Also in the laying out of

founilation lines, or the setting out of individual

piers, great care is necessary that these shall be

accurately located.

The engineer's transit consists of a telescope

mounted upon a horizontal axis supported by

two vertical standards whicli are, in turn, car-

ried by the upper of two horizontal circular

plates. This, calleil the vernier plate, also car-

ries a compass box, two verniers, and two spirit

levels. Immediately below and completely con-

cealed by the vernier plate, except for openings

at the verniers, is a second plate called the

horizontal limb, whose circumference is divided

into degrees of the circle and subdivisions.

These two plates are arranged so that they will

rotate about the vertical axis of the instrument

independently of one another. Thus, by clamp-

ing the lower plate to the vertical axis, and by

directing the telescope in two successive and

different directions, the vernier plate will have

passed through an angle whose magnitude may
be measured upon the lower plate.

Below these horizontal plates and detachable

from them, there is still another horizontal

plate to which are connected four levelling

screws resting upon a levelling plate. By
means of the levelling plate and screws the

instrument can be made trulj' horizontal, as

shown by the spirit levels attached to the ver-

nier plate.

A vertical circle graduated in degrees is

attached to the horizontal axis of the instru-

ment, and this axis with its telescope being free

to revolve, angles of inclination can be read by

means of a vernier fixed to one of the stand-

ards.

Enclosed in the barrel of the telescope two
cross hairs at right angles to each other enable

an object to be accurately bisected. Attached

to the telescope there is a spirit level or " long

bubble," in order that the telescope may be

made truly horizontal.

The transit is placed usually upon a tri])od,

and by means of a plummet or plumb bob, sus-

pended from the centre of the instrument, the

transit may be centred upon anj* desired point.

The surveyor's co)npass may be used when
no great amount of accuracy in the survey is

required. It has two open sights through which

any distant object can be seen, and, when seen,

the magnetic bearing of the ctnu-se between the

distant object ami the point of sight wdl be
indicated upon a graduated dial by the point of

the compass needle. A circumferentor^ differs

1 The term " circumferentor " is applied sometimes
to the "perambulator" or wheel measurer, in which
a wheel is simply rnn alons a road, recording its revo-
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from the compass only in that the compass box
is free to rotate upon the brass plate carrjing

the sights. In this way, by means of an
attached vernier, tlie measurement of horizontal

angles is possible independently of the needle

;

that is to say, the needle is held stationary or

fixed. The circumferentor also often carries an
attachment by which angles of inclination may
be determined.

Both the surveyor's compass and the cir-

cumferentor are levelled, and shown to be level,

in a manner similar to that of the transit.

Also, as in the case of the transit, these in-

struments are generally mounted upon tripods,

a so-called Jacob's staff' being, however, occa-

sionally employed. This is simply a single

staff, pointed at the lower end, and to the top

of which the compass or circumferentor may
be attached.

The demicircle is for measuring and indicat-

ing angles, and is not unlike an ordinary pro-

tractor, with a revolving bar mounted on a
pivot at the centre of the circle, and a compass
set firmly in the plane of the graduated arc.

It may have a telescope in place of, or attached

to, the revolving bar. It may be levelled

approximately by being laid or set on the plane

table, and is used only as a rough substitute

for the theodolite or transit.

The only other angle-measuring instrument

that needs mention is the surveyor's cross.

Very simple in construction, it comprises two
horizontal bars at right angles to each other,

each bar supporting an open sight at either

end. Obviously, the use of this instrument is

limited to the laying out of right angles ; it is

now rarely seen.

There are two methods, other than that of tri-

angulation, commonly employed in the meas-

urement of lengths or distances.

By the first method the distance between any

two points is determined by stretching a chain

or tape of known length bf tween these points.

The telescope of the transit, or of other instru-

ments, equipped with stadia or micrometer

wires, is the means by which distances can be

measured under the second method.

Gunters chain, for so long in universal use,

has a length of 66 feet, divided into 100 links

of 7.92 inches, every tenth link having some
distinguishing mark. Steel pins are employed
for marking the end of chain lengths where the

distance to be measured is greater than 66 feet.

This chain has, to a large extent, been replaced

by the engineer's chain of 100 feet in length,

divided into links of I foot.

The tape is a very thin steel ribbon, usually

from J to I inches in width, and ranging be-

tween 100 to .500 feet in length, subdivisions

being designated by some convenient mark.

liitions by means of a cyclometer, and so furnishing
a rough measurement of distances.
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The result obtained liy measuring distances

with the tape is the most exact of all methods

now ('(iinmonly in use.

In measuring distance by telescope, two hori-

zontal or stadia wires, one above and one below

the horizontal cross hair alluded to in the de-

scription of tlie transit, are placed at such a

distance apart that when sighting at a vertical

rod 100 feet away the wires will include 1 foot

(or some other convenient constant) of vertical

height of rod, and will include proportional

spaces for other distances.

In the operation of surveying, and in the sub-

sequent mapping, that part of the earth's sur-

face u])on whicii the operations are conducted

is considered to be a horizontal plane, correc-

tion for the curvature of the earth being neg-

lected in the case of small surveys. For this

reason it is necessary to reduce inclined meas-

urements to horizontal lines. When tiie in-

clined distance and the angle of inclination,

determined by the vertical circle of the transit

between any two points, are known, this cor-

rection can readily be made. If the inclined

distance and the difference in elevation between

the two points are known, this will answer the

same purpose.

To insure greater accuracy in taping or chain-

ing, corrections also for temperature and f(.ir tlie

catenary curve, due to imperfect stretching, must

be made.

The art of Levelling is al.so to be included

under the general head surveying. It consists

in determining the dirterence in elevation between

any two points, or in determining tlie elevation

of one or more points above or below a datum
line or bench mark, tiie level of which may be

assumed, if not known. In extensive surveys

the datum line is assumed, whenever possible,

to be the level of mean high tide. The opera-

tion of levelling may lie conducted by means of

instruments especially devised for this purpose,

or by the use of the transit. If the latter is

employed, the angle of inclination and the in-

clined distance between any two points are de-

termined, and from them the height of one point

above the other is calculated.

Of the instruments in use for levelling, the

only two that need mention here are the Y level

and the hand level.

The Y level has two standards, or Y's (from

which tiie instrument derives its name), at-

tached to either end of a levelling bar, itself

connected by a spindle and .socket joint to the

levelling plates and screws below it. The lev-

elling arrangement is in all respects sinular to

that of the transit. The Y's support a tele-

scope, and by means of clamps hold it rigidly

in a position parallel to the levelling bar. Sus-

pended below the telescope there is a spirit

level, or long bubble. This bubble will show
whether or not the telescope and levelling bar
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have been made truly horizontal by means of

the levelling screws. As in the case of the

transit, the telescope of the level is supplied

with cross hairs, and also, as with the transit,

the level is su](]iorted by a tripod.

The principle of levelling with this instru-

ment consists simply in the prolonging of a

known horizontal line, and in measuring the

height of this imagiiniry line above any two
points, and from which the difference in ele-

vation, if any, between these points can be

easily determined. To insure accuracy in read-

ing heights a levelling rod has been devised.

It consists of a woollen rod, one sitle of which

is graduated into feet, which are in turn sul>

divided into tenths and hunilredths of a foot.

A circular target divided horizontally and ver-

tically into quadrants alternating red and white

in cohjur is free to slide u]j(jn the rod, and by

means of these quadrants the points at which a

given horizontal line intersects the rod can be

determined. An opening in the target, to the

edge of which a vernier is attached, allows the

graduations to be read to a thousandth of a

foot. In general, the levelling roti is constructed

of two intersliding pieces, in order that it may
be conveniently lengthened.

The hand level, as its name denotes, is a
telescope which, by holding in the hand and
sighting through it, the height of the eye above

any point can be found. The liarrel of the tele-

scope is divided in such a way that any object

may be freely seen through one side, whereas

on the other side the reflection, by mirror, of

cross hairs and the bubble of a spirit level are

brought to view. When the horizontal cross

hair is shown to Insect the bubble, the level is

horizontal. The method of levelling with the

hand level is in all respects the same as with

the Y level, but the same amount of accuracy

cannot be expected.— D. N. B. S.

Note. — For assistance in the preparation of

this article tlie writer is indebted to Mr. Edward
B. Sturgis.

SURVEYOR. ^1. One who makes sur-

veys, as of land. (See Surveying.)

B. One who examines anything to ascertain

its quality or condition— or, more technically,

in comiection with architectural practice, one

who estimates or examines, measures, and tests

the extent and condition of lands and buildings

and their accessories, and the materials and
work expended ujjon them, or to be so ex-

pended.

This word has, in the specialization pro-

voked by modern industrialism, still retained

many of its old wide meanings and general

uses, and consequent indefiniteness. Hence
the necessity for the explanatory prefix which

frequently accompanies it. Land Surveyor,

City Surveyor, and Quantity Surveyor are
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iiiodeni forms, in use iu the practice of and

preparation for building.

Until recently the designation " surveyor " was

borne by au individual who i)erfornied many or

all functions implied by it. But now the ten-

dency is to break up and divide such labours

into various groups ; and further, in America,

the weaker influence of tradition in such profes-

sions has encouraged other new lines of devel-

ojjnient.

]\Iuch of the work formerly done by survey-

ors is in modern practice allotted to civil

engineers, and many functions of which a

" surveyor " was the depositary before the

study and practice of art became systema-

tized have naturally come to be considered as

belonging to tlie architectural profession. It

is recorded that Inigo Jones was appointed

anil paid as " surveyor " of his Majesty's

works. Now he would be designated " archi-

tect," or " architect and surveyor," since that

conjunction of terms is still quite usual.

In the United States the occupation of sur-

veyor has been entirely separated from that of

architect, and further clearly differentiated

into special kinds of surveying. In connection

with arciiitecture and real estate, the old gen-

eral title, "surveyor," was understood to mean one

competent to measure and map existing build-

ings and lands, and to compare same with title

deeds ; and to estimate and supen-ise repairs

required by covenants and titles upon tiieir

commencement and expiration, and to make
valuations and appraisements of all such things.

The great frequency in English real estate cus-

tom of holdings by lease and other transitory

title makes this a very important jH'ofession

in that country and its dependencies, while

in the United States it is little knowni. In

America, even in places where leaseholds

prevail, they do not much modify the usual

custom, under which the real estate agent and

the experienced builder, oftener than the sur-

veyor, negotiate such matters as the repair

and restoration of buildings for delivery to the

landlord, which in former times would have

been scheduled under the special term of a

Survey of Dilapidations. An architect is occa-

sionally called upon to perform duties properly

those of a surveyor, and in England one who
does such work frequently will call himself

" Architect and Surveyor."

The professional work most likely to arise

in this way is the examination of existing

buildings to determine their safety, or strength,

or value, or the consideration of their possible

improvement. Also, in case of damages by fire

or accident, the questions for and against their

restoration are such as are understood to be

surveying rather than architecture, and the

architect's inspection of unsafe buildings in New
York is officially designated as a " sun'ey."
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The City Surveyor is one who does the neces-

sary work of measuring and plotting the dimen-
.sions and levels of property and examining
municijial and other records, and jirepares the

plans necessary to define the boundaries of

properties and thoroughfares, in cities and other

densely populated communities ; but those call-

ing themselves city sur\'eyors generally claim

no knowledge of the building processes or their

values, or the real estate appraisements, for

which the general sun-eyor was qualified.

The Quantity Surveyor renders imjiortant

services to architecture and building in British

practice, which has no counterpart in the

United States, under this or any other desig-

nation. These duties consist chiefly in the

preparation of elaborately detailed bills of

quantities of materials and labour required

for the construction of certain buildings, for

which drawings and specifications have been

prepared by the architects. The bills of quan-

tities are nndtiplied, and a copy is given to

each of the builders who are to make proposals

for the execution of the work, in order that

the labour of "taking off'" such quantities may
be performed once oidy, for all of them, and
may be for all alike, unifoiin, and systematic.

This work naturally allies itself with that of

measuring up building materials and labour

after constniction, and to some extent with

the functions of appraiser and valuer. But
the occupation in its customary designation of

"quantity surveying" expresses the main part

of its duties. It is somewhat surprising that

in the United States there is little or no
recognition of this office. Occasionally there

have been ettbrts to fill the want, and men
of English training have assisted estimators

in their accustomed way. But the system has

not found favour, and is not in use, and the

occupation is still unknown.
Part of the duties of quantity surveyor are,

however, sometimes performed by engineers

(and more rarely by architects), when engaged

upon public works, for which, with the design,

they are called upon to furnish a schedule of

materials, giving also quantity of each. But
this usually takes no note of labour except as

implied in the descriptive title, and does not

profess to einmierate all finishings and acces-

sories other than by a blanket clause, and it is

doubtful whether it is ever used by those ten-

dering proposals as a reliable basis for their

estimates, and is consequently not in any sense

a substitute for the work of the quantity

surveyor.

There is probably a field for the reestablish-

ment of this ancient profession in the necessity

of expert appraisements of real estate and im-

provements thereon, and in valuations for rents

and insurance and similar things, which are

now performed unsystematically by persons
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with whom tliey are only incidental to some

other occupation. (See Bill of Quantities.)

— Robert W. Gibson.

SUTH DOOR. One of the doors of a (larish

churcli, and generally the most important one.

The word " suth " is most probably the old form

of south, and refers to the fact that the southern

door was that for the entrance of the congrega-

tion, and that where persons accused of crime

might take oath that they were innocent, as

well as that where notices of ecclesiastical cere-

monials, feast days, and the like, were put up.

SUYS, T. F. ; architect.

He was a Belgian by birth and came to

Paris in 1807. He studied with Percier (see

Percier) and at the Eajh' des Beaux Arts. In

1812 he won the Grand Prix de Rome in

architecture. On his return from Rome he

was extensively employed in Belgium and Hol-

land. Suys assisteil Haudebourt in the prepa-

ration of his work on the Palais J)Iassimi (I

Rome, and published himself Le Pantheon de

/ioHte (Brussels, 18.38; grand folio).

Lance, Dictiannaire.

SWAG. A festoon ; the common English

name for that form which is very hea\'y in the

middle and sligiit at the points of .support.

SWAGE. A tool or die used in imparting

a given shape to hot metal in a stamping press

or rolling mill, or on an anvil, or to sheets of

cold metal, as in galvanized iron or copper

work.

SWALLOWTAIL. Same as Dovetail.

SWAMP DWELLING. (See Pile Dwell-

ing.)

SWAMP VILLAGE. (See Pile Dwelling.)

SWAN NECK. In stair building, a ramp
terminating in a knee, as where a hand rail

curves near a newel so as to be about vertical,

and is then continued a short distance horizon-

tally, entiTing tlic newel at right angles.

SWEAT HOUSE. (See Sweat Lodge,

umler Lmlge.)

SWEATING ROOM. A room for sweat-

ing bathers in a Turkish bath. (See Laconicum

;

Sudatory ; Stove.)

SWIMMING BATH. An artificial pool,

tank, or basin of water, either open to the sky

or covered, intended for bathing, particularly

for swimmers.

Generally, we may distinguish open and

enclosed swinuning bath.s, the former being

available only iluring the summer, the latter

capable of being kept open the year round

(swimming baths in bath houses).

Excellent as rain baths (see Bath House) are

for personal cleanliness and hygiene, the need

of well-arranged swimming baths for pleasure

and general health in cities should also be

recognized. In this respect even small Euro-

pean cities are fiir better off than large Ameri-

can cities. Many persons bathe together in
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swimming baths, which should therefore be

supplied with water Howing through them con-

tinuously. Salt water baths are preferably

located outside of harbours, in places where the

sea water is purer than in the harbour. The
pollution of the neighbouring beach, either by

drain outfalls from seashore hotels, or from city

garbage, dumped into the sea and cast up by

the waves and tides, must be prevented. River

baths likewise must be carefully located, prefer-

ably above the outfalls of the city sewers,

away from garbage dumps, and not too near to

manufacturing establishments. The immense

one at Vienna is on the new canalized stream,

two miles from the city proper ; those in Paris

are safe from sewerage Ijecause this is all dis-

charged several miles down stream, below the

city.

River and .sea baths generally require the

simplest kind of architectural structures, though

there are some examples of more pretentious

buildings, such as the Sutro Baths near San

Francisco. There are some ocean baths which

have both the dressing pavilions and the

swimming place enclosed. Such structures are

erected either on piles, or on floats, or pontoons.

The river swinuning baths are built on a float-

ing dock, or pontoon, anchored in the stream,

with the cabins arranged on the four sides.

City swimming liaths which are to be kept

open the entire year nuist be suitably warmed
in winter.

The swimming basin may be oblong, or cir-

cular, or its plan is a rectangle with one or two

semicircular ends. One or more series of steps

are provided to enter the bath. The dimen-

sions of swimming basins vary from 30 to 7.5

feet in length, 1.5 to 30 feet in width, and from

2 to 7 feet in de|)th of water. Even the last-

named depth of water is hardly suflicient for

diving, and none but experienced divers should

attempt it in the ordinary swimming basin.

In European baths about 24 square feet of

water surface are [irovided for each swimmer,

and 10 to 12 square feet for each non-swimmer.

The basin is built of brick or cement masonry,

the walls are constructed with due regard to

stability and water tightness. The outer shell

of the smaller basins consists sometimes of iron,

lined inside with asbestos paper or other water-

proof material. The surface of the bottom and

of the side walls is finished in enamelled brick,

glazed tiles, or with white marble slabs. Due
attention should be given to the bottom, which,

in the basins for non-swimnicrs, should not bt.

too slippery. Where one basin answers both

for swimmers and non-swimmers, the bottom is

made sloping, and a net or line indicates the.

division. Overflow and emptying pipes must

be provided, also openings on the side above

the water line for spitting. There are needed

also jumping boanls, a rail around the basin
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for tired swiiiiiiicrs, liook poles, life preservers,

iiiiil life linos in case of accidents. The gang-

way directly around the swimming basin is

made 3 to 5 feet wide, and often projects about

18 inciies in width over the basin, the water

level in the basin being from 2 to 4 feet below

the level of the gangway. Along this inner

gangway are located the dressing rooms, which

are about 4 feet wide and deep, 7 or 8 feet

higii, anil of which there are sometimes several

tiers. In tlie best plans there is anotiier outer

gangway from whidi bathers enter tlic dressing

room, while they are permitted to walk along

tiie inner gangway only after undressing. This

precaution avoiits the soiling of the inner gang-

way liy dirty shoes, etc.

The swimming basin must be well lighted,

side light from high windows being preferable to

overiiead lights on account of the glare and

heat of the sun.

The water in the basin must be suitably

w^armed and maintained at a uniform tempera-

ture of about 70° Fahr. The water is warmed
either by direct introduction of steam, or by
suitably protected steam coils in the bottom or

along the sides of the basin, or else water is

heated in hot water tanks and mixed with the

cold water flowing into the basin. Sometimes

the water is warmed by continued circulation,

though this is not so desirable. The swimming
basin must be completely emptied, cleaned, and

refilled with fresh water once or twice a week.

There should be, when the basin is full, a con-

tinuous admission of pure water, the amount
being calculated to entirely renew the contents

once every twenty-four or thirty-six hours.

A very desirable precaution consists in ar-

ranging cleansing or preparatory baths (foot

and douche baths), where each batlier must go

to soap and clean himself thoroughly, before he

is admitted to the swimming basin.

Nothwithstandiug all such precautions, the

surface of the water in the basin may become

slightly polluted by abrasions from the skin, by

oily secretions of the body, etc., hence it is im-

portant that the water be kept artificially

stirred and in constant motion, as by fountains,

cascades, or douches. It is also important that

suitable water-closets and urinals be provided

uear the dressing rooms.

Klinger, Die Bade-Anstalt ; Runge, Die i'lffcnt-

lirhc Bridcnni'tfilt in Bremen ; Kabierske, Dan
Hiillensrliwimmi/ad in Bn'sJaii ; Schultze, Ban
mill Betrirl) ran VuH-n-Badeanslalten ; Vetter,
Das Stnltiiartcr Srliirimmhud : Marggraff, Mn-
derne Stadtiiiider ; Ostliotf, Biider nnd Badean-
stalten; Handhvch der Arrhitektur, Part IV.,

Vol. .5. 3 Genzraei', Bade-und-Sclin-immnnstaJten ;

Fiirlsrhritle der Archilektur. Heft XL. Das
Scfurimmhad zu Frankfnrt-am-Main ; Farrar,
Baths and Bathinri ; Kane, Xein St/stem i)f Piihlie

Baths; R. Owen Allsop. Piihlir Baths and Wash-
hniises. — W. 1'. Gkrhard.

SWISS HUT. (See Hut, B.)
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SWITCH ; SWITCH BOARD. (See

Electrical Appliaui I's.

)

SW^ITZERLAND, ARCHITECTURE OF.
That of the modern republic as it has existed

since 1815. Three different races, French,
German, and Italian, occupy the country

;

hence the impossibility of a single anil unmixed
style of architecture. Besides, in the past,

Switzcrhind was smaller, and in ll'OO contained
only the three small primitive cantons. So a
number of monuments, that are now Swiss, did
not belong to Switzerland six centuries ago,

but were Savoyard, Burgundian, or German.
The country that is now French Switzerland

was under the Burgundian influence at the
Romanesque and Gothic period, and the greater

number of the monuments were built by the
large religious communities of Clairvaux, Cluny,
and Citeaux. The principal among them are

the churches of Romainmotier, Payerne, Saint
Sulpice, Grandson (Vaud), Saint Imier (Berne);

they belong to the Romanesque period of the
eleventh and twelfth centuries.

In German Switzerland at the same period : the
Allerheiligen minster at Schatl'hausen, Schiiutal

(B;ile), the chapel of S. George, near Wallenstadt.

A little later, and still R()nianesi(ue, is the min-
ster at Zurich, one of the important monuments
of that epoch. In civil architecture, the castle

of Kyburg (eleventh century) and Hapsburg
(the original seat of the Austrian imperial

house)
;
parts of the castle of Burgdorf (Berne);

in French Switzerland, a part of the celebrated

castle of Chillon and the castle of Blonay
(Vaud).

During the Gothic period, the Burgundian
influence of the Cistercian Order prevailed

:

S. Pierre at Geneva with admirable capitals
;

the cathedral of Lau.saime who.se nave and
double pillars are exceedingly interesting, and
which has a porch of the Apostles of the purest

efiijct, the collegiate church at Neuchatel, and
numerous other churches of lesser importance.

The cathedral of Fribourg is of the fourteenth

century, with a fifteenth century tower. In
German Switzerland, the cathedral of Bale,

with one Romanesque door (twelfth century),

the Cistercian monastery of Wettingen, and the

cathedral at Berne are of importance. The
castles in both parts of Switzerland are numer-
ous; the finest are those of Vuftlcns (Vaud) of

the fourteenth century ; and those of Champ-
vent, Aigle, and Lausanne, generally of the

fifteenth. The Hotel de Ville of Bale is also

of interest.

Then comes the Renaissance. As everywhere

we find the influence of the Italian monuments
of the sixteenth century. The Maison Tur-

retini at Geneva ; the palace Stockalper at

Brieg (interior court), and many houses and
churches at Bale, Lucerne, and Geneva, in

which the Italian influence is clearly marked.
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SWITZERLAND, ARCHITECTURE OF: MINSTER AT BALE; WEST FRONT AND TOWERS
COMPLETED ABOUT 1500.
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But there is another point to note as impor-

tant in Swiss architecture, and tiiat is, the long

resistance that it made to the new spirit, not in

the details, that became rapidly classical, but in

the construction itself, in which we finil an

evident disposition to the picturesque, which is

clearly the popular Swiss element in archi-

tecture.

We see, from the sixteenth century up to

our time, high roofs, gable en<ls, turrets, pro-

jecting windows, exterior staircitses on corbels

surmounted by acute pinnacles ; and not-

withstanding the Renaissance, its flat roofs,

and Italian galleries. Notwithstanding the

fashion of horizontal lines, Swiss architec-

ture, as a whole, persists in profiling on the

sky the slender steeples of its roofs. In-

stances are to be seen in the castle of

Avenches (sixteenth century), that of Nyon,

the Hotel de Ville de Lucerne, and innumer-

able other buildings in all parts of Switzer-

land.

During the eighteenth century a great

number of country houses, called chateaux,

were built in a simple neoclassic style, with-

out any ornamentation ; but generally the

roof is widespreading, and gives an air of

grandeur and comfort to the construction.

Such a building is the Chateau de I'lsle,

near Lausanne, built in 1697.

Wooden building has always been common
in Switzerland, and the primitive log house

long ago passed into the .solid timber-built

chalet. Since the sixteenth century the true

originality of Swi.ss art manifests itself

especially in wooden buildings.—Jean Schopfer.

Freeman, History and Architecture of Swit-

zerland ; Glac-lbach, Der Schireizer Uolzstijl

;

Hochstetter. Srhireizerische Architertiir iii

Perspek.^ etc. ; Varin, Arrhit'xture Pittoresqne

en •Suisse.

SYENE GRANITE. Egjptian Syenite;

granito rosso. A coarse, red granite occur-

ring at Syene, in Egj'pt, and much used by

the ancient Egj'ptians in the monoliths and
temples. The various obelisks, like those in

Paris and New York, are of this material.

— G. P. M.
SYENITE. A rock of the nature of granite,

but (littering in containing no appreciable

amount of quartz. Not a common stone.

—a. p. M.
SYLE. One of a pair of Crutches, straight

instead of curved like the gavel forks. (See

AVooil, Construction in. Part I.)

SYMBOLOGY. The art of determining

the signification and right use of symbols and
emblems. A symbol is a picture, sign, or

character by which something other than that

portrayed is suggested to the mind ; and it

may signify a person, a fact, a virtue, a mys-
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tery, a spiritual idea, or it may be manifold

in its meaning and stand for all of these types.

The cross, for example, is primarily and essen.

tially the symbol of the Christian faith, but it

is also the symbolic sign of a person, Christ

;

of an event, the Sacrifice of Calvary ; of a

SWITZERL.\ND, ARCHTTErTURE OV. TOWM HALL OF
Zurich; c. 1700.

virtue, Hope ; of a mystery. The Passion

;

and it is the Standard of Salvation, and thus

symbolizes a spiritual idea. An Emblem, in

Christian symbolog)', is a device or object

belonging to some particular person, and is

employed to distinguish that person from all

other persons ; in this sense it is also an attri-

bute. The Keys form the emblem of S.

Peter, because Christ said to him, " I will

give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of

heaven" (S. Matthew xvi. 19); a cross

in the form of the letter X is the emblem of

S. Andrew, because it was the instrument

of his passion ; and a pot of ointment, that of

Mary Slagdalen. Sometimes a symbol is an

emblem, and an emblem a symbol : the sword
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is one of the symbols of faith, because Christ

said, " I came not to send peace, but a sword."

The sword is also the emblem of S. Paul, be-

cause he was decapitated with a sword.

Colour. Tiie syiubolisin ut' colour is nuicli

the same in all religions and all furnis of reli-

gious art ; light, represented syndiulically by
white, is the source of every colour, and stands

for truth and for purity ; and when represented

by red (because the colour of fire is red) is

symbolic of divine love and wisdom, and of the

Holy Spirit. It has also a sinister symbolism,

and the devil is clothed in black and red, red

becoming the symbol of hatred and egotism.

Yellow is the symbolic colour of faith, but, if

it is a dirty yellow mixed with black, it stands

for inconstancy, jealousy, and deceit. Blue is

the syndiol of truth, fidelity, and immortality

;

green, of life in action, hope, charity, abun-

dance, and victory
;
purple, of a love of truth

;

and violet, of the manifestation of divine love.

In Ciiristian symbology there are a luunber

of fixed forms and devices which have a sym-

bolical signification, apart from their particular

iconographic application, viz., the halo, the

aureole, the crown, the sword, the palm, the

rose, the lily, the olive, and the vine, together

with a number of beasts, birds, and fishes

(see Aureole, Cross, Glory, Halo). The four

evangelical symbols are taken from the vision

of Ezekiel (i. 10), and from the words of

the Book of Revelation (iv. 7). The beast

with the face of the man is the symbol

of Matthew, because his gospel is largely about

the hnmanity of Christ ; the lion stands for

Mark, because it was believed that a lion was
born dead and did not come to life until the

father breathed upon it, and Mark's gospel

has much to say about the resurrection ; the

calf belongs to Luke, because it is a sacrificial

beast, and he writes of the priesthood of

Christ ; and the eagle, who can gaze unflinch-

ingly upon the sun, is the symbol of John,

becau.se his writings make plain to man the

glory of the Sun of Kighteousne.ss, which he

looked upon with the eye of an eagle.

X. Barbier de Montault, Traite 0,'lconoqraphie

Chretieniie, 2 vols. 8vo (I'aris. 1890); H. Det-
zel, Christliche Ikonographie, 2 vols. 8vo (Frei-

burg, 1806); William Durandus, The Symbolism
of Chiirches and Church Ornaments (New York,
1893); E. P. Evans. Animal SijmboUsm in Eccle-
siastical Architecture ; F. C. Husenbeth, Emblems
of Saints ; Raffaele Garrucci. Storia delle Arte
Christiana; J. R. Allen, Christian Symbolism
in Great Britain. — Caryl Coleman.

SYMMETRY. In architecture and deco-

rative art, the balance of part by part ; a

balance which may be precise repetition, or

repetition in counterpart, or may deviate very

widely from that, as it involves merely the sup-

posed equivalent value of one jiart to another.

TO-"?

SYNAGOGUE
Thus, if buildings be considered with refer-

ence to their axes, a Greek temple will gener-

ally be found to be exactly alike, one half to

the other half, but in counterpart, that is to

say, the one half of the front is as if it had
been revolved about the axis, from the other.

The sculpture of this same temple would, how-
ever, be not exactly the same, although similar,

on both sides : that is to say, the recumbent
figure in the northern angle of the jiediment

Would be balanced by another recumbent figure

in the south angle, but one a little difterent

from the first ; and in like manner the sculp-

ture of the metopes to the north and to the

south of the axis would be wholly different in

subject, although equivalent in mass and in

general treatment. Moreover, many instances

exist showing that the Greeks cared little for

exactness in grouping several buildings. The
human mind seems to find it easier to balance

]iart by part, very exactly, than to produce

the equivalent in one set of forms to a totally

ditt'erent set of forms. On this account, where
no inconvenience exists in planning a building

or a group evenly balanced about an axis,

where there is plenty of room and no imme-
diate call for diversity, a long building will be

planned uniformly, like the splendid facades

by Gabriel on the north side of the Place de la

Concorde, in Paris. So, when, in 1878, it

became desirable to build a vast structure

on the hill opposite the Champ de Mars, to

.adorn and also to bound and limit the great

exposition of 1878, although the design was
ciist in a very free modification of Eomanesque,
and although the building stretches a quarter

of a mile from end to end, the building is still

as exactly symmetrical as any Greek temple.

But in the Louvre it has never occurred to any
of the monarchs, nor to any of the architects

who have worked at its gi-adual extension, to

build another great court at the western end,

and to have the buildings between exactly

alike in design in the whole length of either

or each to the other. It is accepted as a

series of designs rather than as one design
;

and the designers' love of accurate symmetry is

gratified by the balance of part with part

within each single facade of a hundred or

two hundred feet.— R. S.

SYNAGOGUE. A place of assembly for

Jewi.sh instruction and prayer.

It is diflicult to prove the existence of the

synagogue prior to the Babylonian captivity of

the .Jews. It is referred to in the Kew Testa-

ment as a fixed institution, and there were

many established in Jerusalem and throughout

Palestine.

While originally intended as a place for re-

ligious and moral instruction only, the syna-

gogue soon became a house of prayer for those

who lived at too great a distance to go to the
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Temple at Jeiu.salem, and siiue the dispersion

of tlie Jews it has been tlieir customary place

of worship. As far as possible the early syna-

gogue in its interior arrangement represented

the terajjle, and that in itself was but an en-

larged type of the tabernacle. The building

was always rectangular in form and of great

simplicity. At the extreme eastern end was
erected the holy ark or sanctuary, in which were

deposited the scrolls of the law. These were

written on parchment rolled from both ends, and
were generally ornamented ami covered with

rich stuffs.

The ark was jjlaced on a raised platform

reached by steps, with seats for the elders of

SYNAGOGUE
uniformly obeyed, but tiie main traditions, the

simplicity of plan, the position of the ark with

its ever-burning light, the separation of the

sexes (a custom dating back to the Temple,

where there was a seijarate court fur women),

were invariably rigidly followed.

The exteriors of the ancient .synagogues ap-

pear to have possesseil but little architectural

interest, and of interior decoration, as we under-

stand it, there was none. Remains of syna-

gogues found in Galilee show that a stone porch

ornamented with carving of plant forms was
generally the only important feature. Sculpture

and painting were never encouraged, and repre-

sentations of the human face were strictly for-

SVNAGOOrE Temple Beth-el, New York City ; 1892.

the congregation, either in front or at the sides,

and before it hung the perpetual lamp.

In the- centre of the building, also raised

above the level of the floor, was a desk from
which the law was read aloud.

The women were always separated from the

men, and the worshippers faced the east during
prayer.

The site of the building was, whenever po.s-

sible, to be near the seashore or a running
stream. Tlie structure itself, or some part of

it, was to overtop the surrounding buildings,

and there were Talniudic instructions regulating

the number of windows, the position and size

of entrances, and other details. It was even
supposed to be desirable to have the floor of the
synagogue on a lower level than the entrances

and vestibules. These commands were not
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bidden. Nevertheless a certain amount of

symbolism was permitted, and the form of

flowers, the grape, the pomegranate, etc., were

sometimes employed for decorative purposes,

and the lion, the ancient emblem of Judah,
apjieared frequently. Gold and silver lamps
were profusely used, and were often of great

beauty. (See Syria, Architecture of)

The synagogue at Worms, in Germany, is

the oldest now e.\isting in Europe ; and we find

in Frankfort-on-the-Main and in Prague inter-

esting Gothic synagogues, dating from the

thirteenth century, which contain excellent

examples of vaulting. These were built at

the time when galleries for women first came
into use.

These galleries were placed at a considerable

height above the main floor, and the occupants
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were shielded from the view of the men by a

close lattice.

During the Jliddle Ages the synagogues were

always unpretentious, as it was not safe for

Jewish buildings to attract too much attention.

The interiors, however, were often rich and

handsomely finished and equipped.

In Sjjain two noted synagogues built in the

SYNAGOGUE
and the main decoration of its walls is an
ornamented arcade, over which is a sculptured

frieze of great beauty and delicacy of design.

The synagogues of Europe, as we find them
to-day, have in their interior arrangement gen-

erally followed the traditional lines of antiquity.

The position of the ark is retained and the plan

is rectangular, tlie transept being invariably

Stxagogie, Fig. II.: West Sevkntieth Street, New York. As the Ark MU-^iT be at the East
ExD. IT IS set agaix.st the Ixxer Wall of the Great Vestibule, from which the Grouxd
Storv is entered at right and left.

fourteenth century still remain, and both are in

Toledo. One is known as La Transito, so

called from a picture of the Ascension it con-

tains ; the other is S. Maria la Blanca, both

now being used as churches. They are good
examples of Moorish architecture, and contain

eviilences of much fonner beauty. S. Maria
la Blanca is divided by long lines of octagonal

columns with floriated capitals, from which
spring horseshoe arches supporting the roof.

La Transito is an unbroken rectangle in plan,
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avoided, and galleries are provided for women.

The most notable change, which, however, is

seldom found in English synagogues, but often

on the Continent and in America, is the re-

moval of the reading desk from its position in

the centre of the building and its combination

with the platform in front of tlie ark. This

plan is now frequently adopted in the newer

buildings, as it not only secures a concentration

of tlie service, but it renders tlie entire floor

space available for seating purposes.
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Since the exiiul.sinii uf the Jews fi'diu Sjiain

the Moorish style of architecture lias i'recjuciitly

been employed by syiiagoj;ue builders. This is,

however, by no means the rule. Synagogues

were commonly built in the same style as the

contemporary churches, and there exist in-

numerable buildings for Jewish worship de-

signed in all the styles of architecture. Many
of the synagogues in London suggest Sir Chris-

topher Wren's churches, those in Paris are in

the prevailing French style of church architec-

ture, and there are good sjiecimens of Classic,

Gothic, Romanesque, and the various ])eriods

of Renaissance scattered throughout Europe.

In America we find the little synagogue at

Newport, Rhode Island, built by Sjjanisli Jews
in 17(J3, quite similar in expression to the archi-

tecture of its period, thoroughly " colonial

"

or Georgian in detail, and distinctively Jewish

only in its plan and interior disposition.

It appears strange that, wKile there is so

little scope for variations in plan, synagogues

have no traditional lines of architectural ex-

pression, and that no distinct style has been

developed. A vague but unraistakalile Oriental

feeling is nearly always evident, and this, not-

withstanding the lack of an acknowledged style,

produces a remarkable general likeness. The
modern freedom that characterizes the architec-

ture of to-day has afiected the synagogue as it

has the church, and a still greater latitude of

expression is becoming evident in the latest

examples.

The plans herewith given are of the two
most important synagogues built in New York
City within recent years.

Figure I. is a plan of the Temple Beth-El,

erected in the year 1892. The main entrance

vestibule, which faces Fifth Avenue and is

readied by a broad flight of steps, is Hanked
by two towers containing staircases leading up
to the galleries and down to the Sunday-school

rooms, which occupy the entire basement. The
ark is placed in a semicircular recess at the

eastern end of the building, and is reached by
steps from the platform, on which are seats for

the officers of the congregation. On the plat-

form is the reading desk, with the pulpit directly

in front of it. There is a marble colonnade

above the ark, and in the space liehiml the col-

umns are placed the choir and organ. The
galleries are on three sides of the auditorium,

and a second gallery extends across the end
facing the ark. Tlie pews or seats cover the

entire floor space, and there is accommodation
for twenty-two hundred worshippers. The
trustees' room and minister's study are at the

eastern comers of the main floor, and are

reached by a separate entrance from the street.

The building is constructed entirely of lime-

stone anil is designed in the Romanesque style.

In the interior marble, bronze, and mosaic are
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largely used. This may be considered as a

typical plan for a modern synagogue for what
are known as Reformed Jews.

The type of building for the Orthodox Jews,

who in their worship stiietly follow the tradi-

tions of the past, is shown in Fig. II., which

is the Synagogue Shearith Israel, erected in

1897. The dimensions of the main building

are 78 feet by 115 feet, and on the main floor

there are also a small synagogue for special

services, a minister's study, class rooms, and an

open court to be used for the Feast of Tabenia-

cles. The entire basement is devoted to school

purposes. On account of the position of the

lot, and as it was necessary to place the ark on

the eastern end of the building, the auditorium

is not entered directly from the main porch, but

access to it is gained through the two side

vestibules, which also contain the staircases

leading to the women's gallery. There is an
ailditional entrance on the northwest corner of

the building. The ark is built againist the wall

of the main vestibule, and the platform in front

is reached by a broad flight of marble steps,

upon which stands the pulpit. The chairs for

the officers of the congregation are placed on
platforms in front of the screen which flanks

the ark. The seats for worshippers are parallel

to the sides of the building, leaving the central

portion of the auditorium entirely free, and oc-

cupied only by the reading desk. The building

is of limestone and designed in the classic style,

with pilasters and arches, and the front is en-

riched by four Corinthian columns surmounted
by an ornamented pediment.

— ARNor.D W. Beunner.
SYNODAL HALL (French salle .vjno-

dale). A hall in which the synod of a diocese

was accustomed to meet. It ditt'ers from the

chajiter house (in French salle ('((jiitidaire) in

that the synod is a general gathering of the

clergy of the whole diocese, and of representa-

tives duly appointed. The hall was, therefore,

of necessity large. The Synodal Hall at Paris

has perished, but is known by ancient prints.

That at Sens (Yonne), built in the middle of

the thirteenth century, is perfect, and has been
restored with much discretion. Viollet-le-Duc,

who has given drawings of this noble building,

states that it will hold nine lunidred per-

sons.

SYRIA, ARCHITECTURE OF. That
of the country stretching from the eastern

coast of the Mediterranean eastward to the Eu-
phrates. This region can scarcely be said to

possess an indigenous architectural style, pos-

sibly owing to the fact that the Semitic tribes

who peopled it were not a building race, and
never aspired to the erection of monuments
which should exist as records of their greatness.

In all the earlier work of the country, down to

the Mohammedan invasion in the seventh cen-
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tury, there are two special characteristics not

found elsewhere.

Eurhj Characteristics: Mottolithism. The
first is that which Reuan describes as " mouo-
lithism,"' viz., the employment of immense
blocks of masonry, essentially Phoenician, not

only in its origin, but in its continuance thiough-

SYRIA
the great labour involved in detaching them, as

it were, from the main block. In Roman work,
capitals, shafts, and ba-ses, and in the case of
pilasters, portions of the wall itself, were all cut
out of the same block, and in the early Chris-

tian work, the arches themselves would, with
their avchivolt, be treated in the same wav.

Stria, AKrHiTKcii i;i-: of: The so-< allkh PE:KuiKn;M ai Mi -mu.eh. i;ii..i Auui i 170 A.D.

out the early periods. From this characteristic

the native builders seem never to have emanci-

pated themselves, and throughout the Jewish,

the Roman, and the early Christian periods,

they employed in their building blocks of stone

of great size, in which were produced decorative

features copied from other styles, regardless of

the origin or meaning of those features, or of
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Early Characteristics : Drafted Masom-y.

The second characteristic is that which was

originally considered to be of Phceniciau origin,

but of which there are no genuine examples in

Syria prior to the jjeriod of Herod, viz., what

is known as drafted masonry. In order to

obtain a fine and accurate joint, the masons

worked round the edge of each stone a draft of
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from 3 to 6 inches in width, k'liviiir; the een-

Ival portion in relief, thus constitutin;^ wii;it

is known as rusticated masonry. The projec-

tion of tliis rustication varied from 2 to 3

inclies for exposed work, to 12 or 14 inches

in the foundation courses. Tlie draft was
worked vertically with a cliisel, in which there

wore eight teeth to the inch. Subsequently,

in the finished work, tiie rustication was worked

off with a pick to within half an inch from

the drafted surface, antl constituted what was
accepted as an architectural enibcllisliment.

The finest examples of this work are found on

the wall of the Jews' wailing place, on the west

side of the Haram, or secontl enclosure, at Jeru-

SYRIA
Herod at Jeru.salcm was dcviseil and carried

out as an architectural embellishment, and

must not be confused with the untinislied work

of the Phrenicians in the tombs of Amrit or of

the palace of Hyrcanus at Arak-el-Emir,' in

which the rustication is only found on some of

the stones, and the draft is not of equal width

all round. The palace of Hyrcanus at Arak-el-

Emir is the earliest dated (171 B.C.) building

known in Palestine. It is built on a platform

about 320 feet square, and consisted of a rec-

tangular building mcas\iring 1 26 feet by 62 feet,

of which a portion only of the eastern wall

remains and the foundations of internal walls.

The wall is about 22 feet high and consists of a

Temple at Baalbec ; 2nd Century.

salera. In the working off of this rustication,

the first step taken was to form a second draft

within the first, examples of which are found

in the tower of David. This type of work is

the chief characteristic of Syrian masonrj', and
was adopted afterward by the Romans, tlie

Byzantines, and tlie Crusaders, each having his

own method of finish. In the masonry of the

Crusaders, the chisel was always used in 'a di-

agonal direction, and many of the castles and
enclosed walls formerly attributed to the Phte-

nicians, as at Tortosa, for instance, have of late,

owing to this special method of working, been

ascribed to their projicr builders, the Cru-

saders.

It should be clearly recognized from the first

that the system of drafting as employed by
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lower course or plinth in one course 8 feet high,

constituting the frieze on which there are carv-

ings of lines. This was probably crowned by a

cornice of some kind. One of the stones of the

centre course is. 17 feet 4 inches long, wliich

shows the Phoenician influence. The dentil

course and the frieze are Persian in character,

though executed probably by Greek artists.

Various capitals of Greek style were found in

^ M. De Vogue's drawing, published in the Temple
of Jerusalem is incorrect. Tlie (i-incli draft shown
above the middle stone in his drawing; is a i):irt of tlie

course out of which tlie dentil coiii-se is cut. The
joint is shown in the drawing ."> iiu'h':;s above its real
position, as proved by jiliotograplis. The middle
stone referred to has a cliaft 4 inches to (J inches wide
at the bottom, 2 inches on the left-hand side, 1 inch
at the top, and no draft at the right-haud side. This
is not dratted masonry.
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the interior, and these probably belonged to an

atrium at the north or cntranee end.

Herodiayi and Jioman Work. Of Herod's

work in the rebuilding of the Temple of Jerusa-

»pap:,:r

DooK oi A TosLB D<" Stria.

lem only the lower portions of the walls enclos-

ing the Haram enclosure (to which ve have

already referred) remain. In adiMtion to the

architectural embellishment given by the draft-

ing of the masourj', much of the monu-

mental character is due to the immense

size of tlie masonry. One of the courses,

that which runs on a level with the siUs

of the double and triple gate on the south

side, is 6 feet high. The foundations of

this wall were put at the southeast comer,

80 feet below the present level. The

upper portions of this sunken wall, those

which enclose the Portico of Herod, were,

it is supposed, decorated with flat pilasters

about 5 feet wide and from 6 inches to 9

inches projection, similar to those stiU ex-

isting at Hebron. The ba-ses of two such

pilasters were found at the northeast end

of the Haram enclosure. This method of

breaking up the wall surface with wide

projecting pilaster strips might be regarded

as a third Syrian characteristic, except

that it is confined to early work. The
Boman pilasters have Corinthian capitals.

There are known one or two examples

with cavetto capitals, one at Byblos and a

second in the great western portions of the

temple of Damascus, the south end of which

forms now the foundation of one of the min-
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arets. The pilaster strips at Hebron are 5 feet

wide, 2-5 feet high, 9 inches projection, and rest

on a plinth 15 feet high. They are crowned

by an ogee moulding which returns and forms

also the ujiper string course of the main
wall. The spaces between the pilasters

measure about 8 feet,

-i Whilst courting popularity with the

Jews by rebuilding the Temple of Jerusa-

lem, Herod erected temples to Augustus

and to the Phoenician god, Baal-Samin, one

of which exists at Siah in the Hauran and

has been mea.sured and iUustrated in De
Yogiie's Syrie Cent /-ale. The ceUa was so

much encumbered with ruins of subsequent

buOdings erected within it that its original

plan was not determinable. Its facade con-

sisted of a portico of two coliunns in antis

between wings, probably canied up as tow-

ers in imitation of the Temple of Jerusa-

lem, and to which allusion is made in one

of the inscriptions which speaks of " the

lofty buildings" erected. (De Vogue's

restoration in a pen perspective sketch in

no way suggests the probable design.) The
temple was preceded by an atrium with

porticoes round a great portal. The other

temple with triple archways would seem to

have been added in later times by the

Romans. The capitals of the columns of

the portico, though Greek in the execution

of their foliage, suggest an Oriental origin.

The epistyle carried by these columns and the

lintel of the entrance door to the cella are

carved with the vine leaves and gi'apes, essenti-

ally Jewish featui-es. Similar capitals and bases

mm
mm

Details of thk CFrRCH of S._ SiMF,o>f Stylites at
Kalat Seman.

are found at Souideh, close by, and referred to

the same period.

The tombs in the Kedron valley and others

near Jenisalem are mixed in style. The cavetto
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cornice wliicli crowns tlic so-called tombs of

Zai'liariah and of Ahsaloni, and the pyramid

amcmfc the former, is Egyptian. The semi-

detached columns with Ionic capitals and
responds and tiie Doric epistyles are Syro-

Greck. To the same artists must be ascribed

the frontispieces of the tuiidjs of the Kings and

of the Judges, who by the introiluction of the

vine and grapes and the jwt of mamia show
tliat they were working for the Hebrew race.

The date of all these tombs is now generally

accepted as belonging to the period of Herod
and down to the siege of Jerusalem by Titus.

SYRIA
exact date, some churning them to bo the build-

ings erected by Simeon Bar Yoeliai, who, about

ll'O A.D., is recorded to have built twenty-four

synagogues in Galilee, whilst others, among
whom is Renan, ascribe them to the end of the

seconil century. They all face the south and

are always rectangular. With ow. excejition

(the small synagogue at Kefr Birim, which has

two rows only) they are all divided into five

aisles by four rows of columns, carrying a tim-

ber roof of joists 8 inches <leep, set close together

and covered over with earth. On account of

the weight of the roof the colunuis were set

^ -•-'^A*!!'^ » rf«*/'» l^i^j^tiU^^^s^ ^#yp-^^^^^r|j»:^^g2:;^'

Church and Convent of S. Simeon Stvlites: 6th Century. Kalat SemAn.

Stjnacjogues. Though of much later date

than the tombs just quoted, the synagogues of

Galilee are best mentioned here. In the porti-

coes preceding them and in the design of the

doorways and niches, they are evidently based

on Roman examples, liut the contour of their

moulding shows they were probably executed by

Greek workmen. They are neither sufficiently

numerous nor important enough to have had

much influence on the development of the

Byzantine style, but in the accentuation of the

constituent features of the design and in

the profiles of their mouldings they precede by

more than three centuries the architecture of the

time of .lustinian. Though generally accepted

as the work of the second century, there appears

to be some difference of opinion as to their
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close together with small intercolumniation.

The two end supports of the outer rows always

consisted of a square pier, with two responds,

whether to carry a gallery or for what purpose

is not known. The masonry is well built in

courses of limestone, set without mortar and

finely chiselled. They all have three entrances

on the south side, a large central doorway, and
two small ones leading into the outer aisles.

The most perfect example, which may be

taken as the type of all the others, is the great

synagogue at Kefr Birim. This was preceded

by a porch, he.xastyle prostyle. The columns

have the moulded circular ca])ital peculiar to

.some Syrian temples, carrying a square abacus,

and are raised on two pedestals. The angle sup-

ports consist of square piers with responds. In
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the great central tloorwuj- tliu lintel projects 8
inches beyond the side jambs (as found in early

Greek work, such as in Beule's tloorway enter-

ing the Acropolis at Athens), and carried round
it is a strongly ijrofiled moulding which returns

down the door jambs. Within these the ordi-

nary fascia mouldings of the Koman jirototype

are carried round the door panel, but with

sharply accentuated profiles, the iuner mould-

ings not bent behind the main (ascia. The
cushion frieze, carved with the vine and grapes,

and the lintel are, in accordance with the style

of the countiy, in one stone. This is crowned
with a simple ogee moulding. The relieving

arch is semicircular with seven voussoirs about

2 feet deep, and in its design includes all the

subdivisions of a complete entablature, viz.,

architrave, frieze, and cornice. To the two
smaller doorways there is no relieving arch, and
the lintel does not project beyond the door

jambs. The synagogue measures 60 feet 6

inches by 46 feet 6 inches without the portico.

Internally there are four rows of columns 2 feet

2 inches in diameter, the iutercolumniatiou

being 6 feet 9 inches, and the height of shaft

with capital 12 feet.

Roman Work, iSecond Century and Later.

With the exception of Baalbec and Palmyra,

all the best-preserved Roman remains lie on

the east side of the Jordan and in the Hauran.
Through all these districts the Romans ran

their roads (some of which are used down to the

present day), bringing into connection the an-

cient cities of Moab and Bashan. These they

apparently rebuilt, for, with the exception of a
few tombs, there are no vestiges of any earlier

architectural work than that of the beginning

of the second ceuturj' of our era. The preser-

vation of the Roman work is due mainly to the

desertion of those towns in the Mohammedan
invasion in the seventh ceutury, and their .sub-

sequent occupation by wandering tribes, who
contented themselves with the temporary shel-

ter of the existing buildings, and such addi-

tional protection as could be obtained from the

erection of enclosures built with the smaller

materials thrown down by earthquakes. In

some of the large towns, such as Gerasa,

Gadara, and Pelle, for instance, there is no
trace whatever of Mohammedan occupation

at any period, and though from time immemo-
rial there have been constant strifes between
tribes, the destruction of the Roman work is

mainly due to frequent earthquakes. At one
time or another, temples, basilicas, colonnades,

theatres, and tombs have nearly all been thrown
down by earthquakes, and remain in that con-

dition to the present day, the beautiful sculp-

ture of the capitals and of the enrichments of

the cornices, doorways, and niches being as sharp

and fresh as if carved only yesterday.

The temples, theatres, basilicas, baths, and
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other structures built by the Romans in Syria

do not materially differ from those erected in

other parts of the Empire, except in a somewhat
freer treatment. At the same time, owing to

a strong Greek influence, the sculpture of the

capitals and the profile of the mouldings is far

purer than that found even in Rome. This re-

mark does not apply to the woi-k in some of
the larger towns, as Palmyra, Baalbec, and
Gerasa, where, from the importance and extent

of the morniments erected, artists wo\ild seem
to have been sent over from Rome ; but even
in these towns some of the capitals and the en-

richment of the entablatiu-e show in the execu-

tion of their foliage the Greek rather than the
Roman chisel.

Colonnaded Streets. There is, however,
one architectural feature of importance, which
exists, so far as we know, only in Syria and in one
or two towns of Asia Blinor, viz., the colonnaded

streets. As a rule, the principal colonnaded

street ran from east to west, and was crossed

by one or more streets, also sometimes with col-

onnades, running at right angles to the main
street. In the case of a cross street, having
also colonnades, their junction was afforded by
means of a tetrapylon, a vaulted structure, hav-

ing great archways on each of the four sides.

For the main streets an archway, 20 to 22 feet

wide, intercepted the colonnade, the entablature

running through unbroken. Another character-

istic feature iu these SjTian towns, and these

are fouml not only in the colonnades, but in the

porticoes of the temples and the porticoes of the

great enclosure courts, is the employment of

stone brackets projecting from the column and
forming part of tlie shaft about two thirds up,

to carry statues or busts. None of these pieces

of sculpture remain in situ, but the numerous
inscriptions show that these statues or busts

were erected in honour of distinguished citizens,

who had contributed to the adornment of the

town by erecting important public buildings at

their own expense.

The princijial colonnaded streets in Syria are,

first, that at Palmyra, 31.54 feet long, w-ith a

central avenue, 37 feet wide, flanked by a row
of columns, 31 feet high on each side. Exclu-

sive of the tetrapylon (in this case not a vaulted

one) and the eight archways, there were 4.54

columns in this street, of which over 100 still

stand erect. Second, the \ia, Recta at Damas-
cus, 1550 feet long, and running through the

tovNTi from gate to gate ; excepting the two
gateways, the la.st vestiges above gi-ound of this

were destroyed at the time of the massacre of

1860, when the Christian quarter was destroyed.

Third, that of Gerasa, 1880 feet long, termi-

nating at the west end in a circular piazza of

300 feet diameter, surrounded with Ionic col-

umns ; for about 600 feet at the east end of

this colonnaded street the columns had also
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Ionic capitals, the leniainder being Corintliian.

A vaulted tetrapyloii existed here. Amman,
Kunawat, Bosra iu the Houran (with two tetra-

jiylons), Gadara, Pella, Ajianiea, and other

towns are referred to by travellers. Tlie most

ancient colonnaded street of which remains ex-

ist is that found at Samaria, which was built

by Herod. There are no remains of the cele-

brated streets erected by Antiochus Epiplianes,

B.C. 170, at Antioch, wiiich extended over two

mile.s in leugtli.

Roman Temples. The Roman temples in

SjTia always face the east, even though occa-

sionally, by such orientation, they were placed

at an angle witli the colonnaded streets or other

buildings. In Home they were looked upon as

the principal features of the fora, and face all

points of the compass.

Four of the great temples, those of Palmyra,

Gerasa, Husn-Suleiman, and Damascus, were

enclosed in great courts with a porticus around,

and one, the temple of Jupiter Sol, at Baalbec,

was preceded by two gi'eat courts. Three of

the temples in Rome had similar courts, but

none of the dimensions approached those of

either Damascus or Palmyra.

Nearly all the temples in S\Tia, as in Rome,
were raised on stylobate platforms, the excep-

tions being the two temples of Palmyra and

the second temple at Gerasa, where there were

steps only. Flights of steps built between

pedestals, in which the cornice and base of tlie

stylobate are continued, precede the more im-

portant temples, but in all the minor examples

the stylobate runs close up to the east portico.

Access to the cella, therefore, would seem to

have been confined to the priests, who entered

by small doors in the stylobate to chambers un-

der the sanctuary at the west end, which was

raised from six to eight feet above the floor of

the cella, and thence through side doors into the

cella. The most important of these internal

raised platforms is found at Baalbec in the

temple of Jupiter, and here a flight of steps,

no longer in existence, is said to have led down
into the cella. A similar arrangement is found

in the temple of Isis in Pompeii, with secret

approach, which enabled the priests to enter

uuperceived to deliver the oracle from the statue

which we may assume was placed on each of

these platforms.

We have already referred to the stone brack-

ets which project from the columns, to carry

busts or statues, and which form, each of them,

a part of one of the drums of the shaft (for,

with one or two exceptions, the shafts of the

temples and colonnades are found to be of three

or four drums, and not monolithic as in Rome).

A second pecidiarity in these SjTian temples is

the raising of the column on square pedestals.

A third peculiarity, found in some of the tem-

ples, even of an early date, is the wide inter-
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columniation of the two central columns of the

portico, which necessitated the use of the arch,

with its entablature complete, carried round it.

The earliest dated example known is that of the

temple of Atil in the Hauran, built bj" Antoni-

nus Pius, 151 A.D. This precedes by about a
century and a half the well-known example in

Diocletian's palace at Spalato. The Syrian

coins had already suggested the existence of this

feature, but it has hitherto been assumed to be

a conventional representation of the shrine in

the rear of the temple, and this is doubtless

the case in many Roman coins ; but in the SjTian

coins, the mouldings of the architrave, which
is aU they attempt to show, are clearly carried

round the central arch. De Yogiie refers to

this peculiarity on many occasions, but only in

two cases, we think, gives examples, namely,

that of the temple palace at Kunawat (spelt

Qennaouiit in his work, Syrie CentraW), and
the well-known archway at Damascus, the in-

ner or court elevation of the westeni propylsea

of the great temple court. The profiles of the

mouldings, and the sculpture of the capitals

and other ornaments, are of the same pure

style as that existing in the temple of Atil, so

that we may assimie it as being also the work
of Antoninus Pius. In both the temples of

Baalbec, the central intercolumniation is much
wider than that of the other columns, and an-

other coin of the portico leading to the great

court of Baalbec indicates an arch in the centre.

The same coin shows the two wings carried up
as towere, which suggests a much more proba-

ble design than that given in Wood and Daw-
kins's work.

Although the great temple of the Sun at

Palmyra belongs to the decadent period of Ro-

man art, and, situated as it is far away from

the centre of Roman culture, shows inequalities

of design which would not have been counte-

nanced iu Rome, it nevertheless, with its mag-

nificent court and porticus, must be looked upon
as one of the gi-eat monuments of Imi)erial Ro-

man architecture. The outer court, with its

enclosure walls, 730 feet wide and 720 feet

deep, is raised on a stylobate, 18 feet high. In

the centre of the principal front, facing the

west, was a flight of steps leading up to the

portico of the propylon, 120 feet wide. The
portico and steps are no longer in existence, but

Dawkins's plan shows a wide intercolumniation

in the centre of 13.6, as against 11.6 in the

other and coupled columns, which suggest also

that an arch was thrown across. The same

columniation is sbow^l in the inner propylon,

facing the court, and on the farthest side of the

court, the intercolumniation of that column of

the porticus is also 13.6. There would have

been no necessity for this unless it were to dis-

play an arch. The temple itself, octostyle pro-

style, raised on a stylobate of three steps, runs
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north and south, and is not jdaced in the axis

of tlie propylon. The principal doorway, which

faces west and lies in the axis of the propylon,

has six columns of the peristyle on one side and

eight on tiie other. At a later period, iirobably

during the Restoration after the destruction of

the town by Aurelian, the attached semicolumns

were ailded, and door janiljs and lintel titteil in

between the attaclied cohunns, all showing a

great decadence in style. The porticus on the

west side, including the propylon, had one row

of columns, 48 feet high, including capital and

base. The three other sides hail a double range

of colunnis, -SiJ feet high. Externally, the en-

closure wall was broken by Uorintliian pilasters

of the same height in each case as the column

of the porticus inside. That which would seem
'

to have been a pronaos and posticum in the first

temple built, had a portico in antis (now walled

up), witii capitals of the Ionic order, all the

columns being Corinthian. Of the capitals of

the temple itself, only the bells remain, the

leaves and volutes being proliably in metal.

The temple of the Sun at Gerasa, hexastyle

peristyle, was also enclosed in a porticus, witli

enclosure wall measuring about 300 by 1.50

feet. The temple at Husn Soleiman, near Tar-

tus, discovered by the American Palestine Ex-

ploration Fund, was hexastyle pseudoperijiteral,

and of the Ionic order, with enclosure walls,

44-2 by 252 feet, the date being given as 253

A.D. The dimensions of all these three tem-

ples known would seem to be far exceeded by

those at Damascus, where the enidijsure meas-

ured 1300 feet from east to west, and 1000

feet from north to south. Owing to the con-

tinued occupation of the time, and the subse-

quent rebuilding at various epochs, it is difficult

to trace out the original plan. Small portions

of the enclosure wall only exist, decorated with

broad pilaster strips. The eastern side of the

western propylon, already referred to, 40 feet

wide, with its central archway— the triple

doorway of the eastern propyhea ; the walls of

an internal porticus, 320 feet long and 38 feet

wide, which now form the west enclosure of the

great mosque (this was decorated with broad

pilastei's, surrounded by cavetto moulded cap,

carrying an architrave with dentil cornice) ; and

the triple doorway of the great temple, 70 feet

wide, which is enclosed in, and forms part of,

the south wall of the mosque, — all exist. The
great doorway of the temple and the remains

of the two propylons, one of the same style of

work as the temple of Jupiter at Baalbec, are

ascribed to Antoninus Pius, but the porticus and

the great enclosure would seem to be of an

earlier date, to .judge by the pilaster strijis which

are employed to decorate the wall surface.

The great temple of Jujjiter Sol at Baalbec

was built on the site of the Phoenician temple

of Baal already raised on a lofty platform, the
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walls of which, on the north and west sides,

were too close to allow of a porticus round. The
great courts tlierefore precede it. The entrance

to the enclosure was through a portico in antis of

twelve columns 180 feet long and 37 feet deep,

originally preceded by a Hight of steps. The por-

tico was in antis between two wings, which were

probably carried up as towers ; of the upper story

the pedestals only of the pilasters remain. A coin

published in Donaldson's Ninnisniaticn gives a

superstructure of this portico, with a [lediment

in the middle on the four central cohunns and

an arch on the two centre ones. The columns

of the portico all rested on scjuare pedestals.

Tiie first court is hexagonal, the .second court

square. The courts are surrounded, not by a

porticus, but by a series of rectangular and semi-

circular recesses, with an enclosure of columns

in front not altogether dissimilar to those in the

Pantheon at Rome, combined, however, for

another purpose, within the thickness of the

wall. The rectangular recesses are 25 feet deep,

and vary from 50 feet to 75 feet wide. The
hemicycles were 30 feet in diameter and roofed

over with stone, the wall decoration of both,

inside, consisting of two rows of niches for

statues, one above the other. This scheme of

decoration is one which seems to be universal in

all the Roman work in Syria. The decorative

carving of the niches of the hemicycles is so

free in its treatment as to resemble that of the

early Italian Renaissance. The great temi)le of

Jupiter Sol was decastyle peripteral, with a

wide intercoluniniation in the centre, also found

in the smaller temple of Ju]iiter close by. This

latter is by f;ir the Ijest in'eserved in Syria, and,

allowing for the distance from Rome and the

period of its erection, is one of the finest examples

of Roman Imperial architecture. It still pre-

serves part of the stone ceiling of the peristyle.

This peristyle was 9 feet in the clear, and was

covered over with stone slabs, cut to a segmental

form underneath, and sunk with deep cotters,

alternately diamond-shape and hexagonal, show-

ing a complete departure from the ordinary

stone beams and flat-coff'ered slabs of the Greeks.

The entrance portal to the cella was 21 feet

wide and -12 feet high, the largest in Syria. Its

lintel was formed of five voussoirs, the centre

one of which having slipped, is now carried lay a

pier. The cella was decorated with three-ipiarter

detached, engaged colunms of Corinthian style,

each relieved upon a shallow pier, six on each

side, with responds, and between them niches

in two ranges, one above the other. The fixllen

masses of stone in the interior show that these

shafts were coupled together and carried broken

pediments. The slight thickness of the wall,

only -1 feet without the piers, the absence of

any portion of a vault, and the fact that none

of the walls have ever been pushed out, render

it extremely improbable that it could have been
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vaulted over witli stone, the internal width

between the shafts being 60 feet. Tlie raised

platform or sanctuary, reduced to about 28 feet

in width between piers, was vaulted over.

Althougli tlie decoration is of a somewhat florid

type with redundance of oiiiainent, some of the

capitals are of very pure design, evidently carved

by Greek artists. This charai'teristic is found

throughout in tlie Roman temples of Syria, some
of the carving (if tlie cajiitals and door jamlis

being quite eijual to the purest work of the time

of Augustus. On the other hand, in the out-

lying ilistricts, away from strict Roman influ-

ence, the carving is of the most primitive or

most decadent type. There is a series of temples

of the Ionic order, with jjorticoes of two columns

in antis, as at Hibberiyeh, Deir el A.shayir,

Thelthatha (Neby Sufa), and Ain Hammul, with

the Ionic capital also carved on the responds,

and these are of the most primitive type. In
these four temples the raised platform or sanctu-

ary still exists ; in the two former the jiavement

of the raised platform is carried on vaults ; in

the two otiiers, it consists of slabs carried on

corbel strings and brackets.

Rijiiiaii Tombs. The tombs in Syria of

Roman style are of two types, those erected in

masonry and those which are cut in the face of

the rock. Of the former, the earliest are those

which are built in the form of a tower, 20 to

30 feet square in plan and from 60 to 100 feet in

height, of which a very large number still exist

in Palmyra.

In other parts of Syria the Roman tombs are

decorated with Corinthian pilasters. Internally

they are covered with barrel vaults, or domes
carried on pendentives or stone slabs placed

across the angles.

Some of the Roman tombs in central Syria

are sunk in the rock, and over them are built

groups of two or more columns held together by
their entablatures.

Of the tombs excavated in the rock, a large

mimber follow the arrangement typified by that

of the Tombs of the Kings at .lerusalem, viz.,

a portico in antis with two or more columns,

surmounted by an entaljlature and occasionally

by a pediment.

The most important of the rock-cut tombs are

the magnificent examples at Petra. Cut in the

vertical sides of a cliff, and rising sometimes to

over 100 feet in height, the artist was freed

from the trammels of ordinary construction, and

was able to realize his conceptions much in the

same way as a painter produces a theatrical

scene. The most perfect of the tombs is that

known as the Khusneh, or the Treasury of

Pharaoh, and it is evident that the perfection

of its realization is due to many earlier trials.

There are others of similar design showing in-

complete and abortive attempts. As evidence

of originality of design and richness of concep-
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tion, these tombs are I'emarkable examples of

the Roman Imperial style, but the absence of

any constructive character takes them out of the

range of serious architectural developments.

Theatres. The Roman theatres in Syria
were all excavated in the sides of a hill, and
seem to have existed in most of the im])urtant

towns, except in Palmyra. The largest is that

at Amman, 228 feet in diameter with forty-two

rows of seats. The large theatre of Gerasa had
twenty-eight rows of seats, and retains portions

of the proscenium, which was decorated with
Corinthian columns coupled together, and niches

alternating with the three doorways. The best-

pre.scrved is the theatre of Akud el Beisan, 197
feet in diameter. At Bozrah, in the Hauran,

there still remain (the only example of its kind

exist''g in Syria) portions of the colonnade

gallery surrounding the upper row of the theatre,

the irder employed being the Doric.

There are numerous otlier Roman buildings,

such as thermal and basilicas, but too little is

known of them as yet to be able to determine

either their jjlans or architectural design.

iSastianian or Doubtful Buildiucjs. Twc
other interesting buildings exist in Syria, to

which it is difficult to assign an exact date.

The first is the palace of Mashita, in Moab, dis-

covered by Canon Tristram and assigned by
Fergusson to Chosroes, the Sassanian king, 614
A.D. The elaborate carving of the lower portion

of the walls suggests an earlier date, the design

resembling the work of Justinian. Perrot and
Chipiez (Vol. V., La Perse) point out, however,

that a Byzantine author, Tiicophylactus Simo-

catta, mentions the construction of this palace,

which he ascribes to Chosroes, and states that

he employed Greek artists to build and decorate

it.

The other example is a building in the citadel

of Amman, which consists of a central square

court open to the sky, with four great recesses

on either side, two carried with barrel vaults,

and two with hemispherical vaults on clumsy

pendentives. The walls are richly decorated

with blind arcades em'iched with flowing orna-

ment, eviilently sculptured by Greek workmen,

and their string courses and arch moulds were

carried with the zigzag fret, a decoration which

owes its origin to brick construction, where

bricks are placed anglewise to support a project-

ing string. This is found in nearly all the Sas-

sanian palaces ; so that we are safe in ascribing

this building also to Chosroes II. in his triumphal

march to Jerusalem. The great arches are also

of the same elliptical form as those found in

Sassanian buildings.

Christian Buildinris : Earliest Clmrches.

Prior to the " Peace of the Church," the Chris-

tians in Syria would seem to have contented

themselves with simple erections suited to their

. faith, and the earliest church of importance now
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existing is the great basilica, tlie diureli of the

Nativity at Bethlelicin, built by t'oustaiitine.

This consistetl of uave, witii double aisles on

each side, transept, and choir built over the

chapel of the Nativity. The eastern apse is

probably also Constantino's work, but the tran-

sept apses were added by Justinian. Except

for the wall which now cuts ott" the transept

from tlie nave— the subsequent decoration of

the walls of the nave with mosaics executed

in the twelfth century—and a reconstruction of

the roof, this churcli remains practically the

same as when built by Constantine, and may be

looked upon as the best example existing of an

early Christian basilica. The great basilica

erected at Jerusalem in front of the Holy

Sepulchre and Justinian's church of S. Mary
have disappeared ; and we have now to take up
the most important architectural development

of Christian architecture in Syria, only within a

few years made known to us by the important

work of M. de Vogiie on central Syria. Some
attempt has been made by De Vogiie and Viol-

let-le-Duc to show a connection between the

churches of central Syria and the Romanesque
work of Europe ; but although in the plans and

designs of the early Christian churches we recog-

nize very similar arrangements, none of their

more salient features can be traced in the Roman-
esque work of Europe jirior to the Crusaders,

and if they had lieen known to the Crusaders, it

is eviilent that the first attempts at reproduction

would be found in their work in Syria. This,

as we shall hereafter see, is far from being the

case. Almost the only Oriental features found

in the Crusaders' churches (apart from the domes

or pendentives, which are distinctly French in

design) are the polygonal exteriors given to the

apses ; but these are found in numerous examples

in western Syria and throughout Greece, so that

the models in this case were much nearer at hand
than in the deserted towns of the Hauran and
north SjTia. It is extremely doubtful whether

the Crusaders ever penetrated so for as the

Hauran in the west, or Kalat Seman in the

north, but, at all events, a distinct Romanesque
style had already been developed in France,

Italy, and Germany prior to the Crusades ; and
the churches in Syria are clear evidence that it

is mainly to the two former countries that we
owe the design of the Crusaders' work of the

twelfth century.

Si/rian Roinid-arched Style. The style

developed in Syria from the fourth century to

the ]\Iohammedan invasion, made known to us

by M. de Vogii^'s remarkable work. La Syrie

Cent'-ale, is by iar the most interesting, as it

virtually contains the elements of a distinct

architectural style, which, though baseil in its

origin on the monuments erected under Roman
rule, would seem to have been able to throw off

their trammels and to have evolved a homogene-
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ous development, founded on the special require-

ments of the Christian religion, with a simple

and rational constructional use of the nuiterials

at hand. The subject divides itself into two

sections : the development in the Hauran, and

that of the north of Syria between Antioch and

Aleppo and about 1 00 miles south of these towns.

Pl.\n of the Stone House at Douma: 2nd-3rd
Century.

In the Hauran the principal material was the

basaltic rock of the district, which, on account

of its hardness, allowed little decorative carving.

The absence of timber also necessitated an

entirely difterent system of design, both roofs

and floors being constructed with stone slabs.

The bearing of these was limited, so that when
the area to be carried exceeded 6 or 8 feet, inter-

mediate supports in the form of arches had to be

thrown across the same. The earliest building

of this type at Shakha (Cluujqa in De Vogiie)

belongs to the Roman period anterior to the

fourth century, and is assumed by De Vogii^

to have constituted the reception halls of a

Roman pnefect. The princijial hall measured

115 feet by 30 feet wide, and across it were

thrown ten arches ; each bay therefore measured

about 1 1 feet wide, centre to centre of arch
;

the thickness of the arch is 2 feet 2 inches, and
the wall it carries is surmounted by a corbel

string of two courses projecting 1 foot 2 inches

on each side ; on this corbel string the slabs, 6

inches thick, rest, their bearing being thereby

lessened to 6 feet 6 inches. The jiiers carrying

these arches project 1 foot 6 inches from the

wall, and on the outside are buttresses of the

same projection, the earliest examples knotcn.

All the doorways and windows in this part of

Syria are fitted with stone doors and shutters

working on pivots. In the same tow^n is a

Roman basilica with central hall, aisles, and
galleries above, in which the suiijiorting arches

receive a further development. The intermedi-

ate support here may be said to consist of a

screen wall with a great arch thrown across the

central hall, its thrust being counteracted by

carrying the screen to the outer walls ; smaller

arches on two levels are pierced on each side in

this wall, the lower arches forming the aisle

pa.ssage, the upper ones those of the gallery.

The whole work is carried out witii well-worked

masonry in courses and regular voussoirs to the

arches, all laid without mortar.
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The churches built in the fifth and sixth

centuries were based on tlie Roman basilica

describetl, and architecturally do not diti'er ex-

cept that there is less carvini;, limited in fact

almost to that of a cross in a circle. There

are two churches of exceptional form : the

church of S. George at Ezra, 510 a.d. (errone-

ously called Edrei in Munay and Fergusson),

has an octagonal nave covered with a lot\y

elliptical dome, built probably without cen-

tring. In Basrah, 512 a.d., are the external

walls only of an apparently similar building,

but of much larger size.

In domestic work the same method of con-

struction obtains : the floors of the upper storj'

and the roofs are all constructed with stone

slabs, the large rooms having arches thrown

across.
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7 feet from the ground. The apses are semi-

circular, there being three exceptions, viz., at

Hass (fourth century) and Behioh, where they
are square, and at Tourmanin, where they are

polygonal externally as well as internally. In
the majority of cases the apse and the diacoui-

con and prothesis are enclosed within a square
external east wall (all the churches are orien-

tated). At Baqouza the apse alone is circular

externally, being built in between the square
end of the diaconicon and prothesis ; and in

Kalat Semau, where there are apses at the
termination of the aisles as well, all three are

developed as circular externally. In this latter

case the diaconicon and prothesis are on the

north and south sides of the aisles. This latter

church is of considerable dimensions, being 330
feet east to west, with transepts and porch

Stone House at Chaqq.*.: 2sd-3rd Ce.n'tury.

We now turn to the north of Syria, where

there was less difficulty in procuring timber,

and where the construction, except in certain

local pecidiarities, followed very much on the

same lines as those of the Romanesque style iu

Europe. In some of the towns, as at El Barah,

the system of employing arches to carry the

stone floor of the upper story is still retained in

houses and in monastic establishments, as also

in the tombs, to which we shall refer again.

The plans of all the principal churches are

more or less uniform iu their arrangement, con-

sisting of nave and aisles, an apse, and, on

either side of same, two chambers called the

Diaconicon and Prothesis, the former reser\'ed

for the clergy only, the latter destined for the

ofterings of the faithful. In the majority of

cases the separation of nave from aisles is by
arcades of from six to eleven bays carried on

monolithic shafts with capitals of classic type,

and without either the dosseret or the abacus

moulding found in Byzantine or Romanesque
work ; the arcades are high in proportion to their

width (about one to three), and the columns are

sometimes raised on low pedestals. The two
exceptions are Ruweiha and Kalb Louzy, where

the nave and aisles are separated by three wide

arches carried on piers with impost mouldings,
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300 feet long. It was built to enclose the

pillar on which S. Simeon StyHtes spent forty

years of his life. It consists of nave and
transept, both with ai.sles, and, in the crossing,

an imraen.se octagonal central space (the same
width as nave and aisles together), open to the

sky, in the centre of which remains the original

base of the pillar. The west end of the nave,

being on the side of a hill, is carried on a ciypt,

and the principal entrance was on the south

side, consisting of a porch with three doorways
and extending the whole width of transept and
aisles. There are besides these no fewer than

twenty-one other entrance doorways, so that

the pilgrims could stream in on all sides. The
church was built at the beginning of the fifth

century, and yet its porch might well have been

designed and carried out by the architect of

S. Trophime of Aries, so close is the general

resemblance. Many of the west porches of

the.se churches are adaptations of the classic

portico, but there are some in which the central

entrance, consisting of a single arch flanked by
towers of three stories rising to the level of the

nave, might, if raised higher and surmounted by
belfries, pass for eleventh or twelfth century

French work. In the church of Tourmanin a

flight of steps leads up to the porch, which con-
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sists of a single aivliwuy flanked by small

airlied openings on either side. Above the

poreh was a bidcony of four columns and re-

sponds covered with a Hat stone roof, lieyoiul

which are the three west windows lighting the

nave. The rooms in wings jirobably contained

timber staircases to ascend to the balcony. The
roofs of all these churches were in timber, with

trusses over the nave carried on stone corbels.

The recesses in the entl walls show the position

of other timbers, both in nave and aisles ; the

support of those in the aisles is not clear in

De Vogiie's drawings.

In the architectural design of these churches

there are two characteristics to be noted : first,

the extremely original treatment of details,

evidently borrowed from Roman sources, but

adapted .so as to constitute a new style

;

secondly, the acceptance of the semicin'ular

arch with its archivolt mouldings, but without

the logical sequence involved in tlie construction

of these features. The arch is rarely, if ever,

constructed with regular voussoirs ; sometimes

it is cut out of a single stone, as in the small

church of Moudjeleia, or in two horizontal

courses, as in the large church in tlie same
place; and even when, as in the wide arcade

of the nave of Kalb Louzy, there are nineteen

voussoirs, each voussoir is more than twice the

length of its own arcliivolt moulding, the outer

label of which projected some 4 inches. The
entire disregard, in fact, wliich, in the decora-

tion, is paid to the i-eal meaning of the feature

introduced and the origin of its development,

would incline us to suppose that masonry was
constructed en bloc ami carved or worked down

Pl.\N CIF DoOK OF A ToMIl IN SVRIA.

afterward. It is only from this point of view
that the conception of the peculiar winding
terminations of the labels of the window jambs
can be understood ; which, instead of descend-
ing vertically on the sills, are carried round to

an adjoining window or door, or terminate in
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large circular rosaces. In tlu' <lccoration of the

exterior of their ap.scs, the Christian architects

of Sjria adopteil very much the same design as

those of the Koniancsijue style of Enrope, ex-

cept that the semidetached cohunus are in

Syria usually in two stories, superimposed.

/
Stone Duok ly the Basilica of Tafkha.

The object of tliese attached shafts (sometimes

carried on corbels) would appear to have been

to give support to a Ixildly projecting corbel

table carrying the gutter, with intermediate

corbels between.

JIany of the tombs in north Syria, especially

tlie examples excavated in the rock, do not

differ from those of Roman times, consisting

of porticoes in antis forming the entrance to the

tomb. There are, however, many instances

which only in their inscriptions and in the

Byzantine style of carving sliow their late date,

as otherwise they might be taken for small

Roman temples. There is one type known in

which the tomb, square in plan and built in

either one or two stories, is surmounted l)y a

lofty pyramid with small jirojecting bos.ses in

the centre of each stone, giving the apjjcarauce

of a pine cone. The Roman origin of these

tombs is shown in the enrichments of the

string courses, the door architraves and cornices,

and the angle pilasters and capitals ; the pyra-

midal covering was probably derived from these

tombs already described, at Jerusalem, to which
we have assigned an Egyptian origin.

To give an adequate description of the do-

mestic architecture of tiie early Christians in

north Syria, whether ecclesiastical or civil,

woukl be beyond the scope of this article, and
we must refer our readers to the interesting

series of drawings given by De Vogiie in his

S>/rie Centrale. The most remarkable develop-

ment is found in the group of houses at El
Barah, all based on the same and very staple

plan, consisting of two to four rooms side by
side, measuring about 20 feet by 14 feet, with

an arch tlirown across to carry tiie floor of a

first story, and, on the south side, a portico of
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columns on two floors, cliaraeteristic rather of a

public monument than of a private residence.

One of these houses, with four rooms on each

floor and with a frontage of about 90 feet, had
twenty-two columns to the ground storj' and a

similar number above, the quarrj'ing, working,

and can-ing of wliieh would cost a fortune at

the present day, especially as capital, shaft, and
base are all carved out of the same block of

stone. At El Barah, in an area of about 250
by 150 feet, as shown in Ue Vogiie, there are

nine houses with an aggregate of one hundred

columns 12 feet high on the ground story

alone, which shows considerable wealth and
revenue in these towns, seeing that these col-

umns were not taken from ancient buildings,

but specially worked for the houses in ques-

tion. All these porticoes face the south, with

a court in front with lofty walls.

Crusaders' Work. Nearly all the Crusaders'

churches are built on the same plan, consisting

of three bays of nave and aisles (the width of

the aisles being about two thirds of that of

nave), both vaulted and with flat roofs, a

transept with dome on pendentives over the

crossing, and three apses in the a.xes of nave
and aisles respectively, circular inside and
polygonal outside. They were all built between

1120 and 1185. The vaults are intersecting,

groined vaidts, built with comparatively large

stones, and have transverse ribs. All the arches

are pointed, including those of the windows,

and all have keystones. The external stone-

work is in fine-dressed ashlar. With the ex-

ception of the polygonal exterior of apses (a

Byzantine characteristic), the general design is

of French or ItaUan origin, and the mason's

marks tielong to these two countries only. The
interiors are of the greatest simplicity ; the

nave arches are of two orders, slightlj- recessed

only, one behind the other, which, with the

centre keystone, denotes Italian or Sicilian

influence. The dome, or pendentive, is built

on the French system of Perigord and Angou-
mois, and the pointed barrel vaidt of the

churches at Beyrout and Byblos, erected possibly

about 1 1 30, and that of Tortosa, of later date,

are all of French origin. The western portals

are the only highly decorated portions of the

churches : they have from three to four orders

elaborately moulded, and in their decoration, as

well as in that of the capitals carrying them,

show a mixture of French, Italian, Sicihan, and
Byzantine Greek carving, the latter predomi-

nating, which suggests that the Crusaders

availed themselves of the services of those

artists who hitherto had worked for the 'ilo-

hammedans.
The churches of S. Anne, S. Mary the Great,

S. Mary Magdalene, and S. James the Great,

all in Jerusalem, are examples of the general

type above described.
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The churches at Beyrout, Byblos, and Tor-

tosa have pointed barrel vaults over the nave,

the aisles being covered with intersecting

groined vaults, and no domes. Whether owing
to the difiiculty of procuring suitable timber,

or to the Crusaders having recognized the
custom of the country, all the Crusaders'

churches have flat roofs over the nave and
aisles. The triforium, therefore, is non-existent,

and the churches are lighted by clearstorj' win-

dows above the aisle roofs.

The most important example built by the

Crusaders in the Holy Land was the church of

the Holy Sepulchre, and as this was attached

to the rotunda containing the Holy Sepulchre,

and had to include additional chapels, its plan

diflers somewhat from other examples, but the

architecture is all of the same type. The only

portion of the exterior which has any architec-

tural j)retensions is the south front of the

transept, in the lower portion of which is a
double portal with arches of two orders and
a hood mould. The hood mould is enriched

with Byzantine carving, the outer order has the

cushion voussoir peculiar to the Xorman work
in Sicily, and the stone lintels carrying the

tympana (now plastered over), and carved with

figure scidptiu-e and conventional foliage, are

evidently the work of French sculptors.

Moslem Work. The earliest Mohammedan
building in Syria of importance is the so-called

mosque of Omar, the Dome of the Rock
(Kubbet-es-Sakkra), built by the Sultan Abd-
el-Melik in 686, over the sacred rock on the

summit of Mount iloriah in Jerusalem. Though
constructed partly with materials taken from

more ancient buildings, the building is, archi-

tecturally, one of the most beautiful structures

in the world, being admirably adapted to its

purposes, and enriched, both externally and
internally, with the most beautiful coloured

materials. Some of these are due to the

restorations of the sixteenth century by Sidtan

Soleiman, who redecorated the dome, filled the

windows with stained glass, reMned the walls

with marble and mosaic, and covered the ex-

terior with Persian porcelain tiles. Already,

however, in the time of the Cnisaders, it was

looked upon as a most beautiful tyjie of build-

ing, and led, after the Crusades, to its imitation

in the numerous Templars' churches through

Christendom. In the mosque of El Aksa (to

the south of the mosque of Omar) Abd-el-

Melik utilized the materials of the church of

S. Mary, erected by Justinian at the southeast

angle of the Hauran enclosure, and destroyed

by the Sassanian monarch, Chosroes II. The

pointed arches of the nave are probably restora-

tions of the latter end of the eighth century,

but even then they antedate by nearly a century

those found in Egj-pt. Architecturally, the

mosque has few pretensions, and is completely
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overshadowed by the adjuiiiiiif,' struetuve, the

Dome of the Rock. The great mosque of tlie

Oineiyades at Damaseus, built by Al Walid,

705-713, and almost entirely destroyed by fire

in 1893, owed its great fame to the riehness of

the marble and mosaie decorations with which

tlie walls were covered both externally and in-

ternally. Whilst tiie arches of the transept

carrying the central dome are slightly pointed,

those of the arcades of the triple aisles to east

and west of the transept, and of all the win-

dows, are semicircidar, showing, at all events,

that at that period the pointed arch was not

always accepted. The mosaics w-ere executed

by Greek artists sent over from Byzantium, and
as the employment of figure subjects was pro-

hibited by the Mohammedan religion, the con-

ventional representation of towns of note formed

the chief subjects ; some of them still existed

on the north transept wall prior to the fire.

The minarets at the southwest and southeast

corners of the mosque are additions of a much
later date

;
the former was built by Sultan Kait-

bey, and is similar to the numerous examjjles in

Cairo. The dissimilarity of the three buildings

just cited, and the dearth of any other archi-

tectural structure of note, suggests that there

was scarcely any development of the style in

Syria itself, and that it is to Cairo, Bag<lad, or

Constantinople that we should look for the

original models. The Khan Assad-Pacha at

Damascus, said to have been built in the com-
mencement of the last century, has a magnifi-

cent portal, which shows the same style in its

design as tliat found in Constantinople due to

the Seljukian dynasty. The interior, covered

with nine domes or pendentives on pointed

arches, carried by four central piers and their

responds, is built in alternate layers of white

and ilark green stone. There is no carved orna-

ment of any kind, but in its proportion and
simplicity it is one of the most pleasing build-

ings in Syria. Compared with Cairo and Con-
stantinople, Mohammedan street architecture in

Syria is barren in the extreme, and it is chiefly

in the interiors of the houses and the court-

yards that we find any attempt at architectural

display. This, however, seems to be confined

to iidays of black and white marble for the

walls, and richly painted and gililed ceilings in

the Persian .style. In this century a singular

rococo style has crept in with a tendency to

bastard Italian work.

Burokhardt, Travels in Syria, London, 1822

;

Cassas, Voijacje pittore.vjvf dr. la Syrie, Paris,
1799 ; Conder, Syrian Stone-lore, London, 189(5

;

Fergusson, History of Arrhitertnre, M ed.,

London, 1893; Laborde, Journey throufjh Arabia
Petrrea, London, 1S-'A> : Voynrjes en Orient, I'aris,

1858: Lewis, The Holy 'Places of Jerusalem,
London, 1888 ; Longfellow, Encyelnpcedia of
Works of Architecture in Italy, Greece, and the
Levant, New York, 1895 ; Palestine Exploration
Fund, various publications and photographs

;
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Perrot et Chipiez, Histoire dc V Art dans VAn-
tiqnite, Vols. III. and IV.

;
Porter, Five Years in

Iktmascus, London, 1855; Henan, Mission en
Phwnicie, Paris, 18U4 ; Saulcy, i'oyaye en Tcrre-
Sainte, Paris, 18(i5 ; Strange, Palestine under the

Moslems, London, 189(1; Vogiif;, Les ci/lises de la

'J'erre-Sainte, Paris, 18(10; Tciii/dc dc Jerusalem,
Haram-ecli-chc rif, Paris, 18(14

; Syrie Centrale,

Paris, 18(i7 ; Willis, Architectural History of the

Church of the Holy Sepulchre at Jernstdem, Lon-
don, 1849 ; Wood, Jluins of Palmyra, London,
1753 ; liuins of Baalbec. London, 1757 ; Uacdeker,
Oiiide to Syria, 1894; Murray, Handbook, Syria,

Palestine, 1892. — R. PiiENE Spiers.

SYRINX. In Greek ardueology, anything

tubular in form ; in architecture, especially a

tunnel-shaped, rock-cut tomb l.ielonging to that

epoch in Egj'ptian antiquity which succeeded

the age of the Mastaba. (See Egyjit, Archi-

tecture of; Tunnel Tomb, under Tomb.)
SYSTYLE. A close arrangement of col-

imms in a peristyle, the usual systyle interco-

lumniation measuring two diameters from centre

to centre of shafts. (See Columnar Architec-

ture.)

TAA. Same as Paoh-Tah.
TABERNACLE. .1. The portable place

of worship and religious ceremonial used by the

Israelites during their wanderings, as described

in Exodus.

Haddiscoi, Church, Norfolk-
shire; ABOUT IKiO.

B. A house of worship, especially a build-

ing for Christian worshi]), but so planned and
arranged as to differ from the ordinary church,

as where seats for a very large congregation are

provided.

C. In the Roman Catholic Church, a cup-

board with doors, or similar shrine, used for
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keeping the consecrateil bread. The use of

the tabernacle is recent, dating probablj' from

the seventeenth century ; the name may, by ex-

tension, be given, as in France, to the metal

Tabekxacle: Lady Chapel, Kxeter Cathe-
dral ; c. 1280.

From this and the KMdington example figures have been re-

moved.

vase or hollow dove used for the same purpose,

or even the suspended pyx, when made decora-

Tabernacle: Kiddingtun Church, Oxford-
shire; c. 1450.

tive in itself and kept permanently in sight.

(Compare Peristerium.)

D. A decorated recess, as a niche, or a

framed space (see Tabernacle Frame), especially
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when filled with figures of religious or ecclesi-

astical character. In this sense, any one of the

niches with statues of saints, in a mediaeval

church porch, or the canopied open part of a

pinnacle, as in Reims cathedral, or the Eleanor

Cross at Northampton. (See cut.)

TABERNACLE FRAME. The frame for

a dour, \vind(]w. or other opening, when treated

as a complete design with columns or pilasters

and an entablature, and also, when the opening

is high in the wall, with an ornamental pendant
below the window sill. Also a similar frame

for a permanent work of art. (See Tabernacle,

D.)

Tabernacle; Queen Eleanor's Cross at
Northampton ; 121H.

TABERNACLE WORK, In mediaeval

architecture ;
—

A. An arcade or series of niches, highly

decorated, with jamb shafts supporting ca^^•ed

overhanging canopies, and containing corbels

for the support of figures or groups of figures.

B. By extension, any combination of delicate

ornamental tracery, such as is peculiar to

canopies of tabernacles, whether applied to choir

stalls, sedilia, altars, ciboria, or any other fix-

tures of a church, or to furniture and vessels,

whether in wood, stone, metal, or fine jewellery.

(See Canopy ; Niche ; Tabernacle.)

TABLE. A. A flat, distinctive, rectangu-

lar surface on a wall, often charged with in-

scriptions, painting, or sculpture ; if raised, it

is called a raised or projecting table ; if rusti-
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cated in any way, a rusticated table ; if raking,

a raking table, etc.

B. A string course, or other horizontal band

of some size and weight. (Compare Corbel

Table, Skew Table, below.)

C. In medi;eval architecture, the frontal on

the face of an altar ; the painted or carved

panel behind and over an altar. (See Retable.)

D. A slab set horizontally and carried on

supports at a height of from 2 to 3 feet. In

architectural treatment especially, (1) That

used for the communion service when for any

reason the altar is Tiot in use, as at the time of

the Puritan revolution in England, and as kept

in usnge by many sects of Christians; called

Communion Table ; Holy Table. (2) One of

those used by the wealthier people of Roman
antiquity for out-of-door service, composed

usiially of a slab of fine marl)le set upon carved

marble supports. (See Monopodium.) (3) One
of those used in modern times for ornament

rather than for use, as in the halls of the

Pitti Palace at Florence, the tops of those

being composed of great slaijs of Florentine

mosaic, or of some costly and rare natural

material, such as one which is entirely of lapis

lazuli, and one which is veneered with mala-

chite ; the frames of these being of carved and

often gilded wood.

Earth Table. The lowest course or courses

of a stone wall visilale aliove the ground, espe-

cially when forming a projecting member for

the purpose of a water table. (Called also

Ledgenient Table.)

Grass Table. (Same as Earth Table.)

Ground Table. (Same as Earth Table.)

Ledgement Table. A band or belt course,

usually moulded, especially one carried along

the lower portion of a building, and which pro-

jects so as to form an Earth Table.

Skew Table. A stone set at right angles

to the coping of a gable wall at its foot, and
built into the masonry, to prevent the coping

stones from sliding, and to serve as a stop for

the eaves, the gutter, etc., of the side wall.

When it projects, corbel-wise, beyond the angle

of the budding, it is called a Skew Corbel.

The terms Kneeler and Summer Stone are also

used, no perfect distinction being preserved.

Water Table. A string course or other

projecting member, with a weathering, and
otherwise so de\'ised as to guide water away
from the face (if the wall.

TABLE STONE. (Same as Dolmen.)
TABLET. .1. A small slab or panel, usu-

ally a separate piece, set into or attached to

a wall or other larger mass, usually intended

to receive an inscription.

B. A horizontal coping or capping of a

wall, sniiietimes called Tabling.

TABLING. (Same as Coping.)

TABLINUM. In Roman architecture, a
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room, generally at the farther end of the atrium,

in which were kept the fandly archives re-

corded upon tablets. Applied by modern
arclneologists to a large and very oper. room
in a Roman hou.se connected with the atrium,

and often serving as a passage from it to the

peristyle or garden. (See House.)

TABULARIUM. At Rome, a building of

the time of the Republic standing on the ex-

treme southeastern edge of the Capitoline Hill.

The upper stories have been replaced by the

Palace of the Senator, but the lower stories

remain almost unaltei'cd. The building must
have had one high story on the side of the

Capitol, where is now the square of the Cam-
pidoglio, and two high stories crowning a very

lofty basement on the side toward the Fonun.

Tablet in the Von der Linde House ; Stock-
holm, Sweden.

TADDEO GADDI. (See Gaddi, Taddeo.)

TAENIA. In a Doric entablature, the fil-

let which separates the frieze from the archi-

trave.

TAH. (Same as Paoh-tah.)

TAIL. ^4. The exposed part of a slate or

tile in roofing.

B. (Same as Tailing.)

TAIL BAY. (See Case Bay.)

TAIL BEAM. (Same as Tail Piece.)

TAILING. That portion of a projecting

stone or series of stones, as in a cornice, which
is built into the wall, and which, by its supe-

rior weight, is intended to prevent the stone

from toppling over.

TAILLOIR. In French, the Abacus of a
capital.

TAILPIECE. A short juist or rafter fitted

into the Header. (See also Triuuner.)

TAIL TRIMMER. In Hoor framing, a

trimmer, set dear of the brickwork of a chim-

ney and parallel thereto, to receive the ends of

the floor joists, thus avoiding flues.
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TAJ MAHAIi. At Agra in ludia, a tomb

built ill the scveuteenth centur}', of great size

and of the most elaborate and refined design,

especially in the details. It is a typical build-

ing of tlie Jloslem style iu the far East. (See

Iiiilia, Aivliitci-tiire t>f.)

TAIjAVERA, JUAN DE ; sculptor.

Ill ir)14 ho was employed on the decoration

of the cathedral of Toledo (Spain).

Vinaza, Adicioiiv!:.

TALAYOT. (See Balearic Islands, under

Meditfiraiican Islands.

)

TALENTI, FRANC3ESCO ; architect and

sculptor: d. after 1;?()>J.

The Taleiiti came from Ponte-a-Lieve, near

Florence. Francesco is mentioned among the

sculptore n'orking on the Duomo of Orvieto

in 1329 (Delia Valle, op. cit., p. 272, doc.

XXIV.). His name next appears in an inven-

tory of marble for the campanile of the Flor-

entine cathedral, dated 1351. This marble

was for four windows. The three upper

stories of the campanile are probably his work.

(See Giotto and Andrea da Pisa). He is last

mentioned in the records of the campanile in

1357. May 29, 1355, Taleuti was commi.s-

sioned to make a model for the cathedral (S.

Maria del Fiore), which should determine the

position of the windows of the nave. At this

time it was decided to make the four vaults of

the nave square instead of oblong, as designed

by Arnolfo di Canibio, thus increasing the

length of the nave to its present dimensions.

In 1358 Giovanni di Lapo Ghini (see Ghiui)

was associated with him as capomaestro. Dec.

20, 1364, Talenti was discharged, but July 22,

1366, appears again in a position subordinate

to Ghini. His salaiy was stopped in 1369,

which is probably about the date of his death.

The nave was then nearly completed. (For

the history of the cathedral at this time, see

Ghini, Giovanni di Lapo.)

Guasti. S. M. (let Fiore ; Del Jloro, 5". M. del

Fiore
;
'Rohauh de Fleury, Toscane ; Delia Valle,

Duomo di Orvieto; L. Runge, Gtockenthurm zu

Florenz.

TALENTI, SIMONE ; sculptor and archi-

tect.

The son of Francesco Taleuti (see Talenti,

Fr.). He assisted his father at the Duomo
(Florence), and in 1366 presented a model for

that building. In 1375 he succeeded Fran-

cesco Salvetti as capomaestro of the Duomo.

In 1376 Benci di Clone (see Benci di Cione)

was associated with him, and they, with the

assistance of Taddeo Ristoro, designed and

began the building now called the Loggia dei

Lanzi (Florence). In June, 1377, the three

architects were superseded both at the Duomo
and the Loggia. Talenti afterward returned

to the Loggia and executed all the canings on

the piers and brackets, finished Nov. 29, 1379.
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(See Loggia dei Lanzi for the common attribu-

tion.) About 1378 Simone filled in the lower

arches of Or S. Michele (Florence), and deco-

rated them with tracery.

Karl Frey, Loggia dei Lanzi; Guasti, S. JL
del Finn'.

TAT.T. BOY. A chimney pot of long and

slender form, intended to improve the draught

by lengthening the flue.

TALMAN. WHiUAM ; architect ; d. prob-

ably about 17UU.

His principal work was Chatsworth House in

Derbyshire, England, built, in 1681, for Wil-

liam Cavendish, Earl, and afterward Duke, of

Devonshire. He built Thorcsby House (1671,

burned before 1762). In 1694 he was ap-

pointed by King William III. comptroller of

the works in progress at Hampton Court. Sir

Christopher Wren (see Wren) was surveyor

at Hampton Court at the same time, and was

much disturbed by Talman's interference.

Blomfield, Renaissance in England.

TALON. (Same as Ogee.)

TAMBOUR. A. Same as Drum, as of a

cupola, B.

B. Same as Bell, as of a capital.

This is the French term often used in Eng-

lish ; the original signifies also a drum of a

column.

TAMIL. Same as Dravidian.

TAMP (v.). To ram an earth surface, so

as ti> harden it and form a floor, or the bottom

of a trench to make it fit to receive foundations.

TANK. A large vessel, reservoir, or cistern,

of wood or metal, intended for the storage of a

fluid, usuallv water. (See Plumbing; Water

Supply.)— W. P. G.

Supply Tank. (See under Cistern.)

TAP. .1. A faucet or cock through which

liquor can be drawn from a tank or cask.

(Rare in the Lfnited States.)

B. A steel screw bolt, the threads of which

are cutting edges, used to screw into the

smooth hole of a nut to form an internal or

female screw therein.

TAPER. The slope or diminishing of a

sijirc, or of a conical or pyramidal roof. Also

the diminishing of a shaft of a column ; but as

this is very nearly always curved, it is not often

called Tajier. (See Entasis.)

TAPESTRY. A fabric made by a process

somewhat unlike weaving ; and, therefore, not a

textile fabric. It is used for wall hangings.

Anciently it was the most available covering for

the stone walls of halls and chambers of a

strong castle or other residence of the nobility,

and was usually hung from tenterhooks by

means of which it was suspended at a distance

of at least some inches from the face of the

masonry. It was often allowed to cover the

door openings in such a way that even when
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the door was thrown open the person entei'ing

had still no view of the interior, a jiarting or

division between two pieces of tapestry alone

serving as the entrance. In modern times,

tapestry is used only for its beanty of surface,

and is too often stretcheil upon frames, partly

on account of the small size of modern rooms,

and their crowd of furniture an<l other objects,

and partly on account of the modern taste for

extreme accuracy and smootimess. This prac-

tice is, however, ruinous to the best efiect of

the material.

TAPIA. A material like Pis^ used in many
parts of Spanish America. A superior kind

has lime mixed with the fat eartli ; this is

sometimes called Tapia Real or Royal Tapia.

TAPROOM. In Great Britain, the same as

Barroom, as being the place where liipiors are

drawn from the tap.

TAR. A product formed by tlie destructive

distillation, mainly of resinous woods, extensively

used, in combination with gravel and paper, as

a watertight roofing material ; or, alone, as a

dami)-])roof course.

TARISEL (TARIS3EL), PIERRE ; archi-

tect.

Maitre d'oeuvre (architect) of the city and
cathedral of Amiens (Somme, France). In

1470 he designed the tower of La Haye at

Amiens, and in 1-479 planned the new line of

fortifications of that city. In 1483 Tarisel

made the great altar of the cathedral of Amiens.

He designed also the main portal of that cathe-

dral and the central window.

Nodier-Taylor-Cailleux, Voyages; Picardie,
V. 1 ; Jourdain-Duval, Portail de la Cathedrals
d'Amiens; Bauchal, Dirtionnaire.

TARKIBEH. (See Gravestone.)

TARRAS. A. An ancient spelling of Ter-

race.

B. A strong cement formerly used in hy-

draiUic engineering.

TARSIA. The Italian inlaying of wood,

usually liglit upon dark, common in the fifteenth

century. The patterns were usually Renais-

sance scrollwork and arabesques, but also curi-

ous pictures with perspective ettects were
introduced into the larger panels. (See Inlaid

Work.)

An imitation of the inlay was very com-
monly made by painting, as in the celebrated

cujiboards of S. Maria delle Grazie at Milan,

known as Lo tScaff'nle, which have been well

reproduced in a b(«ik bearing the same title.

TARTARY, ARCHITECTURE OF. (See

Turkistan.)

TASMANIA, ARCHITECTURE OF. The
native inliabitants, now extinct, were savages

of the same type as those of Australia, and had
no buildings, not even roofed and walled huts.

The white inhabitants are as yet less than

200,000 in number, nearly all of British
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descent, and have erecteil no buildings of impor-

tance. The cathedral of Port Arthur, the

abandoned convict station, has gone almost

entirely to ruin. Tiiis was one of the few stone

buildings on the island, but it was almost

devoid of architectural interest. The model

prison, at the same point, was o|ien, low in the

walls, a mere series of utilitarian buildings.

The towns of Holiart and Launceston are of

about 20,000 and .•50,000 inhaliitants respec-

tively, and in spite of excellent roads an<l much
comfort in the better classes of dwellings, little

of architectural interest is to be found. The
free settlers are of but recent arrival, and there

has not yet been time for that development of

interest in decorative treatment of a t(jwn which,

mdess in the rare case of individual enterprise

taking that direction, is necessary to growth

of decorative art of any kind (compare Aus-

tralia). There are, iiowever, a parliament

house and a city hall in Hobart; and a monu-
ment to Sir John Franklin, who was at one

time governor of Tasmania, stands in the

square. In each of the towns named there are

clnu'ches of different sects.— R. S.

TASSEL. Same as Torsel.

TASSO, GIOVANNI BATTISTA DEL;
woodworker {iiitarsiutore) and architect ; b.

1500; d. May 8, 1555.

Battista belonged to a famous family of wood
carvers which flourished during the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries in Italy. He was a pwti^gi

of Pier-Francesco Riccio, majordomo of Duke
Cosmo I. dei' Medici, and was much employed

in the improvement of the Palazzo Vecehio.

There is a ceiling by him in the second story

of the palazzo on tlie side toward the Uflizi.

The curious door which he built for the church

of S. Romolo is preserved by Ruggieri (op. cit.).

His most important work is the loggia of the

Mercato Nuovo of Florence, which was begun

by the order of Duke Cosmo I., Aug. 26, 1547.

Hans Stegmann in Geyniiiller-Stegmann, Die
Arch, der Ren. in Toscana ; Kuggieri, Studio
d'ArcJiitettura.

TATTI, JACOPO. (See Sansovino, Ja-

copo.)

TAURISCUS OF TRALLES.
ApoUonios and Tauriscus of Tralles made the

group of sculpture called the "Farnese Bull" at

Naples.

Collignon, Histoire de la Sriilptnre Grecque.

TAVERN. ^1. A pulilic house; properly

such a house used for temporary visits only and

for the sale of wine and other refreshments,

excluding cooked food.

B. By extension, a small inn of any sort.

C. Formally, or locally, in Great Britain, a

small shop at the front of a house, either on the

ground floor or in a cellar, and usually not

communicating with the rest of the building.
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TAYLOR, ISIDORE JUSTIN SEVER-

IN; liuiiiii : FiH'Ucli aiithur and artist ; b. 1789
(at Brussels); il. 1879.

Taylor was the son (if an Englishman natural-

ized ill France. He was educated in Paris, and

in 1811 began his artistic voyages. He served

in the aruiy in 1813, and was commissaire
royal at tlie Tlieatre Franc^'ais in 1824. In

1838 he was created iiinpecteur ghiiral des

beaux arts. He travelled extensively in Eu-
rope and the East, and jMiblished a series of

monumental tupugrapliical works, the most
inipiirtant of which is tUeVoj/ages plttoreg(jues

et ronH(iiti(ju€s lie Vancieniie France (Paris,

1820-18()3, 24 vols, folio). This work was
never finished. The inniunerable lithographic

illnstratiims are extraordinarily tine, drawn by

Isabey, Gerieault, liigi-es, Horace Vernet, Fra-

gonard, VioUet-le-Duc, Ciceri, Duzats, and
Baron Taylor himself In the editorial work
he was assisted by Charles Nodier and A. de

Cailleux. He published Voyage pittoresque

en Espagne, en Portugal, etc. (Paris, 1826-
1832, 3 vols. 4to) ; Syrie, VEgypte. la Palestine

et la Judee (Paris," 1835-1839, 3 vols. 4to);

Pelerinage (I Jeru.fnh'm (Paris, 1841) ; Voy-

age en Sid.^se (Paris, 1843); Les Pyrenees
(Paris, 1843, 8vo).

Larousse, Diction naire.

TAYLOR, GEORGE LEDWALL ; archi-

tect; b. 1780; d. April, 1873.

In 1817-1819, and again in 18.57-1868, he

visited France, Italy, Greece, and Sicily. June

3, 1818, he discovered the monumental lion

which commemorates the battle of Chferonea

(338 B.C.). Taylor pidilished numerous archi-

tectural works, and is best known by his Anto-
blograpliy, wliich contains descri)itions and

illustrations of many important monuments.

Taylor, Antobiogrnphy of an Ortorjenarian Ar-
chiirrt.

TAYLOR, SIR ROBERT : scidptor and
architect; b. 1714; d. Sept. 27, 1788.

The son of a stone mason of London. He
yisited Kome, and on his return executed, among
other works, two monuments in Westminster

Abbey, a statue at the Bank, and the sculpture

of the pediment of the Mansion House, London.

He had a large practice in England, and suc-

ceeded James Stuart (see Stuart, J.) as surveyor

of Greenwich Hospital.

Redgrave, Dirtirinanj.

TAZZA. A vase having the form of a flat

and shallow cup, with a high foot or stand.

The term is applied to the basin of a fountain

when supported by a ])illar ; and some foun-

tains have two, or even three, tazzas, vertically

arranged, and gi'owing smaller as they ascend.

T BAR. (See special noun.)

T BEAM. (See special noun.)

TCHISH. The Klamath term for settle-
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ment, camp, wigwam, lodge, village, town.

(See Latchash.)

TEAGLE POST. In timber framing, a post

supjiorting one end of a tie-beam ; that is to

say, one of the lower angles of a roof truss.

TEBI. In Egyptian building, brick made
of the mud of the Nile, mixed with fragments
of potteiy, chopped straw, or the like. (See
Brick, n.)

TECASSIR. In Mohammedan architecture,

a gallery in a mosque, esjjecially one for the use

of women.
TECCIZCALLI. (See Calli.)

TECPAN. The Aztec (Xahuatl) council

house, or otticial house.— F, S. D.
TEDESCO, GIROLAMO. (See Girolamo

Tedesco.)

TEE (adjectival term). Having the shape

of a capital T. Compound terms beginning

with this word are used to describe many ob-

jects, of which sometimes only the section

suggests the capital T. The same fancied re-

semblance lias caused the use of the word, sub-

stantively, for the Burmese royal symbol,

generally appearing as a crowning ornament, as

upon the spire of a pagoda.

TEEPEE. Siinie as Tipi.

TEE SQUARE. (See under Square.)

TEGULA. A tile ; the Latin term, and
used in English for tiles of unusual shape or

material, such as the marble tiles of some Greek
temples. (See Tile and subtitles.)

TEL. A mound ; the modern Arabic term,

which enters into many compound names of

sites, as in Egypt and Mesopotamia. (Also

written Tell.)

TELAMON (pi. TELAMONES). A male

statue serving to support an entablature, im-

post, corbel, or the like, and tbrming an impor-

tant part of an architectural design. Telamones

are generally considered the same as Atlantes,

which word is more usual in classical archaeol-

ogy. In the elaborate architecture of the

eighteenth centurj', half figures of men, usually

bearded, and of exaggerated muscular develop-

ment and extravagant pose, are used as sup-

ports of porches, and the like. Tiie name
" telamones " may be extended to apply to

these.

TELEPHONE. (See Electrical Appliances.)

TELESTERION. A place for initiation
;

especially the tcnqile at Eleusis, in which were

held the initiatory rites to the Eleusinian Mys-
teries. The building was of unusual character

for a Greek temple, having twelve columns in

the front, the only dodecastyle portico known
in antiquity ; and the interior was hypostyle,

with forty-two columns in six rows. Seats cut

in the rock were arranged on all four sides of

the building. The interior measured about 170

by 175 feet. The manner of its roofing and

lighting is not known. (Compare Thersillium



TELFORD
and the Zeiis temple ;it Akragas, described un-

der Sicily, for Grecian halls and interior archi-

tecture.)

TELFORD, THOMAS ; engineer ; b. Aug.

9, 1707 (iu Scotland); d. Sept. 2, lS3-t.

He was apprenticed to a stone nia.son, and in

1780 went to Edinburgh. After 1782 he was

employed on Somerset House in London. Be-

tween 1795 and 1805 he constructed the Elles-

mere canal, with its great aqueduct, and between

1773 and 1823 the Caledonian canal in Scot-

land. He made the roads in tiie highlands of

Scotland, with about twelve hundred bridges.

His name is associated with a peculiar form of

pavement for roads.

Rickman, Life of Telford.

TELLTALE PIPE. A small overflow jjipe,

attached to a tank or cistern, to show, by drip-

pinLT. when tiie receptacle is full.

TEMANZA, TOMASO ; architect, and

writer oa architecture; b. 1705 (at Venice);

d. 1789.

The son of an architect, a nephew of G.

Scalfarotti, and a pupil of Xiccolo Comini and

the Marquis Poleni (see Poleni). In 172G he

entered the commission of engineers at Venice,

of which he became chief in 17-12. Among
the few buildings constructed by him are the

church of S. Maria Maddalena in Venice (Ci-

cognara, op. cit.), the facade of Margherita at

Padua, and the Rotondo of Piazzolo. He is

best known by his books : DelV AntichitiX di

Jiimino, libi'i due, traccoUa di Antichi in-

scrizioiii (Venice, 1741); Dissertazione sopra

I'aHtichissiiiio terrltorio di Said' Ilario neUa
dioce.fi d' Olieeto (Venice, 1761, folio); Vite

de' piu celebri architetti e scidtori Veneziitni

die fiorirono nel secolo deciniosesto (Venice.

1778, folio) ; Antica piarda del inclita cittiX

di Venezia delineata circa la meta del XIL
secolo, etc. (Venice, 1781, -Ito). The De;/li

Archi e delle volte, etc., was not published

until 1811. Temanza's Vite is one of the most

important books of its class.

Cnmolli, Bihliorjrafia Stnrico-critica ; Paoletti,

Rindscimento ; Larousse. Dictionnaire ; Cicoguara,
Fiihhrirhe ili Veyif-in.

TEMASCAIiE ; TEMAZCAT.T.I. A little

adobe hut, built by Indians in Mexico as a

Sweat L.idge. — F. S. D.
TEMENOS. In Greek antiquity, a piece of

ground specially reserved and enclosed, as for

sacred purposes, corresponding nearly to the

Latin templuni in its original signification. In

some cases the temenos contains but a single

shrine, or temple, in the modern sense, while in

others, as in the celebrated cases of Olympia
and Epidauros, many im])ortant buildings, in-

cluding several temples of ctmsiderable size, are

arranged within the enclosure. (See Delu-

brum.) Cut, column 755.
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TEMPE3RA
TEMPER. A. To mix, moisten, and knead

clay, so as to bring it to proper consistency to

forTU bricks, pottery, terra cotta, etc., prelimi-

nary to hardening by fire.

B. To bring a metal, as steel, to a proper

degree of hardness and elasticity, by alternately

heiiting and suddenly cooling the metal, its

colour, by those processes, gradually changing

from light yellow to dark blue, the metal be-

coming harder at each stage.

C. To toughen and harden glass by plunging

it at a high temperature into an oleaginous bath,

under the process invented by M. de la Bastie,

or liy heating and suddenly cooling it, according

to the Siemen process.

D. To mix and knead lime and sand and
water, in such jiropurtions as to make mortar

for masonry or plastering.

TEMPERA (L. teitipemre = to mix in

due proportion).

A water-colour process. It is also called in

these days Kalsomine (which see) or Calcimine.

The medium is water mixed with some binding

substance, such as the white and yolk of egg,

or the yolk alone, gum tragacanth, glue, honey,

glycerine, milk, or the like. Unless mixed
with, or protected by, some insoluble material,

it is not suited to surfaces exposed to moisture.

The Egyptians used tempera both on the out-

side anil inside of their buildings. It was the

national method. The Greeks and Romans
occasionally used it for interior decorations, and
very frequently in combination with other

processes. For instance, the author's investi-

gations have led him to the conclusion that the

ground of the panel or mural painting was often

true fresco, and that the apjdied ornament or

figure composition was iu tempera. Tempera
was much employed by the mediieval artists

for the interior decoration of buildings, and
occasionally by the Renaissance painters, whose
process par excellence was fresco, though all

retouches in this latter process were made in

tempera. It is much used in modern times. (See

Kalsomine.) The Italians use it to-day on

the exterior of buildings, the milk with which

the colour is mixed preventing its dissolution.

Sometimes a touch of oil or a little glue is

mixed with tiie first coat, but the last coat is

generally a simple mixture of milk, water, and
colour. If these coats are applied to fresh

plaster, so much the better. (See Fresco Paint-

ing.) For the special qualities of milk a-s a

medium the reader is referred to Casein. Cen-

nino Cennini, who is the mouthpiece of Giotto's

followers, gives two recipes (preferring the

latter) for tempera on interior walls : ( 1 ) the

colours to be mixed with egg and the milky

juice of the fig tree
; (2) the colours to be

mixed with the yolk of egg alone. All

water-colour paintings, if protected from mois-

ture and sunlight, are relatively durable. They
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fade slightly if exposed to an excess of light

;

but, on the other hand, they do not darken, as

oil or varnisli paintings darken, with time.

Moreover, they iiave a dead or flat finish.

Dampness, of course, is fatal to them. They

TEMPIO MALATESTIANO
(See Thermostat ; Temperature Regulator ; both
in the article Electrical Appliances.)

TEMPERATURE REGULATOR, ELEC-
TRIC. (Sec Electrical Appliances.)

TEMPIETTO. In Rome, a small circular

TeMKNOS at EpiDAt-RUS : THE BonXDARIES HAVE NOT BEEN DETERMINED THROCGHOUT
; THE ST.tDrUM

WAS OUTSIDE THE SaCRED ENCLOSURE.

cannot be washed, and for that reason are not
suited to walls requiring constant cleaning.

(Also called Distemper.)
-— Frederic Crowninshield.

temperature, regulation of.

building designed by Bramante, and erected in

1502. It stands in the cloister court of S.

Pietro in Mdnturio.

TEMPIO MALATESTIANO. The church

of S. Francesco, the cathedral, at Rimini, on
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the east coast of Italy ; an ancient Gothic

duirch which was altered by Leon Battista

All)erti at the command of tlie lorils of Mala-

te.sta, who governed the district. This was one

of the earliest pieces of work done under the

classical revival ; for Albert! undertook to cover

the old building witii detail studied from the

antique, and began the erection of a west front

TEMPLE
not ordinarily applied to buildings erected by

Christians (but see definition B) nor by Moham-
medans ; by the modern Jews it is used in a

somewhat special sense, as part of a proper

name, given to an intlivithud synagogue in con-

nection with other words usually of Hebrew-

origin ; as the Temple Beth-El in New York.

B. A building erected for Christian worship

Temple, Fig. 1: that of Khunsu, built by Ramses III. at Karnak; the Hyp.ethral Court.

studied from the Roman triurajjhal arch at

Rimini.

TEMPLATE. Same as Templet.

TEMPLE, THE. In London. (For Inner

Temple, Jliddle Temple, see Inns of Court ; see

also Temple Church, and Church, col. 568.)

TEMPLE. ..1. An edifice dedicated to the

service of a deity or deities ; more especially

a building used for such ])ur]ioses as worship

and the perfomiance of sacred rites, or the

keeping of objects of veneration. The word is
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other than that especially recognized by or pre-

vailing in a given state ; as especially in France,

a place of Protestant worship, and in England,

in the sense of a proper name, nearly like the

usage of the modern Jews mentioned above,

especially a building of tiie nonconformists or

dissenters, and intended to receive a large con-

gregation. (Compare Tabernacle.)

C An establishment of the Knights

Templars ; a meiliseval and modern term re-

placing the full title of commandery or pre-
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TEMPLE
ceptory

; especially in Paris, the important
estahlishnuMit, some of the buildings of which
remained until after the French Kevolutiou.

In tills sense, in French history, the temple
was the building used as the prison in which
King Louis XVI. and his family were confined.

(For other places of worship, see Chapel

;

Church ; Synagogue.)

General. In most languages the temple
bears a name indicating that it is the dwelling

place of the deity. The word tempi am (de-

rived from the same root as tiie (Jreek teinvnos,

i.e., cut off or separated) was, with the Romans,
originally used to designate the space of earth

and sky marked off by an augur for divination.

Later it was used of consecratetl spaces gen-

erally, and it was probably not till the end of

the republic that its uise as applied to the house
of a god (superseding the older mdes or cedes

sacra) became general.

TEMPLE
sacred rites, it is thought by some writers to
have also been in early times a fortress in

which the god and his people defended them-
selves against foes who sought to conquer the
country and destroy the local deity. Through
the conservatism so characteristic of the Egyp-
tians, its defensive character was maintained
even after the consolidation of the empire had
checked local warfare, and after the establish-

ment of a national pantheon had jjlaced the

temples of the gods beyond frequent danger
from attack.

As a typical plan of an Egyj)tian temple we
may take that of the south temple at Kaniak.
Often, as in this instance, a great ceremonial

gateway (see Vol. I., pi. XXX.) dominated the

approach, while beyond a roadway, flanked by
rows of sphinxes or of Images of the temple's

sacred animal, led up to the real entrance of

the temple. Sometiuies the avenue of sphinxes

Temple, Fig. 2: that or Nkptune at P.estum; SRrTiON showing Two Sioried Colonnades
DIVIDING NAOS.

The temple is common to religions which

have reached a certain stage of advancement,

having generally passed beyond the worship of

natural objects and reached a point at which an

image of the god needs the protection of w-alls

and a roof. Thus the Cultos image is the

rahoH d'etre of the temple.

The religious ceremonies of the ancients were

largely centred around the altar, which, al-

though it was not within the temple, was of

more moment to them than the image of the

god. Thus a temple is not necessarily a place

of public worship, many temples being open to

the priests only. In providing for the needs

of both worship and ritual, a temple generally

has, first, either in or near it, a place for the

meeting of the worshippers (as around the altar

in tlie Greek and Roman temple or in the great

forecourt in the Egyptian temple) ; second, an

important chamber (as the naos of the Greek

or the hypostyle hall of the Egyptian temple)
;

third, a sanctuary, adytum, or holy of holies.

E(jypt. While in Egypt the temple was
always a place suited to the performance of
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terminated in obelisks which stood before the

wall which enclosed the temple proper. The
front of this wall consisted of two colossal

pylons or wide towers, each with its four sides

sloping slightly inward and crowned by a

characteristic cornice, made of a roll and a

great hollow moulding. The passage between

the towers w'as narrow, and, being fitted with a

wooden door, plated with metal, it was easily

defended. There were also, as a rule, some
small posterns piercing the great wall.

Passing between the pylons, one entered a

courtyard enclosed by the temple wall and

colonnaded on two or three sides. This part

of the temple is called the hyprethral court.

It was without a roof except over the col-

onnades. (See Fig. I., though this is of a much
smaller court.) Beyond the courtyard one

reached the hypostyle iiall, architecturally the

most imposing part of the temple. Its roof

was carried by many columns. Light was ad-

mitted by a.clearstory, or, in later times, over a

low screen wall between the columns of the

front. (See Vol. I., pi. XXXL, for the exterior
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TEMPLE
of a hypostyle hall and the screen wall.)

Beyond the hypostyle hall lay the sanctuary,

the part of the temple of greatest religious

significance. Within it was a rectangular

structure, serving in some cases as the cage

of the sacred animal, and in otiiers to contain

whatever other object was supposed to be the

incorporation of the god. The sanctuary was

more or less surrounded by chambers, geuorally

dark, which served as storerooms for furniture,

TEMPLE
a gate directly opposite the pylons. Sacred

ways, flanked by sphinxes or animals, led from

one temple to another or to the Nile, where

barks for the service of the temple or of the

dead were moored.

The Egyptian temi)le seems always to have

been regarded as open to additions. Its

growth was gradual. The temple with the

normal plan is seized upon by a new king,

who converts its courts into covered halls.

-V .

Temple, Fig. 3: that of Xeptuxe at P-estum; see the Section, Fig. 2.

sacred garments, processional objects, standards,

and the like.

The inner wails of the temiile, from ])ylnn to

sanctuary, were adorned with scenes represent-

ing religious ceremonies. The front walls of

the pylons were sculptured with scenes of vic-

tory over the enemies of the king and of the

god. The walls and their sculjiture were

generally covered with fine plaster and finished

in brilliant colours. The sacred enclosure,

which frequently contained groves, lakes, and

the dwellings of the priests, was suiTOunded

occasionally by a wall, and more frequently by

an earthwork, the only access being through
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builds new courts before the old, new jiylons in

front of all. Another sovereign repeats the

process, until at length we have vast areas

covered with buililings, as at Luxor and at

Karnak.

There were some departures from the tj'pical

plan, and among these the most marked were

temples excavated from the mountain side, as

that at Ipsamboul, with its colossal, seated,

rock-cut figures guarding its entrance ; or

those others partly built upon the plain and

partly within the mountain, as that at Deir-el-

Bahri, where the temple stands on a series of

terraces. The plans of small temples are quite
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variable. At Elephantine there is one of un-

usual beauty, the plan of whieh, a cella sur-

rounded by a colonnade, strongly suggests

the Greek type. (See Egypt, Architecture of)

^fesojMjtdiitia. The plain of the Tigris and

Eupiir;iti's, siuuiar in many ways to the valley

of tiie Nile, produced, however, a temple system

strongly in contrast with that of Egypt. lu

Egypt the temple overshadows in imixirtance

all other structures. In Mesopotamia it is the

palace which ]iuts the temple in a secondary

place. Tile tem])les of Egypt, built for the

most part of enduring materials, are so well

preserved that our knowledge of them is

almost complete. In ^Mesopotamia the tem-

ples, built as a nile of uidjurnt bricks, have

melted into shapeless mounds. In spite, how-

Templk, Fig. 4; the Erechtheum at Athens;
containing at least three separate
Shrines. Hexastyle Ionic Portico partly
INDICATED BY THE THREE PuRTICOES ; TET-
rastyle Ionic Portico with Two Columns
IN RETURN ; AND BELOW, TeTRASTYLE PORTICO
OF Caryatides with Two Figures in return.

ever, of the unfavourable condition of the ruins,

we have learned from them, and from ancient

reliefs and texts, certain fundamental facts.

Certain Assyriologists maintain that the plain-

inhabiting races of Mesopotamia regarded their

gods as mountain-born and as dwellers upon

mountain tops, and that, therefore, in erecting

dwelling places for them, they sought to repro-

duce their mountain homes. Certain it is that

a mound of earth was piled up and formed

into a terrace for the temple, which, both in

Babylonia and Assyria, took the form of a

square tower, known as the zikkurat, which

rose in successive stages, forming a stepped

pyramid. (See cut under Mesopotamia.) This

tower was ascended either by steps leading

from story to story, or by an inclined way run-

ning around it, by which access was had to
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the platform at tiie top, where stood, according

to Herodotus, a mystic shrine, the dwelling

place of the god. Hugeness and especially

height were the criteria of excellence in the zik-

kurat. The number of stories varied. Three
or four were usual, but in some cases there

were seven. The mound grew by accretions,

a new niler raising it to form his terrace at a
level higlier than those of his predecessors,

a method clearly ileraonstrated in the excava-

tions of the temple of Bel at Nippur. While
the mass of the zikkurat was of unbaked
brick, one or more of the outer wall faces were
generally of burned bricks, while in some cases

enamelled bricks of yellow and blue were used

for facings. AVithin the temjile there seem to

have been certain chambers. At Nimroud two
temples have been found showing a long hall

and a small room containing the statue of the

god. This was the Papakhu, the most sacred

part of the temple, to wliich but few had
access. One of these temples had, in addition

to these two chambers, a small hall in front of

the larger, and thus we have the usual three-

fold division. Within the temple area were

smaller shrines, and in front of the zikkurat

was a large open space where the foithful con-

gregated. Sacrifices were ottered, not at the

top of the tower, but on altars at its base.

Clustered about the temple were dwelling

places for the priests, schools, observatories,

halls of judgment, and other buildings. (See

Mesopotamia, Architecture of)

Phoenicia. The Phcenicians, who carried

the arts of Egypt and Mesopotamia to all the

shores of the Mechterranean, were undoubtedly

builders of gi-eat temples. So scanty are the

actual remains, however, that we can do

scarcely more than approximate the general

type. There is sufficient evidence to show

that a monumental enclosure surrounded a

great platform (as at Baalbec), on which stood

a sanctuary. Of the sanctuary itself, our

knowledge, derived chiefly from certain medals,

is very shght.

Judcea. The architecture of ancient Jud:ea

was Phoenician in character. The temple of

Solomon was largely of Pha?nician workman-

ship. Its actual remains are most scanty, con-

sisting of certain foundations, the megalithic

aspect of which recalls similar work at Baalbec.

Among the many restorations of the temple

based upon Biblical texts, great discrepancies

exist. None of them bear such an air of in-

herent probability as to be really convincing.

From the texts it is easily seen that the Temple

of Solomon had an entrance porch, a rectan-

gular chamber lighted by narrow windows, and

called the holy part, and a cubical sanctuary,

the holy of holies. All these, excepting the

porch, were surrounded by many small cham-

bers, three stories in heiglit, apparently in the
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thickness of the exteriur wall. Althoiigli the

arrangement of tlie phm is clear, the manner

in which the exterior was treated is not known.

The very detailed description of the temple

seen by Ezekiel in a vision is partly a memory

of the earlier structure and partly a fabric of

the imagination. Ezekiel shows us a temple

with surroundings far larger and more complete

than those of the earlier temple. Tiie temple

as actually reconstructed by Zerubbabel was

certainly less splendid than that of Solomon,

but was probably larger.

TEMPLE
consisting of a double enclosure, of the hearth

or altar, have recently been discovered. Their

plan is closely similar to that of Greek houses

of the Homeric age, where the hearth had a

sacred character. (See Persian Ai'chitecture.)

Greece. The planning antl construction of

Greek temples having been so fully discussed

in other articles (see Grecian ; Greco-Roman
;

Greece, Architecture of ; Roman Imperial) the

origin of the temple among the Greeks and the

relation of its parts to their worship will alone

be considered here.

Temple, Fig. 5: that of Vesta at

Of the temple built by Herod on the site of

Solomon's temple, several ancient descriptions

exist, throwing some light upon it and nuicii

upon its surroundings. The state of the evi-

dence, however, is not such as to allow a plan

of the temple itself to be made with certainty.

Its architectural treatment was influenced by

the use of classic orders. (See Syria, Archi-

tecture of.

)

Persia. The ancient Persians were both star

and fire worshippers. Remains of a staged

tower similar to those of Mesopotamia have been

found at Djour, and sanctuaries for fire worship,
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TivoLi; Restoration of J. A. Leveil.

From the earliest times there seem to have

been plots of land in Greece set apart for certain

deities and consecrated to their uses. A sanctity

was associated with caves or mountain tops or

groves of trees. Even the Mycena'an age reveals

no structure which is definitely a temple, although

such an arrangement as the Megaron of the pal-

ace at Tiryns, a porch preceding a room contain-

ing a hearth, was undoubtedly the archetyjje of

the Greek temple, the simplest forms of which

approximate it closely (see plan of amphiprostyle

temple, under Columnar Architecture). Though

Homer makes some slight mention of the temples
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of the gods, he gives uo Jeseription of them as

he does of the palaces of his heroes, whom we
see sacrificing upon the altars iu their forecourts.

Indeed, it is highly improbable that such struc-

tures as we designate by the word " temple" es-

TEMPLE
general stimulus to temple building was felt in

Greece. The Greek temple, properly so called,

scarcely reaches an earlier period than the
seventh century B.C.

Among the Greeks the temple was not a

mJ-^^--

-. a

2H

S
S
H

isted at all at the time of Homer. It was not

till anthropomorphic ideas of divinity, necessi-

tating the use of images, came into vogue, that

some form of artificial shelter for such images,

i.e., a temple, became necessary. Centuries

elapsed after the Dorian invasion before any
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building in which a congregation met and wor-

shipped. It was regarded as a place where the god

might favourably be invoked, though not neces-

sarily his dwelling place. It thus happened that

many temples were kept closed except on special

occasions, some being opened but once a year.
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Tlie perfected Greek temple was ordinarily

divided into proiiaos, naos, and opisthodomos.

(See plan of Parthenon iin<ier Columnar Areiii-

tecture.) Passing tiiroiigh the pronacjs, in wiiieh

stood statues or votive offerings, one entered the

naos or cella, which occupied the central part of

the building. In the larger temples the naos

consisted of three longitudinal divisions, those

on the sides being separated from the central by

rows of columns. (See Figs. 2 and 3.) In the

central division and at the end ftirthest from the

entrance stood the chief object of veneration, in

early times a rude image and at last a sijlcndid

statue of the deity. Beyond the naos, at the

e.xtreme end of the temple, was the opisthodo-

mos or treasury, the proximity of wiiich to the

sacreil image served as a special protection to

the wealth of votive offerings stored within it.

These offerings, very varied in character, fre-

quently of great value, were in certain cases so

numerous that special storehouses or treasuries,

as at Olympia, had to be provided for them.

Not infrequently the temple con-

tained an adytum or place to which

access was prohibited, a secret chamtier

in which sacred or mysterious objects

were hidden. These adyta were some-

times under ground, and to them were

generally removed the older and more

sacred images when they were replaced

by more splendid statues of the gods.

The Greek temple stood within a

sacred enclosure or Temenos (which

see), within which may have been

temples, treasuries, tombs, altars,

monuments, and even groves, the whole

enclosure being marked out by boimdary stones,

or enclosed within a wall and entered through a

great gateway or projiyheon.

Rome. As the primitive religion of the Ro-
mans was essentially tliat of the Etruscans, it

is natural that their early temples should have
been based directly upon Etruscan models. In

its early form tiie Etruscan temple seems to have

been a wooden structure with columns widely

spaced and with decorations of ten'a eotta and
bronze. Its portico, of unusual depth, was di-

vided into three parts, by two rows of columns,

and its cella, similarly divided, usually had at

its extremity the shrines of three deities. One
important example of such a temple, that of

Jupiter Capitolinus, survived until the time of

the Empire. On this, Vitruvius based his ac-

count of the Tuscan temple.

The Romans seem to have been far less im-

pressed by the splendid groups of temples, such

as those at Piestum, erected at an early date by
Greek colonists in Magna Gnecia, than one

would have imagined. Indeed, it was not until

after the conquest of Greece itself that the

temples of the Romans were deeply influenced

by those of the Greeks. Certain well-marked
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ditt'erences were, however, well maintained. The
Roman temple differed from the Greek : 1st, in

the greater depth of its portico ; 2d, in the

greater proportional width of the cella and the

omission of its interior rows of columns ; ;id, in

the relatively infreipient use of a peristyle; 4th,

in the placing of the temple, not on a stylobate

Temple, Fig. 7: that at Ellora, India.

of steps, but on a lofty base or podium, with

plinth and cornice of its own. (See Vol. II.,

pi. XII.)

The Romans, from the earliest to the latest

times, showed a fondness for the circle in their

temple plans. In the Temple of Vesta, in the

Forum Romanum, one of the earliest of Roman
temples (compare that at Tivoli, Fig. 5) ; in the

Pantheon of Hadrian, the noblest of circular

buildings ; even in such late examples as those

of Spalato and Baalbec, this fondness manifests

itself.

The altar stood before the Roman temple, and

its treasury was usually formed under the floor

within the podium on which the temple was

built. (See preface to Vol. II.)

India. Of the tenqdes of the first Brahmin-

ical period in India, the age anterior to the third

century B.C., but little is known.
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Of the Buddliistic jjerioil, beginning about the

third century B.C., ;ind extending to the fifth

century of our era, abundant remains of temples,

both above and below ground, exist. The geu-

TEMPLB
tope. (See Fig. 7.) The fa(;ade, ornamented

with columns, was cut like the rest of the tem-

ple from the rock. The cells of a monastery

usually surround the Buddhist temple.

eral form of the tope or tumulus raised over a

sacred relic is a hemisphere carried on a circular

basement, while that of the cave temple is a

basilica with two aisles and a nave, at the end

of which stands a sanctuary in the form of a
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Temple of the Wixds, at Athens.

The second Brahminical period, beginning

about the fifth century and reaching to the pres-

ent time, develojjed new temple types, of which

the pagoda is the most striking and important.

The pagoda is in some instances a building of
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TEMPLE. PLATE II

The Tannoji Temple and Pajjoda at Osaka, Japan
;

the Hondo and To of a ftreat religious establishment.
Originally of a veiy ancient epoch, they have been

often rebuilt, and are now nearly of ]inre Tokngawa
style, seventeenlh or eighteenth century. Compare
plates and text illustrations under Japan and Pagoda.





TEMPLE BAR
two stories (as at EUora) or more coinmonly a

tower of many stories. Two types exist. In

one the walls are vertical, and each story is

slightly smaller than the one below it, i.e., a

staged tower. In the other, the faces of the

tower curving inward, produce highly interest-

ing and characteristic masses. Though it is

ditticult to siuinuarizc the types of Indian tem-

ples, it will be well to point out that in some

instances great halls appear, the roofs of which

are carried by columns, while in others dome-

covereil area.s are found. The ordinary accom-

paniments of Brahminical temples are gateways,

covered halls for pilgrims, and sacred lakes sur-

rounded by porticoes. At times the gateway

takes the form of the stepped tower, giving ac-

cess to a columned hall which is the temple.

In other instances the columned hall is the

gateway, and the tower plays the role of temple.

Sometimes tiie entire group of temple and acces-

sories was cut fnim the living rock. As in the

case of Egyptian temples, the principal Brahmin-

ical temples were formed by successive growths

around an earlier sanctuary. (See India, Archi-

tecture of.)

China mid Jupati. In so brief a .sununary

the religious architecture of China and Jajiau

may be reduced to a description of the Budilliist

temple. Its type is a building of two stories,

of wliich the lower is open in front but sur-

rounded by a veranda, while the upper is

covered by an ornate roof. The sanctuary is

enclosed by a sort of cloister, behiml which are

rooms for pilgrims and cells for bonzes. At the

entrance to the enclosure is a porch before which

stands a gateway withijut doors. Pagodas,

wliich it must be remembered are not necessarily

temples, often stand within the enclosure. As
in Egypt and India, the temple group is often

the result of successive growths. In China the

arrangement of temples is generally a symmetri-

cal one. In Japan, where the iii('tures(iue pre-

vails, the sacred enclosure is often treated as an
informal park. In China the temple has an
hieratic stamp ; in Japan it is a personal and
living work. (See China, Architecture of;

Japan, Architecture of.)

Mexico; Yucatan; Peru. A similarity

exists between the temples of Mesopotamia and
those of Mexico, Yucatan, and Peru. In these

countries the temple is usually set on a ])latfijrm

or terrace. Its typical form, called a Teoealli,

was a pyramid or cone, up the sides of which
ran straight flights of steps, leading to a sanctu-

ary on the summit. In some examples the

slopes are continuous as in a true pyramid, in

others they rise by stages, forming a stepped
tower. (See Mexico, § I. ; South America.)— Feank Miles Day.
TEMPLE BAR. (See Bar.)

TEMPLE CHURCH. In general, a church
belonging, m- which has belonged, to a post or
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fcn-tress of the Knights Templars ; especially a

very interesting and beautiful structure in

London consisting of two parts, a circular

Romanesque church of the twelfth century, and

a choir with nave and aisle, built in tlie thir-

teenth century. The building is valuable archi-

tecturally, and contains some beautiful altar

tornbs and other momnuents.
TEMPLE MOUND. A. A mound with

level summit, supposed to have supported a

temple. The most noteworthy of these is at

Cahokia, Illinois. It is 90 feet high with a

summit area of 200 by 450 feet.

B. The Teoealli of Mexico and adjacent

regions. (See Mound ; Teoealli.)— F. S. D.

TEMPLE OF ANTONINUS AND FAUS-
TINA. In Uome, fronting on the Forum on

the northeast side ; hexastyle, Corinthian, but

with shafts of rich marble, and not fluted. The
cella is used as a church.

TEMPLE OF APOLLO DIDYM^US.
At Miletus, in A.sia Minor ; an Ionic Imililing

of great splendour, dipteral, the outer colonnade

decastyle, with twenty-one columns on the flank.

TEMPLE OF APOLLO EPICURIUS. At
Bass;e, near i'liigal.ra in the Pclopimuesus

;

Doric peristylar hexastyle, with fifteen columns

on the flank, the naos divided in a very unusual

manner, and for purposes not well understood,

the unusual length of the building also requir-

ing explanatidu.

TEMPLE OF ARTEMIS. At Ephesus, in

Asia Minor ; commonly called, after the Eng-

lish tran.slation of the New Testament (Acts

xix. 27), Temple of Diana of the Ephesians ; a

magnificent Ionic building, dipteral, the outer

colonnade octostyle, with twenty colunuis on

the flank ; the naos had a portico distyle in

antis, and this and the inner chambers are di-

vided by a dtiuble row of columns. (For the

uni(|ue feature of this building, see Colvunna

Cadata.)

TEMPLE OF ATHENA NIKE. At Ath-

ens ; a very small tetrastyle Ionic building on

the Acropolis. When the Turkish fortifications

were demolished the fragments of this temple

were discovered, and the whole was put together

in 18.36 by German architects, in what is prob-

ably a correct rejiroduction, though the exact

ancient site cannot be determined. There is

a parapet of slabs of marble exquisitely sculp-

tureil in relief.

TEMPLE OF ATHENA POLIAS. One
of the shrines contained in the Erechtheum
(which see).

TEMPLE OF BASSJE. (See Temple of

Apiilld Epicurius.)

TEMPLE OF CASTOR. In Rome; prop-

erly of the Dioscuri, Castor and Pollux, on the

southerly side of the Forum. The partly exist-

ing building dates from the reign of Augustus;

three Corinthian columns are in place.
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TEMPLE OF CONCORD. At Kome ; a

very <'iinuu.s Ijiiililiiii; at tlie extreme northwest

of the Foruui. It was oblong, with tlic main

entnince in one of the long sides ; but it is so

entirely ruined that its original eharacter is

largely matter of conjeeture. It is considered

in Lani'iani's Jiiiin.i and Excacations.

TEMPLE OF FAUSTINA. Same as Tem-
])le lit' .VntniiiiMis auil Fau.<tiiia.

TEMPLE OF FORTUNA VIRILIS. (See

Teni|ilr III Fiiitiuii'. )

TEMPLE OF FORTXJNE. At Rome, in

the FoiUui Boariuui ; a \ery ancient Ionic tem-

ple, probably rebuilt in its present form in the

thinl rinitury.

TEMPLE OF HEROD. At Jerasalem.

(See the artiflr Triii|il<' : Jiitjun.)

TEMPLE OF JUPITER CAPITOLINUS.
At Rome ; more ])ru|)erly, of Ju|iiter Optiimis

Maxinius on the Capitnline, the mo.st revered

of the shrines of Rome, standing on the south-

ern peak of the Capitoliiie HOI. Originally of

Etruscan type, with columns in front only and

wooden entablatiu'es, afterward rebuilt, and

finally by Domitian, but nearly on the old

plan.

TEMPLE OF JUPITER OLYMPIUS. At
Ath.'iis. (Set- TriMple >'^ Zi-ii,-;.

)

TEMPLE OF JUPITER STATOR. At

Rome, near the Arch of Titus, but wliolly

mined, and named here only because the name
has been erroneouslj' given to buildings in other

quarters.

TEMPLE OF MARS ULTOR. In Rome

;

a building of the time of Augu.stiLS, in the

Fonim Augustum, northeast of the Forum
Romanum. Three columns are erect, and a

part of the celia wall.

TEMPLE OF MINERVA MEDICA. In

Rome ; a large decagonal hall covered by a

cupola ; not a temple in the usual sense, though

considered by Lanciani a " nympha-um."
TEMPLE OF NIKE APTEROS. Same

as Temple of Athena Nike.

TEMPLE OF SATURN. In Rome, at the

extreme eastern corner of the Forum ; a re-

markable ruin ritli a modified Ionic order.

TEMPLE OF THE SUN. In Baaltec. On
the site of a very ancient Temjile of Ba<al, a

colossal structure of Roman Imperial architec-

ture, but probably never completed. A very

large square court, an oviter hexagonal court,

and an outermost portico lead up to this temple.

In Palmyra. Of the third century a.d., sur-

rounded by a great court, which is enclosed by
a high wall. This was one of the most gigan-

tic of the btiildings of Imperial Roman style,

the Oriental modifications of which are less

obvious than is sometimes asserted.

In Rome. On the Quirinal Hill, built by the

Emperor Aurelian after his Palmyrene '\\"ar : a

colossal structure, now known by its founda-

TEMPLE WIGWAM
tions, by fragments only of the superstructure,

and by mediaeval drawings.

TEMPLE OF THE WINDS. An octagonal

building in Athens used to hold a Clepsydra.

The name is derived from the sculptured repre-

sentations of the different winds on its sur-

faces.

TEMPLE OF VENUS AND ROME. At
Ronir, niirtheast of the Forum, in part existing

behind the ciiurch of S. Francesca ; once an im-

mense double temple with two apses back to

back and a great peristyle, and surrounded by
a coiut, an outer wall, and colonnade.

TEMPLE OF VESPASIAN. At Rome,
close to the Temple of Concord, and, like it,

built close against the lofty wall of the Tabu-
larium. Three Corinthian columns are still in

pla(>e.

TEMPLE OF VESTA. In Rome: a cir-

cular building in the Forum, the ruins of which
have been rediscovered since 1875, and are de-

scribed in Lanciani's Ruins and E.vraratio7>s.

It was circular, with a peristyle and a conical,

or dome-shaped, roof over tlie naos.

Other round temples are often called temples

of A'e.sta. generally without sufficient authority.

TEMPLE OF ZEUS. At Athens; often

called temple of the Olympian Zeus. The im-

mense temple whose Corinthian columns still

stand east of the Acropolis. It was begun in

the very early days of historical Greece, but its

existing remtuns probably date from the time

of Hadrian, who is known to have worked
upon it.

At Olympia : Doric heK-astyle, with thirteen

columns on the flank, the cella divided by two
rows of columns.

TEMPLE. RAYMOND DU. (See Ray-
mond du Temple.)

TEMPLET (I.). A pattern to secure accu-

racy and uniformity in shaping parts, and in

repeating dimensions. It is made usually of

wood or of sheet metal. In stone- cutting it

gives the shape of the end or joint of the stone,

showing the profile of such moiddings as it may
have. The templet may be used on plastic ma-

terial as a tool to give the body its shape. In

boiler work and other riveted work, a templet

formed of a strip of metal with holes at the

proper distances is used to mark the position

of the rivet holes, and thus secure accuracv.

— w. r.'h.

TEMPLET (II.). A piece of stone, metal,

or timlier jilaced in a wall to receive the bear-

ing of a girder, beam or truss, so as to distrib-

ute the weight, or over an aperture, to sustain

floor joists and transfer their burden to the

piers. (Sometimes written Template.)
— H. V. B.

TEMPLE "WIGWAM. An American Ind-

ian liouse or wiicwam devoted to religious uses.

— F. S. D.



TEMPLUM
TEMPIiUM. In Ki)in;in antiquity, a space

resiTveil; |iiartically the same as teraeuos.

The idea of a building is liardly included in

the term in Latin until the later times of the

Kcpublic. (See ^^Sdos ; Delubrum.)

TENACITY. The power of resisting a pull,

that is to say, strength against breaking by

means of a pull. The extraordinary tenacity

of iron wire is at the bottom of the use of tliat

material for suspension bridges. Tie rods and

tie beams are used because of their tenacity,

and the strength of the metal in tie rods deter-

mines their size ; but tie beams are commonly
made, for architectural effect or for conven-

ience, very much thicker than is required for

tenacity alone.

TENDER. The offer made by any one to

do certain work at a certain price, especially

the offer of a builder with whom it is proposed

to make a contract, if the tender is considered

favourable. More common in England ; in the

United States offer or bid is more frequently

used.

TENEMENT. A piece of ground, a build-

ing, or similar piece of property held either in

fee simple or liy the payment of rent by any

one tenant ; especially a residence, in the sense

of a house, or room, or set of rooms, or even a

hou.se with grounds and appurtenances. The
use of the term as meaning especially a hired

place of residence seems to have come from the

general sense of holding implied by the word
itself, as distinguished from ownership in fee

simple. In some American cities the term is

extended to mean a Tenement House (which

see). In New York City, the distinction be-

tween a tenement, as part of a Tenement House,

and an ajiartment in an Apartment House, is

very difficult to establish. The New York
State law gives no help, as all such buildings

are classed together. Tlie most usual distinc-

tion (apart from amount of rental, for which

see Apartment House and Tenement House) is

in the presence of a private hall or passage from

which the rooms of tiie apartment open. Tiie

terra "flat" (which see) is entirely general, and

applies to any domicile in one story of a larger

building.

TENEMENT HOUSE. A building occu-

pied by more than one femily and usually

having suites of rooms, a public stairway, dumb-
waiter, and toilet room common to two or more
families on each floor, each suite consisting of

a living room, with one or more bedrooms

opening therefrom, and furnished with cold

water supply and a chimney flue, and renting

for less than $300 a year. (See Apartment
House.)

Historical. With the growth of a town, the

first tenements have always been abandoned

houses of the wealthier classes, but these are

ultimately replaced by houses divided into sep-
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arate suites and occujiied by many tenants.

The tenement liou.se was undoubtedly an early

result of ancient city life, coming as an inevi-

table consequence of the increase of population

within circumscribing defensive walls. Rome
is known to have had tenements many stories

in height, and the crowded cities of mediseval

Europe housed their poor under steep gables

and in high buildings. The conditions of life

under these circumstances are always very ob-

jectionable, in both a sanitary and moral sense,

and the menace which such crowding constitutes

has become well recognized by

legislators and jiliilanthro-

pists.

The Modem Tenement
House. This is the result of

conditions which are different

in different localities and times.

These are briefly :

(a) The size of the lot in

Europe is large and approxi-

mately square, and the building

is erected about a central coiu't

with an open passageway to

the street on the first floor ; in

America long narrow lots are

in vogue, resulting in buildings

with small air shafts.

(6) The amount of capital

employed limits the building

to a certain size and character

;

in Europe the investors repre-

sent wealth, in America they

commonly represent small capi-

talists who erect buildings on

small lots.

(c) Legal restrictions which

have generally resulted from a

struggle between forces allied

to vested interests on the one

side and those associated with

sanitary requirements on the

other.

Tlie New York Tenement House. This

being built under what are probably the most

severe conditions in the world, small lot, small

capital, and stringent laws, is commonly erected

on a unit lot of 2.5 feet by 100 feet. The law

limits the percentage of the lot that can be oc-

cupied, requires an open rear and courts of a

certain size, and regulates the plumbing, venti-

lation, constmction, etc. The commonest type

produced under the.se conditions is the "dumb-
bell" plan (Fig. 1), and the modified form of

this plan which provides narrow courts along

the party lines and open at the rear. Three or

four families are accommodated on each floor,

each family having a living room looking upon
the street or upon the open yard, and bedrooms
on the air shafts. Public halls are long and
narrow, lighted only at the middle point, if at
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all. The chief advantages of this plan are

cheapness and simplicity of construction, and
small nmning expense ; the chief disadvantages

are wasted room in public halls, narrow air

Tenement Huuse on a Plut Hm Fket Square, with Xakkow
Outer Keservatioxs for Light and Air, axd a Central
Cocet; Sixteen Tenements rs Each Stoky. Fig. 2.

shafts giving little light or air below the top

story and rendering privacy in summer almost

an impossibility, public water closets, and the

like. Other types of plan have been used on

wider lots which have a much better disposition

of area and arrangement of courts. An absolute

departme from old lines has been made lately

(Fig. 2) by building companies which have

erected tenements upon large plots of groimd,

generally on a unit lot of 100 feet square. This

type of budding has a large square court in the

middle with broad courts open at the street or

yard along the party lines. The advantages of

avoiding the long, dark, public hall, the public

toilet room, and the dark, narrow air shaft are

evident. The chief disadvantages are the many
living rooms which have no outlook upon the

street or yard, the amount of capital required

to erect, the fewer number of suites on a given

area than are provided by the "dumb-bell" plan,

and the smaller income from the capital invested.

Requirements. The living room is the

largest room and must accommodate laundry

tubs, table, range, sink, and dresser, the mini-

mum area being 120 square feet. Tiie other

rooms should have a capacity of at least 600
cubic feet with direct access to outer air by
means of a window of at least 12 square feet of

area. The living room must be accessible from

the public hall either directly or through a pri-

vate entry. The bedrooms must be enterefl
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either from the living room or from a haU. It

is verj' desirable that each suite should have a
short private hall, stand for refrigerators, private

toilet opening off private hall, windows on narrow
courts not opposite each other, and a
closet in each bedroom. The laundry

tubs frequently have a removable par-

tition so that they can be used for bath-

ing. It is desirable to have the cross

partition set so as to divide them un-

equally, making one tub larger than

the other. The sink and the back of

the laundry tubs may be of metal.

Gas should be provided for lighting

with rising mains for the supply of

each row of apartments and branches

taken ofl" so that metres can be placed

in each suite, using either the old

type or the new prepay system. Each
siute of rooms should have a second

exit by means of a fire escape. The
drjing of clothes must be provided for

by a drting frame on the roof or by
means of tall poles with pulleys thereon

set on the rear lot line, and each suite

must have a locked coal box or room
in the yard or ceUar. Halls are

lighted and cared for by the owner.

Lighting of halls may be furthered by
setting wire glass in the upper half

of doors opening upon them. It is

very desirable to provide for the safe use

of the roof by the tenants in hot weather by

Tenement House, Fig

A model plan approved by reform committees in Xew York,
19W. It is adapted to'plots HX» feet square, each plot con-

taining fourteen tenements, and the deep and narrow courts

(about *20 by 60 feet) are open in everi- case to the street,

while a reserved space 10 feet wide is left between the rear

wall and the centre line of the block.

means of slat platforms and proper railings and

guards at front and rear and aroimd courts.



TEN-FOOT ROD
Shower baths ure soim'tiiiics pruvicUiJ in the

basement. The walls ami ceiling of tlie passage-

way from the eutraiiee doorway to the public

staircase should be tireproofetl and have the floor

concreted and the walls tikxl or cemented to a

height of five feet.

Construction. A complete fireproof con-

struction is much the best from every point of

view except that of expen.se. It is feasiljle only

wlien the only restriction on the builder is safe

construction. In any case the stairways, stair

landings, and dumbwaiter shafts with all open-

ings therein must be fireproofed. The ceilings

should be wire-lathed and plastered, both being

carried completely across all floors to prevent

the communication of fire between stories. The

first tier of beams should be of iron with fire-

proof floor construction. All toilet rooms should

have water tight floors and impervious side walls

to a height of at least two feet.

— George Hill.

TEN-FOOT ROD. A device commonly used

by carpenters in setting up their work. (See

Eod.)

TENIA. Same as Taenia.

TENNIS COURT. A room arranged for

the ancient game of tcnis, which is very nearly

the French Jeu de Paume ; one third as wide

as long, thirty or more feet high, receiving its

light from windows high in the wall. On one

of the long sides there is a high gallery for

spectators. In order that the white balls may
be the more easily seen, the walls are sometimes

black ; or, if the walls are made white for cool-

ness, as is said to be tlie case in India, the balls

are black.

TENON. The cutting of the end of a rail,

mullion, sill, or beam to form a projection

of smaller transverse section tlian tlie piece,

with a shoulder, so that it may be fitted into

a corresponding hole or mortise in another

piece. (See Mortice ; Shoulder ; Teaze Tenon,

below ; Tusk ; also Framing, Braced Fram-
ing-)

Teaze Tenon. A double tenon, one tenon

above another, with a double shoulder, wrought

on the top of a post, to receive two horizontal

timbers at right angles to each other. (Written

also Tease Tenon.)

TENPIN ALLEY. (See Bowling Alley.)

TENSILE STRENGTH. The strength of

a member or material to resist a tensile force,

i.e., a force tending to separate or break by
stretching; an abbreviated and erroneous term.

(See Resistance ; Strength of Materials.)

TENSION. The opposite of compression

;

the force which operates by stretching, as in a

tie beam, a tie rod, a suspension piece of any
sort.

TENSION BAR. A bar or rod to wliich a

strain of tension is applied, or by which it is

resisted.
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TENSION MEMBER— PIECE. In a

framework, truss, or tlie like, a piece calculated

to resist strains of tension ; as a tie.

TEOCALLI. The worship mound of the

Aztei-s. (See Mound.)— F. S. D.

TEOPAN. An Aztec buihliug similar to

the Teocalli, and like that devoted to the ser-

vice of the gods.— F. S. D.

TEOSCOPOLI. (See Theotocopuli.)

TEPIDARIUM. In ancient Roman baths,

a roiim of intermediate temperature between the

Frigidarium and tlie Calidariuni and fitted with
baths to correspond.

TERM. A terminal figure, especially one of

the sort called by the Greeks Hermes (which see
;

see also Terminal; Terminus).

TERMINAL (n.). The ornamental finish,

or ternunatiun, of an object, corresponding some-

times nearly to Finial or to Acroterium, but

applied to minor and subordinate uses. Thus,

the carved end of a bencii, as in a church, is

called by this name. (Compare Knob ; Hip
Knoll.

)

TERMINAL (adj.). In Latin, having to do
with the liiiinan god Terminus.

A Terminal Figure is a decorative figure in

which a heail, or a head and bust, or the human
figure to the waist and including the arms, is

finished by a block, prism-like, or shaped like a

reversed truncated cone, and either plain or

decorated severely (See Gaine ; Scabellum.)

These figures are thouglit to have been used

originally for statues of Hermes as god of roads

and boundaries corresponding to the Roman
Terminus. Ancient Greco-Roman examples are

sometimes arranged for two heads attached at

the back and facing in opposite directions.

A Terminal Pedestal is a pedestal prepared

for a bust, so that the two together would be

a terminal figure.

It is to be noted, with regard to Terminal

Bust and Terminal Pedestal, that the whole
must be designe<l together as if one statue, and
of such height that, when the bust is set upon
tlie pedestal, the two together shall have a

height from the floor proportional to the size of

the bust itself.

TERMINUS. In Latin, the ancient Italian

god of landmarks, the guardian of property in

land ; hence the figure of that god, represented

without legs and feet to expi-ess the irremovable

nature of the landmarks, the lower limbs lieing

replaced by a solid prism or inverted truncated

cone (see Terminal).

TERN PLATE ; TERNE PLATE. A kind

of roofing plate in which the alloy coating the

sheet iron is composed of tin and lead.

TERRACE. An embankment or prepared

and artificially levelled mass of earth, as where
in a garden the natural inequalities of the

ground have been regulated, or wholly artificially

raised surfaces have been prepared. Formal
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gardens dej)end very largely for their effect upon

the proper use of terraces, perrons being used

to communicate from the level of one terrace

to that of another; and, especially in a hilly

country, the whole design may be based upon

tlie succession of these horizontal levels marked

by their stone parapets. By extension (1) the

roof of a house when Hat and very solid, inviting

the use of it in warm climates as a place to sit

after sundown
; (2) a balcony, but this use of

it seems to have been abandoned
; (3) a paved

or floored out-of-door i)latform, as if the floor

of a veranda without its roof and partial en-

closure : often used in the United States for so

much of the veranda as extends beyond the

roof. — R. S.

TERRA COTTA. Hard baked pottery,

especially that which is used in architecture or

in decorative art of large scale. It may be left

with its natural brown surface unglazed and un-

coloured, or it may be painted as was customary

among the Greeks (see Antefix ; Grecian Ar-

chitecture ; Polychromy), or it may be covered

with a solid enamel of grave or brilliant colours.

In parts of Italy the architecture of the later

Gothic style and of the early Renaissance is

marked by the free use of terra cotta (see Ke-

ramics ; Robbia Work). In the nineteenth cen-

tury its use was largely revived, and in England

from 1860, and in the United States from about

1880, it has been freely employed in connection

with bricks of similar or agreeably contrasting

colour for the exterior of buildings, almost to

the exclusion of cut stone.

Gruner, Terra-cotta Architecture of North Italy,

12th-l5th Centuries; faravicini. Die Archi-

tektitr der Lnmbardei ; Strack, Zieyelbauwerke

des MiUelaUers und der Betmissance in Italien.

(See also bibliography for Keramics.)

TERRA-COTTA LUMBER. A light por-

ous terra cotta which can be readily shaped

with rough carpenter's tools, will hold nails

well, and can be used instead of boards for fire-

proof sheathing, and thelike. (See Fireproofing,

cols. 2.5, .3G.)

TERRASS. Same as Trass.

TERRAZZO VENEZIANO. An inexpen-

sive concrete pavement uscil for floors in the

province of Venetia, even in houses of some

pretentions to elegance. Lime-mortar made

unusually dry is the principal material
;

in this

are inlaid small pieces of marble, usually not

too large to pass through a ring an inch and a

half in diameter. The whole is beaten hard,

rubbed down, and polished. Fine examples are

given, full size, in Gruner's Specimens of Or-

riamental jlrt.

TERRE PLEINE. In French, a level plat-

form of earth ; used in English in fortification,

rarely elsewhere.

TERRONES WORK. (From Spanish,

terron, a clod of earth.) A wall or building
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constructed of earth, mud, adobe, or similar

compact and luiiform material which hardens as

it diics. (S(v Adobe ; Cajon ; Pis(5.)— F. S. D.

TESSELLAR. Made up of Tesserre ; after

the tashiiui of mosaic work.

TESSETiTiATE (v.). To make an inlay or

mosaic of tesserae. Tessellated work is an inlay

of s(|uare pieces, generally small.

TESSERA (plural Tesserte), a small, ap-

proximately culiical piece of marble, glass, or

other hard material, used in mosaic.

TESSIN, NICODEMUS (I.) ; architect.

Little is known ui liis life. He studied in

Italy and in 1645 succeeded Simon de Lavall^e

as architect of the Swedish court. Among his

princijial works in Sweden are the palace of

Drottningsholm, finished by his son, the royal

villa of Stroemsholm, and the mausoleum of

Charles Gustav.

Larousse, Dictionnaire ; Seubert, E'unatler-

Lexicon.

TESSIN, NICODEMUS (H.) ; court archi-

tect ; b. 16.54; d. 1728.

He was the son of Nicodemus Tessin (I.) and

was educated at the universities of Stockholm

and Upsala, Sweden, and learned architecture

from his father. He visited Italy and worked

four years under Bernini (see Bernini) and Carlo

Foutana (see Fontana). In 1669 Tessin was

appointed royal architect in Sweden. The royal

palace in Stockholm, burned in 1667, was re-

built by him. He finished the palace of Drott-

ningsliolm, begun by his fatlier, designed the

parks of Drottningsholm and Ulriksdal, and

made plans for the reconstruction of the palace

in Copenhagen, I)eiunark. He took an im-

portant part in public and political affairs.

Larousse, Dictionnaire; Seubert, Kunstler-

Lexicon.

TEST (v.). To ascertain the quality, espe-

cially the strength, of material by trial. For

building materials, such as stone, metal, and

timber of all sorts, powerful testing machines

are emjdoyed to ascertain their greatest endur-

ance under specific strains.

TESTER. A flat canopy, as over a bed,

throne, pulpit, or tomb.

TESTING. (See Test (v.).)

TESTUDO, In Roman architecture, an

arched vault or ceiling, especially when sur-

based or flattened.

TETRAPYIjON. Something characterized

by having four gateways as a building with a

nearly equal gateway in each of four sides.

Such a building is the well-known arch of Janus

near the church of S. Giorgio in Velabro, Rome,

and in a somewhat similar building at Constan-

tine in Algeria. (See North Africa, Architecture

of)

TETRASTOON. A. Having a porch or

portico on eacli of its four sides, as a cloister.
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TERRA COTTA: PALAZZO FAVA, BOLOGNA, OF WHICH THE DECORATIVE FEATURES ARE
ALL MOULDED IN CLAY AUD FIRED.
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TETRASTYLB
B. Having fuur jiurt in les ; said of any build-

ing. (Rare in either sense.)

TETRASTYLB (adj.). Having four col-

unuis in tiie front or end row; consisting of a

row or rows of four columns. (See Columnar
Architecture, and the terms given there.)

TEXEER, CHARLES FJILIX MARIE;
architect and arch;c(ilugist ; h. Aug. 2l', I8O1'

;

d. 1871.

In 1823 he entered the Ecole des Beau.x

Arts and was appointed inspector of the public

works of Paris in 1827. In 1833 he went to

Asia Minor and made extensive explorations of

antique monuments. Returning to France in

1837 he presented the results of his investiga-

tions to the Academie and published Description

de I'Asie Minetire fciite par ordre du Goit-

vernement fran cats (Paris, 2 vols, foho, 1839-

1849). In 1839 he visited Persia, Armenia,

and Mesopotamia, and jiublished the results of

his explorations in Di-xcription de I'Armenie,

la Perse et la Mesopotumie, (Paris, 1842-1849,

3 vols, folio). In 1840 Texier was appointed

professor suppliant in Archaeology at the CoUtge

de France, Paris. Jidy 8, 1845, he was sent

to Algeria as inspecteur c/eneral des hdtiments

civils. He published also Menwires sur les

ports antiques situes d Vemhouchure du
Tibre, 1858, 8 vo, L'Architecture Byzantine,

London, 1865, folio, translated by R. P. Pullan,

and in collaboration with Pidlan, Tlte Principal

Ruins of Asia Minor, London, 1865, 1 vol.

folio.

Revue Generale, Vol. 28 ; Nouvelle Biographie
generate.

TEXIER, JEAN LE (JEAN DE BEAUCE)

;

architect and sculptor.

Le Texier was emjiloyed in the construction

of the church of La Trinite at Veudome (Loir et

Cher). Xov. 11, 1506, he contracted with

the chapter of the cathedral of Chartres to

rebuild the northern spire of that edifice, ac-

cording to a design on parchment which he that

day exhibited. This new spire (cloclier nenf),
entirely of stone and one of the most splendid

examples of the Flamboyant Gothic style in

France, was completed in 1513. In 1514 Le
Texier commenced the beautiful sculptured

screen which suiTounds the choir of the cathe-

dral. This work, on which many sculptors

were employed, was not finished at his death.

Before 1510 he enlarged the church of S. Aignan
at Chartres, by means of an arch with a span

of fourteen metres thrown across the river Eure,

on which he built the new choir of the church.

Le Texier and Martin Chambiges (see Chambiges,
M.) were the last great champions of the Gothic
style in France.

Gonse, UAH Gothiqiie; Gilbert, ^glise cathe-
drate de Xotre Dame de Chartres ; L'Abbe Bulteau,
Description de la Cathedrale de Chartres; Mono-
graphie de la Cathedrale de Chartres.
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TEZCACOAC. An Aztec arsenal.

TEZCALLI. (See Calli.)

THALAMIUM. In Greek architecture, an
inner mom or chamber; especially, the women's
apartment.

THALAMUS. Same as Thalamium.
THATCH. Roof covering of straw or reeds.

Such a i-dvcring was generaUy 12 inches thick

in England, anil is said to have been better

when several inches thicker. Wheat straw care-

fully combed and cleared of short pieces was
considered the best material, except where good
nishes were available. Thatch was often white-

washed as a partial preventive against fire, and
even plastering or clay applied in a thick coat

was used f(ir the same purpose.

THEATRE. A building prepared for per-

formanccii on the stage with some attempt by
means of sceneiy and costume to represent spe-

cial epochs and places as well as the special

personages of the drama. It is, however, sup-

posed by many archa?ologists following Dr.

Diarpfeld, that the Greek theatre of the pre-

Roman time had no raised stage— that the

performers occupied a part of the pavement not

raised above that of the orchestra. AVhere the

ruins of Greek theatres are knowii to contain

raised stages the.sf are thought additions of

Roman Imperial times. The Greek theatres,

moreover, were rarely elaborate in their archi-

tectural arrangement ; it was usual to take ad-

vantage of the slope of a hill and to conform the

arrangement of the seats to that natural slope

with but little alteration, while the skene, or

stage, with its surroundings and architectural

background, was rarely of much pretension.

The theatre at Epidauros is perhaps the easiest

to trace in all its parts of all the theatres of

purely Greek design, as the stone steps forming

the seats are generally in place, and large frag-

ments of the proscenium remain within reach.

This also is known to historj' as the most im-

portant and splendid of the theatres of Greece,

the circular space occupied by the orchestra was

forty feet in diameter, with a fountain in the

middle evidently for the altar of Dionysos. The
low building back of the stage is probably of

Roman time, but its design is as severe and al-

most as pure in detail as if it had been Greek

of the gieat period, so that we may infer that

the fame of the original theatre ascribed to

Polyclitos (see Polyclitos) still controlled the

Roman architects.

The Roman theatre, modelled upon that of

the Greeks and consisting like it of a nearly

semicircular funnel-shaped auditorium with seats

either of wood or stone, differed from its proto-

type in having a semicircular space reserved for

the chorus, and a stage much enlarged, raised

high above the floor of the orchestra, and backed

by somewhat elaborate architectural structures,

often a two-story or three-story colonnaded
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builiUng. The kivisli \v:iy in which the Roman
pro-consuls and prii'tors built is exeniplilietl by

the comparative iiidiffereuce shown to taking

advantage of the ground, as well as by the

costly architectural work of the stage and pros-

cenium. Where there was uo convenient hill-

side the relief necessary was got by structures

of wood, under the Eepulilic, and by structures

of stone toward the close of the Republic and

under the Empire ; the system often involving

veiy elaborate series of vaults, sometimes cylin-

drical, sometimes conical in shape, and supjjort-

ing the cuneus or half cone of seats. The theatre

of Marcellus, at Rome, has preserved for us

more of the exterior of the auditorium than any

other (see the cut under Alette), but the wall

behind the stage and the other structures there

can best be judged from the theatre at Orange

(Vaucluse) in the south of

France, where the great wall

forming the back or outside of

the proscenium stands almost

intact, 140 feet high. The col-

onnades of the stage, which in

this case was roofed and open

on one side only, can be partly

understood.

The modern theatre differs

from the ancient in being always

an enclosed building, one which

so far from being a public

monument with a semi-religious

purpose, is devoted to pure

amusement or to the cb-amatic

art in its higher sense combined

with amusement, and main-

tained by private persons for

gain. The only exceptions to this

rule are the subventions to the-

atres which are paid by certain European states

;

thus in Paris, four theatres are sei)arately aided

by the state, the Thedtre Fraiujais being one.

A modern theatre, then, consists properly of

two buildings closely attached each to the other.

The one of these contains the scenery and the

galleries and passages for its arrangement and

its easy management, together with the Dressing

Eooms for actors, a Foyer or more foyers than

one, and some few private rooms and offices.

This building may be extremely simple, four-

square, and roofed with an ordinary low-pitch

roof, as nothing is needed Init a large, safe, un-

obstructed interior in which the theatrical engi-

neer and machinists can do their work. The

architect cannot be said to have anything to do

with the interior of such a building as we are

describing, except on the side toward the audi-

torium, where the great arch of the proscenium

must be built into the wall, and must be so ar-

ranged as to show with a decorative effect or to

be compatible with other decorative arrange-

ments on the side turned toward the public.

THEATRE
The stage projects at this point some distance

beyond the proscenium arch excejjt in some few

instances, as where, in the great theatre of Bor-

deaux, the whole arrangement of the proscenium

wall is unusual and inchules towers of masonry

which are utilized for boxes.

In the design of the opera house at Paris,

TliMtre de I'Ojitra, the building of the stage

as described above rises high above the audi-

torium, the general lines of the design being

extremely realistic and logical.

The other building, that w^hich contains the

auditorium, contains so nnich else in addition

to this that frequently the auditorium seems in

plan to be but a minor consideration. In any

large modern theatre, vastly more superficial

space on any one horizontal plane is occupied

by lobbies, staircases, the foyer for the public,

Theatre of Roman Style at Iassus, Asla. Mi.nor.

ticket ofiBces, corridors, and the like, than for

the mere seating of the spectators. All this

has resulted from a natural evolution of the

central idea, which is to make a certain limited

number of people very comfortable during cer-

tain hours of the evening; and to provide for

their exit from the building in a veiy short space

of time, either in case of necessity, as of an

alarm of fii'e, or for more convenience both to

visitors and attendants. This matter of exit is

especially important and is not adequately met
by the providing of certain doorways which can

be thrown open in case of need. The requisite

is that the doorways kno\vn to the public and
in daily use shall themselves be sufficient,

allowing of unencumbered exit by the mere
withdrawing or throwing down of slight tem-

porary barriers. The mimber of seatings is

generally kept down from considerations of

acoustics, of easy view of the stage from all

parts of the house, and of reluctance to have an

auditorium so large that it will be but rai'ely

filled. Thus, the opera house at Paris above
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THBODORUS OF SAMOS
alliuled to, though biiilt at lavish cost between
1865 auil 1875, provides for only il56 spec-

tators ; and the famous Tliedtre Ffani;ais,

largely supported by the state, which supplies

the house as well as an annual income, seats

but 1520 persons. Tlie famous Odeon, stand-

ing free on aU sides and forming an architectural

monument of some importance, has 1C50 seat-

ings. If this is cxix-dient in the ease of theatres

for ordinary dramatic pert'orniances, it is still

more desirable in the case of buildings for esjie-

ciaUy careful and serious musical entertainments

(see Music Hall).— R. S.

THEOPHILUS
Defrasse it I.icliat. Efkhiure.

THEOLOGEION. In the Greek theatre,

the place where persons representing the deities

of Olymiios stood and spoke.

THEOPHILUS (Rugerus) ; monk and writer
on art.

Theophilus, supposed to have been a German
or Italian "priest and monk," -vxTote the medi-
aeval technical manual of the arts entitled

Dirersnm artium scheduhi. It was probably
witten late in the twelfth centuiy, although
the date is conjectured variously from the tenth
to the thirteenth. The work is divided into

Theatre: Rrixs of the Larqeb Oxe at Pompeii.

THEODORUS OF SAMOS ; architect and
artisan.

Flourished during the early part of the sixth

century B.C., and was one of the principal artists

of the earliest Greek school. In much of his

work he was a.ssociated with Rhcekos and
Smilis. Theodoms, Rhcekos, and Smilis built

the labyrinth at Lemnos. According to Herod-

otus, Rhcekos built the Temple of Hera at

Samos, a description of which was written by
Theodorus. Theodoms was consulted about the

construction of the temple of Artemis at Ephesos,

begun about 576 B.C., and advised laying the

foundations in charcoal. Theodoms designed

the building called the Skias, at Sparta. !Xumer-

ous temple statues and works in the precious

metals were attributed to him, among others the

famous ring of the tjTant Polykrates of Samos,
and the silver wine cooler which was sent by
Crcesus to Delphi.

Brunn. Gfschichte der griechischen Kiinstler.

THEODOTOS; architect.

According to an inscription, Theodotos was
architect of the temple of ^sculapius at Epidau-

ros, Greece, built between 380 and 375 B.C.
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three parts. The first part is on painting, the

second on the manufacture and painting of glass,

and the tliird on metal work. It was first

noticed in the last century by Le-ssing, who dis-

covered the manuscript in the libran" at AVolfen-

biittel, Germany, of which he was librarian.

There are manuscripts also in the libraries of

Leipzig, Paris, Cambridge (Trinity College), and
Venice. The first part was published by Raspe

in his Critical Essa;/ on Oil Paintinci in 1781,

and the entire treatise by Leiste and Lessing in

the same year. A Latin and French edition

was published by Count de I'Escalopier in 1843.

Another French edition with notes by Bourassd

was published by J. P. iligne in S^QUvelle en-

q/clopedie tliMogique, Vol. 12, 1851. An
English translation by Robert Hendrie was pub-

lished in 1847 (see bibliography). A transla-

tion of the second book (on glass), from the

French of de I'Escalopier, was published by
Winston in his Hints (see bibliography). The
manuscripts have been collated and the Latin

test published nith a German translation and

appendix by A. Ilg (see bibliography).

Theophilus, ed. Ilg ; Theophilus, ed. Hendrie

;
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A. Entrance to rear of stafje.

B. Staircase to dressin;?

rooms.

C. Service staircase.

D. Dwelling of the janitor.

E. Entrance for the musi-

cians.

F. Foyer for the sui>ernu-

meraries.

0. Foyer for stage carpen ters.

H. Post of the flremen.

1. Passage for scenery.

J. Open court.

K. Passageway with stairs

to stage.

L. Stage.

M. Room for direction of re-

hearsals.

*N. Storeroom.

1. Public vestibule.

2 and 3. Ticket offices.

4. Receipt of tickets.

5. Office of commissary of

police.

6. Police officers.

7. Staircase to the boxes.

8. Open courts with toilet.

9. Entrance for the chief of

the state.

10. Entrance for persons

aliglitlng from carriages.

11. Staircase leading to box

of chief of state.

12. Stairs for the audience.

13. Auditorium.

14. Communications between

the auditorium and the

stage.

The parts not referred to

are shops opening on the

street with priviite apart-

ments in the eiitresoi.

THEATRE; PLAN OF THE THEATRE DU VAUDEMLLE, PARIS.
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THEOTOCOPULI
Winston, Hints on Glass Fainting; Westlake,
Hislnrii iif Disii/n in Painted dlass.'

THEOTOCOPULI, JORGE MANUEL
;

sculptur ami uivliitect; il. ilareh 29, 1G31.
A son and imiiil uf Donieiiico Theotucopuli

(El Greco). March 10, lG2o, he was niaile

architect and sculptor of the cathedral of Toledo
in Spain. In Kil'G he began the cupola of the
Capilla JIuzarafe in tiiis catijcdral, ami fini.shed

it in l(i;!l.

THEOTOCOPULI (TEOSCOPOLI) DO-
MENICO (EL GRECO); jiainter, sculptor,

and architect; Ij. loiS (in Greece, or perhaps
in Venice) ; d. 1625.

THERMS
therrate in Rome in the reign of Diocletian, after

the completion of the establishment bearing the
name of that emperor, whicii -nas by ftir the
largest ; and over nine hundred smaller ones
under the control of private citizens.

The peculiarity of the architectural plan is

so great that it can be compared to that of no
other class of buildings. The outer enclosure
of the thermre of Diocletian measured 1 1 00 feet

northeast ami southwest, and nearly 1200 feet

in the opposite direction, without including cer-

tain ])rojections, as of exedrte and decorative
alcoves and the like, of unknown use, one of
which, a rotunda, retaining its ancient cupola,

Scales.
Fpci

o ip?p3040Sp
. , . ,

.

Metres
o g ip so 3Q 40

iHEKSILIUM AT MEGALOPOLIS; WITH ADJOINING THEATRE.

A pupil of Titian in Venice, and in 1.577 was
in Spain painting altar pieces in the style of

Titian. He designed the church of the Caridad
and the city hall at Toledo, Spain, the church
of the college of Dona Maria de Arragon at

Madrid, the church of the Franciscan Jlonastery

at Illescas, with the marble tombs of its founders

which have been destroyed.

Stirling-Maxwell, Annah of the Artists of
Spain.

Bermudez. Diccionario.

THERMiE, (Latin, hot baths; a plural

noun.) An establishment for bathing, of which
there are many in the different cities of the

Roman Empire, some of extraordinary size and
importance as works of elaborate architecture.

According to Lanciani there were eleven large
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is now the church of S. Bernardo. Within this

and surrounded by open spaces the great block

of the thermK proper was about -180 by 750
feet, and included a vaulted hall (the Tepidarium)

80 feet wide, a part of which is now the nave

of the church of S. Maria degli Angeli.

Here, as in the other tiierniie, the tepid baths

were small basins arranged around the edge of

the gi-eat hall of the tepidarium. The caldarium

or warm bath gave its name in like manner to

the halls in which such baths were contained,

which were in the large thermre circular and

crowned with a cupola ; but this form is not to

be supposed especially fitted for that jnirpose,

for in the Stabian baths at Pompeii the frigi-

darium is circular, the caldarium a rectangle

with an apse, and the tepidarium a simple rec-
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THERMOSTAT
tangle, -wliile another wild batli, the swimming
basin, is entirely out of doors in this and in the

other public thermic of Pompeii, an arrangement

wliieh suits the nuudi warmer elimate of tiiat

city. The laconicum or sweat bath tlitlers

greatly in diti'erent establishments as to size,

form, anil connection with the other rooms, in-

dicating a natural difference in the habits of the

people. The vast extent of the thermiB is to

be accounted for only by noting the ])alestr;e or

groiuids for running and for exercise, lecture

rooms, lil)raries, rooms, and porticoes for con-

versation, all of which were provided within the

walls, and were elaborately built and richly

adorned. (For a description of the Tliernne of

Caracalla see Roman Imperial architecture ; see

also Italy, part IX.)— R. S.

Geymuller. Dfirumeuts luedits sur les Tliirmes
iVAfiripjin, If Piditlierin ft les Thermes <le DiodHifn ;

Ntsiu-Laiuli, .1/. A. c i siioi limpi : Ic terme ed il

I'liiilhenn ; Mau. I'ompcii, Its Life and Art; also

Jie.-itnitrations des Moiiumrntii An/iqiifS (Fh-min-
Didot), Vol. for 1825, Therincs de CaraciiUa ; for

1841, Thermes de Diocletien ; for 1871-1872,
Tlicrmrs de Tilns.

THERMOSTAT. (See Electrical Appli-

ance,-!.)

THERSILIUM. A building at Megalopolis

in Greece, described by Pausanias (VIII.,

XXXII.) as already in ruins, and as a council

house for the Arcadian Ten Thousand. Recent

excavations show that it was a hypostyle hall,

3500 square feet in area. It is fully discussed

by Fraser, op. cit.

J. G. Fraser, Pavsanias's Description of Greece.

THESEION. A temple or .sanctuary dedi-

cated to Theseus ; especially a hexastyle peripte-

ral Doric temple remaining at Athens, and long

known by that name ; but now ascertained to

be a tem]ile of Heph.estus (Vulcan).

THESILIUM. Same as Thersilium, prob-

ably a mistaken reading.

THICKNESS (v.). To bring to a uniform

thickness ; thus, it is common in si^ecifications

to state that the planks, as of a floor, must be

accurately thicknessed. (See Match, v.)

THOLOBATE. The circular substructure

of a dniiif,

THOLOS. In Greek and Greco-Roman
architecture, a round building. The Tholos

of Epidauros in the Morea, near the eastern

coast, is the most celebrated ; for, although en-

tirely in ruins, it has been theoretically restored

with great appearance of authenticity, and was
evidently a building of extraordinary beauty.

Tiie interior order was Corinthian, and this

'itiiirds, probably, the earliest instance which
we have of fine Corinthian capitals in a build-

ing of pure Greek style. One ca]iital was
found in a kind of crypt or cell, underground,
and was worked with the leafage ditterently

subdivided in different parts, as if experimen-

tally, the capital having served to all appearance
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THORNTON
as a guide to the workmen who carved the

otiiers. (See cut, Vol. I., cols. 679, 680.)

Besides the articles in arch;eological periodicals,

the student should ciinsult the work by De-

frasse and Lechat, Epidaiire, Rfstaurution

et Description, Paris, 1895. These writers

think that the tholos was a sjiring house built

over a sacred well which is known to have

existed at Epiilauros and to have been dedi-

cated ti) the tiitchiry cleity A.sklepios. — R. S.

THOLOS OF ATREUS. (See Treasury of

Atrcus,

)

THOMAS DE CORMONT. (See Cormont,
Tllnlll.is (li>.)

THOMPSON. SIR BENJAMIN ; Count
Rumford ;

b. March 26, 175.3 (at Woburn,
Massachusetts); d. 1802 (at Paris); soldier

and scientist.

The famous Benjamin Thompson who re-

ceived from Charles Theodore, Elector of Bava-
ria, the title of Count Rumf'ord, laid out the

EiiqUxclier Garten, in Munich, Bavaria. (See

Sckell, F. L.)

Reuwick, Life of Count liwnford; American
Arcliitert, Vol. XXil., .303.

THOMSON. ALEXANDER (" Greek
Thomson"); architect; b. 1817 (at Balfron,

Scotland) ; d. 1875.

He began life in a lawyer's ofiice, where he

was discovered by the architect, Robert Foote.

About 1834: he entered the office of John Baird

in Glasgow. Thomson made a special study

of Greek architecture, and was famous for his

successful adaptation of Greek motives. Among
his many works in Glasgow are the churches in

Caledonia Road, Vincent Street, and Queen's

Park, the Egyptian Hall in Union Street, and
many buildings in Gordon Street.

Obituary in British Architect, Vol. III., 1875

;

Stepheii-Iyce, Dictioiiani of National Biography.

THORNTON, DR. "WILLIAM ; architect.

The first advertisements in the competition

for the Cajutol at Washington were published

in March, 1792. In October of that year Dr.

William Thornton of the island of Tortola in

the West Indies wrote to the commissioners

asking permission to compete. His plans were

submitted early in 1793, were much admired

by the commissionens, and April 5th were
approved by President Wasiiington. The de-

signs which were considered second in point of

merit were those of Stephen Hallet, wiio was
placed in charge of the construction of Thoni-

ton's design under the general direction of

James Hoban (see Hoban), architect of the

White House. Hallet was discharged Nov.

15, 1794. Sept. 12, 1794, the President

ajipointed Thornton to be one of the commis-

sioners in charge of the District of Columbia,

and he had general s\ipervision of the Capitol

until his office was abolished in 1802. At this

time the north wing of the older part of the
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THORNTON
Capitol, now occupied by tlie Supreme Court,

was complete, and the foundatious and base-

ment story of the south wing were partially

laid. The exterior of this part of the building

THORPE
THOROUGH STONE. Same as Through

Stoiif.

THORPE. JOHN ; architect.

The author of an architectural sketch book

Tholos at Epidaurus as it exists, and as restored. The Outer Order
IS Doric ; that within Corinthian.

is still much as Thornton left it. After retir-

ing Thornton was placed in charge of the Pen-

sion office and remained there until his death.

Glenn Brown, History of the United States

Capitol ; Glenn Brown, Dr. William Thornton in

Architectural Record.
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preserved in the museum founded by Sir John
Soane (see Soane, Sir J.). It is a folio volume

of 282 pages, containing drawings of about 140

different buildings of the early sixteenth cen-

tury in England. Many of these represent

buildings in course of construction, othere are
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THREE-CENTRED
sketches of existing buildiiii^s, otliers are copied

from French works on architecture, especially

those of Jacques Androuet Du Cerceau (see

Ambouet Du Cerceau, J. (I.))- There is also a

record of a payment made to him in the issues

of the Exchequer.

Gotch, John Thorpe in Building News, 1884,

Vol. XLVI. ; Gotch and Brown, Renaissance in

England.

THREE-CENTRED. Drawn from three

centres ; cunstructcd on three centres. (See

Basket-handle Arch under Arch.)

THREE-COAT WORK. Plastering put

on in three coats ;
sujierit.ir to two-coat work.

Ordinarily, in tlirec-coat work the first coat is

rough mortar, the second is scratched, that is

to say, scored with the trowel so as to enable the

finishing coat to hold to it more firmly, and the

third is the finishing coat, which may be of

sand finish or white finish.

THREE PAIR. (See Two Pair.)

THRESHOLD. The sill of a door. The
word is hardly used in connection with modern
buildings, and has gained a rather poetical sig-

nification, being used in a general rather than

in a particular sense. (See Saddle, A. ; Sill.)

THROAT. In a chimney, the passage from
the ftrrplacc to the flue. (See Chimney.)
THRONE. A chair of state, especially one

approjiriated to a monarch, or in ecclesiology,

to a bishop (see Bishop's Throne). The throne

of modern Eui-opean sovereigns is merely an
elaborately decorated armchair distinguished by
its position on a raised platform and beneath a

canopy with hangings, upon which emblems,
heraldic devices, and the like may be em-
broidered. Eastern princes, whose position

when seated is usually cross-legged or sittnig

upon the heels, have thrones which allow of a

different treatment, and the throne in Persia,

and anciently in other lands east of the Medi-
teiTanean, is a very splendid structure four or

five feet wide and of twice the depth, sujiported

by a number of columns, and covered with rich

decoration and often with applicati(jns of costly

materials. On the other hand, the Mikado of

Japan seems not to have occupied a throne of

any sort before the change in the government,
but a raised platform only ; and the Shogun in

ancient times, and the Tenno to-day, like the

princes of China, seem to have used a highly

decorated armchair, or in some cases a camp-
stool curiously recalling the use of the curule

chair by am-ient Roman magistrates.

THRONE ROOM. A chief room of state

containing the throne upon a dais and under a
canopy.

THROUGH. In masonry, same as Per-

pend. (( '(ini]iare Bond.)

THROUGH STONE. A bond stone pass-

ing through the wall and showing on both
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faces, as distinguished from a Stretcher. (Also

Thorough Stone.)

THRUST. A force which imshes and tends

to compress, crush, disjilace, or overturn a body
;

as the thrust of an arch is the force tending to

push back or overturn the pier or abutment.

In an arch it may also be defined as the hori-

zontal component of the reaction of the abut-

ment, and, therefore, uniform throughout the

arch.— W. R. H.
THULITE STONE. A red or pink man-

ganese epidote of a tine granular texture and
pleasing colour. As yet but little used. Found
at Hinderheim, Nin'way. — G. P. M.
THUMB PIN ; THUMB TACK. A short,

sharp pin with a large, fiat head, designed to be
thrust in by the pressure of the thumb ; used

by draughtsmen.

THYMELE. In Greek architecture, an
altar ; specifically, the altar of Dionysus, stand-

ing in the centre of the orchestra of a Greek
theatre, and around wdiich the chorus per-

formed their evolutions.

TIBALDI, DOMENICO ; architect ; b.

15-tl ; d. 1583.

A younger brother of Pellegrino Tibaldi,

whom he assisted in many of his undertakings.

He built the choir of the church of S. Pietro,

the archbishop's palace (1.575-1577), the Pa-
lazzo Magnani Giadotti in the Piazza Rossini

(one of his best works), the Palazzo Matteo,

and the court of the Palazzo di Giustizia, all at

Bologna. Although in the baroque .style, his

work shows much classical refinement.

(For bibliography, see I'elli'sriuo Tibaldi.)

TIBALDI, PELLEGRINO; painter and
architect; b. 1527; d. 1598.

Tibaldi began as a painter, the pupil of

Danielo da Volterra (see Ricciarelli). He was
especially patronized by San Carlo Borromeo at

Milan. Tibaldi applied the principles of Vig-

nola (see Barozzio, G.) to a large number of

churches and palaces. In 1560 he began the

reconstruction of the facade of the cathedral of

]\Iilan. Of this work five doors and five win-
dows remain. He built the fine church of S.

Fidele, Milan, begun 15G9, the court of the

archbi.sbop's palace, Milan, 1570, the Palazzo
della Sapienza, Pavia, 1562, the church of S.

Gaudenzio, Novara, 1577, the church of S.

Francesco da Paola, Turin, and the coui't of the
University, Bologna, 1570.

Muntz, Renaissance; Gurlitt. Gescldchte des
Barockstiles in Italien ; Ebe, Spiit-Renaissance.

TICPLANTLACALLI. (See Calli.)

TIE. Anything which is u.sed to resLst a
pull, as to prevent the spreading of the two
sides of a roof, the separating of the two solid

parts of a hollow wall, the collapsing of a
trussed beam, and the like. Much used in

composition. (See Tie Beam and other titles

below.)
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TIE BEAM
Chain Tie. An iron tie to connect and hold

securely the cohinins anil piers in arched con-

struction, or other parts of masonry buildings,

by means of tie bars or rods having an eye at

each end set upon the hooked ends, or pins, of

otlier bars set in the uiasonry. Chain ties of

many-linked bars were used to excess in French

buildings of the last century, and are still used

in Paris to tie tlie walls together through the

floors, even where iron beams are used tor the

latter. Chain ties are also employed as belts

ab(iut the bases of domes, and in consolidating

defective masoniy. (See Chain.)

Land Tie. A tie rod or chain tie used to

hold a retaining wall, or out-of-door tliglit of

stairs, or the like, against the pressure of tlie

earth, as after rain. It is built into the wall

and may be secured to a massive pier, or sim-

ply held to the earth by means of timbers or

stone beams set crosswise.

TILE

TIJOU, JEAN ; ironworker.

Tijou, a French ironworker, was employed
by Sir Christopher Wren to make the iron

screens in S. Paul's cathedral. He made the

fine gates on the north side of the Long Walk
at Hampton Court, which are now in the South
Kensington Museum. He published Nouveau
Ufre de desseiits (1 vol. folio, 1693).

Blonifield, Eeiiaissance in Ewjland.

TIKI. (See New Zealand, Aix-hitecture of.)

TILE. ^1. Primarily, a piece of solid ma-
terial used for covering a roof of a building.

Roof tiles may be either flat or may be of dif-

ferent sections, so as to produce ridges and
valleys, and so that one form covers the joints

between tiles of anotlier form, as will be ex-

plained below.

B. Any slab of hard material, large or

small, but especially one of many rather small

pieces, used together to form roofing, flooring.

Tii.Es OF Baked Clay for holding together the Parts of a Hollow AVall;
THE Slope coming in the Air Space.

TIE BEAM. In common wooden framed

construction, especially in roofing, the large

horizontal piece wliich crosses from wall to

wall, or between any points of support, forming

the lowest member of a truss, and into which

the rafters are framed, its centre being often

kept from sagging by a king-post. (See Roof

;

Truss.)

TIE ROD. A rod, usually of iron, used as

a tie to prevent the spreading of an arch, or of

a piece of framing in wood or iron. In the

commonest form it replaces the tie beam, the

king-post, or other simple member intended to

resist tension.

TIEPOLO, GIOVANNI BATTISTA
;

painter; b. 1693 ; d. 1770.

By a sympathetic study of the great dec-

orators of the sixteenth century, Tiepolo suc-

ceeded in reviving their methods and traditions.

He painted an extraordinary series of frescoes

in Venice, Wiirzburg, and Madrid.

Urhani de Gheltot, Tiepolo; 3. E. Wessely,

Tiepolo; Zanetti, Pittura Veneziana; Molmenti,

La Villa Valmarana ; Lanzi, Storia Pittorica

;

Orlandi, Ahecednrio.

TIERCE POINT. (See Tiers Point.)

TIERCERON. In later medireval vaulting,

a secondary or intermediate rib springing from

the pier on either side of the diagonal ribs or

arcs doubleaux.

TIERS POINT. In French, the point

where the two determining arcs of a pointed

arch meet, the apex. The term means originally

the third or culminating point of a triangle.

Arc en Tiers Point. A pointed arch.
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wall facing, or the like. Much the greater

number of tiles have always been made of

baked clay in some form ; but marble, stone,

and other materials are used.

C. By extension, and because of the appli-

cation of the name to all pieces of baked clay

used for accessories to building, a piece of drain

pipe ; one .section of a continuous tube. In this

sense often called Draining Tile or Drain Tile.

D. A piece of liard material, especially of

baked clay, used for any purpose whatever,

even for the preserving of written records, as

in the case of those libraries entirely composed

of inscribed tiles which have been found in

Mesopotamia. (See, for the manufacture of

Tiles, Keramics.)

Aing, Les carrelages emailUs dit inoyen d.ge et

de. la renaissance ; IJourgoin, Les Arts Arabes

;

Brenci and Lessinj,', Majolika-Fliesen aus Siena,

1500-1550 ; Jacobsthal, Slid-italienische Fliesen-

ornamente, tiach Orir/inalavfnahmeti ; Prisse

d'Avennes, L^Art Arabe d'apres les momiments
du Kaire ; Rossi, Musaici Cristiani e saf/gi dei

pai'ivicnti delle chiese di Boma (for pavements of

marble, etc.").

Book Tile. In the United States, a hollow

terra-cotta tile for light fireproof roofs and

ceilings ; so called from its having the form

of a closed book. Wlien laid, the convex edge

of one fits into the concave edge of the next,

the other, plane edges being supported by light

T irons, or the like.

Covering Tile. Same as Tegula.

Crest Tile. One made to form part of a

cresting or ridge covering, as of a roof. It may
form part of a very elaborate cresting.
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Crown Tile. A flat roofing tile, called also

in England "plain," "thaek," or "roof" tile.

The size has varied under ditt'erent royal or

parliamentary acts ; uj by 9k inches and 6;V

by 12i inches, f inch thick, are common sizes.

They are laid like slates with two nailings

upon laths or battens, with or without mortar.

The term is also applied to a Ridge Tile.

Dutch Tile. A wall tile of enamelled and

painted earthenware ; the term was applied

originally to those made at Delft and elsewhere

in the Netherlands, and used for the facing of

chimney pieces and the like. They are gen-

erally i)ainted in dark blue on a white ground.

Eacaustio Tile. In English keramic work,

a tile decorated with a painted jjattern, as dis-

tinguished from one of a uniform colour, which

is called a mosaic tile. The term " encaustic
"

is inaccurate as used here, and is to be consid-

ered a trade name.

Foot Tile. A paving tile 12 inches square.

Gutter Tile. Same as Imbrex.

Hip Tile. A Ridge Tile so formed as to

serve t'nr the covering of a hip; each tile

lajipiui; liver the one next below.

Hollow Tile. Same as Hollow Brick (which

see under Brick).

Pan Tile. ^1. A roofing tile having a con-

cave sui-fiice, distinguished as an Imbrex or

Gutter Tile, alternating with one having a

convex surface, distinguished as a Tegula or

Covering Tile ; the joint between two of the

former is covered by one of the latter, so that

when laid, the surface of the roof presents a

series of ridges and furrows running continu-

ously from tlie ridge to tlie eaves ; hence, this

species of tiling is sometimes called ridge and
furrow tiling.

B. A roofing tile made with a ridge and
furrow in each piece, or with a double curva-

ture, so that, wiien laid, the upturned edge of

the concave part of one tile is fitted to the

downward-turned edge of the adjoining tile,

making a water-tight joint, with the same
general eftect as is secured by the first-named

system.— H. V. B.

Plane Tile. A flat roofing tile, usually

about the size of a small slate.

Ridge Tile. A tile of arched form made to

fit over a ridge and to correspond with the

pan tiles or flat tiles of the roof Somewhat
similar tiles are laid over the hips. Otherwise
called crown tiles. In some cases the raised

arched ridge is a part of the same tile -with the

flat covering part. The whole is then called a

ridge tile.

RoU Roofing Tile. One of which the joints

are covered by overlap, or of separate gutter-

shaped pieces inverted. When laid such tiles

fiirm a series of continuous ridges alternating

with furrows running at right angles or diago-

nally to the ridge pole. (See Pan Tile.)
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Wall Tile. Tile, thinner than floor tile,

especially adapted to the facing of a wall, as in

the lining of a passage or in a bathroom.

Weather TUe. A tile used as a substitute for

shingles, slates, or weatherboards in covering

the walls or roof of a frame building ; such

tiles are thin, pierced with holes for nailing,

arranged to overlap, and often cut with rounil

or iiolygonal-siiaped tails.

TILE CREASING. (See Creasing.)

TILE PIN. A pin of hard wood passing

through a hole in a roof tile and into the wood
beneath to keep the tile in place.

TILING. A. The art and the practice of

laying tile of any description.

B. A quantity of tile taken together and
acting as one covering, fiicing, or the like, as in

the phrase, a floor covered with tiling. (See

Keramics; Tile.)

TILTING FILLET; TILTING PIECE.
Same as Arris Fillet.

TILT YARD. A )ilace reserved for the

joust and the tournament, and in later times

for riding at the ring, and similar exercises.

Such grounds were not always mere lists en-

closeil from the open country, but were some-

times reserved in the courts of castles ; indeed,

the outer court, or Basse Cour, was often

arranged for this purpose. (See Li.st.)

TIMBER. Wood, whether growing or cut,

of such quality and size as fit it for use in

building; excluding that which has been cut

up into planks or boards, and, in the United

States, that cut smaller than about 6 by 6

inches. (See Scantling.)

TIMOTHEOS : sculjitor.

Acciirdiiig to an in.'icription of about 375 B.C.,

Timotheos made the sketches from which the

sculptural decoration of the temple of xEscula-

pius at Epidaurus in Greece was executed.

The inscription gives the names of the sculptors

who carried out -the work. He was also asso-

ciated with Bryaxis (see Bryaxis), Leochares

(see Leochares), and Scopas (see Scopas), in the

decoration of the mausoleum at Halicaniassus.

Defrasse et Lechat, Epidaure ; Cavvadias,
Epiilaure.

TIN. Same as Tin Plate ; the abbreviated

commercial term.

TINO DI CAMAINO ; architect and
sculptor.

A pupil of Giovanni da Pisa (see Giovanni

da Pi.sa) who was employed on the cathedral

of Siena after l.'JOO. He made several monu-
ments in Florence, the most important of which

is that of the Emperor Henry VII. In the

will of Maria, widow of Charles II. of Naples,

Tino is chosen to construct her tomb. He is

mentioned in other documents as architect of

several buildings in the vicinity of Naples.

Reyniond. Sculpture Florentine; Perkins,
Tuscan Sculptors.
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TIN PLATE
TIN PLATE. Sheet-iron plates coated

with tiu, after having been cleaned, toughened,

and annealed by various mechanical processes.

It is largely used for the covering of roofs of

verj" low pitch ; and also for dashing in con-

nection with slate and shinirle.s.

TINTORETTO ^JACOPO ROBUSTI)

;

painter.

Eidold's Maraciglie is the principal source

of information about Tintoretto. He served a

short apprenticeship with Titian and Schiavone.

Tintoretto was a most prolific painter, and the

greater part of his work is to be found in

Venice. The most important of his mural

pictures are in the church of S. Maria del' Orto,

the Sciiola di S. Rocco, and the Doge's Palace.

Ridolfi. Le Maraciglie dell' Arte ; Janitschek,

Tintoret m Dohnie Series; Berensou. \'enetian

Painters of the Eenaissance ; Lanzi, Storia

Pittorica.

TI'PI. (tee '-pee). [From the Dakota " ti,"

a house. As " pi " is a common plural ending,

it is probable

that in the be-

ginning the form
" tipi," applied

to a single

structure, grew
out of our mis-

taking plural for

.singidar.] (See

"ti" and "pi"
in the Dakota-
English Dic-

tionary. Vol. VII. ; Contributions to X. A.

Etluwlogy, U. S. G. S., pp. -121, 467.) The
Dakota special name for skin tent is ica-ke'-ya

(wah-kay'-ah), and for any shelter, tco'-Jce-ya.

A conical Indian tent composed of a number

of poles, with their upper ends tied together

near the top, spread into a circle on the ground,

and covered with skins, or in recent times with

canvas. Primarily the portable tipi is a Dakota

structure, belonging to the Plains, but the same

thing is in wide use among other Indian tribes,

and the term now has an equal range. The

tipi has also been copied with modifications in

the United States army " Sibley " tent. As a

portable skin tent it seems to have been per-

fected by the Dakotas, but it shoidd be noted

that other tribes (as well as the Dakotas) made
bark-covered tents, and the Iroquois constructed

a triangidar one with bark covering, on similar

principles. The poles of the tipi are 7 to 20 or

30 in number, and 15 to 18 feet long, tied to-

gether near the small ends, while the large ends

enclose a circle 10 or 15 feet in diameter. Ac-

cording to Morgan the proper number of poles

is 13. The cover, being drawn around the

poles, is pinned together by sticks thrust cross-

wise through holes, or laced, for about the middle

third of the distance from top to bottom, leav-
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Tipi cf Bi kfalo Hide;
Dakota Type.

TOLLHOUSE
ing the lower third open for a doorway and the

upper third for a smoke outlet. The door was
protected by an extra skin fastened, only by the

top, to the tent outside, and spread by a stick

fixed transversely near its upper end. Some-
times a loose skin was adjusted outside to the

apex of the tent to form a hood that could be
turned according to the wind direction ; but the

usual practice was to place long outside poles

in pockets provided in each of the two triangular

ends of the skin cover, bj" means of which these

flaps could be arranged from below. If there

was no wind, they were both left open ; but

otherwise they were adjusted accordingly, the

windward flap being set high, whUe the leeward

one was dra^vn down close to the frame, leaving

oidy hole enough for the exit of smoke. The
tipi was fastened to the ground by pegs through

holes in the edges of the skins made for the

purpose, and in high winds stones or other

weights weie laid on the bottom portions. In

traveUing the poles were attached to the sides

of horses ; and the long ends, trailing on the

ground, ftimished a vehicle for various articles

of bagsage.— F. S. Dellesbaugh.
TIPPIiE HOUSE. A rough shed or house

to protect the tipples or dumps of a coal

mine.

TIRANT. A tie rod or tie beam. (An-

ciently tiiaunt.)

T IRON. In Iron Construction, a member
approximating in section to the form of the

Roman letter T (compare I Bar, etc.).

TITIAN (See VeceUi, Tiziano.)

TIYOTIPI. Among the Dakota Indians, a

soldier's lo<lge. A sort of couned tent, as well

as a feasting and lounging place. Regulations

for the camp, and especially for the hunt, were

made in it and published bv means of a crier.

(See Tipi.)— F. S. D.
TLZLLANCALLI. An Aztec building used

for a military school.— F. S. P.
TOIL. In a hinge, the same as Flap.

_(AP. S.)

TOILET ROOM. A. Same as Lavatory.

B. In a liutel, railway station, theatre, or

the like, a room for washing, usually having

water-closets, etc., connected with it, and often

having in connection with it a place for the

storage of out-of-door garments. (Compare

Cloakroom : Coatroom.)

TOLEDO. JXJAN BAUTISTA (See Juan

Bautista di Toledo.)

TOLLBOOTH. A stall or oflice where toUs

in any sense are to be paid : hence, by extension,

in a way variously explained, a jail, especially

in Scotland.

TOLLHOUSE. Same as ToUbooth in its

original sense ; in the United States a house

near the toUgate of a turnpike or bridge where

tolls are paid, and serving as the residence of

the keeper.
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TOLMBN
TOLMEN. .Sniiie ;is Dolmen ; but some

attenipt lias lieeii made to apply the term to a

stone pierced by a hole, of prehistoric or un-

known date.

TOLOMEI. (Sec Federighi.)

TOLSA. MANUEL ; architect, engineer,

and scidjttor ; b. about 1 750 (at Valencia, Spain)

;

d. about 1810 (in Mexico).

In 1781 he went to Mexico as government

architect. He directed the erection of the tow-

ers of the cathedral of the city of Mexico, 1787-

1791, designed the College of Mines in Mexico,

1797, and other buildings. In 1798 he was
ajjpointed director of the Academy of S. Carlos,

city of Mexico. His chief work is the tine

equestrian statue of Carlos IV., now in the

Pasco de Bncareli, city of Mexico.

Appletnn, Ciirliipniliii nf Aini-riran Bioijniiilii/.

TOLTEC ARCHITECTURE. That of the

pre-Aztcc inhabitants of Mexico and contiguous

country, attributed to a race called Ttiltec. (See

Mexicn, Architecture of, g I.)— F. S. D.

TOMASO DI ANDREA PISANO ; sculp-

tor.

According to Vasari
(
Vita di Andrea

Pisano), he completed the Campo Santo and
Campanile at Pisa. Documents of 13(i8 dis-

covered by Profes.sor Bonaini prove that he was
the son of Andrea da Pisa (see Andrea da Pisa).

Vasari, Milanesi ed. ; Vasari, Bla.shfield-IIop-

kiiis I'd.

TOMB. Primarily, a grave, perhaps a hol-

low in a roi:k or a natural cave used for this

purpose rather than an excavation in the earth.

Blore usually, a moniunent of some importance,

but always placed at a grave or erected for the

jnirpose of forming the liurial ]jlace within itself.

Thus, the tombs in many churches and some of

those erected out of doors during the Middle
Ages contain each a sarcophagus in which the

body was really laid, the lid being usually very

heavy, and commonly secured as strongly as

possible. The Cenotaph is sometimes, but im-

properly, called a tomb.

A tomb of the most magnificent sort is often

called a Mausoleum ; one of the simplest sort is

called Gravestone, burial slab, or the like.

Difference in custom is extremely marked in

the matter of tombs, as of all burial arrange-

ments. The tower-like structures on the hill-

sides above Palmyra seem all to be of Roman
date. They have but little ornamentation, and
their comparatively great size (one of them is

80 feet high and neai-ly .30 feet scjuare) and
their striking compo.sition, are all that call

attention to them ; but these are rather close

copies of Greek tombs certainly fnur hundred
years earlier, of wliich some still remain on the

hillsides of Asia Minor, and some have been re-

moved Ijodily to European nmseums. The
famous Harjiy Tomb (which see, below) is one of

these. Other Greek tombs exist on the main-
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land of Greece and in the colonies (for those

which are merely slabs, however rich, see Grave-

stone ; Stele). Large ones are the Nereid T(«nb

(which see, below) ; the Herodn, .so called, of

Gjolbaschi (which see, under Heroum) ; the

Lion Tomb at Cnidus (Knidos) (see Lion

Tomb, II., below) ; and of irregular work, the ex-

tracjrdinary tombs, [lartly rock-cut and jiartly

built, recently discovered in the hill country of

Asia Minor (for one of which see Lion Tomb, I.,

below). The Romans of the Emjure, although

using cremation rather than sejnilture, and

placing the cinerary urns in Cohunbaria, yet

made these receptacles into decorative structures

;

moreover, sepulture was never entirely aban-

doned. The result is that the Campagna of

Tomb, Fio. 1, of the Two Seats, Cervetri,
Italy ; Flan.

A, entrance. B, outer rhnniher with the two seats, C, and
later sarcophagi, I). E, (1, II, K. Toinbal chaTnbers witll

platforms, F, on which bodies were laid. L, chamber with
sarcophagi.

Rome contains many tombal structures ; and
mills of a vast number can be traced. These
were commonly arranged outside the gates of

towns, as in the well-known case of Pompeii,

and on the Via Appia, south of Rome ; but also

in what seem to have been private plots of

ground, probably not often i-eser\-ed for the ex-

press purpose of a tomb, but rather forming

part of the gardens, etc., accompanying a place

of residence. The tomb of Cecilia Metella, and
several others named in the subtitles, are in-

stances of these. The pyramid of Caius Cestius

and the sarcophagus of the Scipios are earlier

instances of the .same sort of decorative treatment.

The tombs of Moslems generally take the

form of a nearly square vaulted structure of

brick with a small dome. The vaulted chamber
above ground has a door of entrance, and it is

customary to resort there at certain times. The
actual grave is usually a vaulted chamber be-

neath. The most magnificent tombs among the
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Tomb, Fig. 2, of the Two Seats, at Cekvetki, Italy. See Plan.

l&^V-^-rrTL! conJ-J-

Tome, Fig. 3. th.^t of Caecilia Metella, near Rome, 1st Century, b.c. The Battlements are
Medleval. the Tower having been included in a C.^^stle. See Fig. 4.
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Moslems are tliose buildings outside the walls

of Cairo, generally called tomb mosques. These

are really places uf worshii), and might perfectly

well be compared with the mosques of the city

itself, or of other centres of the worship of Islam.

There are a number of these buildings, larger

and smaller, some of them adorned with mina-

rets of e.\traordiaary beauty, and they form

TOMB
Tombs of the neoclassic period in Europe

have been generally set up in ciuirches. Even

those of princes have seldom been large mauso-

leums, especial memorials taking generally other

forms, as votive chapels, or monuments, uncon-

nected with the giave itself The same ten-

dency existed throughout the nineteenth century.

The tomb of the private person of wealth is apt

Tomb, Fig. 4, Section (see Fig. 3). The Solid Core of Mashnhy faced with Blocks of Cut
Stone was originally crowned by a Conical or Stepped Rook-like Covering.

almost a town outside the eastern gate of Cairo,

which is known by the common name of Karafti,

or the cemetery. Among the Christian nations

of Europe the tomb took many forms, which are

best described under the subtitles : Altar Tomb :

Wall Tomb ; and the like. The most important

out-of-door structures of the Middle Ages are

those at Verona (for which see Scala Tomb,
below).
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to be a family monument (compare Grave Monu-

ment), and in connection with this, the family

tombs of American cemeteries should be men-

tioned, which have usually a chamber for the

access of the living, and sejxirate receptacles for

coffins opening out of it on one side or on many
sides, or opening upon a burial chamber beneath

the pavement. These "family vaults," as they

are popularly called, are sometimes of great size
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and cost ; one near New York city is octagonal

and of general Byzantine form, vaulted and very

Tomb, Fig. 5, that of Iajilichls, Palmyra, a.d. 83.

massive, each side of the octagon having three

receptacles for coflins opening sidewise into the

luMii, FlL.. 6, IH,iI Hi lA.MLIi Hl>
SEE Fig. 5.

TOMB
form of a Greek temple, and this, although en-

tirely above ground or buUt upon a hillside from

whii-h it sfems to emerge.— R. S.

Altar Tomb. A tomb built in the general

form of an altar. This kind of sepulchre origi-

nated from the custom the early Christians had
uf placing beneath or within their altars the

bodies of the martyrs. Upon many altar tombs

central chamber. The more usual form is, how-

ever, a parallelogram with some reference to the
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Tomb, Fig. 7. that of Iamlichts : Plax : see Fig. 5.

erected during the Middle Ages and the Renais-

sance there are recumbent effigies of tlie de-

ceased, accompanied with heraldic devices.

— C. C.

Harpy Tomb. An ancient tomb discovered

at Xanthiis in Asia Elinor, and decorated with

a remarkable frieze at the top of the square

vertical shaft, and set about 18 feet above the

site. The sculptured parts are now in the

British Museum.

T.)MB. Fig. s, 4th Cextcrv a.d., at Dana, in

Syria.

High Tomb. One raised from the floor

instead of being a mere slab inlaid in the pave-

ment. Usually an Altar Tomb.

Lion Tomb (I.). A tomb adorned by the

effigj' iif a lion. Of these there are several
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PLATE XXX

TOMB. PLATE I

That of LeonnrdoBruni in the church of S. Croce, and the tomb must have been erected ahnost im-

at Florence. This is a masterpiece of Bernardo mediately afterward.

Rosselliuo. Bruni, the historian, died iu 1441,





Tomb, Fkj. (i, 4th I'extury a.d. ; about ;>5 FeEET Square; KHrKisKT-HAss, in Syria.

.^-„_J
Tome, Fig. 11, surrodnding a Coort or Cm, k, hvakd at M, sohum Svrli

^^^
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Tomb, Fiu. 10, those at Kuubbet-Uass, in Syria ; see Fig. 9.

Tomb. Fig. 17, in Cloister S. Antonio, Padua ; a Mlkal Painting under the Canopy.
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TOMB
among the ruins of primeval Greece and West-

ern Asia. The full significance of the lion in

ToJiii. Fig. 12. df iIth Ckntury. at Roieiha,
.Syria: Seventken Feet Sqiare AviTHt)UT
THE Little Puri h. This Form, with Clpul.\,
HAS been copied BY THE MOSLEM PEOPLES
FOR Centuries.

these composition.s is not perfectly understootl.

At Ayazinn, in Asia Minor, is a tomb recently

wv>3^.- rv.^r'^«*-5v.i_.^'5^.Ji* it^- V'.it ---^ii^T^f^

'h-

Wj'^'m. Is

Tomb, Fic. Ill, in the Pavement, Church op
S. M. DEL PopoLO, Rome, 1479.

discovered, the front of which is decorated by
two lions carved in the rock, their position
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being similar to that of those on the Lion

Gateway at Mycene. They are much larger,

however, their size being apparently 18 feet

long, and they are rudely carved in very high

relief. As the tomb is almost wholly inac-

cessible, it has been drawn and described from

a distance. Another toniVi, with sculptures of

SS*'

—

'^.'^^^

Tome, Fig. 16, that of M.\stino II Bella Scala;
c. 1351, A.D., AT Verona.

better quality, exists near Beykeui, in Asia
Minor, and this, which the explorer, Professor

\V. M. Ramsay, calls " The Broken Lion
Tomb," is a very large rock-cut sepulchral

chamber with the entrance 20 feet above the

ground, and most interesting and curiou.s proto-

lonic columns. The head only is left of the

lion, but it is a powerful and vigorous piece of

archaic sculpture. This tomb was also adonied

by relief sculpture of warriors combatting, a
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precious and unique piece of archaic sculpture

not whiilly ex)ilaiiiej.

liion Tomb (II.). One found at Cnidus by
Sir Chiirles Xewton of the British Maseum,
and now preserved in that institution, was
adonied bv a crouching lion 10 feet long, and

TOMB
Scala Tomb. One of the monuments in

the little churchyard of S. Maria Autica at

Verona, all of which belong to the ruling

family, Delia Scala, powerful from 1260 to
1380. The monument of Can Grande is over
the church door. This is of great beauty, and

.1 't"'^.:i
n'^anmBimneswmm^^^^mmmh 9^s~^ *> fl|l ^ HIM

Tomb, Fig. 13, that of Bishop Giles of Bkidp.irt, liil:;. a.d. Cathedkai
Altar To.me under Caxopy.

.-liiRT, Wiltshire.

this formed the apex or finial of a monument
of great height. The conjectural restoration

by Mr. Pidlan shows an oblong basement carrj--

ing a superstmcture of solid masonry decorated

with engaged columns and entablature, and
this crowned by a stepped pyramid, the lion

and his own pedestal resting upon this, the

whole about 63 feet high.

823

it is unusually severe and fonnal. The culmi-

nating point of the peculiar system of design,

constituting almost an independent style, is in

the monument of ilastino II., of which a cut is

given. Tiiere is a larger and later tomb, still

splendid, but of degenerate style.

Tunnel Tomb. In Egj'ptian archfeology, a

tomb excavated in the rock, usually of the
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PLATE XXXI

TOMB. PLATE II

Mouumpnt in the churcli of S. Tlinmas at Stras-

burg, comnicmoratingtlie Marslial JIauricede Saxe,
who (lied in 17.50. It is the wink nf tlie sculptor

Jean Baptiste I'igalle, and perliajis his masterpiece.

It is also the fine.st specimen in Europe of the de-

scriptive and highly allegorical tomb of the eigh-

teenth century. France per.suniliod tries to keep

back Saxe from his open tomb, which he faces

cheerfully, and to banish Death. Hercules appears

as a Mourner, and the creatures emblematic of the

Empire, England, and the United I'rovinces, are

seen in terror and flight.





Tome, Fig. H, of Uth Cextury, Assisi, in Umbria: Church of S. Fraxcesco.

Tomb. Fig. 15, in a Church at Limburo, Germany
; 14th C
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TOMB. FIG. 18, THAT OF KING L.\DISL.\US (+ 14H) IX CHURCH OF S. GIOVANNI
CAKBOX.\KA, NAPLES.
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TONDINO
period of the Thcbau empire, ami, therefore, of

a time later tiiau that of the Mastal)a (which

see). The general type is that of a

tuimel leading iiorizontally into the rock

from wiiieh a deep shaft leads to the

burial ehamber below. (See Egypt,

Arehitecture of)

TONDINO. A moulding of convex

rounded section, especially a large one,

such as a tcjrus ; tlie Italian term some-

times used in Englisli.

TONGUE. A projecting member,

as a tenon ; a continuous riilge left on

the edge of a board or plank, and in-

tended to fit int(.i a groove worked in

the edge of anotiier board or i)lank.

The joint so made is in constant use in

flooring, and is userl occasionally in the

siding of houses. Tongued and grooved

flooring is objected to by some because,

when heavy pressure conies at a point

near the edge of a plank, one side of the groove

may break away and the floor be jiermanently

injiu-eil ; in this w'ay, in the Uniteil States, the

best floors in Boston are laid without this joint,

and those in New York almost universally with it.

TONGUE
tenoned frame. On eitlier side of the tenon

a strip of hard wood is let in to the shoulder

Tomb, Fig. 20, Sikna Cathedral, c. 1483.

of the piece upon which the tenon is worked,

and these strips fit into slots cut on either side

of the mortise in the other piece, thus giving

great additional stifthess.

Kiley, Building Construction.

^ltf'M>>;-l-^:»^;':M:i':-^:);:l^M;i'>lJ'^l?^l»;.li^>^>^..sM./».^'..l.^^l^';^^

Tomb, Fig. 21, that of the Sons <jf (hakles VIII.. at Tours.

Cross Tongue. A piece of the nature of

a dowel used to give additional strength to a

829

Loose Tongue. A slender strip for se-

curing the joint between two abutting parts
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TONGUBD AND GROOVED
by being driven into two eorre.'iponiliug grooves
formed on their respective adjoining faces or

edges. (Compare Dowel : Spline.)

TONGUED AND GROOVED. Finished
with tongues and groo\e.s, a.s the planks in-

tended for flooring. Usually, each plank has

TOPE
other material or the same material may be
bonded into it and make a continuous surface.

The jamb stones of an aperture are made long
and short so as to tooth in with the general
wall .surface, whetlier of stone or brick.

TOOTHED CHISEL. A chisel of which

To3iB, Fig. 22, that of Benedetto Pesaro, Chukch of S. Maria i,l ikmsa dki Feari, Venice.

one edge tongued and the other grooved. (See

Tongue.)

TOOL (v.). To finish or dress a surface,

especially of stone, so as to leave the marks of

the tool ; said especially of work with the

Drove Chisel and the Toothed Chisel.

TOOL HOUSE. A house where tools are

kept, es]iecially farming tools.

TOOTH AXE. (See Axe, II.).

TOOTHING. Lea^^ng projections or tenons

on the end of a wall, so that when required an-
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the cutting edge is indented, used to roughen
regularly, give texture to, or dress a surface of

mnsonry.

TOOTH ORNAMENT. In Romanesque
and early Uuthic architecture, an ornament
consisting of a series of little pyramids often

cut to form four-leaved flowers, projecting gen-

erally from a hollow moulding. Called also

Dog Tooth iloidding.

TOPE. A Buddhist monument, common in

India and Southeastern Asia, consisting of a
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TOPIARY
tuimilus of masonry, generally domical in form,

fur the i)reservatiun of relies, when it is distin-

guished as a Dagoba ; or to commemorate an

event, when it is called a Stupa. It is some-

times elevated on a square, cylindrical, or

polygonal substructure built vertically or in

terraces, and is nearly always crowneil with a

finial, call&l a Tee, shajied like an umbrella.

(See India, Architecture of.)

TOPIARY. Relating to the clipping of

trees and shrubs into regular or fantastic

shapes, in a formal garden. This practice is

called the to]iiary .art.

TOP OUT (v.). To finish the top of any-

thing, as of a chimney ; to cap. In brickwork,

such a finish is called tiie topping-out courses.

TORAN ; TORANA. In Buddhist archi-

tecture, a gateway, composed of from one to

three horizontal lintels, generally of wood, but

sometimes of stone, placed one above another

upon two posts, the whole being often elabo-

rately carved. Similar gateways are, in Japan,

called Torii, and are used to give dignity to the

approach to a shrine or sacred place. (See

India, Architecture of (Buddhist Structural
Moiiumcnts) ; Japan, Architecture of.)

TORCH. In architectural decoration, an

emblem founded upon sculptured representa-

tions; in Greco-Roman work, usually, of a bundle

of strips held together by occasional withes or

bands. This feature is generally repeated

without a clear understanding of its signifi-

cance. The torch inverted is used to symbolize

death, probably because of the obvious idea of

turning the burning torch downward in order

to extinsruish the ilame against the ground.

TORCH HOLDER. (See Bracciale.)

Torch Holder ; Bronze, 15th Centukv ; Palazzo
DEL MaGNIFICO, SiENA.

TORELLI, GIACOMO
; painter and archi-

tect; b. 1608; d. IG78.
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TORREGIANO
Torelli was especially associated with the

rapid development of the construction and

Torch Holder ; Bronze, 15th Century ; Palazzo
DEL Magmfico, Siena.

decoration of theatres and scene painting in

the seventeenth century. He made improve-

ments in his native city, Fano, in Italy, which

were engraved and attracted much attention.

He was called to Venice, and at the theatre of

SS. Giovanni e Paolo in that city invented a

method of changing scenes which was uni-

versally adopted. Torelli was called to Paris

by Louis XIV., and remained there until 1662.

He arranged the theatre of the Petit Bourbon.

The Andromeda of Corneille was first placed

upon the stage by him. Returning to Fano, he

built the still existing Teatro della Fortuna.

Gurlitt, Geschichte des Barockstiles in Italien ;

Milizia, Memorie.

TORII. (See Toran.)

TORREGIANO, PIETRO (PETER TOR-
RYSANY) ; sculptor and architect; b. 1172;
d. about 1.522.

Torregiano was one of the boys selected by
Lorenzo de' Medici to study in the Gardens of

S. Marco, Florence, where he was associated

with Michelangelo. Leaving Florence, he en-

tered the army of Ciesar Borgia. About 1503
he drifted to England. In 1512 he made the

contract for the monument to Henry VII. in

Westminster Alibey. The monument to Mar-

garet, Countess of Richmond, also in West-

minster Abbey, is ascribed to him. The latter

part of liis life was spent at Seville in Spain.

Some unimportant monuments in the churches

of that city are supposed to be by him.

Perkins, Tuscan Sculptors; Miintz. Benais-
.lance ; George Gilbert Scott, Gleaiiings from
Westminster Abbey; Neale, Westminster Abbey.
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TORRYSANY TOWER

Tower; Central Tower of Church at Nogent
LES Vikrges (Oise), France, Il'th Century.

TORRYSANY. PETER. (See Torregiano,

Pietro.)

TORSEL. A piece of solid

material used to receive the

end of a beam or girder and

so distribute the weight over

the masonry of the wall be-

neath. Stone, iron, and even

hard wood are used for this

purpose. (Compare Templet.)

TORSION. The act or

result of twisting, as of a timber

so distorted in drying or under

some especial strain.

TORSIONAL STRENGTH.
The strength of a member or

material to resist a torsional

force ; i.e. a force tending to

separate or break by twisting;

an abbreviated and erroneous

term. (See Resistance ; Strength

of JMaterials.)

TORSO. An imperfect stat-

ue, of which the body alone, or

the body with parts of the limbs,

is in place and tolerably perfect.

By extension, the body of a com-

plete statue. The adjectival term
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applied to a twisted or spiral shaft is founded

on confusion between a French and an Italian

term of wholly different meanings, and should

be avoided.

TORUS. A bold projecting moulding, con-

vex in .section, forming generally the lowest

member of a base over the plinth, especially

of a column or pilaster. When two tori are

used, separated by a scotia with fillets, the parts

being of normal relative size, the combination

forms an Attic Base.

TOSH NAILING. Same as Blind Nailing

(wliirh see uiidiT Nailing).

TOTEM POST. A wooden post set up in

front of a dwelling by some North American
Indians, carved with totemic emblems. The
most remarkable are those of the tribes of the

Northwest coast, like the Haida.— F. S. D.

TOURELLE. In French, a turret; in

EngUsh, especially one which is corbelled out

from the wall or springing from a group of

piers or buttresses, as on the angle of a larger

building, and finishing with a steep conical

roof.

TOWEL PATTERN. Same as Linen

Pattern.

TOWER. A structure, of any form in plan,

which is high in proportion to its lateral dimen-

sions ; or which is an isolated building with

vertical sides and simple character, even if not

high in proportion (see Tower of Silence) ; or a

part of a structure higher than the rest, but

always having vertical sides for a part of its

separate and detached altitude ; or, in liuildings

erected for defence, a projecting part, nearly

equivalent to a bastion, often, but not always,

higher than the curtain. Towers include the

Tower; Group of Five Toweks: Ioth and 11th Centuries;
tournai, belg1u5i.
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Tower; Ravensthorpe, Northamptonshire;
c. 1300.

m #.

1^1

Tower; BRisLiNciTos, >.i.mkrsetshire; c. 1500

Tower uf Town (.'hlkih, Bozen, Tyrol; c. 1590.
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Tower; Town Cm i^i ii -i lii.AZ, in Austria;
C. llMI.
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TOWER
ancient Pharos and the modern Lighthouse; the

Keep, the Gateway Tower, and other projecting

breaks in the walls of media'val castles (see

Castle) ; the Pele Tower, and other isolated

towers of defence, observation, or refuge of

feudal times ; the Round Tower in its limited

and its more general senses ; the Lat, Stamba,

Vimana, Sikra, and the so-called Pagoda, in all

its meanings, and often the Tope and Stupa ;

the Campanile of Italy ; the Bell Tower of the

Tower; Cathedral of Laon; Northwest Tower

Christian world, including the Central Tower

(see below), the spire-topped tower or Steeple
;

the Minaret of Islam ; the Shot Tower ; the

Water Tower ; the Clock Tower in all its forms,

and the Beffroi ; and, in modern times, such

engineering works as the uprights set to carry

the aachorage of the suspension bridge ; also, in

fact though not in name, the high many-storied

office buildings or sky scrapers of the Uniteil

States, when assuming the form of a shaft of

uniform width and dejjth, high in proportion to

horizontal dimensions, and rising above sur-

rounding structures.

The general rule is that towers stand upon
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TOWER
the ground, and rise from it without serious

break in their verticality ; but there are im])or-

tant exceptions. The whole class of Central

Towers (see below) are without continuous ver-

tical lines, except as the reentrant angle of nave

and transept is carried up by the projecting

angle of the tower. The church towers of

London city are, in some notable instances, set

upon the roofs of the columnar porticoes of

their fronts (see cut under Gibbs) ; and this,

though an obvious anomaly, has been fol-

lowed elsewhere, and makes an important

feature of a subordinate style of neoclassic

art. (For the gateway towers of India,

in which a similar plan was followed in

very early times, see Gopura ; and for its

reappearance in media;val pseudo-Byzan-

tine forms see Russia ; see also Betfroi

;

Rococo and cuts ; Turret ; and cuts under

Belgium, France, Germany.)

Sutter, llinrmhuch ; Thurmformen aller

Stile nnd Lander; C. A. Levi, /. Campanili di

Venezia.

Bell Tower. (See under B.)

Butter Tower (in French, Tour de

Beurre). A church tower supposed to

have been built from fimds raised by sell-

ing the privilege of using in Lent butter

and other things not compatible with the

fast. There are several towers called by

this name, as one attached to the cathedral

of Re men.

Central Tower. In a special sense,

that at the crossing of a church, and

therefore resting upon open arches and de-

tached piers. One of the most remarkable

that of the Creisker at Saint-Pol-de-

Li^on (see France, Part V.) ; another

much higher) is at Salisbury (see Eng-

land); but many exist in all the

^3; mediaeval styles, and many more

have been ruined by the bunting

of the roofs of the churches. The

towers named above are crowned by

stone spires. Other central towers

are finished as Lanterns, as in S.

Ouen at Rouen (see France, Part

III.). The cupola at the crossing

of a Byzantine or a neoclassic church is to be

compared with the central tower (see plates,

Vol. I., frontispiece, xxix., xxxiv. ; Vol. III.,

plates XV., xvi., xx.)

Eiffel Tower. A tower built of cast iron and

wrought iron, in the Champ de Mars, Paris, as

a decoration of the great exposition of 1889. It

was constnicted under the direction of A. G.

Eiffel, an engineer, and is three hundred metres

high, or nearly one thousand feet, being, there-

fore, much the highest building in the world.

Pele Tower. (See under Pele.)

Round Tower. (See under R ; see also Bell

House.)
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TOWER
Wall Tower. A tuwer built in connection

with, unil forming an essential part of, a wall

;

Tower; Church of S. Anna at Vienna; c. 1747.

especially one of a series occurring in a mural

fortification, as a city wall.

Water Towek for a Farm ; Plan, showing
Two Cattle Troughs and Large Basin for
FILLING Vessels. The Tower itself is a
Reservoii:.

Watch Tower. A lofty stmcture intended

to enable the approach of enemies to be detected,

as by sea or through a mountain pass. The
841

TOWER OP SILENCE

term is often applied loosely to any high build-

ing whose use is not known. (See Bell House

;

Echauguette ; Noraghe; Talayot.)

Water Tower. A tower constructed to hold

a column of water at a level high enough to

supply fountains or to afford a head for the dis-

tribution of water through a system of pipes for

fire service, etc. ; sometimes movable, and even

light enough to be dragged by horses to a con-

flagration. (See Stand Pipe.)

Water Tower; see the Flan.

White Tower. The keep or donjon of the

fortress called the Tower of London. (See that

term.

)

TOW^ER OF LONDON. In England, com-

monly called The Tower, as a building much
identified with English history and romantic

trachtion. A very ancient castle on the north

side of the Thames, now used for various pur-

poses, as a museum, and a place of storage for

valuable national possessions.

TOWER OF SILENCE. A tower used by
the Parsees for tlie exposure of dead bodies. The
buildings are about forty feet in height, and of

large diameter ; with smooth cylindrical wall,

unbroken except by one doorway. They have a
grated floor a few feet below the top of the wall,

upon which bodies are laid exposed to bu'ds

of prey, the sejiarated bones falling into pits

below. Also Dahkme ; Dokhuia ; Dokmeh.
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TOWN
TOWN. In ancient times, a collection of

houses enclosed l\y a wall of tlefence, with mural
towers and fortified gates. In modern times any

collection of houses larger than a village. In the

United States, a geographical subilivision of a

county, a township ; but in thickly populated

countries, the town is the area occupied by an

agglomeration of houses under a specific town or

municipal government. (See City.)— H. V. B.

TRACERY
contrasted with any form of arched construc-

tion ;
licucc, by extension, an entablature.

TRACERY. Decoration made up of lines or

of narrow bands and fillets, or of more elabo-

rately moulded strips, but always without, or

with but httle, representation of natural ob-

jects (but see Branch Tracery, below). By
e.xtensiou, and because the word became identi-

fied with tiie sul)divisions of a window, design

Trabeatkd Co' Cloistek of S. M. dei.h I'm r. Rome: Upper Stury.
E.tRLIEST WORKS OF BrA.MAME ; C. 141I5.

OXE OF THE

architect : b. 1784 : d.TCWN, ITHIEL;
June 13, 1844.

In 1829 he formed a partnership with A. J.

Davis and designed the State Capitol, the Epis-

copal church, and several residences in New
Haven. He built also residences in Northamp-
ton, Massachusetts, the city hall in Hartford,

Connecticut, churches in New York, the State

Capitols of Indiana and of North Carolina, and

several official buildings in AVashington.

Dunlap, Arts of Design ; Arch. Pub. Soc. Dic-
tionary.

TOWNHOUSE. A. The same as Town
Hall (which see \inder Hall); hence, by extension

and often .jocosely, the Jail, or the Poorhouse.

B. A mansion in town as distinguished from

a countrv residence.

TRABEATED. Constructed with horizontal

beams or lintels. (Compare Arcuate ; Post and
Lintel Cunstnictinii.)

TRABEATION. Lintel construction as
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in pierced patterns, in which the openings show
dark on light from without anil light on dark

from within (see Bar Tracery, below). The
term when used without qualification has come
to mean Gothic window tracerj' exclusively

;

but precisely similar tracery was used contem-

poraneously in stone relief, in wood ear\'ing, as

on doors and pieces of furniture, and in pierced,

cast, and wrought metal. Tracer}' of totally

ditferent character is found in scrollwork of the

simpler kinds, as in Konian so-called Arabesques,

Strapwork, anil Interlaced Ornament, and in

Northern sculpture of the early Middle Ages

(see Scandinavia, Architecture of).

It was customary in antiquity to fill a large

window with screenwork or grating, often of

bronze, sometimes of pierced marble slabs.

These were not intended to hold glass, which

was rare in the windows even of the later

Roman Imperial epoch. In the earlier ]\IidcUe

Ages glass was also uncommon ; and windows
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Tracery, Fig. 1; S. ^Martin des Champs, Paris;
c. 1220.

Xbaceky, Fig. 2; ( iiM:iia,> ( atiiedkal; c. 1220.

±.

Tracery, Fig. 4: Rouen Cathedral; Upper
Sacristy ; Interior Elevation.
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Tracery, Fig. 3; Rouen Cathedral, Upper
Sacristy' ; exemplifying a transition fkom
Plate to Bar Tracery, though of a Late
Epoch.
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TRACERY
filled with admirable tracery exist, in which

there is no reference whatever to glass, but

"^?"
Tracery, Fig. 5; S. Andrea, Maxtua. Example

OF Plate Tracery worked is Brick.

where the tracer)' itself helps to keep from the

interior too great a mass of rain or snow. In

the simpler buildings of the Romanesque epoch

the openings were small, and were left plain.

With the earliest years of Gothic architecture,

decorative glass, which was already in use,

became more accessible as well as richer, and

at the same time the introduction of cusping,

within pointed arches and round and oval win-

dows, made the pattern, the lights and darks,

interesting. Here, then, was the commence-

ment of window tracery. An upright mullion

would cany a tympanum of plain cut stone

waUing, through which a circle was cut, and

this circle, and the two pointed arches carried

by the mullion and supporting the tyinpanum,

would be filled with cusps. This earliest tra-

cery was then plate tracery ; and that of even

the royal domain of France continued to be of

this character as late as 1220 (see Figs. 1 and

2), or thereabout, although signs of a change

were not unknown (see Fig. 3). In Italy plate

tracery remained in use much later (see Fig. 5),

and was in fiict the prevailing manner of filling

large windows until very late in the Gothic

epoch, the middle of the fourteenth century or

therealx)ut, when an attempt at bar tracery was

seen.

Although glass was now the rule for win-
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TRACERY
dows, and tracery was usually arranged for

gla.ss, .some of the finest examples fill the open-

ings of cloisters and the like, where no glass

was intended to be used (see Fig. 6). There

are even eases where tracerj' acts as a part of

the construction elsewhere than in windows, as

in Fig. 7 ; but these are generally late, and

may be considered as fanciful variants of the

Gothic structure. The possible structural value

of tracerj" was, however, studied Ln Venice, and

the celebrated second story arcade of the Ducal

Palace (see Fig. 8) is an instance of perfectly

balanced arcuated construction combined with

perfectly harmonized decorative eflect, carrying

as it does a lofty wall of great thickness, and

floors and roof of unusual weight, because of

the great size of the halls enclosed. This

system was copied in tlie fourteenth century

Gothic palazzi, but none of the private build-

ings equalled the Ducal Palace in the perfect

carrying out of the idea.

In England, window tracery was a favourite

study of the Gothic architects. What is called

Flowing Tracery begins with the fourteenth

century (see Fig. 9), Net Tracery see (Fig. 10)

Tracery, Fig. 7 : Tomb nf the Abbey of Laach,
Rhenish Prussia.

is a variety of it. These varieties lasted in

England until the advent of Perpendicidar
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Traceky, Fig. U ;
Cathedral of Toul (France); Cloister.

Tbacery, Fig. 8; Arcade of the Ducal Palace, Venice.
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TRACERY
Tracery late in the lourteeuth eeutury, Fig. 1

1

showing what is in a way transitional. Figures

Tracery, Fig. 0; Carlisle Cathkukm
c. 1300, A.D.

1 .li;i,lILANI>

12 and 13 show the perfected Perpendicular

style, which lasted longer than any other, and is

more characteristically English.

Besides window tracery, that of the four-

teenth century parapets, especially in France, is

of great beauty (see Figs. 14 and 1.5).

Late Perpendicular work is sometimes en-

riched by floral sculpture, as in the church of

Kushden (see Figs. 16 and 17). These speci-

mens are not pierced ; they are merely panels

carved in low relief; but Fig. 18 shows similar

decoration in window tracery.

Tracery, Fig. 10; Rushden Chcrch, Xorthamp-
tonshire; c. 1450.

Figure 19 is given to show the effectiveness of

window tracery when the shape of the mullion

and of the curved bars which spring from the

mullions is what it should be, namely, thin on

the face of the wall and very deep in the thick-

ness of the wall. In this respect the earlier

English work is less successful than the great

mass of Continental work, but the example

before us of late fourteenth century work is
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TRACERY
worthy of study. Here also is an admirable

instance of solid or panel tracery with which
the stone ceiling is entirely filled.

— R. S.

Bar Tracery. That form of window
tracery wliich, in Gothic architecture,

succeeded the earliest Gothic traceiy.

At first the mullions consisted of one

or more slender shafts with bases and
cajiitals. In later bar tracery the

mullions are merely vertical moulded
bars of stone, the mouldings splitting

and dividing to start the various

branching elements which fill the win-

dow head.

Branch Tracery. A form of Gothic

tracery occasionally seen in German
churches of the end of the fifteenth

century and begiiming of the sixteenth,

in which the tracery is made to imitate

rustic work of boughs with the bark

and knots, perhaps in imitation of the

fancies of the German stained glass

workers of the time. The portal of a

church at Chemnitz is a noted example.

Fan Tracery. The peculiar decoration of

fan-vaulted ixiiit's, in which ribs are suggested,

though the construction is no longer rib vault-

ing, but is solid in a single Shell of cut stone.

(See under Vaulting.)

Flowing Tracery. Tracery in windows, ga-

bles, and surface panelling, which abounds in

waving lines into which the mullions pass

tangent i ally, as distinguished from (Geometrical

Tracery with its circles and foils or featherings,

and "Perforated" Tracery. (See Flamboyant.)

Geometrical Tracery. That in which famil-

Trai ERV, Fig. 17; Eushden Church, Northamp-
tonshire; c. liJO.

iar geometrical forms prevail, such as circles

and triangles with curved sides, as distinguished

from flowing or flamboyant tracery.

Net Tracery. Gothic tracery, as of win-

dows, in which the openings are of nearly the

same size and of approximately the same form.

Perforated Tracery. Same as Plate Tra-

cer\', below.

Plate Tracery. That which is composed of
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Tracery, Fig. 12; Minster Lovel, Oxfordshibb;
c. 1430.

Tracbry, Fig. 10; Church of Friary, Re.ading,
ENGL.iND, A.D. 1300.

Tracery, Fig. 11; Kingsthorpe, Northamptok-
sHiRE, c. i:riO.

Tracbbt, Fig. 14; Pak.ipet of S. Gervais,
Falaise, in Normandy.
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Tracery, Fig. 13 ; Swinbbook, Oxon ; c. 1500.

Tracery, Fig. 1.5: P.\rapet of S. Gerv.us,
Falaise, in Normandy.
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TRACHELIUM
openings pierced iisiually in thin slabs of stone,

the (lesitjn he'mg in the shape and disposition of

the openings, not, as was the case with Bar
Tracery, in tlie solid parts or moulded niullious

dividing tlie openings. It was common in the

late round-arched and early pointed styles, and
originated in tiie circular opening which was
pierced through the tympanum between the

heads of coupled windows and under the label

which covered and united them with a single

arch. These openings were afterwards multi-

plieil witii beautiful eft'ect, as in the ftimous

rose window of C'hartres and of the transept

of Lincoln. Plate Tracery was characteristic of

Italian architectiu'e throughout the whole med-
iieval nprind.

Tracert, Fig. 18: Window Tr.vcery, richly
ADORNED, English; about 1400.

Reticulated Tracery. Same as Net Tra-

cery.

Stump Tracery. A kiml of tracery charac-

teristic of the decline of media'val art in Ger-

many in the sixteenth century, consisting of a

sort of flamboyant tracery with frequent iuter-

penetratious and tnincated ends.

TRACHELIUM. In a Grecian Doric column
that part of the necking which comes between
the hypotrachelium and the capital proper.

What it is exactly depends upon what the

hypotrachelium is ; thus, in Vol. II., cols. 295,
296 (Grecian Architecture), the horizontal lines

at bottom indicate the groove or channel ; if

this be the hypotrachelium, then the trachelium

is the whole space above this to the spreading

out of the bell of the capital.

TRACING CLOTH. A smooth linen fab-

ric coated with size to make it transparent and
fit for tracing ; used by draughtsmen for draw-
ings because less dcstnictible than tracing pa-

per, and because it makes possible an indefinite

number of repetitions of drawings made upon
it by sun print and other processes.

TRAMMEL. An instrument for drawing

arcs of large radii and ellipses. (See Beam
Com]iass, under Compass ; EUipsogi-aph.)

TRANSENNA. In early Christian archi-
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TRANSPORTATION
tecture, a carved open lattice work, or screen
of marble, or of tine metal work, used to en-

close shrines.

TRANSEPT. Any large division of a
building lying across, or in a direction con-
trary to, the main axis. In a Christian basilica

the large and high structure immediately next
the apse, on the side nearer the main entrance

;

usually so high that the nave and aisles stopped
against its wall ; and also more open and large

within than any other part of the church. In
a cruciform church the transept is commonly of
the same section as the nave ; it may have two
aisles, like the nave, or one, or none. That
part which is to the north when the sanctuary
is at the east is the north arm of the transept,

often called simply north transept, and that to

the south, similarly, the south transept, the bay
of the nave lying between being known as the

Crossing. Occasionally, in England, there are

two complete transepts, and the nomenclature
then is, Xortheast Transept, Southwest Tran-

sept, etc.

TRANSFORMER. (See Electrical Appli-

ances. )

TRANSITION. In architectural style, the
passing from one style to another. This process

is always slow, and is marked by the designing

of buildings, or parts of buildings, in which the
new style is not yet fully in control. This will

be more visible in buildings of secondary im-

portance, though occasionally a monument of

great size and cost will show the changing style.

The transition from Komauesque to Gothic is

marked by the architectural style of domestic

buildings throughout Europe, and that from
Gotldc to Renaissance includes the whole inter-

esting florid Gothic of France and Germany
;

while in England the .same changes go on at a
still slower pace, that of the sixteenth century

extending indefinitely into the time of the Stuart

monarchs. (See Elizabethan ; Gothic Archi-

tecture in England ; Tudor.)

TRANSOM. A horizontal bar of stone,

metal, or wood, as distinguished from a Mul-
lion ; especially one across a door or window
opening near the top. (Compare JluUion.)

TRANSOM BAR. A comparatively slight

and subordinate transom ; especially, in modern
usage, a bar separating a fimlight from the

opening below.

TRANSOM LIGHT : "WINDOTW. The
opening above a transom when fitted as a

window, very commonly small, as in the doors

of chambera in hotels and the like : more rarely

large and architectural (compare Fanlight).

TRANSPORTATION. In architecture,

the moving of building material, especiallj' in

large quantities or in single pieces of gi'eat size

and weight. In modern building this has no
difficulty, nor is it other than a question of

appropriation of more or less money for the
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TRACERY, FIG. I'J; CARLISLE CATHEDRAL, THE SO-CALLED COXFESSION.AL.
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TRANSVERSE STRENGTH
purpose. The uld neeessity coiiimonlj' felt by

buiUlers of liiniting their cttbrts to the material

of the neighbouring quarry or the like, can

hartUy be saiil to exist. (See under Stone the

constant mention of materials used in building,

thougli drawn from a very distant source.)

lender the conditions jirevalent in ancient

times, without steam or other mechanical power

of the sort, the moving of large masses must

have involved the laliour of many men and ani-

mals, and much time. The jirocesses em-

ployed have been most carefully and ingeniously

discussed by Auguste Choisy in the opening

chapters of his Ilis/nh-p (If J' Architect nre.

TRANSVERSE STRENGTH- (See

Strcimtli of Materials.)

TRAP (I.). Same as Trap Door (which see

under Door).

TRAP (II.). Igneous rocks like diorite and

diabase. — G. P. M.
TRAP (III.). In plumbing, a device at-

tached to a plumbing fixture, and consisting

essentially of a bent or U-shaped part of a

pipe (with or without enlargement), which,

while it permits the discharge of water when
the fixture is used, is intended to retain a suf-

ficient quantity to form a water seal against the

passage of air or gases from soil, sewer, or waste

pipes. There are many kinds of traps, such as

drain and sewer traps, waste-pipe traps, non-

siphoning traps, and traps with anti-siphon

vent attachments. (See House Drainage.)

— W. P. G.

Bell Trap. A trap consisting of a bell

or cup inverted over the mouth of the pipe,

which rises under it from the bottom of a basin

or cistern. It is so adjusted that the edge of

the bell is submerged by the liquid which

drains into the basin. Thus, the liquid can

pass under the beU to the pipe, whOe the gas

is ]3revented from rising by the bell.

D Trap. A trap having the general shape

of the letter D, or, at least, one nearly semi-

circular bend and no more, as a boxlike re-

ceptacle into which a soil pipe empties and

another leads out. This form is not used in

good modern work.

Grease Trap. A fixture or device for

preventing the aecunndation of kitchen grease

in waste pipes, whereby they become stopped

up. Grease traps retain the grease and permit

it to solidify. Some forms made in iron or

brass are attached directly under the kitchen

or pantry sink. Sometimes grease traps of

iron or stoneware are placed outside of the

building, on the line of the kitchen drain.

— W. P. G.

S Trap. Any trap formed by a double or

S curve in a ]iipe.

Stench Trap. (See Stench.)

TRAP DOOR. (See under Door.)

TRASCORO. In Spanish church archi-
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TREAD
tecture, a part of the choir, or enclosed space

for the clergy or choristers, which part is sepa-

rated from the main choir, as by the open pas-

sage at the crossing of the nave and transept.

This separation is matle in Seville and Santiago

catheilrals, where the names given are coro

(choii') for the western half, and capilla mayor
(greater chajiel) for the eastern part ; but some-

times the eiustern part is called the coro and

the western part the trascoro.

TRASS. A volcanic substance found in

the valley of the Rhine and in Holland, which

closely resembles the pozzuolanas of Italy, and,

like them, is used to give hydraulic properties

to common lime for building. It occurs gener-

ally in pulverident lumps which require to be

pulverized and mixed with lime. A good pro-

portion to form hyilraulic mortar is one part by
volume each of lime, of trass, and of sand.

(Also written Terras.s.)— W. R. H.
TRAVE. A. A cross beam.

B. One of the divisions or bays, as in a ceil-

ing, made by cross beams. In this sense also

called tni\is, travi.ss, or trevis.

TRAVELLER. Same as Travelling Crane

(which see under Crane). Properly, that part

which travels only.

TRAVERSE. Any member, or structure, set

or built across an interior or an opening ; especially

A. A screen, railing, or other barrier, used to

keep away intruders, to allow of passage from

one place to another by an official or dignitary,

or to conceal anything.

B. A Transom, or the horizontal member of

a Chanibranle. (Compare Ascendant.)

TRAVERTINE. A building stone, consist-

ing of carbonate of lime deposited from solution

in the waters of springs and streams. One of

the most celebrated is the so-called lapis Ti-

hurtinus of Tivoli, Italy, which was so largely

used in the buildings of ancient Rome. The
so-called onyx marbles are also travertines.

— G. P. M.
TRAVIATED. Having a series of trans-

verse divisions or bays, referring to ceilings.

TRAZZO. Same as Ten'azzo Veneziano,

as a trazzo floor.

TREAD. ^1. That part of a step in a

stairway, of a doorsill, or tiie like, upon which

the foot rests, as distinguished from the riser.

The term applies equally to the upper surface

alone, and to the plank, slab of marble or

slate, or thin casting of iron, in those staircases

where each step is not a solid mass. (See Stair.)

B. The horizontal distance from one riser to

the next. Thus, a stair is said to have 12^
inch tread, that being the whole distance which

a person moves horizontally in ascending one

step. This distance is measured without re-

gard to the nosing, which, where it exists,

projects beyond the riser in each case. (See

also Flier; Going; Winder.)— D. N. B. S.
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TREASURY OF ATREUS
TREASURY OF ATREUS. A building

of unknown date at Myc-enie in Greece, now-

known to have been a grave chamber. (See

the cuts under Stoue Cutting.)

TRECENTISTI. In Italian art, the people

of the fourteenth century, used especially of

literary men, scholars, aiiil artists. (See Tre
Cento.)

TRE CENTO. In Italian art, the fourteenth

century. (Compare Ciu([ue Cento
;

Qnattro
Cento ; Sei Cento.)

TREENAIL. A. A large jjin of hard wood
used in mediaeval woodwork and in modern use,

for fastening together timbers, as especially in

shipbuilding. It is now little used in archi-

tecture, at least iu the United States.

B. Same as Gutta, in Greek architecture,

because of the theory that the guttffi repre-

sent the heads of nails, or pin.s.

TREE OF JESSE. (See under Jesse.)

TREFOIL. A jjanel, an opening, or a di-

vision of tracer}', having three foliations, or

lobes, separated by cusps. (See Foil.)

TRELLIS (n.). ^-1. Screeuwork made of

strips crossing one another, either at right

angles or in a more elaborate pattern. The
most usual form is that made of thin laths of

wood. By extension,—
B. An arbour, or framework, for the support

of vines.

TRENAIL; TRENNEL. Same as Tree-

nail.

TRENCHED. In.serted or let in, as the

edge of a board or jjlank into the surface of

another one, as described under Dado (v.) and
House (v.). The term is mainly British in its

use. A trenched joint may be either simply
where the whole width of one board is let into

a groove in the other ; or tongued, where the

groove is narrower, and the inserted board has
to be cut with a tongue ; or dovetailed trenched,

where the groove is cut spreading as it enters,

so that the tongue has to be shaped like a

dovetail.

TRESGUERRAS, FRANCISCO ED
UARDO

; architect, sculptor, jjainter, musi-

cian, and poet; b. March 13, 1745 (at

Celaya, Mexico) ; d. Aug. 3, 1833.
" The Slichelangelo of Mexico." Tresguerras

was a pupil of the painter Miguel Cabrera for a

short time at the Academy of S. Carlos, in the

city of Mexico. He did not have the advantage

of European travel and study. His activity

was confined to a group of cities in the vicinity

of Celaya. He began as a painter and after-

ward took up wood carving, and acquired ex-

traordinary skill in that art. He probably

learned the elements of architecture from the

Jesuits, who supjilied him with a Vignola and
other architectui-al works. Tresguerras's work
as an architect is characterized by great origi-

nality and beauty of proportion, especially in
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TRIBOLO
domes and towers. His interiors are extremely
rich. His best building is the church of Nuestra
Sefiora del Carmen, at Celaya. Other important
works are the convent churches of S. Rosa and
S. Clara in Quere'taro, the Alarson Theatre in

San Luis Potosi, the bridge of La Laja, the
beautiful church of La Conception in San Miguel
de Allenda, and other works. His most im-
jiortant i)icture is the altarpiece of the church
of S. Rosa in Quer(^taro. At the age of seventy
he became an enthusiastic supporter of the
Mexican revolution.

Sylvester Baxter, A Great Mexican Architect In
Ami'ricdii Arrhitect. Vol. LV.. 18117.

TRESHAM (TRESSAM i, SIR THOMAS
;

amateur architect ; b. abcjut l.')43; d. 1(305.

In 1573-1574 he was sheriff of Northampton-
shire. From 1581 to 1588 and again in 1597
and 1599 he was imprisoned as a Catholic. He
built the market house at Rothwell, the " tri-

angular lodge " at Rushtou, and the new building

at Lyveden.

Gotch, A Complete Account of Buildiiujs by Sir
Thomas Tresham ; Gotch and Brown, Renais-
siince in Eni/land.

TRESTLE. A frame consisting usually of

upriglits with a crosspiece (commonly called a
" horse ") ; the uprights set at an angle, so as to

spread at the bottom ; the whole used as a sup-

port, as for a table or for a scaffolding. Trestle

work is a series of trestles braced in every direc-

tion, and often carried to a great height, or to a

great length, unsupported, as in bridges ; used

in extensive scaffolding, and in railroad work.

It is sometimes of iron or steel, but generally

of timber.

TRIANGLE. A drawing instrument in the

form of a matliematical right-angled triangle cut

from a flat thin piece of wood, hard rubber,

celluloid, or metal, or framed of three strips

;

used for drawing parallel lines at any given

angle by sliding it along the fixed blade of a

T-square, straight edge, or the like. The right-

angled side serves for lines perpendicular to the

blade, the oblique side for inclined lines. The
commonest forms of triangle have acute angles

both of 45° or one of 30° and one of 60°
; but

special forms are made with other angles for

lettering and other special purposes. Called

also Set Sipiare. — A. I). F. H.

TRIAPSIDAL. Having three apses. The
two more usual dispositions of a triapsidal

church are, that with three apses at the eastern

end, as one at the end of the choir and two
terminating the side aisles ; and that with three

apses on the east, north, and south sides of a

central tower, or central square, into which the

nave and its aisles open on the western side.

(See Latin Architecture ; Romanesque Archi-

tecture.)

TRIBOLO (NICOLO DEI BRACCINI DEI
PERICOLI) ; architect, landscape architect,
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TRIBUNAL
sculptor, and puinter ; b. ir)00; <1. Sept. 5,

1550.

The nickname Tribulo (trimble) was given to

iiini on account of lii.s timidity. He entered tiie

atelier of Nanni Unghero and later that of

Jacopo Sansoviuo, then working in Florence.

In 1525 he was invited to Bologna to continue

the .sculpture of the smaller portals of the fai;ade

of the church of S. Petronio. (See Giacoino

della Quercia.) Two Sibyls on one of these

portals and two statues in the C'apella Zambec-

cari at S. Petronio, are by him. After the

death of Amlrea Sansovino, in 1529, Tribolo as-

sisteil lIo.sea, Montclupo, and others in com-

pleting the sculpture of the Casa Santa at

Loreto. After tiie election of Cosimo I. de'

Medici, Duke of Tuscany, in 1537, Tribolo was

employed in laying out and embellishing the

gardens of his villas and palaces. At tlie villa

of Castello he made two fountains, to the larger

of which Ammanati added the group of Hercules

and AntiL'us (see Ammanati) ; at the villa of

Petraio he constructed a fountain, and was en-

gaged in laying out the Boboli CJanlens, Florence,

when he died.

Vasari, Milanesi ed. ; Miiiitz, Bfiinlssanre

;

Perkins, 7'iiscan Sculpturs; An,;;uiUesi. I'alnzxi e

ville appartenenti nlUi li. Curima di Tuscann

;

Oiiizzardi, Le scnlptitre delle pnrte di San Petroniu
III BdfCK/iia.

TRIBUNAL. A. In Roman ar-

ch;eology, that part of a basilica used

to receive the seat of the magistrates,

and also, by e.xtension, the raised seat

or post of any person of autiiority.

B. A ])latforra from which speeches

are delivered, or where a presiding otti-

cer sits. In this sense used very loosely

and applied also to the court or magis-

tracy itself, or to any body or individual

to which important matters are re-

ferred.

TRIBUNE. ^1. Same as Tribunal,

in either sense.

B. Any place from wiiich one speaks,

a stage, or pulpit ; especially in the

French Chamber of Deputies, and gen-

erally in French legislatures of the

past, since 1789, the raised de.sk or

pulpit from which members addressed

the house.

C. Any part of a church or public

building, especially distinguished as if for the re-

ception of a tribiuial platform or desk, as an apse
;

in this sense used very loosely. By extension,

any apsidal structure, even one not containing a

platform for speakers, a pulpit, or a throne, or

magistrate's chair. 0. E. Norton, in Church
BnihUnrj in the Mtdille Ages, applies the term
to all three of the great apses of the cathedral

of Florence, east, north, and south. Beresford

Pite, in the (London) Architectural Review for
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' January, 1899, applies it to the central apse of

the .same church, the one which is .set on the

axis of tiie principal nave, as distinguished from

the two others of precisely .similar plan ; and,

indeed, tribuna is the local (Italian) name.
— R. S.

TRICLINIUM. .1. A couch upon which
persons recline while at meals ; the name im-

plying the division of it into three parts, nearly

separate, enclosing the table on three sides, the

fourth side being left oi)en for service.

B. By extension, a dining room in a Roman
house, furnished with a low table, surroumled

on three sides by couches. In general, each

couch accommodated three guests i-eclining, the

total number of guests being thus limited to

nine.

TRICLINIUM FUNEBRE. In Roman
arcluL'ology, an arrangement of three couches

and a tablj in connection with a tomb, for the

purpose of occasional banquets in honour of the

dead. One such near Pompeii is an open-air

structure of masonry, enclosed by a low wall,

the interior of which is decorated as if in a
private house.

TRIFORIUM. In mediaeval church archi-

tecture, the space between tlie vaulting and the

roof of an aisle, when opened into tiie nave over

the nave arches and under the clearstoiy win-

dows by an areli, or two arches, in each bay, or,

Tkiforium ; Lincoln Cathedral, c. 1260.

more characteristically, liy three arches (hence

the name), the whole forming a gallery.

TRIGLYPH. In Greek architecture, one of

the vertical lilocks in a Doric frieze, suggesting,

in stone, the outer ends of the ceiling beams of

the primitive wooden construction ; it has two
vertical grcioves or triangular channels with a

corresponding chamfer on each side, behind

which is a groove or rebate, into which are fitted

thin slabs which fill the metopes, and often
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TRILITH

called by that iiaiue. One trigljph is set over

and ou the axis of each column, except those of

the corners, which, ho\vc\cr, are set nearer to

the adjoining columns than the width of the

regular intcrcolumniatiou ; one over each inter-

columniation on its axis, and one at each corner

of the frieze, siiowing two faces. The arrange-

ment in Koman Doric is nearly the same, but

the last triglyph of eadi range is sometimes

placed, like tiic rest, over the centre of tlie column

and nnt mi the chihit. — H. ^ . B.

TRILITH ; TRUiITHON. A structure

composeil of three stones, especially, in prehis-

Trilith at St. Naz.^ire CLoike-Ikf£kiecre), France

toric architecture, a monument or part of a

larger structure so built up.

TRIM (n.). A. The visible wooden fini.sh

of a hou.se (see Inside Finish, under Finish).

B. In the United States, .sometimes the

hardware of a liouse (see Builder's Hardware).

Cabinet Trim. Same as Cabinet Finish

(which see under Finish).

TRIM (v. t.). ^1. To fit up and finish (see

Trim (n.) in both senses).

B. To adjust closely, prepare for, and put

into, a given place ; said of a piece of material.

Often with ui or out, as a board may be trimmed

in between joists, and a well hole may be

trimmed out with fascias or string boards.

C. To frame an opening, in a floor or roof

especially.

TRIMMER. That timber, in framing around

an opening in a floor for a staircase, a lift, a

chimney, or the like, into which one of the ends

of the Header is entered, the timbers which are

framed into it being called Tailpieces. Except

when the opening comes in a corner between

two walls, there are two trimmers, between

which the header is licM in jilace.

TRIMMING : TRIMMINGS. Same as

Trim.

TRINGLE, ^1. A bar, or rod, on which rings

may run for curtains. Hence, by extension, —
B. A narrow straight moulding of any section.
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TRIUMPHAL ARCH
TRINQUEAU. (See Xepveu, Pierre.)

TRIPLET. A group of three ; especially, in

mecU;c\;il architecture, such a group of windows

;

also in cciniliination, as a triplet window.
TRIPOD. Any object standing on three

legs, specifically a table, a seat, or a stand for a

vase or caldron, such as were common in classi-

cal antiquity, when it was sometimes used as a

sort of jjortable altar. It was used extensively

as a decorative syndxil.

TRIPOLI, ARCHITECTURE OF. (See

iS'iirth Afrii"i, Architcctmc of.)

TRIUMPHAL. Having to do with

triumph, victory, or remarkable achieve-

ment. The term is applied loosely to

many monmnents of the past, merely

hecau.se of their size and grandeur.

TRIUMPHAL arch" ^4. A monu-
mental structure : one variety of the

Memorial Arch. Modern monumental

buildings, taking the form of the Roman
memorial arch, or simply of tlie arched

i^fj-^, gateway, are commonly spoken of as
' -T^X- trium])hal arches, and this in conse-

quence of the general feeling that their

purpose is the commemoration of mili-

tary achievement, or the like. Ancient

arclies have been fully treated in the arti-

cle. Memorial Arch ; modern ones are of

the last three centuries, for, although gate-

ways leading into fortresses and fortified

cities were sometimes made decorative,

that with deliberate memorial purpose, in

tlie Jliddle Ages and in the earlier years of the

Renaissance, tliose structures were hardly trium-

phal arches in the proper sense of the word (see

Gateway). The Arch of Alfonso of Aragon

(1 470)," and the Porta Capxtana (1485), each

in Naples, and the Gate of S. Maria at Burgos,

are admirable instances of the decorative gate-

way : but they are in no respect to be consid-

ered in connection with the memorial arches of

the Romans. Even when, in 167:2, the Porte

S. Denis was built, and when, in 1674, the

Porte S. Tilartin was built, each by Louis XIY.

at the height of his power, and with deliberate

intention to commemorate the military tri-

umphs of his reign, the tnte form of the Ro-

man structure was so little understood that it

was thought enough to build up a wall 14

or 15 feet thick, from 60 to 80 feet high, and

pierced with one or three archways, exactly as

if it had been one section of a city wall of de-

fence which was under consideration. The true

Roman monument, rather a great pedestal for

statuary than a gateway, reappears first during

the same century. Perhaps the most perfect

early example is the Porte du Peyrou at IMont-

pellier, which was built at the close of the

seventeenth century, in memory of the Revo-

cation of the Edict of Nantes by Louis XIV.

This is in some respects a careful study from
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TRIUMPHAL AVENUE
the antique, even in its placing reminding the

student strongly of the jjlaoing of the arches

in the Forum. The Brandenlmrger Tlior, at

Berlin, built at the close of the eighteenth cen-

tury ; the Sieges Thor (Gate of Victory), at

Munich, built between llS-iS and 1850; the

" Marble Arcli " in London, moved at a later

time to the nortlieast corner of Hyde Park

;

the interesting arch, Delia Pace, at Milan

(called also The Gate of the Simplon (del Sem-

pione), because intended by Napoleon to form

the termination of tlie carriage road over the

Simi>lon Pass) ; the Arc du Carroussel, in what

was once the courtyard of the Tuileries in Paris,

— are all triumphal arches in the proper sense

of the word, that is to say, buildings standing

free, usually in large open parks or promenades,

intended to receive and dis|)lay commemorative

sculpture, and to be crowned with sculptured

groups of great importance. Much the largest

triunii)hal arch, modern or ancient, is the Are

de I'Etoile in Paris, undertaken by Napoleon in

commemoration of his victories, and announcing

itself as dedicated by him to his soldiers antl

sailors. This building is of the dimensions of

a very large mudern apartment house or busi-

ness building, such as are rising in American

cities. It is IGO feet high, nearly 1.50 feet

wide, 72 feet thick or deep, and pierced by a

single archway 47 feet wide, and rising 67 feet

from the pavement to the crown. Similar

arches pierce the ends or narrow sides ; these

are 27 feet wide and 60 feet high. No ancient

Roman monument of the kind approached these

dimensions.

B. The great archway leading from the body
of an early Christian church, such as a basilica,

into the presbytery or sanctuary. The term is

a translation of the ecclesiastical and Latin

term, (irois trhnii/iIniUs or chondis.— R. S.

TRIUMPHAI. AVENUE. One of the

^reat central streets of some of the cities of

the Roman Empire, as notably Palmyra, where
the double colonnade of Corinthian columns is

still partly in place, and Gerasa, where the

somewhat similar colonnade is of the Ionic

style. (See Syria.)— R. S.

TROCHILUS. Same as Scotia.

TROMPE. In French, a piece of vaulting

of conical or partly spherical shape, or resem-

bling one corner of a Cloistered Vault, the

essential thing being that it supports a weight
impo.sed upon it on one side or irregularly.

Thus, if a projecting angle of a building is cut

off below, the overhanging piece, triangidar in

plan, may be carried on corbelling ; but if car-

ried on an arched structure, that structure is a
trompe. A turret-like building in a reentrant

angle may be carried in a similar way. A
Pcndentive is of the nature of a trompe.
TROPHY. Usually a group of arms and

armour of the enemy, erected as a memorial of
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victory. (See Monument, Historical Sketch.)

In Greek and Latin lands it consisted primi-

tively of the actual arms hung on the trunk

and branches of an oak, cut to resemble the

human frame, and either consecrated in a tem-

ple (e.ij. Romidus, " Spolia opima ") or other

public structure erected conspicuously on a

mound, and usually accompanied by an inscrip-

tion. It was essentially a Dorian and not an
Ionian custom, and most early examples were

TrO.MPE C-iRRYIXG PROJECTING .-VNGLES ; HoUSE
AT Perigueux (Dokdogne), Fr.vnce.

in the Peloponnesus, such as the trophies of

Zeus Tropaios and Polydeukes at Sparta, of

Herakles, near Sellasia, and those over the

Corinthians, and over Laphaes at Argos. In
course of time the idea prevailed of making
such trojjhies permanent monuments of archi-

tecture and sculpture. Rising from a circular

or quadrangular stepped basement, or a tower
or column, was the gi'oup of trophies carved in

marble or cast in bronze, in imitation of the

original arms, and accompanied— even at times

replaced — by figures of the same material, in

relief or in the round, of historic, emblematic,

or religious import. Part of the sculptures
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TROPHY
were on the basement. Sometimes the central

crowning piece of sculpture was a " Victory,"

either armed (Aitolian trophy at Delphi), or

unarmed (Paionios' " Nike " at Olympia).

This type was also a creation of Dorian

artists. The earliest Ijelong to the sixth to

fifth century; e.f/. tlie bronze trophy of the

Sikyonians, and that for the Peloponne.sian War
at Olympia, that of Tlira.syllos, and that of the

Messenians of Naupactos at Delphi. It is true

that in commemoration of the victories over

the Persians, two trophies were erected in At-

tica, — at Salamis a naval, and at Marathon a

land, trophy, — but these were the ott'erings of

all Greece, and probably by Dorian artists.

Perhaps the most interesting for sculpture were

the two nearly identical trojihies designed by

the great Paionios for Olympia and Delphi

— the latter famous for its statue of Nike, now

recovered. These and other monuments of the

fifth and fourth centuries B.C. were not colossal.

The round tower of the trophy of Epamiuon-

das at Leuktra (371 B.C.) was only 11 feet in

diameter. But some Hellenistic (third-second

centuries B.C.) tro])hies apjiear to have been

larger and more architectural, such as that of

Artemisia at Rhodes, of Pyrrhos at Argos (mar-

ble, with reliefs), of Aratos at iMantineia, and

of the Aitolians at Delphi. Now, also, came

in the custom of introducing trophies of arms

and armour in relief in the decoration of large

monuments, such as the altar at Pergamon.

The best source of information for all Greek

trophies is Pausanias (Frazer's ed.).

The Romans gave to the trophy a truly mon-

umental character, making it the greatest rec-

ord of their wars. As an emblem the trophy

of arms was used everywhere by a custom cur-

rent since the foundation of Rome. At the

close of the republic the entire city had become

an arsenal of coiuiuered arms, either conse-

crated in public stmctures or kept in private

houses as family prizes, and trophies were set

up on memorial arches (.see Memorial Arch),

carved on memorial columns (see Memorial

Column), on temples, sarcophagi, and altars,

and stamped on coins. But the trophy erected

in a conquered land, both as a record and as a

fear-compeller, became an apotropaion. Taci-

tus says that when, after a gi'eat victory, the

soldiers of Germanicus erected a trophy, the

Germans felt its disgrace more keenly than

the defeat itself, and whenever possible the

Germanic and other northern enemies of Rome
would destroy these hated symbols.

Transitional between Greek and Roman was

the recently discovered trophy of Paulus Jimil-

ius, erected by the Roman general at Delphi

for his victory over Perseus at Padna (Liyj',

xlv., 27). Its quadrangidar ba.se (2.15 by 1.05

m.), approached by a couple of steps, was

decorated by a continuous frieze of Hellenistic
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sculpture representing details of the Macedo-

nian defeat with a Roman regard for exactitude.

The earliest purely Roman examples recorded

are those erected in 121 B.C. by Domitius

Ahenobarbus and Fabius Alaximus, after victo-

ries over the Allobroges and Arvemi. They
consisted mainlj^ of marble towers sustaining

the grouped arms. After Marius had saved

Rome from the Cimbri and Teutones, in 101

B.C., he erected famous trophies in Rome,
which were cast down by Sulla, but defiantly

restored by Julius Caisar, in 68 B.C. during the

dictatorship of Sulla himself. Sulla, after his

victory at Cha;roneia (86 B.C.) in the Mithrida-

tic War, erected two trophies with Greek inscrip-

tions on the battlefield, one on the plain, the other

on the heights, and Pausanias saw them more

than two centuries after. He erected another

after the battle of Orchomenos (85 B.C.). But

it was Pompey who built, after the close of the

Sertorian War (71 B.C.), the trophy most famous

for the beauty of its execution and site. The
inscription stated that he had subjected to

Rome 876 cities from the Alps to the farther

end of S])ain. It stood in a commanding posi-

tion along the great Roman militaiy road at the-

west end of the Pyrenees. To Caesar only a

single trophy is attributed, after victory over

Pharnakes at Ziela (47 B.C.). The exquisite

marble trojihies, still preserved and popularly

called " Trofei di Mario," at Rome, are proba- >

bly of the time of Ciesar or Augustus. A
rival to Pompey's -monument was set up by

Augustus in 7-6 B.C. on the heights above

Monaco, facing the Alps and the sea, on the

Roman road connecting Italy and Gaul. It

commemorated the submission of all the Alpine

tribes from the [Mediterranean to the Adriatic,

and its remains are sufficient to show that it

consisted of (a) a square platform, 1.30 feet

each side, (6) a massive square basement of 110

feet, with flights of steps on the north and

south ends, and (c) a circular tower, 100 feet

in diameter and of considerable height, dec-

orated with eleven pilasters, and surrounded by

a two-storied marble peristyle of Doric and Ionic

(or Corinthian) orders. On the tower stood

the trophy, 18 feet high, at whose base on

either side was a seated lamenting figure (man

and woman) representing the subject peoples,

very much as the grouj) is often given on late

Republican and Imperial coins reproducing such

trophies. The inscription on the basement

enumerated the subjected tribes. Ruins of

other trophies of a similar type, and dating

from the times of Caesar and Augustus, remain

in the south of France {e.g. Aix and Kimes),

and on the Rliine {e.g. Niederwald). Under

Augustus, Drusus erected a tumulus with tro-

phies on the Elbe, from the spoils of the Mar-

comanni, as did Germanicus on the Weser

under Tiberius. But the best preserved of all



TROUGH
these memorials is tliat restored by or built for

Trajan in 109 a.d. at Trop;eiim Traiani, near

the Danube and tlie Black Sea (modern Adam-
Klissi). It appears to commemorate the con-

quest of Dacia after the two wars of 101-102

and 105-107, and to have been designed by

Apolloilorus of Damascus. It is in the form

of a basement of steps, on which stands a

great circular mound of masonry (diameter 30

ra.) faced with marble, decorated with a frieze

of triglyphs and sculptured metopes, framed

by carved Ijattlements and surmounted by a

conical roof, from whose centre rises the pedes-

tal of the central trophy (diameter 9.20 m.),

with the group of prisoners at its feet. The

total height was probably over 100 feet, with

a diameter of about 1.50 feet. It will be seen

that the older form of the tower was often

superseded by that of the mound, making the

structure resemble somewhat such funerary

tumuli as the imperial mausoleums of Augustus

and Hadrian at Rome. Thus the trophy was
not only a memorial of victory and a deterrer

of revolts, but a glorious funeral mound for

the fallen victors. That the custom continued

to the close of the Empire is shown by the re-

mains of a trophy of Constantine at the gate

of Tomi, not far from that of Trajan.

— A. L. Frothixgham, .Jr.

TROUGH (n.). Any receptacle for fluids in

the nature of an open channel or gutter with

or without an outlet.

TROWEL. A. A mason's tool made of a

thin jjlate of metal, approximately lozenge-

shaped, always pointed at the end, and fitted

with a handle ; used for spreading and other-

wise manipulating mortar in laying up masonry,

and for breaking and trimming Ijricks.

B. A plasterer's tool, generally a small paral-

lelogram of thin wood, with a handle under-

neath ; used either like a pallet to hold putty

or mortar, or to spread or float the last coat

upon walls or ceilings. Masons use a tool of

the same sort for kneading and mixing putty in

pointing joints.

TRUCK HOUSE. In the United States, a

building for housing a hook and ladder truck,

together with the horses and men for its opera-

tion. The building is equipped similarly to an

engine house.

TRUE (v.). To test for correctness in level,

straightness, or the like, either by the eye alone

(see tvine), or by means of instruments.

TRUIiLO. In Southern Italy, a rough stone

buililing not unlike the Noraghe or trudhen of

Sardinia. It is generally of cjdindrical form
with cupola-shaped roof. It appears that the

poorer people, even at the present day, find

them dry and not inconvenient habitations.

TRUMEAU. In French, a stone mullion or

pier supporting the tympanum of a wide door-

way, as in mediieval churches ; often character-
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istically bearing on its face a figure of Christ,

of the Virgin and Child, or of a saint.

TRUNK. A. Same as shaft ; that is, of a
cohunn ; obsolete or obsolescent.

B. A large and central or principal spout,

conductor, or hollow shaft, as in ventilation, the

delivery of grain, and the like.

TRUSS. A combination of rigid pieces, as

jMsts and struts, with ties, so as to make a
frame for spanning an opening or the like.

Under Roof, Figs. 1 and 2 show a King-post

Truss and a Queen-post Truss ; Fig. 3 is also

of a King-post Truss, Viut is not well shown,
and Fig. 10 is a Hammer Beam Truss,

though not adequately framed ; but the other

cuts are of roofs whose principals are not trusses,

in a strict sense. A tmss must be made up of

triangles, as no other mathematical figure is

fixed and immovable. The Howe, Pratt, and
Warren trusses (see subtitles) are used in build-

ing to carry large roofs where supporting up-

rights are to be avoided, as in a nuisic hall or

large mndcvn church.

Hovre Truss. A bridge truss in which the

struts are diagonal, crossing one another, and
the chords are held together by vertical ties.

Pratt Truss. A bridge truss in which the

struts arc vertical and the ties diagonal.

Scissor Beam Truss. Aroof truss in which
the feet of tlie principal rafters are connected,

each with a point on the upper half of the

opposite rafter, by ties which cross at the mid-
dle like the two halves of a pair of scissors. It

is a w&ik truss, fit for small spans only.

Warren Truss. One with Jjarallel chords

between which the braces and ties are set at

the same angle, so as to form a series of isoscele.s

triangles.— W. R. H.
TRUSS (v.). To fit with braces, struts, or

ties, in such a way as to strengthen, as a beam
or a stud partition. (See Trussed Partition,

under Partition).

TRUSSEL. Same as Trestle.

TRUTH IN ARCHITECTURE. The ex-

pression, in design, of the essential facts of the

plan and structure. The doctrine of Artistic

Realism is of very ancient lineage ; so far as one
can judge from collateral evidence, the modified

form of it which Aristotle upheld was but a
restatement of a doctrine current in his day, and
which even then was not altogether acceptable,

and required defence. To us it becomes self-

evident that the doctrine of imitation, as it is

usually interpreted, can only be uphelil by nar-

rowing the field of art in a thoroughly artificial

way, which no modern philosopher would defend

for a moment.
That the doctrine does express a half truth

we shall see below ; but that it does not express a

principle which is universally valid for the whole
field of art appears clear when we note that

in some direetious it is inapplicable altogether,
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and, furtlieriiiore, that it must be moilitied in

statement, ov limited by detinitiou, if it is to be

made ajiplicable to speeial fields.

The general doctrine uf Artistic Realism may
be stated thus :

" Fine Art is the ex])ression of

the true essence, the real nature, of the sulijeet

presented liy the artist." It is comparatively

ea.sy to apply this supposed jjrinciple to litera-

ture, to painting, and to sculpture, without

arousin.s; a natural demand for its qualification

or limitation ; but it is evident that it is impos-

sible to interpret our modern music in accord

with any such formula ; and when we turn to

architecture, we find it necessary to restate the

principle altogether to give it any semblance of

validity.

In order to make the supposititious principle

api)licable to the work of the artist-architect, it

has been assumed by the defenders that the true

essence of architecture lies in its i)ractical and
constructional worth, and that true architecture,

therefore, consists in the expression in building

of constructional values, and in the suggestion

upon the exterior of the uses which buildings

as wholes, or in their special parts, are intended

to subserve.

But it is easy to show that these assumptions

are entirely unwarranted. There can be no

doubt, of course, that there is great testhetic

value in certain expressions of constructional

function ; but to claim that the expression of

constructional function is necessarily [esthetic is

certainly impossible, for, were this true, all

scientific engineering would have architectural

value, which manifestly is not the case. Works
of engineering uuist thrill us with their beauty

if they are to lay claim to the possession of

architectural value.

It is true, also, that certain indications upon
the exterior of a building of the purposes for

which the interior is to be used give satisfaction

to the beholder, a satisfaction which often adds

uuich to the sesthetic value of the whole mass
;

but to hold that the indication upon the exterior

of tlie purposes for which the parts of a building

are to be used is necessarily aesthetic is mani-

festly absurd, for such a principle would involve,

in an ideal building, the indication by appropri-

ate forms, or decorations, of the existence of

menial oBices which we wish to forget, and which
we must necessarily lose sight of if we are to

enjoy the beauty of a building as a whole. The
uses of a building, or of its parts, may be ex-

pressed in the forms employed, but the expression

must be beautiful if it is to add to the ;esthetic

character of the building.

As a matter of fact we have in this principle

of Truth, of Sincerity, of Veracity, as a])plied to

architecture, but a half truth, as the doctrine of

Artistic Realism in all its modifications teaches

but a half truth. The truth which, half ex-

pressed, has led to so persistent a life for this
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discredited realistic theory is this: that untruth,

insincerity, lack of veracity, and pretence, are in

general disturliiug, unpleasant, and ugly ; if a
work of art, therefore, is to have permanent
value, it nuist avoid the expression of untruth

and pretence ; and the easiest way to avoid this

expression of untruth and pretence is to bear in

mind, and to some extent to express, the truth.

The mere expression of truth, however, will not

make a work of man's hand esthetic ; the

festhetic quality is something which must be
superadded.

The aim of every artist should be to produce

an object of perfect beauty, in whatever material

he expresses his thought ; this he cannot well do
if he shocks the observer with unreality ; and,

if he be an architect, he cannot succeed in pro-

ducing this ettect of permanent beauty in his

buildings if he persistently lies about the con-

struction he adopts, and deceives us about the

uses of the apartments he erects ; and this is

due, not to the fact that where he succeeds the

truth is expressed, but to the fact that lying

and deception are in themselves anti-;esthetic.

On the other hand, mere sincerity and lack of

pretence in one's architectural work will not

make it artistic ; to this lack of deceit must be

added the quality of beauty which brings to the

masses of cultivated beholders a permanent
feeling of pleasure. The greatest sincerity, if

unattractively presented, can have no permanent
iesthetic value.

If the position thus taken be correct, then

the architect may well make certain practical

applications of the principles involved in the

guidance of his artistic ettbrts. In the first

place, he is taught that he should aim to avoid

the pretence of constructional efl'ects which
evidently cannot exist ; but, having done this,

he must equally avoid the expressions of con-

structional ettects which are not beautiful. It

may be true, to take an analogy from a kindred

art by way of illustration, that the human
frame is largely made uj) of bone and muscle,

and the artist-sculptor will certaiidy not model

his figiu'e so that it will appear to be apparently

unanatomical ; nevertheless, the most perfect

reproduction of anatomical detail will not make
a statue beautiful, nor would we consider the

sculptor to be in any sense an artist who made
it a principle to represent his human subjects as

exceptionally thin in order to emjihasize the

position of bone and muscle which make their

attitudes possible. Similarly is it true that

buildings could not stand did there not exist

certain balancing of forces, certain strains on

material parts, certain lines of thrust and

pressure ; but evidently, to strip a building of

all beauty in order to express this balancing of

strains and thrusts and pressures, would be

manifestly alisurd from an artistic standjioint
;

the critic who so emphasizes the delight he
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obtains in tlie arcliitcct'.s exprt'ssiuu ut' these

])hysical forces that lie fiuils in siu'h expression

alone the true essence of arcliitccturc, is as

abnormally warjieil in his a>stlietic development

as is the surgeon who linils beauty in a skeleton,

or in a tine piece of dissection, or in a skilful

preparation of cancerous tissue.

The architect should aim at the production

of a beautiful building ; to this end he must

avoid obvious constructional untruth, which for

most intelligent men is ugly ; and so far as in

him lies he should aim to emphasize the con-

structional and practical values of the parts of

his structure ; and this for the simjile reason

that sucli emphasis tends to be attractive to the

intelligent observer : but he should never em-

phasize these constmctional and practical values

at the expense of a loss of beauty, nor need he

strive for this emphasis unless it is possible to

gain it in a manner which will actually aild

to the permanent iesthetie value of the biulding

as a whole.

But as the architect should avoid giving the

observer the shock which constructional un-

truth entails, so also should he avoid shocks

of all sorts and kinds which involve more or

less of ugliness ; and not infrequently he finds

that, by the adoption of some scheme which in-

volves a minor inconsistency of construction, he

may avoid other shocks of nuich greater im-

portance. The ideal architect, to be svire, would

of course be able to avoid all shocks of all

kinds, but the poor huuuiu being all too often

finds himself called upon to make a choice of

the lesser evil ; and surely the architect who is

merely human should not be condenuieil if he

ask us to overlook some inconsiderable untrutli

for the sake of the better .'esthetic results he

thus obtains. He may well argue that at best

we can express but partial truth in any art.

The truths the realist is wont to emphasize are

only some of many which he chooses to con-

sider, while he leaves out of sight many others

which, but for mere convention, might as well be

considered as those which he aims to exjjrcss.

The scidptor, for instance, actually assumes in

general a conventional falsity of colourlessness

which he asks us to overlook in order that he

may the better express certain beauties that are

independent of colour. So in architecture there

are many other truths than those of stmctural

thrust and strain, or practical use, which all

artistic architects (and even those who labour

to express constructional values) have come to

overlook entirely, and tliis with perfect pro-

priety in consideration of the fact that the end

in view is the production of lieauty ; cij. they

overlook the nature of their fovmdations, of the

filling in behind their finished protective and
ornamental stone facings, of the masoniy and
fuiTings back of their plastered interior wall

surfaces. If, then, it be permissible, in the
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effort to build beautiful buildings, to forget

some of many realities, why should not the

architect occasionally ask us to pa.ss over some

sliglit structural disingenuousness, provided he

is able by such means to i>roduce a noliler type

of beauty than were possilile if he did not dis-

regard this minor inconsistency 1

We have inherited from a long line of artist

ancestors many architectural forms which have

arisen from constructional usage, all too often

very faulty from a modern scientific stand-

point ; for instance, we should not be alile to

enjoy to-<lay the beauty of the maze of fiying

buttresses in the Gothic cathedrals had the

mediieval architects understood how to calcu-

late thrusts as accurately as we do, and had

they expressed these thrusts logically. Thus it

liapiiens that inherited architectural forms,

more or less logical, have lieen refined and

beautified until they have become in them-

selves iesthetie elements capable of employment

for the purpose of adding artistic quality to

buildings, as the artist in colour adds to the

value of his painting by his technique ; and

there seems to be no manifest reason why the

modern architect should not use such elements,

as in fact his ancestors always have done, to

beautify his work, without too great regard to

their constructional worth, only provided he

does not use them for purposes of intentional

deceit.

Ai'chitecture, more than all the other arts, is

replete with forced compromises. A symmetri-

cal exterior, for instance, may produce esthetic

results which could not be gained were all the

minor lack of symmetries in plan emiihasized

upon the exterior. The artist must trust to

his genius to determine for him how for he can

aiford to sacrifice one element of beauty in his

effort to gain another, and that he is an artist

is attested by the fact that the tmths he over-

looks are forgotten by the observer in the beauty

of the results attained.

It is thus that great architects have almost

invarialily used old constructional forms as

merely decorative features, and if the beauty

of the result is sufficient to arouse our en-

thusiasm we do not hesitate to condone the

inconsistency. It is thus that the Romans so

often used the Greece-born orders, being con-

tent to accept and adapt forms perfected by
long use in other relations than tho.se which

were appropriate to their civilization, and in

this adaptation adding elements of grandeur

and proportion which lead us to overlook the

illogical usage. It is thus that the Venetians

used old constructional forms purely decorativcly

to add elements of beauty to their well-studied

compositions, and we forget the inconsistency

in the joy we gain from the entrancing group-

ings in their waterside palaces.

It is, of coiu'se, to be conceded, as has been
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suggested above, tliat tlie ideal arcliitect or race

of architects would avoid such inconsistencies,

but even iu the work of the Greeks, which

reaches the highest grade of consistency, we
find, e.g. in the triglyphs, the uiodillions, the

dentils, of their masonry temples, the use of

forms which had been perfected in wooden

structures and which were used decoratively,

but not as truthfully, iu stone constructions.

In tiie developnu'ut of the Gothic cathedrals,

which many think of as the only examples of

an architecture of thoroughly logical construc-

tion, we can easily trace the same practice,

when, for instance, we note the blundering

steps by which the columns of the basilica,

used fii-st as mere columns, were gradually

transformed into buttresses when engaged in

the walls, or into piers where standing isolated

and free.

In conclusion, then, it appears that the ex-

pression of constructional truth in architecture

is only one element amongst many which are at

the comnuuid of the artist-architect for use in

the production of beautiful buildings,— a most

important element, indeed, and one which, if skil-

fully used, nuist add great satisfaction to the

trained obsen-er, one, also, which cannot be dis-

regarded without great risk of mining the

beauty of the building iu which the architect is

expressing his thought. But for all that, we
are compelled to agree that in many cases this

constructional and practical worth may quite

properly be subordinated to other elements

which are incompatible with it, provided the

latter, without it, are capable of producing

sesthetic results which with it would be im-

possible of achievement.

— Henry Rutgers Marshall.
T SQUARE. (See Tee Square, under

Square.

)

TUBTJLAR. Having a section like a tube

of any shape ; thus a tuliular girder is a built-up

plate beam which is a tube of rectangidar section.

TUDEIiLA ; sculptor and architect.

Studied sculpture in Italy, and in 1528 es-

tablished himself in Zaragoza, Spain, and worked

on the choir of the cathedral in that city.

Bermudez. Dicciiniarid ; Vifiaza, Addiciones.

TUDOR ARCH. (See under Arch.)

TUDOR ARCHITECTURE. The accession

of Henry YII. to the tlirone uf England marked

the beginning of a period so distinct in the

architectural history of England that it has

been customary to describe it by the name of

Henry's Welsh family, Tudor. No one period

of English history is more interesting than this,

covering the reigns of Henry VII., Henry VIII.,

Edward VI., Mary, and Elizabeth, a long and

eventful period reaching fi-om 148.5 to 1600.

The later work is often separately designated as

Elizabethan, but there is hanlly sufficient change

in character to make a real division.
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With Tudor times an enormous impetus was

given to house-building by the general tendency

toward more comfort and luxury, and tliis was

further accelerated by the dissolution of the

monasteries, which put land and wealth in the

hands of the layman.

The great lord and landowner was not only

the head of his family, but the head of a host

of retainers of every description, from lesser

nobles and knights dovra to the artificers in the

various trades. The keeping up of such a reti-

nue and establishment bred hospitality, and also

led to a demand for private apartments for the

family, where some retirement from the motley

turmoil was possible.

The plan of the house had developed from two

directions toward a similar end. The buildings

grouped about the irregular castle court grew

into the group which suiTOunded the regular

quadrangle. The great hall of the manor or

gi-ange was extended laterally, and then at right

angles on the two ends, until it also enclosed a

quadrangle, or at least bounded it on three sides.

Blodifications of this plan gave the E and the H
plans. These then, the quadrangle, the E, and

the H, are the general types of Tudor hou.se plans.

The clinuite called for substantial material,

light on the south, shelter on the north, steep

roofs, many fireplaces, and abundant admission

of sun. Thus the English characteristics of

Tudor work have their natural explanation,—
buildings long and low, with steep roofs and

gables, with many tall chimneys, and great

glazed bays.

Of the rooms, the hall, although no longer so

all-important as iu early days, was still the

most important feature, and the stairs, but

recently mere squared logs going up between

walls, were now an especial object of decoration.

Oak was almost invariably the material. The

stairs had close strings, and the balusters and

panels forming the balustrade were often pro-

fusely canned iu a manner which suggested the

influence of the Italian Renaissance, and yet

was distinctly English.'

Indeed, up to the time of Grinling Gibbons,

there was no carving in England which ap-

proached in skill and dexterity the work of Italy

and France. It was coarse, often grotesque, but

generally well-placed, eft'ective, and well under-

stood in relation to the architecture (this

latter an especially valuable quality, and one

liable to be overlooked when the technical skill

of the carver attracts too nuich attention).

Although Gothic work was now a thing of

the past, in nothing is its influence so clearly

seen as in the windows, which, throughout the

Tudor period, remained subdi-sided by nndlion

and transom, and thus permitted the retention

and develojiment of the many-sided bay so char-

iFor Italian influence under Henry VIII. see

England, Architecture of.
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PLATE XXXIl

TUDOR ARCHITECTURE

The interior of the Chajiel of Henry VII.. West-
minster Abbey, London. Tlii.s i.s the typical build-

ing of those wliich can properly be called Tudor, fur

it was begun within fifteen years of the accession

of the Tudor dynasty in the i)erson of Henry \'II.

(148.5). and it is the first important monument of

the peaceful times succeeding the civil wars. The

picture shows the south flank of the extraordinary
brass screen which surrounds and almost hides the

altar tomb of Henry VII. and his wife, Elizabeth of

York. Through the central door is seen the ambu-
latory of the AbViey and the screen of Edward
the Confessor's Chapel. The stalls are appropri-

ated to the Order of the Bath.
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TUDOR FLOWER
acteristie of the English (•oiintry house, both as

iiii external featnre and as a marked eiiaractcr-

istic of the hall ami dining room, in which it

was .most frequentlj' found.

With tlie growth of the arts and the new
learning more space was required for pictures

and books, and this may have in

part accounted for the long gal-

leries which were so striking a

feature. These rooms, or corri-

dors, were generally on an upper

floor, often rniming the length

of the house under the roof, and

of such size and importance that

the English artist loved here to

disjilay tine panelling, marble man-
tles, and richly modelled ceilings.

In the reign of Elizabeth Italian influence

was more clearly felt, and cla.ssic detail was
pretty generally adopted, but the main lines

were still Tudor. Under her successor, classic

reaUy began to rule, and a distinct style arose

known from the Stuart family as Jacobean

(which see).

(For ecclesiastical work in Tudor times see

Gothic Architecture in England.)
— R. C. Sturgis.

TUDOR FLOWER. An ornament of late

English (riithic art; a trefoil flower developed

from the upright points of the crossing or the

cusps of tlie foliated arch.

TUDOR ROSE. (SeeunderRo.se.)

TUILERIES, PALACE OF THE. In

Paris ; built originally outside the walls. It

was added to by many succeeding princes, but

never served a.s the [jrincipal royal residence

until the Revolution, when Louis XVI., being

brought into Paris by the mob, took up his

quarters there. Xapolcon, the kings of tlie

Restoration, Louis Philijipe, and Xapoleon III.

lived there, except when brief visits were made to

Compiegne, Saint-Cloud, or Fontainebleau. The
building was entirely destroyed by fire in 1871,

TURKISTAN
toric or unknown antiquity ; the work of un-

civilized people ; especially a barrow or grave

mound ; but applied, as the origin of the word
warrants, to artificial hills intended for sacri-

ficial purposes, the ruins of fortifications, and

the like. (See Jlound.)

I • l> K I'K i; V\ l:I\IS I M.il;r,lH W I Fl \N( f

iMi I.O.Mj CiSlV.iK.N. THK .SL.4BS INCl'itD \MIH

and its ruins cleared away in 1 885. The original

design of Jean Bullant is of incomparably more
con.sequence than any of the later additions, and
can be seen in Du Cereeau's Bastiments de la

France. The garden of the Tuileries is one of

the public parks of Paris, and contains some im-

portant jiieces of sculpture. -— R. S.

TUMULUS. An artificial mound of prehis-
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TUNISIA, ARCHITECTURE OF. (See

North .Africa, Architecture of)

TUNNEL. A pa.ssage or conduit excavated

through solid rock or ground, or below the sur-

face of the earth, or built under water in crossing

a river, or the like, for a highway, for a railroad,

or merely as a culvert, or for sewer, gas, or

water |iipes, or electric wires.

TUPIK. (Written also tupiq, tuple, tupek,

and tiipci-k.) From the Eskimo ; a tent. In

the milder Arctic weather the Iglu and Iglugeak

become uninhaliitable, the former because of the

dampness, and the latter because the dome melts

and falls in. The Eskimo then resort to tents.

Some of these resemble the ordinary Tijji, but

have no smoke hole, the fire being built outside,

while others are of a horseshoe shape, and still

others are similar to our " A " tents, but with

rounded ends. These variations belong to dif-

ferent localities. Skins are the usual covering.

Sometimes two or more tents are placed to-

gether. (See also Karraang.)

Turner, Uth An. Bu. Eth.; Murdoch. 9th An.
Bu. Eth. ; Boas. 6th An. Bii. Eth. ; Peary, Xorth-
ward; Mansen ; Rink; Koss ; Hall.— F. S. I).

TURKEY. ARCHITECT
URE OF. (See Moslem Archi-

tecture ; Roman Imperial ; also

Asia Minor, Architecture of ; Bal-

kan Peninsula : Egypt ; Syria.)

TURKISTAN, ARCHI-
TECTURE OF. Tiiat of the

country lying immediately north

of the modern kingdom of Persia

PiTTFKxs^''"'^'
•'""' •-*'^*'' °*" Afghanistan, ex-

tending from the boundaries of

the lofty table-land of Pamir on the east to the

trans-Caspian provinces of the Russian empire
on the west, and including the cities of Bokhara,
Khiva, Merv, Samarcand, and Tashkand. The
whole coimtry is more or less dependent upon
Russia since 1876, but the population is still

thinly distributed, of mixed Asiatic origin, and
is probably much smaller than it was in the
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sixteenth century of our era and previous to

that time. The term Turkistan is more prop-

erly apjilietl to tliis country tlian any other

geographical expression, because the tendency of

modern ethnological and geographical wTitiug is

to speak of the ruling races which originated

here as "Turks,' using that term in a general

sense. The conquering Khans of the eleventh,

twelfth, and thirteenth centuries of our era are

considered Turks as much as the Seljuks or the

Ottomans.

The countrj- has been little visited by any

European who has had a sense of architectural

art, but recent traveUers have at all events

taken photographs which have been pubhshed

in their volumes. One traveller in Turkistan

had, however, a marked feeUng for architectural

fine art, Eugene Schuyler (d. July, 1890), who
travelled in the countrj- in 187.5-6.

The fine arts of the country have been greatly

influenced by Chinese example : but it is not in

architectural art that the Chinese influence

coidd be most weighty. In the northeast, be-

tween Tashkand and Kuldja, there are the ruins

of cities in which Chinese building had evidently

controlled the design, and in Kuldja itself the

ancient buildings have been ruined and this

city, though close to the Chinese frontier, is

almost wholly a Turki town. (See China,

Architecture of.) It is a Persian influence

which is the most visible in all the architectural

art known to us : but this not exclusively the

influence of the Persian art of the fifteenth

centurj' and following years with its strong

tendency toward decoration, both external and

internal, by means of glazed tiles in brilliant

colour. It is rather a more ancient Persian art

dating from the early years of the Moslem con-

trol, or roughly speaking, from the eighth to

the twelfth century inclusive. As has been

pointed out in the articles on Persia that land

has always been a centre of decorative art, its

influence felt over the whole of Western Asia

and thence by the whole Byzantine empire and

indirectly Europe itself in the earlier Middle

Ages. This exceptional mastery of artistic

design was developed in a more strictly archi-

tectural sense after the beginning of the eleventh

century of our era, and the buddings of the

cities named in the first paragraph above,

though none have been explored and studied of

a certain date earlier than 1150, are all of a

Persian type, giving distinct evidence of a still

earlier influence coming from Persia and develop-

ing in the comparatively unci\-ilized northern

country in a slightly cUfierent way from that of

the Persian cities.

The four-centred pointed arch characterizes

these buildings from the twelfth century to the

latest epoch ; simple and unbroken masses of

waU decorated with patterns in colored brick-

work or in slight relief of bricks set horizontally,
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vertically, and at various slopes in the outermost
shell or face of the wall are common methods of

decoration. The round minaret at Bokhara is

a simple tnmcated cone with very steep sides,

crowned by a cylinilrical chamber like a belfry

cartied in slight projection by a .system of cor-

belling; and this structure from base to the

springing of the corbel course is absolutely

unbroken by window or visible door (the entry

being from a small budding adjoining) and is

adorned merely by horizontal bands of colour

sparingly and most judiciously applied. The
mosques on the great square at Samarcand,
called by Schuyler, The Medressehs, Shir-Dar,

TUla-Kari, and Ulug-Bek, have each a superb
porch with a very lofty arch dividing the whole
mass of the central pavilion into two heavy
piers : wings with much lower walls are flanked

by conical minarets. The Medresseh Shir-Dar

has lost the crowning chamber or gaUerj- of its

minaret, but has preserved the corbeUing which
once canied it, and a cupola with the lofty and
circular drimi concealed from the front by the

lofty porch is attractive from the rear and side.

A similar cupola crowns the celebrated Guramir,

the supposed tomb of the conqueror Timur
(d. 1405) in the neighborhood of Samarcand.

The much later palace at Khokand retains some
of the features of these older buildings, but is

ven,- inferior in dignity of mass or in grace of

proportion. It is, moreover, covered by diaper

patterns very Ul-imagined, according to the too

common tendency of modern Persian art, which
seems to assume that there cannot be too much
of such covering patterns. (See Decoration :

Diaper ; Polychromy.) At the city of Turkistan,

in the far north, is the ver}- ancient tomb said to

have been begim by Timur, and there is also the

mosque called Hazret, or the Divine Presence,

which was certainly bnUt by that conqueror.

These buildings, dating from the last few years

of the fourteenth century, still retain some part

of their admirable tOe sheathing.

Samarcand, in the fourteenth century, was

certainly one of the most magnificent cities on

earth, and carefully managed exploration in this

to'wn shoidd result in a great enlargement of our

knowledge of the principles of Asiatic archi-

tecture.

The simple buildings of the people and the

relics of ancient architecture before the time of

Jloslem influence coming from Persia are alike

unstudied and unknown except for the occasional

evidence of photographs taken for another pur-

pose. The opportunity for enlarged archaeo-

logical research in the one case, and of social

study in the second, with the architectural

interest inherent in both would seem to be

unsurpassed by that of any region in the world.

Bigham. A Ride Through Western Asia. 1897
;

Schuyler, Tnrkistan. Xotes of a Journey in Bus-
sian Turkistan, Khokand. Bukhara, and Kuldja,
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PLATE XXXIII

TUKKISII AKCHITECTUKE

Interior of tlie great Mosque of Sultan Suleiman I.

(Suleiuiauieli). 'I'iiis is tlie most important piece
of Turkish areliitecture, and was built in imitation
of the church of S. Sojihia, at least in so far as the
cupola and pemlentives are concerned. Stained
glass is remarkable as the most important display

of non-European work of the sort. The legend is

that two pieces (not shown in this Plate) were
taken in war with the Persians, and that the otliers

were copied or studied from them. The building
dates from the middle of the sixteenth century.





TURN
2 vols., 1877 ; Vamb^ry, Bokhara, 1873 ;

Central

Asia, 18U4. — R. S.

TURN (v.). To lay up, as an arch, in brick

or stone on a temporarj- centring.

TURNBOUT Same a.s Turnbiickle.

TURNBUCKIiE. A liglit anil left screw-

coupling in the form of a link, both ends of

which screw on the separated ends of a rod or

bar, so that by turning the buckle tiie tension

of the rod or bar may be increased or diminished

at will. It is often used in setting up a truss.

TtJRNING PIECE. A piece of board cut

to a cui-ve to guide the mason in turning any

small arch for which no centring is required.

Turret ; Tower with Staircase Turret
;

Goring, O.kfordshire ; c. 1120.

TURPIN. JEAN ; architect and sculptor.

With Antoiue Avernier, Arnoul Boulin, and

Alexandre Huet he made the stalls of the cathe-

dral of Amiens (Somme, France), finished in

1522.

Gilbert, Cuthedralp d'Amiens.

TURRET. A small tower ; especially one

attached to a larger tower, as where an echau-

guette or stair turret rises above the platform of

a fortified tower, or where a circular stair is

built at an angle of a church tower to lead to

the belfry.

Pepper Box Turret. A turret circular in

plan, and with some form of conical or domical

roof.

TUSCAN ARCHITECTURE. ^1. Tiiat

of the ancient Etruscans (see Etrnsca)! Archi-

tecture).

B. That of modem Tuscany at any e]K"ich,

especially any style taking shape in this region
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and not extending much beyond it. The most

important of such styles is the round-arched

Turret ; Glastonbury Abbey, c. 120O ; It covers
THE Head of a Winding Stair and gives
Access to the Roofs.

Gothic, exemplified liy the Loggia dei Lanzi and

the Bargello, or palace of the Podesth, both in

Florence, and the cathedral of Lucca, and other

buildings, a style which was mainly Gothic iu

Turret: S. JUrv's, Beverly; c. ILiO.

structure with its system of building received

from the North, but protested against the uorth-

eni style as a decorative sy.stem.

TUSCAN ORDER. One of the three Ro-

man orders of architecture according to Vitruvius

;

one of the five recognized by sixteenth century
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TURRET; TO^'X HALL OF SAUJIUK, WITH TWO ANGLE TUKKETS OK EUHAUGUETTES.
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TUSCAN' ARCHITECTURE: CATHEDRAL OF LUCCA, GOTHIC IN STRUCTURE
BUT ITALIAN IN DESIGN.
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TUSK
writers. It resembles the Roman Doric, but
has fewer and bolder mouldings, no triglyphs,

and no decorated details. In neo(la.s.sic work
the shafts are sometimes built with rusticated

bands, and, in a su]ieri[n|iiisitiiin of orders, its

place is in the basement.

TUSK. A bevelled slioulder on a tenon to

give it additional .'^trengtii, tiie mortise being

cut to iMrrcs|i(ind.

TWO-PAIR (adjectival term). In a London
lodging hou.se, hehmging to tiie third story, ac-

cessible by two flights of stairs. The two-pair

front is the front room of tlw third story, count-

ing from tlie street, or the second story in Eng-
lish usage.

TYMPAN. Same as Tympanum.

Ttmpaxum of a Window in El-B.^kah, Syri.\;
."TH TO UTH CEXTUKY.

TYMPANUM. The triangular recessed

space beneath the coping of a peilimcnt and be-

tween the raking cornice of the roof and the hori-

zontal geison below. Also the slab or piece of

walling -which is used to fill up the space be-

tween an arch and the square head of a door or

window below. Tliis may be a single stone, or,

if of small parts, it may rest upon a lintel. It

is often used for rich decoration, and in large

Gothic churche.s it may receive the richest relief

sculpture, as seen in Vol. II., Plates I. and IV.,

and cut col. 20.3. The terra having merely the

general significance of a smooth, thin plate or

membrane is applied also to a panel by ^\Titers

who take the word in this sense direct from
Vitruvius, IV. 6. (Compare Lunette.)

TYROL, ARCHITECTURE OF. (See

Austrian States.)

TZAPOTECO ARCHITECTURE. That of

the American Indians of tlie Tzapoteco stock,

whose country was south of the Aztec, and who
rivalled the latter in their architectural works,
still exhibited in the ruins of Mitla. (See
Mexicii, Arcliiteeture of, § I.)

TZOMPANTLI. An Aztec building erected

for the purpose of receiving and executing pris-

oners of war, and for dividing their flesh among
the proper recipients. (See Mexico, Architec-

ture of, § I.)— F. S. D.

u
UCCELLO. PAOLO DI
1397; .1. 1470.
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DONO : painter

;

UNDERPINNING
A mural [lainter at Pisa and Florence. (In

the General Biogra))hy, Crowe and Cavaleaselle
;

Va.sari : Xiiglcr : als.. Miintz, lienaissance.)

UDINE, GIOVANNI DA. (See Ricama-
tori, tiiiivanni de'.)

UFFIZI. (In Italian, Gli Uflizi, "the of-

fices.") A building in Florence of which the

uppermost story is used for a museum, one of

the must iini)iirtant in Europe.

ULPIAN BASILICA. (See Basilica of

Trajan.

)

ULRICH VON ENSINGEN; architect;

d. 14 ->'.).

Ulrich from Ensingen, a village in Switzer-

land near Fribourg, was chief architect of the

cathedral of Ulm (begun 1377) from 1390,
when tiie niost impoi-tant part of the construc-

tion was actually undertaken, until his death in

1429. From UIO to 1429 he was also em-
pli.iyed in some capacity at the cathedral of

Stra.sbnrg. In 1387 he was called to Milan to

advise concerning the construction of the cathe-

dral. He was succeeded by his sons, Gaspard
and Mathias.

Has.sler. Uhnu Kniistripschichte im Mittelalter

;

Gerard, Lis Artintrx ih- V Alsace ; Schneegaus, Les
Arrliiii riis ill- Stntsshiiry.

UNBURNT. Not baked, or fired, in a kiln

;

said of articles of clay sucli as in most cases are

so completed by exposure to heat. Unburnt
bricks are very common in Egyptian and Syrian

building.

UNCOURSED. Masonry not laid up in

courses or layers with continuous horizontal

joints, but irregularly. (See Ashlar; Course;

Masonry.)

UNCTORIUM. In the Roman baths, an

apartment used by the bathers for anointing

the bodies with oil or some unguent, which was
then scraped ott' with a strigil. (Called also

Eheothesitun.)

UNDERCROFT. Any vault or secret pas-

sage undcrgrniiiid.

UNDERCUT. In carving, as in high reliefs,

cut aw;iy bcliind ; said of the background or of

the whole carving, the figures standing clear, or

nearly clear, frimi the background.

UNDERDRA'WN. Closed beneath, as by
lath and plaster, or by boarding, as ivhen a

floor previously of exposed timber is closed for

greater warmth or prevention of sound. By
extension, having the whole structure of a ceil-

ing put in, as beneath the roof of a cottage,

leaving a garret abnve,

UNDERPINNING. ,1. Tlie rough walls

or piers sup]i(ii'ting the first floor timbers of a

building witlimit a cellar. The upper part of a

foundation wall sliowing above the grade and

under the water table, or ground sill. In New
England often used for the masonry foundations,

as in a house otlierwise built of wood.

B. The material and labour used in replacing,
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TYMPANUM OF DOOR: CHURCH OF S. JEAN-BAPTISTE DE BELLEVILLE, PARIS.
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UNDERTHROATING
ill whole or in peat, an old or iiitirm foundation

wall with a new wall, or in extending with new
material a wall already built to a lower and more

stable bottom. The terms also applied to labour

and material employed in the reconstruction of

an old wall, so as to furnish a new and perma-

nent beil for a stone or bearing for a beam. (See

Shoring.)

UNDERTHROATING. The cove of an
outside cniiiicc wIh'h sd treateil as to serve as a

dri|).

UNDERW^RITERS' DOOR; FLOOR; etc.

An appliance, or fitting, of the form and struc-

ture approved by the insurance companies as

not calculated to burn readily or to help the

spread of fire.

UNDXJLATED. Arranged with a wavelike

form or movement, as in a guilloche, or in any

other decorative feature.

UNGE-WITTER, GEORG GOTTLOB
;

architect ; li. I.Sl'U
; d. 1801.

In 1837 he entered the academy in Munich.

In 1842 he .settled in Hamburg, and afterward

practised in Liiheck and Leipzig. Ungewitter

published Lchrbiich der Gothischen Konstnic-

tionen (Leijizig, 1890-1892, 2 vols. 4to);

Gothische Stadt und LandhaUser (Berlin,

1889-1890); Gothische Hoharchitekhir (Ber-

lin, 1889-1890, folio). (See Statz.)

Keicliensperger, (Iciirg Gntthih Uiiypwittor.

UNITED STATES, ARCHITECTURE
OF. That of the whole territory of the ieiiul)lic,

as it was after the Gadsden Purchase in 1853.

§ I. Pre-Columbian Em. The architec-

tural constructions of the aborigines of America

'^^''?^)h<WH.\>>, i ,l,.«..\i.tj,j.,^jte.
,

United States : House .^t Pioeon Cove, M.iss., ]li43.

were, and are, exceedingly varied in fonn, loca-

tion, material, and method. Almost every kind
of position where a house or village might be

e.stablished, according to expedience or necessity,

was adopted, from the immediate shores of the

sea to almost inaccessible ledges in mighty
cliffs of the far interior. Almost every ma-
terial available for building purjioses, excejit-

ing metals, was utilized, from mere twigs and
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branches of trees to .stone

; even to snow and
the bones of whales. And the structures were
given almost every possible shape ; square,

round, semicircular, oval, triangular, rectangu-

lar, conical, and domed. The methods of erect-

ing embraced framing, wattling, masonry, pise,

jacal, and others. Many structures were only

of one .story, but some were of four or five.

From the nule bough wickyup of the Arizona
Pai Ute, lightly abandoned on every change
of camp, to the massive and elaborately orna-

mented stone buildings of the Maya of Yucatan,
is an immense range, greater than can be else-

where studied within our historic period. It

is possible, therefore, in America to take up
the study of house building where the thread
is lost in Europe, and with both follow the
line of develojjinent from the wickyup to the

Parthenon. Examples of almost every form
of dwelling possible for mankind to devise exist

still in America, occupied or in ruins. Appar-
ently the very beginning is in the sun shelter,

of which there may yet be observed specimens
in temporary use among American Indians.

Passing into the wickyu)) type, then into the

more substantial and permanent wigwam, the

adobe house and the durable stone house were
finally arrived at, all forms being determined
by culture stage and by environment. Forest

regions developed bark houses
;
polar regions,

snow houses ; treeless ])lains with large game,
portable tents ; arid regions, where disintegrat-

ing cliffs offer abundance of ready-made building

material, stone houses ; broad, dry valleys with
little timber or stone, and no large game, mud

or adobe houses, with a growth from

isolated one-tamily structures to huge
communal affaii-s, half fortress in charac-

ter. No better exhibition can be found

of the manner in which man in all stages

of culture adapts himself to vaiying

conditions, than in this wide range of

American alioriginal architecture. Ma-
terials are moulded to his needs accord-

ing to his degree of progress. With
nothing better in the way of an axe

than a broken stone, trees were felled

for frames, or lintels, or raftere. Logs
were si)lit into jilanks by means of

wooden or bone wedges, and dressed

with adzes of jade, serpentine, obsidian,

or similar stone. Elaborate carvings in

wood and stone were executed with stone

and shell chisels, and knives. Eoofs were
made of bark, of skins, of snow, of woven
bark mats, or of timbers, reeds, earth, or

stone. Within the limit of the United States

are found exarai)les of most of the methods of

construction em])loyed, culminating in .such sub-

stantial buildings as may still be seen in the vari-

ous occujiied villages of the Pueblos, like Taos,

Zuni, and the towns of the Mokis, and in the
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numerous ruins seattcrcil over the Soutlnvest,

like C'asa Grande, the Cliti' DweUings (wliieh

see), anil those of tlie I'eeos and the I'haco,

the hitter representing the higliest quality of

masonry to be found north of Mexico. Metal

tools were not used north of the Aztec country,

and nowhere, prior to the European advent,

was metal in any way a part of the con-

struction. (See Mexico. Architecture of, § 1
;

Assembly House ; Cajou ; Comnunial Dwelling
;

Jacal ; Kiva ; Lodge ; ilounil ; Pise ; Tiiii ;

etc.)— F. S. Dei.i.enbaugh.

§ II. Modern Era. As a rule, the archi-

tecture of the territory coni])rised within the

pre.sent hmits of the United States was English

in its origin, and the prevailing intluence con-

tinued to be English down to the third quarter

of the nineteenth centiuy. Tlie exceptions to

this rule may be briefly noted. The Atlantic

seaboard, which included all that there was of

the United States when their in-

dependence was declared, included

lands originally settled or claimed

by Spain, Holland, Sweden, and

France, as well as by Great Brit-

ain. The oldest settlement on

the coast was the Spanish Saint

Augustine ; but Florida did not

become a part of the United

States until 1821. The princi-

pal relics of the Spanish domi-

nation are the cathedral of S.

Augustine (1793), and the fort

now called Marion (17-50). In

California, Arizona, and Xcw
Mexico, which were not acijuired

ty the United States until 1848,

there are no Sjianish buildings

comparable in extent or costli-

ness with the clun'ches of Old

Mexico. The Sjjanish manner
of building appears to have ex-

tended northward from Florida to South

Carolina, in at least one noteworthy instance,

that of S. James's Church, at Goose Creek, on

the Cooper River, built about 1715. In this

edifice the indications of Spanish workmanship
are unmistakable. In its present condition,

it shows that preparations had been made for

surmounting its front with the curvilinear

screen, or sham gable, wliich is a characteristic

feature of Spanish ecclesiastical pxchiteeture

;

although it does not appear that this frontis-

piece was ever, in fact, added. The detad else-

where is equally Spanish. Apart from a few
detached clun-ches, the i)rineipal remains of the

Spanish domination, of what is now the Pacific

slope of the United States, are the buildings

of the Catholic missions, each group of which
includes a church. (See California Mi.s.siou,

under Mission.)

The only relics of French colonization within
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tne limits of the United States are in Louisi-

ana, where there are traces of the successive

occupatiiins of France and Si>ain. Foiuided liy

Bienville, in 1718, New Orleans continued to

be held by the French until 1769, when
Spain took formal possession under a cession

granted in 1762. In 1800, the French retook

possession luider the treaty of San Ildeidiouso,

and, in 1803, Louisiana was acquired by the

LTnited States. Perhaps the only relic of the

original French occupation is the Ursuline con-

vent, now known as the Arciibisliop's Palace,

which was erected under Bienville's administra-

tion, in 1727. It is a jilain b\iilding of two
stories, in stuccoed brick, with a central pa-

vilion crowned with a low pediment ; but in

sjiite of its jilainness, it has enough of archi-

tectural character to indicate the nationality

of its builders. The most conspicuous monu-
ment of the Spanish domination is the cathe-

V

United States: House at Poktsmouth, N. H.

dral, built in 1794, but named after the patron

saint of France. Fronting an open square, and

with the flanking municipal buildings of stuc-

coed brick, it makes a somewhat pretentious

architectural composition for a colonial capital,

of no more importance than New Orleans was

when it was built. The mansard roofs of the

flanking buildings are later additions : the origi-

nal scheme having been that of the Ursuline

convent, a nearly equal triijle division into two

wings, and a central pavilion crowned with a

low pediment. These buililings also are of two

stories only. They are very massively built of

brick, and derive some importance from their

size and solidity, if not from their design. The

cathedral seems to have been originally designed

in the Spanish, or Spanish-American manner,

with a frontispiece, consisting of a free staudiiig

gable, and a lower roof behind. But the exist-

ing flanking and central towers, which are no
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more congruous with tlie front than admirable

in themselves, were added in 1851, together

with other alterations that obscure the original

design. The domestic building of the New
Orleans of the eighteenth century, so far as

can be judged by its dilapidated remains, was

much more Spanish than French, showing the

heavy Spanish tiled roofs, aud the deeply re-

UNITED STATES
stone, sparingly garnished with brick, or, more
commonly, rectangles of stonework one story

high, with roof gables of timber, and the eaves

projecting beyond the walls, a protective de-

vice, which gave the building its only touch

of picturesqueness. Specimens of these are

still numerous in that part of New Jersey

behind the Palisades. The Van Cortlaudt

-.Ji;*'*^'''

--,,.s^

United States: Farmhocse near Hingham, Mass.

^1S^'^^^4£|''

cessed upper galleries, suitable to a tropical

climate, and also the massiveness of construc-

tion which has preserved dwellings originally

humble, where thej- have not been demolished

by fire, or by design.

The Dutch settlers on the Hudson, as well as

the Swedish settlers on the Delaware, followed

their native modes of building so far as possible.

United States: Roger Williams House, Salem, JLiss.. 1635.

It was not, however, until toward the close of

the seventeenth century that they were able to

build of substantial materials. It is not prob-

able that there are a dozen buildings left stand-

ing in the region settled by the Dutch, which
antedate the final British occupation of New
York in 1674. The farmhouses built in the

Dutch manner after that time were of rough
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manor house, on the east bank of the Hudson
Kiver, was built in 1681, and the Slip house,

on Bergen Heights, in Jereey City, in 1666.

The older part of the Philipse manor house,

now the City HaU of Yonkcrs, was built in

1682, by Frederic Philipse, the richest mer-

chant of his time ; and the nideness of its in-

terior workmanship attests the absence from

the colony of skilled carvers in

wood. The brickwork of the

"^ period is verj- good, but both
•^ iiricks and bricklayers were im-

ported. But, upon the whole,

the building of the Dutch set-

tlers was so simple and humble,

and so exclusively for the satis-

faction of the bodily wants,

jx»w\jj7* -' tiiat it cannot be called archi-

•i^^n-i tecture. How simple it was

may be judged from the fact

that what was really a "speci-

men " of Dutch architecture,

the so-called " Vanderheyden

Palace " in Albany, built in

1725, was a building of two
stories, measuring 50 feet by
20, and with but two rooms on

the groimd floor. The churches were as plain

as the dwellings, mere " meetinghouses," as may
be seen in the onlv one that remains, that built

at Sleepy Hollow, in 1699, by Philipse. This is a

room of moderate size, enclosed in walls of rough

stone, with window arches of yellow Holland

brick, its ecclesiastical character being denoted by

the tall undivided windows, and the apsidal end.
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Perhaps the only remaining biiihliiigs of the

Swedish sett lenient upon the Dehiware are two

ehurehes, almost exactly contemporary with the

la-st mentioned, and with each other. The

"Old Swedes" church, at Wilmington, was

begini in 1698, and was consecrated on Trinity

Sunday, 1699. It is a rectangle of rough stone,

66 feet long, 36 broad, and 20 high, with walls

iJjilSS^Mj^
°^Kr f

United States: Old State House, Bostox, 1748

varying in thickness from 2 to 3 feet, with

openings arched and groined in brickwork.

The existing porch, built mainly as a buttress

for the walls, which had shown a dangerous

weakness, was not added until 1762, nor the

existing tower until 1802. Although the pas-

tor of the church was a Swede, the workmen
employed upon it were Englishmen from Phila-

delphia, and what of architectural character the

building can be said to possess is English also.

The " Old Swedes " church in Philadelphia was

built in 1700. This is in brickwork, and very

good brickwork ; but is also an example of
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English workmanship. The original building

was plain to absolute baldness, for the few

details that show a decorative intention are

evidently of later application, and in wood.

The oldest church still standing upon the

Atlantic seaboard is, undoubtedly, S. Luke's,

near Smithtield, Virginia. To this local tradi-

tion assigns the date of 1632. It seems in-

credible that an erection,

showing so high a degree

of mechanical skill, and so

considerable an expenditure,

shoidd have been made
within twenty-five years

after the settlement at

Jamestown ; and it is likely

that tradition confuses the

existing building with an

earlier one upon the same
site. However that may
be, the church was doubt-

less built before the last

quarter of the seventeenth

century. It is a room of

50 feet by 20, with a tower

18 feet square by about 50
high, all in very substan-

tial brickwork. Its ecclesi-

astical character is denoted

not only by the rudely

pointed arches, but by but-

tresses which seem to be

without any architectural

significance. The tower is

heavilj' groined in brick-

work, however, and the

keystone of the round-

arched doorway projects.

Upon the whole, it is such

a building as an English

bricklayer, working with

English bricks, from a

recollection of current Eng-

lish cluu-ch buililing, might

have been expected to ])ro-

duce, during the reign either

of Charles I. c* of Charles

II. That it is the oldest

church in the United States

is very probable, even if we deduct half a cen-

tury from the duration assigned to it by tratU-

tion.

It was not until the eighteenth century was

well advanced that any churches of architec-

tural pretensions began to be erected in the

European settlements in America, and these

were all based upon English models. The

earliest of them, S. Philip's, at Charleston,

was built before 1733; and it is to this,

doubtless, that Burke refers in the " European

Settlements in America" (1757), as "a church

executed in very handsome taste, exceeding anj'-
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thing of that kiml tliut \vc have in Ainerica."

This churcli was biuniMl in 1835 ; but its suc-

cessor is an execution of virtually the same

design, except that the sjiire lias been elon-

gated. Tlic name of the arciiitect is not known.

Of the other parish churcii of Ciiarleston, S.

Miehael'.s, it has been eonjeetviied tliat the

" Mr. Gibson," from whose designs it was said

in the newspajiers of the time to have been

erected, was, in fact, James Gibbs, then tlie

United St.\tes: House on Long Island.

most fashionalile church arciiitect in London.

S. Michael's was begun in 1752, and Gibbs

died in 1754. There were no churches of as

niudi architectural pretensions, nor in as pure

and scholarly a style, as these two in the more
northerly settlements for many years after they

were built. Tlie Old South in Boston (172'J),

and Christ churcii in Pliiladeljihia (I7'27), were
practically contemporary with S. Pliilip's in

Gharlcstiin. Tlie former, as an architectural

work, is entitled to no consideration. Tlie

designer of the latter, a local amateur, Dr.

John Kearsley, liad evidently studied the clas-

sic orders. The gallery is recognized and em-

phasized in the design, to the extent of dividing

the building into two distinct stories at the

sides. Tlie end is undivided ; and is converted

into a grandiose and very fairly successful

feature, a Palladian triple window, witli the

central arcli sprung from the eiitaljlatiire that

covers the lower openings of the sides, with

their order of pilasters, and, above a heavy

cornice, a blind attic and a iiedinicnt. All are

accurately proportioned and detailed. The lack

of available stonecutters coni]jelled the construc-

tion of the more elaborate parts in wood, or, as

in the entablature of the front, in brick, the

body of the churcii being very good brickwork.

The steeple was not added until twenty years

after the completion of the church. It has

nothing admirable, excepting the stage of tran-

sition from the square brick shaft to the octag-

onal spire, which is a. very well considered

piece of design. The interior, as " restored
"

by Thomas U. Walter, in 1836, is a gram-
matical design in Roman Doric.

At this time, and for long afterward, there

was not a churcii in New York, nor in New
England, that showed any architectural training

on the part of its designer. Peter Harrison, a
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pupil of Vanbrugh, was imported in 1747, to

design and .superintend the building of King's

Chapel in Boston, which was executed accord-

ing to his design, and is fairly re]ireseiitative

of the English architecture nf the time ; although

the spire lias never been added, and the purtico,

which is its most important feature, was built

in wood. The first piece of architecture in-

corporated in, or rather adjoined to, a church

in New York, was the portico, fronting Broad-

way, of S. Paul's church. The body of the

church was completed in 1766 ; but this portico

seems to have been added from the designs of

Major Charles L'Enfent, about 1789, when he

was employed to enlarge, embellish, and convert

into " Federal Hall," for the reception of Con-

gress, the old City Hall, built in 1700. The
spire of S. Paul's was added in the nineteenth

century.

The secular public buildings erected during

the colonial jieriod, were, for the most part,

cheaply and hastily built for their immediate

re(iuiremeiits, and it was only toward the close

of the period, politically colonial, that they took

on any architectural ])retensions. The New
York City Hall, occupied in 1700, and after-

ward extended and embellished by L'Enfent,

as already explained, for a Federal Hall, stood

until it was demolished to make room for the

customhouse, now the subtreasury, in 1834.

It consisted of two wings and a recessed centre,

two stories high ; and without other ornament

than the wooden brackets of the roof, and the

coats of arms of the governor and lieutenant-

governor. The State House of Pennsylvania,

United States : V.\n Rensselaer House,
Greenbush, N.Y.

better known as Independence Hall, a genera-

tion later in date (1731-1735), like the con-

temporaneous Christ Church, had an amateur
architect, Andrew Hamilton, well known as a
lawyer. It is a sober, discreet, and still re-

spectable edifice, especially notalile for an em-

ployment of cut stone in the groins, panels,

string courses, and keystones, which was then

profuse. The State House of Virginia, at

Williamsburg, built before 1723, is now known
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only from Jetiersoii's Jesiri)ition, which repre-

sents its only architectural feature as a portico

of two orders, which JeBersou criticises. This

was doubtless of wood. The still standing

capitol at Richmond was built from the de-

sign obtaineil by Jetterson in France of " M.
(,'larissault "

(?), and its design wa.s compounded
of those of tiie Ercchtlieum, of the temple of

Baalbec, and of the JIaison Carrile at Xiuies

;

but the moilel most closely followed was the

last named building, though the order, " on

account of the exijense," was changed from

Corinthian to Doric, and Doric of the Italian

Renaissance. The State House of Marjlaud is

one of the civic buildings, the other being S.

John's College, which combine with many pri-

vate houses, which have been carefully pre-

served, to make Annapolis the most interesting

museum of Georgian architecture in the United

States. The college was built in 1744, by a

Scotch architect, specially imported for the

purpose. That is of slight architectural im-

United States: Vassall JIassion (since 1S37 Longfellow's
House), Cambridge, >Iass., 1759.

portance. The State House was begun in

1772, under the direction of a native, or at

least of a resident, architect. The chief fea-

ture of the exterior is a cupola, unduly and
disproportionately elongated ; but the central

r.jtunda of the inteiior, though executed in

wood, from want of money, or of artisans ca-

pable of executing it in stone, is one of the most
elaborate, and monumental, as well as one of

the most "elegant" examples'of colonial archi-

tecture. It is really an admirable design

competently carried out. The architecturally

colonial period lasteil nearly half a century

after the political independence of the United
States. Indeed, as has been said, American
architecture continued for nearly a centurj' to

be a reflection of current English modes. The
State House of Massachusetts (1795) is a typi-

cally colonial building, bearing, in some peculi-

arities of treatment, the marks of an American
ditferentiation from the British Georgian, pecu-

liarities which reappear in the work done in the

Capitol of the United States by its author,

Charles Bvdfinch, apparently the first American
who regidarly studied the profession of archi-

tecture. The buildings of the University of

Virginia (1819-1826), designed by Thomas
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Jefferson, belong also to colonial architecture,

though they form an exception to the rule that

colonial building was English building. Jeffer-

son's studies and travels had put him in archi-

tectural, as well as political, sympathy with

France. As we have seen, he employed a
French architect to design the Virginia State

House ; and his own work, though he intended

it to be an accurate reproduction of the an-

tique, is in a somewhat French version of

classical. His plan for the university was
reallj- grandiose in scheme and scale, and,

although want of means impaired the com-
plete execution of it, what was done elicited

general and angry protests upon the score of

extravagance, 8300,000 being spent upon it

in Jefferson's lifetime.

The Capitol of the United States, excepting

the wings and the dome, afterward added, is

not only a typical, but the most considerable,

example of colonial architecture. The original

designer. Dr. Thornton, was a West Indian, and
an amateiu-, and the main dispositions

of the existing central building are

his. His successors, Hallett, Hoban,
Hailfield, Latrolie, and Bulfinch, car-

ried the central building to the condi-

tion in which, excepting the cupola,

it now appears ; but the real designers

were Thornton, Latrobe, and Bulfinch.

The contributions of the latter two are

important and distinguishable, though

each respected the work of his prede-

cessors.

Colonial domestic architecture did

not become of much importance until the middle

of the eighteenth century. The vernacular dwell-

ing of all the colonies was the " frame house,"

the structure of beams covered with clap-

boards, which remains the vemaciUar dwelling

of the States. The veranda, which is now
thought an almost indispensable adjunct of

every country house above the pretensions of

a cabin, does not seem to have been introduced

during the whole of the architecturally colonial

period. The houses of the great tobacco

planters of Virginia ami Maryland were large

and substantial mansions of brick ; but the

bricklayers, if not the bricks, were specially

imported, and such decorative features as they

present, even in wood, appear to have been

constructed in England. " Brandon," on the

lower James, was built about 1740, "the

Grove," 1746, "We.stover," 1749, "White-

hall," the seat of the governor of Maryland,

between 1740 and 1750. They were rectan-

gles of brick, without much architectural pre-

tension, excepting the last named, which is a

regular and effective composition of a centre

and wings, the centre signalized by a wooden

portico. A brick house of the same general

character, and of great massiveness and solidity,
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was biiilt at Portsmouth, New Hampshire, as

early as 1718, at a cost of £6000; hut this

remained for nearlj- a iiuarter of a eeuturj-

unique, not only in Portsmouth, but in New
England. Town mansions of successful pre-

tensions, and m durable material, did not

begin to be erected in the coast towns until

after 1730. The Fraukland, Hancock, and

UxTTED States: Uxiversptt of Tirgixia,
Charlottesville, Va., 1817.

the Shirley houses, in Boston, date respec-

tively from 1735, 1737, and 1748. The
"SValtiin House in New York, the so-called

Arnold House in Philadelphia, and the Pringle

House in Charleston are of later date, while

the principal colonial hou.^e of Annapolis was

buUt between 1740 and 1770. Almost with-

out exception, these houses were designed and

built by mechanics, without the supervision of

an architect. They owe their imdeniable charm,

not only to the fact that the detail was for the

most part accurately copied from the best ex-

amples of contemporary English architecture,

of which Sir William Chambers was then the

leailing practitioner, but also to the fact that

the studying and copying of this detail had

inculcated a refinement and discretion which

are equally seen in its scale and adjustment.

It is not imusual to find in remote villages

unpretentious houses, built about the begin-

ning of the present century by local carpenters,

which exhibit these attractive qualities in as

much perfection as the better knowTi and cost-

lier examples of colonial architecture.

The effects upon American building of the

publication of Stuart and Revett's work upon
Athens, founded upon actual investigations and

measurements of the architectural remains of

Athens, were long delayed. Greek architecture

had in the fii'st place been modified and sophis-

ticated, in Roman example and in Roman pre-

cept, and the Roman remains and the writings

of Yitruvius were the source of the Italian

Renaissance, which had spread over Europe,

and held undisputed sway for three centuries.

The architecture, thus extended and elaborated,

was not easy to he .suppressed by the exhibition of

the simpler and more primitive types from which
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it had been derived. It was scarcely before

the beginning of the present century that the

Athenian monuments began to influence Euro-

pean architecture, and uearlj- a quarter of a

century later before their influence upon this

side of the Atlantic. It may perhaps be de-

tected in some of Latrohe's modifications of

Thornton's design for the portico of the Capitol

(about 1815). Other buildings by Latrobe are

more distinctly products of the Greek revival,

notably the United States, now the Girard,

Bank, in Philadelphia. This was the first

Grecian portico erecteil in the United States,

with details correctly reproduced from the

Athenian examples. The building was uni-

vers;illj- admired, and its influence was imme-
diate and lasting. Strickland, a pupil of

Latrobe, followed with others in the same
style in Philadelphia, the Second Bank of the

United States, and the United States Mint

;

and in the Merchants' Exchange, gave the first

example in America of a Corinthian portico exe-

cuted in carved stone. The building to which

this portico is attached is treated with absolute

plainness, excepting that the muUions of the

Ukited States: Old North Church, Xew
Haven, Coss.

openings are pilasters, the openings themselves

being unmoulded. The semicircular portico is,

however, an ingenious adaptation of the order

of the choragic monument of Ly.sicrates, a repro-

duction of the monument itself, with openings

between the columns surmounting the compo-

sition as a lantern. The Grecian became the

official style of the coimtry, and so remained,
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at least until ISGO. Tiio Treasury Depart-

inent, and the Patent Otiire, and tiie (leneral

Post Office, vere built in one or tiie other uf

its orders, as well as the custonduiuse and the

buildings required by the government in ditt'er-

cnt cities. The customhouse of New York,

now the sidjtreasury, aimed at rejiroducing

the Parthenon ; although it is amjdiiprostyle

instead of peripteral, and the frieze is without

sculpture. The present custorahou.se, built for

the Merchants' Exchange, and completed in

1S41, from the designs of Isaiah Roger.s, shows,

perhaps, the most eft'ective Ionic colonnade in

the United States. States and cities folhiwed

the leail of the Federal government, and for

more than a generation, S('arcely a public liuild-

ing was erected which was not at least sup-

]iosed by its builders to be in the Grecian style.

Doubtless, nothing could have been practically

more inconvenient than the requirement that

one or more parts of a building divided into

offices should be darkened by the projecting

jiortico. In many cases this difficulty was
sought to be obviated by placing the main
reliance for light in an opening at the centre

of the roof, and converting the central sjiace

into a rotunda; a wasteful arrangement, which

was not, however, without some conqjensation

in a grandiose eft'ect. This is the disposition

ado|ited in the former and in the present cus-

tiiudiouse in New York. The style imposed

itself also for private dwellings, both in town
and country, the former being for the most part
" rows," fronted with colonnades, and the latter

temjiles, with a portico at one end consisting

of a Grecian order, generally the Doric, for the

most part accurately proportioned, but executed

United States: Libraev, Boston, Mass.

in wood. This type establisheil itself in all

parts of the country, and was often enq)loyed,

even for churches. Higiily unsuitable as it

was either for these or for dwellings, it served

the purpose of familiarizing the public with an
orderly and harmonious assemblage of studied
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architectural forms, and it was the only agency
by wiiich tliis could then have been accom-
plished. For at about the time when the

Greek revival set in, tiie tradition of the co-

lonial or Georgian building had begun to die

out among the mechanics, to whom the build-

United States : F:r.st Church, New
Haven, Conn.

ing of both town and country houses was almost
universally confided. This tradition had issued

in New York in a type of hou.se of moderate
size, two or, at the most, three stories high,

with a half-sunk basement, a "high stoop,"

and a roof containing an attic lighted by dormer
windows. These dormers and the doorway,
which was commonly arched, though often

lintelled, were the only parts treated with any
elaboration, excepting the ]}osts, if they may be
called so, of open ironwork, against which the
railing of the stoop ended. Tlie houses were
of brick, the doorw'ay and the dormers com-
monly of wood, though, in the more preten-

tious houses, the former was of stone. Many
examples of these houses may be seen, not only

in New York, but in the towns of the Hudson
River, and in the villages which arose along the
"stage route" from Albany to ISuH'alo. They
were not only carefully and successfully planned,

and entirely suitalile to their purpose, but the
s)iaring ornament they bore was copied from
examples so well chosen, and was so well ad-

justed in assemblage and in scale, as to give

them an air of positive elegance. The typical

dwellings of the other coast towns were by no
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means equally attractive, those of Philadelphia

having ahiiost absolutely plain fronts of very

red and very smooth brit-k, with equally jjlain

sills and linti'ls of white marble. Before 1860,

the New York house described had given way

to the " brown stone front," also a " high

stoop" dwelling; but witli no visible roof,

with windows often franiecl in mouldings, the

^_

United States : House in .Makyland ; Typical Mansion
WITH Outhouses ; 18th Century.

entrance commonly an arch, with a protruding

keystone, and a round or triangular pediment

carried, sometimes on a pair of columns, some-

times on consoles, the detail extreme and

bloated in scale, as was also the modillioned

cornice, commonly executed in wood or in sheet

metal. Miles of these edifices may be seen in

New York, and are still the most numerous

class of private dwellings, at least in the middle

part of the city which was built between 1850

and 1870. In country houses, the helplessness

of the mechanic who had lost the wholesome

traditions of his craft issued in the extreme

of vulgarity. The introduction of the jig saw

facilitated the production of cmde and un-

studied detail intended to be ornamental. Pre-

tentious " towers " in clapboards were added to

cottages, and the smaller American towns and

villages came to have an aspect of complete

repnlsiveness. The Grecian temples and the

Grecian colonnades were almost the only ex-

amples of studied design that were to be seen.

And by the contrast which they offered to the

recklessness and thoughtlessness of the common
building, they must have had a beneficent influ-

ence. The latest example of the Greek revival

was the most extensive and impressive. This

was the addition of the wings to the Capitol at

Washington. Their colonnades are worthy of

the building which they flank, and add great

stateliness to what was already, perhaps, the

stateliest public building of tlie century. These

wings were adiled by Thomas U. Walter, the

pupil of Strickland, as Strickland had been of

Latrobe. He had already designed in Girard

College, in Philadelphia, finished in 1847, the

most elaborate and substantial reproduction of

Grecian architecture in the United States, an

octostyle and peripteral Corinthian temple, on

a scale ample enough to give the architecture

its full effect, and carried out with perfect

purity of detail and adequate mechanical exe-

cution. While Walter's wings to the Capitol

are entirely successful, so much cannot be said
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of his cupola, which is so exaggerated as to

overpower the building beneath it, and to de-

prive itself of an architectural base, besides

being executed in cast iron, a material to which
the design d(3es not at any point defer. Never-

theless, the Capitol is without dispute the most
impressive public building in the United States.

During this period, commercial building

shared the fate of domestic building.

In the seaport towiis, there were rows

of solid warehouses of brick, or

granite, with visible roof, with per-

fectly plain openings where they were

practically needed, and most conven-

ient for the builder, but without any
attempt at grouping or diversification

with reference to their arciiitectural

effect. JIany of these buildings remain

upon or near the water fronts of these towns.

They can scarcely be classified as belonging to

architecture ; but their massive construction

and the very absence of pretension make them
inoffensive and respectable, and negatively

attractive. On the other hand, the "shop-

ping streets " of these towns came to be Uned
with buildings which were meant to be attrac-

tive, and which, being designed by builders, or

even so-called architects, without architectural

skill or training, were positively repidsive.

The art of architecture Iws seldom sunk so

low in any civilized countrj', as in the United

United States :

New Yokk
Pulpit in S. Paul's Chapel,
Church built 17(J4-17(;6.

States at the middle of this century. The
" commercial Renaissance " of the show streets

of the princi])al cities was a series of stories of

stone, or brick, or cast iron, apiiarently stand-

ing upon a wall of plate glass at the ground

floor, surmounted by an exaggerated cornice in

sheet metal, and usually ofl'ensive in direct pro-

portion to its elaboration and pretentiousness.
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These alifices were imitnted with cheaper ma-
terial in the smaller towns.

The United States had thus nothing to show

in its current building hut copies of a pure and

refined architecture, of which the features were

inextricably implicateil with dispositions entirely

unsuitable to almost all i)ractical re<iiiirements,

and the attempt to satisfy those recpiirements

by means of buildings of which the dispositions

were not studied with any view to their capa-

bilities of expression, ancl of which the features

and details intended for ornament were impure

and coarse. It was upon this condition that

the Gothic revival depended. It began very

brilliantly with the erectinn of Trinity church

in Xew York, completed and consecrated in

UNITED STATES
pioneer, of the Gothic revival iu the United

States. It may be questioned whether any
subsequent work of that revival was more suc-

cessful. The church diflers from contemporary

j

churches iu England, in showing less of archieo-

logical scnipulosity. Details of different periods

I

are employed together, but without compromis-
I ing the artistic unity of the work. The success

of Trinity was immediate and complete, and

led to an effective demand, especially from the

Protestant Episcopal church, for Gothic buOd-

ings, which were supplied by its designer, and

bj' other architects of European birth and train-

ing, for the most part English, but in some
cases German ; and these architects and their

American pupils did much to difluse a know]-

iS^&FSfe
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United States: Dwight Huise, Springfield, JIass., ITGl.

18-16. For half a century before, pointed

arches had been introduced iu churches as an

ecclesiastical form, especially suitable to the

Protestant Episcopal church, and distinguish-

ing it from other denominations. We have

seen that, two centuries before Trinity church

was built, the builders of S. Luke's at New-
port, in Virginia, working by tradition, and in

a purely unschooled and vernacular fashion,

had employed both pointed windows and use-

less buttresses to designate the purpose of their

builiiing. But Trinity was the first church on

any considerable scale which was built in North
America by an architect who was really schooled

in Gothic architecture. The church is thus

entitled to be regarded as the starting-point,

and its architect, Eichard Upjohn, as the
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edge, or at least a recognition, of Grothic work.

It cannot be said that they did much to raise

the degraded standard of the common building

of the coimtry. The "mansard roof" had

come in as a cheap and convenient device for

securing an additional story, and the expressive-

ness which a visible roof had imparted, even to

a wooden building of which the frame was con-

cealed by clapboards, had melted away. In the

Gothic work, too. there were apt to be sur-

vivals of forms which had lost their structural

significance. But in almost every considerable

town there came to be a church which was

designed in tolerably correct Gothic, and which

was recognized as more admirable than what it

displaced. For some years the Grothic revival

was confined to church building, and for the
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most part to luoiiochromatic masonry. But
the time had become rijje for the importation

of what is specifically known as Victorian

Gothic. This was very largely the result of

Mr. Kuskin'.s admiration for the mediicval

building of nortli Italy and of the eloipience

with which he gave it expression. Tlie ISeoen

Lamjis of Airhitecture appeared in IStO,

three years after the completion of Trinity

church in New York, and was followed ten

years later by The Stones of Venice. The

effect of these works upon building in Great

Britain, already turned by " Anglican " con-

siderations in the direction of the insidar

Gothic, was almost immediate. The adoption

of an unquestionably English style for the

Houses of Parliament, begun in 1840, had

UNITED STATES
can revivalists possessed the tact and discretion

to eniphiy different colours apiirojjriately and
hariHoniously, or to refrain altogether from
employing them, the result was some of the

most interesting and successful architecture that

had been ])roduced in the United States, espe-

cially as the men who did it followed another

juecept of Ruskin, and betook themselves for

ornament to the careful conventionalization of

natural forms. The inexhaustible source of

decoration thus opened, in comparison with the

repetition of the very limited reijcrtoiy of au-

thorized classic detail, gave interest even to

buildings that were not interesting in their

general design. But where tact and discretion

were wanting, the result was even wilder work
than had been done before. As Victorian

United States: Morris House, New York, N. Y., 1762.

given an impulse to the use of Gothic in sec-

ular buihhngs. But it is a very long stride

from the House of Parliament to the Oxford

Mu.seum (185.5), which was the first fruit of

Mr. Ruskin's teachings. The young architects

of England took to studying and reproducing

tlie mediieval movements of France and north

Italy as well as of England. About 1860 the

revival had made its way across the Atlantic.

By 18G5 almost every American city had at

least one example of "Victorian Gothic" to

show in civic work, and for the next decade

the most serious work that was done in archi-

tecture in the United States was done in this

style. The external use of colour was one of

the ])oints in the architecture of north Italy

upon which the revivalists had most insisted

;

but it is that in wiiich most tact and discretion

are imperatively re(iuired, and there is compara-

tive safety in mouoclirome. Where the Ameri-
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Gothic was a])plied to every kind of liuilding,

commercial and domestic as well as ecclesiasti-

cal, even controlling for a short period the

government architecture ; as it opened the

whole field of mediieval architecture in Europe

to the eclecticism of designers ; as the studious

and cultivated designers were everywhere in the

minority ; and as the bulk of the buikUng con-

tinued to be done by men who were not archi-

tects at all,— the total result was discouraging.

Even the most thoughtful and artistic of the

revivalists were apt to take mediteval archi-

tecture as a more or less literal model, rather

than as a starting-point for modern work, and

failed to divest their secular buildings, at least

to the popular appreciation, of an ecclesiastical

expression. Many architects began to revert

with regret to the early part of the century

and the decency of colonial building, and the

time was ripe for the importation of the next
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British fashion, that of " Queen Anne," com-

prising the Jacobean and Georgian periods, as

well as that after which it was named, idti-

inately including even tiie Flemish Renaissance.

The vogue of " Queen Auue," specitically

so-called, was very brief, but it assisted in a

general reaction toward classic architecture.

Diiriug the period of the Gothic revival, what
was called the Renaissance had continued to be

the prevailing mode for public and commercial

buildings and for town houses, and it had been

done witii increasing knowledge under the influ-

ence of graduates of the Continental schools of

architecture. The reaction was for a time in-

terrupted by the appearance, in the person of

Henry H. Richardson, of a very strong artistic

individuality. A classic by training, he was a

romantic by temperament, but he was prevented

from joining in the Gotliic revival by his dis-

satisfaction with the finical elaborateness whicli

is apt to be its characteristic in unskilful

hands, and by the additional restlessness which

was imparted to the American phase of Vic-

torian Gothic by the misapplication of colour.

He reverted in his earliest characteristic work
to the simpler, more massive, and more rudi-

mentary Romanesque which preceded the devel-

opment of vaidted architecture, and of which

the Provencal varietj- e.sjiecially appealed to

him. His iirst work was Trinity church in

Boston, completed in 1877, of which the central

tower is verj- skilfidly and successfully adapted

from that of Salamanca cathedral, but of which

the detail is for the most i)art in the style of

the Romanesque of the south of France. The
power of the design is, however, not in this

detail, but in the success with which the body
of the church was subordinated into a sj'stem

of harmonious appendages to the central tower,

which thus became the essential Iniilding. The
effect of these dispositions was much enhanced

by the singidarly successful combination of

colour, the fields of the wall being of rough, light

granite, while the wrought work was of dark
brown sandstone, the stress of colour being every-

where logically employed to add emphasis to the

structural dispositions. The popular success

of this work was immediate and great. The
architect followed it up, during the decade that

passed before his death, with a series of work
which displayed the same striking power of sim-

plification, and in which he aimed to show the

adaptability of the style he had chosen to all

descriptions of buildings. He designed Roman-
esque town halls, courthouses, exchanges, libra-

ries, schools, warehouses, and dwellings, all

characterized by simplicity and by a Cyclopean
massiveness, and aU of an interest which had a
more rational basis than their mere novelty.

The popidar success of these works at once

imposed upon a great number of the younger
architects the style in which they were com-
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posed. It commended itself by the absence of

the finical elaboration into which most of the

Victorian Gothic had degenerated. On the

other hand, the drawback of the style for mod-
ein purposes was its inherent rudeness. Rich-

ardson himself not only made no eSVirt to

mitigate this, but delighted in it, and added to

it an exaggeration, commonly beyond reason,

and sometimes violent, of the scale of the parts.

In almost all his works he had a distinct motive,

which was detaclied and made conspicuous by
his treatment, and which was striking enough
to carry ott" his extravagance of detail. But
these extravagances were much easier of imita-

tion than the essential merits of his work, and
most of the imitators whom his success raised

up confined themselves to the reproduction of

them. There were others who really analyzed

his work, who penetrated tiie sources of its

power and availed themselves of them, and some
of the buildings thus produced are among the

most creditable achievements of American archi-

tecture. A xery few of these practitioners even

essayed, and with an encouraging measure of

success, to mitigate the nideness of tiie style as

originally developed and as even exaggerated by
the revivalist, and to demonstrate tliat it com-
prised elements which might be made flexible

to all uses, and might become the basis of a
true expression in architecture of modern life.

It was evidently more eligible in this respect

than the pointed Gothic, of which many even

of the decorative forms and details were devel-

oped from a system of vaulted biiilding, and
lose their significance when separated from it.

The Romanesque revival was thus the most
promising beginning that had been made in the

United States, if not in any country, toward

the evolution of a lining architecture. But this

promise was destined to be broken, and the

Romanesque revival did not long survive the

revivalist. It cannot be said to have been de-

veloped, except in a verj- few instances, beyond

the point to which he carried it, and in the

hands of most of its practitioners it came far

short of that point. But besides its intrinsic

interest, it is noteworthy as having been the first

architectural movement in the United States

which was not a more or less belated impor-

tation of tiie current English mode. With
the Romanesque revival American architecture

ceased to be colonial.

During the period of the Romanesque revival

the profession of architecture had come to ap-

peal to a greatly increased number of educated

Americans, as oflfering the probabilitj' of a live-

hhood, and the possibility of a career. Many
of them availed themselves of the apparatus for

technical education provided by the schools of

architecture that had sprung up in the United

States, and of whicli the curriculum was gener-

ally adapted from that of the School of Fine
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Arts in Paris. RLiiiy otluTs resorted to tliat

iustitution itself, and upon tiieir return to tiieir

own country devoted tlieniselvcs to the repro-

duction of tlie contemporary French architecture

whicli tliey had been taught to produce. They
even established a concerted jjropaganda of the

architecture of the school. Almost since the

middle of the century there had been occasional

American students at Paris, but these had used

its curriculum only as a training in design, and

had employed their discipline to entirely ihtt'ereut

results from those of the French architects.

Richardson himself was one of these. But the

later and more numerous graduates devoted

themselves, not to developing, by means of their

training, an architecture out of American con-

ditions, but to domesticating current French

work in tiie United States ; to substituting, in

fact, the French fashions for the English fash-

ions which had prevailed from the beginning of

the eighteenth century to the third (luarter of

the nineteenth. By far the most signal triumph

whidi had been won in this endeavour was the

architecture of the AVorld's Fair in Chicago in

189;l A singularly judicious and fortunate

landscape treatment of the striji of low shore

selected for the exhibition, together with a

largeness of scale almost witliout i)recedent, gave

scope for a pompous architectural display, to

which no approach had before been made in the

United States, and to which, indeed, there is no

parallel in real and durable building anywhere.

The Greco-Roman architecture was imitated in

facades of lath and plaster which had, in the

chief and most admired buildings, no relation

in their design, either to their own material and
actual construction, or to the buililings which

they masked and which were in feet modern
engineering constructions in metal. Only in

one of the great buildings was an attempt made
at an architectural development of the facts of

material and constnictiou, and this building was
the least admired of any. In only one other of

the principal buildings was there any departure

from Greco-Roman architecture, either in pro-

duction of the antique forms or in the French

version of them, and this was an essay in a

Romanesque much lighter and more graceful in

intention than that which had become known
as Richardsonian, in a building which owed its

success, however, chiefly to the skilful intro-

duction of marine forms in its profuse decoi'a-

tion. The most admired building of all was the

execution of an ideal project prepared some
years before for a competition of the Paris

school. The grandiose effect of the architectural

display was naturally attributed by tlie public

to the style employed, although there were
other elements in it of even more importance.

For the first time, a number of architects had
been able to cooperate in the execution of a

prearranged architectural scheme of great extent
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and importance. For the first time sctdpture

and painting had been introduced upon a great

scale, as integral jiarts of an architectural

whole. But the pojtular success of the disjilay

was accepted without nuich analysis by archi-

tects as well as by the public as proof of the eli-

gibility of the style, or styles, in which the

faijades fronting the so-called " Court of Honor "

had been composed, and " classic," in one or

another of its modes, was almost at once rees-

tablished as the most eligible style for public

buildings. A uiwe serious and durable work
than of the theatrical and illusory buildings of

the World's Fair was already luider construction

when those buildings were begun, but received,

in its completion and embellishments, the bene-

fit of the lesson inculcated by them. This was
the Librai-y of Congress, of which the style, the

Italian Renaissance, was in effect dictated by
its position confronting the Capitol, to which
it viitually conforms in the scale of the order.

Its large and simple plan enforced an exterior

treatment which, if not wholly free irom

monotony, at least escapes frivolity, and by the

sobriety antl plainness of tiie design makes tlie

most of unusually ample dimensions. The same
simplicity of disposition secures in the interior

spacious fields for pictorial decoration, while the

domed octagon of the central reading room
affords an opportunity for sculptural embellish-

ment, by means both of symbolic figures and
of portrait statues. Each of these opportuni-

ties was taken advantage of by the employment
of those American artists who had most indi-

cated their capability. The choice was, upon
the whole, very skilfully made, and the result

was surprising as well as gratifying. The
library was the first government building to be

adequately decorated, while the central reading

room is without doubt . the most impressive

apartment, in virtue both of its architecture

and its decoration, belonging to the United

States.

The popular recognition of the merits of the

library, which was not less immediate and of

course much more lasting than that of the

buildings of the World's Fair, tended to confirm

the reestablish ment of the classic. The Pari-

sian propaganda has been crowned with entire

success, and no architect would now think of

submitting in competition a design for a public

building in any other style than that officially

sanctioned in France. The admiration of the

young architects for French architecture has in

many cases taken the form of direct and specific

imitation. Foreign buildings have been freely

reproduced, and published designs not executed

abroad have been executed in the United States,

without any alteration that amounted to a dis-

guise, not merely for temporary exigencies, as

in the case of the Art Building at the World's

Fair, but for durable and important buildings.
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There is no longer any pretence, as tbere was
in the Gothic and Romanesque revival, of using

the selected style as a Ijasis or a point of depar-

ture to be inoditied and developed in accordance

with American needs ami ways of thinking, and

with tlie introduction of new material and new
modes of construction. Architectural design is

fi-ankly imported even when it is not directly

imitated. The new town hall of an American

city is apt to be, architecturally, precisely what

its architect would have designed for a similar

edifice in France, anil in its strange surround-

ings it necessarily appears incongruous and

incapable of domestication. Gothic and Ro-

manesque continue to be employed for Protes-

tant churches, the style here being imposed by

the em|)loyers, not as the most artistic, but as

the most "cliurchly." But even in churches

there are not wanting examples of the reversion

to classic models. In civic buildings it may be

said, as a rule, tiiat there are no longer evidences

even of an aspiration toward a national archi-

tecture.

In dwellings the classic reaction has by no

means so exclusive possession of tlie field. It

cannot even be said that there is any longer a

typical American town house. The widest and
freest eclecticism prevails, insomuch that the

newest residential quarters of even the oldest

American towns constitute jin architectural

museum, in which nearly every historical style

is represented. The '"specimens" are rejjro-

duced sometimes with crudity and recklessne.ss,

but often with scholarly accuracy and some-

times with successful originality of composition.

The French Renaissance is a tavourite style, and
several American arclutects have wrought in it

with success, in town houses as well as in the

even more pretentious dwellings of watering

places and summer resorts. There is scarcely

such a thing in the United States as a country

seat, in the European sense, an extensive and

costly mansion detached by a spacious park and

forming the central feature of an estate. "Bilt-

more," in North Carolina, is almost unique

in this respect. There is, in fact, no country

life in the European sense in the United States.

Rich Americans are more gregarious in their

social habits than rich Europeans, and build

themselves country houses in pro.ximity to tho.se

of their acquaintances. Hence, at such seaside

resorts as Newport and Bar Harbor, and at such

mountain resorts as Lenox and Tuxedo,—though
this latter is rather an exclusive suburb than

a resort,— very profuse expenditures have been

made upon houses to which justice is not done

by grounds ample enough to secure them proper

detachment, and which can scarcely be seen by
themselves. At Newport, where in extent and
costliness many of the houses are on a really

palatial scale, this is notalily the case ; and New-
port for this reason has, perhaps, more the air
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of an architectural museum than any other

American town. Some of the less pretentions

summer resorts, and some of the suburbs of the

chief cities, are really more representative and
typical. In these the efforts of the architects

of Country houses have not been to present e.x-

amples of historical styles, but to develop, out

of given dispositions, materials, and methods of

construction, their own appropriate architectural

exjiression. The best of these houses have a

familiar and vernacular and even autochthonous

air. As the dispositions, materials, and modes
of construction are the supply of real demands,
when the architecture is simjily the expression

of the given facts, the result, in the case of an
artistic designer, is a building which, being of

no style, yet has style. Such works are the

most creditable, and are among the most char-

acteristic products thus far of architecture in

the United States.

The most characteristic of these products can-

not as yet be called the most creditable. This

is the " tall biulding " which forms so conspicuous

a feature of every large American city. This

may be an apartment house or a warehouse, but

it has reached its greatest development in the
" office buildings," which are erected in tlie quar-

ters in which land is the most valuable, and

upon the altitude of which it is difficult to fore-

see any limit that may be set by self-interest, or

otherwise than by legal regulation in the inter-

est of the public. Such a regulation has been

invoked in some citie.s, but none thus far in the

most populous of aU ; and it is accordingly in

New York that the excesses of altitude are most

marked. There are several office buildings in

that city of more than twenty stories, and one

which attains a height in general of twenty-

seven, and, in the added towers, of thirty. The
effect upon light and air and traffic of these

huge and populous houses, in many ca-ses front-

ing only upon streets which were laid out in

contemjilation of buildings not more than three

stories high, has been so injurious as to induce

an organized movement for limiting their alti-

tude, as has already been done in Chicago, where

the limit has been set at about ten stories.

There have gone to the evolution of the tall

building two principal factors of almost equal

importance. The first was the passenger ele-

vator, or lift, which came into use about 1870,

and was at first introduced into existing build-

ings in order to make their upper storie.s more

attractive to tenants. "Within two or three

5'ears two buildings, expressly designed with

reference to the elevator, and thence called

"elevator buiUlings," were concurrently under

construction in New York. These attained a

height of ten stories. Before the end of the

decade some scores of buildings of an equal

height had been added, many of them office

buildings, Uke the two pioneers, but many of
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them also aimrtnient houses in the residential

quarters. These ponderous edifices made, by

reason of the euovmous load imposed upon their

ibundations, a much greater demand upon the

Scientific capacity of their constructors tlian

their predecessors, and this demand was, with a

few exceptions, satisfactorily met, often by the

employment of an engineer. They equally en-

larged, by their novelty and by the lack of

available precedents in historical architecture

for ti)eir tri>atment, the demand made upon the

artistic capacity of tiieir constructors, and this

cannot be said to have been so fully sujjplied.

The analogy of the preceding buildings of half

as many stories was for the most part followed,

excepting that for a single story a group of

stories were substituted as an integral part of

the composition. This device, however, was so

evidently arbitrary and factitious that the effect

of it could not be completely successful. The
success of it was still further obstructed by the

practice of nearly all of the designers to aim at

variety, to the prejudice of unity and homoge-

neousness, and to use a more ornate style than

befitted a building so strictly utilitarian. In

this respect the elevator buildings of Chicago,

in which the elevator building made its ajipear-

ance some years after it had become rife in New
York, marked a decided ailvance. Tlie com-

mercial buildings were much jdainer and more
commercial of aspect than those of New York.

They were also mucii taller. The design of get-

ting the utmost out of a given area of vei"y costly

ground evidently defeats itself, when the alti-

tude is carrieil beyond a certain point, and when
real walls which carry themselves are employed,

by the necessity of increasing the area of the

supports in proportion to their height. In New
York the limit was fixed by general consent at

ten or twelve stories. In Chicago it was found

commercially practicable to raise this limit to

eighteen, which is the heiglit of the so-called

Masonic Temide. The Wonadnock, also in

Chicago, is of sixteen. The model of this build-

ing is an Egyptian pylon. Although great and
successful pains have been taken to give it an

effective outline, and although the blankness of

the walls is relieved by a succession of shallow

oriels, it is absolutely devoid of oniament, and
for fourteen stories the treatment of the open-

ings is identical. Architecturally, it is perhaps

the most successful and impressive of all the

tall buildings which are built with real walls.

But, as has been said, there has been another

factor at work in the evolution of the tall build-

ing scarcely less important than the elevator

itself, and this is the " steel frame," " skeleton,"

or so-called " Chicago," construction, although

it seems to have been introduced independently

dnd almost simultaneously in more than one

tity, about 1889. The diminished cost of the

production of steel, and the consequently in-
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creased employment of it in interior and sub-

oi-dinate construction, naturally led to the use

of it as the cliief structure of the building.

Cast iron had been extensively used twenty
years before as the material of commercial build-

ings, which architecturally were for the most
part mere imitation of stonework, although in a
few instances attempts had been made to give

the metal a characteristic treatment. But two
great fires, those of Chicago and Boston, had
entirely discredited the use of unprotected metal

for the essential sup])orts of a building, and it

ceased to be employed except with a protective

envelope of fire-resisting material. A demand
for terra cotta arose for this purpose, which
gave a great impulse to the manufacture, and
within a few years this has been so extended

and improved as to be equal to any demand
made upon it by the architects for decorative as

well as for purely constructional work. When
it was seen to be feasible to make the essential

structure of a building a steel skeleton, to dis-

pense witli structural walls altogether, and thus

to evade the necessity of thickening them in

proportion to their height, the limit upon the

practicable altitude of buildings was removed,

and edifices began to be erected which bore the

same relation to their predecessors, in which the

elevat(n' was the only new lactor, that these

had borne to the commercial buildings in which

stairways had jjrovidcd tlie only means of as-

cent. The modern American tall building is

thus a steel skeleton, with its floors and parti-

tions also framed in steel, enclosed for jirotec-

tion against fii'e in baked clay, and with exterior

walls of stonework, brick, or terra cotta, which

are mere screens, hung to the structure, and

which may be built from the top down, as well

as from the bottom up, or begin at any inter-

mediate stage, being carried upon the steel

beams. In fact, it is not unconmion to see a

tall building in course of erection, bearing a

belt of its architectural envelope, with the steel

cage showing above and Tielow.

A new architectural treatment has been en-

forced by this vertical extension. It is scarcely

practicable, and it is evidently not desirable, to

distinguish and individualize each story, or even

successive and nearly equal groups of stories.

Recourse was made to an emphatic triple divi-

sion, in which two or three stories at the bottom

are set ott" and distinguished as a base, and two
or three more at the top as a capital, the inter-

mediate stories, no matter how numerous, being

virtual or actual repetitions of each other, treated

with plainness and severity', and together con-

stituting the shaft of the tower. The analogy

thus suggested of the classic column has been

as closely followed as the conditions will allow,

and may be said to liave imposed itself upon

most designers of tall buildings as a model upon

which it is permissible to execute variations
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only in detail. It is allowable to speak of it as

in some measure a new arcliiteetuial type.

It is evident, however, that it eannot be re-

garded as iinal or satisfaetory, or accepted as a

true architectural type. It is the substitution

of an arbitrary form for an expression of the

facts. Tlie actual structure is masked and ob-

scured by the apparent structure. It is left to

be inferred that the tall building is not au actual

structure of masonry oidy because the piers are

evidently inadecpiate to the work they appear

to do, and the siiallow reveals of the openings

disclose that the wall is but a screen, except in

those cases in whicii the designer has given it

the foctitious appearance of greater depth, in

order to carry out the suggestion of other than

the actual construction. Even if it were desir-

able, it would not be practicable, to make this

elaborate imitation of another than the actual

construction successful to the point of complete

illusion.

Nevertheless, tiie elements of these buildings

are all necessary, all the results of real require-

ments. Tlie steel frame so economizes space

that, after it had once been introduced, scarcely

any architect would now propose to employ any

other construction for commercial buildings

where land is so costly and traffic so great as to

make it worth while to double the number of

stories that was practicable before the elevator

was introduced. Tlie fire-resisting envelope

which covers this construction is also necessary

to protect it from fire, and this envelope must,

in some degree, mask the construction it covers.

The correlation of structure and function must

be expressed in the tall building under this con-

dition. The arbitrary division almost univer-

sally adopted is irrelevant to the aceumidation

of tiers of similar cells, of which only the low-

est and tiie ujipermost can be said to be so far

distinguished in function as to call for or admit

of a distingui.shing treatment. The protective

envelope must be a dinging drapery, revealing

the structure behind it, and indicating the anat-

omy of the structure. A few very interesting

essays have been made upon these lines, and it

may be hoped that they will be taken up and

carried farther by architects who are too serious

to be satisfied with that conventional solution

of the problem of the tall buikling which con-

tents the majority of practitioners. If this is

done, the American commercial building may
become as truthful an expression of one phase

of American life as the country house already is,

in many instances, of another ; and out of the

satisfaction of commonplace and general require-

ments may arise the beginnings of a national

architecture. — JIcintgomery Schuyler.
UNIVERSITY. An institution for the ad-

vancement of tlie higher learning, undertaking

all branches of study, as its name implies, or at

least aiming at such completeness. In Eng-
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land, especially, a collection of separate colleges,

as at Oxford and Cambridge, each college hav-

ing its own organization and its own buildings,

though the University of London is not so

composed. The great universities of the Conti-

nent of Europe have but few important build-

ings, the students lodging anywhere about the

town, and the lecture rooms, halls for examina-

tions, libraries, and the like, having no especial

collegiate treatment (see College). Some of

the buildings are ancient palaces or the like,

modified to meet their new requirements ; thus,

tlie University of Berlin is housed in the palace

of Prince Henry, built in tiie eighteenth century.

UPHERS. Fir poles, 4 to 7 inches in di-

ameter and 20 to 40 feet long, sometimes

roughly hewn, used in England for scaffoldings,

and occasionally, when split, for slight and

common roofs.

UPJOHN, RICHARD ; architect ; b. Jan.

22, 1802, in Shaftesbury, England; d. Aug.

16, 1878.

He was apprenticed to a builder and cabinet-

maker in 1829, came to the United States, and

settled in New Bedford, Massachusetts. He
went to Boston in 1833 and assisted in the

construction of the city Court Hou.se. In 1839

he went to New York to take charge of pro-

posed alterations in the old Trinity church.

This scheme was abandoned, and Upjohn de-

signed and constructed the present Trinity

church, which was finished in 1846. He built

also S. Thomas's church, Trinity Building, the

Corn Exchange Bank, and otlier buildings in

New York, several churches in Brooklyn, and

other buildings. He was president of the

American Institute of Architects from 1857

to 1876.

Appleton, Cyclopcedia of American Biography.

UPPER CROFT. The triforium gallery or

other ujijier gallery of a chiu-ch, a term, per-

haps, olisdlete.

UPSTART. A stone set otherwise than on

the iiuiirry bed ; local or obsolete.

URINAIi A toilet room convenience or

plumbing fixture intendeil for men's use, and

consisting of a trapped bowl, trough, or gutter,

connected with a waste or drain pipe, and ar-

ranged with a flushing device similar to that

for water-closets. By extension, the apartment

in which this fixture is placed or fitted up.

(See Plumbing.)— W. P. G.

URN. A receptacle for the ashes of the

dead ; usually a large vase with a rounded

body and a foot. When of this special shape,

it is employed as a .symbolic decoration or

finial in modern work, especially in mortuary-

monuments.

VAGA, PERINO DEL. (See Buonaccorsi,

Pierino.)
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VALDELVIRA
VAUJELVIRA, PEDRO DE ; architect

and sciil]itiir.

A coiiteiuiiorary ami rival of Berruguete (see

Berrugiiete). He studieil Michelangelo's works

in Italy. In the town of Ubeda, Spain, lie

built the castle of Francisco de los Cobos,

secretary of Charles V., and the church of S.

Salvador.

Stirling-AIaxwell, Annals of the Artists of
Spain ; Beniiudez. Diiri<inarin.

VALENCE, PIERRE DE ; architect, engi-

neer, antl sculptor.

The chief member of a large family of French

architects. In 1.J00 he was employed on the

church of S. Gatien at Tours (Indre-et-Loire).

January 11, 1503, Valence was called by the

Cardi]ial Georges I. d'Amboi.se to inspect the

works at the chateau of Gaillon, near Rouen,

and in 1506 undertook the construction of the

water works and fountains of that cliateau.

In 1507 he directed the construction of the

fountain of Beaune in Tours. January 22,

1511, he made a contract for the fountains at

Blois. His sons, Germain and Michel, suc-

ceeded him.

Deville, Chateau de Gaillon ; Grandmaison,
Tours Ari-hi'dlnriique ; Bauchal, Diclionnaire.

VAUENIBRE. (See Royer de la Valfe-

niere.

)

VALLEE. SIMON DE LA ; architect.

He was called to Sweden by Queen Christina.

At Stockholm he built the palace of the no-

bility (begun 1648), the church of S. Marie,

S. Catherine, etc.

Dussieux, Les Artistes franqais a Vetranger

;

Bauchal. Dirtionnaire.

VALLEY. The internal angle formed by
the meeting of two roof slopes, the external

angle formed by s\ich a meeting being called

a Hip or Ridge. The rafter under the valley

is called the valley rafter, and the board fi.xed

in the angle to receive the flashing or gutter is

called the valley board.

VALUATION. Estimate ; appraisement.

As applied to tlie cost of a structure erected or

to be erected, the valuation is approximated

either by comparing it, according to its relative

cubical area, with the known cost of another

similar building, or, more accurately, by esti-

mating it in detail, according to the quantity,

character, and cost of material and labour in-

volved in its erection.

VALVE. A. In a double door, French win-

dow, iir the like, one of the two folds, or leaves.

B. A device for regidating the flow of water

gas or other fluid (see Plumbing ; House Drain-

age).

VALVE HOUSE. A building to cover the

valves and valve chamber of the mains from a

reservoir.

VANBRUGH, SIR JOHN : dramatist and
architect: b. IGGG : d. March 26, 1726.

!«3

VANUCCI
Vanbrugh devoted the early part of his life

to literature and distinguished himself as a

dramatist. In 1702 he succeeded Talman
(see Talman) as comptroller of the royal works.

His first completed building was a theatre

(1703-1705) in London, afterward destroyed.

In 1701 he began for the Earl of Carlisle

the palace called Castle Howard in Yorkshire,

England. As a reward for the distinguished

services of John Churchill, Duke of i\Iarl-

borough, the royal manor of Woodstock (Eng-

land) was granted to him and to his heirs by
act of Parliament of IMarch 14, 1705, with
half a million ])ounds to build the great palace

called Blenheim, which is Vanbnigh's most im-

portant and characteristic work.

In 1716 he succeeded Sir Chris-

topher Wren as surveyor of

Greenwich Hospital (London).

Among the residences built by
Vanbrugh are Eastbury in Dor-
setshire (1716-1718), Seaton

Delaval (1720), portions of

Audley End (1721), Grims-
thorpe (1722-1724), etc.

Blomfield, Renaissance in

England; Mavor, A Xeio De-
scription of Blenheim; Neale,
Seats of Noblemen and Gentle-
men ; Campbell, Vitruvius Bri-
tannicus.

VAN CAMPBN. (See Cam-
pen.) T(^^
VAN DER NULL. (See W'

Null, Edward van der.)

VANE. A contrivance by
which a bannerlike plate, as of

thin metal, is moved by the wind
around a pivot, so that a point

on the opposite side of the pivot

points always toward the quar-

ter whence the wind comes.

Called also Weathercock.

Banner Vane. A vane in

the form of a banner or flag.

VANISHING POINT. In
Pers]3ective, a point toward
which any series of parallel lines seems to

converge.

VAN RIEL. (See Ricl.)

VANUCCI, PIETRO (PERUGINO);
painter; b. 1446; d. 1524.

For Si.xtus IV. (Pope 1471-1484) he painted

a series of frescoes in the Sistine Chapel, some
of which were destroyed to make room for

Michelangelo's Last Judgment. In 1499 and
1500 Perugino painted the decorations of the

Sala del Cambio (Exchange) of Perugia, Italy,

one of the most perfect examples of the deco-

rative work of the fifteenth century. (See
Santi, R.)

Miintz, Renaissance ; Crowe and Cavalcaselle,
History of Painting in Italy ; Vasari, Milanesied. ;

9.34

Vane from
Stockholm,
Sweden.



VANVITBLLI
Vasnri, Blashfield- Hopkins ed. ; Morelli, ItaUan
Painters.

VANVITELIil (VAN WITEL), LUIGI

;

paiutei' ami arcliiti'i-t ; li. ITOO : d. lTi3.

Vanvitelli was tlie sou of oue Kaspar van

Witel, a Dutch painter, and spent bis entire

life in Italy. He was a pupil of PhUippo Ju-

vara (see Juvara). At the age of twenty-six

he was made supen'ising architect of S. Peter's

in Rome. He conducted the works at the har-

bour of Ancona and built the campanile of the

church of La Casa Santa at Loretto. He
built the convent of S. Agostino at Rome, and

designed a chapel for the church of the Jesuits

at Lisbon. About 1749 he remodelled Michel-

angelo's church of S. Maria degli Angeli (the

great hall of the Baths of Diocletian in Rome).

Vanvitelli's chief monument is the immense

Palazzo di C;iserta in Naples. This building

is described in a monograph by Vanvitelli,

Dkhiarazione del reale Palazzo di Caserta

(1 vol. folio, Naples, 1756).

Gurlilt, (resrhichte des Barockstiles in Italien;

Ebe, Spat-Rfnaissance; Milizia. Jllemorie.

VAN 'WITEL. (See Vanntelli.)

VAPOR-TIGHT GLOBE. (See Electrical

Appliaiii-e-i.

)

VARD"5r, JOHN ; architect.

A pupil of W. Kent (see Kent). He suc-

ceeded H. Joynes as clerk of the works at

Kensington Palace, London, between 1748 and

1754. Febmary 13, 174G, he was appointed

clerk of the works at Chelsea Hospital.

Arch. Puh. Siic. Dictionary.

VARELLA. A p.igoda ; apparently the

Italian term in the sixteenth century, used in

English by Purehas.

Hart. Picturesque Burma.

VARNISH. A solution of amber, copal,

rosin, mastic, shellac, or other resinous substance

mixed with a solvent, generally of linseed oil,

turpentine, or alcohol, so as to form a transpar-

ent fluid capable of hardening and of a certain

resistance to the influence of air and moisture.

Some kind of varnish is used by painters to

form a permanent decorative and protective

glazine coat over the work.

VASALBTO. (See Va.ssallectus.)

VASARI. GIORGIO
;

painter and archi-

tect ; b. 1511 ; d. July 27, 1574.

Giorgio Vasari was bom at Arezzo (Italy), a

kinsman of Luca SignoreUi (see SignoreUi).

His first teacher in painting appears to have

been Guillaume de Marcillat (see Guillaume

de ilarcillat). His literary training was super-

intended by the Aretine poet Giovanni Pollastra.

About 152.3 he went to Florence, and entered

the service of Ottaviano de' Medici and the

Duke Alessandro de' jNIedici. He went to

Rome afterwards with the Cardinal Ippolito de'

Medici. From 1555 to the end of his life he

was court painter to Cosimo I. de' Medici, duke
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of Florence. The most important of his under-

takings are the frescoes of the CanceUeria in

Rome and those of the Palazzo Vecchio in

Florence. As architect he prepared in 1536

the decorations of the triumphal entrj- of the

Emperor Charles V. into Florence. He made
the original plans of the Vigna di Papa Giulio

(Julius III., Pope 1550-1555) in Rome (see

Barozzio, G.). He remodelled the Palazzo Vec-

chio and built the Palazzo degli fflizi in Flor-

ence. At Pistoia he built the cupola of the

church of the JIadonna dell' Umiltk (see Vi-

toni), and at Pisa the Palazzo dei Cavalieri da

S. Stefano. He built the Badia and the
" Loggie Va-sari " at Arezzo.

Vasari's most important work is his series

of biographies of artists ; Le Yite de' j>ui eccel-

lenti Architetti. Pittori e Scultori. The first

edition appeared in 1550. The second, in 1568,

was more complete. The standard edition of

Vasari is that of Gaetano Milanese, which was

published in Florence between 1878 and 1885.

A new comprehensive Italian edition is now in

progress under the supervision of A. Venturi.

The Vite were translated into English by Mrs.

Foster in 1888. A selection of seventy of the

Lives from Mrs. Foster's translation, with in-

troduction, annotation, and bibliography by E.

H. and E. W. Blashfield and A. A. Hopkins
was published in New York in 1896.

Vasari, Blashfield-Hopkins ed. ; Vasari, Mi-
lanesi ed. ; Redtenbacher Ai'chitektur der Italien-

ischen Penaissance ; Miintz, Benaissance ; H.
Atosler, Sansnrino u. s. w. ; Kuggieri, Studio d'Ar-

chitettura civile.

VASE. A hollow vessel of decorative char-

acter and various form, with or without ears or

handles ; hence the resemblance of such a ves-

sel, in solid material, as marble, much used in

the art of the Renaissance to decorate balus-

trades, pedestals, gate posts, and monuments

of all sorts.

VASISTAS. (A corruption of the German
words Was ist das ; a common term in French

for that which the Germans call rather Guck-

fenster or Schiebefenster.) A small opening in,

or by the side of, a door of entrance : usually

fitted with a wicket to shut and a fixed grating

or the like through which to look or to speak.

Its purpose is to ascertain, before the door is

opened, the character of the person asking for

admission.

VASSALLECTUS (VASALETO) : archi-

tect, sculptor, and mosaicist.

The name VassaUectus, variously spelled,

appears in inscriptions on several monuments
of the thirteenth century in the vicinity of

Rome. The most important of these, the

cloister of S. Giovanni in Laterano, which was

probably built about 1230, bears this inscrip-

tion, discovered by Count Vespignani in 1887

(De Rossi, op. cit., p. 128) : NoBius et doo
936
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VASSALLBTO VAUDOYBR
TUS HAC VaSSALLETTUS IN ARTE, CUM PATRE
C'CEPIT OPUS QUOD SOLUS PEHFECIT IPSE. The
inscription indicates that the sculptor beh)nge(l

to a family o{ mnrmorarii (marble workers). A
throne with lions, wliich was made about 1263 for

the Abbot Lando, and is now in the museum of

the cathedral of Anagni, Italy, is signed Vasaleto

de Roma me fecit. The name appears also on

an (edicida for holy oil in the church of S.

Francesco at Viterbo. It is supposed by Froth-

ingham (op. cit.) that the fine monument of the

Pope Adrian V. in this church was made by the

same person. Less important works arc a lion

before the church of SS. Ajiostoli (Rome), and

a candelalirum in the church of S. Paolo fuori

le Mura (Rome). There is also an inscription

which belonged to a momnnent which stood in

the old basilica of S. Peter's (Rome). These

works may be by one person or several. De
Rossi supposes that there were four. A screen

in the cathedral of Segni, dated 118.5, and a

canopy in the church of SS. Cosmo e Damiano
(Rome) appear to be by an earlier member of

the family.

Frotliinghain, jt/nmrin Artists of the Middle
Ages; G. B. de Rossi, Dclle altrefamir/lie dimar-
morarii liomani, etc.; Lanciani, Paijan and Chris-

tian Jidrnf : rerkins, Italian Sculptors; Kohault
de Fleury, Le Latran.

Vase, Marble ; at ChAteau op Fontainebleau,
France.

VASSALLETO. (See Vassallectus.)

VAST. (See Wast.)
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VAUDOYER, ANTOINE LAURENT
THOMAS; architect; b. Dec. 20, 175G(at
Pari.s); d. May 27, 1846.

'f^^ra-.'

Vasi:, ,M\kki,k; Ancient Roman Work in thk
MrsEc.M iiF the Vatican, Rome.

He studied with A. F. Peyre (see Peyre, A.

F.) and at the ^'eo/e royale cCArchitecture, and
won the Grand Prix de Rome in architecture

in 1783. In 1793 he established with David
Leroy an atelier of architecture at the Louvre.

August 25, 1795, when the Institute was
created, Vaudoyer became voluntaiy secretary

of the Commission d'Architectm-e. In 1800
he was appointed architect of the College de
France and the Sorbonne (Paris), and made ex-

tensive additions to those monuments. In 1804
he had charge of the installation of the Institute

at the Palais dcs Quatre Nations (see Levanu).

He was associated with Destournelles (see Des-

tournelles) and L. P. Baltard (see Baltard, L. P.)

in publishing Grands Prix cVArchitecture,

1804-1831 (Paris, 1818-1834, 2 vols, folio).

Bauclial, Dirtinnnaire.

VAUDOYER, LEON ; architect ; b. June
7, 1803 (at Paris) ; d. Feb. 9, 1872.

A son of A. L. T. Vaudoyer (see Vaudoyer,

A. L. T.). He studied architecture with his

father and Lebas (see Lebas) and at the £cole

des Beaux Arts (Paris). In 1826 he won the

Premier Grand Prix de Rome. While in Rome
938



VAULT
he made the moimiiii-nt tu I'oii.ssiii at the ehurch

of S. Lorenzo-in-Lucina. In 185.'5 he was ap-

pointed innpecteiir yvnhxil des edifices dioci-

sains, and in 1855 architect of the cathedral of

Marseilles, which had been begun in 1852. He
won a medal of tlie first class at the Salon of

1855.

Lance, Dictionnaire.

VAULT, ^i. An arch or a combination of

arches used to cover a space. It is primarily a

ceiling, but may be also a roof; or it may carry

a roof, or a floor, or stairs.

B. A room or enclosed space of any kind

which is covered by a vault ; in this sense,

Fig. 2.

popular and applying to cellars and underground

places of safety.

C. By extension, any strong place or place

of safety, as a Safe Deposit Vaidt.

Fig. 3.

D. The semblance in some light material of

a true vault. In this sense, the beautiful ceil-

ings of rcjoms in certain civic buildings of Bel-

gium are notable ; they are wholly decorative,

nitiiout attempt to deceive the spectator, as the

boarding is distinctly marked and the construc-

tion is obviously inadequate to a masonry vault.

The famous Octagon of the cathedral of Ely is,

on the contrary, a wooden imitation apparently

intended to be taken for stone vaulting. In
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modern churches and in some civic and semi-

public and private buildings vaulting of a classic

sort i.s produced in plaster with a support of

lathing or the like.

Fig. 4.

Vaults may be classified thus :
—

As to form. Simple and Compound or Inter-

secting
;

rf —
As to constniction, Solid and Ribbed.

Solid VanUing— Simple. The most an-

cient form of vault is that known as the barrel,

tunnel, wagon, or cradle vault. Its cross section

Fig. 6 (Plan).

may be semicircular (Fig. 1), semielliptical,

segmental, or pointed (Fig. 2). The semicir-

cular form is known also as the cylindrical.

When it is of stone or brick the leading, or

940



Fig. S.
Fig. 17.

Fig. 9.

Fig. 12.
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Fiq. 10.

Fig. 11.
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Fig. 13. Fig. 19 (Plan).
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VAULT
coursing, joints are usually jiarallel to the axis,

and the cross joiuts in plaues perpendicular to

Fig. 20 (Plan and View).

it. The oldest well-authenticated example of a
barrel vault is one at Nimroud (see Mesopota-

FiQ. 21 (Plan and Section).

mia, Architecture of), of pointed section, cover-

ing a drain, and carrying a load of earth. In

FlQ. 22. Fig. 23.

the pyramids at Meroe, not later than 800 B.C.,

cylindrical and pointed forms occur. There is

a very perfect example, covering the chamber

943
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of a tomb, at Gizeh, tlating about 600 B.C.

(Fig. 3). It is of stone, in four rings, tiiat is to

say, four concentric arches. The angular struc-

ture beneath it, which is the ceiling of the

l^T X I I X

Fig. 24 (Plan).

tomb, the vault being the roof, may be termed

a vault with plane surfaces. The Cloaca Max-
ima at Kome is a well-known example, of stone,

in three rings, probably of the fourth century

Fig. 27.

B.C. In the above cases the vaidt was merely a

mechanical device for covering spaces with mar
terials of small size instead of slabs of stone.

It was used in places where it could not be seen,

Fig. 27 a. Fig. 28.

and therefore had no architectural character.

The Romans seem to have been the first to

adopt it as a visible structure, worthy of orna-

mentation, and of recognition for its aesthetic

value.

944
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VAULT
A barrel vault usually covers a rectangular

space, but sometimes a triangular, or trape-

zoidal. Its axis anil ridge are commonly hori-

zontal, but sometimes inclined, as when it covers

or Cannes a stair. Figure 4 shows the use of

half barrel vaults, over aisles, or triforia, of

churches, carrying solid stone roots, and serving

Fig. 38 (PL.iN).

also as continuous flying buttresses resisting the
outward thrust of the nave vaults. They are

common in southeastern France, in the eleventh

and twelfth centuries.

Figure 5 shows a rampant vault.

Figure 6 is a soffit plan of what is known as

a skew arch, often used for bridges but rare in

architectural work. Its ends are in planes

Fig. 39 (Plan).

oblique to the axis. The cross section is semi-

circular or semieniptical. The joints are

warped surftiees, usually, and run spirally.

An annular vault (Fig. 7) is a barrel vault

with a curved axis. Its intrados is a portion of

the surface of a cylindrical ring. An annular
vaidt may also be used with its axis in a verti-

cal plane (Fig. 8).

A spiral vault may be described as an annular
vault with a spiral axis. It is used for support-

ing the steps of a spiral stair.

S47
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Expanding Vaults. These are larger at one

end than at the other, and usually have inclined

ridges. The common forms are :
—

Fig. 40.

A. Conical (Fig. 9), used in pendentives for

reducing a square to an octagon. Frustra of
cones also cover trapezoidal spaces.

Fig

B. Conoidal, the smaller base semicirciUar,

the larger semieUiptical (Fig. 10) ;
)•)• is the ridge

line.

Fig

C. In the form shown in Fig. 11, the bases

are as in Fig. 10, and the elements of the sur-

face at the springing are straight lines parallel

to the axis, but the ridge is curved, the expan-

sion being in a vertical direction only. The
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VAULT
surface, not being generated by the movement
of any line, cannot be mathematically defined

;

Fig. 43.

but such vaults may be termed convex-conoidal.

They rarely occur except as i)arts of a com])ound

yault.

^
Fig. U (PL.tN).

Solid VaiiUinr/— Compound. Compound
vaults are formed by the intersection of two or

VAULT
ties, which may jiruiicrly bo classified as

follows :
—

A. Quadripartite, formed by tiu; intersection

of two barrel vaults, or by exi)an(ling vaults

instead.

I. For covering a squai-e compartment.
(a) The common groined \ault, formed by

the intersection, at right angles, of two equal

barrel vaults, of any cro.ss section. The angle

Fig. 45 (Plan).

of the groin is 90° at the springing, widens as it

goes up, and disappears in a straight line at the

ridges. Tlie horizontal projection of the groin

edge is straight, and the edge itself lies in a

vertical plane, and is elliptical. Figure 12 is

an external view, and Fig. 13 is a quarter

plan. The conqiartments to be covered are

shown in Fig. 13 as separated by cross bands,

which in Romanesque work are tiften deepened

Fio. 4G (Plan, Elevation, and Section).

more simple ones, and are generally known as

Groined Vaults, the groin being the salient

angle made by two intersecting surfaces ; or as

Cloistered Vaults. There are numerous varie-

949

so as to become distinct arches, as in Fig.

U.
(6) Domical vaults. In these the centre or

apex is raised above the level of the crown of
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VAULT
the cross arch, so that the ridges rise toward it.

They are formed, over square spaces, by the

intersection of four equal expanding vaults, coni-

cal or conoidul. The groin edge is straight on

Fig. 47.

the plan. Its curve is elliptical if the compos-

ing vaults are conical ; otherwise it is indefin-

able (Figs. 15, 16, 17).

(c) The so-called cloistered arch, or square

dome (Fig. 18), is composed of four parts of

Fig. 48 (Plan and Section).

equal barrel vaults, but is just the reverse of

the groined, the internal angles being reentrant.

(d) A square space at the corner of a cloister

is often covered by two intersecting barrel

Fig. 4!i (Plan).

vaults, the inner quarter being groined and the

outer cloistered (Fig. 19).

(e) Figure 20 shows a method of covering a

square space by a combination of groined and
cloistered vaulting, occurring in a mosque at

Ephesus.

(/) A square room may be covered by four
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quadripartite vaults, each springing at one of
its corners from a central pillar, as in Fig.

21. In a similar manner, a square space may
be covered by nine vaults on four pillars.

II. For covering an oblong rectangular
comparlment.

(a) ^^'elsh, or underpitch vaults, the compo-
nents of which are usually cyliudrical, of unequal
widths, the transverse vault being narrower than

Fig. 50 (Plan and Section).

the main vault, but both springing from the

same level, so that the intersection is not com-
plete (Figs. 22, 23, 24). The horizontal pro-

jection of the groin line is a hyperbola. Welsh
vaults are unknown in Koman work, but are

common in Romanesque and the later neoclassic.

(b) Stilted vaults, in which the comj)onents

are cylindrical, the transverse narrower than the

main and springing from a higher level, so that

the ridges are on the same level. The groin

Fig. 51 (Plan and Section).

line is of double curvatuj'e. The Romans used

this form on a grand scale, and it is quite com-
mon in French Romanesque (Figs. 25, 26).

(c) In segmental vaulting (Fig. 27), the

components may be equal or unequal.

(d) Figure 28. A segmental main vault,

intersected by a semicircular transverse vault.

(e) Figure 29. A rampant barrel vault inter-

sected by an inclined barrel vault. The radius

of the upper part of the rampant is the same as

that of the inclined vault, so that the upper part

of the compound is an ordinary groined vault.

The example is from S. Fidele, Como, Italy.
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Fig. 52.

Fig. .53.
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The form is used in the capitol at Albany, N.Y.,

for supporting stairs.

0m
T

Fig. 59 (Plass).

(/) One component is semicircular and the

other semielliptical, but of isnder span, the

heights being equal ; or both may be semi-

elliptical.

Fig. 60 (Plan)-

III. Oblique Vaults.

(a) Figure 30. With straight axes and com-

posed of equal barrel vaults, or of unequal, one

being semicircular and the other semielliptical.

Fig. til.

(6) An annular vault intersected by a conical

vault, the centre of the annulus being the apex

of the cone (Fig. 31).
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(c) An annular vault intersected by an under-

pitch vault (Fig. 32).

ilG. 62.

(d) An annular vault intersected by a stilted

cylindrical vault (Fig. 33).

IV. Tripartite Vaults, covering triangular

1

T

1^

)

T

1

'M
Vl"
/

- V^^xf
r / ^N/ '

'

T

Fig. m (Plan).

spaces and formed by the intersection of three

barrel or three expanding vaults (Fig. 34).

They occur in Romanesque buildings, alter-

FiG. 6i (Plan).

nately with quadripartite vaults, over the aisles

of polygonal apses, as in Fig. 3.5.

V. Polygonal Vaults. These are mostly
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octagonal on the plan, and are of the nature

of the cupohi.

VI. Fancy Tracery VaiiJliiig. This is a

variety of solid vaulting, although it was devel-

oped from the ribbed vaulting of tlie Gothic

style, to the later period of which, in England,

nearly all of the examples belong. There are

two kinds.

(o) Pyramidoidal, tlie surface being that of

a half of a pyramid with concave sides. A

Fig. G5.

square space may be partly covered by two
halves of the pyramidoid inverted and sot

opposite to each other. The bases are octag-

onal. The halves may meet at points, Fig.

36, leaving a star-sha|jed ridge space uncovered

;

or by sides, Fig. 37, leaving a .square. If the

non-cardinal sides of tlie pyramidoid lie con-

tinued on to the centre, as in the right-hand

end of Fig. 37, the square will be covered. The
surfaces are carved into panels with muUions
and tracery, but these are merely ornamental.

(b) Conoidal, made of halves, or less, of con-

cave-sided cones.

^^
5^"^
<- ^^

Fig. fi6 (Plan). Fig. 67 (Plan).

1. For covering a .square space. The half

conoids have their bases tangent to each other

on the ridge levels, and leave a large part of

the space uncovered. They must, therefore, be
supplemented by a flat, or slightly domical,

ceiling connecting them (Fig. 38).

2. For covering an oblong space (Fig. 39).

The conoids intersect at the sides. In this

kind of vaulting pendents often occur : partly

occupying the central space, as in the right-

hand side of Fig. 38 and in Fig. 40 ; or placed

at the sides, as in Fig. 41. They are supported

by arches which are usually concealed. The
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great examples of fan tracery vaulting are

in Henry tlie Seventh's Chajiel, Westminster
Abbey; King's College, Cambridge; and St.

George's Chapel, Windsor.

Fig. US (Plan).

Jii'b Vaulting. In rib vaulting the surfaces,

called jianels, are sustained by a skeleton struc-

ture of ribs, which are usually of stone, while

the panels may be of a lighter kind of stone,

such as tufa or pumice, or even of brick. The
pieces that form the jiaiiels may run straight

from rib to rib, in which case the surfaces are

cylindrical, conical, or conoidal ; or they may
be archeil from rib to rib, the surfaces then

being spheroidal or convex-couoidal. The ribs
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are of circular or elliptical curvature, forming

semicircular, seiuicUiptical, pointed, three-cen-

tred, or four-centred arches. They lie, as a

mle, in vertical planes.

Fig. 71 ^Plax and Section).

The first step in the development of the rib

system of vaulting is often said to be the in-

crease of the depth of the cross band in barrel

vaidts, making it an independent arch, with

the vaulting above it. But such a rib, if it is

properly so called, does not sustain the vaidt,

which would stand just as well without it. It

is trae that there are several Roman vaults

which are apparently thin and rest by the ends

of their pieces on cross ribs ; but there are no

such in the Romanesque period. The begin-

FiG. T-'.

ning of the rib system ^rill doubtless be found

in the substitution of a square-cornered arch

for the groin stones of a solid compound vault,

as in Fig. 42, from S. Ambrogio, MUan. This
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is a great advance in ease of construction. The
shaping of groin stones is quite a problem in

stereotomy, no two pieces being alike, but the

rib at the groin is perfectly simple.' By de-

grees it becomes larger and the vault itself

thinner, until finally the latter depends upon

the former for support, and the result is tme
rib vaulting. The next step was the conver-

sion of the heavj' cross arch of the Roman-
esque vault into the light transverse rib of the

Gothic. The process was slow on the Continent

of Europe, as in France from 1130 to 1180,

but apparently immediate in England (as at

Canterbury, 1 175), and there all ribs are of the

same size and section. Then follows the wall

rill, which shows a little more than half of the

full section, and is built into the wall, or forms

the head of a great window. It is reall}' the

transverse rib of the side vault. The next,

existing only in complicated vaults, is the inter-

mediate rib, which hes obliquely between the

groin rib and the transverse, or the groin and

wall. With it comes the ridge rib, which at

first connects the apex of the intermediate with

the apex of the groin rib, being then a struc-

tural necessity, as without it the two halves of

the intermediate rib, not being in the same plane,

would tall toward the centre, unless the panel-

ling were in.serted when tiiey were laid. It is

afterward continued to the transverse rib and

the wall. Liernes, or cross ribs, nin from one

rib to another, dividing the panels. They are

commonly of no practical use : but in some

cases they are continuations of groin ribs, and

are then necessary to the completion of the

structure. They occur in late and florid work.

In France the term "lieme" was applied to the

ridge rib. Figure 4-t is a plan of a fully devel-

oped rib vault. The following table gives the

names and positions of the ribs. (Ridges with-

out ribs are indicated by single lines.)

POSITION
English
Names

French
Najies

Marks

Diaa;onal . . . Groin Rib Ogive . . G.

Diagonal
Rib" . .

Across the main Transverse Arc doub- T.

axis .... . Rib . . leau . .

Between the groin Interme- Tierceron I.

and transverse. diate Rib
or between the

groin and wall
ribs ....

Agaiii.st the walls, Wall Rib . Formeret W.
parallel to the

main axis . .

At the ridges . . Ridge Rib Lierne E.
From one rib to Cross Rib, L.

another, not at or Lierne
the ridges . .

1 See Vol. n., cols. 97-99.
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At the points where the ribs meet there are

usually keystones, called Ijosses, ornamented by

carving. Tliey receive the ends of the ribs and

thus avoid the mitring of the mouldings. Kil3s

o (Plan).

are decorated by mouldings such as chamfers,

coves, and bowtells.

The methods of jointing panels are shown in

Fig. 45.

In early examjiles only groin and transverse

ribs are used, and each starts with its full sec-

tion, b\it later on they are Inuiched together,

each starting with only its sotiit roll visible, as

in Fig. 46. As they rise the section develops

imtil the ribs separate. The structure up to

this point is known as the springer. It is a

solid mass, often with horizontal joints, a great

corbel really, bonded into the wall, and form-

ing no part of the vaidt proper.

Fig. 74.

Anabasis of Bib Vaulting. A. Simple.

Fig. 47. From Castle Campbell, Scotland.

Fig. 48. The panel vaulting of the " After

Gothic " in France.

B. Compound. It will be best to classify

these according to the number of cells.
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1. Tripartite. These cover a triangular

space, which usually occurs in an apsidal aisle,

as in Fig. 35. The ribs meeting at the centre

are halves of groin ribs, the others are either

transverse or wall ribs.

2. Quadiipartite.

Fig. 7r> (Plan).

(a) AVith groin rilis only (Fig. 49).

(b) VCith groin ribs and transverse arches

(Fig. 50). From Gerland, France ; one of the

earliest examples. Both ribs and arches are

semicircular, and the vaulting is therefore domi-

cal.

(r) Groin and wall ribs only (Fig. 51).

(d) Groin, transverse, and wall ribs, with

level ridges (Fig. 52). The same with curved

ridges, the vault domical, and panels sjilieroidal

(Fig. 53).

(fi) Welsh vaults (Fig. 54). The groin ribs

cross each other before reaching the main
ridge, and are continued as liernes ; or they

Fia. 76 (Plan).

may stop at the crossing and be connected with

the centre by a single lierne (Fig. 55).

(/) Groin, transverse, intermediate, and

ridge ribs (Fig. 44).

{(j) Side vaults oblique (Fig. 56), choir of

Lincoln cathedral. The half groin ribs on
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Fig. 77 (Plan). Fig. si (Plan).

Fig. 78 (Plan). Fig. 7'J (Plan)

Fig. 82.

Fig. 80 (Plan).
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Fig. 83.
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each side are met at the centre, not by their

other halves, Iwt by an iiiteruie<liate rib.

3. Qiiimiueiiartite.

(a) For covering a pentagonal space. Two
forms are shown in Fig. 57, and also one cover-

ing a semicircle, and one a trapezoid.

Fig. 84 (Plan

(b) Covering a rectangle (Fig. 58). It is

composed of three quarters of a quadripartite

vault and one quarter of a sexpartite.

4. Sexpartite. Figure 59 shows plans of

vaults with six cells, and Figs. 60, 61, .show the

form known as sexpartite, or hexapartite, found

in late Romanesque and early Cfothic work.

The side vaults are double and oblique, sepa-

rated by an intermediate transverse rib. Fig-

ure 62 gives a form known as bisected. It is a

quadripartite vault with the transverse com-

ponents cut in two by intermediate transverse

ribs canying spandrel walls. It looks as

though it were the predecessor of the sexpar-

FiG. 85 (PlaxI.

tite vault, but it is not. There are four ex-

amples, all near Caen in Normandy.
5. Septempartite (Fig. 6.3). It is made up

of half a quadripartite and half a sexpartite.

6. Octopartite.

(a) For covering a square space enclosed by
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walls, as in towers (Fig. 64). There are eight

obli(jue cells. The construction is on the prin-

FiG. 80 (Plan).

ciple of a sexpartite vault. Figure 65 is a unique

example, from Lmcoln cathedral, covering the

Fio. 87 (Plan).

intersection of nave and transepts. The ridges

enclose a central square which is covered by

Fig. 88 (See Fig. 87).

extending the groin and transverse ribs to the

centre.
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(&) Figures 6G, 07, show how irregular spaces

may be covered by vaults with eight cells.

(c) Covering an octagonal space. Figure 68

is a plan, ami G9 a section, of an octagonal vault

whose internal angles are reentrant.

Fig. 89 (Pl.*.n).

(d) Figure 70 has the same ribs as (c), but

they are groin ribs, and there are sixteen cells.

(e) Figure 71, Welsh vaulting.

( f) Figure 72, gi'oin ribs not meeting at the

centre, but terminating at the angles of an octa-

gon— York cathedral.

(g) Figures 73, 74, eight semicircular trans-

verse, or rather gi-oin ribs. The central octa-

gon is not covered.

7. Decapartite (Fig. 75).

8. Dodecapartite (Fig. 76). The central

open circle is a common feature in some other

varieties, especially quadripartite.

9. Groin ribs interrupted, or diverted and

branched.

Fig. 90 (Pl.^n).

(a) Star vaidting (Figs. 77, 78, 79).

(b) Panel vaulting is the name given to this

form in England (Fig. 80).

10. Vaults whose ribs, except at ridges, are

all arcs of the same circle, differing only in

length, and all properly groin ribs. Such

vaidts are necessarily domical. Figure 81 is a

quarter plan.
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11. Diagonal ribs omitted (Figs. 82 to

86).

12. Vaulting of rooms with a central shaft

(Figs. 87, 88, square ; 89, 90, octagonal).

13. Pendant rib vaults (Figs. 91, 92) from

Fig. 91 (P1..4.X).

the Lady Chapel at Caudebec, France. (See

Vaulting and subtitles: also France, Pt. I.;

Gothic Architecture ; Pendant; Roman Imperial

Architecture, cols. 341-343.)
— Charles B.\bcock.

Barrel Vault. A vault having everywhere

a uniform sei-tion, semicircular, or nearly so, a

form of Tunnel Vault (Fig. 1, Vault).

Cloistered Vault. Same as Coved Vault.

Coved Vault. A vaidt composed of four

quarter-cylindrical surfaces or coves, meeting in

vertical diagonal planes, the axial sections of

the vault being arched, and the horizontal

courses diminishing in length from spring to

crowii ; called also Cloistered Vault. (See Fig.

18, Vault.)

Fig. 92 (Sectiox, see Fig. 91).

Cradle Vault

Fan Vault

ing.

)

Green Vault

:

Groin Vault

pound vault in

forming arrises

Roman Imperial

use only tiuinel

section (barrel

and height. AV

Same as Barrel VaiUt.

(See Fan Vaulting under Vault-

Vaults. ( Sfp Griiiie Gewolbe.)

; Groined Vault. A com-

which tunnel vaidts intersect,

which are called groins. The

practice in this respect was to

vaults of nearly semicircular

vaults) and of the same size

hen the tunnel vaults are of
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Cross Vaulting. Vaulting in wiiich two or

rauiv siinple vaults iutcrseet one another as de-

scribed uiitler tiruined Vault, Welsh "\'ault, and
generally in the account of Kibbed A'anlts in the

article Vault.

Fan Vaulting. A species of stone vaulting

in w hich tlie iutrados of tlie vault, made up
of constantly repeateil surfaces of revolution,

VAULTED
different heights, so that the groins do not meet

at the crown of the vault, the structure is

called a ^\'elsh vault. It is not strictly accu-

rate to class ribljed vaults as groined vaults.

' Lierne Vault. A ribbed vault in which

there are many secinidary ribs. (See Lierne.)

Octopartite Vault. (See Vault.)

Rib Vault ; Ribbed Vault. One built with

ribs as the jiriuciiial structure. (See

Riblied Vaulting ; also Rib, Gothic Ar-

chitecture, anil the general article Vault.)

Sexpartite Vault. (See Vault.)

Six Part Vault. Same as Sexpartite

Vault.

Timuel Vault. A vault having every-

where a uniform section ; either nearly

semicircular, as in cradle, or barrel vault,

or ptiintcd at the top, a.s in some Romaii-

esqne churches of the south of France,

and very rarely in Byzantine construction.

Wagon Vault. Same as Barrel Vault.

Welsh Vault. A construction in

which a central higher vault is crossed or

intersected by vaults of lower pitch. The
form usually so called is that shown in

Fig. 22 of the article above, and iu tiie

view of the church of S. Roch (which see

under Church). The Romans never used

such vaults, but attempts were made dur-

ing the Romanesque period; and the fan Vaulting; Cloisters Gloucester C.4.thedral
neoclassic builders of the sixteenth centuiy

vaidted cloisters and the corridors of palaces,

etc., in this way. For the use of the term in

connection with rilibed vaulting see the article

Vault.

VAULTED.
said of a roof.

c. 1450.

vl. Constructed as a vault

;

the supporting member of a

stone stairca.se, or the like

.

B. Covered or closed by a vault, as in the

phrase a "vaulted ai.sle."

Vaulting of the Karlshofer Church, Prague,
Bohemia

; all springing from the Angles
OF THE Outer Octagon, making what is

cALLEii A Gothic Dome.

VAULTING. The art and practice of build-

ing vaults and of closing or finishing rooms,

passages, or entire buildings, liy means of vaults.

(For the subtitles, Barrel Vaulting, etc., see

generally, Barrel Vault, etc.)
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each generated by a curved line, revolved hori-

zontally about a fixed point, the apex of the

vault being in plan an arc of a circle tangent to

the opposing vault sprung from the opposite

support, the horizontal spaces left between the

tangent circles being filled with flat slabs, or

keys of very slight curvature. The convex sur-

faces are formed with radial ribs of uniform

curvature spaced closely together, giving the

appearance of a folding fan bent to a curve, and
butting at the crown against a horizontal circu-

lar ring. This species of vaulting is peculiar to

the late English Gothic, finding its highest de-

velopment in the chajiel of King's College,

Cambridge, and in Henry the Seventh's

Chapel, Westminster Abbey. There are only

about twenty-five examples of this construction

in England and none fully developed on the

Continent. In the English examples the vault-

ing springs from engaged shafts on the side

walls, with one instance only of radiation from
a central pillar. The lines of the curves are

tangent to each other at the apex of the vault,

in the centre, anil between the engaged columns,

leaving horizontal spandrels which are filled in

liy flagging or flat archings. A somewhat sim-

ilar species of construction covers the small

chapel of the monasteiy at Belem, near Lisbon
;

but in the Portuguese example the fans make
complete circuits about slender isolated pillars,

meeting half vaultings from the side walls, but
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not toudiing uacli otlicr, and at the apex the

linos of the fans, wliich are separated by a cou-

VAULTING
cealcd arcli which spans the whole chapel, a

single vuussoir being extended several feet be-

Vaolting, Neoclassic; Church of S. Peter, Kome; Imkkiuk.

siderable space, are connected by very flat,

ribbed, domical vaultings. The elaboration of

the vault of Henry the Seventh's Chapel is

greatly complicated by a series of drops from

Fajj Vaultixc. : Constrictiox of Choir Roof, S. George's Chapel, Windsor
Castle. The Middle Section* is not ribbed .ir all but vailted in Soldo
Blocks. The Haunches are kept in Pl.ice by filling of Rough JIasonrv.

low the line of the arch to form the drop and

serve as a support for the inverted fans. (See

Vault, VI., also England, Architecture of)

— C. H. Blackall.
Ribbed Vault-

ing. A construction

in whicli arched ribs

are built from point

to point over the

space to be vaulted,

the smaller and

usually triangular

spaces between the

ribs being filled

with lighter mason-

ry. (See the artiele

Vault, and Gothic

Architecture.

)

SteUar Vault-

ing. A late devel-

opment of English

fan vaulting as ex-

hibited especially in

the chou' roof of

Oxford cathedral,

where the spaces

between the inter-

sections of the char-

acteristic inverted

which springs a secondary system of fan vault-

ing. These drops are really a part of a con-
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polygonal pyramids of the vaulting are made by

tracery to assume star-shaped forms.— H. V. B.
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VAULTING CELL VENTILATION
VAULTING CELL, One ((iiiipartment of a

vault wliii'h is so plaiiufd that one part can be

built at a time, as in rilibed vaulting.

VAULTING COURSE. A horizontal course

made up of the almtments or springers of a

vaulted roof; generally made of stones set in

projeition or erirlieiled out, with horizontal beds.

VAULTING RIB. (See Rib.)

VAULTING SHAFT. In ribbed vaulting,

the vertical u]nij;lit, in one or several rounded

members, which leads to the s|iringer of a rib

Vaulting Shaft; .Mi nm kl h >jr i..i,l>, Rhknish Prussia.
The Shafts Proper spring from Culs-de-l.ampe
AND ARE ONLY TWO FeET LoNd.

or group of ribs. This shaft may rise from the

gi'ound, or from a corbel at a greater height in

the face of the masonry.

VAULTING TILE. A light piece of baked

clay, intended tn serve as a part of the filling of a

vaulted cell, or of a groined vault built on centres.

VAULT LIGHT. (See under Light.)

VAUX, CALVERT ; landscajie architect ; b.

Dec. 20, 1824 (in Lomlon); d. November, 1895.

He studied architecture under Lewis N. Cot-

tingham. He became the assistant of A. J.

Downiing, and later formed a partnership with

him. The firm of Downing and Vaux laid out

the grounds of the Capitol and of the Smith-
sonian Institution in Washington. In associa-

tion with Frederick Law Olmsteil, Vaux made
the plans according to which Central Park in

New York was laid out, and retained his posi-
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tion as consulting landscape architect of the

department of jiarks in New York until his

death. Olmsted and Vaux designed Prospect

Park, Brooklyn, the parks of Chicago and Buffalo,

the State Reservation at Niagara Falls, and the

Riverside ami Jlorningside parks in New York.
obituary in Amfrirmi Arrhilrct. Vol. L., p. 03.

VECELLI, TIZIANO (TITIAN); painter;

b. 1477 ; d. 1576.

A mural painter of great power.

Crowe and Cavalcaselle, Life of Titian, also in

general bibliography, Bereu.son, }'euetian

'WCT
I

Painters.

VELARIUM. In the roofless Roman
theatre and amphitheatre, a great awning
which was often spread to protect the

spectators from the sun or rain.

VELLANO. (See Bellano.)

VENEER. A thin facing of hard

wood, which has desiraVile ornamental

qualities under polish, glued upon a

more common wood, usually pine, as in

doors, wainscoting, caliinet work, etc.

An extension of this meaning, used in

house carpenters' trade, is descrilied un-

der Wonil, ('imstrui'tidii in. Part II.

VENETIAN BLIND ; DENTIL

;

DOOR : PAVEMENT, etc. (See under

special nouns.)

VENT. Any opening provided for the

escape of smoke or foul air.

VENTIDUCT. A passage or duct for

the conveyance of air, and to control and
direct its movements in ventilation or

heating,

VENTILATION, The process and
art of supjilying fresh air to the interiors

of buildings, to mines, large vehicles of

transportation, and the like, so as to

maintain a constant acceptable standard

of purity.

Anything short of the above can

hardly be (-ailed ventilation, and it must
be noted that movements cif confined air,

which simply produce a sense of cooling, must
not be confounded with ventilation.

The savage made a hole in the roof of his

house to let the smoke out. This was the first

attempt at ventilation, and very little imjirove-

ment was made on this primitive method until

about six hundred years ago, when the fire]jlace

and chimney appeared ; and this suttieed for

dwellings until about Franklin's time, when he

invented an aspirating stove, the waste heat of

which drew a measure of air out of the room,

which air was renewed the best way possible,

through window and door cracks and porous

building materials. The early chimney was as

a general thing so large that when the doors

and windows were closed the air to supply

the fire came down one side of the chimney,

while the smoke went uj} the other side ; and
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this circulation went un even after the fire was

out, tliough in a sululueil measure, thus secur-

ing incidental ventilation.

In the latter part oC the seventeenth century

systematic ventilation w;is unilertaken by Sir

tlie British Houses ofChristojilier Wren

VENTILATION
]Mr. Clarence il. Yuuiig appeared in the annual

reports of the Board of Regents of the Smith-

sonian Institute fur the year 1873 and 1874.

He recommended as the amount of air to be

changed every hour to preserve the healthful

condition of the room as follows :
—

Vaulting Shaft; the Near Angle, between Choir and Transept, has a Shaft for IJach Great
Group of Ribs, Five in All.

Parliament, London. It was little better than

"some holes in the ceilings." About 1723

Desaguliers improved the system by connecting

the holes or tubes with heated chimneys. This

is the first well-authenticateil account of venti-

lation by "heat aspiration." In about the year

1736 Desaguliers again improved the ventila-

tion of the British House of Parliament by the

use of centrifugal fans, which were very similar

to the housed pressure fan of to-day. This is

probably the first well-authenticated account of

the use of " pressiu'e " and " exhaust " fans to

buildings.

It is only within the last forty years, how-

ever, that a great and well-defined stride has

been made in the develojiment of systematic

ventilation for habitations. The little that

had been done by persons previous to that was

in special cases and only in notable buildings,

such as the Capitol at Washington and some

hospitals and asylums ; and it is probable that

General Arthur ilorin, director of the Conser-

vatory of Arts and Trades, Paris, was the first

to disseminate and give a clear understanding in

his writings of the true principles of modern
systematic ventilation, and a tran.slation of his

work on Wanniiifj and VentiJatinrj Occupied

BuUdinrjs is suggested for the consideration

of all students. A translation of this work by

Hospitals : Cubic Feet.

For ordinary cases of sickness 2119-2472
For surgical and lying-in cases 3532
During epidemics .... 3709

Prisons 1766

Workshops :

Ordinary occupations ... 2119
Unhealthfid occupations . . 3532

Barracks :

During the day 1059

At night . . 1413-1766
Theatres 1413-1766
Assembly rooms and halls for long

receptions 2119

Halls for brief receptions ; lecture

rooms 1059

Primary schools 4200-4530

Adult schools 833-1059

Stables 6357-7063

and it will be noticed that they do not fall

so far below what is considered very fair prac-

tice of the present day. It is not quite appar-

ent why he provides so high a proportion for

stables, and does not say whether it is per man
or per horee.

Jlorin is probably the first to point out the

importance of keejiing tlie quantity of air ad-

mitted to a building constant while making its

temperature cariahle, the variations to suit the
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clianges in the outside teiiipeniture. The only

method in vogue previous to about twenty years

ago was to dose the register when the room

was sutiieiently warm ; which of course not

only cut oft" the heat supplj', but the air

supply as well, interrupting ventilation. This,

however, is changed now in most buildings that

are systematically ventilated, except, jierhaps,

private houses, where the change of air with

indirect apparatus is generally sutticient for the

limited luimber of ])ersons present. General

Morin called attention to the necessity of the

" mixing valve," in the following words :
—

" During the period of artificial heating, it is

proper to reserve means of mixing with the

warm air supplied by the heating apparatus,

cool air, the amount of which may be regulated

by convenient registers. For this purpose the

warm air siqiplied by the heating apparatus

E^
/" FREaM AIR

Ventilation ; Fig. 1.

should be received in a special register or mix-

ing chamber, into which tlie cold air also enters,

before passing into the distributing pipes."

The usual method of accomplishing the fore-

going, now followed in the United States, is

shown in the cut (Fig. 1). The dampers 6, h

are connected with a rod and operated from the

room by hand [ndls, or automatically operated

by pneumatic pressure controlled l\y a ther-

mostat. Many modifications of this method

of mixing are shown in Dr. John S. Billings's

work, Ventilation and Heating. Mixing sys-

tems, however, have been carried to a greater

extent than this in some of the great modern

buildings in the United States. In the new
College of Phj'sicians and Surgeons, built by

Mr. William H. Vanderbilt, and which has

since become a part of Columbia University, was
first introduced the hot and cold air system in

which parallel pipes conveyeil both warm and
cold air to the registers in the roiim, the ]iaral-

lel air ducts starting from a common cold air
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supjdy, one duct being warmed to 120" and
called the hot duct, and the other warmed to

60° and called the cold duct. This is shown
by the liiagram (Fig. 2), and the figure is typi-

cal of all the important jiuints of tlie most
modern wanning and ventilating apparatus.

The cold air is taken in at 7, whicii is called

the cold air inlet. At Cr is a strainer of coiiper

wire to intercept leaves, birds, mice, etc., but
no dust, as the latter is prai'tically impossible,

unless with elaborate apparatus. The coils p
arc called primary heating coils, as they give

the first increment of heat to the air— 00°

or less. <S' is a settling chamber, the floor of

which is flooded with an inch or so of water
W, into which a very large percentage of the

dust falls, ii* is a pressure fan capable of 1 oz.

of pressure without extraordinary speed. C
is the heating chamlier, in which are located

two sets of secondaiy heating coils, each ca-

palile of warming the air to 120° Fahr. or

higlier. These coils are divided into sections,

as well as the jirimary coils, so tliat various

graduations of heat can be obtained. The
secondary coils upper SH are called " hot

coils," wdiile the coils lower SH are, for the

sake of distinction, calle<l " the cold coils."

They are lioth, however, equal in all resj^eets,

only that under normal usage a large percentage

of the hot coils are in use, wliile a small per-

centage of the cold coils are in use. From the

heating chamber both the hot and cold air

ducts start, and run one above the other (the

warm one of preference being on top) to the

various points of distributicju about the build-

ing. The hot air duct, of course, is connected

with the housing of the " hot coil," while the

cold duct connects with the housing of the

"cold coil," lower SH. The air and pressure

in the heating chamber is common to both sets

of ducts, so that, if one duct does not take it,

the other does, the same cpiantity of air always
reaching the rooms of the separate building,

regardless of the temperature. From the hori-

zontal ducts parallel vertical flues are carried to

the register head, one " hot " and one " cold."

In the register head, inside the face of the

register, there is a simiile slide valve just large

enough to cover one entire pipe only. A simple

mechanism attached to tiiis slide valve ser\'es as

a handle to move it across the head of the hot

and cold air pipes. It also indicates its posi-

tion, so that the occupant of the room is en-

abled to mix the hot and cold air to any desired

range of temperature between 60° and 120°

Fahr.

A feature of this style of apparatus is that,

should the main secondaiy coils upper SH
get out of order, it is only necessary to shut

them off' and let on the lower SH, thus con-

verting the cold air duct into a hot one, and
vice versa, and run the apparatus reversed,
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securing e(|iuil results until the other is re-

paired. This is a feature of this style of

apparatus tliat makes it particularly adapted

to hospital use, so tiiat it was carried out in

both the old and new Sloaue Maternity Hospi-

tals, the Vanderliilt Clinic, and the Wm. J.

Synis Operating Theatre of Roosevelt Hospital,

all of New York City.

In the Sloane Maternity Hospital, 8000
cubic feet of air per bed per hour is admitted

in this manner, and every ward is treated in

the simple manner shown in the illustration,

there being nothing Tnit an air inlet and air

outlet in each room. This is the minimum
of possibilities for a hospital

ward in a cold climate, doing

away entirely with coils and

dust catches in the room, and

securing results that are uni-

form even in the coldest

weather. The lower edge of

the heat register is placed 7

to 8 feet from the floor, the

lower ventilating register,

which is only a face (easily

removable for cleaning the

flue), being only 4 inches from

the floor, so as to finish ou

the marble, coved corner of the

room and be as near the floor

as possiljle, so as to take oft'

the air at the lowest stratum

possible ; while the upper vent

is a full register placed as near

the cove of the ceiling as pos-

sible, to take oft' the ujiper

stratum of air when it is found

necessary. These registers,

however, are in the power of

the nurses or occupants to

close. In the first part of

the Sloane Maternity Hospital to be built the

ceiling registers were omitted, and all the air

drawn off' at the floor, but it was found that,

when ansssthetics were used, it was necessary to

have ceiling registers.

All the rooms of the College of Physicians

and Surgeons, and the entire group of build-

ings including the Vamlerbilt Clinic and the

Sloaue Maternity Hospital, are treated as above

shown. The auditoriums of the.se buildings

and the di.sseeting rooms of the college have

dift'erent treatment, the details of which are

given, as they also are typical of the most ad-

vanced practice in tliis regard. Figure 3 shows

the amphitheatre of the College of Physicians

and Surgeons, with the lecture room, and fan

and heating chambers underneath. The centre

heating chamber supijlies heat and air to both

the amphitheatre and the lecture room. In

the case of the amphitheatre, the air is eaiTied

to a plenum underneath the raised steps, through
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flues f, /, and theuee it is passed out through

the rises of the steps, on which the seats are

arranged (small aiTows), and delivered through

long slots under the feet of the occupants.

The slots are covered with iron flaps, as shown

in the detail, so as to make the air impinge on

the floor, and spread evenly and not strike on

the Ijacks of the legs. A quantity of air equal

to 600,000 cubic feet per hour can be admitted

to this hall without inconvenience by the method
shown. The outgoing air of the room is entirely

at the top, as shown by the large arrows, and
all indication of smoking will disajjpear almost

as quickly as the audience can retire, and the

- -.

FULL REGISTER

REGISTER FACE

MIXING REGISTER

tf^'""™

ENGINE ROOM
HEATING

CHAMBER

Ventilation ; Fig. 2.

lecturer is not afl'ected by it. This is a case of

the direct passage of the air of a room in a

single upward direction, no part of the air

returning to the person again.

The lecture room (just below) has the same

treatment so far as the inlet of air is concerned,

but the method of drawing it out ditt'ers on ac-

count of the construction of the building. The

air is drawn out at opposite ends in central

walls at floor and ceiling. There are registers

r, /• at both floor and ceiling, and a peculiarity

of the .system is that both floor and ceiling

registers have separate flues without means

of closing them, so that about one half the air

goes oft' at the floor line and the remainder at

the ceiling. The results are found to be good.

In other rooms of the building, both the floor

and ceiling registers are in the same flue. The

dissecting room of this building, which contains

about eighty tables, has a distinct treatment.

The air is admitted through a perforated cornice
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or air box runuiuj,^ arouiul the entire ceiling, and

it is Jrawn mit at registers in tlie baseboard
;

the object lieing to secure a downward current

of air within tlic room, and, if possible, make

emanations fall to tlie floor. Tlie general re-

sults are good. al)out 500,000 cubic feet of air

being passed tlirough the room in an hour.

The dissecting room fan ciiamber is shown in

Fig. 3 at A. It is a single tlue .system, the

Vextilatiox ; Fig. 3.

temperature being regulated by the engineer

in the heat chamber by the mixing valves a

and a ; the upper one for warm air and the

lower one for cold air, the adjustment of each

securing the temperature requii'ed.

The American Theatre, New York (Fig. i),

is a good example of theatre ventilation and

warming. The sy.stem is "forced ventilation,"

that is, a fan is used. Flues, etc., are, how-

ever, sutficiently ample to allow of warming
without the fan. The seating capacity of the

building is about 3000 persons, and means of
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admitting :2, 000,000 cubic feet of air per hour

is provided, which allows 666 cubic feet per

))erson per hour, and, though low compared to

liospital ventilation, is still a generous allow-

ance of fre-sh air. Tiie fresh air supply to this

building is taken from a colonnade or open

gallery on the south side of the building at a

distance of about 75 feet above the ground.

The air is then carried down through a shaft to

a fan cluunbcr, where it is warmed and forced

into the plenum through tiie fan F, shown in

the drawing. The i)lenum is formed bj- the

entire basement underneath the main floor.

The construction is entirely iron and masonry,

and fireproof. Under every third seat both on

the main floor and on the balcony floor air is

admitted tlirough a mushroom-like cap, shown

in the detail. This cap is capable of three

adjustments, but it is so

arranged that it never can be

closed entirely. From the

main plenum air is carried

through a .system of ilucts,

which are shown, into the

space formed between floor

and ceiling of the first balcony.

The gallery receives no heat

or ventilation, except that

which comes tlirough the

house generally. The method
of withdrawing the air fi-om

the house is through a large

central dome which connects

with the main aspirating shaft

on the roof. This dome is

covered with a bell that is

capalile of adjustment, the

controlling mechanism lim-

ning down to the engineer's

department. The ventilation

from underneath the balcony

and gallery is by an entirely

ditt'erent .system of flues, that

cannot be closed. A study of

the drawing will show these

flues running up separately in

the rear wall, and connecting

into a separate vent pipe

placed within the main aspi-

rating shaft. The object of

the separate set of vent ducts is to jirovide for

drawing away the accumulations of hot air that

usually form underneath the steep galleries.

When the bell or valve in the central dome is

partially closed the pressure of the outgoing air

is increased underneath the balcony and gallery,

so that the proportion of air forced to go out at

these points can be increased or diminished by

lessening or increasing the amount allowed to

escape in the centre.

The stage is wanned entirely by direct radia-

tion, large coils being hung on the rear waU
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PLATE XXXV

VERA UA POZZO

The upper figure slmws that in the Court of the

Palazzo Vendrauiin Calersi. on the grand Canal,

and is of that peculiar ^'e^etian Romanesque which

shows a strontc intluence of Byzantine models. It

is of the twelfth century. That below is of the close

of the fourteenlli century, and designed, as many

were, in the .semblance of a capital for a column.

The escutcheon on one side has very intelligible

armorial bearings, which might reveal the name of

the original owner and the original locality. The
vera is now in an ancient cloister, that of the Ab-

bazia della Misericurdia.
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ami others suspciiiled liish so as to prevent a

downfall of cold air, wlik'h is so often fonn<l to

How out into the body of the house upon the

rise of the curtain. The temperature main-

tained in tiie plenum is about 65° Fahr., and

the switch valve is used so that the engineer

can keep the plenum at any desired temj)era-

ture.

The usual school for from f<irty to fifty

scholars, as now commonly designed, has a

floor space of about 24 feet by 32 feet, with

light on at least two sides of the room, the

general endeavour being to have the sitting so

arranged that the light will come in over the

•ef*" 'slioulder of the scholar. Provision should

be made for the admission of at least 100,000

cubic feet of fresh air to one such room in an

hour. The admission of this air should be

above the head line, and one inlet register is

sufficient. Experiments have demonstrated

that the necessary flue for such a room should

have a cross section of not less than 3 feet in

its smallest part, and that 4 feet is probably

the limit required, the latter being the size now
adopted by the engineers of tlie New York
Board of Education. It is the custom in New
York to reiinforee the warm air system by a

direct sy.stera, tlie object being to maintain the

heat of the room Ijy direct radiation when the

fans are not running, such as at niglit, etc. It

has been found, however, that when a quantity

of air equal to 100,000 cubic feet is admitted

to an ordinary schoolroom in an hour, tliat

this amount can be admitted and witlidrawn

witliout appreciable draughts, and at a temper-

ature sufficiently low to prevent the room from

being overheated. Under this condition of

quantity and low temperature it has been

found, except in exceedingly cold parts of the

United States, that direct radiation can be dis-

pensed with, and still give comfortable condi-

tions at all parts of the room. It is not

desirable, however, from a point of economy

of maintenance to admit such large quantities

of air when the scliool is not in session ; there-

fore, in the construction of a heating and ven-

tilating apparatus for a school it is desirable

either to provide a reasonable ijuantity of direct

radiation, or to design tiie flues and the indirect

portion of the heating apparatus in such a

manner that sufficient air will jiass through the

flues by natural draught to maintain the heat,

but with a greatly reduced q\iantity of air and
witli an increased temperature from that neces-

sary when the school is in session. A register

of 50 per cent greater area than the flue when
placed above the head line, the lower edge being

7 or 8 feet from the floor, will not cause incon-

venience, althougli the velocity of the air may
be 4 or 5 feet per second.

In the matter of withdrawing air from a

schoolroom the air should be drawn from as
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near the floor line as po.ssible, and preference

should be given to a register that will be low

and wide rather than the reverse. Building

construction, iiowevei', sometimes interferes with

tlie ]iro]ier shaped flue to secure tlie best re-

sults. Tlie architect, however, should endeavour

to make the flues wide so that the register can

be low, and no objection should be made to

having the register cut tlirough the baseboard,

as appearance should be set aside to utility.

The vent registers can be in the same wall or

group as the heat registers when the outlet is at

the floor. The question of ceiling ventilation

in a schoolroom is very unsettled. In winter

time it is probably unnecessaiy, altliough this

does not always satisfy, and for tliis reason it

is customary to place anotlier ventilating regis-

ter in the same flue near the ceiling. This

brings the ceiling outlet too close to the inlet

or heat register, resulting in robbing the room
of its heat, and the short-circuiting of the pure

air current. For this reason, perhaps, it would

be well to have a double set of vent registers

and vent flues to each room when possible, the

vent registers being placed near the floor in the

group near the heat flues, and near the ceiling

in the opposite grou]). This will permit of

both floor and ceiling ventilation. It will also

prevent the floor vent from being interfered

with when the upper vent is opened, and it

will still further prevent a considerable loss of

heat by short-circuiting. All schools designed

for forced ventilation should also be arranged

so that, in case the forcing mechanism gets

out of order, air and heat enough will still enter

the rooms by natural methods to keep them
comfortably warm, so that it will not be neces-

sary to dismiss the school through temporaiy

injury to the fan or motor.

— William J. Baldwin.
VENTILATOR. Any device for replacing

foul l.)y jiure air ; as a hood or cap at the top

of the vent shaft or flue, contrived to prevent

down draughts and to create up draughts ; or

an open lantern at the top of a building, pro-

vided with louver boarding, and connected

with the exhaust system of ventilation.

VENT PIPE. A pipe carried from a house

to the outer air, intended for the ventilation of

a system of waste pipes, for the removal of foul

ga.ses, and also for the prevention of trap

siphonage or back pressure ; in general, an

escape or relief pipe for steam, sewer, air, etc.

(See House Drainage.)

VERA DA POZZO. A cistern curb ; one

of the parajiets strongly resembling well curbs

which abound in Venice, in public places and
in the courts of large private houses. In the

courtyard of the Ducal Palace two of these

vere da pozzo exist, of bronze, and of very

elaborate design. These date from 1556 and
1559. With these exceptions the cistern heads
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in Venice are all of stone ; in most cases,

Istrian stone. They varj' in date from early

Byzantine work, perhaps as early as the tenth

century, to work of the Post- Renaissance time.

The simplest are cylindrical or of reversed

conical shape ; but a very large number are ex-

tremely rich and elegant in design, and these

are often designed like cajntals of columns,

with four angle ])rojections of leafage. A valu-

able work has been devoted to them by the

publisher, Fenlinando Ongania, of Venice, the

title of which is Ilwrolta delle Vere da
Pozzo in Venetia. — R. S.

VERGARA
AVith Viollet-le-Duc (see A'iollet-le-Duc) he was
architect of the diocesan buildings of Amiens
and Beauvais (France). With Dr. Cattois he
published L'Architecture civile et dnmestiqtie

au Moi/en dye et A la Renaissance (Paris,

2 vols. 4to., 1855).

Baiichal. Dirtionufiire.

VERGARA, FRANCISCO (I.); b. 1681
(at Valencia, Spain); d. 1753.

He studied sculpture under Rodulfo and
Aliprandi, two Germans employed in the deco-

ration of the cathedral of Valencia. Vergara
made the statues of cardinal virtues and por-

Vera da Pozzo OF Broxze, in Court of Ducal Palace, Venice.

VERANDA ; VERANDAH. An open

gallery or jxirtico covered by a roof sup-

ported by pillars, and attached to the exterior

of a building. It is often extended across one

or more fronts of the buUding, or entirely

around it, and is occasionally enlarged or other-

wise so planned as to form an outside room,

more or less protected by screens of vine or

lattice. The conditions of climate in the

United States render the veranda a necessary

feature of life in the country, and especially at

places of summer resort in the cottages and

hotels. This local necessity has been a very

important element in conferring distinctive

character on structures of this kind in America.

VERDE ANTICO. (Same as Verdantique

Marble, under JIarble.)

VERDANTIQUE. (Same as Verdantique

Marble, under Marlile.)

VERDIER, PIERRE AYNARD ; b. Nov.

19, 1819 (at Tours, Indre-et-Loire, France).

Verdier was a pupil of Labrouste (see La-

brouste) and at the Ecole des Beaux Arts.
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traits of Valencian popes over the main portal

of the cathedral, the high altar of the church

of S. Augustine, the figures of S. Domingo and

S. Catalina for the church of S. Domingo, etc.,

all at Valencia.

Stirling-Maxwell, Annals of the Artists of
Spain ; Bermudez, Diccionario.

VERGARA, FRANCISCO (II.); sculp-

tor; b. 1713 (in Spain); d. July 30, 1761

(in Rome).

A nephew and pupd of Francisco (I.) Ver-

gara (see Vergara, Fr., I.) of Valencia. He
went to IMadrid and made statues of S. Fran-

cisco de Paolo and S. Antonio in the church of

S. Ildefonso. Vergara went to Rome and en-

tered the school of Filippo Valle. He executed

statues and bas-reliefs for the altar of S. Julian

in the cathedral of Cuenca (Spain), which was
designed by the architect Ventura Rodriguez.

For the church of S. Peter's in Rome he made
a statue of S. Pedro Alcantara. Bermudez
(op. cit.) praises his statues for their gi'and
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character and for the lireailth and freedom of

their drajjeries.

Stirling-Maxwell, Annals of the Artists of
Spain ; Bermudez. Dirrianario.

VERGARA, IGNACIO ; S(uli)tor ; b.

171"j (at Valencia, Sjiain) ; d. April 13, 177G.

A son and pupil of Francisco (1.) Vcrgara (see

Vergara, Fr., I.). He enjoyed a iiigh reputa-

tion in Valencia, and left manj' works there.

Among the best of these is a group of angels

in the fai^ade of the cathedral. With his

brother, Josef Vergara, he established the Heal
Academia de S. Carlos in Valencia, of which

he became director in 1773.

Stirlins-Maxwell, Annals of the Artists of
Spain : Beniiudez. Dirriimarin.

VERGARA, NICOLAS DE ; sculptor,

painter, and architect ; d. 1 006.

A son and pupil of Nicolas de Vergara, a

painter and sculptor. In 1573 he succeeded

his father as sculptor and painter of the cathe-

dral of Toledo (Spain). He made the fine

bronze and iron lateral lecterns of the choir,

and designed the new Sagrario, or chapel of

the Host, which was finished by Monegro. In

1575 he designed the church of the Bernardine

nuns at Toledo, and in 1595 a chapel for the

relics of the Jeronymites of Guadalupe (Spain).

Stirling-Maxwell, Annals of the Artists of
Spain ; Bermudez. Diccionario.

VERGAZ, ALFONSO GIRALDO ; sculp-

tor ;
t). ..Ian. 23, 1744 (at Murria, Spain); d.

Nov. 19, 1812.

He studied sculpture under Felipe de Castro
in Madrid, and April 15, 1797, was made
director of the Academia de S. Fernando in

that city. Among his works are a statue of

Don Carlos III. in the plaza publica of Bur-

gos, a statue of Juan Sebastian Elcano at Gue-
taria, three angels in the cathedral of Jaen,

and various works in Madrid.

Vinaza. Adiciones.

VERGE (I). A shaft, as of a column or

colonnette ; the French general term, occasion-

ally used in English in this especial sense

;

perhaps generally with the French jjronuncia-

tion, a-s in the case of Pa.ssage (II.).

VERGE (II.). That part of a sloping roof

wliich projects beyond a gable or half-gable (as

of a pent house). Verge and the terms com-
pounded with it are used in contrast to eaves
and its compounds. This term is hardly tech-

nical
; but the supposed connection between it

and Barge in certain combinations has given
it an accidental importance.

VERGE BOARD. Same as Barge Board
;

there is, however, no etymological connection
between the two phrases.

VERMICULATED WORK (also, but im-
properly, vcrraicidar work). A sort of rusti-

cated stonework so wrought as to ajipear

thickly indented with worm tracks. (See Rus-

VESTIBULE
tic Work.) Tliis device is used to roughen

a surface regidarly so as to create a marked
contra>;t with smnnth surfaces.

VERMICULATION. The act or art of

producing vermicidated ornament ; the rough-

ening so produced.

VERONESE (PAOLO CALIARI);
painter; Ij. 1528; d. 1588.

A mural painter of great power.

Charles Yriarte, Paul Veronese; Charles
Blanc. \'eronese au ChUteint de Masere ; Beren-
son, Venetian Painters of the Renaissanre.

VERROCCHIO (ANDREA DI MICHELE
DE' CIONE) ; sculjitor, painter, and gold-

smith ; b. 1435; d. 1488.

Andrea was aijprenticed to a goldsmith, Ver-

rocchio, by whose name he was known. Of
his work as goldsmith nothing remains except

a bas-relief in the silver retable at tiie baptis-

tery in Florence (1478-1480). In 1467 he

assisted Luca della Robbia (see Robbia, Luca
della) in casting the bronze doors of the sa-

cristy of the cathedral of Florence. About
1471-1472 he made the monument of Piero

and Giovanni de' Medici in the church of S.

Lorenzo at Florence. He visited Rome during

the pontificate of Sixtus IV. (Pope 1471-1484),
and made there the tomb of Francesca Torna-

buoni, some bas-reliefs from wliich are now in

the Museo Nazionale (Florence). The charm-
ing fountain (boy with dnl])hin), now in the

court of the Palazzo Vecchio (Florence), was
intended for the Medici villa at Careggi. Ver-

rocchio's greatest work is the equestrian statue

of the general, Bartolomeo C'olleone, at Venice

(begun 1479). The work was left incomplete

at the death of Verrocchio. It passed through

the hands of Lorenzo di Credi to Alessandro

Leopardi, who cast the statue in 1496 and
signed his name on the saddle girth. (See

Leopardi, A.)

Va.sari, Milanesi ed. ; Vasari, Blashfield-Hop-
kins ed.; Muntz. Penaissance ; Perkins, Tuscan
Sculptors; Bode, Italienische Bildhauer der Re-
naissance.

VERTE ISLAND STONE. A hard red

sandstone fnjm Vrrte Ishuid, Lake Superior.

VESICA PISCIS. A Glory of the long

and sometimes jjointed oval form supposed to

be that of a fish bladder, whence the name.
(See also Symbology.

)

VESTIARY. A room or place for the

keeping of vestments, garments, or clothes; a
wardrolje.

VESTIBULE. A lobby or passage interme-

diate between the entrance and the interior of

a building ; a place of shelter or accommoda-
tion to those awaiting entrance to a building;

and in northern climates the area between
outer, stonn, or front tloors and inner, or ves-

tibule doors, by which the house is protected

from the cold draughts. (Compare Storm
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VBSTIBULUM
Dwr, B, and Wind Porch.) Less properly,

an anteroom to a larger apartment or suite.

(See Lobby.)

ESTIBII.E 1->K E NE.IR THE ChURCH S. JI. DELLA PaCE, RoME.

VESTIB U JjTTM. In Roman archfeology,

the outer vestibule, a recess or sheltered place

outside of the outer doors of a building, as

distinguished from the Fauces. It was some-

times large and adorneil with columns, forming

an important architectural member, and a place

where many persons could find shelter ; but this

must have been unusual, a.s only one of any

elaborateness has been found in Pompeii. The

Villa of the Papyri at Hereidaneum seems to

have had a perfectly plain, square vestibule

within an out-er columnar portico ; it is possible

that some allusions in ancient writers may be

explained in this way.

VESTRY. A sacristy. A room adjoining

the choir of a chiu'ch, and sometimes behind the

main altar, where the sacred vessels and vest-

ments were kept, and where the priest put on

his robes. In Protestant churches, a waiting

room, nest the chancel or pulpit, for the accom-

modation of the clergy. A ciioir vestry is a

robing room for the choir. (See Diaconicon.)

VESTRY HATiTi. In England and in some

of the English colonies, a hall in which the

inhabitants or ratepayers of a parish, or their

representatives, meet for the despatch of the

oflieial bnsine>is of the jiarish. — (A. P. S.)

VESUVIAN DISTRICT, ARCHITEC-
TURE OF, THE : That uf a region of Italy

lying southeast of Naples, and reaching from

Naples to Castellamare, thus occupying the

innermost coast of the Bay of Naples. The

biuldings which belong to this subject are those
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which have been overwhelmed by eruptions of

Mt. Vesuvius, and which have been brought to

light in recent times, or are in the way of being

so explored. The considerable

town of Pom])eii has been about

half uncovered ; this labour hav-

ing been much less difficidt, be-

cause the original bed of ashes

cannot have exceeded seven or

eight feet in depth, and the sub-

sequent deposits were still so

slight that the upper stories of

the houses were frequently left

uncovered. The town of Hercu-

laneum, however, is covered by a

tufa formed of volcanic sand,

which has solidified under the

eruptions and subsequent rains

into a porous stone ; and this is

sixty feet deep in some places, and

nearly everywhere thirty-five to

forty feet deep. Here only a few

hundred square feet have been

opened to the sky, the digging

having been done in forty feet of

soit rock ; but two other impor-

tant discoveries have been made.

These are, first, that of a theatre,

which is kept open and can be

visited by descending through a well and pass-

ing along undergroiuid pa.<sages ; and that of

the celebrated ViUa of the Papyri, called also

the Villa Ercolanese, in which were found not

only the great store of papyrus roUs which give

it its common name, but also a large number

of bronze statues, statuettes, busts, and groups,

by means of which the Museum of Naples has

been made richer in the matter of antique

bronze scidpture than all the rest of Europe

together. Other minor explorations have been

made at different points south and southwest

of ]SIt. Vesuvius, and valuable objects have

been found. The architeetiual interest of this

region is, however, almost entirely centred in

the city of Pompeii, where, though the houses

were visited by their owners and by plunderers,

who dug down through the soft ashes of the

first eruption, and, although the wooden upper

stories, roofs, etc., have disappeared, and the

masonry and decorative work of the lower story

have disapjjeared altogether or suti'ered severely,

there is still the material for a very valuable

study of tlie Roman Imperial epoch.

Tlie excavations of Pompeii are continued

steadily ami witli care ; and a more strict ar-

chaeological influence has controlled these for

the last twenty-five years. Nothing is being

done at Herculaneum ; and it will require elab-

orate preparations and a consideralile expendi-

ture of money to reveal the treasures that are

below the surface in that neighbourhood. It is

altogether probable that many such villas are
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VIADUCT
buried under the soft rock, and that as many
ancient works of art exist there, accessible to

us, as are now contained in the museums of

Europe. (See Comparetti's book mentioned be-

low for the extraonliiiary art treasures discovered

in the celebrated villa. The preface of Mau's

book gives a number of titles.)— R. S.

Comparetti, La Villa Erralnnem dei Pisnni i

SHui monumenti e la sua hihliuWca, 1883 ;
Mau,

Pompeii, Itn Life and Art, 18'J9.

VICTORIAN ARCHITECTURE

(See Close.)

(See Louis, Louis

B. The benehce and office or functions of a

vicar.

VICARS CLOSE.
VICTOR, LOUIS.

Niclidlas \'ict(ir.)

VICTORIAN ARCHITECTURE. That of

the reign of yueen Victoria ; the term may be

applied, therefore, to any building commenced
or planned since the accesssion of the queen,

but is used more especially for buildings of any

Vestibule in Palazzo Maccarani, Rome.

VIADUCT. An elevated roadway supported

by arches of masonry, or by trestles of iron or

wood, carried over a valley or any low-lying

district where an embankment would be inex-

pedient or impracticable. (Compare Aqueduct.)
VIART, CHARLES; architect; d. about

L5.37.

He completed, in L526, the Hotel de Ville

of Beaugency (Loiret, France), and in that

year was called to Orleans (Loiret) to build the

Renaissance portion of tlie Hotel de Ville, now
a museum. He was employed on the Hotel de

Ville of Montargis and on the cluiteau of Blois.

Herluison, Artistes OrUanais ; Lance, Diction-
naire.

VICARAGE. ^1. In England, the home or

residence of a vicar.
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characteristic style unknown previous to the

year 1837. During the reign the Gothic Re-

vival began, culminated, and declined; and
there were several other important movements,
fashions, or attempts at creating a new style,

such as the revived style of Queen Anne, in

which Mr. Norman Shaw was active and which

had great success at one time ; also of late

years a new ultra-classic revival, to which it

has been attemjHed to give a purely Palladian

character. Buildings, such as those which, be-

longing to the later years of the Gothic Revival,

contain French and Italian elements freely used

in connection with English, together with a free

use of party-coloured materials, are commonly
called Victorian Gothic. (See the articles,

England, Architecture of; Gothic Revival; and
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VICTORIA STONE

a history of tlie Gothic Revival by Charles L.

Ea-stlaki', LmikIoii, 1S72.)— K. S.

VICTORIA STONE. A variety of artificial

stoni' iulrnilui-fil in I S()8.

VIGARNY, FELIPE DE (FELIPE DE
BORGONA) ; sculptor and architect.

For the Cardinal Xiineues de Cisneros he

made the great rctable of the cathedral of

Toledo (Spain), with its sculpture (1502).

He afterward went to Granada to execute

the royal chapel in the cathedral, ami the fine

numuMients of Ferdinand and Lsabella which

it contains.

Stirling-Maxwell, Antials of the Artists of

Spniii ; Hcrmudez, Diccionario.

VIGNOLA. (See Barozzio, Jacopo.)

VILLA
and all the appurtenances which may be brought

into direct connection with the design. Such is

the Italian significance of the word, which, when
adopted in English, had the same meaning. In

the United States it has come to imply merely a
suburban dwelling with small grounds, and
there is left no term so comprehensive in its

scope as villa in its original meaning. There-

fore, it is to be hoped that, with the renewed

interest in formal design of countiy places, the

original use of the word may again come into

use. According to thiis, the house should be

considered as merely a |)art of the whole scheme,

and not as the villa itself.

The villa is usually, though not necessarily,

designed especially for occupancy during the

A. Great hall, with one or two stories

over.

B, C. Lower buildings ; C is probably

a kitchen.

D. Chief corridor of entrance.

E. Portico, where was probably the

principal staircase.

Porter's lodge.

P. Entrance to the villa indirect,

leading through three vesti-

bules which could be closed.

I.

Villa, El-Bakah, Syria; Plan partly restored.

VIGNON, BARTHiaOiEMY ; architect; b.

iro-J at Lyon; d. May 1, 1SJ8.

A pupil of David Leroy and of De Gisors.

In 1806 he won second prize in the competi-

tion for the transformation of the church of

the Madeleine (Paris) into the Temple de la

Gloire. His design was, however, preferred

by the Emperor Kapoleon. He undertook the

work, and had charge of the building until his

death, when he was succeeded by Huvd. (See

Huv^.) The present classical form of the

Madeleine is his design. (See Contant d'lvry,

and Couture.)

Paris dans sa Splendntr ; Bauchal, Diction-

nairp.

VIHARA. A Buddhist monastery. Stnic-

tures of this sort were often excavated from the

solid rock ; the halls, the ceilings of which

were supported by sculptured pillars, being

suiTounded by small sleeping cells. (See

India, Architecture of.)

VILLA. A country residence designed par-

ticidarly with a view of affording all the enjoy-

ments of country life, consisting of a house and

sun'oundings, such as gardens, terraces, groves,
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summer. The site is selected on account of the

beauty and healthfulness of the situation, and

the an-angement of the grounds is such as to

give the occupants all the advantages of the

country. The villa is, therefore, more distinctly

the country place of a man from the city, as

opposed to that of a continued coimtry resident,

or farmer, who gains his livelihood from tilling

the land. And its retiuirements are aptly sug-

gested in the French title for this sort of place,

" Maison de Plaismice" (pleasure house). A
villa is not " a lodge in some vast wilderness,"

or a summer cottage by the wayside, but the

country seat of a highly civilized jierson who
feels the necessity of being surrounded by those

forms of art which may tend in any way to en-

hance or bring in relief the beauties of nature.

The villa, as we know it, in its typical form,

is a product of Italian soil and of Italian art.

Each country has its own method of arranging

country places, varying with the character of

the jieojile, the climate, and local conditions

;

but the fundamental principles which govern the

design of such places as may be jjrojierly termed

villas are on the same lines as those of the
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VILLA
Italians. Some of the finest examples of the

Renaissance villa exist in Italy, with hardly a

change which attects their main features. Their

treatment is strictly formal. The grounds are

laid out in architectural relation to the house.

The paths, alleys, and roads are en axe with the

principal openings of the house, and the whole

arrangement of gardens, terraces, groves, etc., is

usually enclosed witiiin walls or some lines of a

formal character which may give one a sense of

privacy. The hanil of the artist is frankly in

evidence, and under that hand the place becomes

the fitting seat of the man of culture.

The origin of the villa may be traced to the

earliest movements of civilization. The Hang-

ing Gardens of Babylon, those of the Pharaohs

in Eg>'pt, the Greek villas, these are all treated

in literature by the writers of the time. But
the villa coidd flourish only at a time of high

civilization, when the security of property per-

mitted men to live at a distance from cities or

fortified towns. Therefore, it is not until we
reach the time of tlie villas of ancient Rome,
that anything like the modern villa came into

existence. The ancient Romans were great

lovers of country life, and the subject of the

villa was treated extensively by many writers

on architecture and agriculture. The letters of

Pliny the Younger give very exact descriptions

of three of his own villas, and from these and

the wi-itings of contemporary authors, very exact

rules may be laiil down for the arrangement of

country places according to the style of the

ancient Romans. The more important of their

villas were divided into three parts : the Villa

Urbana, the jdeasure house and grounds of the

master ; the Villa Rustica, buildings and grounds

set apart for the former, servants, cattle, etc.
;

and the Fructuria, or purely agricultural de-

partment. Sometimes the more common of

the.se viUas were composed of the Villa Urbana
alone, being situated near Rome or near some
town which coidd supply the necessaries, and so

simply a place of retirement for the owner. It

was the custom of the more important Romans
to have several of these places in ditt'erent parts

of Italy suited to the different seasons ; one near

the sea, one in the hills.

Pliny's Villa of Laurentiim, in Latiiim, known
from the descriptions in his letters, was a place

which should be classed with the most imjiortant

villas of the Renaissance, or with the country

residences of the English noblemen of our day,

and it gives a verj' accurate idea of the type and
of the style of the principal features of the Roman
villa. It will be noted that architecture and
sculpture played a very important part in the

decoration of the grounds. Marble, porphyry,

and bronze were contrasted with cypress, laurel,

and box. Large parterres were laid out in

various forms ; and while the ancient Roman had
a comparatively limited mimber of plants from
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which to compose his garden, as compared with

modem times, the main characteristics of the

modern Renaissance garden would probably have
been obsen-ed in that of the ancient Roman.
It seems probable that in later times the archi-

tectural side of the Roman garden played too

important a part. This is always a sign of de-

cadence in formal villas, perfection in this kind

of work meaning that a ven,' nice sense of jiro-

portion should be observed in combining these

two component parts. Under the Barbarian

invasion the gardens of ancient Rome disap-

peared entirely, and it was not until the fifteenth

century that they were born again under the

Renaissance movement, the renewal of ancient

art. It was under Lorenzo de' Medici, at Flor-

ence, that this movement commenced. Little

but the traces of the original gardens remain at

present, but enough to show (and particularly

in the gardens v.-]nch followed them) that they

were insiiired by the sjiirit of the villas of the

ancient Romans. Symmetrical forms and archi-

tectural lines and sculptural decorations jilayed

the same part.

Founded upon these beginnings are the famous

villas .so well known : the Villa Medici, the

Villa Borghese, Pamfili Doria, and Colonna, in

Rome, the Villa d'Este in Tivoli, and Mondragone,

Aldobrandini, and others, in Frascati. These

were the residences of the most important

families of that time, and their scale and scope

were so important that they have remained more

or less intact since. Traces of some of the

Jledici villas are to be found in the suburbs of

Florence ; the Villa Castello, however, is the

only important one in a good state of preserva-

tion to-day.

The \i\\a Pamfili, near Rome, has been se-

lected from many others as containing the main
features and the best of them. Blore importance

is, perhaps, given here to the flower garden and

the parterre than is to be found in some of the

others, but the skill of the architect is always

shown by giving such importance to one part or

another as the lay of the land seems to suggest,

carefully disposing the ten-aces, groves, and gar-

dens, so as to make a complete composition in

relation to the house. Thus the site of the Villa

d'Este in Tivoli, and the Frascati villas, required

very extensive terracing. The artistic value of

these terraces, forminga foreground forthe distant

views of the Campagna, is very great, and jier-

haps the main characteristic which distinguishes

them from other villas. The situation of the

bo.squet, in the Villa Bledici, distinguishes it

from that of any other bosquet. The Villa

Albani is remarkable for the simplicity of its

design, admirably adapted to showing the beau-

tiful collection of sculptures of the owner. Be-

sides the wonderful terraces of the Villa d'Este,

it is remarkable for the extraordinary variety of

its fountains. The architect has taken advan-
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tage of the unlimited su]))ily of water funiisheil

by tlie cascades above the villa, and has niii

tliis supjily through tlie villa in luindrcds of

fountains of every variety and form. The flower

gardens in the Villa Lante, the Villa Pamtili,

and the Villa Castello are their most distinctive

features.

VILLA
and guarding the works of art contained within

it. Whatever may have been the cau.se, the

result wa.s, undoubtedly, to jjroducc a very per-

iect work of art, every inch of ground within

the enclosure being taken advantage of to pro-

duce some interesting effect, and a very de-

lightful sense of privacy almost similar to

Villa; at Montboron, nf.ak Nice {.\lpe.s-Maritimes), France.
I). Dwellinff hoiKse.A. Principal entrances ; vehicles numntinp bv ruads whicli

pass beyond the house, and from which I^ights of steps
ascend the hill.

B. Entrance for pedestrian? by continuous path, partly a stair

a c.ordoni.

C. Service entrances ; that on the ripht below passing through
the stable yard and thence by another watron road to the
level of that on the left which is on a level with the house.

One characteristic of all these villas, and the

one lost .sight of in the work of the later period

in Italy, and also in Europe, is the limitation

of the formal grounds within a comparatively

small compass. This may originally have been

necessary on account of the frequency of wars,

and the impossibility of protecting a larger area
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E. Gardener's cottjvg:e.

F. Porter's lod{:e.

G. Stables and carriage house fronting on stable yard.
The unshaded parts are not included in the estate, Tho

staircase a cordoni on the rifjht above the word Villefranche
is public, or at least common to several projterties.

that enjoyed within the walls of the house

itself.

The first European country to feel the influence

of the classic villa of the Italian Renaissance,

aside from vSpain, was France, where, under

Francis I., Fontainebleau was started, entirely

on the lines of this school. But here, even in
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tlie begiuiiiiig, the vast importance of the villa

of the kiug of France made the scale upon

which the usual features of the villa were laid

out much larger than anything that had been

done in Italy. The idea of carrying formal

symmetrical lines to a greater distance from the

house was started. In France, naturally, very

ditterent conditions governed the form which the

country house and its grounds took, because

those of most imjjortance were not, as in Italy,

maisons de plaisance, occupied by the owners

for recreation and pleasure, but were the per-

manent seats of tlieir owners and situated in the

midst of their vast estates. In feudal times,

of couree, the iiouse was a castle, and fortified
;

and though, under Francis I., they gradually

assumed a less forbidding aspect, they were still

so arranged as to be in a position to defend

themselves if need be. At the same time,

wherever it was possible, a sufficient amount of

ground was enclo.sed within the fortified region

to permit of the an-angement of gardens, re-

stricted in size, but similar in character and

design to those of the Italian villa. Plans of

some of these chateaux, with tlieir surroundings,

may be seen in the work of J. Androuet Du Cer-

ceau.' These places do not properly come under

the heading of villa, but should be mentioned

as liaving had their effect in the villa design

which was developed later in France.

Under Henry IV. the French method merely

indicated in the original designs of Fontainebleau

was extended, tlie scale of work increased, and

the idea introduced of extending formal lines

through a vast forest. The style reached its

perfection later under Le Isotre, whose genius

expressed itself in vast proportions, and may be

seen to-da^', having been pre.served almost in its

entire perfection at Versailles. It seems as if

the impossible had been accomplished, and one

can scarcely conceive of a work of this magni-

tude having been accomplished in the lifetime

of one man.

AVith the perfection, however, of Le Notre's

style, the logical conclusion of the extent to

which formal work could be applied out of doors

was reached. No fiu"ther step coidd be taken.

The time was indeed ripe for a reaction. The
imitators and followers of Le Xotre, by their

lack of talent and merelj' strict follo'n'ing of

rides deduced from his metliod, brought formality

into disrepute. The residt was to produce a

revolution in villa design throughout Europe.

The influence of classic and Italian style had
been strongly felt in England, beginning rather

later than in France, the first important example
being Hampton Court, done under the inspira-

tion of Wolsey. The style spread through the

estates of the principal noblemen and courtiers,

and residted in the creation of many beautiful

^ Des plus exceH>'nts Batiments de France, Paris,
1576-1.579.
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places. These places, however, although their

style was on the lines of the villa, cannot prop-

erly come under this heading, being the seats of

permanent residence of the owners rather than

their pleasure houses. The large extent of the

estate itself siurounding the iiouse, and the

temptation to include too much of it within

the lines of formal treatment, caused the methods

of Le Notre to be carried to a very great extreme

here. This may lie particidarly well seen upon
looking at the plan of Badminton,' which has

the appearance of a vast geometrical problem

worked out in alleys, vistas, etc., to an extent

fatiguing in the extreme, completely obliterating

the natural beauties.

The reaction against this sort of thing was

inevitable. The work of the artist had ceased.

It does not come within the scope of this

paper to treat of the school of villa design in

England and in Europe, which was the result

of this reaction. Treating the word " viUa," and

villa itself, as of Italian origin, and the design

as being on the original lines of the Italian villa,

those places created under the hand of the land-

scape gardener and his influences shoidd be

classified under another term. Suffice it to say,

that the architect now cea.sed to design the

grounds, his work ending with the house. The
landscape gardener here took it up, and it will

be seen that the reverse of formality was his

theme, his object being, rather, to make a con-

trast to the necessarily formal lines of the house,

and his desire to produce a picturesque ettect,

reproducing as far as possible natural elects.

It may be safely said that the result of this

method has not been beneficial to architecture,

no distinct style having resulted. The desire to

produce a picturesque buUdiug line, and a struc-

ture which might not call too loudly for cor-

responding st^'le in the grounds, has resulted in

buildings being made up of several styles, —
towers and gables, the individual fancies of the

architect and owner, playing a large part.

It seems now that a reaction against this

method of design, the landscape gardening school,

is on foot, and that the direction this reaction is

taking is a return to the old Italian school.

The habit of life of the peojde in the United

States is distinctly congenial to the villa idea.

The winters are spent in the city and the sum-

mers in the countiy. !Men go to the country

for recreation, healtli, and pleasure, while in the

city they leave their real interests, business, etc.

Climate leads them to be as much as possible

out of doors in summer. The conutrj- houses

should be extended, and the scheme of gardens,

terraces, etc., which does this in the Italian

villas can be applied here. It seems not im-

probable that T\ithin the next generation or so

this countiT may be the centre of development

in villa design.— Charles A. Platt.

1 Kip's Vieus.
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VILLA ADRIANA VIOLLET-LE-DUC
VILLA ADRIANA. Near Tivoli, east of

Rome. A great aiTuiiiulation of Iniililings over

a mile of country measured frmn north to south,

anil inckuling two theatres anil groumls for ex-

ercise, swimming-tanks, and libraries, in addi-

tion to Iniildings of residence. Sculjitures have

been found there, but no organized system of

exploration has yet made possible a perfect

comprehension of the structure.

VILLA HADRIANA. (See Villa Adriana.)

VILLA MADAMA. Near Rome, on the

nortli ; a very beautiful building of the later

years of the Renaissance, always ascribed to

Raphael as designer, though built by Giulio

RomMno (see Pi])i>i).

VILLA MEDICI. In Rome, on the Pincian

Hill ; buildings mostly of the sixteentli century,

but altered for the use of the French Academy
and Srhiiol uf Fine Art (scr Prize of Rome).

VILLA MONDRAGONE. Near Frascati,

in the Alban Hills ; an enormous building, in

part of the sixteenth century, and ascribed to

Vignola.

VILLA PAMFILI DORIA. At Rome,

close to the vails on the western side. The

buildings are not of special importance, but

the grounds are very extensive and magniticent.

VILLA PIA. At Rome, a small private

house in the gardens of the Vatican palace,

built in the sixteenth century.

VILLA ROTONDA. Near Vicenza in

Venetia; one of the most famous works of

Andrea Palladio.

VILLAGE. A small collection of houses ; in

the United State.s, forming part of a township

and having but little independent existence.

Tribes and subtribes of- American Indians,

in all parts of the New World, congregated,

for at least a part of the year, in fixed habita-

tions, that were grouped together in a village.

Among forest tribes these habitations were of

poles covered with bark or mats, and were

generally surrounded with high jialisades of

poles or logs set up verticallj' and sharpened

at the top. Sometimes tliree or fovir rows of

these logs were planted around a village.

Among the Plain tribes the village was a clus-

ter of tipis, or skin tents, arranged, according

to a formula, in a circle. In the Southwestern

United States the villages were sometimes, in

early days, made up of detached stone or adobe

houses ; but more commonly they were groups

of great communal dwellings, and often a whole

village was comprised in one single, huge struc-

ture, like an immense honeycomb. In the

Northwestern United States the villages were

of two or more blocks of slab houses, with four

or five communal houses in a block. (See

Aboriginal American Architecture.)— F. S. D.

VILLALPANDO, FRANCISCO DE; sculp-

tor and architect.

About 1540, in association with others, he
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executed mucii of the sculpture of the great

chapel and choir of the cathedral of Toledo.

The pidpits in gilded bronze in this cathedral

are also ascribed to him.

BeramiU'z, Dkcionario.

VILLARD DE HONNECOURT. (See

AVilars de Honnecort.)

VILLEDIEU, RAOUL DE; abbot and
architect.

Abbot of Mont Saint Michel from 1225 to

1236. He built the cloister of that abbey

about 1226.

Le H^richer, Mont Saint Michel.

VIMANA. Same as Sikra.

VINCI. LEONARDO DA. (See Leonardo

da Vinci.)

VINERY. Same as Grapery.

VINGBOOMS, PHILIPPUS; architect.

An architect of Amsterdam, who erected

many important buildings in Holland, and in

1715 published two folio volumes on architec-

ture.

Immerzeel, Ilollnndsclie en Vlarimsclif Kiinste-

naai-s.

VIOLLET-LE-DUC, EUGENE EMAN-
UEL ; architect and archieologist ; b. Jan. 21,

1814 (at Paris); d. Sept. 17, 1879 (at Lau-

sanne, Switzerland).

He was educated at the College Bourbon

(Paris) and in the atelier of Achilie Lecl^re

(see Leclfere). At the suggestion of his father,

who was employed in the couser\'ation of

public buildings, he made a journey through

France, studying and sketching the monuments.

He travelled through Italy in the same way.

Returning to France, in 1840, he undertook

the restoration of the abbey church of V(5zelay

(Yonne, France) and the church of S. Pere-

Sous-Vezelay. About this time he restored

the Hotel de Ville at Narboune (Aude, France),

and was apjiointed auditor of the Conseil des

bdtiments civils. He was associated with

Lassus (see Lassus) in the restoration of the

Sainte-Chapelle in Paris. In 1842 Lassus and

Viollet-le-Duc were commissioned to superintend

the restoration of the cathedral of Notre Dame
(Paris). At the death of Lassus, in 1857,

Viollet-le-Duc retained sole charge of that work,

and designed the central spire and great altar,

as well as the new sacristy and treasury ad-

joining the south flank. In 1846 he began

the restoration of the abbey church of S. Denis,

near Paris, and had charge of that building

until his death. From 1849 to 1874 he was

architect of the diocesan buildings of Reims

and Amiens. In 1852 he took charge of the

restoration of the cite of Carcassonne (France),

with the ancient fortifications, and in 1853 was

appointed inspecteiir cfihiiral des I'di^fices dio-

cesains. In 1858 he began the reconstruction

of the chateau of Pierrefonds (Oise, France).
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VIOLLET-LB-DUC
In 1862 he restoreil the church of S. Semin,

at Toulouse, aud in 1863 the chateau of Coucy.

In 1863 he was appointed professor of

aesthetics at the t!cole dea Beaux Arts (Paris).

As his lectures were not in agreement with the

traditions of the school, the students refused

VIOLLBT-LE-DUC
and erected many new buildings throughout
France. Among his many publications, the

most important are L'Art Rv^se : Les Ori-

gines, etc. (Paris, 1877, 1 vol. 4to) ; Comment
on coHstruit une maisoa (4th ed., Paris, 1883,
1 vol. 12mo) ; Description et histoire du

to listen to him. He resigned his position the

following year, and published the material

which he had prepared as the Entretiens snr

VArchitecture. In 1873 he began the restora-

tion of the cathedral of Lausanne (Switzerland),

and built the fine spire of that church. VioUet-

le-Duc restored many less important monuments,
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chdteau de Pierrefonds (8th ed., Paris, 1876,

1 Yol. 8vo), Dictionnaire raisonn^ de VArchitec-

ture frangais (Paris, 1854-1868, 10 vols.8vo)
;

Dictionnaire raisonni du Mohilier franqais

(Paris, 1858-1875, 6 vols. 4to) : Entretiens sur

rArchitecture (Paris, 1863-1872, 2 vols. 8vo

and atlas), Essai sur VArchitecture Militaire
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au Moyen Age (Paris, 1854, 1 vol. 4to); Habi-

tations modenies (Paris, 1875-1877, 2 vols,

folio) ; HiHtoire d'uu Hotel de ViUe et dUine

Cathednde (Paris, 1878, 1 vol. 8vo), Ilistoire

d'une Jbrtercsiic (Paris, 1874, 1 vol. 4to);

Peinturi's murules des chaijelles de Notre

Dame (Paris, 1870, 1 vol. folio), and witii

Lassus, Monographie de Notre Dame (Paris,

no date, 1 vol. folio).

Saint-Paul, Viollet-le-Duc et son systhne. arche-

oluyique; Sauvageot, VUillet-li'-Duc et sun cfuvre

dessine ; Viollet-le-Duc, Cornpositwn.t et dessins ;

Bauchal, Dictionnaire ; Avery Architectural Li-

brary, Catalogue.

VIS. A screw; the French term used in

English attributively. A spiral staircase is

sometinips called a staircase h vis.

VISCHER, HERMANN; scidptor and

bronze caster; d. 1487.

Hermann received the citizenship of Niirn-

berg (Germany) in 1453. A font in the parish

church of Wittenberg bears his luune and tiie

date 1457. By him, also, are two monuments

of bishops in the cathedral of Meissen (Saxony).

Allr/emeine deutsclte Biocjraphie ; Schadow,
Witti'iiherfi''s Deiikiiiiilei:

VISCHER, PETER ; sculptor and bronze

founder; b. probably between 14G0 and 1470;

d. Jan. 7, 1529.

A son of Hermann Vischer (see Vischer, H.)

;

he received the title of Meixter in 1489, and

was probably twenty-five or thirty years old at

that time. He was intimately associated with

Adam Kraft (see Kraft) and the bronze worker

Sebastian Lindenast. His five sons, Hermann,

Peter, Hans, Paul, and Jakob, assisted him in

his work. The elder sons, Hermann and Peter,

were most skilful. From their atelier came

the statue of Otto IV., Henneberg in the Stifts-

kirche of Romhild, the moiuunents of the

bishops Heinrich III., Veit II., and Gcorg II.

in the cathedral of Bamberg (Bavaria), five

monuments in the Fiirstenkapelle at Meissen

(Saxony), the monument of the Bishop Johann

IV. in the cathedral of Breslau (about 1496),

the monument of the Cardinal Fricdrich in the

cathedral of Krakau (Poland), the moimmcnt
of Archbishop Ernst iu the cathedral of Blagile-

burg (about 1497), etc. Peter Vischer's most

important work is the great shrine of S. Sebal-

dus in the church of S. Sebaldus in Niiniberg

(1508-1519). The first sketches for this work
were made by Veit Stoss (see Sto.ss, V.).

Neudorfer, Nachrichten von Kunstlern und
Werkleuten in Nitrnberg ; Fah, Gesehiehte der
Bild. Kilnste ; Allgemeine deutsche Bingraphie;
Lubke, Introduction to Peter Vischer ll>r/.-<'.

VISCONTI, LOUIS TULLIUS JOACHIM ;

arciiitect ; b. Feb. 11, 1791 (at Rome) ; d. Dec.

29, 1853.

A son of Ennius Quirinus Visconti, the

archiBologist, who came to Paris in 1798.
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Between 1808 and 1817 Louis studied archi-

tecture at the £cole des Beaii.v Arts and with

Charles Percier (.see Percier). In 1814 he won
second Grand Prix and the Prix Departmental.

Ill 1822 he was employed as under inspector

under Destailleur. He rejihiced Delannoy in

1825 as architect of the Bibliollwque Royule.

His projects for this buililing were not carried

out. Visconti was appointed in 1832 con-

servateur of the eighth section of the IMimu-

ments of the City of Paris. 1835-1839 he built

the Fontaine Louvois (Paris). He arranged the

ceremony of the reception of the remains of the

Emperor Napoleon I., Dec. 15, 1840, and in

1842 was commissioned to construct the monu-
ment of the emperor in the church of the Inval-

ides. In 1842 he completed the Fontaine

Molifere (Paris), and in 1846 commenced the

Fontaine of the place Saint-8nl])ice (Paris),

In 1850 he was appointed arclntect of Kapo-

leon III., and in 1851 made the plans for the

completion of the Lou\Te and the gallery imit-

ing the Louvre and Tuileries on the north.

This work was begun July 25, 1852. After

the death of Visconti, in 1853, it was continued

by Lefuel (see Lefuel) according to his designs.

He built numerous residences in Paris, and the

monuments of the Marshals Lauriston, Saint-

Cyr, Soult, and Souchet.

Charles Lucas in Planat, Cyclopedie ; Bauchal,
Dirtiiiiinaire ; Lance, Dictionnaire; Babeau, Le
LoHcre.

VISCOUNTESS. (See Slate.)

VISTA. A view or prospect provided by
nature or art, as through an avenue of trees in

a park, or through a series of arches or other

openings in a building. One of the leading

motifs of design in the planning of important

works, as palaces, temples, or gardens, especially

in classic or Renaissance architecture, is the

establishment of continuous centre lines through

openings iu adjacent halls and chambers, or

through corridors or alleys, by which vistas are

obtained terminating in some feature of especial

interest, such as a statue, fomitain, etc. This

device tends to order, symmetry, and coherence

in architectural C(im])(isition.

VITECOQ, SYMON; architect.

June 29, 1527, he succeeded Rotdlant Leroux

(see Leroux, R.) as maltre de I'Kuvre architect

of the cathedral of Rouen (France). With
Guillaume Dodemont he completed the church

of S. Jean at Rouen in 1547.

Deville, Architectes de la Cathedrals de Bouen ;

Lance, Dictionnaire.

VITONI, VENTURA ; architect ; b. Aug.

20, 1442 (at Pistoia) ; d. after 1522.

He was brought up as a carpenter and, accord-

ing to Vasari, was a pupil of Bramante (see

Bramante). AU the buildings which are attrib-

uted to him are in Pistoia (Italy). The earli-

est is the church of S. Maria delle Grazie
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VITRIFIED BRICK
(begun 1484). Tliat of S. Giovanni Battista

was begun 1495 and completed in 1513.

Parts of tiie church of S. Cliiara may also be

by hiiu. Vitoni's great work is the church of

S. Maria dell' Uniilth, a combination in plan

of tlie Pazzi chapel and the sacristy of S. Spirito

at Florence. The large closed atrium and the

choir were begun in 1494 and the central

octagonal portion in 1509. That date is

inscribed on the building. At his deiith he

hail carried the church to the windows of the

third story. The dome is much later. (See

Vasari.) His will is dated March 11, 1522.

Geymiiller-Stt'gmanii, Die Arch, der Ben. in

Toscana ; Miintz, Benaissance ; Giuseppe Tigri,

Nuuva Guidn <1i Pistuia.

VITRIFIED BRICK. Brick burned to a

hard, glassy I'Dusistcncy so as to be imperme-

able to water and fit for damp-proof work,

paving, or other purposes where such qualities

are necessary.

VITRIFIED WORK. ]\Iasonry, especially

of silicious stone, converted into hard glassy sub-

stance by fire and thus greatlj' solidified, as in

certain early defensive works found in Scotland,

France, etc. Argillaceous earth is sometimes

so converted and used for ballast in railroad

work to solidify the backing between the ties,

and in leaving. It is called gumbo.
VITRUVIAN. Of or pertaining to ]\Iarcus

Vitruvius Pullin, a Roman architect of the first

century B.C., the author of an important treatise

which jjreserves much that is valuable in regard

to Greek and Roman art, and is our principal

authority for facts and practice in the building

arts of the classic period. The term " Yitruvian"

is used to distinguish principles and practices

of the architecture of ancient Rome as revealed

to us by this aiithnr.

VITRUVIUS (POLLIO), M. C. L. ; archi-

tect and writer on architecture ; b. about 83-
73 B.C.

The author of a Latin work in ten books on

architecture, the earliest existing manual on

that subject, dating from about 30 B.C. Con-

siderable portions of his book are quoted by
Pliny in his Historia Naturalis without

acknowledgment, and he is mentioned by
Frontinus (see Frontinus) in his work on aque-

ducts. The little basilica at Fano described in

his book is the only building which can be

attributed to him. Among the many soiu'ces

from which he derived information are the writ-

ings of Anaxagoras, Ctesiphon, Ictinus (see

Ictinus), Theoilorus (see Theodorus), etc. In a

letter of the Councillor C. F. L. Schultz to the

poet Goethe, the tlieory was first brought for-

ward that Vitruvius' work was reall}' a com-
pilation made in the reign of the Emperor
Theodosius, and afterward ascribed to Vitru-

vius, a well-known architect of the time of

Augustus. This theorj', with some changes, has
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been developed by Dr. Ussing (op. cit.), and the

arguments against it presented by Brown (op.

cit.). "LBuVe {Peloponnesiuca, 1846, pp. 128-
129) supposes "that we possess no more than

parts of the original work of Vitruvius, blended

with ])roductions of a later age." The work
was highly esteemed during the Middle Ages
and frequently transcribed. The manuscript of

S. John's College, Oxford, was made as late as

1316 and belonged to the Abbey of Canterbury.

There was a manuscript of Vitnivius in the

palace of the popes at Avignon, which was car-

rieil to Spain in the fifteenth century. The
editio princeps was published by Johannes

Sulpitius Verulanus about 1486. During the

reign of Julius II. (Pope 1503-1513) Fra Gio-

condo (see Giocondo) published his critical edi-

tion, which he dedicated to that Pope. The
most important editions of the text are that of

Poleni (see Poleni), 1825-1830, 4 vols. 4to.,

and the standard edition of Marini (Rome, 1836,

4 vols, folio). There are English translations

by Newton (1791), Wilkins (London, 1872),

and Gwilt (1826V
Brunn, Geschichte der griechischen Kunstler

;

Marini. Biosraphy, in his edition of Vitruvius;
Poleni. Biograpliy, in his edition of Mtrurius;
Miintz, Beiiaissance ; Aldrich, Elements of Civil

Arehitei'ture ; Viollet-le-Duc. Entretiens sur l'Ar-
chitecture ; Ussing, Observations on Vitruvius

;

Scliiiltz, Briefwechsel ; Brown, Ussing on Vitru-

vius.

VITTORIA (DELLA VOLPE), JACOPO
ALESSANDRE ; sculptor and architect ; b.

1524; d. 1608.

The autograph notes of Vittoria, preserved

in the state archives at the convent of S. Maria

Gloriosa dei Frari in Venice, are the most im-

portant source of information about his life.

He was born at Trente in the Tyrol, and re-

ceived his first training iu his native city. He
went to Venice in 1543, and entered the atelier

of Jacopo Sansovino (see Sausoviuo, J.) in the

Frocuratie Vecchie. In 1547 he went to

Vicenza and assisted Palladio (see Palladio) on

the basilica and other buildings until 1553,

when he returned to Venice. Much of the

sculpture on the facjade and the stucco of the

interior of Sansovino's Libreria is the work of

Vittoria. Especially fine are the two caryat-

ides of the main door. The famous stucco

decoration of the Sccda d'Oro in the Doges'

Palace is ascribed to him by Temanza without

corroboration. He was also associated with

Michele Sammichele (see Saiumiehele, M.), for

whom, with the assistance of Pietro da Salo

and Danese Cattaneo, he made the sculpture of

the monument of the Admiral Contarini in the

church of S. Antonio at Padua. In 1556-

1558 he made the sculpture of the monument
to Francesco Venier at S. Salvatore (Venice),

designed by Sansovino. About 1568 he super-

intended the scidptural decoration of the Villa
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VIVARIUM
Barbaro at Maser (Yriarte, op. cit.), built by
Palladio and painted by Paolo Veronese (see

Veronese). Vittoria built the Scuola di San
Farititio (now Ateneo, Venice) after 1562. He
devoted the last years of his life to the con-

stniction and decoration of the Capella del

liosario at the church of SS. Giovanni e

Paolo (Venice). This chapel, which commemo-
rated the battle of Lepanto (Oct. 7, 1571),

and contained the picture of Peter Martyr by
Titian, was burned Aug. 16, 1867. Vittoria's

tomb at S. Zaccaria (Venice) was erected partly

by himself from his own designs. A list of his

works is published by Jloschini (op. cit.).

Victor Ceresole, Alpss'tndro Vittoria ; Teman-
za-Moschini, Vita <li A. Vittoria ; (jiovanelli, Vita
di Vittoria ; .Milntz, Renaissance ; Selvatico, Arch,
e Sculp, in Venezia; Yriarte, La Vie (Tun Patri-
cien, etc.

VIVARIUM. A place where animals are

kept alive, and as fer as practicable in their

natural state, as a zoological garden. When
adapted especially to fish, it is called an aqua-
rium; to birds, an aviary; to frogs, a rana-
rium, etc.

VOLCANIC STONE. Stone which has

been formed by volcanic agency, including lava,

peperino, pumice, tiifo, tufo, etc.

VOLTAIC CELL. (See Electrical Appli-

ances. )

VOLTERRA. DANIELLO DA. (See Eic-

ciarelli, Liaiiiello.)

VOLUTE. A spiral scroll ; especially that

which forms the distinctive feature of the Ionic

Volute is Romanesque \Vokk; S. Nicolas,
Caen ; c. 1100.

capital, whicli is repeated in the horns of the

Corinthian and Composite capitals.

VOMITORIUM. One of the passages ar-

ranged to give direct ingress to, or egress from,

the various tiers of seats in a Roman theatre

or aniphitlieatie.

VOUSSOIR. One of the stones used to

form an arch or vault, being cut on two oppo-

site sides to converging planes, in what is gen-

erally a wedge shape, though in some forms of

vault four faces converge as in a truncated

pyramid.
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WAGON-HEADED
VREDEMAN DE VRIES. HANS (JAN)

;

painter and architect ; b. 1527 (at Leeuwarden,
Holland); d. 1588.

A pujnl of Reijer Gerritszen, glass painter,

of Amsterdam. In 1569 he a.ssisted in the

erection of the triumphal arch in honour of the

entry of Charles V. into Antwerj). De Vries

painted many perspective decorations in Mech-
lin, Frankfurt, Braunschweig, Prague, Ham-
burg, Danzig, and elsewhere, and made many
designs for Imildings, furniture, monuments,
etc. He published works on Perspective and
Architecture.

Iraraerzeel, Hollandsche en Vlaamsche Kunste-
naars.

Voussoir; Church at Arnstein, Rhenish Prus-
sia. Arch composed of Thkee Voussoirs
AND Two Skew Backs or Impost Blocks,
EACH Stone ( ut .\way to give the decep-
tive Appearan« E (IF A Triple Arch under
AN enclosing .\RCH.

VREDEMAN DE VRIES, PAUL ; archi-

tect ami iiaiiiter I li. 1567 (at Antwerp, Bel-

gium).

A son ami \m\n\ of Hans Vredeman de Vries

(see Vredeman de Vries, H.). He attached

himself to the court at Prague (Bohemia), and
returned to Amsterdam (Holland) about 1600.

In 1639 he was appointed city architect at The
Hague (Holland).

Galland, Hollfindisrhe Baul-unst.

VRIENDT, CORNELIS DE. (See Floris,

Cornells de.)

VRIES. (See Vredeman de Vries.)

w
"WAGON-HEADED

.

round arched vault or

vaulting.
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WAGON ROOF
WAGON ROOF. Same as Wagon Vault

(which see umlei' Vault).

WAGT. CONRAD ; architect.

In llTi' he succeeded Jost Dotzinger (see

Dotzinger, J.) as architect of the cathedral of

Strasburg ( Elsass, German)*). Some time after

1481 he was invited to visit Milan (Italy) by

the Duke Galeazzo Sfoiza.

Geraril, f.isArlistisih I' Alsace.

W ATT.T.v, CHARLES DB; architect and

painter; b. Nov. 9, 17i'9.: d. Nov. 2, 1798.

De Wailly entered the school of Jacques

Francois Blondel (see Blondel, J. F.) and was

associated also with Legeay (see Legeay) and

Servandoni (see Servandoni). In 1752 he won
the Grand Prix d'Arfhitecture and visited

Rome. In 1 767 he entered the j^remi^re classe

of the Aeademie d'Architecture in Paris and in

1771 the Aeademie de Peinture. In 1779-

1782, in collaboration with Marie Joseph Pe\Te

(see Peyi-e, M. J.), he buiit the theatre of the

Odeon (Paris). He enlarged the choir of the

church of S. Leu (Paris), and built a chapel in

the Rue Hoche at Versailles. The plans which

he made for the embeUisliment of the city of

Cassel (Germany) are in the library at Cassel.

He had an atelier in the palace of the Louvre

and died there.

'LancL', Dii-tioitnaire ; Leioj, Hues de Versailles.

WAINSCOT. A. In British usage, a

superior quality of oak imported for fine panel

work ; hence, panel work of that material, usu-

ally applied as a covering to interior walls.

B. By extension, any wooden covering or

facing of an interior wall face, especially when
of somewhat elaborate workmanship. The use

of the term, common in the United States as

equivalent to dado, and applied to any material,

is erroneous.

WAINSCOTING. Same as Wainscot, JB.

WAITING ROOM. A room for the use

of persons waiting, as at a railway station or

other public place, fitted with seats and other

conveniences.

"WALES, ARCHITECTURE OF. That
of the ancient principality, including thirteen

counties. In two departments of archaeologi-

cal study Wales is rich, namely, in prehistoric

or undated remains, such as, in the lirst place,

rude stone monuments, camps, and dikes, and,

in the second place, strong castles of medireval

and later date. The early remains seldom reach

much interest in the strictly architectural sense;

but the cistvaens are still numerous, though
many have been destroyed ; and it is probable

that two or three centuries ago there were more
cromlechs and similar monuments in Wales than
in any part of Eiu-ope of the same extent.

There are inscribed stones also which are im-

portant. (Compare what is said under Catli-

stone.) The Roman occupation was so long

disputed by the natives, and that occupation
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was so purely military fur a long time, that

archaeological research woidd undoubtedly lead

to the identification of many of the rude traces

of fortresses and intrenchments as belonging to

Roman permanent encampments. But otiiers

are unquestionably native, and are of generally

unknown date. Circular huts of rude stone

are found in connection with these early

"camps," which were undoubtedly in most

eases hill forts of the native tribes.

The mediieval castles are numerous and of

the best period, because thej" were built either

by Edward I., as the means of securing his con-

quest of Wales, or at later times, either afresh

or on the Edwardian foundations. Conway
Castle and Carnarvon Castle are celebrated in

the north, and the castles of Kidwelly, Caer-

philly, and Raglan are equally well known in

the south of Wales; but some of these, and
especially the last named, have kept httle of

their mediaeval character. Raglan is an ex-

traordinary structure, much ruined, yet retain-

ing so much of its character that it maj' be

studied as the best example in Great Britain

of a fortress residence of the earliest Tudor

time ; for it appears to have been begun during

the brief reign of Henry V., and to have been

continued at intervals during succeeding reigns.

The cathedral of S. David's and that of

Llandaft" are the two most important churches

of Wales ; but the priorj' church at Brecon,

partlj" Norman, partly transitional Gothic, and

partly perfected Gothic, is also a large church,

and was of special interest before it was restored.

The restoration was, however, very complete,

taking away much of the original charm and

introducing a certain regularity into a building,

much of whose charm was its picturesque rough-

ness of stnictiu'e. Llandatf cathedral has been

even more hardly treated by succeeding genera-

tions, for it was almost in ruins at the begin-

ning of the eighteenth century, and, during

the nineteenth century, was almost completely

built. It is, in short, an interesting modern

Gothic church, in which the old lines of the

building have been consciously followed as far

as they could be pert'ectly luideretood. It is a

plain structure with but little sculpture and of

no great pretensions as to size. S. David's

cathedral has been much more fortunate, and

if it is not aU in repair this is rather because

of the smaUness and poverty of the community
than from any neglect. The church is, indeed,

though small for a cathedral, yet large for the

little town and its thinly settled neighbourhood
;

nearly 300 feet long, and with a transept 120
feet long. The lady chapel and the chapels

flanking the choir are roofless, but are not

otherwise ruined, and the church is otherwise

in good repair. The interior is much more

interesting than the outside, for the nave is

one of the most beautiful pieces of unaltered
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Romanesque in (ireat Britain, and a very late

flat wooden ceiling is spirited in its design and
so boldly divergent from tlie style of the arcades

which support it that it challenges admiration

as a separate entity. There are interesting late

Gothic stalls. Close to the building, at the

northwest, an', the ruins of S. Mary's College

and a liisho]i's jjalace, the latter being a most

])ictures(iue l.iuilding and giving evidence of a

former splendour which is well wortliy the care-

ful conjectural restoration of some competent

student.

S. Asaph's cathedral, in the north of the

principality, is, in size and architectural treat-

ment, only a very small and unj)retending

parish church ; and it has been almost entirely

modernized, though retaining its interesting

window tracery and other details.

Apart from these buildings, the churches of

Wales are not very important. There are, oi'

course, attractive parisii churches, some as yet

uiirestored. A church at Holyhead retains very

curious fifteenth century sculpture. — R. S.

WALHALLA. In Bavaria, on a hill above

the J)amdje and near Ratisbon (Regensburg)

;

a Hall of Fame built by King Ludwig I. about

1830. The exterior is like that of a Grecian

Doric temple, but of granite.

WALL. A structure of stone, brick, or other

materials, serving to enclose a room, house, or

other space, and in most eases, to carry the floors

and roof. A framed structure, as of wood or

iron, serving the same purposes, is called a wall

as soon as it is sheathed or covered in so as to

look soli<l.

Cavity Wall. A wall built with an Air

>S]iace (wliicli see).

Hollow Wall. Same as Cavity Wall, aljo'e.

Partition 'Wall. Same as Partition, but often

used with the sense of a partition of importance,

as of solid material or between large divisions

of a l)uilding.

Party Wall. A wall built ui)on the division

line of adjoining properties, the owner of each

having equal right to use it. It may belong to

one owner, or partly to each ; but what char-

acterizes it as a party wall is the easement

which both owners have in what belongs ab-

solutely to neither. Party walls are built un<ler

party wall agreements reciting the character of

tiie wall itself and the privileges and limitations

of use wliich each owner may have in it.

Springing Wall. A buttress wall ; a wall

built to withstand the thrust of an arch.

Sustaining Wall. A bearing wall, or re-

taining wall, in contradistinction to one serving

merely as a partition or screen.

"WALL (v.). A. To form a division or par-

tition between rooms.

B. To support a superincumbent w-eight.

C. To aftbrd defence, shelter, or security, as

a rampart, a fortification, or a solid fence around
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a garden or jiark. (See sul.i-titles under Wall,

n.)

WALL CHAMBER. A chamber built in

the thickness or mass ol' a wall, as often in a

media'val castle in the upjier stories.

Hollow Wall; Fig. i. The Moke Common
Form, used fou Two-story and THiiEE-
sToRY Buildings.

WALL PAINTING. The painting of the

surface of a wall with ornamental designs or

figure sulijects, as decoration. It is usually

classified as Encaustic, Fresco, or Tempera

painting. (See tho.se terms and Mural Painting.)

WALL PAPER. Paper, usually decorated

in colours, used for ]iasting on walls or ceilings

of rooms. The term includes plain papers in
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WALL PIECE
single eolours, or piiuteJ in luanj' colours, often

w-itii gildeil or bronzed juittcnis, often imitating

stuffs, tiles, wood, leather, and other hangings,

or witli pictorial, architectural, or historic ef-

fects. Various surface effects are also obtained,

as satin tiiiish, flock paper (called also velvet

paper), and watered, embossed, and stamped
patterns. Thick cartridge papers and papier-

mache are used, deeply stamped with diapers

and other patterns, and prejjared for painting.

The designing and manufacture

of wall paper are important

branches of decorative art.

WALL PIECE. A decorative

painting witli figures especially

adjusted to the shape, position,

and other local conditions of a
wall.

WAIiL PLATE. (See under
Plate. I

WAUj rib. (See under

Kib.)

•WALL SPACE. That part

of the superficial area of a wall

imoccupied by doors, windows, or

other features ; the clear area of a

wall.

•WALL STRING. That one

of the string jiieces of a staircase

which is set next the wall.

WALSINGHAM, ALAN
DE : ci;clesia.^tic and architect.

Alan de Walsingham, Vir ven-

erabilis et artificiosus frater,

was subprior of Elj' in 1321 and
prior in 1341. As subprior he is supposed to

have designed S. Maiy's chapel in Ely cathedral.

After the fall of the central tower he built the

present beautiful octagonal tower and lantern.

Alan was a skilful "fabricator" in gold and
silver.

Redgrave, Dirti"nrn->i fit' Artists.

•WALTER, THOMAS USTICK : architect

;

b. Sept. 4, 1804; d. Oct. 30, 1887.

In 1819 he entered the oflice of William
Strickland as a student in architecture. In

1831 he designed the Philadelphia County
Prison, and in 1833 the fine buikling of Girard
College (Philadelphia), which was buOt entirely

under his dii-ection. In 1851 he was appointed

architect of the Capitol in Washington, super-

seding Robert Mills (see Mills). The old Capi-

tol was completed according to the designs of

Charles Bulfinch (see Bulfinch) when he left it

in 1829, and remained practically unchanged
until 18-50, when Walter presented his scheme
for the addition of two wings containing accom-
modations for the Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives. The cornerstone of the new work
was laid by Daniel Webster, JiUy 4, 1851.
Walter rebuilt the western front, which had
been destroyed by fire, and added the library.
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At the close of 1854 the walls of the wings had
reached the height of the ceiling. In 1855 the
old dome was removed and the new dome begun.
Both wings were covered in 1856. The House
of Representatives firet met in its new quarters

Dee. 16, 1857, and the Senate Jan. 4, 1859.
The government ordered the suspen.sion of the
work in 1861, but through the patriotism

of the contractors operations were continued

diuing the entire Civil War. The exterior of

Hollow Wall, built with Large Chambers, a Rare Form
BECAUSE MUCH GkOUXD SpACE IS USED.

the dome was completed in 1863 and the entire

work in 1865, when Walter retired from oflBce.

Howard, Afdiltecis nf the I'nited States Capitol.

WALTHAM CROSS. (See Cross of Queen
Eleanor.

)

•WANE. The bevel or feather edge on a

board or plank sawn from an imsquared log, the

bevel being a part of the natural curvature of

its surfai^e.

WARD. A. The outer defences of a castle.

B. A division or quarter of a town separated

from other quarters to facilitate the transaction

of public business, and for the sake of proper

representation in the town government.

C One of the apartments into which a hos-

pital is divided : as a convalescent ward, a fever
v:ar(.l, casualty icard, etc.

D. A curved ridge of metal inside of a lock,

forming an obstacle to the passage of a key
which has not a notch in the web or bit of the

key corresponding with the ridge : hence, one

of the open notches or slits in the web of the

key.

•WARDROBE .1. A room or large closet,

provided with presses, shelves, and hanging

spaces, generally enclosed by doors, for the con-

venient keeping of wearing apparel ; and where
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WARDROBE ROOM
in former times the waking ami n'paiiinf; of

elutlies were done.

li. A piece of furniture, fixed or movable,

enclosed by doors, and often witii drawers be-

low, for the convenient keeping of wearing

apparel, either hung from hooks or folded.

C. A cloak room, as in a schooliioiise or

other public liuilcling.

"WARDROBE ROOM. (Same as Ward-
robe, -I.)

WARE, ISAAC: architect; d. Jan. 5, 1766.

Ware is said to have begun life as a chimney

sweeper. He attracted tiie attention of a

wealthy patron, who educated him and sent him

to Italy. October 4, 1728, he was appointed

clerk of the works at the Tower of London, and

Oct. 14, 1729, to the same office at Windsor

Castle. He is known by his Coiiiplete Bud;/

of Architecture (1 vol. folio, 1756).

Redcravc, Dirtinnary of Archileelure.

WAREHOUSE. A storehouse ; especially

one in which goods of some value are kept,

either by the owner or occupier of the building,

as when a large shop or store is spoken of popu-

larly a-s a warehouse, or for the safe keeping of

the property of persons who hire a room or a

safe in the building, or who leave goods on

deposit. (See subtitles.)

Bonded Warehouse. In countries where a

customs tariff is jilaceil upon merchandise, a

building in which sucli goods may be left for

a certain length of time without paying the

duty, which becomes due only on their with-

drawal " from bond." According to the law of

different nations, greater or less privileges are

allowed to the owner of such goods; thus, he

may be allowed to exhibit his goods in bond
to possible purchasers, or may be allowed to

change the form of their packages, as by bot-

tling li(iuors which arrive in casks, or the like.

Storage Warehouse. In many modem
cities, a building supposed to be fireproof and
to be watched at all times, in which sjiace is

rented for the deposit of private property.

Persons giving up their homes are supposed to

leave " in storage " furniture and other valu-

ables, and rooms of different sizes can be secured

in storage warehouses for such deposit. The
more precious and compact articles, as jewellery,

securities, and the like, are generally put in safe

dejjosit vaults (for wliich see the article Safe).

— R. S.

WARING, JOHN BURLEY ; artist and
writer on art ; b. 182.3 ; d. March, 1875.

In 1843 Waring travelled in Italy and later in

Spain. He published witli Macquoid Examples
of Architectural Art in Italy and Spain (folio,

1850), Architectural Studies in Burgos and
Miraflores (folio, 1852). He was associated

with JI. D. Wyatt in preparing the handbooks
for the Crj'stal Palace (8vo, 1854). He pub-

lished also Tlie Arts connected ivith Architec-
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ture : Centred Italy XIII to XVII centuries

(1 vol. folio, 1858); X'otes of an Architect in

S2Min (1 vol. 8vo, 1852); etc.

Waring, A Ttccord of Mij Artistic Life; Avei-y
Arcliiti'i'lnriil LOyrarij, Catalof/ue.

WARMING. In trojjical countries, even

at tiie jiresent day, houses large and small are

built without any means whatever of affording

warmth, whether liy rai.sing tlie temperature of

the atmosphere witliin or by affording radiant

heat to persons sitting near a source of heat.

The houses, often of wealthy men, in regions

where the thermometer never goes below 60°

Fahr., are usually open on either side to the

wind ; and lamps, gas flames, and the like

have to be sheltered with peculiar care on this

account.

In the remote past, and in classical antiquity,

there seems to have been a comparative dis-

regard of what we now consider necessary to

comfort ; and even in the comparatively north-

ern climate of Greece and Italy the jM'eparations

for warming were what would now be considered

very slight. Even at the present day, many
persons living in the cities of Italy spend the

winter without the use of fires in stoves or

otherwise ; a physician of high standing in an
Italian city told the writer in 1883 that he

needed a little fire in a plaster stove for his con-

sultation room, but that tlie waiting room for his

patients could not have a fire, as it would give

persons sitting there headaches and cold feet, and
keep his patients away. So, in Pompeii, there

has been found but one house which has any
arrangements for warming, except in the heat-

ing of baths. The same difference in habit is

seen in the slight warming of English interiors

as compared with that in use in the United
States. As a general tluTig it appears that the

colder the climate the hotter the interiors may
be kept with comfort, partly because the body
seems to require a perfectly comfortable tem-

perature (about 70° Fahr.) if it lias to face an
exceedingly low temperature when in the open

air. The high degree of warmth considered

necessary for interiors in Russia, north Ger-

many, and parts of the United States, is easy

to maintain if no great thought is given to

ventilation ; but if a great deal of fresh air is

called for, then the warming of such interiors

becomes ex])ensive and troublesome.

In the megaron of a Greek house a fire on
the hearth in the middle of a large room, the

smoke of which escaped through tiie opening in

the roof, would be thought sufficient even in

winter. In the women's apartment one or more
small fires would be kept up. The dwellings

of the poor were probably altogether without

fire except for cooking. The same conditions

existed in the houses of the German farmers

(see House), in which a single fire served for

cooking and for such warmth as was expected
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WARMING
in winter, and tlie smoke circulating through

tlie building is thought to have been found

hygienic and even agreeable, as counteracting

odours from the cattle lodged under the same

roof. Such a tire may, however, ha\e been

kept up night and day without difficulty, owing

to the abundant forests of Central Europe iu

the Middle Ages. The first chimneys would be

a mere extension of the above described "fire

on the hearth," as iiroviding a more direct pas-

sage outward for the smoke, and as placing the

fire against one side of the large room instead

of in the miildle. Great waste of heat accom-

panied this change, but convenience, and per-

haps a rudimentary notion of elegance, dictated

it. The chimney in the Middle Ages, as now
in many farmliuuses, had a very open throat

and flue, so that a person standing beside the

fire of logs could see the sky above, and feel the

rush of cold air downward besides the warm
air ascending. The warmth of such a fire is

merely that derived from radiant heat in the

most pleasant and wholesome, but also the least

economical way. The chimney in this way
grew to be an important architectural member,

both within and withoiit. The " middle chim-

ney" of a Xew England wood-framed house is

a hillock of rough m;isonry, in which fireplaces

are opened, and around which the rooms of the

house are clustered ; and the chimneys of the

French or German chateaux are the most con-

spicuous parts of the whole structiu-e, adorning

the roofs outside and the walls within. In

some cases two or three fireplaces side by side

fill one end or side of a great hall ; by which

system one or more fires of logs could be kept

burning, and on occasion a great amount of

he;it provided.

The Stove (which see) undoubtedly preceded

any attempt at increasing the convenience and

economy of the open fireplace, partly because

it would be readily seen that the economy of

fuel was very great. This also supplies radiant

heat. Another form of providing warmth by

radiation was in the use of tlie Hypocaust
(which see). The warmth of the floor would

in this case raise the temperature of the air in

the room slightly ; but the direct warming of

the person of any one standing upon such a floor

would be more important. Some attempts at

a like system in modern schemes for warming
have been based on the theory that a low tem-

perature in the surrounding air, but a greater

heat radiated directly to the body, is a more
healthful condition of things. The immediate
tendency, however, of any warming of an inte-

rior, whether by stoves or by heated flues or

other system of direct radiation, is foimd in

the demand that the temperature of the room
shall be alwaj's ke])t at what is thought a com-
fortable point— sometimes 68° Fahr., some-

times 70°, sometimes at an even higher point.
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The use of furnaces, which seems to have

begim in the United States about 1830, in-

volved the admission into each room of warmed
air taken directly from a chamber iu the cellar,

which immediately adjoined the iron of the

furnace proper, a kind of stove built in with

brickwork. In this way the use of radiant heat

was almost ignored, but the immediate succes-

sors of the hot air furnace, the steam heating,

and the hot water heating apparatus, allowed of

either or of both methods of warming. Thus,

a radiator or a stack of radiators woidd be filled

by the steam or hot water, and would warm a

hall by direct radiation, while other rooms in the

same building would be heatetl by wanned air

rising from boxes in the cellar, in each of which

boxes was a coil of pipe, or the like, filled with

the steam or hot water. The hot water appa-

ratus was in some respects the most simple,

because when used in conservatories the pipes

could be very large and the water would flow

naturally and could easily be rettirned to the

boiler, and no elaborate system of stopcocks

and the like was requisite. Many houses on

the Continent of Europe are wanned in this

simple way, the iron pipes running from room
to room upstairs and down, and the hot water

circulating through them everywhere. Ameri-

can practice has usually demanded a very elab-

orate system of control, doubling the cost of the

apparatus. Some hot water heaters are filled

with a strong brine, and that with the purpose

of avoiding freezmg in the case of sudden

changes of temperature. Such an apparatus

as this marks the highest elaboration of the

scheme of heating interiors previous to the in-

troduction of modern plants of combined wann-

ing and ventdatiou (for which see Ventilation).

— R. S.

WARMING, ELECTRIC. The produc-

tion of heat liy mL-aus of the electric cun'ent.

Energy is necessary to force an electric current

through resistance, ami this euergj' is all trans-

formed into heat. All conductors oft'er more or

less resistance to the passage of electric current,

and the amoimt of heat generated is propor-

tional to the resistance if the current remains

the same. When the production of heat is the

end to be attained, a comparatively great re-

sistance is confined to a small space, so that

there will not be conduction and radiation ex-

cept in the direction wished. In electric

smoothing irons, for instance, a coil of fine wire

is placed inside the iron and the current is led

to this cod through flexible conductors. The
heat generated iu the coil raises the tempera-

ture of the iron tiU the heat that is radiated

and conducted from the outside of the iron just

balances the amount generated in the coU.

When this point is reached the temperature

remains constant. If the current is doubled,

the heat generated is increased four times, and
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if the current is lialvcd tiio heat generated is

one fourtli as niucli. By means of proper ap-

pliances tiie current can be increased or dimin-

ished with the greatest retinement, so that the

heat is under perfect control. Electric heaters

have been made for a great variety of uses, but

owing to the cost of generating and distributing

electric energy most of tiie heaters have been

used where the amount of heat can be small if

applied directly to the purpose intended. Small

jiortable stoves, foot warmers, smoothing irons,

soldering irons, chafing dishes, glue pots, and

similar appliances have been the ones most

commonly used. The advantages of electric

heating are evident. It is under perfect con-

trol. The heat can be a]i|jlied in the most

direct way, and the temjjerature can easily be

kept constant. There is no combustion, and
consequently no vitiation of the air. It is per-

fectly clean, and the heat almost instantly

available. Except in special cases where the

advantages just mentioned have a considerable

pecuniary value, heating by electricity is more
expensive than lieating by means of combus-

tion. Electricity is usually generated by dyna-

mo-electric mac'hines that are driven by steam

engines, and these in turn are driven by steanr

that is generated in steam boilers by the com-
bustion of fuel. Owing to the losses in boil-

ers, piping, steam engine, dynamos, wiring, etc.,

only a very small pnjportion of the energy of

the coal is available at the electric heater, and
to get this small proportion an elaborate system

of appliances must be kept in repair. For this

reason the mere production of heat is of course

aauch more cheaply accomjilished directly by
sombustion of fui>l. However, in most cases

heat is wanted oidy for a definite time that is

often short, and usually one wishes to ajijily the

heat to a particular object. Stoves and other

appliances for getting useful heat from com-

bustion must often generate an enormous

amount of heat for the sake of a small amount
made use of A large proportion of the heat

generated by electric heaters can be made eft'ec-

tive if care is used, and on this account they

sometimes compete successfully with other

heaters in spite of the losses in generating the

electricity.— Russell Robb.

WARNER, OLIN L. ; .sculptor; b. 1844
(at Suffield, Connecticut); d. August, 1896.

At tlie age of twenty-tw'o he entered the

atelier of Franrjois Joutfray at the £(;ole des

Beaux Arts in Paris. He remained in Paris

three years. Among his most im])ortant works

are the statue of W. Lloyd CJarrison in Boston,

the statue of Governor Buckingham in the

Capitol at Washington, a fountain at Portland,

Oregon. He carried out some important sculp-

ture of strictly architectural character, as at the

Congressional Library Building.

Obituary in American Architect, Aug. 22, 1896.
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WASH. A tliin layer of water colour put

on with the brush while in a very liquid state.

WASHBOARD. Generally the same as
Baseboard. Sninetimes, specifically, a similar

member, especially disposed .so as to retain or

throw ott' water and direct its flow to a drain.

WASHER. All amuilar piece of leather,

rubber, metal, or other substance strung on a
screw joint of a pipe or faucet to secure tight

fitting and prevent leakage, or over a Ijolt so as

to make a tigiit joint, or enlarge the bearing

surface when a nut is screwed over it. Wash-
ers often serve as cushions or packing in the

joints of machinery and constructional iron-

work, or in metal are used at the ends of the

rods to give them a more secure hold cjii the

points to be tied.

WASHHOUSE. .1. That part of a laun-

dry in wliich tiie actual washing is done.

B. A public laundry or lavatory. In this

sense not common in the United States.

WASHTUB. In plumbing, a wooden,
metallic, porcelain, slate, or soapstone ve.ssel or

fixture, rectangular in form, connected by a
trapped w^aste jjipe with a soil or sewer pipe,

supplied with hot and cold water, and intended

fir cleaning and rinsing the wash of the house-

hold._ W. P. G.

WAS 1ST DAS. Same as Vasistas.

WAST (VAST), JEAN (I.) ; architect; d.

1524.

Maltre cVceuvre of the cathedral of Beauvais
(Oise, France). May 21, 1500, he was asso-

ciated with Martin Chambiges (see Chambiges)
in the construction of the transept of the cathe-

dral of Beauvais. He was also employed on

the cathedral of Amiens.

Nodier-Taylor-Cailleux, Picardie, Vol. III. ; Des-
jardins, Cathi'drale de Beaiivais ; Benouville,
Cathedrale de Beauvais; Mevue Uiiiverselle des
Arts, Vol. XIV., 876.

WAST, JEAN (II.) ; architect ; d. Oct. 8,

1581.

At the death of his father .lean (I.), he suc-

ceeded him as maitrc en second in the con-

struction of the cathedral of Beauvais, serving

under Martin Chambiges until his death in

1532, and after that under Michel Lalye (see

Lalye). In 1557 he had succeeded Lalye as

chief architect. Wast made the jjlans of the

famous central tower of the cathedral of Beau-

vais, and built the lower stories, which were of

stone. The wooden spire was added by Florent

Dailly. This tower fell in 1573.

(For biljliograpliy, see that of Wast, Jean, I.)

WASTE PIPE. A pipe intended for the

conveyance of waste water from all kinds of

plumbing fixtures, except water closets. (See

House Drainage.)— W. P. G.

WASTING. The process of rough dress-

ing a block of stone with a pick or hammer
so as to secure approximately plane surfaces.
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Stone so worked is said to be wasted off. (See

Boast, V.)

WATCHHOUSE. A ijolice station ; a

lockup ; the lu-adiiuarters of a police force,

especially of night watciimen, provided with

ceils for the temporary safe keeping of otienders

against the peace.

WATCHING LOFT. A lookout chamber

in a tower, .stci-plc, nr nther high building for

police nr inilit.-iry iiui]inses, or t'nr fire service.

WATCHMAN'S REGISTER. (See Elec-

trical .\]i]iliaTiccs.)

WATER BACK. In plumbing, a coil of

pipes, generally cast in one piece, adjusted to the

back of a fireplace in constant use, as a stove or

cooking range, and connected with the circida-

tion of the hot water service pipes of a house,

the contact of the water back with the fire fur-

nishing the heat for this purpose.

WATER BAR. In British usage, a smaU

strip, usually of metal, applied to a sill so that

a door or casement will shut against it, thus

preventing the entrance of water. — (A. P. S.)

WATER BUTT. In a fountain, lavatory,

or architectiu-al stnicture of any kind involving

the storage or free use of water, the receptacle

for water of whatever form and material.

WATER CHECK. Same as Water Bar.

WATER CLOSET. The apartment in which

plumbing fixtures are placed which are intended

to receive and remove the alvine discharges by

means of water (see Latrine; Privj'). More

specifically, the plumbing appliance used for

this purpose, usually consisting of a metal or

porcelain bowl with flushing rim, connection to

a soil pipe, hardwood seat, and flushing cistern.

(See Hnuse Drainage ; Pluml.)ing.)

WATER COLOUR. In jiainting, any work

done with water as the vehicle, though some

viscous or adhesive medium must be added.

The varieties of this method used in architectu-

ral practice are calcimine (or kalsomine), dis-

temper i ur te!n])era).

WATER HAMMER. (See Hydraulic Jar.)

WATER LEAF. A peculiar leaf observed

in Greek ornament, probably a kind of ivy.

The term was introduced by the archaeologists

of the eighteenth century.

WATERPROOF. Impermeable to water,

as any stmctural device or covering for roofs,

walls, or floors, to keep water from penetrating
;

or any application of tar, asphaltum, or other

material to the face of foundation walls to keep

the basement dry, or interposed in the courses

of an underpinning to prevent damp from rising

iQ the walls. (Com]iare Damp Course.)

WATERPROOFING. The process of pre-

paring and applying material to render roofs,

walls, or floors impermeable to water.

WATER RAM. (See under Eam.")

WATER SEAL. A body of water in a

trap imchangiug in quantity, though constantly
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supplied and overflowed, which prevents, by
reason of its depth, the passage of sewer air

through the same. (See House Drainage

;

Trap. III.)

WATERSPOUT. A spout, pipe, or duct

for the conveyance of water from a roof gutter

to the ground or to a cistern. (See Conductor

;

Leadrr.)

WATER SUPPLY. An artificially con-

structed system designed to furnish water to

cities or buildings, comprising means for col-

lection of water, storage in reservoirs, tanks, or

staudpipes ; distribution mains and services

;

valves, hydrants, and faucets, and sometimes a

pumping plant.

The water supply of buildings varies accord-

ing to source of supiily and available pressure.

In cities it is derived from the network of street

mains ; but for country houses it is often neces-

sary to install a special supply, derived from

wells, cisterns, springs, rivers, or lakes.

Plumbing fixtures are supplied either from

direct street pressure, or from house tanks, or

by a combination of both. Where the pressure

in city street mains is sufficient, house tanks are

unnecessarj', but countrj' houses usually reipiire

them to store the water pumped. A combi-

nation of both methods becomes necessary in

districts of cities where the day pressure is in-

sutficient to reach the upper floors. Sometimes

tanks fill from the street main during the heav-

ier pressure at night ; but in some city houses,

and nearly always for country residences, water

must be pumped. For this purpose hand pumps,

hot air engines, gas, steam, and electric pumps,

and, in the country, windmills and hydraulic

rams, are employed. Drinking water is best

supplied from direct street pressure. House

tanks are also used where the pressure in the

main is very heavy, for this wears out piping

and faucets quicker.

House storage tanks are made iu round shape

of wooden staves, or oblong and square in shape

of narrow boards ; in the latter case the inside

is lined with tinned copper. Lead-lined and

galvanized iron tanks are unsafe, owing to dan-

ger from the water coming in contact with

these metals. Wrought iron riveted tanks,

painted, are much used. All tanks, except

roof tanks, require safes, and iron tanks par-

ticularly, because they sweat in summer, owing

to condensation. The tank overflow should

discharge on the roof or into a sink in the

lower part of the house ; it must not connect

with a soil pipe. Emptying pijies are provided

for cleaning out the tanks. All tanks should

be covered to exclude dust and germs ; ventila-

tion is desirable, also precautions against freez-

ing.

Street mains are of cast iron, and ser\-ice pipes

of heavy lead or galvanized wrought iron pipe.

Brass ^ and f inch taps or corporation stojjs
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connect sen'ice jiipes with the main. Larger

buildings are supplied from | inch and 1 inch

services, through water meters. Public build-

ings should have supply pipes varying from 2 to

4 inches, and theatres G-inch mains, ibr fire pro-

tection. Water pipes in houses are of ditt'erent

material. (See Pipe.) Table I. gives the size

of pipes used in dwellings for plumbing fix-

tures :
—

WATER-TIGHT
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Supply pipes are run so they may be com-

pletely emptied when water is shut oft'; lines

are usually kejit exposed and not placed in out-

side walls or plastered partitions. Where re-

quired, pipes are protected against freezing.

Branches are provided with shut-oft' valves and

air chambers. Special devices are used for gov-

erning the flow of water through house pipes,

such as ball cocks for cistern and tank supplies
;

stopcocks in the line of pipes regidating the

flow of water through same, and faucets or

bib-cocks at the ends of branches for sujjply-

ing fixtures. These are constructed either as

gi'ound key work with all-metal ta])ering plugs,

or as compression work with compressible wash-

ers. Eoundway cocks give more water than

ordinary cocks. Comjirfession cocks are either

hand-closing or .self-closing.

f!y Table II. the amount of water in United

States gallons per minute delivered by supply

pipes of different diameters, under various heads

of pressure and length of lines, can be deter-

mined. (H equals head of water in feet ; L
equals length of service in feet.)
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Where water pressure is very heavy, pressure

regidators are used. Water meters control con-

sumption of water and check waste, particularly

in manufacturing establishments and large build-

ings.

The quantity needed for domestic supply

varies in dift'ereut cities and is larger in the

United States than in Europe. In London

37 gallons is a standard allowance per head

per day. In America it is 60 gallons, which

includes water for ch'inking, cooking, wash-

ing, bathing, laundry, stable, flushing water-

closets, and ordinary manufacturing purposes.

In Washington the consumption reaches the

enormous amount of 172 gallons per capita

daily. In cities using water meters the amount

is much less. In New York City (Manhattan

and Bronx), with one fifth of the water taps

metered, the consumption was 116 gallons in

1899; in Lowell, one third metered, it is 80;

in Providence, three fourths metered, it is 57 ;

in Morristown, N. J., where all supplies are

metered, it is only 40 gallons.

Bayles, Ilonse and Draiiiai/e and Water Ser-

vice ; DentKches Bauhandhnrh; Folwell. Water
Supply : Gerhard, Sanitary Enf/ineeriiiii af Build

inax. Vol. 2 ; Handhuch der Architectur, Part IIL,,

Vol. 4. — W. p. Gerhard.
"WATER-TIGHT. Impenetrable by water

(See Waterproof)
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WATERWORK ; 'WATER W^ORKS. A

construi-tiiiii, nr I'liijiiu', liir ciJiuhu'tinL,', t'orcing,

(listrilmtiug, or otherwise ilis|)osiiig of water.

The aggregate of constructions and appliances

for the collection, storage, and distribution of

water for domestic service, for the working of

niaciiiiiery, or otiierwise for the practical use

of a community, or for the purpose of maintain-

ing fountains, waterfalls, antl other similar orna-

mental features of a park or garden.

"WATTLE, Basket work ; a framework
comp(i-;cd of interwoven mils or twigs.

WATTLE AND DAB ; WATTLE AND
DAUB. Building with wattle work plastered

with clay or nuul.

WATTLING. A method of eonstmction

liy the interweaving of boughs, rods, canes,

withes, vines, etc.

WAX PAINTING. That done with a

medium composed of wax dissolved in an essen-

tial oil, such as turjientine ; although this may
be modified, if desired, by other ingredients.

The following meilium has been used success-

fully for more than twenty years in America :
—

4 oz. apothecary's white wax. J lb. Venice tur-

pentine. 1 qt. spirits of turpentine. The wax and
turpentine to be melted tosether, then the spirits

of turpentine to be stirred in gradually and the
whole made to boil.

If the medium be too stiff, add spirits of tur-

pentine. It can be kept for an indefinite time

without injury. The unctuous nature of Venice

turpentine—an oleo-resiuous substance— facili-

tates the working of the colours and ultimately

hardens them. This medium combines per-

fectly well with the ordinary oil colours ; but

experience counsels the avoidance of oil, or, at

least, its reduction to a mimimum. If the wall

to be painted is of a porous nature, such as

stone, plaster, unjirimed wood, or canvas, satu-

rate it with the medium and let it dry for a

day or two. Were the picture to be painted

directly on stone, the " burning in " of the

medium would be desirable. When the picture

is to be painted on a previously existing ground

of oil paint, the addition of a small amount of

linseed oil to the medium is advisable for the

fir.st painting— not subsequently— to prevent

possible sealing. The advantages of wax paint-

ing for mural decoration may be summarized as

follows :
—

(1) Its durability. Wax resists moisture and
the action of acids and sulphuretted hydrogen
gas.

(2) Its flat surface and exquisite airy tones.

It has low-toned and transparent capabilities

too ; may be polished, burnt in by means of the

brazier, and even varnished.

(3) Its impasto, equalling that of oils without
the hitter's tendency to darken.

(4) Its quick-drying qualities, that enable the

painter to complete the work in hand at a sit-
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ting, or to continue it witliout fear of subsequent

cracks. — Fredkric Crowninshield.
WEATHER (v. t.). To slope or cut or

build with a slope, as the upper surface of any
projecting buttress, moulding, window head,

siU, or other exposed feature, so as to shed the

water. (See Weathering.)

WEATHER (v. i.). To sufi'er change (not

always deterioration) by exposure to the weather.

A stone weathers better if laid in its natural

bed, and wood if painted. Stone is often much
improved in appearance by Weathering (which

see).

WEATHER BACK. Any application to

or treatment of the back of a wall to render it

more impervious to wind or water, as back
plastering, coats of tar or asphaltum, layers of

sheathing jiaper, etc.

WEATHER BOARD. A board which,

when laid hoiizontally over any construction,

its thinner edge overlapping the thicker edge

of a corresponding board above, protects the

surface so covered from the weather. (See

Clajiboai'd : Novelty Siding, under Siding.)

WEATHERCOCK. A vane; e.specially a

vane in the foriu uf a cock, as an emblem of

vigilance, often associated with a horizontal

cro.ss bearing on the ends of its arms the lettere

N. S. E. and W., to denote the points of the

compass. (See A'ane.)

WEATHERING. A. The inclination gi ven

to any upper surface, as in Weather (v. t.). (See

Amnrtisement.)

B. The process of undergoing change which

is caused by the action of the weather. In this

respect stone, brick masonry, luipainted wood,

and the like, are to be very carefidly studied,

the different kinds and qualities of each of these

materials being very difi'erent in the character

of their weathering. In some materials the

effect of time on a building is almost wholly

beneficial, giving to the surface a beauty of tint

which nothing else can imitate, and which is

entirely destroyed by "restoration," or by
cleansing or scra])ing of the surface. Weather-

ing is often modified by smoke, as in London,

and by exhalations from salt water, as in Ven-

ice ; but apart from these influences it should

be welcomeil, and materials should be chosen

with express reference to the favourable change

in their colour resulting from continued expos-

ure. Painted exteriors are generally tmsuscep-

tible to this influence, for the injury done to

painting by the weather is repaired by other

jiainting. The cast-iron fronts of American

cities are kept freshly painted, the colour often

changing. We have no means of judging

whether the polychromatic decoration of Greek

and Greco-Roman liuildings was constantly

renewed, but it may be assumed that it was
kept in what appeared to the custodians good

and fresh condition. The picturesqueness
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caused by weathorin^ seems nut to have ap-

pealed to the iieojiles of aiitii|uity. Painted

sui'faees of wood, like those of old elaphoardetl

and siiingled houses in Anieriea, often receive a

very effective weathering when the paint has

not been renewed for many years and that

which clings to the wooden surt'ace has become

dim. lu this way, houses seventy years old,

or more, are sometimes as beautiful as if they

had never been painted. The weathering of

uiipaintcd wood, as in the case of shingled

roofs, ditt'ers greatly according to the kind of

wooil employed ; thus, some shingles receive an

exquisite pearly gray which no stain or paint

can equal for beauty; (see col. 637).— R. S.

WEATHER STRIP. A slender strip of

wood or metal, sometimes moulded, to which a

strip of cloth, or more properly' of rubber, is

attached, so that when secured to the jambs of

a door or window, and adjusted so as to bear

against the door or sash closely, the weather is

etfectually excluded.

WEATHERVANE. Same as Vane, A
(compare Weathercock).

WEB. ^1. The vertical plate connecting

the two horizontal plates or flanges of a steel

or iron beam or girder, as in an I beam.

B. The blade of a saw.

C. The flat part of a key which enters the

lock.

wnBB, JOHN: architect; b. IGll (in

London); d. Uct. L'4, 1672.

Webb was a nephew and pupil of Inigo

Jones (see Jones, I.), whose only daughter he

married. He carried out many buildings from
Jones's d&signs.

Redgrave, Dictionary of Artiats.

WnDGE. A solid body bounded by two

planes, which meet at a very acute plane angle,

and by at least three other planes. The perfect

wedge is used only as a tool, but truncated

wedges are used for arch solids (see Arch ; Vous-

soir), and the Lewis consists of such wedges

acting togetlier.

Foxtail Wedge. (See under F.)

WEIGHT (I.). The force of gravity acting

vertically, as in the case of a pillar or horizon-

tal lintel, or diagonally, as along the line of a

rafter. (See Stress.)

Breaking Weight. The weight which is

just sutticient to Ijreak a bar, beanij or the like.

Crushing Weight. The weight which is

found sufKcient to crush a solid, as a prism or

cube, of known dimensions.

Shearing Weight. (See under Shearing.)

W^EIGHT (II.). For a window. (See Sash

\Veight.l

WELDING. The process of uniting or con-

solidating two pieces of metal by hammering or

compression, with or without previous softening

bj' heat. With most metals this process is ac-

compli.'^hed just before the actual fusing point

in:!3

WELL CURB
of the surfaces to be imited is reached, tiie

fusing being done in the forge, by blow pipe, by
a hot iron, or by a current of electricit}', and
the union of the abutting points so treated

being obtained by compression, by iiereussion,

or by both, according to the nature of the metal.

WELL. A. Primarily a spring which ivells

up from the earth.

B. More usually a deep pit, usuallj' cylindri-

cal in form, and comparatively small in diame-

ter, by means of which access is given to a

spring deep in the earth. Ordinarily the water

is dra^vn from such a well liy means of a bucket

;

but there are a few eases in which access to the

water is gained by more elaborate means. Thus,

in the remarkable well at Orvieto, called Pozzo

(li San Patrizio, the cylinder is 180 feet deep

and nearly 50 feet in diameter, and this is filled

with a tower or shaft of masonry, double-walled,

containing between the walls two continuous

spiral staircases, which occupy the same space

in the tower, that is to say, a person ascending

or descending by one of the spirals has the

other above and also below him. The water,

filling a cylindrical cistern at the bottom, is

reached in this way, and is brought to the sur-

face on the backs of asses, and by similar means.

Illustrations of this well can be seen in the

book entitled Stampe del Duomo di, Orvieto,

published at Rome, 1791. (Compare Well

Curb.)

C. An open space, more or less enclosed,

and commonly of small dimensions as compared

to its height. Thus, the open space between
walls in which a stair or elevator is placed may
be spoken of as a well, while the term is equally

applicable to a wellhole in its more specific

meaning. — R. S.

Absorbing Well. A well sunk through

impervious strata to enable surface water to

reach an absorbent stratum and so be carried

away. Called also Drain Well ; Waste WeU.
Drain Well. Same as Absorbing Well.

Waste Well. Same as Absorbing Well.

WELL CURB. A jiarapet or low wall

built at the mouth of a well to prevent persons

or beasts from falling into it, and so aiTanged

as to allow of drawing of the water under

proper conditions. The term may be taken to

cover also the appliances for drawing the water,

so far as they are constructive in character and
not mere pieces of machinery. The well curb

of common wells at faniihouses in America and
largely in England is of wood, and often has a

slight roof overhead. This is sometimes en-

larged into a decorative piece of architecture,

especially for a well on the village gi-een, or the

like, or when a memorial purjiose is attached

to it.

The well curbs of the Middle Ages have
generally perished. There are, however, some
elaborate wrought-iron canopies and herses ex-
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isting, as notably in Nuremberg and cities of

Belgium, some of which have come down but

little altered from the fifteenth century. Very

splendid well curbs of architectural character

Well Cure, Ratiseox Cathedral, Bataelj.,
loiH Cesturt.

exist in some towns of Italy. Thus, one in

Pienza, attached to the Palazzo Piccolomini,

has two columns upon which rests a trabeated

structure treated on either side like a classical

entablature, and from the under surface or

sofiBt of this trabeation is suspended the wheel

and other machinery for the buckets of the

well. Another at San Gimignano in Tuscany
is much more simple and probably earlier. In

character it is still somewhat medifeTal and
probably dates from the early fifteenth century.

The horizontal beam of stone in this case is

supported on simple uprights which are carried
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out on the inner side with corbels, so as to

diminish the free bearing of the lintel, which is

loaded with a small ornamental superstracture.

(See Vera rla Pozzo. )— R. S.

•WELLENS. FRANTZ ; engineer; d. Dec. 6,

1897.

A Belgian engineer. He was vice-president

of the jurj' of Classe 66 (civU engineering) at

the Paris Es])osition of 1878. For a long time

he directed the works at the Palais de Justice

at Brussels (Belgium).

Kecrologie in Construction Moderne, Dec. 18.

1897.

W niiTiHOLE. Any open area of which

the vertical dimensions generally predominate

over the horizontal, and in tliis general sense

not to be distinguished from Well, C, except as

being smaller. In its most specific use, the

clear vertical space about which a stair turns,

or between a stair and a landing or passage

parallel to it ; usually limited by the hand rail

;

but not the hole in any one floor as commonly
as the vertical space left open through two or

more stories.

Well Cire; Piazza dei 8igxoei, \ f.rona. Xkf.

Curb Proper and the Columns and Cross-
beam are of ilARBLE ; THE BOX WITH WiCKET
IS OF Wood, and Tbmpokary.

WKIjL house, a small house or pavilion

built over a well.

WEKWE CLAUX DE. (See Claus de

AVerwe. i

WEST END. (See Orientation.)
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WEST INDIES

WEST INDIES, ARCHITECTURE OF.

That uf the ishuuls, tlicir i-diintry iHstricts and

their towns, some of whieli hitter are of aneieut

establishment and contain buihlings of the six-

teenth eentiuy, and tliose which iiave imme-

diately- sneeeeded them, while others are in

arc-hiteetviral character entirely of the nineteenth

century, and not of its earliest years. The

nund)er of conunuuities is so great and they

are individually so petty, the number of na-

tionalities and of national influences represented

by these eonununities is so large, that notliing

can be done here more than to call attention to

a few of those marked peculiarities which make

the architecture of the islands interesting to the

student of planning and design.

It will readily be understood that the

churches are not strongly diti'erentiated from

those of Europe. The cathedrids and larger

churches of Cuba, Santo Doniiugo, and Puerto

Rico are, like those of J\Ie.\ico, reflexes of the

buildings of Spain of slightly earlier date, nor

are there, as sometimes iu Mexico, any novel

principles inherent in their design. The Angli-

can church of the comparatively wealthy town

of Port of Spain, Trinidad, is, in its plan, its

general appearance, and its location among
trees, a slighter and less cared for English

parish church, and that is all. The proclivities

of nien of the south of Europe are seen in the

solid masonry of the Spanish buildings, and

those of the English builders of the first half of

the nineteenth century are equally visible in the

slight structure last named. The Spanish feel-

ing for design is well shown in the cathedi'al at

Oienfuegos iu Cuba, and something of it is visi-

ble in the church of Guadaloupe in the same

island, as also in the cupola and its arrange-

ment at Guayama, Puerto Rico. On the other

hand, there is here and there among the British

colonies a small attempt at modern Victorian

Gothic church building, but it is never of im-

portance. The British settler, even in the

oldest colonies, seldom thinks that he has come

to stay ; the permanent resident, '' the West
Indian," exists, but there are not enough of him
to make a church building C(nnmunity.

The public buildings are impossible to classify.

There is here one of considerable importance
;

and, again, in another colony, equally large and

rich, there is nothing which desei"ves remark on

account of its plan or disposition, or which, in

its exterior design, differs from a private house

somewhat enlarged, or from two or three private

houses side by side. Thus, in the great British

colony of Trinidad, the governor lived in a cot-

tage which was nothing more than the Lodge
attached to the Botanical Garden near Port of

Spain, until about 1876, when a new honse was
finished which has since lieen the grdsernatorial

palace. Even the new house is small compared

with an English country mansion, but it is still
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a national or, at least, a provincial building of

some dignity. So the Captain General's palace

at Havana— long and low, with only one story

above the grounil fl(jor arcade— has not a very

imposing character, but its patio within is dig-

nified ; and so, to an even gieater degree, is the

court of the Club House, which our uewspaper

writers call the " Spanish Casino," at Havana.

At Mayaguez, Puerto Rico, is a town hall not

badly designed, with an order of pilasters in the

])rincipal story and large open arches Isetween,

and this fronts upon a plaza which is laid out

with a really imposing disposition of pilasters

and terraces, though on a small scale.

There must here be mentioned some of the

curious conditions which obtain in a climate

where there has never been frost iu the memory
of man, and where the range of tenqjerature

is very moderate indeed. Thus, where there is

no frost, the conditions which govern masonry

are radically ditterent. Water is hardly to be

feared by brickwork, even when only fiiirly well

laid, where the thermometer never goes below
65°. If one walks through the streets of Char-

lotte Amalia, the one town of Saint Thomas
and a busy free port, as soon as the streets

begin to climb the steep hillsides back of the

town, it will be noted that the whole street,

carriage way, foot way, street gutters, and aU,

are an'auged to take a sudden and overwhelm-

ing flood of water. In the same town a great

deal has been done of late years in the building

of comfortalde small houses, and iii the dressing

up and fitting witii pretty garden walls, and the

like, of these and of the older dwellings; and

all these accessory structures are built of

masonry— of good average brickwork laid in

lime mortar and rather prettily and fantastically

adorned with the material itself. No precau-

tions are taken against the "heaving" or "lift-

ing" or "creeping" of these copings, or of the

foundations : nor, indeed, is it necessary to

guard your foundation against anything except

the direct rush of a summer flood. Every one

who knows our New England towns is some-

what flimiliar with that curious coping which is

made of large boulders, roughly dressed on one

side so as to form a bed, and then laid upon

the top of a wall, their great mass preventing

for a few years any disturbance from frosts, and

the spaces between them, triangular or other-

wise, being covered as best may be for one

season at a time. It is precisely iu the other

way that the Danish mason works in the

tropics. He will set a flight of steps the whole

width of the street, alternating with the slopes

above and below, — providing, in short, a stair-

way a conlone where the grade is too steep for

a ramp ; and he builds these steps of brick set

on their edges, so that each tread is composed

of the face or narrower surfiice of the bricks set

close together with a small mortar joint. This
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is found to wear pert'ectly well, for the narrow

joint ami the fairly well-niixeil anil well-laid

mortar defy the rush of the warm rains even

when these hare aeeumulated in the hillside

above and rush down in torrents.

Now, the dwelling houses of olden time seem

to have taken little note of these jiei-uliarities

of climate, and still less of those requirements

of life in the tropics which the older lands of

the sun— India, Xorth Africa, and Java—
have studied. The houses of e\en sixty years

ago are European houses, differing in little

except their somewhat inferior construction

from the house of the mother country— Spain,

Great Britain, Holland, Denmark. The town

of Willenistadt, at Cura(,'ao, presents on its

harbour fronts just such rows of gabled houses

as, in the seventeenth century and to day, faced

and stiU face the canals of Amsterdam. The
dwelling house on a village street in Cuba, as

in the towns of the Spanish Main (Puerto

C'abeUo, Cumana, Caracas, Ciudad Bolivar), is

Spanish in character, low, with but few o])en-

ings on the front, and those heavily fenced, the

monstrous cage of stout wooden liars built out

a foot or more from the face of the wall, so that

the inhabitant leaning on the sill can look up
and down the street through the bars which

form the flanks of each cage. If few of these

houses are built in the orthodox way around a

patio, it is because the simplicity of life and the

small amount of money spent upon each resi-

dence has, in most cases, prevented this. In-

stead of a court suiTounded on every side with

a colonnade with rooms opening from this, quite

like a Roman peristyle and its adjoining apart-

ments, a Spanish colonial liouse of medium size

is apt to consist of a building on the street in

front, another building on the street or alley in

tlie rear, and an open }-ard between, divided

from the neighbouring property by a high

masonry wall on each side, and affording in

one corner of its breezy extent the most com-

fortable place for the family meals, served at

a table beneath an awning. These houses are

built directly upon the ground, with but seldom

any cellarage below the principal floor, which,

indeed, is laid with bricks or tiles upon a pre-

pared surface— with nothing else to separate it

from the natm'al soO.

In the above, and in similar ways, the

European house has become adapted to tropical

recpiirements ; but this change is more marked
in the recent dwellings, that is to say in those

of the last thirty-five years, than in those of any
previous epoch. Thus, it has been customary

during those years to alter the town houses

from their original aspect, as of town houses in

Southern Europe, by building, outside of their

stone walls, long stretches of wooden galleries

which are endo.sed on the outer face by jalousies.

This involves great changes in the internal
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economy. Supjiose a house standing at the cor-

ner of two streets ; on each side fronting upon
tiie street and its own garden, however small the

latter may be, you build a gallery, like a veranda,

but enclosed everywhere with light woodwork
with slats like those of the Venetian blind, but

broader. These slats are generally fixed, but

every now and then there is a panel which opens

on hinges, and every now and then there is a

glass window set into the slatted wall, the pur-

pose of that window being to give a free outlook

during the toiTential summer rains, when all

jalousies must be kept tightly closeil. The floor

of this veranda is on the level of the floor of

your rooms within ; therefore, you cut the win-

dow-back or allege away, you remove the glazed

sa.sh entirely, and leave free exit from the rooms
within to the gallery. This gallerj' increases

the size of your house by just so much. There
is no longer any provision for shutting out the

external air. The pretence of the necessity of

shutting easements or sash like those of Europe
is dismissed. Some centuries of experience have
proved to the inhabitants that there is no day in

the year when a thorough draft is not desirable,

and, therefore, one ceases to shut out the winds

of heaven, and resorts instead to various devices

for protecting the flames of kerosene lamps or

candles fiom too direct sweep of the wind.

Nothing else is to be feared, for there are no
fires nor any fireplaces in the house, and dust

must needs be allowed to come in freely and
settle, even in the course of a few hours, visibly

upon floors and furniture. These galleries are

never on the street level, nor, in the countiy

houses, are they ver}- often as near the ground

as the verandas in the United States. In the

city the sidewalk is left beneath the gallery,

which is supported on posts, and in the country

the better houses have the family rooms raised

a half stoiy, or even a whole story, above the

ground level, and the first gaUeiy is also at

that height, level with the floor to which it

corresponds.

The ettect of all this upon the architectural

appearance of the streets is very great. The
street of a prosperous town in a colony of mod-
ernized tendencies shows an almost unbroken
row of what seem to be large wooden houses

walled entirely with window shutters. The fact

that there is a stone or a brick house inside of

this outer shell concerns no one. As for the

larger dwellings in town or countiy, where the

structure is newly arranged or rearranged, and
where there has been money enough to do things

in a fairly convenient way, the marked peculiar-

ity is the opening up of all partitions so that

the trade wind may search out everj' corner of

the dwelling. Thus, in a merchant's dwelling

house of Barbados, Trinidad, or Jamaica, to

name the British islands only, the drawing-

rooms and sitting rooms open into each other
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and into the entrance passage or staircase hall

by doorways set close togetlier— 4 feet 8 inches

of doorway to 2 feet -1 inches of pier ; and these

doorways are not tilled by iU)ors, either sliding or

hinged, nor have tlicy, in most cases, portieres,

unless those of the most absolutely movable

quality, easy to put up and easy to take down

and put away. In like manner, partitions

dividing the bedrooms are very often kept to the

height of 8 feet or tliereabouts, the remaining

space below the ceiling left open with the slight-

est railing of wood filling up the space between

the solid partition and the ceiling. Whatever

inconvenience this may cause, as not preventing

the free transmission of sound from room to

room, is put up with for the sake of the free

admission of air. And in this connection we are

reminded of the great hospital at Port of Spain,

and the boast of the physician in charge con-

cerning its perfect ventilation. The ventilation

consists of the admission of the winds as they

blow, freely, throughout the rooms, above a

height of about 7 feet. The 7-foot screen

shelters the patients' beds, the space above that

and to the ceiling is the opening for " ventilar

tion." Slowly the northern European mind has

reached the conclusion that conditions are ditl'er-

ent in the heavenly climate of the West Indies,

and has accepted the novel situation.

The above are the marked peculiarities of

building among the West Indian islands. The
conditions of the time are not favourable to the

development of a new style of architecture. In

an architectural epoch these new principles of

planning and building might be expected to

develop something very interesting in an arti.stic

way, and that before many years had passed.— R. S.

•WESTMINSTER HALL. (See under

H;dl.)

WESTMINSTER PALACE. In London

;

originally an irregular group of buildings of

many epochs, which was nearly all destroyed

by fire in ISS-t. Since that time the new
palace at Westminster has been Imilt, which is

nothing more tlian the legislative palace of the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,

or, as it is more commonly called, the Houses

of Parliament. This buikUug was designed by
Charles Barry, who was knighted after the

completion of the work. Westminster HaU
forms the public entrance to the building, and
this disposition has saved that important stnxc-

ture from serious alteration, the taking down
and the repairing of the southern wall being the

only change made. The building encloses

eleven principal courts. The official residence

of the Speaker, the Sergeant-at-Arms, Librarian,

and other officers of the House of Commons,
and of similar officers of the House of Peers,

are included in the stracture. The whole build-

ing is an elaborate piece of Tudor Gothic,
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rather successfully maintained throughout, but

the exterior is a rather monotonous piece of

panelling, similar in all its parts, and there

is not much satisfaction for the enthusiast in

fine art, except in the study of a few of the

large and important wall paintings.

The greatest peculiarity is the arrangement

of the two legislative chambers. The House of

Commons affords sittings for only about two-

thirds of its members, and this on benches

which have no di^'isions, and are like the pews
in a chiu"ch. There are no desks or other

conveniences for papers or for writing. The
accommodation for strangers, too, is extremely

limited, for the galleries on both sides of the

House are for members, and the lower gallery

over the Speaker is for reporters. Strangers,

then, are admitted to two galleries at the end

opposite the Speaker, containing in all about

two hundred sittings, and women are admitted

only to the gallery' behind the Speaker and
above the reporters; which is fitted with a

grating in front and resembles a cage. The
chamber is, indeed, very small, its dimensions

being given generally as 45 by 70, and 41 feet

high, and the retention of it in this form, so

that all speakers can be easily heard and all

debates be kept conversational and easy, seems

to be the reason for the anomalies above men-

tioned. The House of Peers is larger, a little

wider and higher, and nearly 100 feet long.

It is also much more elaborately fitted.

— R. S.

WTiSTON, WILLIAM DE : architect.

William de Weston built S. Stephen's

Chapel, Westminster, in the reign of Edward
III.

Redfrrave, Diftinnnni of Artists.

WHEELING STEP. (Same as Winder.)

WHISPERING GALLERY. A room,

natural or artifioiul, so shaped that a whisper

or other faint sound, produced at a particular

point, can be heard at some distant point with

remarkable loudness.

Whispering galleries are usually accidental,

but may \rithout difficulty be predetermined.

They are of two general types— focussing and

conducting. In the one the sound diverging

from the source is received upon some concave

reflecting surface, and is concentrated again at

the conjugate focus. One of the best and most

accessible examples of this type is the Statue

Hall— the old chamber of the House of Rep-

resentatives— in the Capitol at Washington.

The ceiling of this is a very considerable por-

tion of the surface of a sphere whose centre is

near the floor. Standing at the centre of this

sphere, one can hear his own whisper returned

to him. Standing at one side of this point, he

can whisper, especially if he turn his face

toward the ceiling, to a person standing at an

equal distance on the other side of the centre.
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For any position of tlie speaker tliere is a cor-

responding point at which the whisper is more

or less accurately focussed. The ceiling, painted

so that it appears deeply panelled, is smooth.

Had the ceiling been panelled, the reflection

would have been irregidar ami tlie eft'ect very

much reduced. The most accurate form for a

w'hispering gallery is tliat in which tlie reflect-

ing surface is a consideralile jiortion of the sur-

face of an ellipsoid, that has for its foci the

two points between which there is to be a

communication.

The second type of whis))ering gallery is best

illustrated in the dome of S. Paul's cathedral,

London. A whisper close to and along the

smooth concave wall is continually deflected

inward upon itself by the wall, is prevented

from spreading, and is thus conducted with but

slightly diminished intensity to tiie other side

of the dome. The sound, travelling from tlie

source by great circles, concentrates again at

the opposite end of the diameter on wiiich the

sound is produced. The spherical form is, there-

fore, in this case the best.

The essential ditterence between the two

types is : that in the first the sound is

brought to a focus after a single reflection ; in

the second it is brought from the one point to

the other by a series of reflections at short

intervals, and it is in this sense that it is

spoken of as conducted. In the second case,

the convergence of the great circle jjaths of

successive reflection might be regarded as focus-

sing the sound.— W. C. S.\bine.

WHITE. A. Having a surface which re-

flects light as it is received, without change in

its spectral cjuality ; hence, having a surface

nearly or approximately perfect in tiiis respect.

In the arts and trades white wood is almost

any wood of pale colour, yellowish, brownish,

or of a greenish gray ; the white coat in

plastering is the finishing coat even if much
speckled, or even of a generally gray hue

;

white armour in the fifteenth century and later

was brightly burnished steel, as distinguished

from that of blackened, browned, or reddened

surface.

B. In many trades and arts, devoid of

colour, or nearly so ; transparent, or nearly so.

Thus, white glass is clear glass, such as is used

for common windows and tableware.

WHITE FINISH. (See Plastering.)

WHITE HOUSE. In Washington, capital

of the United States ; the official residence of

the President, finished in its present form in

1818.

WHITE LEAD. A mi.xture of the carbon-

ate and hydnited oxide of lead in about the

proportion of three cjuarters of the former to

one quarter of the latter. In manufacture the

resultant pure white carbonate is seldom more

than 65 per cent; mixed with 10 per cent of
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linseed oil it forms tlie paint known as white

lead and (.11.

WHITEWASH. A composition of quick-

lime and water, or of a whiting size and water,

used for whitening woodwork, brickwork, the

plaster surface of walls, etc., especially in

cellars. A superior kind of whitewash, often

tinted, is called calcimine, or Kalsouune.

WHITING. A i)re])aration of dried and

groiuid chalk, used in fine whitewashing and

in distemper painting, alsci as an adidtcrant in

making putties for modelling and gilding.

WICKEEUP. Same as Wickyup.
WICKER. A pliant twig, osier, or withe

used in making wickerwork or basketwork,

also work done and any fabric made in this

way. As applied to the making of closures

with mud or clay, wickerwork is generally

called wattle (see Wattle and Dab).

WICKET. A small door, gate, window, or

trap ; especially a small door or gate forming

part of a large one, usually specified as wicket

door, wicket gate, etc., according to use.

WICKYUP. (^^'ritten also wickiup and
wickeeuii. ^^'lkiup is tlie form ado|)ted by the

United States Bureau of American Ethnology,

in accordance vitii the system used there.)

\VicKYrp ; Pai Ute Form, of Tule Rushes
;

Nevada. There is genek-vlly .\n Opening
AT Top.

A. An American Indian hut or shelter com-

posed of brush, rushes, boughs, or bark ; espe-

cially one of the dwellings of the Pai Ute, which

are built of tule rushes woven over a conical

framework of poles 8 or 10 feet high, and

also in some localities of rough cedar (juniper)

or pine branches covered with lioughs and twigs

from the same trees, and open to the sun for a

third of their circumference.

B. Throughout the Western United States

any rude, temporary shelter or habitation.

The derivation is from the Algonquin, though

Dorsey sugge.sted (p. 27.5, 1.3th An. Hep. Bu.

Eth.) an origin in the Dakota word u-aketjapi,

the plural of ivaket/a, a form of skin tent. The

word is found in many of the Algonquin dia-

lects. In the Sac-aud-Fox-Algonquin it occurs

as wigiap and wikiapi, being, according to Gat-

schet, their form of the word " wigwam." In the

Meuomini-Algonquin it is wikiop, a habitation
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of liark, bnish, or wootl. According to Hoffman
(14th ^1/1. Rrp. Bii. Etli.) it is a coniiption of

wikoniik, which in turn he derives from wigi-

wam (wigwam). It would appear, however,

that inasmuch as iriki is a word for home and

irekop is basswood hark, that a probable deri-

vation is from a compound of these two, iviki-

irekop, denoting a home covered with basswood
bark (or with mats of basswood bark) as dis-

tinguished from one covered with another mate-

rial. This woidd be contracted according to

Indian habit into wikiop. (See Communal
Dwelling; Wigwam; Tipi.) — F. S. Dellen-
BAri;ii.

"WIGWAM (pron. wig'-wahm). (From the

Algompiin, n-iijiicam, Kekiwam,iii\d wigewam.)
Hoffman derives wikomik, another Algonquin

name for a house, also from wigiwam, but this

would apjjear rather to be contracted from

something like in'kimatik; " iviki," home, and
" matik,'' tree or wood, and meaning a house

of wood or logs, as distinguished from vigiwam,
derived from wigi (wigwas), birch bark, a house

of birch bark. The American languages differ-

entiated and eliminated in this manner, and it

is probable that the variation in the Algonquin
terms for house arose, at least partly, by differ-

entiations, combinations, and contractions (see

AVickyup). Tlie derivati(m of wigwam is also

given from wek, his house, or icekmran, their

house. When the dialects of Algonquin have
been more thoroughlj- studied, the confusion

now existing as to the derivation of wigwam,
and other terms, will disappear.

A. An Algonquin house, built of poles and
bark or mats, vai-ying in size and shape accord-

ing to locality and tribe. It was generally either

circular or a flattened ellip.se. It was made by
planting poles in the ground and bringing their

tops together. The Ojibwa brought them to a

point with a cur\-e outward, that is each pole

was bow-shape<l, the convex side out. The
Menomiui form was a flattened ellipse with the

poles forming an arched roof; and when the

wigwam was quadrilateral its roof was arched.

The covering was of various kinds of bark, and
also mats of woven basswood bark, and skins.

The covering was held in place by a second
series of poles tied through to the first ; and on
the inside horizontal poles were added for brac-

ing. A hole was left in the top for a smoke-
outlet. The size on the ground was about 10
by 14 feet for the oblong, and 10 to 16 feet

for the circular. The height was from 6 to 10
feet. The quadrilateral were much larger, being
sometimes 50 or more feet long.

B. In popular use, any Red.skin habitation,

except the stone and adobe houses.

C. In the United States a large building,

more or less permanently constructed, used for

political meetings. These were originally rude
board structures of a temporary nature, but
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some substantial buildings are now so called,

as Tammany Hall, New York, which is often

spoken of as the "Wigwam." (See Lodge;
Long House ; Tipi.)— F. S. Dellenbaugh.
WIKOMIK. An Indian habitation made

of logs, liuvk, or other material; probably origi-

nally meaning specifically a house of logs ; a
wigwam. (See Wigwam and Wickyup.)
WILARS DE HONECORT; architect.

Wilars, thought tu have belonged to Honne-
coiirt, a village near Cambrai (Xord, France),

is known by an album of sketches presen-ed in

the collection of manuscripts taken trom the

Abbey of S. Germain des Pre's, which are now
in the BiWiotheque Xationale, Paris. In the

fifteenth century the volume contained forty-one

leaves of vellum. There are now but thirty-

three. The drawings are made with lead or

silver point, sometimes inked in. The book
contains numerous figures probably taken from
scidpture or glass, sketches of architectiu-al de-

tails, such as the plan of the towers of Laon,

the rose window at Chartres, the rose window
at Lausanne, and many mechanical devices.

From internal evidence contained in his book, it

is supposed that he was one of the leaders in the

development of Gothic architecture in the thir-

teenth centirry, and that he built, between 1227
and 1251, the choir of the cathedral of Cam-
brai, which was destroyed during the French
Revolution. About 1244 he visited Hungary.
The apse of the church at Meaux and the

church at Yaucelles, also some buildings in

Hungary which show French influence, have
been attributed to him by different wTiters.

Villard de Hnnnecourt, Album (edition Las-
sus-Darcel) ; Wilars de Honecourt. Skctclihook
(translation by Willis, with essay by Quicherat)

;

Garling. Remarks on the Album of Villard de
Honncconrt.

WTLDERNESS. In ornamental gardening,

of the formal sort, a part of the grounds less

regiUar in treatment, and supposed to have
some of the wildness of nature.

WILKINS, WTT.T.TAM. M.A., R.A. ; ar-

chitect ; b. 1778; d. Aug. 31, 1839.

The eldest son of Henry Wilkins, the author

of a book on Pompeii, published in Rome in

1819. In 1800 he giaduated at Caius College,

Cambridge. In 1801 he won a travelling schol-

arship, and .spent four yeare in Greece, Asia

Minor, and Italy. He erected various buildings

in imitation of Greek architecture. Among
the many works published by him are Tlie Civil

Architecture of Vitruvius, a translation, pref-

aced by a Histor;/ of the Rise and Progress

of Grecian Architecture (folio, 1812-1817),
and Prohisioiies Architectonicce (4to, 1827).

Redgi-ave. Dii'tionnry of Artists.

WTLLIAM OF SENS : architect.

In 1175 the chapter of the cathedral of

Canterbury (England) undertook the reconstnic-
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tioii of that buililiiig, which had been destroyed

by fire in 1171. William of Sens (Yonne,

France) was employed as architect, and built

the walls, pillars, triforium, and clearstory of

the choir, and completed the vaulting of the

choir aisles. He was preijaring; to turn the

great vault of the choir, when (aliout Sept. 13,

1178) he was thrown from a scattbld, receiving

injuries from which be died two years later.

It is supposed by Viollct-le-Duc and others that

he built a considerable part of the catiiedral of

Sens before lie went to England.

G. S., ChrdHologhal History of Canterhunj
Catlicdriil ; Willis. Canli-rhitry Cathedral ; \'iollct^

le-])iic. Dictioiiiiaire.

WILLIAM OF WYKEHAM : architect

;

b. l.'Vil ; d. Sept. L'7, 1404.

He was liorn at the village of Wiclcham near

Winchester (England), and was educated at the

]iriory school at Winchester. He early became

known to Bishop Edingdiin of Winchester, who
employed him on the cathedral and recom-

mendeil him to the king. In 1349 he was ap-

pointed king's chaplain. October 30, 1356, he

was appointed surveyor of tlie works at Wind-
sor Castle. July 10 he was made chief warden

and surveyor of the royal castles of Windsor,

Leeds, Dover, and Hadleigh. Wykeham made
important additions to Windsor Castle. In

1361-1367 he built Queensborough Castle.

He was made keepei" of the Privy Seal and

king's secretary in 1364. According to Frois-

sart (Chronicles) he had at this time attained

such power " tliat by him everything was done,

and without him they did nothing." October 1 7,

1367, he was made chancellor of the kingdom,

and October 1 of the same year was consecrated

bishop of Winchester. March .5, 1380, he laid

the foundations of New College, O.xford, and

March '26, 1387, commenced S. Mary's College

at Winchester. In 1394 he commenced alter-

ations at Winchester cathedral. He began the

reconstruction of tlie nave and aisles, which was
not completed until after his death. In re-

building the church Wykeham used the e.xist-

ing Norman masoniy, transtbrming it into the

jjerpendicular style of the time.

Lowth. Willirim of Wi/l-flinm ; Moberly, Will-

inm of ]\'i;l,-ilir/m ; Willis, Arrhitcrtnral History

of ]\'iiichrstiT f'lillirilriil.

WILLIAM THE ENGLISHMAN
; archi-

tect.

He succeeded William of Sens (see William

of Sens) as architect of Canterbury cathedral,

and in much of his work simply carried out the

ilesigns of his predecessor. The new Trinity

chapel or chapel of Becket was built entirely

under his direction.

Willis, Canterfniry Cathedral.

WIND (pronounced to rhj'me with mind).

A bend, twist, or crook, such as occurs in some
timber in di-ying.
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Out of Wind. Free from bends, twists, or

crooks
;
]i('rfectly straight and true, referring to

timber, boards, panel work, or any artificial

surface, as a jilaster wall, etc.

WIND-BREAK. An arrangement of verti-

cal poles, liunln's, biiugh.s, liundled rushes, or of

stones, in a semicircle or in a straight line, as

a shelter from wind. Used by American Indians

also to protect tent entrances. The wind-break

in winter is often e.xtended entirely around the

Tijii.

WINDER. A step, more or less wedge-

sliaped in ])lan, adjusted to the angle or curve

of a turn in a stair, as described under Step.

As a winder cannot conform in width to the size

assumed for the fliers, this regular spacing is

usually— in good work— measured on the

curve naturally followed by a person ascending

witli his hand on the rail along the well or

newel side. This is usually taken as a curve

parallel to the rail, and from 15 to 18 inches

from it. The risers of such stejjs should not, in

good work, radiate from a common centre except

in the case of a winding stair. It is more conven-

ient, as well as safer, to cause them to converge

somewhat before the actual turning place is

reached, so that the fliers pass almost insensilily

into the winders. The common ]ilan in an ordi-

nary stair, and one to be generally condeunied,

is to jiermit three, or even four, steps to occupy

a quarter-pace (see Pace), with risers radiating

from a common point. (See Balanced Step,

under Sti.p.)— D. N. B. S.

WIND-GUARD. A cowl for a chimney.

WIND-LOAD. (See Wind Pressure.)

WINDOW. An opening for the admission

of liglit and sometimes of air into the interior

of a building ; and, by extension, the filling of

this opening with glass, as usual in modern

times, with the frame and sash, or casement,

and their accessories. Tlie term is usually

confined to openings in vertical or nearly verti-

cal surfaces, as walls. It is impracticable to

distinguish in terms between the opening and

the filling, as can be done between Doorway
and Door.

Windows are of comparatively little conse-

quence in countries where the habits of the

people are based upon life in the open air.

Such countries are, in modern times, only those

of the tropical zone; but in antiquity, for rea-

sons that are not whoUy clear, the people of the

Mediterranean lands lived as if their clinuite

w-ere tropical and without a winter. Hence

windows are not knowii to have existed in

Greece in classical times ; they were rare in

Grecian lands elsewhere : and although the win-

dow was certaiidy in use among the Romans
of the later Republic, there are almost no

instances known to us of windows in the usual

modern sense, either in Pompeii or among the

ruins of monuments elsewhere in the AVest,
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previous to the fifth century a.d. Rooms of

private houses opeueil on courts (see Atrium ;

House ; Peristyk'), and generally received light

and air only through doorways of greater or

smaller dimensions, the sitting rooms of differ-

ent kinds having high and wide openings, with

little but curtiiins and low screens to separate

them from the court or garden. The sleeping

rooms (see Cubiculum ; House) were very small,

and had besides the door of entrance merely one

or two very narrow loopholes high in the wall.

There is found in Pompeii an arrangement by

which a cubiculum had a small door as well as

a large one, which latter coiUd be barricaded

1 r

WiKDOw, Fig. 1 : Ix the Palace at Chaqqa or
Shakka: 3d Ckxtuky a.d.

and left open in warm weather; but nowhere

is a window of the usual modern sort known to

exist. The Romans, moreover, used glass for

windows but rarely, though it is known that

they understood the glazing of sash.

WINDOW, PART I. Tlie Architectural

Treatment of the Opening. This depends

chiefly upon the character of the wall, though

where a permanent framework divides up the

windnw opening, this may have great influence

upon the general de-sign. Thus, where slabs

of plaster or of marble, pierced with larger or

smaller openings, fill up the whole window
space (as in some Byzantine and some modem
buildings), or where bronze gratings, with

square openings set diagonally, are used, or a

copy of these in marble, as in some Roman
1051
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Imperial buildings, it became easy to open very

large spaces, such as the lunettes under the

intersection of vaidts with walls, and this with-

out losing a severe architectural character.

The private buildings of the third and subse-

quent centuries down to the twelfth century

have disappeared, leaving behind them no im-

portant trace. Onlj- in the deserted towns of

Syria have the stone-built edifices kept their

shape and ordonnance. Figure 1 shows a very

early Greco-Roman window, probably of the

third century, and we need not doubt that such

openings as this were somewhat common in

Roman country houses. This window is in the

second story, the larger opening nearly 6 feet

wide. Figure 2 is a much smaller window, and

is very like many which existed thirty years ago

in the earliest still existing Romanesque houses

of Western Europe. It wUl be noted that here

fmmiMki^
Window, Fig. 2: Private HorsE at Khtjebet-Hass.

the spanning of the opening by a lintel, and the

.supporting of that lintel by uprights, as well as

the apparent serving of pOasters for the same

purpose, are the essential characteristics. The
window is here what it became so commonly in

later times, a chief element in the design. The

form of a lintel supported by a column existed

even into the Gothic period in Belgium and

other }\orthern lands. In general, however, the

earUest Romanesque windows were single lights,

and these had semicircular arched heads except

in the commonest work. The lancet windows

of early French and English Gothic (see Figs. 3

and i) show the same tvpe, with merely the

substitute of a pointed for a round arch. These

two figures show the outside and the inside of

very simUar single lights in churches. The

fact of the interior being much more highly

adorned than the exterior is not merely because

the one church is larger than the other ; it is a

marked peculiarity of the early mediaeval archi-

tecture that the interior is always richer, an<i

this applies espeeiallj' to the window and door

openings. Figure 5 is also the interior of a lancet

window, and this time almost devoid of orna-
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Window, Fig. 3: Witnky Church,
Oxfordshire ; c. 1220.

Window, Fig. 5: Witney Church, Oxfordshire;
c. 1220.

1^^^-^ f

Window, Fig. 6: Salisbury Cathf.dral; c. 1225.

Window, Fig. 4: Church at Saint Ouen
(Calvados) ; c. 1225.
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meut. In all tliese cases the glass in small

quarrels is modern, though the ancient work

was probably like it.

WINDOW
the openings below arc ^^icleue(l until they fill

the whole space between two buttresses, having

but a narrow monolithic mullion to separate

Window, Fig. 7; Salisburv Catueukal, ^okih Tka.nsepi : c. 1225.

For the beginnings of the traceried window

see Tracer}', Figs. 1 and 2, in which two

pointed lights with but a narrow pier between

them are surmounted bv a rondel enclosing a

Window, Fig. 8: Stone lhihch, Kent; c. 1240.

cusped quatrefoil. It is easy to see that the

enlargement of all these three openings from

what they are in Fig. 1 gives us the tracery

shown in Fig. 2 (Tracery), where the rondel

above puts on the form of a rose window, and
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them. Figure 6 (Window) shows the same influ-

ences at work with somewhat less elaboration,

and with a larger sense of the importance of

the bounding and enclosing arch, for in the

WlXDOW, 1 lu. y. iUEDEAKtBY, NORWICH; c. 1250

Chartres window (Fig. 2, Tracery), that arch

has not interested the builder much, while in

Fig. 6 of the present article it is seen that the

architect has cared more for the generally

pointed shape of his window than for the de-
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tails of its subdivision. In Figs. 7 and 8 is

shown a very envious system resulting naturally

from the heavier walls of the early English

Gothic work. In France, at the same time, tlie

Window, Fig. 10: Boyton Church,
WlLTSHlKE ; 1250.

vaulting principle had come to control the whole

design, and the sjMce beneath each wall arch

and between two buttresses was treated lil<e a

great opening to be filled with glass ; but in

England the wall still interested the builders,

and a natural way to malce a window in a very

thick wall was (Fig. 7) to make an outer arcade

witli four arches filled with glass, and an inner

arcade with six arches with very slender col-

WiNDOW, Fig. V2: The Bkoletto, Monza; c. 1270.

umns and witli no filling of any sort between

them. Figure 8 shows tlie same principle, of

somewhat later date and with still more refined

forms.

About the middle of the thirteenth century

the traeeried window had assumed the most im-

portant place, and Fig. 9 compared with Fig. 6

will show how this tracery itself had been re-

fined and made more delicate as well as more
logical. Figure 10 is a single light of the same
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epoch, sliowing in an interesting way how the

finding for cuspiiig, so imjiortant in all tracery,

finds expression even in a .single opening. In

domestic work at the same time windows were
becoming larger, and w-ere getting to be filled

with iiKire clal)orately finisiied casements. It

was, therefore, natural tn make tlic actual win-

dow lieads square ; and in a building of pointed

style this could be included beneath a pointed

arch with advantage both in construction and

in utility (see Fig. 11). Figure 12, however,

shows a window which, thougli taken from a
building of civic pnrpose, is as badly arranged

as possible for the convenience of handling case-

ments. This, however, was in nortii Italy,

where conditions of life were very dirt'erent.

Figure 1 3 shows a Frencli Gothic window in

which tlic pre]iaration fir the woodwork has

iWronrwPa^i.Ii-M -.i.- =--

Window, Fig. 14: Thukninu Chukch, Hunting-
donshire; c. loOO.

been carried so far that the stone mullions are

cut with a deep blade in whicli a bolt liole is

made. Tlie arch is a mere simulacrum, each

arched head, including the cusp, consisting of

two pieces only. In Fig. 14 the simplest

tracery of the close of the thirteentli century is

shown as it appeared in the simpler English

churches, and in Fig. 15 is shown that which

replaced at the same period the earlier lancet

window. The form, residting from a flat lintel

partly supported by two corbels of sliglit pro-

jection, and the head thus resulting modelled

with simple splay or witli more elaborate cut-

ting, but always mitring at each angle and

carried around each curve, remains, from that

time, a favourite form, more especially in Eng-

land.

In the middle of the fourteenth century the

square-headed window becomes veiy common,
and in elaborate buildings is fiUed with ti'aceiy
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WtsDow, Fig. 11: Rue Bricosnet, Tours; c. 1260.

f
Wrs-Dow, Fig. 13: House cf Kuk de Rapis, Tocbs: c. 1280.
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in accordanee with the style set for the larger

and pointed openings. Great ingenuity is shown

in the arranging of this traeery, and tlie forms

resulting are sometimes very beautiful (see Figs.

Window, Fio. 15; Thanington Church, Kent;
c. 1300.

16, 17). Figure 18 is a singlelight of the same
epoch. Figure 1 9 is the exterior view of a manor
house of about 1375, the fenestration of which

is very interesting. Figure 20 shows the small

W-^ lLui»i j,>' i »^i»^ fj'"V-rr.j!.*J
*^"^''^

Window, Fig. Iti: Ardley Church, Oxford-
shire; c. l.'i.'jO.

square window near the ground (see Fig. 19)

immediately below the sill of a larger one, this

latter view being taken from within, which

accounts for the discrepancies in the arrange-

ment of the head and sill. The term "low
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side window " is sometimes applied to such

windows as this, but without sufficient cause.

Window, Fig. 17: Denford Church, Nobth-
AMPTONSHIKE ; C. i;550.

The windows of the Renaissance in Italy, of

the Renaissance in the North a century later,

and of the subsequent neoclassic styles, are so

varied in the character of tiieir design that it

Window, Fig. 18: Apri.EFonn Church, Berk-
shire; c. 1350.

would be hard to give them in sequence. (See,

for the Italian Renaissance, Vol. I., cols. 50,

22.3, 225; and Plates XL, XIII. For the

French Renaissance, Vol. I., col. 11 ; Vol. II.,

cols. 150, 349, and Plate XV. ; Vol. III., cols.
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186, 273, 277, 279. For later neoclassic,

Vol. I., cols. 603, 806, and Plate XXVI.
;

Vol. II., cols. 21, 2-11, 373, 801, 807, and

Plates VII., XVI., XVII., XXII. In Vol.

III., cols. 51, 303. For modern work, see

Vol. I., Plates III., XIX., XXXVI. ; Vol. II.,

Window Fir W Sltton CLUrTENii Mvnuk Houmi Berkshire

cols. -117, 819.) The simpler form of window

in which some neoclassic decoration is attempted

may In* in^itanred V)V Fij. 21. — R. S.

WINDOW, PART II. The Fitting of the

Windoiv Opetdtig with a Frame to receive the

Giaiis. This may be wholly architectural in

= ^^nTjEflTT. *Aif

Window, Fig. 20.

character, as in the case of the Roman bronze

gratings and the mediieval tracery (for which

see Part I. and Tracery). It may be slight and
altogether temporary, as where a wooden lunged

shutter fills the whole space when clo.sed, or as

where temporary sash or white cotton cloth is
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put into window ojienings of a building not yet

completed. It may be slight and rough, though

more permanent, as in stables and various fac-

tories (see Hit and Miss Window, below). Again

the Casement or Sash (see tho.se terms) may be

very elaborate in make and fittings. Figure 22

is an elaborate Swiss

window in a wood-

built house, with

hinged casement,
bull's-eye lights in

simple metal frames,

and a wicket. The
arrangement still ex-

isting in north Ger-

many involves double

windows with an air

space between them
during the winter, the

permanent casement

usually opening inward

and the temporary sash

put up nearly flush

with the outer wall.

In this temporary sash

a wicket opens, usually

one to each window, and

this is all the chance

for ventilation dm'ing the four or five months
of cold weather. Such double windows aie

comparatively rare in the United States ; liut

it is to be desired that window frames should

be planned with special reference to putting

them up, and fitting them so that they can be

opened wide upon occasion.

mV<^^
Window, Fig. 21 : Wadstexa, Province or

Oestergotland, .Sweden.

The usual form of a window in a dwelling

house, hotel, business building, or pubhc build-

ing is an oblong, with its length set vertically
;

but there are exceptions, involving peculiar

treatment of frame and sash or casement.

Thus in English country houses, ancient (see
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cuts, Bargeboard ; Half Timbered ; and Plate

XIV. of Vol. II.) and modern, it is not infre-

quent to open one side of the room into a single

wide and low window (the sill about 3 feet 4

inches from the floor, the head about 3 feet

higher, the whole width 7 or 8 feet), divided

into several lights each of the whole lieight of

the window, and each fitted with a single case-

ment of light ironwork. So in recent Ameri-

can work windows have been built nearly as

follows : opening in wall, 10 feet wide, 7

feet iiigh, with the sill 2 feet 8 inches above

the floor ; one heavy transom, about 4 feet

above sill ; the space above the transom filled

with two or three swinging casements between

niuUions ; the space below the transom fitted

with a fixed frame holding a single sheet of

plate glass. Many modifications of this

arrangement will suggest themseh'es.

In public buildings, where adecpiate sys-

tems of forced ventilation are in use, fixed

sash are preferred as allowing no interference

with the regular supply of air
; and this will

tend to become the rule in such cases. It

is i)robable tliat, in the case of any one room
or hall, the choice will be made between full

forced ventilation with fixed window frames

and sash, and movable sash or casement

with no system of ventilation.

Part III. is devoted to the consideration

of decorative glass, usually coloured, and the

filling of windows so as to make them archi-

tectural in the highest sense. The more ordi-

nary glazing of wimlows maybe treated here.

The high cost of glass during all jieriods

previous to the first improvement, intro-

duced about 1830, cau.sed the general adop-

tion of small lights, which, even when
involving nuich hibour in glazing, whether

WINDOW
large sheets of window glass at no great cost.

In the cities of Europe, even shops of con-

siderable display previous to 1820 liardly pos-

sessed any show windows in the modern sense.

The bow windows (see Bow A\"indow, and under

Bay Window) were indeed filled with glass, but

the lights were small and tiic .sash bars heavy.

It was not until a time within the memory of

living man that the first large ))late glass shop

windows appeared, and these were usually made
up of four or six lights ; the single light show
window with a single piece of plate glass con-

taining 120 square feet or more having been

very rare until long after the middle of the

nineteenth century.

The unarchitectural effect produced by these

vast sheets of material, which are at once nearly

Window, Fig. 22: Double, with Wicket, in a Swiss
(JH.\LET.

with wooden or metal sash bars, was -d, elevation ; B. plan at a scale f.mr times as ffreat : the clear width nt

cheaper than paying for larger sheets of
each half i.s about 2' 8"

: the wicket about 1'

gliuss, and, moreover, provided that, if a

piece were broken, the loss would be com-

paratively slight. In the country houses of

moderate cost throughout France and England
glass was used in small quarrels (not exceeding

eight inches in greatest dimension) ; in the cities

window glass hardly exceeded under any cir-

cumstances what is now a small light, about

10 by 12 inches; as late as the close of the

seventeenth century even the superb halls of

Versailles could not have mirrors of a size

greater than twice the above in each dimension.

The consequence of this was the inevitable ap-

pearance of the window from the outside as

being in great measure part of the wall. A
closed window could not be like the open win-

dow, a positive hole made in the wall substance.

This fortunate circumstance, of great value in

domestic external architecture, was done away
with by the introduction of large lights, not

merely of plate glass (see under Glass) but of
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transparent and with a surface so brilliant that

it reflects external objects if any dark surface

be arranged behind it, has brought about the

attempt, repeated in many forms, to fill a part,

at least, of the window opening with glass of a

very ditterent appearance— with leaded sash

and coloured, or, at least, obscured glass, which

will give an architectural and somewhat decora-

tive ett'ect— leaving the perfectly transparent

plate glass to the show window proper next

above the sill. As yet no very successful result

has followed.

Another modification of the glass filling of

windows is seen in the prismatic lights used

for mills and factories of dift'erent sorts. By
means of this glass the rays of light are thrown

horizontally into the room, and thus workmen
at the greatest possible distance from the win-

dow, 18 or 20 feet, maj' be expected to receive

daylight nearly as abundant as that which is to

be had nearer the window oiiening. Dift'erent
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patent arrangements have been proposed to

cover the use of this kind of glass, and the

business liouses controlling these are proposing

to introduce them into business buildings and

dwellings.

Rougii plate glass, corrugated, marbleized,

and ribbed glass are rarely used in windows,

perhaps only when the window looks into some

light court or illuminates a closet, bathing room,

or similar oftii-e. — R. S.

"WINDOW, PART in. Tlie Translucent

FHUiKj iif Ihf Liij/itx. In the following para-

graplis tlieword 'glass,"used simply, means glass

coloural in the mass, except in the case of design

in uncoloured gla.ss or e)i (/risaiUe. Glass which

is coloured in its body, while molten, is called

Pot metal (which see), and it is to this division,

especially, that the word "stained glass" is inac-

curately applied in onlinarj' phrase. Properly

it refers to a transparent colour, which is

fastened to the surface of glass by the action

of heat, but differs from painting with enamel

colour in being fastened by cementation and in-

corporated with the glass. This manner is

almost entirely confined to one colour, yellow,

made from silver— hence called yellow stain

(see Silver Stain under Stain). Painted glass

means glass that has had paints made of enamels

fused to the surt'ace of the glass by means of

he;it, whether that glass be coloured in substance

or relatively white.

The breaking of surfaces, either dark or

light, by op])Osing divisions, that is to say, of

light on dark and dark on light, has always

been a pleasure to the instinct of man. The
necessary openings in objects of use, either

buildings or utensils, have been filled in by

various modes of ornament
;
perhaps first based

on utilit}', but continued for pleasure. The
artistic ingenuity has been exercised to make
these divisions unite handsomely with the edges

of the openings. This we see distinctly in the

divisions of windows that we call tracery (see

Tracery and Window, Part I.).

It is not only the division which abstractedly

gives pleasure to its shape, but also the sizes

and shapes through which light passes, thus

modifying the quality of the light, and them-

.selves affected by the light, so as to present

differences of light and dark, and simulate grada-

tion, making what the artist calls values. It

is upon these general considerations that the

successful artistic filling of windows is based.

In certain countries of little development in

methods, but of sensitiveness to beauty, mother-

of-pearl shells have been used, for instance, to

give a pleasant value of ligiit by the irregular

breaking of the same. At a great distance this

irregular semiopacity connects ^ith the definite

fonns of such divisions as tracery and bars and
leading. In the same way, at various epochs,

semitransparent slabs of stone have been used
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for the purpose of tempering the light in a hand-
some manner. When glass was first made and
used, in remote antiquity, it woidd seem natural

that it siiould have been used in some such way
as above described. But we have no trace so far

of a very remote use of glass in openings of

buildings.

Glass slabs have been found, and, as before

said, translucent stimes were certainly used.

Here and there we find descriptions that may
mean a great deal. In Ceylon there is uncer-

tain record (in the MaJiavansa), of the date 306
B.C., mentioning '" windows with ornaments like

jewels, which were as bright as eyes," indicat-

ing, perhaps, such methods of decoration as were
formerly in use in Europe, and still in the East,

by which means small pieces of glass, coloured

or uncoloured, are fixed in frames of marble,

stone, or stucco, so perforated as to fonn
patterns.

We know that, far back as we can go into

antiquity, we find glass made for ornamental

purposes : and the skill and taste shewn in every

ancient example implies already a preceding

industrj' long established.

The Egj-ptian remains indicate great mastery
over glass, and the Egyptian records refer to it

in a remote antiquity. We know enough from
the extraordinary fragments of glass made in

Riiman times to feel quite certain that the men
of that day were consummate masters in count-

less variations of process. Their materials, also,

are not essentially dift'erent from those that we
are especially using here to-day.

Our imagination, therefore, can be indulged

in making images for ourselves of possible wall

openings and wall spaces filled with beautifiU

glass, used by the Roman, the Byzantine, the

Gaulish, or the Eastern artist.

In tiie Western world, when we come to the

twelfth century, we have remaining examples

implying that they are made in succession of

earlier work. But whether we have any hesita-

tion in admitting that the Western world of an
early date— the Greco-Roman period— em-
ployed coloured glass for openings, such as

windows, we certainly can admit that the East-

ern world indulged in modes of translucid

decoration of buildings at a remote period. It

would appear that with the first relations of

Rome with Asia there came into Italy mosaics

composed of coloured glass paste, again not es-

sentially different from what we are using here

to-day. When the empire was estabUslied in

Byzantium, came vases of colouretl glass highly

valued in the AVest already in the seventh cen-

tury. Tiie East is more or less unchangeable

;

ami the openings, filled in with stucco, or with

marble, either translucent or opaque, into which

aie fitted bits of glass of various colours, and

which we see in buildings of the thirteenth and

fourteenth centuries in Asia or in Egypt, must
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belong to a very ancient tradition, whose origin

may perhaps be toward Persia.

The use of glass in the Arabic windows is

ancient ami points to previous similar uses.

There are typical windows in Egypt going back

to the fourteenth century. Some are merely of

one tint, carefully chosen. Others are described

by Mr. Gayet {IJArt Arabe), as follows :
" The

window is merely a frame of plaster in which

the design is cut out. Little pieces of glass,

rudely shaped, are iiicrusted in each opening of

the network. When in place these perforated

panels produce a singularly artistic effect. The

theme of the decoration is that of the larger

decorations of pottery— a bunch of flowers

and a cypress. The decoration is symbolical

:

the bouquet of flowers is a prayer rising with

its perfume to Allah. As to the cypress, it is

to the Arab the tree to which Satan was

chained, an emblem of life and delivery ; for

the Persian, the image of a soul tending to

heaven. Smaller windows have hardly more

than a flower pattern or an arrangement of

polygons. But, owing to the idea of the nature

of the window, the full spaces are more im-

portant than the empty ones ; and under the

light of the east the rays of the sun, filtered

through the red of tulips, the violet of jacinths,

the yellow of pansies, the white of anemones,

the green of the cypress, drop into the building

in a powdering of opal, of gold, of purple, of

sapphire, and of emerald, in a light dim and

melancholy. From the narrowness of the open-

ings tiie light seems to come from afar. Under

the domes of the tombs its charm is strangely

sweet and sad, and one regrets that the archi-

tects have not closed more bays that he might

light them in with similar glazed openings."

The most beautiful windows of the Arabs are

those of the Baharite period. Similar use of

glass occurs in India, in Persia, and in the

mosques of Jerusalem.

We can see that all this resembles the use

of cloisonni^ enamels, whose existence quite far

back, and certainly common in the Byzantine

period, would be but one step from the joining

of glass by heavy lead or heavy metal instead

of the divisions of gold or copper.

It is a question whether it is worth while to

indicate the various accounts of glazed orna-

mental windows, prior to those that we know
in the West. It is evident from the make of

the first ones that exist, whose date is certain,

that they represent a result of much previous

experience.

The precision of the work shows no hesita-

tion or trial of the means employed. Already

as far back as the fourth century, windows of

magnificent colour adorned the Basilica of S.

Peter, according to Anastasius the Librarian,

and earlier than that Lactantius speaks of col-

oured windows being frequent. S. John Chrys-
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ostom and S. Jerome have mentioned coloured

glass of chapels in the churches. Prudentiua

at the beginning of the fifth century says of

the windows of S. Paul beyond the Walls,
" In the arcaded windows are various coloured

glasses ; thus glitter the meadows adorned by
the flowers of sijring." Sidonius Apollinaris

describes the filling of the windows with bril-

liant and many-coloured glass in a chapel

erected at Lyons by Patiens, bishop in 450.

Fortunatus compliments the Holy Bishops who
fill the basilicas with glass, and sings of the

first lights of tlawn tiu'ough the illumined bays

of the cathedral of Paris, whose expenses were

paid by King Childebert. He also celebrates

the seventy-two windows which lit the church

of S. Martin, rebuilt by Gregory of Touia

after the fire of 525. Gregory of Tours him-

self speaks of the windows of the church of

Izeure, which were detached from their open-

ings by a thief who thought that their splen-

dour might be the result of gold and silver, and
hence tried to melt them. S. Bennet Biscop

brought to Wearmouth, from France, toward

680, men skilful in the art of glass. Hincmar,

Archbishop of Reims, in the month of April,

8-45, placed coloured glass in the cathedral

whicii he had completed. In 863 Charles the

Bald grants residence with income to the glass

workers, Ragenulf and Baldenc. It is said of

Adalbern, Archbishop of Reims in 969, that he

adorned his cathedral with windows represent-

ing historical subjects. Roger and Herbert,

clergymen of Reims, famous in their art, exe-

cuted, about 1060, windows for the Abbey of

S. Hubert in Ardennes, ordered by the Countess

Adelaide. The cathedral of Le Mans was
filled with stained glass by Hoel, bishop in

1081. Eraclius wrote on the painting of glass a

treatise, in the tenth or beginning of the eleventh

century. Desiderius, Abbot of Monte Casino,

orders the colouring of the windows of the Capit-

ular Hall and Chapel, 1058-1066, and Leo of

Ostia in the next century describes the making
of these windows in a manner that shows the

similarity of methods to those later employed.

About Theophilus and his essay we speak

elsewhere. ^>v is it to be forgotten that S.

Bernard, in the severity of his monastic build-

ing, forbade decorated windows of colour. The
general chapter of tlie order in 1134 decides

that they shall be white without any cross and
any colour.

With this we come to the twelfth century,

whose windows remain in part to us with those

of the thirteenth century, and represent the

beginning of the great period of mediaeval art in

glass. For one of the windows of the cathedral

of Chartres, a claim is made that it may have

been executed before 1113, having escaped

the fires of 1120 and 1194. This is known as

" Our Lady of the Beautiful Glass." It would
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not be far in date from the beautiful panel of

Vendouie, also representing the Virgin and her

Son, and executed somewhere about 1170 or

1180.

The glass of the twelfth century and begin-

ning uf the thirteenth in Western Europe is at

once a perfect model of its kind, and as it is

ai)))lied to architectural decoration, an example

and a lesson for all artists. Then, again,

whether from accuumlated tradition, or from

that accurate re;vsouing which intense interest

in art brings on, the principles upon which all

this decorative stained glass work is constructed

are fumlamental ones, carrying the result as far

as the knowledge and the materials of that day

allowed. Later things may be as interesting,

or more interesting as being nearer to our feel-

ings and notions. But in the older stained

glass windows, such for example as the glorious

west windows of Chartres, all the principles of

work in glass are stated, though in an archaic

form. A clear understanding or apprehension

of the difficulties of colour radiation and its

effects from one colour upon another, the op-

posing or harmonizing effect of the use of com-

plementarj- colours, and design arising from an

adjustment of these ditficidties,— these points

can be seen stated there as in a grammar.

Certain points of the machinery or mechanism
of the technique which met these difficulties and
made use of them as points of beauty are worth

referring to, though I must repeat that the sub-

ject is too complicated and too technical for a

proper analysis within our brief space. In

decoration by glass, whether painted or not,

we meet with a well-known phenomenon, less

knoT^Ti, less visible to the painter who paints

pictures on canvas or on walls. The artist who
uses a piece of blue glass, for instance, where

the painter in oil uses a touch or more of blue

paint, wiU find his piece of blue glass change

its size and shape at a distance, as opaque

colour would not. If he uses other colours,

their shapes and sizes, their distinctness and
their tones, are all modified by distance. Natu-

rally, too, placed alongside of each other, they

not only change in themselves, but they change

the appearance of their neighboiu-s.

In some old work, for instance, the shape

and the painting of a hand, wOl be elongated

and narrowed because with the glass that they

used, and more or less with all glass, the real

shape would look too large and too broad. The
painting of the older work was arranged to

meet these difficulties. We may notice that

the idea of representing natural forms, or of

making ornament more or less natural, that is

to say, to look hke a modelled thing, like a

thing that is to delude you, is one of the in-

evitable directions of art. The mere pattern

which satisfied the older Eastern workman, such

as that of carpets and stuffs, has always passed
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into attempts at representing nature. By
painting upon pieces of coloured glass the older

men could both simulate a certain imitatioti

of the modelling of real things, and at the same
time, by a judicious conventional method of
painting, varying according to each differen'

colour, sacrificing verj- often the real shape,

they matle a certain picture effect, and they

also met the troubles of irradiation. With a

greater development of painting with other

materials (opaque painting, which is what we
usually call painting), came a time when the

methods of opaque painting were more or less

transplanted to the transparent painting of

glass, and necessitated a weaker, less powerful

effect, which last tradition has been continued

down to our day, into the EngUsh windows, for

instance.

The lead used to join the pieces of glass to-

gether is an important part of the design of the

older windows, and their decorative pattern per-

sists even into the Renaissance, so long as the

tradition of glass is unbroken. Therefore, this

intelligent use of leads persists longer in North-
ern Europe than in Italy, where even the work
of such a consummate designer as John of Udine
is meant to do without leads, so that they are

merely an ugly necessity. Though the mediieval

work, at its best moment, is much painted, it is

so in strict connection with the leads which
help to form a background. As in all high

forms of art, the edge or outline is the part

most taken care of. The necessity of the leads

was also turned into a beauty by helping to

connect the representations or patterns of the

design with the edges of the window itself. In
many of the earUer and more splendid examples

the impression of connection of the window with

the wall is so great tliat the window gives the

impression of the wall being translucent and
coloured. Later medi;eval art insists more dis-

tinctly on the edges of the window repeating

the shapes of tracery and edges. The fact

that, in the representations of nature by paint-

ing, things were detached one from another by
values and lines, and not by cast shadows, or

later by what is called chiaroscMo, is repeated

in the picture in glass. The study of shadows

by later pictorial art was antagonistic to the

representation by values, and in so far destroyed

the tendency to use glass as a material for

pictures.

The abandonment of mediseval tendencies by
the Kenaissance implied, at that moment, the

abandonment of mediaeval methods, and quite

logically the latest work of the Renaissance in

glass is typified by a light or clear opening in

which subjects coloured and painted are hung.

Some of it is quite admirable in its way, but is

no longer of any importance as affecting the

wall.

In the older way the method of laying on the
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enamel paint iipnn the coloured glass was cal-

culated so as not to make the glass dirty or

dingy, and thereby detract from the pleasure

the eye has in receiving a frank, luminous ex-

pression through a crystal medium. The older

artists, perhaps from necessity, worked with a

small number of principal colours of glass,

modifying their tones by relation so as to make
more of them to tlie eye, if not in fact, and

using these limitations as a source of that

power which attaches to simplicity and repetition.

With the early mediteval artist his picture,

as we would call it to-day, that is to say, his

intention of making an illustration, will not

have been ditferent from his decorative work.

He will, like the Chinaman, make a horse blue

or red, if thereliy the decorative space or picture

attains the necessary balance of etfect, and pat-

terns keep their place, from the colour values

representing, as in nature, atmosphere and

modelling.

Later the same general methods were fol-

lowed, but they were followed with less con-

viction. Changes were made in methods of

execution, probably with a certain notion of im-

provement, often, from the unfortunate tendency

of all art— I might say of all things— to fall

into the domain of trade. In that way mechan-

isms, wliicii have hail a reason in their solutions

of difficulties, merely become trade recipes ; and

if the difficulties remain great, tlie cause of

the difficulty is eliminated absolutely by some
change of material.

At various times in the later Middle Ages,

with changes of style, new departures, not very

grave ones, were made; until at the end, in

imitation of supposed classical building, such

as it was understood in Italy, the stained glass

became more or less pale and weak, even when
helped, as it was occasionally and very hand-

somely sometimes, liy the use of patches of

solid colour, and tlie beautiful innovation of the

yellow stain.

Grisaille Glass. As shown elsewhere, the

name " grisaille " is the same as that of " griset,"

which is the name of the neutral coloured

enamel paint, used to model and draw upon
the surfaces of glass. There are windows, and
very beautiful ones, with no colour, or very

little, which belong to this class. There are

some very celebrated ones. As I state else-

where, there are eases of a window being partly

in full pot metal colour and the balance in

grisaille. The examples and the subdivisions

of the subject are too numerous to do more
than to mention this separate class, and to

point out how originally the grisaille window
may have been nothing but the white or colour-

less glass, joined together by leads. Then
patterns of pleasing shajies are placed between

leads ; and leads and patterns make the design

of the window. It was a possible desire for
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more light, as a i)ractical question, also a mat-

ter of great economy ; and lastly, the effect of

the temperetl white light, passing over the col-

oured light, adds the veiling which makes the

colours of the ileeper glass more mysterious.

At certain moments the monotony of the ab-

sence of colour was relieved by spaces filled

with colour. The method has persisteil more
or less through all the ages of glass painting.

In its best example its principle is that first

stated in this notice, of the joining of the bor-

ders of the window by interlacing of jjatterns of

dark on light ; and the more successful pieces

are dependent for their beauty upon the com-

bination of pattern which will produce a series

of values tiiat fill the space, and avoid, thereby,

the monotony of continuous repeated ornaments.

That monotony is very much felt in many gri-

saille windows, to the extent of making them
extremely fatiguing to the e3'e. This annoy-

ance is, as I have just stated, much lessened in

those windows in which the arrangement of

colourless values has been well understood.

We know that the end of the eighteenth cen-

tury saw the almost entire disappearance of the

art, which had been preceded by attempts at

painting on windows in what was thought to be

a parallel to painting in oils. The story of the

disappointment of Sir Joshua Reynolds, when
he had a picture copied upon glass by Jervas,

is historical, but may not be, for all tliat, thor-

oughly understood.

"I had frequently," said Sir Jcshua, "pleased

myself with reflecting, after I had produced

what I thought a brilliant effect of light and
shadow on my canvas, how greatly that effect

would be heightened by the transjiarency which
the painting on glass would be sure to produce.

It turned out quite the reverse."

To-day one might say, " Well, he should

have known better." - Nevertheless the prin-

ciple of the mistake is not, I think, usually

grasped. Sir Joshua, like most of us artists,

found life too short to make analyses of the

principles of light and colour ; which even now
the scientific num, with all his engines of obser-

vation, is only beginning to accomplish for us.

Sir Joshua saw indistinctly the ideas belonging

to his own art of painting, which is the repre-

sentation of coloured appearances that we see

about us by coloured surfaces, which we make
by applying opaque colours to wall or canvas.

He confused tliese fundamental ideas with his

own methods of work, his trade recipes, all

derived from the practice of painting with oil

colour in opaque surfaces, which makes more or

less the representation of the shading of things,— that is to say, the dulling of things,— and
as it were taking away colour to make shadow.

The shadows of tilings are also colours, and in

such a material as glass, which gives a full

intensity of lights, and which allows one, in
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fact, to paint with light, the proper gradation

ami representation of shading is by other colours

of glass to represent the shadows. Consequently

his painting on glass, done by the increasing of

what he would have called shadows, that is to

say, by adding more opaqueness and more dirt,

was not the brilliant translation of his paint-

ing that lie luul hoped for. I use Sir Joshua's

example— which is not, perhaps, absolutely

fair— that we may understand the disappoint-

ing effect of transplanting to a transparent sur-

face the exact methods tiiat are meant for an

opacpie one. Whether Sir Joshua went into an

analysis, and whetlier I have attributed too

much or too little to him, is of no consequence

as to the facts of that case or similar ones.

The second quarter of the centiu^' saw in

England a revival of ancient methods, which

has continued with laudable results to the

present day. I shall make no reference to what

was done in a similar way in France and in

Germany, especially because one important side

which the English tried for was not properly

cared for on tiie Continent, and that is the mak-

ing of glass fairly similar to the ancient material

of the Middle Ages.

MakiiKj of Wiiuloics. A colour study is

made at each moment, as he prefers, of the

sj-stem of chroniatic decoration to be employed

by the designer. A full-size drawing is also

made, in which the outlines of the figures,

pieces of landscape, decorative patterns, etc.,

are carefidly drawn, all of the full size of the

intended pieces of glass, and sometimes coloured.

Upon this " cartoon," as it is generally called,

the pieces of the leads are marked with accuracy,

or this is done on separate drawing. The lines

of this cartoon are transferred to other sheets of

paper, several such transfers being ma<le. One of

these transfers is cut up into pieces representing

the pieces of glass which are to be cut. Upon
another of these transfers the lead lines must be

accurately marked, if they have not already

been so transferred from the cartoon. Now, a?

in mediaeval times, a drawing or cartoon has to

have the lead lines distinctly indicated before

the work upon the glass is begun. In the early

mediieval directions which we have, the lead

lines alone are mentioned. It may even be

supposed that in many of the earlier and finer

windows there was little indicated in the cartoon

besides the lead lines, the painting of tlie actual

pieces of glass being left to the skill and knowl-

edge of the artist, who would probably be the

same man who had made the cartoon or transfer

upon which the leads were marked. Of course,

fragmentary cartoons of parts may be made of

one single detail. Upon a large sheet of plate

glass, commonly called a glass easel, the divided

pieces of the transfer, above described, are

arranged together, and the artist having pre-

viously decided upon the colour of some one of
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the pieces of glass in the future window, lays

this piece upon the paper pattern at the point

where that particular colour is to be used. The
piece of paper which has hitherto represented

the piece of glass is removed, so that the effect

of the glass may be judged by transmitted light.

The piece of glass being in this way finally

decided, the workman marks upon the glass

what he is to cut out, or else places the paper

pattern immediately upon it and follows the

edges with a diamond. Before the introduction

of this use of the diamond, the glass was cut

with a hot iron. It slionld be said, however,

that in a good deal of simple work and in much
of the work which the English do to-day, the

indication of the colour of glass is made on the

cartoon, or on some other drawing, by the mere

use of letter and number. In vety special glass,

like the American opalescent glass, there is an

unlimited choice, and such simple methods are

only for cheap work.

The piece of glass, cut to the right shape, is

secured to the glass easel by some cohesive

matter, such as wax. The replacing of pieces

of paper by pieces of glass of the same size and

shape is continued until the entire window, or

so much of it as the easel will accommodate, is

in place ujjon the easel, but, of course, without

its leads. This process enables the artist to

change or modify the colour scheme to almost

any extent. If needed, upon these pieces he

then paints in enamel colour, which pieces are

separately placed in the kiln and fired until the

enamel is fixed.

Plating is also used to alter the effect of colour.

This means the superposition of one piece of glass

upon one or more others, so as to vary the colour

or its depth, or the modelling of the gradations

of colour contained in it.

After the pieces of glass have all been cut,

they are joined together by a lead ribbon, with

flanges, having nearly the section of a cajjital I.

The pieces of glass used in plating, which may
be two or three thick, are held by lead bars of

similar character, especially soldered to the lead

of the main surface of the window, or a wider

grooved lead is used. The leads are finally

secured to iron bars and armatures, by which

the wijidow is kept in place in the window
opening.

The essential mechanism for stained glass

winttows is, therefore, of a very simple, almost

childish, character. It is more difficult— it is

harder work than using a bnish with ink to

draw with, or a lead pencil, but it is of a similar

infantile nature. That does not make it easier.

Let us see how near the description of the

method of the monk Theophilus, the oldest docu-

ment we have on the making of stained glass win-

dows, corresponds with the description just made.

Judging by certain parts of the texts, Theophilus

may have lived in the second part of the twelfth
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century. This is his way of making a window :

" First," he says, " make a tal)le of wooil, level

and of such width and length that you may
trace upon it two panels of each window." This

table is covered with a coat of chalk mixed with

water and rubbed with a cloth. On this prepara-

tion, when quite dry, the artist traces subjects

or ornaments with a stylus of lead or tin. Tiien,

when his line is determined on, he makes it over

again, witli a red and black outline, put on with

a brush between these lines. Tiie colours are

marked for each piece by means of a sign or

letter. Suitable pieces of glass are placed upon

the table, and these lines, which are tiiose of the

leads, are traced upon the glass ; after which

they are cut with a hot iron and nippers.

Theophilus does not clearly indicate whether

he draws on his table what we now would call

a cartoon— the complete modelling of figures

or ornaments ; he speaks only of an outline.

However, when he speaks of painting, that is to

say, of putting on enamel paint-work, indicat-

ing modelling, on the pieces of already coloured

cut glass, he says that one should follow care-

fully the lines which are on the drawing. This

passage, however, relating to such early work,

may merely refer to the fact tiiat on these

pieces of coloured glass, in very early work, the

modelling is little more than certain lines traced

in the direction of a form. Though wherever

there was a gradation in the glass which the

artist could use as modelling, he took advantage

of it.

In the gradual attempt to model more deli-

cately, which has slowly gone on through all

these centuries, tiie modelling of the forms repre-

sented in the window has come at length to be

merely a copying of a delicate, usually a very

weak, drawing. This is not to say that in

many cases, especially in those which w'ere imi-

tations of arciiaic work, or continued to be so,

there is not some use of hard, firm lines ; but

they usually do not connect with the leads in a

successful way. These windows are either, as

I say, archaic imitations, or are distinctly the

representation of a drawing on paper transposed

to glass ; and I mean by tranS2)0sed, can'ied

over, not properly translated, as they should be

when made in another material. To meet this

halfway, the original cartoons are prepared

already so as to miss some of the great quali-

ties of drawing on paper, and the weakness is

at both ends. Hence we may see in some in-

teresting window, by a superior English artist,

a surface of mere drawing, with tints here and
there of colour, which is glass, while the in-

tensity and richness of that same artist's work
is kept for his paintings in oil or distemper,

materials which in their essential nature are

less rich, less powerful, tlian the material of

glass.

American Art of Glass. Some account of
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the renewal of the art of glass in the United

States will be in place, because it has involved

an attempt at bringing back into the art of

glass the ancient principles which allowed the

metliajval artists to make of their windows,

monuments as important as those of sculpture

and painting, and to use the most splendid

way of carrying out the fidl strength of colour

and the strongest expressions of line. An
analysis of its origin will serve again as a

method of explaining the capacities of the art,

which however great in the past, yet offers pos-

sibilities not yet attained.

When the American artist first turned his

attention to the art of glass and the making of

pictured windows, he had one foremost diffi-

culty : the best glass, meaning the material

itself, was imported. Even then only poorer

samples came here, the better being carefully

culled by good European workers. European

manufacturers even objected to accepting orders

for better material, as injuring the possible sale

of the more common sent over. In limited

quantities and in limited choice, colour, and

substance, some was made here to suiqjlement

this need, with tlie advantage that the making

of a few varieties showed that in such a simple

manufacture anything could be obtained in

small quantity if needed. The imported mate-

rial seemed to be intimately connected with

foreign methods of using it. There were no

inferior artists or superior artisans here to copy

the cartoons of designers and supply smaller

details indicated in tiie general plan. In

Europe such and such men were employed for

such a part of the work on a window ; some

for ornament, some for figures, and some for

drapery, etc.,— all strictly non-individual, and

all their ways based on a well-known conven-

tion wliich has reached its furthest limit of

development. No improvement then could be

made on tliat line.

The first attempts were made with con-

siderable novelty of design and with great at-

tention to the importance of line and composi-

tion ; but all the more did the material betray

by its thinness the representation of line made
by the connecting leads. Nor were there fairly

skilled painters to paint upon this poor mate-

rial of glass, though some artists of higher

grade might occasionally attempt it.

Designs were tiierefore made, which were

strictly designs in lead. Here, again, came

the ditficulty that the cuts, tliat is to say, the

shapes which the glass could assume under the

use of the cutting diamond in the mechanic's

hand, were extremely limited, and any con-

siderable refinement was too difficult to carry

out into anything like practice ; but the idea

persisted of drawing with tlie leads, which,

though at first a failure for mechanical reasons,

was in itself a novelty for modern times. This
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development of design, therefore, was one of the

first impulses. But, as usual, design cannot be

separated in the decorative arts from colour,

even in its simplest form of light and shade.

The colour of tiie inadequate material of the

glass was not of suttii-ient qnnUtii to join harsh

edges of glass witiiout the adjoining of painting

on glass ; for which, as said before, there were

no expert artisans, and only professional artists,

too costly to emi)loy often.

The so-called mosaic work implied the neces-

sity of considerable range of what are called

values, to be defined as degrees of depth and

tone in the ((uality of the glass ; but this was

almost impossible from lack of material.

Hence arose the use of what is called plating,

superposing one colour on another so as to in-

crease its depth and richness, to modify its

transparency, or to change its tone ; as, for

instance, when we plate a colour with its

complementary colour, or variation of that com-

plementary. Yet there seemed to be a possible

future in a strictly logical order ; that is to say,

the use of glass in its purity, untouched by pig-

ment, or added colour, and joined together by

leads which should be as carefully designed as

the ciioice of glass itself.

It was at this time that it occurred to the

writer that opal glass, then made in this country

anil used for the imitation of porcelain, but

often so badly made as to be more than translu-

cent, suggested a means of meeting the defects

of thinness of texture and flatness of colour,

and of securing a permanent recall of the neces-

sary complementary colour. Tlie deficient pieces,

whicii were translucent, exhibited that peculiar

effect of two contrasting colours, which we call

opaline. The making of such glass seems to

have been known for an indefinite period, though

it does not appear that this glass has been used

in this way in window work. After many ex-

periments in having it coloured, in testing its

variations in density, the material seemed to be

the proper basis for a fair venture into the use

of free colour in windows, even when it was used

only in small patciies, alongside of the English

glass, whose Hatness was relieved by the opal's

suggestion of complementary colour,— that mys-

terious quality it has of showing a golden yellow,

associated with a violet ; a pink flush brought

out on a ground of green.

From this moment began a long series of ex-

periments in the making of opal glass, either to

recall the tones of medireval glass, or to increase

the number of shades and tones. All the various

firms of makers of glass for artistic use in win-

dows have grown out of these first demands and

struggles of the first American artists in glass,

whose number could be counted twice on a single

hand.

With the use of these new materials, necessi-

tating a ditferent handling by the cutter, a finer
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training and a habit of doing more difficult work
became characteristic of the American workshop.

The everyday acquirements in that way would

have been some twenty-five years ago merely

pieces of work such as a master workman might

do to show his best skill occasionally. Hence
came the possibility of taking up greater refine-

ments of the lead line,— refinements increased

by the easting of glass into shapes already laid

out, cutting out similar shapes with acid, stamp-

ing and moulding the glass into shapes, etc.

With these improvements came the widening

and narrowing of leads, the shaping of the leads

into irregular forms, so as to imitate the touch

of the brush or the dift'erent widths of lines.

Moreover, the infinite variety of modulations of

the opal glass allowed a degree of light and

shade for each piece, which not only gave model-

ling, but also increased tlie depth sutficiently to

allow the darker spaces to melt softly into the

harsh lead line.

Painting was almost wholly dispensed with,

and the work became a form of translucent

mosaic, held together by lead instead of cement.

Only tlie heads, hands, faces— what the trade

calls flesh— still continued to be painted, espe-

cially because with them expression, an element

of design and not of colour, would always be the

principal aim.

However, in the anxiety for a thoroughly

logical system of doing without any painting, a

method was invented by the writer of joining

glass without lead, by melting, or of joining

exceedingly minute divisions of glass, small as

those cut by the jeweller, with threads of finer

metal, so that these should become almost in-

visible at a distance. But the costliness of the

process and the great risk involved in firing,

with the rude appliances of the American work-

shop, prevented this method from going further

than a few examples. The architects, also, and

clients, had not enough experience and knowl-

edge of decorative building to appreciate such a

refinement, and there still remains an entire

division of this great art of glass to be explored.

It would then seem that the theory of win-

dow decoration is that of painting in air with

a material carrying cohnu'ed light. The first

attempts are those we know of the Middle

Ages, which expressed all that can be done.

But they were obliged to work within a narrow

limit of material and size of material ; and they

had neither the knowledge of representation of

form of their classic predecessors, nor their suc-

cessors of the Renaissance. The later niedian-al-

ists fell away in the weakening of all their

intentions, and by the methods becoming more

commercial. The Itahans at the beginning of

the Renaissance made a few attempts in the right-

direction, embodying the general principle of the

past work, and introducing some of the results

of their study of nature. But the study of form
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in nature had become so important as to carry

even the arts of painting and sculiiture with it.

The art of glass would logically be one of the

very first ones to be neglected, as not being a

proper field for such studies ; and indeed all that

side of art which we call decoration sutfered

through its impersonality, and has never again

been in complete union with the other side,

either experimental art or art as considered as

the expression of sentiment. The painters,

anxious to express their feeling through the

human face, for instance, would wish some

method adjusted to delicate fluctuation. And
they gradiuiUy turned more and more from

monumental work.

Historical Styles in Glass. All varieties of

art are properly in the state of transition ; so

that the division into periods must always have

a certain arbitrariness. This is especially so in

the case of the art of stained glass, which has

covered only a small part of the general history

of art. For convenience, it may be well to

assume the thirteenth century glass as so con-

nected with the previous work of the twelfth

century that we may run them in together as

possessing similar characteristics, which are

merely extended by practice.

There were stained glass windows, apparently,

by the year 1000 at Tegernsee, the earliest

example claimed as existing ; and tliere are a few

undecided cases up to the time of the twelfth

century, when, toward the middle, we have the

glass of the Abbey of St. Denis in France, whose

history we know, and which remains to us, but

unfortunately subjected to rearrangements.

The difference of date of others, a little earlier

and a little later, is unimportant. Part of the

three great windows above the doors of Chartres,

some at Angers, an extraordinarily beautiful one

at Vendome (perhaps 1172), may be cited. In

the earlier glass, the most important feature is

its deep rich colour, recalling jewels. Notwith-

standing, however, there are cases of silvery

grayness. There are also grisaille of ornamental

pattern. Medallion windows, that is to say,

subjects on small scale within medallion shapes

set in ornament, are characteristic.

The strong iron bars are, except in the earliest,

bent to follow the outline of the medallion.

Rose windows occur mostly in French churches.

They are mainly circular arrangements of the

medallion. Figure and canopy windows are

frequently placed in the clearstoiy and triforium.

The protection of the figure by being placed in

a sort of niche, which is an ingenious way of

connecting the edge of the window with the

centre so as to recall architecture, develops later

into what are called canopy windows, and in

the next centuries, and uj) to the very end of the

Gothic period, become extraordinary features.

The border in the early glass was very important,

and frequently very broad. In certain cases, as
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at Chartres, it is used to tie the design to the

wall in such a way that at certain hours of the

day the window looks like tlie wall becoming

transparent. This is an example of the prin-

ciple stated in the beginning of this notice. The
ornamental detail is, of course, very conventional,

beginning with the Romanesque tradition which

in Germany lingers far into the thirteenth cen-

tury, as at S. Kunibert in Cologne. Heraldiy

and the personality of the donor are very

modestly represented. The glass is very uneven

in substance and in colour. The glazing is dis-

tinctly of the mosaic type, even if much painted.

No large pieces of glass occur. Sometimes

masses of one colour are made of many pieces,

whence great richness in tone. The painting is

of one pigment, strongly marked, as if in the way
of a sketch ; and in the more important cases,

this manner of suggesting form and expression

has a value which more than rivals all possible

delicate modulations and recalls the extraordi-

naiy charm which the sketches of the great

masters hail, such as we see in the abbreviations

of Rembrandt's drawings or even of Raphael's

sketches.

Leads indicate the movement in the same

manner of sjTithesis. Of course this implies, in

the greater examples, the existence of remarkable

artists, and is not to be given to the date ; for

it is impossible to smaller minds.

The early palette consists of white, greenish,

and rather clouded ; red, often streaky and ruby-

like ; blue, a deep sapphire, and even inclining

to violet, down to palest blue. A turquoise blue,

which in many of the French windows is still

distinctly on the blue
;

j-ellow, quite strong but

not redchsh
;

gi'een, very pure, like emerald, or

deep and low in tone, sometimes inclining to

olive
;

purple, brown-reddish or brownish ; a

flesh tint, apparently lighter, and pinker shades

of the same colours. Violet does not come

until later. Though the palette must have been

restricted, accident might have prodnceil almost

any colour. It is well to be remei.Viered that

from one source alone, iron, any of the colours

can be obtained ; and also, in the same connec-

tion, that greater fire will vary a colour from

red to green or gray.

In the early glass, the painting is thus

described by Theophilus, who was supposed to

represent the middle of the twelfth century.

Bontemps, who has translated him, and who
has written on the manufacture of glass and of

the making of windows, puts him in the eleventh

century. He indicates the composition of a

grisaille or enamel colour made of equal parts

of oxide of copper and of burnt green and blue

glass. This, in powder, is put on with a brush,

reserving the lights. Tiieophilus advises three

distinct values, " so that they may seem to be

three colours brought near one another" ; this is

spoken of with regard to flesh. These gradations
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should be placed under eye-brows, around eyes,

nose, chin, and so forth. We can observe the

same process in the printing of the Japanese
colour prints, which, indeed, in otiier tones con-

tain the whole grammar of the early glass colour-

sclieme.

On these half tints the painter drew with a
brush his outlines and shadows. A point was
use<l to t<ike out some lights. After the shadows,

an intermediate coating was placed between the

lighter shadows and the general clear tone. The
paintei- again took out lights with a point and
edged his darkest stroke by a fine line of white.

The glass, thus prepared, was placed in the oven

in an iron tray, covered with ashes or unslaked

lime. Tiiey were placed in the oven according

to the resisting power of their make. The pieces

of glass were placed in lead " cams," joined

together by tin soldering ; all this differing little

from our present methods.

Theophilus gives some recommendation as to

the arrangement of colours, such as recommend-
ing a white ground if the draperies are coloured :

on the contrary, white drapery if the ground is

red or blue or coloured. AVe must remember,

continually, that the harmony of colours remained

until the sixteenth century a constant preoccu-

pation of the artist ; all the more in the earlier

period when traditions were most alive. The
local colour, or natural colour, is changed, if

necessary ; as, for instance, the Christ of the

Passion, in the great window in Patois, has

blue hair. The artist in glass studied, before

everything, the values as translated by colour.

It may be well to note that Theophilus speaks

of France as being specially a home of stained

glass, using these words, "whatever in the

precious variety of their windows is loved by
France."

The glass was cut with a hot iron. The use

of the diamond is quite late, perhaps not anterior

to the beginning of the sixteenth century. The
shape was completed by the use of "grosing,"

that is to say, breaking off the edges with a

kind of nippers. There was some advantage in

this over the clean cut of the diamond, as taking

a better hold of the cement put into the

leads.

With the fourteenth century, or intermediate

period, the colour may be described as more
lively, and does not divide so distinctly into

colour and grisaille. Thus, both are used to-

gether in the same window (S. Pierre, Chartres).

There are more panels than medallions in the

compositions ; decorated canopies begin to come
into use, at first in flat elevation, and often as

the most conspicuous point of the window. The
windows have borders, as a nde narrower than

before the Tracery lights, which now form an
important part of the constniction, having

borders of their own. There is also a marginal

line of white as a natural insistence upon the
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shape of the dinsion. This persists to-day in

what is called " the white line."

The use of this white Mne marks a distinct

view of the problem of treating an opening, as
stated in the first paragraphs of this notice.

Sometimes the white line was broad enough
to have a pattern painted on it, or to be broken
by ornament or colour. The yellow stain which
gives its name to stained glass comes in at this

period. It was an important invention, and its

complete sinking into the glass separates it from
painting by enamels. It is more delicate than
pot metal, and helps to brighten these later

windows and to do away with the necessity of

lead in certain cases. However gracefid the

figures may be, they are less natural than in the

earh' work, and posed more. There is much
use of diaper pattern in background ; ornament
inevitably becomes more naturalistic ; the glass

material is more even, sometimes lighter ; flesh

tint becomes white, and white glass, which before

had always been more or less coloured, is now
almost white ; the painting becomes more
dehcate ; stippling begins to be used at the end
of the period.

More gi'een is introduced, and more yellow,

and there are combinations of yeUow and green.

Green is used for backgroimd. There is much
more olive green. In some German windows,
green, yellow, purple, and brown are the main
colours. Occasionally pale blue is made green

by the yellow stain.

With the fifteenth century, glass is made in

larger sheets, is lighter in fact as well as in

effect, and white is more used. Canopies become
more and more important ; the screens behind

figures are more and more used, and, of course,

the yellow stain becomes more important. Ar-
morial bearings, and the donors of windows, are

on a larger scale. Borders are often left out in

the canopy designs. Naturally, there is a more
curious use of material. The graded glass is

used to suggest shading or local colour, or to

imitate marble, for instance. Glasses, first blue

and later red, are abraded for a white pattern ;

attempts at landscape and atmospheric effects

are made, and occasionally the picture runs

through several lights. The colours are higher

and sometimes grayer. Red glass is less crimson.

As with the fifteenth century comes the de-

velopment of the art of painting, the drawing

is no longer archaic, and is sometimes excellent.

Painting is still more delicate ; stippling is used
;

figures and ornament carefully shaded. Natu-

rally, too, with this development, the lea<l lines

tend to be less a part of the design, and finally

do not even convey it : but there remains, even

in tlie sixteenth century, a manner of arranging

the leading in a handsome way. This dies out

gradually, and is one of the grave deficiencies

of modern work. It is to be remembered that

there is still a close connection between the
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painter in distemper or oil, beginning to feel

tlie possibilities of his art, and the artist in

glass.

Of this we shall speak later as we pass into

the sixteenth century, which brings in the Re-

naissance of the North. In what we have been

considering, we have not bronght in the Italian

as subject to these styles. The Italian glass

doe.? not e.\prcss its date as does Northern glass.

Tlie persistence of the classical feeling is seen in

Italian work even of an early date, whose man-

ner recalls the earlier Northern manners, that

is to say, a strict mosaic treatment of glass and

a scorning of small modelling and detail. It

also happens that often the painting upon the

glass has been worn away, so that the exact

effect of its use cannot be determined. Yet we

know that the Italians used jiaint to attenuate

or affect certain crudities of their material.

However unimportant the Italian glass is in

quantity, it has carried out almost to the end

some of the better principles and finer ways.

We do not expect it in such quantities as in the

North, for the development of the fresco, and

afterward of the painting to be placed in

churches, was not favourable to closing out light

or modifying it extremely by colour. There are

certain points which are what might be expected

of the Italian : a certain colouring of such parts

as canopy and its frame, whicli is less bald and

obvious tlian the Northern one. The design is

also simpler, and recalls the architectural work

of the frescoes. With tlie development of

painting on wall and canvas, it could not be

expected that the more difficult material, glass,

should equally continue its development, espe-

cially with no accumulation of tradition. And
it is obvious that the greater artists would

inevitably turn to those manners in which they

could best and most easily express themselves,

as well as continue the study of external nature,

of which the art of painting was but one form.

The art of glass, however stupendous in its

possible results, is not favourable to the expres-

sion of delicate sentiment. Its very power is

in its way. As, for instance, in music, the

instruments used to express fine shades of mean-

ing are developed singly for that purpose. And
yet what few specimens there are of later

Italian glass of the fourteenth century are

sufficient to show what could be done in glass

upon the lines of the development of that period

anil in a manner connecting thoroughly with the

earliest and best work. We can see, also, how
completely the painting of the Italian Quattro

Cento could be translated into glass. But it

would have neeiled men of the same power as

those who worked on wall or canvas. Along

such lines there might have been a full continua-

tion, and it is on such lines that the future

serious work must go. It is impossible to ask

of the artist who is abreast of his time to turn
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back and forget the materials of his knowledge.

He may insist upon some more than upon others,

but that he does in whatever department of

technique he works.

In the North the very fact of the existence

of a previous method of glass, already somewhat

degraded, seems to have interfered with the full

expression of the few painters who undertook to

work in glass. We shall see this later in the

case of Van Orley, at Brussels. He abandons

in his glass some of the best developments of

the art of painting,

In the sixteenth century, in the North, Gothic

traditions survive, even in the furthest Renais-

sance, perhaps in many cases helping to injure

the new style by cramping it, and also by

opposing, through tradition, an application of

the general principles of painting. It must

be owned, however, that the Italian influence

in the Renaissance of the North was not of the

better kind, and was more or less a side devel-

opment of i)ainting, destined to destroy it later

in its own country. For example, we see how,

in that remarkable book, tlie first treatise on

Decoration, the Hiipnerotomachia of Poliphi-

Ids, the beautiful, easy designs of the Venetian

artist (which give figures not strictly within

the canon of proportion, and ornament largely

treated) are changed for the worse in the French

edition published soon after. The misunder-

stood Italian influence on the French draughts-

man, traditionally a famous one, J. Cousin, has

made him design these small figures over again,

so as to give them the requisite " number of

heads," and, in general restudy, their anatomy
and the jjrobability of their drapery. This is a

type of what happened in most of the foreign

applications of the new departure in design.

As the separate study of various naturalistic

points, perspective, anatomy, etc., became more
advanced, certain principles of general design

were less noticed. This was the case with all

forms of art. The development of the picture

as a representation of nature, involving a loosen-

ing of the subject in the frame, detached artists

more and more from that one principle which I

first noted,— the connection with the border.

In painting, as we now imderstand it, this defi-

ciency, if it be one, is not felt, because of the

question of tone and chiaroscuro, supplementing

our need for line and construction. The decora-

tors, influenced by those Italians whose methods

were followed outside of Italy, forgot the tradi-

tions and the study of the vcdiies of colour,

which were still carefully kept by the painters

of northern Italy and Sixain. They therefore

abandoned the great principles of decoration

that had held in all the decoration of the past,

and which, we notice, have been so carefully

kept by the Orientals, notably the Japanese.

The separation of decorative painting from the

art of painting had begun. These general con-
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siderations establish the main reasons for what
happened, and to them we must add the social

and religious disturbances that tilled the end of

the sixteenth century and a large part of the

seventeenth, which necessarily broke up con-

tinually the industrial conditions. In the tra-

ditions of glass, destruction of windows by

religious fanaticism is one of the notes of the

change. The gradual wish for more light, wliich

had begun at once with the end of the fifteenth

century, and continued increasing, made the

practical difficulty of a continued system of

design still greater, and as we get into the dry

settling of the Renaissance the absence of

Roman tradition for window decoration tended

to prevent serious attempts at ornamenting

windows in the new style.

The increasing division between the artist and

artisan is also a sufficient factor for any change

or decadence. We are thus jjrepared to see that

the glass work of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries was neither true to the best principles

of previous glass work nor of the best contem-

poraneous painting. At the same time, a curi-

ous attempt at realism involved the trying to

imitate the appearance of seeing through the win-

dow into a reality— an attemjit which was care-

fully avoided by the great schools of painting.

One of the most splendid of these attempts,

typifying some of the best late Renaissance work,

is the great window of S. Gudule in Brussels.

A huge monumental structure fills the greater

part of the winilow, not making a canopy over

the subject. Figures stand against it or against

the sky, beyond which is a delicate painting on

gray blue, giving a considerable effect of reality.

This is increased by the shadow of the architec-

tural part. But tlie result is what it might be

in painting : the figures look as if cut out and

set up against the distance. This is one of the

splendid examples, and a great work of art,

notwithstanding the mistakes. It gives the char-

acteristics of Renaissance glass,— monumental
work with figures in front, strong contrasts of

light and shade, an attempt at accurate perspec-

tive, and an attempt at atmosjiheric effect in

the distance, not continued into the foregi"ound.

In the early part of the sixteentli century, and
in many pieces of more intelligent work later,

the shadows are obtained by sejiarate glass and
not by mere painting. But the tendency to

paint as much as possible was inseparable from
the tendency to obtain modelling. The use of

enamel colour is also a mark of the period, and
probably did not reach its possible results from
the fact of the separation of the art of the artist

designer from that of the craftsman. Occasion-

ally, in certain places, these two connected, per-

haps owing to the tradition of certain families of

artists and artisans.

Certain details of style may be indicated :

canopy and sometimes a rich frieze and cornice
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occasionally filled with subjects. Occasionally

the figures are seen through the monumental
ornamentation. Naturally, the portraits of the

donors, sometimes of great beauty of execution,

occupied important parts of the window. The
spaces of the window above the architectural

ornamentation are often merely of clear glass

glazed in squares or diamonds, as in S. Gudule
above mentioned. Earlier windows have a col-

oured ground above the Renaissance canopy.

The pot metal colours are used for the figures,

while -white glass is used for the architecture.

The delicate distance is painted in landscape, in

architecture, and sometimes in figures. This is

painted sometimes on white, sometimes on faintly

coloured glass. The tracery lights often contain

figure subjects. The detail of ornament aban-

dons the Gotliic leafage. Screens and draperies

liave patterns in white and yellow stain, or on

ruby or other coloured grounds, produced by
abrading the colour and iminting and staining

the white. Other patterns are stained on the

coloured glass, yellow on blue making green, and
so forth. The pieces of glass become larger and
larger.

In the seventeenth century the art of the

sixteenth continues, more and more in the same
direction, with more painting instead of coloured

glass, with a heavier use of it, and usually less

skill, so that its lastingness is less great than

that of earlier monuments, and more especially

the lead line is in the way, anil looks ugly and
unnecessary. This, of course, is felt more in the

smaller work than in the very large windows.

In the famous windows of Gouda, in Holland,

the end of the sixteenth century saw the carry-

ing out of an attempt at realistic rendering,

which still preserved a great many traditions of

mechanism. They cannot be described in our

small space ; but though very deficient in the

gi'eater elements of art, that is to say, in line,

composition, colour, and moral elevation of char-

acter or purpose, they remain examples of what

might have been done had their makers been

men of genius instead of excellent traditional

artisans. Their effect is much enhanced by

whitewashed wall, and we must consider also

that greater lighting and whitewash had much
to do with later windows. The Gouda windows

are attempts at using great masses of architec-

ture and landscape, and their reputation is

deserved so far as the extraordinary courage

with which the artists have carried out the pro-

ject of what might be called big pictures. But

they are distinctly the work of inferior minds.

Perhaps had many excellent designers who
worked for the Renaissance windows found such

men as the Crabeths and their pupils and

assistants to carry out their intentions, a more

adequate representation of what the Renaissance

ideas were capable of might be found. The

French draughtsmen of the sixteenth century,
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and many of the Germans of very high grade,

have made designs tor glass in themselves ex-

tremely beautiful. The names of Aldegrever,

of Holbein, of Diirer, of Baldung Griiu, and

of Jean Cousin are sufficiently important to

show how slowly tlie artists iletaclied themselves

from the workman : out though we have many
designs remaining, we have no equivalent repre-

sentations. Occasionally in some of the French

windows, notably those attributed to Jean

Cousin, one can recognize in actual execution

the hand of a better artist retouching the

inferior work. Mere mention can be made, but

it is essential, of the windows used for private

dwellings, as distinguished from churches,

wherein, during the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, the window had merelj- a space in it

re.served for coloured glass. Many of these de-

signs are remarkably successful, both in their

intention and in their execution ; and even to a

very late date in Hollanil the treatment of these

windows is perfectly well adapted to the inten-

tion of private dwellings.

In Germany and Switzerland especially, these

panels, carrying coats of arms and supporters, or

figures acting as such, are very often pleasant

works of art and thoroughly well understood in

their design and execution.

The painting and enamel which occupies part

of them is relieved by the intelligent use of pot

metal colours, to give character. The designs

of Holbein or Diirer, of Manuel Deutsch, of

Baldung Gnin, for similar subjects, are the types

of that special class of work of which extraor-

dinary examples can be seen at Basle.

The eighteenth century has little to tell us.

Leaded glass is still much used. Already with

the seventeenth century the making of coloured

glass had so declined as to make it occasionally

difficult to obtain. The great dislike for the

earlier work, or anything that recalled the

Gothic, and for splendour of colour, had in-

creased to such an extent that a very intelligent

admirer of art. President de Brosses (in his

Journey in It<d>i), uses the example of the

mosaics of S. Jlark as a type of all that is

abominable in art. The word "Gothic" became,

as we know, a term of reproach. The tendency

of religious services to depend on preaching in-

creased to such an extent that the most sacred,

from national and religious reasons, of the great

windows of Chartres— a window placed by St.

Louis, king of France, was taken down so as to

allow the preacher of the day to be seen in a

clear light. It is true that other reasons of

lighting certain modern wiirks of art were also

given, and that frequently.

The whole tendency of the temper of the

time, in and out of decoration, was one of avoid-

ance of the more solemn sides of art. Perhaps
something might have been done had not the

end of the seventeenth century already broken
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the traditions. Le \'ieil, perhaps the only and
last of the artists in glass in Fiance in the
miildle of the century, and the author of an
important treatise, renuirks that " there are still

coats of arms placeil in the windows, and through
their use we keep iq) the oidy i)ractical ac-

quaintance we have with the art of glass paint-

ing." At any rate, England alone seems to

have kept some intention of trying the effects

of glass. The famous windows for which Sir

Joshua painted the studies I have refeiTed to

elsewhere.

The details of the resuscitation of stained

glass, owing to the interest in Gothic art, I

shall not go into further than to state that they

came to a ])oint of considerable importance about
the middle of the nineteenth century.

Before that, in various places, attempts at

imitation of older work were UKule ; one of the

main difficulties in the way of getting back at

the meaning of the old work being in the make
of glass itself. The resuscitations were all

troubled by the fact that painting on the glass

was still considered an obligation, and filled the

mind of the artist and his encouragers.

It shoidd be noted that Chevreul, the eminent
scientist, called the attention of the architects

and designers for glass to the main principles

of mediieval work somewhere in the thirties.

He explained that they had not understood the

questions of the material as ati'ectiug colour and
light, and that they paiil no attention to the use

of the complementary colours, which were one
of the most important of the ancient factors in

use of colour. Also, that they treated the work
as they might a drawing more or less tinted. It

was, therefore, by no want of warning that the

modem artist in glass did not succeed in recall-

ing the princijial merits of ancient work. This
misunderstanding persists to this day, wherever,

even in fairly good work, the whole effect is

really translatable into black and «hite, or

gradations of the same. The use of glass as

translucent mosaic was not perceived as the
main method of getting back to the first prin-

ciples ; and though many imitations and restora-

tions were accomplislied, they were, like most
restorations and imitations, mechanically done.

But a great deal of intelligent imitation was
done in England, and still more or less persists.

"When varied, it has the difficulty of bringing in

the newer habits of representation with older

habits of design. Some remarkable men ha\e
devoted some effort to the art ; but those efforts

have been limited by the separation of the

draughtsmen from the executants in the glass,

so that the most famous of these, Burne-Jones,
complained to the writer of this article, in 1873,
that his designs a.ssumed a conunercial shape
when translated into glass, though made through
the firm of a sympathetic manut;icturer and a

very intelligent designer himself, Mr. Morris.
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Tlie difficulty still porsi-sts, and must continue

as long as the dra-\viiig and cartoon are the main
points, and the execution made so easy that, as

BurneJones notiee<l, each work could be re-

peate<l indefinitely, thereby becoming strictly

comnien'ial.

The possible future of the use of glass in

windows as decoration is much larger than woidd
seem even yet at present. The general devel-

opment of its make points to a number of new-

uses : when the wall itself will be of glass and
a large part of the construction. However
fitted together, the window may become all the

richer. But these considerations are not his-

torical, nor would an appreciation of present or

late work, which can be found described in print

or is within easy access. Personal motives of

projjcr courtesy also prevent my formulating

any judgment.
•— JoHx La Faege.
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peinture sur verre, 18.32, Rouen ; Ferdinand de
Lasteyrie, Sistoire de la peinture sur verre,
d'apres les monuments franf;ais de France, 1843,
Paris; M. A. Lenoir, Traite historique de la
peinture sur verre, et description de vitraux
anciens et modernes. pour servir a Vhistoire de
I'art en France, 18-56 ; Pierre Le Vieil, L'art de
la peinture sur verre {dans les arts et metiers
de VAcademie), 1774, Paris ; Edmond L6vy,
Histoire de la peinture sur verre en Europe. 1860,
Bruxelles

; Lucien Magne, L'auvre des peintres
verriers francais. \'errieres de Montmorency,
d'£coue7i et de Chantilly, 1885, Paris ; Slarchand
et les abbfis Bourass6 et Manceau, i'errieres du
chwur de I'eglise metropolitaine de Tours, 1848,
Tours; L'Abbe I>. Marsaux, ]'itraux de I'eglise

Saint-Martin, de Groslay. 1889, Paris ; Albert de
Meloizes, Les ritraux de la cathedrale de Bourges,
po.^terieurs nu XIII' siecle, Bourges ; F. de
Mely, Etudes iconog''aphiques sur les vitraux
du XIII' siecle de la cathedrale de Char-
tres, 1888, Bruges {extrait de I'Art Chretien)

;

Mrs. Merrifield. Original Treatises. 1849; Oliver
Merson, Les }'ilraux, Paris, 1805; L'Abbfi
Michaud, Xotice sur I'eglise de Saint-Xicolas
de Chatillon-sur-Seine. son origine, son architec-
ture, ses verriei-es. Dijon, 1870 ; Aubin Louis
Millin, Antiquites nationales ou recueil des monu-
ments pour serrir a Vhistoire generate et particu-
liere de Vempire francais, tels que tombeaux,
inscriptions, statues, vitraux, fresques tirees des
abbayes, monasteres. chateaux et autres lieux
devenus domaines nationaux, 1790, Paris; Rondot
Natalis. Peintres sur verre de Troyes, du XIV' et

du XV' siecle. 1887, Xogent-le-Rotrou ; Alexander
Nesbitt, Glass, South Kensington Handbooks,
1888 ; L. Uttin, L'art de faire un vitrail, Paris,

1892 ; Pierre Pelletier, Les verriers dans le

Lyonnais et le Forez, 1886, Paris ; L'Abbfi
Perdreau Guide du visiteur et du pelerin a
Veglise SaintStienne-du-Moiit. brodmre in 16,

Paris ; J. P. Schmidt, Monuments reliyieux, 1859;
C. Schoefer et A. Rossteucher, Vornement
dans les vitraux du Moyen Age et de la Penais-
sance. Vitraux altemands provenant de Marburg,
Alterberg, Immenhausen, Xordelhausen, Lingen,
Vim. Augsburg. Strasbourg, etc. ; R. Sturgis,

Decorative Windows in England and Atnerica,

1896-7 ; L'Abbfi Texier. Histoire de la peinture
sur verre dans le Limousin, 1847, Paris ; Histoire

de la peinture sur rcrre, 18-50 ; Lemoine Th6o-
phile Dirersarum arliuni Schcdula, traduit par
le comte de Lescalopier, Toulouse, 1843; Emile
Thibaud, Considerations historiques et critiques

sur les vitraux anciens et modernes et sur la

peinture sur verre, 1842 ; L. C. Tiffany. American
Art Supreme in Coloured Glass. Forum, XV.,
621. July, 1893; Villard de Honnecoiirt, Pepro-
ductioH exacte de Valbum de V. de Honnecoiirt,

1858 ; VioUet-le-Duc, article. Vitraux. in the

Dictionnaire raisonne d' architecture ; John
Weale, Divers Works of Early Masters in Chris-

tian Decoration, London, 1846 ; N. H. 1. Westlake,
Histoi-y of Design in Painted Glass, London,
1881-188(5 ; Charles Winston. An Enquiry into

the Difference of .Style observable in Ancient Glass
Paintings, e.'ipecially in England, icilh Hints on
Glass Painting by an Amateur, Oxford, 1847.
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Window, Fiu. 23. Rose Window, Cathediial of Chabtkes, West Front, c. 1225.

Window, Fig. 24: Rose Window, West Fuont of Cuukch, Montreal (Yonne), Burgundy; c. 1250.
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WINDO"W WINDO^W"

Catherine Wheel 'Wiudow.
Wiiiiliiw (^whicli st'L' miller Kv

Same as Rose

A\iNDow, Fig. 25. Rose \\indow, Barfreston, Kent, c. IISO

Compass W^iiido'wr. In England, a bay-

window of a semicircular or otlierwise curved

plan ; rare or obsolete in the United States.

Diocletiaii 'Window. Same as Venetian
Wimliiw.

Hit and Miss Window^. A window used in

stables, the upper sash being tixed and glazed,

while the lower half of the window is filled in

with two wood gratings, the outer one being

stationary, the inner one moving in a groove.

The bars of the movable grating are made wider

than the openings of the stationaiy one, so that

these openings are completely covered when the

inner sash is closeil down.— (A. P. S.)

Lancet 'Windo'wr. (See Lancet Arch, under

Arch.)

Lo-wside Window. A window, usually very

small, set nuieli below the level of the larger

windows, esj^ecially in a church, principally

Enghsh. There is much dispute about the jnir-

pose of a lowside window in a church ; all the

ecclesiologists agree that it was not originally

glazed, but closed probably by solid shutters,

and it has been noted that a seat of solid ma-
terial is often placed immediately within the

opening. When the lowside window is very

near the chancel, it may have been intended to

afford a view of the altar from without; but

these openings are found in all parts of the

church.

Offertory Window. Same as Lowside
Windiiw.

Palladian 'Window. Same as Venetian

Window.
Pede 'Window. A window in such a posi-
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tion with regard to another and larger window
above as to be snjiposed to symbolize one of the

feet (if Christ.

Rose 'Window^. A circular win-

dow di\ided into compartments by
mullions, forming tracery radiating

from, or having more or less geo-

metrical relations with, the centre.

They are especially freipient in

French mediteval architecture,

where they occur as the character-

istic central feature of the western

fronts and transept, fronts which
allow great size. They are dis-

tinguished by great beauty of detail,

geometrical or flamboyant, according

to the period of their construction.

Some circular windows of the later

mediaeval cathedrals of France hardly

recognize the centre as a generative

point for the tracery. (See Wheel
Wiiiilow, below.)

Transom 'W^uidow. A. A win-

dow divi<led by a transom into an

upper and lower part.

B. A window above a transom,

as in a doorway.

'Venetian 'Window^. A window characteristic

of the neoclassic styles having an arched aper-

-is

Window

wrwr^M-TW"^.
Fig. 27 ; Ro.se Window, Beauvais Ca-

thedral ; c. 1450.

ture, flanked by a narrow, square-headed aperture

on either side, separated by columns or pilasters.
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Window, Fig. 2(): Rose Window, Beverley Minster, Yorkshire, c. 1220.

LJ.

Window, Fig. 28: Rose AVindow, CATHEDR.ii, or ArcH (Gers'), France; r. IS.W. The SrB,TECT of
THE Glass Painting (a glory of Angels) is indicated, bct the Drawini; is not trustworthy.
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WINDOW BACK
Wheel Window. A large circular window

on which the raiiiatiun of tracery from the centre

is more or less distinctly suggested. It may be

considered a variety of the Rose Window, in

which the tracery is more distinctly committed

to a spokelike arrangement. Also called

Catherine Wlieel Window.

Wyatt Window. In Ireland, a square-

headed Venetian Window, or a wide window

divided ntn three njienings by two mullions.

WINDO'W BACK. The ceiling or panel-

ling occnrring under a window, between the

stool and the floor, and covering the inner

face of the breast (see Breast). This is so

commonly a piece of panelling that the term

"panelled liark " is in use.

WINDOW BAR. ^1. A muntin ; a divi-

sion of wood, lead, or iron between the jianes

or lights of a sash.

B. A bar of wood or iron for secnring a

casement or the shutters of any window when
closed.

C. Same as Guard Bar.

WINDOW BOARD. An inner sill, usually

light and tiiin ; a mere covering for the top of

a dwarf wall below the window opening.

WINDOW FASTENER. (See Espagno-

lette ; Sash Fastener,

)

"WINDOW FRAME. The frame, boxed

for sliding sash, ur .solid and rebated for case-

ment, which is set in a wall to receive and

hold the window.

WINDOW^ GUARD. Same as Guard Bar.

WINDO'W LEAD. A slender bar or rod

of lead cast with grooves to receive the glass

(see Came).

WTNDOW LEDGE. The narrow shelf

formed by the stool on the inside, or tlie sill on

the outside, of a window.

WINDOW LIFT. A handle secured to the

lower rail of a sliding sa.sh to facilitate the rais-

ing of tlie sash ; coinnionly called sash lift.

WINDO'W opener", a rod by which a

window sash, otherwise inaccessible, may be

opened or closed.

WINDO'W PANE. (See Pane, B.)

WINDO'W POST. In framed building,

one of the solid uprights between which the

Window Frame is set. In the United States

it is customary to nail together two studs to

make each window post (compare Door Post

under Post).

WINDO'W SASH. The sash or light

fraiue, generally nmvable, in which the panes

or liglits nf glass are set.

'WINDO'W SCREEN. ^1. Any device,

especiallj' if ornamental, as the pierced lattice

of the Hindus and Ai-abs, used for filling in

all or a part of a window opening ; it usually

replaces glass and sash or casement of any sort.

B. Any form of closure, of wire or other

material, to prevent insects from entering, or
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WIND PRESSURE
to obstruct the view of an interior from the

outside.

WINDO'W SEAT. A seat in the recess

of a window between the inner jambs.

WiXDOw Seat in Alnwick Castle, Northttm-
r.EKLAMl ; »_. lolO.

'WINDO'W SHUTTER. A .shutter used to

darken or secure a w'indow, generally panelled,

and hung on each side of the aperture, outside

or inside, in one or more folds. Wlien formed

of frames with open slats, it is called in the

United States a Blind.

'WINDO'W SILL. The bottom or sill of

a window ojiening ; often the wooden sill of the

window frame, as distinguished from the stone

or terra cotta sill of the opening.

WINDO'W STOOL. (See Stool.)

'WIND PORCH. A small vestibule, often

temporary, planned to allow the ojiening of the

outer doors of a buililing without admitting

mucli cold air. (Comjiare Weather Door, rmder

Door.)

WIND PRESSURE. The force exerted

by wind uiwn any part of a building. This

is, generally, matter of inquirj' and precaution

only in the matter of high roofs, or spires ; as

the walls of an ordinary building when built in

the common waj' are not aft'ected by any winds

but tornadoes or tropical hurricanes. The force

of wind ujxm a roof is generally considered as

a horizontal force, tending to push the roof

over ; but it really acts along a line normal to

the sloping surface. The tables of pi-essure are

made up in this way ; and, as observation has

shown that the winds of the north temjierate

zone hardly exceed fifty pounds per square foot

of a surface normal to their direction {i.e.
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WINE VAULT
vertical), the extreme i)res.surcs are given as

follows by Du Bois, The Strains in Framed
Structures.

Angle of roof with horizon, ;j
'

;
pressure in

pounds, 6.6.

Angle of roof with horizon, 30°
;
pressure in

pounds, 33.1.

Angle of roof with horizon, 45°
;
pressure in

pounds, 44.

Angle of roof with horizon, 60°
;
pressure in

pounds, 50.6.

WINE VAULT. Same as Wine Cellar,

uniltT Cellar.

WING. A. A part of a building, or any

feature of a building, projecting from and sub-

ordinate to the central or main part.

B. One of the folds of a doul)le door or

screen.

WING WALL. In bridge building, a wall

carried from one side of one extremity of the

bridge proper to retain the earth of the ap-

proach. In ancient liridges in flat country, in

which the roadway of the bridge itself was

carried up a steep incline from either extremity

toward the centre, the wing walls were unneces-

sary, or were small and low.

WINLIN, HANS.
(See Erwin, I., von Stein-

bach.)

W^INTER GARDEN.
(See Greenhouse.)

WIPE (v.). Inplundi-

ing, t(j apply and smooth

off solder when in a semi-

fluid condition, by wiping

it over the part to be

soldered witli a pad of

leatluT (ir cloth.

W^IRE CLOTH. A
faliric woven of wire, the

coarser grades being net-

tings used for meat safes,

strainers, etc., and as lath-

ing for fireproof plaster-

ing, and the finer grades

being of gauze used for

window screens.

WIRE GAUZE. Wire
cloth (if fine texture.

WIRE GLASS. (See

under Glass.)

WIRE LATHING. A wire netting, coarser

than wire cloth, and used for lathing. (See

Metfdlic Lath, under Lath.)

WIRING. The process of fitting and plac-

ing wires in Ijuildings, as for bells. (For Wir-

ing, Electric, see Electrical Appliances.)

WITEL, VAN. (See Vanvitelli.)

WITH : WITHE. A wall dividing two
flues in a chimney stack, generally composed

of a single thickness of brick.

WITNESS LINE. In drawing, same as

Reference Line.
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Wire Cloth osed
FOR Lathing, in
Fireproof Cover-
ing OF A Steel
Column.

"WOOD
WITNESS POINT. Same as Reference

Point.

W^ITTE, PIETER DE (PETER CANDID)
;

painter, sculptor, and architect; b. 1548 (at

Bruges, in Belgium) ; d. IGl'8.

Peter's father, Elio Candido, was a Belgian

bronze caster associated with Jean Bologue

(see Bologne). The family name, de Witts

(White), was translated into Candiilo in Italj',

and became Cantlid in Germany. Peter C'aiidid

appears first in 157-, associated with Georgio

Vasari (see Vasari) in his decorative work in

Rome and afterward in Florence. In 1586 he

attached himself to the court of the dukes of

Bavaria at Miuiich, and was one of the chief

movers in the introduction of Italian art into

Bavaria, which followed the admission of the

Jesuits in 1559. He was especially employed

upon the extensive improvements undertaken

by the Elector Maximilian I. at the liesidenz

in Munich. He contimied the decorations of

the old Residenz, and built and decorated the

new palace which was added Ijy Maximilian I.

between 1607 and 1617. In 1619 Candid

made designs for the decoration of the ceiling

of the Golden Hall of the Rathhaus in Aug.s-

burg, which was actually executed by Jlathias

Kager. The designs are still in the cabinet of

engravings at Munich. He painted altarpieces

in the Jesuit church of S. Michael, at Munich,

and designed the statue of S. Michael on the

facade of that building. In 1604 the Elector

Maximilian I. established a maiuifactory of

tapestry, which was placed in charge of Peter

Candid.

Dr. P. J. Kee, Peter Candid sein Lehen rind

seine Werke ; Luhke, Gesehirhte der Renaissance
in Deiitscliland ; AUgemeine dentsche Bioijraphie ;

Seidel, Koniijliche Rpsidenz in Munchen.

WOGT, CONRAD ; architect.

In 1480 he succeeded Jost Dotzinger (see

Dotzinger, J.) as architect of the cathedral of

Strasburg (Elsass, Germany), and held that

ottiee until 1484.

Gerard, Les Artistes de VAlsace.

WOLLATON HALL. In Nottinghamshire,

and close to the town of Nottingham ; an Eliza-

bethan house, little altered, and having one fea-

ture very remarkable among English country

houses. Wollaton has a lofty central tower,

rising, like the donjon of a medieval strong

castle, above the lower buildings. This tower

is occupied within by a great hall winch

is 60 feet high and about the same length.

The original timber-framed roof is preserved,

and the lighting of the hall is by large windows

high up beneath the arches of the roof.

WOOD. That part of the substance of the

trunks and branches of exogenous trees which

is inside of the bark and the soft alburnum

which comes next to the bark, and outside of

the pith. Those trunks or branches in which
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"WOOD WOOD
there is much pith or .soft central body hardly

furnish wood, in the ordinary sense, for in most

trees the ))itli lieconies unimportant and almost

unnotiiralile by the time the dimensions are

suttieient to allow of cutting for timber. By
extension, tlie trunks of certain palms (endog-

enous trees), when used to replace wood in the

more usual sense : they make excellent posts,

beams, bars, and tiie like, when used intact or

nearly so, as is common in many tropical lands.

Bamboo (a grass), and rattan (a jjeculiar vari-

ety of palm) in its many varieties, are also

used for purposes to which their peculiar light-

ness and great comparative strength fit them

well.

Wood is to be considered as a solid substance

cajiable of being cut and shaped to almost any

extent witiiout losing its strength by such

treatment, provided the grain is kept continu-

ous for a sufficiently great distance. As the

fibres which give strength to the material lie

almost altogether in the direction of the length

of the trunk or branch, and as the adherence

Fig. 1.

between these fibres in the opposite direction

is limited, the woi'kman who cuts awny too

much or cuts too deeply into one part of the

stick risks the strength of the whole, because

he greatly increases the danger of partial split-

ting. A familiar example is the ordinaiy axe

helve, which nuist be rived out of the solid

plank, and only carved into its peculiar shape,

with care taken to preserve intact the full

strength of the stick measured by its smallest

cross-section ; axe helves which are turned or

cut by machinery out of the solid are alto-

gether untrustworthy, because many of them

have the grain nmning diagonally across the

finished helve, which therefore will break almost

at a touch.

In consequence of these characteristics, wood,

when used for engineering purposes and for the

ordinary framing of houses, when this is to be

concealed by sheathing and plastering, is se-

lected with a view to the straightness of the

grain. There is, of course, no object in cutting

away any part of the piece of timber, siU, post,

stud, brace, jilate, or the like, for in the case of

the engineer's work, there is no appeal to archi-

tectural effect, and in the case of the ordinary

frame building the construction is concealed.

It is enough to see to it that the pieces which

take the weight and resist tlie strains to which

the structure is to be exposed shall have no
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interruption in the regular run of the grain

from end to end of each piece. If a piece come
on the ground which is seen to have the grain

running diagonally across it so as to make it

easily breakable, it will be rejected, or cut short

and used for exceptional purposes, as for jack

rafters, or short diagonal braces. Knots are

objectionable, chiefly because of the twisted

grain which accompanies and surrounds tliem.

In some woods, as in the difierent yellow pines

of the Southern states of the United States,

the grain is very visible, forming narrow stripes

of darker and ligliter colour ; and these, when

parallel and nearly straight, form what is called

Comb Grain, considered a mark of sound

material.

On the other hand, what are called knees,

less common in house carpentry than in ship-

building, are cut from wood taken at the place

where a branch leaves the trunk (see Knee, A ;

also Vol. I., col. 779). If enough of the wood

be left to hold the knotted and twisted ]:iarts

well together, these pieces have great strength.

In view of these recpiirements and limita-

tions, the preparation of the wood for the

workmen is important. In the illustration

(Fig. 1) the piece of plank is badly cut and

Ijadly laid, because there is a strong tendency

for the whole face, which is turned toward the

Fig. 2a: A PiErE of Hkwn' Timber which has
CHECKED IN DRYING.

middle of the tnink and which here is turned

uppermost, to split away in large flakes. This

plank would be better if laid with the other

side up, • but it is a poor piece of wood. In

ordinary flooring the jdanks which show comb

grain in narrow, nearly parallel, stripes, are

good, and will keep their consistency for cen-

turies, because they are the pieces which have

been cut with their sides in the direction of the
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WOOD
raediillary rays, as explained below ; while those

in which a broad piece lies flat on the surface

have no endurance, the broad piece, as in the

plank in Fig. 1, splitting oft' with the greatest

ease, and sometimes by the mere action of

shrinkage, so as first to form long splinters

and then to break away. This is the reason

why Quarter-sawed Wood is preferred (see that

term). Let Fig. 2 be the section of a trunk

sawed in the usual way ; of this only those

boards or planks which lie ujjon or near tlie

middle of the trunk are good, because in the

Fig. U.

others the tendency before spoken of, to split

or separate, is very great, and also because the

tendency of all logs is to check from drying,

the checks opening in the direction of lines

radiating from the centre. Quarter-sawing (see

that term ; also Clapboard) is resorted to, there-

fore, as shown in Fig. 3, and the planks are

taken out as nearly as possible in the direction

of the possible checks. This, which gives beauty

to wood used for joinery, marquetry, and the

like, gives strength also to timber and planks

which are to undergo severe strains. The silver

Fig. 3a: A method of S.iwixo by which Wider
Planks or Boards ark got than' in Fig. 3
— BUT slow .\ND .\WKW.1RD ; USED FOR VERY
precious WOOD.

grain, which is caused by what botanists call

the medullary rays, is not often visible in soft

woods ; it is more seen in hard wood trees, and

most of all in oak, in which it is a special

characteristic.

For ornamental work in joineiy and funiiture,

the wood which is unfit for framing may be the

best. A twisted grain, making an untrustwor-

thy post or joist, may be so beautiful that the

piece is saved for careful seasoning and for the

finest cabinet work. This is especially true of

veneers, which are cut out of knots, roots, and
even excrescences caused by disease or injury to

the trunk.

Soft wood is usuaUy considered as that of a
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WOOD
certain number of coniferous trees, as whits

pine, larch, fir, spruce, and hemlock, in their

man}' varieties ; but the wood of certain co-

niferous trees, as the Georgia pine (called also

long-leafed pine

—

Pinus aiistralis and Pitiits

paiustris) and several other varieties, arc hard,

giving as much troulile to the workman as the

nut trees and the oak. Hard wood generally,

however, is that of the broad leaf trees, most

of whicii are deciduous, just as most of the

coniferous trees are evergreen.

It is so common to build with wood by ordi-

nary nde of thumb and without close calcula-

tion, that the framing of walls, partition.s, roofs,

floors, and the like hardly ditters at all in

principle, and ditters but slightly in the size

of timbers used, whatever wood is to be em-

ployed. The log cabins of Russia and the

solid built chalets of Switzerland (see Chalet

;

Log House) are indeed of soft wood, but tiiose

of the Northwestern states of America and

Canada are commonly of liard word, and the

treatment is nearly the same. It is noticeable,

too, that while the soft larch, so abundant in

Switzerland, was used for the solid-built timber

houses alluded to, the extremely hard oak of the

Jura and Vosges mountains and of the forests

which once existed in many regions of the

north of France was used in the very com-

plex framing of the fifteenth and sixteenth cen-

turies. (See Pan de Bois ; Wood, Construction

in. Part I. ; also illustrations, Half-timbered

and House, where Fig. II is the simple Swiss

work, and Fig. 9 the complex and elaborate

French work, involving a great amount of

skilled manual labour put into the hardest wood.)

It is, therefore, useless to seek any immediate

influence exercised upon the architectural design

by the kind of timber used. The general ten-

dency to use sticks a little greater in eitlier

transverse dimension is all that is traceable to

the use of softer or weaker material.

In carpenter work wood is not often seasoneil

as well as it should be. In the United States

it is hardly seasoned at all, the stutt' being cut

and piled up for a few months or weeks until

an order comes for its shipment. The seasim-

ing needed for ordinary framing is that of the

ojien air, where the boards or scantling are

usually piled with small strips between the

pieces to allow the air to circulate. The ab-

sence of such seasoning is the great cause of

the sudden settling of floors, disturbances in

the equilibrium of walls, and cracks in the plas-

tering of partitions within. For when a stick

shrinks it, of course, releases to that extent the

pieces which abut upon it, either at right angles

to its length or diagonally, as in the case of

braces ; and a whole partition, even if carefully

fram:'l, may lose its integrity by the shrinking

of its separate pieces.

For joinery and ornamental work of aU kinds
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WOOD
it is customary to season wood by artificial dry-

ing, a i)rocess usually described as kilu-drjing.

It is customary to siiape the piece of wood a]>

proximately according to its future size, then to

glue a piece of paper over each end in order

that the drying shall not proceed more rapidly

where the end grain is exposed, and finally, to

put the whole into a cliamber heated to 150 or

175° Faiir., which chamber should, if possible,

be ventilated so that a slight current of air

may be kept up. Wood dried in this way Ls,

of coiu^e, very ready to absorb moisture, and

it commonly happens in our hastj' building

that the benefits oT the thorough seasoning are

lost by the bringing of the wood into a damp
unfinished house, where the plastering has not

yet lost its moisture. One sees a stout plank,

as of oak, which has been tiioroughly kiln-dried

and which is so secured in a massive piece of

framing that it is no longer free to expand,

bent to a curve like that of a bow, with

perhaps 3 inches of versed sine in a length

of 2 feet, by exposure "over Simday" in a

damp building. It is, however, almost imprac-

ticable to prevent this ; the owner is always

urging on the speed of the work, nor is he

often willing to admit that It is worth three

months' delay to let his seasoned joinery work

lie until the house is reasonably free from

moisture.

As regards the kinds of wood most in use :

in the United States white pine {Pinus stro-

bus) has always been the favourite wood from

the Great Lakes and the Mississippi southward

and eastward, but since the great rise in the

price of that wood, spruce (Abies of several

species) and hemlock {Abies canadensis) are

used for all kinds of framing, and white pine

is reserved for inside finish ; while siding, clap-

boards, and the like, though best of pine, are

passable when made of spruce. Shingles have

been made at difterent times of all the soft

woods of coniferous tree.s, the preference being

generally for cypress (Taxodiuni), since that

wood has been cut in the Southern states. In

Great Britain fir (Pinus sylvestris) is used, and

is brought from Scandinavia, eastern Prussia,

and western Kussia. Larch (Abies larix),

which grows freely in the Alps and in the

northern Apennines, is used freely in Switzer-

land and the Tyrol, where wooden building has

always prevailed. Cypress has only recently

come into use in the United States, and that

at a time when chosen wood was already in

such demand and so costly that there have

been but few frames buUt of it in the Xorth.

It is curiously diu-able under circumstances

which destroy most woods rapidly, that is to

say, in cellars and the like, where there is

dampness and especially variable quantities

of moisture present in the air. Eedwood is

very soft and is fit for every purpose that
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white pine is good for. It has even certain

advantages over white pine, as in being less

liable to great swelling and shrinkage. Se-

lected qualities of redwood are brought to the

East for purposes of joinery.

As to the hard woods, they are used for

framing when soft wood is not easily obtain-

able. Thus, previous to 1865, and through-

out the Western states from Iowa and Wisconsin

west, hickory or walnut or chestnut were used

for framing, and also for flooring and siding

almost exclusively. Chestnut is the most dur-

able of the hard woods commonly in use, and
as it is also le.ss hard than oak and ash it is a

favourite for some kinds of rough wirk : thus, it

is used for railway sleepers, and in the same

manner for sleepers in cellar floors and the

like. Locust, however, is the best of all woods

for this purpose, and is almost imperishable

;

but it is rarely found of great size, and is

scarce in most parts of the country. Black

walnut was so much in favour from 1855 to

1875 that nearly all the interior finishing of

costly houses, doors, trim, siileboards, and the

like, were made of it, and good quahties

reached a very high price. It is now out of

fashion in the United States, and oak has

taken its place. White oak is by far the most

common, but red oak, which has a beautiful

colour, is as suitable for interior finish, except

where very delicate work with carving and

minute mouldings are required. JIaple and

birch are always in use in a moderate way, as

they are called for by persons who desire light-

coloured wood for furniture or interior fittings
;

and butternut, which is softer and has a pretty

light brown colour, is used in the same way,

the diflerence of cost being considerable when

the work is complete. Ash, which is seldom

used for delicate joinery in the United States,

is in constant demand to help out work in oak
;

thus, if a contract Ls for a staircase of oak, it is

very probable that the balusters will be made

of white ash in the hope that the superin-

tendent will not discover the diflerence.— R. S.

Bass Wood. That of the lime tree
(
Tilia)

;

so called because of the use of the fibrous inner

bark under the name of bass. It is not much

used in framing. Its pecuhar merit is in its

close grain, and in its permanence when once

seasoned, as it does not warp or siirink.

Bay "Wood. That of the laiu-el tree : and

as this is seldom used in building, a light red

wood supposed to resemble laurel wood, and

brought from diiferent tropical countries and

used in the United States to replace mahogany.

It is softer than mahogany, and is thought by

some to be a variety of cedar.

Brazil "Wood. That of the tree Bratina or

Garauna ; brought from South America and

used for veneer, which is of brownish red colour,

and very beautiful in its veining.
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Heart Wood. Tlie duninicii, the matured

anil solid wood of the trunk between the pith

and the alburnum. (See detinition of Wood,

above.)

Sap Wood. The alburnum ; the as yet

immature wood of recent growth, inuuediately

witliin the bark.

Satiu Wood. A brilliant yellow wood with

a beautiful grain of whieh veneers are made for

delicate furniture. It is the ])roduct of several

tropical trees belonging to ditfereiit genera, and

brought from India, the West Indies, and

recently from Austi-alia and New Zealand.

Teak Wood. That of tlie tree Tcctona ;

indigenous to Burniah and neighbouring coun-

tries. It was the favourite timber for ship-

building in the British navy, and more anciently

in the tieet of the English East India Company.

If the forests are allowed to grow up now that

the shipbuilding is largely of iron, thi.s wood

might become chea]) enougli for use in all parts

of the world for superior joinery, as it has a

very pretty light lirown colour of various shades,

and is singularly durable.

White Wood. In the United States, the

wood of certain kinds of poplar, especially the

tulip tree. Also, by extension, of the bass

wood and other kinds of linden or lime tree.

In the former sense it is the wood of greenish

white colour having little visible grain, moder-

ate softness, and considerable endurance, which

is largely used for the inner ]jarts of well-made

furniture. The drawers, shelves, and lining of

such pieces of furniture are often composed

entirely of white wood when the exterior is to

be of richer coloured woods, either solid or

veneered upon the white wood itself.

WOOD BRICK. A piece of wood of the

dimensions of a brick, built into a brick wall to

afford a nailing for furring or wood finish.

WOOD CARVING. (See Carving; Sculp-

ture.
)

WOOD, CONSTRUCTION IN. Building

with wood, usually in solid timber, and in Europe,

usually by some of the processes included \nider

Framing. Apart from the European methods

and their results, the most important develop-

ment is that found in the ancient temjiles of

Japan. (See Japan, Architecture of; Switzer-

land, Architecture of)

Part I. The woodwork of the Romans is

only known to us indirectly through the evi-

dences contained in painted wall decorations,

in such sculptured bas-reliefs as occur on the

column of Trajan, and more especially through

the descriptions of Vitruvius (see, also, Choisy,

op. cit.. Chap. III.). Their vast erections of

mortar masonry in rubble and brick, the re-

mains of which are to us the chief visible indi-

cations of their genius in construction, have

naturally so preoccupied our min<ls, that we are

not accustomed to regard them as equally skil-
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ful in tlie production of more perishable, but

probably hardly less important and interesting,

work in timber and carpentry. The imnien.se

domains covered by primeval forests wliich were

added by conquest to their Emiiire, gave them

an abundance of timber, whicli tliey knew how
to shape and use in bridges and military works

of great extent ; and the detailed descriptions

by Vitruvius of the construction of his own
basilica of Fano show, not only tiiat they often

used wood in the construction of tlieir entabla-

tures and epistyles, but were familiar with

ditficult problems of roof framing, and knew

how to make them an effective part of an archi-

tectural scheme. We have evidence also that a

large part of their cities was originally of wood
construction, and that even their public monu-

ments, such as amphitheatres and bridges,

were primitively of this material ; and the

temporary wooden centrings, upon which their

immense vaults and domes of^ masonry were

built, could not have lieen framed and sup|)orted

without a knowledge of carjientry at least equal

to that required in the construction of visible

timber roofs over their unvaulted halls. It is

probable that the general characteristics of

these roofs survived in those of the early Chris-

tian basilicas of Rome, which were composed of

a series of massive trussed rafters of the simplest

character, with little or no attempt at decora-

tion, sometimes left oj)en and naked, and some-

times concealed by jianclled ceilings with deep

coffei's and cmliellished with carving and colour.

It is evident that the constructive character of

all these roofs was fundamentally controlled by

the degree of inclination of the slo]ie, whi(-h

never materially varied from that of the classic

gable. This traditional low inclination of the

roof was maintained with no essential variation

through the Romanesque period, until impera-

tive exigencies of construction which developed

in the mediaeval period, as we shall presently

note, forced the roof to assume a steeper

pitch.

But meanwhile, in Oriental countries and in

the states of North Africa, traditions nnich more

ancient than those of Greece or Rome created

the flat or terraced roof, which remains the

characteristic form in all regions where a hot

and dry climate prevails. This form necessi-

tated a construction of wooden posts and hori-

zontal beams supporting terraces of earth clay,

tiles, asphaltum, etc., with parapets, the external

walls alone being of durable and monumental

material. In Syria, Egypt, and the Barbary

States, in Spain, and in tlie Spanish colonies of

America and the tropics, this persistent type

still gives to the modern, as it did to the

ancient city, its distinctive horizontal sky lines,

broken only by the domes, tiie minarets, or

campaniles of its religious buililings, and still

upon the terraced roofs the household life, as
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among all Oriental jjenples, swarms to enjoy the

coolness of the evening.

Among the most characteristic forms of

Roman constnu-tiuns in wood wliioh survived

througli the Komaiiesque period, probably with

little change, were biiiKlings framed witli

heavy, siiuared timbers, generally of oak. the

WOOD
showing in relief against the plaster filling or

parijuetting of the panels, where these were not
left ojien for windows ur latticed casements.

In the cities these buildings were often framed
with the successive stories overhanging those
below, with sup])nrts of moidded corbels. These
visible timbers were frequently richly carved

Wood, Construction' in, Part I.. Fn;. 1: Interior Hall of Xursted Court, Kent; 13th Centcrt.

From the stone pillars there start uprisrhts to support purlins, and diagonal braces which help support purlins and also carry
transverse beams. From the centre of the transverse beams slender posts carry a plate upon which the collar beams rest. Ex-
cept for the free use of diagonal braces this construction is very unscientific, but heavy timber and thick walls carry it through.

interstices being filled with some form of beton

or coarse white plastering. This method of

building in wood was brought to perfection in

the halftimbered houses of the Middle Ages
(see Pan de Bois). It consisted of massive

horizontal beams or plates bearing the floor

framing, supported at frequent inter\-als by
vertical posts and braced with straight or

curved braces. This framing was always visible,

1111

with mouldings and chamfers wrought in the

solid. The conspicuous panelling thus formed

was infinitely varied by the disposition of

curved or arched braces. Sometimes, especially

in Elizabethan houses in England, these panels

were formetl in a succession of trefoils and other

foliated patterns or arabesques more or less

capricious, and the plastered or rough-cast

spaces between the timbers were often stamped,
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while plastic, with ilecoratioiis of diapers or

oriiaiiieiital strap work (see Parget ; Parget

Work). The timbers were framed with mor-

tise and tenon, the joints being fitted together

with great precision and secured by oak pins,

never by spikes or bt)lts. The old towns of

Europe, up to the end of tlie Klizaliethan era in

England, were composed almost exclusively of

half-timbered houses, the successive stories.

WOOD
Old Hall (see Cut II., Col. 345) in Cheshire,

often jjresented framework of elaborate decora-

tion with wide bays filled with casement win-

dows. (Jften these structural frames were

visililc in the interior, and the floors, con-

struct('il of heavy scpiared timber, were framed

to form panelled ceilings, fre(iuently richly

carved. The concealment of these structural

frames by plaster and panelled wainscots or

mWM^

Wood, Construction in, Part I., Fig. 2; Maison du Poids Eoyal; S.unt L6, France

crowned with gables, overhanging the narrow

streets. ]\Iany of these interesting structures

still remain in Rouen, Lisieux, Bniges, Ulm,
Louvain, Antwerp, Brussels, Nuremberg, and
Strasburg, on the Continent, and the counties

of Salop, Chester, and Statt'ord, in England.

The gables were often decorated with deep

barge boards, profusely enriclied and carved,

and the corbellings were frequently wrought in

grotesque forms. The Elizabethan half-tim-

bered manor house, as, for instance, Moreton

1118

ceilings in interiors, and by plastering, tiling, or

other forms of covering on the exteriors, rarely

occurred before the close of the sixteenth century,

when the era of the Renaissance introduced

new ideals of architecture, in which structural

decoration ceased to jjlay a dominant part.

Traditions of honest carpentry in visible timber-

ing lingered among the builders of Northern

Europe even to the end of the seventeenth

century. In fact, the vital energy of the

mediteval spirit, which developed a true archi-
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tecture from constmet ion in stone, was hardly

less suecesst'ul in ireating cbaracteristic style

from wooden framing.

By far the most brilliant demonstration of

tlie mcdiii'val spirit in wood constniction is

exhibited in tlic framing of the roofs. In

Romanesque and medi;eval arciiitecture the

construction of roofs may be divided into two

classes : viz., those which were intended to

cover stone vaidting and were imseen from

below ; and those wliich were intended to be

visible and to form an essential part of the

architectural scheme. In the latter class may
be included roofs of which the stnictiu-al sup-

ports are wholly or partly concealed by flat

ceilings, often jianelled in wood, as in the

basilica of S. ilaria JIaggiore, at Rome.

Most of the Romanesque work remaining to

us reveals tlie preoccupation of the builders to

recall in tlie roof structure the main characteris-

tics of Romanesque stone vaulting. This was

accomplished in many cases by making the tie

beams massive enough to support the feet of

curved braces so disposed as to give, in the suc-

cession of the trusses, an arelied effect. Tlie

various members were decorated with chamfers,

chamfer stops, and mouldings wrought in the

solid, not applied, and often were treated with

colours, as in the restored basilica of S. Lorenzo

fuori le !Mura at Rome. As the proper function

of tlie tie beam is not to bear weight, but simply

to prevent the principals from spreading, this

system w;is unstnictural and was onl)' prac-

ticable in roofs of small span. An example

of this primitive and unscientific method is

exhibited in many of the cuts given under Roof.

In later constructions, especially in the great

halls of feudal buildings, where the span was so

considerable that it became impracticable, even

with the resources of the virgin forests at com-

mand, to make the tie beam massive enough to

support the arched braces, which seemed to be

indispensable to the medi;eval buOders, they

made the roof much steeper, so that the arched

braces could start more properly from near

the wall ends of the tie beam, thus relieving

that member and giving a wider span to the

arch. It is apparent that the steep roofs of

the thirteenth centurj' owe their origin in great

part to this structural condition.

The next step in the evolution of the arched

truss of the Middle Ages was evidently sug-

gested by the fact that the extreme steepness

of the roof, by reducing the tendency of the

rafters to spread, rendered less necessary the

tie beam connecting the feet of the principals

;

accordingly, in the latter part of the fourteenth

century, the builders began to cut away the

central part of the tie beam, lea\-ing the two

ends in the form of short horizontal beams pro-

jecting from the top of the wall. Into the

outer end of this beam was framed the foot
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of the principal rafter ; from the inner end

sprang the great arched brace, the full develop-

ment of which was the principal formative

element in the tniss and beneath it a smaller

arched brace, starting from a corbel built into

the wall below, or from a wall shaft, enabled

the beam to do its important work of support.

This member was often carved in the form of

a winged angel bearing an escutcheon. One of

the boldest and most beautiful examples of this

early use of the hammer beam occurs in the

nave and transepts of the cathedral of Ely

;

and the English carried the system of hammer
beam construction to its highest development

in the fifteenth century. Important specimens

of this characteristic English carjientrj' are in

the roof of Eltham Palace hall, 36 feet span
;

of Hampton Court, 40 feet span, and of West-

minster Hall, 68 feet span. The latter is an

example of the boldest, most elaborate, and

most l>eautiful carpentry of the Middle Ages.

(See Plate XXXVI. : Hammer Beam, under

Beam.)

The covering of stone vaulting with wooden

roofs for protection from the weather presented

to the carpenters of the Middle Ages a different

problem. At first the protective covering was

laid directly upon the upper surface of the

vault, but on account of the rapid deterioration

of the masouiy through the infiltration of water,

it was soon found necessary to buil<l timber

roofs over them independent of the vaidt. The
inconvenience of constnicting these roofs with

tie beams, requiring the building of the waDs

to the height of the crown of the vault, soon

became apparent, and the total abolition of

the tie beam in such ca.ses and the construction

of a roof frame, which should envelop the

vault, and yet be independent of it, presented

to the builders a practical problem which they

proceeded to solve in various ways. Though

the various devices employed to accomplish this

object in covering the nave vaidting of the

great cathedral were sometimes, from the point

of view of modern carpentry, unscientific and

clum.s)-, the budders generally displayed great

boldness, skill, and practical efficiency in the

work, and they met the constantly varying con-

ditions of the ])roblem with an ingenuity which

modern carpentrj' with its greater resources and

experiences could hardly excel.

The distinctive methods of wood construc-

tion in the Oriental countries, in Scandinavia,

Russia, Switzerland, and the Tyrol, all derived

from ancient traditions, are treated under the

proper geographical terms, and imder Chalet

;

Log House.

Since the Renaissance the principles of the

king-post and queen-post truss, as briefly de-

scribed under Roof, have been indefinitely ex-

panded and adapted to an infinite variety of

uses (see Cuts 1 and 2 imder Roof). Elaborate
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WOOD, CONSTRUCTION IN, PART I., FIG. 3: HOUSE AT RUETI. SOLID BUILDING OF SQUARED
TI.MBEK OR THICK PLANK, SIMILAR TO A LOG HOUSE. THE VERTICAL RIDGE IN THE
MIDDLE OF THE GABLE WALL DENOTES A PARTITION. OUTSIDE SHUTTERS SLIDE
HORIZONTALLY.
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antl sometimes oniniilicate'l variations of those

types have been usid in the wide spans of

chnn-lies ami piiblie lialls, of theatres, markets,

railway stations, and in Mansard roofs. Sir

Wood, Construction in, Part I., Fig. 4.

Christopher Wren and his followers in the

eighteenth eeutnry showed great skill and in-

genuity in adapting the ])rinciple of the king or

queen post truss to the framing of church roofs,

in which the visible ceilings were flat, arched,

or vaulted in plaster. A characteristic exam-

ple of these adaptations may be seen in the roof

of the church of S. JIartin's in the Fields,

Westminster, designed by Gibbs, and in the

roof of old Drury Lane Theatre, built at the

close of the eighteenth century. The work of

Philibert de I'Unne, named below, may be con-

sulted for information concerning the character-

istic carpentry of the French builders in the

sixteenth century, their method of framing

domes or curvilinear roofs, with rafters built u])

with several thicknesses of shaped plank and

bolted or spiked together, being especially note-

worthy for simplicity and strength.

In modern work constructions in carpentry

are rarely used in the tni.sswork of wide spans,

framings of iron and steel being substituted.

Choisy, VArl de. Batir chez Jes Eomains ; Pliili-

bert de I'Orme, Xotivelles Inventions pour hien

b&tirapetlts Frais, Paris, 1.501 ; Gwilt's Enryclo-

p<edia of Arrhitectnre ; Viollet-le-Duc, Diction-

vaire ; Articles Charpente, Pan de Bois ; Rondelet,

Traite de VArt de Batir, 8tli ed. 1838-1 800,

and Supplement ; Botticlier, Holzarchitectur des

Mitlelrtlters ; Sanders, Carved Onk in Houses and
Furniture ; see also Bibliosraphy of Switzerland.
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"WOOD, CONSTRUCTION IN ; PART H.

The lug hniise of the early settlers of North

America was, with the advance of civilization,

succeeded liy massive framed constructions of

squared and hewn oak timlier, following, as

closely as the conditions of the New World
would permit, the contemporary or recent tra-

ditions of the mother co\intry. These con-

stnictions gave to the old colonial domestic

architecture of America an aspect of dignity

and permanence, not readily secured in the

lighter, less spacious, and more economical

methods of building which have since been

developed. In fact, the difference between the

old and new methods is largely responsible for

a distinct evolution of style. This difference

residted mainly from the discoveri- that in-

creased strength of constniction could be ob-

tained with a far smaller expenditure of

material and labor ; thus, in floor construction

especially, it was found that far greater sta-

bility could be secured by using thin jdanks

set on edge and regularly spaced as joists and

connected by bridging, than was obtained by

our forefathers in their laborious an<l costly

framed constructions of heavy squared and

hewn girders, supporting smaller scjuared tim-

WOOD, CUNSTRI( TION TN. I'ART I., FiG. 5. STRUC-
TURE OF A Frame Huu.se faced with Four
Inches of Brickwork as described in Text.

hers mortised into them at right angles six or

eight feet ajiart, these spacings in turn being

subdivided by still lighter squared scantlings,

upon Mhich complex the wide flooring boards

of our ancestral homes found at last a fairly

substantial bearing.
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When the iiiipinvcl iiuu-hinery of the saw-

mills began ecoiKiiiiii-ally to convert forest tim-

ber into heavy seMntlings of any desired dimen-

sions for sills, girders, [losts, plates, purlines,

and truss timbers ; into studs 2 inches by 4

inches and 2 inches by C inches ; into planks

from 2 to 4 inches thick and from 6 to 14

inches wide for joists and rafters ; into inch

l)oard8 of various widths for the covering of

house frames ; into thin sliingles for roofs or

walls ; into clapboards or sidings for the outer

covering of walls alone ; and into light laths to

form a good key for plastering,— the builders

were furnished with an abundance of cheap

material admirably adapted to economical

wooden structures, suited for every condition

and scale of living, for storage and shelter of

every sort, including even churches and public

buildings. As the system of construction

which was presently developed from these con-

ditions imposed practically no limit of shape or

size, and was very inexpensive, it was more

elastic for the expression of any caprice of the

builders, or of anj- prevailing whim of de-

sign, than any other system known. But on

the whole, though thus pecidiarly subject to

architectural aberrations, and to temporary

fashions, more or less whimsical and unreason-

able, it has, through the eftorts of trained

archite(!ts, become so well disciplined by its ap-

plication to conditions of comfort and use and

decent living, that its results may be considered

as an illustration of a healthy evolution of style

consistent with an infinite variety in form.

The usual specifications for this structure in-

clude a sill varying from G by 6 inches to 6 by

8 inches, bedded soliilly near the outer edge of

the foundation walls, Violted or rebated together

anil pinned with oak pins at the joints and

angles. Girders of various dimensions accord-

ing to service, corresponding with the main

divisions of the plan and crossing the area of

the basement or cellar, are carried upon inter-

mediate piers, or posts of brick or wood ; upon

these girders and upon the inner edge of the

foundation walls bears the framing of the first

floor, composed of joists 2 inches thick, and

from 8 or 10 inches to 12 or 14 inches deep,

equally spaced, and stiffened every 6 or 8 feet

by a bridging com|)osed of narrow strips of

wood, nailed crosswise between each pair of

joists in continuous lines, to distribute the floor

strains and to i)rovide against the twisting of

the timber. When the distance between bear-

ings is considerable, these joists are dre.ssed upon
their upper edge in the form of a very flat ris-

ing curve to correct the level of the floor in the

case of sagging. Where stairs or chimneys are

to be provided for, the necessary openings in the

floor framing are made by enclosing the open

area with heavier joists, those parallel with the

common joists being called trimmers and those
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at right angles being called headers, the latter

being either framed into the former, or, pref-

erably, hung to them by wrought-iron stiiTujis.

Flush with the outer edge of the sill ami

tenoned into it are vertical posts, 4 inches by

6 inches or 6 inches by 8 inches, extending the

whole height of the walls. These occur at the

corners, and, where the character or extent of

the plan requires, at one or more intermediate

points on each wall. If there is to be a tliii'd

floor, the joists of the intermediate, or second,

floor, which is framed practically like the first,

but with such modifications in detail as the

plan requires, have their outer bearings upon

the top of horizontal timbers, called girts, or

perhaps moie properly f/irths, which have the

thickness of the frame (4 inches or 6 inches)

and a depth of 6 inches or 8 inches ; these are

mortised into the posts. The girts, which run

parallel with the joists, are in the best construc-

tions set flatwise and flush with the upjier sur-

face of the floor framing, projecting inward to

receive the nailings of the ends of the flooring

boards. The posts are connected at the top

by a horizontal memlier, called the irall plate,

4 inches by 6 inches or 6 inches by 6 inches,

the principal function of which is to receive

the lower end of the sloping rafters. These

horizontal and vertical members of the wall-

frame are braced at all their intersections by

diagonal braces tenoned and treenailed.

The main skeleton of the walls being thus

obtained, the open spaces between the posts

are occupied by smaller vertical posts, called

studs, 2 inches wide, and the thickness of the

frame (4 inches or 6 inches) morti.sed at top and

bottom, regularly spaced, set edgewise, and flush

with the frame ; those for the first story are set

between the sill and the girt, and those for the

second, between the girt and the wall plate.

Similar vertical studs form the frames for the

interior partitions, each stud being spiked at

top and bottom to horizontal pieces and stif-

fened at one or more intermediate points by
lines of bridging, composed of short pieces of

studs cut in between the vertical members and

thorougiily nailed. Apertures for doors and
windows are framed by thicker or double studs

at the sides and at top and bottom, the former

being trussed when they bear weight.

The third floor joists for the roof chambers

are often less deep than those of the first or

second. Like the other joists, they bear ujion

the heads of the main partitions, but at their

outer ends they bear either upon the wall plate,

or, if more space is required in the third story

under the lower part of the slope of the rafters,

they are notched over the upper edge of a board

about 6 inches wide, let flush into tlie back

of the outside studs a foot or more below the

wall plate ; this is called a ledger board or

ribbon stri}? ; it is nailed to each stud, and
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plaj-s a very important part in binding and

stiti'ening the entire fabric.

The spacing of floor joists and studs, except

where cross furring is used (see below), is

governed by the length of the laths. These

are roughly sawn strips, about f or ^ of

an inch thick, If inches wide, and 4 feet

long, set about half an inch apart, so as to

afibrd a key for the plaster to hold by. They
require each either four or five nailings, the

former calling for a spacing of joists or studs

16 inches on centres, and the latter, 12 inches

on centres. Thej' are nailed to the inner sur-

faces of the outside studs and to both surfaces

of the inside or partition studs, to receive the

wall finish, and to the under surface of the

joists, to receive the ceding finish ; but in the

better class of work, cross fiirrings, composed

of strips of |-inch boards, about H inches

wide, are fii"st naileil to the under side of the

joists and raft«rs, and at right angles to them,

to correct iiTCgidarities of level, and these re-

ceive the lath nailings. The thickness of the

lathing and plastering is from -| to f of an inch.

In order that the surface of the plastering may
be true and level, it is worked to grounds f
or |- of an inch thick, respectively placed at

points to be covered by the interior wood finish.

Roofs are framed with rafters 2 inches wide

and from 6 inches to 12 inches deep, according

to service, and generally 20 inches on centres,

having a bearing at bottom upon the waU plate,

and at top, for simple constnictions, agaiust a

ridge pole, which is often formed by an inch

board ; or, if the character of the design is such

as to require a roof of double slope, the upper

ends of the raftei-s are notched to support a

curb, or upper plate, 6 inches to 8 inches

square, upon which rests the joists of the flat

or upper roof slope. The hips are generally

constructed with timber 2 inches to 4 inches

thick, and somewhat deeper than the rafters.

The dormers are framed with light studs or

rafters spiked to the rafters of the lower roof-

slope, which are doubled or increased in size at

all roof openings.

The stabOity of this light cageUke structure

depends, not only upon the mortising together

of its principal members, with thorough nailing

and spiking, and pinning at all the intersec-

tions, with bracing as described, and with the

efiFective stifiFening secured by the construction

of its floors,— but also upon an envelope of

rough boarding or sheathing, ^ of an inch thick

and from 6 inches to 10 inches wide, generally

tongued and grooved together, which is nailed

over the entire outer surface of the wall fram-

ing, over the upper surface of the rafters for the

roof closure and of the joists for the flooring.

This sheathing is sometimes applied diagonally

to the surface of the frame to aflbrd greater

stiffness and stability. Often the rafters, in-
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stead of being covered with close boarding,

receive narrow strips, spaced so as to afi'ord

naUing for the shingles, which, by this method,
have the advantage of ventilation from beneath,

and consequently greater security against decay.

The exterior finish, or siding, of the walls, is

composed of narrow boards, called clapboards

(see Claptoard
;
Weather Board), which are

sawn and planed by machinerj- to a thin upper
edge and a thick lower edge, and nailed horizon-

tally through the rough boarding or sheathing

to the studs, overlapping in successive regular

courses, and showing from 4 inches to 6 inches to

the weather ; or of sidings (see Siding), which
are regular courses of boards planed with a bevel

at top and bottom and tongued and grooved

together ; or of vertical boards nailed to hori-

zontal pieces cut in between the studs at each

height of 2 feet, the joints being covered by nar-

row beveUed battens, " hollowed slightly on the

under side to secure closer joints ; or of shingles

shuwing from 4 inches to 6 inches to the weather,

Sometimes of equal widths, and laid in patterns

or shaped with tools in the form of tUes or

scales.

All this exterior finish is laid over stout

weatherproof building paper, thoroughly lapped

and naOed, sometimes in two or more layers,

over the entire surface of the sheathing boards.

The same treatment is applied under the shin-

gles of the roof. Sometimes the whole frame

is filled in with bricks laid in mortar between

the studding ; or it receives a closure of back
plastering laid upon laths cut in between the

studs ; or a double system of lathing and plas-

tering is used, the first being secured to the

back of the studs, and the second to a system

of furring pieces nailed through the first plas-

tering and coinciding with the studs. By any
of these systems a warm weatherproof house is

obtained.

The mouldings of the exterior cornices, string

courses, window and door frames, etc., are

wrought out of boards and thin plank at the

planing mills, where they are often kept in

stock, and, with the assistance of furrings, can be

put together so as to obtain any desired eSect

of solidity, or to meet any of the conventional

exigencies of design. Thus most of the more

important decorative projections are hollow and

made of thin stock, not wrought in the soUd

like the timber work of mediteval constnictions.

Columns, with all the appearance, but none of

the reahty, of soHdity, are built up with glue

upon funing pieces around a hollow core in

forms following classic, medireval, or any other

formulas. The turning lathe contributes its

share to this phantasm of architecture, and

balusters, vases, spindles, and finials of any de-

sired shape and in any desired quantity can be

cheaply obtained at the woodworking factories.

For this characteristic system of obtaining
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decorative effects in wuud coiistnictioii some

practical advantages are reasonably claimed.

In tlie climate of America, dry and wet by

turns, a solid timber construction would not

only be costly, but would be subject to twists,

'cracks, checks, and interior decay; while the

better ventilated hollow and furred I'onstructiun,

when kept well pnitccted by paint and by tlash-

ing.s of tin or zinc on its weathered parts, with-

stands the vicissitudes of time for indefinite

periods. Tiie facilities of the planing mills

have tempted the builder to many unfruitful

experiments in design, to many imitations of

forms never intended to be expressed in wood,

and to many unspeakable inventions of more

vernacular type.

Wiicn the production of nails was cheapened

by machinery, and cut nails of steel and iron

and nails made of wire could be funiisheil of

excellent quality and at a cost much less than

the old-fashioned wrought-iron nails, the labo-

rious and comparatively expensive method of

house framing with mortise and tenon began to

be supplanted by a more economical .system

dependent entirely upon the efficacy of nailing.

This involves the complete abandonment of

braces and girts and mortise joints, and the

substitution of long studs extending continu-

ously through two, or even more, stories from

the sill to the wall plate, the second and third

floor joists being notched over flush ledger

boards or ribbon strips let into the back of the

studs, the wdiole system being .secured by nails

at every point of junction, and made stable by

the nailing of covering or sheatliing boards over

the outside of the wall, studs, and rafters, and

by the nailing of flooring boards over the joists.

This is called Balloon Framing (which see).

The established merchantable lengths of joists

and studs exercise a marked influence over the

ordinary shape and size of the balloon-framed

building, as " cutting to waste " is repugnant to

the principle of economy on which this .system

is founded. This structure, though cheaii, ap-

parently frail, and suited only to temporary or

provisional purposes, has been found by experi-

ence to be stable against ordinary wind pressure,

andtoattnrd at least as safe, as comfortable, and

as commodious a shelter as any other construc-

tion of its class and grade. Indeed, it is

claimed by Western buililers that balloon fram-

ing, as it has fewer points for dislocation and no

mortise holes subject to rot, is a more rigid and

permanent structure than any dependent upon

girts, timber braces, and mortise framing.

In the development of these systems it must

be recognized that certain new and distinct

ideals of design, in strong contrast to those

evolved from the half-timbered buildings of the

Old World, as described in Wood, Construc-

tion in. Part I., have gradually grown out of

these peculiar conditions of structiu'e. Con-
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spicuous among those is an ideal of neatness, a

mechanical precision and workmanlike cleanli-

ness and squareness of outline and smootiiness

of surface, eliminating to some degree many of

the picturesque accidents of ett'ect and mucii of

the softness and roundness of outline, w-jjiirh

have licen derived from otlier conditions of ma-

terial and are associated w'ith all Old World
traditions which we have inherited and wliich

we adnnre. It has been a part of the ikity of

the American architect in some way to elevate

this new, uncompromising condition of structure

into a virtue of design.

In the wooden buildings of the Old World,

as indicated in Part I. of this essay, the timber

frame is commonly visible, and is vitally essen-

tial to tlieir expression as works of arcliitecture.

In the wcjoden buildings of the New World the

frame, by a purely scientific and reasonable

process, is reduced in dignity of proportion and
use. As in tlie high commercial buildings of

modern America, the ligiit steel fi'ame, which

does all the work, is nevertheless necessarily

concealed under a tldn protective envelope of

masonry, so in the wooden buildings the light

timber frame must be covered by a thin sheath-

ing of wood. Both systems are thus deprived

of the noble privilege of treating the frame as

architecture, and are constrained to elevate the

mere integument to this high function. Under

,

tills important limitation tlie wooden buildings

of the United States must depend for architec-

tural eft'ect upon the disposition of masses

and outline, upon fenestration, upon the wide

porches, verandas, and loggias, which the con-

ditions of climate and of social life invite, and

more especially upon the texture and colour of

the surface. In the effort to obtain reasonable

variety in this latter respect, the board sheath-

ing, instead of being covered by clapboards,

sidings, or shingles, — by each or all of these

weatherings sometimes in the same building, —
reipiiring staining or painting, and thus intro-

ducing contrasts of artificial colour as a vital

element in the decorative scheme, receives some-

times a veneer of one thickness of brickwork,

or a thin ashlar facing of stone, laid ujion a

ledge of the foundation, and secured to the

boarding through its covering of slicathing

paper by nails driven in the joints of the

masonry ; a permanent structural colour is tlius

given to the exterior, and a more effectual clos-

ure secured. This device, though of course

open to certain palpable objections as a base

imitation of real masonry, a deceit, and a vain

pretence, is not without its defensible points.

The veneered building is a comfortable build-

ing to live in, it dispenses with the necessity

of paint, substitutes a natural or structural

colour for an applied colour, it enlarges the

scope of design, especially when eombineil with

a second story covered with wood finish painted
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or stained, and it ad'ords another example of

the aiulai-ity with which any new device of

method, apphance, or material, which may com-

mend itself to common sense for economical

or practical reasons, is adopteil, however revo-

lutionary may be its eonsetiuences.

George Collings, Circular Work in Carpentry

and Joinery, a Practical Treatise on Circular

Work of Single and Double Ctircature. London.
1890, l" vol. 8vo ; Hoof Carpentnj, Practical

Lessons in the Framinr/ of Wood Boofs for the

Use of Working Carpenters, London, 1893. 1

vol. 12u)0 ; John Thomas Hurst. Elementary Prin-

ciples of Carpentry, 8th ed., London, 1892, 1 vol.

12mo
;

' Jaiues Xewlands, TTie Carpenter and
Joiner's Assistant, London, 1840.— Hexey Vax Bruxt.

•WOODHOUSE. An outhouse in which

fire\v.)c"i may In- stored for use.

VTOOD'WORKING MACHINERY.
Power machinery for shaping and huishing

wood. It includes sawing and turning ma-

chines of every description, planers, moulders,

jointers ; boring, mortising, and tenoning ma-

chines ; Sanders, filers, and polishers : machines

for the manufacture of flooring, boxes, sashes,

bUnds, and doors, and panelling of all sorts : and

combination machines called universal wood-

workers, adapted for a great variety of car-

penter's work, formerly done entirely by hand.

The substitution of machine labour for hand

labour in every department of industiy has had

much to do with the increase of material pros-

perity during the nineteenth century. It has

given to the people many things essential to

their comfort and well-being, which, under the

old conditions of hand labour, woidd have been

far out of their reach. It has given them food

for mind and body, clothing, easj- transporta-

tion, and decent shelter. To the last, wood-

working machinery^ has largely contributed in

supplying them with cheap timber, cheap

shingles and sidings, cheap flooring and in-

terior finish, cheap sashes and doors. Thus,

the same class, whose fathers a century ago

lived sordidly and meanly, but picturesquely,

in thatchefl cottages of one or two poor rooms,

with latticed casements, mud floors, and rough

walls rudely plastered or whitewashed, now
finds itself decently installed in houses which,

though often hard and square in outline, basely

mechanical in detail, and with but few ele-

ments of grace or beauty, at least afibrd them
spacious, comfortable, if not luxurious, lodg-

ment, encourage clean and decent Uving, and

a wholesome self-respect. But while wood-

working machinery in general ha-s thus ac-

complished large results in increasing the sum
of human happinesi;, this facility of production

has had a tendency to create a cheap archi-

tecture of imitation, pretence, and show— a

tendency which has presented serious obstacles

to the development of forms of art properly
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adjusted to these ditticult mechanical condi-

tions ; for it has been proved by a thousand

failures that the old ideals, based upon hand
labour, and upon an unscientific and prodigal

use of heavy timber, caimot do honest service

in modem, economical wood construction.

— Henry Vas Brunt.
WORKHOUSE. A hou.se in which work

is carricti on ; especially a house in wbicli able-

bodied paupers or vagnints are compelled to

work : a ]innrliiiusf.

•WORKING DRAWING. A detail draw-

ing, made either to a ratiier large scale or at

ftill size, exhibiting the structure of the whole

or a part of a building, so as to form a guide

for the workmen in the actual construction of

the object so repre.seuteil.

WORKING STRENGTH. (See Strength.)

WORKMANSHIP. ^1. The skill of a

workman as shown in bis work.

B. The quality imparte<l to anything made
by man by the actual process of its making

;

the character given to it by the work put into

it, apart from the excellence of its material or

the value of the original conception. The work-

manship of an object may be fine, although its

design, in an artistic sense, or its planning,

shape, or aixangeinent may be very bad.

Workmanship may even be noticeably good

in a thing which is not solidly put together

or likely to be permanent : thus, a piece of

building may be so badly conceived by the

engineer or builder who planned it, that it

wiU not stand long, and yet the workman-

ship, as of stoneeutting, joiner^-, and the like,

may be excellent. Good workmanship of cer-

tain kinds can generally be had by demand
backed by willingness to spend money, espe-

cially if this is long continued ; thus, no better

workmanship is to be found anywhere in

countries of European stock than in the house

fittings, furniture, and the like, of wealthy

Englishmen, that class having been, for many
years and until quite recent times, much the

most freely spending cla.'s of people in Europe.

Houses in London, and countiT houses built

under the same general influences, fifty yeara

ago as now, would show floors of such perfect

level, and doors so perfectly hung that saddles

might be dispensed with : it was quite common
to see the carpets brought into the recess of a

door and fitted together etlge to edge without

any break in the uniformity of the level ; the

doors swinging easily, grazing the pile of the

carpet, but never pressing it, and shutting

peifectly true, the bolts of the latch and lock

going home without noise or shock. The deco-

rative woodwork of the same house, that which

was fitted to the house, and that which was

put into movable articles aUke, would be per-

fectly jointed and truly worked, the mitres

faidtless, the mouldings worked with absolute
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uniformity. And yet all this would be found

in a house whose seemingly vaulted roofs in the

halls, etc., were the merest shams of wood and
plaster, whose external roof had no outters

overhaMijing the walls, but shed otf the water of

rain and snow into leail gutters, which at every

moment threatened the interiors of the house

with the results of leakage, and whose flues

threateneil, and sometimes not in vain, to allow

the ignition of the wooden structure near. This

means that all the workmanship which the

owner and his family and their guests were

in the way of seeing was very perfect, where;is

tliat which they disregarded, belonging to a

class not greatly interested in architectiu'e or

building of any sort, was neglected, being kejjt

in working order by constant repairs. In

France, on the other hand, the building is of

much greater solidity : stairs of stone, hand
rails of wrought iron, floors without wood, and
wholly incombiistible ; nothing to shrink or

settle ; the vaults of cellar or corridor, or, in

a chuixh, of the nave and aisles, all of solid

masonry ; and yet the sash and doors do not

always fit tightly, nor is there as uniformly neat

an aspect given to interior work.

In its largest sense, workmanship includes

selection and care of material. Thus, it is

proper to say that no pieces of Morkmansliip

known to us are more perfect than fine Japanese

lacquers, for the boxes, trays, dwarf writing-

tables, and cabinets of drawers, which come
within that category, were made with a lavish

employment of time and patience in the prepa-

ration, by the father, of the wood which not he,

but his sons, woukl cut up and utilize, the most
extraordinary precautions taken in the way of

seasoning the wood, and causing the drying of

the varnish to go on slowly and at a measured
rate. Material in this sense is not perfectly

good until workmanship in a certain sense has

been applied to it ; but the workmanship which

the collector knows best is that of the laying

on of tlie external coats of the varnish, and the

staining, painting, inlaying, and applying of

other materials in which the decorative design

of the piece is conveyed.

In architecture, care is to be taken not to

allow good workmanship to be mistaken for

that which merely appears delicate ; thus, it

is a very common fault in modern building to

demand that brickwork shall be laid up with

very thin joints— whereas every brickmason
knows that thin joints mean bad work. Good
workmanship is as possible, and good building

is far more easy, with joints J of an inch thick

than with invisible ones. So, in cut stone

facing, tiie smooth slabs of stone set on edge

which are commonly considered necessary to

the finished look of a street front are not nearly

as good building as if the same stone were laid

upon its quarry bed, with the result that the
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whole would be less uniform in colour and less

absolutely smooth in appearance
; but work-

manship may be equally good in either case.

— R. S.

WORKSHOP. An atelier ; a jjlace t'(j\ui)pcd

for the carrying on of any spi'cific work, whether

mechanical or aitistic.

WORONICHIN, ANDREI NIKIFORO-
WITSCH; architect; b. 1760; d. March 5,

1814 (in Saint Petersburg).

He stuflied at the Academy of Saint Peters-

burg, and was sent by Catherine II. to Ger-

many and Italy. In 1791 he was ajjpointed

architect to the court of Saint Petersburg. His
most important work is the church of Notre
Dame in Kasan, Saint Petersburg. He built

numerous palaces.

Seubert, Kunstler-lexicon.

WORSHIP MOUND. (See Mound.)
WOTTON, SIR HENRY; poet, diploma-

tist, and writer on architecture; b. March 21,

1568; d. Dec. 5, 1639.

The brilliant Elizabethan poet and diploma-

tist represented England in Venice for twenty
years. On his return to England in 1.524 he
prepared a tract on architecture. The Elements
of Architecture, collected by Henry Wotton,
Knifjht, from the Best Authors and Exam-
ples. The book seems to have been first pub-
lished in 1651 in the collection of Wotton's

miscellaneous productions, with a .sketch of his

life by his friend Isaak Walton. It is based on
Vitruvius ami the old Italian writers. It has

many quaint and interesting jiractical sugges-

tions. A reprint was i.ssued in 1901.

Builder. Nov. 24, 188.3, p. (!77.

WREATH. A. A twisted band, garland,

or cli.-iplct made of flowers, fruits, leaves, or

other material, or representing such material,

often used in decoration.

B. The curved portion of the string or

hand rail whicli follows a turn in a geometrical

stair. In plan, a wreath usually follows the

curve of a quarter-circle, and thei'efore corre-

sponds to a portion of the surface of a vertical

cylinder.

WREN, SIR CHRISTOPHER; architect

and astronomer; b. Oct. 20, 16.'32 (at East
Knowle, Wiltshire, England); d. Feb. 27, 1723.
He was a student at Oxford (B.A., 1650,

M.A., 1653), and afterward a fellow, and in

1660 was appointed Savilian Professor of As-
tronomj' in that university. His scientific

work was known throughout Europe. He was
an original member of the Royal Society at its

foundation in 1662, and was elected president

of that body in 1681. Having gained a great

reputation as a mathematician, he was con-

sulted in architectural matters during the con-

fused times of the Restoration. In 1661 he
was made a member of the commission in charge
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of the restoration of old S. Paul's cathedral in

London. The first building which Wren 'ac-

tually designed and superintended was the

chapel of Pembroke Hall, Cambridge. He
began the fine library of Trinity College, Cam-

bridge, in 1676. His Sheldouian Theatre at

Wrek, Sie Christopher: Steeple of S. Mary-
LE-Bow, 1077.

Oxford was opened July 9, 1669. He visited

Paris in 1665 and met Bernini (see Bernini),

then occupied with his design for the facade of

the Louvre. Wren never visited Italy. The

Great Fire of London occurred Sept. 2, 1666.

Immediately afterward Wren made a pla7i for

the reconstruction of the burned district, which
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was not followed. He also began to make de-

signs for tlie reconstruction of S. Paul's cathe-

dral, which had been burned, and in 1673 was
commissioned to prepare the fine model which

is now in the South Kensington Museum.
This model, being in the form of a Greek cross,

did not satisfy the ritualistic tendencies of the

court, which required a long nave for proces-

sions. A design in the form of a Latin cross

was finally accepted May 14, 1675. The
cathedral was begun on the site of the old

cathedral, and finished in 1710. It was paid

for by a ta.x on the coal brought to London by

sea. The " Monument " in commemoration of

the Great Fire was begun by Wren in 1671.

In 1675, with the assistance of the Astronomer

Flamsteed, he built the observatory at Green-

wich, London. About 1695 he took cliarge of

the reconstruction of tlie old Greenwich palace,

and was instrumental in having it transformed

into a seaman's hospital. The double colon-

nade of coupled columns at Greenwich is one of

his finest works. Wren repaired the spire of

Salisbury cathedral. He began the construc-

tion of Chelsea hospital in 1682. He made a

fine design for a mausoleum to Charles 1. which

was not executed. On the accession of William

and Mary in 1689 he began the enlargement of

Hampton Court palace, one of his most char-

acteristic works. In 1708 the erection of fifty

new cluirches in London was ordered by act of

Parliament. AVren actually designed fifty-three.

Of these buildings ten have been recently de-

stroyed. Among the most important of those

still standing are S. Mary-le-Bow, S. Steplien,

Walbrook, S. Bride, Fleet Street, S. Lawrence,

Jewry, S. Michael, Cornhill, etc. He sat in

Parliament for many years. There is a collec-

tion of his drawings in tiie library of All Souls'

College, Oxford.

Wren, Parentalia; Loftie, Inigo Jones and
Wren : Elmes, Sir Christopher Wren ; Lucy
Philinuire, Sir Christopher Wren; Stratton, Sir

Christopher Wren; Longman, Three Cathidrals

of St. Fanl; Macnuu-do. Wren's City Chnrehes;

Clayton, Chnrehes of Sir Christopher Wren ; Tay-

lor," Towers and Steeples of Sir Christojiher Wren ;

Law, Hampton Court Palace; Blomtield. Renais-

sance in England; Dugdale, St. Paiil's Cathe-

dral.

WROUGHT IRON. (See Metal Work.)

WYATT, JAMES ; architect ; b. Aug. 3,

1748 ; d. Sept. 5, 1813.

A brother of Samuel Wyatt (see Wyatt, S.).

Wyatt was taken to Kome at the age of fourteen

by Lord Bagot, ambassador to Italy. He studied

also for two years in Venice with Visentini.

In 1770 he made considerable reputation by

adapting the old Pantheon in Oxford Street,

London, for dramatic performances (burned

1792). Working originally in the classic .style,

he afterward imitated Gothic architecture,

and built in that style Fonthill Abbey, Wilt-
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shire, for W. Beckford, and utlier important

works. March 16, 1796, he was ajipninteJ

surveyor general and comptroller of his Majesty's

office of works, succeeding Sir William Chambers
(see Chambers), and held that office until it

was dropped in 1815. He was made a member
of the Royal Academy in 178.5, and tcmijorary

president in 1805. He built tlie royal military

academy of Woolwich, and restored Salisbury

and Lincoln cathedrals.

Red£;rave, Dictionary of Artists ; Arcli. Pub.
Soc. Dictionary ; Dirt, of National Biography.

"WYATT, JEFFREY. (See Wyatville, Sir

JetiVcy.)

WYATT, SIR MATTHEW^, DIGBY;
architect; b. July 28, 1820 ; d. May 21, 1877.

The youngest son of Matthew Wyatt, an

English barrister. In 1844-1846 he travelled

on the Continent. He was secretary of the

executive committee of the great exhibition of

1851, and assisted in making the phms for it.

In 1855 he was appointed surveyor of the Ea.st

India Company. He was honorary secretary

of the Royal Institute of British Architects

from 1855 to 1859. W3-att imljlished An
Architect's Note-hook in Spain (London, 1872,

1 vol. 4to) ; Specimens of Ornamental Art
Workmanship in Gold. Silver, Iron, Brass
and Bronze from the Twelfth to the Nine-
teenth Centuries (London, 1852, large folio)

;

Specimens of the Geometrical Mosaic of the

Middle Ages (London, 1848, folio), etc.

Arch. Pub. Soc. Dictionary ; Avery Architectu-
ral Library, Catalogue.

WYATT, SAMUEL ; architect ; b. Sept. 8,

1737; d. Feb. S, 1SU7.

An elder brotlier of James Wyatt (see

Wyatt, J.). In 1782 he was employed at

Somerset House, London, under Sir William
Chambers (see Chambers). He built numerous
residences in England, and March 5, 1792,

was appointed clerk of the works at Chelsea

hospital (London).

Redgrave, Dictionary of Artists ; Arch. Pub.
Soc. Dictionary.

W^YATVILLE (WYATT) SIR JEFFREY

;

architect; b. Aug. 3, 1766 ; d. Feb. 18, 1840.

His name was originally Wyatt, a son of

Samuel Wyatt (see Wyatt, Samuel). He
exhibited at the Royal Academy after 1786,

was created associate in 1823, and royal aca-

demician in 1826. From 1784 to 1799 he

worked with his father and his uncle, James
Wyatt (see Wyatt, J.). In 1799 he went into

partnership with a builder and engaged in

extensive government contracts. He enlarged

WoUaton Hall, Xottinghanishire (1804),Woburn
Abbey, Bedfordshire (1818-1820), Chatsworth
in Derbyshire, and other residences. From
1824 until his death he was architect in

charge of Windsor Ca.stle. He completed the

quadrangle and staircase of George III., rebuilt
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the Brunswick Tower, etc. August 12, 1824,

his name was changed to Wyatville by royal

license. December 9, 1M28, he was knighted.

His IlliLStrations of Wind.wr Ca.'itle, edited

by Henry Ashton, was publisheil in 1841

(2 vols, folio). A list of his works is given in

the Architectural Piiblicatiun Society's Dic-

tionary.

Redgiave, Dictionary of Artists; Arch. Pub.
Soc. Dictionary.

WYND, 111 Scotland, an aUey, a lane

;

especially a narrow alley in a town forming a

passage from street to street.

X
XAINTES. (See Isenbert de Xamtes.)
XAMETE ; sculptor and architect.

All iiup(]rtant master working in Spain in

the early sixteenth century. In 1537 he made
the candelabra of the Capilla de la Torre in the

cathedral of Toledo. He also executed the fine

portal of the cloister of the cathedral of Cuenca.

Bermudez, Diccionario.

XAT. A carved post in North American
Indian art. (See Canada, Architecture of.)

XENAIOS
; architect.

The walls of Antiochia in Asia Minor were

built under his direction when that city was
founded by Seleukos in 296 B.C.

Brunn, trt'schichfe rlrr grirrhiscJiot Kiinstler.

XENODOCHEUM ; XENODOCHEION.
In classic architecture, a room or building

devoted to the reception and accommodation of

strangers or guests.

XYST ; XYSTtrS. In Greek and Roman
architecture, a long covered portico for exercise

in bad weather. In Roman villas, a garden

walk or avenue planted with trees. Vitruvius

(V., 11) says expressly that the Romans had
misapplied the term in the latter sense.

YAIjI. a Turkish summer mansion. (See

Konak.)
YAMTJN. The official residence of a Chinese

mandarin : also, the office or court where a

mandarin transacts the business of the depart-

ment under his care.

YARD. A. A piece of enclosed ground of

moderate size, especially one adjoining a resi-

dence; as in the terms, front yard, dooryard,

barnyard, inn yard.

B. An enclosure for labour and traffic ; as,

brickyard, woodyard, stockyard, dockyard, rail-

way yard, vineyard.

YBL. NIKOLAUS VON; architect; d.

1891.

A distinguished architect of Hungary. He
was a pupil of Pollak in Pesth and after-
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YELLOW METAL
ward of Giirtnev (sei' (Jjirtiifi) in Munich. He
was coustantly engaged on important works,

was raised to noble rank, and made a member
of the ui)i)cr house of the Hungarian Parha-

ment.

American Architect, Vol. XXXI., p. loO.

YELLOW METAL (called also Muntz's
Metal.) An alloy of tiiree parts of copper and
two of zinc, malleable when hot. It has taken

the place of copper for sheathing, because

cheaper and more easily rolled.

YILDIZ KIOSK- (Sec under Kiosk.)

YOKE. The hiirizontal piece forming the

head of a frame for double hung sash.

YOURT. A term sometimes applied to the

permanent or winter houses of the Alaska Eski-

mos and Aleuts. (See Iglu.) Also any house

or hut of the natives of Siberia. (Written
also yurt, youret, yourta, jurt.)

YRIARTE. CHARLES; editor and writer

on art ; d. April 7, 18yiS.

He was editor in chief of Le Monde lUustre
in Paris, and published many important works
on the Italian Renai.ssance, Florence, Tenise,

Paul Veronese (in Lcs Artistes celdbres) ; Mut-
teo Civitale (Paris, 1886, folio); La vie (fnn
putricien de Veiiise (in 16" SiMe (Paris, 1874,
8vo) ; Un Condottiere au XV siMe, Eimini
(Paris, 1882, 4to); etc.

A. Kiimpfcn in Gnz. it. Beaux Arts (1898, Vol.

82).

YUAN MING YUAN. The summer palace

of the emperor of China, which was plundered

and partly destroyed, witli inuiien.se destruction

of precious artistic treasures, by the French and
British invading army, 1 S()0.

YUCATAN, ARCHITECTURE OF. (See

Mexico, Architecture of, § I.)

YURT. (See Yourt.)

ZACCAB. An earth used in ancient and
modern times by the natives of Yucatan as

stucco, plaster, etc. It is mixed with lime in

place of sand. The colour is white, and it

occurs abundantly in pockets. The cement
used by the ancient Mayas is said to have been
composed of one part slacked lime to two parts

zaccab, but it is doubtful if they understood the

pi-oeess of making quicklime. (See Memoirs
Peabody Museum, Vol. I., No. 3, E. H.
Thompson.)— F. S. D.

ZAHCAB. Same as Zaccab.

ZAMPIERI. DOMENICO (DOMENI-
CHINO) ; painter and architect; b. 1581 (at

Bologna) : d. 1641 (at Naples).

The celebrated painter, Domenichino, was
much employed in the construction of villas.

He assisted at the Villa Negroni, Eome, and
designed the ViUa Belvidere at Frascati and the
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Villa Ludovisi in Home. His most important
architectural undertaking was tlie design of the

church of S. Ignazio in Rome (begun 1626).

Ciu-litt, (ieschiclUe lies Baruelcstiles in llalien;
Khf.\ S[iii(-lii Hdfssdiice.

ZANTH, LUDWIG VON; architect; b.

about 1798; d. Oct. 7, 1857.

He was educated at Cassel, Germany, and
Paris. After 1810 he was as.^^ociated with
Hittorff (see Hittorlf), and in 1823 went with
him to Sicily. They published togetlier .1/v///-

tecture antique de la Sicile (Paris, 1825, folio)
;

and ^Architecture moderne de la Sicile (Paris,

1835, folio).

Arch. Pub. Sue. Dirtinnari/.

ZAPOTEC ARCHITECTURE.. (See Tza-
potcco Arcllitcrtuir. )

ZARCELLO Y ALCAREZ. FRANCISCO
;

sculptor; b. May 12, 1707; d. 1781.

His father, Nicolas, also a sculptor, came
from Cajiua (Italy) to Murcia (Spain) at the

end of the seventeenth century. After making
a statue for the Dominican church at Murcia,

Francisco went to Rome to study. Returning
to Spain, he made the statues of the Sjianish

kings which tlccorate the new palace, Madrid.

He finally settled in JIurcia, where he founded

a school.

Bermudez, Diccionario.

ZAX. An implement used for cutting and
pressing slates. It is usually a kind of hatchet,

with a sharp point on the pole for perforating

slate to receive a nail or ]iin.

ZECCA. In Italian, a mint ; of especial

interest is that at Venice, behind the library of

S. Jlark and fronting on the sea ; the work of

Jaco]xi Sansoviuo, and built about 1536.

ZEHUTER, HEINRICH. (See Egl, An-
dreas.)

ZENANA. In India, that part of a house

in which the women are secluded; an East In-

dian Haram.

ZETA. A closed or small chamber ; a room
over a church porch where documents were

kept.

ZIEBLAND. GEORGFRIEDRICH; archi-

tect ; b. Feb. 7, 1800 ; d. July 24, 1873.

He was sent to Italy by the king of Bavaria,

and on his return was charged with the design

and construction of the basilica in Munich.

Raczynski, L'Art moderne. en Allemagne.

ZIGURAT; ZIKHURAT. A stepped p)T-

aniid, as in the sacred ari-hitertiu'e of the people

of Western Asia in anticpiity. (See Mesopo-

tamia, Arcliitecture of ; Temple.)

ZIGZAG (adj.). Making short and sharp

turns ; in architecture saiil especially of the

mouhlings in arched door heads and the like of

Romanesque style. (See Batons Rompus.)

ZOOPHORIC. Carrying the figure of an

animal.
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ZOOPHORIC COLUMN
ZOOPHORIC COLUMN (ur PILLAR).

A i)ilhir supiiortiiiLj tlif tiguiv of a beast, \isually

symbolical, like tliat which carries tlie Lion of

S. Mark in the Piazzetta at Venice, ami tiie

similar one in the Piazza Signoria at Verona.

Such columns were set u]i by the Venetian Re-

public ill some, at least, of the cities subject to

its rule.

ZOOPHORUS; ZOPHORUS. A repre-

sentation of living things ; in classical archa'-

ology, a frieze or other band or panel filled with

ngures of men and animals ; such as the ceUa

frieze of the Parthenon.

ZOPF STYLE. (See Pigtail and Periwig

Stylf.)

ZOTHECA. *1. A niche or alcove.

/)'. A living room or day room as oppo.sed to

a slce|iing room or dorniitdvy.

Z PLAN ; or Z-SHAPED PLAN. A plan

composed of three wings joined somewhat like

the letter Z. Occasionally used in hospitals to

obtain CvTtain advantages of asi)ect.

ZUNIAN ARCHITECTURE (pron. zoon'

yee-an). That of the Zniii Indians of western

New Mexico. The Zuiiis are Pueblos, and their

architecture is the same as that of the other

tribes of this class. (See Adobe ; Communal
Dwelling ; Kiva ; Pueblo.)

ZWIRNBR
Z^A^rNGER. in old (iernian, a fortress or

.strong place in or adjoining a city ; also an

outer court or Bailey ; a popidar term, from

which, by extension, comes the modern name of

several palaces, or jjarts of palaces, in German
cities. That at Dresden is a very important

and interesting specimen of the tioriil style of

the eighteenth century.

ZWIRNER, ERNST FRIEDRICH ; archi-

tect ; b. Feb. l',s, lyui'; d. Sept. L'L', 18G1 (at

Cologne).

He studied architecture in Breslau in 1821,

and with Schinkel (see Schiukel) in Berlin in

1824. He devoted himself especially to the

revival of Gothic architecture in Germany. In

1833 he was appointed inspectur of the con-

struction of the cathedral of Cologne, and in

18,53 architect of that building. The comple-

tion of this work was largely due to his efforts

in interesting the people of Germany, and espe-

cially Freidrich Wilhelm IV., king of Prussia,

in it. Many leading German architects were

educated by him and a.ssisted him in his work.

Zwirner built also the castle of Herdringen

(1844-1852) for the Count of Fiir.stenberg, the

church of S. Apollinaris at Ramagen, near

Bonn, etc.

Seubert, Kunstler-lexicon.
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the Cathedral Church of S. Paul, London
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dently and in their connection with drawing; and the propositions of the author are illustrated by plates of

architectural objects and perspective plans. An invaluable book for artists, architects, draughtsmen, and civil

engineers.

SCOTLAND'S RUINED ABBEYS
By HOWARD CROSBY BUTLER, A.M.

Sometime Lecturer on Architecture in Princeton University, and Fellow of the
American School of Classical Studies in Rome

New Edition. Cloth. Square 8vo. Illustrated. $2.50

RATIONAL BUILDING
By E. E. VIOLLET-LE-DUC

The Article "Construction" of the Dictionnaire Raisonne de I'Architecture Francaise

Translated by G. M. Hiss

Cloth. 8vo. Illustrated. $3.00

THE CASTLES OF ENGLAND
Their Story and Structure

By SIR JAMES D. MACKENZIE
Baronet of Scatwell and Tarbal

In two volumes. With 40 Plates, 158 Text Illustrations, and 70 Plans

Cloth. 4to. $25.00
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